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Radio Will Preview Pix for Air Mtem' Sponsors

JM-G-M
"Futures
injngland
Columbia plans
to Signonly
Dramatists1
Guild Basic
Agreement
.esson
L
s
Zen. da'
. . why ignore it?
By CHESTER B. BAHN IN the story the box office is telling so
merrily these days about David 0. Selznick's "The Prisoner of Zenda", there is
something of a lesson.
One of the most frequently heard criticisms within as well as without the industry— it may even top the list — is the charge
that a given story is out-moded. 'Meaning
that it belongs to another day, and that
the cinematic procession has passed it by.
Selznick's "Zenda", among other things,
goes far to answer such a school of thought.
Certainly, if it had any foundation in fact
"Zenda" would not be running 20.8 per
cent ahead of "A Star is Born" at this
stage, which is precisely what the Selznick
picture is doing, according to United Artists.

Dear in mind that Anthony Hope's novel
" had much to do with setting a literary
fashion, the vogue being furthered by
George Barr McCutcheon, by Arthur Marchmont, by Harold MacGrath, by Richard
Harding Davis and others who delighted
in conceiving mythical lands. Sheer romanticism, that fashion, with nothing in
common with the patterns favored by today's story tellers.
Yet "Zenda", drawing rich reviewers'
praise, has been held over in practically
every spot where it has played to date, and
not once has the story been challenged
on the ground that it was out-moded.

THE logical deduction then, is that when
such a criticism is voiced, it actually
applies, not to the story, but rather its
treatment for the screen.
And from that you properly proceed to
the conclusion that it might be an excellent idea for Hollywood to give a second
thought to other stories which it has sidestepped as belonging to another era.
"Zenda" not only shows how to turn the
trick but what may be expected from the
>ublic at the box office when the trick is
turned.
Why

ignore the lesson?

Company Breaking Away from
Ban Agreed Upon by
Film Firms
Harry Cohn, Columbia president,
said yesterday, that his company is
prepared to sign the Dramatists'
Guild basic agreement and enter production this season. Cohn's announcement breaks up the united
front maintained by the eight major
companies
all last season against
(Continued

on

Page

6)

EDUCATIONALREPORTS
PROFIT OF $168,056

Hays Board Meets in 2 Weeks

Louis

ter SettingReturns
Up
B. Mayer
Af-

Reportmittee
ofstudying
the the
Hays 16association's
mm. schoolcompix
situation is now expected to be ready
for presentation
to thetheMPPDA's
torate at a meeting
second direcweek
in October, it was said yesterday. Committee embraces Harry M. Warner, StanIon Griffis and E. W. Hammons.

SCREEN WRITE
DECISION IS DEFERRED
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Production
All M-G-M

production scheduled

for
England
will Louis
be designed
"A"
pictures,
stated
B. Mayeras yesterday as he returned to New York
on the Normandie, after spending
three months abroad. He reported
lent.
foreign
business conditions as excel"A Yank at Oxford," the initial
M-G-M production, is half finished,
stated Mayer, and "Shadows on the
Wing" will be the next picture.
In addition to the people he
signed while on the Continent, the
M-G-M
production
chieftain
en(Continued on Page
6)

Los Angeles — Motion of Attorney
Neil McCarthy, representing Screen
Playwrights, Inc., for a
hearing
on asking
Screen
Writers'
the National
Educational Pictures, Inc., and Guild petition
subsidiaries for the year ended June Labor Relations Board to hold an
of writers to name an ex26, showed a net profit of $168,- election clusive
agency for all
056.26 as compared with a net prof- screen writersbargaining
was
taken under
it of $104,357.49 for the previous
(Continued on Page 10)
year, according to the annual report which was mailed to stockholders yesterday. This is equivalent to Clark to Visit 22 Cities
Philadelphia— George P. Aarons,
$1.87 per share on the common stock
for Kent Drive Parleys secretary of the UMPTO, invited to
presently outstanding.
address the MPTO of Western Pennsylvania, announced yesterday that
John D. Clark, 20th Century-Fox the Pittsburgh
Schaefer and Greenthal
unit had passed a
distribution head, plans to confer resolution adopting
the UMPTO
to Coast to See Product with managers in 22 cities in connection with the S. R. Kent sales plan of power
of onattorney
(Continued
Page 10) for buyGeorge Schaefer, general sales drive, leaving Los Angeles Oct. 18.
manager of United Artists, left New He is now en route to the Coast from
York for Hollywood by train yester- New York.
day, and Monroe
Clark's (Continued
itinerary on Page
is as6) follows: English Public's Reaction
(Continued Greenthal,
on Page 6) director

100 THEATERS JOIN
PARA. BUYING COMBINE

to Television

Sponsors Interested in Using Film
Talent on Air to Get RKO Previews
Electrics File General
Denial in 6 Million Suit

By RALPH

WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO Radio has established a radio relations department
American Telephone & Telegraph,
Western Electric and Erpi yesterday and will preview important pictures
filed a general denial in Federal for sponsors and producers of radio
Court to charges made in the $6,- shows interested in using screen talent on the
air. First preview will
000,000 triple
damage anti-trust suit
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 10)

Disappoints

Reception of the English public
to television broadcasting is "very
disappointing," according to William Paley, president of CBS, who
arrived in New York yesterday on
(Continued on Page

10)

Five Bells, No Less
An exhib was raving to Bill Bugie,
Memphis manager for Paramount, over
the "four bell" attractions of other
distributors, having in mind the Jimmie
Fidler method of classifying pictures.
Finally Bugie became a bit tired of the
dialogue
interrupted:
one
bell and
pictures
but they"Weget may
fivemake
bell
business

at the box-office."
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ADA SCHULBERG. who arrived In New York
yesterday from England, leaves for the Coast
in four days.
SONIA HENIE, after arriving in New York
yesterday from abroad, flew to the Coast
immediately. She was accompanied by her
mother.
MRS.
SELMA
HENIE.

Net
Close
Chg.
1934 +
V4
21

KEN

THOMPSON, Screen Actors' Guild exwood byecutive
auto.secretary, leaves tomorrow for Holly-

JACK COHN, board chairman of Columbia
Pictures, and MRS. COHN, leave New York
today on the Normandie for Europe.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., who landed in
New York yesterday on the Normandie, flies
to Hollywood today.

HERBERT MARSHALJ., who is vacationing
in New York, leaves for Hollywood the latter
part of next week.

LOUIS B. MAYER. BEN THAU. I. M. NOBEL.
HEDY LAMARR and GRISHA GOLUBOFF leave
New York Monday for Hollywood, following
their arrival yesterday
from abroad.

West
exchanges.
York today
for a tour of United Artists' Mid-

GEORGE SCHAEFER. UA general sales manager, entrained for the
Coast
yesterday.

SHIMEN RUSKIN, stage actor, is en route
from New
York to Hollywood.

WILLIAM PALEY landed in New
terday from the Normandie.

CHARLES BOYER, French film star, and his
wife, professionally known as PAT PATTERSON; GILBERT MILLER, producer; GERMAINE
AUSSEY, Continental screen actress; and
CHARLES A. VALLEE, father of Rudy Vallee,
leave New York for Europe today aboard the
Normandie.

York yes-

FERNAND GRAVET, who arrived in New York
yesterday from Europe, leaves for the Coast
in four days.
MONROE GREENTHAL, UA advertising-publicity head, flies to the Coast today, returning in about a week.

HARRY
yesterday.

MARKET

High
Low
Am. Seat
20
193.,
Columbia
Picts. vfc.
21 \
21
Columbia
Picts.
pfd
Con. Fm.
Ind.
2'8
2'8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
9
8'i
East. Kodak
175'2 175
do pfd

JACK L. WARNER, vice president in charge
of production at Warner Brothers, accompanied
by
WARNER, sails for Europe today on
the MRS.
Normandie.

DANIELLE DARRIEUX. who arrived in New
York from Europe yesterday, departs for Hollywood Tuesday.

IRVING
STOCK

and Going

HOWARD
HUGHES flew from Stratford,
Conn., to Floyd Bennett Field yesterday in his
new speed plane.

FINANCIAL
YORK
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Managers Meeting Monday
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COHN
HOFFMAN

left by plane for the Coast
flies to the

Coast

today.

F & M Survey Shows Demand
for Duals in lst-Runs, Nabes

EMANUEL sales
SILVERSTONE,
Alexander
American
representative,
leavesKorda's
New

WALTER WANGER
day from Hollywood.

arrives in New

York to-

VICTOR J. SCHOCHET, accompanied by MRS.
SCHOCHET and their children, VICTOR, JR.
and BARBARA, sails from New York tomorrow
on the Santa Clara for Lima, Peru, to open a
branch
office there for United
Artists.
SEYMOUR

POE

leaves

today

for Chicago.

Omaha Theater Polio Ban
Will be Lifted Tomorrow

Omaha — The six-week ban on
St. Louis — Picture theater patrons
juvenile
attendance at local thewant all that they can get for their
+
%
aters, which has caused business
—
V*
money, whether they patronize the losses of from 25 to 50 per cent,
Gen. Th
Eq.
19'8
19'4
19' '2 +
Vl biggest de luxe house in town or the
will be lifted tomorrow. The inLoews.
Inc.
72^
713.,
7214 4%
do pfd
fantile paralysis epidemic has subsmallest of the neighborhood thesided to a point where only a few
Paramount
1858
17'8
17% —
%
aters. That is the outstanding con- sporadic cases are being reported.
Paramount 1st pfd.
clusion to be drawn from the tabuParamount 2nd pfd. 16S8 1638 1638 —
l/4
Downtown houses suffered the 25
Pa the Film
838
8
8
—
Va
lation
of
the
returns
in
the
Fanper
cent loss, while neighborhood
RKO
6' j
6',
6' 8 —
'/8
20th Century-Fox 30' j, 2938
30' g 4%
chon & Marco-St. Louis Star-Times business was off 60 per cent, sev20th C:ntury-Fcx pfd. 37'2
36'2
37V2 +1
eral houses even being forced to
survey of local fan preferences.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
close in midweek. Earlier estimates
Warner Bros
11'4 103 j 103 j —
Va
A digest of the first 40,000 ques- of 50 per cent losses for first-runs
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
tionnaires out of some 50,000 so far were revised after a comparison of
local grosses on certain pictures
Keith
A-0
6s46
9S'4
9534
95^ —
V2 sent into the newspaper show: On
Locw 6s41ww
99' 4 99
99' 4 +
%
with the grosses in other cities.
Para. B'way 3-55 67 '4 67 '4 67 '4 4- s£ the question of stage shows in conPara. Picts
6,55 100
100
100
—
Vfc
junction with motion pictures the
Para. Picts cv. 3'is47
86
843.,
85'2 4%
RKO
6s41
first-runs voted 13,700 for and 5,- Linger Closes Para. Deal
Warners
6s39
88' 8 8758
875'8 4- 2
700 against and the neighborhoods
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
With Durkee Md. Circuit
10,985 for and 5,341 against. On
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand National
2'4 2V£ 2'8 4- li the query as to double feature picParamount, through Joseph J.
ture bills against only one feature
Monogram Picts.
2
2
2 —
'8
Sonotone Corp.
2
134 lT-g 4- V6 with short subjects the votes show
Unger, eastern division sales chiefTcchn:coor ...
25% 25% 25'8 —
38
tain, has closed a film deal with the
Trans-Lux
3'4 3'g 3'g —
'8 de luxe houses favoring two features 10,682 to 7,833 while the Durkee circuit operating about 26
Universal
Picts.
nabes voted 12,198 for two pictures houses in the Baltimore area. Unger
N Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
STOCK
MARKET
Bid
Asked
and 3 536 for a feature with shorts. recently completed a deal with the
Tathc
Film 7 pfd
97
102
The returns yesterday showed no Griffith Amusement Co., with houses
Fox Thea. B!dg. 6'2s 1st '36
8'2
9^
change among the players leading in Texas and Oklahoma. He has reLoew's
Thea.
Bide..
6s
1st
'47
91
'2
93
Met. Playhouse.
Inc. 5s 43
66
68
turned to New York from Baltiin the voting. The first five in each
more and Washington.
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'„s 1st 43
49'2
51 Vi classification are: Actors: C'ark
Gable, 4,317; Robert Tavlor, 3.212;
William Powell, 2 848: Paul Muni,
GN Gets N. O. Break
1,914, and Spencer Tracy 1.906; 20th-Fox Pacts With Chi.
New Orleans — Grand National Actresses: Myrna Lov, 4.287; LorIndies Said Running Ahead
will get its first break with a big otta Young, 2,236; Claudette Colbert, 2036; Ginger Rogers, 1,796
house here when "Something to
SingOct.About"
opens at
the National
Saenger and Alice Fave, 1,686; Child Stars:
Chicago — Twentieth Century-Fox's
on
9. Another
Grand
Shirley Temple. 14.381; Jane With- new product contracts with independent theater owners are running for
ers,
8
594;
Freddie
Bartholomew,
3,picture, "The Girl Said No," will
open at the Tudor Theater on 568; Deanna Durbm, 2,653; and ahead of last year, says Clyde EckOct. 16.
hardt, Chicago branch manager.
Mickey Rooney, 2,152.

Branch managers of the Army
Motion Picture Service will hold
their annual convention in St. Louis
on Monday. Seasonal plans for operation of theaters under War Department administration will be
completed at the parley at which
R. B. Murray, service director, of
Washington will preside. The managerial meeting will follow a conference of Army projection engineers now being held in St. Louis.

Illinois Allied Takes No
Action on Rental Issue
Chicago — Allied Theaters of Illinois, meeting here yesterday, failed
to take definite action on the issue
of increased film rentals, although
opposition was expressed.
The new operators' contract also
was discussed, but terms, believed
to include provision for a slight increase, were withheld pending a
meeting
the Oct.
Operators
Union'sof
executive of
board
7. Approval
the contract is expected at that
time.

Reserve "Ecstasy" Decision

Albany — Appeal from the decision
of the state censor board in refusing to license exhibition of the film
"Ecstasy" was argued before the
Appellate
cision was Division
reserved. yesterday. De-

2'8
8^
175

AL GOODMAN
Dear Friends:
You are cordially invited
to "attend" my return to
Your

LUCKY STRIKE
HIT PARADE
for my seventh series, over
CBS Saturday, October 2nd,
at 7 P. M. P.S.T.
Sincerely,

THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLI

HAPPY

RETURN

OF THE DAY is Fernand Gravet's,

enroute to scene of his 'King and Chorus Girl' triumph, the Warner lot, and new starole in 'Food For
Scandal,' with romance by Carole Lombard, direction by Mervyn Leroy, music by Rogers and Hart!
'IT HAD THEM IN STITCHES in 3 minutes and all sewed up at the
end" reports Film Daily after sneak coast preview of 'The Perfect
Specimen' discloses star Errol Flynn "doing a splendid job" (Variety
Daily), Joan Blondell "at her best" (L. A. Times), and season's champ
comicast "guaranteeing a laugh a minute" (Photoplay) for Warners!0

AN

EVERLASTING

TRIBUTE

TO PAUL

MUNI, universally acclaimed screen's
greatest actor, is permanent niche in
the Los Angeles Carthay Circle Motion
Picture Hall of Fame. Meanwhile, Philly's
Boyd Theatre devotes entire lobby
(above) as honor hall for star on occasion
of first popular-price, record-breaking
engagement

of his 'Life of Emile Zola'.*

STAND BY FOR CHARLIE MCCARTHY!
j WELCOME

TO WARNERS

is extended columnist Ed Sullivan by

Charles Boyer, and Claudette Colbert stars of famed 'Tovarich,' now
in cutting and editing stages. Tour of Burbank lot revealed studio's
all-time peak schedule with 'Hollywood Hotel,' Technicolor 'Gold Is
Where You Find It' and 'Robin Hood' in simultaneous production.

Vitaphone.in response to publicdemand,
announces re-release of short series starring Edgar Bergen and his not-so-dumb
pal (right). Crosley survey shows theirs
'the most popular full-hour radio show.'
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A First National

Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

PARAMOUNT NEWSREEL
******

fWKAWt^Mm

.'( _JIB— _*>

(pdramowit

Inaugurates New Departure in Screen Reporting with "Voice Staff" ' of
Nine Nationally Known Radio Commentators, headed hy Gabriel Heatter.

Tri umvira te to Cover Spot News. Trio of well known radio commentators will be the voices behind spot news for the Paramount Newsreel.
These keen-voiced gentlemen are Sidney Walton, Joseph Boley and Mark
Hawley. Walton at one time was identified with WBAL (Baltimore) as

he wrote and presented his own news program.
Boley was staff announcer for WJAS (Pittsburgh) and later at KQV.
Hawley, with considerable experience as announcer on some of America's greatest stations,
is now transatlantic news commentator over WOR, with largest local

news editor and commentator.' Later joined WHN

audience in the country. '

(New York) where

r

BOB CARTER covers horse racing. Started life as an aviator. Did about
ten years of newspaper work. Has announced sports, special events and
news at WODA, WN.J. WOV, WIP.
Now assistant chief on WMCA.

FRANK KNIGHT owns the "voice" that will report foreign stories, especially
those from the British Empire. Handles important air programs for WOR and
the Mutual System, and is a keen student of international politics.

GREGORY ABBOTT will specialize on disasters, war and tragedy. Has been
with the Paramount Newsreel since 1931. Has also been announcer on

BILL SLATER owns the "voice" behind the football games. Has been doing
sports broadcasting for more than seven years, and is rated as an expert
commentator on track and field events, baseball, hockey, boxing, football,
basketball, polo, swimming and tennis. For past three years has broadcast
all major football games over NBC.

radio stations WOR and WMCA. When he's not describing events for
the newsreel, he spends his time singing and composing songs in connection with his work as a church soloist.

"PARAMOUNT NEWSREEL, as always, concentrates
on service". . .

"Service above everything
else," states Paramount
Newsreel Editor A. J.
Richard, as his organization starts second decade of achievement.
"We believe exhibitors and
the public want news
presentation to be the
primary

function

of a

a. J. RICHARD
Editor of Paramount Newsreel

newsreel. We are not departmentalizing the news. We
have selected these nine specialists from radio because
we feel that their voices will lend added impetus and
JOE BOLTON will cover baseball, track events, college athletics. Is sports
announcer for WCAU (Philadelphia) and staff announcer at WOR (New
York). Has large following for his own program — "The Man About
Town." Varies the monotony of life by;Mc-ing nationally sponsored
radio programs -

audience interest to photographed news happenings.'
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COLUMBIA TO SIGN
DRAMATISTS' PACT
ft i)

the Dramatproducing plays underunless
changes
Gufld contract
red by the companies were made.
Columbia's act in breaking away
from the anti-Dramatists Guild
is expected to lead sevagreement
eral of the other companies to sign
with the Dramatists' Guild. The
companies,, it is understood, have
found that by staying away from
producing they have boosted the
price of film rights to plays to a
point where it will be markedly
cheaper to produce plays.
Columbia has not decided whether
it will produce plays or back established producers. It may do both.
D. A. Doran will be the clearine
s dealings with
point for Columbia'
production.
legitimate

Clark to Visit 22 Cities
for Kent Drive Parleys
(Continued from Page 1)

San Francisco, Oct. 19; Salt Lak
City, Oct. 21; Denver, Oct. 22:
Omaha, Oct. 23; Minneapolis, Oct
24; Chicago, Oct. 25; St. Louis, Oct
26; Kansas City, Oct. 27; Dallas
Oct. 28; Memphis, Oct. 29; Atlanta,
Oct. 30; Washington and Philadel
phia, Nov. 1; Pittsburgh and Cleve
land, Nov. 2; Cincinnati and Indian
apolis, Nov. 3; Detroit, Nov. 4; Toronto and Buffalo, Nov. 6; Boston,
Nov. 7 and New York Nov. 8.

Schaefer and Greenthal
to Coast to See Product
(Continued from Page

1)

of advertising and publicity, will
follow him by plane today. They
will remain on the West Coast about
a week to view the company's new
product, both finished and unfinished.
Among the pictures they will see
are: "The Adventures of Marco Polo," "The Hurricane," and "The
Goldwyn Follies," produced by Samuel Goldwyn; "Nothing Sacred," and
"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer."
Selznick International productions;
and "Stand-In," and "52nd Street,"
Walter Wanger productions.

•VjO^

?&MIL M.DALY ~

OCTOBER

1

Alice Joyce
Jack Mersereau
G.
Keva
Marcus

(Continued from

• •
• WHEN WE ran that squib the other day
about the Let's Go To the Movies season at Wilmington, Delaware we suggested: Why confine it to Wilmington?
so up speaks A. J. Vanni, zone manager for Warners in the
Philadelphia district and he sends along a special section
from the Reading (Pa.) Times devoted to boosting the movies
and theater attendance both this Reading section and the
one from the Wilmington paper were planned and executed by
Douglas F. George, theT
publicity
Tdirector
T for Vanni's zone
• • • IN THIS special movie section of the Reading
paper is a very interesting article . written by Paul E.
Glase, who has been connected as publicity director and mantit' Reading
theaters history
for the oflastmotion
24 years
Paul
traces ager the
chronological
picture theaters
in his town from the very beginning right down to the present
date
the article has created all kinds of interest in the
city, especially among the oldtimers here is a made-toorder article that can be written for any city in the United
States it is a sure-fire one with any newspaper editor,
and ties in niftily with a Let's Go To the Movies campaign

T

T

T

• •
be

• JUST TO show how interesting such an article can
we quote from Glase's article on the Reading Theaters "In the spring of 1905, pictures were first exhibited
on the east side of Sixth Street, on a site now occupied by the
Pomeroy store. A string of electric globes, a player piano,
with the owner as the operator, and his wife as the ticket
seller. There were no other employees. Thus was inaugurated
the motion picture theater in Reading.
It survived but a short
time.
The name of the owner is not recorded."
from this
lead-off, chronologist Paul Glase traces every important theater development in the city down to the present here is
an article that hundreds of the local movie fans will want to
preserve as a matter of reference

T

T

T

• • • DANIELLE DARRIEUX, Universale new French
star, who arrived on the Normandie yesterday won't soon forget her welcome
Greeted by J. Cheever Cowdin, Charles
R. Rogers and Paul Gulick and a small army of news photographers and reporters, it took just two hours to satisfy the
demands of the press contingent Mile. Darrieux was all
agog over the performance of Deanna Durbin in "100 Men and
a Girl"
It was one of two pix shown in the Normandie's
theater on the voyage
The other was Danielle's own new
one, "Abuse of Confidence"
T
T
T
• • who
• HOLLYWOOD
Party
O'Brien-in
Moore,
scored a personal
triumphin inhonor
the of
roleErin
of Nana
the ^Varner film, "The Life of Emile Zola"
to be held at
Leon and Eddie's in West 52nd Street on Sunday
eve. . .
• Patricia Ellis arrives in New York on Friday on the steamship Roma she has just completed Alexander Korda's
"Paradise for Two" at the Denham studios in London

T

birthday:

M-G-M PLANS ONLY
"A" PIX IN ENGLAND

T

T

• •
• SPECIAL
REPORT
issued by the National
Board of Review
on "The Life of Emile Zola"
it is
one of the few films to receive special mention by the Board
the verbal citation concludes with these lines
"Beyond its excellence as an individual film, it adds another powerful unit to the series of films, of which Warner Brothers are
outstanding and pioneering producers that are broadening
the scope of the screen
accustoming moviegoers to something more than mere relaxation in the theater increasing the appreciation and expectations of movie audiences and
encouraging other producers to risk productions outside the
beaten track of ordinary pictures."

«

«

«

»

»

»

Page

1)

gaged Hedv Lamarr, Vienese actress
and star of "Ecstasy." Miss Lamarr,
who arrived with his party, leaves
with them Monday for Hollywood.
Gr;sha Goluboff, 14-year-old concert
violinist, whom he also signed, will
accompany him to the Coast. Both
players
have long-term contracts,
said Mayer.
Ben Thau, studio executive, who
landed with Mayer, said that the
company will continue to lease the
Denham studio in England. Robert
Taylor will return to this country
from England in about eight weeks,
he stated.
I. M. Nobel, concert director of
artists, also arrived with the Mayer
party.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., another
passenger on the Normandie, 'eav?s
for the Coast tomorrow to work for
RKO in "Having a Wonderful
Time". Later he goes to Selznick
to make a sequel to "Prisoner of
Zenda" entitled "Rupert of Hen'z
Fernand Gravet, another arrival
returns to Hollywood after making
"The Lie of Nina Petrona" foi
Solar Films of France. He leaves
for the Coast in four days to dc
"Food for Scandal" for Warnei
Bros.
Sonja Henie left New York by
plane for the Coast, following hei
arrvial on the same liner. Her next
assignment at 20th Century-Fox i:"Bread, Butter and Rythmn." Sht
goes on a skating tour in March
before au."
making another picture foi
the same producer.
Danielle Darrieux, new Universa
player, leaves Tuesday for Hollyj
wood
do "Rage of
Jackto Buchanan
alsoParis."
arrived tc
way.
work in a Shubert show with Eve
lyn Laye opening Oct. 9 on Broad
William Paley, president of CBS
was another Normandie arrival.

Metro Releasing 4 Shorts
To Complete 1936-37 Care
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Four Metro short;
will be released in October to com
plete the 1936-1937 schedule. "Jun
gle Juvenile," a Pete Smith special
ty.
"Sunday
Night at the Troca
dero," Louis Lewyn musical. These
two
will be released
tomorrow
I "Rainbow
Pass," a miniature, re
\ leased Oct. 9, and one of the Crime
I Does Not Pay series, "Behind th<
Criminal," will be released Oct. 14
That Autograph

Urge

Richmond, Va. — On the night before
he left for a new assignment in BosJones, manager,
was
giventon,aGeorge
farewell
party by Loew's,
employees.
As a climax the boys tore the shirt off
George's back and made him autograph
it for them.

t-

o City Music Hall . .
rgest theatre in the world . .
has honored COLUMBIA anew.
",■////

^

III ll ill
///I UPS

A three year contract has/M' just
been signed, giving this company
the opportunity of filling one-third

shortji.

of the theatre's playing time during
that period. FRANK CAPRA'S
"LOST HORIZON" is now playing
the Music Hall, inaugurating the new
arrangement. It is the twentieth
COLHMRIA picture to be shown at
this theatre.
TO the management of the
Music Hall, COLUMBIA expresses
its profound gratitude for this
demonstration of confidence*

ZON"
t^almst immediately after "LOST HORI
TWO MORE COLUMBIA HITS
will come fo the Radio City Music Hull

CARY GRMT

Meiw. DOUGLAS

embarking on a spreeful of

cis thrilling new sweethearts in
"I'll Take Romance", a light
hearted honey of a vehicle for
Miss Moore and Mr. Douglas.
Brilliantly directed by Edward
H. Griffith and produced
by Everett Riskin. George
0 p p e n h e i in e r and Jane
Murfin wrote the screen

gleeful hysterics in "The Awful
Truth", a Leo McCarey production directed by Mr. McCarey
himself from the swell Vina Del
mar screen play, with Everett
Riskin as associate producer.
. . . The grand comedy cast includes such favorites as Ralph
Rellamy . . . Cecil Cunning
ham . . . Alexander D'Arcy.

play. In the bang up cast are
Helen Westley, Stuart Erwin.

Mm
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A "JUttU" fro*» Mfywtod "Ms
By RALPH

WILK
Case of a star doubling as proHOLLYWOOD
duction aide, Tom Keene is credited
with the complete series of photoCAMUEL GOLDWYN announced
graphs and research data which enyesterday that Jascha Heifetz,
abled Monogram studios to recon• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 150
• At• 19,
•
has been signed to a pix contract.
struct
the historic ghost town of
HENRY KOSTER. Universal director. Born in Berlin. Has been a painter
Heifetz will make his first screen
Lundy,
in
the High Sierras, for his
cartoonist, reporter, newsreel cameraman, assistant director,
directed
appearance in "The Great Musical
directed his initial picture, which he readily admits was a flop. Has
new
film,
"Where Trails Divide."
Festival," which Goldwyn will proFranciska Gaal and Dolly Haas, who are now
Most
of the
player's
research
was
duce in Technicolor next May.
furnished
by Hillis
Parrett,
73, who
in
Hollywood;
Lili
Dagover
and
others.
Author
Heifetz and Mrs. Heifetz leave
still lives there.
of more than 50 original stories and screenHollywood tonight for New York
on the first step of a concert tour.
plays. Has directed in France, Germany, AusT
Y
▼
tria and Hungary. Directed seven pictures,
"The Ugly Duckling" went into
Assembling one of the largest
with Joe Pasternak as producer, two of them
production yesterday at Metro with
speaking casts ever recruited for a
Joe Ruttenberg, cameraman, Sandy
being "Three Smart Girls" and "100 Men a
major film, Producer Pandro S. BerGirl." His initial picture with Pasternak was
Roth, assistant director. Edwin L.
man has selected 51 players for
Marin will direct and Harry Rapf
"Five in a Jazz Band." Ambition is to make
Ginger Rogers' new RKO Radio
will produce.
color pictures and he predicts black-and-white
solo starring feature, "Having Wonpictures will be a thing of the past in two
Time."this
The week
picture
beforederful
cameras
in goes
the San
years. Hobby is using 16 millimeter color film.
Director Lloyd Bacon, who has
Bernardino Mountains, with Al SanStands 5, 10.
Eyes, hazel.
Hair, dark.
been vacationing on his yacht, has
tell directing, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., playing opposite Miss
a new stuffed fish for the sportsman's den at his Hidden Valley
Rogers.
▼
T
T
which was recently published in six years when he was U. S. Attor- ranch. It is a nine-foot man-eating
nel.
Warners have purchased the Liberty Magazine. The story is
ney in Chicago at the height of the shark he caught recently while
with gangs, rackets and cruising in the Santa Barbara chanscreen rights to "For Valor in Citi- based on Johnson's personal experi- struggle
ences and observations
during the other forms of organized crime.
zenship," by George E. Q. Johnson,

WHO'S

Vitaphone to Release
11 Shorts in October
Vitaphone will release 11 short
subjects during October, announces
Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone executive in charge of shorts and
trailers. Of the 11, two are tworeel length, and nine are one-reelers.
The two-reelers are:
Hal LeRoy in "Ups and Downs",
a "Broadway Headliner" (Oct. 9);
and "Starlets," a Presentation Revue (Oct. 22).
The one-reelers are:
Salici's Puppets in "Puppet Love,"
a "Vitaphone Variety" (Oct. 2);
Milt Britton and His Orchestra, a
"Melody Master" (Oct. 2); "Rover's
Rival," a "Looney Tune" cartoon
(Oct. 9); "A Vitaphone Pictorial
Revue No. 2," a "Pictorial Revue,"
(Oct. 16); "The Lyin' Mouse," a
"Merrie Melody"
cartoon in Tech^Icolcr (Oct. 16); Mai Hallet and
Jtfs Orchestra, a "Melody Master"
(Oct. 23); "It's Work," an E. M.
Newman "Colortour Adventure"
(Oct. 23); "The Case of the Stuttering Pig," a "Looney Tune" cartoon (Oct. 30); and "Playing With
Danger," a Floyd Gibbons "Your
True Adventure"
(Oct. 30).

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

RKO Will Preview Pix
For Air Shows' Sponsors
(Continued from Page

1)

be of "Music For Madame" tonight.
Frank Healy, formerly with NBC,
has been engaged by RKO as contact man with networks and agencies for radio publicity tieups.

"Hentzau" for Selznick,
"Graustark" for Goldwyn
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With "The Prisoner of
Zenda" clicking strongly, two more
mythical kingdom romances are
heading for the screen. David O.
Selznick will make "Rupert of
Hentzau", with Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., in the title role. Samuel Goldwyn plans to make a film version
of "Graustark".

Omaha Para. Foreclosure
Suit Dropped by Court

Omaha — District Judge Frank
Dineen dismissed without prejudice
the foreclosure suit on the closed
3,000 - seat Paramount brought
against the A. H. Blank Theaters
Corp. of Nebraska, Tri-States TheMono. Adds Schwartz
ater Corp. and Creighton University
B. Schwartz is a new member to
by the Omaha National bank. This
;he sales staff at Monogram's New formally returned control of the
j,York exchange, according to an an- house to the Blank interests, but
nouncement by Joe Felder, branch
nanager. Schwartz will cover the date of reopening still is uncertain.
Brooklyn territory.

Mich. Allied Regionals
Prelude to Convention

Bureau of New Plays Will
Accept Mss. Till Dec. 15

Manuscripts in the Second Play
Competition of the Bureau of New
Plays set up by seven major companies to encourage new playwrights
from among college men and recent college graduates will be accepted beginning today and continuing to Dec. 15. Anyone who has attended college as graduate or undergraduate since Sept. 1, 1931, is
eligible this year. Awards of $500
will be made to the authors of the
six best plays in the competition.
At the discretion of the Bureau of
Radio Station, Theaters
New
Plays, and on the basis of fuJoin for Minn. Newsreel
ture promise and financial need,
these awards may be increased to
Minneapolis — Station WTCN is scholarship awards of $1,250 or to
entering the newsreel field here in fellowship awards of $1,500 to $2,cooperation with the World thea- 500.Winners of awards and honorable
ters of this city and St. Paul. Reels
will cover events of local interest, mention will get an opportunity to
with emphasis upon those broadcast have practical contact with production by being permitted to attend
by the station.
rehearsals of plays and study proUnder the arrangement the World
fessional production problems and
furnishes the equipment and the their solution.
cameraman, while Stephen Wells,
The companies sponsoring the play
director of publicity and special bureau, which is under direction of
events for WTCN, edits the film and Theresa Helburn of the Theater
writes the continuity, and Charles
Guild, are Columbia, M-G-M, WarIrving of the production departner Bros., 20th-Fox, Universal, RKO
ment acts as commentator.
Radio, and Paramount.
Detroit — A series of regional
meetings of exhibitor-members has
just been completed by Allied Theaters of Michigan, at Jackson,
Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, and Saginaw. Pearl Sprott, manager of the
office in Detroit, attended all meetings, which were preliminary to the
convention to be held at the Hotel
Statler here Oct. 12-13.

Dinner for Schlaifer

Chicago — Testimonial dinner will
be given to Jack Schlaifer, westBaroness Rabier Dead
ern division manager for United ArWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tists, on Saturday at the Congress
"Horizon" Stays In Seattle
Hollywood — Funeral services for Hotel. Manny Silverstone, repreSeattle — "Lost Horizon" has been
sentative of Alexander Korda, and
leld for a third week at the Liberty Baroness Rabier, mother of Gertrude Michael, screen actress, who Seymour Poe, assistant to Schlaifer
is a regular run attraction, followng its roadshow engagement in died in Sacramento from a heart at- will arrive from New York for the
Seattle.
tack, will be held here.
dinner.

Ascap Recognizes Gilbert Co.
L. Wolfe Gilbert Music PublishingCo. has been voted representation as
a publisher by Ascap.

Cherokuis House Opening
Elmwood Park, 111. — The new Elm
theater of the Cherokuis circuit
opens tonight.

THE
iu

100 THEATERS JOIN
PARA. BUYING COMBINE
{Continued from Pa ,

product in the now
ing Paramount
n. Total of mo theaters were
This
represented at the meetingmakes the third unit to use a similar
plan, Jersey Allied acting last week.
AJarons also announced thai reports
, Boston and Milfrom Los Angeles
waukee indicated the Indies were
there sticking 100 per cent in the
fight

Public's Reactionoints
English
to Television
Disapp
(Continued from Page

1)

the Normandie
after a vacation
abroad.
He devoted much time to
developments in the telestudying
vision field, he stated.

Paley stated that only 2,000 television sets have been sold in England, despite broadcasting of this
type for more than a year. Sets
are selling from $350 to $400, he
said. He reported that the usual
television image, 8 x 10, is too small
and too indistinct.
CBS, which has leased the top of
the Chrysler Building in New York
for regular television broacasts,
Paley announced, will disclose plans
in two weeks. A new CBS London
office is planned. He goes to the
Coast in two months.

Electrics File General
Denial in 6 Million Suit
{Continued from Page

1)
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s and
Rev
"Wine,iew
Women
The
with Barton MacLanc, Ann Sheridan
70 mins.
Warners
RAMBLING RACE TRACK YARN GETS
NO PARTICUIAR PLACE WITH VERY
MEDIOCRE STORY.

Horses"

(Vol. 4. No. 2)

RKO Radio
19 mins.
Interesting And Timely

This one rambles all over the place with
Barton MacLane as a gent with horse racing in his blood and an urge to gamble on
his convictions. It is a rather disappointing story in that the ending has the gambler separating from his wife, who just
can't stand race horse betting or anything
to do with horse races. If the story was
intended to point the moral that once a
gambler, always a gambler, it makes a very
ooor case of it. MacLane marries the nice
quite little home-loving woman, played by
Peggy Bates, but is soon back at his old
'ricks of hanging around the race track
Through an old pal, a siren, played by Ann
Sheridan, he collects a bankroll on a lucky
win, and later goes off on a party with the
racetrack dame to celebrate his winn:ngs.
When he comes home the next morn, his
wife has gone back to mother. Months
later the gambler is a bum, and he stops
by at the home of mother-in-law to get
a peep at the baby that was on the wav
when mother beat it. The baby has died,
the forgiving wife agrees to give him another chance, and he gets a job attending
a cigar counter. But soon the old urge
comes back, and he acquires a brokendown race horse, and starts to doctor him
uo and put him back in the monev class.
Here the wife decides they can't make a
<»o of it, and they separate for good. Sounds
like something knocked off by a writer over
the week-end.
Cast: Barton MacLane, Ann Sheridan,
Dick Purcell. Peggv Bates, Walter Cassell,
Lottie Williams, Kenneth Harlan. Eugene
Jackson, Charley Foy, James Robbins

March Of Time

as asbrought by Stanley Koldden
signee of the creditors of Pacent
Director, Louis King; Author, W R BurElectric Co., former sound equipnett; Screenplay, Roy Chanslor
ment manufacturing firm which
Direction, Weak.
Photography, Okay
claims to have been put out of business. The defendants state that the
suit was filed six years after the Congressional Party Will
alleged damages occurred and that
be Guests of Hal Wallis
it is outlawed by the statute of limitations. Dismissal of the action is
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
asked.
Los Angeles — Ten U. S. Senators
and 12 Congressmen and their wives,
comprising-a special committee on
SICK REPORT
their way to visit Hawaii, will be
eruests today at the Warner Studios
here, at a luncheon given by Hal
Detroit — Stanley Fisher, sales- Wallis, associate executive in charge
man for M-G-M, is now in the U. S. of production.
At the luncheon, which will be
Marine Hospital here, where he is
reported convalescing satisfactorily held in the Orchid Room of the
from prolonged illness.
"Hollywood Hotel" set, a half hour
broadcast will take place over station KFWB and the Mutual network.
Newark, N. J. — Arnold Eisen, George Jessel will emcee and Dick
assistant contact manager for War- Powell, Rosemary Lane. Johnnie Daner Bros., New Jersey zone, is in
the 35 piece Vitaphone orBeth Israel Hospital here recover- vis and chestra
will take part.
ing from a severely sprained leg,
sustained when he slipped and fell
while watching the Legion parade.
Duport Leaving on Trip
Ray Duport, newly appointed
Omaha — Miss Mary Hansen, sec- sales manager of the Forest Manretary to Branch Manager Al Avery
ufacturing Corp. of Belleville, N. J.,
of RKO, has completely recovered leaves Monday on an extended business
trip.
from an appendicitis operation.

Three lively, interesting and timely topics are presented in this issue,
-^lunk and War, England's DORA,
and Piorello H. La Guardia.
The
initial subject is a striking disclosure of the tremendous
world demand for steel, and particularly for
scrap iron destined for munition
and armament factories in foreign
lands.
The reel's editors have used
a New Jersey junk dealer as the
symbol of the many engaged
and
currently prospering as the result
of various nations, engaged in the
armament
race, demanding
more
and more junk metals.
How the
scrap is collected, reduced to blocks
and
subsequently
shipped
aboard
vessels flying the flag's of leading
world powers, is vividly portrayed
Second enacted
subject asdeals
with Britain's
laws,
emergency
World
War measures but never rescinded.
These statutes have brought about
many
strange
and
nuisance-like
trade practices and regulations, not
the least of which is to produce in
England
a network
of United
"speakeasies"
such as existed
in the
States
before Repeal. With strong backing
from
reform
groups, these laws
show no evidence of being abrogated. Climactic sequences treat with
New York City's Mayor La Guardia,
principally
accomplishments since with
taking hisoffice.
Scenes
show
him
campaigning
in 1933:
pledging to rid the city of evils of
political
privilege;
eliminate
bad
housing
conditions in the slums;
warring
on rackets, and bringing
the metropolis back to a sound financial footing. How he "broke the
power of the Tammany machine,"
appointed capable and efficient aides
to head the police, fire and and
health departments;
provided modern equipment for the Department
of Sanitation;
and effected other
praiseworthy
public improvements.
are
other points
in the sequences'
exposition.
Considerable
accent is
placed also on the crusade of Thomas E. Dewey aganst gangland. There
are some amusing human
interest
shots of the the Mayor in both public and private life.
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SCREEN WRITER MIXUP
DECISION IS DEFERRED
{Continued from Page

II

advisement by trial examiner William R. Ringer and the heai'ing proceeded.
McCarthy insisted that the Guild
is not a separate or distinct organization but is a part of the Office
League of America, that the League
is also composed of members who
do not write for the screen and that
these members far outnumber the
members who write for the screen
and that the interest of such members in many ways are antagonistic
to the interests of screen writers
and that members of the Guild are
not independent in their deliberations and can, without their consent, be made subject to a decision
of the League members who are
not screen writers.
McCarthy also contended that
members of the Screen Playwrights
had contracts with studios and that
NLRB has no authority to effect
such contracts. He insisted that the
Board does not have jurisdiction i:
the matter, as no interstate co
merce is involved and further th
the petition does not describe a:
employe, nor does it involve pe:
sons now employed as writers.
Attorneys for the members of the
Association of Motion Picture Producers and Motion Picture Distributors, Inc., joined in the motion for
dismissal. McCarthy further as-:
serted that the work of writers is
mental and not labor and that the
board should deal only with laborers.
B. P. Kahane was the first wilJ
ness called by William Walsh, special attorney for the National Labor Relations Board and Kahane
outlined the problems of the pro
ducer.
Major Levinson of Warner Bros
will be called to testify on problem:
of sound men while Henry King wil
testify on problems of the director
and John Arnold on those of a
cameraman. Certain sections of the
National Labor Relations Act were
held to be unconstitutional and that
hearing is also, because it would deprive
wrights of members
liberty ofand Screen
property.Play-

WEDDING

BELLS

"Stand-In" Starts Oct. 28
Walter
Wanger's
"Stand-In."
based
on Clarence
Budington
Kelland's story of Hollywood, has been
booked into the Radio City Music
Hall for its New York premiere on
Thursday, Oct. 28.

Charlotte Take-over Today
Wilby-Kincey today takes over
the Warner theater in Charlotte,
N. C.

Syracuse, N. Y. — Engagement is
announced here of Marge Ann Kaufman, Syracuse actress, and Edwin
Lewis Phillips, film and stage actor,
both now appearing in "Brothel
Rat" in Chicago. Wedding will take
place this month.
Omaha — Miss Elizabeth Jane
Heaton, formerly a stenographer in
Republic-Midwest's exchange here.
became the bride of Eugene T. Al
bright of Omaha at the home of ha
parents, in Yankton, S. D.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought

NEW
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Warners Close
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Three Operators, Stag

M-G-M IT BUYING INTOGB, ASSERTS L B. MAYER
30-40% of U. S. Revenue from Abroad —Adolph Zukor
Finds Pictures That Click in
America Succeed
Anywhere

Chi. Exhibs. in Drive to Re-win Kid Patronage
Chicago — With
the polio scare over and municipal
ban on juvenile film attendance
off, exhibs. generally here are making a concerted drive to win back kid patronage,
lost for three weeks.
Balaban
and Katz and Essaness, among
others, are stressing
cartoon shorts on programs.

l: London (By Cable) — Revenue of a
'Hollywood-made picture to the extent of between 30 and 40 per cent
•eomes from territories outside of
iAmerica, according to Adolph Zukor,
jivho is now in London.
A picture that clicks in the United States is certain to prove box
ffice in any part of the world,
lukor said, and declared that there
s much picture talent dormant in Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — O. Henry Briggs,
hgland.
Zukor plans to sail for New York disposing of 700 shares, has reduced
ct. 9 on the Normandie.
Boat his holdings of Pathe Film Corp.
common to 100, according to the
ets in on the 14th.
semi-monthly summary of stock
transactions and holdings made public today by the SEC.
The Chase National Bank of New
York City sold under escrow agreement 379(Contintied
shares on
of Page
20th 4) Century-

INDUSTRYSTOGKSALES MPTOATRADEPROGRAM
MADE PUBLIC BY SEG UP AT MEMPHIS MEET

ENGLISH TELE SERVES

MY 1,000— SARNOFF

In the year since television programs have been broadcast to the
British public on a regular daily
' chedule of one hour in the after loon and evening, only 1,000 sets
ave been sold to the public and it
•k probable that two years will
lapse before a second television
ransmitter is erected in England,
<)avid Sarnoff, RCA president, aniounced yesterday.
Sarnoff, who has just returned
rom London, said the major prob(Continued

on Page

Half of Argentine's 1,000 theaters
lay from there to five features daily
nd a move is afoot, already con'lurred in by six major companies,
(Continued

RKO

on Page

3)

Radio Signs Marx Bros.

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

London (By Cable) — Tying in
with the company's plans for making 18 features, Warner Bros, is
planning an expansion program for
its Teddington studio. Sam E.
Morris, vice-president in charge of
the foreign department, is conferring with Irving Asher, studio
head.

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO Radio has signed the
Marx Brothers to a three-pix contract,
with "Room Service" set as the first
starring vehicle, it was announced yesterday by S. J. Briskin. Comedy will
go into production early in 1938 with
Edward Kaufman producing.

M-G-M does not contemplate buying a piece of GB in association with
20th Century-Fox, stated Louis B.
Mayercentyesterday,
following
his re-a
arrival in New
York from

European trip. No such deal is being considered, said Mayer, and explained that he did not personally
figure in the earlier negotiations
which failed to materialize in an
Memphis — President Ed Kuykendall of the MPTOA is expected to arrangement.
Production in England, as far as
discuss his plans for reviving inter- M-G-M
is concerned,
may
range
(Continued
on Page 3)
est in his association's trade practice program when he addresses the
annual convention of . the Tri-State
organization at the Hotel Chisca tomorrow and Monday.
Others slated to speak include:
Fred M. Jack of Warner Bros, and
L. C. Griffith of Griffith Amusement

GFI FILES APPEAL
IN CHARTER ACTION

(Continued

on

Page

3)

Wilmington —

Consolidated Film

Industries yesterday appealed to the
Hutchinson Cuts Short
Court from the decision of the lower court holding a
World Jaunt, Returning State Supreme
Cancelling part of his itinerary
because of the unsettled situation in
the Far East, Walter J. Hutchinson, 20th Century-Fox foreign manager, will return immediately to the
United States. Sailing from Sydney,
Australia, he will arrive in New
York in early November.

3)

00 Argentine Theaters
Using 3 to 5 Pix on Bill
i

Warners Plan Expansion
Program at Eng. Studio

Company Has No Deal With
Selznick States Studio
Head

proposed recapitalization plan that
would wipe out unpaid dividends on
the Consolidated preferred stock
was in violation of the state law
forbidding(Continued
recapitalization
on Page 4) of stocks

Rogers,
"Air Cleared",
Returning
to Hollywood

Warners Set Up Three -Year Pacts
With Operators and Stage Hands

Charles vice
R. president
Rogers, Universal's
executive
in charge
of production, left for the Coast on
the Century yesterday, having satisfactorily oncompletedPagea 4)series of
(Continued

New three-year contracts with
Hearing on Screen Writers
operators' locals in Hartford and
Takes Up Inter-State Angle Bridgeport and a similar-length deal

Harry, Jack Warner on Air

with stage hands in Waterbury have
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY been completed by Warner Bros.
Los Angeles — Attorney Neil Mc- Circuit through conferences held at
Carthy at National Labor Relations Hartford and New Haven by Frank
Board hearing questions of fact in Phelps of the circuit, Henry Needles, district manager and who also
the
Screen
petition
to hold
an Writers'
election Guild
of writers
to handles labor relations for the comname
an
exclusive
bargaining
pany,(Continued
and John Gatelee,
Eng(Continued on Page 3)
on Page New
4)

Both Harry M. Warner and Jack Warner hit the air waves yesterday. Former was on the radio from the Coast
studios where he was host at luncheon
to a Congressional delgeation, half hour
program via WOR at 4:30 p.m. being
heard west of the Mississippi only.
Latter, now at sea aboard the Normandie, was subject of a transcribed
interview with Martin Starr, sent out
by WMCA at 7:45 p.m.
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's.
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.. .
Faramount
2nd pfd..
Pathe
Film
RKO

STOCK
High
20
20

MARKET
Low
20
I91/4

NEW

YORK

Keith
Loew
Para
Para.

Net
Close
Chg.
20
+
V4
191/4 — 1%

2i/8 2
2 —
i8
9'/4 9
9+1/4
175 1731/4 175
158 158 158
I91/4 183/4
19 —
Vz
721/4 70
71 34 —
Vi
1 OS 1/4 IO51/4 106 1/4 -f- Vi
18
17%
173/4 —
i4

16i/2 16
8 1/4 8
6 1/4 6V8
20th Century-Fox
. . 29l/2 28V'2
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
1078
IO1/2
do pfd
BOND

16

—

3/8

6 1/4 +
29i/2 _

l/g
y8

10%

96
9938
67V4

96
99V4
67i/4

96
9938
67%

85

84'/2

84 1/2 —

Warner's

87i/2
CURB

87
87
MARKET

2
2'8
1%
2534
3 Vs

2
2i8
13,4
25
31/8

N.
Pathe

Y.

OVER-THE-COUNTER
Film

7

pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i'2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1 st '47
Met.
Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43

STOCK

+
+

—

2
—
21 8 +
1%
2558 +
3V8

•

•

THE FATHER of the Newsreel Leon Franconi the oldtimers will remember him
he joined
Pathe Freres when a lot of you younger lads were in diapers
he was living in his home town of San Francisco at that
time
he was the gent who made the Pathe Rooster a
household word before most of the other newsreels got started
well, this is all by way of saying that Mister Franconi
is back in the newsreel game
T
T
T
• • • HE HAS been signed up by Castle Films to cover
a special assignment that will take him abroad most of
the time, scouting for material for Castle's series, "News Parade" a pop attraction that plays the home and fireside
circuit in the 16 mm. field
a semi-topical newsreel
there is a touch of fine sentiment in back of this bit of news
when Eugene W. Castle was a youth in school in San
Francisco
he was an amateur movie camera enthusiast ...
and sent in some film he shot to Franconi at the Bound Brook,
N. J. lab
the veteran newsreel man liked it, and sent him
a check for $17.50
and that's how Castle got into the film
biz . and that's why this old and young vet are now associated together
▼
T
T
• •
• WITH THE SEDATE Hotel Pierre as the setting
Universal played host to the metropolitan press, news
syndicate representatives and the fillum industry's trade journalists yesterday afternoon and it was all in honor of the
newly arrived, vivacious and alluring Mile. Darrieux
who
crossed the Atlantic from her native France just recently
with both a five-year U contract and her producer
husband,
Henri Decoin
the cocktail interlude found Mile. Darrieux
spending most of time beset by clicking camera shutters and
flashing photo bulbs
one of the features of the shindig
was the rendition of the French national anthem at the opening
of the session . Vive La Darrieux! .. . • Lita Grey Chaplin
will be among the guests of honor at the testimonial banquet
for Col. Edward H. Snyder at the George Washington Hotel
this eve
the affair is being held by the Old Guard of the
City of New York in commemoration of the colonel's twentieth
year as commander

Pick SMPE Award Winners
Caesar Flying to Coast
for Announcement Oct. 13
To Address SPA Session

York

JASCHA HEIFETZ and his wife, FLORENCE
VIDOR, leave Hollywood today to go on tour,
and arrive in New York early next month.
ALFRED LUNT and his wife, LYNN FONTANNE, have arrived in New York from Wisconsin.
DORE SCHARY
from the Coast.

arrives in New

York

today

JOSEPH GREEN, president of Sphinx Films
Corp., sails from England for New York aboard
the Normandie
on Oct. 9.
PATRICIA
from
Europe

ELLIS arrives in New
on the Roma.

MILTON BERLE
in Hollywood from

York today

arrives over the week-end
New York.

LOUIS K. SIDNEY, who has gone to the
Coast, will return in about four weeks.
CHARLES R. ROGERS, Universale executive
vice-president in charge of production, left
New
York
yesterday
afternoon
for the Coast.
JOHN STONE, associate producer at 20th
Century-Fox, accompanied by MRS. STONE,
leaves Los Angeles today to visit Central and
South America and will return to the Coast
via New York.
MARION
leaves
New
on

CLAIRE, screen and
York
this week-end

radio player,
for Chicago.

HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEAGLE
the Aquitania Oct. 8 for New York.

sail

:

ADOLPH ZUKOR arrives from England Oct.
on the Normandie.
JOSEPH I. BREEN is in New York from the
Coast.
terday.
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LOU

IRWIN

flew in from

the Coast yes-

JUDY CANOVA, accompanied by her mother,
MRS. RETTA CANOVA, left Hollywood yesterday for an extended
vacation
in New
York.
GEORGE RECTOR, owner of the famous
former New York restaurant, arrives in Hollywood this week-end from New York to appear in a forthcoming
Paramount
feature.
HOWARD
yesterday.

STR1CKLING

left

for

the

Coast

J. CHEEVER COWDIN and WILLARD McKAY
leave today for Hollywood.
IRVING CAESAR leaves Monday for the

Songwriters Protective AssociaSociety of Motion Picture EngiUllman on Pathe Board
%
neers' committees which select retion will hold a special meeting Moni/8
cipients for the Progress Medal
Frederick
Ullman, Pathe vice
day in Hollywood which Irving CaeAward and the Journal Award have
president,
has
been elected to the
made their selections for 1937 but l sar, SPA president, will fly from Pathe board of directors.
1
the identity of the winners will not | New York to address, on latest deuntil announcement is
5/8 i be known
velopments in the fight with pubmade at the semi-annual banquet
lishers
over
the right of SPA memof the Society held Wednesday evebers to assign transcriptions and
Vs
ning, Oct. 13, during the SMPE
Vb\ convention at
the Pennsylvania synchronization rights to the SPA.
'
Vi i Hotel.
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Lower Matinee Prices for
Nabes Weighed by Essaness

Chicago — Admission price reduction under consideration by the Essaness circuit would affect matinees
Wanger Arriving Tuesday
in
the
nabes, according to Emil
In order to confer with George Stern, general
manager.
J. Schaefer, United Artists general
Circuit at present uses duals, but
manager, at the Coast, Walter
Wanger yesterday delayed his de- not premiums.
While Essaness has been apparture for New York until Monproached with a view to purchasing
day, with plans for landing here
Tuesday. He meets with Schaefer several houses, Stern says no decisions have been reached.
on Monday.

Warner, Luncheon Speaker
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Pictures that teach a
lesson as well as entertin has been
the goal of Warner Bros., Harry M.
Warner told a group of visiting Congressmen at a studio luncheon yesterday. His address of welcome was
broadcast over the Mutual network
west of the Mississippi. Warner
took the occasion to honor P. A.
Chase, assistant treasurer, who was
celebrating his 25th anniversary
with the company. A number of
Warner players were introduced to
the Congressmen.
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M-G-M NOT BUYING
INTO GB, SAYS MAYER
(.Continued from Page 1)

from one to 50 pictures, declared
Mayer, contingent upon ability of
the setup to turn out quality pictures.
"We'll make as many productions
as we can make worth-while pictures," stated Mayer.
M-G-M has no deal with David O.
Selznick to join the company, said
the production chieftain, despite reicent reports.
"David will discuss his present
setup when he comes to New York
Monday," he said, "and then talk
ito me when he returns to the Coast."
"If the industry is going to have
Another Thalberg, it will be David,"
declared Mayer. "He has both production and business ability."
His company will not embark
^pon any important color picture
program, according to Mayer. Color,
(n his opinion, is not practical until
t can be definitely proven to raise
grosses on its own.
i "We'll put the extra money in
stars and stories instead," explained Mayer.
ng the fact that there's
IloRecognizi
practical way of stopping the
jncrease in negative costs, Mayer
iaid that his company's policy _ is
o develop its own talent in antici>ation of tomorrow as well as to|ay.
"We set aside a percentage of our
arnings for this purpose," he exllained. When Irving Thalberg
jassed on, the organization was able
o carry on without impaired effectiveness because it had developed
J "reservoir" of trained manpower,
layer asserted.
Mayer said that Greer Garson and
iona Massey, both of whom have
een signed to seven-year agreements, are the most promising forign importations since Greta Garbo.

)

» tf P T 0 A's Trade Program
Up at Memphis Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)

:o. Attendance will include: Arthur
j. Bromberg of Atlanta, Monogram
j-anchise holder; Herb Mclntyre of
f,KO, Harry Graham of Universal
yred Wehrenberg of St. Louis, Oscar
I. Lam of Rome Ga., and David
' alfreyman of the Hays organiza-

lledews of Hew Tihns
OverKathleen
Arizona"
"Public
Cowboy No. 1" with"Stars
Jack Randall,
Eliot, Horace
with Gene Autry and Smiley Burnette
Price,
Warner
Richmond,
Tom Herbert
Monogram
621/2 mins.
TYPICAL WESTERN WITH ENOUGH
WITH
STAR'S
FANS.
GUN
PLAY
AND
RIDING
TO
PLEASE
THE
There is a dash of just about every sort
ACTION FANS.
of entertainment ingredient in this WestThe familiar story of the secret marshal
ern. Bernard McConville's original story
who cleans out the bad element in an
and Oliver Drake's screenplay were both
Arizona town is the theme of this picture
obviously
fashioned
to give to
Gene
vocal
talents
an opportunity
shineAutry's
forth which has all the ingredients of the usual
frequently, and his flare for romance and western. There is very little romance inheroics to do likewise. While this strategy
jected into the plot but Director R. N.
is logical and resultful, the musical inter- Bradbury makes up for it with a sprinkling
ludes, the strong accent placed upon the of comedy and a rather exciting gun fight
love interest, and the abundant comedy as a climax. Randall is given an opporpurveyed by Smiley Burnette all have a
tunity to get off a couple of songs, not
tendency to detract from what is essen- too melodious but not injurious to the story.
tially a good, solid and exciting plot. Prairie Plot concerns Jack Dawson, a private agent
pix addicts in general will take kindly to of the governor, who is sent to Tuba City
the footage, which is saved from being to bring law and order to the community.
predominantly a musical comedy romance By helping Kathleen Eliot, a girl rancher,
by the handsome scale on which associate to get her cattle to the railroad he arouses
producer Sol C. Siegel uses a fleet of giant the anger of the town's boss. Efforts to
trucks, herds of cattle, and a numerically frame Dawson and his pal for a holdup
generous array of hard-riding cowhands. fail to materialize and after a fast and
When these spectacular elements are pres- furious fight the town's bad men are cleaned
ent on the screen, the film retains all the out and Dawson, his pal and Kathleen hit
out for the open trail. Despite the routine
thrills and advantages of a rip-roarin' melodrama. Director Joseph Kane demonstrates
plot, "Stars Over Arizona" has the necesa high degree of skill in pacing the scenes.
sary elements to get over very well with
the Western
fans.
Jack Marta's photography is tip-top, enhanced by well-chosen locations which are
Cast: Jack Randall, Kathleen Eliot, Horscenically fine and often highly picturesace Murphy, Hal Price, Warner Richmond,
que. Autry is cast in the role of William Tom Herbert.
Producer:
R .N. Bradbury; Director, same;
Farnum's chief deputy. Sheriff William is
beset by the task of bagging a band of Original and Screenplay, Robert Emmett;
cattle rustlers who carry on their raids with Recording Engineer, Sam Donner; Cameramotor lorries, refrigerator trucks and auto
man, Bert Longenecker.
transport for their horses. Their game is
Direction, Good
Photography, Fine.
to descend on a ranch, drive the steers to
a suitable spot, skin, dress and pack them, 500 Argentine Theaters
and beat a quick retreat. These raids
Using 3 to 5 Pix on Bill
create a crisis in the town, the citizens of
(Continued from Page 1)
which demand the resignations of Farnum
and Autry and bring a detective agency to limit first-runs to one feature and
from the East to catch the culprits. But subsequents to two pictures, it was
at the finale Autry, in love with Ann Ruth- said yesterday by Nat Liebeskind,
erford, a pretty young newspaper editress, RKO Argentine manager.
bags the brigands with the aid of FarArgentine producers will make 14
num, and all turns out for the best.
pictures during 1937 and have plans
Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Ann
for 30 during1 1938, Liebeskind stated.
Rutherford, William Farnum, Arthur Loft, He declared the producers may make
Frankie Marvin, House Peters, Jr., James it difficult for any of their number
C. Morton, Maston Williams, Frank La to earn money by bidding against
Rue, Milburn Morante, King Mojave, Hal each
other for the few stars in the
country.
Price, Jack Ingram.
Associate Producer, Sol C. Siegel; DirecTo permit Argentina to absorb its
tor, Joseph Kane; Author, Bernard McCon- own product, Liebeskind thinks it
ville; Screenplay, Oliver Drake; Cameraman, would be a good idea for American
Jack Marta; Editors, Lester Orlebeck, producers to curtail its product to
George Reid.
that country by 25 per cent on proDirection, Skillful. Photography, Tip-Top.
Republic
59 mins.
MUSICAL WESTERN GENEROUSLY ENDOWED WITH COMEDY. WILL SCORE

Detroit — Joseph La Rose, manager of
the Eastown Theater, who was recently
given the added responsibility of the
Roosevelt Theater, just taken over by
the Wisper and Wetsman Circuit, was
welcomed to the new post last night
by a civic celebration. A dozen American Legion units, floats, four drum
and bugle corps, former Mayor John
W. Smith, Lieutenant Governor Nowicki,
and other civic leaders participated.

Hal

gram pictures.
Business in Argentine is very

Hearing on Screen Writers
good. The country is very prosperous with exports 100 per cent
Takes Up Inter-State Angle above the
preceding year.
(Continued from Page 1)

Civic Welcome for La Rose

Murphy,

agency said that a strike of writers
would not affect the importation of
materials, as studios have many
scenarios on shelf which could be
used if necessary and that directors
have writing ability, too. He said
no such strike is contemplated.
Attorney Alfred Wright contended that the testimony thus far did
not show that producing companies
are enggaed in inter-state commerce.

RKO Radio is considering distribution of some Argentine pictures,
he stated. Liebeskind will be here
four weeks.

Wolf Kaufman Joins M-G-M

Wolf Kaufman, formerly with
Variety in New York, has signed a
term contract wtih M-G-M as a
writer and leaves today for the
Coast via American Airlines. Deal
was
office. set by the William Morris

ENGLISH TELE SERVES
ONLY 1,000— SARNOFF
(Continued from Page

1)

lem of television in England and
the U. S. is to provide a program
for the home that will meet publicinterest.
requirements and maintain public
Television sets in England are
selling between $200 and $500 each,
Sarnoff stated.
Establishment of television here
calls for vast financial expenditures
before any return can be reasonably
expected, said Sarnoff. He added he
had no doubt that in due time the
practical answers to the practical
problems that now beset the road of
the television pioneer will be found.
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Fox Film common stock, it was reported, holding: 345,732 shares at
the month end, and also disposed of
758 shares of $1.50 cumulative preferred under escrow agreement holding a total of 691.CG4 shares.
An increase in holdings through
stock dividends added 12 shares of
Columbia Pictures Corp. common
stock to the 517 shares previously
held by Jack Cohn for a total of
629 shares. Cohn also acquired 973
of Columbia's common voting trust
certificates through stock dividends
and disposed of 200 leaving him
39,707.
Norman C. Nicholson of Educational Pictures acquired 250 shares
of common stock and 557 warrants
for common stock.
Disposal of 600 shares of Loew's
Inc. common stock by David Bernstein was reported, leaving him 8,680 shares. J. Robert Rubin held
16,955 shares of common after disposing of 25 shares as a gift. Rubin held 350 shares of Loew's $6.50
cumulative preferred stock through
a holding company, he reported.
Under International Cinema, Inc.,
H. T. James filed a report for July,
1936 reporting transfer through Regan Day, Inc. to International Cinema of 40,000 shares of common
stock leaving him 200,000 shares and
a later corrected report for May,
1937 revealed disposal of the 200,000 shares of common stock. G. P.
Regan filed a report for July, 1936
showing a holding of one share
through Regan Day, Inc. Bonar
Russell and A. C. Snyder, also filed
reports for July, 1936 showing holdings of 1 share each through Regan
Day. Inc.
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3 THEATER EMPLOYE
DEALS CLOSED BY WB

By RALPH WILK
,LYWOOD lies"; Paramount: Frank Melton,
(Continued from Page 1)
J-TELEN BRODERICK, has been "The Buccaneer"; Claire Dodd, "The
signed to a new long-term con- Yellow Nightingale"; Republic: land representative for the IATSE
All arrangements provide sligh
tract by RKO Radio Pictures. First George Ernest, "The Lady Misbehaves"; Columbia: Thurston Hall, increases in wages over the periods
role under a new agreement will be
Ed Le Saint, Edgar Edwards, Paul involved in the contracts, with one
in "Radio City Revels". She is currently playing in the Gene Ray- Barrett, "All - American Sweet- hour of work provided for additionmond-Ann Sothern feature, "She's
ally. Phelps yesterday returned to
▼
▼
T
New York from Connecticut.
Got that Swing".
James Gleason has signed a fourcontract. He will write, proCasting assignments — 20th-Fox: way
heart."
duce, direct, and act in Republic
Gregory Ratoff, "Sally, Irene and Pictures.
His first assignment will
Mary"; Nana Bryant, "Tarzan's ReRogers,
"Air Cleared",
Returning
to Hollywood
venge" ; Ritz Bros., "Moonstruck" jbe "College Nights," which he will
and "Mister Nickelby Sits Down" ; produce.
(Continued from Page 1)
RKO
Radio: Parky akarkus, "She's
t
▼
▼
Got That Swing";
Fuzzy Knight,
A new contract, calling for four meetings and discussions with R. H.
"Taking the Town"; Goldwyn: Raul more pictures, has been signed with Cochrane, president, and J. Cheever
and Eva Reyes, "The Goldwyn Fol- 1 Warner Bros, by Claude Rains.
Cowdin,
board chairman.
FormalU'sstatement
by Universal
Midtown
Thea.
Assessments
said, "Rogers
feels
that
New Yorkers Participate
sions have cleared the the
air discusof all
Are
Drastically
Increased
the
misunderstandings
that
have
in Philly Golf Tournament
Philadelphia — New York was well
represented
at yesterday's
Whitemarsh Country
Club golf tourney,
staged by the Variety Club of Philadelphia and the Philadelphia Exhibitor.
Among those who teed off early
in the day were Wally Howes,
Trans-Lux;
'Ed J.Kuykendall,
president; H.
Hovey andMPTOA
E. M.
Hartley, RCA manufacturing; Ted
Sullivan, Quigley Publications; Ed
Finney. Grand National; Ben Grimm.
RKO; Ray Gallagher, Quigley Publications; Harold Rodner. Warners;
Pete Sheridan, Erpi.
A group of Washingtonians, including George Crouch, Harry Bachman, and others were present.
About 100 golfers were present,
with the Philadelphia and Pennsylvania area well represented.

Robert Allen to Direct
New Metro Cartoon Series
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Thompsonville, Conn. — The new
— Robert Allen, director
1,000 seat Strand Theater was open- ofHollywood
animated cartoons, has been
ed Thursday by Peter Parakis of
signed by Metro. He will act in the
New Britain, owner. John D'Siriea same capacitv for the cartoon series
has been appointed manager.
"The Captain and the Kids." Allen,
previously to signing with Metro,
had been associated with HarmanIsing for three and a half years, and
DEATH RECORD
a director for the past year.
George Gordon has been signed
as lay-out man and animator for
Clyde Armstrong
"The Captain and the Kids." Gordon
Funeral services will be held at was previously connected with
noon today in Walter B. Cooke Fun- Terry Toons for seven years.
The first of these cartoons will
eral Home. 117 West 72nd St., for
Clyde Armstrong, 58, veteran stage be released in December.
and screen actor who died at his
residence, 159 West 85th St., on
Thursday. He is survived by his Cohn to Meet With Paris
widow, Mrs. Juliet Goodwin Armand Prague Office Heads
strong, actress, who for several
years appeared in production with
Jack Cohn, who sailed on the
him.
Normandie yesterday, will discuss
local conditions with the heads of
Jacob Frank
the newly opened Paris and Prague
Syracuse, N. Y. — Jacob Frank, 70, offices during London conferences
father of Victor W. Frank, former on the company's European distribution.
theater manager, is dead here.

Drastic increases in the valuation
of several midtown New York theaters were disclosed yesterday when
the Dept. of Taxes and Assessments
published a list of tentative 1938
realty assessments. Largest assessment increase is on the Roxy, with
the valuation set at $4,100,000, a
rise of $775,000 over the 1937 figure.
Tentative 1938 assessment on
Loew's State is $4,250,000, a jump
of
$400,000 above the current year's
valuation.
The increased assessments on
other picture houses are: Palace,
$150,000; Rialto, $250,000; Capitol,
$150,000; Globe, $150,000; Music
Hall and office building $100,000;
Rivoli, $100,000; Ziegfeld, $170,000;
Astor, $50,000 and Strand, $50,000.

Returned
to the studio, Roger;
hitherto
existed."
will rush preparations for the sta:
of Danielle Darrieux's first pix, "Th
Rage of Paris," it was said.
Meanwhile, it was understood tha
retrenchment in the Universal home
office, paralleling that made effective
some time ago in the studios, was
moving forward. In this connection,
it was reported yesterday that approximately 100 Universal home office employes received their notices
None, it was said, were in the executive or semi-executive classifies
tions.

Consolidated Film Files
Appeal in Charter Action!
(Continued from Page

1)

with dividends in arrears. The Con-i
'Victoria" to Get Smash
recapitalization has already1
Ottawa Premiere Oct. 13 solidated
been held up almost six months bw
Toronto — Canadian premiere of
Herbert Wilcox's "Victoria the
Great" has been set for Oct. 13 at
the Regent theater, Ottawa. Patrons will be Lord Tweedsmuir, Govi ernor General of Canada, and Lady
Tweedsmuir, while sponsoring will
be Ottawa Women's Canadian Club.
Proceeds will go to the Red Cross.
Wilcox, Anna Neagle, starring, will
attend. Smart audience will include Prime Minister King, Cabinet
and all diplomatic Ottawa.

the suit against the plan brought by
Norman Johnson of New York,
stockholder.

Toledo Operators to Get
Three Annual 5% Raises
Toledo, O. — The local motion pic«
ture operators' union recently re
ceived a three-year contract froiai
the exhibitors here providing for z
five per cent increase in wages each'

"Wife" Gets 58 Holdovers
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse," has
opened with a pace equal to that
of "Thin Ice," according to figures
compiled yesterday at the office of
John D. Clark, 20th-Fox general
manager of distribution. In the
first two weeks of its release the
picture earned 58 holdovers, of this
total, 28 were full-week extensions.

year.

SICK

REPORT

Memphis, Tenn. — M. A. Lightma
is limping around with a bruise
leg as the result of an auto crasL
at Halls while en route to Kentucky
recently. He was also cut about the.
eye,
stitches.the gash requiring three

Expect Pizor to Preside
Philadelphia — President Lewen PiMemphis, Tenn. — Anselmo Barzor is expected to get out of a sick rasso, operator of the Palace Thear
meeting.
bed to preside at Tuesday's UMPTO ter, Beale St., is under observation
in Baptist Hospital.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
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HAYS SEK ARTISTIC, SOCJAL PIX AS BOX-OFFICE

Majors Planning

[a J,
hav

w Companies Will Re-edit Old
X I
Features for Educational Use
thi i Production of seven series of
M? short subjects to be made by re* iaditing feature pictures that are a
ffi 'Vear or more old is planned by the
tlt: [major companies as part of their
«! Venture into the educational film
field.
''\ The series are "human relations,"
8 '1'aesthetic appreciation," "changing
.ilii
Sjvorld," "physical environment,"
'social heritage" and series on
lealth and hygiene and the contributions of the great thinkers to
he world.
:ti( The first series, that on human
•elations (Continued
is alreadyon Page
in 4)production
I
re;

to

ATSE-GUILD DISPUTE
UP AT LABOR'S MEET
Vest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Gillmore, presJlSJifdent of the Associated Actors and
Artists of America, with which the
j'creen
Actors'
Guild isFederation
affiliated,
/ill attend
the American
f Labor convention, opening today
(Continued on Page 4)

)klahoma City Theater
Tilts Admish 15 Cents
Oklahoma City — The first-run
tate theater has boosted its admison scale from 25 cents to 40 cents
pp, effective at the week-end. Reprts of a general increase in prices
lave been in circulation for some
me, the State becoming the first to
(Continued on Page 10)

K. C. Jubiiesta Hits B. O.

■vat

TEN CENTS

MS Allied

Scoff of Possibilities of" MPTOA
;,f

I

Kansas City, Mo. — This city's Fall
fete, the Jubiiesta, cost exhibs. plenty.
Biz was off at the b.o. about 60 per
cent, first-runs report. Jubiiesta attendance was up 25,000 to 190,000,
but underwriters — local merchants — will
have to make up a deficit.

Seven Series

of Shorts

39 Features Before Cameras in Hollywood Studios
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Thirty-nine
pictures
are in production,
with Warners,
Paramount
and
RKO each making seven.
M-G-M
is producing tive, 20th Century-Fox three, Columbia
and Universal
two each.
Goldwyn,
Selznick
International,
Principal, Darmour,
Monogram and Conn one each.
Paramount has started "The Yellow Nightingale" and RKO "Having a Wonderful
Time," "Taking the Town" and "She's Got That Swing." Warners have begun work
on "The Adventures of Robin Hood." Columbia has placed "American Legion" in
production.

inois Allied Unit Counsel Study
Dallas Decision as Guide to Action
Bv JOSEPH
ESLER
DAILY Staff Correspondent

FILM

Chicago — Rosenberg, Toomin and
Stein, counsel for Allied Theaters
of Illinois, of which Aaron Saperstein is president, is studying the
recent Dallas decision granting an
injunction against major distributors and Interstate Circuit in con-

THE

WEEK

nection with film contract provisions
fixing the admission prices of subsequent run houses and banning
playing of their pictures on double
feature bills. Analysis will be submitted to association for its consideration as the basis of a possible
action.

IN REVIEW

for Schools

MPPDA Head Surveys Product
Outlook for Season of
1937-38

Surveying the product outlook for
the season of 1937-38, Will H. Hays,
in a statement made public today,
declares that "the impressive popular audiences which have already
greeted some of the new pictures of
the season further establish the fact
that artistic and social significance
can go hand in hand with boxoffice
"Thesuccess."
province of the entertainment screen is to entertain," said
Hays. "But what entertains may
also inform and instruct, move and
uplift. The industry is beginning to
(Continued

on Page

9)

GUFFEY BILL TEST
FOR SUPREME COURT
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Columbia's Stage Plans — Zukor in London

DOMESTIC

By CHESTER

Columbia's entrance into the legit
theater producing field, long rumored, is to become an actuality,
according to an announcement made
by the company
at mid-week.
A
(Continued

"little
proposed
— The
Washington
NRA"
for the
motion
picture
industry may be fought out indirectFOREIGN
ly by the Supreme Court after the
London held the news spotlight, high tribunal opens its sessions towith announcement there by Adolph
day. Possible establishment of the
Zukor that Paramount will begin its so-called "little NRA" hinges on
English production in six months. the constitutionality of the new
Plan, formulated
in wake
of his Guffey Act for the soft coal inB.

on Page

BAHN

(Continued

10)

We Could Never Get Along With
Allied/' Says MPTOA
Chances

Spokesman

of a merger of the
MPTOA with Allied are positively
and absolutely nil, according to
leaders of the former organization,
Lincoln, Neb. — Theaters and who on Saturday scoffed at the idea
newspapers here got together at the mentioned in recent reports.
week-end and stopped the 8-week
"We could never get along with
tiff which resulted in all movie re- Allied," said a spokesman. "Our
views and publicity being withdrawn and the ad revenue of the ideas sharply differ in many respects andtoonconsolidate
many policies."
Efforts
the two napapers cut in half. Amicable agree(Con tinued on Page 10)

Lincoln Exhibs., Press
At Peace After 8 Weeks

(Continued on Page 4)

on

Page

9)

Will Argue Para Philly
Appeal on Wednesday
Philadelphia — Paramount's appeal
from the decision of U. S. District
Judge
Dickinson
the
(Continued on dismissing
Page 4)

Collegians, Anti-Duals
Nutley, N. J. — Collegians are manifesting a lively interest in the AntiMovie Double Feature League of America, recently launched here. Latest
college chapters are New York University and Washington & Lee. Movement has jumped to the Mid-West, with
first unit established at Independence,
Kan.
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

(.QUOTATIONS

STOCK
AS

OF
High

MARKET
SATURDAY)
Low

Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts.
vtc. 19'/4
19'/4
19'/4
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
2'A
2V4
2%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
175
175
175
do pfd
161
15814 161
Gen. Th. Eq
18yi
18'/2
I8V2
Loew's.
Inc
71! 2 71
71
do pfd
Paramount
18
175/8
18
Paramount
1st pfd
Paramount
2nd pfd.
16'/8
16
161-g
Pafhe Film
RKO
63'8
6 1/4
6I/4
20th Century-Fox
. . 30
29S/8
29%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
10%
10%
10%
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew
6s 4,1 ww
... 99' 8 99' 8 99%—
Par. B'way
3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55 . .. . 993,4
99%
99%
RKO
6s41
Warner's

6s39
87'/4
NEW
YORK
CURB
Columbia
Picts.
vtc
Grand
National
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone
Corp
2
Technicolor
25%
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Pathe

Film

7

Net
Chg.

Close

+

V*

+ 3
—
Vi
—
%
+

Va

+

Vs

-f

3/8

1/4
_

l/4

87
87 1/4 -f
MARKET

V4

2
25%

%
%

STOCK

2
25%

+
+

MARKET
Bid
Asked

pfd

Fox Thea.
Bldg. 6%s
1st '36...
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met.
Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43

8%
91%
66
49%

9%
93
68
51%

TRAILER ON
ERY PICTURE &
Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
630 9th Ave., N. Y. C.
General
Mgr.

100 Men
and a Girl
(Universal
Pictures) — 3rd week
Something
to Sing About
(Grand
National) — 3rd week
The Good
Earth ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 2nd week
(b)
High. Wide and Handsome
(Paramount Pictures) — 2nd week
Lost Horizon
(Columbia
Pictures) — 2nd week
(bl
Back in Circulation
(Warner
Bros.)
Life of the Party (RKO
Radio Pictures)
Sophie
Lang Goes West
(Paramount
Pictures)
It Happened
in Hollywood
(Columbia
Pictures)
Thin Ice (20th Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Annapolis Salute (RKO Radio)
(a)
Spanish
Earth
(Contemp.
Historians) — 8th
wee1,
Sea Racketeers
(Republic
Pictures)

♦ TWO-A-DAY
The
The

Life of
Firefly

RUNS

LANGUAGE

♦
Hollywood
Astor

Lower
Depths
(Mayer-Burstyn) — 4th week
Mayerling
(Pax
Film) — 4th
week
This Is China
(Leon
Wekzler)
Adolf Armstarke
(Scand.
Talking
Pictures)
Poil de Carotte
(Auten)
(a-b)
Beethoven Concerto
(Amkino)
(a-b)
Pan Twarwdoski
(Z. Stanczewski) — 2nd week
The Golem
(Metropolis)
(a)
Orphan Boy of Vienna
(Gen'l Film) (a-b)

♦ FUTURE

Dual

bill.

(b)

Subsequent

run.

St.

Cinema

OPENINGS

(c)

♦
55th

Follows

Playhouse
Filmarte
Cameo
de Paris
President
President
Belmont
World
World

♦

Madame
X
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Oct.
7
Stage Door (RKO Radio Pictures) — Oct. 7
Life
Begins
at College
(20th
Century-Fox) — Oct.
8
Counsel
for Crime
(Columbia
Pictures) — Oct. 8
This Way.
Please
(Paramount
Pictures) — Oct. 8
West of Shanghai
(Warner Bros.) — Oct. 9
Wife,
Doctor
and Nurse
(20th Century-Fox) — Oct. 12
Souls at Sea (Paramount
Pictures) — Oct. 13 (b)
Life of the Party (RKO Radio Pictures)
Ali Baba
Goes to Town
(20th Century-Fox)
Queen
Victoria
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
Ty-co w Ostrej Swicesz Bramie
(Central Polish Film)— Oct.
(a)

Roxy
Globe
Capito!
Paramount
Music
Hall
Strand
.Rivoli
Criterion
Rialto
Palace
Palace
Squire
Central

(b)

FEATURES

current

Capitol
Music Hall
Roxy
Rialto
Criterion
Strand
Rivoli
Paramount
Rivoli
Roxy
Music
Hall
Belmont

5
bill.

Elaborate Radio Program
Ray Henderson Killed When
Plane Sinks in Greek Bay
Plugs "Double or Nothing'
Athens (By Cable) — John Raymond Henderson, 48, a representative for Katharine Cornell, was
killed in an airplane crash here on
Friday when the British Imperial
Airways flying boat in which he
was a passenger struck the waters
of Phaleron Bay in such a fashion
as to send it to the bottom. Two
other passengers also lost their lives.

Coming and Going

Theater

Emile Zola (Warner Bros.) — 7th week
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 5th week

♦ FOREIGN

B

Detroit — Half hour radio program
plugging "Double or Nothing" was
used as a "preview" to its opening
at the Michigan Theater by United
Detroit Theaters. Program blanketed Detroit, with WXYZ, WWJ,
WJBK, WMBC, and WJR all taking the half hour, plus eight upstate
stations using spot announcements
tying in with local Butterfield Theater plans for the film. Trailers in
Ray Henderson, as Broadway all houses — over 100 — plugged the
knew him, had been associated for
the past seven and a half years with air program. Style used was synopsis and excerpts of music and drathe office of Guthrie McClintic, husma from the film, with an orchesI band of Katharine Cornell and protra of 30, dramatic cast of 12, and
ducer. Henderson left New York, chorus
of 16.
June 12 on a round-the-world trip
to arrange appearances of Miss
Cornell and her company next year
in Asia, Australia, Africa and Eu- RKO Radio Will Release
rope. He was president of the New
York Theatrical Press Agents, an
Six Pix During October
organization formed last year.
RKO Radio will release six picComerford Closes Deal
tures during October including "Music for Madame" a musical with Nino
For All Warner Product Martini and Joan Fontaine; "Stage
Door" with Katharine Hepburn and
The Comerford Theater Circuit
Ginger Rogers; "Saturday's Heroes"
has closed a deal for Warner's en- a football story; "Fit For A King,"
tire output for the 1937-38 season, starring Joe E. Brown; "Breakfast
announces Gradwell L. Sears, gen- For Two," a comedy with Herbert
eral sales manager for the distribut- Marshall and Barbara Stanwyck, and
j ing company. Deal was closed by "There Goes The Groom" with Burgess Meredith, Ann Sothern and
Sears, and M. E. Comerford later
Mary Boland.
acting for the circuit.

DANIELLE DARRIEUX, accompanied by her
husband, HENRI DECOIN, French producer,
leaves New
York tomorrow
for Universal
City.
AL LICHTMAN sails from New
weeks for England.
ARTHUR
to
New
meeting

York in two

A. LEE, GB vice-president, returned

York
yesterday from company's regional
in Chicago.

CHARLES KRANZ, distributor of Imperial
pictures, has arrived in New York from Washington, D. C.
J.
CHEEVER
COWDIN, by WILLARD
Universalis McKAY,
board
chairman,
accompanied
company's general counsel
arrived on the Coast
by plane from the home office over the week
end.
ARTHUR
GREENBLATT,
GB eastern
division
manager,
left Chicago
yesterday
to visit com
pany's
exchanges
in
Indianapolis,
Cincinnati
and
Cleveland.
HAROLD ENGLISH, president of English &
Lauer, Los Angeles air-conditioning firm, arrives in New York tomorrow on the Santa Rosa,
accompanied
by MRS.
ENGLISH.
HENRY SEGAL, New England distributor of
Imperial pictures, has arrived in New York
from
Boston.
AL SHEAN, of the former Gallagher and
Shean comedy team, arrives early this week
from the Coast.
DAVID 0. SELZNICK, MYRON SELZNICK,
MRS. MYRON SELZNICK, Director GEORGE
CUKOR, and Production Secretary BOBBY
wood.
KEON, arrive in New York today from HollyTOBY

WING

has

left the Coast

Buddy
Rogers'
band
in
BURNS AND ALLEN
week
for New York.

to join

Philadelphia.
leave Hollywood

this

JANET GAYNOR, accompanied by her
mother, has arrived in Chicago from the Coast.
GEORGE
Hollywood.

RAFT

has arrived in New

York from

Would Shift Hart Suit
United Artists Corp. has moved
to transfer jurisdiction of the $185,000 suit brought by the William S
Hart Co. from the Supreme Court
to the Federal Court on the ground
that it is a Delaware Corporation
and Hart is a resident of California.
Hart is suing for additional money
he claims is due him from distribution of the silent picture "Tumbleweeds," which he made in 1925. Hart
claims that U. A. booked his film
with a dog picture and allocated a
greater share of receipts to the dog
film than was proper.

birthday:
OCTOBER

4

B. F. Zeidman
Buster
Carroll Keaton
Nye
Marcel
Silver
Dal Clawson

:

VARIETY says:" 'ANGEL' will be a
good money maker!'1

■

DAILY

MAJORS PLAN SEVEN
SCHOOL PIX SERIES

IATSE-GUILD DISPUTE
UP AT LABOR'S MEET
(Continued from

Pin/.'

auto is expected to join Gillmore
in Denver.

Lincoln Exhibs., Press
At Peace After 8 Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)

ment was set by J. H. Cooper's division manager, Lou Finske, of Denver, and Joe W. Seacrest, Journal
and Star ad manager.
Start came when newspapers
wanted more money, or would raise
the $3.70 inch rate. Next, it was
raised to $4, which caused the theaters to seek other mediums. New
arrangement finds theater rate
fixed at $3.80 an inch, but if more
than 50 inches are used per house
per week, theaters get $3 rate.

Will Argue Para Philly
Appeal on Wednesday
(Continued from Page

1)

company's conspiracy and injunction action against the UMPTO will
be argued before the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals on Oct. 6. Originally scheduled for argument next
Monday, the two-day deferment was
announced
Saturday.

Fort Wayne Exhibitors
Form New Association
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Motion picture
theater owners here have organized
the Motion Picture Exhibitors Association, and have elected Harvey G.
Cocks, of the Quimby Theaters,
president; George Heliotes, vicepresident, and A. H. Borkenstein,
secretary-treasurer. The board of
directors is composed of Pete Mallars, chairman, John Micu, and the
three officers.

Righto in Game

Field

Detroit — A new game called
Righto, which is played with a wheel
and tickets, and can be operated
from the audience, is being introduced by the Righto Game Co. of
Michigan, 8740 Linwood Ave. Promoters are Billy Capen and Peter
Ardwin.

Polio

Ban

Extended

Milwaukee, Wis. — A
by local health officials
infantile paralysis ban
under 7 years of age
Improvement, however,
situation is reported.

(Continued from Page

11

in Denver, and is expected to ask
that action be taken to restrain the
IATSE from its threatened raid on
Actors'
the jurisdiction
Guild.
Gilmore of
has Screen
left here
for
the convention.
Kenneth Thompson, executive secretary of the
Guild,
who left
New Screen
York Actors'
Saturday
by

third order
extends the
for children
to Oct. 11.
in the local
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•
•
• TIMELY
STUNT
of interest to all the
local football enthusiasts
launched
by Carter Barron
Loew's district manager headquartering in Washington, D. C.
Carter has placed in competition a special
trophy which at the end of the current season will be awarded
to the local football player proving most valuable to his team
members of George Washington, Georgetown, Catholic
University, American and Maryland Universities will be eligible
to compete for this trophy

•
•
• AND
WAS
Mister Barron
smart in getting the
football scribes in on the stunt
all the local sports editors
and pigskin commentators will be invited to act as an awards
committee
to determine
the individual meriting this award
in addition, the scribes will be invited to select an
all-Washington
eleven
those chosen for this mythical
team will each be rewarded by the Loew Theaters with a handsome gold football symbolizing such honor

•
•
• NOW
HERE
is where the popularity feature of
this stunt comes in
it is being stressed in the newspaper
publicity that all the Washington sports writers will give it
space
that through the competitions, the local gridders will
receive in some measure the rewards for their efforts which —
because of the complexity of national ratings — they do not
always secure
and that angle, if you ask us, makes this
beaucoup and timely football seasonal stunt just perfect for
any other big theater or group of theaters in key cities
the fan supporters of the Saturday Heroes of the gridiron is
legion
and here is a nifty way to get the football players
and supporters closely tied up to your theater
a Goodwill
Builder par excellence

•

•

•

AFTER LAYING off all forms of theatrical performances for 74 years
the guy ups and goes to his
first movie show
at the theater of W. 0. James in
Fremont,
Ohio
the lad's name
is John Heffner, now
past 90 years
Jawn was so pleased and delighted with
movies that he said he thot they were pretty good fun, and he
wouldn't be a bit surprised if they were here to stay
so he goes out and buys himself a pair of eye-glasses, and is
now a Regular Patron of Mister James' house
the last
show the old boy attended was back in 1863 in Civil War days
in just such odd ways as this the national movie attendance is growing by leaps and bounds
Hollywood
should feel very encouraged

1)

under a $75,000 grant by the General Education Board to the Progressive Education
Ass'n. pictures,
The art
and development
of motion
a part of the second series, that on
"aesthetic appreciation" has been
completed under a grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation to the Museum of Modern Art Film Library.
It is expected that $75,000 will be
obtained from an educational source
for completing production of the
"aesthetic appreciation" series.
The seven series of films are
viewed as a "motion picture curriculum" for schools that will enable
teachers to achieve cardinal educational objectives much more completely and satisfactorily than ever
before.
To assure exhibitors that no competition is intended the companies
will probably restrict showing of the
educational films to classrooms during school hours and prohibit any
admission
charges.
Salt Lake City — Educational movies will be part of the regular
school curriculum in the Granite
district this year, Dr. Calvin S.
Smith, superintendent,
announces.

Elizabeth Mayor Would
Bar "Ecstasy's"

Return

Elizabeth, N. J. — Mayor Brophy |
of Elizabeth announced he will not
permituled toshowing
sched-at
open for ofa "Ecstasy"
four day run
the Broad Theater. He made the
announcement after a delegation
from the Better Films Council of
Elizabeth called on him to protest.
The film was shown at the same
house for two days in January. The
management has changed since.

Scarlet Fever Closes House
Frazeuburg, O. — J. H. Packard,
owner of the town's only theater,
the
exchange
that he '
has Strand,
closed notified
down for
an indefinite
period on account of a scarlet fever
epidemic.

Swedish Medal for Tibbett
•
•
• JUST RETURNED from the Pacific Coast
the well known writers' agent, David B. Hampton
where
he has set up a new office in association with Abraham Lehr,
former vice-prexy of Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc.
at 9441
Wilshire Blvd
since returning from the coast, Hampton
has been busy reorganizing his New York office to cover the
film, radio and theatrical fields

•
•
• THE PRICE of this
been sent us and a lot of other
pub dep't
attached to a
structions to please turn to page
an article which should interest
our nickel back?

«

«

«

week's Satevepost
has
film mugs by United Artists'
printed card
with in8 of the mag, where there is
us
if not, can we get

»

»

»

Stockholm (By Cable) — Lawrence
Tibbett, singer of screen, stage and
radio, was personally decorated here
by King Gustaf who awarded to him
the medal of Litteris et Artibus.

Republic Closes Deals

Republic has sold its 1937-38 product to the Fabian houses in Brooklyn, the Butterfield Theaters
Cir- j
cuit, the Smalley
Circut and the
L. J. Duncan Circuit in the south.

Lichtman Plans House
Norfolk, Va. — A. E. Lichtman,
ley.
circuit owner of Washington, is
planning a 600-seat house in Berk-
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A "JUttW from Uottywood "Ms
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

CIDNEY

LANFIELD, who is directing "Love and Hisses," for
20th Century-Fox, went back to his
own vaudeville days while showing
Joan Davis what he wanted in the
way of a particular routine. Lanfield went into the act and Miss
Davis, known on the stage as the
partner of her husband, Sy Wills
in the team of Wills and Davis,
looked on. "That's the routine we
did on the old Orpheum circuit,"
Miss Davis explained after Lanfield
had completed the turn. "Certainly,"
Lanfield responded, "that's what I
want. That's where I learned it.
You may not remember me, but I
followed your act three times a day
for 26 weeks."
T

T

WHO'S WHO
•

•

•

Introducing

151

•

•

•

PDWARD BUZZELL. Director. Says he was born in Brooklyn "a long time
I— ago." At 14 made stage debut, appearing in Gus Edwards "Kid Kabaret"
with two other boys of promise — Eddie Cantor and George Jessel.
Later had
his own acts and sketches in vaudeville. Became
a headliner at the Palace, New York. Starred in
"The Gingham Girl," on Broadway, and also
appeared in "The Desert Song," "Tip Toes,"
"Lady Fingers," among others. Came to Hollywood in 1929. Wrote, directed and acted in 26
shorts for Columbia. His initial feature as a
director was "The Big Timer," co-starring Ben
Lyon and Constance Cummings. Has directed
21 features in past six years. His main ambition is always to get a script, which will lend
itself to a good picture. Now directing for
Metro. Hobby, collecting antiques. Stands
5, 3V2.
Eyes, brown.
Hair, black.

T

Stephen Morehouse Avery has returned to Columbia after completing
his loanout at Paramount. He is
working on the screenplay of "The
Burning Secret," which Stefan
Zweig authored.
▼
▼
T
Barbara Jackson of La Jolla has
been signed to a Paramount stock
company contract. She is 18 and
was vice-president of the Class of
1940 at the University of California,
r
▼
T
The Al Shauer agency has taken
lover the management of Naomi
(Stevens, clever 11-year old child
I radio dramatist and mimic.
Asso-

IN HOLLYWOOD

Interesting Personalities: No.

"Benefits Forgot," which will be
directed by Clarence Brown, and
produced by John Considine, Jr.,
will have Walter Huston in the male
lead. Beulah Bondi is scheduled for
an important featured role.
T
T
▼
Universal has changed the title
of "Young Man's Fancy" to "You're
T
T
T
a Sweetheart."
Metro has purchased "Something
of a Hero," an original story by
Michael Sheridan. The story is
comedy and thrills of aviation laid
in London,
Singapore and International airways.
T
▼
T
Minor Watson has been added to
the cast of Metro's "Navy Blue and

V
▼
T
Hugo Butler, writer, signed a new
one-year contract with Metro.
T

T

T

T

T

T

▼

▼

Eric Taylor is working on an untitled original at M-G-M.
T
▼
▼
T
T
T
Albert Morin, ace ribber, has been
Scott will direct "Wonder assigned a speaking role as a longAubreystarring
Child,"
Edith Fellows, at
shoreman in "Mannequin," which
Columbia. Production will start ing.
co-stars Joan Crawford and Spencer
this week.
Tracy, with Frank Borzage direct▼
T
▼
t
▼
▼
Several sponsors are angling for
Charles Barton, Paramount directhe services of Bob Hope, now being
tor, is leaving Paramount after befeatured by Paramount in "The Big
ing with the company for 14%
Broadcast of 1938," for a new air years. Barton will take a vacation
show. He is trying to arrange the before making a new connection.
time with the studio.

Dick Green has been assigned as
assistant director on the second unit
ofGold."
"Rosalie." Green was formerly
with RKO Radio.

jOmaha Pix Critic Dropped
France Spending More
Eight New Industry Co's
as Hearst Sells to Rival
Incorporate In Delaware
Coin on Its Pictures

Warner Club Elects 40
To Board of Governors

Omaha — Consolidation of Hearst's
Bee-News
with the World-Herald,
sale by Hearst, has resulted in
the dropping of Jake Rachman, veteran pix critic of the Bee-News, who
rdid a column under the signature
■of Jack Reel.
World-Herald also
■has dropped
Louella
0. Parsons
[Hollywood column.
To local exhibs, passing of the
iBee-News was a blow. It pursued
a liberal space policy for pix while
Ihe World-Herald is generally regarded as "tough."
Cancelling all existing contracts,
!jhe World-Herald, further has set a
1.-.heater ad rate of $5.05 an inch,
ineffective Nov. 1. Old net combination rate for the two papers was
'i5.45 an inch.
Kirby Signed by Metro
W est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Paul Kirby, internationally
famous composer and conductor, has
joined the music staff at Metro. He
was signed by Nat Finston, head of
the music department. Kirby, recently
in radio, conducted the NBC symphony
orchestra in 1934, and the General Motors orchestra in 1935, also helped to
organize the Chicago Symphony in 1933,
and the Chicago Civic Orchestra, and
during the past year was conductor for
the Philadelphia
Stadium
concerts.

ciate Joe Lowell predicts
future for the girl.

a bright

France is making better pictures
and on a more elaborate scale, it
was said yesterday by William Goldberg of European Films, film importers, who just returned from a
Paris trip. Goldberg took options on
several pictures while abroad.
According to Paris report two
popular current films, "Pepe Le
Moko" and "Le Grand Illusion"
have been sold to American companies for remakes.

Tunstill to Owensboro
Pine Bluff, Ark.— J. C. Tunstill,
who has been manager of the Malco
Theaters here for the past five
years, has received notice that he
will soon be transferred to Owensboro, Ky., to become manager of
the circuit's theaters in that city
which were recently acquired from
Warner Bros. He will be succeeded
here by Charles Mensing, former
manager of the Orpheum, Memphis.

Strong to Handle Short

Dover, Del. — Industry companies
recently incorporated in the State
of Delaware include: Columbia
Films of Netherland Indies, Ltd.;
Columbia Films of Malaya, Ltd.;
Chromart Film Industries, Inc.; Columbia Pictures Near East, Ltd.;
Ina Ray Hutton, Inc.; Micro-Films,
Inc.; National Outdoor Display Co.,
Inc., and Pathe Manufacturing Corp-

Anti-Sunday Pix Move
Fails In Georgia Court
Hogansville, Ga. — Judge Lee B.
Wyatt of the Troup Superior Court
in LaGrange, Ga., has refused to
grant six Hogansville citizens ia
permanent injunction against the
Sunday operation of a motion picture theater there. The petition was
thrown out on a general demurrer
of the defendants — the Lam Amusement Co. of Rome, Ga. — which operated the theater.

Second in the series of two-reelHawaii Books World Films
ers of topical interest now being
World Pictures Corp. announces
readied for release by Front Page
Productions, has been tentatively that it has booked its entire protitled "Sea of Strife." World disgram for 1937-38 to Jay Jay Amusetribution will be handled by David
ment Co., operating the Franklin
Theaters
in Hawaii.
Strong of Criterion Films.

Film rights to "Garden of the
Moon," Saturday Evening Post serial story by H. Bedford-Jones and
John Browne, have been acquired
by

Warners. t

Slavko Vorkapich has started directing an elaborate montage sequence for Metro's "Thoroughbreds
Don't Cry."

At the annual meeting of the
delegates of the Warner Club held
recently at the home office, 40
members of the club were elected to
the Board of Governors. The list:
Stuart H. Aarons, Phil Abrahams,
Louis Aldrich, Eli H. Arkin, Martin
Bennett, Max B. Blackman, Walter
Brandt, W. V. Brooks, Nat B.
Browne, R. W. Budd, H. M. Doherty,
Joe Feldman, F. L. Gates, E. E.
Hinchy, J. T. Holmes, S. Immerman,
F. J. Kiernan, W. R. Koppe, Jules
Levey, T. J. Martin, Harry Mayer,
W. S. McDonald, Byran Moore,
Dave Newman, George O'Keefe,
Miss Marie Paulsen, Al Reh, Elkan
Reiner, Miss Marion Roberts, Harold Rodner, Andy M. Roy, Arthur
Sachson, R. Salomons, Sam Schneider, A. W. Schwalberg, Arthur
Shaftel, Miss M. Victorson, Sidney
Weiner, Miss Ruth Weisberg, S.
Wolowitz.
Metro "Kids" in Sepia
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John M. Nickolaus, laboratory head of M-G-M, and Fred
Quimby, general manager of the short
subject department, announce that the
series of 13 animated cartoons featuring
the "Captain and the Kids" will be
finished in the new sepia platinum tone
and not in color.
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CHANGES REPORTED

ARIZONA
Change in Ownership

SEN
Vogue,
(formerly New).
Waverly,
(formerly Palace).

PARKER— Parker, transferred to Earl
Brotlu

MOORHEAD— Leo.
KANSAS

ALASKA
Change in Ownership

VALDEZ- -Little, (formerly Yaldez) transferred to M. T. Schmidt.

ARKANSAS
Change in Ownership

HUNTSVILLE
Ernest & Orville

Dixie,
Conard.

Change in Theater Name

transferred

to

CABOT— Cabot.

New

Theaters

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership
SALYERSVILLE— Star,
(formerly
transferred to Jack Fritsch.

SO. SAN FRANCISCO - Stale, transferred to Bayshore Theaters Inc. SAN
BR I 'NO — El Camino. transferred to El Camino Theater & Realty Corp. Ltd. RODEO—
Rodeo, transferred to Harrv Stark. MODESTO— Strand, transferred to Midland Theaters Inc. SAWTELLE— Nuart, transferred
to Bourke & Bayless. LOS ANGELES—
York, transferred to B. J. Leavitt. LOS
ANGELES — Noveltv. transferred to Tom
Smith. HAWTHORNE— Rex, transferred
t>> E. S. Calvi. EAGLE ROCK— Sierra,
transferred to Harry Catlin.

Change in Theater Name

LOS ANGELES -Arlin (formerly Home).
PARKER DAM— Arizona (formerly Parker
Dam).

Openings

RIVERSIDE— Riihidoux. LOS ANGELES—Rex. ESCONDIDO— Ritz. INGLEWOOD— Ritz.

New Theaters

OAKLAND— Follies.

COLORADO
Change in Ownership

ANTONIO— Rialto,
Ruben
Casias.

transferred

Mrs.

OAKLEY — Cassia Stake Playhouse, transferred to Roselle H. Hale.

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership
SPRINGFIELD — Capitol, transferred to
Frisina Amusement Co. SPRINGFIELD—
Southtown, (formerly Empress) transferred
to Frisina Amusement Co. DECATUR Ritz, transferred to L. Mochel. HANOVER
— Town Hall, transferred to \V. \Y. Weaver.
ONARGA — Modernistic, transferred to Kerasotes Bros. (Theat Inc.). WAUKEGAN
limes, transferred to P. Penikoff.

Change in Theater Name
—

Lloyd, (formerly Prin-

Openings

THAYER — Opera House,
Lyric). Hillview — Apollo.

(formerly

Closings

SPRINGFIELD— Capitol.

New

Theaters

ALTON — Norside. CHICAGO — Cina.
CHICAGO— Holden.
RIVERSIDE- -Rivily.

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

VEEDERSBURG — Tokvo. transferred to
R. Hutchins Jr. N. VERNON— Jennings,
transferred to Alfred B. Thompson. INDIANAPOLIS— Keith's, transferred to Jack
Kane. AURORA— Palace, transferred to Elliott-Ward Enterprises. LA PORTE— Fox,
transferred to Central Theat. Co.

Closings

NEW

HARMONY— Strand.

New Theaters

Dixiei

Change in Theater Name

ie).SALYERSVILLE— Star, (formerly Dix-

New

Theaters

FULTON — The
CITY — Empress.

Fulton.

CENTRAL

MANSFIELD — Mansfield, transferred to
So. Amusement Co.

Openings
Dismantled

SOUTH

HARRISON— Camp
BUNKPORT— Strand.

Hawaya.

MASSACHUSETTS
Openings
—

Square,

GARRISON — Roxy, (formerly Garrison)
transferred to Wm. T. McCarthy. FINLEY
— Finley, transferred to Wm. J. Holisky.
McCarthy.
BOWBELLS—
Roxy, transferred to Wm. T.

New

Theaters

MONTANA
Change in Theater Name
MILES
CITY—Closings
Park (formerly State).
SUNBURST— Sunburst,

(formerly

NEBRASKA
Change in Ownership

Arch).

LYMAN — Royal, (formerly Lyman).
WAUNETA — Chateau, (formerly Crystal).
field).
WAKEFIELD — Strand, (formerly Wake-

(formerly

KENNE-

—

Openings

COLUMBUS— Closings
New Columbus.
SANISH
— Sanish.
WYNDMERE— Wyndmere.
MEDORA— Medora.
DICKINSON— New

CINCINNATI — Lincoln, transferred to
Jack Goldman. HOLGATE — Palace, trans
ferred to Don D. Lewis. GRAFTON—
Diana, transferred to J. D. Koharik. GALI
ON — Ohio, transferred to The Galion TheaCLEVELAND
ferredtertoCo. Marie
Nehman. — Melrose, trans

Change in Theater Name

XENIA— Xenia, (formerly Bijou). IRON
TON— State, (formerly Southside). OTTA
WA — Hiegel, (formerly Ottawa).

Capital, transferred to

HOPED ALE— Gable, (formerly Capitol).
HOLGATE — Palace. GALION — Ohio.
Closings
CLEVELAND— Rialto.
IRONTON — State,

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

ST. PAUL — DeLux. transferred to Ostrand & Newman. REDWOOD FALLS—
Falls, (formerly Dream) transferred to Don
Buckley. OLIVIA — State, transferred to C.
L. Connaught. MINNEAPOLIS — Roxy,
transferred to R. R. Spector. HOLDINGFORD — Scenic, transferred to E. S. Farringer. KASSON — State, transferred to Edwin Behrendt. COTTONWOOD — Cozy,
transferred to Mr. Knaacks. CLARKFIELD
— Roxy, transfered to Mr. Knaaks. BROWERVILLE — Lyric, (formerly Rex) transferred to J. Green & C. W. Jansen.

Change in Theater Name
WACONIA — Conia, (formerly Lyric).
Openings

MINNEAPOLIS— Rialto. REDWOOD
FALLS— Falls, (formerly Dream). ST.
PAUL— DeLux.
/

Closings

CLARKFIELD— Roxy. COTTONWOOD
—Cozy.
DELANO— Delano.

New Theaters

SHERBURN— New. RENVILLE— Revi.
FI'I.DA — New
Fulda, (formerly Crystal).

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

WINONA — Winona, transferred to Davitts
& Lightman. GRENADA — Grenada, transferred to Williams & Lightman.

Openings
New Theaters

SUMRALL— Pickwick.
GRENADA— New.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

ST. JOSEPH— Roxv, (formerly Valley)
TERRE HAUTE— Garfield. NEW HAV- transferred to Frank Cassil. LOCKWOOD
— Cozy, transferred to Fred Wilcox. KANEN—Haven.
BROOKVILLE— Morin.
SAS CITY — Roanoke, transferred to Vaughn
IOWA
Mann. BRANSON — Owen, transferred to
Change in Ownership
Commonwealth Amusement Corp. CUBA —
LU VERNE — Time, transferred to J. W. Cuba, transferred to Mr. Thompson. MAPLEMoore. ALLERTON— State, transferred to WOOD — Powhattan, transferred to St. L.
J. C. Githens. KEOTA — Avon, transferred Amusement Co. ST. LOUIS — Avalon.
to C. O. Kintz. MILFORD -Strand, trans- transferred to St. L. Amusement Co. ST.
ferred to E. C. Arehart.
LOUIS — Columbia, transferred to St. L.
Change in Theater Name
Amusement Co. ST. LOUIS — Roxy, transferred to St. L. Amusement Co. ST. LOUIS
ALLERTON — State, (formerly New).
— Whiteway, transferred to St. L. Amuse
KEOTA — Avon, (formerly Princess). LU- ment
Co.
YERNE— Time,
(formerly
Roxy).
REM-

(formerly

NORTH
BALTIMORE
CLEVELAND— Beachcliff.

Openings

New

New Theaters

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership

Theaters

GIRARDVILLE — Girard. transferred toi
Frank Hollister. TACONY — Ritz, transSolony. ferred to Thos. Lazarick Amusement Cor]).
MICHAELS — Strand, transferred to Michael

Openings

NEW MEXICO
Change in Theater Name

JOHNSTOWN— Majestic.
— Peoples.
ERIE Closings
— Columbia.
Harris.

NEW
YORK
Change in Ownership

GIRARDVILLE— Girard.

Zia, (formerly Pastime).

New

BROOKLYN— 856 Gates Ave.— Comet,
transferred to Gus Goldberg Inc. NEW
YORK CITY — 1547 Broadway — Gaiety,
transferred to Gay-Tee Corp. NEW YORK
CITY — 165 E. 125th St. — Tri-Boro, transferred to Tri-Boro Playhouse Inc. NEW
YORK CITY— 229 W. 42nd St.— Selwyn.
transferred to Iris Joyce Inc. LONG
ISLAND — East Rockaway — Criterion, transferred to Asney Amusement Corp. YONKERS — 45 Warburton Ave. — Warburton,
transferred to Matty Kutinsky & Harold
Friedman. WATERLOO— State, transferred
to G. E. Smith. REDHOOK— Lyceum,
transferred to Philip Eisenberg. CHERRY
VALLEY — Cherry Valley, transferred to F.
Winne. GREENWICH— Swan, transferred
to V. E. Sweet. ILION — Capitol, transferred to Schine Enterprises Inc. FRANKPORT— Frankfort, transferred to Mr. C. H.
Dopp.
Stewart CROGHAN
& Walker. — Palace, transferred to

Change in Theater Name
Openings

-

Change in Ownership

UNION— Drive-in, transferred to S & G
Theaters of Newark. HAWTHORNE—
Hawthorne, transferred to Rapf Ruden &
Lederer. NEWARK 127 No. 7th St.— Plaza,
(formerly City) transferred to Lenrose
Amusement
Corp.

(formerly

Virginia.

PORTLAND — Zephyr. CARLTON
Goodin.
PENNSYLVANIA

FRANKLIN— Regal.

DUNDEE — Strand,

—

OREGON
Change in Ownership

SALEM — State, transferred to Al. Adolpb.

FRANKLIN— Pastime.

SPRINGER—

Southside).

New Theaters

FRANKLIN— Regal.
ClosingsMANCHESTER—
Vitaphone.
River-

Dickinson.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

Openings

PAXTON— Sun.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Change in Ownership

FRANKLIN
Graphic Cir.

NASHVILLE—

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

New Theaters

LYONS— Plaza, transferred to Plaza Th.
Inc. PIERCE — Strand, transferred to Inland Theater Co. PLATTSMOUTH— Cass,
transferred to G. G. Griffin. SCOTIA—
Loup, transferred to John M. Fox. STUART
— Stuart, transferred to C. G. Briggs.
TABLE
H. Nagel. ROCK— Roxy, transferred to W.

PLATTSMOUTH— Ritz.

MAINE
Openings
PORTLAND—
Closings Cape.

Theaters

CRYSTAL CITY — Roxy. CRYSTAL
CITY— Roxv. POTOSI— Plaza. PLATTSBURG— New.

ERICSON— Ericson.
Closings

DELCAMBRE— Liberty.

New

Nashville.
SPENCER— Spencer.

Openings

MANDEVILLE— Elks.

RAMSEUR — Royal, (formerly New)
transferred to F. F. Anderson.

DIXON -Dixon. FREDERICKTOWN—
Palace. NEW BURG — Lyric. POPLAR
BLUFF— Jewel. POTOSI— Delco. ST.
LOUIS—
ST.
LOUIS— West
End Lyric.Hollywood.

Change in Theater Name

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

MEDFORD
to

IDAHO
Change in Ownership

RUSHVILLE
cess).

Art).

WILSON— Screenland. PLAINVILLE—
Moore. KENSINGTON — Kensington Th.
(formerly
Pastime). GLEN ELDER —
Plaza

\V. MKMPHIS— Crittendon. MARVEL—
Marvel. LONOKE— New. MT. PINE—
New.

NAPA— Uptown.

Openings
Midway.
Closings

CUNNINGHAM

Openings
Dismantled

RECTOR— Palace.

(formerly

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

Openings
SPRINGFIELD— Electric. CUBA— Cuba.
CARUTH ERS VI Closings
LLE— Bijou.

Change in Ownership
LANGDON — Langdon,
transferred to H.
J. Reeves.
BIRD
CITY
Bird City, transferred to J. B. Roshong.
TORONTO— Star,

BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
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Beekman).

BUFFALO — Amherst, (formerly Park)
BUFFALO— Orpheum. SYRACUSE— Lib
erty. SYRACUSE — Regent. WHITES
VI LLE— Lyric. BROCTON — New Gem
BUFFALO — Majestic. BUFFALO — Oak
dale. BUFFALO— Roxv, (formerly Roxie)
WATERFORD — Casino. WESTPORT —
Memorial Hall.
POLAND
Closings — Comunity.
WATERTOWN — Strand. INDIAN
LAKE — Lake. CAMDEN — Arcade. ROCHESTER—Embassy.

TARENTUM

BUTLER—

Theaters

TARENTUM— Peoples.

RHODE ISLAND
Openings

PROVIDENCE— R. K. O.-Albee PROVIDENCE—Modern.
PROVIDENCE— Carl-!
Closings
ton.
PROVIDENCE— Empire.

SOUTH

CAROLINA

Fleming. Change in Ownership
YORK — Hollywood, transferred to Thoma*

New
ROCK

Theaters

HILL— Dixie,

(colored).

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership
KIMBALL — Royal,
transferred
Closings
Anderson.

to

- Cresbard.

CRESBARD
Melette.

MELETTE

j. lJ

Closings
TENNESSEE

HALLS— Halls.

New

Theaters

WAYNESBORO — Wayne.
TEXAS
SON— State.

HENDEK

Change in Ownership
ROSCOE— Strand, transferred to Guy E.
Henry. BANDERA — Bantex. transferred toj;
C. J. Webb. COLORADO— Gem, transferred to R & R Theaters. GUSTINE-page) ROSPalace, (Continued
transferred on to following
Bruce White.

THE
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reap what has been sowed by years
of educational effort, by the production of pathfinding pictures, and by
constantly adding to the variety of
entertainment themes. A sense of
the highest showmanship marks,
many of the outstanding films of
the new season."
Hays asserted that the new year's
pictures "will be featured by an unprecedented number of truly distinguished entertainment films."
Artistic maturity, as well as universal entertainment appeal, is demonstrated in such productions,
among others, that have opened the
new season, Hays declared, as "The
Life of Emile Zola," "Dead End,"
"100 Men and a Girl," "Prisoner of
Zenda" and "Stage Door."
Hays said that raising the standard of the screen are such productions as "Idiot's Delight," "Tovarich," "Madame Curie," "Three
Comrades," "Gone with the Wind,"
"The Buccaneer," "The Hurricane,"
"Marie Antoinette," "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm," "You Can't
Take It with You," "Ebb Tide," "A
Damsel in Distress," "Heidi," and
"Beau Geste."
Themes that deal with the pioneering spirit that has made AmerOS
ica great and dramatizations of
important events and episodes in
American history will be represented by pictures as "Wells Fargo,"
,\ "Panama Canal," "Men with Wings,"
:>ii
|"The Pioneers," "In Old Chicago,"
land "My Country First."
On an equally impressive scale,
Hays stated, will be such pictures
as "Hudson Bay Company," "The
Wright Brothers," "The Barrier,"
f'Gone with the Wind" and "The
Buccaneer."
Classical and biographical themes
will include "Pride and Prejudice,"
'Wuthering Heights," "Tom SawWr," "Kim," "The Gamblers," 'The
;-Ci
Great Garrick," "Conquest," "Marco
Polo," "Personal History," "Madame
3urie," "Marie Antoinette," Rebecca
t>f Sunnybrook Farm" and "Ebb
ide."
The cartoon motion picture as a
mique achievement of the screen
vill enter a new phase this year,
lays said, with the presentation of
;Snow White and the Seven
)warfs," Walt Disney's first fullength picture — a film three years in
he making.
;TTE- In the field of the legendary,
lays added, will be such pictures as
The Adventures of Robin Hood,"
"Arabian
!jnd
Among
the Nights."
outstanding comedy
tt Pictures

will
Hounded

i»1

j i

be

"Room
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Service,"

by Ambition

Evanston, III. — Chester Nichols, 27,
ex-screen actor, who has studied singing seven years, has been appointed
local dog catcher. "I love dogs," he
said, "and this job will help me pay
for more singing lessons."

CHANGES— Continued GUFFEY BILL TEST

(Continued from preceding page)
COE — Strand, transferred to H. J. McFerrin. TALCO — Talco, transferred to East
Texas Theaters. WHITNEY — Texas, transferred to Karl Tate. TIMPSON— Palace,
transferred to John Stephano. OLTON — Olton, transferred to Garrison & Holland. FRIONA — Regal, (formerly Friona) transferred
to M. R. Landrum. DECATUR— Majestic
& Ritz, transferred to A. V. Wade & H. S.
Usry. BANDERA — Bantex, transferred to
C. B. Webb.

Change in Theater Name
MT. PLEASANT— New
ly Martin).

Martin, (former-

Dismantled

LONE

OAK— Lone Oak.

Openings
BANDERA— Bantex. PASTIME— Estelline.
GRAND— McCamey.
DIBOLL— Timberland.

Closings

CUPID— Tuscola.

New Theaters

MARSHALL— Harlem. LONE OAK New. BLANCO— Blanco. McCamey — Ritz.
GRAHAM — Palace. TEXARKANA — Palace.

Correct Owners

Realty

con) transferred to
Corp.

North

Bank

Theater

&

Openings
SEATTLE— Green Lake.
Closings
Empress.
SPOKANE
— Rex.
COULEE

CITY— Coulee City.

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership
HARVEY— Harvey, transferred to S. D.
Morton. HUNTINGTON — Park, transferred to J. M. Rodgers. HURRICANE—
Putnam, transferred to Wayne Cannon. KANAWHA— Best, transferred to F. Deane.
OAKHILL — Mayfair, (formerly Lyric)
transferred to S. D. Morton.

Change in Theater Name

OAKHILL — Mayfair,

(formerly

Lyric).

Openings

ANSTED — Ritz. HARVEY — Harvey.
HURRICANE — Putnam. KANAWHA —
City-Best. ELM
GROVE—
Closings Princess.
McMECHAN— Midway.

New Theaters

PRINCETON— New.

ROBY — Roby, Owner Lance Davis.
GRAHAM— Liberty, Owner W. J. Wilke.

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

UTAH
Change in Ownership

HANCOCK — Hancock, transferred to Bernard Lassack. WITTENBERG — Badger,
transferred to Frank E. Hellstrom. IRON
RIVER — New Rex, (formerly Daniels)
transferred to Chas.
Nygard.
Closings

MIDVALE— Iris, transferred to J. W.
Houghton.

Dismantled

BOUNTIFUL— Town.

WASHINGTON
Change in Ownership
SPOKANE — Rex, transferred to Allan
Zell.
STEVENSON— Lorin, (formerly Bea-

New Haven Warner Club
Names Wiener President
New Haven — The following officers have been elected to the helm
of the New Haven Warner Club for
the coming year: Sidney Wiener,
president; Carlisle G. Barrett, vicepresident, in charge of welfare;
Benjamin J. Banford, vice-president,
in charge of entertainment; Samuel
Kuperstein, in charge of membership; James F. Fraser, in charge of
contributions and loans; James A.
Bracken,, treasurer;, and Barbara
Brooks, secretary.
The club has planned its annual
fall dance to take place at Seven
Gables Inn on Nov. 6, with Benjamin Banford in charge.
"The Awful Truth," "Stand-In,"
"You Can't Take It with You,"
"Bluebeard," "Nothing Sacred," and
"Having Wonderful Time."
Music, both classical and popular,
will be a prominent feature on the
screen. Among the outstanding
films in this category, it is indicated, are "The Great Waltz,"
"Chopin," "The Life of Beethoven,"
"The Girl of the Golden West,"
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Ali
Baba Goes to Town," "Yellow
Nightingale," "Radio City Revels,"
"I'll Take Romance," "The Goldwyn
Follies," "Rosalie," "Hitting a New
High," "Bread, Butter and Rhythm,"
and "The Joy of Loving."
Adding to the wide range of entertainment, Hays said, will be
mystery, detective and outdoor films
and important short subjects.

RACINE— Rex.

FOR SUPREME COURT

SPOKANE—

DAGGETT— Daggett.

New Theaters

ATHENS — Community
Hall.
MINOCQUA — Aqua.
WITTENBERG — Badger.
GWINN
—
Hiawatha.
PHILLIPS
— New
Norwood.

(Continued from Page

1)

dustry which is expected to be tested
during the current sitting of the
court, according to Capitol Hill observers. Meanwhile, James A.
Emery,tional
general
of the NaAssociationcounsel
of Manufacturers,
has announced that he will survey
the feasibility of the proposed plan.

South

Bend Mother Files
Anti-Bank Night Action

South Bend, Ind. — A South Bend
mother has filed suit for a permanent injunction against Paramount
Publix Corp. and the Publix Indiana
Corp. Mrs. Agrette Lecam alleged
in her complaint that Bank Nights
are
injurious
and and
"demoralizing"
to
her two
children
asked that the
games be stopped. Her suit charged
that Bank Night violated a 1905
state law.
Local theaters have announced
that future Bank Night awards
would be paid only to adults.
Watertown, Wis. — The Classic
Theater here is discontinuing Bank
Night. It follows a campaign of
District Attorney H. M. Dakin
against games.

-c&m
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make the move. It is indicated that
the old top figure of 55 cents in both
Oklahoma City and Tulsa eventually will be restored. In other towns
the prices have been hoveling: between 20 and 35 cents top, while the
possibility that a straight 35 and 40
cent scale will be adopted.

West Side Detroit Houses
Weighing Admission Boost
Detroit — Talk of a price boost
among West Side houses was current at the week-end, following
ironing out of a tough competitive
situation by acquisition of the Capitol Theater by Cohn Brothers from
Associated
Theaters.
Typical situation was noted at
Joseph B. Mitchell's Rex Theater,
where attendance has dropped slightly from last year at the same time,
as is typical of other houses, but
the net revenue has shown an increase. Secret is in the abandonment of giveaway schemes, which
drew crowds but cost extra money
a year ago.

THE

WEEK
Columbia's

Stage

Plans — Zukor in London

DOMESTIC

goes to Seattle from his home in
Columbus, Ohio. Kuykendall was
budget for this purpose, it was reported working out idea for
stated, has already been set aside MPTOA sponsorship of an alland active production is to com- industry convention in 1938, with all
representing allied
mence soon. D. A. Doran, in charge associations
trades invited to hold their annual
of Columbia's story department, is meetings simultaneously with the
expected to head the setup.
*
*
*
exhib organization's sessions.
Another announcement, by President Harry Cohn, followed imme- FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)
diately to effect that company is study of the quota situation, calls
prepared to sign the Dramatists'
Guild basic agreement as an initial for making of pix equal in quality
those turned
in company's
step in the program. Pronounce- to
Hollywood
studio.outZukor
and John
ment breaks up united front maintained by the eight majors all last W. Hicks, Jr., attended a two-day
season against producing plays un- convention of Paramount's British
and Continental European represender the Dramatists' Guild contract
tatives at Grosvenor House.
unless changes desired by the companies were made.
Other flashes from London told of
* *
*
(Continual

*

Jumps B.O. Top 10 Cents
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*

*

Harding Funeral Today

*

*

A survey of exhibitor leader opinion as to what's to be done re the
MPTOA 10-point trade practice
program, will, it was learned, be
undertaken by President Ed Kuykendall, who will hold conferences
in seven cities in the course of a
Coast trip this Fall. Swing will
commence late this month when he
Cleveland

House

Dark

(Continued from

Page
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tional exhibitor associations have
been made several times and on at
least one occasion, were almost successful. Executive setup of the new
association became a battle point
and resulted in discarding of the
British unit at Denham as a proplan. ducer and director; (b) Notification
to stockholders by GB that payment
will be made on Sept. 30 of the
dividend for the half year ending
on that date on the 5% per cent
cumulative preferred stock, and (c)
Acquisition of full film rights to the
Gilbert and Sullivan operettas by
newly-formed British company, General Cinema Finance Corp., Ltd.,
which will begin shortly to film
them.

(a) Victor Saville joining M-G-M's

COMFORT-

the

Greatest Star of them all

*

Following three months abroad,
Lincoln, Neb. — Milt Overman, Louis B. Mayer returned to New
Westland Theaters' city manager, York last Monday on the Normanhas set
single Will
fea- die, stating that all M-G-M productures the
after a Vai-sity
summer for
of duals.
tion scheduled for England will be
also raise the price from 10-15 to
as "A" pix. He reported
10-20-25. The first price jack in a designed
(1) foreign business conditions as
year.
excellent and (2) Metro has no GB
deal on tap.

Community Circuit to Reopen

MPTOA-ALLIED MERGER
CHANGES GALLED Nl1

IN REVIEW

Industry attention turned to Dallas during the seven-day span where
U. S. District Judge William H.
Atwell recently found for the Government in the action against the
Interstate Circuit and eight national
distributors to test validity of admish price regulation in subsequent
runs through contracts providing
the maintenance of specified minimum admissions. That the GovernSeven Toledo Nabes Send
ment failed to prove conspiracy on
Admission Scales Upwards the part of major distributors in its
injunction action against them and
Toledo, 0. — Admission prices in the Hoblitzelle circuit will be conseveral neighborhood theaters have
tended by defense counsel in its apbeen raised, with others reported
peal from decision of the U. S.
planning to take the same steps. Court at Dallas, it was indicated on
The Lyric, Avalon, State, and Bijou Wednesday.
*
#
*
have raised their admissions from
20 to 25 cents for adults, and the
Ralph Rolan, vice-president of
World has raised the admission
"March of Time" in charge of profrom 20 to 25 cents on Sundays
motion since inception of that feaonly. The Eastwood and Westwood
ture, resigned to accept a speial
will raise their rates next week exec post attached
to the sales and
from 20 to 25 cents.
ad departments of RKO Radio. Ned
E. Depinet, vice-president of latter
company, said Rolan will assume
Lincoln House Ends Duals,
his new duties today.

Funeral services will be held at
Walter B. Cook Funeral Home, 117
West 72nd St., at noon today for
Mrs. Lois Frances Clark Harding,
74, retired actress known on the
stage as Lois Clark. She died Friday in a hospital in Brentwood, L. I.
A sister, Mrs. Frances Mclver of
New York, survives.

Monday, Oct. 4, 1937

15 Years

Clevejand, 0. — Max Lefkowich of Community Circuit is reconditioning the Tivoli
Theater, Lorain Ave. and West 117th St.. which has not been used as a theater for
the past 15 years. All new seats and equipment, as well as complete decorating is
included in the job.

Whoever may be on the screen,
the patron is in the seat. Stars come
and stars go, but seat comfort
pulls
patronage in
the seating
year 'round.
We
are specialists
comfort.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Sealing for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas
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No Deal Set, Says Selznick on Arriv

tl

PARA.
ISJOLD'
TO
KUYKENDALL
ARBITRATION
PLAN
Television Development Costs $10,000,000— Goldsmith
Research Appropriations May
Raise Expenditures to
Million Yearly

Main Line
. . . and a by-product
By CHESTER B. BAHN A
**
and
an

S the tendency to debate the province
of the motion picture grows, both in
out of the industry, it is well to cast
eye at the opinion just expressed by

the MPPDA's prexy, Will H. Hays.
"The province of the entertainment
screen is to entertain. But what entertains may also inform and instruct, move
and uplift", says the General in the course
of his discussion of Hollywood seasonal
productions.
i Precisely. .. .and 'tis a pity that it is
hot better understood.
I Also remembered.
The entertainment screen necessarily is
i commercial screen; when it fails to enjertain, it fails commercially; and, other
hings being equal, when it fails commer:ially, it is lacking in entertainment as
he latter is defined by the masses.

Upwards of $10,000,000 have been
expended on television development
to date by all experimenters and
current research appropriations may
total between one and two million
dollars a year, Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, RCA consultant, told the New

SAY MAJORS FAVOR
WILLIAMS AGAIN HEADS TILT IN ADMISSIONS
Major circuit officials have been
conferring together on the question
THE TRI-STATE MPTO ofreported
raising admission prices with all
agreed that it should be
(Continued

What,
JOUt?

then,

is all the

present

shootin'

This: The "blind spot" of those critics
|' the commercial screen insistent upon
isting it in an educator's role, willy-nilly.
As reasonably might the same demand
made upon the drama!
Which

*

isn't being

done,

you'll note.

iJO, those who would make the palatial
P de luxer or the more modest nabe a
hoolhouse annex are guilty of putting the
rt before the horse. Transposing the
jiysian sentences,
"What entertains
may
o inform and instruct, move and uplift.
t the
province
of the
entertainment
•een is to entertain."
A by-product has been mistaken for the
npany's main line.
lust that.

on

Page
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Memphis — R. X. Williams, Jr. was
re-elected president of the MPTO of
Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee
at the convention held at the Hotel
Chisca here yesterday. Y. D. Moore
was named secretary-treasurer and
W. F. Ruffin, W. H. Baker and J. F.
(.Continued

^ET, like the drama, the motion picture
■ properly may play a role in education;
ideed, already is, with the assurance, furher, that such role will become increasigly greater in the future. Universities,
jDgnizant of the fact, are adding cinema
opreciation and kindred courses; the inustry, equally alert, is surveying the 16
m. educational pix possibilities.

Sherman's Lewis Rights

A deal under which Harry Sherman,
producer, has first rights to meet Chick
Lewis, publisher, whenever he arrives
at Pasadena was disclosed yesterday by
authoritative sources when other bids
tor the privilege failed. Lewis left
New York yesterday for the Coast.

on

Page

9)

done, but with no decision on when
action will be taken, it is learned.
Under consideration is an appeal
to Congress at the next session to
raise the exemption from tax higher
than 40 cents where it now stands.
With Coast production costs up on
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Not
Interested
in Talking
to UMPTO Buying Combine on Deals
After having conferred with
Lewen Pizor, president of the
UMPTO at Philadelphia, over the
past week-end, President Ed Kuykendall of the MPTOA yesterday is>
sued a statement from Memphis in
which he said that the Pizor group
is "willing to try to negotiate a fair
settlement with the Paramount sales
executives or through an impartial
committee of arbitration or mediaThe distributor's appeal from a
U. S. District Court decision dismissing its injunction action against
the
Philadelphia
up to(Continued unit
on Pagecomes
6)
tion".

KRESEL MOTION LOST
FOR ORPHEUM APPEAL

Motion of Isidor J. Kresel, counsel for the Martin Beck committee
of Orpheum preferred stockholders,
to Bryan Foy at Warners for leave to re-argue his right to
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY appeal from the Federal Court decision upholding the sale of the OrFive new. theaters have opened reHollywood — Promotion of Edward
pheum assets to an RKO subsidiary
cently in Havana, 20 are under con- Selzer to the post of general assisstruction or about to open in the
tant to Bryan Foy, associate pro- and to require the Orpheum trustee
Cuban capital and about 10 new
ducer, at Warners, was announced to intervene in the RKO reorganization
proceedingson was
from
houses are being erected in other yesterday. (Continued
Selzer on also
be in
(Continued
Page denied
9)
Page will
3)
(Continued
on Page 9)

Building Boom Will Give
Havana 25 New Theaters

Selzer Named Assistant

Selznick Company Future Not Sef,
Declares Head On Arrival in N. Y.
M & P-Stage Hands Pact
to Restore 15 P.C. Cuts
Boston — M & P Theaters has
signed a new contract with the local
Stage Hands Union which will return the 15 per cent cut taken several years ago. The wage increase,
which results from the contract, will
go into effect immediately, with 10
(Continued

on Page

3)

Springer-Cocalis Product
Deal with 20th-Fox Closed

20th Century-Fox yesterday closed
a one-year film deal with the
Springer & Cocalis circuit, covering
26 situations in the metropolitan
David O. Selznick came to New area. William Sussman, Harry
York yesterday from the coast to set Buxbaum (Continued
and Joe on Lee
the
Page handled
9)
up plans for distribution of Selznick
International's productions beyond
his present commitment to United
Artists which will be completed this
Bow Wow! ! !
coming winter.
Giveaways apparently have gone to
the dogs at Kew Gardens, L. I. The
"I have offers from practically
Austin Theater is giving away two pedievery
company,"
said
Selznick,
"but
greed spaniel pups every Saturday night
so far have made no plans or deals.
to holders of lucky tickets.
I will discuss with United Artists
(Continued

on Page

9)
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Famous Players-Canadian
Plans New Issue of Bonds

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts. vfc. 20y2
20
20
+
%
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm. Ind
2y4
2'/4
2l/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
9V4
9V4
9'/4 +
l/4
East. Kodak
174i/2 1 74 y2 174i/2 —
Vi
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
20
19
19
+
Vi
Loew's,
Inc
72y8
do pfd
Paramount
18'/4
Paramount
1st pfd
Paramount
2nd pfd.. 1 6%
Pathe
Film
8'/4
RKO
6Vi
20th Century-Fox
. . 30
20th Century-Fox pfd. 37l/4
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
1 1 Vs
do pfd
NEW

YORK

BOND

Keith
A-0
6s46 . . 95%
Loew 6s41ww
993'8
Para. B'way
3s55... 67Vi
Para. Picts. 6s55. ...100
Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/4s47 85Vi
RKO
6s41
Warner's

6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
Monogram
Ficts

87%
CURB

Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts

1%
26

N.

Y.

2'/s

4'/8

OVER-THE-COUNTER

69%

70

\1%

173^ —

'6
7%
6'/4
29 Vi
37'/4

16'/s
73,4 —
6'/4
29% —
37'/4 —

10%

10%

—

1
t/4
y4
Va
V4

MARKET
95 Vi
99
67 Vi
99%
85

95 Vi —
99
67 Vi +
99%
85 Vs —

Vi
V4
Va

87

87
MARKET
2Vs

2'/s +

Vs

13,4
25 Vi

<\% —
25% —

%
Vs

4

4

STOCK

MARKET
Bid
Asked
97
1 02

Pathe
Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2s 1st '36
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43

Jules Levy, RKO Radio General
Sales Manager, is in Montreal to arrange the details for the opening
there of "Victoria the Great," RKO
Radio picture. He plans next to go
to Toronto for a meeting with L. M.
Devaney, Canadian district manager, when complete details will be
worked out for the Toronto showing, and for the Western Hemisphere
premiere of this Herbert Wilcox
production at the Regent Theater,
Ottawa, on Oct. 13. Levy is accompanied by Ralph Rolan, who will
represent both the advertising and
publicity departments of RKO Radio
in arrangements for the Canadian
showings. Fred Hodgson, of the
publicity department, a former Toronto newspaper man, has been assigned to cover the Canadian openings by S. Barret McCormick.
Laura Elston, prominent in Canadian newspaper and publicity work,
has been engaged to handle arrangements for the Ottawa premiere, and
for special work in connection with
other Canadian
engagements.
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Call Equipment Men
In Screen Writer Tangle
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — In an effort to
prove motion picture studios are
engaged in interstate commerce,
Special Attorney Walsh called representatives of equipment and material companies who sell to studios in the hearing on the Screen
Writers' Guild petition asking
NLRB to hold an election of writers to name an exclusive bargaining
agency. J. E. Brulatour, Eastman
distributor, C. King Charney, AgfaAnsco distributor, Smith & Aller,
Dupont distributor, were among today's witnesses.
Brulatour has sold as high as
40,000,000 feet of film in a week to
Coast studios. The past year Metro
bought 9,960,000 feet of negatives
and 155,700,000 feet of positive
from Brulatour. Dupont sales to
studios for the past year averaged
2,000,000 to 2,500,000 feet of film
weekly. A lumber company representative told of selling Douglas fir
and white pine from mills in Oregon
and Washington,

Ukrafilm to Produce Three
Features in N. J. Studios
Avramenko Film Productions,
Inc., which made "Natalka Poltavka," has changed its firm name to
Ukrafilm, Inc., retaining the same
quarters at 747 Broadway. It will
produce three features in the English language in addition to a series
of musical shorts, production to take

Jack Mersereau Named

place
Burgi Contner's
Producers'
Serviceat Studios
at Ridgefield,
N. J.
The first of the features will be an

opera on
titled,
"Katerina."
first
to Jesse Lasky's Staff short
schedule
will be The
a band
short with a cast of 60 Cossacks
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
the direction of Roman PryHollywood — Jack Mersereau, hav- under
ing just'/4completed an original for datkevich. Michael J. Gann will be
the second edition of "Artists and associate producer.
Models" for Paramount, has been
added to the Jesse Lasky staff at
RKO as assistant on stories. He Butterfield Circuit Will
takes over his new post immediately.
Play RKO Seasonal Product
Mersereau for the past three years
was on the executive staff for
Butterfield
Circuit of 96 theaters
Gaumont British in London.
in Michigan has closed for RKO Radio 1937-38 product, it was said yesHistory of Film Industry
terday by Jules Levy, sales manager. E. E. Beatty, president of
Over CBS on Dec. 28
the Buterfield circuit, acted for his
circuit.
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The dramatic history of the motion picture industry
will be recounted via Columbia
Broadcasting System Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 28, on a regular Department of Commerce program, the Department said yesterday in announcing its resumption of broadcasts of
stories of great American industries. Harry R. Daniel will be the
Department relator.

Daughter to Fitelsons

SAM HARRIS and GEORGE ELCOCK, who
have arrived in New York from the Coast, sail
London.
on
the Queen Mary tomorrow returning to
LOU ANGER is in New
with plans for remaining
JUNE CLYDE arrives
Europe today on the He

York from the Coast,
three weeks.

in New York
de France.

MADGE
EVANS
urday for the
Coast.leaves New

JULIE BENELL
from Hollywood.

from

York next Sat-

has arrived in New

York

BERNARD NEDELL, film actor, and his wife
OLIVE BLAKELEY, actress- JEAN LE SEYEUX,
French dramatic author; RENE MAISON, Belgian
tenor of the Metropolitan Opera, and MRS
MAISON; JACK STRACHEY, English composer;
ERIC MASCHWITZ, playwright and author,
and MRS. MASCHWITZ, arrive in New York
today from Europe on the lie de France.
CHARLES B. COCHRAN, British producer, has
arrived in New York from the Coast and leaves
the middle of next week for Rochester.
MAX KRAVETZ of National Capitol Corp.,

is here from the Coast for a three weeks' stay.
HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEAGLE arrive in New York Oct. 12 from England on the
Aquitania, and go immediately to Ottawa, with
later stops.
and Montreal
Toronto
DERRICK DE MARNEY, screen actor, sails
from England tomorrow for New York on the

Toronto — New issue of $3,000,000
in first mortgage and collateral trust
bonds, due June 1, 1951, at 99 and
accrued interest to yield 4.50 per
cent is planned by Famous PlayersCanadian. Proceeds will be devoted
to theater improvements and to
partly reimburse the company for
capital expenditures for new houses.

Washington

Coming and Going

RKO

Theaters Talks Pix
Deals With 3 Companies

RKO

Theaters have begun negotiations for Republic, Monogram and
Grand National product, it was said
yesterday
film
buyer. by John O'Connor, RKO

MPA's Allied Guests

New officers of Allied Theaters of
A daughter, weighing six pounds New Jersey, including President Irvand nine ounces, was born to Ating Dollinger, will be guests of the
torney and Mrs. H. William Fitelson Motion Picture Associates at a lunSunday at the French Hospital. sino. cheon today at the International CaMother is getting along nicely.

Aquitania.
JASCHA HEIFETZ, accompanied by his wife,
the former Florence Vidor, arrives in New York
today from
the Coast.
CLINTON M. WHITE, GB assistant general
manager, arrived in Omaha yesterday from
Chicago.
NESTOR SANCHEZ of Tropical Films, Havana, has arrived in New York and leaves for
Pittsburgh
tomorrow.

CANDIDO GALDO, distributor of GB pictures
in Cuba and head of Internacional Films there,
arrives in New York today from Havana.
GEORGE RAFT arrived in Boston yesterday
from the Coast via New York.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY arrived yesterday
N. Y. from Hollywood.
Brewster,
CHICK LEWIS left New York yesterday for
the Coast.

at

TOM COCHRANE
from the Coast.

arrives in New

York today

ATTORNEY HERBERT SILVERBERG, who arrived from the Coast at the week-end, left
for Buffalo, his former home, last night.
JULES
Montreal,

LEVY and RALPH ROLAN
next go to Toronto.

EDWARD L. ALPERSON,
president, leaves New York
Coast.

now

in

Grand National
shortly for the

HARRY M. WEINBERG, general manager of
Central States Theaters, Des Moines, arrived
in New
York yesterday.
JACK C. BARNSTYN, vice-president and
general foreign manager of Grand National, sails
from New York on the He de France on Oct.
7 for a three months'
tour of Europe.
R. K. HAWKINSON, Latin-American sales
division manager, will arrive by plane in a few
days from
Port of Spain, Trinidad.
FRED

HODGSON of the RKO publicity department has gone to Montreal.
STANLEY RAUH, screen writer, is here from
the Coast.
WILLIAM M. SHIRLEY, former president of
Sarash Theaters Corp., is in town from Schefew days. nectady and is stopping at the Astor for a

SECRETARY
SEEKS

POSITION

Six years' motion picture experience, including advertising, publicity, sales, casting, script, contact. Attractive appearance, pleasing personality. Box 1028,
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway.

mM
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ASSERTS TELEVISION
HAS COST $10,000,000

SAY MAJORS FAVOR
1 TILT IN ADMISSIONS
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

an average of 25 per cent due to
•ise in labor and other costs, and
exhibitors paying higher rental
Drices as a result, the request for
;he raised exemption is viewed as
lighly justified and an appeal that
u >nay win Congress approval.
No general admission price inrease is in evidence at the Coast,
iccording to Lou Anger, executive
^ice-president of United Artists
Cheaters there. Anger, who is in
U
Wew York for a three weeks' stay,
tops
v, ta j'esterday said that admission
now average 65 cents in the first
un houses in that area.
Cup.

T
T
T
•
•
• BEST SHOWMAN now on Broadway
well
maybe, anyway
the gent who has rented the empty store
alongside the Loew State building
billing his show as "A
Man and An Idea"
his spiel must last for a couple of
hours
we stop by every day
and he's always up to
the part where he's talking about the heart and the liver and
the stomach action
some day we'll be lucky and come in
at the finish where he gets the auditors to turn into depositors depositing cash on the line for whatever it is
he's selling once a salve artist like him got us to buy some
soap for four bits
mebbe this guy will land us, too
we're a sucker for a lad with a Good Spiel
what the hell
the guy's a Showman
ya oughta see the mob he
holds spellbound every day
right out to the sidewalk

5V)ickenson Circuit Boosts
Prices at 2 Kansas Spots

in Hi :
will f

iiiiiii Kansas City, Mo. — The Glenn W.
m fc|j)ickenson circuit is boosting prices
t its Hiawatha, Kan., house from
will
25-cent top to a schedule calling
'or 25 cents on week nights and 35
jents on Sundays.
The
35-cent
mIt;- "rice
will carry through the run of
ii
'de Sunday program. Similarly, at
llsworth, Kan., the circuit is boostig the price at its Dickenson Theter by five cents over the former
5-cent admission. Also at Els/orth, the Golden Bell Theater, oprated by Dodson and Yelloneck,
to
till-' ,kewise is hiking the admission
ie same figure.
it*

iy li

in il

elzer Named Assistant
to Bryan Foy at Warners
(Continued from Page

large of publicity and exploitation
higher budgeted program pix prouced by Foy and will concentrate
i publicizing new talent and promling youngsters under WB contract.
J Selzer's successor as studio pubpity director will be named by S.
harles Einfeld, due here from New
iork on Thursday.

birthday:

£:

1)

OCTOBER
5
Arthur M. Loew
David
M. Loew
George
Irving
James Bradbury,
Jr.
Kathryn
Crawford
Louise
Dresser

• • • AMPABULUM
and we hope the pabulum will
prove spiritual nourishment to youse guys who attend the
AMPA luncheon on Thursday the Lineup at least is Artistic, Intellectual and Eye-Appealing
lookit
Herbert
Marshall, soon to be seen in RKO Radio's "Breakfast for Two"
Peggy O'Donnell of "Stage Door" fame
Roy Disney, Morrie Ryskind, and Ted Hammerstein of the Music Hall
of the Air
also Valentina Darde, the Duse of Song
and
goodie, goodie
there will be a public address
system installed in the Sardi banquet hall
so the gents in
the rear seats can leave their ear-phones at home

•

•
• NEW TYPE of Western hero
Jack Randall
.... the Monogram star of the horse operas this gent
is polished and personable nothing rough-and-tumble
in
his manner or speech always with an easy smile
till he starts mixing with his fists then he sure uncorks a
mean wallop and he sings in a voice not soured on
cactus cultured, we mean
over six feet, and a knockout for looks even the femmes will now want to lamp the
Westerns if Jack Randall is starred

•
•
• ART SHOW
devoted exclusively to the work
of Edna Bartos
(she is the wife of Larry Lipskin of the
Columbia advertising and publicity dep't) .... to be held at
the Georgette Passedoit Gallery
121 East 57th St
Oct. 11 to 23
high praise has come to this young
artist from the critics
here are a few praise-phrases
vouchsafed her talent ....... "A remarkable sureness of touch
and vision" "Hers is a highly individual talent without
mannerism"
"Her canvases
both enchant
the eye and
stimulate the imagination"

•
•
• GREAT
INTEREST
being shown
by Paramount
and other majors
in Brent Wrenn
who is slated to
be tested he is a sort of composite of Jimmy Cagney and
Gary Cooper played in "The Lonely Man," the legit show,
which Robert Milton put on in Chicago recently. . . • This evening Albert Howson, the Director of Censorship for Warners,
will be the lecturer at Hunter College, addressing the students
who are taking a motion picture course his subject will
be: "Story Material for Motion Pictures". . . • Valentin
Mandelstamm has written a timely and factual story, "Woman
of Shanghai," with George Luddington handling negotiations
with publishers

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Jersey Press Association in an address yesterday at New Brunswick.
Residents for Northern New Jersey willofhave
"front
in the
theater
the air
for seats"
receptivity
in
that section will be excellent from
the
Empire
transmitter,
but
erection
of aState's
transmitter
is logical
either at Philadelphia or at a point
in South Jersey, where reception
from New York would not be very
good, to connect the two large cities.
The problem of programming television are not the least of its developers' worries, it was said. "It costs
Hollywood $400 to $30,000 to produce a minute's worth of usable feature film for a total of 600 hours
of entertainment," Dr. Goldsmith
stated. Present sound broadcasting
networks render service for upwards
of 17 hours each day.

M & P-Stage Hands Pact
to Restore 15 P.C. Cuts
(Continued from Page

1)

per cent retroactive to Sept. 1 and
the other 5 per cent to be paid in
1938.
The suburban theaters will
grant a similar increase although
the payment to be paid immediately
will only be 5 per cent now and
five per cent in 1938 and 5 more per
cent in 1939.
Contracts with RKO and Loew's,
while not signed officially, are expected to be closed this week.
This leaves only the demands of
the ushers union to be considered.

DEATH

RECORD

Mrs. Natalie Alexander
Mrs. Natalie Alexander, wife of
independent film distributor William
Alexander, died on Saturday at the
Long Beach Hospital, Long Beach,
N. Y., it was learned yesterday.
She played leads in vaudeville acts
produced at one time by Jesse L.
Lasky, and also appeared in stage
productions with Fritzie Scheff,
Lillian Russell and Weber and Fields.
In addition to her husband, she is
survived by a brother, C. M. Lyon,
an executive of the Delaware &
Lackawanna Railroad.
Andrew Haben

Milwaukee, Wis. — Andrew Haben,
62, former Oshkosh resident and
owner of the property occupied by
the Rex Theater in that city, died
here Oct. 1. He is survived by his
wife, and a brother.
Morris Golden
Morris Golden, father of Gilbert
Golden, of Warner Bros.' home office
advertising department, died suddenly Friday. He was buried in
Cedar Groves Cemetery on Sunday.

FLASH
!...DOORS BROKEN!.

PHILLY
ENTIRELY
POSTED
with city's greatest
24-sheet drive and followed by giant newspaper
ads!
WARNER

BROS.

OFFER

THE UK

Or

EMUI ZOLA
CASHIER'S
COMPLETELY SWAMPED
by stead
flow of cash during entire first day!
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*$5,182.72 to be exact

SMASH!..
.. .FIVE GRANDT..FIRST DAY!

BOYD'S

FIRST

LOBBY

HOLD-UP

IN 3 YEARS

tops anything in theatre's history with capacity crowd
covering every available square inch of floor space!

BLOCK- LONG LINES tie up traffic for hours completely ignoring SRO in vain attempt to gain admission!
WARNER

BROS. Proudly Present

Mr. PAUL MUNI
The Life of EMILE ZOLA
with GALE SONDERGAARD

• JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

Gloria Holden * Donald Crisp * Erin O'Brien-Moore * Louis
Calhern • Morris Carnovsky • Directed by WM. DIETERLE
Screen

Play by Norman

Reilly Raine, Heinz Herald and Geza

Herczeg

DAILV

KQRDA DENIES DENHAM
TO CLOSE FOR 6 MOS.
London (By Cable) — Reports that
the Denham studios would close for
six months were strongly denied
here yesterday by Alexander Korda,
who declared that his proposed six
weeks' vacation would not interfere
with the production schedule.

Set Equipment Noise
Investigation is Started
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Reviews of Hew TU#ns
with

"Lancer Spy"

Dolores Del Rio, George Sanders,
Peter Lorre, Joseph Schildkraut

20th

Century-Fox
78 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
ENGROSSING
AND
DIFFERENT
SPY
DRAMA,
BRILLIANTLY
PLAYED
AND
DIRECTED, SHOULD
SCORE BOX-OFFICE
BULL'S EYE.

Different and filled with suspense, this
spy drama is most engrossing. Departing
from the usual course taken by espionage
pictures, it is forever absorbing. Philip

Hollywood — William Koenig,
chairman of the Research Council of
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences has appointed a
committee under the chairmanship
of Thomas Moulton of United Artists Studios to investigate set equipment noise conditions and to conduct a series of experiments being
lined up with a view towards reducing the noise contributed to recorded sound by arc lights and
other set equipment.
The committee will be particularly concerned with reducing noise
on the set during the actual taking
of a scene, aiming to improve the
quality of sound recording by reducing the amount of extraneous
noise in comparison to the wanted
dialogue.
-Membership of the Committee in
addition to Moulton, consists of Olin
Dupy, George Groves, Ralph Townsend and Gordon S. Mitchell, Manager of the Research Council.

Dunne's screenplay from Marthe McKenna's novel provided the material for this
excellent piece. The plot affords a wealth
of intelligently developed situations that
take twists that one hardly anticipate, dialogue is most appropriate, comedy is nicely
worked in, and characterizations are well
drawn. Gregory Ratoff, the director, conveyed all this to the screen to its fullest
value. His work is a superb job for smoothness and under his guidance every member
of the cast gives a grand performance. The
production is a fine credit to Samuel Engel, associate producer, and should find
its place among the better 20th CenturyFox pictures. Heading the players is
George Sanders, whose acting in a dual
role is top ranking. His part requires a wide
range of expressions and he meets them
all in a most admirable manner. Another

RKO Radio Opens Office
in British West Indies

role of the blustering head of Germany's
spy department, and Fritz Feld's playing
of a meek military valet is praiseworthy.
Dolores Del Rio has the only female role
of consequence and she carries it beautifully. Lionel Atwill is very forceful as

Port of Spain, Trinidad— R. K.
Hawkinson, Latin-American sales division manager for RKO Radio, has
arrived to open headquarters for
direct distribution in the British
West Indies. Gordon New, formerly in the home office foreign publicity department, has been appointed manager of the new branch office.

WEDDING

BELLS

Boston — Caroline Mekelburg,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Mekelburg of GB Exchange here,
will marry Dr. Hillson Schwartz
Oct. 18.
Chicago — James J. Gregory of
the Gregory circuit will marry Miss
Elly Carras of Parkersburg, W. Va.,
in the near future. They will take
a honeymoon trip abroad.
Minneapolis — Grace Duffy, 20th
Century-Fox inspectress, has married Clarence Tayke, and Paul
Lundgris and Emmie Nyberg of the
same exchange have announced
their engagement.

outstanding performance is that of Maurice "Moscovich whose portrayal of the
wise old General is memorable. Another
deserving of special honors is Joseph
Schildkraut, as a light-hearted officer,
whose efforts always bring forth genuine
laughter. Sig Rumann is splendid in the

the
England's
Peter head
Lorre ofdoes
his usualespionage
fine work.service.
Other
roles are capably filled by Lester Matthews
and Virginia Field. When asked about the
identity of a certain man, Lionel Atwill relates this story. During the war when a
German officer was brought to a prison
camp in England, such a close resemblance
was noted between him and an English
officer, that the latter, through the supposed escape of the former, was detailed
to spy duty in Berlin. George Sanders plays
both roles. There he was made a national hero because the General in charge
of all German Armies (Maurice 'Moscovich)
believed a hero was necessary and the prisoner's miraculous escape met the popular
fancy. The head of the German Intelligence Department (Sig Rumann) was
somewhat skeptical of Sanders' identity.
He had Dolores Del Rio attach herself to
Sanders and she fell in love with him.
When Moscovich dropped dead, Sanders
was able to get the plans that his chief
was so anxiously awaiting, and with Miss
Del Rio's help, escaped and made his way
to Switzerland. The man whose identity
was questioned was Sanders, who was
making his annual visit to a grave in Germany. Miss Del Rio had been shot for
her part in the affair.
Cast: Dolores Del Rio, George Sanders,
Peter Lorre, Joseph
Schildkraut,
Virginia

with

"Stand-In"
Howard,
Joan

Leslie

Blondell,
Humphrey Bogart
Wanger-United Artists
90 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
SWELL SATIRE ON THE FILM BIZ,
PACKING FULL QUOTA OF LAUGHS,
WILL
DELIGHT
AUDIENCES.
This merry satire on the motion picture
business provokes a heavy total of chuckles,
guffaws and belly laughs. Tay Garnett
has blended the satire, comedy and romance effectively and did not lose any
opportunities for laughs. Gene Towne and
Graham Baker contributed a high-class
screenplay, with the dialogue pungent and
effective. Leslie Howard turns in a fine
performance as an efficiency expert, who
dotes on figures and treats human beings
only as units. Joan Blondell has never
been better than as the "stand-in," who
becomes Howard's adviser and "severest
critic." Humphrey Bogart is excellent as
a heavy-drinking producer who is in love
with Maria Shelton, mercenary movie star,
who turns on Bogart at a critical moment.
Maria is decorative and gives a broad caricature of a night club cigaret girl, who
has very little ability for acting, but is
made a star. Alan Mowbray enacts the
role of an eccentric director in his usual
clever fashion. Tully Marshall, J. C. Nugent and William V. Mong all offer interesting characterizations, while C. Henry
Gordon is suave as the promoter, who
wants control of Colossal Pictures and
would throw 3,000 persons out of work.
Howard is sent to Hollywood by the banker-owners of Colossal to learn why the
company is losing money. Maria Shelton
makes a play for him, while Joan is falling in love with him. "Sex and Satan"
is finally completed by Colossal and is a
big flop at its preview. Gordon gets the
bankers to agree to sell Colossal to him
and Howard is fired. Howard rallies the
studio workers about him and Gordon is
thrown into the street. Bogart re-edits
the picture and forgives Maria for turning against him. Howard finally admits
his love for Joan, and all ends well.
Cast: Leslie Howard, Joan Blondell,
Humphrey Bogart, Alan Mowbray, Maria
Mong.
Shelton,
C Henry Gordon, Jack Carson J
C. Nugent, Tully Marshall, William ' V.
Producer, Walter Wanger; Director, Tay
Garnett; Author, Clarence Budington Kelland; Screenplay, Gene Towne, Graham
Baker; Cameraman, Charles Clarke; Editors, Otho Lovering, Dorothy Spencer; Art
Director, Alexander Toluboff; Musical Director, Heinz Roemheld.
Direction, Great.
Photography, Splendid.
Field, Sig Rumann, Maurice Moscovich,
Lionel Atwill, Luther Adler, Fritz Feld,
Holmes Herbert, Lester Matthews, Carlos
De Valdez, Gregory Gaye, Joan Carol,
Claude King, Kenneth Hunter, Frank Reicher, Leonard Mudie.
Associate Producer, Samuel G Engel;
Director, Gregory Ratoff; Author, Marthe
McKenna; Screenplay, Philip Dunne; Cameraman, Barney McGill, ASC; Art Director,
Albert Hogsett; Editor, Louis Loeffler;
Sound, Alfred Bruzlin, Roger Heman; Musical Director, Arthur Lange.
Direction, Superb
Photography, Fine.
{Release Date: 10-8-37)
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PARAMOUNT IS COLD
TO KUYKENDALL PLAN
(Continued from Page

1)

morrow in the Circuit Court of ApAustin C. Keough, Paramoun .
general counsel, last night stated
peals. his company will not negotiate
that
with the buying combine set up by
the UMPTO but is ready to talk
business to individual exhibitors.
This policy, he said, applies to buying combines
organized
against
amount in other
territories,
too. ParKuykendall said in part:
"After conferring with Lewen Pizor, President of United Theater
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania
and a member of the Executive Committee of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America, and Mr.
Pizor's associates in the Philadelphia territory, I am convinced that
the quarrel they are having with
Paramount should be brought to an
amicable termination. It is costing both Paramount and the exhibitors who exhibit Paramount pictures
unnecessary losses. There are two
sides to all controversies and this
one should be discussed frankly
across the table by those concerned.
It is inconceivable that any distributor will not sit down and discuss
problems of mutual interest with
the retail dealers who buy and market their products.
"These exhibitors feel aggrieved
at the failure or refusal of Paramount to deliver certain pictures on
last season's exhibition contracts.
They were given to understand by
Paramount that these nictures
would be included in and delivei'ed
upon the contracts they signed, and
were led to believe that they had
bought these pictures. Maybe they
failed to read the technical, legalistic clauses in fine print in the Paramount contract, or to fully realize
that the pictures they think thev
buy from every distributor are seldom if ever actually identified in!
the written contract they sign, which
contracts are carefully written by
counsel for the distributor, not by
attorneys for the exhibitor.
"Clearly it proves the need for ai
simpler, fairer and more easily understandable form of exhibition con-i
tract, free from trick clauses and!
technicalities, as the basis of better
trade relations between distributor
and exhibitor in this business.
"A fairer trade practice relation-,
ship must be followed or we arej
headed for governmental regulation. I
MPTOA's
ten-point
program
ofl
trade practices is badly needed and
we are still fighting for it. Mr. Pi-S
zor and his associates are willing toi
try tothe negotiate
fair settlementwith
Paramounta sales
executives!
or through an impartial committee
of arbitration or mediation.
It is to
be hoped that this controversy will
be settled and out of the courts, for!
the sake of the motion picture indus-|
try as a whole, before it becomes I
any more bitter."
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SELZNIGK COMPANY'S
FUTURE IS NOT SET
(Continued front Page

1)

•enewal of my association
S*ew York."
Selznick arrived with his
Myron; George Cukor, who
•ect "Gone With the Wind,"
let Gaynor, who starred in
s Born." He will remain
fork about one month.

while in
brother,
will diand Ja"A Star
in New

"Gone With The Wind" goes into
•roduction next spring, stated the
iroducer, but despite reports to the
ontrary, there has been no selecion as to the part of "Scarlett
)'Hara." While in New York, he
ilans to complete the script, workig with Cukor.
Selznick's next program has not
een planned and will be contingent
pon the deal he makes. His curent schedule for United Artists
alls for eight productions, four of
'hich have been delivered. He has
wo pictures, "Tom Sawyer" and
Nothing Sacred" completed and has
wo more to produce under the arangement. How much color he will
se in connection with his next proram has not been decided, Selznick
tated, this, too, being contingent
pon the deal he sets up.

r

uilding Boom Will Give
Havana 25 New Theaters
(Continued from Page

1)

rts of Cuba, it was said yesteriy by Nestor Sanchez, head of
ropical Films, film distributors of
avana.
Sanchez explained the building
)urt by the excellence of theater
isiness in Cuba and the entrance
to the exhibition field of new inrests seeking to build up theater
rcuits.
A good deal of remodeling of old
leaters is also going on in Cuba,
mchez stated.
A boost in admission prices is
jated for the new season which
arts Jan. 1 in Cuba.

ft
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWWOD
Nana Bryant, former Columbia
actress, who is free-lancing, is begAM WOOD, M-G-M director, exing- kept busy. She is playing the
pects to complete his present asrole of Myrna Loy's mother in "The
sigment,
Blue HeandwillGold,"
within
the "Navy
next week.
then Four
Marys" and has been signed
take a skeleton cast and camera to play Eleanor Holm's mother in
crew to Annapolis to make atmos- "Tarzan's Revenge." She has comphere shots at the United States
pleted an important role in "The
Naval Academy. Permission to use Adventures of Tom Sawyer."
T
T
T
the Academy grounds has already
been granted Director Wood by the
Casting assignments — Paramount:
Navy Department in Washington,
Luis Alberni, "Bluebeard's Eighth
D. C.
Wife"; Warner Bros.: Sammy
After completing- his work at An"Swing Young Lady"; Mononapolis, Wood will go to New York White, gram:
Milburn Stone, Betty Compand hopes to make a quick trip to
England. If time for the ocean son and Helen MacKellar, "Federal
crossing- is not available, he will Bullets"; Columbia: Slim Whitreturn to Hollywood via the Panama taker and Curley Dresden, "The Old
Trail"; Three Stooges,
Canal and report to M-G-M for his Wyoming
"Freshman Follies"; 20th Centurynext
assignment,
as
yet
unschedFox:
Edward
Raquello, George
uled.
Lynn, Andre Cheron, Nita Pike and
Jacques Vanaire, "Charlie Chan at
Highlights o' the day's news: Monte Carlo"; Darmour: Craig
Mervyn LeRoy would like to borrow Reynolds,
Luis Alberni, Rosalind
Clark Gable for the stellar role in
Keith, Purnell Pratt, Esther Muir,
Jack London's "The Sea Wolf" . . . Maurice Murphy, Margaret Irving
Olivia de Havilland and Anita
Louise will top the cast of Warners' and Granville Bates, "Murderers
"Studio Club," which Edmond
T
T
T
Goulding will direct . . RKO Radio
Welcome."
Chet
Wright
and
Bob Forest
has bought Ursula Parrott's "She
Married for Money" for Ginger have completed both words and muRogers. . David Butler has a new
sic on a new song, the name of
20th-Fox contract ... Charlie Mc- which is "Save the Last Grave for
Carthy will sing a duet with Phil Me," for the production, "Bad Man
Baker in "The Goldwyn Follies."
of Brimstone."
▼

t
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Williams is Re-elected
Head of Tri-State MPTO
(Continued from Page

1)

Norman were elected vice-presidents.
Directors elected were M. S McCord,
Sidney Wharton, Cecil Cupp, L. F.
Haven, W. L. Landers and Roy Morrow for Arkansas; W. S. Tyson, W.
R. Rush, and H. J. Williams for Mississippi; M. A. Lightman, Tom Ballas, C. E. Vogel and E. L. Drake for
Tennessee. Nominating committee
included M. A. Lightman, J. F. Norman, and W. S. Tyson.

Omaha Polio Ban Stays,
But Age Limit Dropped
Pototone Studios, now known as
Fototone Enlarging

ternational Production Studios, is
ilarging its quarters at 33 W. 60th
reet, installing complete facilities
r any type of theatrical and comercial work. Fototone will special2 in recording, dubbing-, transcripts and commercial pictures. New
larters also include cutting and
(ojection rooms.

Barnstyn Sails Thursday
for 3 Months in Europe
Jack C. Barnstyn, Vice-President
and General Foreign Manager of
Grand National, sails Thursday on
the He de France for a three months'
tour of Europe including England,
France, Belgium, Holland, Sweden,
Denmark, and Norway. While
abroad, Barnstyn will send the GN
Paris branch men on a tour of
Czechoslovakia, Austria, Hungary,
Jugoslavia, the Balkans and the
Near East, to close various deals
now pending. Edward Ugast, Assistant Foreign Sales Manager, will
act
for
absence. Barnstyn during the latter's

KRESEL MOTION LOST
FOR ORPHEUM APPEAL
(Continued from Page

1)

the bench yesterday by the Circuit
Court of Appeals.
Motion of Samuel Zirn, counsel
for an Orpheum creditor, for leave
to appeal from the Federal Court
confirmation of the Orpheum assets
sale was taken under advisement by
the Circuit Court.

Springer-Cocalis Product
Deal with 20th-Fox Closed
(Cont'nued from Page

1)

arrangement for the distributor
while Sam Cocalis represented the
circuit.
Rapf, Ruden and Lederer circuit
has also bought 20th Century-Fox
product for 1937-38.

Protective Fingerprinting
of All in Industry Urged
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The International
Association for Identification went
on record at its convention here in
favor of fingerprinting every one
in the motion picture industry as a
protection against kidnapers and extortionists. Acommittee was named
to confer with Will H. Hays.
The committee, chairmanned by
Louis M. Rubens, police commissioner of Joliet, 111., was directed to
"urge earnestly the adoption by the
industry of a practical plan to fingerprint each and every individual
now employed at the various motion
picture studios in any capacity
whatsoever, and also every person
who makes application for employment of any kind or description in
theServing
motion with
picture
industry."
Rubens
are William
E. Cashin, superintendent of the
New York State Bureau of Identification, and Douglas E. Walsh, superintendent ofthe Bureau of Identification of the Dallas, Tex., Police
Department.
The committee recommended that
all such industry fingerprints be
filed in the non-criminal personal
identification files of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. A number
of stars already have recorded their
fingerprints on their own initiative,
it was said.

Omaha — One day before the in- South's First Newsreel
fantile paralysis ban on minors atHouse Will Open Nov. 1
tending local theaters was to have
Newmyer With Screen Tests
been suspended, City Health InspecMiami, Fla. — The Miami, the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tor Floyd Kinyoun ordered a oneweek extension because three new South's first newsreel theater, loHollywood — Fred Newmyer, veteran director, whose last picture
cated at East Flagler St. and Third
cases were reported. He made it
Ave.,
will
be
formally
opened
on
was "General Spanky" for Hal
easier this time, however, cutting
Nov. 1, according to Alfred Gott- Roach, has joined the staff of
the age limit from 18 to 14 years.
man.
Screen Tests, Inc., and will direct
all tests for the organization.

Hunchback's Voice Problem

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Carl Laemmle, Jr., who
will produce the talkie version of "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" for M-G-M,
has three experts at work figuring
out just how the hunchback will talk.
He is having recordings made of voices
of all candidates for the role so that
he and the experts can study them.

O'Loghlin Week In Canada

Pelgram Opens New Office

Toronto— "Jim O'Loghlin Week"
will be observed by 20th Century- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles R. Pelgram
Fox's offices in the Dominion from
Oct. 17-23 as a token of apprecia- has opened a new publicity office,
tion for the selection of the Cana- Public Attention, Inc., on the Sundian district manager as leader of
set strip to handle publicity, adthe S. R. Kent drive this year.
vertising and business management.

In Reverse
Drumright, Okla. — The usual order of
things was reversed here for Frank
Aydelotte, Tower Theater manager,
about to become a proud papa, when
his friends presented him with a surprise
stork shower.

TEN MILLION FOOTBALL FANS
WILL BE KEEN TO J0MLTHIS
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right now, while the
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Department of Commerce is Surveying 16MM.

Business

court Instructs for defendants in freIs case
Say N. y. Circuits Ready to Drop Giveaways if All Do
ITOA Says 240 Theaters Willing to Discard Games
December 1

Final Bank Night Decision in Neb. Expected in Month
Lincoln, Neb. — Prediction is that it'll take a month before the final pronouncement
on bank night in Nebraska will be made by the Supreme Court. One of the judges
will be designated to write the opinion and the others will have to confer on it, before it will be announced. Beatrice, Neb., case is being reviewed, since it was tried
as a test case.

Prospects of eliminating giveaways and games from New York
^ity appeared yesterday as major
circuit heads stated they are willing
[|to discard the policy providing all
other theaters do likewise.
They declared themselves in reDly to an ITOA statement, which
said that 240 member theaters are
billing to junk games and giveElla Hayam and other Paramount
aways as of Dec. 1, next, if all other
louses will agree to the same move. stockhoders will today seek from
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Wm.
Charles (Continued
C. Moskowitz
of Loew's T. Collins an order directing the
on Page 8)
examination of Barney Balaban before trial of a suit asking an injunction restraining Paramount
from paying Adolph Zukor $3,000
a week plus iy2 per cent of all
profits above $2,500,000 after certain allowance, and 5 per cent of all
above.
The stockholders
want to learn
(Continued
on Page 8)
Warner Bros, yesterday announcd signing of Robert S. Taplinger, Fox Theaters Six Months
president of Robert S. Taplinger,
Inc., national publicity organization,
Loss Placed at $13,249
lo a long-term contract as West
Fox Theaters showed a loss of
'-oast Pictures
publicity and
director
of Warner
iliros.
its radio
inter - $13,249 for the six months period
( Continued on Page 6)
from Dec. 30, 1936, to June 30, 1937,
according to a report filed yesterday
Zollinger Sees Get-Togethers in Federal Court by Milton C. Weis-

SEEK BALABAN EXAM MPTOA'S PREXY SEES
BEFORE SUIT TRIAL THREAT IN CONGRESS

MINCER HEADS WB
STUDIO PRESS DEPT.

Settling Industry Disputes

j "Get-togethers such as these can
■jettle more industry differences than
.w suits or arbitration," declared
i'ving Dollinger, new president of
■ Hied Theaters of New Jersey, yes^rday in addressing a luncheon of
(Continued

on

Page

4)

As Lee Sees It
Joe Lee, prexy of the Motion Picture
Associates, was telling the boys to
have a look-see at the main auditorium
of the International Casino yesterday
at the luncheon tendered new officers
of Allied Theaters of New Jersey. At
noon, the spot is closed.
"Now it looks like a theater without
Bank Night or Fox product," explained
Joe.

(Continued

on

Page

4)

By MRS. MYRTLE MERONEY
FILM 'DAILY Staff Correspondent

Memphis, Tenn. — Exhibs., returning home yesterday from the
semi-annual convention of the
MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee here, took with them the
warning of Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
prexy, that a special session of
Congress this fall held a distinct
threat to the industry.
Reactions at the session indicate
(Continued

on

Page

8)

CFI Appeal to be Argued
at Wilmington on Oct. 26

Suit Against Theater Co. and
Two Days
Majors Lasted But
Dallas — Judge William Atwell
yesterday gave an instructed verdict
for the defendants in the suit
brought by Reuben Frels against the
Jefferson Amusement Co. and several major distributors. The case
went to trial on Monday. The first
trial of Frels' action several months
ago resulted in a hung jury.
Frels claimed that the Jefferson
Amusement Co., had acquired theaters in towns where he operated and
that thereafter he was unable to obtain product for his houses from the
distributors included in his suit.
tion.
The distributors denied his allega-

WILL GALL WRITERS
IN NLRB'S HEARING
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO Radio Pictures'
Wilmington — Hearing will be held gross income for the year 1936 was
before the State Supreme Court on reported at $27,298,594 at the NaOct. 26 on the appeal of Consolidated
tional Labor Relations Board's hearFilm Industries from the lower court
ing yesterday of the Screen Writers' Guild petition for an election
decision enjoining the company from to determine
a bargaining
agency
(Continued on Page 6)
putting a proposed recapitalization
plan into effect.

Commerce Dept. Checking Production,

U. A. to Hit New Complaint
in Hart Case Next Friday

Motion to test out the sufficiency
of the new complaint brought by
William S. Hart against United
Artists in connection with his production "Tumbleweeds" is set for
A national survey of the 16 mm.
U. A. Foreign Appointments
hearing Friday
John
(Continuedbefore
on Page Judge
6)
field
to
determine
amount
of
proMade for Peru and Trinidad
duction, employment, capital and
other vital information is being unVictor J. Schochet has been apdertaken by the Motion Picture Dipointed manager for the new United
Propaganda?
vision of the Dept. of Commerce unArtists office which the company
Sidney Samuelson, ex-national presider supervision of its chief, Nathan
dent of Allied and a New Jersey exhas just opened in Lima, Peru, ac- D. Golden. Under the checkup, prohib, was signing a film contract at
cording to announcement made by
20th Century-Fox the other day, and,
ducers, manufacturers, laboratories,
of
all things, in his pen was red
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in libraries and camera and projector
ink. Some of the exchange gang think
it was poverty propaganda.
charge of foreign distribution. Scho- companies are being contacted.
chet, who(Continued
has hadon considerable
exThe letter
beingon sent
to produc(Continued
Page 6)
Page 6)

Employment, Capital in 16 MM.

Field
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Motion to Dismiss Appeal
of Mrs. Wm Fox Denied

Neagle and Wilcox Sail
For "Victoria" Opening

Philadelphia — U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals yesterday refused to consider motions to dismiss appeals of
Mrs. William Fox, and Fox's bookkeeper, Herbert Leitstein, from a
district court finding that they were
in contempt of court for declining
to testify in the former film proAtlantic ducer's
City. bankruptcy proceedings in
Attorney Walter Hanstein, representing creditors who asked appeal's
dismissal, argued that Federal Judge
John Boyd Avis in Camden, N. J.,
had imposed no sentence on them
and, as a consequence, the appeal
had no standing. Circuit Court expressed itself as ready to consider
motion when the appeal argument
is called in its regular turn.

London (By Cable) — Anna Neagle
and Herbert Wilcox, star and producer,the
respectively,
RKO Radio's
"Victoria
Great,"of sailed
yesterday on the Aquitania to attend the
Western Hemisphere premiere of
the picture at Ottawa on Oct. 13.
The opening will be under royal patronage, represented by Lord
Tweedsmuir,
Governor-General of
Canada.

Bernhard, Others to Address
Chi. Meet of 100 WB Mgrs.
Chicago — Joseph Bernhard, general manager, Harry Goldberg, advertising manager and A. D. Kvoll,
Wisconsin advertising manager for
Warner-Saxe theaters, James Coston, general manager for Chicago,
Charlie Ryan, his assistant, and
Mary Stein, advertising manager,
will discuss new films and how to
sell them before 100 Warner theater managers meeting at the Blackstone Hotel today.
Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner Bros. Theaters, left
yesterday for meetings with the
company's theater managers in
Chicago and Milwaukee and for conferences with Jimmy Coston, the
Zone Manager. He will be accompanied by Harry Goldberg, Warner
Theater advertising head.

Pathe News Making Three
Short Commercial Films

MARKET

MARKET
Bid
Asked
97
102
8
9Vi
91 1/2 93
65
68
50
52

Pathe News is making short commercial features for Buick Motors,
the Milk Industry Foundation and
for the Dupont Co., and has just
completed a picture for the Jeannes
Fund Foundation it was said yesterday by Fred'k Ullman, Pathe vicepresident. Ullman described commercial business as "good."

Zane Grey in Shorts

West Coast Bureau of THE
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Miss Neagle and Wilcox who arrive in New York on Oct. 12 and
immediately depart for Ottawa, will
be guests of Lord and Lady Tweedsmuir at the special dinner at Rideau
Hall, Ottawa's Government House,
on the evening of the first performance.

California Admissions Tax
Nets $1,307,267 for Year

In

A. H. ROBINSON, assistant treasurer of East
man Kodak Co., sails from New York today
for Europe on the Manhattan.
LIONEL BARRYMORE leaves for Europe today aboard the Queen
Mary.
ALLEN M.
Philadelphia,
tended stay
panied as far
Bank Night.
CRECORY

BENN of the Belmont Theater
left there yesterday for an exat Mt. Clemens, Mich., accomas Pittsburgh by A. ENCLAND of
LA

York.
Friday for a

CAVA

leaves Hollywood

three weeks'

on

vacation in Nevi

S. CHARLES EINFELD, director of advertising
and publicity for Warner Brothers, arrives in
Hollywood
Thursday.
MAUREEN WATKINS has arrived in New York
from the Coast and is stopping at the WaldorfAstoria.
ERNEST V. HEYN, executive editor of the
Macfadden film and radio magazines, has arrived in Hollywood from New York, accomof Photoplay.
panied by HEYWORTH CAMPBELL, art editor

Sacramento — California citizens
paid $1,307,267 to the state in entertainment admission taxes during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1937,
figures released here show.

ELSE ARCALL, actress and wife of the
French playwright, Jacques Deval, has arrived
in New York from the Coast and is stopping
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
JOSEPH CALLEIA leaves Hollywood shortly
for a visit to his home on the Mediterranean
Isle of Malta.

Chicago — Illinois' sales tax, which
includes entertainment levies, netted in excess of $77,000,000 for the
fiscal
year ending June 30, it is announced.

JOSEPH BERNHARD and HARRY GOLDBERG
went to Chicago yesterday with Milwaukee
to follow.

Sunday Vaude Legalized

WILLIAM FRAWLEY has arrived in New York
from the Coast
to attend
the World
Series.

THOMAS BECK, screen player, arrived in New
York yesterday from Baltimore and is stopping for ato week
at the Barbizon-Plaza before
returning
the Coast.

New Haven, Conn.— The Sunday
vaudeville measure, under consid- Town Taxes Theaters to
eration by the Board of Aldermen
since the early part of the summer,
Pay Firemen and Police
was passed in session late Monday
night, and will become effective
Parkersburg, W. Va. — City counupon signature by Mayor John W.
cil has approved the city's new
Murphy.
M. & inP.'s
tax, which will be effecthe
only house
the Paramount
city operatingis amusement
tive Oct. 11. Money from the new
occasional vaudeville at present,
and it is believed such presentations ordinance will be used to pay firemen and policemen salaries. The
will now be increased.
levy will be three cents on the dollar, and will be assessed on all
New Pact for McKimson
places of amusement.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Robert McKimson,
who joined the Leon Schlesinger
cartoon studio in 1930, has signed
a new straight 6-year contract with
the producer as head animator. McKimson, who works exclusively on
"Merrie Melodies," had another
year to go on his previous contract
deal.
when Schlesinger signed the new

Mosque, Newark, Reopening

Newark, N. J. — The Mosque,
downtown house, will reopen Friday with first-runs, Manager John
E. Firnkoess announces. House in
the past year has been used only
occasionally for stage presentations,
benefits and similar affairs.

Jack Bregman Appointed
Feist's General Manager
Jack Bregman,
former
assistant
to Jack Robbins at Robbins Music
Co., has
been
appointed
genera
manager for Leo Feist Music Co
effective yesterday.

Norfolk

Publix-Saenger Files
Albany — Publix-Saenger Theaters
Inc., chartered under Delaware laws
to operate motion picture theaters, \
has filed a certificate to enable it i
to do business in New York State
EXECUTIVE

"Dead End" Buffalo Record

Buffalo — An unprecedented booking
situation in Buffalo presents "Dead
Norfolk, Va. — Edgar Doob, broth- End" in its third downtown theater
within a month. From the Buffalo,
er of Loew's
OscarYork
A. Doob,
arrived
from New
to be has
the it went to the Hippodrome. After a
new assistant manager of Loew's week's interval, it opens at the CenState. He replaces Charles Yerby,
tury. Records fail to show a paralwho was transferred to Richmond. lel.

Doob

Coming and Going

DAILY

Hollywood — Romer Grey has completed two one-reel shorts, starring
his father, Zane Grey. The first is
based on trout fishing, and the second on macko-shark and sword fishing. The two Greys will leave here
Dec. 7 for Australia, where they will
produce four more of these shorts.
Romer Grey will go to New York in
about
bution. a week to arrange for distri-

Edgar

s, .«.
ntal film industrie
Contine
v_^
Ira Greene
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SECRETARY

Are you desirous of having a tried and
true assistant WHO
CAN BE YOUR
CHIEF
"WORRIER."
One so
experienced in all phases of
production that he CAN KEEP THE PULSE
OF EVERY DEPARTMENT FOR YOU!
The calibre of a man WHO CAN "Carry
THAT Message to Garcia" for you!
THINGS!
NOT a talker! BUT a DOER-OFBOX
1023. THE
FILM
DAILY
1501 Broadway, New York City
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N. J. ALLIED PLANS
ITOA MERGER TALKS

UMPTO TO CONTINUE

A special committee of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey will meet
with Harry Brandt within the next
two weeks to discuss the proposed
mprjfer of that organization with the
ITOA, a spokesman told The Film
Daily yesterday. The committee is
expected to make a definite appointment with Brandt today. The merger conference will be held before
the next meeting of the New Jersey
un't which is scheduled for Oct. 19
in Trenton.

Philadelphia — Agreeing to continue the buyers' strike against
Paramount throughout the 1937-38
season, if necessary, members of
UMPTO met yesterday at the
Broadwood Hotel to discuss the situation prior to the hearing today
in the Circuit Court of Appeals.
Lewen Pizor, president of UMPTO,
got out of a sick bed to address the
meeting at which 150 theaters were
represented.
Pizor quoted Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA president, as saying that
the exhibitors were entirely right
in their stand and suggested that a
committee be appointed to discuss
matters with Paramount, adding
that the "exhibitors are at least

PARA. BUYERS' STRIKE
T

(.Continued from Page

1)

the Motion Picture Associates at
which new officers of Allied were
guests. Nearly 150 exhibitors, salesmen and distribution executives attended the affair at the International Casino.
Joe Lee, president of the Motion Picture Associates, formerly
known as the Motion Picture Salesmen, described the luncheon as
"cementing
hibitors andfriendship"
salesmen. between exAttendance included: Harold Rodner, Edward Schnitzer, William
Saal, Sam Rinzler, Leo Abrams,
Max Cohen, Jack Ellis, Jerry Wilson, Moe Sanders, Moe Fraum,
Louis Kutinsky, and Arthur W.
Eddy, all at the guests' table, and
Harry Buxbaum, Lee Newbury,
Charles Stern, William Sussman and
Charles Rosenzweig.

Fox Theaters Six Months
Loss Placed at $13,249
(Continued from

Page

1)

man, receiver.
Company has $541,747 cash on hand.
Loss sustained by the company
from the start of the receivership in
June, 1932, to June, 1937, is $479,
146. Claims totaling $28,384,741
have been settled for $5,838,858.

T

•

• • TENTH ANNIVERSARY
of what will probably go down in history as the most Important Event in the
motion picture industry the night Warner Brothers flashed
the picture that started the Sound Era
"The Jazz Singer"
. . . and just to show what a dizzy biz this is
the significant anniversary came perilously close to being overlooked
till this office took official note of the revolutionary event
in what is here set down

T
Dollinger Sees Get-Togethers
Settling Industry Disputes

T

▼

▼

• •
• IT IS the evening of October 6, 1927
at the
Warner Theater on Broadway is assembled an invited audience
of notables from all walks of life to witness the introduction of the first sound and talking feature
Al Jolson in
"The Jazz Singer" it had been preceded by sporadic programs of Vitaphone shorts launched six months before, built
around the feature "Don Juan" with only a musical accompaniment quite experimental
and somewhat
uncertain
T
T
T
• • • SO IT was that the audience did not sense that they
were participating in an epoch-making occasion even the
Warner officials were playing safe
so they had two prints
ready
with sound, and without Mister Jolson sang
several of his songs . then came the Great Moment that
electrified the audience
the greatest thrill that any picture audience had ever experienced for Jolson was TALKING to them!
as he finished this one brief talking scene
. . . the vast throng broke forth into hysterical, cheering applause the Talking Picture had crashed upon an amazed
world

T

T

▼

• •
• STRANGELY
ENOUGH
Harry
and Albert
Warner were not present on this epoch-making occasion
they were on the Coast attending the funeral ceremonies of
their brother, Sam
whose faith and vision had made the
Talking Picture possible . . . Sam Warner had been taken
away on the eve of the triumph that he had fought and worked
for against terrific obstacles and oppositions what irony!
nothing half as ironical has ever been caught up in the
plot of a motion picture
T
T
T
•

• • AND ONE gent threw away the Chance of a Lifetime with this history-making picture George Jessel walked
out of the leading role
in desperation the Warner Brothers
looked around and grabbed Al Jolson for a long time
film folks spoke of "Jessel's Folly" BUT
today Jessel is an associate producer at the Warner studio
isn't
it a dizzy biz?
T
T
T
• •
• TEN MINUTES before the doors opened on that
memorable night at the Warner Theater
the lads in the
projection room didn't have the picture ready . consternation reigned .... it looked for a moment as if it would be a
Colossal Flop
T
T
T

birthday:
OCTOBER
6
Janet
Gaynor
Alice Knowland
Carole
Lombard
Owen
Davis, Jr.

e • • WITH LESS than 300 theaters equipped to show
a000sound
picture,
"The Jazz the
Singer"
eventually
grossed
$2,500,in the
Youessay
morning
following
the premiere
Ihe newspapers screamed the Success Story it was Sensational Front Page News
and the Warners with their Vitaphone gadget were sitting On Top of the World
(Now if
some of you gents with Good Memories say: "Why, Phil, you
ran this kolj um over two years ago, on May 6, 1935"
you
will be absolutely correct
And it's still a good story.)

«

«

«

»

»

»

entitled
that."
It wasto charged
that Paramount
was offering bargain prices to exhibitors but that the line of resistance was still holding.
It was also charged that Warner
Bros, was the only film company
taking an unfair advantage of the
exhibitors because of the shortage
of film. However, William Mansell,
local Warner branch manager, said
that he challenged this statement,
contending that Warner's policy has
always been fair to its customers.
A committee was appointed to
call on the Warner Theater dein New York ofagain
to receive thatpartmentassurance
neutrality
and that Warner theaters would not
buy away from the independents as
was claimed to have been previouster.
ly promised in the Paramount matThe new United Artists idea of
making exhibitors sign a letter
promising
to double-bill
pictures wasnot
brought
up but UA
nothing
was done about it.
It was
to take
the Paramount agreed
matter to the
Supreme
Court
in the event that an unfavorable
decision should result from the
hearing today. Regardless of the
outcome, hibitors
it stillwas
agreed
exdo not
have that
to buy
Paramount product.

Exhib. Nimrods Afield
Detroit — Upstate hunting is beginning to draw Michigan exhibitors, some going several hundred
miles upstate. Several partridge
reported last two weekparties ends,were
with Harry Lusk, Northville,
and Al Ruttenberg of the Iris, Detroit, planning to go after deer
when the season opens Nov. 1. Bear
also draw a few local exhibitors.
100 Stitches After Dog Attack
Cincinnati — Adelaide Dyer, Universal
inspectress for 13 years, is in a serious
condition in a local hospital after beattackedbadly
by a lacerated,
pet chow. necessitating
Miss Dyer's
arms ingwere
100 stitches.

BRIAN AHERNE
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
THE GREAT GARRICK
and

with

EDW. EVERETT HORTON • MELVILLE
COOPER • LIONEL ATWILL • Henry O'Neill
Luis Alberni- Lana Turner • Marie Wilson- A James Whale
Production Personally Supervised by
MERVYN LEROY
A Play for the Screen by Ernst Vadja

THE
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DEP'T OF COMMERCE
TO SURVEY 16 MM. BIZ
(.Continued from Page 1)

ers enquires as to capital investment in 1932 and this year and comparative employment totals for those
years. Information is also sought
on number of industrial, educational
and advertising- subjects made, color,
feet of film used, average number
of prints made per picture, average
production costs per foot and methods of distribution.

U. A. Foreign Appointments
Made for Peru and Trinidad
(.Continued from Page

1)

perience in the foreign market, was
formerly manager for 20th CenturyFox in Argentina.
At the same time Kelly announced the appointment of Maj.
Charles Tebay as special representative for U. A. in Port-of-Spain,
with headquarters in Trinidad.

MacLean, Guest of AMPA
Douglas MacLean will be an
AMPA guest at the association's
luncheon tomorrow at Sardi's. MacLean recently returned from an extensive tour of Europe.

A'JUttU
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD Street," also "Too Many Lows" and
These three
T IKELY to become a popular Hol- "What Do You See?"
will be produced by Jack Chertock.
lywood fad are one-foot sculp»
▼
▼
ture statuettes in color of stars and
Buddy Ebsen has been assigned to
historical characters created by
Dwight Franklin. Franklin, char- an important role in "The Girl of
acter creator and designer on "The the Golden West."
▼
T
T
Buccaneer," recently completed a
Kubec
Glasmon,
scenarist
at Metfigurine of Fredric March as "Lahas been signed to a new long
fitte" for Mrs. March. He is work- termro, contract.
ing on a Shakespeare miniature
▼
T
T
group for Edward Chodorov, and
ling.
Charles Whittaker, technical adone of Samuel Johnson for Jo Swervisor and history expert, has been
T
T
T
given the technical advisor's spot on
"Benefits Forgot," Metro production
Jill Keeling, formerly with War- to
be directed by Clarence Brown.
ner Bros., has been signed as sing▼
T
▼
er with Ben Pollack's band, which
Ronald Colman will appear under
opens a road tour Friday. The tour
will wind up in New York, with the the Hal Roach banner in the stellar
band appearing at the Waldorf- role of "Fancy Free," an original
Astoria.
comedy just completed by Eric
Hatch. It will be the fifth in the
▼
T
T
series of major productions schedThe screen test Lou Gehrig made
Hal Roach for this season
for Principal Productions will be on theuled byM-G-M
program.
shown at the annual sports banquet
T
T
T
of baseball writers, numbering 700,
Al Shenberg will act as assistant
immediately preceding the World
Series.
director on Metro's "Benefits ForT
T
T
got," which Clarence Brown will direct, replacing Charles Dorian
who
Carey Wilson, writer and comhas
been
assistant to Brown for the
mentator of short subjects at Metro,
is preparing three short subjects. past 17 years. Dorian has been elevated to the ranks of director.
One
is called
"Hollywood
Easy

Eight More Industry Co's.
Get N. Y. State Charters
Albany — Ranks of industry companies chartered in New York State
have
are: increased by eight. New
firms been

AFTER THE DAY'S WORK,
WHEREVER HOLLYWOOD'S ACE
DIRECTORS AND SHOWMEN
GATHER TO TALK SHOP.. THE
MOST EXCITING TOPIC IS
■'
M

COLUMBIA'S COMEDY HIT!
THE

Supreme Ticket Office, Inc., New
York City; to deal in theater tickets.
Theresa Powers, Mildred Lebon,
Lillian Bloom, incorporators.
United Motion Picture Industries,
Ltd., New York City; to deal in motion pictures. Roy Smeck, C. Gibson, George Orth, incorporators.
New Yorkers Amusement Co.,
Inc., New York City; to exhibit motion pictures. Solomon Kleinman,
Victor Ellenbogen, Ella Shelnick, incorporators.
Direct Distributing Corp., New
York City; to distribute motion pictures. Pearl Portnoy, Henrietta
Schwartz, Ira H. Gelber, incorporators.
Seelen Corporation, The Bronx; to
exhibit motion pictures. Henry
Seelenfreund, Rose Seelenfreund,
Alfred Stelen, incorporators.
Hermed Corporation, New York
City; to operate motion picture theaters, etc. Melvin Katske, Gwen
Novis, John H. De Maio, incorporators.
Weindan Amusement Corp., New
York City; to exhibit motion pictures. Benjamin Brenner, Samuel
Charles Lefkowitz, Blanche Finkelstein, incorporators.
Azalp Theater Corp., New York
City; to operate motion picture theaters. Betty Reverman, Bernard
Zimetbaum, Murray Weinberg, incorporators.

TAPLINGER HEADS WB
STUDIO PRESS DEPT
(Continued from

Page

1)

ests. Deal was made by Jack 1
Warner and S. Charles Einfeld ju>
Europe.
prior to the former's departure f<
Taplinger will locate at the stv
dio by Nov. 1, where he will operat
in close cooperation with Warne
Einfeld and Hal Wallis. Befoi
making the move, he will sever a
connections with his publicity agenc
which will be acquired and operate
by Tom Fizdale, radio publicist. Th
Taplinger New York office will b
the headquarters of the Fizdale 01
ganization.

U. A. to Hit New Complaint
in Hart Case Next Frida
(Continued from

Page

1)

C. Knox in the U. S. District Court
New York. O'Brien, Driscoll t
Raftery, counsel for the distribute]
have moved the new action, whic
asks $185,000, into the Federa
Court from the New York Stat
Supreme Court.
The new Hart suit is based on th
contention that United Artists, a
his agent, should have warned hir
beforehand that he must not spen
$300,000 in the making of "Tumble
weeds," according to O'Brien, Dris
coll & Raftery, as he would not ge
that amount through distribution.
The Appellate Division recentl;
reserved a state court decision giv
ing Hart $85,000 on the ground
that there was not sufficient evi
dence in the record to show an;
breach of contract by the defendant

To Call Assorted Writers
in SWG Petition Hearini
(Continued from Page

1)

for screen writers. Cost of produc
103. at 20th Century-Fox for th«
tion
calendar year was given as $21,868.
Among the writers who will hi
called to testify today to give Ex-:
aminer Ringer a full picture of th<
problems of writers will be contract and free lance writers, play-1
wrights writing for pictures, Actios
writers writing for the screen, writers of original stories, musical an<j
short subject dialogue writers.
Dr. David J. Saposs, chief ecoiii
omist for the NLRB, will testify tomorrow.
The question of whether the votfi
for a bargaining agency should bs
by studios or by the aggregate 01
writers is expected to be the ques-|
tion broached at the hearing.
Attorney Milton Schwartz di
Loeb, Walker & Lo^b, attorneys foij
M-G-M, Universal and other conJ
panies at the hearing, was a titld
writer for Paramount in 1921-22.

.♦♦but for the Grace of God, there sit I, Portia
Merriman, facing a verdict of life or deathr
A heart-tugging mother-and-son story as only
Faith Baldwin could write it. Played to perfection
by a superlative cast.
Jflrt^WSKfc.
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SALTER
RIEDA

ABEL

INESCORT

NEIL HAMILTON
HEATHER ANGEL
RUTH DONNELLY
BARBARA PEPPER
Directed by George Nicholls, Jr.
Screen Play by Samuel Ornitz • Adaptation and additional dialogue by E. E. Paramore, Jr. • Original story by Faith Baldwin

Associate producer, Albert E. Levoy

PICTURE

DAILY

N. f. CIRCUITS READY
TO DROP GIVEAWAYS

Reviews <$ Hew TVUns
"It Happened In

-'iMM.ii fiom Page 1)

s: ul: 'We're ready to drop them if
all other houses do so.
It will enwith Richard Dix, Fay Wray
67 Mins.
courage the making
of better pic- Columbia

Hollywood"

tures."
"We are willing to go along,"
<taied Kate Blumberg, RKO theater
head, "providing it's a 100 per cent
agreement."
George Skouras of Skouras Theaters said: "I'm delighted with the
idea. We'll subscribe if all other
houses do."
The ITOA proposal appears in the
issiie ni' its "The Independent," official publication, which comes out
today.
Publication prints a pledge card
on its front page and says that the
name of every exhibitor who signs
will be listed in all of its issues.

Seek Balaban Exam. Before
Start of Zukor Suit Trial
{Continued from Page 1)
the provisions of the deal under
which Zukor participates in the
profit <»ii so large a scale and
jjkjk, 'also that the minutes of
the .'-director's "loci in.•''
which
■.:■'■ ill ..i ■.-, ;i - mad.'
he
or-oau

Black With BFR
nati — Milton Black, RKO
has resigned to become genes manager for Big Feaights. Black
recently
marHma, daughter of prexy Lee
nperg,
of Big Features.
Black
Bateded
at RKO
by Jim McDonald, new booker, promoted from
ad-sales.
Ad-sales
department
is
managed bv Leo Knoepfle, son

Sardinia House Reopening
Cincinnati — The Community
TheSiu'dinia, closed
for several
years, will reopen.
-r—

'SICK REPORT
3

cjnnati — Mrs. Jim Shanklin,
Rouiicebeig, W. Va., is recovering
following a major operation and a
Jong illness. Mr.s Shanklin is the
Jim Shanklin, owner of the
Grand.
,v- Haven — It was almost an
3^9^flb
at the Paramount,
with
SH^Bhaefer,
manager,
suffering
f rocaHbevere cold, Norman Randall,
chicrjEher, pneumonia, and George
ng. assistant manager, a variaoithe grippe.
Bgo — Joe Goldberg, veteran
§ equipment distributor, was
there yesterday in a taxicab
Et and taken
to St. Luke's
,al.
-field, 111.- —Phil Chakeres of
s Theater, is on the sick list.

CARRIES NOVELTY SLANT WITH
HOLLYWOOD STAND-INS IN STUDIO
YARN WITH KID APPEAL.

A Hollywood story featuring Richard Dix
as the cowboy star of the silent days who
hits the skids with the coming of sound.
Fay Wray is the girl who is his leading
lady, but when the talkies arrive, she
makes good, but Dix does not. The producer figures that the westerns are washed
up. So the hero whom all the kids in the
nation admire goes down and down financially till he is broke. Then along comes
a youngster he had befriended in a hospital, his most loyal fan. The kid, Billy
Burrud, arrives in Hollywood, still thinking
his hero is a great screen star. Dix decides to give the boy one grand day in
which all his dreams of Hollywood will
come true. So he moves back into his
old palatial ranch house that is for sale,
and his pals, the stand-ins, put on a show,
impersonating the stars they double for
in the pictures. And so on through some
hoke sentimental stuff to the finale, with
Dix shooting it out with some bank bandits
and making the headlines in the nation's
newspapers. So, presto, he becomes a
star again, and is back in westerns. Fay
Wray, who has also hit the skids meanwhile, goes back, too, as his leading lady.
A Hollywood fairy tale that may appeal
to the kids, but not to grown-ups.
Cast: Richard Dix, Fay Wray, Victor
Pangborn, Charlie Arnt, Granville Bates,
William B. Davidson, Arthur Loft, Edgar
Dearing, James Donlan, Billy Burrud, Zeffie
Tilbury, Harold Goodwin, Charlie Brimley.
Director, Harry Lachman; Author, Myles
Connolly; Screenplay, Ethel Hill, Harvey
Fergusson, Sam Fuller; Editor, Al Clark;
Cameraman, Joseph Walker.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good
(Release Date: 9-7-37)

SHORTS
Parhe Parade No. 1
RKO

Radio
13 mins.
Smartly Entertaining
Starting off what looks like a
classy series. Opens with a view of
John Power's famous advertising
models doing their stuff before the
cameras for the commercial ads. A
fine array of beauties. Then the
"Kiddoodling" musicians of radio
fame are seen at work with their
assortment of goofy instruments extracting funny sounds that pass for
harmony. The finale is inside the
celebrated Broadway night spot, the
Stork Club, where close-up of celebrities of stage, screen, society and
what not are seen dancing and
drinking while the orchestra makes
merry-merry. Prepared by Frank
R. Donovan. Supervised by Frederic
Ullman, Jr.

"Should

Wives

Work"

(Leon Errol Comedies)
Radio
20 mins.
Old Stuff Rehashed
The
comedian,
Leon
Errol, has

RKO

"Forlorn
River"
Larry Crabbe,
Harvey
Stephens,

Wednesday, Oct. 6, 1937

MPTOA'S PREXY SEES
THREAT IN CONGRES

June Martel
Paramount
57 mins.
PLEASING WESTERN WITH A GOOD
MEASURE OF COMEDY, HARD RIDING
AND GUN FIGHTS.

(Continued from Page 1)
that exhibitor leaders are vitall
concerned over legislative problem
State taxes and the proposed Gu
fey Act for the motion picture it
dustry appeared to overshadow tr
importance of product and cor
tracts.

This Zane Grey story is brought to the
screen in a manner that should appeal to
those who like action in big doses. There
is a generous display of good horsemanship,
backed up by thundering herds and enough
comedy to please the most critical, even
though the accent on romance is light.
Larry Crabbe, the big outdoor boy, is quite
commendable as the roving cowhand who

Expressing
disappointment
tr.'
lack
of interest
in legislative inpro!
lems in Washington, Kuykenda
pointed out that the industry es
caped unfavorable legislation las
session but that a probable Noveir
ber special session will be danger
ous
because revenue-raising will b
its object.

With

upsets the cattle-rustling scheme of villainous John Patterson. The locale is
somewhere in the west — just anywhere —
and most of the action revolves around an
attempt to round up horses for the army.
Crabbe, in his role of Nevada, and his
pal, Syd Saylor, further their feud with
Patterson when they penetrate his disguise
as a government man who is out to buy
horses after the real horse buyer has been
murdered. Patterson's scheme is to steal
the horses when he gets the animals in
his possession, but Crabbe and Saylor
don't allow things to get that far. The
villain and his gang are rounded up and
the rancher's daughter is united with the
ranch foreman, after he is arrested on
suspicion of being in on the rustling. The
picture is well mounted and has been
given good direction and photography.
Cast: Larry Crabbe, June Martel, John
Patterson, Harvey Stephens, Chester Conklin, Lew Kelly, Syd Saylor, William Duncan,
Raphael Bennett, Ruth Warren, Lee Powell,
Oscar G. Hendrian, Robert Homans.
Director: Charles Barton; Author, Zane
Grey; Screenplay, Stuart Anthony and Robert Yost; Cameraman,
Harry Hallenberger.

Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
(Release Date: 7-2-37)

wife trouble over lack of money for
her hats and dresses, and in a huff
advises her to get a job and eai*n
the dough. She takes him at his
word, and gets a job as secretary
to his boss. Then the fun starts,
with the two of them trying to cover up the fact that they are married,
as the boss has just fired a salesman
who sneaked his wife into a job
under another name. The boss invites him to the house to talk over
business, also another salesman,
who is Errol's pal. The secretary
comes along to take the notes. Errol
arranges to have his pal's wife act
as his wife, in order to make good
on his deception and prove that he
really has a wife. Then the complications are many, and come fast,
as the guests are forced to stay
overnight on missing the last train,
and there is a general mixup and
misunderstanding as to who is married to who. Produced by Bert Gilroy.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

Discussing the proposed "littl
NRA" for the picture business, Kuj.1
kendall said that unless exhibitoi
throw aside petty things, regulatio
will come.
R. X. Williams, president of th
tri-state group, said that efforts ha
been made to abolish the Mississipi
amusement tax and to put the the
aters under the two per cent sale
tax regulations. The governor, h
said, has promised recommendation
for relief.
M. A. Lightman, former natiom
president, defended the producers :
asking higher prices for outstanc
ing product, but he added that i
was unfair for producers to "fore
us to pay high rentals for Grade /
pictures and then force cheap pic
tures on exhibitors." The nation?
sales policy is not sound, he statec
declaring that no mathematics
schedule of selling pictures is real,
sonable.

Jones With Ambassador
Maurice Conn, president of Ami:
bassador Pictures, has appointed
Charles Reed Jones to head coml
pany's eastern publicity and adveB
tising setup. Ted Richmond com
tinues in charge of studio publicity
on the Coast.

Rosoff Joins Garrison
Peter Rosoff, formerly with Gau
mont-British, has joined Garris*'
Films and will be in charge of prfl
motion, sales and distribution of li
mm. and 35 mm. instructional filmf
Rosoff served in a similar capacitt
with G-B.

-

WEDDING

BELLS

Shelbyville, Ky. — Bob Enochs
manager of the Shelby Theater heW
will be married tomorrow.

Ark. ITO Meets Nov. 7-8

Cincinnati — Universal's DaVfj
Schrieber will marry Miss France
Fritsch Saturday.

Little Rock, Ark. — The Arkansas
ITO is scheduled to hold the semiannual convention here Nov. 7-8, J.
F. Norman, president, has announced.

Cincinnati — "Nicky" St. Angela
was presented with a set of lampj
by the Warner personnel on tb^
occasion of her wedding Oct. 2.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
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Wanger Will Wait in N. Y. to Confer With David Rose

m 'A' pix

ENG. RENINS ABOLISH JLAT

__

\"'&

Reserve Decision on Paramount Appeal at Philadelphia
All-Day Hearing Held in Move
to Enjoin
the
UMPTO

F. & M. to Establish Cinema Guild Theater in St. Louis
St. Louis — Fanchon & Marco will experiment with a reserved-seat cinema guild
house, installing that policy Monday in the Shady Oak Theater at Clayton, local
suburb. Box office will be scaled at 55-75 cents, and policy calls for both foreign
and domestic pix.
Plan was first considered for the Grand Central Theater.

Philadelphia — An all-day hearing
on Paramount's appeal from the U.
S. District Court decision denying
the company an injunction against
the UMPTO took place yesterday in
' the Circuit Court of Appeals. Willi Ham A. Schnader was counsel for
the distributor while Ben Golder
represented the defendants, which
included a number of individual exEndorsing recent suggestion of
hibitors.
President Ed Kuykendall of the
Decision was reserved.
MPTOA that all exhibitor groups
Counsel for Paramount sought to work together to bring about a fair
(Continued
on Page 4)
trade practices' plan for the industry, the ITOA, yesterday, through
President Harry Brandt, offered its
support, financial and otherwise, to
such a move. An editorial to this
effect appeared in the issue of the

ITO A Endorses Kuykendall Proposal

Exhibitors Co-op for Fair Trade Plan

fISCONSIN EXHIBITOR
UNIT MEETS NOV. 2-3

Milwaukee, Wis. — The annual
convention of the Independent Theaters Protective Association of Wisconsin is scheduled to be held here
Nov. 2-3. Sessions will be restricted
ho business, according to Ray Tesch,
pusiness manager of the association
vho, with Edward Maertz and Max
|Krofta comprise
tention committee. the general con-

VI. P. Academy Injected Into
Screen Writers' Guild Hearing
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Declaring that the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
5ciences has challenged the Screen
Writers' Guild right to bargain for
vriters and that the Academy and
he Guild are two conflicting groups,
attorney Leonard S. Janossky,
Counsel for the Guild, had the
(Continued on Page 7)

:.
Rosenblatt, Labor's Speaker

Sol A. Rosenblatt, film attorney and
former NRA division director, left New
York yesterday for Denver to address
the annual convention of the American
Federation of Labor tomorrow.

Ascap

$984,000

"has always maintained that outside
legislation is the worst evil that
could confront the industry."

that these Summer months are usually relatively inactive, but this year
has witnessed an increase in the
number of film houses in operation
nationally; an upswing in Summer
radio business, as well as a marked
seasonal boom in resort business,
with each of these factors favorably
effecting the use of music properties.

Walter Wanger to Remain in N. Y.
For Conferences With David Rose
Ambassador to Make 16
Under Revised Program

Walter Wanger, who arrived in
New York yesterday from Hollywood via plane, will confer with
Ambassador Pictures, revising its David Rose, financial advisor to
regarding his poproduction plans, will make 16 fea- Samuel sitionGoldwyn,
in the United Artists setup
tures for 1937-38, it was announced when Rose
returns from London
yesterday by Maurice Conn who has
been in New York for several weeks shortly after making plans for closing financial arrangements to swing
to perfect distribution plans. Conn
returns to the Coast shortly to start the Goldwyn-Korda options' deal.
work on the first production.
It is understood that either AlexUnder a new territorial franchise
ander Korda or his representative
(Continued

on Page

5)

Promises Fight Against
New Distribution Percentage Plan

London (By Cable)— The Kinematograph Renters' Society announced yesterday that it was abolishing all flat rentals in the future
on "A" pictures.
Supers, it was stated, henceforth
would be booked on percentage only.
Policy shift, it was explained, was
shaped to combat over-long pro-

organization's official organ, "The
The announcement brought a
terday.
Independent," which came out yes- prompt and widespread exhibitor
grams.
The ITOA is willing to call a na- opposition with the Cinematograph
tional meeting at its own expense Exhibitors' Association taking a serto foster the plan, stated Brandt,
iousminedview
battle.and promising a deterand declared that his organization

Split Sets 3rd Quarter Hish

Third quarter distribution of royalties by Ascap to its members, for
the July-September quarter totals
more than $984,000, which is the
largest for any third quarter in the
history of the organization, it was
stated yesterday by Ascap's general
manager, John G. Paine.
Discussing the significance of the
higher royalty figure, he pointed out

CEA

(Continued

on Page

4)

$2,803,500 PROFIT
ON GB'S THEATERS
London (By Cable) — Annual report of GB shows a net profit of approximately $2,808,500 on theaters
and losses on production and distribution amounting to about $3,834,045. Total of $159,765 was carried
forward. The company has passed
its ordinary dividend.

ITOA-N. J. Allied Will
Talk Merger Wednesday
Proposed merger of ITOA and Allied Theaters of New Jersey will be
discussed next week at a conference
of committees representing both organizations. Theonmeeting
(Continued
Page 5) has been

"Right Church, Wrong Pew"

A chappie who runs a house in the
Bronxner was
tryinghetowas
convince
his parthow smart
in buying
film
and by way of proof, told him the terms
he had
gotten
a major'sto product.
The
partner
wasonbeginning
believe
the tale until he saw the actual contract. It seems the chappie had made
a deal at the exchange, okay, but in
the part occupied
by another outfit.
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Am.
Seat.
.
vtc.
Columbia
Picts
Columbia
Picts
Con.
Fm. Ind..
pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East.
Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
.
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd

STOCK
High
1834
181/2

Warner's

6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Crand
National
....
Monogram
Picts.
...
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
Y.

BOND

99
67 '2
99%

+1/2
+ 31/4
— 1
+ 1
+ 5'/2
+ 5/8
+ s/g
+ 1/8
+ 1V4
_
i/2
+i/8

MARKET
983/4 99
671/2 671/2

+

81 1/4 83

—

1/2

84'4
CURB

831/2

831/2 — iy4

2
2'g
l5/g
24V4
3'/8
4

2
2
2
2
—
1 1^>
15^
22V4 24
+
3l/8 3ys —
4
4

MARKET

STOCK

1%
Va

MARKET
Bid
Asked

7 pfd

97

102

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6I4S 1st '43

POSITION

WANTED

Female. Age 30. Office Manager,
capable of handling any type of exchange work. Booking and secretarial
experience. Will work in any city.
Excellent references.
Box 1031
THE FILM DAILY
1501

Broadway

N.

Y.

Imperial Financing Plans
Well in Hand, Says Pizor

Scheduled hearing yesterday of
Ella Hayam and other Paramount
stockholders, seeking from N. Y.
Supreme Court Justice Wm. T. Collins an order directing the examination of Barney Balaban before trial
of a suit asking an injunction restraining Paramount from paying
Adolph Zukor $3,000 a week plus
71/- per cent of all profits above $2,500,000 after certain allowances, and
5 per cent of all above, was postponed until today.

Imperial Pictures' new financing
plans are well in hand, President
William Pizor said yesterday. Application which, it is expected, will
go to the SEC
will askshare
authorization of ashortly,
one million

C.

Ascap'stended anboard
of directors
exinvitation
to its has
foreign
affiliate, the Confederation Internationale des Societies d'Auteurs et
Compositeurs to hold its annual
meeting in New York City in 1938,
with Ascap acting as host.

Fire Marshal May Fight
For Mich. Standee Ban

issue. It is proposed to publicly
offer 600,000 shares of that total,
it is understood. Imperial has not
withdrawn any application from the
SEC, nor is there one pending at
the present time, it was emphasized
by Pizor yesterday.

Detroit — Otto G. Lindemeyer, Detroit fire marshal, may drive for a
state law banning standees in thea- Agnew on Visit to Three
Ochs Branches
to Visit Warners'
ters. The fire marshal this week
at West Coast
Para. Offices in South
warned exhibs. against placing easels
or
giveaway
displays
in
lobbies
Herbert J. Ochs, Western-SouthNeil F. Agnew, vice president in
ern sales manager for Warner Bros., or on stairways.
charge
of distribution for Parais in Dallas today prior to leaving
mount, left yesterday on a visit to
for Los Angeles to confer with W.
the company's offices in Atlanta,
E. M. Loew to Ask Review
E. Calloway, West Coast District
New Orleans and Dallas. He will
Manager for the company.
North Adams, Mass. — It is re- be gone about a week.
Before returning to the home ofported E. M. Loew, head of the theJ. J. Unger, eastern division manater corporation that bears his
fice Ochs will visit the company's
will meet Agnew in Dallas and
branches in Denver, Portland, Salt name will ask a review of a ruling returnager,to
the home office with the
Paramount
chief.
Lake
City,
San
Francisco,
and
Seatof the board of appeals, which has
tle.
refused to waive zoning ordinance
restrictions to permit the erection
$1,777,494 In Mo. Sales Tax
of a new theater here.
Detroit Auto Show's B. O.
Jefferson City, Mo. — Missouri
Tilt Shows Way to Exhibs.
sales tax collections for August to"Alcatraz" Starts Oct. 13
taled $1,777,494, according to a
Detroit — Detroit Auto Show, sec"Alcatraz Island" will have its tabulation made by G. H. Bates,
ond largest in the country, will Broadway premiere Oct. 13 at the supervisor of the sales tax departshow the way to exhibs. in the mat- Strand Theater. This will be a prement, in the office of State Auditor
ter of price raising at the b. o. Adrelease engagement, as the picture Forrest Smith.
mish this year will be jumped from is not to be nationally released un40 to 55 cents, including a five-cent
til Nov. 6, according to the Warner
Goldman Rites Held
tax.
Bros, release schedule.
St. Louis, Mo. — Funeral services
were held here Tuesday for Maxwell Goldman, 55, orchestra leader,
who drowned in Creve Coeur Lake
Sept. 28 while on a fishing trip.

Coming

and Going

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER
Saturday from the Coast.

returns to New

WILLIAM F. RODCERS
in two weeks.

leaves for the Coast

York

TOM COCHRANE, Paramount's manager in the
Far East, who arrived in New York Monday,
left yesterday
for a brief vacation.
SOL

A. ROSENBLATT,
terday for Denver.

left New

York yes-

HARRY ASHER, president of Epilogues, Inc.,
of Boston, returns to his home today after
a week in New York.
PATRICIA ELLIS leaves New York today for
Detroit as she returns to the Coast.
RUBEY
plane

COWAN
returning

JAMES
from the

MULVEY
Coast.

by
'/g
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Balaban Examination
Ascap Bids Foreign Group
to Meet in N. Y. Next Year
Motion Hearing Today
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RKO
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N.
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1834
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2
2
2
8i/4
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8V8 —
Va
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+ 2

NEW
YORK
Keith A-0 6s46. .
Loew 6s41ww . . .

Pathe

MARKET

DAILY

left New York
to Hollywood.
returns to New

yesterday

York today

EMANUEL SILVERSTONE returned to New
York yesterday from Cincinnati and other key
cities.
JACK BARNSTYN, head of foreign sales for
Crand National, who sails today for Europe
on the lie de France, will be accompanied
by MRS.
BARNSTYN.

for

PEGGY O'DONNELL
is here from Hollywood.
MARGOT GRAHAME leaves Hollywood Sunday
New
York to remain
at least a week.

NEIL F. ACNEW, who left for Atlanta. New
Orleans and Dallas yesterday, returns to New
York
in about
a week.
CORDON SAWYER,
rived from the Coast
VERNON DUKE
from the Coast.

UA sound technician, arby plane yesterday.

has returned to New

York

CLINTON M. WHITE, who arrived in Omaha
from Des Moines yesterday, returns to New
York early next week.
terday.
TONY MARTIN flew in from the Coast yesMACK CORDON
New York from
Series.

went

left

to Boston yesterday

JULES LEVY, general sales manager for
RKO Radio Pictures, returned to the home
office yesterday from Montreal, following conferences there with Leo M. Devaney, company's
Canadian
district manager.

DANIELLE DARRIEUX, who is en route to
Universal City from New York, accompanied by
her husband, HENRI DECOIN, arrives there
on Saturday.

WENDY BARRIE
for New York.

HARRY C. ARTHUR. EDWARD ARTHUR,
LOU ANSELL and MATT SCHULTER are in
New York from St. Louis to remain until

TEX RITTER returns to Hollywood late this
month, following an extended personal appearance tour.

after the World's Series.
ROY DISNEY left for the Coast yesterday on
the Century.

WHITFORD DRAKE sailed on the Queen
Mary yesterday,
to be abroad two months.

HERBERT J. OCHS,
today, proceeds to Los

W. E. BRANSON
from New York.

who arrives in Dallas
Angeles.

leaves Hollywood

shortly

has returned to Chicago

Overnight between
ANGELES and NEW YC
The nation's
shortest, fastest,
coast to coast airlane . . . fifteen hours, ten minutes from
Los Angeles to New York . . .
Seventeen
hours, six minutes
returning
. . . Four
flights
daily in each direction ... in
luxurious, new TWA
Skysleepers for overnight trips or de
luxe
Sky-Clubs
for daylight
travel . . . over the world's
most magnificent
scenic
route
. . . Grand
Canyon,
Boulder
Dam,
Paintedto beDesert
a score
air.
of wonders
seen —from
the

and HARRY REVEL are in
Hollywood for the World

FERNAND CRAVET and MME. CRAVET
New York yesterday for Hollywood.
ABE MONTACUE
from New York.

LOS

Member

National

Safety

For

information
or reservations call: TWA — New York,
70 E. 42nd St., MUrray Hill
6-1640; Los Angeles, 540 W.
6th St., Michigan 8881; Hollywood, 6679 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 2123.
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DECISION IS RESERVED
IN PARA. PHILLY CASE

WANGER TO CONFER
WITH DAVID ROSE

(Continued from Page

- ! 'age I I

will come here from London soon
in connection with the move, under
which the combination would acquire the stock of Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks.
James Mulvey, vice-president of
the Goldwyn corporation, arrives in
New York today following conferences at the Coast with the producer. Emanuel Silverstone, New
York representative of Korda, returned to New York yesterday from
Cincinnati and other points.

To Poll Allied Membership
On "Little NRA" for Movies
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Entire Allied national membership will be polled
pro and con on proposed "Little
NRA" or Guffey Act for the motion picture industry before the proposal is embodied in the form of a
Congressional bill and pressed for
action on Capitol Hill, The Film
Daily was informed by an authoritative source here yesterday. Allied
officials declined to predict whether
reaction to Allied "membership
sounding" would be completed in
time for possible special session action.
Coincidentally, yesterday in a
special communication from his
home in Selma, Ala., Congressman
Sam Hobbs, sponsor of the resolution for a motion picture investigation now pending before the House
Rules Committee announced that he
would make a thorough investigation of the Myers "Little NRA" for
movies proposal.

Loew's

Switch

Organist

Richmond, Va. — Harvey Hammond,
organist at Loew's since last
March, has been transferred to
Loew's Century, Baltimore. He will
be succeeded bv Edward Weaver.

birthday:
OCTOBER
7
Edward
Peskay
Robert
Z. Leonard
Max
Ree
Jack Mulhall
Andy
Devine

•
•
• OCTOBER
SELECTION
of the "movie
of the
month" a by
the
Associated
Press
is
RKO
Radio's
"Stage
Door"
feature story by Robbin Coons runs to four columns,
and is set for this Sunday's release Hepburn and Rogers,
appearing in the production, are also picked by Coons as the
stars-of-the-month

• •
•
SWITCHING
TO the Hollywood
Scene
Al
Goodman, who has directed the music for more than 160 musical comedies and operettas on Broadway in the past 20 years
Al will hit Hollywood about Nov. 10
with several
angles for radio and film connections there
he has had
a long standing invite from both M-G-M and Warners to come
out and talk things over
Goodman
has always had an
average of two radio commercials which tied him down to the
East
and this will be the first breathing spell in a long
time
T
•

T

T

•

• A STAR in his own right
Willie Howard
in the next M-G-M
musical extravaganza
won
through his hilarious burlesque on "How To Win Friends and
Influence People" a sketch originally intended for the
"Broadway Melody of 1938"
now the M-G-M officials realize Howard has got something in this skit
and are
planning an entire production around it
T
T
T
• •
• WAS SHE so far wrong?
the secretary who
applied for a temporary job in the home office of the producing
company
"Why do you want just a temporary job?" asked
the exec
"Well," sez the gal, "what reason have you to
believe that your company will be permanent?"
that was
tellin' him
T
T
T
• •
• STUDENT BODY of the University of California
at Los Angeles has given Maxon F. Judell two complimentary season tickets to all its football games this season
because he was responsible for the procuring of their great
new fight song from George Gershwin
Judell also procured
some years ago the Sousa tune for Wisconsin's famous football
song, "Wisconsin
Forever" Judell was former
aide to
Harrv Goetz

•
•
• NEW
COAST publicity top for Warners
Robert S. Taplinger brings to the industry an impressive
record in radio. . . he started his career in the publicity dep't of
Columbia Broadcasting System where he conceived and directed
star-building publicity for Eddie Cantor, Burns and Allen, Bing
Crosby, Guy Lombardo, Mort Downey, Kate Smith and other
outstanding names on the air
some of the outstanding
Taplinger publicity stunts are
the Grade Allen "missing
brother" campaign the Benay Venuta flight linking broadcasts on the East and West Coasts in the space of a single day
the Kate Smith "memory songs" contest
and the
famous Crosby-Columbo "feud"
in 1935 Taplinger resigned
from Columbia to organize Robert S. Taplinger, Inc
while with the broadcasting company, he wrote, produced and
conducted the "Meet the Artist" program, interviewing more
than 125 leading CBS artists over a nationwide hookup
Charlie Einfeld sees in "Bob" a natural to handle the situation
on the Hollywood Front

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

have the U. S. Court of Appeals
upset the refusal of Federal Judgt|
Dickinson to restrain 400 exhibitors1
in this area from
a "boycott" agains1>
Paramount
pictures.
Attorney Schnader presented a
lengthy argument that the indies
are acting in unison and thus are
an illegal combination in restraint
of trade. Former Congressman Ben
Golder for the UMPTO maintained
that they have a legal right to unite
for their common good.

Pathe Film Corp. to Handle
All Pathe News Printing
Negotiations have just been completed between Ned Depinet, presi-J
dent of RKO Distributing Corp.,
Frederic Ullman, Jr., vice-president
and general manager of Pathe News,
Inc., and O. Henry Briggs, president
of Pathe Film Corp., resulting in a
contract between Pathe News, Inc..
and the Pathe Film Corp. Under the
terms of this agreement which runs
for five years commencing Jan. 1,:
1938 all News printing, negative deCorp.
veloping and rush work will be handled exclusively by the Pathe Film
By the agreement, Pathe Film
Corp. acquires exclusive 16 mm. and
8 mm. rights to the News Quintuplets pictures and other items of interest in the News library. This
material will be released by Pathegrams, Inc., a subsidiary of the
Pathe Film Corp., along. with other
material already scheduled.
The Pathe Film Corp. also announces completion of plans for a
new and fully-equipped laboratory
to be situated in the Pathe Building at 35 W. 45th Street, New York
City. Construction will commence
immediately and the plant will start
operations by the first of the year.
While Pathe Film Corp. is building
its new laboratory, RKO Pathe
News will modernize its plant and
rebuild its offices.

Zion Myers Joining M-G-M
as Producer, Supervisor
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seven new contracts
have been announced by the M-G-M ,
studios, four of them with writers.
Zion Myers, who has been active
in Coast production has signed a i
contract as producer and supervisor.
Charles Dorian has placed his signature to a new directorial compact
at the same lot, and Walter Pidgeon
is an addition to the acting personnel.
Writing contracts are with F.
Scott Fitzgerald, who up to this
time has done very little work for
pictures, also Hugo Butler, Melville
Baker and Henry Misselwitz,
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[AMBASSADOR REVISES
PROGRAM: TO MAKE 16
(Continued

from

Page

1)

rilan, all distributors will operate
mder the Ambassador name. The
pictures will be released simultanainst ously throughout the country and
rill be nationally advertised.
I'-, While Conn will establish offices
t 1270 Sixth Avenue here, he will
• ar^ontinue to make his own headquarters at the Coast Studios. As beiore, Conn will supervise all pro5:11;
ductions of the company.
unitfji Victor Halperin has been appointd eastern story editor. Several
ther additions to the Ambassador
ersonnel in New York and CaliDrnia will be announced by Conn
aortly.
itin j The complete program includes:
special musical production,
Sweethearts In Swingtime," staring Donald Novis and Grace Bradiy; "Strong Arm Squad," a meloramatic comedy, starring Wynne
\?7- ibson and Lyle Talbot; "Port
Of
runted Men" and "Gold Coast
ose," two Jack London star cast
fecials, four Gene Austin exploitaon musicals, "Calling All Marines,"
lighway Patrol," "The Navy Goes
d Town," and "Missing Squadin"; four thrill-o-dramas, based on
^ter B. Kyne stories, starring
rankie Darro and Kane Richmond,
Boss of Chinatown," "Son Of A
unman," "Young and Reckless,"
id "He Had to Fight"; and four
armit Maynard ace musical WestDf It Ans, "Range War," "Rawhide and
ij! tfnamite," "Boss of Rocky
CanHljj }n," and "Phantom Horseman."

'. tt .1

GN To Start- 7 in Oct.

st Coast

Bureau
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Hollywood — Grand National will
t seven pictures into production
ring the month of October startV with "Fury's In the Saddle" first
' a series of four starring Ruth
x which gets rolling on Monday.

SICK REPORT
Omaha — Mrs. F. A. Van Husan,
ose husband owns Western Thetv Supply here, was critically in,fed near Des Moines when
she
vise ^1 from a moving
car traveling
high speed and rolled 40 feet.
e Van Husans were in an auto
ven by Larry Larsen, Webb City
o.) theater architect and were
route to visit their daughter,
ie, at Grinnell
College,
Grin1, la.

NEWS

of the DAY

Portland, Mich.— The Sun Theater
(.Continued from Page 1)
here is to undergo remodeling, re- set tentatively for next Wednesday.
decoration, and enlarging, with an
At a semi-monthly session of the
increase of 150 seats. Total seating
capacity is to be 390, according to ITOA yesterday the following men
were appointed to represent the asJohn Kortes, proprietor.
sociation at the merger conference:
Maurice Fleischman, David WeinGoodland,
Ind.— The Gravel The- stock, Leon Rosenblatt and James
ater has closed.
Binkov.
The proposed ban on giveaways
Indianapolis, Ind. — Joe Goldberg,
Chicago — Mort Green has been was discussed at yesterday's meetInc., theatrical supply house, Chi- named manager of the Circle Theaing but no further action will be
cago, has opened a branch house at
ter, succeeding Al Teplitz.
taken until sentiments of other ex316 N. Illinois St. here. Ray Boomhibitors on the proposal can be ober, formerly in charge of sales in
tained, a spokesman said.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Max Page,
Chicago,
is
manager
of
the
estabformerly operator of the Strand,
lishment.
Paoli, Ind., is now managing the
Richrnan Plans Flight
Utica, Neb. — When a fire broke Daisy here.
out in the projection booth of the
From Canada to Brazil
Empress Theater here, Glen Jones,
Chillicothe, O. — John Kaiser,
operator, had to go up through the operator of the Royal theater here
London (By Cable) — Harry Richceiling, kick a hole in the weather- announces plans for the enlarging
board and drop down into the aisle of his house, with the addition of a man, band leader who flew the Atlantic last year with Dick Merrill
of the theater to make his escape. 35-foot extension, which will make
possible increased seating by 250 as his pilot, states here that he
Jones suffered slight burns.
making a total of 750. The new ad- will leave London soon for New
dition will be built as a separate York to prepare for a distance
Flint, Mich.— The Butterfield Theaters, Inc., is planning to build a unit and tied in with the theater record attempt in a flight from Canada to Brazil. He said he hoped to
new movie theater here, with a proper sometime next month.
have the plane ready by February,
1,000-seat capacity.
Brownsburg, Ind. — Plans for a next, but did not reveal whether
Lincoln, Neb. — House Manager new 350-seat theater here have been he planned to carry a co-pilot. He
and work will begin in estimated the attempt would cost
Henry Zieg of the Colonial is the completed
close to $200,000.
the near future.
father of a girl.
Lincoln, Neb. — Mrs. Kenny Mead,
wife of Manager Mead of the Orpheum, is visiting her parents in
Pueblo, Colo. Kenny was formerly
with the J. H. Cooper Enterprises
there before coming here. Mrs. John
Echols, frau of the Denham theater
publicity man, is visiting her parents here.

GB to Release Five New
Pix in Next Two Months
With the complettion in two
weeks of "Sailing Along," Jessie
Matthews musical, GB will have five
new pix for release within the next
two months. "Dr. Syn," the new
George Arliss starring production,
is scheduled for Oct. 15 release nationally. It will be followed on
Nov. 1, by "Non-Stop New York,"
the first production of the 1937-38
schedule.
Completed and awaiting release
dates also are "The Girl Was
Young," the Nova Pilbeam starring
production which has just been finished by Alfred Hitchcock; and
"Look Out for Love," with Anna
Neagle and Tullio Carminati. Besides "Sailing Along," GB has before the cameras the temporarily
titled "Bank Holiday," and "The
False Witness."

The "in-the-know'
/men at every
studio
ar* heaping
praise|
on th
ew
I
Columebin
a Smash/

Joe Louis to Make Six
Pix for Shanberg Firm
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Joe Louis, world's
heavyweight boxing champion, will
star
in six full-length features to
»/uiana - - A. (Ted) Mendenhall,
'amount exchange manager, is be produced by an indie company of
k from 10 days spent at Excel- which Edward Shanberg of New
'!." '." Springs, Mo., but is still carry- York is president and Martin Finhis left arm in a sling because kelstein of Kansas City is viceneuritis.
president, according to terms of a
contract announced here. Initial
phicago — Alice Roth is back at Louis vehicle is titled "The Spirit
United Artists Exchange minus of Youth." Production will get unappendix.
der way late this month, it is said.
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Reviews
of
Hew
ftttM-ikik
"Youth On Parole"
"Non-Stop New York" "Breakfast For Two"
with Anna
Lee,
GB

John

Loder
70 mins.

FAST-MOVING NOVELTY MELODRAMA
HAS SWELL CHARACTERIZATION AND
LOADED WITH THRILLS.
This production has a novelty setting
aboard a transatlantic plane that inaugurates a24-hour service across the Atlantic from London to New York. Anna Lee,
an English chorus girl, witnesses a murder
in New York, and when an innocent man
is condemned to the electric chair for the
crime, she hears of it in London, and determines to save him after the Scotland
Yard Inspector, John Loder, refuses to
credit her story and help her. She becomes a stowaway on the airliner to New
York, along with the inspector who at last
senses there is something in back of the

PUT BROADWAY'S
FAVORITE SOUND
IN YOUR THEATRE

oi£mCosl!

No matter how big or small it
is — there's RCA equipment to
suit it — at a price to suit you!
OVER half the theatres on New
York's Great White Way are
RCA Photophone equipped! Every
day, more and more houses all over
the land are joining the swing to
this superior sound apparatus. Because itmeans better sound. And better sound means better box office.
Your theatre can offer patrons the
very same sound that New Yorkers
enjoy at Warner's Hollywood
Theatre! And at low cost! For Photophone equipment is available to
theatres of every size, at prices to
suit your own requirements. Cash
in on RCA's sound experience —
win more patrons with the Magic
Voice of the Screen. It's a "sound"
investment!
Magic Voice of the Screen
offers 10 Proofs of Superiority!
Rotary Stabilizer . . Cellular Speakers . .
Low Cost Maintenance, Liberal Service
.. Simple Operation . . Economical Operation. . Push-pull Adaptability . . High
Fidelity Reproduction . . Simple Installation ..Accessibility . . Sole Ownership

girl's story. Aboard the liner is also the
actual murderer, and a blackmailer who
has stumbled upon the proof of his guilt
and is out to shake him down. It works
up to some seething suspense and a very
high grade of thrills as the murderer kills
the blackmailer, and then starts out to
finish the girl. The Scotland Yard man
saves her, and the criminal jumps from the
plane in mid-ocean in a parachute as he
disables the pilot and sets the controls of
the plane for a plunge into the ocean.
Loder crawls out on the plane to get
through the window of the pilot cabin that
the murderer has locked. The plane is
saved, also the innocent condemned man,
while the villain gets his in a plunge with
a defective parachute. For the thrill fans,
this one will click strong.
Cast: Anna Lee, John Loder, Francis Sullivan, Frank Cellier, Desmond Tester, Athene
Seyler, William Dewhurst, Drusilla Wills,
Jerry Verno, James Pirrie, Ellen Pollock^
Arthur Goulett, Peter Ball.
Director, Robert Stevenson; Author, Ken
Atwill; Screenplay, Roland Pertwee, J. C.
Orton; Editor, A. Barnes; Cameraman, M.
Greenbaum.

Direction, Good. Photography, Very Good.

(Release date: 11-1-37)

SHORTS
"Morning Judge"
(Edgar Kennedy Comedies)
RKO Radio
18 mins.
Big Laughs All the Way
Very funny situations starting
with Kennedy appearing before a
judge on the strange charge that he
broke into jail. Then the story
comes out as the prisoner explains
everything. It all starts with his
wife insisting on him joining her
at a costume ball. The suit she has
picked for him is that of a convict.
The taxi driver thinks he is an
escaped convict, and drives him to
jail. Being freed, he goes home and
starts to crawl through a window,
and is arrested again. And so on
for several repeats of being freed
and arrested again. The tag line
has the judge sympathizing with
all this explanation, and wishing
him luck as he frees him. Outside
the court, he meets the taxi driver
who started all the ti-ouble, and
starts to break up his cab with glee,
and then satisfied, walks contented-

with
RKO

Barbara
Stanwyck,
Herbert
Radio

Marshall
65 mins.

SPRIGHTLY COMEDY OF MAN-HUNTING DAME MAKES FINE AUDIENCE FARE.
This is a fast-moving, gay and light
comedy of a man-hunting dame. Barbara
Stanwyck is the daughter of a wealthy
Texas rancher who comes to New York,
meets the playboy Herbert Marshall at a
night spot, and brings him home early in
the morn to his Long Island residence. She
disappears before he can learn her identity. He meets her again under very embarrassing circumstances, for she has used
some of her private fortune to take over
the Blair Steamship Lines, the family business that he has frittered away with his
playboy tactics. Her plan is to save it
for him, and reform him, then marry the
chump. But he thinks she is just being
smart and trying to make a sap out of him.
So they fight and bicker through the entire film, till finally he ups and announces
he is about to marry a blonde actress,
Glenda Farrell. She crabs the wedding
ceremony, then his butler, Eric Blore, flashes
a forged wedding certificate showing marriage to the Texas terror as he is about
to try the marriage all over again. Blore
is working in cahoots with the girl. Climaxes with Marshall at last realizing the
dame is nuts about him and that he is
that way about her. They are married in
the railroad depot with the whole world
looking on as they start right there on their
honeymoon journey. Marshall and Stanwyck are a competent comedy team and
the direction makes the material look
better than it really is. Director Alfred
Santell did a swell job.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall, Glenda Farrell, Eric Blore, Frank M.
Thomas, Donald Meek, Etienne Girardot,
Pierre Watkin.
Producer, Edward Kaufman; Director, Alfred Santell; Author, David Garth, Screenplay, Charles Kaufman, Paul Yawitz, Viola
Brothers Shore; Editor, George Hively; Cameraman, J.Roy Hunt.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, The
Best.

(Release date: 10-22-37)
ly back to jail with a cop. Produced by Bert Gilroy. Directed by
Les Goodwins.
"Pow-Wow"
(In Technicolor)
Lansing C. Holden
10 mins.
Highly Interesting
Around the Indians of the Southwest, Lansing C. Holden has produced a highly interesting short
subject. Done in Technicolor, and
photographed by Floyd Crosby, the
natural backgrounds show up beautifully as do the handiworks of the
Indians especially their blankets,
carpets, and head-dresses. The colorings in white, green, purple, and
blue are especially notable. Among
the natural beauties pictured are the
Painted Desert, mesas, and distinctive rock formation. The canyons
at twilight are picturesque. The
annual pow-wow at Flagstaff, Arizona is presented. Holden shows the
Indians going to the meeting
by

with

Marian
Marsh,
Gordon
Oliver, Mar
garet Dumont,
Peggy Shannon
Republic
60 Min:
ENTERTAINING TALE OF ROMANCi
AND
FANS. CRIME; WILL SUIT AVERAGE PI)

Producer Phil Rosen has succeeded ii
turning out an entertaining and human in
terest-studded photoplay in this account o
how Marian Marsh and Gordon Oliver, tw
strangers bent on a bit of window shop

ping, are singly and collectively victimize
by a gangland stratagem. As they ar
innocently gazing at a tray of uncut di
amonds and kindred objects in the jewelr
store, a brickbat shatters the pane o
glass, the tray of diamonds disappears a
the hands of the henchmen of a maste
crook, and, when the police arrive almos
immediately, some of the less valuable loc
is found in the pockets of the youth an
the girl. The quick planting of th
stolen goods on the pair leads to the
arrest, conviction, and a stretch of tw
years in the pen. Released for good be
havior after 18 months, they journey t,

New York together, seek jobs which the
finally land, generally assist in encouraging
one another in their respective battles t|
live down their undeserved prison record
and, of course, fall in love. The finaii
deals with clearing of their names, follow
ing their cooperation with police and vie
versa to apprehend the diamond thieve
While
the film
properly
programme"
it
is nicely
made.is The
story,a while
simpl,
in structure, is of that genus which wi
find favorable reaction among average fill
fans. Marian Marsh does well with hi
role as do Gordon Oliver, Margaret Di
mont, Peggy Shannon and the supportir
cast. Phil Rosen himself directed in smool
fashion. Edward Snyder's photography
adequate.
Cast: Marian Marsh, Gordon Oliver,
garet Dumont, Peggy Shannon, Miles
der, Sarah Padden, Wade Boteler,
Kornman, Joe Caits, Milburn Stone,

Ma
Mar
Mai
Har

Tyler, Ranny Weeks, Theodor Von Elt.
Ula Love, Paul Stanton.
Associate Producer, Phil Rosen; Direi
tor, Phil Rosen; Screenplay, Hershel Re
buas; Cameraman, Edward Snyder; Ed
tor, Ernest Nims.
Direction, Smooth. Photography, Ada

quate.

Kaye In Switch

Detroit — Lionel Kaye, bookin
stage attractions for houses of th
William A. Cassidy Circuit at Sag
maw, Midland and Alma, hi
switched from the Amusemer.
Booking Service to the Del-Ray A*
tractions office, merging with Sdj
Berns, who books the Rialto, opeii
ated by Associated Theaters a
Flint. Tommy Harris becomes fiel'
man
for the Amusement Bookin;
Service.
foot, wagon and horseback. HigH
lights of the pow-wow are showi
these include the rodeo and waj|
dances. Ralph Robertson, the naj
rator, speake in fine voice, givin
very descriptive information on tJtj
material.

THE

lame Milwaukee Exhibs.
To Meet With Operators
An exhibitors'
Wis. —ing
Milwaukeee,consist
>mmitte
of Edward
:aertz, Max Krofta, Ernst Langeack, Merrill Devine, Eddie Weis:ldt, Ray Tesch, Harold Mirisch,
M! ,arold Fitzgerald and A. D. Kvool
m as been named to meet with the
•ojectionists' union representaves to draft a new wage agreeent to replace that which expires
it
that the comexpected
It isrepresen
,:t. 31.will
t all theaters in
ittee
e county in negotiations with the

f€

A "JUM" fun* "JMs

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD Ravenscroft, Sam Frey at the
U.S.C. - Washington game ; fans
AFTER viewing "Ali Baba Goes swooping down on Joe E. Brown
to Town," the Eddie Cantor and causing him to fear he would
musical farce, Darryl Zanuck tore miss the opening kickoff of the
up Director
David Butler's
tract and presented
him old
withcon-a game; H. J. Yates, Moe J. Siegel,
new, long term contract. One time Harry Grey at preview of "Standa leading man for Lillian Gish and
other screen heroines, Butler drifted into directing 15 years ago.
Scripts for the second production
T
T
▼
group
of Grand
National's
Lena Malena, who starred for C. of 24 series
features
will beprogram
turned
B.
DeMille
in
the
silent
days,
is
the
and
zoning
d
in
this
week,
and
will
go before the
revise
a
for
„, jPlans
Lena Peters who is playing a role cameras as soon as they are cast.
»' r';arance schedule are in the hands
Trampe, president of the Film in Ben Hecht's play, "Back to
Start on the Condor-Grand National Federal Agent series of four
In."
>ard of Trade, and Tesch, busi- Quito," in the east. She is married
to
Charles
Peters,
noted
painter
and
ndent
Indepe
the
of
pictures
starring Conrad Nagel and
es manager
leaters Protective Association of illustrator. She was a dancer be- Eleanor Hunt, is being postponed
isconsin.
fore coming to the Coast and stud- until the current reorganization of
ied under Mary Wigman.
Condor Productions Inc. is com▼
T
▼
Irving
Cummings,
Joe
E.
Brown,
ashville's Paramount
▼
▼
T
Al De Gaetano and Desider Pek pleted.

Passing to Crescent Co. have sons who are members of col-

lege football squads this season.
iBirmingham — Operation of the
T
T
▼
1,00-seat Paramount Theater at
Our
Passing
Show:
Harry Rapf,
within
over
taken
:ilishville will be
Pete Smith, Jack Chertok, Ralph
= next week by Crescent Amuselois ant Co., it was announced here
ills i R. M. Kennedy, Ala.-Tenn. man- M. P. Academy Injected Into
Co.,
Theater
ia; ,er of the Wilby
Screen Writers' Guild Hearing
ifich has operated the theater un-

{this time.
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A

fencing exhibitor was conducted in the forecourt of Grauman's Chinese yesterday in conjunction with the opening of "The
Prisoner of Zenda."

Make-up for Television
to Stress Green, Yellow
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Television will produce the most hideous actors ever to
strain the human eye. Terrifying
green and yellow gargoyles will
caper and sing before the televisor.
But listeners and watchers before
their television sets will see only
beauty. All of this was demonstrated yesterday before 1,000 delegates to the 13th Annual Ail-American Beauty Culture Schools Association at the Biltmore, by makeup
ion makeup.
experts
who have perfected televis-

Televise Health Film

Television was used for the first
time last night at 7 p.m. as a means
of showing the activities of the
New York State Department of
Health. Demonstration was viewed
by delegates to the convention of
the American Public Health Association. A sound film, "Public
Health inintheNew
York room
State,"of was
shown
television
the
RCA Building. Several floors away
the
duced.invited guests saw it repro-

1)

<

i«t

Academy by-laws placed on record
tte ^-G-M Will Star Our Gang
at the National Labor Relations
in Two-Reel Musical Pix Board hearing before Examiner
Ringer in the Guild's bargaining
lis* Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
agency petition yesterday.
GEollywood — In addition to the 12
j-reel comedies announced for Hal
Frank E. Woods, first president
'ach's Our Gang for the 1937-38 of the Screen Writers' Guild of the
lit [.son, the Gang will be starred by Authors' League of America, testified that the Guild was formed in
'G-M in "Our Gang Follies of
' a two-reel musical.
1920 and incorporated in 1921 and
that one of its greater purposes was
to get a standard contract for writers with producers and give dignity
58,000 See "Zola" In Chi.
to
writers.
Chicago — More than 58,000 peoattended the three-weeks'
run
Woods was the first witness called
"Zola" at the two-a-day Loop enby
Janossky. He also gave the
;ement
at
the
Erlanger
Theater.
:l
trade history of the Academy which
was organized in May 1927 at a
private dinner given by L. B. Mayer
WEDDING BELLS
for 30 people with Fred Niblo presiding. Woods was first secretary
of the Academy.
folks are
Sherman Lowe, Warner Bros,
& Katz to
an tions
Balab
—congr
cago
I'hi
atula
mding
Mabel
writer,
Sheridan Gibney, 20th Cenrien, secretary to Elmer B. Upwriter, and Brian Marlow,
comptroller of the circuit, on Paramounttury-Foxwriter,
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Standard Theaters Will
Make No Advance at B. O.

Oklahoma City — No price increases are contemplated by the
management
of the Standard Themaha — Dorothy Johnston, stenipher in the Paramount exaters here during the fall-winter
lge ad department here for season, it was said yesterday.
n years, has resigned and will Standard Theaters include Midwest,
narried soon. Replacing her is Criterion, Warner, Liberty, Tower,
ion McCoy.
Circle, Plaza, Ritz and Victoria.

■ ,oVe . 0 • v^1*'
Executive Offices: 6536 SUNSET

BLVDl. Hollywood

Announcing
the
1938
YEAR BOOK
MOTION

ofPICTURES

20th edition
larger and more
practical than ever
.... the Standard
Book of Reference
of the Motion
Picture Industry
Published by
Film Daily and
ready for distribution
shortly after the
first of the year.

J
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Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
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PARA. GETS PRELIMINAjjfSTAY IN MINNEAPOLIS
& M

St. Louis Poll Favors Duals and Musical Pictures

Cartoons Lead in Shorts Division; Stage Shows
Get Votes
St. Louis — Despite the reported
i growth in sentiment nationally for
! the elimination of duals, tabulated
I results of the Fanchon
& MarcoSt. Louis Star-Times poll show dou' ble features have a firm hold in this
|city.
Patrons of nabe houses voted
.nearly four to one for two features,
while the vote in the first runs was
; somewhat less than two to one. Of
the approximately
310,000 question(Continued on Page 15)

STATE DEPT, REN
STAR-TRADE EFFORTS
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Anti- Duals

League

(.Continued

on

Page

14)

Preferred!
An exhib ran into a ditto in a New
York hotel recently and conventionally
enough inquired what he was doing
there.
"Oh, I'm a preferred guest here,"
replied the ditto. "The management
prefers that I don't come in."

Chapters

Federal Judge
Finds
Exhibitors
Were
Conspiracy

Allied
in

Minneapolis — - Paramount was
granted a preliminary injunction
yesterday against Allied Theaters
of the Northwest and a group of
Northwest exhibitors in connection
with the mount
"buyers'
Paraproduct. strike"
Federalon Judge
Nordbye, after an exhaustive study
of the action, found the defendant
exhibitors had conspired against
Paramount
trust laws. in violation of the anti-

Supreme Court Justice William
T. Collins yesterday reserved decision on the motion of Ella Haydim
Montreal — Only seven of British
and other minority stockholders of
Columbia's 57 pix houses were Paramount to examine before trial,
Paramount's appeal from an adoperating last night, the other 50
verse decision in its Philadelphia
being closed as result of the prov- Barney Balaban, Paramount presi- injunction against the UMPTO was
dent, in connection with the injunc- argued in the Circuit Court of Apince wide strike called by the projectionists society which resulted
tion suit seeking to restrain Parapeals on Wednesday. Decision was
mount from paying Adolph Zukor a reserved.
in about 150 projectionists walking
out.
$3,000 weekly salary and 1V2 per
Theaters unaffected by the strike cent of the profits up to $2,500,000
cent above that amount,
are the Beacon, Rex, Plaza and Star and 5 per
(Continued on Page 14)
at Vancouver,
the Hollyburn
at
FILM

By ROY
DAILY

CARMICHAEL
Staff Correspondent

(Continued

Milton Shubert, stage producer
and director, is joining Warner
i Bros, as an associate producer, it
was announced yesterday.
Shubert

65

B. G. HOUSES SHUT DECISION RESERVE!
OPERATORS STRIKE

on Page

4)

Washington — As "closer co-operation" to advance world peace became the watchwoi-d between the
United States and Great Britain, Dept. of Justice Still Probing
the State Department yesterday
West Coast Film Activities
brought renewed pressure to establish the long-anticipated star-trade Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
agreement of the Roosevelt-Hull
Washington — Investigation of
reciprocity program — that with the motion
picture activities on the
IUnited Kingdom.
West Coast is still in progress, DeMotion (Continued
pictureson have
been
men(Continued on Page 15)
Page 15)

•Milton Shubert Joining
Warner Producer Staff

Forms

Movie Anti-Double Feature League has organized 65 chapters and plans to carry
its work in all states, said George H. Siegal, who, with William R. Clay, of Nutley,
N. J., founded the organization, when he was a guest of the AMPA at its luncheon
yesterday at Sardi's. Clay declared that the public, he has determined, wants shorter
programs.

U. A. to Argue Dismissal
Motion in Hart's Action
Hearing will be held today in U.
S. District Court on the motion of
United Artists Corporation, before
Federal Judge John C. Knox, to dismiss the $185,000 suit brought by
William S. Hart for alleged neglect
(Continued on Page

14)

Plans Through Exhibitors* Survey
M of T Status Before
Designed to chart its legislative
course, Allied is planning a national
SAG Board on Monday exhibitor
survey to determine

whether theatermen favor the
Neely-Pettengill anti-block booking
bill, the Hobbs industry investigation resolution or a Guffey act for
the film industry, it is disclosed in
an association bulletin issued yesterday from Washington.
Exhibitors are being asked if they
(Continued on Page

Gerald F. Rackett, vice-president
and plant manager of Technicolor,
arrives in New York Sunday in connection with the company's $1,500,000 expansion program. He will
confer with Eastman Kodak com(Continued

on Page

4)

fiobart Will Represent
Technicolor in New York

Allied to Determine Legislative

Board of directors of the Screen
Actors Guild, at a scheduled meeting next Monday in the organizations Hollywood offices, is expected
to render final decision on the March
of Time's status it was stated yesterday(Continued
at the Guild's
York
on Page New
4)

RAGKETT COMES EAST
ON TECHNI. EXPANSION

15)

Morgan Hobart, associated with
Technicolor at the Coast, has been
named New York representative of
the company. Before coming East
he wastrial films.
in charge of sales on indusState Job for Pete Wood
Columbus, 0. — Pete Wood, secretary
of the Ohio ITO, has been appointed a
member of the Board of Building Standards by Governor Martin L. Davey. The
job pays $10 a day, or a limit of $1,500
a year, with expenses.
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U. S. Supreme Court Gets
Ted Healy $1,750 Claim
Briefs In Wilkie Action
Receives Court's Okay
Washington Bureau 0) I III: FILM
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Washington — Briefs were filed
here yesterday in the U. S. Supreme
Court by Louis Nizer, New York
attorney, in opposition to the petition for the writ of certiorari in
the action of W. A. Wilkie, song
writer, against Santley Bros., music publishers, and Bernice Petkere,
composer.
Wilkie, the plaintiff, a member of
Ascap, charged plagiarism of his
song by the joint defendants, and
the case was tried both in Federal
Court, Southern District New York,
before Judge Coxe who upheld the
plaintiff, and subsequently before
Judges Manton, Swan and Hand in
the Court of Appeals which also upheld judgment.
Case has attracted particular interest because of its possible far
reaching effects in the matter of
musical copyrights, as it involves
the principle that infringement can
exist even though there is no proof
of access against the party or parties charged with infringement.
During trials to date, representatives of Ascap have testified on both
sides.

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
yesterday ordered that the claim of
Ted Healy against the Roxy Theater Corp., for $1,750, for services
as an entertainer in 1933, he paid
out of the fund set aside by the retiring trustee, Howard S. Cullman,
for payment of back claims.
Conditions of the award, as outlined by the court, provides that
$1,250 be paid to Benedict Ginsberg, attorney for Healy.
Petitions for allowances for services rendered in the Roxy reorganizations, filed in Federal Court
this week, totalled $6,263.
Nathan Sachs, administrator of
the estate of Louis M. Sagal, applied for an allowance of $1,200
for Sagal's services as appraiser of
the Roxy property and assets. Clarence Bonynage, law reporter, is
seeking an allowance of $5,063 for
shorthand transcriptions of the reorganization hearings.

Beekman Trial Waits
on Warner Depositions
Postponement of the trial of the

Bamberg and Kamen to
Beekman Film Corp., against Warner Brothers was ordered yesterAttend Cleveland Meet
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Furnished Apartment — 5 rooms — 2 baths,
near Central Park West, south of 86th
Street or near Washington Square. Occupancy Oct. 15th to May 1st.
DAVID

BLUM

Broadway

To Be Produced In East

New

York

City

MILTON MOONEY, Cleveland branch manager
for Warner
Bros., is in town.
terday.
SAM CLARK, Warners' exploiteer in the
Chicago territory, arrived in New York yes
LEON

J. BAMBERGER, RKO Radio sales promotion manager, back from a two-week vacation, goes to Cleveland
next
week.
MAURICE CONN and RICARDO CORTE2
will plane to the Coast today from New York
MONROE GREENTHAL returned to New
from the Coast yesterday.
WALLACE FORD leaves Hollywood
York late this month.
JAMES KNOX MILLEN
York from the Coast.

York

for New

has arrived in New

GEORCE M. COHAN left New York yesterday for Boston for opening there of his new
on Monday night.

play

MACK

CORDON

is stopping at the Warwick.

VERNON DUKE has arrived in New York
from Hollywood.
TONY MARTIN who arrived in New York
Wednesday from the Coast by plane return1;
there over the week-end.
CERTRUD WETTERGRAN, Swedish soprano
of the Metropolitan Opera, has arrived from
Europe
on the Kungsholm.
PERCY GUTH and JOSHUA
from the Coast.
the

LOGAN

are here

CHARLIE AUSTIN, who arrives today from
Coast,
sails shortly for England.

LEE PATRICK, film actress, arrived in New
York yesterday from the Coast to attend the
premiere of "Stage Door" at the Radio City
Music
Hall.
PETE HARRISON, leaves New York for the
Coast
today by plane.
LELAND HAYWARD leaves New
plane today for Hollywood.

York

by

Polish-American Film
Importing 12 Features
Polish-American Film Corp. will
import 12 features and 24 shorts this
season, it announces. The first three
releases are titled "Dorozkarz No.
13," "Plomienne Serca" (Hearts
Aflame) and "Pietro Wyzej" (Apartment Above). The latter two have
English titles.

S. Barret McCormick, RKO's ad''4
vertising and publicity chief will be West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
credited with a display of various
Hollywood — James K. Hubbard
types of advertising as the creator
and George Dawson will produce
of
the
company's
1937-38
product
their two-reelers featuring Max
announcement book.
Terr's "Sing Band" at the Long Island studios. "Sing Band." which
B & K Open Gary House
appeared in "Double or Nothing,"
U's Gross for Week Ending
Chicago — Balaban & Katz new
is a mixed group of 45 voices that
Sept. 25 Best Since 1929 imitates music of a complete or- 1,200-seat State Theater, Gary, Ind.,
chestra without use of a single in- opens tomorrow. Peter Kaleres is
Gross receipts of Universal dur- strument.
managing director .
ing the week ended Sept. 25 were at
the highest figure for any week
Conn Flying to Coast
since 1929, the company announced
yesterday. The increase in revenues
Maurice Conn, president of Ambassador Pictures, today flies to the
is attributed primarily to the success of "100 Men and a Girl," which Coast where he will okay the script
is making the strongest appeal at
put into production "The Fightthe b.o. of any picture completed and ing
Cadet," starring Frankie Darro
since control of the company passed and Kane
Richmond. Accompanyto J. Cheever Cowdin and his assoing him is Ricardo Cortez, whom
ciates in April of last year.
Conn recently signed to a writeractor - producer - director contract.
Conn
Correspondent Weds Today week. returns to New York next
Washington Bureau of THE

WANTED

1540

day by Federal Judge John C. Knox
until depositions are taken of Jack
RKO Radio and Walt Disney Pro- Warner, vice-president in charge
ductions will be represented next
production, in Los Angeles.
week at the Cleveland convention of of
Plaintiff, in the action, charges
the Direct Mail Advertising Asso- Warner Bros, with alleged infringeciation. Leon J. Bamberger, sales
ment of copyright in the Warner
promotion manager, will represent
RKO, which has been included for picture "The Yanks are Coming"
from their film "This is America."
the second time among the "50 direct mail leaders." Kay Kamen will
ney.on hand to represent Walt Dis- "Sing Band" Two-Reelers
be

Coming and Going

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Elizabeth Lock and
ITOA-Allied Confab Set
George W. Mehrtens, latter a Washington correspondent of The Film
Next Wednesday has been defDaily, will wed today. Ceremony
initely set for the merger conferwill be performed by the Rev. Fredence between committees representerick Brown Harris, pastor of the
ing ITOA and Allied Theaters of
Foundry Methodist - Episcopal New Jersey, but the locale of the
Church.
huddle is being kept a secret.

OCTOBER 8
Rouben
Mamoulian
Leila Brown
Finis
Fox
Daniel
Patrick
O'Shea
Edythe Chapman

THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
ERROL FLYNN

TAKES A BOW

(and arrows)

for the title role in Warners' 'Adventures of
Robin Hood' in Technicolor— and a bow for
the current acclaim that says his 'Perfect
Specimen' is "Sure-fire!" (Variety Daily), "A
knockout
comedy!"
[St. Louis Post- Dispatch),
"Perfect entertainment!" (L A. Herald Express).0

.

'GREAT GARRICK'S' GREAT SEND-OFF at initial coast showing brings new laurels to stars Brian Aherne
and Olivia de Havilland, and additional trade evidence of the big-picture succession on Warner Bros.'
October schedule. Credit Mervyn LeRoy and James Whale for film's production and direction.*
THE WARNERS

DEPART.

Jack L and Mrs. Warner (left)

sail for England where the Burbank studio chief will confer with other officials regarding wide expansion of company's overseas activities. His leave-taking was brightened by figures on 'Zola's' first popular -price runs!
...AND THE BOYERS ARRIVE in New York (right) after
Charles completes his role opposite Claudette Colbert in
the widely-awaited screen version of Broadway's highly
publicized 2-year stage triumph, 'Tovarich'. Basil Rathbone and Anita Louise head large support and famed
Russian

director Anatole

Litvak

handled

the filming.*

BIG NEWS MAKES BIG PICTURE. Warners' flair forcelluloid reproduction of news-of-day drama is demonstrated
again with announcement

of immediate release of 'West

of Shanghai', starring Boris Karloff as Gen. Wu Yen Fang.0
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A First Notional

Picture Vilagraph, Inc., Distributors

•%2H
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50 B. G. HOUSES SHUT
BY OPERATORS STRIKE
(Continued from Page

DEATH
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Bernard A. Moriarity

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

num
1X0*

1)

West Vancouver and Cinemas in
Trail and Nelson in West Kootenay.
Strike was called when operators
refused to sign a new contract according projectionists 10 per cent
increase of wages.
E. J. William, secretary of the
union issued the following statement: "Negotiations between the
projectionists union and Famous
Players Canadian Corporation which
operates most British Columbia theaters were definitely broken off
morning. The company's
Wednesday
only alternative is to sign our
agreement or keep their houses
dark." The union is an affiliate of
the American Federation of Labor.
Temporary settlement averted
shutdown of 30 movie theaters in
Greater Winnipeg after early shows
were cancelled following a strike
call issued by the IATSE.
Union officials guiding the strike
say it may spread to other Canadian provinces or to the United
States. Warning of possible extension of the strike was voiced at
Vancouver by W. P. Covert, international union official, who said if
it spread beyond the confines of
the province, the union would consider an attempt to halt entry into
Canada of negative films from Hollywood by calling a strike in Hollywood.
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Hollywood — Bernard A. Moriarity, treasurer and associate producer for Crescent Pictures, died here
Wednesday of pneumonia.
Edwin S. Isham

Brielle, N. J. — Edwin S. Isham,
70, baritone concert singer who appeared in numerous musical productions in America, as well as in England where he was prominently cast
in Gilbert and Sullivan operas, is
dead from a cerebral hemorrhage at
his estate on the Manasquan River
near here. An adopted son, Ralph
C. Isham, survives.
Angelo Musco
Milan (By Cable) — Angelo Musco, who was called Italy's leading
comedian, is dead here of a heart
attack suffered while rehearsing for
a new play. He rose from a wandering player in Sicily, his birthplace, to become a favorite performer. During his career he was decorated both by King Victor Emmanuel III and by Premier Mussolini.
Paul Anthony
St. Louis — Paul Anthony, 27, local
motion picture operator, was killed
in northeast St. Louis County yesterday when the automobile he was
driving crashed with a Chicago-toSt. Louis bus on highway 99.
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DATE
Oct. 11-14: SMPE
sylvania, New
Oct. vention,
12-13:

BOOK
fall convention, Hotel Pen
York.

Allied
Detroit. Theaters of Michigan cor

Oct. 18-19: M. P. T. 0. of Western
vania convention,
Pittsburgh.
Oct. Seattle.
22: MPTO

•

•

• JUST GOES to show what a li'l concerted and intelligent effort can do
when the publicity lads really get
together to put over an AMPA luncheon
yesterday's was
one loaded down with a dais of interesting people
and
vice-prexy Paul Lazarus acting as master of the revels handled
the affair with expertness and charm
T
T
T
• •
• SUCCESS
STORY
was contributed by guest of
honor Herbert Marshall
he said that if the Anti-Double
Featui'e League really got going, it would mean his automatic
removal from the screen, after all these years he had spent in
struggling up into the Class B picture division
so he
tearfully said good-bye to the publicity lads, figuring he would
never see them again
T
T
T
• • • BACKGROUNDS was the subject chosen by Douglas MacLean for his witty discourse
he showed how his
own background had helped him in some ways, and then again
was a distinct hindrance
the moral to be gathered was
that Backgrounds are a very uncertain thing in the film biz
as uncertain as the film biz
In conclusion he gave
the AMPA official farewell to Arthur Eddy veteran of this
paper's editorial staff as he prepares to depart for the Warner
studio
and hoped that when Mister Eddy had reached
the status of being referred to respectfully as "A.E." he
wouldn't forget his old pals
T
T
T
• • • A VERY frank speech from lovely Jean Muir . . .
in which she spoke of her first picture in which she played the
part of a corpse
and hinted that the people on the home
lot in Hollywood quite frequently had treated her as if she
were one
but that the pressagents had helped her wonderfully with the nice things they had said about her
▼
T
T
• •
• AND
WHEN
Paul Lazarus
had introduced
Ted
Hammerstein of "Music Hall of the Air" fame as a member of
the illustrious Hammerstein family that "owned all those theaters"...... Ted spoke up sadly: "Thanks, Mr. Chairman, but
the family doesn't own the theaters any more.
They're back
in the hands of the bankers"
Gene Lockhart spoke with
clever wit for himself and Katherine Lockhart concerning their
artistic careers
they are about to make Vitaphone shorts,
we gathered
his voice had a note of hope
Others introduced were Lee Patrick and Peggy O'Donnell of the RKO
Radio players
T
T
▼
• • • A BRACE of arias in a foreign tongue were sung
by Valentine Darde, which brought the audience breathlessly to
the next number
the Nutley Boys from the New Jersey
town, who have organized optimistically the Anti-Double Feature League
George Siegel and William Clay
Siegel
did the talking, and admitted that when they first entered on
their crusade they didn't know the difference between an exhibitor and a producer
who does?
or is there?
so many producers are exhibs, and so many exhibs are producers, even we in the biz don't know
Mister Siegel said
they had established 65 chapters
they hope to establish
their League in every State
hope is a very beautiful thing
but mebbe they have something
it would be a wonderful thing for picture patrons everywhere to be able once
more to go to the theater and enjoy just One Good picture
T
▼
T
• • • HOLLYWOOD-BOUND today via car, Arthur
Eddy, who has been associated with THE FILM DAILY for
the past 12 years
for some time as associate editor
is joining Warners at their Burbank studios press department
Slated to establish a trade paper service
he takes
with him the well wishes of his associates and friends. . . • At
the private screening of "Club de Femme" at the Preview Theater this afternoon, the author Jacques Deval will be present
with his wife, Else Argall, who makes her debut in the film.

«

«

«

of the Northwest

Oct. 26: Associated
diana convention,
Oct. 29:
Nov.

Paramount

Theater Owners
Indianapolis.
dinner-dance,

6: New
Haven
Warner
Seven
Gables
Inn.

»

»

of

Ir

Hotel

Asto

fall

dano

Club

Ncv. 7-8: Arkansas ITO semi-annual convei
tion, Marion
Hotel, Little Rock.
York City.
Nov. 9: Dramatists Guild annual meeting, Ne
Nov. Hotel
20: M.P.
Astor. Associates charity dinner-danc
Dec.

4:

Cleveland

Variety

Club

ball.

Dec. 6 — Silver jubilee convention of the MPTO
of the Carolinas,
Pinehurst,
N. C.
Dec. House.
7: ITO of Ohio annual convention, Ne
Dec. 12: Philadelphia Variety Club annual bat
quet, Bellevue-Stratford.
Dec. 13:
Warners stockholders meeting.

Rackett is Coming East
on Technicolor Expansic
{Continued from Page

1)

pany officials at Rochester regarc
ing the new Monopak film, wit
which the company is experiment
ing. After meeting Dr. Herbert I
Kalmus, Technicolor president i
New York, Rackett will sail fa
London, where he will spend tw
weeks inspecting the Technicolc
plant and gearing it to top produc
tion of 25,000,000 feet annually.

M of T Status Before
SAG Board on Monda
(Continued from Page

1)

headquarters. Recently the Marc
of Time insisted that it be accordt
by SAG the status of a newsree
and actors appearing in the reel
production be compensated on ths
basis. In the interim period, pric
to the Guild's board meeting c
Monday, the March of Time agree
to observe both the wage and hoi
scale of the Guild.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Latest available figures on Switzerland's film imports are for 1935 during
it imported 485 features, 613

which

short subjects and 386 newsreels.
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Laugh ! Scream
Leap with Joy!
The funniest yet
With Powell and Loy!

FATTER
BOX-OFFICE
THAN THE
"THIN MAN
SERIES!

ALSO IN THE CAST:

»

Florence Rice . John Beal . Jessie Ralph . Edgar Kennedy
Screen play by Jo Swerling . Directed by Richard Thorpe
Produced by Joseph L. Mankiewicz
• An M-G-M Picture
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A "JUJUW fa»» Jiottywood "Ms
WILK
HOLLYWOOD
COLLY WARD, noted Broadway
comedian, has been added to the
:ast of "Women Have a Way,"
which Leigh Jason is directing for
RKO. Ward, who is under contract
;o the studio, made his sci'een debut
n "Flight From Glory," following
,vhich he appeared in "Living on
Love" and "Danger Patrol."

Hollywood simile: As unhappy
as a sensitive night club singer.

By RALPH

T

▼

T

David Diamond is preparing to
>roduce
of 1938"
or Grand"Campus
National Frolics
as the first
of a
early musical similar to the
'Artists and Models" and "Broadvay Melody" annuals. Casting will
>e completed upon the return of
Sdward L. Alperson, GN president,
o Hollywood next week.
T

T

WHO'S
•
A

•

•

WHO

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

RTHUR

LUBIN.

▼

IN HOLLYWOOD

Universal director.

152

Born in Los Angeles.

•

•

•

At the age of

** one, family moved to the outskirts of an Indian reservation near Jerome,
Ariz. From the age of one to eight, he was invited to play in home talent
shows and by traveling troupes that visited Jerome. Once was thrashed by his
father for carrying water to the snake charmer's tent in a small town 10 miles
from Jerome. Spent six months at a military school, but was asked to leave,
having spent too much time showing the other boys how to become famous
actors. Joined a San Diego stock company and there met Harold Lloyd, Leatrice
Joy and other professionals. Lloyd gave him his first lesson in make-up, and
upon Lloyd's recommendation

he was

given a scholarship in a dramatic

school.

Won a B.A. degree at Carnegie "Tech." Played
in several silent pictures. Followed John Halliday in the lead opposite Fay Bainter in "Jealousy." Produced and d'-e-ted Sidney Buchman's play, "This One Man," starring Paul
Muni.

T

Also

produced

"When

the

Bough

Breaks," starring Pauline Frederick. Was made
Eleanor Holm, who is playing the
assistant to William LeBaron, at Paramount, and
eminine lead in "Tarzan's Reassisted in the making of the first two Mae
enge," for Principal Productions,
las bought 100 acres of land in
West pictures, "Night After Night" and "She
Sncino, where she will build a home.
Done Him Wrong." Has directed for Monogram and Republic. Hobbies: hiking and motorT
▼
T
ing. Stands 5, 10.
Eyes, brown.
Hair, black.
Production has started in Honoulu on "Stowaways in Paradise,"
fhich will star Bobby Breen. It is
Pete Smith is moving in from
•eing made by Principal Producions, with Edward F. Cline direct- directing and William Anthony Mc- Hermosa Beach to Hollywoodland.
um
Guire producer.
He has been living at the beach for
▼ ▼
▼
T
T
T
the past three months.
Leatrice Joy Gilbert, 13-year-old
♦
»
»
KohlFred
—
ts
Casting assignmen
ilaughter of the late John Gilbert,
s
;
Sr.,
"Daughter
of
Shanghai"
Two
pictures
are
in
at
vill make her motion picture debut er,
Selznick International: Olin How- the Conn studios. One production
is a musical,
h Metro's "Benefits Forgot."
es of Tom Sawyer"; "Swing It, Professor," starring
land, "Adventur
T
▼
T
: Gene
Columbia
Morgan, Charles
Lionel Royce, continental stage Hal ton and Broderick Crawford, Pinky Tomlin, while the other is a
tar, was signed to a long term con- "Freshman Follies"; Frank Ellis story of military school, "The Fightract by Louis B. Mayer while he and Charles Brinley, "Trapped By Kaneing Richmond.
Cadet," with Frankie Darro and
as in Vienna. Royce arrives in

Hollywood Thursday.
T
▼
T
Hedy Lamarr, Vienna star, was
igned to a long term contract by
.ouis B. Mayer.
T
▼
T
Bill Ryan was assigned assistant
ir'ector on "Test Pilot," which Vicar Fleming will direct and to be
roduced by Louis D. Lighton.

G Men."

T

T

»

Ruth Mix, daughter of Tom Mix
will star in a series of four cowgirl pictures for Grand National.
T
T
▼
Greer Garson, 25-year-old redheaded Irish stage star who scored
one of the outstanding personal hits
T
T
T
of the current London season in
Sam Perrin and Arthur Phillips Gilbert Miller's production of Keith
are working on the screenplay of Winter's play, "Old Music," has
▼
t
▼
"The Goldwyn Follies." They are been signed by Louis B. Mayer to a
"Red" Golden was assigned as as- the
writers of the Phil Baker Gulf film contract.
stant director on "The Girl of the
Radio
Show. They have been with
golden West," Robert Z. Leonard
the show for three years and are
Jack Cummings, who produced
also continuing their radio work.
"Broadway Melody of 1938," for MT
T
T
The Suspense Is Awful
G-M, has worked out what he calls
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
An original story, "Sing Your his "entertainment chart." It is a
Hollywood — Walter Winchell and Ben
reducing roles and perWay Out," by Albert Cohen and system for formances
Bernie are expected to launch "reto numbers so that beGouverneur Morris has been purprisals" here tor the prank played on
them by Sidney Lantield, director of
shooting he can have a chart
chased by Republic for a forthcom- of theforeentertainment
value of the
their forthcoming feature, "Love and
ing musical. Harry Grey will proHisses." Lanfield, weary of having
picture about to be made.
duce the picture.
Walter and Ben constantly asking to
see rushes, had imitators make sound
tracks of Winchell's voice in faltering
tones and Bernie singing far off key, —
then dubbed the phoney business into
the rushes. Footage was projected before the amazed duo and equally
amazed studio execs. The following
morning Lanfield confessed perpetrating
the gag, but has been wearing a worried frown ever since, realizing that
Winchell and Bernie are past masters of
dishing out practical jokes of their own.

Mr It

Mervyn LeRoy, producer-director
for Warners, has bought the screen
rights to "The Fourth Estate," a
newspaper story by Saul Elkins and
Sally Sadlin, and plans to put it into
production in the near future.

"Elysia" In 22nd Week

GN Closes Orient- Deal

Grand National has closed a long
Newark, N. J. — "Elysia" has
broken all Jersey records for con- term deal for the distribution of
tinuous runs, going into its 22nd its product in India, Burma, Ceylon
and Afghanistan with Messrs.
week at the Little. According to Chandhri Film Service with offices
Lahore, Bombay and Calcutta,
Managing Director Franklin the in
India.
film will be held indefinitely.

▼

▼

John B. Sanford, author of "The
Old Man's Place" and also author
of the forthcoming novel, "I Let
Him Die," and David Hertz, author
of "The Miles of Heaven," which
will open in New York with Walter
Huston this fall, have been signed
by Metro on writing contracts.

▼

▼

▼

Jay Dratler, author of "Manhattan Side Street," has been signed
by Metro to the Hunt Stromberg
unit.
James H. Carroll has formed Carroll Productions, to produce stage
plays in Los Angeles and San Francisco. After presenting the shows
York. he will take them to New
here,
*
T
▼
Columbia Pictures has engaged
Louis Prima and his night club and
radio orchestra, now on the Coast,
for "Freshman Follies." Prima and
his band will do a number with
Jimmy "Schnozzle" Durante.
Judy Garland recorded her new
song. "Got a Pair of New Shoes,"
in
Song"Thoroughbreds
was written by Don't
Brown Cry."
and
Freed.
T

T

T

The Claudette Colbert-Gary Cooper co-starring picture, "Bluebeard's
Eighth duced
Wife,"
which for
is Paramount
to be proand directed
by Ernst
the
camerasLubitsch,
Monday. will go before
AAA

William A. Wellman is now at
Paramount, where he will direct
"Men With Wings." Robert Carson,
who worked on "A Star Is Born," is
doing the script. Zoila Conan, long
an
associate t of Wellman,
unit.
t
t is with the
Sally Eilers has been selected for
the feminine lead in RKO Radio's
"Condemned Women," romantic
drama based on an original story
by Lionel Houser. Robert Sisk will
produce and Lew Landers direct it.
Y
T
▼
Joe Valentine returned yesterday
to Universal City to photograph
Deanna Durbin in "Mad About
Music," which will go into production there sometime next week. The
New York scenes for this picture
have already been shot.
Another Columnist!
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Antheil, composer of the musical score of Cecil B.
DeMille's "The Buccaneer" and well
known as author of several books and
magazine stories, is the latest addition
to Hollywood's group of newspaper
columnists. Antheil's column captioned
"Boy Advises Girl" is scheduled for
publication in 24 newspapers beginning
Oct. 25. The column will contain modern advice to the lovelorn, written from
the masculine viewpoint and intended
for publication in women's

pages.
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HOLLYWOOD REPORTER:
'"THE AWFUL TRUTH' comedy riot. Smartest,
merriest romantic comedy in many moons and
will score smash hit. IRENE DUNNE gives her
most alluring portrayal. CARY GRANT is in
his best form . . ."

LOUELLA PARSONS,
Los Angeles Examiner:
U

(

THE AWFUL TRUTH' is one of the year's
best comedies. It is going to put plenty of money
in COLUMBIA'S coffers and make CARY
GRANT and IRENE DUNNE two of the most
sought after players in all filmdom."

LOS ANGELES TIMES:
"A hundred
a creation of
This picture
other during
sensation."

percent winner of light comedy . . .
laughter. A masterpiece of its type.
will probably go further than any
the season in proving a box-office
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" 'THE DAWFUL
TRUTH* is the smash hit of the season
...a laugh orgy for any audience. Certain of tremendous
word of mouth. Due for phenomenal coin. IRENE
DUNNE retrieves her position as one of the screen's
foremost comediennes. The most captivating portrait in
her film album. GARY GRANT does a grand job, by faj|
his best and one which elevates him securely to the £op
flight of box-office names. LEO McCAREY'S fine, direction will stand up amongst the foremost directorial
achievements of the year and will place him with the
contenders for Academy honors. Associate Producer
EVERETT

RISKIN

has done himself proud . . . !w

IRENE DUNNE
CARY GRANT
RALPH

BELLAMY

ALEXANDER D'ARCY
CECIL
CUNNINGHAM

A LEO McCAREY

PRODUCTION

• Screen

play by Vina Delmar • Associate Producer,
EVERETT RISKIN • Directed by LEO McCAREY
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NEWS

Franklin. Ind. — The Rembusch
Circuit has withdrawn from the Affiliated Theaters, Inc., Indianapolis.
The Rembusch Circuit operates
houses in Columbus, Franklin and
Elwood.

^7*>"r
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Buffalo — Spencer V. Balser, manager of Basil's Broadway, has taken
over the same job at the Roxy, latest Buffalo addition to the Basil
Brothers' circuit. Constantine J.
Basil, chain president, announced
that the La Salle, in Niagara Falls,
will be ready for opening Oct. 10.
When Booker Turns Humorist
Springfield,
Mass. — The Art Theater's
marquee
announces:
"Woman
Chases
Man"
"Living Dangerously"
While
Loew's
Poli here announces:
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse"
"One
Mile
From
Heaven"

ft

ft

ft

500 Syracuse Undergraduates Sign for Pix-Dramatic Work
Syracuse, N. Y. — Syracuse University, first Eastern college to add a movie course,
has 500 students signed up for extra-curricular dramatic work, it is announced by Prof.
Sawyer Falk, director of dramatic activities and managing director of the Civic UniversTheater downtown. That's approximately one out of every 10 undergraduates
this ity
semester.

Detroit — Leonard Soskin, who has
New Orleans — Maurice F. Barr,
operator of the Amsterdam
publicity and advertising head of been
Theater, has joined the sales staff
the Saenger Theater Corp., is in of
RKO, covering the state.
Paris with the American Legion.

Canton, O. — R. C, and Walter
Steuve, former Canton exhibitors
have opened the newly acquired
State Theater at Findlay, O.

DAY

Norwood, Minn. — Leo MolitorV
New theater is being remodeled and
modernized.

Syracuse, N. Y. — Harold Pearl of
Brooklyn has been named manager
Detroit — Two births on Film Row
of the Eckel Theater, replacing Da- are reported — both sons — one to
vid Freeman who resumes direction Leonard Soskin, owner of the Amof the Paramount. Harry Uterfort,
sterdam Theater, and the other to
former assistant to Jay Golden at Mrs. Rose Arnold, cashier at Columbia exchange.
Keith's, has been moved up to house
manager,
with
Golden's
return
to
Rochester.
Omaha — Fire inspection of local
exchanges during fire prevention
Chicago — The Loop theaters will week again will be directed by Miss
join in the celebration of the open- Regina Molseed, former secretary
ing of the new Lake front boule- of the Omaha Film Board of Trade
vard and bridge over the Chicago who now is second booker at RKO.
River which will be dedicated on The local fire department also will
Oct. 5 by President Roosevelt.
sponsor fire drills during the inspection.
Dundee, 111.— The Crystal TheamanageOakland — Henry Goldenberg, forter, under R. H. Shell horn
ment, is being remodeled. A new
mer manager of the 5,000-seat Fox
Theater
in San Francisco before
in
going
is
front
porcelain enamel
as well as a new ticket booth, new FWC re-acquired it, has- assumed
canopy, new lighting effects from supervision of the 600-seat Franklin Theater here for the Blumenfeld
the Federal Electric Co. Clarence
Jensen Co. is handling the construc- circuit continuing as manager of
tion job.
the Berkeley, 750-seat first-run in
Berkeley. sociated
Goldenberg
has been
aswith Blumenfeld
for the
Buffalo — A new marquee, new
sound equipment and new seating past year.
are being installed at Shea's North
Park, oldest house in the Shea comBuffalo — With Sid Lehman, of
munity chain. Plans for better- United Artists, as chairman, the
ments also include at least two Variety Club of Buffalo is arranging
others of the circuit's seven.
a Hallowe'en masque dance-dinner
as its first major event of the 1937Chicago — Frank Scott will con- 38 season. Preceding it will be a
continue the management of the get-together for members and
modernized Iris Theater under Bal- friends, in honor of Columbus.
aban & Katz direction.

Ambridge, Pa. — James J. "Wall,
manager of the Warner Penn Theater here has been elected head of
the American Legion's Canady-Hull
post.
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of the University and Campus theaters.

Montevideo, Minn. — The Rubin
circuit, headquartering in Minneapolis, has acquired the Monty theater from A. McCarthy.
Mammoth
Springs,
Ark. — Ark.,
RajLewis,
formerly
of Clinton,
will open a new film theater here
Oct. 1.

Kansas City, Mo.— The Glenn W.
Dickenson circuit has sent Howard
McMurdy to Ellsworth, Kan., to
Waldron, Ark. — John Forest*
take over the management of the has sold his film theater here.
Dickenson Theater, replacing Edward Smith who is to be reColumbus, O. — Melville D. Frank
assigned.
has been named division chairman
of the theaters group for the 15th
Community Fund campaign in CoAnadarko,
Okla.
—
Ray
Rector's
new
here. Columbia Theater has opened
lumbus, Nov. 3-18.
Thompsonville,
Conn. — The
ne
Kansas City, Mo. — The Empress 1,000-seat Strand Theater, built by
Theater, which opened during the Peter Parokas, Palace, New Britain
summer after being dark for sev- operator, will open on Sept. 30. Johu
eral years, is adding a stage bill to D. Sirica, manager of the New Britfilms.
ain house, will take over management of the new theater. Sirica was
formerly in charge of four Michael
St. Paul,
The Rialto North
has been
taken Minn.—
over from
Will Daly theaters.
Sauer, building owner, and Saul
Minneapolis — The International
Naas.
Mallisow, lessee, by Mrs. L. Ki. Seat
Corp. has opened assembly,
display and sales rooms in this city.
Minneapolis — Don Gilensky has
succeeded Al Jacobs as assistant
booker at Columbia exchange.

Toppenish, Wash. — Waldo Ives is
ater.
taking
over the new Wigwam The-

Denver — The Washington Park
Theater has been taken over by
Dave Cockrill, of the Denham theater, giving him four theaters in
town. The house is being closed
for
remodeling.
When reopened as
Charlestown, W. Va- — H. A. Duff
is planning on construction of a the
Park,
the
house
will be manier.
theater to seat 550 here.
aged by Paul Snoddy, Denham cashHolyoke, Mass. — Harold J. Kennedy, playwright, has joined Benedict, Odquist and Staruss, theatrical press representatives.

Columbus, O.— City RKO ManaSeattle — Western Theater Equipger Harry Schi'eiber has announced
ment Co. of Spokane and Portland
that Frank Throop, treasurer of the
Dover, O. — Charles Simpson, for- Palace, has been advanced to the has leased quarters at 2406 First
merly assistant manager of the Co- position of assistant manager of the Ave., Seatte's film row.
lonial, Akron, has been transferred RKO Majestic here. He replaces
Denver — Al Coppell and Franklin
Stroud who recently resigned
to the Bexley here in the same ca- Don
pacity. Dwight Kirk, who has been and returned to Cleveland. Noel Herzog have taken over the Bideidentified with theaters in Ashta- Baker, identified with the Majestic, awee, former Harry Huffman house,
neighborhood. The theater has been
bula, O., replaces Simpson at Ak- succeeds Throop as treasurer.
operated for several months by
ron. Simpson has been with the
Carson Harris and T. Z. Halmi.
Shea company, operator of the BexCleveland — Leonard Greenberger,
ley and Colonial, for more than 10
son of Henry Greenberger of ComSeattle — The Northwest Film
munity Circuit, will manage the
years.
Moreland Theater when it opens, Club staged an Open House, at
which the birthday anniversary of
Norman, Okla. — The new Varsity about the middle of October, under Ed Lamb, Northwest manager of
Theater, first-run, has opened here the Community circuit banner. The RKO films, was celebrated.
with 20-cent top admission. Lou house was formerly operated by
Chatham, manager, is also manager Paul Gusdanovic.
Denver — Theaters in Fort Collins,
which have been closed for about
weeks because of infantile
"Souls" Next at Paramount two
Mono, to Release Three
paralysis, have been reopened.
Three Monogram productions will
"Souls at Sea" follows "High,
be ready for release during October,
Wide and Handsome" at the New
according to W. Ray Johnston, pres- York Paramount Theater starting
B & K Goes in for Bands
ident of Monogram. The first,
Chicago — The B & K Circuit is going
Wednesday. This marks the first
in for bands at the Oriental theater
"Where Trails Divide", is scheduled
here,
with three on the bill. Clyde
for Oct. 13. "Luck of Roaring popular price engagement of the
McCoy and Earl Hines have their men
film
which
recently
concluded
a
Camp" is slated for Oct. 15. "Fedork
is instage,
the pit.
on the
while Walter Davidson's
eral Bullets." will be ready for re- world premiere reserved seat enlease on Oct. 30.
gagement at the Globe.
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HISTORY'S MIGHTIEST MARCH
OF EMPIRE PARADES IN CLORY
ON THE FLAMING SCREEN!

■

In all iiction no such stirring drama and astounding
spectacle! ... In all past screen achievement no
such measureless sweep and scope and power as in
this tremendous panorama oi the sixty years that
heard the British Lion roar across the Seven Seas!

4^

Here on a screen alight with pomp and pageantry,
the throbbing record oi a romance and a reign that
changed the fate of millions!... Here— at last— the
true story of Victoria and her fiery Prince Consort!

Ucknaudedgment

■

y
; L■
V

The producers wish to express their appreciation and thanks for the'
valuable help and facilities granted by the authorities concerned
for the use of: Kensington Palace - Windsor Castle - St.
James' Palace - Buckingham Palace - The State
Coronation Church
- The Massed Cavalry Regiments - The L. M. S. for the Original Train
of 1841 - The R. H. A. for the Original
Artillery Guns of 1837 - Balmoral
Castle - No. 10 Downing Street - St.
Paul's Cathedral
- The Actual
Carriage
Used
by Queen
Victoria at the Diamond
Jubilee - and Queen
Victoria's Diaries.

a
ANNA NEAGLE * ANTON WALBROOK
H. B. WARNER * WALTER RILLA
Produced and directed by

HERBERT
With

WILCOX

Scenes
in TECHNICOLOR
Screen play by

Miles Malleson and Charles de Grandcourt
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'Ave Maria'
Kathe von Nagy, Beniamino

with
Gigli
fa
89 Mins.
SOLID ROMANTIC MUSICAL DRAMA
ITH ENGLISH TITLES. WILL SCORE
ITH FANS.
Filmed by Ufa with thorough skill, and
lirected by Johanes Riemann with comnendable understanding of dramatic as
veil as emotional values, "Ave Maria"
s at once a distinctive and tasteful foreign
eature which is a credit to its top perormers, Kathe von Nagy and Beniamino
»igli. Gigli portrays his own character
nd calling, that of an operatic star. In
is life he has had one great love, that
or a devoted girl who died. Arriving in
aris to keep his annual tryst at her grave,
n the anniversary of her demise, he is
arced to go through with a concert which
is fraternal manager, Paul Henckels, seretly arranges. The latter, while visiting
ribald night club, becomes intoxicated
nd drops information to the hard-boiled
athe von Nagy, an entertainer, and her
igolo of the sorrow (and wealth) of
igli. The ruthless pair decide to try exrtion on the singer. The girl meets and
companies him, after playing on his symthies with deceptions, to Naples where
eir troth is announced. Gigli discovers
r duplicity and she, now genuinely in
ve with him, flies from the consequences.
t she is injured in an automobile accint, and later, Gigli having learned of her
ue affection for him and her repentance,
kes her for his bride. It is a film music
ers and those seeking solid entertainent generally will enjoy up to the hilt.
Cast: Kathe von Nagy, Beniamino Gigli,
iuI Henckels, Harald Paulsen, Erna BergDirector, Johanes Riemann; Author, Dr.
rge Klaren; Cameraman, Bruno Mondi;
litor, Roger Graf von Norman; Music and
usical Direction, Alois Melichar. Prented at the 86th Street Playhouse.

ne

"Casta
Diva" 93
Corp.

Lux

Mins.

MARTA
EGGERTH'S
SINGING
HIGHHTS THIS SUBSTANTIAL MUSICAL
MANCE.
There is more than a dash of internanalism in this offering when one toners that it is an Italian-made feature
ith the Hungarian-born luminary, Marta
gerth, who is now one of Germany's
>st beloved screen personalities, in the
iding role. Although completed as long
; three years ago, the film is thoroughly
-to-the-minute in general technique and
asts uncommonly fine direction by the
(ft Carmine Gallone. Miss Eggerth is
■asing, alluring and effective as the
a who is the inspiration and beloved
the composer Bellini, a role interpreted
\h restraint and in good character by
fidro Palmieri. Audiences who go in for
jtorical romances served up with good
sic will like the action from first to
ast: Marta Eggerth, Sandro Palmieri,
altiero Tumiati, Lamberto Picasso,
lille Maieroni, Giulio Donadio, Enrico
'lisi, Vasco Creti, Oreste Bilancia, Alo Principe, Diana Lante.
^n A.C.I, production; Director, Carmine
lone. Presented at the Cine Roma The-

Z.

"Die Nacht Der

'Pan Twardowski'
Stanczewski

89 mins.
PLEASING, PICTURESQUE VERSION OF
THE "DR. FAUSTUS" LEGEND. WILL
PLEASE POLISH FANS.
Fans acquainted with the Polish language
will thoroughly enjoy this old legend transferred to the screen. Essentially it is a
version of "Dr. Faustus," wherein Junosza
Stepowski essays the role of Satan; Franciszek Brodniewicz, the gentleman who
sells his soul a few gay months with the
fair but faithless Elizbieta Barszczewska;
and Maria Bogda takes the part of the
country lass who meets tragedy trying to
save Franciszek from damnation. Film patrons who like their entertainment marked

Charles

Love")
be"
Gro("Nights
ssen of Lie
Unger

COMPETENT
THEME,

HANDLING

88

OF

"Adolf Armstarke"

Mins.
LOVE

GOOD ACTING AND PHOTOGRAPHY MAKE THIS ONE CLICK.

Despite the familiar pattern of the plot —
a youth in love with a woman older than
himself, and, in turn, deeply loved by the

("Adolph Armstrong")
Scandinavian Talking Picts.
86 Mins.
ROMANTIC TRAVESTY, FREQUENTLY
DIPPING INTO THE SLAPSTICK. APPEAL LIMITED.
The sense of humor of the native
Swedish picturegoer may react favorably
to this production, but to folks on this
side of the Atlantic, who evidently have
more veneration and respect for symbols

and instruments of religion, "Adolf Armstarke" will appear at least slightly out
of order. Basically, this is a comedy of
the slapstick variety. Having no English
producers have soft-pedaled the soft and titles; being a foreign-made travesty and
sentimental in favor of the realistic and consequently having little appeal to fans
"imported" and keep pace with foreign stu- the logical. Jarmilla Novatna, one of the generally, plus being a costume play, the
dios' technique will likewise find refresh- most beautiful of Continental Europe's footage as a whole will be unimpressive,
ment in the footage. Settings are laden singers and actresses, plays the role of if not outright boring, to those unable to
with picturesqueness, and considerable the older woman, while young Christine understand Swedish dialogue. Adolph Jahr,
charm is imparted by the costumes of the Grautoff is cast as her daughter. Gustave a college professor with a faint heart and
Middle Ages. Photography is skillful and
a yen for a fair lady whom his braver
demonstrates advances made of late in this Froehlich is the attraction's star. He and contemporaries eagerly court, attends a
the alluring Novatna contribute fine perart by Polish cameramen. By nature epiformances. Locale shots by day and by banquet, witnesses the attentions paid to
sodic, the scenes are more abbreviated and
night in colorful Constantinople are fre- the woman he secretly loves, and falls
lacking in continuity than they might have
quently of transcending beauty. German into an inopportune but ultimately profitbeen with more careful cutting. Cast at pix fans will thoroughly delight in most
able sleep. His reverie discloses the days
large is capable, entering into the unique aspects of this feature, which Geza von of old, plumed knights, and comely ladies
screenplay with more enthusiasm than sure- Bolvary has directed
with a firm hand. over whom they fought. The professor
ness. Particularly noteworthy are the views
upon awakening takes the dream seriCast: Gustav Froehlich, Jarmilla Novatna,
of Satan's alchemy and the ghastly apparaously and pops the question to the goldenChristine Grautoff, Fritz Odemar, Max
tus of his laboratory.
haired apple of his desire, Alice Skoglund.
Cast: Franciszek Brodniewicz, Elizbieta Guelstorff, Carl de Vogt, Hubert von MeyCast: Adolph Jahr, Weyler Hildebrand,
Barszczewska, Marja Malicka, Junosza Ste- rink, Ellen Frank.
Georg Rydeberg, Theodor Berthels, Alice
powski, Maria Bogda, Zofja Lindorf, Joseph
Producer, Super Film G.M.B.H.; Director, Skoglund, Kate Thunman, James WestWegrzyn, Jan Kurnakowicz.
Geza von Bolvary; Author, Kathrin Holland. heimer, Ludde Juberg, Olle Hilding, Stina
Lund.
Director, Henryk Szaro; Screenplay, Prof. Presented at the Deutsche Lichtspiele The- Staehle,
Eivor Engelbrektsson, Rickard
W. Gasiorowski; Cameraman, S. Steinwur- ater.
zel. Presented at the Belmont Theater.
Producer, Svensk Talfilms; Director, Sigurd Wallen. Presented at the Fifth Ave.
Playhouse.
Interstate Books Stage
woman's

daughter — there is good entertainment value in the footage because the

SHORTS

Shows for Fort Worth
Ft. Worth, Tex. — Stage attractions set for Interstate Theaters in
Fort Worth this winter and next
spring include "Tovarich," on Oct.
30; "Ziegfield Follies," Dec. 6;
"Room Service," Dec. 9; "The Women," Jan. 6; Dave Apollon Revue,
Jan. 15-18; "King Richard II," Jan.
29; Jimmie Lunceford's all-colored
revue, Feb. 12-15; "Frederika,"
March 21, "Leaning on Letty,"
March 24; and "Victoria Regina,"
April 19.
The Apollon and Lunceford Revues and the "Ziegfeld Follies" will
be seen at the Worth Theater, while
the plays will hold forth at the Majestic.

"The Girl" for Globe
Grand National's "The Girl Said
No," opens at the Globe Theater on
Oct. 16 following "Something to
Sing About" the James Cagney musical.

"Town Hall" For Capitol

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Rialto Theater,
closed for the past month, will reopen shortly, it was announced yesterday with a "Town Hall" policy.

"Trailing Along"
(Headliner Comedies)
RKO Radio
16 mins.
Pretty Flat Number
Featuring Gene Austin, the crooner and pianist, with his two stooges,
Candy and Coco. Also Jane Shirley
as the femme attraction at his night
club. Business is bad, so Austin
gets a trailer and puts his show
on at the trailer camps. They meet
up with a bunch of kid entertainers, and the combined show goes
over very good with the trailer patrons. This reel shows nothing particularly novel or entertaining in
the musical line, and is just another
of those things. Directed by Jean
Yarbrough.

Rader Adds Third House
Columbus, 0. — Clark Rader, lessee-manager of the New Arcade
Theater in Newark, 0., and the
Westland Theater in Portsmouth,
0., has added the Lamax Theater
at Wilmington, 0. The house,
now being remodeled and redecorated, will be known as the New
Lamax, and will be directed by Rader
personally. The New Arcade will be
managed by C. Arnold Skelly. Kenneth Rader, brother of Clark, manages the Westland at Portsmouth.
Rader will make Wilmington the
headquarters for all three theaters.

"Lovagias Ugy"
("An Affair of Honor")
Hungaria Distrib. Co.
79 Mins.
MILDLY DIVERTING HUNGARIAN
PIX WHOSE HIGHLIGHT
ZEL'S PERFORMANCE.

IS ZITA

PERC-

Attractive Zita Perczel's acting is the
highlight of this otherwise mildly diverting
romantic comedy drama which relates the
enmity between Irme Raday, her suitor,
and her father, Gyula Kabes. The two
gentlemen are working for the same firm
when Kabes' resignation is allegedly
brought about by young Raday. The latter goes to the former's home to offer
apologies,
seesand
the falls
wronged
man's
ing daughter
in love
with allurher,
and becomes a boarder in the menage,
residing there, when Kabes is away. But
the strategic youth installs himself strongly in the
affections
of thestorm
girl'sbreaks
mother,
so that
when
the domestic
he
is in a tenable position. It all winds up
happily for papa gets his job back at the
factory, mama gets her daughter married
off, and the sweethearts have each other.
Hungarian film fans will hold this nice
entertainment, but its appeal is limited
to such audiences.
Cast: Zita Perczel, Imre Raday, Ella
Gembaszogi, Gyula Kabes.
An Alliansz production; Director, Istvan
Szakely; Author, Sander Hunyady; Screenplay, Laszlo Vadnai. Presented at the
Modern Theater.
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DECISION RESERVED
IN BALABAN MOTION
{Continued f om Page

1)

after answer to the motion was filed
without argument.
Answer to the motion was filed
in Supreme Court by Whitney N.
Seymour, of counsel for Simpson,
Thatcher & Bartlett who characterized the action as an "attempt to
harass the company."
If the petition for pre-trial examination is granted, counsel for
the minority group, it was said, will
direct nine questions at Balaban
concerning the conduct of the Paramount Board of Directors in retaining Zukor at the above mentioned figures, arrived upon at their
April meeting.
Seymour charged in his answer
that the complaint against Paramount is vague and general and
that the April agreement was ratified by the majority of the stockholders to the tune of 3,571,056
against 11,722 shares of stock.
"The complaint in the present
action," the answer stated, "was
verified June 12, four days before
the stockholders' meeting and the
action was commenced on the same
day as the meeting. The verification of the complaint before the
stockholders' meeting shows that
the suit is in utter disregard of
the stockholders' wishes and must
have been for some ulterior pur-

Book Reviews
TALKING PICTURES: How They
Are Made, How to Appreciate
Them. By Barrett C. Riesling. 352 pages. Johnson Publishing Co. $1.40.
Based
his pictures
20 years'
ience withupon
motion
as experstudio
publicist, lecturer, etc., Barrett
Kiesling has written a very clear,
concise and informative volume on
the making of talking pictures
which is equally valuable to the
general reader and to high school
and college students as a text book
on the subject. Attractively printed, the volume is further enhanced
by many illustrations of vai*ying
steps in the making of pictures, and
is provided with a full index, a
glossary of film terms and a list of
the 276 arts, professions and vocations required by the studios engaged in their manufacture.
The author compares the making
of pictures to the work of the
mosaic artist, each of the 276 regularly employed skilled workers contributing atile to the finished artistic result. He then takes up in
detail the contributions of the chief
workers — the producer, director, author, scenarist, costumer, designer,
property man, actor cameraman,
sound recorder, editor, developer,
musician, etc. — in the completed
production, presenting clearly each
important step in putting the individual tiles into one harmonious
whole.

"The motion to examine broadly,"
pose."
he concluded, "as to matters not
within the issues of the action must
be viewed as a mere attempt to
In a final chapter on the road
harass the company, in whose in- ahead, the author considers the futerest the suit purports to be
ture of motion pictures — the use of
color, which he predicts, in time,
brought."
will be used in all productions; the
Milton Shubert Joining
development of television and stereoscopic pictures, and the use of moWarner Producer Staff
tion pictures in visual education.
The
entire
film field is covered so
(Continued from Pane 1)
such readable, underwill leave for the Coast around the fully and in
standable language that the book
first of the year but will retain his should win high rank as a classroom
interest in the Lee and J. J. Shu- text book and find a place on the
bert enterprises in New York. The library shelves of all workers in the
Warner contract, according to Shu- industry itself and of the general
bert, will not interfere with four
in the developlegitimate productions which he has public ment,interested
the present condition and the
scheduled for this Fall.
future status of talking pictures. —
L. M.
During his career with the Shubert organization, which he joined
in 1918, Milton Shubert has produced more than 150 plays, includSussman Back From Trip
ing "Blossom Time", "My MaryChicago — Ludwig Sussman, ownland," "No More Ladies" and "Swing
er of the Adelphi theater and memYour Lady."
ber of the executive committee of
the Allied Theaters, has returned
U. A. to Argue Dismissal
from a motor trip to the Black Hills.
reports business in Nebraska as
Motion In Hart's Action He
being off, owing to poor crops. In
'Continued from Page 1)
Iowa, he noted better business while
Missouri business was good.
of his picture "Tumbleweeds"
which, he claims, grossed only
$302,000 after UA promised him a
box-office draw of at least $800,000.
If the dismissal is not granted,
Try Coffee As Premium
counsel for United Artists will ask
Chicago — The Oakland Theater of
the court to compel Hart to make the Warner circuit is trying out
his complaint "more definite and Thomas
ium tieup.J. Webb coffee in a premcertain."

HOW TO WRITE AND SELL
FILM STORIES. By Frances
Marion. 375 pages. Published
by Covici Friede.
$3.50.
A medical school won't necessarily make a man a successful doctor,
but it will give him the necessary
information and experience to send
him on the way. So it is with "How
to Write and Sell Film Stories."
The book won't make the reader a
top-flight screen writer, but it will
give
enough "dont's" and
"musts"him
to put
him on the right
track. It's a valuable tome for anybody who has aspirations towards
writing for the screen.
Perhaps no person is as well qualified to give advice as Frances Marion who has been a successful writer
of motion picture stories for 20
years. Her book is a careful study
of characterization, plot, motivation,
theme, dialogue, etc., as they relate to screen writing in contrast
to the formula usea in writing for
magazines and fiction books. In
other words, she strives to show
the difference between writing for
the reading eye and writing tor vision and sound. All in all, Miss
Marion has accomplished her purAlthough the book contains 375
pages,
131 of them are devoted to
pose.
che reproduction of the scenario for
"Marco Polo" by Robert Sherwood.
It was selected as the best example
of continuity and content and gives
a clear idea of just what is required
of a screen writer.
—A. Sell
S.
In short, "How to Write and
Film Stories" tells everything there
is to tell about writing for pictures.

UDT to Build 800-Seater
In Swanky Detroit Suburb
Detroit — Construction of a new
800-seat house in Birmingham,
swanky suburb 20 miles out, and
now having only the Birmingham
Theater, operated by United Detroit
Theaters, is announced by the same
circuit. House will be about a
block from the existing theater.
This is the second new house announced for Birmingham in the past
two weeks, with the Krim Brothers
planning a 400-seater.
Birmingham is the "farthest
north" for the UDT Circuit, which
comes closest at this point to the
Butterfield
miles away. Circuit at Pontiac, seven

SHORT
FROM

SHOTS
EASTERN

STUDIOS

T LOYD
FRENCH
has finish
SID WEISS
By
=
shooting on "One on the Hous'
an Eddie Forman script at the Vil
phone studios. Featured in the Cc
are George Haggerty, Al Tuck
Floria Vestoff, the Merry Macs, W
lie, West and McGinty, Grena Slo
and Diana Denise. It will be :
leased in Vitaphone's "Broadw
Brevity" series of musical comedi

Al Christie
"MotR
moniacs,"
the has
latestcompleted
of the Pat
ney, Jr.-Herm.an Timberg, Jr., ser
for Educational at the General S
vice studios. Sally Starr has i
femrne lead with George Shell <
Eddie Hall and Ed Garvie in ;
supporting roles. Marcy Klavl
and Art Jarrett turned out
script,
withdirection.
Warren Murray ass-i
inci in the
Eron Pictures, Inc., represen
by Arthur Block and Samuel M.
gal, announce a production sch
ule of six full-length Jewish p
tures, one
of the
which
be "1
Cantor's
Son,"
first will
Yiddish
m
ical ever to be filmed in this coi
try. Production resumed on fc
picture this week at the Film i
studios with Ilia Motyleff tak:
over the direction due to the rec
death of Sidney Golden. Moty
was placed by the Edythe Ph
office.
Burnett Hershey, former War
writer, who returned from Italy ui
a script on the life of Caruso, >
Friday for the Coast. It is repor
that
in theGladys
script.Swarthout is interes

Addenda . . . . Al
Christie
enl
tained a flock of the Educatio
lads the other week-end on his
foot
beauty,being
"The ArtSunbeam,"
amt
the guests
Jarrett, Johi
Graham, Barney Rogan and Roi
Keene...
The California sun in
ed over thii'ty pounds off Eddie ¥
man, Warner writing ace, but ha.
slowed up his literary arm
dashed off two scripts last wee
"One on the House"
and a b;
short for Enrica
Madriguera
Sign over rehearsal stage on
Warner lot: "World's Most Bea
ful Girls next
Pass forOut Educational
Here"
Watson's
star Tom Patricola and Buster ^
"Victoria" Set in Montreal
in a Parke
Levy script . Fl
Gibbons starts on the third of
Montreal — "Victoria the Great" thriller
series for Warners
r
will have its Montreal opening on week
with Joe Henabery
at
Oct. 15 at His Majesty's Theater, megaphone .
Word from the g)
according to an announcement yes- ial Harold Oxley reveals that Jim
terday by Jules Levy, RKO Radio
General Sales Manager, and will Lunceford and his swing crew oi
on theon 7th
Col
play there twice a day at top road Club
the atCoastSebastian's
Bill GulM
show prices for an indefinite en- reports business is booming at j
gagement. Pix starts at Ottawa Preview
Theater
. Glad to hi
two days earlier.
somebody's business is booming [
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& M POLL FAVORS
DUALS, MUSICAL PIX

The Foreign Field
♦

(Continued from Page
i.

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

1)

ires distributed to patrons of the
i P & M houses, 57,599 were reIrned.
Eoth first-runs and nabe audiences
ted two to one for stage shows,
lose voting "yes" were asked to
me their preference of types,
ame" bands, singers, dancers or
udeville. "Name" bands received
per cent of the total of the first
ee groups.
At the same time musical comedranked first in interest among
iture films, with cartoons far out
front as the best liked among
! short subjects.
Dlark Gable, Myrna Loy and ShirTemple emerge as the players
■St popular with St. Louis audits on the basis of the returns,
tes were cast for 320 actors, 289
resses, 111 child players,

''irstfollow:
10 in each classification, in
it Ictors — Clark Gable, Robert Tay\ William Powell, Paul Muni,
mcer Tracy, Tyrone Power, Dick
,vell, Gary Cooper, Errol Flynn,
■dric March.
actresses— Myrna Loy, Loretta
ing, Claudette Colbert, Ginger
rers, Alice Faye, Kay Francis,
'bara Stanwyck, Joan Crawford,
nette MacDonald, Janet Gaynor.
uveniles — Shirley Temple, Jane
hers, Freddie Bartholomew,
mna Durbin, Mickey Rooney,
by Breen, Svbil Jason, Judy Gar1, Spanky McFarland, The Mauch
ins.
ilm tastes as reflected by the poll
comedy second to musical com, with other classifications finne in this order: melodrama, hiscal, love, romance, detective mys', -war, gangster,
n the short subject side, mus3 are second to cartoons, folsd bv travel, newsreels, sports,
nal life, science, industries,
comparison of age groups shows
I the majority of first run audits are in the 16-25 and 26-40
ile groups, while the nabes, the
Drity are in the first two groups,
under 16 to 16-25.

Films Replace Text Books
Brentwood, Eng. — Following a
year's experimental work by the
teaching staff of the Brentwood
School, during which time more
than 200 films were used to illustrate lessons in history, biology,
physical science, English, French
and geography, the school is about
to embark upon a plan to use films
as text books for lessons. More
than 700 films, one-third of which
will be supplied free of charge, will
be shown during the coming year.
An "out-of-school" course in Film
Appreciation, tried out experimentally last year, was so successful
that it will be extended.

Heads Swiss Film Chamber
Lausanne — Dr. Albert Masnata,
director of the Office for Trade Expansion, has been named president
of the Swiss Federal Film Chamber. Dr. Karl Naef, secretary of
the Society of Swiss Authors, has
been made vice-president of the
Chamber. The Council is made up
of high government officials, representatives of religious organizations, film companies, of the National Alliance of Swiss Women's
Societies,
Center, etc.the Workers' Educational

Binnie Barnes in "Lady X"

London — Binnie Barnes, who arrived in London to star in Alexander Korda's "Bicycle Built for Two,"
has meanwhile been drafted for a
prominent role in the Merle Oberon
Technicolor vehicle, "The Divorce
of Lady X," now nearing completion. Miss Barnes will portray Lady
Mere in the screen story which
dramatizes a sensational divorce
case.

State Department Renews
Star-Trade Efforts with Eng.
{Continued from Page

1)

's

tioned in conversations which were
opened several months ago, and are
continuing, in the hope that the two
Lehman Will Build
countries can open actual negotia;l
tions toward conclusion of a pact.
ckson, Miss. — Arthur Lehman
lanning
the
construction
of
a
It
was
stated that definite progress
JE'
l
seat motion picture theater here has already been made toward recost of $25,000. It will be of
moving United Kingdom-Dominion
frame and brick construction,
the equipment will include air preferential trade treatment obitioning.
stacles to the big prospective Anglo-American pact.
A State Department authority told
I
The Film Daily last night that moIt's Ambassador Golden
tion pictures had been recognized
Edward A. Golden, sales manager of
onogram
Pictures
has had the title
at the preliminary conversations as
Ambassador Extraordinary conferred
"an important item of trade beon him by James V. Allred, governor
tween the two countries." The
Texas and Honorary Director Genii of the Greater Texas and Pan"ground work discussions" have
sought to achieve concessions in
f nerican Exposition.
the present British quota system
ilo
it-

ALLIED EXWB. SURVEY
ON LEGISLATION PLAN

Mayflower Increases Capital

London — Mayflower Pictures
Corp., Ltd., has increased its nominal capital by £20,000 beyond the
previously registered £30,000. The
new capital is divided into 80,000
cumulative 6 per cent preferred
shares of 5 shillings each. Existing
120,000 shares have been divided
into 116,000 preferred and 4,000
common, with the common then being sub-divided into 20,000 shares
of 1 shilling each.

"Don Juan Tenorio" Released
Mexico City — Cinematografica
Excelsior's initial venture, "Don
Juan Tenorio," a screen version of
Jose Zorrilla's stage play on the
Don Juan legend, has been released
through Films Selectos.

Odeon Gets London Super
London — Odeon Theaters has taken over the 2,400-seater at present
under construction for Essandee
Cinemas, Ltd., in Edgware Road.
Opening is expected in the very
near future. It will be equipped
also for stage acts.

To Improve Film Taste

(Continued from Page

1)

will abide< by a decision of the majority of 'territories,
as decided and
by
the Allied
executive committee,
if they will go to Washington to attend a preliminary meeting during
the special session of Congress next
month to help organize a congressional steering committee and for
testifying before appropriate committees regarding the need for such
legislation.
At least five regional units will
hold conventions during the next 30
days and special meetings are asked
by Allied to take up the matter.
After analyzing recent court decisions on the Paramount-UMPTO
and Government-Interstate cases,
the bulletin says: "These comments
lead to the reflection that existing
laws clearly ax-e inadequate to protect independent exhibitors against
the machinations of the highly organized producer-distributor-exhibitors. Too much depends on proof
of combinations, conspiracies, understandings and agreements, known
to exist but difficult to prove. The
principles of the highly technical
anti-trust and copyright laws are
two obscure, the distinctions too
subtle, for laymen or even lawyers
not versed in those specialties to
grasp and apply. Thoughtful exhibitor leaders in increasing numbers are turning their thoughts to
some form of regulation which will
afford adequate protection in all
contingencies without casting on
them a burden of proof and expense

Dublin — The Irish Film Society is
widening its scope to include educating the film taste of Irish picturegoers for a higher standard in its
film fare.
too heavy to be borne."

That Rise in English Theaters

Dept. of Justice Still Probing
West Coast Film Activities

London — The Daily Film Renter
(Continued from Page 1)
announces, according to its own
checkup, that 300 new cinema build- partment of Justice spokesman said
ing schemes have been announced yeterday in confirmation of a realready this year as against 250 for
port that Albert J. Law, special assistant to the Attorney General,
the same period last year.
and Harold Collins of the Department of Justice are continuing their
investigations in Los Angeles terProposed Dedham Open-Air
ritory. As yet it was said no suit
Theater Arouses Protests
has been filed against Fox West
Dedham, Mass. — Residents of Coast and major distributors, the
Dedham protested the proposed es- matter being reported as "still in
tablishment of a $35,000 open-air the investigatory stage."
motion picture theater here by the
Moviedrome Corporation of America. Want Fight Pix in Washington
Appearing before the town select- Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
men, they asserted that granting of
Washington — The District of Cothe petition to build the theater on
lumbia Boxing Commission has
the Providence super - highway asked that the boxing act be amendwould create a disturbance to the
ed to permit the licensing of fight
institutions
and residents of Ded- pictures to be shown in the Disham.
trict, now barred by national law.
The recommendation was made to
for the American picture industry. the District Commissioners for ac"We definitely expect some im- tion.
provement in the situation with the
treaty," this authority stated.
"Zenda" ro Open Odeon
After announcement of negotiations, opportunity will be given for
London (By Cable) — David O. Selzmotion picture executives and
nick's "The Prisoner of Zenda," has
others interested to file briefs and
been chosen as the attraction for the
swank opening of the New Odeon Theappear before public hearings beater here on Nov. 2.
fore the Reciprocity Committee
prior to final negotiations.
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Pix in England I^Srip/re Market

'A. CHAJNJAX TEST CASLTRIAL SET HjRJKC. 13
PTOA
Pursues "Hands Off" Policy in Philly Dispute
Exhib. Association

lational

GN Plans to Use Players in ABFD Productions in Eng.

Crand National contemplates sending stars and featured players to England to appear
in several pictures to be made in the ABFD studios, it was learned yesterday. Full
details of the deal now being discussed will be worked out when Basil Dean, head
of ABFD, comes here for parleys with Edward L. Alperson
next month.

Won't Interfere With
Regional Unit
I The MPTOA, which is financed
j part by major circuits, has no inltion of divorcing the UMPTO,
kiladelphia unit which is one of
('o aexhibitor
to organplaydateassociations
and buying
strike
|ainst Paramount, according to a
okesman for the national organition yesterday.
Warner Bros, is
principal circuit affiliated with
h Philadelphia unit.

Harrisburg, Pa. — Test case involving the constitutionality of the
chain store tax, which would place
a graduated tax of from $1 to $500
on theaters in the state, will go to
trial Monday, Dec. 13, it was decided at a conference of attorneys
in the more than 30 cases entered
in U. S. District court.
Present plans call for testimony
commerce. Dr. Saposs stated that
opponents of collective bargaining to be presented in only one case,
for writers insist that writers are probably (Continued
that
ofon Page
the 7)American
creative artists whose work cannot
be standardized, but he maintains
that arguments against unionism on
basis of existence among a given
group of a high degree of creative
talent would seek to bar collective
bargaining to professional people
generally.
He said a completed screenplay is West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Screen Writers Can Disrupt Flow
Of Commerce, NLRB
West

By RALPH
WILK
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Division Holds

Hollywood — Screen writers can
['Itto is interfere
the policyin ofterritorial
the MPTOA
;it
disdisrupt flow of commerce because of
their important part in production,
;|tes," said the spokesman.
according to analysis made by the
Division of Economic Research of the
National Labor Relations Board and
submitted yesterday by Dr. David J.
Saposs of the Division at the board
hearing here.
Analysis deals with motion picture
(Continued on Page 7)
production in relation to interstate
ontreal — F. H. Kershaw, Fam; Players Canadian Corporation
nnipeg manager, last night ex- Para. Counsel Confident of Permanent Minn. Writ
issed hope that a board of arbi;tion appointment of which was
Confidence that Para., victorious
cision given by U. S. District Judge
;ed of the Manitoba government
ild settle differences between the in its fight for a temporary injunc- Gunnar H. Nordbye.
Date for the hearing on the appliernational Alliance of Motion
against the of
"buyers
strike" of
cation to make the stay permanent
AlliedtionTheaters
the Northwest,
ture Projectionists and the One
will be granted a permanent writ is expected to be set shortly.
Union of Winnipeg.
fhe move to establish an arbitra- was expressed by counsel for the
Judge Nordbye's conclusions of law
distributor here yesterday, follow- and findings
(Continued on Page 7)
of fact,
which7) were re(Continued
on Page
ing a study of the Minneapolis de-

RBITRATION ASKED
IN MANITOBA STRIKE

Jge Knox Disqualifies
Self in UA-Hart Suit
ederal Judge John C. Knox, who
scheduled to rule on a motion
United Artists Corp., to dismiss
$185,000 suit brought
against
n by William S. Hart, yesterday
qualified himself because of a
{Continued

on Page

7)

Four Features in Chi.
Chicago — If in Argentine, why not in
hicago?
And so Charley Bugg is now
jsing four features at the Bugg theater,
orth Damen Ave. nabe.

Constitutionality of Law Hitting Theaters to be
Determined

Doyle Ties in Plans for 100-House
Circuit With Eng. Production Setup
London (By Cable) — Convinced
20th-Fox to Introduce
that the British Empire alone is the
New Tinting Process major market for British pictures,

Stuart Doyle, prominent Australian
New film toning and tinting industry figure who recently arrived here from New York, has anprocess will be introduced by 20th
Century-Fox with the release of
nounced plans for a production-distribution-exhibition set-up of his
"Ali Baba -Goes to Town." Process,
developed by the studio laboratory, own.
Production
is to begin in six
carries forward the method employed
(Continued
on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

ROACH-MUSSOLINI RAM
COMPANY DISSOLVING

Hollywood — Although not officially announced, RAM Productions
(Roach and Vittorio Mussolini) will
be dissolved and deal for Roach's
participation in Italian production
is off.
Officially, Roach made a brief
statement here that Mussolini had
completed (Continued
his observations
on Page 7) of Amer-

Appellate Division Denies
Loeb Appeal in Col. Suit
The Appellate Division of the New
York State Supreme Court yesterday denied the request of John L.
Loeb, stockholder of Columbia Pictures Corp., for the right to appeal
to the Circuit Court of Appeals a
decision from the Supreme Court
(Continued

on Page

7)

Calif. Exhibs. Plan Action
California exhibitors are planning to
file a state court action against Paramount involving the right to withhold
pictures, according to an Allied bulletin issued yesterday.
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Warner
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2
2
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2
2
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2
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—
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—
——

Va
1/4
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MARKET
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Fox Tnea.
Bldg. 6Vis 1st '36....
7
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
91 Vi
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
60Vi
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 614s 1st '43. ... 50

8Vi
93
64 Vi
52
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• •
• PRACTICAL jacket on a pressbook
that one
designed for RKO Radio's "Stage Door"
it has a removable die-cut full-color jacket so that exhibs can use it for a
special lobby display
the front cover has a practical
"stage" door opening on pop-up cutouts of Ginger Rogers,
Adolphe
Menjou
and Katharine
Hepburn
with atmospheric
background of scenes from the play
this jacket encloses
three separate books on exploitation, publicity and ads
also a broadside insert containing a six-day story strip
the Barret McCormick pressbook boys again have displayed
their yen for getting away from the Routine Stuff
T
T
T
• •
• WE HAVE
before us a "Thumbnail
Sketch" of
Horace Heidi, band leader of the famous Brigadiers
now playing at the Loew's State on Broadway
sent to us
by Manager Al Rosen
the "thumbnail" sketch contains 68
lines covering two oversize pages
about 700 words
Al wants to know: "Brother, can you spare a line?"
sure,
Al
glad you didn'tTsend us
Ta Full▼ Biography of the guy.
• • • CLEVER EXAMPLE of tie-in on a book publication William C. Lengel's novel, "Candles In the Wind,"
based upon a millinery establishment in Chicago in the early
years of the century
is raising some wind in millinery
circles
several manufacturers
have created hats based
upon the characters of the novel
and buyers from over
the country who saw the hats displayed by ritzy models at the
Millinery Creators Guild at the Ritz-Carlton this week, agreed
to display the hats in their windows along with copies of the
Lengel book

— '"%
RKO Radio Exploiteers
— %
— %
In Keys for "Stage Door"

173/4 175/8 i75/8
7034 67
67V4
10534 1053/4 105%
—— 43'g
— Vg
171/4 16
16
¥4
116 112 1145/8 —
Vl
151/2 141/z 141/2
8
71/2
7%
61/g 51/2
51/2 —
Vi
283/4 271/2 271/2

Loew 6s41ww

Pathe

Chg.
Net

Close

DR. V. C. ARNSPIGER, vice-president a
director of research for Erpi Picture Co

RKO Radio will give "Stage
Door" an intensive key-city exploitation campaign, it was said yesterday
by S. Barret McCormick, company's
advertising-publicity director. McCormick is working out a schedule
that will send an exploiteer into
every key spot.
His first platoon of promotion men
includes Frank Leonard, Jules V.
Serkowich, Charles A. Meade, Harry
W. Reiners, John Curran, Meyer
Cohen and Lee Kugel. Leonard covers Denver; Serkowich, Omaha and
various important mid-western cities;
Meade, New Orleans; Reiners,
Rochester; Curran, Syracuse; Cohen,
Texas towns; Kugel, Baltimore and
Richmond. The latter city will give
"Stage Door" a dual engagement,
after which it will go into a third
theater for an extended run.

General Electric Orders
For 3rd Quarter Up 17%

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Universal Television
Corp. has registered with SEC 500,000 shares $2.50 par capital stock,
each share to be offered at that price.
Proceeds will be used in connection
with operations. There will be no
underwriters, it is stated.

TONY MARTIN
the Coast.

leaves New

York today I

THOMAS BECK has returned to Hollvwo.
after a curtailed
vacation
in New
York.
ARTHUR DRISCOLL, member of the law fi
of O'Brien, Driscoll and Raftery, sails fn;
Rosa.
New York today for California on the Sar'
ARTHUR ROTHAFEL, screen writer, has .
rived in New York from Hollywood.

EDWARD J. PESKAY, vice-president of Graj
National, leaves today for a swing through I

company's
midwest
exchanges.
CLARA BLANDICK, character actress, I,
arrived in New York for a vacation.

CEORCE HOUSTON has returned to Hoi]
wood after a trip East which included sing,
engagement
at the Fall Music Festival in l<
troit.
ARTHUR A. LEE, GB vice-president, refill
to the home office today following a bli
visit to Boston.
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF and his wife hi'
arrived in New York on the Bremen at
an extended vacation
in Europe.
in

RENE FULOP-MILLER, author, has arrHj
New York from the Coast.

CLINTON M. WHITE, assistant general m.
ager of GB, returns to New York today ft
Milwaukee, having concluded a trip to eo'
pany's mid-west
exchanges.
in

WILLEM VAN HOOGSTRATEN
New York from Europe aboard

20th Century-Fox Closes
1-Year Deal With Saenger

Roberts-Davidson Plan
New Orleans — Twentieth CenturyOhio Circuit Expansion Fox has closed a deal with the

Saenger Theaters Corp. and its

the Rand Theater in Lynchburg, O.,
have purchased the lease of the
Lyric Theater at Greenfield, held by
the Ellaness Corp. of Cincinnati, and
have organized a new operating
firm, Hico- Theaters, Inc. The firm
plans to open three other houses in
this section of the state within the
next few months.

has arrrj
the Bren»|

REISCH has arrived in Holly*."
General Electric Co. reports that fromWALTER
New York.
the quarter ended Sept. 30 shows an
ARTHUR W. EDDY and MRS. EDDY, en ro
increase in orders booked of 17 per by moior from New York, arrive in Burbil
cent over the corresponding period in about eight days.
of 1936, while the gain for the 9
BEN THAU has arrived on the Coast f I
the East.
months amounted to 44 per cent.
Total bookings in the third quarter
Adds Stage Show, Ups B. CJ
were $88,010,937 which compared
with $111,518,589 in the second quarKansas City, Kans.— The Elect
ter this year, $105,747,030 in the Theater
puts in stage shows n<|
first quarter and $74,922,441 in the week for an indefinite period, wl)j
three months ended Sept. 30, 1936.
cents.
upping prices from 25 cents to j
These orders brought the total for
the first 9 months of the year up to
$305,276,556 compared with $211,891,038 in the like period of 1936.

Greenfield, O. — K. R. Roberts and associated companies for product
Universal Tele Files
J. H. Davidson, co-owners of the during the coming season. The deal
For 500,000 Share Issue Rand Theater in Greenfield, O., and is said to be for the entire product
Washington Bureau of THE

sultants, leaves New York today for the Coa'
NATALIE KALMUS, color director of Techr
color, Inc., left New York last night (
Europe aboard the Bremen.

in the territory and for the Affiliated
Theaters there as well as United
Theaters, Inc., a circuit of neighborhood houses in New Orleans. The
deal is for one year, it is said. Universal, RKO and United Artists are
among the majors who have not yet
completed deals with the Saenger interests.

Best wishes
The
Film Daily to the
birthday:
following on
their
OCTOBER
9
Irving Cummings
Marjorie
Beebe
Jack Pyser
Jeanette Loff
Dennis J. Shea
OCTOBER 10
Helen Hayes
Harry Richman
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THEATRICAL BUILDING
BOOMLET FOR DETROIT
Detroit — Detroit theater construction is slated to take another "baby
boom" in the next few months, according to present indications. Majority of the group of eight or ten
theaters in the territory announced
Dver a year ago are now operating,
and the Circle Theater in Dearborn
is to open in a few weeks.
In the meantime, East Side projects, like the Vogue and Esquire,
ire under way, and plans are reported under consideration by sev;ral major operators to build or
;ake long leases on newly planned
luburban theaters. Ecorse and
?armington, outlying suburbs, are
>oth centers of construction rumors,
vith plans being arranged by Milion Straus, theater financier.

\utomaticket Register
National Sales Brisk
Chicago — Brisk sales nationally
f the new Automaticket registers,
manufactured by General Register
!orp. here, are reported by the comany.
Business during September, last,
tet a record for these ticket mabines, according to D. H. Finke,
ice-president, with sales eclipsing
jjtiose of any similar period during
25 years. B & K has just
Iie past
istalled a battery of four such
nits in the Chicago Theater. Other
rominent installations include the
ine, Libertyville, Woodlawn and
Urn theaters and the Reinheimer
ircuit, all in Chicago; the W. S.
utterfield Theaters in Michigan,
ri-States in Des Moines, and the
ox-Wisconsin houses in Milwaukee.

Superior Gets Orders

EQUIPMENT
Equipment Biz Too Good to Permit Vacations
Louisville — There were no vacations at the Falls City Equipment Co. last
summer, as the force has been too busy installing new equipment in state theaters,
including not a few which the depression closed.

Basement Lacking, House Installs
Cooling System Units Above Stage
Fort Worth, Tex. — Because there
was no basement in the local Isis
Theater where air conditioning appartus could be installed, the Shield
Co. has ingeniously utilized the
overhead section in the stage to
house three Westinghouse condensing units to provide a cool, crisp
atmosphere for patron comfort.
Units are located 25 feet above
the stage floor and directly over
the screen and sound equipment.
Conditioned air is discharged into
the theater through 16 ceiling outlets and maintains an average temperature of 76 degrees. The relative humidity has never exceeded
50 per cent even with 1,000 people
in the theater.
Every precaution was taken, attending planning and actual instal-

New Orleans — Twentieth CenturyFox is definitely set for a new exchange home in 1938. The distribution company, which has been
dickering for several months, is to
get a two story building corner of
South Liberty Street and Cleveland
Avenue. The building is to be modern in every respect, to have air
conditioning and to be constructed
at the cost of $50,000.

New Booth Equipment

To Handle Flasher Sales

Cleveland — National Theater SupDetroit— Wallace Cross, manager
ply Co. will handle the local sales
the Cross Machine Shop, has just for the Flasher Neon Corp. of Deturned from a business trip
troit, including marquees, door hanrough the Eastern states, in the
dles, kick plates, lobby posts and
;erests of the new carbon saver rope ends
and stainless steel lobby
frames.
mufactured by his company.
The Show Goes On
Stromsburg, Neb. — A home-made job
of redecorating, which took seven months
of work without closing the theater,
has been completed on the Rialto by
Owner C. C. Goodrich and his son. During the remodeling, Goodrich had new
sound and projection installed.

DAILY
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NORTH ADAMS HOUSES
TO BE RE-FURNISHED
North Adams, Mass. — Nathan E.
Goldstein of Springfield, president
of Western Massachusetts Theaters,
Inc., announces plans for extensive
improvements in the closed Paramount Theater, and for comparable
improvements in the Richmond Theater which was recently purchased.
The improvements at the Paramount will include complete redecoration, installation of new draperies and valances on the stage and
the installation of new lighting fixtures throughout. A new floor will
be laid in the orchestra to eliminate
the present steep incline and 1,500
yards of new carpet, a heavy Crestwood, will be put down over an
extra heavy Ozite cushion. New
and more comfortable seats with
full floating spring cushions and
backs upholstered in mohair and
installation of a new ventilating
and air-conditioning system are
Other improvements will be a new
planned.
marquee, a large upright neon sign,
new box-office and new display
frames in the outer lobby.

Thacker Opens New $85,000
$50,000 Exchange To Be
House at South Sioux City
Built in New Orleans
BookletUseTells
Concrete's
in Theater
Building

Hammond, Ind. — The R. Levine
Cleveland — Superior Theater Sup- Co. has installed complete new
y Co. is furnishing 1,000 Heywood- booth equipment at the Rio Theater here. Job included Wenzel ace
Iri'akefield chairs for Jack Stein- mechanism, de luxe stands, Goodall
rg's new house at Campbell, 0.
iperior also is renovating Leo rectifiers and Ashcraft Suprex lamp
house.
arkhart's Hippodrome Theater at
'estline, 0.

Cross Back from Trip

lation, to prevent sound or vibration from entering the theater
proper. A steel structure supports
the condensing units and is isolated
from the building. When the units
are running there is no audible
sound issuing into the auditorium.
Each condensing unit is connected
to an individual coil and the system is controlled by a Minneapolis
Honeywell step controller which is
operated by a duct type thermostat
located in the return air duct. As
the load in the theater increases or
decreases, the step controller starts
or stops compressors as necessary;
a humidity limit controller act as a
master control keeping the humidity within comfort limits. The whole
system is started and stopped manually by a pushbutton control.

FILM

South Sioux City, Neb. — A. E.
Thacker opened his new 619-seat
State Theater here yesterday. At
the same time, his other local house,
the Soo, was converted into a subsequent run.
The State, which cost $85,000,
was equipped by Western Theater
Supply Co., which installed RCA
sound, Motiograph projectors, AirLoc chairs, Mohawk carpets, DaLite screen, Dallen curtain controls,
Carrier air conditioning, Rect-OLite rectifiers, Nu-Made cabinets
and Goldberg rewinds.

Chicago — A new booklet, of interest to theater architects, circuits
and individual exhibitors, is being
currently sent to the film trade by
the Portland Cement Association.
It gives several examples of theaters of concrete construction, including the new Rhodes of the Warner
circuit, and the new Cine and Luna
houses of B. & K.

Motiograph Sales Brisk

Chicago — The business outlook
for the fall months is bright, says
R. F. Sherman, of the Motiograph
Exhibitors Supply Orders
Co. Recent Motiograph installaSt. Louis, Mo. — Ray Colvin of the
tions, he reports, include the new
Cine and Liberty of the B. & K.
Exhibitors Supply Co. reports hav- tory.
ing sold new equipment recently as circuit, the Highland Park and
follows: New chairs, carpet, booth many others in the central terriequipment,
to Joe
Desberger's
new
house inetc.,
Alton,
111.; Ideal
chairs

to Harry Blount's new house in Potosi, Mo.; new opera chairs to Hail
$15,000 Improvement Job
Winchester, Va. — The Capitol
& Taylor's house in O'Fallon, 111.; Theater,
Tom Baldridge, manager,
full upholstered chairs to Clark
Theater, Pittsfield, 111.; to Princess is expending $15,000 in improveTheater, Whitehall, 111.; to Palace
ments, including installation of
Theater, Fredericktown, Mo., and RCA sound and projection equipment
and
new seats.
Plaza Theater, Illmo, Mo.

Pine Bluff Improvements
Pine Bluff, Ark. — The Saenger
RCA for Goldsteins
Theater here is undergoing several
Northampton,
Mass. — RCA High
improvements which include complete redecorating of the interior, Fidelity Sound systems have been
new upholstery on the lower floor installed in the Calvin and Plaza
chairs, new carpets and the instal- Theaters here. Both are in the
lation of RCA High Fidelity sound. Goldstein Brothers circuit.

Chromolite in Copenhagen
Copenhagen — This city's largest motion picture auditorium, the Circus Varietete, has installed a Chromolite
screen. Building is circular, containing
2,000 seats, many at extremely wide
angles to the screen.
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STUDIOS
AUTUMN SEES SPURT
IN CHI. REMODELING
Chicago — Roy Blass, local theater
architect, reports the following remodeling projects in this area during the current fall season. The
Hegewisch Theater, operated by
Stanley Schultz at South Chicago,
is adding 100 seats, enlarging booth
equipment, building new rest rooms,
installing latest air conditioning,
and altering front of the house with
porcelain and stainless steel. Estimated cost of the work is approximately $20,000. The Forest of Miller Simansky circuit at Forest Park
will also have a porcelain front,
supplied by Porcelain Products Co.
of Cicero, 111.; a new box-office of
glass block with neon lighting; and
new seats, ordered from General
Seating. Interior and exterior alterations will approximate $15,000.
Reinheimer circuit will spend at
least $30,000 for overhauling its
Roseland Theater on the local South
Side, with work scheduled to commence at an early date. This circuit is spending $17,000 on modernization of the Calumet at Hammond,
Ind., which will have new marquee
with concealed neon lighting, a development of Nat Sitcogg of the
Whiteway Sign Co., Chicago. American Rug Co. is supplying Seam loc
carpets.
The Parkway, of the Reinheimer
circuit, 109th St. and South Michigan Ave., will get a new front, new
rest rooms, lobby and a complete
interior overhauling, costing, Blass
estimates, about $35,000. Glass block
and stainless steel will feature new
front, plus neon lighting.

Using Rainbow Lighting
Baton Rouge, La. — Rainbow Lighting
fixtures
will go
into Ogden
and Lewis'
new
Chimes
Theater,
the first
of a
series of houses scheduled to be built
in the Louisiana State University area
to cater to the university patronage.

National Gets Order to
Equip Campbell, O., House
Cleveland — National Theater Supply Co. has been awarded the contract for equipping
Jackat Steinberg's
new $100,000
theater
Campbell,
O. Equipment includes Simplex
projectors, Peerless lamp houses,
rectifiers. Walker screen, lenses,
changeovers, Crestwood carpets and
other accessories.
National also is equipping the
McKinley Theater at Niles, installing Super Simplex projectors, Magnarc lamp houses, generators and
Walker screen.

Skirballs to Build New
Theater in Massillon, O.
Massillon, O. — Erection of a 1,000seat de luxe picture house here is
planned by the Skirball Bros. Co.,
which has taken an option on a
downtown site. Plans and specifications are now being prepared. The
Skirballs also operate the Grand
here.

Columbus Nabe Opens
Columbus, O. — J. Real Neth opens
his newest neighborhood house, the
Markham, on Monday. New theater has a seating capacity of approximately 1,200. Neth operates
four other nabe houses here.
MODERN

Complete Decorating and Draperies
Murals — Draperies — Stage Curtains

FACILITIES

PROJECTION

—

FOR

AUDITIONS

INTERNATIONAL
PRODUCTION
STUDIOS
33 W. 60th St., N. Y. C.
COI. 5-7366-7

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors
NOVELTY

SCENIC

STUDIOS,

320 W. 48th St.,New York City

RENTAL

Inc.

USHERS
ALL

New House for Niles, O.
Niles, O. — A new corporation,
McKinley Theaters, Inc., has been
granted permission to issue $50,000
worth of stock for the erection of
a new picture house here. Incorporators are George Delis, A. G.
Cinstant and Angelo Alex. The new
theater will be one of a chain of
houses controlled by Southwestern
New York Theater Corp.

Reseat Foreign Pix House
New Haven, Conn. — The Lincoln
Theater has reopened for its second
season The
of house
foreignhasand
films.
been"unusual"
reseated
with 300 new chairs and a new
smoking lounge has been added.

FLAGS

Munz Century Improved
Detroit — Century Theater, operated by the Munz Circuit, is being
partially remodeled, with structural
alterations under way.

SASHES

MAJOR

FEATURES

MORRIS LIBERMAN
1018 S.Wabash
Chicago, III.

1630 W.Washington
Los Angeles

Because — You Give Them a Good Show
Because — They
Are Walking
Over
Soft Carpets
"COMBINED"— IT SPELLS SUCCESS

GREATER

NEW

YORK

250 West

■

TO

■

both

AUDIEI
A Matter of
exhibitors

CARPET

49th Street

New

HOUSE,

York

INC.

Equipment ByEdiG
and their patrc

' others is admittedly the quality
see.
Upon this basic principle rest;
well as the satisfaction accruing to
of both showmen and the public has
which stated simply, and considering
strength of any theater is in direct p
But as one of the leading Am
difference, — and an important one,—
quality.
Merit, he states, is that at
the completion of its production.
Or
value.
It is also an exhibition value
To cite an example of this, on
the screens
of two
different
theat

projection light and the other with I
ing conditions to be identical, such
the quality of the picture is bound
vidual
theaterman
holds a definite
entertainment value of films.

*

LJAPPILY, this point is being mc
• ' exhibitor, and no small contribi
turers of projection equipment, anc
climaxing a campaign which has bee
available to exhibition interests muc
Eternal Triangle in Picture Projectii
mate of Better Vision Institute, hav
form of eye defect is eyestrain cat
Percentage of defective vision by si
BY AGES
Under
At
At
At
At
Over
It

20
30
40
50
60
60
is

years 23% defective
years 39% defective
years 48% defective
years 71% defective
years 82% defective
years 95% defective
obvious how important

toti

the ability of patrons to see clear
a prime essential for patrons to he,
sound track. Strong, well-delineate
goer than is generally realized, and
Four factors, the National Cart
into every act of seeing:
(1) Size,
EXPOSITION

YOU ARE STANDING

And
320 W. 46th St.
New York City

Harrisburg, Pa. — Signing of a 21year lease for the Russ Building in
North Market Square on Wednesday by Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia
theater owner and operator and
trade paper publisher, settled months
of speculation as to whether a new
motion picture house would be constructed in the city.
Emanuel announced his intention
to spend approximately $100,000 in
renovating the building and installing modern theater equipment. The
theater, which will be air-conditioned
and seat 1,100 persons, will be
known as the Senate. The front of
the building will be of modernistic
design and built with stainless steel.
Remodeling will get under way as
rapidly as possible, Emanuel
said.
Emanuel, who now operates four
theaters in Philadelphia, two in
Reading and one in Lancaster, said
he has a five-year franchise to show
RKO pictures here and also has
other picture contracts pending.

IN FRONT OF YOUR THEATRE
WATCHING THE CROWDS POUR IN

AND

FOR

Emanuel's Harrisburg
House Will Seat 1,100

A. I. Kessler, Mflr.

SERVICE

VALANCES

UI ]

of these points reve

^ paper or find a name in the tli
type in a book. More light makes
which are large enough to be seen
fore require more light to be seen
(2)

Brightness

is

the

effect
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ice to Exhibs.

■

Ballantyne Reports Good
Biz on Duo-Soundmaster

■

(ORRIS
fi.

! FILM DAILY

essential which stands out above all
nil met which they respectively show and
{ill

tie
igli

elf

structure of film theaters' profits as
Quest for quality product on the part

he formulation of an exhibition "law,"
tors to be equal, is that the economic
the merit of the attractions it plays.
igi Tien recently pointed out, there is a
mof a feature's merit and its
hit Ii concept
is imparted to a picture in and with
«,i and, quality is more than a production
lei:
led

in'.

00 see an identical print projected on
house equipped
with high intensity
1 projection light.
Assuming contributes jw and screen, in the former instance
'or, which demonstrates that the indiDwer to add or to detract from the

ij widely recognized by the individual
end has been made by the manuf acit.
tional Carbon Company. The latter,
rer a period of years, lately has made
laterial, contained in a booklet, "The
100 people, it states, using the estiof defective vision. The commonest
: work, poor light and advancing age.
ill ations is set down as follows:
BY OCCUPATIONS
kers
20 to 40% defective
40 to 60% defective
Jench Workers
60 to 80% defective
Workers,
des, Profesand Women
80 to 100% defective
r is the matter of audience vision, —
-inspires on the screen, just as it is
he reproduction of dialogue from the
in- an far more to the average picturehe box-office, too.
s research engineers point oat, enter
Sic £, (3) Contrast, and (4) Speed.
I0](

*

. it takes more light to read a newstlt ctory than it does to read the large
ts visible.
Details of motion pictures
\ ont row seats are smaller and theresi the back of the house.
in the eye, which
light produces.
ge 6)

INCREASE
(Of course, we

"BO"
Box

mean

10%

Office)

Attracting deafened to your talkies increase:.
potential audience
10% . In
I stall
Acousticon
Theatrephones. Leading
system. Nationally advertised.

DEAF

Endorsed by key
'

showmen.

Write for full details, and exploitation data.

Omaha — Sale of Duo-Soundmasters to the following theaters has
been announced by R. S. Ballantyne
of Scott Ballantyne Co.: Elmer E.
Bills' Lyric, Salisbury, Mo.; C. E.
Werden's Time, Primghar, la.; Ed
Hana's Royal, Axtell, Kan., and Irvin Westenskow's Roxy, Union,
Ore. One hundred chairs have been
sold to C. N. Anderson, who is remodeling and enlarging the Lomar,
Lohrville, la. New carpet has been
sold to the Booth Brothers' Paramount, Nebraska City; new conversion units and rectifiers for
Peerless lamps to Sol Reif's Cornhusker, Hastings, Neb.; new screen
and conversion units to Oscar Johnson's Electric, Falls City, Neb.
Ballantyne also reports record
shipments of new Duo Soundmasters to retailers through the Ballantyne Co., export and wholesale
division.
Omaha retail headquarters have
been enlarged through taking in
the old high-selling private dining
room of the Hotel Loyal, next door.
This room was so spacious that it
has been split into two floors, providing space for storage of records
and equipment.
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WILMINGTON HOUSES
COMPLETE CHANGES

Third License for Moe
Seattle. Wash. — Bjarne Moe. theater
architect who has been designing a
number of Pacific Northwest movie
houses recently, now is licensed in
three states. To his Washington and
Idaho licenses he has added a third,
Oregon.

Wilmington, Del. — Wilmington
theaters, both independent and circuit, complete this week the most
Gans With Birdseye Co.
extensive redecorating and renovatAs Met. General Manager
ing program in recent years.
The Park Theater, independent,
has reopened with what is practiH. S. Gans, well-known in the incally a brand new 700-seat house.
dustry and former exhibitor, has
A. Joseph DeFiore anbeen named general manager of the Manager nounces
provisions have also been
metropolitan area of the Birdseye made for a balcony, seating 300
Electric Co. and has opened offices persons, which, it is expected, will
at 334 W. 44th St. Birdseye is man- be erected in the near future. Among
ufacturer of spotlights with built-in the new acquisitions in the theater
(Continued on Page 6)
reflectors and newly patented swivel
socket which, it is said, gives a better concentrated light at a great
saving of wattage.

VALANCES — FLAGS
On

All Major

At

Heating System Installed

ART

LOW

Features
Rentals

FLAG, INC.

Enid, Okla. — New heating system
and new seats have been installed
in the Gray Theater here.

449 W. 42nd St.

"LIFE BEGINS

AT COLLEGE"

N. Y. C.

Cincy Equipment Deals

Cincinnati — Kayton Theater,
Montgomery, W. Va., has purchased
new Simplex mechanisms with the
new Super Simplex bases and a
Walker screen. The Unity Theater,
Keystone, W. Va., is remodeling and
re-equipping and has bought new
Crestwood carpets. Lou Holleb, New
Theater, Columbus, has replaced his
old equipment with Super Simplex
projectors.

CHARLES
WE

ROSS, INC.
FURNISH

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind
For Studios — Productions — Premieres
244-250 WEST
New

York City

49th STREET
Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

You won't get any kicks at all as far as the appearance of your theatre is concerned if you install
Alexander Smith Carpet. Modern audiences appreciate the beauty and luxury of this carpet — which is
one reason why you will find it in the majority of
the country's most successful theatres.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
580 Fifth Ave., New York
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EQUIPMENT

STUDIOS

NEW DETROIT STUDIO
NEARING COMPLETION
Detroit — The new studio of Industrial Pictures, Inc., for the production of commercial motion pictures, is nearing completion, with
the staff now established in the new
location at 4925 Cadieux Road.
Said to be the first commercial
studio erected for sound film production primarily, reception room is
on the first floor, with general offices and writers' rooms on the second floor, together with projection
booth. This is equipped with two
Simplex projectors, with RCA Ultra Violet Push-Pull soundheads.
One of these is mounted on a swivel,
allowing the projector to be turned
toward the sound stage at a 90 degree angle, for use in taking special
fill-in shots, particularly for background or added sound work.
Sound stage is in the rear, with
space for a second stage adjoining.

Chicago Territory RCA
Installations Increasing
Chicago— A. E. Klein of the RCA
sound equipment department reports
the following installations, the new
Rhodes of the Warner circuit, the
Cosmopolitan and Beverly theaters
in Chicago, the Appleton theater,
Appleton, Wisconsin, the Vernon
theater of the Eskin circuit at Birquoa, Wisconsin, the Metro theater,
George Panka circuit, Prairie du
Chien, Wisconsin, the Partheon theater at Hammond, Indiana, the Liberty theater and new Cine theater
of the Balaban and Katz circuit.
Says the business outlook for the
coming months is bright.

New 700-Seat Theater
Opens at Sandusky, Mich.
Sandusky, Mich. — W. H. Anderson has opened his new Sanilac Theater and has closed the old Star.
New house, which seats 700, was
designed by Bennett & Straight of
Dearborn, Mich. Equipment, including RCA sound, was installed by
(McArthur Theater Equipment Co.
I of Detroit.

I

New Fort Wayne Branch

Fort Wayne, Ind. — The Victor
Studios, of Akron, 0., has established aFort Wayne branch at 1132
Rivermet Ave. Company specializes
in modern art displays. Frank
Myers will be manager of the new
office.

Installs Stage Equipment
Detroit — Twin City Scenic Co.
has installed stage and scenic equipment in the new Beverly Theater,
operated by Barney Kilbride.
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WILMINGTON HOUSES
COMPLETE CHANGES

(Continued from Page 5)
People do not see light. What is seen is the illuminated surface such as the picture
screen, which is seen by light reflected back to the eye. Brightness is measured by a
unit called the "lambert." A square foot of surface receiving one lumen of light
would have a brightness of one foot "lambert" if the surface reflects 100 per cent.
But as motion picture screens at best absorb 20 to 25 per cent of the light received,
each lumen of projected light produces only .75 or .80 of a foot "lambert." Recommended screen brightness of 7 to 14 foot "lamberts" means from 10 to 18 lumens
per square foot of screen.
(3) A motion picture is a pattern made up of white, gray and black areas which
reflect different amounts of light. A good, clean screen may reflect as much as
80 per cent of the projected light. But most of the pattern is really gray, and unless
the projected light is adequate, the grays merge with the blacks and detail is lost
as in a silhouette. Projection light should be strong enough to bring out the contrast
between the various tones of gray. With color pictures, this intense light is necessary
for proper color separation in the projected image.
(4) That in order to see, the eye must scan or move across the visual field,
taking in only a small part of it at a time. The eye does this so rapidly that we are
not conscious of it. The visual field presented by one frame on the picture screen
cannot be entirely scanned in the fraction of a second it remains on the screen. The
more light, however, the quicker the eye can scan and see enough of each frame to
be able to follow the sequence. The eye needs three or four times as much light to
see moving pictures as clearly as it can see stills.
It is food for thought for exhibitors everywhere, regardless of the size and design
of a theater, that all the light they can get on the screen must come through an
aperture only about one inch square, and that the area of a 13 by 20-foot screen is
75,000 times the area of the aperture and of the frame which the light projects on
the screen.

Non-Skid Floor Finish
Suggests Water Cooler
Seen as Aid to Safety
As Traffic Director
A new
wrinkle areas
in bringing
"dead"
store
or theater
into increased
use has been suggested by A. H.
Reinach of Nash-Kelvinator Corp.,
who directs electric water cooler
sales for Kelvinator. Reinach advises managers to take a hint from
the circus and put the drinking
fountain in front of the sideshow
and not in front of the main tent.
"Store and theater managers
have been in the habit of placing
the water cooler in the main aisle,"
Mr. Reinach
states,traffic
"where
it clogs
store
or theater
instead
of
relieving it, and where it performs
no other task than its primary one
of furnishing water. A more intelligent way is the method adopted
wherever possible on all circus
grounds — the water cooler there is
used to direct traffic instead of to
impede it.
"Customers will walk a long way
for a drink of water — even those recalcitrant ones who would othei'wise
refuse to wander from the main
store aisle or the main orchestra
entrance," Mr. Reinach declares.
"By the simple expedient of putting the water cooler in a hitherto
neglected corner, the usable floor
space or seating area can be increased, inexpensively and effective-

Film House operators will be interested in an announcement just
issued by the Warren Refining &
Chemical Co. of Cleveland, O., that
its technicians have perfected an absolutely non-skid finish for floors,
that is applied like a wax, looks like
a wax, dries within a few minutes
after it is applied, and will resist
extreme high and low temperatures.
The new product is called Warcote
and has successfully passed several
safety tests made by one of the nationally known insurance companies.
Warcote, its manufacturers are confident, will definitely aid in decreasing deaths and injuries in the nation's homes and public buildings.
Warcote is not a varnish, because
it can be removed with a cloth saturated in naphtha, gasoline or any
other solvent; when it shows traffic
wear it can be buffed up and the
marred parts brought back to a
glossy finish, and dries in 15 to 60
minutes. Nor is the new product a
wax, since it is non-slippery; can be
mopped with mild soap solutions
without destroying luster, and has a
greater coverage capacity and gives
longer wear, its makers
say, than

Rebuilding Marquees
Haven, the
Conn.
— Loew's,on Inc.,
Youngstown Reopening
is New
rebuilding
marquees
the
Youngstown, O. — The Cameo The- College, Poli and Bijou theaters.
ater, long closed, is being recondi- Western Electric Mirrophonic equipment has been installed at the Poli,
ly."tioned by Joe Trunk, who expects to
Loew's A house.
reopen the house Oct. 16.

(Continued from Page 5)

are
700latest
new-type
seats
of the
design;"airflow"
a completely
new summer and winter air-conditioning plant; new carpeting; a new
lobby
and curtain.
cashier'sThebooth;
screen and
interiornewof
the house has been painted with a
set of nine murals, by Grieco, of
Philadelphia. Western Electric
sound equipment has been brought
up to the minute together with two
motor-driven
projection machines.
Warner Bros, have just completed
the refurbishing of two theaters
here. Both the Queen Theater and
the
Grand Opera House have been
re-painted.
The Ace Theater, independent,
has installed new Simplex projection and RCA sound equipment,
Manager Ben Schindler says.

Schine to Build $70,000
Pix House in Cortland
Cortland, N. Y. — Plans for the
erection here of a new $70,000
Schine theater are announced by
Gus Lampe, manager of the RKOSchine Keith's Theater and district
manager of the Schine theaters.
House, designed by John Eberson,
New York City architect, will be
an 800-seat, one-floor, streamlined
type and will be located next door
to the present Schine State Theater.
Work on the project will get under
way by Nov. 15, with completion
set for the middle of March.

Waters Co. Will Remodel
Additional Properties
Birmingham, Ala. — A complete
renovating and redecorating program has been completed at the
Woodlawn Theater under the direction of Arnold Gary, manager.
Waters Theater Co., owner, plans
remodeling of several others of its
theaters.

Furnishing Thacker House

Omaha — Western Theater Supply
announces that installation of equipment has started in the new 800seat $85,000 house A. E. Thacker is
building at South Sioux City, la.
Western also has installed DaLite screens in C. W. Lathrop's
Iowa, Manilla, la., and Harry D.
Blubaugh's Mapleton, Mapleton,
Minn.

New Improve
Haven, Conn.
— New Erpi
Mirrophonic
soundLoew's-Poli
is being installed
in the Loew's-Poli, and preparations
are being made for the furnishing
of a new neon marquee. New seats
and wall coverings are also being
considered.
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PA. CHAIN TAX TEST
CASE SET FOR DEO. 13
(Continued from Page
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Self-Service Plus — It's a Chicago Idea
Chicago — Manager Goldfinger of B. 0 K.'s Garrick Theater walked into the men's
lounge and found a patron shaving with his electric razor, plugged into a house outlet. "Coldie" offered a shoe shine to complete the B. b K. service, but the unabashed
patron, declining,
said he would be back when
he really needed one.

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Stores Co. The case will be carried
through to final decision.
Warner Bros., through three
Pennsylvania theater subsidiaries,
in August obtained injunctions staying officials from collecting the
Pennsylvania levy, which, once paid,
cannot be recovered later providing the law is found unconstitution-

I.

The film company, whose case is
being
by "Wolf,
Solis-Cohen,
Block handled
and Shorr
of Philadelphia,
will, in effect, stand by while the
American Stores Co. tests the statite.

Screen Writers Can Disrupt
Flow of Commerce — NLRB
(Continued from Page 1)

lsually work of several writers and
mtails group rather than individual
:reation. He asserted writers are
part of production units sent on loca;ion on important pictures and this
las special significance in relation to
nterstate commerce.
Dr. Saposs averred eastern laboratories make prints of negatives
;hipped from California and this is
'urther evidence of interstate nature
>f production. He said producers
lave always maintained a uniform
>olicy towards unions because if
ooi >roduct of any one company was
Impeded by a labor dispute, competiive status of that company before
he public would suffer severely.
I Among exhibits sought to be
ntroduced at the National Labir Relations Board hearing
Ind offered by the Division of
Economics of NLRB was one quotng Poor's Industry and Investment
Survey to the effect that the labor
ill in motion picture industry represents 40 per cent of production
osts, the greatest of any important
lanufacturing industry in relation
the value of its products. This
its p3 because
the film industry is less
adaptable to labor saving methods.
Ixaminer Ringer took the matter
nder advisement
until Monday.

DOYLE WILL PRODUCE
PICTURES IN ENGLAND

Arbitration is Asked in
Hal Roach-Mussolini Ram
Company Reported Dissolved
Manitoba
Operators' Strike
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

ican film productions
and that he, tion board is designed to avoid reRoach, because of his own heavy
currence of Thursday's two-hour
production activities had postponed strike called by the International
Union
which
sought to reinstate proindefinitely the return to Italy.
jectionists who had been replaced
at the Starland Theater by men
Mussolini in New York
from the One Big Union. The dispute arose when it was learned Sam
Insists Deal is Still On
Weiner, Starland manager, had
agreement which would exHal Roach's
partnership
with made an
clude International members.
Vittorio
Mussolini
remains deal
in force
In
British
Columbia, 40 out of
and nothing has occurred to upset
the 50 houses are expected to open
the plans, II Duce's son told The
Film Daily yesterday during a momentarily — "as soon as the men
press conference at the Ambassa- can be got back to work," according to R. G. Pollock, president of
dor. Young Mussolini, who flew to
New York Thursday from Holly- British Columbia Projectionists' Society, who announced the signing of
wood via Frisco and Chicago denied
Coast reports that there had been a two-year agreement which ended
a 24-hour strike in theaters operany change in Roach's position in
RAM, insisting that Roach was still
ated by Famous Players Corporation and some independent houses
a partner in the new company which
in Vancouver and throughout the
will make pictures in Italy.
RAM will start production on its province. Pollock declared the terms
of settlement included a five per cent
first picture, "Rigoletto" around the wage increase and the promise of
first of the year, Mussolini said. The
number of pictures to be made on another five per cent next year.
the
year's and
program
has have
not
been first
determined
no stories
been selected beyond the first production, he admitted. RAM's president said he had no plans to recruit
talent from Hollywood, but that
such a move might come later. One
of his script writers, Corrado Pavolini, who came to the United States
with him, remained in Hollywood.
Mussolini insisted that he planned
to devote all his time to the Italian
film industry. He is accompanied
by Mario Del Papa, an associate
producer for RAM, who formerly
was with the M-G-M distributing
office in Rome.

Appellate Division Denies
Loeb Appeal in Col. Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

months, Doyle stated, and financial
backing is complete. Leading British studios are to be inspected to
decide where production will be
centered.
A circuit of 100 houses is part of
Doyle's scheme, with his newly-constructed double-decker twin theaters
in West End as the circuit keystone.
The former head of Hoyt's Theaters
denied that he had severed his connection with the industry in Australia, adding he still retained "extensive interests" there.
"When I enter production in England, Iwill do so on a different basis
from that which has been generally
adopted. It is useless for producers
to talk of fabulous money to be secured in the United States, when
personal investigation will soon show
that, with few exceptions, there is
practically no market there for British pictures," says Doyle.
"British producers must face
facts — that the Empire alone is the
major market
production. Picturesfor
mustBritish
be made
on
such a commercial basis that their
cost, at least, is recouped in this
country, and what can be earned in
the Dominions is perhaps the profit."

20th-Fox to Introduce
Para. Counsel Confident
New Tinting Process
of Permanent Minn. Writ
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Willie
ceived in New York yesterday, as- for tinted prints of "Wee
sert that Allied and the defendant
Instead of confining the tints to
exhibitors violated the Sherman an- blue and sepia, as was previously
ti-trust law by (a) resteicting the the rule, the new method introduces
shipment of the complainant's mo- aWinkie."
three-toned treatment. Sepia, amtion picture films to the local exber and copper are combined to prochange from California and New
vide color for day scenes, while blue
York, (b) by preventing the ship- and orange mixed with copper give
ment and delivery of film from the
Minneapolis exchange within the night effects. The introduction of
state and across state borders, (c) orange and copper are the fundamental features of the improved tonby interfering with and preventing
ing method. will also use the new
the negotiation by complainant of
20th-Fox
license agreements for the exhibition of its films and (d) by burden- process for "Heidi," it is said.
ing, restricting and preventing the
exhibition of complainant's motion Judge Knox Disqualifies
pictures in accordance with its liSelf in U A-Hart Suit
cense agreements in the territory.
(Continued from Page 1)
In Judge Nordbye's opinion, Par- personal knowledge of the facts in
amount's business "has been irre- the
case.
parably injured and complainant has
Judge Knox told attorneys for
suffered the loss of large sums of
money" and that Paramount will both sides that he held conversacontinue to suffer losses, pending a
tions relating to the case, with personal acquaintances several months
trial, unless the defendants are temago. tionAson the
a result,
acmotion hetoadjourned
Oct. 19 and
porarily enjoined."
appointed Judge John W. Clancy to
Chrisoulas Must Die
Chicago — Peter Chrisoulas, under
death sentence for the murder of
Irwin Sehberg, theater manager, preside.

!'

dismissing his complaint
for failure to state cause of action.
His suit for $201,600 was directed
against Harry and Jack Cohn and
Joseph Brandt, as officers of the corporation. He charged that he suffered damages as a result of the destruction of value of certain options
WEDDING BELLS
allegedly granted him by Columbia
to purchase stock. Issuance of these
options, he claimed, was granted
•{■ Ruth G. Hatrick of Larchmont, jointly by the defendants, as votIder daughter of Edgar B. Hating trustees and the corporate deck, vice president and general man- fendant.
ger of Cosmopolitan Productions
DEATH RECORD
Ind News of the Day, will be marmust die Oct. 15, the Illinois Sued to Gregory C. Draddy, Westpreme Court ruled yesterday.
Tuoni Has "Casta Diva"
W lester County insurance broker, on
RICHARD J. HORGAN
"Casta Diva," ACI Italian proct. 28 at the Larchmont Avenue
duction now playing at the Cine
"Lower
Depths"
In
Fifth
Minneapolis
— Richard J. Horgan,
hurch, Larchmont, N. Y. A re- Roma, is being presented in the
"The Lower Depths" went into its
of
the
The2ption will follow at the West- U. S. by G. M. Tuoni of International fifth week at the 55th St. Playhouse manager
ater which is nowMetropolitan
being wrecked,
Film News.
lester Country Club.
is dead:
yesterday.
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tive not only promises superlative photographic quality, but delivers it with unbroken regularity. It's reliable. In no
other way could it possibly maintain its
t
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position as the world's most widely used
motion picture negative film. Eastman
Kodak

Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E.
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Expect 300 Attendance as SMPE Opens N. Y. Meetings

KUYKENDALL WILL SOUNDJXHIBITORS ONJS ISSUES
CBS Television Transmitters to be Ready in Early
First Power Tests Now Underway at RCA Camden
Plant

New Haven Gets Sunday Stage Shows After Two Centuries!
New Haven, Conn. — The new city ordinance permitting Sunday stage shows goes
into effect Wednesday, following signature by Mayor John W. Murphy. This will
bring Sunday shows to the city for the first time in two centuries, and dissolve one
of the oldest U. S. blue laws. The Paramount Theater will increase its presentations, it is announced.

With first power tests now underway at the RCA plant at Camden,
N. J., where it is under construction,
CBS's new television transmitters
are expected to be ready for delivery early in 1938, it was said Saturday. Equipment will be installed
on the 73rd and 74th floors of the
Chrysler Building.
Two complete transmitters, the
Springfield, O. — An advance in
first to be used to transmit high
fidelity sound covering a frequency admission prices "with highly satisfactory results," was announced Satrange up to 10,000 cycles, and the
urday by the Chakeres Theatre cirsecond to transmit pictures simulcuit, with the first week's results
taneously, are being put through exshowing not one patron leaving the
(Continued on Page 8)
box office, and only a few complaints
being registered.
Admissions were raised simultaneously in the company's theatres
in Springfield, Greenville, Xenia,
Wilmington and Logan, Ohio.

38

MPTOA'S Prexy Prepared To
Do "A Great Deal of

Advice and counsel on eight important issues affecting exhibitors
is the object
of Ed Kuykendall,
Listening"
president of the MPTOA, on his
current trip through the Western
states. In a bulletin issued today,
Kuykendall said that he planned to
do "a great deal of listening" in
order to arrive at a possible solution to various exhibitor problems.
Detroit — Eyes of Michigan exhib- He opened his conference sessions
itors are centered on Hotel Statler last Friday in New Orleans and will
here, where Allied Theaters of spend this week in Los Angeles.
Michigan Annual Convention starts
Matters which Kuykendall intends
tomorrow for two-day session, with to discuss with exhibitors are: (1)
Edgar A. Kirchner, manager of the Organization
plans and activities;
(Continued on Page 4)
Family Theater, Detroit, presiding.
A dinner meeting of the Board of
Directors will be held tonight to
complete the program.
Principal convention speaker will

CHAKERES INCREASES MYERS WILL ADDRESS
SCALE IN OHIO SPOTS MICH. ALLIED PARLEY

AUDUBON'S SALE FOR
$650,000 IS OKAYED

THE WEEK

(Continued

on Page

8)

IN REVIEW

Sale of the Broadway & 165th St.
Realty Corp., a Fox Theater Corp.,
subsidiary, to the Audubon AmuseWill Hays' Appraisal— KRS Rental Action
ment Co., present lessee, for $650,By GEORGE H. MORRIS 000, was approved Saturday in U. S.
FOREIGN
District Court by Circuit Judge DOMESTIC
Martin T. Manton.
Attention centered on London
Will H. Hays launched week of
The property includes the 2,400- industry's activities with statement
where
Kinematograph Renters'
seat Audubon Theatre, 165th St. & which appraised merit of the new Society the
announced at mid-week that
(Continued on Page 4)
it
was
abolishing
all flat rentals in
season's product, observing that (a)
impressive popular audiences which the future on "A" pictures. Hence(Continued

Ambassador's Exchange
Setup Ready in 90 Days
Establishment of Ambassador Pictures exchanges throughout the
country under one name will be completed in about 90 days, Maurice
jConn, president of the prcdming
company, said Saturday.
Although
(Continued on Page 9)

Milwaukee Lifts Polio Ban
Milwaukee, Wis. — Milwaukee's thrice
extended infantile paralysis order barring children under 7 from public places
and schools will be lifted today as the
result of an order by Dr. John P. Koehler, city health commissioner. Some
25,000 youngsters are affected.

on Page

8)

50 Papers, Special Demonstrations
to Feature SMPE New York Sessions
Await Stipulation Okay
In Conn. Bank Night Test

Attendance of more than 300 leading film industry engineers is expected at the 42nd semi-annual convention of SMPE which opens today at the Pennsylvania Hotel.
Sessions will be continued through
Thursday.

New Haven, Conn. — Pond, Morgan
and Morse, local Affiliated Enterprises counsel, expect early approval
of stipulation in the new Bank Night
Approximately 50 papers of a
test case against Ernest Dorau, technical nature describing the
manager of the Capitol, Middle- latest advances in motion picture
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

10-PT. ADVANCEMENT
HELD UP TO DISTRIBS.

Advancement of the MPTOA trade
practice proposals is squarely up to
the distributors, according to Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president, who
blames the delay on their apparent
indifference.
In a current MPTOA
bulletin,
(Continued on Page

8)

Grand National Accounts
75% Ahead of Last Year
With the closing of various circuit deals, the current number of
Grand National accounts is approximately 75 per cent ahead of the
same period
last year, Edward L.
(Continued on Page 9)
He Knew His Wrenches
A southern Ohio theater manager reports he recently became very much
alarmed when his monthly water bill
jumped from around $50 to $250. A
thorough check-up disclosed the new
restaurant next door was being operated by a former plumber, who knew
his wrenches and all the secrets of how
to tap a neighbor's water main.
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A TRAILER ON
EVERY PICTURE
Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
(10 9th Ave., N. Y. C
General
Mgr.

0
h.
lr ]

V

Globe
Capitol
Paramount
Music
Hall
Rivoli
Roxy
Strand
Criterion
Rialto
Central
Palace
Palace

♦

The Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros. Pictures)— 7th week
The
Firefly (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 6th week

♦ FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

Hollywood
Astor

FEATURES

Lower Depths
(Mayer-Burstynt— 5th week
Mayerling
(Pax
Film)— 5th week
This Is China
(Leon
Wechsler) — 2nd week
Ty-co w Ostrej Swicesz Bramie
(Central Polish Film)
Adolf Armstarke (Scand. Talking Pictures)— 2nd week

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

Dual bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

♦
55th

Playhouse
Filmarte
Cameo
Belmont
Cinema de Paris

St.

♦

Lucrezia
Borgia
(French film) — Oct. 12
Alcatraz
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Oct. 13
Club de Femmes (Mayer-Burstyn) — Oct. 13
En Fuldendt Gentleman (Danish Film) — Oct. 13
Souls at Sea (Paramount Pictures) — Oct. 13
The Bride Wore
Red
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Oct. 14
Fit for a King (RKO Radio Pictures)— Oct. 15
Over
the Coal
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Oct. 15
The Girl Said No
(Crand
National)— Oct. 16
In the Far East (Amkino) — Oct. 18
Ali Baba Goes to Town
(20th Century-Fox) — Oct. 22
The Perfect Specimen
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
Victoria the Great
( RKO Radio Pictures)
(c)
(a)

Eq

Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe
Film
RKO

20th

Low

RUNS

®

Belmont
Strand
55th St. Playhouse
Cinema de Paris
Paramount
Capitol
Rialto
Criterion
Globe
Cameo
Roxy
Strand
Music Hall

Follows current bill.

Beekman Must File Bill
Sheboygan Operators
Of Particulars in Suit
Get TOP. C. Wage Boost
Federal Judge John C. Knox yesterday granted the motion of Warner Brothers Corp., compelling
Beekman Film Corp., to file a bill
of particulars in connection with the
latter's infringement suit over their
picture "This Is America" in the
Warner Bros, picture "The Yanks
AreBeekman
Coming."alleged in its complaint
that Jack L. Warner and other officials of Warner Bros, viewed the
film "This Is America" and used its
contents in "The Yanks Are Coming." Beekman must now answer
in specific terms, who saw the picture, and when.
Trial of this action was stayed
last week pending depositions of
Jack Warner, vice-president in
charge of production, in Los Angeles.

Nuovo Mondo Schedules
Filed in Federal Court

Coming and Goinc

Theater

Something
to Sing About
(Grand
National) — 4th week
The Cood
Earth
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)— 3rd week
High, Wide and Handsome
(Paramount Pictures) — 3rd week
Stage Door
( RKO
Radio
Pictures)
Wife, Doctor and Nurse
(20th Century-Fox)
Life Begins at College
(20th Century-Fox)
West
of Shanghai
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
This Way,
Please
(Paramount
Pictures)
Counsel
for Crime
(Columbia
Pictures)
Shadows
of the Orient
(Monogram
Pictures)
That Certain Woman
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
Footloose
Heiress
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
(a)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
High

Parade

Distributor

Milwaukee, Wis. — Jack Keegan,
zone manager for Warners, has announced signing of a contract with
the Operators' union in Sheboygan,
covering the circuit's Rex, Majestic
and Sheboygan theatres there. The
contract, which will expire Aug. 31,
1940, calls for an annual 10 per cent
wage increase, it was stated. Officers
of the Sheboygan union are Gottlieb
Kunstman, president; Orrin Kuether, vice-president; Henry Udovich,
secretary, and John Kunstman, Jr.,
business agent and chairman.

Three Cutting Rooms Use
Leventhal-Spence "Editor"

Paramount, Warners and March
of Time cutting rooms have installed
"The Editor," new, revolutionary
film "editing machine" designed by
J. F. Leventhal and John L. Spence
and now being manufactured by the
Akeley Camera, Inc.

Nuovo Mondo Motion Pictures, A F of L Moves to Unionize
Inc., who filed a voluntary petition
Office Help in Films, Etc.
in bankruptcy last August, have
filed in Federal Court a schedDenver — The American Federaule of liabilities totalling $23,833
tion of Labor made the first move
and assets of $48,658.
looking to the unionization of office
Leo R. Caruso, secretary of Nuovo help at a confab here Saturday as
Mondo, stated in his petition, how- the Federation continued its convention. It means opposition to the
ever, that most of the assets consists of a quantity of films and CIO activity among white collar
prints whose originals are owned workers in the film and other industries for the UOPWA.
by an Italian Corp., named UNEP.

CRECCRY
today from

LA
CAVA
Hollywood.

arrives

in

New

FRANCISKA CAAL leaves Los Angeles
New York by boat on Thursday.
HERBERT

WILCOX

and ANNA

NEAGLE

rive in New York from England tomorrow
the Aquitania, and leave immediately by p
for Ottawa.
CEORCE
J. SCHAEFER,
U. A. general
manager, arrives in New York today from
Coast where he spent a week viewing, and
ferring on, company's new season product.
ALICE FAYE is scheduled to arrive in
York early this week from
the Coast.
CEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN a
in New York today from Hollywood fc
month's vacation.
SOPHIE STEWART arrives in New
from
England on the Aquitania.

York

JOSEPH GREEN, president of Sphinx F
arrives in New York on Thursday from Ei
aboard
the Normandie.
LOUIShasCOLDSTEIN,
Columbia's
Brazil,
arrived in New
York on manager
a busii

vacation
America. trip after a three years' stay in S
GIOVANNI
MARTINELLI,
grand
opera
GENE
FOWLER,
writer, accompanied
by
FOWLERand FRED
LEISTER,
actor, arm
New York from Europe tomorrow on the t
tania.
ADELINE
winners
in
connection
New
York
land and
day.

KORISH
and
LOUISE
McCAl
a contest conducted
by M-C-i
with "Romeo and Juliet," sail
Friday on the Normandie
for
Shakespeare's
birthplace.

MAURICE CONN, president of Ambas
Pictures, leaves tomorrow for the Coas
air, having postponed his trip from last
ANTHONY
J. XYDIAS,
president
Productions,
Inc., has arrived
in
from Hollywood.

of S
New

DAVE RUBINOFF goes to Milwaukee fo
Food Show Oct. 18, after which he sta
concert tour.
J. C. WILSON, stage producer, is en
from New York to England aboard the Bri
SIDNEY FOX, stage and screen actress
turns to New York today from Hot Springs
CHARLES COBURN, signed to a one-p
pact by M-G-M,
left for the Coast yesti

Watch Presented to Wee
George
W. Weeks, former
eral sales manager
for GB,
presented with a gold watch Sa
day at a luncheon given in his b
by home office and exchange
sonnel at the Hotel Astor.

OCTOBER
11
Lillian Hackett
Maurice Pivar
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HOWMEN'S

TRADE REVIEW says:—

Picture should be outstanding money-maker!"

Monday, Oct. 11, 193
=V

* DAILY:

KUYKENOALL TO SOUNI
EXHIBS. ON 3 ISSUE!

EXPECT 300 AT SMPE'S
NEW YORK MEETING

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

equipment and production technique
will be presented. Special sessions
will be devoted to photography and
laboratory practice, sound recording
and reproduction and other phases
of the industry which are of interest to the motion picture engineer.
A special session will be held
tonight at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories where two demonstrations will be given which may forecast coming developments in talkpictures. "Stereophonic"
or third
dimension
sound will be exhibited
in an ERPI demonstration in which
dialogue and sound effects appear
to come directly from their origin
on the screen. A demonstration in
three dimensional motion pictures
will be given by G. W. Wheelwright,
3rd, of the Land-Wheelwright
Laboratories of Boston.
The annual Progress Medal and
the Journal award will be presented
at the Society's banquet Wednesday
night. The medal is awarded annually to the individual who has
contributed most to the advancement of motion picture engineering.
The Journal Award is given to the
author of the most outstanding
paper published
the Society's
Journal
during thein previous
year.
Charles C. Pettijohn, General
Counsel of the MPPDA, will be a
banquet speaker.
A special luncheon will be held
today. Speakers include Louis Nizer, secretary of the New York
Film Board of Trade, and Martin
Quigley, publisher.
Two demonstrations of television
will be given by RCA for SMPE
members. They are set for 8 and
9:15 p.m. on Thursday on the 62nd
floor of the RCA Building. Dr. B. E.
Shackelford will be in charge of the
demonstration for RCA.

Audubon Theater's Sale
For $650,000 Is Okayed
{Continued from Page 1)

Broadway, and an 18-story office
building, said to be fully rented.
Purchasers will make a cash payment of $11,250 with the balance
subject to a first mortgage of
$638,750.
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for
Fox Theatres Corp., who consummated the sale, recently appraised
the property for $537,242 in connection with tax reductions, but stated
it has a book value listing of $512,877.
In 1935 the Audubon Amusement
Co., leased the theatre for 10 years
at a yearly rental of $25,000 plus
an additional 17% per cent of the
gross receipts above that amount.
The office portion of the theatre was
leased in 1936 for a 10-year period
at an annual rental of $13,250 plus
BO per cent of the gross over $16,500.

• •
• IDEAL TYPE of contest aiming to raise the level
of public taste in photoplays
the M-G-M project just
concludedthein Notebook
conjunctionEducational
with showings
of "Romeowasand open
Juliet"
Competition
to
teachers, students, club women,
and intelligent moviegoers
everywhere
it has been estimated that the nation-wide
competition had over 100,000 people directly interested
as in many instances the winners of a local contest such as a
student body might have comprised two to three thousand entries
the winners eligible to compete for the main prizes
represented all walks in life and from all states
the
two lucky winners will receive free trips to William Shakespeare's home, Stratford-on-Avon, sailing on the Normandie on
Oct. 15
Howard Dietz and Billy Ferguson have again
demonstrated their skill in originating a big national campaign
of a high order that is bound to add prestige to the entire
industry
T
T
T
• •
• A
BLEAT
from
Will
Green
not
about The Lambs
about "Vaudeville"
ever hear
your Old Daddy talk about that Ancient Form of Entertainment ?
Will started reminiscing over that kolyum anent
the tenth anniversary
of the talking picture
he also
was there the opening nite of "The Jazz Singer" at the Warner
theater
he immediately went out and ordered some embalming fluid for vaudeville
many other vaude producers were present, and for the first time in his life Mister
Green says he was outbid for an aspirin
so now he
makes a suggestion: All the "lay-offs" should get in front of
the Wailing Wall at the Palace theater and say "Kadish" for
the villain who cut flesh out of all theaters
that, he
maintains, would be a Real Anniversary
Bill's not sore
just sad

T

▼

T

• •
• FUTURE LUNCHEONS of AMPA will be held at
the International Casino
Broadway and 45th
a
private room has been hired, with a public-address
system
there will be adequate seating and serving faciities for
200 persons
an elaborate program is being prepared for
the inaugural shindig, the committee announces
more
tomorrow
T
T
T
• • ©ITEM in Dan Walker's column in the News: "Ben
Bernie has quit the band business and will hereafter consider
himself a comedian."
well, there's no harm in Ben considering it
the trick is to be one
T
T
T
• •
• TALKING of Dan Walker
at last we have
a Broadway columnist who can take the squibs his stooges feed
him
and top them with a clever tag line of his own
first time it's ever been done
outside of this
kolyum
note the sample
above
tut, tut
it's a Gift
T
T
T
• •
• FIRST
SALE
scored by the well known
syndicate writers Michael Raymond and Bob Muesel
to Paramount
their yarn is tagged "Emergency Squad"
they are gnawing on another, which they hope to sell
an aviation adventure
"Bad Boy of the Air."
T
T
T
• •
• HALLOWE'EN DANCE ...... to be held by the
New York Warner Club
a Masquerade
at the
clubrooms on West 44th
Friday eve, Oct. 22
committee on arrangements consists of chairman Harry Mayer
club prexy Arthur Sachson
A. W. Schwalberg,
Ralph Budd, Irving Birnbaum
the dance starts at 8
... • Arthur Kay, radio mimic and character voice of varied
Max Fleischer and Terrytoon cartoons, has been engaged for
the new Ed Wynn show, "Hooray for What," now in rehearsal.

«

«

«

»

»

»

(2) trade practice complaints ai
proposals; (3) defense of theate
against adverse legislation and di
criminatory tax burdens; (4) actu
effect of radio broadcasting by pi
ture stars on the box office; (f
plans to improve business and th
ater management; (6) cut-rate con
petition and business conditions; ('.
public relations in the communif
of the local theaters, and (8) plai
and features for the next MPTO
national convention.
Kuykendall's tentative itinerary
as follows: Today and all week, L<
Angeles, Hollywood Knickerbock;
Hotel; Oct. 18-19, San Francisc
Hotel St. Francis; Oct. 20-21, Por
land, Ore., Hotel Multnomah; Oc
21-25, Seattle, Hotel Olympic; Oc
26-27, Salt Lake City, Hotel Utal
Oct. 28-31, Denver, Hotel Cosnv
politan; Nov. 1-2, Omaha, Hot
Fontenelle; Nov. 3-4, Kansas Cit
Hotel Muehlebach; Nov. 5-8, Okl;
homa City, Hotel Oklahoma Bil
more; Nov. 9-10, Dallas, Hot
Adolphus.

Await Stipulation Okay
In Conn. Bank Night Te
{Continued from Page 1)

town, by Judge Alfred E. Baldw.
of the Superior Court. Prompt!
after receipt of such approval, tl
case will be appealed to the Si
preme Court of Errors for tru
State.

Racine, Wis. — State investigatic
into a new "bank night insuranc
plan" has resulted in the arrest «
Albert Von Stronstorf, a sponsor »
the idea, on charge of violating th;
state trading stamp act and sellin
with pretense of prize. Von Stroi
storf has been freed on $500 ba
and hearing in the action is schet
uled for late October.

Three Detroit Exhibitors
Fined in Giveaway Driv
Detroit — Three fines of $20 apie<
for conducting Skillful Screeno col
tests were assessed by Judg
Thomas F. Maher. Theater open
tors fined were: Burton W. Londo'
for
the for
Lincoln
Theater;
Melv' i
Doerfler,
operating
a game
London's Courtesy Theater, an)
Clare Winnie for the Dix Theate
All are west side houses, affected !
a police drive against giveaways.

Joseph Green, president r"of tb;
Green
Sphinx
Films,Brings
arrives"Jeste
Thursday «
the Normandie from Poland with
print of his latest Yiddish musici
comedy, "The Jester." Green wi«;
upon arrival, arrange for a Broac
way
of "The itJester"
next showing
month, offering
in the earl|
sans
manner in which he presented Molfy
Picon's "Yiddle with His Fiddle." i

There's No Getting
Away From It

IT'S THE

OF THE
CENTURY!

A

I

Warner Bros. Will Show You Wh
When they deliver, as promised, the biggest male

JOAN
BL(
HUGH HERBERT. ♦ EDW4

DICK FORAN • BEVERLY
ALLEN JENKINS • Direcl
Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine, Lawrence
Written by Samuel Hopkins Adams, author of 'It

!
Pictures
MOTION
'Em
Call
Chey
xe on celluloid today
' E-MOTIO,
It's the kind today's audiences
demand . . . gay and glamorous,
rollicking, reckless romance in
the never-to-be-forgotten tempo
of 'It Happened One Night' . . .
and written by the same author
for Flynn's first modern-dress
role in nearly a year!

COM-MO

1

Only the year's comi-casting coup
could unite so many top-ranking
mirth-merchants (names to more
than fill any marquee) in a single
picture. So keep an eye on your
projectionist . . . there has to be
someone in the house who isn't
rolling in the aisles !

PRO-MO
It's the head-start on your competitor you get only from Warners
... a sensational coast-to-coast
Scripps-Howard full page co-op
campaign covering 24 major daily
papers, reaching over 5 million
readers and ticket buyers !

And The Critics

oecond the
EVERETT HORTON
JRTS • MAY ROBSON
MICHAEL GURTIZ
e* Brewster Morse and Fritz Falkenstein
j,One Night* ! • A First National Picture

kLJ.

"A sure hit picture."— boxoffice
"Will have 'em rolling in the
aisles."
—film daily
"All title implies for perfect entertainment." — L. A. HERALD EXPRESS
"So many sure-fire elements must
insure solid amusement and excellent business." —VARIETY DAILY
"Perfect cast, smooth direction,
excellent production . . . it's a
boxoffice combination."
—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Monday, Oct. 11, 1937,
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TELE, TRANSMITTER
READY EARLY IN 1938
(Continued from Page
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hausive tests. The frequency range
required to transmit high frequency pictures extends up to 2,500,000 cycles. Each transmitter has a
IVz kilowatt output with 30 k.w.
peak modulation. The power consumed in producing this output is
estimated at about 400 kilowatts.
Ranging in length from 10 inches to
4 feet. 24 water-cooled tubes, which
were especially developed for use
on ultra high frequencies, are in
the two transmitters.
The main power units, consisting
of transformers housed in a fireproof vault and motor generator
units placed in a specially constructed room, will be concentrated on
the 73rd floor of the Chrysler tower
which has been strengthened to bear
the additional weight.
On the 74th floor will be installed
the transmitters, connected with a
power distribution panel 16 by 7
feet and a transmitter panel 46 feet
long in which the right half will be
devoted to audio and the left half to
vidio equipment. Operation of the
transmitter will be checked by a
control desk in the center of this
panel.
The studio is to be set up directly
over the main waiting room of the
terminal in a space 40 feet high,
230 feet long and 50 feet wide.
There is room for two large studios
as well as dressing rooms, laboratories, etc., but only one of these
studios will be constructed at first.
The type of antenna best suited
to the Chrysler tower is still to be
decided on the basis of current tests.

THE

WEEK
Will

Hays'

IN REVIEW
#$

Appraisal — KRS

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

have already greeted initial 1937-38
features establishes the fact that
"artistic and social significance can
go hand in hand with box-office
success"; (b) filmland is beginning
to reap l'esults of years of educational effort by production of pathfinding pictures and by constantly
adding to variety of entertainment
themes; (c) outstanding films of
new season show sense of highest
showmanship; and that studios reveal commendable trend toward use
of themes dramatizing important
episodes and events in American
history. He predicted that the cartoon motion picture will enter a
new phase this year, and pop and
classical music will be dominant
factors in 1937-38 pix.

*

*

*

Rental

Action

Star-Times poll showed double features have firm hold on city, with
patrons favoring this policy by wide
margin and expressing preference
for musical pix ... A national survey of the 16 mm. field to determine amount of production, employment, capital and other vital
information, has been launched by
Motion Picture Division of the Department of Commerce . . . Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, RCA consultant,
stated that upwards of $10,000,000
has been expended on television
development to date by all experimenters, and current research appropriations may total between one
and two million dollars a year . . .
Major circuit heads stated their willingness to discard giveaways and
games from New York City houses
if all other theaters do likewise.
Statement was in form of a reply
to ITOA which had declared 240
memberinate theaters
this policy. are willing to elim-

David O. Selznick stated on his
arrival in New York from the Coast
that no plans for distribution of his
company's product existed beyond FOREIGN
his present commitment to UA
(Continued from Page 1)
which will be completed this winforth,
it
was stated, supers would
ter, although he disclosed that he
has "offers from practically every be booked on percentage only. Decision was aimed at combating over* *
*
1 o n g programs. Announcement
company."
Majors were reported planning brought prompt and widespread
production of seven series of shorts exhib opposition, with the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Assn. taking a
as part of their venture into eduand promising a decational film field. These pix, it serious view
termined battle.
was said, will be made by re-edit#
*
*
ing features that are more than a
Cable
from
the
British
metropolis
year old.
* *
*
declared that Stuart Doyle, promMPTOA leaders scoffed at reports
inent Australian film executive had
that a merger of that organization announced plans for a productionwith Allied was being contemplated. distribution-exhibition setup of his
10-Point Advancement
During the seven days' span a own. Doyle, it stated, is convinced
Held Up to Distributors spokesman for MPTOA declared that the British Empire alone is
body has no intention of divorcing the major market for pictures pro(Continued from Page 1)
the UMPTO Philly unit in playdate
duced in England. Production is to
Kuykendall says that the proposals and buying strike there against be begun by Doyle in six months,
are not being advanced for two rea- Paramount, and that a "hands off" and financial backing is already
sons; first, because the organiza- policy is being adhered to.
completed.
* *
*
* *
*
tion's pleas for reconsideration of
the original proposals in instances
News flashed from Minneapolis
R.
K.
Hawkinson,
Latin-Ameriwhere they were rejected in whole toward the end of the week that
can sales division manager for RKO
or in part have met with no re- Paramount had been granted a pre- Radio, arrived in Trinidad to open
sponse, and secondly, because the
liminary injunction against Allied headquarters for direct distribution
distributors "fail or refuse to take Theaters of the Northwest and a in the British West Indies. Gordon
the initiative in organizing, estab- group of Northwest exhibs, in con- New was appointed manager of the
lishing and financing the proposed
nection with the buying strike on new branch office.
local joint boards of conciliation, Paramount product, and in PhiladelArthur W. Kelly, vice president
which a majority of the distributors
phia Para's appeal from an adverse of UA in charge of foreign distriapprove in principle in their replies, decision
in its injunction proceedings
bution announced appointment of
to make effective seven of the ten there against UMPTO was argued
Maj. Charles Tebay as special repin
the
Circuit
Court
of
Appeals.
Deresentative for that company in
proposals."
cision was reserved.
"It is squarely up to the distributhe BWI territory, with Port of
* *
*
tors," the bulletin reads in part, "as
Spain, Trinidad as headquarters.
to whether anything further is acOther salient events included:
same time, Kelly named Viccomplished in the way of organized Word from St. Louis, that, despite At the
tor J. Schochet to managership of
self-regulation of unfair trade prac- reported anti-dual sentiment na- the UA office just opened in Lima,
tices to curb excesses, restrain
tionally, results of F & M-St. Louis Peru.
abuses and prevent injustices in the
commercial operation of our busi-

«

REVIEWS

M

"The Awful Truth"

with Irene Dunne and Cary Grant
Columbia
90 Mins
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
HIGHLY AMUSING ROMANTIC COM
EDY SHOULD REGISTER HEAVY LAUGh
TOTAL IN PRACTICALLY EVERY TYP!
OF THEATER.
This romantic comedy should register ;
heavy total of laughs in practically ever)
type of theater.
Although
Arthur
Rich
man's play offered a slight plot, Directoi
Leo McCarey has furnished a highly amusing picture that is full of sophisticated and
subtle foolery.
Some
slapstick has beer
introduced
at appropriate
moments
and
bring belly laughter.
Everett Riskin rate;
credit as associate producer.
Vina Delmai
contributed a sparkling screenplay full oi
laughs and clever dialogue.
Irene Dunn.-.
is delightful as the wife of Cary Grant]
who divorces him in a pique, but who stil
loves him and adroitly makes him continue
to love her.
Cary Grant is grand as the
sophisticate,
suspicious
of his wife anci
constantly
trying to "rib" her, while sh*i
is being courted by Ralph Bellamy, a dull

but
Alexander
does wealthy
well as Oklahoman.
a French music
teacher,D'Arc
whe
is suspected by Grant.
Cecil Cunningham
Esther
Dale,
Molly
Lamont
and
Joyct
Compton
are among
the important
prin
cipals.
After their divorce, by court rul
ing, Grant is allowed to make certain visit: i
to Irene Dunne's home to visit their dog
"Mr. Smith."
Grant does everything pos
sible to embarrass Irene, and she, in turn
plays tricks on him.
Bellamy courts her
but she is finally bored with him.
Grant
becomes
interested
in Molly Lamont,
31
heiress, but Irene manages to spoil thei
fun and embarrass Grant. Grant and Irene
five minutes before their divorce decree II
to become final, patch up their differences
Cast: Irene Dunne, Cary Grant, Ralpt
Bellamy, Alexander D'Arcy, Cecil Cunning.i
ham, Molly Lamont, Esther Dale, Joyci
Compton, Robert Allen, Robert Warwick
Mary Forbes.
A Leo McCarey Production; Associate
Producer, Everett Riskin; Director, Leo Mc
Carey; Author, Arthur Richman; Screen
play, Vina Delmar; Editor, Al Clark; Cami
erman, Joseph Walker; Art Directors
Stephen Goosson, Lionel Banks; Musica^
Director, Morris Stoloff; Music by Bet.
Oakland; Lyrics by Milton Drake.
Direction, Deft. Photography, Fine.

Abram F. Myers Will Address
Michigan
(Continued from Allied
Page 1) Pari-

be Abram F. Myers, general coupsel of Allied States Association
Business sessions open Tuesday aft:
ernoon at 1:30, with a banquet a
the evening.
Interest in the convention cenl,
ters on the aftermath of recent with:
drawals of a large proportion J
Allied members to join Cooperate
Theaters of Michigan, along witlj
the resignation of Henderson Ml
Conn. Allied to Meet
Exchange Union to Meet
ness."
New Haven — Allied Theatres of Richey, who was Allied general mani]
New Haven — A. F. of L. unit No.
ager for many years and a formej
Variety Club to Elect
41B of exchange employees will Connecticut will hold a regular semi- national officer of Allied States.
monthly
luncheon
meeting
at
the
Indianapolis — Local Variety Club
Invitations to attend the banquet!
will elect officers Nov. 1. Initiation hold a meeting after office hours to- Hofbrau Haus tomorrow. Joseph F. although not the sessions, were seir|!
day at the Garde Hotel, with Kath- Reed of Washington Depot will
of new members is scheduled for the
to Richey and all former members) i
erine Fitzgerald presiding.
same date.
as well.
preside.

-.

\
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"JUUU" WHO'S
from
Hollyw
ood
"£ots
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD
LTOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD will
c" become
an internationally
fanous "avenue of remembrances" if
, plan suggested by John Blystone
s carried through.
And Hollywood,
:,! vith its now active Chamber
of
Commerce
and other civic bodies
'nd its equally interested film industry people, is just the place to
>ee such a project through
to a
uccessful conclusion.

•

•

•

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

•

15 3

CAMUEL
G. ENGEL.
Associate producer.
Born in Woodridge,
N. Y.
At3
tended Union University at Schenectady, and Columbia University. An
alumnus member of Pho Pi Phi fraternity. While
in his early twenties, began writing fiction.
Executives at 20th Century-Fox, attracted by
the knowledge of dramatics that he displayed
in his stories, signed him in 1936 as a writer

!'|* Blystone feels that some
steps
'i'trhould be taken to perpetuate the
''lames and memories of those men
"" I nd women who have made Holly""■irood the world's city of glamour.
G'J'-Ce suggests that a statue or a stone
! il'ionument of some kind be erected

on the screen adaptation of "Sins of Man."
"Stowaway," the Shirley Temple picture, followed, and so outstanding was his work on
that film that he was elevated to an associate
producership, a post he now fills. Married to

Miss Ruth Franklin Dec. 4, 1936.
"I'j'l every block on Hollywood Boule" yard.
He believes that possibly
> :* iese might be built in the form of
't 4 -rinking fountains
or everlasting
Hedda Hopper has been assigned "Swing High, Swing Low." Loesser
i!|t>5st stations,
with
comfortable
and Sherwin have written numbers
D'j'iaded benches on each.
He be- an important role in "Tarzan's Refor
Walter Wanger and B. P. Schul'.'j'eves that in this way the story
venge," which D. Ross Lederman is
H 'if the industry could be told in directing for Principal Productions. berg Productions.
T
▼
T
▼
T
T
1:4 irved words and faces.
T
T
T
Don Blanding, poet and authority
Bobby
Breen,
busy
in
"Stowaways
' Ben Blue has been added to the in Paradise," for Principal Produc- on Hawaii, who wrote "Stowaways
tions, will not do any radio work In Paradise," for Principal ProducHst
of
Paramount's
"College
tions, has started a lecture tour of
rwing," which goes into production until Jan. 1. He will star in a radio
irly next month, with such other serial, "The Singing Kid," but no what he describes as the "chicken
msters
as Martha
Raye,
Jack sponsorship has been announced.
men's clubs).pea soup" circuit (woand green
▼
T
T
akie, Burns
and Allen, Charles
▼
t
▼
Burton Lane, Frank Loesser and
putterworth and Victor Moore unj;r the direction of Raoul Walsh. Manning Sherwin have been assignCasting assignments — Warner
ed to write the musical score for Bros.: Thomas Jackson, Frank
jlue attracted much attention by his
Swing," at Paramount. Shannon and Ralph Sanford,
[fork in "College Holiday," "Thrill "College
vf a Lifetime"
and "Artists and Lane has had one or more of his "Blondes At Work"; Columbia: Wyn
odels."
Blue is also pencilled in numbers in every Paramount musi- Cahoon and David Carlyle, "Murder
cal since the first of the year and in Swingtime"; Arthur Loft, Ver,t a role in Bing Crosby's "Paris
with Ralph Freed, wrote the song,
jn oneymoon."
non Dent and Al Herman, "Carni-

rand National Accounts
75%

Ahead

of Last Year

Ambassador's Exchange
I Stage Hands and League
Setup Ready in 90 Days
To Sign New Pact Today

{Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

(person, president, said Saturday.
sals covering new product have
en closed with Loew's circuit in
2W York and in the "A" situations
roughout the country.
Other circuit deals, Alperson said,
flude the entire RKO circuit, Fox
est Coast houses in Los Angeles,
in Francisco, Milwaukee, Kansas
fty, St. Louis, Denver
and Salt
ke City; Sparks circuit, Publixncey, Saenger Theaters, Griffith
cuit, Warner circuit in Ohio and
;sconsin, Great States, Starr cirt of Nashville, Chesebrough cirv. it of Cincinnati, Sterling Theaters
Shearer circuit of Seattle, Har. i Amusement
Co. of Pittsburgh,
ea Chain, Inc., and the Butterfield
jeuit of Michigan.
Il
also announced that of
[on jUperson
65 Grand
National
features
eduled for the new season, 17
re been completed and seven will
before the cameras within the
:t month.

individually operated, each exchange
wilj be known as Ambassador Pictures, Inc.
Conn, who had planned to fly to
the Coast Friday, has delayed his
departure until tomorrow. He will
return to New York next week to
meet Thomas A. Branon, distributor
of Ambassador product in eight
southeastern states.
Richard J. Pearl, studio manager,
has been promoted to production
manager, Conn announced. Pearl's
duties will be taken over by his former assistant, Harry Reif .
Salt Lake City Exchange

Providing for a restoration of pay
to the 1932 level and adding 25 cents
an hour to the overtime scale for
some union members, the new twoyear contract between Theatrical
Protective
No. 1,ofstagehands'
union, and Union
the League
New York
Theatres, producers' combination,
was to be signed today. The contract
was formally approved by the union
late last week.
A new agreement between producers and musicians is in the final
stage, according to William Feinberg, secretary of Local 802 of the
American Federation of Musicians,
who said the union would confer
with League officials Tuesday.

val Lady"; RKO Radio: Solly Ward
and Ivan Lebedeff, "Women Have
A Way"; Universal: William Hall,
"International Spy"; 20th Century
Fox: Phyllis Brooks, "Blonde Moll";
Una Merkel, "Checkers"; Alan Baxter, "Big Town Girl"; Monogram:
Milburn Stone, "Romance of the
Limberlost"; Paramount: Muriel
Barr, Gus Glassmire, Mary MacLaren, Tiny Newland, Lita Marty,
Maude Fealy, Demetrius Alexis,
Alexander Leftwich, Leon Novello,
George Calliga, Cesar Vanoni, Ed
Cecil, Ernesto Morelli, Walter
Shumway, Lillian Harmer, Blanche
Begon, Ruth Robinson, Foy Van
Dolsen, Robert Terry, Ray Flynn,
Harry Woods, Jack Rutherford,
Carey Harrison, Jack Clifford,
Charles Brokaw, Monte Montague
and Maston Williams, "The Big
Broadcast ofT 1938."
T
T
Don Baruch, New York stage producer, joins Metro as story consultant and assistant to Jack Cummings,
producer. Baruch produced such
plays aswith
"I, Myself,"
"Abide
Me" and "Little
"Hitch Shot,"
Your
T

T

▼

Milton Berle will plane in from
Chicago Sunday and begin work
immediately
in "Radio
City Revels."
Wagon." this
Following
assignment
he will
play
an important
"Room
Service",
to be madepart
by in
RKO.
▼
T
T
Laurel and Hardy have been resigned by Hal Roach to a contract
for two years and productions will
be more costly than any previous
Laurel and Hardy pictures.

Lincoln Houses' Policies
Switched by Westland

Co.

Lincoln, Neb. — Westland Theaters
made a complete about face of policy
here this week and changed the
price and clientele keel of their two
houses. Varsity, hitherto the class
house, this week jumped to twobits top from 15 cents and going
single feature, will be shifted immediately back to a steady western
spot. On the other hand, the actioner
and present western spot, the Kiva,
is to be the class and run house.
Reason is that the Kiva, 440 iseats,
is unable to operate profitably with
the low price, and the Varsity, 1,100,
has too many seats for the amount
of grade A product available for it.

"Spanish Earth" Passed
by Edward A. Golden, sales chief.
By Pennsylvania Censors
Memphis and Albany also reached
Monogram's Salt Lake City ex- their quotas, coming in second and
change won the first award as the third places respectively. Branches
Philadelphia
Earth"
been passed —by "Spanish
the Pennsylvania
office obtaining the highest percent- receiving awards as leaders in their has
censors and will play the Europa
age of quota in the national stand- respective divisions are: Milwaukee, Theater here and the Art Cinema,
ing in Monogram's 10-week sales Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis and Pittsburgh.
drive, according to an announcement Salt Lake City.
Wins

Monogram's

Drive

DAILY NEWS
'The Music Hall has a hit in 'Stage Door.' . . . One leaves the theatre with
a feeling of satisfaction at having witnessed a perfectly grand show .
All the performances are so absolutely right that it is hard to choose
among

to

them . . . Ginger Rogers is superb in the handling of the snappy,

incisive dialog which keeps the audiences in stitches . . . Miss Hepburn
rises to dramatic moments with a fine show of histrionics . . . One of the
most entertaining pictures of the Fall season."

— Kate Cameron

N.Y. TIMES z
TO

"Not merely a brilliant picture, but as well a magnificently devastating

reply on Hollywood's part to all the catty little remarks that Georg
Kaufman and Edna Ferber had made about it in their play. . . . It is wittier
than the original, more dramatic than the original, more
the original, more

cogent than the original."

OV£-

meaningful

than

0¥£-

— Frank 5. Nugent

HERALD-TRIBUNE

: KiOV£.

"Brilliantly written, directed and acted . . . a far more satisfying enter
tainment than the play ... if has such a burden of emotional power that
it betters its stage prototype

as an exciting and moving

tribute to the

abiding fascination of the theatre . . . A brilliant, witty and moving show
— Howard Barnes

*

t

o

DAILY MIRROR
"Startling in its daring, the idea of teaming arty Katharine Hepburn

and

realistic Ginger Rogers in the Ferber -Kaufman 'Stage Door' has proved
an inspired one. Their roles might have been written for them. Backed by
a great cast which includes Adofphe

Menjou, the co-stars give the show

of their lives . . . All the fans will relish 'Stage Door.' . . .In acting, directing, writing, it represents the finest flower of movie craftsmanship."
— Bland Johaneson

OV£.

V

WORLD-TELEGRAM
"RKO

has kicked over most of the traces of Edna Ferber and George

zw OV£-!

Kaufman's 'Stage Door' and remodeled the essential idea into one of
liveliest and most ingratiating talkies of the season . . . A vastly entertaining picture, and one
underwrite

as a Hollywood

that moviegoers,

as well as playgoers,

triumph over Broadway."

— George

will
Ross

JOURNAL-AMERICAN

z IV av£.S
ne

"A stimulating, hugely entertaining picture ... If brings Katharine
Hepburn back to the spot she occupied ... if brings new laurels to Ginge

Rogers ... If brings still more applause to Adolphe Menjou. . . . Under the
expert guidance of Director Gregory La Cava 'Stage Door ' takes its place
as one of the season's best."
—Rose Pelswick

N. Y. SUN
"One
while.

of the funniest, best-made

films that has come

The Music Hall, accustomed

i 1\!are.!

along for quite

to fine pictures, can make

'Stag

Door' quite at home, which is just as well. This is a picture that should
remain at the big theatre for two or three weeks ... If would be missing
a lot to miss this one."

— Eileen Creelman

N. Y. POST

1?
: IV

"If you are thinking of going to the movies once in the next three weeks

this is it! . . . It's the top in entertainment . . . The picture gives just about
everything you want for ninety-one minutes. Whereupon you can

back and wish that all the other pictures attempting the hill-and-dale run
from comedy

and tragedy, and return, could achieve the same balance."
— Archer Winsten

av£R .K sO
RADIO
PICTURES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!

u

Jessie MATTHEWS
The Number

One Girl of the Box-Office

Lovelier, More

Entrancing

Than Ever

with

Nat Pendleton • Barry Mackay
Noel Madison

r

Directed by SONNIE HALE • Music & Lyrics
by Sam Lerner, Al Goodhart, Al Hoffman

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
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Northwest Allied to Appeal Paramount s Pr^SSsihcrlry Sfay

INFAIR FOREIGN RESTRICTIONS RAPPED jY GOLDEN
J. S. Supreme Court Will Hear Licensing Rights Case
[ants Certiorari Writ in General Talking PicturesElectrics Suit
||Miii0t0»

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

"Third-Dimension" Sound Gives

New

Film

Effect

A demonstration of "stereophonic" or third-dimension sound in which dialogue and
sound effects come directly from the point of origin on the screen proved an entirely
new film effect at last night's session of the SMPE's 42nd semi-annual convention.
The demonstration was staged at Bell Telephone Laboratories. J. P. Maxfield, who
directed the demonstration, said the process was ready for introduction.

Vashington — The U. S. Supreme
irt yesterday consented to hear
case of General Talking Pices Corp. vs. Western Electric Co.,
nting a petition for a writ of
iiorari. The case involves licensrights under the patent pooling
angement of RCA, Western ElecCo., Erpi and the American
That a definite arrangement will
?phone and Telegraph Co.
be reached shortly between RKO
enera!
Talking
Pictures
ap- Radio and Herbert Wilcox, British
(Continued
on Page 7)
film producer, whereby the latter
will make a number of pictures annually in England for the American
company, was indicated yesterday
by sources close to the negotiations.
Wilcox, who arrives in New York
from London on the Aquitania today en route to Ottawa where he
will attend the initial public showes Woines — Central States Theing on this side of the Atlantic of
Corp., has announced a raise
"Victoriaon the
has
Page Great,"
8)
dmission prices for the five the- his film, {Continued
s they operate in Iowa, changfrom 36c to 41c. In contrast, Lichtman Sailing to Speed
,ral States is lowering rates for
raska. For towns where admis- M-G-M Brit. Producing Plans
was formerly 35c, the rate is
Al Lichtman is expected to sail
i 15c until 3 p. m., and then 25c,
special student tickets being Friday on the Normandie, for England where he will further develop
d at 26c. This action was taken
use of crop failures in Nebraska. M-G-M's plans for British production.(Continued
Lichtman ison expected
to conpage 5)

EXPECT WILCOX-RKO MGM STARTING RADIO
DEAL TO BE CLOSED PREVIEWS ON NOV. 4

NTRAL STATES IOWA
RICES UP, NEB., GUT

to Leave Wanger
for Buchanan Co. Post

Wei* Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A radio preview of
an M-G-M picture will be included
in each Maxwell House coffee program starting Nov. 4, according to
Bill Bacher, who will produce the
show. The previews will run 18
minutes.
The plan calls for the introduction of one or more M-G-M personalities who have never been on the
air before, with Igor Gorin set as
the first player for the opening program. A master of ceremonies is
expected to be named this week.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Directors
Guild yesterday filed a petition with
Dr. Towne Nylander, regional director of the(.Continued
Nationalon Labor
Relations
Page 8)

Jo U. S. Pix Spot for Duke

K. C. Clearance Squawks
Minneapolis — Allied Theaters of
Northwest, through its counsel,
Referred to Distributors the
Louis Schwartz, will file an appeal

Page

4)

'he
Windsor
not coming
r to Duke
take aof post
in the isAmerican
pix
jstry.
k report to that effect, finding pubtion first on the Coast and then
pied by a news service, was disced formally with a "no basis"
ment by Will H. Hays yesterday.

SMPE'S CONVENTION
NAMES NEW OFFICERS
In an election which did not include the office of president, which

Para. Victory in Minneapolis Strike
Suit to be Appealed by Allied Group

on

U. S. Official
Wiping out unfair . measures
abroad where "inherently unreasonable" taxes and complex restrictions
continue to be "slapped on" was
urged by Nathan D. Golden, chief
of the Motion Picture Division of
the U. S. Dept. of Commerce, at the
opening annual
session
42nd atsemiconventionof oftheSMPE
the
Hotel Pennsylvania yesterday.
"I am of the opinion that in certain cases our motion picture industry may be justified in taking a
strong and positive stand with the
object of bringing about the rectification
of unfair onmeasures"
Golden
(Continued
Page 8)

rs'
be DirectoAgency
SDG Asks
S. K. Wolf holds for the remaining
Sole toBargaining

dney Bush, for the last year
er Wanger's New York repretive, joins Buchanan & Co. as
pt executive to handle the 20th
(Continued

Strong Stand by Industry to
End Them Urged by

today or tomorrow against the preKansas City, Kans. — Replying to
liminary injunction granted to Parathe local Chamber of Commerce
mount in connection with the "buyers'
strike"
on Paramount product.
intervention to'
Will Hays'
plea
obtainforfirst-runs
for this city, Gab- Al Steffes, president of Northwest
riel L. Hess, MPPDA counsel, in a Allied, has instructed Schwartz to
an early hearing in the
letter received
here yesterday ad- petition for
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 5)

year of his term, E. A. Williford,
of National Carbon Co., was named
financial vice-president of the SMPE
(.Continued

on

Page

8)

Sponsored Newsreel Plan
Said Talked by Universal
Universal was described yesterday
by sources close to the company as
"amenable" to a deal, in the event
any such (Continued
arrangement
be adon Page can
5)
Columbus Day Observance
Columbus Day along New York's Film
Row offices
features
"discovery"
most
willthe
observe
the eventthat
by
closing for the afternoon at least.
Shutting down at 1 p.m. are RKO
Radio, Columbia, United Artists, M-CM, Warner Brothers, Grand National
and Monogram. 20th Century-Fox is
closed all day, while Paramount, Universal and Republic will carry on biz as
usual.
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FINANCIAL

Columbia Pictures will hold the
first of a series of three divisional
sales meetings next Saturday and
Sunday at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
with Abe Montague, general sales
manager, presiding. The sales meeting is in line with the company's
policy, as announced at the annual
sales meeting last year, to hold
during the year a series of territorial sessions with the branch managers and their staffs. Dates and
places of other meetings will be announced at a later date.
Headed by Abe Montague, the
home office contingent will leave for
Chicago late this week. Home office executives will include Joe McConville, Rube Jackter, Jerome Safron, Louis Astor, Lou Weinberg,
Max Weisfeldt, Hank Kaufman,
George Josephs and Milton Hannock.
Branches to be represented at the
sessions include Chicago, Detroit,
Washington, D. C, Milwaukee, Des
Moines, Minneapolis, St. Louis,
Omaha, Indianapolis, Kansas City,
/<
Pittsburgh, 'Cincinnati
and Cleveland.
5/8
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Net
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East. Kodak
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Montreal — All records for a sinSunday's
business
since the
house glewas
opened
were broken
by
"The Prisoner of Zenda" at the
Palace Theater over the week-end.

Chi. Operators Union
Sets $7.50 16 MM

Rate

Chicago — Executive committee of
the
Chicago
operators'
has
approved
a rate
of $7.50 union
per show
for commercial screenings of 16 mm.
pix. This is 50 per cent of the regular rate. Committee, okaying the
new contract with the circuits, has
waived the 5 per cent increase
granted for the month of September.

Weeks

Off for Michigan;

Weighing New

By RALPH

Coast

Bureau

WILK

of THE

FILM
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"

W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M general
sales31 "manager, said in New York
yesterday that he knew nothing
about the report of percentage reductions and reallocation of pictures on the West Coast.

250 Invited to Dinner
For A. H. Blank Dec. 9

SIDNEY WOLF, goes to Baltimore tomorrow
CHRIS DUNPHY, director of Paramount
studio publicity, arrived yesterday from th
Coast.
GEORGE WEEKS, former CB sales manage
leaves today for Ann Arbor, Mich., by auto
mobile.
DERRICK

DE MARNEY

Roxy Theater Bondholders Committee to make a valuation of the property and assets.

May
Roadshow
"Mayerling,"
goes"Mayerling"
into its fifth
week at the Filmarte Theater this
week and its second week at the
Lincoln theater in New Haven, Conn.
Friday it will have a simultaneous
opening at the Europa in Philadelphia and the Masque in Newark.
This will make the first time a foreign picture has ever played the latter house. Negotiations are under
way by Pax Films, Inc., to roadshow
the pix throughout the country.

Des Moines — Dec. 9 has been set
as the concluding dinner of the A.
H. Blank 25th anniversary drive
conducted by Tri-States Theaters.
Neil Agnew in New Orleans Letters of invitation have been sent
to 250, including presidents, general
to Iron Out Saenger Deal sales managers and district managers of producing companies, also
"Thunder" to Start
Neil F. Agnew, Joseph J. Unger to exchange managers in the terriand Oscar Morgan of Paramount
tory to attend. The occasion is a
"Thunder Over the Orient," twoare in New Orleans ironing out the three-months' business-getting drive reeler being distributed by David
Saenger Theaters Corp., deal which commemorating Blank's 25 years in Strong of Criterion Films, opens at
the World Theater today.
also includes the Saenger affiliates. the business.

arrives today on Hi

Aquitania.
J. E.with
PERKINS,
Paramount's
manageris fct
China
headquarters
in Shanghai,
route to New York.
FAY MARBE, following appearance at th
Paris Exposition, arrives in New York frwt
Europe
next Monday on the Queen
Mary.
TONY
MARTIN
stopping
New
York.at the

George W. Weeks, who resigned
recently as general sales manager
Hollywood — M-G-M has reduced for GB, leaves today by motor car
percentage rentals in this territory for Ann Arbor, Mich., his former
to 35 per cent from 40 per cent for home. Weeks will spend five or six
subsequent run houses charging less weeks in the middle west and will
then return to New York. He said
than 40 cents.
Metro also has reallocated a yesterday that he had several new
number of pictures on the 1936-37 connections under consideration.
program to lower classifications, including "Topper" and "Between
Brecher Asks $3,000 Fee
Two Women." Both pictures have
been shifted from the high flat rentLeo Brecher, motion picture theater owner and operator, yesterday
al group to the medium flat rental
classification.
filed an application in Federal
The reallocations followed meet- Court for a fee of $3,000, for serings between the Independent Thevices rendered during the Roxy Theater Owners of Southern California
ater reorganization, as an appraiser
the Roxy property. His petition
M-G-M's of
Hickey,
2"
A. sales
George
and
western
division
supervisor.
states that he was retained by the

31

MARKET
Bid
Asked
97

3/8

When the"Prisoner
of Zenda"
reached
holdover figure
at the
Aldine, Philadelphia, over the past
week-end, it marked the 76th holdover engagement for the picture
throughout the U. S. since its release Sept. 3. This record gives
"Prisoner of Zenda" an advantage
of 10 holdovers over "A Star Is
Born" in a comparable playing time.

Coming and Going

of
20th
Century-Fox
i
Warwick
during
his stay

DON AMECHE has returned to Hollywoo
following
a vacation
in New
York.
M. A. MOONEY, Cleveland branch managi
for Warners, returned there over the week-en
from
New York with MRS.
MOONEY.
Thursday.
MAURICE CONN flies back from the Co*
ETHEL

MERMAN,

long term
the Coast

contract
shortly.

who
with

recently
20th-Fox,

AL LICHTMAN, is expected
Europe Friday on the Normandie.
GEORGE

BURNS

and GRACIE

signed
leaves fc

to leave fc
ALLEN

arrite

in New York yesterday for a month's vacatiwl
EDWARD STEVENSON, studio stylist fi
RKO Radio, has arrived in New York from th
Coast
for a 10 days' business-vacation visit. I
NED E. DEPINET, vice president of RK»j
Radio, leaves New York tonight, accompany
ing HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA N EAGLE H
Ottawa.
S BARRET McCORMICK, director of ad«en|
tising-publicity for RKO; RALPH ROLAN. J'
tached to sales and advertising department!
and RICHARD HAESTIER, British press repre;
sentative, also leave New York tonight ft
Ottawa.

PAUL MUNI is en route from California I
New York on the liner Santa Paula, due he
Oct. 19.
HERB CROOKER, Warner publicity directt
left the home office yesterday for a weeti
swing through cities of Virginia on press eo
tacts.

ARTHUR CREENBLATT, CB eastern divisic
Haven.
manager, left New York yesterday for Ne
W. A. V. MACK, special sales represents!
five from GB's home office, is visiting e>;
changes in Omaha and Des Moines.
HELEN JEPSON, Metropolitan Opera sirrp
returns to New York tomorrow from «
Coast.

birthday:

OCTOBER

12

Joseph
CraufordS. Skirball
Kent
James Bradbury, Sr.
William
Nigh
Bob Doidge
Americo Aboaf
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1
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TO APPEAL PARA.'S
PRELIMINARY STAY
{Continued from Page

Michigan Allied Theaters
Opens Detroit Meet Today
Detroit — Allied Theaters of Michigan opens its annual two-day convention today with neither formal
speakers nor a list of prepared subjects for discussion on the schedule.
Only the speech by Abram Myers,
general counsel for Allied States Association, ison the official program.
Principal discussions are likely to
involve relations with Cooperative
Theaters of Michigan, which recently recruited a number of Allied members, and a membership campaign.
It is also likely that Michigan Allied's position with the national organization will be discussed.

Bush to Leave Wanger
for Buchanan Co. Post
( Continued from Page 1 )
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Century-Fox advertising on Nov. 1,
it became known yesterday. Bush
before his association with Wanger
was with Paramount for 12 years
both in New York and on the Coast
and with BKO for a year on the
Coast.

DEATH

RECORD

Edward Belasco
San Francisco — Funeral arrangements were pending here yesterday
for Edward Belasco, 63, West Coast
theatrical producer and brother of
the late David Belasco. He had been
ill for several years, but suffered a
fatal stroke on Saturday. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Anne Belasco; two children, Edward M. and
Barbara Anne Belasco, and a brother, Walter Belasco.
Bernard M. Moriarty
Springfield, Mass. — Bernard M.
Moriarty, vice-president of the Crescent Pictures Corp., died suddenly
in Los Angeles on Oct. 6.
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West

1)

United States Circuit Court of Appeals.
Steffes said that Northwest Allied
had asked for an immediate trial of
Paramount's suit to make the injunction permanent. He added that
exhibitors in this territory "had just
begun to fight."

Percy Barret
Cincinnati — Percy Barret, connected with Warner Bros, and known
in film circles, died in Parkersberg,
W. Va.
J. P. Murrin
Fort Worth, Tex.— J. P. Murrin,
who several years ago operated the
Capitol, Liberty, Odeon and Gayety
theaters in Fort Worth, died in
Fort Worth Hospital Oct. 6.

43 FEATURES BEFORE
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA!

• • • WITH ALL the major producers competing in the
concoction of these Don Quixote type of romantics
for the
screen
Errol Flynn's brand of tilting at wind-mills
in
Warners' "The Perfect Specimen" is as delightful entertainment
as any of them
in fact it is up near the top of the list
for one reason among many we can mention underneath the kidding, semi-zaney, wacky adventures of the modern knight errant, there is the fine mind of a Grade A author
at work
no less than Samuel
Hopkins
Adams
the
gent who gave the world the daddy of all these moon-strucklovers-on-a-romantic-spree style of Screamarios
"It Happened One Night"
T
▼
T
• • • THESE TALES that spoof all the rules of conduct
in social and business life have caught on with the dear public in a gargantuan way
they are such a relief from those
stupid sophistications that passed for Smartness for so long
in "The Perfect Specimen" two normal young people go
slightly cuckoo for a couple of days
kick over the traces
of convention and follow the dictates of their impulses
and have a perfectly gorgeous time
so does the audience
for Errol Flynn and Joan Blondell are carrying the bright
torch of Don't-Give-A-Hoot for a million other young couples
who will see them
and go nuts over 'em
because
Errol and Joan are doing the very things that most modern
young folks would give their right eyes to do
so more
power to the authors who can turn out this delightful type of
Screen Joy
this pip picture will skyrocket Errol Flynn to
the heights
he has just the Right Touch for the type
if we were an exhib and booked this film
(and what exhib won't ? )
we'd spread the red plush carpet under a
canopy
to our B.O.
you get it
it's a real
occasion leading
for CELEBRATING
T
T
T
• •
• FROM HIS friends
the gent has thousands of
'em
Mark Hellinger
they will give him a Hellingerto-Hollywood Dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria
Friday
eve, Nov. 5
the dinner is in honor of Mark's departure
for Hollywood
Irving our
D. Hyland
is the Jack
arrangements'
committee
secretary
own publisher,
Alicoate,
will help with the festivities
T
T
T
• •
• JUST A few
of the celebs who will be guests
at the first AMPA luncheon at the new eating place
the
International
Casino at Broadway and 45th St
George Raft
William Frawley
Jack Buchanan
David Hutchison
Robert Taplinger, the new Warner studio
publicity chief
more Talent will be announced later
this is going to be one grand party to inaugurate the new
headquarters for the pressagents' weekly luncheon
make
a note on your desk pad NOW
you'll be glad we tipped
you off
T
T
T
• •
• A DAY At the Races
that was the name of
a novelty party given by Annabell Ward and John B. Elliott
of Elliott & Ward Enterprises, of Lexington they
entertained all the exchange managers and many exhibs and
salesmen at the Keeneland race track
followed by a banquet at the club house
it was an all-day party
special programs were printed for the occasion
T
T
T
• • • THE LADS of Paramount should be delighted to
learn that Ye Eat Shoppe on Eighth Avenue features on its
menu a special Paramount sandwich for two bits
composed of choice cheese and nuts
a happy combination
peculiarly applicable to the film biz. . . »JOY NOTE
over at the United Artists ad and pub dep't "When you
hear the Musical Note, it will be Monroe Greenthal calling."
(The Chinese Gong Motif)

«
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Hollywood — Forty-three pictui i
are before Hollywood cameras, witH
Warners making eight, RKO sever':
M-G-M six, and Paramount sixv
20th Century-Fox follows with fiv
and Columbia and Republic witi
two each. Goldwyn, Selznick Inter
national, Monogram, Conn and Prin
cipal are each shooting one.
20th
Century-Fox
has
start
work on "Rebecca
of Sunnybroolj
Farm" and "Big Town Girl."

SICK

REPORT

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20tl|
Century-Fox,
is reported
to bi
greatly improved after a recent ill
ness, and expects to be back at hi;
desk in the next few days.

Panama
(By Cable) — Paul Mun >
received medical
attention at thtjj
Gorgas
Hospital
yesterday
for ;
minor
foot
infection,
said
to
be
no '
serious by physicians.
Springfield, 0. — Lew Harris, man
ager of the Chakeres-Warner MaTheater,
recovering from ?
seriousjestic
case
of isgrippe.
Tulsa, Okla.— Cleve Pullett, manager of Lyric Theater here, is recovering from a monkey bite.
Oklahoma City — Elmer Wright
stage director for the Reno Theater here, is seriously ill.
Fred Quatrano, operator of the
Lido, Waterbury, is confined to the
hospital after an operation.
Detroit — Miss Pearl Sprott, office
manager for Allied Theaters of
Michigan, is ill.
Detroit — -William A. Cassidy, upstate circuit operator, seriously ill
for about two months, is up again,
and plans a return to activity.
John Passafiume, assistant manager of the Fox Theater, is recovering from an operation.
Rochester, Minn. — Louis Rubenstein, indie owner, is rapidly recovering from a major operation at the
Mayo clinic here.
Rice Lake, Wis. — Curtis H. Johnson, head of Northwest Film Pickup;
Co., is recovering from injuries re-i
ceived in an airplane accident thisweek. Johnson's pilot, G. L. Donaldson, of Minneapolis, was killed almost instantaneously when the plane
crashed just south of this town.
New Orleans — RKO manager Guy
Brown's 8-year old daughter, Mildred, is recovering from an appendix
operation.
Norman Corwin, 20th-Fox publicity man, is taking an enforced vacation with a bad cold.
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Mexican moval to Government
the U. S.

WILK

HOLLYWOOD

'AM WOOD, now directing "Navy
Blue and Gold," a story which
as the U. S. Naval Academy at
\nnapolis as a background, has oranized a Hollywood cadet corps
mong the extras who play the
oles of Annapolis lads in the picjre.
Anticipating further film work in
arvice stories they will have reguir drilling periods, thus doing
pvay with the long periods usually
ecessary before extras acquire the
recision cadence for which the
)rps of West Point and Annapolis
"re noted. This will cut picture
>sts and do away with delays prior
i actual shooting.
The Corps, Wood points out, also
ovides Hollywood with an underanding organization
to represent
in parades and other civic demj>istrations,
with frequent
oppornities for travel.

•
WHO'S
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 154
•

EUGENE FORDE. 20th Century-Fox Director. Born in Providence, R. I., the
son of Arthur Forde and Eugenie Parker Forde, both of whom were
nent on Broadway. Between classes at the Oldbridge and Classon Poin
t military academies young "Gene" became a child
actor. Youthful stage career was ended by a
New

York state law against child actors. Removed to Hollywood in 1912 and planned to attend Stanford upon graduation from high school.
Instead briefly acted for American Film Co.,
then took a berth with the Hollywood National
Bank. In 1921, back to films via Fox studio,
rising from script clerk to director. Next to
FBO, to U. A. and to an indie. Then back
to Fox as assistant supervisor of foreign films.
Later in charge of the department. Supervisorial work boring, resumed directing. Married to the former Doris Bering, non-pro. Stands
5, 10.
Hair, light brown.
Eyes, grey.

Mexico

on his present vacation since completing direction of the Nino Martini picture, "Music for Madame,"

Donsored Newsreei Plan
Said Talked by Universal

Order Written Testimony
in Suit Against Chaplin

John

Blystone,

while

in

(Continued from Page

1)

ntageously consummated, to have
newsreei issued under the spon> ship of logical and suitable inter;s outside the industry. Prelimin■■iy negotiations to this end, it is
I derstood, were instituted last week
id are continuing currently.
Aci ding to well-informed
channels,
l outright sale of the newsreei is
I ng, or will be, considered by U
t rials.

chtman Sailing to Speed
-G-M Brit. Producing Plans
(Continued from Page

1)

ae the organization work started
) Louis B. Mayer, production chief,
' 3 returned from England late in
: >tember.

Federal Judge John C. Knox, over
the objections of United Artists,
yesterday granted the motion of
Films Sonoris Tobis, Societe Anonyme, a French film corporation,
to take written testimony of Charlie Chaplin, John A. Palmer, P. A.
Swope and John Livesey, in connection with its alleged plagiarism suit
against Charlie Chaplin, The Charlie Chaplin Film Corp., and United
Artists Corp.
The French Film Corp., filed suit
in Federal Court last July, seeking
a permanent injunction and an accounting of the profits of the film
"Modern Times," alleging that it
was plagiarized from their picture
"A Nous La Liberte."
U. A. objected to the taking of
written testimony because, it stated,
the plaintiff failed to show facts
warranting the action.

Order Extra "Mines" Prints
at

Horowitz Succeeds Coffin
)es Moines — Ray Coffin, manager
Affiliated Distributors here, has
for Los Angeles to become West
1st representative
of the Atlas
lio Corp.
Sam Horowitz of Chi, former
district manager
of
ed Artists, has succeeded
Mr.
fin.
Grandstand

Play

It happened at the North Carolina —
I. Y. U. football game in New York.
| A wild-eyed substitute streaked across
lie field to report to the referee. Just
s he reached him a grandstand rooter
touted:
"Screeno!"

Y

•

Due to heavy bookings throughout the country, additional prints
were ordered by GB on "King Solomon's Mines" which is currently getting a splendid play everywhere, Arthur A. Lee, GB vice-president said
yesterday. Number of prints needed
to fill booking demands on this picture sets a new company record, it
was added.

M'Bride Back to Frisco

promi-

Y

for

their

re-

T

Director Lloyd Bacon has retained
an outstanding souvenir from every picture he has made, but the
prize of all is a model submarine
built for miniature shots in his latest Warner
production,
"Sub-is
marine Bros,
D-l." The
submarine
complete in every respect and operates electrically, being controlled by
a small radio set. Bacon has demonstrated itin the waters of Toluca
Lake to naval experts, who proclaim
it one of the best ever built.
T

T

T

Hal B. Wallis, associate executive
in charge
of production
for annual
Warner Bros, has
received the

award for the greatest contribution
to French culture in the United
States, from the Societ de Paris, a
group of former Parisians now living in California. He was given the
has acquired a full collection of award because of his supervision of
Pancho Villa relics. And now he is
company's production of "The
unable to get permission from the the
Mrs.
Life of Emile Zola."

K. C. Clearance Squawks
Referred to Distributors
(Continued from Page

Kalmus Sails to Set
Italian Technicolor Pix

1)

vises copies of the Chamber's complaints made under dates of Sept.
22 and 28 are being furnished distributor members mentioned in
them.
Hess points out that, first, the
MPPDA is a trade association without jurisdiction over the internal affairs or business policies of individual members and that its by-laws
specifically deny it the right to intercede in such matters; secondly,
that order of availability in contiguous areas is a matter of competition between exhibitors and
thirdly, that there can be only one
first-run in such an area, this usually going to a house in the business
district of more popular area.
Agitation locally for first-runs in
this city rather than in Kansas City,
Mo., dates back to last spring. Several companies since have been
clearance concessions.

Italy's first major feature in
Technicolor will be planned with
Italian film officials by Natalie
Kalmus, color director of Technicolor, Inc., who is aboard the S.S.
Bremen
enroute to Europe.
Several other European color productions are scheduled for Mrs.
Kalmus' supervision. The first of
these is London Films' "Over the
Moon," which is to star Merle
Oberon. This is to be followed by
"Lawrence of Arabia," to be directed by Zoltan Korda.

"Ave Maria" Sets Mark
Garden Theater management announces that "Ave Maria," starring
Benjamino Gigli, together with the
Don Cossack Choir short has broken
the house records for both box-office
and attendance. Bill is being held
a second week and may go a third.

"Lucrezia Borgia" Opens
Albuquerque Theaters Biz
"Lucrezia
French film
Up 5 P. C. in Third Quart. based on theBorgia,"
life of the Borgias,
Albuquerque, N. M. — Albuquerque
Theaters, Inc., operating six theaters
under the management of Arthur
Esberg, reports a 5 per cent increase
in box-office receipts for the third
quarter over the three preceding
months, and a 35 per cent increase
over the same quarter of last year.

Kansas City, Mo.— C. F. McBride,
who came to the local Warner Bros,
Thalia, New Foreign House
exchange early in the summer as
Midtown Manhattan will get its
office manager, has resigned to re- first foreign pix house when the
turn to San Francisco as office man- Thalia Theater, Broadway at 95th
St., open Friday.
ager for Universal's branch there.

opens at the Belmont today.
Ail-Negro Musical Western
West Coast Bur.; THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jed Buell will produce
"Harlem on the Prairie," all-Negro musical western, with cast including Herbert Jeffries, Miller and Manton. Bert
iternbach is associate producer, Sam
Newfield,
director.
Sabin W. Carr, Santa Barbara financier, is associated with Jed Buell and
has formed Metropolitan Pictures, Inc.,
for the purpose of making six Negro
features for the colored theaters in
America.
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Shirley Temple,
Jean
Arthur
Treacher

Hersholt,

Century-Fox
85
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

Mins.
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GRAND
ENTERTAINMENT
BOX-OFFICE
SMASH
BOTH

"There Goes the

"Small
Town
with Stuart Erwin,
Joyce Boy"
Compton

Grand
National
61 Mins.
FAIR LAUGH NUMBER WITH STUART
ERWIN IN THE PART OF SMALL TOWNER MAKING GOOD.
This is from the Cosmopolitan magazine

SHOULD
Thousand Dollar Bill," describIN U. S. story,ing "The
the adventures of a small town boy
who became aggressive when he found the
AND ABROAD.
big currency note, and went out and did
Shirley Temple's latest picture is one of things in a big way. Stuart Erwin plays
her best, it has the stuff that should make
the part of the good-natured sap who is
it a box-office smash everywhere, that petting nowhere in the world, with a tough
goes for United States and foreign coun- boss and a nagging mother who favors her
tries as well. Shirley does everything so
other son, played by James Blake'y. Erwin
well and has such an ingratiating person- wants
to marry his old sweetheart, Joyce
ality that she is always a delight, and her Compton, but lacks the necessary funds.
lovable ways break down any sort of reHis him
job very
as anmuch,
insurance
doesn't
sistance. In every way, the picture is net
as hissalesman
natural timidity
grand entertainment with its sweet senti- loses him lots of prospects. Then he finds
ment, and its scoko hilarity is ever a the thousand dollar bill, and all is changed.
source of rollicking laughter. Christmas
Erwin becomes aggressive, a go-getter, as
is played up in the piece making it a na- the prestige from the ownership of this
tural for the holidays. For the kids, it's fabulous sum makes him a big shot in his
a great show and grown-ups can't help
community. He goes out and knocks 'em
but go for it. The screenplay writers, cold
as a live-wire insurance man. In the
Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson, have end it is discovered that the bill is a
laid out a number of slap-stick gags which
but Erwin doesn't care. He has
the director, Allan Dwan, has put over in phoney,
found self-confidence, and is on the way
a manner which will "tear down the to being a real success, and his girl behouse." Two are outstanding, in one Shir- ! Neves in him. The business does not give
ley without any previous experience tries the small town boy much chance to show
to milk a goat, and the other is where she
his style of comedy, but it is a fair laugh
brings a monkey into the house which pro- number that will go well in the nabes.
ceeds to upset everything and everyone.
Joyce Compton helps a lot, and James
Worthy of mention, too, is the beautiful Blakely as the spoiled brother turns in a
minuet in which Shirley handles herself as
fine performance.
the grandest of ladies. Sammy Lee staged
Cast: Stuart Erwin, Joyce Compton, Jed
it. Jean Hersholt is fine as the old mountaineer who has soured on the world only J Prouty, Clara Blandick, James Blakely, Dorothy Appleby, Clarence Wilson, Paul Hurst,
to be brought back through the love he
develops for his little granddaughter, Shir- J Edward Waller, Eddie Kane, George ChanI dler, Erville Alderson, Victor Potel.
ley. Arthur Treacher, the stern-faced
Producer,
Zion Myers;
Director, Glenn
comical butler, gains a lot of laughs, and
in the role of the old witch of a nurse, JTryon; Author, Manuel Komroff; Screenplay, Glenn Tryon; Editor, James Morley;
Mary Nash arouses one's hatred to its Cameraman, Edward Snyder.
highest point. Helen Westley is admirable
Direction, Far
Photography, Okay.
as an old blind woman, and for a sensitive
rendition of a child wanting affection, Marcia Mae Jones is splendid. Walter Ferris !Oklahoma MPTO
Board
and Julien Josephson have woven a plot
To
Pick
Convention
Date
that carries suspense, is ever interesting
BE

0t

Reviews o$ the, Hew T-iUns

'Heidi'
With

DAILY:

and suits Shirley's talents perfectly. Under
Allan Dwan's direction the full value of
the material is realized, the gags have the
touches that only a director could invent,
and the players' work is excellent. The
mountain backgrounds have been beautifully photographed by Arthur Miller. Again
Darryl Zanuck and his associate producer,
Raymond Griffith, have come through with
a big money picture. Shirley, an orphan,
is left with her grandfather, Jean Hersholt, who lives in the German Mountain.
She is making him very happy when her
aunt, Mady Christians, kidnaps and sells
her in Frankfort for a companion to the
sweet but crippled Marcia Mae Jones.
The two girls get along fine but Shirley
always wants to go back to her grandfather, who in the meantime has come to
the city in search of her. Mary Nash,
Marcia's stern and despicable nurse, de-

Oklahoma City, Okla. —
Directors of the MPTO
homa will meet shortly
the annual convention

signs to gain the affections of the girl's
father, Sidney Blackmer, but Shirley's efforts, which bring about 'Marcia's walking
again, spoil her plans. For this, Miss Nash
steals Shirley and is turning her over to
the gypsies when
Hersholt, on his hunt,

vers: Song, "In Our Little Wooden Shoes,"
by Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell;
Dances staged by Sammy Lee; Sound,
George
Leverett, Roger Heman.

Board of
of Oklato select
date and

place.
hears
her.

Shirley's

frantic

cries

and

rescues

Cast: Shirley Temple, Jean Hersholt, Arthur Treacher, Helen Westley, Pauline
Mocre, Thomas Beck, Mary Nash, Sidney
Blackmer, Mady Christians, Sig Rumann,
Marcia Mae Jones, Delmar Watson, Egon
Brecher, Christian Rub, George Humbert.
Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck; Associate
Producer, Raymond Grifffith; Director, Allan Dwan; Screenplay, Walter Ferris, Julien
Josephson; Cameraman, Arthur Miller,
ASC; Editor, Allan McNeil; Art Director,
Hans Peters; Musical Director, Louis Sil-

Direction,

Brilliant. Photography,

{Release date: 10-15-37)

Fine.

with Ann Sothern,
RKO

"The
Bride Wore
Red"
With
Joan Crawford,
Franchot
Tone

Burgess Meredith, Mary
Boland

Radio

65

SWIFT MOVING COMEDY,
STICK LADEN; SHOULD SCORE
FANS SEEKING LAUGHS.

Groom"

ft

Mins.
SLAPWITH

Just in case the snap conclusion, based
on the fact that its trio of stars have long
been associated with the dramatic type
of enertainment, might be drawn as to the

and

Robert Young

M-G-M

105

Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
DRAMATIC
CINDERELLA
STORY
SPRINKLED
WITH
COMEDY
SHOULD
PLEASE REGULAR AUDIENCES.

Joan Crawford's latest vehicle is a picture that should please regular audiences.
Women in the main should like this story
nature of "There Goes the Groom," let of a girl from a cheap cabaret who it
it be said promptly and definitely that this given a couple weeks in luxury only to
feature is a comedy. More than that, it is find that real love and not money is
exclusively a combination of farce, satire what she wants. In this Cinderella affair,
and outright, undiluted slapstick, with the Miss Crawford is given the opportunity to
latter prevailing chiefly in the climax wear some eye-appealing clothes. The
scenes, which are more than generously piece is all dramatic with sprinklings of
madcap. Since the average audience comedy supplied by Reginald Owen. The
thrives well, and as a rule best, on laughdialogue of the Tess Slesinger and Brad-'
ter, this vehicle should win popular apscreenplay
is down-to-earth1
proval as a screen attraction. In it, Burgess bury
stuff. Foote
It makes
the characters
more reai1
Meredith goes comical with a vengeance; in a plot which has a tendency to be
Ann Sothern enters fully into the spirit somewhat fantastic. Miss Crawford plays
of the script as a pretty, young thing with her role very well, as do other members
limited intelligence and a flighty con- of the cast, which includes Franchot Tone
science; and Mary Boland unleashes a por- Robert Young, Billie Burke and Mary Philtrayal of a delightfully erratic, avaricious,
lips. Special mention should be made ot
materialistic, selfish mother who is fan- Lynne Carver's splendid portrayal of a
atically interested in marrying off either young girl graciously standing by while
of her two daughters to a moneyed suitor. her fiance becomes infatuated with anJust the victim bobs up in the person of
other woman. Good taste is its best
Burgess Meredith, who, already violently
Franz Waxman's musical score
in puppy love with Louise Henry, the older description.
is very fitting to the mood of the piece
daughter, returns from Alaska with a gold and he with Gus Kahn contributed the
mine, a bloated "poke," as they say in the
Wants Love." Some beautisourdough lingo, and a yacht. But the song,ful"Who
scenery is a valuable asset, George
alluring Miss Henry has, in the interim, be- Folsey did an expert job in photographcome engaged to a physician, Onslow Steving it. Joseph Mankiewicz, the producer
ens. At this ponit, blonde Miss Sothern, has mounted the production well, direction
the younger sister, sets her cap for Mere- was handled by Dorothy Arzner. Havin:
dith. In a weird sort of way, as only in
comedies it can happen, she is in love with some peculiar theories about human behavior, George Zucco sends Joan Crawhim. Influenced by his sourdough pal,
ford, a girl of the streets, to an expensive
Roger Imhof, Meredith slides out of the Alpine resort. There she poses as a wo
impending wedding with Ann, lands in a man of refinement. Robert Young, who
hospital and thence in Steven's private
sanitarium as the result of an auto acci-

dent suffered while in flight from Cupid's
| clutches, but winds up with the realization
that he adores Ann Sothern, but not until
the slapstick faucet has been turned on
full blast. Joseph Santley's direction is
swift, the cast is good and has an equally
good time pranking during the proceedings,
and the onlooker has a good time as well,
— but it's dizzy film fare.
Cast: Ann Sothern, Burgess Meredith,

is about to marry his childhood sweetheart, Lynne Carver, becomes infatuatec
with her. The idealistic postman, Franchot
Tone, falls in love with her and she with
him. However she wants the things wealtfc
can buy, so she engineers Robert into pro-*
posing marriage. Her true identity betrays her at the last moment, but Ton*
still wants her and she is happy to have
him, for deep inside she knows that he is
what she has always wanted.

Mary Boland, Onslow Stevens, William Brisbane, Louise Henry, Roger Imhof, Sumner
Getchell, George Irving, Leona Roberts,
Adrian Morris

Cast:
Joan
Crawford,
Franchot
Tone!i|
Robert Young, Billie Burke, Reginald O
Lynne
Carver, George
Zucco,
Mary P
lips, Paul Porcasi, Dickie
Moore,
Frank!
Puglia.

Producer, Albert Lewis; Director, Joseph Santley; Screenplay, S. K. Lauren,
Dorothy Yost, Harold Kusell; Cameraman,
Milton
Krasner;
Editor, Jack
Hively.
Direction, Swift.
Photography, Good.

Producer, Joseph L. Mankiewicz; Direc
tor, Dorothy Arzner; From the play by,
Ferenc Molnar; Screenplay, Tess Slesinge;
and Bradbury Foote; Cameraman, George

Theater Tax Reduced
Cushing,
— The city's
pation taxOkla.
on theaters
has occubeen
lowered by city commissioners.
Theaters had protested the high tax
in previous years. The tax is now
fixed at $5 for each 100 seats or
any fraction thereof.

Folsey, ASC; Art Director, Cedric Gib-,;
bons, Associates, Daniel B. Cathcart, Ed-|
win B. Willis; Editor, Adrienne Fazan; MiH;
sical Score by Franz Waxman; Music aitdj
Lyrics, Gus Kahn, Franz Waxman; Dancesj
Staged by Val Raset; Recording Engineer,!
Douglas Shearer.

Direction, Good.

Photography, Expert. j

(Release date: 10-8-37)
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COURT WILL HEAR
ed GTP-ELECTRICS CASE
(Continued from Page 1)

pealed the Second Circuit (New
[i York) Court of Appeals decision
favoring1 the above companies in a
Datent infringement suit.
sit The picture company previously
purchased
large number of vacuum
:
;ube amplifiers from the American
Transformer Company which inif eluded license notices limiting their
iffl ase to amateur and broadcast pur
if Doses. The amplifiers were used
lit: in production of talking picture projection equipment. Suit was brought
jy the electrics charging infringement because the amplifiers were
ised outside the "licensed" agreement.
General Talking Pictures asked
phe Supreme Court whether a
[Moatent owner can restrict the use
0.;' )f such a device under the patent
,f Lifter the device had come into the
I:I lands of the purchaser. The case
j| , ;vvlll come up for hearing in the imi(l. Lnediate future.
11 ||] The Supreme Court also denied a
,: ;.Petition for a re-hearing in the soii;:l,;alled Tally-Fox Films case. Chief
Justice Hughes did not participate
, l.,n this decision.
II fi Denial was on petition of certi^Hprari brought by T. L. Tally and
ilMporbar
Corp.
general
creditors
rJugainst Fox Films, Wesco Corp. and
r |,i group of subsidiaries and asso[JLuates. Creditors sought to set aside
£: li.i bankruptcy
adjudication
on the
ground of fraud but the high court
sustained the decision of the lower
,iourt.
Among individuals cited in petition by Tally and Corbar Corp. besides Fox Films Corp. and Wesco
Corp. and 20th Century-Fox, National Theaters Corp. and Fox subsidiaries were Charles P. Skouras,
harles C. Irwin, William H. Moore,
„r., Samuel W. McNabb, William
. James, Albert W. Leeds, Albert
right, Reuben S. Hunt, firm of
J'Melyeny
Sari E. Moss.Tuller and Myers and
The court also denied the petition of Commissioner of Internal
ilevenue Helvering against Cecil B.
DeMille Productions, Inc.

M. Y. Ban on "Ecstasy"
Upheld by Highest Court
Vashington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

j Washington — The decision of the
federal District Court f or the
iouthern District of New York bar-

"Vicroria" Also on Air

Ottawa — Simultaneously with the New
World premiere of Herbert Wilcox's
"Victoria the Great" here tomorrow,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will
air a 30-minute dramatization of the
story from its Toronto studios. Program
goes on the air at 10 p.m. and at its
conclusion, Wilcox and Anna Neagle,
starred in the pix, will be interviewed
from this city.

m;

Reviews of. Hew films
I oyas m
rrcmail

urn

with
Harry

William

Boyd,

George

Hayes,

Hayden
Sherman-Paramount 56
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

SPLENDID WESTERN,
ACTION, HAS GREAT
HIGHLIGHT.

Russell
Mins.

PACKED WITH
STAMPEDE AS

Action is the keynote of this "Hopalong
Cassidy." Gun battles, hard riding, bronco
busting and stampeding horses make it a
more real honest-to-goodness Western than
most of the others of the series. As
usual, outstanding scenery is made an integral part of the picture. Beautiful rock
formations, canyons, broad plains, and fine
photography give the production a lot of
class. Russell Harlan handled the cameras.
One of the highlights is the stampede in
which hundreds of scared horses run wild.
William Boyd is again the cool Hopalong
who projects that assured feeling that
everything is under control. Windy
(George Hayes), with his tales of how
he trained Theodore Roosevelt, is always
good for a laugh, and Russell Hayden,
the young impetuous member of the triumvirate, scores with an ingratiating performance. Romance is held down to a
minimum, Judith Allen is in for what little there is. Billy King, the youngster,
who worships Hopalong, is splendid. In
this number the tide of battle hinges
on him and it should mean much with
the kid followers of these pictures. Jack
O'DonnelPs screenplay from Clarence Mulford's original holds a good deal of interest by the unorthodox turns that it takes.
Dave Selman directed this fast-moving, ever
eventful affair. Harry Sherman, with Ralph
Ravenscroft as production manager, has
again come through with a Class A outdoor drama. After Hopalong's outfit has
rounded up a herd of horses meant for the
army, a group of outlaws attempts to steal
them. To save the herd, Hopalong is
forced to bring about a stampede and he
also finds it necessary to drive them across
a river. The boy, Billy King, is the hero,
of the affair and it is Judith Allen, who
rides for the army men who come on
the scene in time to assist Hopalong's
gang in arresting the outlaws. Hopalong
and his boys then take their places as
"Rough Riders."
Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Judith Allen, Alexander Cross,
Robert Kortman, Billy King, Rafael Bennett, Karl Hackett, Jack Rockwell, Philo
McCullough, John Beach, John Judd, Ben
Corbett,
Clyde Kinney,
Leo MacMahon.
Producer, Harry Sherman; Director, Dave
Selman;
Author,
Clarence
E. Mulford;
Cameraman,
Screenplay,
Jack
O'Donnell
Russell Harlan, ASC;
Editor.
Robert Warwick; Art Director, Lewis
Rachmil;
Recording Engineer, Earl Sitar.
Direction, Fast
Photography, Splendid.

ring exhibition of the motion picture "Ecstasy" on grounds of obscenity was upheld yesterday by
the U. S. Supreme Court when it
affirmed the motion of the lower
court and denied an interlocutory
injunction to Eureka Productions,
Inc. in its suit against Gov. Herbert Lehman.
Eureka
Productions
questioned

"Wallaby Jim of the
With

George

Houston,
Mamo
Clark,
Ruth Coleman
Grand
National
58 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
ACTIONFUL
SOUTH
SEAS
STORY
BER.
WITH
SONGS
MAKES
PLEASING
NUM-

Islands"

This is a pleasing program offering which
has sufficient action, fisticuffs, and for
full measure, stirring singing by George
Houston, who plays the title role. Bud
Barsky has supplied a good production,
while Charles Lamont's direction is effective. Little stress is placed on romance,
although beauteous 'Mamo Clark, as a native girl, makes a heavy play for Houston.
Ruth Coleman is decorative as the sweetheart of Douglas Walton, whom she comes
to visit after a lapse of three years. Syd
Saylor and Colin Campbell furnish most
of the comedy. "Moon Over the Islands,"
"Hi-Ho Hum," "la-Orana" and "The Lady
With the Two Left Feet," by Felix Bernard and Irving Bibo, are sung by Houston. When Houston reaches the Island
to see Walton, his partner, he learns that
Walton has gambled away money that was
to be used in filing a claim to pearl beds.
William von Brincken and two other renegades try to "double cross" Houston by
raiding the pearl-beds, but Houston learns
of their plans, and in a wild battle, "cleans
up" on von Brincken and his men. Walton,
who has aided Houston in the fight, sails
away with Ruth Coleman.
Cast: George Houston, Ruth Coleman,
Douglas Walton, William von Brincken,
Mamo Clark, Colin Campbell, Syd Saylor,
Juan Torena, Nick Thompson, Warner
Richmond, Wilson Benge.
Producer, Bud Barsky;
Lamont; Author, Albert
Screenplay, Bennett R.
Branch; Cameraman, Ira

Director, Charles
Richard Wetjen;
Cohen, Houston
Morgan; Editor,

Guy Thayer; Art Director, Paul Palmentola; Musical Director, Arthur Kaye; Sound,
William Wilmarth; Sound Supervision, A.
E.
Kaye; Songs by Felix Bernard and Irving
Bibo.

WEIKEL HEADS LABOR
WHITE COLLAR DRIVE
Denver — American Federation of
Labor's drive to organize so-called
"white collar" workers in opposition
to the CIO will be directed by the
American Federation of Office Employes International Council, headed
by Frank Weikel.
Geneva Marsh of New York will
be
secretary
of work
the office
workers'
council
and the
in New
York
will be under the supervision of
Williamtative Collins,
A F of L represenin that city.
The CIO for some time has been
attempting to organize white collar
help of major companies, but with
indifferent success reported.
Unionization within the film industry is essentially under the A F
of L banner. Most recent to organize employes.
were exchange and front-ofthe-house
Philadelphia — RCA has signed an
agreement with the CIO's United
Electrical & Radio Workers of
America here. It recognizes Local
103 as the sole collective bargaining
agency for the Camden plant.

Del. Corp. Files In N. Y.
Albany — Universal Camera Corporation, chartered under Delaware
laws with capital of $560,000 to deal
in motion picture instruments, has
filed a certificate of statement and
designation in the office of the Secretary of State to enable it to do
business in New York State.

Rate 6 as Family Pix
Current weekly guide of the National Board of Review gives family audience rating to "Breakfast
for Two", "Dr. Syn", "Lancer Spy",
"Love is on the Air", "Thunder
Trail" and "Wallaby Jim of the Islands". "Angel" and "The Bride
Wore Red" go in the mature classification.

Direction, Effective. Photography, Good.
(Release date: 9-24-37)

White Names Two to GB
Sales Staff In Midwest

WEDDING

BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — P. Keva Marcus, cameraman, and Kay Lenard, writer,
Following GB's recently announc- were married at Beverly Hills on
ed plan to augment its sales staff,
two new appointments were made Oct. 4, it is learned here. The
couple will reside in Hollywood.
by Clinton M. White, Assistant General Manager, during his trip from
Chicago — Raymond Kenny, assiswhich he has just returned. Jack
tant manager of the Ogden Theater
McCarty joined GB's Omaha sales of the Warner circuit, was married
staff, as of yesterday. Jerry O'Con- recently to Miss Marion Maher.
nor was assigned to the Des Moines
Andy Kenny of the advertising
office.
department of the Warner circuit,
the right of state authorities to will next join the benedict ranks.
bar the showing of a foreign picture
after it had been approved by the
Des Moines — Miss Mildred CarlFederal Government. New York
son, secretary at the Des Moines office of the Des Moines Theater SupState officials refused Eureka Productions alicense to show the film
ply Co., has announced her approaching marriage to Dr. Harry A.
and when a restraining order was
denied, the case was appealed to Barquist of Des Moines. The wedding is set for Nov. 6.
the Supreme Court.

-. .
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GOLDEN RAPS UNFAIR
RESTRICTIONS ABROAD
{.Continued from Page 1)

said. "We need not be unduly hesitant. Our producers and distributors can afford to make effective
their opposition to merely narrowminded or punitive practices, while
at the same time conforming readily
to rational and moderate foreign requirements."
Golden indicated that American
producers and distributors had been
members of a "goat squad" long
enough and had one powerful weapon on their side — "the avidity of
foreign audiences to see and hear
our magnificently entertaining
films."
In his paper titled "Safeguarding
and Developing Film Markets
Abroad," Golden emphasized the fact
that "American motion pictures are
maintaining their immense popularity throughout the world, yet the
barriers and obstructions which tend
to limit their sale continue to be imposed abroad." He outlined in detail the efforts of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce to
safeguard and augment American
motion picture markets by supplying factual data and trade-promotive
methods.
Fourteen of 50 papers, essentially
technical, scheduled for the convention were read during the first session which also included addresses
by Louis Nizer, secretary of the
New York Film Board of Trade,
and Martin Quigley, who spoke at a
special luncheon yesterday.
A special evening sound session was
held at the Bell Telephone Laboratories where a demonstration of
"Stereophonic
and Reproduction from Recording
Motion Picture
Film

NEWS

of the DAY

Montevideo, Minn. — This town has
gone completely Welworth circuit,
with the buying of the Monty, Orpheum Theater Co. house, by Eddie
Ruben. Montevideo, under this sethas is
twothehouses,
an "A" and
"B".up, It
12th Welworth
housea
in the northwest.
Pensacola, Fla. — Ed Ortte,
runs the Belmont here and the
in Waveland, Miss., has taken
the Westside at West Pensacola
will run it as the Gulf. Ortte
formerly a film salesman for

Rapid City, S. D.— 0. H. Iverson
is the new manager of the Rex and
Elks houses here.
Fergus Falls, Minn.— C. W. Caddatz, president, C. M. Hunt, vicepresident, and E. T. McCarthy, secretary and treasurer, are the new
officers of the Orpheum Theater Co.

who
Gulf
over
and
was
Re-

University City, Mo. — The Beverly Theater, a new 1,000-seat house,
has opened under the management
of the Nash-Holloway Theater Corp.
The price scale is 10 cents for children and 25 cents for adults.

Expect with
Wilcox's
RKO Deal
to be Closed

s'
be Director
SDG Asks
Sole toBargaining
Agency

public.

(Continued from Page

1)

been informally operating in the interests of RKO Radio, since his last
visit to the U. S. this past Summer,
on what is described as an "interim
understanding," prior to the actual
closing of the proposed deal between him and RKO Radio.

(Continued from Page

1)

Board, asking that a date be set
for a hearing to name the Guild as
sole bargaining agency for directors, assistant directors and unit
managers. The guild asks that William E. Ringer, now conducting a
hearing on the jurisdictional dispute
between the Screen Writers Guild
and the Screen Playwrights, be
named to conduct the new hearing
and that special attorney William
Walsh, representing the Government in the present hearing, also
act similarly in the new hearing.
Major producers have contended
that directors should not be linked
with assistant directors and unit
managers.

Before sailing for England early
last August, Wilcox stated that he
would turn out four big pictures for
RKO over a period of years, but at
that time the deal had attained only
an agreement in principle, with
neither of the interested parties
affixing signatures to contracts.
Leaving New York tonight for
Ottawa will also be Anna Neagel,
star of "Victoria the Great"; Ned E.
Depinet, vice president of RKO Radio; S. Barret McCormick, director
of advertising-publicity; Ralph Roian, attached to the sales and advertising departments of RKO Ra- Ask Dismissal of NLRB's
Screen Writers Proceedings
dio; and Richard Haestler, British
Records" was the highlight. Introductory remarks were delivered by press representative.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
J. P. Maxfield, of Erpi. This proved
to be a development of third-dimenHollywood — When the GovernChesbrough Takes GN
sion sound in which dialogue and
ment finished its case here yestersound effects come directly from the
Cincinnati — Ralph Kinsler, Grand
day at the National Labor Relations
point of origin on the motion picture National branch manager, has con- Board hearing, attorneys for the
screen.
tracted the Chesbrough circuit for Screen Playwrights, Inc., and the
the entire 1937-38 product.
producers asked dismissal of proToday's SMPE session will feature
ceedings on the grounds that no
a discussion on recent developments
in air conditioning and papers on of Technology, were reelected mem- evidence had been introduced to
photographic film processing and
bers of the board of governors and show that the board had jurisdiction
newer types of stainless steel and Ralph E. Farnham, of General Elec- over the dispute between the Screen
and the Screen Playtric Co., Was named along with Writers Guild
their applications to photographic
wrights. Over strenuous objections,
processing equipment. G. G. Popo- them. Dr. L. A. Jones, of Eastman Examiner William E. Ringer admitvici is scheduled to talk on "Recent Kodak Co., was returned as ented the exhibit from the Division of
Economics of the NLRB.
Developments in Background Progineering vice-president.
Other elections
included that of
Kenneth Morgan, of Erpi, as West
jection."
Coast executive vice - president;
"Zola" Stays at Philly
James Frank, Jr., of International
Convention of the SMPE
Projector Corp., secretary; and L.
Philadelphia — After cracking a
Davee, of Erpi, treasurer.
Names Its New Officers W.
Those who continue on the board number of box-office records at the
of governors are M. C. Batsel and Boyd Theater here, Warner Bros.'
(Continued from Page 1)
A. N. Goldsmith. Three others, who "The Life of Emile Zola" will go
at its 42nd semi-annual convention are to be elected as chairmen of into its third holdover week tomorat the Hotel Pennsylvania yester- local sections, also serve on the
row. The feature broke the theday.
board. J. I. Crabtree, editorial
ater's opening day mark at its preHerbert Griffin, of International vice-president, and G. Friedl, Jr.,
miere, and last week topped the recProjector Corp., and Dr. A. C. chairman of the Atlantic Coast secord for the first day's gross of the
second week.
Hardy, of Massachusetts
Institute
tion, continue to serve.

EXPLOITETTE!
Various Exploitation Stunts
on M-G-Ms "Topper"
exploitation campaigns
^MONG tor highlights
in exhibifollowing:
for M-G-M's "Topper" are the
The Mobile News, Mobile,
Ala., gave it front page space
throughout its entire course in
a stunt which appealed alike to
candid camera fans and those
having other types of cameras.
It asked for the best examples
of double exposures, unusual angles, odd effects, anything that
could be caught by light, luck
or a quick eye — preferably anything with a laugh in it. Cash
and tickets were given for trickiest entries. It was put over by
Manager Ricardo Monteil of the
Saenger Theater, assisted by
M-G-M exploiter, Walt Dunn,
and proved an excellent idea for
cashing in on the trick photography
in "Top-L.
per".entertainment
Manager Seymour
Morris' campaign for "Topper"
at Schine's State Theater, Cortland, N. Y., used large ads, double column contest from the
press book, large 4-column
Buick cooperative ad, 2-column
Constance Bennett coiffure ad,
plenty of scene mats and publicity stories which gave the attraction lots of daily promotion
in the Cortland Standard. He
also used 25 three sheets, 100
window cards, 5,000 programs.
Joe Murdock's campaign on
"Topper" for the Stanley Theater, Camden, N. J., included
a lot of window displays, tieups, an unusual amount of free
newspaper space. He put over
stunts and was rewarded with a
splendid box-office business. Outdoor "Topper" stunts which the
management of the Paramount
Theater, Des Moines, Iowa, used,
on the general tenor "If You
Think This Is Funny, Wait Until You See 'Topper' ", included
young tire men
shown inpositions
comical ator grotesque
on
city's streets, carrying —M-G-M.
explanatory signs.

Ritz Brothers Pix Draws
72,139 in 3 Days at Roxy

"Life Begins in College," 20th
Century-Fox musical starring the
Ritz Brothers, in its opening weekend at the Roxy played to 72,139
admissions,
of "Thir
Ice" and "Weerunning
Willie ahead
Winkie,"
Roxy
management said yesterday.
The picture is being held over ir|!
11 other key cities for second runsj

Soundfilm

Enlarging

Soundfilm Enterprises, Inc., has
enlarged its quarters at 723 Seventl
Avenue, taking over an entire floor
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Herbert Wilcox Weighing Plan to Produce Pix in Italy

GOLDWYJLKORDA U. A. DEAL NEARS CLOSING STAGE
Loew's
Signs ITO A Anti-Games and Giveaways
British ProducerPledge
Sailing Oct.
:irst Major Circuit to Take

i

Action in Exhibitor
Campaign

Loew's has signed the ITOA
ledge, agreeing to drop games and
■iveaways
its New
heaters if inother
housesYork
willCity
do

Wages, Hours, Stronger Anti-Trust Laws Up at Special Session

Laws governing wages and hours of working people were recommended by President
Roosevelt last night in his first fireside chat in seven months. A few more dollars a
week in the pay envelopes for those in the lower brackets of earning power plus
shorter working hours to give more people jobs would help to stabilize the economic
setup, he asserted.
The President also said that the present anti-trust laws were not adequate to check
the growth of monopolies and that he favored a move to study ways of strengthening
the anti-trust laws.

ikewise, it was learned yesterday.
t is believed that Loew's is the
rst major circuit to sign the
ledge.
The ITOA recently sent pledges
d all local circuits and independent
perators, asking them to either
ign the agreement or express their
antiments on the prize nights sitat
Elimination of artificial edges of
Ht tion.
ITOA's board will further con- a motion picture image on the
}
der the campaign
at a meeting screen was successfully demonstrated for the first time yesterday by
morrow.
Ben Schlanger, theater architect,
and Jacob Gilston, electrical en-,
gineer, before the second session
of the SMPE's 42nd semi-annual
convention, which continues through
Thursday at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
This was accomplished by means

Artificial Edges of Screen Images

!'"

Ended by Device Tested for SMPE

:

I0N0GRAM REPORTS
IPTION ASSIGNMENTS

of a development called a "Screen
Syncrofield," which consists of a
screen plus a surrounding field in
which are duplicated the intensity
and color of the light at the outer
portions of the screen. A 16 mm.
model of the invention, on which
patents are assured, showed concave
extensions extending from behind
the screen into a wider field. These
(Continued

on Page

5

United Artists is "all set", David
Rose, vice-president of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,
and the company's
financial
representative
said yesterday
Rose sails today for New York on
the Queen Mary and Maurice Silverstone, United Artists manager
for the United Kingdom, and Korda
will follow a week from today to
complete the transaction.
Under (Continued
the setup,onKorda
Page 4)and Gold-

DEVANEYATCAPITAL
ON ALLIED'S APPEAL

12)

Tentative Italian Production Plans

The 22-week strike of the car-

t
i bnists at the Fleischer studios

1

London (By Cable) — Deal by
which Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda will assume control of

Minneapolis — Judge Devaney,
head counsel for Allied Theaters of
the Northwest, is in Washington to
ashington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
check up on points of law preparaWashington — Monogram
Pictures
tory to filing an appeal on Paraon 20,993 Gov't Survey Shows (6 MM. Business Improvement
granted options on
has
p.
!>r
mount's temporary injunction
stock
ares of its $1 par comm
than
D.
Golden,
head
of
the
Motion
Early
returns
in
the
national
surtt
and the same
Sol A. Rosenbla
against theproduct.
"sitdown strike" on
vey of the 16 mm. field to determine Picture Division of the Department Paramount
lount to Leon Fromkess, it was
of Commerce, stated yesterday in
Allied's(Continued
attorneyson plan
to file the
sealed yesterday when Monogram the amount of production, employ- New York.
Page 4)
ment, capital and other vital in'ed a special report with the SEC
Consistently
growing
use
of
16
formation indicate a steady imr September. The options were
provement in the field since 1932 mm. film in industrial and educa- Talk N. J. Allied^lTOA
(.Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 4)
and continued forward strides, NaMerger at Parley Today

leischer Cartoonists'
Strike Ended Last Night

4

20 to Finally Complete
Transaction

ded last night, following the signer of an agreement between the
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Trailers Preferred
Springfield, 0. — Managers of the
Chakeres Circuit, meeting here, were
given an opportunity to let down their
hair. Said William Nasses, manager of
the Murphy Theater at Wilmington, of
one pix during the discussion, "I'm
lust a dumb manager, but I'd rather
show my trailers over and over than
force my patrons to sit through
it."

Won't Affect Wilcox-RKO

Radio Deal

Herbert Wilcox, arriving from
Name Sindlinger M of T
yesterday on the Aquitania,
Adv.-Promotion Director England
said that he probably would proAppointment of Albert E. Sindlinger as Director of Promotion and
Advertising of The March of Time
was announced by Producer Louis de
Rochemont of The March of Time
at a staff luncheon in New York
City yesterday.
The new post, it
(Continued
on Page 8)

duce one or more pictures in Italy.
The English producer, who was
accompanied by Anna Neagle, star
of "Victoria the Great" said that if
he accepted the invitation of the
Italian Government to make pictures in Rome, the deal would not
interfere (Continued
with his
impending aron Page 4)

Committees representing Allied
Theaters of New Jersey and the
ITOA will meet today at the Hotel
Astor to discuss a merger of the
two organizations.
Sessions will
(Continued

on Page 4)

Mistaken

Identity

Group of engineers attending the
SMPE convention at the Hotel Pennsylvania stood outside the Bar yesterday
puzzling over a sign outside reading
"Siamese Within." Thought it might
be a new wrinkle in show biz — a combo
bar and circus.
But there were no tattooed men inside; nearest thing to it was a Pink
Sign really
tellsbehind
firemen
aLady.
two-headed
hydrant
thethere's
door.
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Admits 76 of 113 Exhibits
Offered in SWG Hearing
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Examiner Ringer,
hearing the Screen Writers Guild
petition to be made the sole bargaining agency for screen writers,
yesterday admitted 76 of the 113
exhibits offered by the Division of
Economic Research of the NLRB.
The others were rejected on the
grounds that they did not touch on
interstate commerce and were not
germane to the issues in the case.
Brian Marlowe, called by Attorney Janofsky, representing the
SWG, testified that Republic was
the only studio that had observed
the code of practice formulated by
the Guild.

Scripps-Howard Plugging
Pix in 18-Page Section

s
a

a
I
c

&

o

Every newspaper in the ScrippsHoward chain of 22 dailies will today distribute as a special section
Hollywood Forecast, an 18-page
supplement devoted to motion picture news.
The industry sees the move as
testimony to the reader-interest of
film information. First and only
time, according to local ScrippsHoward officials.
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Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner Bros. Theaters, announced today that Leonard
Schlesinger has been advanced to
the Home Office in an executive
capacity. Schlesinger has been in
charge of the 60 neighborhood theaters in the Philadelphia zone since
1934.

MAX

REINHARDT, producer and stage director; ANNABELLA, French film star; CLAIRE
LUCE, stage actress; and JOHN LODER, British actor, are also on the incoming Normandie's
passenger
list.
DAVID ROSE, vice-president and financial
representative of Samuel Coldwyn, Inc., sails
from
England
today on the Queen
Mary.
ALEXANDER KORDA and MAURICE SILVERSTONE, UA manager for the United Kingtania. dom, sail from England Oct. 20 on the Aqui-

is stopping at the Wal-

CLARA BLANDICK has arrived in New
from the Coast for a brief visit.

York

H. G. WELLS, English author, arrives in New
York tomorrow from abroad on the Washington.
MRS. BERNARR MACFADDEN arrives tomorrow in New York from England on the Washington.
ARTHUR BODANZKI, orchestra conductor,
and MRS. BODANZKI; LEOPOLD SACHSE, stage
director of the Metropolitan Opera; ROLF DE
MARE, director of the Swedish Ballet; EMIL
LUDWIC, author; COLETTE
soprano,
and
VINA
BOVY,

Past— Kirchner

A Bermuda pleasure cruise
which all exhibitors and exchar
men are invited is being sponsoby Allied Theaters of New Jers
Irving Dollinger, president,
nounced yesterday. The trip \
last seven days and the party v
sail Nov. 30 on the Queen of B
muda.
Allied of New Jersey has obtair
a special arrangement with the F
ness-Bermuda Line which will g
the theatrical voyagers a reduct
Abram Myers, general counsel of of 20 per cent on the establish
Allied States, was unable to make rate. More than 100 exhibitors a
exchange
a scheduled appearance because of the
trip. men are expected to mt
a Federal Trade Commission hearThe organization promoted a 4
ing in Washington. The meeting
was closed to the trade press, but ilar voyage two years ago.
it was understood that discussions
centered on national and organization problems.
Educational Pix Report
Ten new members were signed at
Due at Hays Board Me
yesterday's meeting.
The annual banquet was held last
night minus after-dinner speakers.
A report from the National A
Ray Branch acted as toastmaster. visory Committee on the Use of ft
The convention will wind up today tion Pictures in Education will
with the election of officers.
one of the principal topics for d
cussion at the meeting of the Boa
of Directors of the Hays organfo
tion tomorrow, a spokesman 1
Bray Distribution Deal
yesterday. The committee was t
With Films, Inc., Closed pointed last spring to make an (
tensive study into the value of shi
subjects in education.
Paul Bray, vice-president of Bray
Pictures Corp., announced yesterday
"Zola" Starts 10th Week
that his company had signed a contract with Films, Inc. for the exThe
roadshow
engagement
clusive distribution rights of the
Bray
Canada.product in this country and Warner Bros.' "The Life of En
today.
Zola" at the Hollywood
Theafc,
New
York, enters its tenth \a
Detroit — Allied Theaters of
Michigan will carry on as it has
done in the past, despite the wholesale breakaway in members to Cooperative Theaters, Edgar Kirchner,
acting president, said yesterday at
the 18th annual convention of the
association. Although attendance
was light, enthusiasm marked the
opening sessions. Registration up
to last night was only 40, with 70
theaters represented.

and Going

ADOLPH ZUKOR and MRS. ZUKOR arrive in
New York tomorrow from Europe on the Normandie.

HENRY ARMETTA
dorf-Astoria.

Last
secondary.

Bernhard Names Schlesinger
to WB H. O. Executive Post

MARIA OUSPENSKAYA has returned to New
York from Hollywood to take charge of her
dramatic
school.

AVAILABLEA

As in the

Several thousand feet of negative
on the Sino-Japanese conflict are
expected to reach Universal Newsreel's offices in New Yoi-k this morning by transcontinental plane, it
was announced yesterday by that
company which plans to issue the
material to theaters tomorrow in
the form of another newsreel special, similar to that released three
weeks ago, dealing with the bombing of Shanghai.
j The footage, according to a cable
received by Charles Ford, editor,
from George Krainukov, cameraman
assigned to the Far East, depicts
spectacular air raid on Nanking,
Central Hospital explosions, Chinese military operations, and Japanese planes shot down by the defending armies. Krainukov reported having narrowly escaped injury
while taking scenes of Nipponese
aircraft, one of which fell to earth
directly in front of his camera, damaging the automobile in which he
had been riding.

Coming

N. J. Allied Expects 100
to Take Bermuda Crui

Michigan Allied to Carry On

d'ARVILLE, French
Belgian
soprano,

arrive in New
York
the Normandie.

on

tomorrow

from

Europe

on

AL HOFFMAN and SAM LERNER. song writers, arrive in New York from England tomorrow
the Washington.

HARALD KREUTZBERG
tomorrow on the Europa.

arrives in New

York

SOL EDWARDS, eastern division sales manager for Grand National, left the home office
night for Detroit.

last

LESTER
and

will

SAM

SACK of the Sack Amusement Enterprises of San Antonio, has arrived in town
remain
three weeks
on business.

KATZMAN, president of Victory Pictures, left for the Coast yesterday morning.

CAPT. W. W. JERVEY of the U. S. Army
Signal Corps has arrived in Hollywood to begin study of film production
methods.
FRANK
LAWTON
LAYE,
are stopping
their
recent
arrival
Queen
Mary.

and
his wife, EVELYN
at the Devon, following
from
England on
the

PERC

WESTMORE, head of make-up department at Warner Bros.' studio, arrived in
visit.
New York yesterday from Burbank for a week's
B. A. BARRON, business manager of Educational, has returned to the home office after
a vacation with his family in Illinois.
MARCOT GRAHAME arrives in New
day from Hollywood for a vacation.
in

York to-

JEFFERSON MACHAMER leaves Los Angeles
a few days for New
York.

THRU SKYSLEEPER SERVICE
No Change of Planes Enroute

The shortest, fastest, most frequent
flight schedules between New York and
California. Direct thru sleeper service.
. . . You sleep the entire night it
comfortable roomy berths. . . . Separate lounge and sleeping compartments
—plimentary.
tasty full course meals served com
For
and Re.
tions Information
Call Your Nearest
Office . . . or any
Travel Bureau,
Postal
graph or Western Union
Member

National

Safety

THE LUXURY ill
COAST TO COAS

,

i'

LV
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ITALIAN PRODUCTION
WEIGHED BY WILCOX

GOLDWYN-KORDA U. A.
DEAL NEAR CLOSING

(Continued from
(Continued from

Page

1)

wyn will exercise their options for
the purchase of the U A stock interests now held by Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks and Charles
Chaplin at a reported figure of $6,000,000. The options expire Dec. 31.
Goldwyn is expected to meet
Korda in New York for the final
discussions.
Alexander Korda is expected to
remain in the United States for six
weeks, it is understood.
David Rose, returning, is expected to confer in New York with Walter Wanger regarding the latter's
position in the U A setup.

Talk N. J. Allied-ITOA
Merger at Parley Today
(Continued from Page 1)

start

following
a luncheon
scheduled for 1 o'clock.
The representatives will discuss
the findings of the investigating
committees as to the feasibility of
combining the two groups. A report of the meeting will be studied
tomorrow by the ITOA board of directors.

T

▼

T

• • • SURPRISE PARTY
Barret McCormick's ad
and pub department of RKO Radio on very short notice threw
one of the grandest parties of this or any other season
at the Twenty-One
Club
for Anna Neagle and Herbert
Wilcox, the star and producer respectively of "Victoria, the
Great"
the two British celebrities arrived
from
London
yesterday, and Mister McCormick sent out wired invites for the
party to be held at 5:30
we are here to state that it was
one of the swellest cocktail parties ever given in the film biz . .
▼
T
T
• •
•
PRIZE
STORY
told to your kolyumnist by
Mister McCormick, anent one Richard Haestier, star reporter
of the London Star
who came over on a special assignment with Mister Wilcox and Miss Neagle to cover the three
Western Hemisphere premieres
at Ottawa tonight, later
at the Music Hall in New York, and then in Washington
Haestier has been assigned to write a series of six feature
articles on the three premieres
that shows you what the
London
press thinks
of "Victoria, the Great". .
Ask
any
of the following if this party wasn't one of the swellest they
ever attended Jack Kelly, C. V. Honce,
Jack
Spinnett,
William Boehnel, Richard Watts, Howard Barnes . . . . Regina
Crewe,
Ruth
Millett, Ben
Chrisler,
Frank
Nugent,
Charles
Nichols, G. W. Harmon
Gardner Bridge, Tim Desmond,
Bosley Crowther, Chai'les de Grandcourt
and, of course,
Ned Depinet, Barret McCormick, Ralph Rolan and Rutgers
Neilson
▼
▼
T
•

Judge Devaney at Capital
On Northwest Allied's Appeal
(Continued from Page 1)

appeal this week on grounds that
the court was in error in deciding
that Paramount was entitled to relief. In appealing, they will hold
that Paramount's failure to deliver
scheduled pictures and its attempt
to sell them individually did not
affect its right of relief from Allied.

Affiliated Theaters Takes
Six Kentucky Houses Oct. 24
Indianapolis, Ind. — Affiliated Theaters, Inc., has acquired the houses
in Glasgow, Lebanon, Russville,
Norse Cave, Scottsville and Cave
City, Ky., to take effect Oct. 24.

• • EIGHTEENTH Annual Charity Thanksgiving Frolic
consisting of a dinner and dance
sponsored by the
Motion Picture Associates will be held Saturday eve, Nov.
20
in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor
you will
perhaps
recall this outfit as Motion Picture
Salesmen
Chairman of the affair is Morris Sanders
the Committee
includes Moe Kurtz, Lew Preston, Irving Landes
Joseph
J. Lee is prexy of the MPA
Lew
Lehr
will be the
master
of the revels at the party
▼
T
T
• •
•
COCKTAIL
PARTIES
seem
to be in order. . .
Archie M. Andrews throws one this sundown in his suite
over on Fifth Avenue, when his one-millionth Packard Lekti-oShaver will be presented to Stanley Osserman, running for Congress on the Democratic ticket in this town
if the guy
wins, it will be by a close shave. . . • TWA, the airline people, will spill the cocktails for Armando on his appointment as
chief art advisor for the company, tomorrow afternoon at the
Marguery
T
T
T
• •
•
SNEAK PREVIEW in the Hollywood manner
for Walter
Wanger's
"Stand-In"
at Loew's
Triborough
theater in Astoria this evening
before the show, United
Artists
ad and on
pub West
dep't 59th
will St.
entertain the press at dinner at
La Cremaillere
T
T
T
• • •
tomorrow

ADDED STARTERS
for the AMPA lineup
swank luncheon at the new hangout at the International Casino
in addition to George
Raft, William
Frawley, Jack Buchanan, David Hutcheson and Bob Taplinger
there will also be on hand Bruce
Barton and Estelle
Taylor
▼
TV

birthday:
OCTOBER
13
Irene Rich
Harry Hershfield

• • • BABY STRIKE
a batch of East Side mothers
got together and formed an organization with a war-cry "No
More Babies"
till the Federal Government has given New
York's East Side the modern housing given to Williamsburg.
Brooklyn
the leader keeps referring to the film, "Dead
End," to point the moral that these mothers do not want to
bring gangsters into the world
nifty tie-up, say we. .
for it crashed plenty of display and space in the met papers

«

«

«

»

»

»
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rangement with RKO Radio. His
Italian production plans will depend
largely upon his success in finding
suitable story material. Wilcox said
he would go to Italy around the first
of the year to further investigate
the proposal.
Further discussions on the RKOWilcox deal will not take place until
the producer returns from the Canadian premieres of "Victoria the
Great". With Miss Neagle, Wilcox
will make p.a.'s at the opening tonight in Ottawa, tomorrow night
in Montreal and Friday night in
Toronto. Although no contract has
been signed, Wilcox has an "interim understanding" to make four
pictures for RKO. He said yesterday that each picture would cost
approximately
$750,000.
Wilcox had little to say regarding an earlier report that he might
produce for Paramount release.
There has been no deal, he said,
adding that he didn't think such an
agreement would
materialize.
After the Canadian openings of
"Victoria the Great," Wilcox and
Miss Neagle will return to NewYork for the New York premiere
which is tentatively slated for Oct.
28 at the Radio City Music Hall.
They then plan to go to Hollywood
for the West Coast premiere, the
date of which has not been set.
Accompanying Wilcox and Miss
Neagle to Ottawa last night were
S. Barret McCormick, director of
advertising and publicity for RKO;
Ralph Rolan of the sales and advertising departments; Ned E. Depinet,
jvice-president; Richard Haester.
English press representative, andl
several duction
members
of Wilcox's prostaff.

Government Survey Shows
16 mm. Biz Improvement
(Continued from Page

1)

tional work is revealed in the preliminary analysis. Inquiries were
sent to producers, manufacturers,,
laboratories, libraries and camera:
and projector companies to establish capital investment in 1932 and
the current year and comparative
employment totals for those years.
Additional questions were asked ot
the number of industrial, educational and advertising subjects made,:
average number of prints per piCf
ture, average production costs ]>et{
foot and methods of distribution.

DEATH

RECORD

Henry Russell
London (By Cable) — Henry Rus-I
sell, 65, former director of both the)
Boston Opera House and associate!
advisory director of the Metropoli-!
tan Opera in New York, is dead atj
his home here of a heart attack.

**;.**

*»»/.,

EXT WEI

IS THE

WEEK

SET

ING THE PHENOMENAL 3-MON
OF NATIONA . ACCLAIM THAT HAS RE A
NTO EVERY CORNER OF THIS CONTINEI
A "Better-Than-Excellent"* Mervyn LeRo
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Reviews o$ the Hew TUUm

"Renfrew of the Royal I
with James Newill,
Carol Hughes. William
Mounted"
Royle
Grand

National

57 Mins.

•MOUNTIE" STORY WITH FAST ACTION AND EXCITEMENT SHOULD
PLEASE ALL OUTDOOR AND ACTION
FANS.
The "Mountie" gets his man, and girl.
With a new twist on the old counterfeit
story Renfrew moves rapidly from start to
finish. James Newill, the radio star, who
played a bit in the latest Cagney picture,
stars in this one. His voice is much better
than the average and he combines this
with a pleasant personality and lots of
realistic action in the fight scenes to carry
the story along. Carol Hughes makes an
attractive female lead, although the romantic angle is not overstressed. The
picture was designed to show Newill's
virile looks to best advantage and give him
to sing. The "Mountie"
an opportunity
song
with a dozen troopers singing with
him is particularly effective, and all four
songs are good. Al Herman, the producer
and director, moves his story rapidly and
made use of the outdoor background to the
best of advantage. Counterfeit money appears in this country and the Government
asks the co-operation of the Mounted
Police in tracking down the source. A
"Mountie" discovers that the money is
being shipped across the line in frozen
trout from a de-luxe hunting lodge and is
killed. Renfrew takes up the trail from
there with Lightning, a well trained police
dog, as his helper. The dog helps trail
the girl who has been rescued from a canoe
upset, by Renfrew, to Hie lodge where
her father is held prisoner. A former
counterfeiter, her father has been tricked
into going to the lodge and is forced to
make plates for the gang. William Royle,
as Hollis, the hotel chef and leader of the
gang, does a convincing bit of acting as
the friendly rival of Renfrew at the local
barbecues, where they vie for cooking honors. William Austin, as a constable, has
an amusing bit. The story moves fast
throughout and comes to a swift climax
when Renfrew fights the gang alone and
saves the girl and her father from a
refrigerator where they have been locked
after the gang leader has suspected them
of double-crossing him. It has all the
elements necessary to hold the interest
of the action and outdoor fans, and should
be good for the youngsters.
Cast: James Newill, Carol Hughes, William Royle, Herbert Corthell, Donald Reed,
Thundercloud, David Barclay, William Austin, Dickie Jones. Robert Terry, Wdliam
Gould, Lightning.
Producer, Al Herman;
11
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Director, Same;

Story suggested by Laurie Y Erskme s Renfrew books; Screenplay, Charies Logue;
Cameraman, Francis Corley; Recording Engineer, Glen Rominger; Musical Direction,
Arthur Kaye; Editor, Holbrook Todd; Unit
Manager, Gordon Griffith; Production Manager, Harold Lewis.
Direction, Good
Photography, Fine.

"My Dear Miss

"Shadows of the

with

Regis

Toomey,

Esther

Ralston,

Orient"

"MELLER"
STANDS.

ENTERTAINMENT
FANS

IN

69 mins.
FOR

THE

Edna

MayWalter
Oliver,Pidgeon
Maureen O'Sullivan,

M-G-M

Sydney
Blackmer
Monogram
FAIR

with

THE

SMALLER

The ancient Chinese smuggling racket is
again unearthed in this one, but the smugglers take to the air. The smuggling ring
fires their pilot for dumping a load of
aliens from his plane when he is pursued
by a customs ship and he is killed when
he phones the customs to squeal. Regis
Toomey, as the deputy customs inspector,
gives a pleasing performance in the role
of the dare-devil agent who fights on land
or in the air. Esther Ralston, as the

77 mins.

Aldrich"

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR EVERYBODY WITH LAUGHS, PUNCH AND ACTION.
A

good newspaper

story written from

the
comedy Nebraska
angle. Miss
O'Sullivan
the
attractive
school
teacher,as who
falls heir to the biggest paper in New
York, and Miss Oliver as her crotchety
aunt who is suspicious of everybody in the
big city make a good team. Walter Pidgeon as the smooth managing editor, who
is a confirmed woman hater, plays his

&

"The Footloose

with

Craig

Reynolds,

Ann

^

Sheridan

Warners

58 miiw.

GAY ADVENTURE OF ROMANTIC
YOUNG COUPLE MOVES FAST AND HAS
GOOD COMEDY SLANT.

Heiress"

A gay and insouciant little trifle that is
filled with the charm and zest of life,
and while it may be very true that it will
garner no record-breaking figures at the
box-office, still it is so deftly handled
throughout that it is bound to please the
average audience. Craig Reynolds is ideal
in the role of the son of a rich advertising

part for all it's worth and gets the girl
in the end. His new boss wants to work man who has quarreled with his father, and
as a female reporter on the paper where sets out to see the world travelling inno women are allowed and falls down on
cognito on the rods of the freight cars.
daughter of a Federal Judge, who is in- her first opportunity. However, she re- In one of his adventures, he meets the
deems herself in the end of the picture
volved in the raid following the dead flier's
daughter of another rich advertising mogul.
tip makes an attractive love interest. Syd- by getting an exclusive on the biggest
ney Blackmer, as the suave, curio-collect- story of the year. Miss Oliver is funny This part is played by Ann Sheridan. She is
ing head of the smuggling ring is an effec- and draws laughs throughout the picture a spoiled child who has had her own way
tive villain. J. Farrell MacDonald in the with her niece and the editor at odds until in everything, and her pater finds that as
part of the customs inspector superseded the final clinch. Janet Beecher, J. Farrell the girl approaches the age of eighteen,
by his junior on this case plays the part MacDonald, and Guinn Williams help the she is entirely out of hand. He simply
of the old inspector convincingly. The story story along with as much of a performcannot manage her. Reynolds is instruance as their roles allow. The story is
is thin in plot value and moves slowly, with
mental in helping her dad prevent her
two plane sequences and a fight in the rapidly paced throughout and moves to from marrying a young playboy on a bet
ending.
a swift climax with laughs and a happy
smugglers' hideout as the highlights of the
that she will be somebody's wife before
picture. The climax of the picture is
her eighteenth birthday. The girl's ire is
raised against the stranger, whom she looks
quite convincing, although a bit too obvious.
Cast: Sullivan,
EdnaWalterMay
Oliver,
Pidgeon,
JanetMaureen
Beecher, O'J. upon as just a meddler. The truth of the
Farrell MacDonald, Rita Johnson, Guinn matter is that he has fallen desperately
Cast: Regis Toomey, Esther Ralston, Sydney Blackmer, J. Farrell MacDonald, Oscar Willwms. Paul Harvey, Charles Waldron, in love with her. She tries to humiliate
Apfel, Eddie Featherstone, Kit Guard, Matty Walter Kingsford, Roger Converse, Leonid him in her father's home, where dad keeps
him as a guest in order to help him tame
Kinsky, Brent Sargent, Robert Greig.
Fain, James Leong.
Producer, Herman J. Mankiewicz; Di- his wild daughter. Finally Reynolds leaves
Producer, Larry Darmour; Director, Burt
rector, George B Seitz; Original story and
at the girl's high handed treatLynwood; Story, L. E. Heifetz; Screenplay, screenplay, Herman J. Mankiewicz; Editor, in a huff
ment, and goes back to his journeyings on
Charles Francis Royal; Editor, Dwight Cald- William S. Gray; Cameraman, Charles Law- the freight cars. Then the girl realizes
well; Cameraman, James S. Brown
Jr
ten; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons.
that she has been madly in love with him
Direction, Fast.
Photography,
Good
Direction, Slow
Photography, Fair.
all the time, and importunes her father to
I
bring him back. They start after the
•
fugitive, and after many exciting anc
Fleischer Cartoonists' , Name Sindlinger M of T
laughable adventures, iron put their differences in a manner highly satisfactory to
Strike Ended Last Night '
Adv. -Promotion Director the three
of them. Craig Reynolds handle;
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from
Page
1)
his part with an easy style that is charmwas
announced,
carries
with
it
the
studios and the Commercial Artists
ing. Ann Sheridan makes a good femmt
and Designers Union, an A F of L managing directorship of March of foil. Directed by William Clemens with 1
Time's "Photo Reporter," monthly sure touch that extracts all the fun ano
affiliate.
Under the contract, Fleischer picture newspaper which is now be- romance.
ing used by more than 400,000
jstudios recognized the union and
Cast: Craig Reynolds, Ann Sheridan, Anne
students in 3,200 U. S. schools.

granted wage increases, a 40-hour
week, vacations and sick leaves with
pay and extra pay for overtime.
The union made various guarantees
of production.
It was agreed that Fleischer studios had the right to deal and bargain with their non-union animators
directly and not through the union.
The new contract provides for
arbitration of all future disputes.
Strikes and lock-outs are prohibited.
Under the agreement all employees
return to work immediately.
David Fleischer, vice-president of
the studios, and James Hully, president of the union, expressed their
gratifications upon the settlements.
Fleischer was represented in the
negotiations by the law firm of
Phillips & Nizer.

Appointment of Sindlinger, who
has been in charge of M of T Exhibitor Exploitation for the past two
years, follows 13 years of diversified
industry experience. Sindlinger has
been manager of key theaters in
Philadelphia. Pittbsurgh. Reading^
Pa.. Akron. Cleveland, Athens and
Marion. Ohio. Kokomo. Indiana and
Appleton,

Wis.

Nagel, William
Hopper,
HughFrank
O'Conneli
Teddy
Hart, Hal
Neiman,
Orb
William Eberhardt, Lois Cheaney.
Director, William Clemens; Author, Rcb
ert White; Screenplay, same; Editor, Lot
Hesse; Cameraman, Arthur Edeson.
Direction,

Photography, Okay.

Monarch Pictures Signs

Korson Gets Ambassador
Louis (Pop) Korson and Ed Boreth, operating Masterpiece Film Attractions, will distribute the 193738 Ambassador program of 16 pictures in the Philadelphia and Washington territories. Maurice Conn,
president of Ambassador, closed
the deal.

Good.

Ambassador Franchise;
Detroit — Monarch Pictures signe*
a deal for Michigan franchise foi
distribution of Ambassador Picture!
this week, Anne O'Donnell, generai
manager, announced. This will iw
elude 26 feature "releases during thf

year.

^

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL AGAIN !
hk :
hili ii

REMEMBER THE SHANGHAI BOMBING! HERE'S AN EVEN
GREATER FOLLOW-UP! THE MOST ASTOUNDING THRILLSHOTS OF THE CHINA- JAPAN WAR !

BOMBING OF NANKING!
A bomb

falling smash

into the camera's eye !
Universal Newsreel Cam-

Chiang
Kai-Shek
and Chinese
dignitaries
caught
SEE inMadame
a rain
of bombs
while
visiting
Nanking
hospital !
planes shot down and
Q C C
Civilians rush for bombpilots taken prisoner!
Okt
proof
shelters ! ! !
SEE Jap

eraman's car blown to bits !

PHOTOGRAPHED
Produced

ki

III*

RELEASED
TO-DAY !

BY
by

GEORGE
CHARLES

KRAINUKOV

E. FORD
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A "JUttU" lm» Udtywood "£ots
By RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

TJNIVERSAL has engaged Irving
Cummings, who has just com1938"
to directpleted
the "Merry-Go-Round
next Deannaof Duvbin
picture "Mad About Music." This
picture, like "100 Men and a Girl,"
will be a Joe Pasternak production.
V
T
▼
William Wellman, who is to direct "Men With Wings," Paramount's Technicolor aviation film,
announces that he will start camera
work on Dec. 1 with Fred MacMurray and Ray Milland in the leading
male roles.
Following the lines established in
the production of two previous outstanding pictures, "The Story of
Louis Pasteur" and "The Life of
Emile Zola," Warners will put into
production this fall another biographical film based on tbe life of Victor Hugo. No casting announcements have been made yet but indications are that Paul Muni, will
be the leading candidate.
Maurice Conn has signed Paula
Stone for the leading role opposite
Pinky Tomlin in "Swing It Profes-

Army Officer to Study
Production in Hollywood

WHO'S
M
•

•

RS. NATALIE

Coast

Bureau

NEWS

B
o:

FILM

DAILY

KALMUS.

H5

Color director for Technicolor
holds the most

only one

unique

ties both here

and

Has always done

•
Pic-

From

Nor-

(art) several universi-

abroad

art work

and

Fond

of flying.

and became

art and

at its inception.

recently

did

a

most

important job by filming Coronation in Technicolor for the archives of history. Married to
Dr. Herbert
golf.

M-G-M;s producer-director combination of James K. McGuinness and
Sam Wood is looking about for a
story which they can make together
as a result of their success in turning out "Madame X."
McGuinness and Wood worked in
such harmony that they turned out
"Madame X" several days ahead of
schedule and under the budget set

Monogram

Pictures

T. Kalmus.

Hair, brown.

Reports

No

children.

Sports:

Eyes, grey. Stands 5, 3,

Leon Gordon, who recently returned to Hollywood after three
months in England, has been assigned to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to
write the screenplay for "I Love
You Again," in which William Powell will be starred. Larry Weingarten, who will produce, is now working out the rest of the cast.

"How to See a Movie," Robert
Benchley's third miniature for the
1 by the studio. Preview notices ac- season, has started under the direc|
corded the production caused M-Gtion of Roy Rowland. Jack Cherj M to tentatively okay another pic- tock is
producing. Betty Ann Clarke
j
ture by the same producer-director will play opposite Benchley.
combination.
j
T

T

V

j Already known as one of HollyOtto Winkler, connected with the
wood's most widely traveled men, Los Angeles Examiner for the last
A.
Edward
Sutherland
hopes
to
be
!
12 years, joins the Metro publicity
one of the first persons to make an department.

Educational to Hit Top

Options on 20,993 Shares
Page 1)

"Hell on Wheels," an original by
Thornton Martin, has been purchased by Metro for early production.

principally at Uni-

color director of Technicolor
extensively

•

position and the

versity of Zurich, Switzerland.

Travels

•

Motion

of its kind in the world.

folk, Virginia, educated

granted pursuant to the pro rata provisions of the agreement between
Hollywood — War Department,
continuing cooperative training pro- J. A. Sisto and Co., the principal
gram which has been in force for underwriter, and Monogram.
Rosenblatt and Fromkess made asthe past three years with the Resignments of various amounts of
search Council of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, their options to the following:
has assigned Capt. W. W. Jervey, Fromkess, Frederick Minzesheimer
until lately in command of the 11th of New York City, 10,153.10; Robert Robins, New York City, 2,040.44;
Signal Company, U. S. Signal Corps,
at Scofield Barracks, Hawaii, here Lewis H. Morris, New York City,
to begin study of film production 4,400; Benjamin N. Lesk, New York
methods in various studios and take City, 4,399.40, all assigned from
technical courses in the labs of Fromkess; Rosenblatt 5.265.60 to
Eastman, Dupont, Agfa, Erpi and William B. Jaffe, New York City
RCA. Organization of the courses and 4,500 to Herman S. Rosenblatt,
is in charge of Major Nathan Levin- New York City.
son, chairman of the Academy
The total amount of Monogram's
Technician Branch, and Gordon S. capital stock called for bv all options as of Sept. 20, 1937, is 300,834.
Mitchell, manager of the Academy
Research Council.
Genera] Theaters Equipment
Corp. reported for September that
it has issued subscription warrants
and fractional subscription warrants
covering 2,673-77 150 shares of capital stock on requisition of City
Bank Farmers Trust Company, depository, under the plan and agreement of reorganization of Aug. 31,
1935, during the period of Aug. 31,
AS SEEN
BY
1937, to Sept. 30, 1937. During this
THE PRESS
period warrants covering 18.212
AGENT
shares were exercised.
Other SEC action yesterday included filing of an amendment by
Ambassador Pictures, Inc. to defer
William Powell has a weakness for
the effective date of its registration
loud plaid sports coats, which he wears
statement for another 20 days. A
almost
constantly. — M-G-M.
previous amendment to defer the
date was filed on Sept. 24.
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IN HOLLYWOOD

Interesting Personalities: No.

ture Corporation and admittedly

(Continued from
West

WHO

Introducing

around-the-world air journey, flying
westward. Practically all aroundthe-world trips to date have been
made eastward.

Speed Until Year's End

Educational's
Astoria are in the studio
midst units
of theat most
intensive schedule since the company's short the
subject
was
moved from
West production
Coast to New
York. The program will keep the
units under command of Al Christie
and William Watson going at top
speed for the rest of the year.
Camera work was completed last
week on three shorts, including a
Buster West-Tom Patricola tworeel comedy and two single-reel
Song and Comedy Hits with the
Cabin Kids. Shooting starts again
this morning, with a Tim and Irene
two-reel comedy going into production, while final preparatory work
is under way on several other subjects, both one and two-reelers.
Charles Kemper is to be featured in
the two-reeler to follow the Tim and
Irene,
with Willie Howard and Jefule.
ferson Machamer next on the schedWillie Howard's "The Smart
Way"
and ready,
Niela Goodelle's
"Who's
Who" are
and are the
next
two comedies to be released. In the
cutting
are "Meet
the Jr.
Bride,"
featuringroom
Herman
Timberg,
and
Pat Rooney, Jr., and the WestPatricola and Cabin Kids subjects.

NAM

"Educational" Films

"Answer'
New of Deal
to be Bureau
Washington
THE
FILM
'DAILY
Washington — The National Association of Manufacturers will increase its production of "educational" motion pictures, to be distributed free to exhibitors, schools and
auditoriums, it was learned here
yesterday.
It is understood that the NAM
hopes to use the pictures as a means
of offsetting what it calls "governmental propaganda." The organization has long been a bitter foe nj
the New Deal.

Closed Houses as Boards
Oklahoma City — Fronts of closed
houses here have been boarded up
and are being used for 24 sheets
on films showing
at other Standard
theaters
here.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Hungarian Pix to Open
"Tommy," a new Hungarian-dialogue picture, starring Gizi Pecsi,
the 8-year-old Hungarian child
star, will open Friday at the Modern
Playhouse. Danubia Pictures, Inc.,
handles the release in this country.

Peruvian

film imports during 1936

were 80 per cent American; in 1937
it is estimated
at 70 per cent.

I

^A bow to the Motion Picture Industry
...from the SCRIPPS-HOWARD
SCRIPPS-HOWARD takes pride in the 18-page
Hollywood Forecast which appears in all
22 Scripps-Howard Newspapers, on Wednesday, October 13th.
We are deeply grateful for the whole-hearted
cooperation of the great Moving Picture Producers who collaborated in making this Hollywood Forecast so lively, so authoritative, so
timely.

SCRIPPS

NEWSPAPERS

This feature supplement is of vital interest
to all who are associated with the Motion
Picture Industry. But it holds even greater
interest to the millions of picture fans who
live in the 22 Scripps-Howard cities, from
coast-to-coast.
The Scripps-Howard Newspapers wish
Hollywood the success it so richly deserves,
during the coming year.

• HOWARD
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Registered at SMPE's Convention

rj#<

Official registration list of the
SMPE's New York convention was
announced yesterday.
It follows:
D. M. Alexander, E. Andresen,
R. B. Austrian, E. Avedon.
F. C. Badgley, J. O. Baker, D.
Bardfield, Thad C. Barrows, M. C.
Batsel, E. P. Beckwith, H. Behr,
E. McD. Bendheim, M. Binder, A.
A. Bishop, Jr., C. Bonamico, A.
Borras, A. J. Bradford, J. G. Bradley, R. Brady, J. R. Brewster, F.
Brick, J. M. Burgess, L. A. Bonn.
F. E. Carlson, A. Carpenter, R.
Carulla, E. K. Carver, A. Church,
C. A. Clarke, A. W. Cook, W. B.
Cook, J. I. Crabtree, H. C. Cuthbertson, A. A. Cook, J. G. Capstaff.
H. I. Day, L. W. Davee, C. E.
Dean, A. S. Dickinson, H. J. Di
Scuillo, T. Dormond, A. C. Downes,
C. C. Dash, S. Dushman, A. H.
Demmer.
G. C. Edwards, J. K. Elderkin,
R. M. Evans.
R. E. Farnham, C. L. Farrand,
R. J. Fisher, S. T. Fisher, K. Famulener, J. J. Finn, L. P. Flory, P. C.
Foote, E. W. Franck, J. Frank, Jr.,
R. R. French, G. Friedl, Jr.
R. Gallo, F. C. Gilbert, E. R.
Geib, G. R. Giroux, A. S. Githens,
C. H. Gleason, M. S. Gleason, O. M.
Glunt, H. Goldin, W. E. Green, C. L.
Greene, H. Griffin.
D. D. Halpin, W. S. Halstead,
C. E. Hamann,
E. Harris, J. A.
Hammond, H. J. H. Hasbrouck, J. E.
Heney, W. W. Hennessy, M. H. Hill,
E. G. Hines, M. Hobart, L. B. Hoffmann, F. Hohmeister, W. G. Houskeeper, T. P. Hover, R. C. Hubbard,
D. E. Hyndman.
B. B. Jackson, G. R. Jones, L. A.
Jones.
E. W. Kellogg, P. Kellogg, G.

Kende, B. J. Kleerup, H. S. Knowles,
H. R. Kossman, W. C. Kunzmann,
J. H. Kurlander.
P. Lamboit, G. Lane, P. J. Larsen, F. D. Leslie, J. F. Leventhal,
G. Lewin, L. Lincoln, A. Lindstrom,
H. R. Lipman, W. F. Little, D. F.
Lvman.
C. Mili, W. A. MacNair, H. A.
xMcLarty, P. A. McGuire, J. H. McLeod, D. McRae, J. R. Manheimer,
G. E. Matthews, J. P. Maxfield, M.
Metzger, P. Mole. R. M. Moreno, E.
R. Morin, W. D. Myers.
O. Nelson, O. F. Neu, R. F. Nicholson, J. F. Nielson, W. S. Nivisen.
Wm. H. Offenhauser, B. Olney.
M. W. Palmer, L. C. Pearson, G.
G. Popovici, C. Presgrave, M. R.
Prilik.
H. Rockwell, D. Rabinowitz, G. F.
Rackett, G. A. Raparowitz, M. M.
Reiss, H. C. Reeves, P. D. Ries, F.
H. Richardson, M. Ricker, F. W.
Roberts, I. P. Rodman, H. Rosenthal, C. Ross, I. Ross, G. Rutherford.
H. B. Santee, L. Sachleben, T. E.
Shea, J. W. Sawyer, J. A. Schieck,
B. Schlanger, R. T. Schlosberg, W.
A. Schmidt, E. S. Schoder, E. W.
Schumacher, H. H. Scott, A. J. Seeley, H. B. Smith, C. E. Shultz, J. L.
Spence, J. Skelley, H. A. Smith, W.
C. Speed, E. I. Sponable, J. H. Spray,
H. A. Starke, I. Stewart, W. P.
Stone, R. O. Strock, E. M. Swartz,
|G. Szasz, R. S. Sumner.
M. G. Townsley, L. Tuckerman,
jJ. Tupper, C. Tuttle, F. Turtle, H.
i B. Tuttle.
H. S. Walker, C. F. Wiebusch,
M. L. Weiss, H. C. Wellman, P. R.
Wendt, G. W. Wheelwright, H. E.
White, T. W. Willard, E. A. Williford, S. K. Wolf, W. V. Wolfe, R.
E. Worstell.

extensions catch the projection
beam after it has penetrated the
marginal area of the screen and
diffuse and reflect it. The illusion
of the screen appearing to fill the
entire plane ahead is created.
The inventors estimate that installation costs will vary from $150
to $500, according to the demands
of the theater. Equipment can be
set up in about 3 days while a house
is operating, they said. The system requires no changes in film or
projection booths, depending entirely on changes in screen structure
for effect.
First commercial application of
the "Screen Syncrofield" will be
made in about three weeks, Schlanger
said, and added that marketing arrangements had not been completed.
Engineers and screen manufacturers in the audience were impressed
with the device.
Other technical papers were presented during the session by G. L.
Simpson, J. C. Fox, E. K. Carver,
G. L. Cox, H. A. Smith, L. C. Hollands and A. M. Glover, F. T. Bowditch and A. C. Dowries, G. G. Popovici, S. Dushman, R. E. Farnham
and G. Mili.
In the evening selected historical
sound motion pictures were shown.
Engineers also saw the New Universale "100 Men and a Girl,"
which held particular interest because of innovations employed in
recording the voice of Deanna Durbin and the music of the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra under the
direction of Leopold Stokowski.
SMPE's semi - annual banquet
takes place tonight at the Hotel
Pennsylvania. Charles C. Pettijohn, Operators in Mass. Spots
See U. S. Ascap Attitude
MPPDA general counsel, is schedto
Get
10%
Wage
Advances
Affected by State Suits
uled to speak. Highlight of the
Decision of the Federal Courts in
morning session is the report of the
Projection Practice Committee
Springfield, Mass. — Wage in- Nebraska, Washington and in other
creases, understood to be about 10 states on the constitutionality of
which will be read by Harry Rubin,
of Paramount. There will be no per cent, will be given operators of the anti-Ascap legislation passed by
afternoon session.
Warner Bros.' and Loew's theaters five states is regarded as likely to
in Springfield, Chicopee, Westfield affect action that the U. S. Governand Ware, according to an agreement will take in the long-pending
ment concluded with the local union. anti-trust action against Ascap.
M of T Goes to NBC
If the state legislation is upheld,
Negotiations are being carried on
Tomorrow, from 8:30 to 9 P.M. with other theater companies in the further action by the Federal Government isbelieved unnecessary for
EST The March of Time radio pro- four cities, with agreements still to the states are seeking to break up
gram will be heard for the first be reached between Motion Picture
power Ascap has by bargaining
time, and regularly thereafter, over Operators' Local 186 and a number the
for all its members
NBC's Blue Network of 40 stations of independent companies, includin more than 20 states. Sole rea- nig Western Massachusetts Theaters,
Roxy Account to Agency
son for the change from CBS to E. M. Loew, Art Theater and the
NBC is given as the desire for a Winchester Amusement Co. which
Kayton-Spiero, Inc., has been apbetter spot.
operates several second-run houses.
pointed to handle advertising for
Wage increases embodied in the the Roxy Theater, effective immediately. Morris Kinzler is advertisWarner and Loew's agreements paring manager for the theater.
tially restore the cut of approxi"Victoria" Seven Times
mately 20 per cent by the operators wages will be sought by the union,
Passengers on the Aquitania, which
arrived from England yesterday, were
during the depression.
it is reported.
fully aware that there is such a picNegotiations for other theater
ture as "Victoria the Great." In addition to having on board Herbert Wilworkers, including ushers, checkers,
Seattle — Theater janitors' union
cox, the producer, Anna Neagle, the
etc., will be undertaken shortly by is asking a dollar a day increase,
star, and members of the production
the new local union recently formed making the rate $6. Other demands
staff, the picture was presented seven
times on the westward crossing.
representing workers in Springfield, are time and half for overtime, two
Chicopee
and
Westfield.
Higher weeks' vacation with pay.

Foreign Field
Philippine Film a Manila Hii
Manila, P. I.— "Zamboanga," mi
tion picture produced in the Phili]
pine Islands, has scored a hit her
It is a mixture of documentary an
dramatic film. The Filipino lai
guage is used with passages in Ertf.
lish. The cast is entirely native.

"Shall We Dance" Deal in Ja\

Tokyo — Richard D. Spiermai
manager of RKO Radio's Japanes
branch, has just completed a da
for the simultaneous first and sa
ond run of "Shall We Dance" at tl
Takarazuk (Toho) and Shochii
(Sy) Theaters. It is the first tin
in Japanese film history that thes
competitors are playing the sara
picture day and date.

Tello's Second Pix in Work
Mexico City — Producciones Alfoi
so Sanchez Tello's second produc
tion, "Pa' los Toros del Jaral" ("Se
a Thief
Catch under
a Thief"),
fore
the to
cameras
Chano isUrcb<
eta's direction, and again co-stai
ring Roberto Falcon and Vilm
Vidal.

$1,000,000 Odeon Program

Edinburgh — Odeon Theaters wi
soon embark on a million dollar th(
ater building program in Scotlam
Contracts for the first group of si
theaters have been placed with Rot
ert Pert & Sons, Montrose. Fiw
theater will be started immediatel
at Ayr. Each house will cost aronn
$200,000.

Church of Eng. Film Socid
London — The Church of Englan
is following the lead of the Meth«
dists and the Catholics in forming
film Church
society Film
of its
own, known '<
the
Society.

Form Highland Cinema Co.
Edinburgh — The Highland Cin<
ma Co., Ltd., has been formed t
Dr. T. W. H. Alexander and Rote
Wotherspoon. Capital is to 1
$100,000. Headquarters will be i
the Royal Bank Bldg., Inverness.

Howard

Estabrook

Made

Producer at Paramou?
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIIi

Hollywood — Howard Estabroo
production associate to Frar|
Lloyd, has been made a full fiedgt)
producer for Paramount. His fir;
productions
will and
be Loves
"Everybody
Girl,"
"The Life
of V i
tor Herbert," and "Carmen."
Television

by Telephone

Berlin
(By Cable)
—
A successful j
demonstration of television by telephone
over a radius of approximately 25 miles
was
made
here early this
week before
the Technical-Literary
Society.
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iAory Pickford Plans to Produce 4 Features for U. A

liCADEMYAPERTURE PLANSEEN C0STINGH7000,000
iiterstate's Film Co. Contracts Held Anti -Trust
Violation
SMPE
Committee
Warns
cree Clears Co.'s Right to
Sell Exclusively to One
Customer

alias — Disagreement between
l >rneys on facts set out in the
; ling pargaraph of the suggest'. Federal decree that would end
" anti-trust suit won by the Govi nent against eight major disr utors and two Texas theater
i jits led to a recess of several
t :s while attorneys for both sides
I ed out their differences. The
i ee handed down late yesterday
(.Continued

on

Page

4)

S TTLE SHERMAN ACT
SUITS FOR $22,500
ithorization to settle two anti. suits against Western Electric,
, & T, and Erpi totalling $1,>00 for $22,500 was granted yesly to Milton C. Weisman, resr of Fox Theaters Corp., by
lit Judge Martin T. Manton in
. District Court.
Nth suits were filed Nov. 13, 1934
(Continued

on

Page

9)

TwA Drive on Giveaways
1'ledged RKO

Cooperation

U. S. to Launch Industry Census Early in New Year

Washington
Bureau
Washington — Bureau of the Census of
a census of the motion picture industry
duction activities.
Preparations
are in
chief statistician for manufactures of the

of THE
FILM
DAILY
the U. S. Department of Commerce will start
early in 1938.
Checkup will cover 1937 proprogress,
under
direction
of LeVerne
Beales,
Bureau.

In a technical dispute that, it was
said, may cost exhibitors $1,000,000,
the Projection Practice Committee
of SMPE yesterday unanimously opposed the recommendation of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences to increase projector apertures in order to avoid edge-of-frame
cut-off on the screen. The report,
delivered
by Chairman Harry Rubin,
Hollywood rather than New York
Barney Balaban, Paramount Pres- of Paramount, at the third session
will be the scene for the consummaident, was ordered to appear for an
(Continued
on Page 9)
tion of the Samuel Goldwyn-Alex- examination before trial, by Supreme
ander Korda deal for the control of Court Justice Timothy Collins, on
United Artists, it was indicated Saturday, Oct. 21, on the motion of
here yesterday.
Ella Hayim and other minority
Goldwyn, it was learned, con- stockholders in connection with their
templates no trip East to meet
Korda
when
the British producer suit questioning
tract for a $3,000Adolph
weekly Zukor's
salary, con7V2
(Continued
on Page 9)
per cent (Continued
of the profits
above
$2,on Page 9)
SMPE awarded the Progress
Collins, Erpi Vice-Prexy,
Medal to Edward Washburn KelNewsreel
Status
Denied
Elected to Directorate
logg and the Journal Award to Dr.
Dean Brewster Judd at its semi-anM of T by SAG's Board
Daniel C. Collins, who earlier this
nual banquet last night at the Hotel
year was elevated to the post of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Pennsylvania.
vice-president of Erpi, was elected
— Ruling that "March
Kellogg,
of RCA, earned
the meda member of the board of directors ofHollywood
Time" films specially staged
al in recognition
of outstanding
(Continued
on
Page
8)
yesterday.
scenes in which players are directCollins has been with the comed, theecutive
Screen
Actors' denied
Guild ExBoard yesterday
the
pany since 1923. He was named

FINAL U. A. PURCHASE ORDER 8ALABAN EXAM.
MEETINGS FOR COAST
BEFORE SUIT'S TRIAL

SMPE AWARDS
KELLOGG

controller of Erpi in 1930. He assumes his new duties immediately.

producer's appeal to be classified as
a newsreel.

O Theaters not only is in full
athy with the ITOA'S present
to abolish games
and gives in New York City, but would

New Pickford Producing Organization

Patman

Whether or not Samuel Goldwyn
ITOA-N. J. Allied Merger
Seen as Possible in Year and Alexander Korda exercise their

{Continued

on

Page

2)

Bill Ignoring Pix

■"sh. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
— The willproposed
PatHi|/ashington
Act, which
seek tonewrestrian
lorations from operating
retail outI in more
than one state, will not
Hict films, it was said yesterday
by
'.esmen for the National
Retail Dry
ds Association.
It was said that it
j not Patman's
intention
to include
My but chains
engaged
in the disution
of
merchandise,
limited
to
ljufactured
products
and other than
materials or farm products."

Adoption
Means Heavy
Exhibitor Expense

To Make

4 Features for U. A. Program

The ITOA and Allied Theaters of
New Jersey will work hand-in-hand
on various problems until such time
that a merger appears feasible it
was learned yesterday, following a
meeting at the Hotel Astor between
committees representing both organizations. The committees
will
(Continued

on

Page

4)

options on her stock in United Artists Corp., Mary Pickford will definitely produce at least four features
next year, she told The Film Daily
last night.
After Dec. 21, the date upon whjch
the Goldwyn-Korda options expire,
Miss Pickford will prepare production machinery to take advantage of
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Ray Branch Named Prexy
of Mich. Allied Theaters

Detroit — Ray Branch, of Hastings,
was elected president of Allied Theaters of(Continucd
Michigan on atPagethe 9)organiza-

Tube Be or Not Tube Be?
T. P.
Hover, projectionist
at Warner's
Ohio
Theater,
Lima, in delivering
his
paper, "Cooperation as the Keynote of
Successful
Town ofProjection."
of a classicSmall
example
his subjecttold
at
yesterday's
session
the SMPE convention at the
Hotel of Pennsylvania.
In a Lima theater, he said, six amplifying tubes had run more than twice
the limit of safe service. The projectionist begged endlessly for new
tubes. Finally the manager bought the
required number, and, as a gesture,
one extra — which he locked in the safe.

.;
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Amusement Issues Again
Generally Show Losses
Amusement stocks and bonds,
with few exceptions, again were off
yesterday, registering declines of
from one-eighth to 5% points. Only
advances Pathe Film, 20th CenturyFox common and Universal Pictures
preferred.

jMontague and Jackter Off

like to see them dropped all over
the country, it was said yesterday.
In a letter received yesterday by
| the ITOA, RKO said:
"We note with interest your efforts to abolish giveaways and
games in the theaters of New York
City. This project is a very constructive one, both for the motion
picture industry and the individual
theaters. The RKO Circuit has been
opposed to giveaways and games
since their inception and will sincerely cooperate to abolish these
items from our theaters, provided
the action is universal throughout
the theaters in New York City."
Meanwhile, the Century Circuit
also indicated that it is in accord
with the drive on games.

for Col.

Chicago

Parley

A. Montague, general sales manager of Columbia Pictures Corporation and Rube Jackter, assistant
sales manager leave today for Chicago in advance of the home-office
sales executive staff, to be present
at the first of a series of three
divisional sales meetings. The sales
session will take place in the Drake
Hotel tomorrow and Sunday an i
will be followed by two additional
divisional meetings to be held in
key spots to be announced later.
The rest of the home office contingent, headed by Joe McConville,
sales supervisor, and comprising
Louis Astor, Lou Weinberg, Max
Weisfeldt, Hank C. Kaufman,
George Josephs, and Milton Hannock, will leave tomorrow for the
Windy City.

cominc mid Gome
ARTHUR
GREENBLATT, CB Eastern divisioi
manager, left for Cincinnati and Cleveland las
night.
A. MONTAGUE
and
for Chicago,
today.

Equity Expected to Ask
Dullzell to Reconsider

Record-breaking biz that warranted a holdover in almost every
engagement throughout th° U. S.
during the past week is the mark
set by "Prisoner of Zenda," "Dead
End" and "Stella Dallas," United
Artists reported yesterday.
Setting the pace for the trio by
virtue of' its earlier release, was
/4
"Stella Dallas"
with a season record
of 103 holdovers for a total playing
time of 187 weeks, while "Prisoner
of Zenda"3/8 has merited 76 holdovers.
To "Dead End" goes distinction of
'•eg'istering the week's most remarkable business in its Detroit dates.
After two weeks at the United Artists, it moved to the State where
it did more business in the first five
days than in the entire preceding
week.

Action resulting from the sudden
resignation of Paul Dullzell, executive secretary and treasurer of
the Actor Equity Association, re
mains at a standstill until Frank
Gillmore, Equity president, returns
from Denver, possibly today, it was
learned yesterday at the union headquarters. Dullzell was slated to head
Equity after Nov 1.
Equity officials are reticent about
discussing DullzelPs announcement
that he would retire from office Jan
1. A meeting was held yesterday
but members refused to say whether
it concerned Dullzell's action. It
was indicated that efforts will be
made to induce Dullzell to reconsider his move.

'/«
Court Directs
Payment
of Roxy $2,760 U. S. Tax
'/4

No reason for Dullzell's resignation was given, but it is believed
that he was not in accord with the
activities of the Screen Actors Guild.

Seeks to Prove Writers Not

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
Under Wagner Labor Act
authorized Howard S. Cullman, as
trustee of the Roxv Theaters Corp..
during its reorganization, to pay to West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the Collector of Internal Revenue
Los Angeles — In his cross-examiof the U. S. Government back innation of witnesses called by Leonard Janofsky, attorney for Screen
come taxes amounting' to $2,760 plus
6 per cent interest on that amount Writers Guild, Neil McCarthy, atfrom Jan. 15, 1931.
torney for Screen Playwrights, is
trying
to
prove that writers have inThis sum constitutes full settledividual contracts, do individual crement of all claims of the governative work, each one has his own
ment against Roxy for unpaid inbusiness agent and that they do no+
come taxes. The original federal come
under terms of Wagner Labor
claim against Roxy was for $7,969
Act. After hearing heated argument
between lawyers. Examiner Ringer
allowed Brian Marlow, Paramount
contract writer, to give the amount
Notables See "Victoria"
Ottawa, Ont. — With a distine'ir sh- of his salary which is $750 a week.
ed audience of Dominion and civic McCarthy and Janofskv almost came
notables in attendance. Herbert Wil to blows over an exhibit which Mccox's "Victoria the Great" had its
Carthy wanted to read. John FranWestern Hemisphere premiere here
cis Natteford, free lance writer, estimated that free lance writers write
last night. The opening' took place
under the patronage of Governor half
of
nually. the pictures produced anGeneral and Lady Tweedsmuir.

JACKTER

leavi

LOUIS SHANFIELD. eastern art director o
20th-Fox, has left for the Coast where hi
will stay
for several
weeks.
WALTER
J. HUTCHINSON,
general foreigi
manager of 20th-Fcx. will reach H)llywooc
on
Nov.
1 from
Sydney,
Australia.

JEAN MUIR, leaves tomorrow on the Eunp;
for London where she will play the lead ir
the new J. B. Priestley play.
JOE
McCONVILLE,
LOUIS ASTOR, L01
WEINBERC, MAX WEISFELDT, HANK C KAUF
MAN. GLORCE JOSEPHS, and MILTON HANNOCK
go to Chicago
tomorrow.

ATTORNEY
HERBERT SILVERBERC, now in
New York frcm the Coast, leaves for Butfalc
next
week.
ALEXANDER

103 "Dallas" Holdovers
Give U. A. Season Record

RUBE

STONE
26 on

KORDA

and

arrive in New York
the
lie de France.

MAURICE
from

SILVER

England

Oct

CHARLES COBURN. character actor, has «<
rived
in Hollywood
from
New
York.
ISAAC NOZYK, stage producer,
Europe
today on the
Normandie.
BRIAN
from
the

AHERNE
Coast.

has

arrived

arrives frorr

in

New

York

JACQ'JFS DEVAL. and his wife, the forme
ELSE ARCALL, are stopping at the Weylir
Hotel.
CREGORY
DICKSON arrives
next
week
from
the
Coast.
for

MARY
PICKFORD
Philadelphia.

left New

in

New

York

York

last night

RICHARD TAUBER and his wife, DIANN;
NAPIER, are en route to New York from Eng
Ijnd aboard
the Queen
Mary.
UA

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER has returned
home
office
from
the
Coast.

LCU IRWIN leaves
the Coast, stopping
Dallas and
Fort Worth
MAURICE CONN
from
Hollywood.

New York Satur^y for
over in New Orleans
en route.

arrives in New

Caplan Named

to th;

York

today

Secretary

of Connecticut's Allied
New
Haven — Allied Theaters o
Connecticut has appointed Lawrence,!
Caplan, a local attorney, executive)

secretaryJoseph
of the A. organization,
sue-'|
ceedng
Davis, resigned.
J. Kelly, former New Jersey exhibitor, has been engaged
to solicit!
new members among indies in the
State.

birthday

OCTOBER 14
Lillian Gish
Benita
Cyril

Hume
Gardner

HELLO!
ooH! aM I H-A-p-P-y!
did YOu heAr toDay ' s BiG bOx-OFficE
nEWs ! ! eVERybODy's cccraZy FoR
< < +UTT

jOAN CrAWfORd
bRIDE wORE rED ' '

in "tHE

SUCH gOWns — suCh fraNcHOT tOnE AnD
roBERt yOunG o-o-o-h IT'S roMaNTIc!
BiG BIZ! hArtfORD,wILMiNGtoN,sPRINgFiELD
beat "sARaTOga"--ToPs "ZleGfeld" aT SAN
aNToNIO, BTJffAlo, riCHmoND, WAshiNGtoN,
LouisVILLE; -Beats "dAy at RAceS" ALbaNy,
pROVidenCE, SYraCUse, INdiANaPoLIS etc!
gEE! wHIZ! tHis iS jUSt THe stARt AS
wE go to PReSs!
gosH!
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DALLAS CONTRACTS
ANTI-TRUST VIOLATION

MARY PICKFORD PLANS
FEATURES FOR U A

(Continued from

"; Page I )

tin' six-film franchise she will retain in UA. She will share in the
company's financial backing: with a
group of directors, writers and actors who plan to establish a co-operative company.
Business guidance of the organization will be in the hands of a
Board of Directors since Miss Pickford does not wish to assume that
responsibility. She left last night
for Philadelphia to join her husband,
Buddy Rogers, who, according to
present plans, will have no place in
the new set-up.

ITOA-N. J. Allied Merger
Seen as Possible in Year
{Continued from Page

1)

meet again in about a week to further the plan.
Under the tentative arrangement
a permanent committee will be appointed by each organization to work
on problems affecting both units.
This combination will operate jointly and their activities are expected
to eventually result in a merger —
possibly in a year, a spokesman
said.
At yesterday's meeting both committees made recommendations
which will be further considered at
the next meeting of the committees.

"Alcarraz" Opens Big

Aided by a strong advertising
campaign, Warners "Alcatraz Island," a Cosmopolitan Production,
opened at the New York Strand
yesterday to the best opening day's
business at this house since "G
Men," home office announced. By
1 P.M. paid admissions were 1,000
ahead of "Marked Woman." The
feature, is scheduled for national
release Nov. 6.

DEATH RECORD
Martin C. Schick
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Martin C.
(Sunny) Schick, 30, motion picture
engineer and dealer in photographic
supplies, died suddenly Oct. 11 of a
heart attack. His wife, parents,
and two sisters survive. Funeral
services were held yesterday.
Paul Anthony
St. Louis, Mo. — Funeral services
were held here for Paul Anthony,
27, projectionist
O'Fallon
Theater
in North atSt.the
Louis,
who
was fatally injured when his automobile crashed into an intercity
motorbus on Highway No. 99 near
Highwav No. 66 in St. Louis County.

• • • NEARING the end of its second session . the
R. M. Kennedy School for Theater Managers being conducted at Birmingham, Alabama, by Manager Kennedy who
supervises the fifty odd Alabama and Tennessee Wilby-Kincey
theaters he started the school two years ago to meet a
shortage of experienced theater managers twenty-five
ushers and other employees enrolled, and eight completed the
course four of these men are now managing theaters
under Kennedy fourteen employees are now nearing completion of the second course which started last May
• • • THE CLASS meets for an hour once each week
in the Alabama theater's ushers' clubroom regular assignments are made
subjects covered by the course include
projection, acoustics, ventilation and refrigeration, theater personnel, outdoor, newspaper and co-operative advertising, and
many other subjects at the end of the course each member of the class must pass a written exam
Kennedy says
the training enable his men to advance more rapidly, and makes
for far more efficient management
•
•
• IN BACK of that cocktail party to be given by
TWA for Armando on the occasion of his appointment as Chief
Art Advisor
there is a deeper significance
it also
marks a definite plan to make the Transcontinental and Western Air Lines the "Motion Picture Route to Hollywood"
John Hertz, Sr., who has played no inconsiderable part in the
industry, is the power behind the throne in TWA
his two
hobbies are Motion Pictures and Transportation and he
is out to make one serve the other to their mutual advantage
we have yet to hear of any job Hertz tackled and failed
to go through
with
so
the airline is having six
gigantic Boeings specially built
cruising at 256 miles .
carrying over 20 passengers that will cut the time from
New York to the cinema capital from 15 to 10 hours
thus
the reason for the new slogan "The Motion Picture Route"
the cocktail party for Armando is at The Marguery, 270
Park Avenue, this afternoon

Page

1)

afternoon, declared existing contracts by film companies and the
Interstate Circuit regarding double
features and the 25 cent admission
price was a violation of the Sherman anti-trust law.
The various parties were restrained from following out the
contracts. However, at request of
Interstate attorneys, Judge Atwell
made clear the fact that it was
within the right of a film company
to contract to sell films exclusively
to any customer in a territory.
Also, due to a misunderstanding
arising from the lengthy opinion
given several days ago, it was made
clear that the restra/ning order did
not touch upon or in any way affect
the clearence of films or the time
which must elapse between firstand second-runs. Thus this right to
make films available for secondruns remains with the company. Interstate officials are not displeased
with the decree and have no plans
at present for making an appeal

2nd Disney Short Released
"Clock Cleaners," second Walt
Disney animated cartoon short
offered this season by RKO Radio
Pictures, will be released tomorrow.

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIIY

Hollywood — Director Bob Leonard, suffering with a bad cold, has
been ordered to bed for a few days
by his doctor. Production meetings
on "The Girl of the Golden West"
are being held at his bedside.

are turning
clearly that
never saw
eye-arrestthe ad and
of important

Omaha — Mrs. F. A. Van Husan,
wife of the owner of Western Theater Supply, is reported recovering
at Methodist Hospital from injuries received two weeks ago when
she fell from a speeding auto near
Adel, la. The door came open when
she tried to shut it more securely.

•
•
• REMINDER
that swank luncheon of AMPA
today at the New International
Casino
an escalator to
take you up to the private dining room
100 International
Beauties dancing on the tables
oh, well, that's merely
wishful thinking
but that may be promoted from the
Casino management for a later luncheon
meanwhile today
we have for your delectation such celebs as Bill Frawley,
George Raft, Estelle Taylor, Bob -Taplinger, Bruce Barton,
Jack Buchanan, David Hutcheson come out and help make
the new luncheon headquarters a Big Success

Hattiesburg, Miss. — Dexter Fellows, outstanding circus publicist,
and widely known in exhibitor cir
cles throughout the U. S., is ser
iously ill here.

• • • THE AD COPY the major producers
out these days in the trade papers indicates
the No. 1 men in each berth are on their toes
such a slew of clever slants
original ideas
ing material
both in design and copy
pub dept's are getting set for the heavy schedule
productions now on the way from the studios

•
•
• ANOTHER
PARTY
with cocktails
given by 20th Century-Fox
for Annabella
at the
Waldorf-Astoria in Le Perroquette suite tomorrow afternoon

«

«

«

»

»

»

Omaha — Branch Manager Ted
Mendenhall of Paramount will undergo a minor operation to correct
an arm ailment.
Omaha — Carl White, Jr., son of
the owner of Quality Theater Supply,dicitis
has recovered
from an appenoperation.
Omaha — Mrs. Carl Reese, wife of
the 20th-Fox salesman, suffered a
broken nose in an accident at her
home. She was treated at Lutheran
Hospital.
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SMPE AWARDS GIVEN
KELLOGG, DR. JUDD

I16UJS OF TH€ DflV

BIOPHONE'S electric:
SUIT DISCONTINUE!

Albuquerque, N. M. — Mario Bachechi, manager of the Mesa Theater and his mother have returned
from a summer's trip abroad. They
visited England and the Continent.

New has
Orleans
— Joyfour
Houck's
The $15,000,000 triple damage a;
Circuit
released
houses Joy
to
ti-trust suit of the Biophone Corj
Houck's brother, Wallis. They are
AT&T, Western Electr
at Bezel, Melville, Washington and against
and Erpi was discontinued and se
Simmsport.
tied out of court, it was disclos<
by a stipulation filed i
Elbow Lake. Minn. — L. Ledum is
Cincinnati — Elstun Dodge has yesterday
Federal Court. Amount of settl
remodeling his Crystal Theater opened his new Elstun Theater at ment was not disclosed.
here.
Mt. Washington.
Biophone alleged, during tl
Cincinnati — Clark Rader, Newark, course of litigation, that the defei
Potosi, Mo. — Harry Blount, who
recently opened his new Plaza The- 0., has taken over the LuMax, Wil- dants required its licensees not i
mington, and will be operating the use sound motion picture apparati
ater, a 650-seater, has closed the
house Friday.
300-seat Delco Theater.
other than distributed by the thr<
companies.
Cincinnati — Col. Harrell has taken
Minneapolis — Vein Sessler has
been transferred to the Paramount Ky.
over the Warsaw Theater, Warsaw,
exchange here from the Sioux Falls,
Tower Theater Remodeled
S. D., exchange.
Cincinnati — Herman Hunt of
Miami, Fla.— The Tower Theat
Ruston. La. — Interests represent- NTS announces that Louisville, for- closes Sunday night to remain dai
cold."
ed by A. J. (Slim) Higgenbotham
merly served out of Cincinnati, has for five weeks. The building h;
has taken over the Rialto here, been transferred to the Indianapo- been remodeled and 40 feet added
Dismissal of Gordon
lis branch, due to better facilities the rear. The work has been goir
which will give the Affiliated bookof truck service.
on for some time until now it h<
ing combine all the houses here.
Complaint to be Asked
reached the stage and the buildir
will have to be closed while the tv.
George S. Kaufman, Moss Hart
Trendle Shifts Managers
and Sam Harris will ask the U. S. Omaha Biz Drags Despite
parts are brought together.
in United Detroit Houses
District Court tomorrow to dismiss
Lifting of Infantile Ban
the bill of complaint filed against
Detroit — Series of shifts in the
Lane Closes for Product
them by Virginia Gordon for alleged
Omaha — The city health depart- management of various houses for
plagiarism of her play, "Rash MoMorris
Lane, operator of tr
ment's ban against children attend- United Detroit Theaters has just
ing theaters because of the infantile been completed by President George Lane, Loyal and Gem Theater
ments", in the Pulitzer prize winWashington Heights, N. Y. C, hi
ning play "You Can't Take It With paralysis epidemic finally has been
You." The Kaufman-Hart-Harris lifted, but managers report that W. Trendle, with following results: contracted for the entire 1937- •;
answer states that the complaint is business is not back to normal yet Morgan Creedon, manager of Alger line-up of Warner Bros., RKO ar
Theater, resigned; succeeded by United Artists.
insufficient to constitute a cause of because mothers still are jittery.
Donald Dunn, who was manager of
action. Plaintiff is seeking an acOnly the Garden theater, a nabe, the Regent, while James Easson is
counting of the profits of the hit
is still closed after being darkened transferred from the Fisher to Alplay and damages.
during the ban.
ger as assistant.
Losses in business during the epiClark Fields, former assistant
demic ranged from 25 per cent for manager of the Ramona, is new
Basques Suing Agfa
first-runs to as high as 60 per cent manager of the Regent, succeeding West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI I
Paris (By Cable) — Asking dam- for nabes. Furthermore a survey
Hollywood — Wedding
day
ages amounting to $6,600 for alleged indicates that Omaha's seven-week Roy Miller, with Joseph Bonino, former assistant at Broadway-Capitol, Betty Grable and Jackie Cooge
retention of films said to prove that ban, which included children up to
Spanish rebel planes destroyed 18 for all but one week, was the as his assistant; Gilbert Green, as- has been set definitely as Dec. 2
Guernica, important national center, most severe in the country.
sistant at the Annex, takes Fields'
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAK
job at the Ramona.
the Basque government is suing
Cinderella,
newly acquired by the
Hollywood — Dorothy McNult
Agfa, German film company, in
circuit, has Donald Kuhn, ex-man- Philadelphia screen actress, and D
French civil court.
Kiva Going First-Run
ager of the Madison, succeeding Lawrence S. Singleton, dentist, w
Lincoln, Neb. — Kiva, lately a dual
A. Ranshaw, with his assis- be married here tomorrow.
second-run house for the Westland Georgetant from
the Madison, Fred Roth,
Curfew In East Liverpool
Theaters, changes to a first-runner moving up with him. Frank Upton,
Miami Beach, Fla. — Miss Be
East Liverpool, 0. — Police have and will take over the big pictures. former assistant at the Michigan,
joined theater managers here in en- It is closed for four days now, for moves in as manager of the Madi- Scrivens, who has been cashier
the Lincoln Theater for severl
forcing a new curfew law to ban a fast cleaning up on the interior.
son, the headquarters house.
years, has left for New York whe
children from theaters after 9 p.m. —
At the Michigan, ace house of the she will be married to StephFriday with "Lost Horizon"
Opens
a run.
Friday, Saturday night excepted — for
Goerl, Hungarian Government pu
circuit, Robert Salter, former assis- licist.
unless accompanied by their parents.
tant at the Alger, has succeeded
Robert Tims, resigned, as first assisChallener Turns Educator
tant, and Bud Miller, former treasAkron House May Reopen
Miami Beach, Fla. — James Ba
Oklahoma City — Ancel Challener, !
urer at United Artists, becomes sec- nett,
manager of the Communi
Akron, 0. — The 2,100-seat Miles- formerly with the Griffith Amuse- 1
ondpost.
assistant, taking Upton's for- Theater, is leaving this week on
Royal, erected in East Akron at the ment Co.'s engineering department
mer
peak of the rubber tire industry here, has resigned to accept a posiAt the Broadway-Capitol, Clyde honeymoon trip. The bride is Mi
boom, only dark theater here, may
tion as instructor in the engineer- K. Tanner, a UDT veteran, has re- Lucile Younts. A farewell par
ing department at the University
reopen soon.
signed as manager, and Roy Miller was tendered the groom-to-be !
of Oklahoma, Norman.
is transferred from the Regent to the Paramount Theaters, Inc. st
and a wedding gift of crystal pu
succeed him.
sented.
Tom Blair Retires
Printer's Slip
Detroit — Detroit
showmen
are
getWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Mayfair Lease Extended
Oklahoma City — Tom Blair, old
ting a laugh out of the "boner" pulled
by a local newspaper
this week
when
Detroit — New three year lease has
Los Angeles — Anne Kresge, fiv
time showman, with Griffith Amusea major house announcement wound
up
ment Co. as manager of its the- been secured by the Eliot-Erskine and-ten-cent store heiress, and Ma
with "Hurry,
Last day!" — only to have
aters in Enid, has retired to become Theater Corp. on the Mayfair The- shall Duffield, retired film direct*
the
paper
come
out
with,
"Hurrah!
a gentleman farmer in Van Buren,
ater, operated by the Cohen Brothers are planning to be married soon,
Last day!"
Ark.
Circuit.
is reported here.
rinued from Page 1 i

achievement in motion picture technology. Dr. Judd, senior physicist
in optics at the National Bureau of
Standards, received the award for
"Color Blindness and Anomalies of
Vision", the best technical paper
published in the Society's journal.
Charles C. Petti John, MPPDA general counsel, addressed the gathering.
Kellogg, in accepting the award,
said: "Our job is to keep up the
good work, and we can't be satisfied
until sound and picture reproduction are so good that if the heroine
sneezes, everyone in the front seats
will come down next day with a

WEDDING

BELLS
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rJEE APERTURE PLAN
I COSTING A MILLION

Jan,
orj the

{Continued from Page 1)

Society's 42nd semi-annual
ivention at the Hotel Pennsylaia, recommended the SMPE plan
losnfgested last May at the HollydConvention calling for an in|)
2 danger-line frame on camera
vfinders.

if'he
proposal,
issuedin
t. 16,Academy's
would effect
an increase
projector aperture of 21 mils
Jr#izontally and 15 mils vertically.
thf' million-dollar bill resulting from
l alterations in 16,000 U. S. the•s would be a superfluous burden,
committee declared. The SMPE
l to add a hair-line rectangle
,iin the limits of viewfinders
n iia Id preclude the possibility of
cameramen permitting scene
position to overflow into the
jer zone, it was observed, and
3?0,fld
iti|r cost exhibitors nothing.
ubin
attacked
the
Academy
t^-me on four grounds. He pointed
ihat the new specifications would
i permit the lateral frame line
he camera aperture, and, in exe cases, even the images of the
eket holes to appear in the picHe added that even now film
kit \kage an(j weaving may lead to
sion-framing danger.

final rebuttal aimed at
Lcademy's plan cited the fact
,the expenditure involved in
\g the changes might cripple
houses or force them to allow
Stept cture to spill over maskings.
entire morning session was
ent
:d to projective practice, and
ent papers were presented by
Goldsmith, G. P. Barber, T.
i ,ver, F. H. Richardson, C. E.
00f

■ is

Jl-Verse Musical Looms
! Coast Bur., THE
llywood — Lew

FILM

Pollack and

DAILY
Sidney

[ncIfi ,iell, ace songwriters for 20th Sen-

IFox pictures, are experimenting
the idea of writing a modern
n play that would be entirely in
with
music.
,)!M dieting their experiment on the
I »time success of the operas and of
works as that of Gilbert and SulPollack
and
Mitchell
would
fit
ame scheme
to a modern
theme.
I soo" J'n8 *i*le 'S "Liza Runs from Love."

ft

A "£iM' fiom "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD fishing enthusiast, is making plans
to make a real life picture of fishROLAND
role the
in
ing in the Gulf of Lower California,
"Topper" YOUNG'S
has been voted
best film acting performance of using a cast of native fishermen.
the month by the Screen Actors Bacon plans to install a temporary
Guild here. Donald Meek's work laboratory on his private yacht so
in "Toast of New York" was ad- that film can be developed daily,
protecting the emulsion against the
judged the best supporting role.
T
T
T
tropical heat.
T
T
T
Herman Bing has been cast in
Metro's "A Matter of Pride." On
Joe Ruttenberg has been assigned
a recent trip to New York, Bing
made 30 personal appearances and to the camera on Metro's "Everybody Sing," and Clyde DeVina and
four broadcasts within a short
Bud Laughton to the cameras on
space of time.
"Benefits Forgot."
▼
T
T
t
▼
T
Franchot Tone has been signed to
Irving Cummings, who has just
a new long term contract by M-G-M.
t
r
T
completed direction of Universal's
John Miljan is the first film name new musical, "Merry-Go-Round of
to be slated for the supporting cast 1938," and who made "Vogues of
of "The Christian Hero," Horace 1938," for Walter Wanger just before that, is being sought by ParaJackson's new play soon to open
mount for a one-picture contract.
in New York, co-starring Fredric
T
T
T
March and Florence Eldridge. MilDirector
A. Edward Sutherland,
jan currently appears in "The Four
Marys," at M-G-M, and hopes to who is directing Mae West in Parasecure a release of film commit- mount's "Every Day's a Holiday,"
ments for the Broadway engage- has been getting private salad makment.
ing lessons from George Rector,
famous New York restaurant man,
T
T
T
Lloyd Bacon, long a yachting and who plays himself in the picture.

Court Orders Balaban
Exam. Before Suit's Trial

,'anding as "obviously neglig{Continued from Page 1)
the claim that cameramen
I achieve better artistic and 500,000 and 5 per cent above that
_iatic effect with enlarged pro- amount.
rr apertures, Rubin argued that
Justice Collins, however, yester(5 per cent enlargement, the
day limited the examination to ques.int resulting, would be lost.
tions as to the details of Zukor's
contract and excessive compensation
,e Committee attacked the nequestions as to negotia;y of remasking screens to co- but denied
tions leading up to execution of the
"Movimages.
contract.
enlarged
j with
Da: he masking is in itself a fairly
It was ruled by the court that
isive job," Rubin said, "but it books, records and documents necesthouthat
remembered
be
ii M d of screens are by no means
sary to the subject matter of the
examination are to be produced by
Icl
j Moving the masking on dirty Balaban in accordance with the Civil
■scolored ' screens will leave a Practices Act.
/kite border, he stated.
IS!
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Shultz, C. L. Greene and I. Gordon.
An open forum concluded the day's
meeting which adjourned shortly after noon until the semi-annual banquet which was held in the evening.
Tomorrow morning's activities will
deal with apparatus and manufacturers' announcements. In the afternoon sound and photography will
be discussed. Among those scheduled to speak are E. W. Kellogg, J.
P. Maxfield and E. L. Fischer. A
television demonstration will be
staged in the evening at the RCA
building. The first demonstration of
the RCA projection tube in the reception of a broadcast television
program will occur as the NBC
television transmitter on the Empire State Tower sends a program
received from the NBC studios back
to the RCA Building. The projection tube will throw an enlarged
picture approximately three by four
feet on the screen.

Seattle Sherman Anti-Trust
Act Suits for $22,500
{Continued from Page

1)

charging violation of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act, to recover alleged
excessive royalty payments on sound
motion picture apparatus.
The first suit for $8,77,500, was
brought by the William Fox Isis Investment Co., William Fox Exhibitions, Inc., Fox Varieties Co., Flatbush Ave. & Nevins St. Corp., Colwood Co. and the Theater Realty
Corp. The second suit for $700,000
was filed by Milton C. Weisman, as
receiver of Fox Theaters Corp.
Weisman, in his petition for approval of settlement stated that he
considered the amount arrived upon
to be fair in that the cost of proceeding with further court litigation
would be upwards of $50,000 and
would extend over a long period of
time. He said further that a similar suit was lost in Delaware and
was therefore dubious of its possibilities ifit ever came to trial.
Judge Manton granted $6,000 as
attorney's
to C.
Louis
Karasik,in
counsel for fees
Milton
Weisman

FINAL U. A. PURCHASE
MEETINGS FOR COAST
{Continued from Page

1)

arrives from England on the He de
France on Oct. 26, and Korda will
go to the Coast instead.
David Rose, vice-president and
financial representative of Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc., sailed from England
yesterday on the Queen Mary, after
announcing that the deal by which
Goldwyn and Korda would exercise
their options for the purchase of
U. A. stock interests held by Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and
Charles
"all set." by
Korda Chaplin
will bewasaccompanied
Maurice Silverstone, United Kingdom manager for U A.

Ray Branch Named Prexy
of Mich. Allied Theaters
{Continued from Page

1)

tion's convention here yesterday.
Other officers named include: W. G.
Thick, of Marshall, vice-president;
and Edgar E. Kirchner, of Detroit,
secretary-treasurer.
The following were appointed to
the board of directors: William A.
Schulte, William Schuttenhelm, J.
E. Stocker and David Newman, . all
of Detroit; Cass R. Beecherl, of
Charlotte; William A. Cassidy, of
Midland; Glenn A. Cross, of Battle
Creek; Jack Ross, of Lansing;
Charles Kingsbury, of Morenci; Peter C. Schram, of Kalamazoo; George
Wilbur, of Wyandotte; and James
Olson, of Clare. The post of general manager was left vacant.
The convention approved the establishment of 15 regional groups
with chairmen appointed by branches. Under the new set-up, the state
convention will be less important
than these local groups for most
trade action. Directors are to function as chairmen of the regional
groups
whenfirst
possible.
For the
time no resolutions
were passed by the association,
which added 10 new members. An

attendance of 100 at last night's
banquet represented an increase over
last year.
Record of over 3,800 consecutive
performances as master of ceremonies in a small town theater —
the Rialto at Flint, operated by
Associated Theaters Circuit — is
claimed by Maxie Gealer, who was
in the Colonial Theater here for
over 5,000 straight shows before
that. Gealer has been doubling as
emcee and house manager as well
the two suits since 1934. His orig- for just over two years at the Flint
inal request was for $9,000.
house, and came down to Detroit to
officiate at the Allied banquet.

New House for Olney?
Olney, 111.- — The Frisina Amusement Co. of Springfield is said to
contemplate the erection of a new
theater here on a site recently acquired. This circuit now owns the
Arcadia, a 600-seater, and also has
a long-term lease on the Elks Theater, which also has 600 seats.

Freund Invents Screen
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Karl Freund, ace cameraman at M-G-M, is experimenting on a
new projection screen which is designed to be 30 per cent more restful
on the eyes than screens now in use.
The perfected invention should be ready
within the next three months.
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Only a woman could have wr
ten this gripping, dramatic sto
of till women -on trial. Only
cast such as this could he
brought it to the screen in all
werful frankness.
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NEIL HAMILTON • HEATHER ANGE
RUTH DONNELLY- BARBARA PEPPE

Directed by George Nicholls, J
di
Screen Play by Samuel Ornitz • Adaptation and additional
Baldv
Faith
by
logue by E. E. Paramore, Jr. • Original story
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1 error. 's British Producing Plans Wait dff^^Xi<6t^-Zukor

(ARTOONS STRONGEST B, 0. SHORT, SURVEY SHOWS
State's
Answer
Diies Act
Violates
Rights
f Distributors' Clients —
Trial in November
ismarck, N. D. — The answer of
b state of North Dakota to the
I ie divorce action test suit
bi ght by Paramount Pictures,
Minnesota Amusement Co., and
American Amusement Co., to
am Governor Lange and other
2 officials from enforcing the
requiring film producers and
ibutors to divest themselves of
(Continued

on

Page

21)

SPE'S APRIL MEET
T FOR WASHINGTON
ter deciding to convene again
pril at the Wardman Park HoIWashington, D. C, the SMPE
'rday concluded its 42nd semial convention at the Hotel
sylvania with a technical ses, devoted to an apparatus symim, sound and photography dis(Continued

on

Page

21)

AC Gives Television
Demonstration for SMPE

Upholds N.Musical
D. Shorts
Theater
Divorce
Law
Place Second,
Newsreels Third in

Duals' Foes to Picket

Nutley, N. J. — The Anti-Movie
Double Feature League of America
plans to picket 50 theaters throughout
the U. S. in towns where branches
have been established, according to
William R. Clay, organization official.
Picketing, he asserted yesterday, is to
begin in the near future in a concerted drive to protest lengthy cinema
sessions. New chapters have been
established in Wauwatosa, Wis., and
San Jose, Calif.

Nation-Wide

Poll— 10 P. C. of Exhibs.

Using More Shorts
Cartoons are back in first place as the short with the greatest
box-office appeal on the basis of exhibitor response to a nationwide poll of exhibitors for The Film Daily Short Subjects
Quarterly.

Whereas in a comparable checkup made last Spring, newsreels led
the field, cartoons are now favored
by 31 per cent of the theater operators and managers canvassed.
Total of 3,000 questionnaires were
circulated.
Musical shorts placed second in
survey, onwithPagea percentage
Minneapolis — Allied Theaters of the latest(Continued
7)
the Northwest will bring a test case
M-G-M will move slowly and con- for a mandatory injunction to comservatively in its plans to set up a
pel the immediate delivery of picpermanent production unit in Engtures promised by Paramount and
land, Al Lichtman, M-G-M executive, now attempted to be resold on the
said yesterday, prior to his depar- 1937-38 program, states an assoeiat Continued on Page 4)
0
ture for England today on the Normandie.
Lichtman
explained that
(Continued
on Page
4)
That short subject producers have
Union Cinemas1 Control
speeded up the making of their prodPasses to John Maxwell
uct for 1937-38 in sharp contrast to
Universale Nine Weeks'
Business Soars $400,000
former seasons is revealed by a survey completed yesterday by The
London (By Cable) — John MaxApproximately 37 p.c.
R. H. Cochrane, President of the
well has secured the controlling in- Film Daily.
(Continued on Page 21)
terest in Union Cinemas, circuit emj New Universal, yesterday announced
bracing 165 theaters. Deal gives
a substantial increase in the operai tions of the domestic exchanges for Maxwell total of approximately 500 Educators Report Shorts
(Continued
on Page
4)
kinemas.

TO SURVEY
SITUATION

W. ALLIED PLANS
.TEST I

SHORTS FOR 1937-38

Acceptable for Schools

jlC's first demonstration of a
least television program pro1 on a screen three by four feet
•staged before SMPE engineers
BC studios in Radio City last
David Sarnoff, RCA presiintroduced the experiment.
jnoff(Continued
cited technical
and cost
on Page 21)

iTel is Anti-Ascap Measure
een Destined for Defeat
1

Ithe ; anti-Ascap bill introduced in
"exas State Legislature
at a
spe il
session two weeks ago ap-

ipei

doomed to defeat
(Continued

on

Page

under

4)

the

Zukor, Home, Says Para. Production
in England Waits on New Quota Law

Hailing motion pictures as text
books of the future, a committee
of 8 distinguished educators yesterday submitted a report on "The
Use of Motion Pictures in Education" to Will H. Hays, MPPDA
president, (Continued
after aon four-month
apPage 21)

Paramount will delay all plans for
producing pictures in England until
the new British quota law is passed, Duffy to Wage Battle
Adolph Zukor said yesterday upon
for Copyright Hearings
Challenging the constitutionality his return from Europe on the Norof a section of the copyright act, mandie. British production depends Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington, D. C. — Senator F.
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer yesterday solely on what the quota will be and
filed a general denial in Federal how it is to be handled, he said. It Ryan Duffy of Wisconsin will attempt to force hearings on the conCourt to an infringement suit in- has not yet been determined, Zukor
stituted against them by Henry Rose, explained, as to whether the law will
troversial Copyright
Bill when
Con(Coutinned
on Page
4)
{Continued on Page 21)

Copyright Act Section
Invalid, Charges

Metro

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Hoffberg Will Distribute
4 Associated British P
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sales executive for M-G-M,
today on the Normandie.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, head of Paramount's
theater
operations, returns Monday from Dallas.
MORTON DOWNEY returned
yesterday
on the Normandie.
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ADOLPH ZUKOR, who arrived yesterday on
the Normandie, goes to the Coast in about a
week.
J. E. PERKINS, Paramount's manager for
China, is due in San Francisco tomorrow from
Shanghai.
JOHN W. HICKS, JR., head of Paramount's
day.
foreign department, arrived in Berlin yesterJ. H. HOFFBERG, head of the productiondistribution company bearing his name, leaves
shortly on a trip through the Midwest to the
West Coast.
ALEXANDER F. VICTOR, president of Victor-Animatograph Corp. has returned from a
three months'
tour of Europe.

103
8 1/4
92Vi
62
50

V

is stopping at the Wal-

own
NewBRIAN
York AHERNE,
yesterday piloting
for the his
Coast.
MISCHA
leave New
mandie.

AUER,
film star, and
York today for Europe

plane,

left

MRS.
AUER
on the Nor-

RAY VENTURA, French music publisher and
orchestra leader, sails today on the Normandie
for Paris.
LILI HATVANY, Hungarian writer, arrives in
New York Oct. 25 from Havre on the lie de
France.
ROBERT M. SAVINI, sales manager of Atlantic Pictures Corp., returns to New York
on Monday from a visit to mid-west franchise
holders.
PAUL

MAERKER, writer, is en route to Hollywood from New
York.

ABE MONTAGUE, general sales manager for
Columbia, left New York yesterday to attend
the funeral of his mother.

JULES LEVY, general sales manager for RKO
Radio, has arrived in Chicago from New York
and will visit territorial exchanges before
reaching the Coast.

HELEN HUGHES, winner of top honors in
M-C-M's New England talent search, left New
York last night for the Coast by plane.

has arrived in New

JED HARRIS, theatrical producer, sails from
New York today for Europe on the Normandie.
ALLEN SCOTT, writer for RKO
leaves for Europe
today aboard
the

Radio, also
Normandie.

Washington, Miami Beach, Roch
ter and Chicago are reported alrea
signed for the films.
J. H. Hoffberg leaves shortly
a trip through the Midwest and
the West Coast, while Wes
Greene, Hoffberg's Midwest age
covers his territory's key cities a
Oliver Unger, Hoffberg's sales m<
ager, visits Boston and other N
England situations.

British Columbia Strike
Agreement

May Hit Sn

Montreal — British Columbia tl
aters are all open and playing
FRANKIE ALBERTSON, Hollywood free-lancer, flew into town yesterday morning for a record crowds following the str:
month's vacation.
in which the projectionists wt
by plane.
PHIL REISMAN, foreign sales manager for
E. C. MILLS, chairman of the ASCAP ad- granted the conditions demandec
RKO Radio, sails from Europe for New York
ministrative committee, is expected back to5 per cent increase immediately a
morrow or Monday
from Texas.
next Wednesday on the lie de France.
5 per cent next year, while t
operators agreed to employ t
licensed projectionists in all pi
Kenneth Thompson Called
$7,868 in Allowances for
booths at all times.
in Screen Writer Hearing Roxy Reorg. Fees Sought jection
The possibility that the sett
ment
may
strike a snag v>
Allowances for fees totalling $7,- hinted by H.yet
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Howard Boothe, pre
868 for services rendered during the
Los Angeles — Secretary Kenneth Roxy Theater reorganization were dent of the British Columbia Ini
pendent
Theaters isAss'n,
who quisi
Thompson
the Screen
Actors' filed in Federal Court yesterday, his
organization
not yet
Guild, wasof called
by Attorney
with the two claimants stating they satisfied with the new contrac
Janossky, representing the Screen were retained by the Roxy Theater Union
officials however say prs
Writers Guild, and identified a copy Bondholders
Committee.
tically
all the fifteen independei
of the contract existing between the
Jones, Clark & Higson, attorneys,
Screen Actors Guild and the pro- handling the legal matters for the signed.
ducers. Janossky's purpose was to
Bamberg Joins Wilding
show that producers had collectively Bondholders committee since May
bargained with actors as artists 1932, appealed for an allowance of
Detroit — Wilding Picture Prod!
and that they should also bargain $6,500 plus $118 for disbursements. tions, Inc., Detroit, has announc;
with writers as creative people. At- Louis B. Altreuter, vice-president the addition of C. F. Wm. Bamb*
torneys for Screen Playwrights, and director of the Horace S. Ely to its Cleveland staff. Bamberg |
Inc., and the producers argued for Co., realtors, appealed for an allow- formerly vice-president of Gene!
two hours against admissibility of
land.
ance of $1,250 for services as an ap- Broadcasting
System, Inc., of Clej
praiser of the Roxy property.
a copy of the contract, but Examiner Ringer, after ruling against
admissibility as an exhibit, allowed
Loew's Board Declares
Thompson
answer form
Janossky's
question as to
to whether
was a
Reg. Quarterly Dividend
true copy of the contract.

Reinhardt Going to Coast
to Direct WB's "Gamblers"

Max Reinhardt, who arrived from
Europe yesterday on the Normandie, goes shortly to Hollywood
Phil Reisman, Foreign Sales Manager for RKO Radio Pictures, will where he will direct "The Gamsail from Havre to New York on
blers" for Warner Bros. Reinhardt
the He de France next Wednesday completed the script for the picture
from a European inspection tour. last spring. He will be at the Hotel
While abroad he attended the com- Ambassador for a few days before
going to the Coast.
pany's UK Sales Convention.

Phil Reisman Sailing

CREGORY LA CAVA
dorf-Astoria.

MAX REINHARDT arrived in New York yesterday from Europe en route to Hollywood and
is stopping at the Ambassador.
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ARTHUR GUTTMAN. composer, under contract to M-G-M, arrives in New York from
tomorrow
on the Staatendam.
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Europe

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, Universal's board
chairman, and WILLARD McKAY, general counsel for the company, are scheduled to leave
Los Angeles for New York over the week-end
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LICHTMAN,
for Europe

CONSTANCE COLLIER
York
from
Hollywood.

MARKET
Low

AL
leaves

Alliance Films Corp. has si
American distribution rights on fc
Associated British Pictures prodi
tions to J. H. Hoffberg, accordi
to an announcement yesterday
Budd Rogers, Alliance vice-pre
dent.
'. Features in the deal are "Invi
tion to the Waltz," with Lilian H;
vey; "I Give My Heart," origh
1 Dubarry
play with Gita Alp;
"Kathleen Mavorneen," with Sa
O'Neil and the famous Irish PI:
ers;
"Student's
Romance,"
PatricandKnowles.
First-run
housesw.

The board of directors of Loew's,
Inc., yesterday declared a regular
quarterly dividend of $1.62% a share
on the $6.50 accumulated preferred
stock. The dividend is payable Nov.
15 to stockholders of record of Oct.
29.

New Chicago Company
Chicago — G. H. Patterson and associates have organized the Mars
Amusement Co. with offices at 6228
S. Halstead St. to lease and operate moving picture theaters.

birthday:

OCTOBER
15
Mervyn LeRoy
Ina Claire

HEADLINES

THIS WEEK'S Fl

1,000 MORE ADMISSIONS THAN 'MARKED WOMAN'
IN FIRST 3 HOURS of N. Y Strand world premiere

it

(above) of 'Alcatraz Island' showed sensational results of
lavish advance publicity and advertising activities. °f

:\V. ■:'

12 SENATORS AND 12 MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE
■I were studio guests of production exec Hal Wallis,
with visit commemorated

fig

by this giant party on

'Hollywood Hotel's' Orchid Room set (above) attended by stars of 8 current Warner features.

it

LADY OF 'LOVE'. Bette Davis (above) is Leslie Howard's
jlady in the widely acclaimed Warner comedy 'It's Love
Jl'm After', with Olivia de Havilland, Eric Blore and
jPatric Knowles among the others importantly present.*

H. M. WARNER DEDICATES FILM HALL OF FAME at

PET OF THE PREVIEWERSwho

parthay Circle, L. A., with bust of Paul Muni as 'Zola'
n'ghf) selected for inaugural statue. Meanwhile, popuiar-price release starts 2nd Cleveland week, 3rd Philly
week and tops 'Adverse' opening in Springfield, Mass.*

coast showing of 'The Great Garrick', was
Olivia de Havilland (above), co-star with
Brian Aherne in this Mervyn LeRoy com-

'A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

attended

edy "as up-to-date as 1937" (M. P. Daily).*
|A Cosmopolitan

Production

Vilagraph, Inc., Distributors

-jffl
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BRITISH PRODUCING
PLANS WAIT ON QUOTJ

LICHTMAN TO SURVEY
BRITISH SITUATION
(Continued from Page

(Continued from

1)

the
company'sstate
British
a formative
and plans
that were
he wasin
going1 over strictly to survey the
situation.
Lichtman said that Metro was determined to make good in its European venture and that in time it
hoped to set up production facilities
that would match the efficiency of
Hollywood. The company has no intentions, he said, to make cheap pictures in England but added that all
productions would not be in the high
budget group.
"We plan to make fine pictures
for England with an organization
that will be primarily British,"
Lichtman
"If a picturemarket
is to
be
made forsaid.
the international
and if the subject lends itself better
for English production rather than
Hollywood, it will be made in England. We expect to use American
players and directors only when the
occasion warrants it."
M-G-M's first English picture, "A
Yank at Oxford," is now in production and others are in preparation.
Lichtman expects to be abroad
about two months.

Northwest Allied Plans
New Paramount Test Suit
(Continued from Page

1)

tion bulletin issued by the "strike
committee."
"This action will be taken," the
bulletin reads, "because Judge Nordbye (who granted Paramount a temporary injunction against the buyers' strike) held that the non-delivery of the pictures has nothing to
do with the defendants striking in
any legal sense, and the decision
therefore leaves it open for us to
test in an independent action the
rights of Paramount to refuse to deliver pictures which they expressly
promised and agreed to deliver."

Duffy to Wage Battle
for Copyright Hearings
(Continued from Page

1)

gress convenes on Nov. 15 in special
session. The bill was shelved in the
Senate during the first session of
the present Congress.

Mrs. R. Montague

Dies

Mrs. R. Montague, 79, mother of
Abe Montague, general sales manager of Columbia Pictures, died at
the Fensgate Hotel yesterday in
Boston. Services will be held on
Sunday at 1 p.m. at the funeral
parlors of J. S. Waterman and Son,
497 Commonwealth Ave., in that
city.

T
•

•

T

T

•

REVOLUTIONARY idea in short subjects merchandising makes
its bow to the industry today
via the office of Howard Dietz from whence so many original ideas emanate
conceived as a solution to the perplexing problem of finding a practical means of stimulating
interest in shorts merchandising among exhibs and so
we now have M-G-M's ▼
SHORTSTSTORYT magazine
• •
• EXPLODING the time-honored theory that in the
publicity, short subjects rate only paragraphs
at best
this bright and interesting 20-page publication devotes to the
lowly shorts articles of magazine length, no less
because
of the increasing trend toward factual type of subjects, the
short frequently offers newspaper space opportunities not found
in many features with this thought in mind, all stories
in the magazine are written in a way to make them adaptable
for newspaper use
T
T
T
• • • WIDER APPRECIATION of the scope and value
of the short subject among exhibitors, newspapers and other
contacts
that is the main purpose of this mag about MG-M shorts it will be mailed also to hundreds of school
officials and women's club groups
V
T
T
• • • CROWDED HOUSE for the AMPA luncheon at
the International Casino yesterday. ... Bob Taplinger was the
main film name attraction
he being set for the chief spot
in the newly enlarged Warner pub dep't at the studio
Bruce Barton gave his usual clever and informative address
he talked on his reasons for entering politics
said
if business men don't attend more to public business they soon
won't have any private business to attend to
Estelle Taylor sang two numbers
Paul Lazarus handled the festivities in grand style
T
T
T
•

• • ELABORATE is the word
for the RKO Radio pressbook on "Victoria the Great"
seventy-two pages
printed throughout on 80-pound coated stock bound in a
four-page
offset cover in full color
six inset pages
printed in sepia cream stock introduce the subject matter with
the more spectacular scenes from the Herbert Wilcox production starring Anna Neagle and Anton Walbrook other
highlights include a folded-in newspaper-size page printed on
blue coated stock
a full color tip-in of an impressionistic
montage
twelve two-color pages
this pressbook is so
gorgeous that the question naturally arises in the family circle
"Well, folks, shall we go see the Pressbook or the Picture?" both are Outstanding Productions
▼
T
T
• • • SAUNTERED in the UA home office and alkalized with Monroe Greenthal
a glass of orange juice
every afternoon he drinks a pail full next week he plays a
double bill with spinach
a lousy combination
orange
juice and spinach
but most double bills are lousy, don't
you think ?
this guy Greenthal is one of these physical
culture-diet-eugenics-athletics-indoor-outdoor
addicts
strong mind in a healthy body stuff
Monroe showed me
a body design by some famous artist on a Carole Lombard
poster
we took one flash, and handed the orange juice
back and took the poster
SOME Stimulant, that poster.
▼
T
T
• • • THAT TWA party for Armando
going in as
art director for the air transport company
given at the
Marguery, swanky Park Ave. restaurant
was an overwhelming success
we counted more important execs from
the major companies than we have seen at any social gathering
this year
we were forced to tear ourselves away at 8
o'clock and the party was still going strong

«

«

«

»

»

»
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be passed on a picture or a mone
basis.
Zukor was optimistic over Par;
mount's business prospects in Ei
rope. He said that he anticipatt
an increase in European business (
40 per cent this season over 1936-3
He added that he made no contract
to bring over any European playei
or directors.
Keenly interested in televisioi
Zukor saw several demonstratior
in England. However, he said ye:
terday that he did not feel that tr
development and perfection of teli
vision would offer competition to m(
tion picture theaters any more tha
the radio does today.
During his European travels, Zt
kor visited London, Paris, Budape;
and Vienna. He inspected the Pan
mount studios near Paris and ar
nounced that the company woul
make the necessary French quot
Zukor will remain in New Yor
pictures.
about
a week and will then go to tb
Coast. He will be accompanied b
Chris Dunphy, director of studi
publicity, who came East to mee
Zukor. Dunphy yesterday denie
the report that he had been made
production aide to Zukor, but ao
mitted that he had taken on som
additional duties.

Universal's
NineSoars
Weeks'
Business
$400,00
(Continued from Page

1)

the first nine weeks of the new se3
son. On Aug. 14, Universal release
the first of its product for 1937-3!
With the completion of business fc
the week ending Oct. 9, the reveni
from U. S. exchanges alone showe
an increase of $400,000 over the rev
enue for the corresponding nin
weeks of the preceding year.

For each of the next three month i
Universal has for release a big pi*1
ture on the same production budgt
basis as "100 Men And A Girl",
accordance with the plan of the sti;
dio to release 12 top budget picture
during the year. First is "Merrji
Go-Round Of 1938", the secoiH
"You're A Sweetheart" and the thk
is Deanna Durbin's "Mad About Ml

jTexas Anti-Ascap Measure
Seen Destined for Defea
(Continued from Page

1)

vigorous opposition of the Texaj
broadcasting companies and Ascajl
according to advices received her)
yesterday.
Measure calls for a 25 per cen|
tax on gross collections of the s(
ciety in the state, and requires tha|
abe list
and ratej
filedofinitsthecompositions
state.

. . . He may be a dummy

to

Edgar Bergen but he's the biggest name in shorts to you!

■HcS

Cry
■A

Ci~

C'MON BACK

YOU'RE AMERICA'S SWEETHEART

NOW!

Latest Crosley scientific survey shows his is
'The Most Popular FulUHour

Show in Radio'!

WARNERS
Discovered 'em!
WARNERS
Put 'em in Pictures!
WARNERS
Bring 'em Back
At the Peak of
Their Popularity
for the Re-Release
of Their Six

VITAPHONE

SHORTS

EDGAR BERGEN and

WESTERN
UNION

WIRE WARNERS
FOR THE SERIES
TODAY

1 'Africa Speaks English'

2 'At The Races'
4 'Pure Feud'

i

5 'Free And Easy' 6 'Two Boobs In A Balloon'

•

3 'All- American Draw- Back'

riday, Oct. 15, 1937

Exhibs. Call for Increase in Two-Reel
<7fm Showmen
[Continued from Page

Shurply ffivided on Shorts Versus Double

Exhibitor Short Subject

I

Ventures* Survey Hereof*

1)

16. Newsreels were third with
ILll per cent total, followed closely
|| comedies with 10 per cent.
'Exhibitor reliance in the boxfice value of sport reels, travelSpecific short subject "wants" of exrues, novelties, band acts, vaudehibitors, as expressed in returned questionlle turns, star names and sciennaires of THE FILM
DAILY survey follow:
ce subjects also was indicated.
More two-reelers, especially comedies
A strong demand for more two- and musicals.
elers was expressed. The poll esAmerican
travelogues.
blishes that exhibitors at the
One-reel comedies with star value.
esent time use an average of two
More shorts in color.
three shorts per program, alough the range is from one to
Shorts built around male quartets singi. Length of feature or features
ing the songs of the 90's.
a determining factor.
More slapstick comedies.
;Sixty-seven per cent of exhibitors
e using the same number of shorts
"In our situation this has been
six months ago, summary of re- the reverse. We dropped shorts
med questionnaires shows. Ap- and substituted duals. It's all
oximately 10 per cent have in- wrong. It is not a balanced proased their shorts consumption,
gram and in time will ruin our busile 23 per cent reported the use
iness."— Adelphi Theater, Chicago.
fewer shorts.
"I went to duals because the
Answers to the query, "If you shorts failed me." — Hippodrome
ve dropped duals and substituted Theater, Crestlone, O.
Drts for them during 1937, what
"The public would rather have
Is the public's reaction?" disclose one feature and shorts, but, shorts
sharp division of opinion.
must have entertainment." — Teatro
Del Lago, Wilmette, 111.
Shorts Vs. Duals Verdicts
r ypical of the replies are these: Amusement
"They want duals." — Manos
Co., Toronto, 0.
i'Loss
of
business.
The
public
ims double features not wanted
"We've played more single features than before. Many asked for
: if eliminated, business drops." — the other feature, several approved
C. Beatty, President, W. S. Butfield Theaters.
of singles and shorts." — Butler Theater, Butler, N. J.
T have tried duals and apparent"Duals outdraw one and half to
hey do not help; a good short is
reciated but does not draw any one." — A. E. Andrews, Emporium
Theater, Emporium, Pa.
iness." — R. X. Williams, Jr., Oxid, Miss.
"Duals aren't liked here. We've
We want to stay away from tried a few." — A. F. Sams, Jr.,
Statesville,
N. C.
Is, but the shorts must improve
we have no alternative. We need
Exhibitors' Squawks
re two-reelers to make up our
Invited to register specific
w." — Strand Theater, Shelby- squawks, exhibitors were prompt to
e, Ind.
take down their hair and fire away.
Duals don't mean a thing to us — Pertinent and representative are
they sure enjoy good shorts." — these extracts:
E. Weyzstein, Palace, Mandon,
"Shorts should all be two-reels to
D.
avoid duals, too many single reel
Playing duals part of the time — shorts are needed to lengthen a
which is tiresome to the audijllic
reaction
good." — Twin
Cera Co.,
McConnelsville,
0. City show, ence.
This applies to cartoons, comIA certain percentage of patrons
edies, sports, etc." — Ritz Amuseilst on duals.
We have both sinments, Inc., North Vernon, Ind.
i feature houses and duals." —
"Give the public a good feature
lirge Y. Henger, Oklahoma City. of about 80 minutes coupled with
Prefer single features but are good shorts and I feel confident they
C'jipelled to double feature weaker go away entertained and satisfied.
■hires.
Patrons enjoy variety of Cut out of newsreels war scenes,
s.'rts but must have strong fea- gangster hold-ups. Personally, I
I ?s."
Mitchell
Gonery,
Ravena, feel the gangster type pictures
Y.
should be ousted. Good comedydrama features, good musicals and
good society dramas spell box-office
results." — Thomas D. Goldberg,
flews Emphasis, B. 0. Factor
Walbrook Theater, Baltimore, Md.
Greater emphasis upon news of world
"Producer should either stop
nportance in the newsreels during the
list few months
has been
of definite
making so many features or fewer
shorts. Better productions, better
jjiox-office
value,
according
to exhib.
Implies to a question presented in the
shorts and fewer, are the cures for
[ation-wide Film Daily Short Subject
uarterly survey. Sixty-two per cent
double bills. In double bills, the inf film showmen so agreed.
dustry is moving back to a price
instead of upward to a standard." —

Featurettes
interest.

Wants '
and

two-reelers

of general

Shorts similar in scope to Life magazine.
Sophisticated shorts with class and novelty, using the same featured players who
work
in full-length
features.
More sporting events in detail.
A football special during the grid season
showing shots from 10 of the most important games around the country.
Greater use of color in musical shorts,
band

acts

and

specialty

Shorts

numbers.

Ky.
L. 0.ard,Davis,
Virginia Theater, Haz"Not enough two-reelers. Too
many travelogues and other singles
that are not interesting to the
masses." — Jackson Amusement Co.,
Jackson, 0.
"Too many slapstick two-reelers.
Good musicals are better received."
—Earl dusky,Seitz,
State Theater, San0.
"In as small a town as we have,
where features are not successful
as repeats, it is absolutely necesary
for us to repeat two-reel comedies
sometimes more than once to satisfy the demands. They are crazy
about two-reel comedies here, even
though the quality isn't the best.
Let's have more two-reel comedies
that are funny, like Mack Sennett,
Hal Roach and Al Christie made 10
or 12 years ago. A good two-reel
comedy is definitely an asset to any
program."
— A. F. Sams, Jr., Statesville, N. C.
"What difference does it make
what the exhibitor's viewpoints are ?
The producers do as they please
and we have to like it; at least
that has been my sad experience.
Are there any reasons why we
should be compelled to pay for
shorts if we can't use them? I
want to play shorts. I don't want
duals, yet I must do exactly the
opposite if I want to stay in business."— L. Sussman, Adelphi Theater, Chicago.
"I think exhibitors would think
more of shorts if they had that 'I
want to play them' attitude when
they are booking them, rather than
an attitude of 'I've got to pay for
the damned things whether I play
them or not — so here go some dates
to that so-and-so that made me buy

this idea — not new, but sensible —
FEWER SHORTS, and if they must
make vited
shorts
don't soknow
who sell
inthem to(Imake
many),
them on merit. Make them good
enough to make the exhibitor want
them. The demand for good shorts
will automatically reduce the output and increase the rental price
for
those
produced."Toledo,
— Jack 0.O'Connell, Ohio Theater,
"Believe it would be a good idea
if the producer of each picture
would make shorts to go with said
feature, enough to make approximately atwo-hour show. In smaller
first-run situations, shorts are usually booked by series without
screening and an exhibitor never
sees them until they are on his
screen. Believe producers by combining their shorts with their features would enable an exhibitor to
show a much better balance program."— W. T. Studebaker, Logan
Theater, Logansport, Ind.
"Too many costume plays. Not
a laugh in a carload. Too many
program fillers (that were once
used as chasers) that mean nothing
on any program. Lack of new stars
and material. With double features
it is impossible to use half of the
shorts available." — Joseph J. Green,
South Troost Theater, Kansas City.
"Poor recordings, photography
and orchestras in many shorts. Not
many new or novel ideas in two-reel
comedies. Band singles are monotonous to the majority. Travel subjects which all end 'As we leave
beautiful Squedunk'." — Manager,
Butler Theater, Butler, Pa.
"Why not release fewer shorts
better in
Lawrenceproduction
Borg, Napa values?"
Theater — Corp.,
San Francisco.
"Companies do not make enough
two-reel comedies." — A. P. Way,
Avenue Theater, DuBois, Pa.
"Too many poor cartoons." — F.
Stamm & Son, El Campanil Theater, Anrioch, Cal.
"Shorts are entitled to production
value as well as features." — John
Wright, Auditorium Theater, Red
Wing, Minn.

Hudley Replaces Sicotte
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Stanley
Hudley has been named manager of
the Kent Theater here, succeeding
Vern Sicotte, who has taken management of the State Theater, East
Lansing. Both houses are part of
the Butterfield Theater, Inc., chain.

them to get his features'." — ManaMass. ger, Hamilton Theater, Dorchester,
"Newsreels at 5% to 7% minutes
are worse than nothing. Should
have more shots and not so much
dramatized news. All shorts are
costing more and running less time
which
the price
two ways."
—
W. L. raises
Nicholas,
Nicholas
Theater,
Fairmont, Minn.
"Let's pass along to the producer

Second Para. Color Cartoon
Paramount

has ordered Max

Fleischer

to produce a second three-color Technicolor two-reel cartoon comedy, "Popeye the Sailor Meets AM Baba's Forty
Thieves," Lou Diamond, Para, short
subject production manager, announced
yesterday. Move results from response
to "Sinbad the Sailor." New short is
designed
for holiday
release.

ra
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Firing Lines With Newsreels'

Aeei

t'oreriny Untleelaretl Si no— Japanese War t0roves Just Another Job to the Cameramv

M OFT CAMERAS GET
WAR AND BACKGROUND
By THOMAS ORCHARD
issociate Producer to Louis de Roche*
moni of the March of Time
UARRISON
FORMAN, explorer,
author, aviator and photographer, was flying to Tibet to picturize that remote and forbidden land
for the March of Time and Life,
when he learned of the trouble at
Shanghai. He returned in time to
witness the Japanese aerial bombardment.
Standing at the American bar of
Shanghai's famous Cathay Hotel,
Forman had no thought of immediate peril when the first Japanese
bombs fell. He rushed for his camera, the detonations of the exploding bombs in his ears. Returning
in 20 minutes he found the Cathay
Hotel in ruins. In the lobbies were
stretched the wounded, to be given
first aid as in a field dressing station. Nearby, the Palace Hotel was
a shattered ruin. Nanking Road a
mass of twisted pavement and
fallen brick. Stoically Chinese soldiers of the National army dragged
forth the dead and parts of mangled corpses to toss them into hastily arrived army trucks.
Within a few brief minutes the
city of Shanghai had become demoralized. All public means of transportation ceased abruptly. Forman
managed to buy a second-hand automobile, and this he camouflaged
in an effort to conceal its movements from the planes constantly
flying low over the city.
With United Press Correspondent
John Morris, Forman sought out
General Chang Chieh Chung, Commander-in-Chief of the Chinese
army defending Shanghai and found
him in his secret headquarters in
the Chapei district. He got an exclusive talking-picture interview
with the General.
Back in Shanghai, Forman drove
to the Bund to find great crowds

Japs Poor Gunners, Says Pathe

News Cameraman

Take it from Harry W. Smith, Pathe News cameraman, veteran of the last major
war in the Orient, the safest place behind the Chinese lines is to be the exact
objective of Japanese guns. Smith says that Pathe News cameramen now covering the
Sino-Japanese "war" thus far are inarticulate as to their hazards, but points out that
Japanese gunners although able to wreck the countryside around a target, seemingly
score few direct hits. True in 1932. that is true today, he says, pointing to the
failure of the recent Japanese
offensive
on the Shanghai
front.

WOUNDED BUT FILMED CAMERA OF MAYELL
SHANGHAI'S BOMBING
By CHARLES

MADE JAPS TARGET

E. FORD

Editor of i hiversal Newsreel

News

By JACK HANEY
Editor, 20th Century-Fox
Movietone News

"THE most hazardous experience
veteran cameraundergone by one of our cam- CRIC MAYELL,
man and editor, was in New
eramen this year fell to the lot of
George Krainukov, the man who York vacationing from his post in
filmed the bombing of Shanghai by San Francisco. He'd got in just
Japanese planes in the present Sino- two days of round making when the
Japanese war. George is a Russian latest China-Japan fracas started.
who has been living and filming A hurried conference between Truhistory in China for the past decman Talley, our producer, General
ade. He was on the job at Peiping Manager Ed Reek and myself and
when this undeclared war broke out.
He shot battle scenes in North Eric was on his way Dack to 'Frisco
China. Then he switched his base with passage for him booked on the
China Clipper. Running into the
of operations to Shanghai.
typhoon season at Manila the clipon hisfor
waya suit
to the
per ship set down there and Eric
to He
be was
measured
of tailor's
clothes
was forced to hire a private plane
when the Japanese air bombs beto get him to Hong Kong. There
gan to blast Shanghai's streets. If Eric, without credentials in the
he had reached the tailor's he
would have been measured for a rush, performed the feat of talking
coffin, for the shop was blown to himself a passage aboard a French
atoms. As it was, George was cruiser that had been ordered to
wounded in the head by a flying the beleagured port.
bomb fragment.
Arriving in Shanghai he made
But he stood his ground as the those memorable pictures of the
terrible explosions made a shambles bombardment of the New York of
of the great city, sick with the hor- the Orient. Then came the Japaror which he was transferring to
nese warning that it intended to
newsreel film, to shock civilization
bombard
Nanking from the air.
with the appalling, factual record
of what war really is.
With Nanking's population rushing
out, Mayell rushed in. He was acThough weakened from loss of
companied by H. R. Knickerbocker,
blood, he kept grinding his camera famous war correspondent.
to record the destruction of the CaIn Nanking they proceeded to the
thay Hotel and the Sincere Department store, which killed 1,000 civil- largest hotel, deserted now, and the
ians and wounded 5,000. He got word was around that the Japanese
the hordes of fear-crazed survivors flyers' objective would be it or the
on his film as they rushed from the power-house. With Knickerbocker
watching
thethe
blaz'ng
district across
river.Pootung
Silhouetted
scene, — the piles of dead and helping him to the roof with his
against the more than a mile of
maimed. I can't think of any cam- heavy equipment, they got a location from which they watched Niperaman perils to top that.
swirling flames was the U.S.S. Augusta, flagship of the U. S. Fleet.
pon's air squadrons approach.
He had barely focused and started
One of the flyers noticed Mayell
his camera to film this thrilling
and Knickerbocker on the water
scene when out of nowhere came Herbert was dispatched to China to
of the hotel with the gun-like
a shell exploding with shattering record in detail the "New Life" tank
camera and headed for it. But they
force on the deck of the U.S.S. Au- movement sponsored by Chiang Kai- noticed him in time and leaving the
gusta.
shek, China's "strong man"; a 10- Akeley where it was dived for shelMore important to the March of year-plan designed to modernize ter.
Republic. When hosTime, however,
dra- the Chinese
When at long last the pursuit
tilities broke at Shanghai, Herbert
matic film wasthan
theForman's
contribution
planes headed home Eric mounted
already
had
exposed
thousands
of
made by Cameraman Charles Her- feet of film. With this material to his perch again to find that the
bert of its New York staff, whereby
available March of Time editors strafer had scored a few glancing
it was possible to present the background of events in the Orient were able to construct a complete, hits on his machine. Nothing serious, however, and the magazine conwhich had led up to Japan's climac- well-rounded picture story of the
taining the scenes showing the
situation in the Orient, climaxing it
tic assault upon Shanghai.
bombing were intact in its chamber.
Almost
a year ago Cameraman with the tragedy of Shanghai.

H. S, WONG STRAFED
BY JAPANESE PLANE
By M. D. CLOFINE
Editor of News of the Day

A

NEWSREEL cameraman, fo
most in the limelight today
undoubtedly, H. S. Wong, of Nd

of the Day. More familiarly knoas "Newsreel" Wong, this ace C
nese cameraman with News of i
Day had a terrifying encounter w:
death and Japanese aircraft. \W
his chauffeur and assistant, Wo
was nearing Sungkaing when th
heard the drone of airplane moto
As a matter of ordinary precautii
the cameraman stopped his car a
alighted. As he walked toward t
nearby field, three Japanese plan
evidently spotting the automob
swooped down. In a letter to i
relating his experience, Wo
wrote :
"Suddenly, the Japanese plan
flew so low you could see the m
in the planes. Machine guns in t
planes started to rattle and s]
fire. As the planes dived down ti
ror gripped a small party of nfl
gees who were walking on the hig
way. They tried to get into t
car and hide under the machine
order to escape the shower of b
lets. My assistants and I had ji
enough time to go some 50 yai
from the car before a number
bullets sprayed the bumper i
punctured the tire.
"We hid in the field until t
Nipponese ulanes passed and th
changed the tire and drove on
Sungkaing where he photograph
scenes of the bombing of a refu>
train. One woman and two B
received bullet wounds during i
attack on the car."
According to "Newsreel" Woi
pictures of this war are not nea:
as easy to obtain as in 1932. 1
cently he said that on a visit
airplane to the Chinese lines he £
his assistants were machine-gunii
by
planes and had to ti
back.Japanese
He added:
"If you have ever had a pi;
machine-gunning you in a p
dive, you will know about how
felt. . . . Aside from being mis:
by Japanese planes and shell? p
ing here and there, I'm okayi
ready for any big stuff to pop."

Capa Will Celebrate

Chicago — President Lou Abrai
son of Capa has appointed >■
Schoenstadt of the Schoenstadt
cuit, John Mednikow of Natfflj
Screen Service, Max Levine of V
and Ralph Smith <
Century,-Fox
as a committee to font
Essaness
late plans for the third annivers;
Hotel
man
held at the SH:
to bemonth.
ion next
celebrat

YOU Af- Ou ?

■ZO^ldt

Side

ZViruJPd

Who gets your bet? A couple of "heavyweights"? Or the team that can cover the
field . . . that can run, kick, pass, show a variety of plays? On the screen you best "cover
the field" of audience appeal with programs
balanced with well selected short subjects. In
the picture theatre there is no substitute for
variety.

\ (&ducatuma£ (MctuA£4^
Distributed in U.S.A. by 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation
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PATHE NEWS PLANNING
"OLD MILL" UTILIZES
Dietz Sees Shorts as Most Logical
NEW DISNEY PROCESS
Weapon Against Influence of Duals FURTHER INNOVATIONS
"Shorts are the industry's most
Moviegoers leaving a theater af- logical weapon against the double
ter seeing Walt Disney's Silly Sym- feature influence," in the belief of
phony, "The Old Mill," an RKO Ra- M-G-M, asserts Howard Dietz, comdio release, will probably wonder,
pany's publicity-advertising chief,
subconsciously or otherwise, why it in the first issue of the M-G-M
looked a little different from the Short Story, promotional magazine
usual Silly Symphonies.
marking a unique new departure in
the shorts field.
The answer is in the new camera
With an initial print order of
treatment. In "The Old Mill," Walt
Disney has developed an illusion of 10,000, magazine will go to all
Metro accounts, all reviewers and
depth for the first time.
the
Hays office lists of organizaThis short subject was the testing
tions interested in films.
ground for the new multiplane camDietz,
speaking for Metro on
era process, developed within the
Disney studios, and which will be shorts, writes:
"We believe that instead of being
seen further in their first featurethemore
industry's
step-child,
length production, "Snow White and is
often treated
like the
the short
babe
the Seven Dwarfs."
on the doorstep.
The camera, which was perfected
"We believe that a good short freafter months of testing, and at a
quently saves the show when it is
cost exceeding $50,000, enables the
played in support of an inferior
characters painted upon transpar- feature.
ent celluloid sheets, to be photo"We believe that a bad short will
graphed against a background at
different levels.
just as often spoil the effect of a
The history of the camera at the good feature.
"We believe that shorts are propDisney studios is one which actuerly considered as fillers of seats,
ally calls forth the overworked ad- not merely of programs.
jective, "amazing." Several years
"We believe that a short will sell
ago, the department consisted of
one cameraman who also used to
cut the films. Now, there is a test
camera crew of 13 men working in Vitaphone to Reissue Six
three eight-hour shifts. There is a
Bergen-McCarthy Comedies
color camera crew of eight men,
and a cutting department of 11. In
Vitaphone discoveries long before
addition, there are always camera
they
to fameEdgar
on Rudy
Vallee's
experts working overtime to perfect radio rose
program,
Bergen
and
new and ingenious methods of shoot- Charlie McCarthy during the past
ing animated pictures.
few years made a number of onereel
short studios.
subjects at the company's
Brooklyn
The enormous popularity of the
pair and the unusual demand for
their Vitaphone films has influenced
the company to reissue six of their
most popular short subjects. These
are "Two Boobs in a Balloon,"
"Free and Easy," "Africa Speaks
English," "At the Races," "Pure
Feud" and "All American DrawThe films have the natural advantage of already having been preback."sold through the radio success of
the team, and also because of the
demand for them on the screen, as
evidenced by the requests for bookings of the shorts which have been
received at the home office. In lieu
of this the company decided to rerelease these six films which will
be supplemented by the recent ones
seen last season and early this year.
For the shorts, Vitaphone is pre-

seats at the box-office as surely as
a short story will sell magazines.
"We believe that many otherwise
smart showmen are short-changing
their box-office by snubbing their
shorts.

By FREDERIC ULLMAN.

Vice-President

of Paihe

JR.

News

7VJ[EW cameras and sound equipment, up-to-date laboratories, a
news staff always on its toes, and a
true reporting of events — these are
the things from which a good news"We believe that a minimum of reel is built. And for the coming
extra effort in selling shorts will vations.
year, Pathe News plans more innoreturn considerable extra revenue.
"We believe that a successful
From Metropolitan newspaper ofshort today must possess superior
fices we have engaged crack writers
entertainment qualities PLUS a who will
describe news scenes. New
manship. application of real show- commentators have been added to
definite
Soon, augmented orches"We believe that there is nothing the staff.
scenes.tra music will accompany the
short tures
about
Metro's
Junior Feaexcept their
length.
A famous European artist, Alvin
"We believe that many of to- Bender, is working now to prepare
morrow's biggest stars will be new titles and sub-titles; while a
continental type-face manufacturer
found in today's shorts.
"We believe that shorts are the is turning out a new and exclusive
industry's most logical weapon type to be used in connection with
against
the double feature influ- these titles and sub-titles.
ence.
In order to bring you a true pic"We believe that shorts are asture of the Sino-Japanese conflict,
suming an increasingly important we are combining the forces of an
position in the production schedule American cameraman, a Japanese
and the theater program.
news-gathering agency and a Chinese cameraman. For the Spanish
"We believe that you will believe
us when we profess an honest de- conflict, Pathe News is reported by
sire to speed the short subject's a photographer behind the Loyalist
lines and by another in the Madrid
march of progress."
section who is training his lens on
the activities of the Franco forces.
Thanksgiving Release for
New and modern equipment will
"Man Without a Country" gear the newsreel to 1938 activities.
Nine Eyemo cameras have been ordered. On the West Coast, a wellVitaphone two-reel historical film
known manufacturer is turning out
in Technicolor, "The Man Without
to insure better phoa Country," based on Edward Ev- larger cameras
tographic quality of news releases
erett Hale's classic, will be given a
Seven
new
sound
equipments have
Thanksgiving holiday release, an- been ordered and are
now in the
( Continued on Page 17)
nounces Norman Moray, the company's general sales manager.
A follow-up to the company's
"The Song of a Nation" and "Give
Me Liberty," the latter the winner
of the 1936 Academy Award, the
film has been produced with the
same care and production values
lavished on full-length pictures. A
cast of important Warner contract
players including John Litel, Gloria
Holden, Theodore Osborn, Donald
Brian and Holmes Herbert play the
leading roles under the direction of
Crane Wilbur.
Other subjects which will be ready
soon in the series are "Louisiana
Purchase" and "The Life of John

ws%&*

Paul

Jones."

paring a stock one-sheet which may
be title sniped as each film is played.
The first of the reissues will be released early in November.

History of Disney Studio a Series of "Firsts"

A five by three foot cut-out, with a slot for
inserting the current title card, draws attention
to the RKO Radio released Walt Disney cartoons.

Walt Disney has pioneered every forward step in the history of present-day animated pictures. The first animated sound picture in the film industry was his Mickey
Mouse, "Steamboat Willie," made in 1928. The first one in color was "Flowers and
Trees," which raked in awards both in the U. S. and abroad. The first animated
picture to show an illusion of third dimension is "The Old Mill," the recently completed RKO Radio release, which was a testing ground, for the first animated feature,
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs," which is to be released by RKO Radio Pictures
at the first of the year.

To
exploit
the
six re-issued
Edgar
Bergen-,
Charlie
McCarthy
comedies,
Vitaphone
has
made
available
this specially-prepared
one-sheetj
with space for title insert snipes.

Q&irtCf, 6/dfucj
You make

a high bid for public favor when to one fine

feature you add the fun of
these Showmanship

Shorts.
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GREATER STORY VALUE Flood of Novelties
:d$kAid Big Apple / M-G-M CARTOON STAFI
IN SHORTS DEMANDED Display Orders Set New Adsales Mark COMPRISES VETERANS
Short subjects with greater story
value and those which combine toprate entertainment with various educational or controversial elements
represent the choice of the public,
as indicated by the recent poll promoted by M-G-M. Results of the
survey, which was conducted by
critics of leading n e w spapers
throughout the country, appear in
the first issue of M-G-M's Short
Story, new sales promotion magazine. The critics were asked to invite their readers to submit their
criticisms and suggestions, all of
which would be assured of Hollywood scrutiny.
One of the most surprising results
of the poll was the definite stand
against cartoons. Practically everybody who voted admitted that there
was a sharp difference between the
"good" and the "bad" cartoon, but
in spite of the comparison there
was a heavy protest against the
cartoon tidal wave. One commentator wrote: "Producers run a good
thing into the ground — they must
be more careful of their cartoon
material."
Other types of shorts that came
in for adverse criticism were the
band leader subjects, the routine
miniature musicals and the glorification of night club entertainers.
Abbreviated versions of Shakespeare, brief biographies of famous
painters and writers, 0. Henry short
stories and sketches on the order
of Noel Coward short plays were
among the requests from the public.
Travel shorts drew divided opinions. Those who commented on the
subjects appeared to be interested
in this type of material but many
of the voters were dissatisfied with
the present treatment. The general
feeling seemed to be that travel
subjects should be dramatized instead of being merely photographed.
Praise was fairly uniform for
such subjects as the "Crime Does
Not Pay" series, the Pete Smith
Specialties and the Robert Benchley
releases.
Many readers objected to the
practice of exhibitors whose advertisements read: "Also Selected Short
Subjects."

Widespread interest in the Big
Apple dance, together with the
timely release of Educational's
short novelty, "The Big Apple,"
while this interest was registering
an amazing crescendo, has made it
a fairly simple process for the firstruns that have so far played this
featurette to turn the one-reel picture into a profit-maker of feature
proportions. Demand for the posters and other display material,
which has shattered all short subject records in the 20th CenturyFox Adsales Department.
More and more youngsters are
sufficiently acquainted with the
dance itself to make a Big Apple
contest on the theater stage a stunt
that will have a wide appeal. Of
equal importance, however, is the
fact that many items of Big Apple
merchandise are just now beginning
to reach the market, and offers profitable local tie-ups.
One of the first novelties to reach
the stores in the Big Apple rush
was a dress or hair ornament made Unusual
one-sheet,
reproducing
photographic
of rayon velvet in the shape of an views of the dance, draw attention to "The
an Educational
Song and Comedy
apple on a bit of twig, distributed i Big Apple."
Hit based on the current dance craze.
by the Bernard Co. of New York,
which took advantage of the stills
from Educational's picture in set- Big Apple dress, manufactured out
ting up window displays. More than of print goods showing several different Big Apple designs. The Anhalf a hundred Sears, Roebuck
drew Geller Shoe Co. simultaneousstores are now displaying these
stills.
ly with the release of the picture,
Big Apple displays in its store
The Arthur Murray "Shag" Dan- put
windows on Broadway and Fifth
cers, featured in the picture, short- Ave. Reproductions were then sent
ly will offer an exhibition of the
to more than a 100 stores handling
Big Apple dance in Gimbel Bros. the
New York department store as part cities.Geller product in the bigger
of a big advertising and display
The Digest, the new picture magcampaign to introduce a Big Apple
azine, See, Pic and the fan magablouse and scarf made by the Mitzines are among the publications
chell and Weber Co.
that have given big displays to the
The Royal Miss, Inc., manufacturers of dresses, will introduce a scenes from "The Big Apple."

New Type of Entertainment

Magazine Set-up Features

Offered in Pathe Parade

"To the motion picture screens
of the nation Pathe Parade brings
an entirely new type of short subject entertainment," says Frank
Donovan, production manager. He
adds:
"For over a quarter of a century
Pathe has been synonymous with
1,200 Theaters Now Use
the most timely and accurate reporting of news on the screen. In
Pathe Parade the editors carry on
Col. "Happy Hour" Units the
tradition of Pathe as a news
Columbia's "Happy Hour" unit organization — but at the same time
shows for children start their sec- realize that motion picture houses
ond winter season with more than sell entertainment rather than education or information. Behind the
1,200 independent and circuit theaters using the service. As the only Pathe Parade there is just one baorganized juvenile program service
sic idea, every foot of it must be
in the industry, the series are re- good motion picture entertainment.
ceiving enthusiastic acceptance from
"Each issue of the Pathe Parade
exhibitors who find it an ideal solu- carries three stories on different
tion for their children's entertain- things that are happening in the
ment problem. Among circuits book- world today. Each story is fast
ing "Happv Hour" are Skouras, moving — swiftly paced to meet the
Loew's, Warners, RKO, FWC, Pru- tempo of modern life. Each is based
dential, Century, Sparks, Lucas and on some universal appeal — action,
Jenkins and Monarch Theaters, Inc. gayety. music, beautiful girls.

Vitaphone's "Pictorials"

Planned to simulate a magazine
set-up, wherein several departments
feature interesting items each
month Vitaphone's "Pictorial Revue" series has in one year included
a number of the most novel and interesting sequences currently seen
on the screen.
The films will usually have a
Hollywood
sequence, a sports item
; narrated
by Clem McCarthy,
and
I a color sequence,
whether
it he
fashions or the preparation or manufacture of some product.
Ready for release this month is
the second of the series showing
the art of table tennis played by
two champions, and described by
McCarthy; the Hollywood Mauch
Twins at play; and autumn fashions photographed in natural color.
For the series a number of wellknown radio announcers have been
\signed to handle the off-screen dialogue. Among these are Howard
Claney, Basil Ruysdael, Paul Dougi las, Alan Kent, and many others.
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Hollywood — With its new two
story cartoon building, one that wil
house 200 workers, now completed
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer announce
complete assembling of the staff re
cruited for this new division of th<
studio.
In addition to Harry Hirshfield
humorist and creator of the comi<
strip, "Abie Kabibble," who wil
work on the creation of cartoor
ideas, the staff at Culver City in
eludes 29 key men.
Cartoon directors comprise thret
men, Robert Allen, William Hanm
and Isadore Freleng. All of then
were formerly with Harman-Ising
while Freleng also has had experience with Mintz, Disney and Leor
Schlesinger.
C. G. Maxwell, formerly with
Disney and with Harman-Ising, ha;
been named production supervisor
Edmund Schultz, who has been with
Mintz and Universal, will act as
head of the in-between department
and L.
S. Goble is head of painting
inking.
Colvig,
active"Pinko"
in the
Story who
gag has
menbeen
include
animated cartoon field since 1916
his latest work being done on "Snov»
White"; Ray Kelly, formerly with
Van Beuren; Kin Piatt, last with
Disney; Henry Allen, a HarmanIsing alumnus; Joseph Barbera, whe
has been with Terrytoons; and Al
len
most recently with
Leon Freleng,
Schlesinger.
Bert Lewis, who for six years
scored cartoons at the Disney lot
will be in charge of music. E. J
Moore will head the camera depart
ment, and Charles Thorsen will b(
in charge and
of settings.
designing originacharacters
Seven men placed under contract
as animators are Ben Clopton, Sanr
Stimson, Cary Meyer, Bill Nolam
A. J.Cecil
Zander,
and
Surry. Richard Bickenbach
Jack J. Stevens has been engagec
as cameraman, and F. McAlpin as
sound technician. Willie Hopkim
and Karl Karpe will handle finisi
layouts. Other layout men inclug)<
Ernest Nordli, Dan Gordon, a
George Gordon.
The first M-G-M cartoon series
under the new expansion progian
will be the syndicated feature, "Thf
Captain and the Kids."

4th Venice "First" to Disneyi

"Hawaiian Holiday," a Walt Dis
ney Mickey Mouse, released by RK(
Radio Pictures, has won the prizi
for the best short subject offere<
bv the International Film Exhibition
in Venice, Italy. This is the fourth
consecutive time that a Disney sulH
ject has won this award.

if you want to know what
we mean by NOVELTY in
musical shorts, see - - -

with
BILLY GILBERT
JACK NORTON
Directed by JEAN W. YARBROUGH
Produced by BERT GILROY

r ;< o

RADjQ
PICTURES

• . . It's a fair sample of the
entertainment qualities that
go into every one of the 24
two-reelers you get this season from RKO RADIO . . . and
it's worthy of feature billing
on anybody's marquee I

I
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COLUMBIA INCREASES
SHORTS PRODUCTION Survey of 3,000 Exhibitors Guiding
ON COAST IS ACTIVE
Paramount^ Short Subjects Lineup BUDGET FOR SHORT
West

I

By

RALPH

W1LK
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Hollywood — M-G-M will produce
seven series of short subjects for
the new season, in addition to continuing to be the distributing outlet
for Hal Roach's "Our Gang" comedies, which will consist of 12 onereel subjects. Pete Smith "Specialties" will number 15 one-reelers,
while "Crime Doesn't Pay" will be
represented by six two-reelers, with
M-G-M "Musicals" down for a like

number.

By LOU DIAMOND

Paramount Short
Subject Production
Manager
pARAMOUNT'S line-up of short
subjects for each season's program is selected by the results from
a survey conducted among some
3,000 leading independent circuit
theater
country. operators throughout the
Our program of shorts for the
current season definitely demonstrates not only a variety in the
type of short screen entertainment
desired by the nation's leading exhibitors, but also gives a good crosssection of what the public demands
and supports at the box-office.
In the Grantland Rice Sportlights we have the best type of
short reel dealing with sports. Its
support at the box-office is continuously mounting. Rice's name gives
these shorts added prestige and the
public is as much familiar with his
writings as his short subjects.
"All four of the Max Fleischer
subjects, the Popeye, Betty Boop,
Color Classics and Screen Songs
have added legions of fans to theaters regularly and are now featured among the shorts on more
theater programs than any other
films. The Screen Songs with the
famous bouncing ball and name orchestras have gained
exceptional

Robert Benchley will be starred
in eight one-reelers, while "Miniatures" will comprise 10 subjects and
"Historical Mysteries" a similar
number. For the first time M-G-M
is producing its own cartoons — 13
in number — "Captain and the Kids."
Jack Chertok, producing head of
the Culver City studio's shorts department, has a battery of directors,
including Jacques Tourneur, Roy
Row-land, Felix Feist, Jr., George
Sidney, Joseph Sherman and Harold
Bucquet.
RKO will produce six two-reelers
starring Edgar Kennedy and a like
number starring Leon Errol. In
addition, the company will make
four series of three two-reelers,
with one series being musicals.
Bert Gilroy heads the RKO department.
Warner Bros. Coast studio will
make three historical subjects in
Technicolor and three musical shorts, Educational Takes
also in Technicolor.
Paramount is distributing
ular Science" and "Unusual
produced by
Jerry
banks andpations,"
Robert
Carlisle.

"PopOccuFairEach

(Continued on Page 17)
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Up
Option on Imogene Coca

Imogene Coca, whose option has
just been taken up by Educational,
Willie Howard, Jefferson Machamer
and Charles Kemper will be starred
in comedies now in preparation for
shooting by Educational at Astoria.
Tim and Irene are now shooting,
and in the cutting room are comedies starring Buster West and
Tom Patricola and Herman Timberg, Jr., and Pat Rooney, Jr. Niela
Goodelle's latest musical comedy,
"Who's Who," is finished and will
be released next week.
Educational's shooting schedule is
the busiest in several years.

French Version Adds 26th
Country to M of T List

M-G-M one-sheet for "Framing Youth" one of
the Hal Roach Our Gang comedies.

With the establishment of a
French version, the March of Time
has added a 26th country to its
wide-flung audience. Now in its
third issue, "La Marche du Temps"
is playing in 209 theaters in France.
It has been enthusiastically acclaimed by the French press. The
March of Time is now appearing
upon the screens of more than 3,000
theaters in foreign lands; 1,316 of
these in the British Isles; 800 in
Australia and New Zealand and 850
theaters in the Spanish-speaking
countries.

popularity.
the orchestrasAmong
featured insome
theseof subjects
are Gus Arnheim, Henry King and
Shep
Fields. of our shorts featuring
Another
names and proving a big draw at
the box-office is the Headliners.
Some of the persons recently featured in the Headliner shorts were
Eddie Peabody, king of the banjo;
Phil Spitalny and his girl orchestra
and Xavier Cugat and his talented
orchestra.
"Our latest addition to this year's
short subject line-up is the Unusual
Occupation series. This new group
of snorts dealing with what some
people do to earn their living has
taken hold with the public and from
exhibitor letters very definitely is
among the popular comedy shorts
on the screen today.
The Paramount Paragraphics
have proven popular with audiences
everywhere and offer highly entertaining
semi-news
numerable
interestingslants
topics. on inParamount's Popular Science reels*
have enjoyed widespread theater
patronage due to the interesting
methods used in revealing the latest developments in the field of
science.
The Paramount Pictorials, complete our 10 series of shorts for
the year. These Pictorials depict
the wonders of many foreign cities
and scenic beauties of the world.

40 P. C. of Paramount's
Shorts Already Finished
Paramount already has completed
40 p. c. of its short subject productions scheduled for the 1937-38 season, according to an estimate of the
shorts completed and those still to
be released. This percentage reveals that of the 101 shorts, exclusive of the 104 issues of the Paramount Newsreels, 42 shorts are
completed.
Among the subjects completed
from August through to October
are:
Headliners: "Queen of Harmony,"
"Let's Go Latin," "Hula Heaven"
and "The Star Reporter in Hollywood." Grantland Rice Sportlights:
"Aquabats," "Picking Pets," "Four
Smart Dogs" and "Pick Your Favorite." Paragraphics: "Killer of the
Tonto," "It's a Good Stunt," "Cowboy Shorty" and "The Inventor."
Betty Boop: "The Candid Candidate," "Service with a Smile," "New
Deal Show" and "Foxy Hunter."
Popeye: "I Never Change My Altitude," "I Like Babies and Infinks,"
"The Football Toucher Downer"
and "Protek the Weakerist." Color
Classics: "Peeping Penguins" and
"Educated Fish." Popular Science:
two issues. Screen Songs: "Whispers in the
another.
amountDark"
Pictorials:and
three
issues Parand
Unusual
Occupations:
two issues.

Vice-President,
By Columbia
JACK COHNPictures Cor
INCREASING
demand
for sho
subjects, even in strong doub
feature territories, has prompt!
Columbia to devote a greater pa
of its budget to the production of
stronger shorts program for tl
current season.
Emphasis upon production value
with marquee names predominai
especially in the comedy shorts, hi
given exhibitors strong sellir
points that today prompt sma
showmen to give short subjects
prominent position in their pr
grams. As proof of the emphas
being placed by Columbia on pr
duction values, we may point oi
that the Three Stooges corned ie
for example, are being produci
with the care and attention that o|
would devote to a feature film. Fu
ther, these shorts are being su;
ported by a comprehensive adverti
ing and exploitation tie-up th
helps make the Three Stooges po
ular names
to all moviegoers.
Three new series, r'Communit
Sing," "Broadway Follies" ai
"Strange As Is Seems," have wc
immediate favor with film far
rivaling the popularity of such pe
ennial Columbia favorites as "Scre<
Snapshots," "News Sports Thrill:
and
the widely
popular
"Color As
Rha
sodies."
In the
"Strange
Seems" series, which deal with hi
toric and scientific subjects, lavi;
period sets and costuming are er
ployed
to preserve
the marquee
authentici'er
of the stories.
Further
phasis is placed upon these shor
by the continued use of the title
John Hix's widely syndicated ca
toon, from which these films a
adapted.

FLEISCHER STUDIOS.,... A PARAMOUNT

Faramount
the

Max

offers

Fleischer-Popeye
ball

V

this

Toucher

one-sheet
cartoon.
Downer."
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STARS OF RADIO
AND THE NITERIES GLEAM IN
^/^

COLUMBIA'S 'BROADWAY FOLLIES'
Smash series of single-reel musicals, each
featuring a novel idea, cast with White
Way headliners, capturing the swingy
spirit of the new Broadway . . . !

Three Sock Singles Now Booking!

f

i-DRUG STORE FOLLIES

. . . with Roscoe Ates, the stuttering lunatic; Carolyn

Marsh, "Versailles" night club warbler; dancing
Leslies; Texas Jim Lewis and his gang — a sockeroo!

2 ROOF TOP FROLICS
. . . with Al Cooper and his bang-up band; The
Debonair S; Peg LaCentra, torch songstress; Gina Valente; Kirk Alyn, swell m. c. — and a corking cast of 50!

a-TIMBERLAND REVELS

. . . featuring Sid Gary, radio baritone; Val Irving,
comic; Neta Carlyle, dancer; The Campbell Hussars—
and a swingtime idea about Northwest axe-swingers!

A

Hit

a new high

hey-heyity!
'BROADWAY

for gayeiy . . .

Book COLUMBIA'S
FOLLIES' series NOW!

Produced by Ben K. Blake

rket

COLUMBIA
PICTURES
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The

Star Reporter in Hollywood
(Headliners Series)
Paramount
It mins
Good Hollywood
Atmosphere
In his role of star reporter, Ted
Husing' covers the Hollywood scene
to dig up the latest talent. In a
studio he discovers David Holt, the
young dramatic actor with a real
talent as a song and dance man.
Husing then introduces the Sons of
Pioneers, the cowboys singing the
western songs. They are then seen
in their native setting. Following
these are the Quinlan Juvenile Singers, a bevy of girls who do some effective choral singing. The finale
presents Louis Prima, the hot trumpeter with his ork. An interestingreel, hitting some of the Hollywood
night spots as Husing hunts for the
new talent.
"Oregon Steelhead" 10 Mins.
Romer Grey
Interesting Fishing Short
With Zane Grey being featured,
Romer Grey has produced a very
interesting one-reeler on trout fishing. To a fishing addict it should be
especially appealing and it might
even create a desire on the part of
the non-fisherman to give the sport
a try. According to Grey, the first
the situathing one does is surveyfrom
a high
tion, and this he does
altitude. In getting to the location,
it is necessary for his party to shoot
a rapids. This is one of the highlights of the picture. Underwater
footage is given over to the fish
maneuvering. When Grey finds
that none of his fishing flies are of
the proper type, he makes his own.
some
bringing in as
Then we see' himwhich
an
end up
good size trout,
Edwin Bowen diappetizing dish.
rected, and Harry Anderson and
Gus Bagnard contributed some first
William Wayne's
class photography.
narration is snappy and appropriate.
"Milt Britton and His World
Orchestra"
Famous
(Melody Master)
Vitaphone
H Mins.
Novelty Short; Swell Climax
Milt Britton and his fellow musicians offer a good slice of pop entertainment, mixing their orchestral
numbers with copious comedy. There
is a particularly swell climax which
is reached via a wager between an
English patron of the cabaret and
the confident Mr. Britton. The latter accepts the challenge re his
ability to make a giant reproduction
of the Sphinx laugh. Two attempts
fail, but the third is highly successful when Britton and the boys get
themselves into a musical frenzy
and break up all the instruments,
including the bass violin and the
piano. The bit is grand horse-play.
Sure enough the Sphinx rocks with
mirth.
So will any film audience.

SUBJECT
<?!{<

REVIEWS

Walter Powell does the part of the
"Air Express"
Englishman. Tito and Joe Britton
(Meany, Miny, Moe Cartoon)
are comical in their roles. The Universal
6 1-3 mins.
Three Leslies contribute a dance
Fairly Diverting
specialty. Lloyd French direction is
Moe, the junior member of this
smooth.
triumvirate of amusing monkeys, is
in business with Meany and Miny.
They are operating an air transport
"A Rented Riot"
company in the jungles of Australia'
Leon Errol Comedies
or thereabouts. Moe is the pilot,
RKO Radio
17 mins. and to him is assigned the responsibility and task of carrying a cargo
Roughhouse Fun That Is Funny
consisting of a box of diamonds and
Leon Errol with mother-in-law a young, obstreperous ostrich to a
trouble, a funny story, and good given destination. The bird is consupport make this one worth seeing
fined to a crate, but its neck being
for laughs. A creditor demands a long-stretching proposition rethat Errol pay him the money he
sults in no end of discomfort to
lost betting on the races and ap- Moe who finds himself pecked at,
pears as his wife and M.I.L. are and finally beset by the aggravatabout to go on a vacation. He maning ostrich. The flight is apparently doomed to both failure and
ages to get them out of the apartment and collars a fellow in the disaster, since the feathered pest
hall to whom he rents his apart- tries to swallow the diamonds. But
ment for the amount he needs to Moe rescues them, rights his madly
pay off. That night his apartment plunging plane and lands successis the scene of a terrific party
fully. Fairly diverting describes
staged by his tenant and as he tries this cartoon.
to stop it he gets a telegram from
his wife that she is coming back
"The Smart Way"
because of a washout on the railwith Willie Howard
road.
17 x/i mins.
The occupants run when they Educational
Funny Nonsense
hear that the police have been
With Willie Howard clowning in
called, but Errol finds after his
family gets back that the wife of his famous Professor Ginsberg role,
the fellow he rented the apartment mustaches and French accent, this
to is still in the bedroom. With one is highly amusing. Howard has
gags and laughs he finally gets wife trouble and he takes the advice
himself out of the jam he is in, of his lawyer to wear her down with
but his mother-in-law puts him kindness. His wife wants constant
i right back in trouble when he gives entertainment and he sets out to
a cigar to one of the cops investi- give it to her with his lawyers promise that a month of dancing and
gating the place and the cigar explodes in his face. Good fun for constant attention will kill her. Nat!
urally this works in reverse and the
everybody. Errol has Lorraine McLean, Dot Farley, Jack Carson, and end of the picture finds Howard a
Marjorie Beebe to help him along. physical wreck with a lot better
Directed by Jean Yarbrough.
chance of dying in a short time than
his wife. Howard sings one song
in his own funny style and has adeThe Three Stooges in
quate support from the other players. Louis Sorin and Aileen Cook
"Playing
the
Ponies"
Columbia
17 mins. as the lawyer and wife are funny.
Al Christie produced this one from
Good Goof Stuff
Klauber-Jarrett story with George
The Three Stooges trade their aWebber
waterfront restaurant for a broken- Christie. filming. Directed by Al
down racing nag named Thunderbolt. Curiy absentminriedly feeds
the horse some hot chili peppers he
"Silly Night"
with Jefferson
Machamer
has in his pocket, left over from
the restaurant. The horse eats Educational
19 mins.
Interesting Fun
them, and goes tearing down the
track searching for water to quench
Watching "Jeff" Machamer sketch
his thirst. Then Moe realizes
his
celebrated "gal" pictures is inthey've got something. They7 enter
teresting and he has some good
Thunderbolt in the big handicap,
dancing
with it. Some gags start
and Larry feeds him the peppers
as the race starts. The other two the picture off to show the artist
boys keep ahead of the nag on a doing his stuff at the board and then
motorcycle just inside the rail, the picture goes on from there with
holding a pail of water and thus several good dance numbers and
hokus pokus until Machluring him on to win the race. Di- some more
amer winds up in jail for eating too
rected by Charles Lamont. Screen- fast in his home-made sidewalk
play by Al Giebler. Story by Irv
Frisch and Will Hair. Associate cafe. Joan Christie makes an attractive decoration and Stanley and
producer, Jules White. Photography
Elaine and Ruth Clayton do two
by Allen G. Siegler. No other credits available.
good dance numbers.
An interest-

t<

ing sketching scene with sevc
dozen beauties taking part featu
the picture. Machamer wrote
story for this one, with Al Chri:
producing and directing. Geo
Webber
photographed
it.

"Man/
Returns"
Radio Unhappy
Flash Comedies
Radio
17 mi
A Pretty Flat Number
Featuring Ford Sterling, who
beset with a jealous wife, this j
does not have many laughs. 1
story revolves around his wil
penchant for French dolls and
not funny enough to make the w]
story hold up. After the doll
is going to give his wife for 1
birthday gets accidentally bun
there is a series of misundersta:
ings and gags until everything
set right in the end. Barbara P
per, as the cigar counter girl, w
gets accidentally mixed up in
proceedings, through a mishap w
some pictures, lends a little p
chritude to the film. There is no
ing novel or entertaining about t
one with only a few laughs in
erts.
picture. Directed by Charles R<
RKO

"Trotting Thoroughbreds'
Columbia
10 mi
Swell Horse Racing Atmosphei
Very well presented story of '
training of a champion trotter fr
the time it is foaled till he w
the big Hambletonian. It is the 1
story of Shirley Hanover,
champ. The owner and trainer
seen putting the horse through
the early stages of being brol
to the line, the light harness, i
trotting without breaking into
run. Then the track trials, i
finally the big race at Goshen, \vh
is won handily. Narrated by J;
Kofoed. Described bv Ford Bond.
'Roping 'EmVariety)
Alive"
(Vitaphone
Vitaphone
10 n
Novel Jungle Subject
Fans who
enthuse
over jun
and animal material will consi
this subject well worth while,
discloses
a visit to the Mas;
tribe in Africa which has a par
ular weakness
for wire ornam
with w^hich they' adorn themsei
lavishly.
Then is shown the
gosy of a party into the jungles
the Malay
States in southeast
Asia
where
a baby
elephant
roped
by
the
hunters,
and
a foil
fire drives animal
life before
hot, licking flames.
Resulting fi
this conflagration, a huge pytl|
moves onto a village, menacing
natives.
But the huge constric
is also roped, boxed and shipped'
a far-off zoo. Basil Ruysdael hi
dies the narration nicely. The sc
is effective as it is, but leaves I
impression and the regret that ij
not a good deal better.
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SHORTS SHOW SIGNS Short Subject
jjfffl-4 Reviews
OF MATURITY--GILROY "The Man Without a Country"
(Broadway

By BERT

GILROY

In Charge of RKO Radio Shorts
Production

Brevity)

Vitaphone
* 21
Magnificent
Two-Reeler

mins.

coming through the torn roof.
Morning comes and the occupants
of the mill are none the worse for
the storm and peace is restored to
the mill and its inhabitants, but the
mill has a slight list to one side.
Another top Disney short.

This is not only the type of short,
years
of chase,
hodge- but is a short,
which deserves a
podge ?nd slap-stick, the short place on the screens
of all Ameriubject at last shows
evidence
of
can theaters. It is a splendid paniturity, emerges on current thea"Four Smart Dogs"
triotic two-reeler, produced with all
er programs as a coherent, well- the finesse of a big
(Sportlights)
feature; set up
a'anced entity with a story to tell. in brihant, realist
10 mins.
ic Technicolor; Paramount
Though
slow, the evolution
has directed
with care and feeling by
Clever Canines
een a natural
one, and
today's Crane Wilbur; and played movingly
hort subject
occupies
a spot in
A lineup of some very intelligent
creen entertainment similar to that and with commendable understand- dogs. Leads off with the wireing by a cast which comprises John
eld by the "short short" story in Lite!, Gloria Holden, Theodore Os- haired terrier who is a great help
ooular magazines.
born, Donald Brian and Holmes to his master on a fishing expediRKO
Radio's
current
short sub- Herbert. The story is based on the
tion. The field shots of the bird dog
lets schedule reflects
what
we famous work of Edwar
d
Everett
are
very
good. Then there is a poelieve to be two
definite trends
lice dog that is put through his
Hale and recounts in the present
i popular taste:
stunts of aiding the officers of the
Added emphasis on musicals, and version the love of a young Ameri- law in protecting life and property.
can army lieutenant for the daughA pronounced
swing
away
from
ter of a colonel. The ambitious But the shepherd dog is the star
:ereotyped comedy formula.
The new
RKO
musicals
feature junior officer conspires with Aaron performer, and is rightfully given
ich name
bands
as Phil Harris, Burr in the latter's attempt to the second half of the footage. He
ed Fiorito
and
Nick
Stuart
in found a new nation beyond the Mis- goes through his sheep-herding maneuvers, and does a marvelous bit of
sissippi, but when Burr's plot is
lorts which present not merely a
Ties of tunes and dances, but in- nipped in the bud, the unheeding work as he rounds up three stray
resting plots so constructed as to lieutenant is captured and accused sheep and brings them back into
of treason. In a fit of then sincere the fold.
c'ude music as an integral
part
anger he expresses his wish to the
the story's unfolding.
Half the RKO
two-reel
subjects court martial that he never hear of
"Pluto's Quinpuplets"
educed this year will be musical or see the United States again, — a
(Disney Cartoons)
Transf
grante
is
that
wish
erred
d.
theme, treatment or both.
Last
RKO
Radio
9 mins.
|£ar less than
one-fourth
of our from ship to ship; stripped of his
Pluto
at
His
Funniest
iiorts were
musicals,
the popular rank, and deprived of any mention
Pluto and Fifi, a Pekingese, as
ception of which
led to the in- of his native land, he eventually
dies, but not until he undergoes a the parents of five pups in a riot
ease this year.
Further evidence
of maturity is change of heart. His reprieve, ef- of fun. Pluto chases a butcher with
fected by the girl he loved and who a basket of sausages, but Fifi
:hibited by the comedy subjects on
r current
production
schedule, remained steadfast to the last, makes him take care of the pups.
ose featuring Leon Errol no long- comes too late for him to see the They all get away from Pluto in a
series of funny gags and fall into
rely chiefly upon his erratic legs United States again.
a cellar where they turn an air
d comical
grimaces
for
their
hose loose. Pluto tracks them down
ghs.
The new Errol two-reelers
"The Old Mill"
and also falls into the cellar and
e straight farce and their comedy
(Disney Cartoons)
ns perceptibly
away
from
the RKO Radio
9 mins. gets knocked around by the hose.
robatic toward the mental.
The pups and Pluto upset a paint
Excellent Color Fantasy
shelf and when the air hose gets
Edgar Kennedy, another old-time
The story depicts a night in the through with them they are as
medy favorite, is no longer forced
life
of
an
old
windmill.
The
sun
varied
in color as the rainbow.
depend for comedy upon expres)ns of exasperation at the antics goes down and the old mill comes Pluto gets knocked out and a jug of
his in-laws.
Still the "average to life. Frogs appear in the mill cider above his head runs into his
mouth with the resultant effects
in," Kennedy's last comedy, "Ed- pond and scores of bats wing silently forth from the mill. Sudden- that cider in quantity produces. They
r and Goliath,"
revealed
not a
gle relative, concerned itself with ty a gust of wind comes, and a finally escape from the cellar but
e comedian's misadventures with storm follows after with the various Pluto has to spend the night in an
tractor he had won in a contest, occupants of the mill disturbed by old barrel with his pups as Fifi refuses to let them back into their
t is still funny when a man slips the storm. A bird on a nest has
an empty banana, but producers a narrow escape when the old wheel kennel. Funny for everybody, with
the new
comedies
are demon- starts to turn and the rest of the laughs and gags galore throughout
ating that not only is the result- inhabitants are soaked by the rain the picture.
It tail spin laughable — that the
nts which brought the man and
i banana
skin together may be Short Subject Production
Pathe News is Planning
tde into a logical story which is
on
West
Coast
is
Active
Further Reel Innovations
own excuse for being.
AFTER

Madriguera In Short
3nric Madriguera and His Orchesare currently at work in a one'1 Vitaphone band film at the comly's Brooklyn studios, announces
m Sax, production
chief.
Feaed in the film are several welll>wn entertainers
including
Pallia Gilmore, singer, Palomo, gui* list, Eddie Shayne and Charlotte
mstrong,
dance
team,
Lucille
irs, Guy
Sampsel,
Hini Damur,
ilis Claire, and Frank McNellis.

(.Continued

from

Page

14)

series comprises six one-reelers and
is in Cinecolor.
Columbia is starring the Three
Stooges in eight two-reelers, and,
in addition, Jules
is making
"All Star"
comedies.
White18 heads
the
Columbia shorts output.
Walt Disney, Leon Schlesinger,
Walter continue
Lantz* C.
B. in
Mintz,
Ub
Iwerks
active
the cartoon field. Harman-Ising has not
completed its new distribution plans.

ENTERTAINMENT HELD
SHORTS VALUE KEY
By EDWARD
Short

BONNS

Product
Sales Manager
New Universal

for

the

JTIE value of a short subject depends, entirely, on its entertainment value and audience appeal.
With double features in vogue in
so many places, an ordinary short
subject is destined to a short life
and an unmerry one. A short subject, however, which has real entertainment value, novelty of treatment, originality in presentation and
which holds the attention of the
audience for its entire footage is
what every up-to-date, enterprising
theater manager is looking for.
Universal has two series of single
reel subjects in which a determined
effort is made to incorporate these
qualities in the individual releases.
These series are "Going Places, With
Lowell Thomas" and "Stranger Than

"Going Places" is far from being
a travel series. Lowell Thomas and
Fiction".
Producer Charles E. Ford go far
afield in imagination rather than in
distance. It is true that they have
taken their audience to such places
as the Cascade Mts. in the Pacific
Northwest — "Where King Winter
Rules Supreme", the British Island
of Jamaica — "Paradise of the Caribbean", Nova Scotia — "The Land of
Evangeline", Williamsburg, Va. —
"The Birthplace of a Nation," Miami Fla. -- "The Winter Wonderland" and the Emerald Isle, where
linen
woven.— "The Cloth of Kings" is
On the other hand, in "Going
Places No. 39", entitled "Table Tennis", they bring them the popular
sport of the younger generation, formerly called Ping Pong. However,
with the advent of professionals and
national tournaments and exhibitions, it achieved its more descriptive and athletic designation. Table
Tennis is now the seventh most popular game of all sports. In a recent tournament in Europe, the
American team played before an audience of 14,000 persons.

In "Going Places No. 39", Mr.
Ford has featured Sol Schiff — the
American Champion, Stanley Fields
— recognized as the World's Greatest Exhibition Player, Ann Sigman
— No. 1 Ranking Woman Player and
the New York State Champion.
(Continued from Page 10)
These players give an exhibition
process of assembly by the RCA in single and double sets of almost
Manufacturing Co. In conjunction unbelievable trick shots which will
with Pathe Film Corp., we are in- amaze and delight any audience. So
stal ing a completely air-conditioned
film laboratory which will insure rapid are the shots, that it is frenecessary to combine slow
faster delivery to the theaters and motion toquently
make it possible for the
better quality printing.
Allyn Butterfield will continue as eye even to follow the ball.
"Table Tennis" is a striking exhead of the newsreel; while William
ample of the entertainment value
Pitt, newly recruited from Carl Byoir & Associates, where he was di- and audience appeal which can be
rector of pictures, will act as news incorporated in a so-called short subeditor.

ject.
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• • Autumn

Short Subject Roster • •
•

PLAYERS
Hollywood

•

. Col.
RKO
RKO
Roach
Roach
Col.
Roach
RKO
Rep.
. Rep.
. Col.
RKO
RKO
Col.
Rep.
Col.

Collins, Monty
Col.
Dunn, Ed
RKO
Cowboy Band Players (6)
RKO
Errol, Leon
RKO
Farley, Dot
RKO
Fetherston, Eddie
Col.
Fine, Larry
Col.
Fio Rito, Ted
RKO
Franey, Bill
RKO
Gittelson, June
Col.
Granger,
Dorothy
.... Col.
Grayson, Donald
Col.
Hall Johnson Choir
. RKO
Hardy, Oliver N. .. . Roach

Harris, Phil
Healy,
Marcia
Hood, Darla
Howard, Jerry
Howard,
Moe
•Irving, George
Jameson, Bud
Jamison, Bud
Kelley, Patsy
Kennedy, Edgar
Kennedy,
Tom
Langdon, Harry
Lane, Richard
Lawrence, Rosina
Lee, Eugene (Porky)

Allyson, June
Warner
Bernie, Al
RKO
Bond,
Ford
Col.
Bowers, Cookie
. Warner
Britton, Milt and Orchestra
Warner
Cabin Kids
Educ.
Chandler, Evelyn
RKO
Coca, Imogene
Educ.
Corum, Bill
RKO
Davis,
Rufe
Warner
D'Orsay, Fifi
Warner

Gibbons, Floyd
. Warner
Gilbert, Earl
Educ.
Goodelle,
Niela
Educ.
Gribbon, Harry
Educ.
Mai Hallett and Orchestra
Warner
Les Hite and His Orchestra
RKO
Howard, Willie
Educ.
Johnson, Arnold and
Orchestra
. . . Warner
Kemper,
Charles Educ.

King, Henry and Orchestra
Warner
Lahr, Bert
Educ.
LeRoy, Hal
Warner
Machamer, Jefferson Educ.
Madriguera, Enric and
Orchestra
. Warner

Beebe, Ford
Univ.
Bucquet, Harold S. M-G-M
Cahn, Edward
M-G-M
Chase, Charley
Col.
Douglas, Gordon .... Roach
Dreyfuss, Arthur RKO
English,
John
Rep.

Feist, Felix E
Fenton,
Leslie
Fraser,
Harry
Gittens,
Wyndham
Goodwins, Les
Gordon, Douglas

M-G-M
. M-G-M
Col.
. Univ.
RKO
. . Roach

James, Alan
Jason, Will
Jeske, George

Blake,
Ben
K
Christie, Al

French, Lloyd
Henabery, Joseph

Vita.
. . Vita.

Mack, Roy
Schwalb,
Ben

Allister, Claud
Austin, Gene
Ayres, Agnes
Barrymore,
John. . .
Bennett,
Constance .
Bins.-, Herman
Brady, William
Brisbane, William
Byrd, Ralph
Buniette,
Smiley
..
Cameron,
Marjorie
Candv and Coco
Carson, Jack
Chase,
Charley
Christian, Helen
Clyde, Andy

RKO
Col.
Roach
Col.
Col.
RKO
RKO
Col.
Roach
RKO
Col.
Col.
RKO
Roach
Roach

Lund,
Lucille
Mack,
Betty
May,
Patsy George
Doris
McFarland,

Col.
Col.
Roach

(Spanky)
McKenzie,
Robert
Mitchell, Bruce
Morgan,
Gene
Murray, John T
Oakland, Vivian

Roach
. Col.
RKO
Col.
Col.
RKO

Pepper, Barbara
RKO
Radio Ramblers
(The)
Warner
Roberti, Lyda
Roach
Russell, Mary
Col.

Shephard, Elaine
Roach
Stanley,
Louise
Col.
Stuart, Nick
RKO
Sullivan, Lee
Educ.
Switzer, Carl (Alfalfa)Roach
Thacher,
Leora
Col.
Thomas, William
(Buckwheat) Roach
Three
Stooges
(The)
Col.
Walsh, Jane
RKO
Whitley, Ray
RKO
Weaver, Winstead
(Doodles)
Roach
Young, Roland
... Roach

New York

Col.
Educ.

Mapes, Bruce
RKO
Marion, Sid
RKO
Mason, Sylvia and Co. RKO
McCarthy,
Clem
. Warner

•

DIRECTORS
Hollywood

Rep.
M-G-M
RKO

New York

•

Vita.
Col.

WRITERS
Hollywood

•

Ewart
Col. and RKO
Adreon, Franklyn . . Rep.
Blackburn, Norman Roach
Boras, Arthur .... M-G-M
Boxer, Herman
M-G-M
Brooks, Marty
M-G-M
Bruckman, Clyde
Col.
Connolly, Marc
Roach
Cox, Morgan
Rep. and M-G-M
DArcy, Harry
RKO

Davidson, Ronald
Rep.
Dudley, Carl
M-G-M
Eby, Louis
Rep.
Flournoy, Richard Roach
Foster, Douglas
. . M-G-M
Freeman, Al
M-G-M
Frisch, Irv
Col.
Gerald, Barney
... . . M-G-M
Giebler, Al
Col.
Gittens, Wyndham . Univ.
Gitterman, N. Gayle M-G-M
Goodwins, Leslie
RKO

Gordon, Douglas .... Roach
Grashin,
Mauri
M-G-M
Guedel, John
Roach
Gunzburg, Milton
M-G-M
Hall, Newman S.
Univ.
Harr, Will
Col.
Hatch, Eric
Roach

Davis, Mannie
Forman, Eddie
Genet,
Ira

Gordon, George
Henley,
Jack
Jarrett,
Arthur

Klauber,
Marcy
Kof oed, Jack
Levy, Parke

Adamson,

Spectrum

Educ.
Vita.
Vita.

Re-signs Scott

With the completion of a series
of six musical westerns starring
Fred Scott, and now being distributed through twenty-four key city
exchanges, Spectrum Pictures Corp.
has renewed Scott's contract for another series of six. New series will
be produced with an advanced budget allowance on each production,
Fred Bellin, Supervisor of Distribution for Spectrum announced yesterday.

Educ.
Vita.
. Educ.

Higgins, John C.
Jackson, Michael
Jeske, George
Jevine, Jack
Joseph, Edmund
New York

May Cause IATSE Conflict
Chicago —

Organization

of Co-

lumbia Broadcasting System's Chicago sound and mikemen by James
S. Petrillo as an affiliate of the
Chicago Federation of Musicians,
may bring a conflict with IATSE.
Both groups await the return of
President George Browne who is
attending the Denver A F of L convention.

Richmond, June
RKO
Rooney, Pat, Jr.
Educ.i
Rose, Harry
RKO
Tim and Irene (Tim Ryan
and Irene Noblette)Educ.

McLeod, Norman
Roach
Melf ord, George
Col.
Milestone, Lewis
. Roach
Poole, Leonard
M
Col.
Roberts, Charles
RKO

Taylor, Ray
Tourneur, Jacques
Witney, William

Rowland, Roy

M-G-M

Zinneman,

Schwarzwald,

Milton
Mentone

Timberg, Herman,

Jr.

Educ.
West, Buster
Educ.
Willie, West and McGinty
Warner

•

Keaton, Buster
.... M-G-M
Lamont,
Charles
Col.
Lord, Del
Col.

•

McCoy, Frances
RKO
Meroff, Benny and
Orchestra
. . Warner
Morgan, Russ and
Orchestra
. . Warner
Murray, Ken and Oswald
Warner
Norton,
Robert Warner
Parrillo, Jeannie
. . RKO
Patricola,
Tom
Educ.
Price, Georgie
. . . Warner

M-G-M
M-G-M
RKO
Roach
RKO
. . Educ.
Col.
Educ.

"Lower

•

Rep.
M-G-M!
Rep.

Wrangell, Basil M-G-M
Yarbrough, Jean
. . . RKO
Fred

.

Terry,
Paul
Watson, William

•
Kamb, Karl
Kramer,
Searle

M-G-M
Col.

Lees, Robert
M-G-M
Mannheimer, Al. M-G-M
McGowan, Robert Roach
McManus, Louis
Roach
Melson, Charles
Col.
Miller, Winston
Rep.
Moran, Eddie
Roach
Murphey, Richard M-G-M
Neville, Robert . . . M-G-M
Rathmal, John
Rep.
Machamer,
Ryan,

Jerrerson

Tim

Depths" Staying

"The Lower Depths" and the featurette, "Heart of Spain," continue
at the 55th Street Playhouse, thus
postponing the opening date of Jacques Deval's, "Club De Femmes"
(Girls' Club), starring Danielle Darrieux and Else Argall, until Monday.

Brandt Takes Mapleton
The Brandt Circuit has taken
over the 410-seat Mapleton, 6502
18th Ave., Brooklyn.

Educ.
Educ.

M-G-Mi
Educ.
Educ.

Rinaldo, Fred
M-G-M
Roberts, Charles
RKO
Rogers, Charles
. . . . Roach
Shipman,
Barry
Repii
Shores, Sol
Rep.j
Trampe, Ray
UnivJj
Travers,
Victor
Col]

, Elwood
Ullmanugh,
Yarbro
Jean
.. . RICo"
Jack .... M-G-"
Wetstein,
Co
Woodford, Aileen
Yates, George
Rep.j

Terry, Paul
Weil, Willie

Educi
Vita/

Wood, Cy

VitaJ!

DeVry Branch on Coast

Chicago — Herman A. DeVry, Inc.,
is opening a Los Angeles branch. JE.
Norman,
formerly the will
company's
charge.
Detroit
representative,
be in

Daylight Lodge to Dance

Detroit— Daylight Lodge

525, F.i|

& A. M., whose membership is com-ii
posed of men connected with local)!
theaters, will hold a dancing partyli
on Nov. 17 at the Masonic Temple.
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CHALLENGE TO EXHIBS. Outlook for Shorts Most Optimistic BETTER SHORTS FIND
SEEN IN SHORTS CRY In Years, Says Vita phone Sales Head
EXHIBITOR WELCOME
By NORMAN H. MORAY
i The exhibitor's demand for better
Vitaphone Sales Manager
;hort subjects presents a challenge
o the theater man himself, accord- YV/TTH the new season off to a flyng to E. W. Hammons, president of
ing start, the outlook for short
subjects looks far more optimistic
Educational Pictures.
than it has in years. It was only
"Exhibitors everywhere are cry- a short time ago that shorts producers and shorts distributors were
ing for 'better short subjects'," said wondering where their next booking
lammons. "But they are doing lit,le or nothing to make it possible would come from. The double feature system had so completely covtor the short subject producers to
ered the market, that shorts had
neet their demand.
been swept out of the majority of
theaters in the nation.
"Just as in the case of features,
The current prospect for shorts,
he quality that goes into short
ubjects depends on the average on however, is more hopeful, for the
he money that can be spent on one and two-reelers, if anything,
hem. The whole industry has rec- will be the main factor in putting
gnized that production costs on the nation's theaters back on a single feature policy. Exhibitors are
eatures have mounted. And steps
ave been taken to meet the situa- now realizing that they must meet
ion. In some places admission the demands of their audiences,
.rices have been raised, making a who tired of the double bill, are requesting more shorts on movie prou-ger percentage return or a larger
mtal possible. In other places persntages have been stepped up
-here high production costs made
advisable.

grams. The fact that duals are
beginning
to add shorts to their
programs
is definite
proof
that
shorts are coming back, and will
j soon assume their rightful place in
] theater programs.
The increased
j cost of film product is also acting
jas incentive for exhibitors to get
! out of playing double bills and the
large number
of strong featurelength pictures which can stand on
their own merits, is also tending to
bring back shorts and do away with
the second feature.
The high calibre product, with
prominent star names and big production values, which Vitaphone and
other companies are releasing are
weaning exhibitors away from the
double feature. With all these factors involved, it is only a matter of
time before shorts will return to the
same high place in the industry
which they enjoyed before the
double feature system began.

MOVIETONE NEWS TO
KIRBALL SUGGESTS
EXHIB. SHORT POLICY REPLACE EQUIPMENT

"Well, production costs have gone
p in proportion for shorts, also,
ilayer costs have risen.
Technical
Ssts have mounted. But the exBy J. H. SK'RBALL
bitors who are crying for 'better Sales Manager. Educational Pictures
orts' have been silent about takexhibitor
need and
throwautomatiup his
\g any steps to correct market con- "JVTOhands
in despair
itions for shorts which very defically rule off his screen even the finest
of the short subject product because
s
"tely
the
limit
ction
ibject set
produ
budgeofts.the short he is following a double feature policy. It is certainly possible and
"Even in the case of the double
feasible for him to set up for himB'ature,
exhibitors
have
let
the
pub: itself take the leadership in
self a "short subject policy" as well.
?hting against the practice. While
This "short subject policy" might
le anti-double feature movement allow for a selection of shorts on
iarted by picture fans in New Jer- at least one program a week by the
>y might eventually force exhibi- simple expedient of arranging his
ts to action, any strong exhibitor feature bookings to line up two of
adership in this battle is notably the shorter features together for
eking.
that occasion, thus allowing some
playing
time for the two-reelers as
"Ever since the growth of the
nible feature practice, Educational well as one-reelers within his average show time.
as made it a policy to put into proFor his own good, for the future
iction costs every dollar which the
kisting conditions would permit, progress of the picture theater itId to pledge itself to increase the
self, this is about the minimum efVestments as conditions would alfort that showmen ought to make in
it. The pledge, of course, still the direction of keeping open the
mds.
path through which so many fine
stars have built up their tremendous
ji"But would it not be wisdom for box-office strength. The occasional
ihibitors
who
cry
for
'better all-short subject program, a fine
orts' to acknowledge their share relief
from the double feature, is
the responsibility
and to do
another
idea that has proved popumething about it?"
lar and profitable in many places.
'Coronation,' Distinctive Short
An outstanding merchandising and exploitation campaign was afforded 20th
Century-Fox's Technicolor Coronation
Special. Although the film ran only
28 minutes, its distinction and value as
the first color picture ever made of a
major historical event placed it in the
category of extraordinary shorts, and it
was accordingly exploited and billed as
a regular feature. In numerous situations the Coronational Special was, and
still is, played as a second feature.

All Movietone News equipment
now used in Continental Europe will
be supplanted with the latest machines now available, Truman Talley, producer, announced yesterday.
Cost of replacements will run into
six figures.
All mobile field units will be condemned to the scrap heap, it is said,
and in their place will be put into
service new, light machines of far
greater efficiency. Replacements will
be made without any suspension of
activities.
Studios on the Continent will be
brought abreast with the one in the
New York office, which is regarded
by some experts as the best small
sound studio in the world.
Fred Leslie, sound supervisor on
the Continent, is now in the United
States, getting acquainted with the
new equipment.
The Western Electric ribbon system of recording will replace the old
aeolight method. This wide range
asset results in greatly improved
quality in speech and music.
The new cameras to be introduced
are manufactured by J. M. Wall and
designed by Movietone. The mobile
camera units are equipped with AkeMany other possibilities may sug- ley tripods and will have a lens case
gest themselves to exhibitors, and containing every size of fast lenses
any showman can work out some ranging from one inch for wide anmethod by which he can take at least
gle scenes to 20-inch for telescopic
some advantage of the best things recordings.
being done in the shorts field. And
The latest type of dynamic microshowmen will certainly agree that
phones, Talley points out, will be one
they would be the principal losers of the advantageous features of the
through failure to develop the stars new outfits. These are entirely difwho have the talent to step into the
ferent from the old condenser type
places of the great. Any budding "mikes" and are not nearly so afChaplin must at least have a chance
fected by temperature changes, huto be discovered.
midity conditions or shock.

By HARRY

J. MICHALSON

Short Subjects Sales Manager,
RKO Radio Pictures
EFFECT of short subjects on the
box-office is clearly demonstrated by a greater desire on the
part of exhibitors generally to take
full advantage of the exceptionally
fine product available today.
Short subjects worth running are,
and have unquestionably been found,
worth advertising. Instead of marquee and newspaper advertisements
reading "also Selected Short Subjects," we see instead, prominently
disrdaved. "Walt Disnev's Hawaiian
Holiday" or, "Today— The New
March of Time." Justification of
this treatment is obvious. These
subjects are definitely popular with
the mass of moviegoers, as are such
names as Edgar Kennedy, Leon Errol, Gene Austin, Ted Fio Rito and
others which make up the RKO
Radio roster. Advertising them as
part of a theater program will unmers.
doubtedly attract additional custoSensing a marked change in attitude toward short product as a
whole, RKO Radio Pictures as early
as a rent
yearseasonago,
for program
the curand planned
today our
offers a varied assortment of high
quality subjects, each of which is,
in itself, an important unit on any
theater bill.
Among several new additions and
differing greatly from the usual is
the new Pathe Parade one-reel series, which many of our customers
have proclaimed one of the smartest
groups of the season.
In addition to the Disney cartoons and March of Time, recognized leaders in the short subject
field, the balance of our program
featuring personalities who are
popular through their work in radio
and on the screen, will add substantially to any program if given
the opportunity.

Detroit Suburb's Curfew

Detroit — The City Commission of
Birmingham, a Detroit suburb, has
passed a curfew ordinance fixing the
zero hour at 10:30 p.m. sharp for
unescorted girls 16 and under. The
ordinance also decreed that children
under 10 will not be permitted to
remain in a theater after 7 p.m. unless accompanied by a parent or
other adult.
"Big Apple" at Exposition

Dance International, exposition to be
held in the International Building,
Rockefeller Center, from Nov. 29 to
Jan. 2, will offer a display of paintings, photographs and sculpture dealing
with the dance through all ages and
nations. And, as the latest dance
craze to which the chronological story
will lead up, will be "The Big Apple,"
which will be illustrated in a comprehensive display of stills from Educational's featurette, with the Arthur
Murray "Shag" Dancers showing just
how
it is done.
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CAMERAMAN TRIBUTE
Nation - W/c/e Merchandising Tie-ups
Exploit Columbia Shorts and Serials
PAID BY LEW LEHR
Nation-wide merchandise tie-ups
By LEW LEHR
Short Subjects Editor, Movietonews, Inc. leaching into every home feature
CHORT subjects come and go. the exploitation of Columbia's short
subject product of 126 pictures an:l
Whento two
series, like
"AlongMagic
the four 15-chapter serials.
Road
Romance
on the
Plans have been completed with
Carpet of Movietone" and the "Ad- the Lionel Corp. for an electiical
ventures of the Newsreel Camera- aeroplane that does all the tricks
man" maintain an unbroken popu- of real planes. It will be available
larity throughout the years ther? exclusively to theaters showing
must be some one fundamental reaFrank Hawk's forthcoming serial,
son for it.
Mysterious
Pilot."
We would like to believe that the "TheA mammoth
giveaway campaign
care we lavish on these shorts in
arranged with Pillsbury's Farina on
cutting, editing and scoring was the behalf
of the Three Stooges will
prime factor in this popularity.
There are few shorts on the market distribute millions of "Three
Stooges Moving Picture Machines"
that are given the time and consid- this
season. The machines are ineration that go into the production
genious toys showing miniature paof the "Cameraman Adventures"
per movies of famous Three Stooges
and the "Magic Carpets". This is comedies and they will be given
said advisedly as we know our mar- jaway as premiums at special "Three
ket.
matinees.
For instance, the screening time Stooges"
The showings will be backed by
alone on the first of the aforemen- Pillsbury's 200,000 grocery store
tioned series costs Producer Truman outlets, and a national newspaper
Talley as much as most completed I
one-reelers.
On the "Magic
Car- j
of these shorts, it still
pets," as another example, we spend I popularity
isn't THE reason.
days with the final cut of the picture
determining
where
we
will j To put it simply, the basic reason
score music, where Lowell Thomas j for the success of these one-reelers
or Ed Thorgersen will talk, where is the cameramen who make them.
In Jack Painter, Webber Hall,
and how we will bring in natural
Jack Kuhne, Leroy Orr, William
sound and what "effects," if any, we Murray and Bonney Powell the
will introduce.
Here, certainly, should be a rea- "Magic Carpet" camera staff, we
son why these two series persist in have a company royal of understanding etchers with "a pencil of
why they are interpopularitynationaland
best sellers in 28 different light on a silver page," to use A. M.
Sullivan's beautiful description of
languages. But to be honest with the
lights and shadows that fall on
ourselves we have to admit that al- the screen to make what we call
though all this attention may con- motion pictures.
tribute in some small way to the

HEAVY FAN RESPONSE
CONTES
TO GIBBONS
Moviego
ers over the country a

responding in droves to the
Gibbons' "Your True AdventurFloi
e:
story contest which Vitaphone
sponsoring in conjunction with e
hibitors on the Floyd Gibbons' "Yoi
True Adventures" series of one-re
shorts. Hundred
s of stories hai
already been submitted to Gibboi
and Vitaphone.
First award in the contest
$1,000 for the best true adventui
story submitted during the yea
Second prize is a trip to New Yoi
via an American Airlines Flagsh
plane, including a visit to the Eas
ern Vitaphone studios, and a frvj
day stay at a leading New Yoi
hotel. In addition, $250 is awarts
for each true adventure story us(
as the basis of a Floyd Gibbon
"Your True Adventures" film.
The response to the first ai
nouncements of the contest is moi
unusual because of the fact that ti

lionet presents

PE -AMAZING NEW

f^m\iwm
mot
ElECTRIC
AIRPLANE
FRANKHAWKS
%MYJTERIOU$

PILOT

IT ZOOMS! IT DIVES!
IT BANKS!
ITIOOPSTHEIOOP!

All BY REMOTE CONTROL
IA

tie-up one-sheet from Columbia
boosting the
company's
Frank Hawks serial, "The
Mysterious
Pilot"
and
the
Lionel
electric
airplane.
|

and radio advertising campaign.
Every cooperating theater has received a campaign plan complete
with free trailers, heralds, movie
machines, autographed photographs
and one-sheets, all supplied bv the
Pillsbury Co.
Interest in Scrappy and Color
Rhapsody cartoons is also being
stimulated through a long line of
licensees manufacturing various articles featuring the cartoon-star.

first
film,only
"Attic
of Terror,"
released
a month
ago. wt
Tt
numerous requests for bookings o
this film, however, is indicative (
the way in which this new sent
\ has caught on. In the first releas
j Floyd
Gibbons
tri
story of
Eddie recounts
Capps of the
Detioi
! who had an unusual adventure son:
! 40 years ago in the southern moui
tain district. At the end of th
film, Gibbons introduces the orii
inal Eddie Capps, and gives nim
check for his story. Already cop.'
pleted and in the hands of the cu
ters are the second and third n
leases of the series, "Playing Wit
Danger" and "The Living Corpsi
(tentative title).

'37-38 Short Subject Production at a Glance
A Classified Summary of Short Subject Schedules, with Completed Reels Keyed as "C"; Those Still to Come Indexed as "TC

TC

TC

TC

Amkino
Artcinema
Columbiat
Educational
J. H. Hoffberg
Imperial
Lenauer
International
..
M-G-M
Paramount
Pictorial Films
RKO
Republic
20th Centurv-Fox
Ufa
•
United Artists
Universal
Warner Bros
World Pictures
TOTALS

C

TC

C

TC

TC

C

TC
TC

9
5

30

21

101

6

D

11

5
9
1

36
10

10

101

* Reissues.
** Including
I Reissues.
>'OTE — Special
short
suh.ii.-i-i releases,

38

55

2
14

11
28
6

37

52

9
24

3
17

-J- Columbia
announced
that
made
Iron) lime to time, not

33

13

26

17

31
41 132

its short
product
will 14
total J'^<i subjects.
included
in this compilation.

26
4

11
12

1
3

3

12

21

104

520

14

137
6

13
22

Til

13

7** 17
101
101

C

13
11

10
12

2
6
2

11
6
2

4
2

139

68

84

85

35

3

9

6

20

1

21
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I0RTH DAK. UPHOLDS
HEATER DIVORCE LAW

;<?•*

DAILY:

A "JUitU" hom "£ots

ft

SHORTS FOR 1937-38
NOW 37% COMPLETED

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD star, is now writing and directing
(Continued from Page 1)
OETE SMITH was a member of for Warner Bros. Warner Oland,
(Continued from Page 1)
of announced lineups are poised for
another
former
serial
favorite,
crerelease.
staff of "The Billboard" in
eir theater holdings, was a gen- the thedays
when Watterson Rothated the role of "Charlie Chan" for
al denial of the plaintiffs' allega- acker, Joe Brandt, Henry Ginsberg the screen.
Survey also discloses that the to:)n that rights of clients were
tal number of shorts, exclusive of
T
T
T
Milligan were associMated by the theater divorce law. and Wendell
newsreel
issues which are identical
Jacques
Tourneur,
directing
for
ated with the publication.
T
T
T
i.ie State's answer was filed yesin number with 1936-37 with the exM-G-M,
is
the
son
of
Maurice
Tourrday at Fargo.
ception of a current trend toward
Wallace MacDonald, who starred
neur, who directed several imporAs an alternative to the injunc- in a few serials in the silent days,
tant pictures in the East and Holly- "specials" as a result of the prevailing hostilities in Spain and the
wood, before returning to his home
i>n, plaintiffs asked for a declara- is now an associate producer at Coin France.
Far East, is slightly less than last
,ry judgment holding the act un- lumbia.
nstitutional.
T
T
T
T
T
T
production year as to individual subArchie Mayo, Norman Taurog,
Robert Taylor got his start in the
The case is expected to come up
jects, but the number of actual reels
Federal Court at Fargo at the "Crime Doesn't Pay" series at Norman McLeod, Mark Sandrich, and footage already, and planned to
ivember term.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Leigh Jason, George Stevens, Wil- be, turned out is virtually the same
liam Beaudine, Mai St. Clair, George as in 1936-37.
W. S. Van Dyke. Richard Thorpe Marshall and Edward F. Cline are
One of the significant developand George B. Seitz, who have among the directors who graduated
ments in short subject making ap:V1PE Picks Washington
directed serials, are among the from the short subject field.
pears to be the tendency to blend
important
feature
directors
at
T
T
T
for Convention in April M-G-M.
music and comedy on an increasing
Carole Lombard and Gloria Swan- scale, resulting in the change of
▼
T
T
son
got
much
of
their
early
training
(Continued from Page 1)
Bing Crosby starred in several in Mack Sennett comedies, while many films' classification from the
the musical comedy desigt ;sions and
manufacturers'
an- shorts for Mack Sennett before en- Wesley Ruggles, Eddie Cline, Mai comedy tonation.
While the actual number of
St. Clair and Erie C. Kenton are
I mcements.
tering the feature field.
musical comedies announced for the
T
T
T
among the directors who were for\mong
the developments
which
present season corresponds closely
Crane Wilbur, an early day serial
acted most interest was a Flash
mer "Keystone Kops."
with 1936-37, there is actually more
je-Valve,
invented
by
Roy
J.
footage involved for the reason that
Omaha Orpheum Co. Fails;
■her, projectionist of the Capitol Educators Report Shorts
the multiple-reeler is gaining favor.
^ater, Rochester, N. Y., designed
Liabilities
Said
Heavy
Acceptable for Schools
This fact is also reflected in the
protect against fire any film in
statistics on featurettes. Latter form
er projector
magazine.
The
(Continued from Page 1)
The Omaha Orpheum Co., RKO of tab entertainment has more than
11, trap-like device contains a
short sub- subsidiary, yesterday filed a volun- I doubled for 1937-38 as compared to
tter that automatically closes and praisal of non-current
tary petition in bankruptcy in Fed- a year ago. Magazine reels are also
s both upper and lower film mag- jects.
eral Court, through its president 0. ' showing a definite increase.
Hies as soon as fire begins,
In its survey, the committee anMore widespread employment of
alyzed 1,595 films of which 849 were R. McMahon, former comptroller of
'isher expects to market the in- rated acceptable for school use with- RKO.
color
is decidedly in evidence, with
iments at $50 each.
He pointed
U. S. short producers incorporating
out change, 234 acceptable with
■ that if the Board of UnderwritAssets listed total $7,047 in cash. i this
element in virtually every type
changes, while 478 contained While no schedule of liabilities are
passes it, there will be a down- minor
ed revision in insurance
rates some usable elements. Said the listed they are believed to be up- of reel, with gains noted chiefly in
report :
wards of $2,000,000, it was stated the turn-out of travel-scenics and
| 're it is installed,
cartoons, with an upswing likewise
ther engineering
achievements
"If education is to be adequate by an official of RKO.
e brought forward by H. H. Scott for the future needs of our increas- . The bankrupt company consists of apparent in the novelty class. Shorts
from foreign studios remain as a
ingly complex life, it must avail itL. E. Packard, E. H. Heyer and
self of every modern device for the Orpheum Theater of Omaha, whole in black-and-white.
Fischer, J. G. Matthews and
Neb., which was originally built at
. Ralph, L. T. Goldsmith and teaching. The motion picture is a cost of $1,500,000. Foreclosure of
Ryan, D. Canady and V. A. destined to take its place beside the the theater took place in 1933 and
Section
Act Charges
man, E. W. Kellogg, Progress text book, the laboratory and the was subsequently sold to the Abe Copyright
Invalid,
Metro
workshop
as
a
factor
of
major
siglal winner; J. 0. Baker, J. P.
(Continued from Page 1)
Blank Theater Circuit for a sum
nificance ineducation."
amound $100,000.
•field, A. W. Colledge and R. T.
author, and questioned his right to
fbus, J. Eggert and A. Kuester
In thanking the committee for
Creditors of the defunct Omaha a valid copyright of the story he
\ M. A. Durand.
its work, Hays declared: "Since the
avid Sarnoff addressed the mem- organization of our Association in Orpheum include Stadium Theaters, alleges to have been infringed.
Corp., Ascap, Estate of Roscoe ArThe defendants, including M-G-M
j at a special television demon- 1922, we have constantly pursued buckle,
National Screen Service of
ition employing a motion picture as one of its purposes the develop- Chicago, RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., Distributing Corp., Loew's, Inc., Culment of the classroom usefulness
en for the first time at the RCA
ver Export Co. and Frank Dolen.
and RKO Film Booking Corp.
>t; ios in the evening.
of motion pictures."
in their answer that "Section
stated
11 of the copyright act, on which the
The committee included: Dr.
host of the members leave toplaintiff bases his case, and which
ns? t with some remaining over the Mark A. May, of Yale; Frederick
purports to give statutory copyright
'■vuend.
H. Bair, superintendent of Bronx- Frohman, Nizer Head Drive
work is in violaville, N. Y., public schools; Isaiah
for LaGuardia and Dewey to antion ofunpublished
Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8
Bowman president of Johns Hopkins
University; Karl T. Compton,
States Constitution."
the United
of Rose,
2 Gives Television
in his complaint, claims an
president of MIT; Edmund E. Day,
Organization of a theatrical and
Demonstration for SMPE president of Cornell; Royal B. Far- motion picture division of the Non- infringement of copyright in the
num, of Rhode Island School of De- Partisan Committee in support of M-G-M picture "Man Of The Peosign, Willard E. Givens of National Mayor LaGuardia and Thomas E.
(Continued from Page 1)
ple" from his story "Burrow BurEducational Association; and Jay Dewey was announced yesterday.
|icles
in
terming
television
an
B.
Nash,
of
NYU.
%
Headquarters have been establishcu inished product." Sufficient cir"Victoria" Gets Sell-Out
ed at the Hotel Astor. Following
to justify large expendifcwi|ion
— Advance sales for
Montreal
|i
is
a
major
problem,
he
deare
the
officers:
Daniel
Frohman,
elj id.
Tomlin Clicks Overseas
honorary chairman; Louis Nizer, RKO Radio's "Victoria the Great"
First reports from the foreign ter- -hairman; Major Edward Bowes and
jae television image was scanned
ritory indicate that Pinky Tomlin is Theresa Helburn, vice-chairmen; J. premiere tonight at His Majesty's
||441 lines, and appeared to have
all-time
broke
Theater,
considerable advancement
in clicking abroad, Modern Film, for- Robert Rubin, treasurer; and Meyer record
of the openhourscity's
two the
row."within
and white tones.
W. Weisgal, secretary.
eign distributors, said yesterday.
ing of seat sales. Theater is sold
out for the opening.
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IT TOOK ONE
WHOLE YEAR
TO MAKE
THIS AMAZING
SHORT SUBJECT
M-G-M

brings you the most cosl

short subject ever made. One e

Pete Smith' i

ROMANCE

tire year was devoted to maki

the first motion pictures of ti
"miracle mineral" for the scree
Radium, the most dangerous su
stance known to man, is also *
most valuable. Filming it was
perilous undertaking. Making
factual was a technical triump

RADIUM

That's why

every newspaper

the land, from the New York Tim
to the smallest weekly, has devo>
full pages and rotogravure spa

to a one-reel motion picture. If
more than a picture, it's f
triumph of showmanship ov

EATRE
A NOTED TH
RITES:
OPERATOR W

Smith: For
"to, Mr. Pete
have booked
fout years 1
ect you have
every short subj
ys in 'A' am..
made and alwabesr loved and
You are rhe
person on the
most respected
men, women
screen today by g towns M
bi
and children in
second, thud
tk towns, first,
runs and «
and subsequent
e
s. One of th
turn engagement
u
gs about yo
remarkable thin
sub,ect n
work is that each
ins your h,gh
variably mainra
bother short su
srandard. No
such a record.
feetseries has
t
—Mrs. Besa Shor
it of Texas'

seemingly unsurmountable

obs

cles. Pre-sold, it will attract mn
attention to your theatre than ci

one-reel picture you have e '
played. It is a thrilling enteral
ment that offers unlimited pi
licityand exploitation values.
Publicity
Pages of

^0

I

—

^

uacleOttherC-

its release.
precede
Leo, Jr., is
on the
like his
job just
pappy!
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Of Motion Pictures
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International in Scope
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GB's Shareholders Spurn Board of Trade Inquiry Move

ARLIAMENT TO GET QUOTXACT IN LATENOVEMBER

ullman Final Report Shows $405,495 Profit for Roxy
"rustee

Asks $120,000
Services During
Reorganization

for

At a formal hearing of participants in the Roxy Theater reorganiation held before Federal Judge
rancis G. Caffey, Howard S. Culllan, retiring trustee of Roxy The*cer submitted his final report for
four-and-one-half year period from
idee. 15, 1932, when he took over
:tive management of the theater,
Sept. 2, 1937, when he retired.
Cullman reported that the gross
(Continued

on Page

3)

. D. CITES POLICE
LOWERS IN PARA. SUIT

30- Year-Old Musicians Writ Dissolved in Chicago
Chicago — An injunction granted more than 30 years ago restraining the Chicago
Federation of Musicians from interfering with the organization of the American Musicians Union was dissolved by Judge Cornelius Harrington in the circuit court. The
American Musicians Union, having lost its members to the Petrillo organization, dissolved recently.

SEE KRS-CEA TALKS U A SELLS TO LOEW,
ON RENTALS POLICY INDIES IN DOMINION
London (By Cable) — The bombshell thrown by KRS in announcing
abolition of flat rentals on all Class
A features may not explode after
all, it was indicated yesterday by an
interpreted willingness on the part
of the with
distributors'
to
huddle
CEA on organization
the edict.

in opposition
to Canadian
N. L. Nathanson's
Players
Theaters.
KRS, it has been learned, is pre- Famous
Schaefer
also
stated that deals
pared to(Continued
entertain on any
further
repPage 4)
(Continued
on Page 3)

study of North Dakota's anfer to Paramount's action in chalking the constitutionality of the
is' Sales of Para's
ite's theater divorcement law re- GriffDebentures
Listed by SEC
ials that the state maintains the
iv is constitutional because it was
Bureau of THE FILM >D"AILY
'ssed under the police powers of Washington
Washington — Semi-monthly report
state, it was learned yesterday.
member of the Paramount legal of security transactions and hold(Continued on Page 3)
ings of the SEC, made public today,
shows Stanton Griffis of Paramount
Pictures, Inc., holding 1,000 shares
ireau of New Plays
of Paramount common stock, 1,000
Plans No Policy Shift shares 6 per cent convertible 1st
(Continued

nhe Bureau of New Plays will reip. its policy of encouraging creve writing for the theater, it was
ided yesterday at a meeting of
board of directors.
The session
3 attended by representatives of
en major motion picture compa3 which
sponsor
the Bureau.
;resa Helburn is the director of
(Continued

on Page

4)

Cotton as Giveaway
- Gadsden, Ala. — Newest in giveaways
Is claimed by D. B. Dixon, manager of
The Princess Theater. It's a bale of
liome-grown cotton. Goes weekly for
1 0-week period to patron who comes
liearest to guessing the correct weight.
iale is on display in the lobby.

George J. Schaefer, vice-president
and general manager of United Artists, announced last night that the
company's line-up of product for the
1937-38 season has been sold to independent theaters and the Loew
houses in the Dominion of Canada

on

Page

3)

Joe McConville, national sales
supervisor for Columbia Pictures,
will preside in the place of Abe
Montague, sales manager, at the divisional sales meeting which opens
today at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Montague is in Boston to attend the
(Continued

on Page

3)

Londonditional(By
Cable)
— To allow
adtime for
discussion
between
industry branches and the Board of
Trade, the new Films Bill will not
be brought before Parliament until
late in November, political insiders
disclosed yesterday.
Talks between the CEA and the
Board of Trade are already under
way, and FBI views in the matter
have been forwarded to the same
(Continued

on

Page

3)

PINANSKIAGATn heads
MAS'CHUSETTS ALLIED

Boston — Samuel Pinanski, executive head of the M & P Theaters of
New
England, was re-elected presi50% of Screen Writers in 34
dent of the Allied Theaters of
Massachusetts
and John H. BrenGot Less Than $4,000 a Year
nan was renamed to the position
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY of secretary of the association, at
the annual meeting here.
Los Angeles — In 1934 50 per cent
Other officers elected were: John
of screen writers were getting less
(Continued
on Page 3)
than $4,000 a year, according to a
report Theodore Wurtz, certified Minnesota Circuit Closes
public accountant, has made to NRA
1937-38 RKO Product Deal
and 30 per cent of writers were getting less(Continued
than $2,000
a year.
This
on Page 4)
Ninety-one theaters of the Minnesota Amusement Co. will play RKO
Radio's 1937-38 product, as a result
of the deal just consummated by
Jules Levy, General Sales Manager
of this company with John J.
Friedl, of the Minnesota chain. Theaters involved are in Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota and
London (By Cable) — Annual re- Wisconsin.
port of the Gaumont British board
of directors yesterday was adopted
by an overwhelming majority, deAnti-Duals Picketing Set
spite
by the Nordon Latter
comAnti-Double Feature League of Amermitteeopposition
of GB shareholders.
ica, recently organized in Nutley, N.
J., and since spreading rapidly, will try
protested against the recent declarout its proposed picketing campaign
ing of dividends on the preferred
against duals at Nutley tonight, Bill
stock on grounds that the company's
Clay, co-founder, told FILM DAILY
figures did not justify the move.
yesterday.
The Nordon amendment providing

Nordon Com* tee Opposition Swamped
At Gaumont British Shareholders Meet
Joe McConville Presides
at Col. Chi. Sales Meet

Expect Draft to Closely Resemble Form of White
Paper

(Continued

on Page

3)
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JOHN W. HICKS, JR., head of Paramount's
foreign department, returns to New York from
Europe Oct. 28 on the Manhattan.
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YORK

STOCK
High

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
vtc
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
,
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
R,KO
20th
Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW

YORK

15
16%

1%

71/s
160

MARKET
Low
143/4
15

'%

15
15

93 y2
98
63 Vi
94i/2

Warner's

83i/8
83%
MARKET

N.
Pathe

84l/2
CURB
15/8

1 1/2

1 5/8
21 1/2
3

ll/2
203/8
27/8

Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Film

7

2
iy2

'A

—
+

1

1/4

— '.'.'.1/2
'.'.
—
%
— 1
—
i/s
—
i/s
—
3/8
—
1/4

MARKET71/4-

Keith A-0 6s46
93l/2
Loew 6s41ww
98 1/2
Para. B'way
3s55...6534
Para.
Picts. 6s55...95
RKO
6s41
6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand
National
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts

—
—

l% —

67/8 7
158 160

65y2 631/z 641/4
15% 141/4 15"
I41/4
13i/8 131/8
10234 100 100
127/g
12
12
6 1/2
6i/8 6 1/4
4S/8
4
4
271/g
26i/4 261/z

BOND

Net
Chg.

Close

STOCK

pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6l/2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met.
Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6y4s 1st '43....

93l/2
98
—
63V2 —
94y2 —

1/2
2y2
1/2

—

13/8

15/8 -f
203/8 —
27/8

V8
3/8

15/8

MARKET
Bid Asked
100

103

6V2 8
91
92 1/2
59
62
48y2 50i/2

300 Theaters Co-operate
in Chi. Go-to-Show Week
Chicago — With more than 300 film
theaters co-operating, Mayor Kelly
yesterday issued a municipal proclamation setting aside next week as
"Go to Theater Week".

to

▼

• • • SWANKY PARTY for Annabella in the Perroquet
suite of the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday eve
given by 20th
Century-Fox the continental star arrived on the Normandie Thursday with only 25 trunks, because she is going to
stay in Hollywood only six months
to make two pictures
the first, "Jean," with William Powell
she has just
completed "Dinner At the Ritz" for Robert Kane in London,
which will be distributed in this country by 20th Century-Fox
Annabella is what you call a Personality Girl
▼
T
T
• • • ALL SET for the Fifth Annual Movie Ball at Seattle which will climax on Oct. 25th the convention of the
MPTO of the Northwest
Chairman L. O. Lukan, the pop
exhib of that territory, announces that Mary Carlisle has consented to be queen of the ball
Jackie Souder's band will
dispense the music
Governor Clarence Martin of Washington is expected to lead the grand march
the Committee consists of Hal Daigler, William Foreman, Paul Aust, L. J.
McGinley, J. M. Hone
▼
T
T
• •
• INITIAL stage production venture of Oscar Serlin,
creator of Paramount's
talent-seeking
organization
will
be "Sing Sweet Angels"
this production, authored by Belford Forrest, will commence a week's engagement at the
Pasadena Playhouse on Nov. 16

▼

NEW

▼

▼

▼

•

• • SILVER SPURS trophy was awarded to the Denver office of United Artists in the Jack Schlaifer Silver Jubilee
leading the Jubilee were Ben Fish, Far- Western district
manager, and the Midwestern district manager, Jack Goldhar.
... • Press luncheon in honor of Adolph Zukor, Paramount's
prexy, just back from Europe, will be tendered at 1 p.m. Monday in the Perroquet suite of the Waldorf-Astoria

Weisfeldt to Visit Seven
Col. Southern Exchanges
M. J. Weisfeldt,
Columbia's
subjects
sales supervisor
who short
left
yesterday on the Century for Chicago where
he will
today's
divisional
sales
meet,attend
will proceed
on a tour of the Southern exchanges
from the Windy City.
Weisfeldt, who will be absent two
weeks, will visit Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Charlotte N. C, Memphis and St. Louis.
"Shorts have been improved so
tremendously in recent years that
today every one of them presents
a definite sales job for the exhib,"
commented Weisfeldt yesterday.
"Many of the best shorts released
will help sway a patron's decision
when he may be in doubt about the
feature. And that goes double for
double features."

Dullzell Resignation Up
at Equity Council Meet
Action on the resignation last
Tuesday of Paul Dullzell from his
post as executive secretary of Actors Equity will be formally considered by that body's Council when it
meets Oct. 26, it was stated by President Frank Gillmore upon his return to New York yesterday from
Denver.
Gillmore also announced that the
first fall meeting of the American
Theater Council will be held at a
luncheon at 12:30 on Monday in the
Hotel Astor. Among other business,
ways and means for expediting the
attendance of suburbanites at stage
plays presented in the mid-Manhatton area will be considered.

House

the

IRENE RICH has arrived in New
Coast by plane.
MAURICE

CONN

arrives in New

York from
York tomor-

row from Hollywood on a two weeks' stay.
MISCHA AUER and MRS. AUER, who arrived
from Europe last Thursday on the Normandie.
are stopping at the Towers of the WaldorfAstoria.
PAUL MUNI, accompanied by his wife, arrives in New York next Tuesday from Los Angeles aboard the Santa
Paula.
CLAYTON J. KNICHT and his author wife,
the former KATHARINE STURCES, with their
two sons, CLAYTON, JR., and HILARY, arrive in New York on Monday from an extended
stay in Peru.
RICHARD HAGEMAN, orchestra conductor,
is en route to New York from Hollywood where
he recently completed work at the Paramount
studio.
LEO McCAREY, film director, arrives in New
York Monday from Hollywood, en route to
Europe for a vacation, leaving on the Queer
Mary on Wednesday.
has

JACK KIRKLAND,
arrived
in New

stage and screen writer
York
from
Europe.

ANNABELLA, European screen actress, leave;
New York today for Hollywood.
EMIL

LUDWIC, author, left New
terday for Washington,
D. C.

GEORGE RAFT
New York.
terday.
HAL

ROACH

York yes-

has arrived on the Coast frorr
flew in from the Coast yes-

FRANK GILLMORE, president of ActorEquity, arrived in New York yesterday frorr
Denver.
EDWARD ARNOLD, film actor, and MRS
ARNOLD, sail from New York today for Lo:
Angeles on the Pennsylvania.
ERNST KRENEK, Viennese composer and conductor, arrived in New York today from Europe
on the De Grasse, which also has among it'
incoming passengers JACQUELINE DAHLIA
dancer.
HARRY MICHALSON, RKO Radio short subject sales manager, leaves tomorrow for CleveThursday.
land and Pittsburgh; he returns here next
CAIL PATRICK left for Hollywood yesterdan
after a week's vacation in New York.

Goldwyn Coming to New York

Although not officially confirmed
by the United Artists home office, it
Union, N. J.— S. & G. Theaters, was reported here yesterday that
Inc., will close the Drive-In Theater Samuel Goldwyn would leave Holtomorrow. First place of its type in
lywood tomorrow for New York
the state, the Drive-In has proven a where he would meet Alexander
financial success and will be re- Korda when the latter arrives from
opened in the Spring under the same England on the 26th. Korda and
management, it is reported.
Goldwyn are expected to complete
their plans for the purchase of the
Hal Roach Arrives in N. Y. controlling interest in United Artists.
Hal Roach flew in from the Coast David Rose, vice-president and financial representative of Samuel
yesterday for conferences with N.
Goldwyn, Inc., is due Monday on
M.
Schenck,
president
of
Loew's,
the Queen Mary.
and to see Vittorio Mussolini.

Drive-In

ARTHUR A. LEE, vice-president of CB, plans
fly to Chicago
Monday.

Closing

Best wishes from
The Film Daily to the
birthday:
following on
their
OCTOBER
Harry
Molly

16

Rapf
Al G. Ruben
O'Day
Lloyd Corrigan
Frank
D. Ormston

OCTOBER
17
Marian Marsh
Roy Stewart
David Bennett
Casey
Robinson
Marilyn
Morgan
Hapsburg
Liebe
Jean Arthur

rday.Oct 16, 1937
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PARLIAMENT TO GET
i SHAREHOLDERS
Roxy Profit During Trusteeship Put
PURN INQUIRY MOVE At $405,495 in Cullman Final Report
QUOTA ACT IN NOV.
(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page 1)

a Board of Trade inquiry was
iiped at the yearly meeting by
)00 shareholders present, great
at rity of whom were corporation
oyes.
sterday's session was a stormy
trf but Isidore Ostrer, chairman,
mid back all opposition and the
,}l triumphed.

1 McConville Presides
at Col. Chi. Sales Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

■al of his mother, who died sudThursday.
■p.me office representatives at the
ing include Rube Jackter, Louis
, Lou Weinberg,
Max
Weis« Hank
Kaufman
George
Joel; and Milton Hannock.
(pending the sessions, which will
aid today and tomorrow, are:
|.st Coast
Division
Manager,
le Safron.
Chicago — District
a Phil Dunas; Salesmen, C. W.
' , s,F. G. Flaherty,
St. Claire,J. T.Kaufman,
Green[it— District Mgr. Carl Shalit;
aflmen M. E. Cohen, G. L. McCoy,
Cloud, C. H. Townsend. Washn — District Mgr. Sam A. GaSalesmen,
C. D. Weems, C.
eld, J. B. Walsh, B. Caplon.
ukee — Branch
Mgr. 0. J.
Salesmen T. J. MacEvoy, M.
er, S. R. Chapman.
Des
,;is— Branch
Mgr. M. H. EviSalesmen,
A. B. Leake, M.
an, M. Godwin.
Minneapolis
.nch Mgr. H. J. Chapman;
en J. H. Jacobs, A. L. Aved,
ks, M. S. Sgutt, D. H. Conley.
Louis — Branch Mgr. C. D.
alesmen C. S. Ferris, J. Mor*|'.J. Bradford, H. F. Wermeier.
gWiia — Branch Mgr. I. M. Weiner;
*1< nen, S. Yaeger, W. E. BarkArmm.
Indianapolis — Sales*|iW. G. Craig, H. Kaufman, A.
(. man, E. Dunas.
Kansas City
B nch Mgr. B. C. Marcus; Saleslefc'L. E. Royster, W. Bradfield,
IN Reynolds, H. S. Stulz.
Pittsxm~- -Branch Mgr. A. H. Levy;
■pen, J. Gins, G. Tice, S. Sugarir C. B. Koseow.
Cincinnati —
•a |(i R.
Mgr.Palmer,
A. S. H.Moritz;
Salesiecj;.
W. Rullman,
J Davis, N. Niland. Cleveland —
a: |a Mgr. L. Zucker; Salesmen,
* Seeker, M, Glick, S. Gerson.
31, second of the three divisional
ie
meetings planned by Columna btures,
will be held at Atlanta,
Ja. ;i Oct. 23 and 24.
Tl ithird and last of these confer;nce ■will take place in San Frandsc<jj the first or second week in
^ovll.ber, the exact date to be aniomj||d later.

(Continued from Page 1)
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Those who made requests for
financial allowances include: Gold
Note Holders Committee, $10,000
and disbursements of $17,297; Beekman, Bogue & Leake, attorneys for
the Gold Note Holders Committee,
$25,000 and $497 in disbursements;
The Pounds Committee, $23,318, disbursements, $37,394; White & Case,
attorneys for the Pounds Committee,
$65,000, disbursements, $1,565; Milton H. Ruben, counsel for the Roxy
Corp., $5,000; Thomas Ryan, attorney for John Kane, who filed the
original equity receivership, $3,500;

Carl Erikson, broker, $50,000, dis- body. Distributors, speaking through
bursements, $952; Hoffman & Hoff- the KRS, are pressing a drive to
man, attorneys for the Bondholders amend the measure's widely-discussed "two-for-one" clause so that
Committee, $2,500; George N. Garrson and Roemer-Kenny & Co., brok- films with a labor cost of £22,500
ers, $58,692, disbursements, $692; shall count
stead of two.as three for quota inProskaur, Rose & Paskus, attorneys
for Cullman, $50,000, disbursements,
The proposed legislation may undergo minor amendments in pas&age
$209. (This firm has received allowances of $62,000 previous to filing through the House of Commons, an
for this allowance) ; Barrow, Wade official source revealed, but the draft
& Guthrie, $13,434; Daniel W. Blu- to be published when the House resumes will closely resemble the presmenthal, counsel for the Adler Coment form of the White Paper.
mittee, $12,500; Continental Bank &
Trust Co., trustees of Roxy under
the mortgage note, $15,252 and How- Pinanski Again Named Head
ard S. Cullman, $120,000.
of Allied of Massachusetts
The total of creditors' claims, of
which the trustee has knowledge,
(Continued from Page 1)
whether filed or unfiled, amounts to
H. Devlin, of Loew's Theaters, vice$47,318, he said.
of the
Judge Caffey denied the request president; Stanley Sumner
Theater
in Cambridge,
of Bernard Appel, of counsel for University
Howard S. Cullman, to give 30 days Mass.
Directors named are: Max Melnotice to claimants whose addresses
are unknown, to file a petition for lincoff and B. E. Hoffman of Warner Bros. Theaters; Charles W.
allowances otherwise the unclaimed
Koerner and George French of the
money be turned over to the bond- Keith Boston and Memorial Theaholders, but ruled that unclaimed
ters; M. J. Mullin and Edward A.
money be deposited with the clerk
of the U. S. District Court. Hear- Cuddy of the M & P Theaters; H.
ings for allowances will begin Nov. M. Addison and George A. Jones of
Loew's; Al Somerby of the G. E.
19 before Judge Caffey.
Judge Caffey also announced that Lothrop Theaters; John J. Ford of
Samuel Kramer, counsel for the the Maine & New Hampshire Theaters Co.; James H. Doyle of the
Class A stockholders, notified hold- Broadway
Theater, South Boston;
ers of the Class A stock to deposit John S. Giles
of the George A.
their shares with 20th Century-Fox, Giles Theaters Co., Cambridge;
who offered to purchase the class A
George V. Brown of the Boston Garfor $1 per share. It is estimated den.
that this move will cost 20th Century-Fox an additional $150,000.

U A Sells to Loew Houses
and Independents in Canada

Griffis' Sales of Para's
Albuquerque,
— "Good
is creditedN.withM. giving
the
Debentures Listed by SEC Earth"
Sunshine Theater here biz 50 per

attendance for that period topped
17,000,000; gross receipts, $7,975,586; disbursements, $7,561,445; total net profit, $405,495 and cash on
hand at the present time, $421,446.
The profit and loss statement,
filed with the court, indicated expenditures of$3,046,481 for program
costs; $1,030,892 for film rentals;
$984,162 for special talent; $505,622
for orchestration; $678,489 for house
salaries; $806,202 for advertising
and $311,029 for stage talent.
Cullman, who has received ad interim allowances totalling $80,000
for his services, filed with the court
a request for a final allowance of
$120,000. Requests from 14 other
participants in the reorganization
were filed yesterday, and with Cullman's, total $512,010. The deadline
for allowances for appeals was yesterday and it is believed many other
petitions for allowances were filed
before the close of court.

(Continued from Page
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have been closed for United Artists
pictures in the following theaters
in Canada: The Orpheum Theater,
Montreal; Gar rick, Winnipeg;
Loew's, Toronto; Center, Ottawa;
Empire, Quebec; Loew's, London;
Strand, Calgary; Vanity, Windsor;
Roxy, Saskatoon; Reg, Regina; Imperial, Moncton, N. B.; Orpheum,
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan; Esquire,
Brantford, Ont.

North Dakota Cites Police
Powers in Paramount Suit
(Continued from Page

1)

staff said that North Dakota
claimed the right to pass the law
under provisions relating to the
"protection of the health, welfare
and morale of the community."
The case is expected to come up
for trial at the November term of
the Federal Court at Fargo.

Columbus Theater Burns
Columbus, O.— The Exhibit Theater, oldest local pix house, was
damaged by a two-alarm fire.

"Good Earth" Jumps Biz

(Continued from Page

1)

preferred and 1,000 shares 6 per cent
convertible 2nd preferred. Griffis
disposed of 23,000 3% per cent convertible debentures due 1947,
through Hemphill Noyes and Co.
during July and a further 23,000 in
September, leaving a total holding
of 42,000.
Acquisition by Jack Barnstyn of
1,000 shares of Grand National
Films' $1 par common stock was also revealed by the SEC report. Barnstyn acquired 500 shares on Sept.
18 and the other 500 on Sept. 23,
representing his total holdings.

cent above normal.

DEATH RECORD
Phil

Meyers

Phil Meyers, 46, engaged for
many years in the distribution of
film, prior to being stricken with a
lingering illness which brought
about his retirement from business
activity, died on Thursday night in
General Hospital, Manhattan. Funeral services will be held at Riverside Memorial Chapel, 76th St. and
Amsterdam Ave., tomorrow at 1
Montreal's Key to Wilcox
Montreal — Arriving to attend the p.m. He is survived by his wife,
Helen, and a daughter.
premiere of "Victoria the Great,"
Anne Neagle, star, and Herbert WilThompson Buchanan
cox, producer, were presented with
the freedom of the City by Mayor
Louisville — Thompson Buchanan,
Renault and the City Council. Also 60, widely known playwright, died
greeting them were officials of the here yesterday from a heart attack.
Canadian Pacific Railway. One of He was first stricken a week ago.
the first acts of Miss Neagle was to A former New York newspaperman,
decorate the Victoria Monument at he left newspaper work for the
Victoria Square. She also inspected films and at one time was associated
with Goldwyn Pictures and Famous
the
Victoria Rifles,
Queen Victoria's Players.
pet Canadian
regiment.

=<w
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SEE KRS-CEA TALKS
ON RENTALS POLICY
(.Continued from Page

resentative policy. Exhibitor sentiment is torn between desire to end
overlong programs and fear of topheavy film fees. Disinterested observers are seeking to bring the
groups together before the breach
widens.
Arthur Dent of the distribution
side of Associated British, which, although not a KRS member generally
follows its policies, has called the
resolution arbitrary and a wedge for
monopoly. He said: "The resolution
is so high-handed for what it hoped
to achieve that it lends support to
the view that there is something
sinister underlying it. Perhaps it
is the reply to the current CEA agitation for a reduction of the present high rentals, but I feel it is most
unfortunate it should have appeared
when the Board of Trade is drafting
the new Films Bill."

Finkelstein Will Join
Shanberg-Golder Firm
Kansas City, Mo. — Martin Finkelstein, city manager for Fox-Midwest
Theaters, Inc., has resigned, effective
Oct. 15, to go to Hollywood where he
will be associated with Ed Shanberg
and Lew Golder in a company being
organized to produce films featuring
Negro stars.
Finkelstein has been with the FoxMidwest circuit since its organization here fifteen years ago. Shanberg, until several months ago, was
a district manager with the same
circuit, while Golder is a West Coast
producer.
The Variety Club has scheduled a
dinner for Wednesday to honor
Finkelstein.

August Film Exports Put
At $408,449 by Com. Dept.
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

llevUws of Hew TiJUns
"Yodelin Kid from

1)

'DAILY

Washington — U. S. foreign exports of positive motion picture film
amounted to 17,356,947 lineal feet
yielding $383,119 in August this
year, according to a report yesterday by the Department of Commerce. Shipments to Hawaii and
Puerto Rico brought the total to 18,349,180 lineal feet and $408,449.
The Report also showed exports
of standard and substandard gauge
cameras and projectors totaling
$148,182. Hawaii and Puerto Rico received $4,932 worth of the same
equipment. Sound equipment exports came to the sum of $167,109,
to which was added $2,665 of the
same commodity shipped to Hawaii
and Puerto Rico. All other industry
stock exports reached the total of
$477,808.

ume fRom lot;

Pine Ridge"
with

Gene

Autry

Republic

WEAK WESTERN GIVES GENE
LITTLE OPPORTUNITY TO SHOW
HE CAN DO.

59 Mins.
AUTRY
WHAT

This can be chalked up as one of the
weakest of the Autry horse operas. The
plot concerns a mountain feud between
the cattlemen and the people who live in
a turpentine forest. Autry has a quarrel
with his dad, who believes that the turpentiners are the ones responsible for the
cattle rustling. When the elder man insists on burning the people out of the
forest, he leaves and joins a rodeo. Several
years later he returns to Pine Ridge, to
find his old sweetheart, Betty Bronson,
still waiting for him, and his father near
bankruptcy from the continued raids of
the rustlers. With the help of his rodeo
buddies, Gene goes after the real rustlers
after his father and the girl's dad are
murdered. The story is too carelessly
pieced together, giving little chance for
the western star to show anything that his
fans will appreciate. His singing is just
fair, with no numbers of any consequence.
The Tennessee Ramblers Tramp band do
very well with a number. Betty Bronson
is lost in a part that gives her little to do.
Cast: Gene Autry, Betty Bronson, Smiley
Burnette, Le Roy Mason, Charles Middleton, Rus Simpson, Tennessee Ramblers,
Jack Dougherty, Guy Wilkerson, Frankie
Marvin, Henry Hall.
Producer, Armand Schaefer; Director,
Joe Kane; Author, Jack Natteford; Screenplay, Jack Natteford, Stuart McGowan,
Dorrell McGowan; Editor, Lester Orlebeck;
Cameraman, William Nobles.
Direction,
Weak.
Photography,
Okay.

1)

the group, which opened its second
play competition two weeks ago.
In addition to encouraging creative writing, the Bureau will continue to give financial assistance and
professional advice to writers, and
to make every effort to see that winners of awards and honorable mention have practical contact with production in the theater.

WILK
HOLLYWO

"Two
Minutes
to Play" A
with Herman
Brix, Eddie Nugent
Victory
69 Mins.
PRODUCTION MISSES ON STORY AND
DIRECTION. GOOD WORK OF BRIX
AND NUGENT WASTED.
A formula story of the gridiron that
hits all the shopworn stuff, and is otherwise so poorly written and handled in all
departments that it is positively amateurish. It is a pity that a really capable and
personable player like Herman Brix was
wasted on such material. In a worthy
story, and properly handled, he could be
developed into something worth while. And
of course the work of Eddie Nugent is
fine, as usual. He, too, is thrown away
on silly material that carries no conviction. There is a lot of pointless side business concerning the fathers of the two
boys who were also on the football team
in their college days, and they have been
quarreling ever since because Brix's father
lost the big game by running the wrong
way with the ball. Brix covers up Nugent
when he goes off on a binge the night
before the game, the villain having got
some blonde to lead the lad astray so he
can win a lot of money betting against
the team. The coach disciplines Brix by
taking him off the team. In the last
minutes of play, he is forced to send the
hero in to save the game. Presto. He
does. It is all very amateurish and low
Cast: Herman Brix, Eddie Nugent, Jean
grade.
Martel, Betty Compson, Grady Sutton,
Duncan Rinaldo, David Sharpe, Sammy
Flint.
Cohen,
Forrest Taylor, Richard Tucker, Sam
Producer, Sam

Katzman;

Director, Bob

Hill; Author, William Buchanan; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Bill Hyer; Editor,
Charles Henkel.
Direction, Poor.
Photography, Fair.

Republic Pictures Closes
Bureau of New Plays
Four Deals With Circuits
Plans No Policy Shift
(Continued from Page

By RALPH

Republic Pictures yesterday announced that its entire 1937-38 program has been purchased by the C.
Morse circuit for 10 of its New England situations; by the J. Eskin Wisconsin circuit for 8 houses; by Warner Bros, for 7 Pittsburgh theaters;
and by the Chesbrough circuit for
8 situations in Columbus and 2 in
Dayton, Ohio.
"SOS Coast Guard" serial featuring Bela Lugosi and Ralph Byrd,
has been booked into the Randforce
and Century circuits, both operating
in Brooklyn and L. I.

Attending the meeting were Marion Avery, Columbia; J. Robert Rubin, M-G-M; Russel Holman, Paramount; Leda Bauer, RKO; Edwin P.
Kilroe, 20th Century-Fox; Charles
Beahan, Universal, and Jacob Wilk, Mintz Handles 'Uncle Moses'
Robert Mintz has acquired the
Warner Bros.
American and foreign distribution
The Bureau directors' meeting was rights to the all-talking Yiddish picthe first to be held since the recent
ture, "Uncle Moses" starring Maurice Schwartz. Mintz, formerly asannouncement by Columbia that it
sociated with Yiddish Talking Picwas
prepared
to sign
Dramatists'
tures, producer of the picture, is now
Guild
contract
andthere-enter
the
located at 1270 Sixth Ave.
Broadway stage financing field. ■

EDWARD SUTHERLAND, \
is now directing Mae West
"Every Day's a Holiday," a Me
Pictures production for Paramo
release, has been spending his sp
time in recent months on writ
a book on the theatrical history
his family. Tentatively titled "C
tains and Cameras," the book c
ers four generations in the thea
Although still a young m
Sutherland himself has spent
entire life in the field of entertj
ment. His great-grandfather ^
J. H. Ring, one of the earliest ;
most widely known of English pi
wrights of the modern school.
father was Al Sutherland, no
stage producer, and his mother \
famous as a vaudeville headli:
under the name of Julie Ring,
aunt is Blanche Ring, Amerii
stage star, and the late Thor
Meighan, once the greatest of
screen stars, was his uncle.

Our Passing Show: Tay Garni
Louis D. Lighton, Victor Flemi
Danny Danker, John Meehan, H
old Lloyd, Gus Edwards, Willi
Wyler, Arnold Kunody, Dar
Winkler, Ned Marin, Edward C
dorov, Benny Baker, Robert Ross
Joe Sherman, Joe Shea at "Ro
Casting assignments: 20th G
tury-Fox
Service." — George Sanders, Barbi
Stanwyck, "The Giant Swing"; Ri
Terry, "Love
and Tombes,
Hisses"; RobAi
Dinehart,
Andrew
Gleckler, "Checkers"; RKO Radic
Agnes Melcoll, Walter R. Cosd
"Having Wonderful Time."

50% Less
of Screen
Writers ainYe'
Got
Than $4,000
(Continued from Page 1)

report was offered as an exhibit
the National Labor Relations Bo*
hearing yesterday and its adm
sion was bitterly fought by Att
ney Neil McCarthy, representi
screen play writers, who content
that conditions for writers b
greatly improved since 1934.
Examiner Ringer Monday *
rule on admissibility of the repo
Charles Brackett sketched the b
tory of the Screen Writers Gu
and said that prior to May 2, 19
the Guild had 422 active membe
521 associate members, but claim
that while constitutionality of t
Wagner Labor Act was being cc
sidered by the Supreme Court, pi
ducers brought pressure again
members and many resignatta
were tendered. Present membe
members.
ship is 523 active and associ^
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Urges Para. Parley With ExkbitatCommittee

UYKENDALL HOLDS RADfPREVIEWS FAIL TO HELP
'inson Committee to Study Admish Tax Modification
islation, However, Unlikely
During the Special
Session
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
tington Bureau
of THE
FILM

on

Page

8)

8 RY THEATER SUES
PARA. FOR 10 FILMS

WEEE

consideration of SAG's
Ruling Sought by M of T

on

Page

6)

Radio Tops Pix in Britain
ondon (By Cable) — Great Britain's
|enditures for radio entertainment
the first time tops that for film
irtainment, according to official
ires. Radio figure is placed at
0,000,000 a year, with films credited
l $200,000,000. Radio audience is
jmated at more than 32,000,000 and
kly film audiences
at 22,000,000.

By RALPH
WILK
Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Detroit's Third Quarter Attendance
Shows Estimated Increase of 25 P.C.

THE

(Continued

Coast

Hollywood — Critical of the use of
radio in publicizing new pictures,
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
said Saturday that no radio preview program to date has helped
a picture's drawing power. In fact,
he added, several previews have
done actual harm to pictures at the
REVES
FILM DAILY
By H. FS
box office because they reveal too
taff Correspondent
Detroit — Third quarter brought an the figures for a year ago so low much of the plot and leave no
attendance gain in Detroit pix that comparison would indicate a punch for the patrons.
Kuykendall is making a tour of
houses of approximately 25 per cent
to discuss
industry
over the preceding three months, a spectacular increase. Comparison the country
(Continued on Page 4)
with 1935, however, indicates about
checkup establishes.
The second three months of the a ten per cent jump over attendance
year were troubled by serious strike at that time.
troubles locally, while similar labor
Admission prices during the last
difficulties in the offing brought down
(Continued
on Page 8)

ry, Ind.— The Gary Theater Co.,
iting the Gary and Palace TheaSMPE Meets, Elects— U
has brought action for a man;By GEORGE
'•y injunction to compel Parai.it to deliver 10 features, which, DOMESTIC
complainant contends, were to
Some 300 film industry engineers
i been delivered on last season's
attended, and some 50 technical
.
t
K:^ac of the pictures are among papers describing latest advances in
'Continued
on Page 6)
motion picture science were presented during the four-day, 42nd
semi-annual
convention
of SMPE

Uiiis de Rochemont, producer of
M,ch of Time," has appealed to
l| screen
Actors' of Guild
reconits denial
the tonewsreel

Drastic Revision Held Necessary by MPTOA
President
West

'DAILY

D. C.
— Pledge
that
I I'ashington,
on picture and
other
industries
"::ted
so-called when
nuisance
be by
considered
his taxes
sublittee meets prior to the openof the Nov. 15 special session of
: ?ress was made
Sat. by Rep.
R M. Vinson, chairman
of the
Ike Ways
and Means
sub-comi ee handling taxation.
nson said the call for his subnittee to meet in Washington
(.Continued

Dartmouth Starts Script Course as Thalberg Memorial
Hanover, N. H. — Dartmouth will inaugurate a course in motion picture script
writing this year. The instruction will be given in the upper-class writing course
under the department of English. The script-writing course was proposed by Walter
Wagner, as a memorial to Irving Thalberg. Wagner met Dr. Ernest M. Hopkins, president
of Dartmouth in Hollywood last spring.

(Continued

UMPTO
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A
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Deal

Near Closing

MORRIS-

FOREIGN
As week neared close, a London
cable flashed word that it had been
disclosed there by "political insiders" that the new Films Bill,
dealing with the quota, will not be
brought
before
Parliament
until

on

Page
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Urges Para. Meet

With

8-Exhib. Group to Settle Dispute

10 20TH-F0X MAJOR
PIX FOR 1933-39 SET

West

Coast

(Continued

(Continued
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the current controversy between
Paramount and exhibitors involved
in the "buyers' strike." In "Contact," official UMPTO publication
mailed today, George P. Aarons,
secretary, suggests that Paramount
(Continued on Page 16)
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Shorts Use in Classroom
Receiving Demonstrations
First demonstrations of classroom-education motion pictures are
being staged by Dr. Alice V. Keliher,
chairman of the Commission on Human Relations of the Progressive
Education Association, on a trip
which ences
takes
her Barbara,
to teachers'
in Santa
San conferDiego
(Continued

Canadian Exhibs. Seek
Philadelphia — The UMPTO has
forward with a just peace
Standard Pact Revision come
plan which, it believes, might settle
Toronto — Campaign for a greater
number of prints and a revision of
the standard contract, planned by
the ITA of Canada at its recent convention here, have been set in mo-

Bureau

Hollywood— John D. Clark, 20thFox general manager of distribution, who concluded a period of 12
days of conferences with Darryl F.
Zanuck here Saturday, will return
here at the close of the present Kent

on Page

8)

Aint It the Truth?
Overheard at the nineteenth hole of
Beth Paige, L. I., links, where a group
of industry boys were mulling over
giveaways:
"The
sitck on

biggest giveaway of all is lipyour collar."
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RKO
6s41
Warner's
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Columbia Picts. vtc
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National
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Sonotone
Corp
1 s/8
Technicolor
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Trans-Lux
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Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
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Chg.

and

♦
The
The

Life of
Firefly

TWO-A-DAY

♦

FUTURE

la)

Dual

Bill.

(b)

Subsequent

run.

l15/8
Vi —
—
20%
27/8
STOCK

St.

Cinema

OPENINGS

noon
following a ten days' va<
tion infortheHollywood
East.
Playhouse
Filmarte
Cameo
Belmont
President
President
de Paris

/4

Queen

current

Queen
Mary.
NORMAN RIVKIN, after spending seve
days vacation in New York, left for Univer
City over the week-end.
ARCHIE MAYO, film director, arrives in N
York today from Hollywood and is schedul
to leave shortly on a trip around
the wor
CHARLES E. MCCARTHY returns to New Y<
early this week from the Coast.

bill.

19

A motion to dismiss the $50,000
infringement suit of Crosby George
against 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., will be heard in New York
State Supreme Court on Oct. 19, on
the grounds that George has failed
to make a proper prosecution of the
suit.
The complaint against 20th Century-Fox alleges that the defendants
pirated the title of his story "Little
Miss Nobody", published by Modern
Romances in 1931, in the Fox film
of the same title. He made the allegation that his story was rejected
by Fox in 1931, but that the title
was used without his permission. A
general denial to this action was
filed bv the defendants.

Vs
Vs

21
27/g
MARKET
Bid
Asked

pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6Vis 1st '36.
Loew's Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc., 5s '43..
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
630 9th Ave.. N. Y. C.
General
Mgr.
I

Mary.

RICHARD TAUBER, singer; VERA CU1LAR0
pianist; and CESAR SAERCHINCER
of CBS
also incoming
passengers
from
Europe
on 1

Cameo
Cameo
Roxy
...Paramount
Strand
Rivoli
Capitol
Music
Hall

$44,687,274 Quarterly
Argue Dismissal Motion
"V
Net Reported
by
A
T
&
T
in George Suit Oct.
i
Net income of $44,687,274 is reported for the Sept. quarter by
AT&T, equal after all prior requirements and taxes to $2.39 a
share on 18,686,794 shares of capital
stock, compared with $43,053,208, or
$2.30 a share, reported for the corresponding- period in 1936, according
to a statement just issued by Walter
S. Gifford,
president.
the
twelve company's
months ended
Sept. For
30,
net income was $192,255,522, equal
to $10.29 per capital share, compared with $149,631,743, or $8.01 a
share in preceding twelve months.

MICHAEL FOKINE, TRINA BARANOVA a
ALEXANDRA DANILOVA, Russian ballet dance
arrive in New York from Europe today on I

♦

22

Follows

JOSEPH I. BREEN, film production code 2
ministrator, left New York on Saturday affi

♦

"i

Conn. Allied Planning
New Haven Conference

15/8

MARKET

FEATURES

arrives in New
York
Mary
from
England
on I

EDGAR VARESE. composer and sound te<
nician. arrived in Hollywood over the week c
after spending the Summer in New Mexico.

Hollywood
Astor

55th

(c)

AILEEN
STANLEY
day on the Queen
way to Hollywood.

♦

Lower
Depths
(Mayer-Burstyn) — 6th week
Mayerling
(Pax Film) — 6th week
This is China
(Leon
Wechsler)— 3rd week
Lucrezia
Borgia
(French
film)
The
New
Gulliver
( Amkino)
(a-b)
Crime et Chatiment
( Lenauer)
(a-b)
A Perfect Gentleman
(Scand.
Talking
Picts.)

In the Far East
(Amkino) — Oct.
19 (a)
China
Strikes Back
(Garrison) — Oct. 19 (a)
Ali Baba
Goes to Town
(20th
Century-Fox) — Oct.
Angel
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
The
Perfect
Specimen
(Warner
Bros.)
(c)
The
Great
Garrick
(Warner
Bros.)
(c)
Double
Wedding
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
Victoria
the Great
(RKO
Radio)
(c)

NC'L COWARD, English actor-manager a
playwright, is en route to Europe aboard I
Ncrmandie
from New
York.

Criterion
Central
Rialto
Palace
Palace

RUNS

LANGUAGE

SAMUEL GCLDWYN left Hollywood yesterfor New York on his first trip East in two yea

Paramount
. . . Capitol
. . . Strand
Giobe

Emile Zola
(Warner
Bros.) — 8th week
( Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) — 7th
week

♦ FOREIGN

cominc nno coin

S

Theater
Roxy
Rivoli
Music
Hall

Wife,
Doctor,
Nurse
120th
Century-Fox) — 2nd
week
Stage
Door
(RKO
Radio
Pictures) — 2nd week
Life Begins
at College
(20th
Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Souls at Sea (Paramount Pictures)
(b)
The
Bride
Wore
Red
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Alcatraz
Island
(Warner
Bros.)
The Cirl Said No
(Grand
National)
Over
the
Coal
(Warner
Bros.)
Dangerously
Yours
(20th Century-Fox)
Fit for a King (RKO
Radio
Pictures)
100 Men
and a Cirl (Universal
Pictures)
(a-bi
Saturday's
Heroes
(RKO
Radio)
(a)

'Vi

'5/8"/2

Parade

Distributor

New Haven — Allied Theaters of
Connecticut is working on ai-range- Metro and Bartholomew
ments for an all-day conference here
in the near future, to be addressed
Differences Settled
by national speakers and to culminate in a banquet and social evening. All independent exhibitors will West Cuust Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
be invited. It is also planned to isHollywood — Contract differences
sue regularly bulletins of national between M-G-M and Freddie Barand local import on buying and
tholomew have been settled out of
other trade information from the
court,
according
to an announceNew Haven Allied headquarters.
ment from the studio. The settlement is subject to the approval of
the court.
Abrams in New Post
Preliminary to the announcement
Hartford, Conn. — F. R. Abrams William H. Neblett, attorney for the
is the new advertising and publicity child star and his aunt, Myllicent
director for the State theater which Bartholomew, sought and was
has added stage shows to its film granted a trial recess in Superior
Court.
program.

Ufa vs. Lima Suit Motion
To be Decided on Tod«

Justice Charles B. McLaughlin w
rule on the motion of Ufa Film
Inc., for a summary judgme
against Lima Pictures Corp., and
Briskman, to recover 54 motion p:
ture prints, today, in New Yff
State Supreme Court.
Ufa asserts that they were gra*
ed exclusive distributing rights ^
Talking Picture Epics, Inc., in 19<
and that when Epics went bankru
in 1933 their contract was cancell
and the prints were not return*
It is alleged that Briskman pn
chased the prints from the trust
tcy and assigned the di
in bankrup
tributing rights to Lima.
Ufa told the court that one of jB
was ae
pictures in"The
last May
York Devil"
New White
hibited
is also suing for an accounting
the profits of that picture.

CAN YOU USE!!
DEPENDABLE ASSISTANT who
A
WILL BE of ADVANTAGE to you and
your organization.

OR
QUALIFICATIONS as an EXECUT
with DIVERSIFIED KNOWLEDGE in the
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tion and Radio fields warrant I
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your requirements.
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ACTER available.
INTEGRITY, CAPABILITY and CHAR1040 —
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he Attention of the Industry is

m
RADIO PREVIEWS FAIL
TO HELP-KUYKENDALL

Monday, Oct. 18, 19i!
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(Continued from Page 1 )

problems with exhibitors. He will
be in San Francisco today and tomorrow.
Several songs, Kuykendall stated,
have been worked to death on the
air before they are heai'd in the
pictures for which they were written, with the result that they have
no novelty or appeal in the theater.
The MPTOA president pointed
out that some stars refuse to make
more than a few pictures a year,
but they do not hesitate, he added,
in making' weekly air appearances,
usually with mediocre material.
Previews, he declared would have
to be revised drastically if they are
to be of any help to the box office.
Exhibitors and producers have a
common problem, he insisted, as far
as i-adio is concerned, inasmuch as
stars are endangered by poor air
delivery and material.
As to other problems, Kuykendall
said that he favored the setting up
of boards which would make recommendations to exhibitors and distributors involved in disputes. The
boards, he suggested, should be
composed of three exhibitors, three
distributor representatives and one
layman.
Kuykendall urged producers, during: his stay here, to restrain their
publicity departments from issuing
stories dwelling on huge expenditures, as legislators are quick to
use that information in proposing
new tax legislation against the industry. He said that an understandable and equitable program
must be worked out between distributors and exhibitors if Federal
interference is to be avoided.

Bernard Moriarty Rites
Held in Massachusetts
Springfield, Mass. — -With industry
leaders in attendance, funeral services were held here for Bernard A. j
Moriarty, 48, film producer, whose
death from pneumonia occurred re- I
cently in Los Angeles. Moriarty was I
associated with E. B. Derr as vice
president
of the
Crescent
Film
Corporation,
indie producers.

•
•
• ART CINEMA
gets a trial in St. Louis
as Fanchon & Marco start operating the Shady Oak theater
in Clayton, an exclusive suburb
showing
foreign and
domestic films of an artistic nature
the management is
tackling this art cinema
proposition in a highly intelligent
manner
all communities interested in the arty theater
movement can watch this experiment with profit
•
•
• IT IS planned to form a reviewing committee to
advise the management and help select the pictures for Shady
Oak showing
there will be only one show daily at 8:30
in the evening
except on Saturdays and Sundays, when
2:30 o'clock matinees will be offered
special matinees
will be available to groups who wish to book them

OCTOBER
Miriam
Lamar

18

Hopkins
Trotti
H. J. Yates, Jr.

Guy Wonders
Bob Custer

18-19:
M. P. T. 0. of Western
vania convention. Pittsburgh.

Oct.

22:
New
masquerade

• •
• THERE IS a reserved seat policy
55 cents
for the first ten rows, and 75 cents for the remainder
because of the reserved seat feature, pictures will not be kept
more than a week
if they prove popular, they will be
rebooked at later dates
whereas other organizations for
the showing of foreign films have usually been concerned with
those affording their own special type of propaganda, the
Shady Oak policy will rule out any obvious propaganda picture
according to Chauncey
B. Nelson, in charge of the
project for Fanchon & Marco
T
T
T
• •
• WIDE
LATITUDE
in the field of entertainment
will be afforded in this theater
with the management
following not only suggestions of the reviewing committee but
of other interested persons
revivals of outstanding pictures of the past
first showings of certain pictures that
will later play in the big Grand Boulevard or downtown houses
of St. Louis
even the type of picture that is roadshown
in the East but not in this city will all be possibilities
if this ambitious and intelligent Shady Oak venture succeeds,
and outgrows the theater, it might lead to a "Guild Cinema"
and wouldn't that be something for the industry to
shout about
T
T
T
• • • HONOR to Ray Johnston
with Monogram
Day observed at the weekly meeting of the Variety Club in
Detroit today
Edward Golden, the company's sales chief,
will be the guest of honor
addressing scores of exhibitors who are expected to attend the meeting in his usual forthright, salubrious and dynamic manner, we hope
T
T
T

• •
• CANDID CAMERA turned on the Directors
and disclosed in the current issue of LIFE
showing the
directors emoting as they try to instruct the players how to
get over the effects they are after
very funny
most of the competent players supposed to be getting "expert"
acting tips from the directors in the various scenes, either look
bored to death or are not even watching their director show
how to register the grand passion with the lovely femme
star

«

«

«

»

»

»

York
dance

Warner
at the

Perns

Club
Hallowe
clubrooms.

Oct. 22:
MPTO
of the Northwest conventi
Seattle.
Oct. 26:
Boston
Friars Club
dinner
for SJ<
Broidy, Hotel
Statler.
Oct. 26:
Associated
Theater
Owners
of
diana convention,
Indianapolis.
Oct. 29:

Paramount

dinner-dance,
of
Nebraska
Omaha.

Hotel Ajt

Nov.

1-2:
MPTO
Iowa meeting,

Nov.

6: New
Haven
Warner
Seven
Gables
Inn.

Nov.

7-8: Arkansas
ITO semi-annual
tion, Marion
Hotel. Little Rock.

and
Club

West.
fall

dan<
conw

Nov. 8-9:
MPTO
of Oklahoma annual meetii
Biltmore
Hotel, Oklahoma
City.
York
City.
Nov. 9:
Dramatists Guild annual meeting, S
Nov.

15:
Kansas City Variety Club Movie Bi
Pla Mor
Ballroom.

Nov. Hotel
20:

• •
• GALA LUNCHEON
under auspices of the
Theatrical Division of the Non-Partisan Committee in support
of La Guardia and Dewey
in the grand ballroom of the
Hotel Astor on Monday, Oct. 25 . . . • Bill Kunzmann, handling the SMPE conventions for many years, was unofficially
voted the title of "Grover Whalen of SMPE" as a result of his
transcontinental trotting record
T
T
T

birthday:

Oct.

M.P.
Astor. Associates charity

dinner-dan

Nov.

20:
Motion
Picture
Associates
Thanl
giving Frolic, Hotel Astor grand
ballroc
Dec. 4:
Cleveland Variety Club ball.
Dec. 6— Silver jubilee convention of the MPTl
of the Carolinas,
Pinehurst,
N. C.
Dec. 7:
ITO
House.
Dec. Moines.
9: A.
Dec.

12:

of
H.

Ohio
Blank

Philadelphia

quet,
Dec. 13:

annual

convention.

anniversary

dinner.

Variety Club annual

Bellevue-Stratford.
Warners stockholders

N
C

^

meeting.

Edgar Anstey Arrives in N. ^
Edgar Anstey,
"March in
of Tin»
director
of production
Gtfi
Britain, has arrived in New Yoj
for a several months' Americs
visit. Under the guidance of Loo
de Rochemont, M of T produce
Anstey will study M of T techniqt
at the New York studios and als
make occasional expeditions wil
U. S. production crews. This
Anstey's first visit to the U. S.

DEATH

RECORD

Harry Hall Burford
La Crosse, Wis. — Harry Hall Bb
ford, 64, one of the original stod
holders of the La Crosse Thea
Co. and booking agent for the
cuit's local houses since its incei
tion in 1919, died at a local hospi*!
He
is survived by a sister, and in
brothers.
John P. MacSweeney
Amityville, L. I.— John P. Mai
Sweeney, 80, retired actor, died hell
last Thursday night at the Bruns
wick Home, where he had been
patient for several years under tl
care of the Actors' Fund.
West

Coast

James A.
Bureau
of "Marcus
THE
FILM

DA

Hollywood— James A. Marcus,
character actor who began his st
career 50 years ago, is head h
He had
since
1916. been in motion pictu

LESLIE

'
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illlVfclj|i]| Im71

JOAN
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III

11 1
ALAN
MOWBRAY
MARLA SHELTON
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WON'T THESE NAMES LOOK DAZZLING
WHEN YOU PlAY "STAND-IN"?
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A "JUttW from Uottywood "tots
By

RALPH

W1LK

HOLLYWOOD
DARAMOUNT has awarded a new
contract to the Yacht Club Boys
under which they are to appear in ,
three more pictures. The comedians,
who sail for London shortly to begin an engagement at the Cafe de
Paris on Nov. 4, will return to this
country in time to resume their
film work here on Dec. 13.
T

T

T

WHO'S
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 156
• •

•

CAM ZIMBALIST. M-G-M associate producer. Born in New York. First
** went into pictures when Richard Rowland, who knew his family, got him
a position with the old Metro organization in
New York. Advanced until he became a cutter.
In 1918, Nazimova joined the organization,
and Zimbalist was assigned to edit her pic-

tures. With this unit he went to Metro's
Grand National will put five picHollywood studios. With the exception of the
tures before the camera this week,
these being "Don't Lead With Your
season of 1923, when he was Nazimova's stage
manager on the road, he has remained conHeart," starring Anna Sten, a Vicstantly with the Metro organization and its
tor Schertzinger production; "Reconsolidation as M-G-M. From the cutting
turn of the Shadow," with Rod La
Rocque, an Alexander Brothers pro^«A^&
room,
was
appointed
Hunt
Sternberg's
assisduction; "Wallaby Jim of the South
^j/^fcfci^ I JW|
tant, thence
to present
status. Ardent
golfer.
Seas." with George Houston, a Bud
|W ^v
l^flj
Expert boxer.
Reads avidly.
Sees films almost
is^K*^.
«sm
nightly.
Stands 6, 1.
Hair, dark, eyes, ditto.
Barsky production; "Renfrew of the
North Country," with James Newill,
an Al Herman production; and
"Love Runs Into Money," which picture is filmed with Annapolis as he was rushed right into a featured
Bennie F. Zeidman will produce.
a background.
part in "True Confession," and now
T
T
T
he has been assigned to one of the
Director Sam Wood, who is makimportant parts in "They Knew
Porter Hall, long ago tagged as What Happened." However, Paraing M-G-M's "Navy Blue and Gold,"
mount assured Hall that when he
is making arrangements to stage "Paramount's busiest actor," has
the first motion picture preview high hopes that he will earn a two- completes his assignment in "They
ever held at the United States weeks' vacation soon. When he l Knew What Happened," he can have
Naval Academy at Annapolis.
The completed his role in "Wells Fargo," I at least two weeks for rest.

$93,896 Additional Asked
As Roxy Reorgan. Allowances

Gary Theater Co. Sues
Reconsideration of SAG's
Paramount for 10 Films Ruling Sought by M of T

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Eleven additional requests for aland
lowances in the Roxy Theater reor- those which the Philadelphia
to "March of Time" in a teleexhibitors
claim that status gram
ganization, totalling $93,896, were Minneapolis
to SAG officials, he revealed
withheld
from
them.
filed in Federal Court late Friday, Paramount
yesterday.
the deadline set by Judge Francis G. Titles of four others are not re- i
The telegram declared that a writCaffey. This brings the total num- vealed.
ten analysis and documentation of
ber of requests filed at the last
Action was brought in the State the special problems and character
minute to 25, with a grand financial Superior Court at Marion, O., but
of Time" is being pretotal of $605,906.
Paramount has moved to have the of "March
pared for submission to the SAG. De
Those who filed petitions before case transferred to the Federal Rochemont
added that no one had
the close of court Friday, include: Court at Indianapolis on grounds of
Ira Goldstein, for services in ap- "diversity of citizenship," inasmuch represented the producer's side during the SAG investigation.
praising the Roxy Theater for the as the case involves interstate comClass A Stockholders, $2,050; Leon merce.
Mrs. Florence Marston, SAG eastern representative, said that she had
Fleischman, for similar services for
Because of this, the application not been officially notified of the
Class A Stockholders, $2,500; Marfor
the
injunction,
which
was
returnshall, Bratter & Seligson, attorneys
SAG board's denial and hence could
able today, will now remain in status
for the Tipton Bondholders Commit- quo until the Federal Court sets a not comment.
tee, $10,000 with an additional $102
The campaign to sign up all newsfor disbursements; Miller, Owen, date for the hearing on the change reels
which employ dramatic preOtis & Bradley, attorneys for the of jurisdiction.
sentations isto continue, Mrs. MarPounds Committee, $20,000; Tipton
ston announced.
Committee, $5,000 and disbursements of $391; Epstein & Goodman,
Eckhardt Aiding Chicago
attorneys for Campagnolia & Co., i
holders of first mortgage bonds,
Community Fund Campaign Canadian Exhibs. Seek
$350; Wise, Shepard, Houghton &j
Standard Pact Revision
Hoffman, attorneys for the ContiChicago— Clyde Eckhardt, 20th
netal Bank & Trust Co., trustee of' Century-Fox
branch manager here,
Roxy under the first mortgage,
(Continued from Page 1)
$20,000; Manufacturers Trust Co., has been named chairman of the
as depository under the bondholders theater sub-committee for the Com- tion
officers.by the group's newly-elected
munity Fund Drive.
deposit agreement, S14,156, disburseNamed at the recent convention
Twentieth-Fox employes have set
ments, $995; Milbank, Tweed, Hope
& Webb, attorneys for Chase Na- aside 5 per cent of their weekly were: H. Freedman, president; N. A.
tional Bank as trustee under the salaries for six weeks to swell the Taylor, vice-president; A. Polakoff,
second mortgage, $5,000, disburse- Fund, Eckhardt said Saturday, pre- treasurer; Meyer Axler, secretary;
ments, $82; Chase National Bank,
dicting aheavy over-subscription in Harold Kays, secretary. The board
the theater division. Associated of directors will consist of S. Ulster,
$3,270, and Kramer & Kleinfeld, at- with
Eckhardt are 25 Chi. theater S. Lent, H. Yudin, B. Ulster and H.
torneys for Class A Stockholders,
Firestone.
operators and managers.
$10,000, disbursements,
$727.

Bairy K. Barnes, young Englu
screen star, now working in tl
leading role in "The Return of tl
Scarlet Pimpernel," at Denham stj
dios, near London, has been pick'
by W. P. Lipscomb, Paramoui
scenarist, for the role of Charles .
in the forthcoming London preset
tacion of his new play, "Ninet

The play is based on the foundin
of the English navy by Charles !
?nrt Samuel Pepys. "Ninety Sar
is scheduled to open in London Oc
18. Edmund Gwenn will play tr
role of Samuel Pepys. Miles Ma
leson is the producer. After tr
London
Sail." engagement, Lipscomb a
pects to bring the play to Americ
for. an extended Broadway run ar
later a cross-country tour.

Director Irving Cummings hi
made a complete motion picture re
ord of every Stanford game i
which his son, Irving, Jr., an al
American prospect, has played.
Stanford beats California in Nortl
ern California's "big game," Cun
mings plans to give a full pictui
version of the game to every la
on the team.

Ten 20th Century-Fox
Pictures for 1938-39 Se
(Continued from Page

1)

Drive to confer again with Zanm
on next season's output.
As Clark, accompanied by Ji'
O'Loghlin, Drive leader, and He
man Wobber, Coast district ma:
ager,
prepared
Francisco
where toa leave
sales for
meet S;
planned for Tuesday, it becan
known that Zanuck already has lint
up at least 10 of his major produi
tions for 1938-39.
Clark said that the production pn
gram for the last quarter of IN
now definitely calls for 13 feature
Six more pix will start this mont}
four in November, and three in D
cember.
Twentieth-Fox's distribution chfii
does not expect to return to Ne
York until Nov. 8 when he is schW
uled to preside over the Drive mee
change.
ing at Harry H. BuxbaumV (

Bank Night Case Up Oct. 2C

Madison, Wis. — Albert Von Stwa
storff, operator of a Racine novel!
company, is scheduled to appear f<
hearing Oct. 20 on a charge of rtj
ning a Bank Night guaranty
scheme in violation of two laws. A
raigned recently before a Racnj
court commissioner by George Wai
ner, chief inspector of the DeptJ
Agriculture and Markets,
Stronstorff was released under $51
bond.
ered. A plea of not guilty was a*

■m

STAND-IN KNOCKED THE CRITICS
OFF THEIR FEET AT THE PREVIEW!
/

"Smash

box-office written all over it and will hold its own
standing offerings of the season."

among

the out-

— Hollywood Daily Variety

"Definite box-office attraction for practically all types of houses."
' — Norman Webb, National Box-Off ice Digest
"They'll be standing in line for this one."
"Excellent box-office . . . the best Hollywood

—

Erskine Johnson, King Features

yarn yet concocted."
— Joe Blair, Motion Picture Review

■'■ 'Stand-In' is a stand-out. A great comedy."
— Jimmy Starr, Los Angeles Herald and Express
"The best picture about Hollywood

in Hollywood's history."
— Frank Scully, Esquire

"The most hilariously funny picture previewed in many a moon."
— - John Schwarzkopf, Motion Picture Magazine
"Three million Fawcett fan readers are going to be urged to see Walter
Wanger's smash production."

—

Gordon Fawcett, Screen Book
— Film Daily

'Packs full quota of laughs. Will delight audiences/
"The audience laughed long, loud and delightedly." — Motion Picture Herald
"Will turn in snug box-office balances. Howard

plays to audience response

reminiscent of no performance since Gary Cooper's 'Mr. Deed's'!"
—

Maiian

Picture Dailv

Monday, Oct. 18,1937

TO STUDY ADMISH
TAX MODIFICATION
(.Continued from Page

1)

Nov. 4 to start a "Complete Taxation Study" had already gone out.
"We will review the whole taxation matter from capital gains tax
to so-called nuisance taxes," Vinson
said. "However, we don't expect to
have legislation ready for special
session, but will go into the matter
thoroughly for prospective action
at the regular session in January."
Vinson rdded it has not yet been
determined whether his sub-committee will hold public hearings next
month. If so, he pointed out, motion
picture industry will be invited to
testify concerning admission tax.
Taxation authorities conceded that
a movement would get under way
at the special session at least to
modify the admissions levy. Michigan's Rep. John D. Dingell, who led
the fight at the last session to attempt to reduce the time limit on
nuisance taxes, was expected to
press, the battle for modification at
the special session.

Shorts Use in Classroom
Receiving Demonstrations
(Continued from Page 1)

THE

WEEK

SMPE

Meets,

Elects— UA

DOMESTIC
(Continued from

Page

1)

which opened Monday at New
York's Hotel Pennsylvania. E. A.
Williford of National Carbon Co.
was named financial vice-president;
Herbert Griffin of International Projector Corp.; Dr. A. C. Hardy of
M.I.T., and Ralph E. Farnham of
GE to board of governors; and Dr.
L. A. Jones was re-elected as engineering vice-president. Other elections included that of Kenneth Morgan, of Erpi, as West Coast executive vice-president; James Frank,
Jr., of International Projector Corp.,
secretary; and L. W. Davee, of
Erpi, treasurer.
#

*

-',t

Highlight of SMPE's conclave
was in form of a technical dispute
which resulted in SMPE unanimously opposing recommendation of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences to increase projector
apertures in order to avoid edgeof-frame cut-off on the screen, a
step, which, if taken, it was said,
may cost exhibs $1,000,000. Chairman Harry Rubin of Paramount, attacked the Academy's proposal on
a number of grounds.

*

#. ' ■ ,'

Herbert Wilcox, upon arriving in
and Los Angeles, Calif., and Nashville, Tenn.
New York on Tuesday from England aboard the Aquitania, stated
Dr. Keliher is using specially
edited short subjects adapted from that he was considering production
20th Century-Fox' "Cavalcade" and of one or more pictures in Italy.
"Educating Father;" M-G-M's "The Industry observers predicted that
Devil Is a Sissy" and "Fury;" and during Wilcox' present American
Warners "The Life of Louis Pas- visit a definite arrangement would
be reached between him and RKO
The subjects are to be released Radio whereby he would make feateur."
to a selected list of schools when
tures for the latter in England.
Dr. Keliher returns to New York
Following London cable advices
City, Oct. 25.
describing Goldwyn-Korda deal to
Detroit Attendance for Third assume control of UA as "all set,"
Mary Pickford told The Film Daily
Quarter Is Up About 25% that whether or not Goldwyn and
Korda exercise their options on her
(Continued from Page 1)
stock in UA she will definitely
quarter remained almost stationary. produce at least four features next
Discussion of a boost is perennially year. Korda leaves England next
in the air. Indications, however, are Wednesday for New York.
that a raise would have enough sentiment behind it today to be successAdolph Zukor returned to New
ful.
York from Europe on the NormanDual bills have shown no change die at mid-week and announced that
in the past full year, being prac- Paramount will delay all plans for
tically universal, aside from major pix production in England until the
first runs, and even prevailing at the new quota law is passed. He deminor first run houses. Upstate, esclared that he anticipates a 40 per
pecially in western Michigan, condi- cent boost in European business
tions are better, with many houses, over that of the 1936-37 season.
remote from competition, using sinAt a meeting of Directors of
gle bill programs, but Detroit cannot point to a single neighborhood Loew's, Inc., Al Lichtman was
house regularly using singles.
elected a director succeeding the
Giveaways are doing a slow fade- late Thomas Nelson Perkins. Lichtout, with little attention paid to
man, already vice prexy and assisthem today, contrasted to a vear ago
tant to Nicholas M. Schenck, sailed
when cash prizes especially were Friday for England in connection
given widespread publicity. Some with Metro's British production
cash giveaways, particularly upstate, still occur, but trend is to- plans.
ward premiums. Premium compaHeadline-making stories comnies have reported an increase of 25
prised:
president
Kuykendall,
on MPTOA's
current
trip Ed
through
per cent lately in sales.

HALF OF WB LINEUP
FOR YEAR COMPLETED

IN REVIEW
Deal

Near Closing

Western states, revealed eight
issues on which he intends to sound
out exhibs, — (1) Organization plans
and activities; (2) trade practice
complaints and proposals; (3) defense of . theaters against legislation and discriminatory tax burdens;
(4) actual effect of radio broadcasting by film stars on the b.o.; (5)
plans to improve business and theater management; (6) cut-rate competition and business conditions;
(7) public relations in the community of the local theaters, and (8)
plans and features for next MPTOA
national convention. . . . Signing by
Loew's of the ITOA pledge, agreeing to drop games and giveaways
in New York City theaters if other
houses will do likewise. . . . Word
that CBS's new television transmitters, now undergoing power
tests at RCA's Camden plant, are
expected to be ready for delivery
early in 1938. . . . Avowal of Allied
Theaters of the Northwest that it
will file, through its counsel, Louis
Schwartz, an appeal against the
preliminary injunction granted to
Paramount in connection with the
"buyers' strike" on Para.'s product.
. . . Consent of U. S. Supreme Court
to hear the case of General Talking
Pictures Corp. vs. WE, and granting of a petition for a writ of
certiorari. Case involves licensing
rights under patent pooling arrangement of RCA, WE, Erpi and
AT&T.... State of North Dakota upheld its theater divorce law in
answer to test suit of Paramount,
Minnesota Amusement Co. and
American Amusement Co. Case is
expected to come up in Federal
Court at Fargo during November
term.

Thirty features — one-half of the
entire Warner lineup for 1937-38—
have been completed by the Burbank studios, Gradwell L. Sears, the
company's sales head, said Saturday.
The company released five features in September and has 25 additional productions ready for release,
with the season not yet six weeks
old, Sears declared. He added that
this represents the greatest store
the company has ever piled up. The
studios continue their production
pace with six productions now be*
fore the cameras.
They are:
"The Adventures of Robin Hood,"
a Technicolor production; "Hollywood Hotel," a musical special; "This
Woman Is Dangerous," "Swing Your
Lady," "Penrod and His Twin
Brother," "Too Much
Everything:.!
The company's completed productions, in addition to the September
releases, are:

FOREIGN

With
the season
not yet iv
months old, 30 per cent of the Vit
phone lineup of 134 shorts for tB
1937-38 season is already complete!
and ready for release. Thirteen subj
jects have already been national!!
released, and 27 more are shortj
to be featured
on the nation

(Continued from Page

1)

late November, to allow additional
time for discussion of its contents
by industry branches and the Board
of Trade. Talks between CEA and
the Board of Trade are already under way, and FBI views in matter
have been forwarded to same body.
Distribs, through KRS, are pressing
drive to amend measure's "twofor-one" clause so that films with a
labor cost of 22,500 pounds shall
two.
count as three for quota instead of
Another salient cable dispatch adannual report of GB's
board vised
of that
directors was adopted by
an overwhelming majority, despite
opposition by the Nordon committee
of GB shareholders. Latter had protested against the recent declaring
of dividends on the preferred stock
on grounds that company's figures
did not justify move.
On Friday in London it was indicated that announcement by KRS,
to effect that it would abolish flat
rentals
on all Class A features,

"Accidents
Will Happen,"
"Pm
tient
in Room
18," "TovarichJ
"Larger Than Life," "Gold Is Whe«
You Find It," a Technicolor production; "Without Warning," "Submarine D-l," "Sergeant Murphy," "Shi
The
Octopus,"
"Evidence,"
"The
Great Garrick," "She Loved a Fireman," "Over the Goal," "Expensr*
Husbands,"
"Missing
Witnesses*
"The Perfect Specimen,"
"Adve*
turous Blonde," "Love Is on the Airfl
"First
Lady,"
"Alcatraz
IsIandB
"It's Love I'm After," "Back in CUB
culation,"
"They
Won't
Forge*
"Blazing
Sixes,"
and
"West
Shanghai."
30%
of Vitaphone Lineup
For 1937-38 Now Complet

might be modified, by interpret
willingness on the part of the
tribs' organization
to huddle
CEA on the edict.

John Maxwell, British film bare
secured the controlling interest
which circuit en
Cinemas,
Union
Deal giv
165 theaters.
braces
500 hous
approximately
Maxwell
. . . From Germany's capital *ssu4
on
that a successful c
informati
of television by tell
monstration
phone over a 25-mile radius wB
l rm
markedly
with and
given ...
the Basq«
in Parissuccessfu
suits
government filed suit against AgJ
German film company, seeking daiB
ages for alleged retention of fiM
said to prove that Spanish rem
destroyed
planes national
center.Guernica, impB
tant

WHEN HOLLYWOOD LOOKS AT ITSELF
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LESLIE
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HOWARD BLONDELL

STAND-IN
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Screenplay

A
From
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by Clarence Budington Kelland

A Calender, <rf feature JleUase*
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Title

An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since May 21, 1937. together with pictures scheduled ior release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release
dates have
been
scheduled.
Dates
after titles are distributor
release
dates; FD: indicates
date of FILM DAILY
review.
Names
after review dates are the principal players in the cast.
Complete casts
Title
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.
KeleiiBe Date
Ki'liiiHc Date
Title
Itelease Date
Title

A

Lawman
is Born
(Rep.)
6-21-37
FD. 6-28-37;
Johnny
Mack
Brown.
Iris
Meredith
Adventures
of Tom
Sawyer,
The (UA)
Tommy
Kelly. Ted Limes. E. Patterson.
W. Brennan
0-17-37
Affairs of Gappy Ricks (Republic) . .6-24-37
PD: 5-20-37: Walter Brennan. Mary Brian.
Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th-Pox) .10-20-37
Eddie Cantor, Louise Hovick
All Over Town
(Rep.)
0-8-37
FD: 8-20-37: Ole Olsen. Chic Johnson
American Lesion (Col.)
In Prod.
Don Terry. Mary
Russell
Ansel ( Para. )
10-1-37
FD:
0-17-37:
Marlene
Dietrich.
Herbert
Marshall
Ansel's
Holiday
(20th-Fox)
6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37: Jane Withers, Robert Kent
Annapolis
Salute
(RKO)
0-10-37
FD: 8-17-37: James Ellison, Marsha Hunt
Another
Dawn
(Warner
Bros.) .. .6-26-37
FD: 6-18-37: Kay Francis. Errol Flynn
Anything: for a Thrill (Conn)
FD: 6-22-37; Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond
Arizona
Gunfigrhter
(Rep.)
0-20-37
FD: 0-24-37: Bob Steele. Jean Carmen
Armored
Car ( U )
6-20-37
FD: 6-22-3 7: Robert Wilcox, Judith Barrett
Artists and Models (Para.)
8-12-37
FD: 8-5-37: Jack Benny, Gail Patrick
Atlantic Flight (Mono.)
8-25-37
FD: 0-20-37; Dick Merrill, Paula Stone
Back in Circulation (FN)
0-25-37
FD: 7-30-37: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell
Bad Guy (M-G-M)
8-20-37
FD: 8-26-37; Bruce Cabot, Virginia Gray
Bad Man of Brimstone
(M-G-M) . . .11-26-37
Wallace
Beery, Virginia Bruce
Bad Dick
Man's
ForanTerritory (Warner Bros) Not set
Bank
Alarm
(GN)
6-25-37
FD: 6-4-37: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Barrier,
The
(Para.)
11-12-37
Leo Carrillo. Jean Parker
Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37: Tom Keene. Gwynne Shipman
Beethoven's
Great Love
(French
M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-20-37: Harry Baur. Arnie Dueaux
Behind
the Mike
(U)
0-26-37
Judith Barrett, John King
Between Two Women
(M-G-M)
7-0-37
FD: 6-20-37 . Franehot
Tone, Maureen
O'Snllivan
Big Broadcast of 1038 (Para.) ... .In Prod.
W. C. Fields, Martha Raye
Big City
(M-G-M0-3-37
FD: 8-30-37, Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer
Big Shot, The (RKO)
7-23-37
FD: 7-20-37:
Guy Kibbee. Cora Witherspoon
Big Town
Girl (20th-Fox)
12-17-37
Claire Trevor. Donald Woods
Black Aces (Universal)
0-5-37
FD: 8-25-37: Buck Jones, Kay Linaker
Blazing
Barriers
(Mono.)
7-14-37
ney
Frank
( "Jr.")
Coghlan,
Florine McKinBlazing Sixes (W. B.)
6-12-37
Dick Foran. Helen Valkis
Blonde Trouble
(Para.)
8-6-37
FD: 8-11-37: Eleanor Whitney. Johnny
Downs
Blossoms on Broadway
(Para.) . . . .In Prod.
Edward Arnold. Shirley Ross
Boothill Brigade (Rep.)
8-2-37
FD: 8-11-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire
Rochelle
Boots and Saddles
(20th-Fox)
10-8-37
Smith Ballew
Boots of Destiny
(GN)
7-10-37
Ken Maynard
Border Cafe
(RKO)
6 4-37
Harry Carey, John Beal. Armida
Born Reckless
(20th-Fox)
7-0 37
FD.
6-2";-37: Rochelle Hudson.
Brian
Donlevy
Born
to the West
(Para.)
12-17-37
John Wayne.
Marsha Hunt
Borneo
(20th-Fox)
0-10-37
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
Boss of Lonely Valley (U)
11-14-37
Buck Jones
Breakfast for Two
(RKO)
in 22 .:;
Barbara Stanwyck. Herbert Marshal
Bride for Henry. A (Mono.)
9-29-31
Fd: 0-27-37: Warren Hull. Anne Nagel
Bride Wore Red. The (M-G-M )
10-8-37
FD: 10-12-37;
Crawford- Tone-Robert
Young

Bringing Dp Baby (RKO)
In Prod.
Katharine
Hepburn.
Gary Grant
Broadway Melody of 1038 (M-G-M) . 8-13-37
FD:
8-17-37;
Eleanor
Powell,
Robert
Taylor
Bulldog Drummond at Bay (Rep.) . . .8-31-37
FD: 7-23-37: John Lodge. Dorothy
Mackaill
0-2437
Bulldog Drummond Comes Back (Para.)
John
Bulldog

Howard. Louise Campbell
Drummond's
Revenge
(Para.)1-28-38

John Barrymore,
Louise Campbell
Calif ornians.
The
(20th-Fox)
7-16-37
FD: 7-7-37; Rieardo Cortez. Marjorie
Weaver
Captains
Courageous
(M-G-M I
6-25-37
FD: 3-20-37: Freddie Bartholomew. Spencer Tracy. Lionel Barrymore
Carnival
Queen
(U)
10-3-37
Dorothea Kent. Robert Wilcox
Case of the Stuttering Bishop
(W. B.)6-5-37
FD: 8-10-37; Donald Woods. Ann Dvorak
Cassidv of Bar 20 (Para.)
In Prod.
William Boyd. Nora Lane
Charlie Chan at the Olympics
(20th-Fox)
6-21-37
Warner Oland. Katherine De Mtlle
Charlie Chan on Broadway
(20th-Fox)
10-22-37
Warner Oland, Keye Luke
FD: 10-18-37
Come On. Cowboy!
(Republic)
5-24-37
FD.: 6-21-37:
R. Livingstone.
R. Corrisan, M. Terhune
Confession
(Warner
Bros.)
8-28-37
FD: 7-20-37: Kay Francis. Ian Hunter
Conquest
(M-G-M)
10-20-37
Greta Garbo. Charles Boyer
Counsel
for Crime
(Col)
FD:Wells10-18-37;
Otto
Kruger,
Jacqueline
Damaged
Goods
(GN)
6-15-37
FD: 6-24-37:
Pedro de Cordoba.
Phyllis
Barrv
Damsel in Distress (RKO)
In Prod.
Fred Astaire. Joan Fontaine
Dance. Charlie. Dance (W. B.)
8-14-37
FD:
8-27-37:
Stuart Erwin,
Glenda
Farrell
Danger — Love at Work
(20th-Fox) . 10-5-37
FD: 0-30-37: Simone Simon. Jack Halev
Dangerous Adventure. A (Col.)
8-1-37
Don Terry. Rosalind
Keith
Dangerous Holiday
(Rep.)
5-31-37
FD: 6-25-37: Ra Honld
Hedda Hopper
Dangerously
Yours
(20th-Fox) ... 11-12-37
FD: 0-21-37: Cesar Romero. Phyllis
Brooks
Dark Jonrnev
f TTA )
7-2-37
FD: 8-24-37: Conrad Veidt. Vivien Leigh
Daughter of Shanghai
(Para.) . . . .In Prod.
Anna May Wong. Cecil Cunningham
David Harum — re-issue (20th-Fox) . .5-14-37
Will Rogers. Louise Dresser
.0-15-37
Dawn
to Dusk
(Advance)
Margaret
Morris. Bill Edwards
Dav at the Ttnces. A (M-G-M)..
.6-11-37
FD6 15-37MarxBros..
Allan Jones.
Maureen O'Snllivan
Dead End
"(A)
8-27-37
FD: 8-3-37: Sylvia Sidney. Joel McCrea
Dead March
(Imp.)
FD: 8-10-37: Solo Doudauz, Al Risoli
Devil
is Driving. The
(Col.)
R-25-37
FD: 7-20-37' Richard
Tn'v loan Perrv
Devil's Saddle Legion. The (WB) .. .8-14-37
Dick Foran. Anne Nagel
Dr. Svn
(GB)
Genrs-e
Arliss
7-7-37
Doomed
at Sundown
(Ren.) . .
Bob Steele. Lorraine
Hayes
10-15-3Double or Nothing (Para.)
0-17-37
FD: 8-16-37: Bins Crosby, Martha Rave
Double
Wedding
(M-G-M )
10-15-37
FD: 9-23-37; William Powell. Myrna
Lov
Dreaming
Lips
(IT. A.)
5-2S-37
FD:
5-20-37:
Elisabeth
Bergner.
Raymond Massey
Drums
of Destiny
(Crescent)
FD: 6-15-37- Tom Keene. Edna Lawreiv"
Easy Goimr
(RKO)
7-0-37
Bert Wheeler
Robert Woolsey
Easy Living
(Para.)
7-16-37
FD: 7-7-37: Jean Arthur. Edward
Arnold
Ebb-Tide
(Para.)
11-10-37
FD: 9-28-37:
Oscar Homolka,
Frances
Farmer.
Ray Milland
Emperor's
Candlesticks
(M-G-M) ... .7-2-37
FD: 6-20-37:
Lusie Rainer. William
Powell
Empty Holsters (F.N.)
7-10-37
Dick Foran. Patricia Walthall

Escape
by Night
(Rep.)
0-20-37
FD:
8-31-37:
William Hall. Anne Nagel
Ever
Since
Eve
(F.N. -Cosmo.)
7-17-37
FD: Montgomery
0-22-37;
Marion
Davies.
Robert
Every
Mae

Day's a Holiday
West,
Edmond

(Para.) ... .In
Lowe

Everybody
Sing
(M-G-M)
Judy Garland, Allen Jones
Exclusive
(Para.)
FD:Farmer
7-22-37; Fred MacMurray,

Prod.

In

Prod.

7-30-37
Frances

Federal
Bullets
(Mono.)
10-30-37
Fifty-Second
Street
(UA)
0-30-37
Kenny
Baker,
Pat Patterson
Fight
for Your Lady
(RKO)
11-5-37
FD: 0-28-37; John Boles, Ida Lupino
Fight
to a Finish
(Col.)
6-30-37
FD:
7-1-37; Don Terry, Rosalind Keith
Firefly,
The
(M-G-M)
11-5-37
FD:
0-2-37;
Jeanette
MacDonald,
Allan
Jones
First Lady
(Warner
Bros.)
FD: 0-3-37; Kay Francis, Preston Foster
Fit for a King
(RKO)
10-15-37
FD:
9-1-37;
Joe E. Brown, Helen Mack
Flight from
Glory
(RKO)
10-21-37
FD:
0-17-37;
Chester Morris, Whitney
Bourne
Fly Away Baby
(W. B.)
6-19-37
FD: 7-12-37; Glenda Farrell, Barton
MacLane
Food for Scandal
(WB)
In Prod.
Footloose Heiress
(WB)
8-21-37
FD:
10-13-37;
Ann
Sheridan,
Craig
Reynolds
Forlorn
River
(Para.)
FD:
10-6-37;
Larry Crabbe,
Forty-five
Fathers
(20th-Fox)
Jane Withers,
Thomas
Beck
Forty
Naughty
Girls
(RKO)
FD:
0-2-37;
James
Gleason,
Four
Marys,
The
(M-G-M)
Myrna
Loy,
Franehot
Tone
Fury
and
the Woman
(Rialto)
FD: 4-5-37: William Gargan,
Lamont
Game
that Kills, The
(Col.)
FD:
9-30-37;
Charles
Quigley,
worth
Gangway
(GB)
FD: Mack 8-18-37;
ay

Jessie

June

7-2-37
Martel
12-10-37

ZaSu

9-24-37
Pitts
Prod.

In

... .6-22-37
Molly
9-21-37
Rita Hay-

Matthews.

0-1-37
Barry

General
Hospital
(M-G-M)
7-0-37
Franehot
Tone,
Maureen
O'Sullivan,
Virginia Bruce
Ghost Ranger, The
(Col)
6-30-37
Bob
Allen,
Barbara
Weeks
Girls Can Play
(Col.)
6-21-37
FD. Wells
0-23-37;
Charles
Quigley.
Jacqueline
Girl strong
Said
No.
FD:
5-21-37;

The
(G. N.)
Irene
Hervey,

Robert

0-3-37
Arm-

Girl Was Young. The (GB)
In Prod.
Nova Pilbeam, Derrick De Marney
Girl
With
Ideas,
A
lUj
11-7-37
Wendy
Barrie.
Walter
Pidgeon
Go Getter.
The
(W.
B.)
5-22-37
FD: 4-27-37: George Brent, Anita Louise
Goldwyn
Follies.
The
(UA)
12-25-37
Adolphe Menjou.
Phil Baker
Good
Earth.
The
I M-G-M I
8-6-37
FD: 2-3-37:
Paul Muni
Louise Rainer
Government
Agent
(G. N.)
6-29-37
Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Great
Gambini, The
(Para.)
6-25-37
Great
Gar-rick,
The
i WB )
10-30-37
FD:
0-28-37:
Brian
Aherne.
Olivia de
Havilland
Handy Andy
(20th-Fox)
(Reissue) . .8-13-37
Will Rogers, Peggy Wood
Having Wonderful Time
I RKO I ... .In Prod.
Ginger Rogers,
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.
Heidi
t 20th-Fox I
10-15-37
FD:holt10-1-2-37: Shirley Temple, Jean HersHellWallace
Divers Beery
i M-G-M:

reissue)

-Keleaae Da

Hold
'Em
Navy
(Para.)
Lew
Ay res, Mary
Carlisle
Hollywood
Cowboy
(RKO)
5-2811-5FD: 4-4-37:
Geo. O'Brien. Cecilia Park
Hoosier Schoolboy, The
(Mono.) . . . .7-7-:
FD: 6-29-37: Mickey Rooney, Anne Na*
Hopalong Rides Again (Para.)
8-20-.
FD: 8-17-37; William Boyd, Lois Wilde
Hotel leyHaywire
(Para.)
C-4-;
FD:
6-15-37.
Leo Carrillo, Mary Carlii
Hurricane, The
(UA)
11-1-.
Dorothy Lamour.
Jon Hall
I Cover
the War
(U.)
7-4-;
FD: 6-20-37: John Wayne. Gwen Gaze
I Met
Him
in Paris
(Para.)
6-28FD:
5-24-37;
Claudette
Colbert.
Melv
Douglas
Idol of the Crowds (U)
10-10FD:
9-30-37;
John
Wayne,
Sheila Bro

I'll Never Forget
(M-G-M)
10-1I'll Take
Romance
(Col.)
Not S
Grace Moore, Melvyn Douglas
Island Captives (Prin.)
7-22FD: 7-29-37: Eddie Nugent. Joan Bare!
It Could Happen
to You
(Rep.) ... .6-28FD: 8-18-37: Alan Baxter, Andrea Leed
It Happened in Hollywood (Col.)
9-7FD: 10-6-37; Richard Dix, Fay Wray
It's All Yours
(Col.)
8-6FD: 7-28-37; Madeleine Carroll, Francis
6-18
Lederer
It's Love I'm After
(FN)
11-20FD: 7-30-37; Leslie Howard, Bette Dav.
Jones Family in Big Business
(20th F i
FD: 4-13-37; Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Jones Family in Hot Water, The (20th-Foi
9 24
Jed Prouty,
Shirley Deane
Judge
Priest
(20th-Fox)
Reissue. .11-12
Will
Rogers.
Anita
Louise
Kid Comes
Back,
The
(WB)
Barton
MacLane,
June
Travis
Kid

Galahad
FD:
Davis 4-4-37:

(Warners)
Edw.
G.

Robinson,

KingRex ofandtheSheik
Sierras
(GN) horses)
(trained
King
Mines
(GB)
FD: Solomon's
7-2-37; C.
Hardwick,
Robeson

6-29
Be
10-1-

R. Young.8-26P

Kliou.
Killer All(DuWorld)
8-14FD: the
8-23-37;
native cast
art
Knight
Without Armor
(N. A.) . . . .7-2JFD:
7-9-37: Marlene Dietrich. Robert
Donat
Lady
FD:

Escapes.
6-2-37;

The
(20th Fox) ... .7-23Michael
Whalen. Gloria S

Lady
(U)
Kent Fights
Taylor. Back.
Irene TheHervey

9-10-

Lancer
Spy
(20th-Fox)
FD:
10-5-37:
Maurice
Moscovitch, 10-8Ge
maine Aussey, Peter Lorre
Last
Gangster.
The
(M-G-M)
1112Edward
G. Robinson.
Rose
Stradncr
Last Train from Madrid
(Para.) ... .6-11FD: 6-4-37; Doris Lamour, Gilbert Kola
Laughing
Senor
Smith Ballew

(20th-Fox)

LawBuck for Jones.
Tombstone
Muriel

(U)
Evans

12-1010-10-

League
Frightened
(Col.) . .0-26Irene ofHervey.
Walter MenConnolly
Legion
of Missing
Men
(Mono.) . . . .8 I
Ralph
Forbes,
Ben
Alexander
Life
Begins
in College
FD: Brooks
0-28-37:
Ritz
Life Begins
With
Love
Jean Parker.
Douglas

(20th-Fox)
. . .10-1Brothers.
Phyllis
(Col.i
N<4
Montgomery

10-2(WB)
Emile Zola.
Life
FD:of 7-2-37:
Paul The
Muni. Gale Sondergaa
O"3"
(RKO)
Party
the
of
LifeFD: Hilliard
8-24-37;
Gene
Raymond.
Harr

6-4-37

Here's Flash Casey (GN)
10-8-37
Eric Linden,
Boots Mallory
Heroes
of the Alamo
(Xydias)
FD:
8-6-37:
Earl
Hodgins,
Ruth
Findlay
Hideaway
(RKO)
8-13-37
FD: 7-23-37; Fred Stone. Emma Dunn
Hideout
in the Alps
(GN)
7-23-37
Jane
Baxter.
Anthony
Bushell
High
Flyers
< RKO I
11-26-37
Wheeier & Woolsey, Lupe Velez
High,
Wide
and Handsome
(Para. ..10-1-37
FD: 7-22-37: Irene Dunne. Randolph Seott
Hitting
a New
High
(RKO)
In Prod.
Lily Pons.
John
Howard

(M-G-M I .. .10-22and Learn
Live, Love
Roberton Montgomery.
Living
Love
(RKO)Rosalind Russell
llM
Whitney Bourne. James Dunn
Look Out for Love (GB)
Anna

Nagle. Tullio Carminati

Peter
Lorre,
Out, Mr.
Look

Rochelle
Hudson . .11-26(20th-Fox)
Moto

(M-G-M )
London by Night
FD: 7-20-37: George Murphy,

7-M
Rita Job

eon
*•*'
3-4-37: (Columb
Ronald ia)
Colman. Jane w»™1.
LostFD: Horizon
mon
12-31(20th-Fox
Hisses
LoveWalterand Winchell.
Simone I
Bernie.
Bon

A Calender o$ TtakuAt, Release*
-37
Release Date
Title
ve in a Bungalow
(Universal) .. .6
FD: 7-7-37: Kent Taylor, Nan Grey
on the Air (WB)
10-2-37
onald Reagan.
June Travis
ve on Toast
(Para.)
12-10-37
Fohn Payne, Stelle Ardler
ve Under Fire (20th-Fox)
8-20-37
FD: 8-16-37: Loretta Young,
Don
Aniechc
ve Takes Flight
(G.N.)
8-13-37
D: 7-30-37; Bruce Cabot. Beatrice
Roberts
ok of Roaring- Camp
(Mono.) .. 10-15-37
)wen Davis, Jr.. Joan Woodbury
dame X (M-G-M)
10-1-37
I'D: 9-27-37; Gladys George, Warren William
ke a Wish (RKO Radio) . .
8-27-37
'D: 8-27-37; Bobby Breen, B. Rathbone,
M. Claire
i in Blue (Universal)....
. 5-30-37
D: 9-1-37; Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey
l Who Cried Woll (U)
8-29-37
'D: 8-19-37: Lewis Stone, Barbara Reed,
Tom Brown
nhattan Melodrama
(M-G-M)
reissue
8-2-37
able-Loy-Powell
mequin
(M-G-M)
12-17-37
oan Crawford,
Spencer Tracy
ried Before Breakfast
(M-G-M) .6-18-37
D: 7-26-37: Robert Young:. Florence
Rice
■ry the Girl (WB)
7-31-37
D: 7-13-37: Mary
Boland. F. McHugrh,
H. Herbert
t the Boy Friend (Rep.)
7-5-37
ID: 7-19-37: Carol Hughes, David Carlyle
t the Missus
(RKO)
6-11-37
ctor Moore. Helen Broderick
idy of the Plains (Spectrum)
D: 4-2-37: Fred Scott, Louise Small
ry-Go-Round
of 1938
(U) .... 11-14-37
iy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr
lean Quarter
(RKO)
6-4-37
any Carey. John Beal, Armida
night Madonna
(Para.)
7-2-37
D: 6-8-37; Warren
William, Mady
Cor■ rell
a Minute Love
(Ace)
Blakewell. Arietta
D: 4-6-37: William
Duncan
ntain Music
(Para.)
6-18-37
ID: 6-14-37: Bob Burns. Martha Raye
Boggs Steps Out (GN)
11-12-37
uart Erwin, Helen Chandler
Dodd Takes the Air ( WB)
8-21-37
0: 7-29-37: Kenny Baker, Gertrude
Michael
Her in Greenwich Village (Col.) 10-16-37
iy Wray, Richard Arlen
. c for Madame
(RKO)
10-1-37
3: 9-15-37; Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine
mo Martini. Joan Fontaine
[/Dear Miss Aldrich (M-G-M)
9-17-37
p: 10-13-37:
Edna May
Oliver, Walter
iPidgeon
M Wife (M-G-M)
9-3-37
■sephine Hutchinson, George Murphy
JCl'ery of the Hooded Horsemen
(GN)
8-6-37
): 7-30-37: Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith
Hi rhty Marietta
(M-G-M)
reissue. .8-6-37
>.Ison Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald
W Blue and Gold (M-G-M) .... 11-19-37
bert Young', Florence Rice
h\ Faces of 1937
(RKO)
7-2-37
): 6-29-37: Milton Berle, Joe Penner,
Harriet
Hilliard
H
Club Scandal
(Para.)
11-19-37
„;in Barrymore,
Louise Campbell
N^t of Mystery, A (Para.)
5-21-37
i: 10-7-37: Roscoe
Karns, Ruth
Coleman
■Stop
New York
(GB)
11-1-37
na Lee, John Loder
Hi of the Rio Grande
(Para.) .6-28-37
I: 6-22-37: Wm. Boyd, Bernadene
iHayes
>o',ng- Sacred (UA)
In Prod.
, ole Lombard, Fredrie March
>d, rain — Off Again (RKO)
7-9-37
i;: 7-12-37: Wheeler & Woolsey
tailich a Night (Para.)
8-27-37
if J:>ray8-16-37; Karen Morley, Alan Mow>n|'i3undred Men and a Girl (U) . . 9-12-37
11: 9-3-37; Deanna Durbin, A. Meniou,
§&! Auer
On lile from Heaven
(20th-Fox) . .8-13-37
i-|i: 7-20-37: Claire Trevor, Douglas FowOn; jeyGate (Mono.)
"iliuh Morgan, Kay Linaker
Ouljfs of the Orient
(Col)
ill 9-29-37; Jack Holt, Mae
OviUhe
Goal (FN)
^iliam Hopper, June Travis

8-14-37
8-20-37
Clarke
10-16-37

Title

Title
Release Date

Paid to Dance
(Col.)
In Prod.
Don Terry, Jacqueline
Wells
Paradise
Isle (Mono.)
7-28-37
FD:
7-7-37: Movita. Warren Hull
Parnell
(M-G-M-)
6-4-37
FD: 6-7-37: Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Partners
in Crime
(Para.)
10-8-37
FD:
9-8-37: Lynne Overman, Muriel Hutchinson
Partners of the Plains (Para.)
1-14-38
William
Boyd
Perfect Specimen, The (FN)
10-23-37
FD: 9-28-37: Errol Flynn, Joan Blondell
Pick a Star
(M-G-M)
5-21-37
FD: 4-20-37:
Patsy Kelly, Jack Haley
Prairie Thunder
(FN)
9-11-37
Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy
Prisoner of Zenda, The (UA)
8-20-37
FD: 9-2-37: R. Colman,
M. Carroll, D.
Fairbanks,
Jr.
Public
Cowboy
No.
1 (Rep.) .... 8-23-37
FD: 10-2-37: Gene Autrey, Ann Rutherford
Public Wedding(Warners)
7-10-37
FD: 9-3-37: Jane Wyman, William Hopper
Range
Defenders
(Rep.)
6-30-37
FD:
7-9-37: Three Mesquiteers,
Eleanor
Stewart
Rangrers Step In, The (Col.)
8-8-37
Bob Allen, Eleanor Stewart
Reckless
Ranger
(Col.)
5-30-37
Bob Allen, Louise Small
Red Lig-hts Ahead
(Chesterfield)
FD: 9-29-37: Andy Clyde, Lucile Gleason
Red Mill, The (M-G-M)
In Prod.
Allan Jones, Delia Lind
Red Rope. The (Rep)
7-19-37
FD: 7-19-37; Bob Steele, Lois January
Rendezvous
in the Alps ( GN )
7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony
Bushell
Renfrew of the Royal Mounted (GN) 10-1-37
FD: 10-13-37:
James
Newill, Carol
Hug-hes
Reported
Missing
(U)
8-15-37
FD: 9-1-37; Jean Rogers
Return of Raffles (Invincible)
In Prod.
Rhythm in the Clouds (Rep.)
6-14-37
FD: 6-18-37; Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull
Riders of the Dawn
(Mono.)
9-9-37
FD: 8-17-37; Jack Randall
Riders of the Rockies
(GN)
7-2-37
FD: 8-30-37:
Tex Ritter
Riding on Air (RKO)
6-18-37
FD- 0-28-37: Joe E. Brown. Florence Rice
River of Unrest. The (GB)
1-10-38
FD: 8-18-37; John Loder, Antoinette Cellier
Road Back, The (Universal)
8-1-37
FD: 6-18-37: John King, Barbara Read
Road Show
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
J. Barrymore, O. Hardy, P. Kelly, L.
Roberti
Roaring- Timber
(Col.)
7-4-37
FD: 8-21-37: Jack Holt, Grace Bradley
Roll Along, Cowboy
(20th-Fox) ... .10-8-37
Smith Ballew. Cecilia Parker
Rosalie
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
Eleanor Powell, Nelson Eddy
Rustler's Valley
(Para.)
7-23-37
FD: 7-6-37: William Boyd, Muriel Evans
San Quentin
(Warner Bros.)
8-7-37
FD:
8-6-37:
Pat
O'Brien,
Humphrey
Bogart
Saratoga
(M-G-M )
7-23-37
FD: 7-19-37: Jean Harlow. Clark Gable
Saturday's Heroes
(RKO)
10-8-37
FD: 10-18-37;
Van Heflin, Marian Marsh
Sea Racketeers
(Rep.)
FD:
8-20-37;
Weldon
Heyburn,
Warren
Hymer
Second
Honeymoon
(20th-Fox) .. .11-19-37
Loretta
Young,
Tyrone
Power
Shadow
Strikes. The
(GN)
7-9-37
FD: 7-9-37; Rod La Rocque, Lynn Anders
Shadows of the Orient (Mono.)
8-18-37
FD: 10-13-37; Regis Toomey, Esther
Ralston
Shanghai
Deadline
(20th-Fox)
12-3-37
Cesar Romero.
Virginia Field
She Asked for It (Para.)
9-10-37
FD: 8-30-37;
Wm.
Gargan,
O. Heyward,
V. Osbourne
She Didn't Want a Sheik (Rep.)
8-2-37
Ramon
Novarro.
Lola Lane
She Had to Eat
(20th-Fox)
6-11-37
FD: 7-23-37: Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson
She's No Lady (Para.)
8-20-37
John Trent. Ann Dvorak
Sheik Steps Out. The (Rep.)
9-6-37
FD: 7-29-37: Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane
Shoes with Rhythm
(Universal)
6-9-37
Frances
Williams,
Billy Reed
Sing and Be Happy
(20th-Fox)
6-25-37
FD: 6-22-37: Tony Martin. Leah Ray
Sing.
Cowboy
Sing
(G.
N.)
6-22-37
Tex Ritter
Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin. Toby Wing

Title
Singing
Dick

Marine
Powell,

(Warner
Bros.)
Doris Weston

7-3-37

Slave Allen
Ship
(20th-Fox)
7-2-37
FD: 6-17-37; Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E.
Slim
(F. N.)
FD: 5-11-37:
Pat O'Brien.
Margaret
Lindsay
Small
FD:

Town
Boy
10-12-37;
Compton

(GN)
Stuart

6-12-37
Fonda,

Henry

7-30-37
Joyce

Erwin,

Smoke
Tree Range
(U.)
. . 6-6-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans
Some Blondes Are Dangerous (U) . .11-28-37
William
Gargan,
Dorothea
Kent
Something
to Sing About
(GN) ... .9-3-37
FD: 8-31-37; James Cagney, Evelyn Daw
Sophie
Lang Goes
G. Michael.
B. West
Borland.(Para.)
S. Storme 9-10-37
Souls at Sea (Para.)
FD:Frances
8-10-37:Dee Gary

Cooper,

George

9-3-37
Raft,

Spanish Earth (Cont. Historians)
FD: 8-27-37
Squadron
"B"
(Advance)
11-1-37
Bill Edwards. Margaret Morris
Stage
Door
(RKO)
10-8-37
FD: 9-13-37; Katharine Hepburn,
Ginger
Rogers, B. Meredith
Stampede
(Col.)
6-8-37
FD: 11-27-36;
Charles Starret, Finis
Barton
Stand In (UA)
Not Set
FD: 10-5-37; Leslie Howard,
Joan
Blondell
Stars Over Arizona
(Mono.)
9-22-37
FD: 10-2-37; Jack Randall, Kathleen Eliot
Start
Cheering
(Col.)
In Prod.
Durante-Connolly-Niesen
Stella Dallas (UA)
8-6-37
FD: 7-27-37; Barbara Stanwyck, John
Boles
Super Sleuth
(RKO)
7-16-37
FD: 7-13-37: Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern
Sweetheart of the Navy (GN)
6-18-37
FD: 6-18-37: Erie Linden, Cecilia Parker
Swing it. Sailor (GN)
In Prod.
Wallace
Ford, Isabel Jewell
Take It Easy (Roach)
In Prod.
Constance Bennett, Brian Aherne
Take
the Heir
(RKO,
7-23-37
Talent
Scout
(Warners)
7-24-37
FD: 8-21-37; Donald Woods. Jeanne Madden the Devil (O. B.)
Talk
FD: of6-18-37:
Ricardo Cortez.
Tarzan's
Revenge
(20th-Fox)
Glenn Morris
Telephone
Operator
(Mono.)
Tex Rides with the Boy Scouts
Tgx Ritter
(Para.)
Trail
Texas
FD:Allen
10-12-37;
William

Release Date

Release Date

Boyd,

6-1-37
Sally Eilers
12-3-37
9-30-37
(GN)
10-15-37

11-26-37
Judith

9-11-37
(WB)
Woman
ThatFD: Certain
8-2-37; Bette Davis, Henry Fonda
That's My Story (U)
10-31-37
Claudia Morgan,
William Lundigan
10-21-37
(Col.)
Truth
TheFD:Awful
10-11-37; Irene Dunne, Cary Grant
The Buccaneer
(Para.)
In Prod.
Fredrie March, Franciska Gaal
The Yellow
Nightingale
(Para.).. In Prod.
Gladys Swarthout, John Boles
There
My Girl
(RKO)
5-21-37
FD: Goes
5-29-37:
Ann Sothern.
Gene Raymond
There Goes the Groom
(RKO)
. . . .10-29-37
FD: 10-12-37:
Burgess Meredith, Ann
Sothern
They Won't Forget
(FN)
10-9-37
FD: 6-14-37: Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson
9-3-37
( 20th-Fox)
ThinFD: Ice8-24-36;
Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power
Think Fast, Mr. Moto
( 20th -Fox) . .8-27-37
FD: 4-6-37; Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields
6-30-37
(Mono.)
Man
Thirteenth
FD: Courtney
8-3-37: Weldon Weyburn. Inez

5-28-37
(20th-Fox)
My AffairBarbara
ThisFD: is 5-18-37;
Stanwyck,
Robert
Taylor
This is My Wife (M-G-M)
In Prod.
Josephine Hutchinson, Cliff Edwards
..10-29-37
This Way, Please (Para.)
FD:
9-15-37;
Charles
"Buddy"
Rogers,
Betty Grable
Thoroughbreds
Don't Cry
(M-G-M)
Mickey
Rooney,
Sophie Tucker
12-3-37
(Para.)
a Lifetime
Thrill
Leif ofErikson,
Betty Grable

10-22-37
(Para.)
Trail
Thunder
Gilbert Roland, Marsha Hunt
(RKO-Radio) . . .7-30-37
New YorkEdward
Toast
FD: of7-13-37;
Arnold, Frances
Farmer

Topper
(M-G-M )
FD: Grant7-12-37:

Constance

Bennett;

7-16-37
Cary

Tough to Handle (Conn.)
Frankie Darrow,
Kane Richmond
Tovarich
(Warner
Bros.)
Claudette
Colbert, Charles Boyer
Trailing
Trouble
( GN )
8-27-37
Ken Maynard
Trapped by G-Men (Col.)
10-31-37
FD: 9-9-37; Jack Holt, Wynne Gibson
(Reviewed
under title of "River of
Men") (U)
Trouble Missing
at Midnight
10-17-37
Noah
Beery, Jr., Catherine Hughes
True Confession
(Para.)
In Prod.
Carole Lombard, Fred Mac-Murray
Two-Fisted
Sheriff
(Col.)
6-15-37
Charles Starrett. Barbara
Weeks
Two Minutes
to Play
(Vic)
FD: 10-16-37:
Herman Brix, Jean Martel
Two
of Us, The (GB)
7-10-37
Jack Hulbert
Under the Red Robe
(20th-Fox) .. .6-21-37
FD:
6-1-37:
Conrad
Veidt,
Annabella,
Raymond Massey
Varsity Show
(WB)
9-4-37
FD: 8-16-37: Dick Powell, Priscilla and
Rose Marie Lane
Venus Makes Trouble
(Columbia) . .6-14-37
FD: 5-18-37; James
Dunn, Patricia Ellis
Victoria the Great (RKO)
10-22-37
FD:Neagle
9-17-37; Anton Walbrook, Anna
Wallaby Jim of the Islands (GN) . .9-24-37
FD: 10-12-37;
George Houston
7-30-37
Waltci Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (UA)
FD: 8-7-37; Joan Bennett, Warner Baxter
Wee Winnie Winkie
(20th-Fox) ... .7-30-37
FD: 6-28-37: Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell
Wells Fargo
(Para.)
In Prod.
Joel McCrea,
Frances
Dee
West of Shanghai
(FN)
10-30-37
Boris Karloff, Beverly Roberts
Westbound
Limited
(Universal) ... .7-11-37
Lyle Talbot, Polly Rowles
Western Gold (20th-Fox)
8-27-37
Smith Bellew, Heather Angel
Westland
Case
(U)
11-7-37
FD: 9-28-37; Preston Foster, Frank Jenks
What
Price Vengeance
(Rialto Prods.) . . .
FD: 4-2-37: Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie
When
Thief Meets Thief (U.A.)
6-4-37
FD: 0-15-37; Douglas Fairbanks. Jr..
Valerie Hobson
Will Hay
Where
There's a Will
(GB)
7-26-37
Where
FD:

Trails Divide (Mono.)
10-13-37
10-18-37; Tom Keene, Eleanor
Stewart
White
Bondage
(W. B.)
6-19-37
FD: 8-27-37; Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver
Wife. Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox)
FD: 9-8-37; Loretta Young, W. 10-17-37
Baxter,
V. Bruce
Wild and Wooly
(20th Fox)
9-10-37
FD: nan 7-19-37; Jane Withers. Walter BrenWildFD: Money
7-9-37
0-22-37; (Para.)
Edward
Everett Horton.
Louise
Campbell
Wildcatter,
The Scott
(Universal)
6-6-37
FD: 6-14-37:
Colton, Jean Rogers
Windjammer (RKO)
8-6-37
George
O'Brien, Constance
Worth
Wine. Lane
Women and Horses (WB)
9-11-37
FD: 10-1-37; Ann Sheridan, Barton MacWomen

Are Like That

(WB)

In Prod.

Kay Francis,
Women
Have a Pat
Way O'Brien
(RKO)
In Prod.
Miriam
Hopkins,
Ray Milland
Women Men Marry, The (M-G-M) . . .9-10-37
George Murphy, Josephine Hutchinson
Women
With Wings
(20th-Fox) . . .12-24-3?
Rochelle Hudson,
Joan Marsh
Wrong
Road, The (Rep.)
10-11-37
FD:IVt fick
9-23-37;
Richard
Cromwell,
Helen
You Can't Beat Love
(RKO)
6-25-37
FD: 6-28-37; Preston Foster. Joan
Fontaine
8-6-37
You Can't Have Everything (20th-Fox)
FD: 7-28-37;
Alice Faye, Ritz Brothers.
Don Ameche
6-14-37
Yodeliu' Kid from Pine Ridge
(Rep.)
Gene Autry. Betty Bronson
FD: 10-16-37
You're
a Sweetheart
(U)
Alice Fay, George Muiphy
Youth
FD:

on
Parole Marian
(Rep.) Marsh,
10-7-37;
Oliver

In Prod.
10-4-37
Gordon
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"Charlie Chan on
'Where
Trails
with Tom Keene,
EleanorDivide"
Stewart,
Warner Richmond
WarnerBro
Oland,
J. ay"
Edward
Bromberg.
Monogram
60 Mins.
adw
Joan Marsh

20th Century-Fox
67 Mins.
THRILL MURDER MYSTERY CLEVERLY
BUILDS TO HIGH SUSPENSE WITH
OLAND SCORING STRONG.
A typical Charlie Chan mystery thriller,
centering around Broadway and its night
life. Warner Oland as the great Oriental
detective enters the investigation when a
night club singer secretes her diary in
his trunk en route on an ocean liner to
New York. She is coming back to New
York to expose certain racketeers with
the information in her little book. She is
murdered in a gay night spot during a candid camera night, with the camera fans
doing their stuff. Chan secures some of
the negatives, and these form his clinching evidence in the showdown to pin the
crime on the murderer. Meanwhile, somehas stolen
the diary
trunk,in
and one
later
another
murderfrom
is Chan's
discovered
his hotel room. Many conflicting clews
are presented, and the suspicion is cleverly
thrown on several people. The final evidence pins the crime on a newsp""><;r reporter, who has been the rival to Joan
Marsh, the two reporters working on the
present case. Warner Oland contributes
his usual suave performance. Keye Luke
is amusing as his son and assistant. Joan
Marsh is decorative, with little to do in
the way of real acting. J. Edward Bromberg is impressive, as ever, and gives a
finished performance. Eugene Forde's direction is expert, and he builds the suspense to an increasing tempo as the climax
approaches.
Cast: Warner Oland, Keye Luke, Joan
Marsh, J. Edward Bromberg, Douglas
Fowley, Harold Huber, Donald Woods,
Louise Henry, Joan Woodbury, Leon Ames,
Marc Lawrence, Tashia Mori, Charles Williams, Eugene Borden.
Producer, John Stone; Director, Eugene
Ford; Authors, Art Arthur, Robert Ellis,
Helen Logan; Screenplay, Charles Belden,
Jerry Cady; Cameraman, Harry Jackson;
Editor, Al De Gaetano.
Direction,

Gocd.

Photography,

Excellent.

Heavy Billboard Campaign
For WB's 'Submarine D-l"
Warneis will launch a 24 sheet
D-l" on
for "Submarine
campiagn
Nov. 15, which
is destined to hit
1500 specially selected cities
throughout the nation. This is the
third major billboard campaign of
the
films.season for one of the company's

Segal Appoints Cohen

New Haven — Richard Cohen has
been made representative for the
state for Imperial and other product
handled by Harry Segal of Boston.
The product will include Ambassador Pictures, Art Cinema reissues
of ten UA features, and the Jam
Handy reels. Cohen will have offices
in the film building by Nov. 1.

OUTSTANDING WESTERN
WITH
GREAT DESERT TRAGEDY FOR A FINE
CLIMAX.

A dignified slant is given to the western
school of filmatics by having Tom Keene
appear not as an ordinary cowboy, but as
a young lawyer with high ambitions. In
the final punishment of the lawless element who have terrorized the town of
Rawhide, the legal mind uses psychology
instead of the cruder methods hitherto
employed in western sagas of shooting
down the fleeing bad men. In fact he
allows them to punish themselves. He
maneuvers them into a situation where they
have to flee the irate ranchers of the
town, and they take their flight across an
arid desert where they soon find themselves without water. What happens?
Why, they suffer the slow agonies of
thirst. Then when two of them attempt
to drink water from the one canteen
among them, the head villain shoots them
down in cold blood. Meanwhile, Tom
Keene and two of his pals have followed,
with a plentiful supply of water in big
canteens, so they suffer practically no inconvenience. Hidden behind a cliff, they
witness the cold-blooded murder of the
two men, and thus have the goods on the
head bandit. The latter is too weak to
put up any resistance, and one blow from
the hero is sufficient to disable him. We
must not overlook the fact that the two
other escaping bandits drink copiously
from a poisoned well, and are left to die
there by the heartless leader of the gang.
The scenes of the agonized suffering of
i the bandits as they stumble blindly across
the hot sands, are given in great detail.
Here is a subtle moral pointed to the youth
of the land that crime does not pay, much
more impressive than the usual shooting
down of western bandits, or hurling them
over a cliff. Tom Keene handles his role
with fine dignity throughout, and turning
from lawyer to sheriff, cleans up the town
of the lawless element. The discomfiture
of the lawless element is complete when
they learn that Keene is really an agent
[
of the express company sent to punish

"Counsel
for Crime"
Otto Kruger,
Douglass
Montgomery,

with

Jacqueline
Wells
Columbia

60

Mins.

FAIR CRIMINAL MOUTHPIECE MELODRAMA THAT FURNISHES GOOD QUOTA OF SUSPENSE AND THRILLS.
Another tale of the clever criminal lawyer using his brilliant talents on behalf of
the underworld. Otto Kruger plays the
part. As the plot unfolds, the audience
gradually learns that many years before
he had had an affair with a woman who
is now married to a senator. A boy was
born as a result of the escapade, and the
wife of the senator later adopts the boy
from an orphan asylum, the senator of
course never suspecting that it is really
her own child. The story opens with
Kruger meeting the woman's son, now
grown to manhood, and a graduate with
honors from a law school. He takes the
youth into his law office as his assistant.
Gradually the youth, played by Douglass
Montgomery, realizes that Kruger is realfy using his brilliant talents to defend
crooks and murderers, and is not scrupulous about his technique to help free them.
His idealism meets disillusionment, and
in anger he takes an assignment with the
district attorney's office, intent on exposing his former chief. Kruger kills a
crook in self-defense, and also in an effort
to shield the mother of the young man
from exposure as the criminal has unearthed some of the facts concerning who
her "adopted son" really is. Montgomery
is assigned by the district attorney to prosecute the case against the criminal lawyer, and so there unfolds the drama of a
son trying to send his father to the electric chair. Of course he does not know

*

&

"Saturday's
Van Heflin, Marian Heroes'
Marsh,
Richard

with

Lane, Minor
Watson
RKO Radio

60 Mins.

TIMELY FOOTBALL PICTURE WITH
NEW TWIST FOR THE PROGRAM SPOTS.
College football players and their attendant trials and tribulations from the
professional charges hurled at them by the
papers provide the background for this
story. An old story rehashed with a new
twist and plenty of fine football stock
shots and actual football scenes cleverly
mixed together make the picture entertaining. Van Heflin in the role of the star
who is discarded by his alma mater for
selling his tickets at a profit and Marian
Marsh, as the coach's daughter, carry the
brunt of the picture. After being discarded
by his college for selling tickets he goes
to a smaller college with the avowed intention of helping the team beat his old
school to show them up. A friend of
school days who also had a scholastic
scholarship commits suicide when he is put
out and called a ringer by his former
friends. With the help of a newspaper
writer who has a featured sport column he
plans a campaign to make his former mates
over-confident the day of the game through
too much publicity. Although he fights
with his newspaper pal their scheme is
put over, and the day of the game his
small college team, who are heavy underdogs, deliberately allow the opposition to
score the first touchdown and then with a
trick play beat them in the last minute.
The two college presidents agree to the

newspaperman's plan to make football honest, and openly help the athletes whom they
give scholarships to for the purpose of
the others' real identity. He never learns. drawing big gates to pay • for the college
The underworld mouthpiece gets jailed for
expenses. All the differences between the
life, and thus atones for his crime against
principals, which beset them through the
society. The plot does not carry much
picture, are ironed out and Heflin gets the
conviction, but it has plenty of thrills and
suspense to please the fans. Kruger is job as head coach of the new champions
at the same time. Minor Watadmirable, and dominates every scene he and sona as bride
the coach of the championship team
appears in. Douglass Montgomery is also
and Richard Lane as the sports writer procapable
and gives an impassioned performance.
vide adequate support and Al St. John has
an amusing bit as the mustached star of
Cast: Otto Kruger, Douglass Montgomformer days. Frank Jenks as the dumb
ery, Jacqueline Wells, Thurston Hall, Nana football player and Alan Bruce also help
Bryant, Gene Morgan, Marc Lawrence, the picture along.
Robert Warwick, Stanley Fields.
them for robbing the stage coaches. That's
Cast: Van Heflin, Marian Marsh, RichaBj
where they decide to beat it across the
Director, John Brahm; Author, Harold
Watson,
Alan Bruce, Frank
desert. And that is what Keene had evi- Shumate; Screenplay, Fred Niblo, Jr., Grace Lane, Minor
dently been maneuvering them toward all Neville, Lee Loeb, Harold Buchman; Edi- Jenks, Willie Best, Walter Miller, CrawfoHJ
the time. Credit should be given Author
tor, Otto Meyer; Cameraman. Henry Weaver, George Irving, John Arledge, Di<f I
Hogan, Al St. John, Charles Trowbridge.
Robert Emmett for his original denoue- Freulich.
ment. Itis different.
Producer, Robert Sisk; Director, Edwal
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Good.
Cast: Tom Keene, Eleanor Stewart, WarKilly; Story, George Templeton; Screenplay
ner Richmond, Lcraine Randall, David Sharp,
New Brattleboro Theater
Paul Yawitz, Charles Kaufman, David SilCharles French, Steve Clark, Hal Price,
Frederic Knudston; CamNick Musuraca.
Editor,
verstein; eraman,
Richard Cramer, James Sheridan.

Producer, R.N. Bradbury; Director, same;
Screenplay, Robert Emmett; Cameraman,
Bert Longenecker.
Direction, Expert Photography, Very
Good.
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Hollywood — Edward duDomaine,
New York social registerite, has
opened a literary agency at 0045
Boulevard fa- w^'
Sunset etc
thors,

Will Open Wednesday

Brattleboro, Vt. — The new Paramount theater, owned by the Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.,
Springfield, Mass., will open Wednesday. The opening night's proceeds
will be given to the Brattleboro Memorial Hospital. Elliot Davis, manager of the Strand theater, Westfield, Mass., will become manager of
the new Paramount, and Alfred
Cornier, assistant manager, at the
Strand, will become manager.

Direction, Fast
Photography, Fair.
(For Additional Reviews,
Turn to Page

16)

Two Warner Re-Openings

Ansonia, Conn. — Warner's have
reopened the long-closed Tremont
Theater as a second run, to be operated in conjunction with the firstrun Capitol, and to be temporarily h
managed by John Shield's Capitol
's Circle, Soutfi
r. Warner
managester,
also long dark, is si
Manche
for opening in a few weeks.
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UMPTO URGES PARA. Short
PARLEY WITH EXHIBS.
1 1 OHtinued /rum i'aae 1)

Subject
Reviews
■urn Page 14)
(.Continued

"Mysterious Ceylon"
(Colortour Adventure)
V'itaphone
10 Mins.
Interesting Travel Reel
Produced and narrated respectively, and effectively, by E. M. Newman and Basil Ruysdael, this reel,
entirely in color, will score strongly with all patrons who seek solid
diversion, are interested in travel
and admire scenic and technical
beauty. Columbo, chief seaport of
Ceylon, is dealt with in the introductory views, together with the
city's atmosphere and the wide
variety of human types as well as
transportation. There is a magnificent shot of the famous temple of
the sacred tooth, which was once
"defiled" by foreign invaders who
destroyed the original tooth of Buddha, and where, subsequently, another such object, a replica of the
original, was produced for veneration. The camera, transported into
the isle's interior, records the magnificent native trees and an unusual
native tribe that is both docile and
warlike. An engaging, well-rounded
subject.

Eskap, Inc., controlled by Samuel and A. T. Kaplan who operate
the Cinema de Paris Theater, N. Y.
C, has purchased the Cinema Theater, Detroit, which they have been
operating for one year.
"The Spanish Earth" opens in the
new acquisition on Oct. 20. Joris
Ivens, co-producer of the film, is to
make a personal appearance.

Delays Teaneck Opening

Si Fabian has not yet set a date
for the opening of his newly-completed Teaneck Theater at Teaneck,
N. J., due in part to a product situation.

A merging of two contrasting
rooftop crowds to put on a musical
show. One group lives in the penthouse atop the swank apartment
building, while the other crowd consists of a gang of kids from a tenement roof. They join up to show
the following talent doing their
specialties: Peg La Centra, singer;
Selden and Endler, acrobatic
dancers; Gina Valenti, the child accordion player; these represent the
tenement crowd. The penthouse
people are Al Cooper and his swing
band; The Debonaires, the high hat
tap
a good
noveltyshow.dancers.
Directed It's
by Ben
Blake.
Musical director, Milton Schwarzwald.

TIHIELV TOPIC!
Shorts Require Showmanship

ft

meet with a special committee consisting of one exhibitor from each
of the disaffected zones as a group.
This committee, Aarons points
out, would include one representative each from Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh, Boston, North
Jersey, Los Angeles, Milwaukee and
Ohio.
"No sane exhibitor wants to see
Paramount harmed or the quality
or quantity of the Paramount releases depreciated. Our opposition
is directed solely against certain of
their sales policies. We feel that
many of the differences between
the disputants could be ironed out
by an exchange of views at a round
table. We believe that Paramount's
refusal to meet with any committee
representing an exhibitor organization is not grounded in good business sense if these differences can
by that procedure be quickly settled," UMPTO official statement
says, in part.
The UMPTO apparently offers
the suggestion as an alternative to
Paramount's reported refusal to
meet with any committee representing an exhibitor organization. However, Paramount officials, the edi"Ask Uncle Sol"
torial states, have indicated their
Christie Comedy
willingness to meet with individual Educational
11 mins.
exhibitors to discuss the prevailingIts
Variety
Amuses
grievances.
With Eddie Lambert and his funny Jewish dialogue in the role of
Theater Employes' Union
in a take-off on the forSubmits Wages-Hours Pact the judge
mer air show this one is amusing.
Springfield, Mass. — Proposals for As the presiding judge his "adwise"
a working agreement for theater to the public is funny and two good
employes covering wages, hours and dance numbers fill the picture out.
working conditions have been mailed The Deauville boys do a song and
to theater operators in Springfield, the Flying Whirlos put on their
Chicopee and Westfield, it was an- roller skate number. Edith Mann
nounced following a meeting of The- is entertaining in her spot. There
is enough variety to make this one
ater Employes' Union, Local B84, in an
amusing number for the audiCentral Labor Union Hall.
ences. Al Christie produced with
Minimum hourly wages for each
theater in the three cities are in- Raymond Kane directing from anKlauber Jarrett story. George
cluded in the proposals, union offi- Webberotherfilmed
it.
cers said.
John F. Gatelee, president of the
Massachusetts Federation of Labor
and international representative of
"Rooftop Frolics"
the Motion Picture Operators' Union
(Broadway
Follies Musical)
is acting as business agent for both
Columbia
11 mins.
groups in the negotiations.
Good Novelty Show

Kaplans Buy In Detroit

Monday, Oct. 18, 193
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Going Places No. 39
with Lowell Thomas
■ Universal
10 mins.
Fascinating Footage
This reel definitely debunks the
fallacy that ping-pong is a pastime
of tender character and unexacting
physically upon its proponents.
Table tennis, as it is more widely
and accurately known, is put on disbefore Universal's cameras
which play
catch Stanley Fields, Ann
Sigman, and the game's champion,
Sol Schiff, in a brilliant display of
accuracy, coordination and speed.
The dazzling demonstration of hardhitting and precision is fascinating
stuff wheh audiences will thoroughly enjoy. A good idea of the sharp
vision, bodily timing and strength
is revealed by the slow-motion closeups and long shots. Contrary to

on Exhibitors' Part

widespread
public most
concept,
* the
sport, — the seventh
popular
game in the U. S. and Europe, —
contains all the strategy of the tennis court and presents the same relative demands on the player's vitality, at least among those who indulge in it with a vengeance. In
this short they do.

"The

Football Toucher-Downer"
(Popeye Cartoon)
Paramount
7 mins.
Funny and Timely Football
This cartoon is a flashback to the
days of Popeye's youth, as our hero
tells the kid Sweet Pea how eating
spinach helped him win a football
game for his team from his hated
rival, Bluto.
But the Bluto team is
heavier, and is wiping up the gridiron with Popeye's
team, till he
grabs his mess of spinach. Then he
tears into the rival team, wipes them
out single handed
and wins the
game.
The babe is so impressed by
the tale that he eats his spinach,
and gets so strong that he has Popeye dodging the crockery he throws.

!

pOPULARjectsseries
of short
subdevelop loyal
followings that rival those of the
stars. A keen showman Every
would
no less fail to advertise excepwould
tional shorts when they are on
Grace
his program than he
neglect to marquee a
Moore or Irene Dunne,
name on his program has a
drawing power which can only
be realized when it is exploited.
Too often, feeling that it is
the feature that fills his house,
a manager will exploit the big
picture and not bother to add
a few good words for his shorts.
But while the feature does fill
most of the house, the theater
adds to its profits by further
appealing to its public with a
good program of shorts. People inclined to pass by the feature may still be brought in by
a one-sheet for a Color Rhapsody, marquee announcement of
a Three Stooge Comedy, and
slug for a New Sport Thrills,
etc. Announcements as inexpensive as any of these are sufficient to make the shorts attract attention. Because certain shorts are old friends to a
majority of audiences, they
need only the "at home" sign in
the lobby or program mention
to bring them in. Mr. and Mrs.
have defiaveragenite movie-goer
favorites among short

length pictures which they
would not miss if they can help
it. These releases, coming as
\
they do at regular intervals,
invite a permanent attendance.
Exhibitors can count on it because their patrons do not have
; to be sold on the short subjects
show. They need only to be
Every short subj told abouta it.
ject has certain appeal,
up to the theater management
for thats
to play up its appeal,
way in wnica
one proven M.
l
the L
/.
Weisiem
"Show for Sale"
to fill up these extra seats that
(A Mentone Production)
Advertise
add to the profits.
Universal
21 mins.
your shorts— they'll pay you for
Strong on Variety

Milton Schwarzwald has efficiently
packed a generous array of talent
into this two-reeler. Charles Kemper essays the role of a hotel clerk
suffering from a form of mental
distraction or inability to concentrate on business
at 'who
hand.
Good plays
the agent
triesJack
to
sell him a floor show for the hotel.
In a restaurant atmosphere, Eileen
"Jolly" Barton, The Big Apple
Dancers, Richards & Adrienne,
the Fashionnaires, Flash & Dash,
Paul Florenz Girls, and the Royal
Duo contribute to a lively menu of
singing, dancing and various specialties. There is enough variety
and all around pep in the footage
to please virtually every type of
film fan.
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Quota Act Will Fix Minimum

XPECT iARA. TRUSTEEJUITS SETTLEMENT TODAY
amins Says Allied Ready to Co-operate on Trade Plan
VWt Abandon Its Own Program, However, ITOA
is Advised

Expect Anti-Bank Night Fight in N. Y. Legislature
Albany — Legislation
to outlaw
Bank
Night
in New
York
State is being
for introduction at the next session of the Legislature, it is learned
here.

prepared

More Than
to be

$2,000,000 Said
Involved
in

Agreement Reached

ational Allied is "by no means
aiilling to co-operate with nonm ibers on practical measures so
I as there is any hope of subt tial accomplishment".
to said Nathan Yamins, Allied's
■JY) yesterday in a statement rePurchase of control of United Arpi lg to Harry Brandt's recent
c n letter" to both Yamins and
tists by Samuel Goldwyn and AlexKuykendall, prexy of the
ander Korda depends entirely upon
nOA, printed in "The Indepen- the outcome of meetings scheduled
for next week between Goldwyn,
"', ITOA house organ,
andt suggested a national meet- Korda and E. H. Lever, the latter
(Continued on Page 6)
representing the Prudential Assurance Co., of England.
This was learned yesterday upon
the arrival of Lever and David Rose,
financial advisor of Samuel Goldwyn,

LEVER INVESTIGATING AGNEW WILL ANALYZE
DEAL FOR PRUDENTIAL
UMPTO "PEACE PLAN"

P1A. CLOSESTHREE
BIG CIRCUIT DEALS

(Continued

on Page

9)

Warner Gives Film Sound
ramount has closed product
System to Rollins College
Id; with the Saenger, Wilby-KinI and Interstate-Texas ConsoliWinter Park, Fla.— H. M. Warner,
ia i circuits, Neil F. Agnew, gen- president of Warner Bros. Pictures,
I sales manager, announced yes- has made a gift to Rollins College
wny.
Deals were closed by Ag- here of a film sound reproducing
Oiwho returned yesterday from system to be used in the Annie
Mjirita, New Orleans and Dallas.
Russell Theater. This equipment,
President Holt states, will be used
by the college
for instructional
4(!jFeatures Before Coast

IFieras; RKO Leads With 7
I Coast

Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

1 llywood — Forty pictures are bei Hollywood cameras, with RKO
w[ ng seven and Warners, M-G-M,
I Century-Fox
and Paramount
ix :ach.
Columbia
is producing
'VMand Goldwyn, Universal, Principjj Monogram, Jed Buell one each.
IjG-M (Continued
has started
on "A
on Page work
9)
:rench

Decorate

Reisman

'aris (By Cable) — Phil Reisman, RKO
iio foreign sales manager,
who
sails
New York on the lie de France torow, last night was
decorated
by
French Government with the Legion
Honor cross.

(Continued

on

Page

2)

It was reported yesterday that attorneys for Paramount Pictures
Corp., had reached a definite settlement with counsel for the Paramount reorganization trustee in their
suit for $12,000,000 against officers
and directors of Paramount for alleged incompetence and mishandling
The "peace" plan offered by the
UMPTO whereby the current buyers of the company prior to and during
dispute with Paramount might be the company's receivership.
Submission of a formal order to
terminated will be analyzed shortly,
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount general Federal Judge Coxe in U. S. District
Court had been expected yesterday,
sales manager, said yesterday.
postponed.
It is believed,
Agnew, who returned yesterday but was (Continued
on Page 6)
from a Southern sales trip, would
make no other comment, except that
he had not had time to study the
UMPTO proposal. He indicated that
(Continued

on

Page

9)

Television Assignments
on Experimental Basis

In a quick move to carry out
plans adopted at the recent Denver
convention, the A F of L yesterday
Washington — The FCC has de- called all film industry home office
cided that television stations will be
workers to an organizational meetassigned channels on an experimening at the Manhattan Opera House
tal basis until several remaining Thursday
night.
It counters the
technical problems have been solved
(Continued on Page 10)
and standards of transmission and
Washington

Bureau

(Continued
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New Film Act Will Set Minimum, Not
Maximum British Production for Para.
Schwartz to be Examined
The new British quota act, Parliamentary introduction of which is
Before Rockbeach Trial expected during
November, will fix

the minimum rather than the maximum of contemplated Paramount
Supreme Court Justice Charles
Poletti yesterday ordered Fred production in England, Adolph ZukSchwartz, assistant treasurer of the or, the company's board chairman,
Century Circuit, Inc., to appear for said at a luncheon for the press at
an examination before trial on Oct. the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday.
While Paramount's British pro25 in connection with the "conspirplans are held in abeyance
acy suit" brought by Rockbeach Inc., until the duction
Film Bill is passed, Zukor
operators of the Gem Theater, Far
(Continued

on

Page

2)

A F OF L IN COUNTER
OFFICE STAFF DRIVE

(Continued on Page

10)

Anti-Giveaway Pledges
Made by Four Circuits
Four principal circuits in New
York City have agreed to ban games
and giveaways if other houses will
follow suit,
it wason learned
(Continued
Page 9) yesterZukor on English Pix
Adolph Zukor's advice to the U. S.
film industry concerning English piceon:
tures, voiced at yesterday's press lunch"Don't take the attitude that an
English picture can't possibly be good.
That's untrue and deeply resented. As
a matter of fact, English pictures are
much better than we did it at the same
comparative period in the U. S. industry's history."

Tuesday, Oct. 19,193;
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HERBERT J. YATES, Consolidated Film Industries head, arrives from the West Coast
today.

LOU CEHRIC, the Yankee's star first sacker,
leaves for the cinema capital this week to costar with Smith Ballew in a 20th-Fox picture

Manager
Editor

MAX REINHARDT, who arrived in New York
last week from Europe, leaves in a few days
for Hollywood.
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IRENE HENTSCHEL, London stage director,
is en route from New York to England aboard
the Britannic.
W. R. LYNCH, general manager of Paramount
Enterprises, Inc., Miami, has returned to his
office there following a trip to New York.
EDWARD
leaves
New

L. ALPERSON, president of GN,
York
shortly for the Coast.

JEANNETTE BERLINER, sales representative
for Grand National, New Haven, returns there
today
from
home
office conferences.

Finnn cirl
YORK

STOCK

EDWARD J. PESKAY, Grand National's vicepresident, on tour of Mid-West exchanges, returns to New York late this month.
CEORCE WEEKS, retired sales manager for
GB, was a visitor in Chicago over the weekend.
WALTER WANGER, who is spending a few
days at his Alma Mater, Dartmouth, will return to New York the latter part of the week.
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DAVID ROSE, vice-president and financial
adviser of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., arrived from
England yesterday on the Queen
Mary.
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SAM E. MORRIS sails from France tomorrow
for New
York
on the Me de France.
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Fox Thea.
Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6l/4s 1st '43....

Friday for

E. H. LEVER, of the Prudential Assurance
Co. of England, arrived on the Queen Mary
yesterday for conferences on the U A-ColdwynKorda
deal.

Close

11
13 Vi

leaves Hollywood

STEVEN BEKASSY. Hungarian actor recently
signed by Louis B. Mayer, arrives in New
York Thursday on the Champlain.
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Columbia to Pay 68%-Cent
Dividend on Its Preferred
Columbia Pictures announces that
the Board of Directors at its meeting held Oct. 15, declared a quarterly dividend of $.68% per share
on the $2.75 Convertible Preferred
Stock, payable Nov. 15, to the Preferred Stockholders of record at the
close of business Nov. 3.

stay

CLINTON M. WHITE, GB assistant general
manager,
left last night for Albany.
CHARLES E. MCCARTHY, 20th-Fox director
of advertising and publicity, arrives back from
the Coast tomorrow morning.

central division man-

ager
in of 20th-Fox,
Montreal. left last night for a week's

NEIL F. AGNEW, Paramount general sales
ern trip. returned yesterday from a Southmanager,
Y. FRANK FREEMAN, head of Paramount's
theater department, is back from Dallas and
Chicago.
PAUL MUNI arrives today from
on the Santa Paula.

a

SCOTT DUNLAP
New York.

NEW

(Continued

California

PERC WESTMORE, makeup expert for Warner Bros., leaves tomorrow for the Coast after
10-day vacation in New York.

LILY PONS, film actress, and ANDRE KOSTELANETZ, musical director, have arrived in
New
York by plane from the Coast on a brief
vacation.
NINO MARTINI left New York
day to fulfill concert
engagements.

last Sun-

AGNES MELCOLL and WALTER R. COSDEN,
Harvest Moon all-around dance champions, leave
New York today for Hollywood.
LEWEN PIZOR, CHARLES SECALL and ABE
SABLOSKY of the UMPTO, Philadelphia, return to Philadelphia
today.
C. L. STONG,
Erpi, has arrived
TED
arrived

public relations counsel for
in New
York
from
Chicago.

RICHMAN of Ambassador
from the Coast.

Pictures has

ALFRED CROWN, Grand National special
sales representative, leaves Saturday by boat
for South America to be gone nine weeks.
KARL
Mary

FREUND arrived in New York yesterday and will leave tomorrow on the Queen
for a European vacation.

ALICE FAYE, 20th-Fox star, arrives in town
this morning for a short vacation.
Los

MERVYN LEROY
Angeles.

arrives here

today

from

Examiner Refuses to Dismiss
H. R. Kossman Resigns as
DeBrie General Manager
Screen Writer Proceedings

from

Page

1)

Rockaway, L. I., against Centurj
Columbia Pictures Corp., Paramouii
Pictures Distributing Corp., Big 1
Film Exchange, Inc., and RKO Dig
tributing Corp.
The suit was entered by Rock
beach on the grounds that the majo
distributing companies "conspired
to exhibit pictures at the Centrt
Theater, operated by Century, be
fore showing them at the Gen
thereby injuring its business, the
said.
The examination of Schwartz i
limited to testimony concerning Ceri
tury's entering into contract wit
other distributors. He will not be re
quired to reveal terms of the cor
tract.

Warner Gives Film Sound
System to Rollins Collegi
(Continued

from

Page

1)

purposes
by reproducing
foreig
language pictures and for occasions
benefit performances.
Presentation of sound equipmen
by H. M. Warner to Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla., is his latea
benefaction to American seats o
learning. In recognition of his de
velopment of the film art, the colleg
bestowed
upon himexercises
at the Founder'
Day Convocation
on Wast
ington's Birthday, last, the honorar
degree of Doctor of Humanities, th
first such degree to be extended t
the head of a U. S. film companj

Le Maire Resigns As
Rogers Exec. Assistan
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Rufus Le Maire, ej
H. R. Kossman, for the past five ecutive assistant to Charles R. Roj
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATLY
years General Manager of Andre ers, Universal production head, I
Hollywood — Motion of Neil Mc- DeBrie, equipment manufacturers,
Carthy, representing the Screen has resigned. Kossman plans to tract
yesterday.
a year andLe a Maire's
half to coi
iy
signedhad
Playwrights, Inc., that all testimony take a short vacation after which
of Charles Brackett, acting presi- he will announce his future plans.
from
the obligation.
agreed to release hi'i
but Rogers
dent of the Screen Writers Guild,
pertaining to alleged producer presHays Board Meets Today
sure because Brackett did not name
Directors'
An adjournment meeting of tl
any writers whom he claimed were Educational
Re-election
is Expected board
of directors of MPPDA w
intimidated, be thrown out, was
Members of the board of direc- be held today at its executive o
over-ruled by Examiner William E.
tors of Educational Pictures are ex- fices, 28 West 44th St.
Ringer yesterday. Ringer also overruled a motion of McCarthy asking
pected to be re-elected at the stockholders meeting scheduled for Oct.
that proceedings be dismissed.
29 in New York.

LaGuardia-Dewey Luncheon
Pathe News Editor and
The Grand Ballroom of the Hotel
Cameraman in Plane Crash Astor
will be the scene of the lunWilliam Pitt, news editor of Pathe
News and James Pergola, veteran
newsreel cameramen, were among
the passengers on the United Air
Lines transport that crashed yesterday near the Utah-Wyoming border.
The film men were on an assignment to make a newsreel feature on
transcontinental flying. A rescue
party from Knight, Wj^o., had not
reported the extent of damage to
the plane at a late hour last night.

cheon for Fiorello LaGuardia and
his running mate Thomas E. Dewey,
to be held next Monday by the NonPartisan Theatrical and Motion Picture Division headed by Daniel
Frohman and Louis Nizer.

Film Securities Lower
Film stocks moved downward yesterday in a general decline of the
market. Closing quotations showed
recessions of from a quarter of a
point to as much as 14%.
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Roy
Ruth
HelenedelTurner
Marie
Corolan
Roy Coffin

there; no
holding him
since he ?aw
xthe great carrick!

BRIAN AHERNE
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
THE GREAT GARRICK
and
in

with

EDW. EVERETT HORTON
MELVILLE COOPER
• LIONEL ATWILL

Luis Alberni • Lana Turner • Marie Wilson • A James Whale
Production Personally Supervised by

MERVYN

LEROY

A Play for the Screen by Ernst Vadja

A WARNER

BROS. PICTURE

SHE GOT HER MAN
WITH A SOCK IN
THE EYE!
A fast and furious fun show... with fireeating Barbara as the hard-hitting
heiress from Texas on a matrimonial
man-hunt ... and high-comedy Herbert
as the night club playboy who didn't
want to go to work! . . . box-office laughs
FROM THE FIRST PUHCH TO THE LAST CLIHCH !

** GLMD1 FARRELL
ERIC 6L0RE

ETIEHE G1RARD0T

DIRECTED BY ALFRED SANTELL

• PRODUCED BY EDWARD KAUFMAN
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Sam Morris Ends European
Trip and Sails Tomorrow
Paris (By Cable)— Sam E. Morris,
Vice-President of Warner Bros., in
charge of foreign distribution, is in
Paris today prior to leaving tomorrow for New York aboard the He de
France.
Morris has been in London for ths
past four weeks settling details in
connection with the erection of the
new Warner Theater there, and confabs on production plans for the
Teddington studios with Jack L.
Warner, and Irving Asher, production head of the Teddington studios.

RECORD

Elmer Sutton
Omaha — Elmer "Peanuts" Sutton,
44, violinist and former leader of
the pit orchestra at the Tri-States
Orpheum here, died Oct. 15 of a
brain tumor. He also had played in
orchestras at the old Strand, Empress and World theaters. His wife,
five sons, his parents and a brother
survive.
Mrs. Edna Doelger
Funeral services were held yesterday morning at 10 a.m. at St. Joan
of Arc Roman Catholic Church,
Jackson Heights, Queens, for Mrs.
Edna Leedom Doelger, 40, former
musical comedy actress who died at
her home there on Friday. Surviving is a son, Frank Doelger, Jr.

(Continued from Page 1)

Mrs. Bertha Urbansky
Cleveland — Mrs. Bertha Urbansky,
mother of John Urbansky, treasurer
of Associate Theaters circuit, died
last week.

•
•
• CARTOONISTS are drafted to do film ad copy
in search of a New Slant the Warner home office ad dep't
has prepared a novel campaign on "The Great Garrick," by
enlisting the services of several first-line cartoonists including Syd Hoff, Otto "Little King" Soglow, Rhea Irvin, Herb
Roese, George Price, Richard Decker. Abner Dean, Rodney De
Sarro, Gene Carr
the styles of these celebrated cartoonists
play upon the title of the feature with a humorous situation
the series of ads will be available to exhibs as part of
the pressbook campaign
as well as being used extensively
in tradepaper advertising
•
•
• BIOGS
OF Comers
in the Film Biz
rather
silly to refer to Maurice Conn as one of the Comers
he
has been an Arrival for several years
but this gent has so
much Natural Drive that he is still coming
and going
strong
he is an Oldtimer at the age of 31
for the
prexy of Ambassador Pictures has been around the biz ever
since he left school he helped his dad manage a theater
in Concord, N. H. when he was a kid
he started his active career in Hollywood as a bookkeeper
then with Mascot he has produced Ambassador, Melody and Conn pix
since 1934
he is all set now with 16 productions for the
new season
•
•
• ROTO PAGE break
for the Wometco Circuit
down Florida way
with the Miami
News
giving a full
page of photos in the Sunday edition showing the very
extensive art department of the circuit making poster and lobby
displays
9 • • ONE GENT who always speaks of the industry
as if it were really close to his heart . . . . as if it were a part
of him
and it is
referring to Adolph Zukor and his
friendly chat to the press
at the luncheon yesterday at
the Waldorf-Astoria he took his first real vacation in
years, and traveled on the Continent
and came back as
peppy as a youngster, all loaded up with new enthusiasms concerning the industry and its future it helps to explain why
the Old Master is still the Eternal Youngster
• • • SOME GIFT
by J. H. Cooper, the New York
head of the J. H. Cooper Enterprises of Nebraska, Colorado and
Oklahoma who pepped up the Community Chest at Lincoln, Nebraska, with a $5,000 donation
he did it in the
name of the J. H. Cooper Foundation, his own organization
set up to function for underprivileged children in the three
states he operates in
• •
• CANDID
CAMERA
pictures of actual screening
in the theater
reported by William G. Bishop, divisional
director of publicity for M-G-M
the stunt was put over by
the Dayton Daily News with "Big City"
using the shots
in a strip titled : "The Candid Camera Goes to the Movies"
this stunt will be a regular feature of the paper, in place of
the usual canned stills on the theater pages
•

▼

•

T

Tv

• SPOTLIGHT
grabbed
by Hardie F. Meakin
manager of the RKO Keith theater in Washington, D. C.
he occupied the place of honor in the Washington
Herald's recent kolyum, "Who's Who In Washington"
below a caricature of the pop manager entwined in rolls of
"PEP"
film, the personality write-up states Hardie's case in one word:

«

«

«

YAMINS SAYS ALLIED
READY TO GO-OPERA

^ -l PHIL M.DALY

1)

however, that the order will be presented for the court's approval today.
While the amount of settlement
could not be verified, the amount is
believed to be more than $2,000,000.
The actions were filed by the trustees in 1933 and involved allegedly
excessive salaries paid to officers of
the company, participation in an employes' stock purchase plan and repurchase of the company's stock that
had been issued for expansion purposes at specified prices which, at
time of redemption, were in excess
of the current market quotation.
When Judge Coxe approved the reorganization plan in 1935, Charles
D. Hilles, continuing trustee, was
ordered to press the litigation to a
conclusion by the Court. The cash
settlement, it is said, will be paid
into
Paramount's treasury by the
trustee.

DEATH
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ing to foster a fair trade practii
plan for the industry, and said t
the ITOA was willing to finance s
a conference.
Yamins took occasion to say t
Allied is not disposed to favoi
merger with the MPTOA, althoi
not mentioning that organizat
specifically.

In part, Allied's prexy wrote:
"While Allied leaders feel that
dependent exhibitors desiring to j
hands in the common cause sho
first join Allied, they are by
means unwilling to cooperate i
non-members on practical measu
so long as there is any hope of s
stantial accomplishment. All
will lend its support to any plan
secure benefits for the independ
exhibitors by the methods which ;
favor so long as it is not called
on to abandon its program for
curing redress by other methods
case such a plan fails. This supp
will be forthcoming without any i
malities beyond submitting the p
to our board of directors for cons
eration.

"My belief is that if independ
leaders can by informal conferen
or by correspondence, with a m
mum of publicity and politics, ag
upon the measures which are nee
sary to the protection of the in
pendent theater owners, and a jc
committee can be organized to c
vass the possibilities of secur
such measures without legislat
the Allied board will authorize
national officers to make the eff
It is my further belief, however, t
the board will not hold its legis
tive program in abeyance dui
protracted negotiations in view
the possibility that the effort r
end in frustration when it is
late to proceed with plans for le;
lative relief."

"Life Begins In College"
Gets 33 Key Holdov

"Life Begins In College", i
20th-Fox picture starring the 1!
brothers, is playing 33 holdover i
gagements in key cities this we« -

SICK REPORT

Chicago — George Browne, pit
dent of the IATSE, is seriously
in Denver where he had been i
tending the A F of L convent,
according to word received here
night by associates.
Chicago — Joe Goldberg, vetdi
theater equipment dealer, injip
when a taxicab struck him, is rev
ering at home.
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Never
a gayer and more
human performance than Bob
Montgomery's with Rosalind
jRussell. Bob Benchley delivers 1,000 laughs and M-G-M
[delivers a hit!

Jj
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Pepspa
entertainment!

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
ROSALIND RUSSELL
and ROBERT

BENCHLEY

OVE AND I EARN
with HELEN
VINSON • Mickey Rooney • Monty Woolley • Screen play by Charles Brackett, Cyril Hume and
Richard Maibaum • Original Story by Marion Parsonnett • Directed by George Fitzmaurice • Produced by Harry Rapf
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iVER INVESTIGATING
IEAL FOR PRUDENTIAL
(Continued from Page 1)

c, from England on the Queen
ary. Goldwyn is due in New York
>m the Coast on Thursday, while
>rda is scheduled to arrive from
igland Tuesday on the He de
,ance.
Lever's appearance in the deal, it
understood, is in the form of a
e-man investigating committee. If
i recommendation is favorable, it
understood that Prudential will
ance the Pickford-Fairbanksaplin stock purchase for Goldwyn
d Korda. Korda had Prudential
eking in the organizing of London
Ims. The entrance of Prudential
the pending transaction was rerted exclusively yesterday in The
lm Daily.
Neither Rose nor Lever was inned to discuss the deal as the
er docked. Both men agreed,
ivever, that consummation hinged
the result of the impending meet-

r

i Features Before Coast
ameras; RKO Leads With 7
(Continued

from
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tter Of Pride" and Paramount on
ley Knew What Happened".
Paramount has completed "DaughOf Shanghai" and "True Confes-

ra. Carries W. H. Smith
>uit to U. S. Supreme Court
iktngton Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Yashington — Paramount Produci, Inc., has filed a petition for a
t of certiorari with the U. S. Su>me Court asking it to reverse a
ision of the 9th Circuit Court of
ithern California awarding WalHall Smith $7,500 for alleged
of his story "Cruise to Nowhere"
hout proper screen credit.

iger New Orleans Visit
inked With the St. Charles
few Orleans, La. — Mort Singer,
o| Chicago, was in New Orleans on
Jminannounced visit, understood to
b|in connection with plans for opI ting the St. Charles theater as
M ombined pix and "flesh" enterI iment. The theater is now closed.
,pen espousal of the double feati ,: cause by Singer in a newspaI interview had film circles here
■ idering whether Singer planned
t'ichange his Liberty here into a
<2 il house.

"noma
Leavingpress
20thFox ad)hn A.s Thomas,
book
ising writer for 20th-Fox, leaves
: organization the end of this
k to take a spot on the copy staff
3. B. D. & 0.

Revi
ews
o%
Hew TUrns
"Hollywood
"Hold
'Em Navy"
Lew
Ayres, Mary
Carlisle,

with
with

Buck

Jones, Helen Twelvetrees,
Grant Withers
Columbia
63 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

Round-Up"

WESTERN
STARTS
BANG.

- WITHIN

STAR'S

NEW

- A - WESTERN
SERIES WITH

John
Howard
Paramount
67
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Mins.

FOOTBALL AND ANNAPOLIS LIFE
BLENDED TO MAKE TIMELY, ENTERTAINING PIX.

AGNEW WILL ANALYZE
UMPTO "PEACE PLAN"
(Continued

from

Page
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a statement might be forthcoming
within a few days.
The UMPTO suggested that Paramount meet with a special committee consisting of one exhibitor from
eacha group.
of the eight disaffected zones
as

A

Around Annapolis with its rules, regulations, and traditions, Paramount has made
a very entertaining picture of the better
program variety. Football is played up
the making of a "horse opera" and play- big, making it a timely subject. The footage is well chosen. Although the story is
ing the Western hero as a ham actor and
supreme egotist, a lot of laughs are garn- built on the same lines as other navy
ered. With much more plot to the story yarns, there are enough new twists in plot
than that which constitutes the regular development to keep things interesting.
Western, this picture can play in houses For one thing, there is no villain or despicable character, the hero does not win
which do not regularly use this type of
the game, in fact he does not get into it,
product. Even though the affair isn't the
usual out-and-out outdoor drama, it still and in this case, motivations are more
has enough action, fighting and riding to sensible than in most pictures with the
please the folks who follow that sort of same background. Too, romance is made
an integral part of the story. Lew Ayres
thing. for
It'sColumbia.
a grand start
Buck's
new turns in an excellent performance as a
series
He for
handles
himself
well, looks in splendid physical condition, vain, conceited midshipman, who finally
and from his ways and personality one puts his school's welfare above his own.
can readily understand how he has built As his roommate, Benny Baker is very likeup such a wide following. Working with
able, garnering a lot of laughs as a simple
him and giving a most ingratiating per- meek soul bewildered by his studies and
formance isthat handsome he-boy, Dickie overawed by his surroundings. John HawJones, who can act as well as ride and ard, Ayres' rival both in football and in
rope. Helen Twelvetrees has much more love, does capably, and Mary Carlisle looks
to do than does the routine Western the part of the sweetheart of the Annapolis
femme, and she does it well. Shemp boys. . Characterizations are well drawn
Howard contributes a good many laughs under Kurt Neumann's direction, and he
as a comic irritable assistant director, and balances the drama, romance and comedy
Grant Withers essays the role of the syn- in good style. Erwin Gelsey and Lloyd
thetic Western star. Joseph Hoffman and Corrigan contributed the original screenMonroe Shaff conceived this well develplay. Production in all departments is first
oped, different and interesting original rate. Lew Ayres, a football star and heartbroken, comes to Annapolis, where rules
screenplay. Ewing Scott's direction obtains
everything from the material, he gets and regulations get him into trouble. His
laughter without resorting to burlesque, first year he makes a play for Mary Carand the picture could easily have wondered
lisle, sweetheart of the Varsity football
off to that. Action and a tone of sus- hero, John Howard. In spite of his egotispense are ever present. L. G. Leonard,
tical nature, Mary falls for him. His second year at Annapolis finds Lew and John
the producer, deserves credit for attempting something out of the ordinary. Buck fighting for the quarterback position. The
Jones while doubling in stunts for the latter gets the call and so that Lew will
studio-made Western star, Grant Withers, get into the Army-Navy game, Mary and
becomes acquainted with Dickie Jones and her Aunt arrange things so that Howard
his sister, Helen Twelvetrees, the heroine comes in late the night before the game.
In making a Western-within-a-Western,
the Buck Jones outfit struck on a very
novel idea for an outdoor drama. Kidding

in the pictures. When she repulses Grant's
attentions, he, in jealousy, has Buck fired.
Hired by a fake picture outfit, Buck gets
framed into a real stick-up and is jailed.
Escaping, he captures the gang, but Withers happens along at the strategic moment
to claim all credit. At the opening of his
new picture, Grant is again taking bows
when Buck comes on to give him a much
deserved beating and at the same time to
win Miss Twelvetrees' heart.
Cast: Buck Jones, Helen Twelvetrees,
Grant Withers, Shemp Howard, Dickie
Jones, Eddie Kane, Monty Collins, Warren
Jackson, Lester Dorr, Lee Shumway, Edward Keane, George A. Beranger.
Producer, L. G. Leonard; Director, Ewing
Scott; Authors, Joseph Hoffman, Monroe
Shaff; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, Allen
Q. Thompson, ASC; Art Director, F. Paul
Sylos; Editor, Robert Crandall; 'Musical
Supervisor, Morris Stoloff; Recording Engineer, Thomas A. Carman; Dialogue, Ethel
La Blanche.
Direction, Splendid. Photography, Very
Good.

Through Lew's efforts, John is not discovered. In so doing, Lew is kept out of the
game while John goes on to win, but Lew
get the girl in the end.
Cast: Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle, John
Howard, Elizabeth Patterson, Benny Baker,
Archie Twitchell, Tully Marshall, Billy
Daniels, Gwen Kenyon, Richard Denning,
Jack Hubbard, Lambert Rogers, Lee Bennett, Alston Cockrell.
Director, Kurt Neumann; Authors, Erwin Gelsey and Lloyd Corrigan; Screenplay,
Same; Cameraman, Henry Sharp, ASC; Art
Directors, Hans Dreier and Robert Odell;
Editor, Edward Dmytryk; Recording Engineer, Harry Mills and John Cope; Musical Director, Boris Morros; Technical Advisor, Lucien Green, Lt. Commander, U.S.N.
Direction, Able.
Photography,
Good.

Anti-Giveaway Pledges
Made by Four Circuits
(Continued

from
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day
at ITOA
headquarters.
Century,
Skouras
and RKO Loew's,
circuits
have signed the ITOA pledge or
have signified by letter their willingness to cooperate. The drive
against games automatically includes the houses of the Brandt circuit which comprises approximately
80 houses. The ITOA, which is
headed by Harry Brandt, gave impetus to the crusade two weeks ago
when it sent out pledges and requests for sentiment from major circuits on the giveaway situation.

Television Assignments
on Experimental Basis
(Continued from

Page

1)

reception are adopted, a report issued yesterday revealed.
The Commission's report is the
result of extensive hearings held
last Spring regarding allocation of
radio frequencies. Investigation
showed that one television channel
requires
times as much
as
the wholesix broadcast
band "air"
between
550 and 1,600 kilocycles.

UMPTO Planning Trade
Announcement, Says Pizor
The UMPTOnouncement of unusual
will makeinterest
"an an-to
the trade" the latter part of the
week, Lewen Pizor, president, said
yesterday in New York. He said
that the announcement did not relate to the product controversy with
Paramount. Accompanying Pizor
from Philadelphia were Abe Sablosky, UMPTO vice president, and
Charles Segall, a member of the
board.

Skouras, Cocalis Deals
Closed by Universal

Universal has closed a product
deal with Skouras in the metropolitan district for the complete output
for 1937-38. It was announced at
the same time that Sam Cocalis,
Yates Due From Coast
owner of 27 theaters in the metropolitan district, had also signed for
Herbert J. Yates, president of Consolidated Film Industries Corp., is their complete output for the same
due back from the Coast today.
period.
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PARA. BRITISH PROD'N
DEPENDS ON QUOTA

A "JUM*' fam "Ms

A F OF L IN COUNTER
OFFICE STAFF DRIV

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Louis B. Mayer signed Don Stan(Continued
from
Payc
1)
1 i tinned from Page 1)
nard to a long term contract on his
of Virginia
Van Upp's recent trip abroad. Stannard was CIO drive which claims nuclei
writing contract
by Paramount
said that it was the company's hope RENEWAL
to produce only "big" pictures in marks the beginning of her fifth formerly stand-in for Robert Donat.
England.
year as a screen author following He will make his screen debut in every home office.
Assignment of American players, a career during which she was a "Yanks at Oxford" with Robert
Herman Alweis, president of t;
directors, etc., for them will depend child actress, script girl, reader, cut- Taylor and Maureen O'Sullivan, and
essentially upon the needs of the
ter and secretary. Miss Van Upp is after that he will come to Holly- American Federation of Bookkte
particular stories, he emphasized. currently working on the script of wood.
ers, Stenographers and Accountan
T
▼
T
If their use is indicated, they will Paramount's "Are Husbands NecesUnion, Federal Local 20940, tl
be assigned.
sary?" and when she completes this
group
into which film workers fa
The
title
of
Fanchon
Royer's
latTurning to the company's U. S. she will take a short vacation, with
est production "Madame Houdini
plans, Zukor, in response to a ques- the possibility that she will fly to Speaks" has been changed to "Re- declared that the campaign wou
tion, said that there were no modi- the Orient on the China Clipper.
ligious Racketeer." The picture, require about three weeks for coi
fications of the domestic producwhich is an expose of religious pletion. A crew of eight organi
▼
TV
tion program in prospect.
Johnny Weissmuller loses his frauds, was written by and will be
has been assigned to cover s
Zukor's short after-luncheon talk identity as Tarzan for he has been directed by Frank O'Connor, author ers
fronts.
concerned his observations on the cast for the role of a modern youth
of "The Great Houdini" which ParaWilliam Collins, New York repr
European trip — "my first real vaca- in Metro's forthcoming production,
mount will produce. "Religious
tion since the stormy days of 1929" "Hell On Wheels," written by Racketeer" will feature Madame
— from which he returned last week. Thornton Martin. Zion Myers will Houdini, widow of the magician, and sentative of the A F of L and E
In the face of press service stress
will
1st. go into production about Nov. ward Flaherty, organizer, will a
on war news, Zukor was markedly produce.
dress Thursday's meeting.
re-assuring.
ITOA,
N.
J.
Allied
Will
Remarking that "conservative,
not backward" Britain "carries the
Act on Co-operative Plan
brunt of all political problems in
Ratification
of the plan whereby
Europe," Paramount's board head
said he found, in London, "no war committees representing the ITOA
scare, no hysteria, no worry." Sim- and Allied Theaters of New Jersey
ilarly, he said in Budapest, which will work together on mutual probhe visited, he noted "no war scare,
lems is expected at individual meetno economic depression," but rathings of the organizations today and
er a conviction that "nothing's go- tomorrow. The New Jersey Allied
meets today in Trenton, while
ing to happen."
Zukor
declared that he found group
the ITOA sessions will be held in
British picture interests radiating New York tomorrow.
confidence in their own activities
The first step in what is expectdespite past sad experiences in proed to eventually result in the mergducton. "England," he stated, "is
ing of the two organizations will be
going to make pictures regardless." made at the ITOA meeting when an
"In England, under the existing Allied committee will sit in on the
conditions, we couldn't do any bet- sessions. The committee consists of
ter," Zukor affirmed. "We should Irving Dollinger, Louis Gold and
make every effort to help them pro- Morris
Marks.
duce pictures which will measure up
Problems upon which both organito our own standards. We shouldn't
zations will work jointly include film
attempt to hog it all.
buying, protection and legislation.
"Our
pictures
are
successful
in
the world market because we are
internationally-minded. Our good Advertising Guild Acts
pictures will still get their just
on New By-Laws Today
share in that market."
Zukor styled himself an "optiA special meeting of the newly
mist" as to American prospects in
the foreign film market as a whole. oi'ganized American Advertising
Paramount, he said, anticipated a Guild has been called for today at
material gain in foreign biz, based 155 E. 34th St., to consider and
new by-laws to conform with
on "the sound advice and expres- adopt
the constitution of the United Office
sions Ihave received from the peo- and Professional Workers of Amerple who have played Paramount picYou take the punishment if
ica, CIO affiliate.
for 25 years."
Jurisdiction over all employes in
The turesPara.
exec, said there was
seats are the punishing kind.
an excellent chance that Franz Lehar advertising agencies, from office
would come over to assist musically boys to account executives, has been
Patrons go where seats offer
granted to the Guild by the CIO in
in the production of "The Count of adherence to its principle of indusluxurious comfort . . . the AmerLuxemburg." Zukor also said he
trial organization. In all other
had talked with Emmerich Kalman,
fields,
the
American
Advertising
ican Seating Company kind.
Viennese composer, concerning a
musical picture of distinctive and Guild's enrollment will be restricted
to those employed in advertising,
different type.
Barney Balaban, Stanton Griffis, publicity and sales promotion deABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE
Chris Dunphy and Al Wilkie were partments.
among the Paramount contingent
Banker Going to Bogota
present at the luncheon.
Dean Banker, who has been serving as booker in M-G-M's Cleveland
World
Ships'
Public Sealing for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement
World Acquires
Pictures 'Men
Corp. ofhas
ac- exchange, is shifting to the foreign
quired world rights to Irving department. Assignment takes him
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas
to Bogota, Colombia, to join the staff
Browning's "Men of Ships," nar- there
under Maurice Silverstein.
rated by Norman Brokenshire.
COMFORT:
THE
GREATEST
STAR
OF
THEM
ALl

n't
areirs
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aramount Trustee Suits Settlement OrdeFoefore Court
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ILM PROBE MOVE AT SPECIAL SESSIONJNLIKELY
ritish Industry Units Moving for Quota Act Changes
FBI Conferees
Seeking
Compromise on Quality,
Cost Question
andon (By Cable)— With official
irance that the new Film Bill
have its first reading in Parliat before the end of November,
i minute representations on the
qi ;a provisions by all sections of
I industry are under way.
eanwhile, American distributors
! pressing the suggestion
that
qi ;a productions involving a heavy
"i ay should count as three Quota
(Continued

on

Page

9)

IDIANA ITO TO HEAR
ARAM MYERS OCT. 26
(idianapolis, Ind. — Eleventh
anil convention of the Associated
Tliter Owners of Indiana will be
I Oct. 26 in the Variety Club.
R|e will be a general business
racing in the morning, with exhibs
[fill on opportunity to air difficulty' Abram F. Myers, of National
»|d, will discuss the afternoon
I bn at which directors for the
o >ng year will be elected.
The
(Continued

on

Page

3)

iy Report Charles Ford
Will Relinquish "U" Post
>port current in industry circles
erday that Charles E. Ford,
of Universal's Newsreel, is
re iquishing
that post, was denied
erday at company's home office.

Radio Station to Train Listeners as Pix Critics
Cleveland, O. — Station WCLE here proposes to make every listener a movie critic.
Starting Friday, station will air a weekly 15-minute program, "Movie Art and Problems,"
to be conducted by Bertelle M. Lyttle, editor of Cleveland Cinema Club bulletin.
Objects are to give general public idea how to judge films, arouse and stimulate
new pix interest.

A F of L to Propose Master Contract

The new-born Anti-Double Feature
ague of America won its first victory
jsterday. The Lafayette Theater, of
tley, N. J., announced yesterday that
would experiment with a singles
licy four days a week, retaining duals
J other three days. Decision to
gles followed picketing Saturday
|ht by the League.

I

FILM

By

PRESCOTT
DENNETT
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Likelihood of action
at next month's special session on
the pending Hobbs resolution providing for a sweeping investigation
of the motion picture industry is

For Film Industry Home Office Help

slim New Connor,
York's
J. O'chairmanRep.
of John
the House
Rules Committee, indicated at his
Capitol Hill office yesterday on his
Standard wages and working con- with minimums for each will be de- return to Washington to chart the
ditions for all home office workers
termined, Alweis stated.
advance course of his committee for
will be sought in a master contract
With no prospect of truce be- the special session.
if the A F of L succeeds in obtaintween CIO and A F of L forces in
"The need
for ona Page
motion3) picture
ing majorities in the field, it was rival drives to organize the indus(Continued
declared yesterday by Herman Altry's home office workers, the sudweis, president of the American
den entry of the latter organization was said to have met with
Federation of Bookkeepers, Stenographers and Accountants Union, "overwhelming success" at A F of
Federal Union 20940, jurisdictional L headquarters.
body.
CIO, claiming
representation
in
Classification according
to jobs
(Continued
on Page 3)

FR1EDL SURVEY MAY
BRING ADMISH JUMP

TOA

Members

Will Get Erpi Settlement Checks

Members of the ITOA will receive
checks today in settlement of the
anti-trust suit filed against Erpi
four years ago. The ITOA alleged
that its members were overcharged
for service and parts and filed suit

Minneapolis — A survey to determine to what extent admission prices
will be raised over the Minnesota
charging restraint of trade. Mil- Amusement Co. circuit is being comton C. Weisman, counsel for the aspleted by John J. Friedl, general
sociation, agreed to a cash settle- manager. The circuit operates 91
ment in lieu of going to court. theaters in Minnesota, North and
Checks will be distributed at today's South Dakota and Wisconsin. It is
meeting of the ITOA.
believed that independent houses
will fall in line with the Minnesota
group in the event that admission
scales are boosted.

Date for Hearing on Proposed Para.

Suits Settlement Will be Set Today
Int. Cinema SEC Report
Bares Regan-Day Holdings
Washington

Anti-Duals League Scores

House Rules Com. Chairman
Sees Investigation Not
Essential

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

SAG Agrees to Reconsider
Status of March of Time

An order calling for the settleSecond appeal of Louis de Rochement of two suits against officers
mont,
producer of "March of Time",
and directors of the Paramount Picthe its
Screen
reconsider
denialActors'
of theGuild
news-to
tures Corp., for approximately $15,- asking
(Contimied on Page 3)
000,000 was filed with Federal Judge
Alfred Coxe late yesterday by Arthur Ballantine of Root, Clarke,
Zukor Leaves for Coast
Buckner & Ballantine, attorney for
Charles D. Hilles, and the sum inAdolph Zukor left for the Coast yesterday, by train, accompanied by Chris
volved is believed to be in excess of

Washington — International Cinema, Inc., yesterday filed an amendment to its registration statement
with the SEC showing largest stockholder is Regan - Day, Inc., which
owns 200,000 shares of International Cinema's common stock. G. P.
Regan was reported as owning 32 $2,000,000.
Judge Coxe today will set the date
per
cent (Continued
of Regan-Day
capital for an open
hearing
at which time
on Page 9)
(Continued
on Page 9)

Dunphy, studio publicity director for
Paramount. It is understood that the
company's board chairman will give all
his attention
to production
matters.
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HERBERT WILCOX
Canada
last night.

arrived in New

York from

EDWARD STEVENSON, RKO fashion director, left for Hollywood
last night.
Disney publicity

TED CURTIS,
manager of arrives
Eastman'sin
motion
picture general
film department,
New
York tomorrow
from Rochester.

—4

GENEVIEVE TOBIN
day for Hollywood.

—

FRITZ LANG, film director, who has returned to New York from the Coast, is stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria.
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Report No Successor to

cominG one goidg
GREGORY DICKSON, Walt
head, is here from the Coast.
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Met.
Playhouse.
Inc. 5s '43
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Andre DeBrie, Inc., equipment
manufacturers with New York headquarters at 115 West 45th St., yesterday appointed R. Fawn Mitchell,
at present manager of the technical
service and standard cine-machinery
division of Bell & Howell, Chicago,
to the general managership of the
company, as successor to H. R.
Kossman, resigned. Mitchell, it is
understood, will assume his new
duties next Monday morning.

"U"
by either
Plannisedbeing
LeMai
That
no re
successor
named or considered by Universal
to fill the post of executive assistITOA Committee
Report
ant to Charles R. Rogers which was
resigned
on Monday by Rufus Le
Approved by N. J. Allied Maire, was
stated yesterday by
sources
close
to the company. The
Trenton, N. J.— Allied Theaters
of New Jersey meeting at the position was originally created for
Stacey Trent Hotel, yesterday ac- Le Maire early this year when he
cepted the report of an ITOA com- was given a new contract by U offimittee relative to a plan whereby
cials pursuant to his being named
the two organizations will work an associate producer. Prior to his
jointly on exhibitor problems. A re- resignation this week he had been
port of Allied's committee talent executive at the studios.
will be presented at the meeting
of ITOA which is scheduled for toPitt, Pergola
Dead
day in New York.
1%
Salt Lake City — William Pitt,
V7
news editor of Pathe News, and
Net
'A
Mervyn LeRoy
Arrives
Chg.
James Pergola, veteran newsreel
Mervyn
LeRoy
arrived
in
New
1
were discovered yesterYork yesterday from the Coast and cameraman,
day among the casualties of the
1'/? is expected to remain until after transcontinental plane wreck in the
%
1
the
opening
at the
Rivoli of on"The
Oct. Great
27. Garrick" Uinta Mountains, Monday, a search4
ing party announced.
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Chicago — Officials of Motiograph,
Inc., announced yesterday that its
business has doubled in volume during the past 12 months and, in light
of this gain, company is now planning the opening of a foreign department, plus the building of a new
air-conditioned plant here at 4431
West Lake St., costing, it is said,
approximately $125,000.
Organization's sales meeting will
be held at the local Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Oct. 28 and 29, and at that
time the new sound head and other
equipment will be demonstrated to
dealers. Leading Erpi officials are
scheduled to address the two-day
gathering.

8
92
49
62

YESSIR!
I am the man you are looking for if
you want a man with production knowledge backed by actual experience in the
stage screen and radio fields. Producer— player — writer. Last position
with KFI radio station producing and
writing.
Address Box 1029.
THE
FILM
DAILY
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

left New

MILT GROSS arrives in New
week from Hollywood.

York

yester-

York early next

NANCY CARROLL is stopping at the Ambassador during her stay in New York.
FRANK CRUMIT has arrived in New
from
Springfield,
Mass.
ANNABELLA
Hollywood.

left New

GRACE MOORE
after a prolonged

York

York

yesterday for

returns to New York today
stay
in California.

A. T. LEVY, father of Bert Levy of 20th
Century-Fox, arrives in Hollywood tomorrow
from New York to visit his son.
JEROME
J. COHEN,
head of
the
motion
picture insurance
firm, Jerome J. Cohen,
Inc.,
has arrived in Hollywood
from New
York on a
business
trip.

today

for

Europe

George S. Ryan, Boston attorro
is in New York taking depositio
on anti-trust suits filed by two N(
England circuits against major d
tributors. Ryan represents t
Morse & Rothenberg circuit of Be
ton and the A & W Amusement C
of Providence, R. I., both compani
claiming inability to get sufficie
product to operate, because of c
cuit competition.
Gabriel Hess, general attorney i
the MPPDA, and Louis Weinbei
of Columbia Pictures, were 1
called yesterday for testimony.
A. Schiller,
of Loew's,
uled
to appear
today. Inc., is sch«

Morse & Rothenberg claims th
it has been unable to get any maj
product for any run in six situ
tions. The A & W Amusement (
charges that it was forced to ck
the 3,000-seat Metropolitan theat
in Providence because it could r
buy major pictures. Towns
which Morse & Rothenberg cla
inability to buy major product
elude Portsmouth, N. H., Nashi
N. H., Newburgh, N. Y., Pout
keepsie, N. Y. and Elizabeth, N.

"Stage Door" Stays Third;
"Victoria" at M. H. Oct.
"Stage Door,"
RKO Radio's
edy-drama
co-starring
Katharicl
Hepburn and Ginger Rogers,
mains for a third week at Ra'

City
Hall.
"Victoria
Great" Music
will open
at the
Music H]t
Oct. 28, with Herbert Wilcox, p
tending.
ducer and Anna Neagle, star,

aboard

ANDRE CHARLOT, revue producer, leaves
New York on the Queen Mary today for Europe.
LEO ROBIN arrived in Hollywood
from New
York.

yesterday

MRS.Dutch
MAX exchange
WESTEDDE,
wifesailed
of RKO
new
head,
thisRadio's
week
to meet him in Amsterdam.
E. L. McEVOY, Eastern divisional sales manager of RKO Radio, returned yesterday after
a tour of his territory.
B. KALMENSON, Eastern district sales manager of Warner Brothers, leaves today or tomorrow for Buffalo and comes back this weekend.
ADOLPH ZUKOR and CHRIS DUNPHY, Paramount's studio publicity director, left yesterday for the Coast by train.
GEORGE RYAN, Boston attorney, is in New
York to take depositions on two New England circuit's anti-trust
suits.
WALTER WANCER
New
Hampshire.

returned yesterday from

ALFRED CROWN, Grand National special sales
representative, leaves New York next Saturday
ica. boat on a nine-weeks visit to South Amerby

York

JOHN LODER. CB film star, accompanied
by his wife, MICHELINE CHEIREL, leave New
York next week by plane for a transcontinental
tour which will take them to the Coast and
Mexico
via Canada.

vice-president of J.
and
MRS.
WATSON

G. F. RACKETT, official of Technicolor Studios, Los Angeles, sails today from New York
for Europe
on the Queen
Mary.

TYRONE TOWER, who arrived in New
Monday,
leaves Friday for the Coast.
CLEMENT WATSON,
Walter
Thompson
Co.,

sail from
New
York
the Washington.

Take Schiller Deposition
in Hub Trust Case Tod,

$10,000. EXTRA
FOR LUXURY ALOh

The
Nation's
luxuri;
Skyliners
. . mightiest,
. de luxe most
Sky Clubs
day travel . . . modern Skysleepere
night. . . . Separate lounge and sle>
ing compartments,
reclining
drl
chairs
. . . air conditioned
. . . soii
proofed . . . and complimentary, I
course meals served enroute.
For Information and Reservations Call
Your Nearest TWA Office . . . 0'
Any Hotel, Travel Bureau, Postal
Telegraph or Western
Union Office.
Member

National
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CONGRESS FILM PROBE
MOVE SEEN UNLIKELY

, WIANA ITO TO HEAR
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(wly elected board will then conne to name officers.
Special entertainment for the
ves of exhibitors has been arnged by Mrs. A. C. Zaring, chairnn; Mrs. Carl Niesse and Mrs. R.
Bair.
The convention will close with a
nquet at night in the Riley room
the Claypool Hotel. Gov. Clifford
iwnsend and Bob Newall, nationy known sports commentator from
LW, will be the banquet speaks. The banquet will be followed
3 an entertainment, "A Fiesta in
d Mexico."
Convention
arrangements
are in
nds of Marc Wolf, chairman; Carl
Hesse, Maurice
Rubin and R. R.
ir.

gnew to Meet with UMPTO
Committee in N. Y. Friday
A meeting between a committee
presenting the UMPTO of Phila— Iphia and Neil Agnew, general
Of lies manager of Paramount, is
leduled for Friday in New York,
was learned last night. Session
\y result in the termination of the
yers' strike waged by the Phila(phia exhibitors against Para>unt for the alleged withdrawal of
[•tain pictures from the 1936-37
pgram.

ncoln's Orpheum Goes
"Flesh" for Split Weeks
Lincoln, Neb. — Orpheum here goes
?h for split weeks starting Thurswith Bell's "Hawaiians
FolSpot will jump the price from
j-20e for the present duals to 25c
day for the stage bills, and when
big shows are booked, 25c and
House manager is Kenny Mead.
|ckey Daniels' unit, he used to be
the Our Gang comedies, is next
th a week intervening.

•

•

• NEW STAR on the screen Lucky Strike cigarettes, no less
haven't you heard?
it really isn't
news any more
what is news, though, is the fact that this
revolutionary use of advertising tied up with Big Star names
is now taking place in several hundred theaters throughout the land
and nobody seems to be paying much attention to it in the film biz
• • • AS FAR as the agency is concerned Lord &
Thomas
they are going after this new avenue of publicizing their client's product in a forthright manner
the
campaign has been released through General Screen Advertising of Chicago
and the advertising journals and business
mags are talking about it as a momentous development in the
advertising field
•

• THIS SERIES of cig ad films is done with class
in Technicolor made in Hollywood with name players and ritzy backgrounds Patricia Ellis at the Trocadero
praises the cig to her friends
James Dunn passes out the
smokes to bathing beauts as they emerge from a Hollywood
pool
Paula Stone does her acting on the set and smiles
gratefully as the director hands her one of those solacers that
soothe
the point is this
such an expensive series of
ad films has been definitely planned to break on the screens of
class theaters well, we have ads on expensive sponsored
radio programs in expensive mags
and now it looks
as if the agency boys are breaking into the de luxe picture
houses they are suddenly awake to the fact that the dear
public can be dramatically sold through Pictures as proved
by the tabloids and the new vogue of Candid Camera mags
0

•

•

•

FOR THE weekly luncheon of AMPA at the International Casino on Thursday ... these celebs have definitely announced they will be guests of honor .... Nigel Bruce
Dorothy Mackaill
Constance Collier Clem McCarthy the committee will try to secure Lily Pons if she
arrives in time . .
right now she is grounded
somewhere
flying in from the Coast
Ralph Rolan will be back in
town, and will preside as prexy
the food will be served
as soon as the guests are seated, with augmented waiter service.
•
on
the
the

• • WILL THE lady or gent who got overly-playful
the host's fine liquor at that TWA party at the Marguery
other afternoon and then lifted the gorgeous model of
company's plane which cost 500 smackers please return it to the Buchanan Advertising Agency in the Paramount
building? the fact that the gorgeous model of the TWA
plane cost a half a grand is a mere trifle, of course the
Buchanan folks will tut tut that laughingly as they dig it out
of their profit account but what aggravates everybody is
that when a host buys the likker it is very bad form to take such
an expensive souvenir without returning it after one sobers
up the next day
•
•
• FOURTH
ANNUAL
performance
of "Night
of
Stars" at Madison Square Garden Nov. 17
"The Star of
1938" will be selected for beauty and talent
from the
various candidates
selected by the night clubs and musical
comedies on Broadway
the successful girl will be given a
chance at a screen test
the affair is sponsored by the
United Palestine Appeal. . . • Joe Goetz, manager of the
RKO Paramount in Cincinnati, is celebrating the sixth anniversary with an ice cream festival in the lobby today, as the
Mayor and civic officials attend

«

«

«

»
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investigation is not as essential at
this time as is the necessity of a
fortright investigation of Radio,"
O'Connor declared. "It looks like
action on radio at the special session. In any case, the radio resolution will get the right of way in my
committee in preference to the
Both measure."
radio and film measures
Hobbs
were bottled up within the Rules
session.
Committee at the close of the last

A F of L to Propose Master
Contract for Office Help
(Continued from Page

1)

every major company, was on the
scene first, but has not reached the
stage of employer negotiation. A F
of L entered the field Monday with
issuance of a throwaway urging
workers' attendance at an organizational meeting Thursday at the
Manhattan Opera House.

SAG Agrees to Reconsider
Status of March of Time
(Continued from Page

1)

reel status to "March of Time" has
been granted, Mrs. Florence Marston,
SAG's yesterday.
eastern representative,
announced
In a telegram to the SAG board
of directors, de Rochemont sought
to introduce a written analysis and
documentation of the special problems and character of "March of
Time." The board has agreed to
study this analysis.

School

Pix Report Up

at Adjourned Hays Meet
Report of the National Advisory
Board on the Use of Motion Pictures in Education was considered,
along with routine business, at yesterday's adjourned meeting of the
Hays directorate. The report now
goes to a MPPDA committee for
further study and recommendations.

WEDDING

BELLS

Las Vegas, N. M. — Francis
Lederer, film actor, and Margarito
Bolando, known on stage and screen
as Margo, were married here last
week-end. Jerry Asher, publicist,
who introduced Lederer and Margo
a year ago, was best man.
Chicago — Elsa Shapiro, cashier of
the Granada Theater, will wed Robert Clamage of the B and K organization.
Richmond, Va. — Tripple Caldwell,
projectionist at Wilmer and Vincent's Colonial, will marry Nellie
Franceschi today.

WHEN THE RECORDS COME

TUMBLING DOWN ON OCT. 23rd
YOU'LL KNOW WHY THEY
CALL IT THE FALL SEASON!
. . .The 23rd of October Is the Day Set for
the First Engagements of That Great
Gift to the Box-Office

ERROL FLY.
TH E PERFEC
In His Romantic
First Modern
Light',
the
Most
SinceRoleHe Since
Game'Green
to the
Screen

By the Author of 'It Happened One Night', with

JOAN BLONDELL
and

HUGH

HERBERT

. EDWARD

DICK FORAN- BEVERLY
ALLEN

JENKINS

EVERETT

ROBERTS

HORTON

• MAY

ROBSON

• Directed by MICHAEL

CURTIZ

Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine, Lawrence Riley and Brewster Morse and Fritz Falkenstein
Story by Samuel Hopkins Adams • A First National Picture

SPECI
Film Daily says: "Will have them rolling in the aisles."
Motion Picture Daily says : "It had a preview
audience in stitches."
Variety Daily says: "So many sure-fire elements insure
solid amusement and excellent business!"

WARNER

BROS.

Say It with Full-Page Newspaper Ads
in a Gigantic Key-City Campaign I

TW
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"Live, Love and
with Robert Montgomery,
M-G-M

Rosalind

Learn"

Russell
79 Mins.

CLEVER COMEDY-ROMANCE DELIGHTFULLY ACTED AND WITH SPARKLING
DIALOGUE CLICKS STRONG.
A different twist is given to the story
of modern youth ii love, by having the
girl and boy marry in poverty, attain riches
and then find that there is something more
to happiness, after all. Here is a sophisticated story done so artfully that even the
dumbest audience will understand and
love it. Yet it is a picture for the intelligent moviegoers to clap their hands over.
Robert Montgomery is the poor artist who
marries the rich girl, Rosalind Russell, who
is fed up with the hypocrisies and artificialities ofher crowd. She wants to help
this young man she believes in to get
somewhere with his artistic gift. He does.
Through a freak occurrence as he paints
in Central Park, the newspapers get a
great story, and as the reporters start to

"Green Fields"

with Michael
Goldstein,
Helen
Beverley
Collective
Film Producers 105 Mins.
AN OUTSTANDING JEWISH DIALOGUE
FILM, WITH BRILLIANT CAST IN
HIRSHBEIN'S
CLASSIC.
Here is an outstanding production that
will find wide appeal outside of the Jewish
race. For the latter it is of course a picture they cannot afford to miss, as it is
the first Jewish film based upon an internationally known work of art — the stage
play of Peretz Hirshbein which many
years ago aroused wide critical acclaim
when presented on the New York stage.
The cast is brilliant, with such famous
players from the Yiddish Art Theater and
the Artef Theater as Michael Goldstein,

Helen Beverley, Isidore Cashier, Anna Appel, Lea Noemi, Dena Drute, Max Vodnoy,
Saul Levine. The direction by Jacob BenAmi and Edgar G. Ulmer has caught the
beauty and poetry of the classic work and
transferred it to the screen in a masterful
manner. Michael Goldstein plays the role
of the young pious Talmudist who in the
follow up the "human interest" angle, an
art dealer senses that the young artist is days of Russia before the Revolution wanders from his quiet studies in the Betha real painter. He becomes famous and Midrash
as he hears the call of life, and
rich. Then a society girl, an old school
goes out into the world concerning which
pal of the wife's, sponsors the new find, he knows so little. His wanderings bring
and starts to build him up with the rich
him to the rural village where two Jewish
set. Right there the hero goes floppo, families have settled and eke out their
and starts to paint drivel. The wife walks existence on the farms. Here the young
out on him. fed up with the other woman.
scholar finds peace and happiness as he
Montgomery sees the light eventually, in
himself for a wife the daugha very clever climax that straightens him out takester ofunto
his host. He learns that the tillers
with the wife. Montgomery handles a dif- of the soil are as essential to the progress
ficult part with adroitness. Rosalind Rus- of the world as the intellectual like himsell as the wife is charming and believself. This classic records the story of the
able. Robert Benchley as the family friend
Jewish agricultural worker throughout the
gets ever delicious comedy bits. The di- world, and is one of the finest pastoral
rection of George Fitzmaurice is expert.
films ever produced. For that reason
Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Rus- alone it should have wide appeal outside
sell, Robert Benchley, Helen Vinson,
of the Jewish audiences. Some day HollyMickey Rooney, Monty Woolley, E. E
wood will come to the production of the
Clive, Charles Judels, Maude Eburne, Har- rural and rustic epics of farm life so long
lan Briggs, June Clayworth,
Al Shean.
does
Fields"
Producer, Harry Rapf; Director, George ignored,
will be and
the when
patternit it
will"Green
be eager
to
Fitzmaurice; Author, Marion Parsonett; emulate. English titles superimposed make
Screenplay, Charles Brackett, Cyril Hume, this production very clear to non-Jewish
Richard Maibaum; Editor, Conrad A. Ner- audiences to follow.
vig; Cameraman,
Ray June.
Cast: Michael Goldstein, Helen Beverley,
Direction, Expert
Photography,
Ditto.
Isidor Cashier, Anna Appel, Max Vodnoy,
Lea Noemi, Dena Drute, Saul Levine,
Hershel Bernardi, Arnon Ben-Ami.
Second Gotham Complaint
Directors, Jacob Ben-Ami, Edgar G Ull,
Dismissal to be Sought mer;
Author, Peretz Hirshbein; Screenplay,
Same; Editor, Jack Kemp; Cameraman,
For failure to state cause of ac- William Miller, Burgi Contner.
tion, Allied, ITOA and Local 306,
Direction, Excellent Photography, Very
Motion Picture Operators Union, Good.

will today move in New York State
Supreme Court to dismiss the second complaint brought against them
by Gotham Amusement Corp., and
others, to void the 10-year contract
entered into by the three defendants last January whereby Allied
and ITOA must hire only members
of Local 306 to operate their projection booths.
The first complaint was dismissed
in State Supreme Court for the
same reason. Other plaintiffs in
the action are, H. M. Amusement
Corp., La Salle Amusement Corp.,
Hancock Theater Corp., B. B. C.
Amusement Corp. and the Har-Mar
Amusement Corp.

More Men on GB Sales Force
Several
GB's sales
staff
were additions
announced toyesterday
by
Arthur A. Lee, Vice-President and
General Manager. L. T. Garlow has
been added to the Kansas City sales
force and Dick Saeger has been assigned to the Milwaukee office. Archie Holt has been transferred from
the Portland, Oregon, office to Seattle, while W. W. Rucker goes from
Dallas to Oklahoma City, with the
order reversed for Wilson Thedford who goes from Oklahoma City
to Dallas.

with
Warner

"Over
the Goal"
Travis, William
Hopper, Johnnie

June

Davis, William
Harrigan
Brothers
63

Mins.

LIVELY FOOTBALL PICTURE WITH
PLENTY OF LAUGHS AND ACTION.
Football fans and audiences in general
will enjoy this one. Enough football and
plenty of laughs along with a good cast
that includes Johnnie "Scat" Davis, former
Waring trumpeter, make this picture attractive film fare. The story of the
"big game" is with us once more, but the
story is lively throughout the picture. A
former alumnus of Carlton University wills
his large fortune to the school if they beat
their traditional enemies, State College,
three years running. After two victories
the old grad dies before the big game and
the terms of his will become known at the
same time the star halfback resigns from
the team. William Hopper as the star
player is accused of quitting so that his
mother, who is a relative of the dead man,
can claim part of the estate. However
he has quit the football team because his
sweetheart, June Travis, is afraid that an
old leg injury may cripple him. The day
before the game as she is about to sail
on a trip the president of the college informs her of the will and she wires Hopper
to play. He is framed into an auto stealing
charge by the attorney for the estate and
is being taken to another jail to prevent
his rescue by a group of students as the
game starts. During the ride he promises
the deputy a seat on the sideline and he
is rushed to the stadium where he goes
into the game with five minutes to play
and pulls the game out of the fire. The

with

"Nation Aflame"

Noel Madison, Norma Trelvar, Douglas
Walton, Arthur Singley

Treasure
Pictures Corp.
73 Mins
POOR ATTEMPT TO USE RECENT
ANTI-KLAN PUBLICITY;
PICTURE
MOVES
SLOWLY.
"The Avenging Angels" rise and fall
might well be the title of this one. Another secret organization pops up to protect the rights of the citizens of the
country and guard their women and homes
but it fails to accomplish much of anything and moves slowly to a foregone conclusion. The crucial point of the picture
failed to hold the attention of the audience. With control of the state in his
hands through the voting power his hooded
organization carries at the polls, Noel Vad
ison turns the politics of the state upside
down with corruption, graft, and control
of the citizens through fear. Arthur Singley, as the honest district attorney, fights
this menace and after several killings and
strikes he receives governmental aid in
breaking the organization. The editor ol
a paper that opposes the organization is
shot and the governor that it elected is
killed by a member of the society under
oath when it appears that he will denounce the society to the public. The

governor's daughter, Norma Trelvar, believes that scandal is the only weapon
which will wreck the organization, as its
fanatical followers believe in high ideals
She deliberately breaks off with Singley
who is her fiancee, and works for the
society as an organizer. When the opportunity presents itself she frames Madison
the Angel leader by getting him drunk in
her apartment and then tipping the news
University gets the money and becomes sol- papers. When they break in Madison
vent and he gets the cheers and the girl.
Davis, with his trumpet and infectious shot by a government agent when he
goes for his gun. Naturally, Singley runs
humor help the picture along tremendously.
There are a couple of songs that are fair for governor, but he cannot marry the
with Davis doing his Calloway style singing girl for fear the attendant publicity will
wreck his political chances. At the end
to good advantage. Hopper makes a good
of the picture he is shown riding to the
looking and fairly convincing football player and the attractive Miss Travis is an state capitol while his ex-fiancee stands
effective foil. William Harrigan plays the among the crowds that line the streets
The scandal she raises with the publicity
part of the coach well and Raymond Hat- of her alliance with Madison breaks the
ton and Eddie Anderson, the colored dancer, have amusing bits that they capitalize organization into bits and it is a thing ol
on. Audiences of all ages should like this the past when Singley is elected governor
Lila Lee has a sympathetic role as the
one.
wife of one of the members and Douglas
Cast: William Hopper, June Travis, JohnWalton plays the part of the misguided
nie Davis, William Harrigan, Raymond Hatton, Herbert Rawlinson, Mabel Todd, Gor- youth
Cast:well.Noel
Madison,
Lila Lee. Noi
don Oliver, Willard Parker, Eric Stanley,
Trelvar, Douglas
Walton,
Arthur Singi
Douglas Wood, Eddie Anderson, Hattie
McDaniels, Fred McKaye, Eddie Chandler, Harry Holman, Earl Hodgins, Snub Pollc
Si Wills, Lee Shumway,
Roger Wi r i
George Offerman Jr, Jack Chapin.
Alan
Cavan,
Dorothy
Kildare,
Elaine Deart
Produced by Warner Brothers; Director,
Lee
Phelps,
Carl
Stockdale,
Moraf
Noel Smith; Author, William Jacobs; Shaw.
Screenplay, William Jacobs and Anthony
Produced by Victor and Edward Halperi
Coldeway; Editor, Everett Dodd; Camera- Director, Victor Halpenn;
Screenplay audi
man, Warren Lynch.
Story,
Oliver
Drake;
Editor,
Holbrook
Tod
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
Cameraman, Arthur Marinelli.
Direction,

"
"ChinaAmerExclusive
North Gets
and South
Guaranteed
ican distrib rights for "This Is
China", have been purchased by
Guaranteed Pictures Co. M. D. Sikawitt, president of Guaranteed, announced that deals were pending
now with circuits for keys. Picture
was produced by Leo Wrechsler, who
made "Wings Over Ethiopia".

{More

Poor

Photography, Fair

rez'iews

on

Page

9)

Phelps to Springfield
on Projectionist Dispute|

Frank Phelps, Warner Bros, ex-l
ecutive in charge of labor rels-l
tions, leaves for Springfield today to
jectionists there. dispute with proadjust a labor

!

o£intwiateAemastce and bteat/i/Mb maq/utude.

Withheld from stage and screen for decades, now, al last, the screen thunders the
true story of a reign that saw the birth of the world's vastest empire — a mighty
nation forged in the fires of conquest and tempered in the oils of civilization
on the march!... Scenes of stunning splendor '...Scenes of startling beauty!...
Scenes of tender romance {...Filmed in the actual cities and palaces where the

K

young Queen's headlong love affair rocked the powers of church and state!
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iRITISH UNITS MOVE
FOR QUOTA CHANGES
(Continued from Page

1)

-rtificates rather than two, as proosed in the recent White Paper.
The CEA-FBI talks are centering
n the question of quality and cost,
rtd the conferees are hopeful for a
jmpromise acceptable to both
odies which can be submitted to
le Board of Trade with a reasonble assurance of acceptance.
Agitation among labor groups is
itended mainly to ensure adequate
uarantees for British employees in
lm production. In this connection,
n internal memorandum is now beig prepared by the ACT and NAT
nd KE, through their joint counil, which will be made the basis of
le TUC case to be laid before the
oard of Trade during the course of
lis month.
Invitation to meet the Parliameniry section of the British Films
dvancement Council at the House
f Commons had been issued to
roducers (Nov. 2), exhibitors (Nov.
Q), renters (Nov. 17), and educaJonists (Nov. 24). The KRS had
eclined the invitation, and this date
ad been allocated to a meeting with
jjpresentatives of the employees'
rganizations in .order to hear the
Ibor viewpoint.

nt. Cinema SEC Report
Bares Regan-Day Holdings
(Continued from Page

1)

ock, Bonar Russell 20 per cent,
d Albert K. Day, 25 per cent.
I Other SEC action included filing
f a report for September by 20th
jentury-Fox Film Corp. revealing
cquisition on September 2, 1937 of
0,000 shares Roxy Theater, Inc.,
spresenting all out-standing shares,
"th
Century
also of
receive,
suance,
3,085will
shares
$1.50 upon
divind cumulative
preferred out of
e total issue of 15,480 shares.
Roxy Theater, Inc. was formed
y trustee in bankruptcy of Roxy
'heater Corp. to take over real
tate, personal property and leaseId estate of the bankrupted comny.

I

ould Substitute Repeat
Pix For Undesired New Ones
Philadelphia — Claiming that reeat pictures often are capable of
rossing better than a new feature,
tie UMPTO is advocating a plan
'hereby exhibitors can do a greater
epeat business.
In the current issue of Contact,
he UMPTO official organ, the assojation advocates that exchanges
jhould permit exhibitors to offer a
previously played picture in place of
I new release, providing he is willing to pay the same rental for the
!jpeatthat he would ordinarily pay
)r the newly available release. The
Ian would be put to use whenever
n exhibitor feels that the new picare is no good to him.

jJflfW

Reviews of Hew TU*ns
"Here's
Flash Casey"
with Eric Linden, Boots Mallory, Cully

with

Grand National
58 "Mins.
PICTURE WITH ENOUGH ACTION TO
PROVIDE ENTERTAINMENT DESPITE
LOOSELY-KNIT STORY.
A candid cameraman, a newspaper's rivalry with a news pictorial, and an extortion racket make up the elements to be
seen in this one. With a loosely knit story
and apparent carelessness in the production of the picture it still moves fast
enough to make fair entertainment. Eric
Linden is able to graduate from college
due to a check from a magazine for some
pictures that he submitted which won a
contest. He gets a job on a large newspaper through accidentally snapping a picture of the publisher's son kissing a French
dancer when she leaves a boat. Boots
Mallory makes an attractive society editor
for the paper and they carry on a romance
through the picture. At an exclusive society function, given by the publisher,
Linden takes some candid camera shots
under cover and turns them over to an
accomplice of a gang of blackmailers for
developing. The next day the publisher
is approached by one of the gang with a
retouched picture showing him in a compromising pose. Linden is accused of
being a member of the blackmailing ring
and, as he arrives at the office, he accidentally runs into the publisher as he is
shot by the gang. He snaps several shots
of the man that did the shooting and the
other men who helped kidnap the society
editor, who was with the publisher at the
time. The camera is lost and recovered
and Linden with the aid of Cully Richards,
the regular staff photographer who helped
to get him fired, trace the gang and capture them, and release the girl with their
resultant pictures being a sensation.
Holmes Herbert, Joseph Crehan, and Cully
Richards in their various roles help to keep

20th

(Continued from Page

'45 Fathers'
Jane Withers,
Thomas
Louise

Richards, Holmes Herbert

Henry,

The

Beck,
Hartmans

Century-Fox
70
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

Mins.

WELCOME
PIECE
OF
ENTERTAINMENT SHOULD ESPECIALLY
ATTRACT
FAMILY TRADE.

THE

"45 Fathers" is better than average entertainment for a child-starring vehicle.
Jane Withers, carrying the lead, provides
many laughs — the scenes cf her singing
and dancing lessons will be long remembered— they had the customers in stitches.
The sequences with the Hartmans doing
their ventriloquist act were screamingly
funny. The story concerns the misadventures of an orphan adopted by a club of
elderly men. Placed in the home of one
of them, she is a little Miss Fix-It, "fixing"
everything, tangling the love affair of the
nephew of the house. She has the best of
intentions, however, and everything turns
out for the best. Direction by James Tinling is excellent; John Stone's production
is of his usual high standard. Screenplay
by Frances Hyland and Albert Ray was
along accepted lines. The players, including Thomas Beck, Louise Henry, and Richard Carle, give a good account of themselves. "45 Fathers" is a welcome piece
of entertainment for any bill, and should
especially attract the family trade.
Cast: Jane Withers, Thomas Beck, Louise
Henry, The Hartmans, Richard Carle, Nella
Walker, Andrew Tombes, Leon Ames, Sammy Cohen, George Givot, Ruth Warren,
Hattie McDaniel, Romaine Callendar.
Associate Producer, John Stone; Director,
James Tinling; Screenplay, Frances Hyland
fey.
and Albert Ray; Story, Mary Bickel; Cameraman, Harry Jackson; Editor, Alex TrofDirection,

Excellent

Photography,

Good.

Safety Award to Col.

the picture moving with competent performances. Linden is adequate, but not
too convincing, while Miss Mallory does
not have much to do besides being attractive.

PARA. TRUSTEE SUIT
HEARING TO BE SET

for "Devil Is Driving"

1)

the court will either approve or reject the settlement.
The two suits, brought by Hilles,
at the close of the Paramount reorganization for the alleged mishandling of funds and incompetence in
office, were directed against officers
and directors of the company. First
suit was filed against "Bailey, et al,"
for $12,000,000 and the second suit
against Jules Brulatour and other
directors and officers. The latter
suit, for approximately $3,000,000,
involves back salaries, trading in
company
stock and
stock
purchasing
plan.the employees'
While Ballantine refused to discuss terms of the settlement he said
that the entire amount of money received from the settlement would go
ino the reorganized company. It is
expected that this money will be
used to satisfy creditors, who received securities in the form of
stock and debentures after the reorganization.

Columbia Holds Atlanta
Sales Parley at Week-End

The second of a series of three
divisional sales meetings planned by
Columbia Pictures, will take place
at the Ainslee Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.,
on Saturday and Sunday with Joe
McConville and Rube Jackter handling the meeting. McConville,
Jackter, Picker and Josephs, home
office executives, will leave New
York on Friday for the scene of
action.
Headed by Southern division
manager Sam Moscow, the six
Southern exchanges which will be
represented by their managers and
sale forces are, Atlanta, Charlotte,
Dallas, Memphis, Oklahoma City
and New Orleans.

Columbia's "The Devil is DrivCaptains
ing", is the winner of the 1937 the- Appoint
for Team
Chi. Fund
Campaign
atrical film award sponsored by the
Cast: Eric Linden, Boots Mallory, Cully
Motion
Picture
Traffic
Safety
ComRichards, Holmes Herbert, Joseph Crehan,
mit e , a nation wide organization of
Chicago — John Balaban, E. SilverSuzanne Kaaren, Harry Harvey, Victor
automobile clubs, insurance compaman and Aaron Saperstein are servAdams, Howard Lang, Matty Kemp, Doronies, manufacturers, safety couning with Clyde W. Eckhardt of 20ththy Vaughn, Maynard Holmes.
cils, and traffic officials. Trophy is Fox as the Amusements Division
Produced by Max and Arthur Alexander; a memorial to David S. Beyer.
committee for the 7th annual ComAssociate Producer, Alfred Stern; Director,
munity Fund drive.
Lynn Shores; Original Story, George HarThey have designated these team
mon Coxe; Screenplay, John Krafft; Editor,
"Mayerling" Runs Ahead
The Filmarte Theater announces captains:
Charles Henkel, Jr.; Cameraman, Marcel
John Balaban, E. Silverman, Tom
Pickard.
that "Mayerling," which just ended Burke, Pete Shayne, James Coston,
Direction, Fair
Photography,
Poor.
its fifth week, continues to surpass Joe Weiss, Jim Donahue, John J.
by 50
the inattendance
rec- Garrity, Julius Goodman, Gene Rich,
ord setper
last cent
season
the first week
Aaron Jones, Jr., Ben Lasker, M.
Crosby, Doctor of Music
Spokane, Wash. — Gonzaga Uni- of "La Kermesse Heroique." Pax Leonard, Jack Miller, Tony Owen,
versity, his alma mater, will confer Film, Inc., is distributing "Mayer- L. Reinheimer, Jack Rose, Aaron
Saperstein, A. Schoenstadt, Joe
the honorary Doctor of Music degree on Bing Crosby tomorrow.
Stern, Jack McPherson.

Ram Plans Aiken House
Aiken, S. C. — Working drawings
have been started on a one-story
motion picture theater building here
for H. B. Ram. It will have brick
walls and a carrara glass front.

Janitors Contracts Signed

Detroit — A number of Detroit
ling."
theaters already have signed contracts with Detroit Theater and
Amusement Janitors Association,
according to Ray Carroll, business
agent.

New Jackson-Murphy Co.
Columbus, O. — Virgil Jackson and
John Murphy, who operate the Uptown, Piccadilly and Wilmar, have
completed the formation of Central
States, Inc.

10
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A "mU" front Hollywood "tots
By RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

^ORMAN TAUROG, after reading over the script of "Mad
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 15 7
• • •
About Music" the night before, yesPDWARD
SMALL.
Associate producer.
Native of Brooklyn.
First on stage
terday canceled a long delayed va■" as actor. Booked and produced stage and outdoor attractions,
Started
cation in order to direct it. "Mad
with pictures as screen talent representative in
About Music" is a story by FredNew
York.
Transferred
to
Hollywood
where
he
erick Kohner and Marcella Burke
fMBHMHHi
who wrote their own screenplay. It
founded artists' agency. Produced pictures for
First
National
release
in
silent
days
among
is the story of the daughter of a
them 12 starring Corinne Griffith. With Harry
famous opera singer so lonesome
M. Goetz founded Reliance Pictures in 1932.
in a boarding school in Switzerland
As vice-president in charge of production placed
that she adopts a father who discompany among major independents, making
covers and demonstrates that she
quality pictures for United Artists release. Has
is a musical genius.
sponsored many stellar careers, among others,
▼
T
T
introducing Robert Donat to American audiLaurel and Hardy will go musical
ences. Now affiliated with RKO Radio as assoin their first picture under their
ciate producer. Rated a wizard in story, pronewly signed long term Hal Roach
duction and talent values. Plays some golf,
co-starring contract. Tentatively
but takes little time for recreation. Hair, redtitled "Swiss Cheese," the coming
brown.
Eyes, brown.
production is an original musical
extravaganza set against a background of the Tyrol. John Blystone
will direct. Score will be provided
James Hogan, who directed "Ebb and "Unusual Occupations" series
of shorts, which they are making
by Phil Charig, well-known Broad- Tide," has started the direction of for Paramount. They will be away
"They Knew What Happened," for a month.
way and London composer.
Paramount. Lew Ayres and Louise
T
T
T
T
T
T
Mary Oakes, formerly a model Campbell head the cast, with other
and who more recently completed a principals including Edgar Kennedy,
Roy
Rowland
is
directing
"Night
Elizabeth Patterson, Roscoe Karns,
part in Metro's "Mannequin," has Porter Hall, Virginia Weidler and at the Movies," Robert Benchley's
latest short subject at M-G-M.
been assigned as technical director
T
T
T
Cecil Cunningham.
on a Pete Smith specialty, "ModelJames Stewart has been cast for
T
T
r
ing for Money," which goes into
Robert Carlisle and Jerry Fair- an important role in Metro's "Benproduction next week.
banks of Scientific Pictures will
T
T
T
efits Forgot." He will play the
Douglas Shearer has assigned leave this week on a tour of the part of Jason Wilkins. The picture
stars
Walter Huston and is being
Jimmy Flaster and Jimmy Bybridge, Southern states to photograph material for their "Popular
Science" directed by Clarence Brown.
soundmen, on "A Matter of Bride."

Advance, Reorganized,
Plans Major Releases

New

West

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Advance Pictures,
having effected a reorganization
with Jack Curry named prexy, has
scheduled 12 features and eight
shorts for 1937-38 major release, it
was announced yesterday.
Under the new setup, Mitchell
Leichter assumes charge of production and distribution. Other company officers are Steven Wilkinson,
vice president, and Ann Ross, secretary-treasurer.
All financing and distribution
plans have been consummated by
Curry and starting date on first
picture will be announced shortly,
with Scott Pembroke
as director.

Roach Jewelry Store Robbed
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Local police authorities are pressing efforts to apprehend two bandits who last Monday
robbed a local jewelry store owned
by film producer Hal Roach, who
is now in the East. The bandits
bound and taped two employees and
a letter carrier, forcing them to lie
on the floor of the shop, while the
getaway was made in a stolen automobile.

Major Producing Co.
Report is Discredited
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Norman Krasna has been signei
to a new long term contract. H
recently produced and authorei
"Big City," which starred Luis
Rainer and Spencer Tracy, and i
now preparing two for early pro
duction.
T

T

T

Cedric Gibbons, head of the ar
department at M-G-M, has assignei
William Horning as art director 01
"Marie Antoinette," and John Stew
art Duplie to "Test Pilot," am
Gabriel Scagmanilli to "Fanny,
Wallace Beery's next starring pic
ture.
"The Ugly Duckling" has beei
changed to "Everybody Sing." Pic
ture goes into production toda.\
with Edwin L. Marin dh*ecting an<
Harry Rapf producing with Allai
Jones, Fanny Brice and Judy Gar
land in the leads.
The possibility that Lloyd Bacon
now one of the screen's outstand
ing directors, may return to hi:
earlier love of acting, is being talkei
about on Warner Bros, lot as a re
suit of Bacon's takjng a 30-day op
tion on film rights to Bertillio Gray
son's original story, "Bing Ban)

▼

T

▼

Dave Gould, dance director, ha
been assigned to create five ne\
Baxter."
dances for Metro's "Everybod'

Harry Schenck to Make
Three Pix for Imperial

Admits Hearsay Evidence
In Screen Writer Hearinj

West

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI I.

Hollywood — Negotiations have
Hollywood — Howard Emmett Rog
Sing."
Hollywood — Reports that repre- been completed whereby Harry ers, testifying in the NLRB hear
sentatives of Eastern capital were Schenck will produce three feature ing of the petition of the Scree
huddling with William Le Baron pictures for Imperial. The individ- Writers Guild to be made the sol
ual cost of the three pictures will
with a view to the formation of a
bargaining agency for screen writ
approximate
$75,000.
ers, stated that he had resigne
new major producing company were
from SWG and claimed that sever.
Four for Principal
leading members of the Guild ha
branded as "groundless" by sources
close to Le Baron.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY communistic leanings. Grover Jone
Hollywood — By the end of Octo- quoted John Howard Lawson,
ber Principal Prods., will have four former president of the Guild, as d(
pictures in work. Bobby Breen, Di- claring that Russia had the bes
Gunmen Get $1,500
rector Edward F. Cline and the lo- form of government and that h
Cleveland— M. B. Horwitz' Haltcation unit on "Hawaii Calls" have hoped the U. S. would adopt th
north Theater was robbed the other returned from Honolulu. "Hawaiian same kind without bloodshed. Jone
morning of $1,500 by three gunmen Buckaroo", starring Smith Ballew said he had heard that Lawson h
who forced an entrance into the the- and to be directed by Ray Taylor, been arrested in the East or Sout
ater, tied the janitor, forced Man- will go into production this month, for participating in a Red parade
ager O. E. Belles to open the safe as will "Monster Men". "Tarzan's Attorney Janofsky, representing th
and then tied him up. This was the Revenge" is in production, with Guild, objected to this hearsay ev!
fourth local theater hold-up of the Glenn Morris as star and D. Ross dence, but Examiner Ringer acj
week, the others being the Uptown, Lederman as the director.
mitted the testimony, saying he ha
Knickerbocker and Astor.
also allowed Guild members to giv
hearsay testimony.
"Zola's Cleveland Record
West

Terr
on "Hawaii
Calls"DAILY
Coast Bureau
of THE FILM

Hollywood — Max Terr has been
signed to handle the musical direction and vocal arrangements on
"Hawaii Calls," which Principal is
producing with Bobby Breen as the
star.

Cleveland — "The Life of Emile
Zola" will establish a new local precedent by playing one week at Warners' Hippodrome, the following
week at the Allen and the third consecutive week at Warners' Lake. All
three are normally first-run downtown houses and all are located on
Euclid Ave.

Bishop at Press Meet

Detroit— William G. Bishop, divi
sional director of publicity for Ml
G-M, leaves Friday to attend thj
three-day
of the Women'!
Division, convention
Ohio Newspaper
Associs
tion, as special contact man for th
industry with the press.

12,150,000 Offered in Para. Trustee Suit Settlement

I.W. AWED SET TO APPEALFROM PARA. INJUNCTION
rpi Switches Handling of Picture Service Contracts
<les

Are Taken
Over
Operating Department
Under L W. Conrow

1-:

by

,rpi's
operating
W. Conrow
on department
Nov. 1 will under
take
r sale of motion picture service
tracts in addition to its present

RKO

Latest issue of "March of Time" picturing Mayor LaCuardia and other city officials
will be shown in RKO neighborhood theaters on Oct. 27 and 28, it was decided yesterday. Subject opens today at the Embassy. Decision follows an earlier verdict to
hold showings after election.

(Continued

on

Page

9)

lans to produce in Italy have MPTO of Oklahoma
l abandoned by Herbert Wilcox,
Will Meet on Nov. 8-9
mse he considers the time "not
)itious for expansion," the BritOklahoma City — Directors and ofproducer said on his arrival in
ficials of the Oklahoma MPTO will
r York from Canada yesterday,
ilcox declared he will produce in hold their annual convention here
land only for RKO
next year Nov. 8-9.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
that his tentative agreement
for three to four pictures, two will present his 10-point program,
which association secretary Morris
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued

ney Closes Deal With
Pepsodent For Air Show
:al
whereby will
WaltbeDisney's
characters
featured caron
new Pepsodent air show was
sd yesterday in New York. First
Idcast is scheduled for Sunday
lary 2 from 3:30 to 4 p.m. and
i

(Continued on Page

10)

*
Carrillo for Governor
San Francisco — Leo Carrillo, film
ledian and character actor, has anuneed here that he will be a candiIjte for the Governorship of California
1938.

of

Papers

Awaits

Abram Arrival
F. Myers'

Minneapolis — All papers in the appeal from Paramount's temporary
injunction against Northwest Allied's "buyers' strike" will be filed
this week by Louis Schwartz, counsel for the independents. Meanwhile, the Allied counsel is awaiting the arrival from Washington,
D. C, of Abram Myers, general
Samuel Goldwyn, through his rep- counsel for Allied States, before filresentative Ben Washer, stated yesing an injunction
Para(Continued
onto Pagecompel
4)
terday in New York that until the
arrival of Alexander Korda from
London no announcement concerning
their proposed deal for the control
of UA will be made. Washer made
the first official statement concerning this deal to The Film Daily
late
yesterday
(Continued
onafter
Page 4)Goldwyn's

WB ASKS $1,000,000 60LDWYN MAINTAINS
IN NAT! SCREEN SUIT SILENCE ON UA DEAL

j* hies,confined
which upentirely
to the to
present,
servicehave
inction, it was announced yesterby D. C. Collins, vice-president.
; organization line-up, to put inject this new phase of the operA $1,000,000 damage suit was instituted by Warner Bros, against
ig department's added activities,
ft!)
the
National Screen Service, it was
be headed by Bert Sanford Jr.,
nee sales director; George L. disclosed yesterday when a petition
rington, operating manager and to hear a motion for an examination
(Continued on Page 10)
before trial of three officers of the
defendant corp. was filed in New
York State Supreme Court. Justice William T. Collins will rule on
the motion today.
IB
Warner Bros., in seeking the examination of Herman Robbins, pres-

ILGOXGIVESUPPLANS
0 PRODUCE IN ITALY

Filing

to Show LaGuardia Picture Oct. 27-28

on

Page

4)

HIRLIMAN JOINS REP.

ASSIEGEL'SASST.

Budd Rogers to Handle
A B P Films in Canada

Repubic Productions Corp., Herbert
Budd Rogers has been appointed J. Yates revealed in his first interview since returning from the Coast
to supervise the sale and distribution of ABP product throughout the Tuesday, and confirming a Coast report to that effect.
Dominion of Canada, it was anHirliman's exact duties have not
nounced yesterday. The appointYates stated and added,
ment gives Rogers complete charge been set,(Continued
on Page 10)
and supervision over North America. He has handled the affairs of
the company for the past two years WB Appropriates $180,000
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Hilles Petition Names $2,750,000
As Para. Trustee Suit Settlement
Settlement of the two trustee
Author Seeks to Examine
suits against Paramount officers and
Yates in $350,000 Suit directors for $2,150,000 was revealed
Eleanor Gates, who has started a
$350,000 damage suit against Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., Liberty Pictm-es, Corp., Mike Hoffman,
and John Dacey, will move today
before Justice Timothy Collins, in
New York State Supreme Court for
(Continued

on

Page

9)

George A. Hirliman, independent
producer,sistant has
Republic
as asto Moejoined
Siegel,
president
of

yesterday in U. S. District Court
when a petition for a formal hearing
was submitted to Federal Judge Alfred Coxe for approval of the settlement. The settlement involves
adjustment of claims amounting to
more than $17,000,000. Nov. 3 was
the date set for the hearing, at
(Continued

on

Page

9)

Exploit
WestToCoast
Bureau ofPix,
THE

"Tovarich"
FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Following a screening of "Tovarich" by Hal Wallis for
Grad Sears, Warner Bros, decided
to appropriate
$180,000
for on
a national advertising
campaign
the
production, under plans set up by
S. Charles Einfeld.
Sears fixed Christmas
week for
(Continued on Page

10)

Krim Theater Honors Founder
Detroit — The new theater to be
erected at Birmingham, Mich., by the
Krim Circuit, will be given the family
name of Krim, honoring the late Mac
Krim, founder of the organization, it
was announced this week.
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has arrived in Hollywood

MERVYN LeROY has arrived in New York
(rom the Ccast and is stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria.

J. E. PERKINS, Paramount's manager in
China, arrives in San Francisco from Shanghai
on Oct. 28.

ANTHONY VEILLER, screenplay writer for
Paramount, leaves New York this week for
Hollywood.

DONALD MERSEREAU,
THE
FILM
DAILY,
leaves

HARRY MICHALSON, short subject sales
manager for RKO Radio, returns to New York
today from visits to Cleveland
and Pittsburgh.

OSCAR

DOOB,

secretary-treasurer of
today for Hollywood

MARVIN

SCHENCK

and GENE

FICKER, of the Loew's office, will go to New
Haven
Saturday
for the Yale-Cornell
game.
EDITH MAND1LL. secretary to Myer Beck,
of the U A publicity department, leaves the
latter part of this week for California on a
six-weeks'
leave of absence.
HAROLD BURCKHARDT, manager of Loew's
State Theater, Providence. R. I., and JULIUS
BERNSTEIN, manager of Loew's Theater, Toronto, are in New York for conferences with
Loew
officials.
HERMAN BERNIE
from the Coast.

mw

has arrived in New

York

m

ISTVAN BEKASSY. Hungarian actor, arrives
in New York today from Europe on the ChamW. F. RODGERS, M-G-M sales manager,
leaves today on the Century
for Chicago.
plain.
HEATHER ANCEL arrives in New York today
from the Coast.
JOHN

D. CLARK, general manager of distribution for 20th-Fox, arrived in Denver today. He goes to Omaha
tomorrow.
WILLIAM SUSSMAN, Eastern division manager
of 20th-Fox,
left for Pittsburgh
today.

CAMPBELL, actor, and his wife, DOROTHY PARKER, writer, arrive in New York today from Europe on the Champlain.

WILLIAM J. CLARK, distribution manager of
shorts
newsreels at 20th-Fox, goes to
Montreal and
today.

WILLARD S. McKAY, general counsel for
Universal, is scheduled to leave the Coast today by plane for the home
office.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, central division
manager of 20th-Fox, returned from Montreal
yesterday.
EDDIE GOLDEN, Monogram sales manager
returns to New York Saturday from Detroit
and Cleveland
visits.
stay.
CLARA BLANDICK, Grand National star,
leaves for the coast today after a New York

ALAN

York

general operating manager
SANFORD leave New York

HUCH SINCLAIR. British actor, and MRS
SINCLAIR, professionally known as VALERIF
TAYLOR; EMILIO DE COGORZA, singer; and
EMILE BAUM. French concert pianist, arrive
from
Europe
today
on
the
Champlain.
ROY
Coast.

DISNEY

leaves New

York today for the

Stipulation to Drop Disney
As Respondent in SWG Case
West .Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Attorneys for liti+ s/s
gants in the writers' case before the
Relations Board
41/4 National Labor
IV4
+ 23/,
+
V2 offered stipulations that the complaint naming Walt Disney as a reNEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
spondent be dismissed. James K.
Keith A-0 6s46
.
McGuinness, veteran writer, quoted
Loew 6s41ww
9S
95
98 +2
Irving Thalberg as saying he
Para. B'way 3s55
M
62
63 -J- Vi
Para.
Picts.
6*55 95
92
95 4- 21/2 bought writers' ideas rather than
Para. Picts. cv. 3t/4s47 P0
77
79V2 4-4
their time. Patterson McNutt, formRKO
6s41
85'/, 85
85
er Broadway producer, now writing
Warner's
6s39
80V4 77
80V4 + 6'/4 for Paramount, specified that screen
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
writing is hard mental work and
Columbia
Picts.
vtc
exhausting.
Grand
National
. ..
IV,
1 V4
1 V2 43/8
E. O. Blackburn, vice-president of
Monogram
Picts. ...
IV,
13/,
13/, 4'/,
SonMone
Corp
1'/,
1 V4
13/, 4V, J. E. Brulatour Co., one of first
Technicolor
193/8
173/,
193/8 4- 2V?. witnesses called early in the case
Trans-Lux
3
2'/,
3
4*A
Universal
Picts.
334
334
33/, 45/8 by Special Attorney William Walsh,
representing the Labor Board, was
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
STOCK
MARKFT
Bid
Asked
called as a witness by the producPathe Film 7 pfd
78
101
ing companies and testified that
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2s 1st '36
6'/,
8
Eastman Kodak Co. has no interest
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
90'/2
92
in his organization and that his
Met. Playhouse. Inc. 5s '43...
57
62
company carries a stock of from
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43
47
49
3,000,000 to 4,000,000 feet of negative and 25,000,000 to 30,000,000 feet
Film Stocks Up
of positive film.
Following: recent recessions, film
issues swung; sharply upward yesModern Superimposes Six
terday in a day of general recovery
Modern Film Corp. has prepared
on the stock, bond and curb markets, with recorded gains ranging superimposed foreign versions of
from % of a point to as high as six of the Ambassador-Conn series.
15 V2 points. Net changes in most Work is progressing on the balance
instances were more than a point. of the series.
4- 41/4

ETHEL MERMAN
from
New
York.

TITO GUIZAR, Mexican film actor, arrives
tomorrow by air from Buenos Aires by way
of Mexico.

L. W. CONRCW,
tor Erpi, and BERT
shortly for Chicago.

MARKET
11
Low
13,
123/4

York yes-

ANNA NEACLE has returned to New
from Toronto
and Buffalo.

■
NEW

SAMUEL COLDWYN arrived in New
terday from the Coast.

CIO CONTINUES H. 0,
DRIVE UNDER GOVI

PERC WESTMORE, head of Warners studio
make-up department, and GLORIA DICKSON,
screen actress, left New York yesterday for
the Coast.

CIO plans no overt action in
position to the A F of L rival ci
paign to organize the industi
home office workers, according
Ann Berenholz, CIO organizer, \
declared the CIO undercover enl
ment drive would continue.
A F of L has scheduled an
ganizational meeting at the M
hattan Opera House for toni;
at which William Collins, A F o
New York representative, will spt
Eight A F of L paid organizers
in the field, contending with a sc
of CIO workers.
A statement issued by Miss Bei
holz branded the A F of L drive

company union act." The statem
continued: "Until the UOPWA
organized and affiliated with (
the A F of L executive council
fused to organize white collar w(
ers. They placed obstacles in
path of every attempt to build
union of clerical workers. Since (
began to make headway, A F o
made a sudden about-face."

In First M-G-M
West

Coast

Bureau

of
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THE
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Hollywood — Personalities on M
M's initial Maxwell House co
ROBERT S. TAPLINGER, recently appointed
radio program Nov. 4 will incl
Eleanor Powell, Pete Smith,
publicity director for Warners Burbank studios,
leaves New York tomorrow to assume new
Healy, Sophie Tucker, Judy Garls
duties there.
Buddy Ebsen, Igor Gorin, Geo
Troy and B<
Murphy, Helen MacDonald
and
Janes. Jeanette
Take Schiller's Deposition
Ian Jones are scheduled to re-er
In Boston Anti-Trust Suit scenes
from "Theacting
Firefly",
with SfE
ert Z. Leonard
as M.C.
E. A. Schiller, of Loew's, oc- cer Tracy has been spotted for
cupied the stand in New York dur- M.C. post on the second show.
ing all of yesterday's
sessionin inU. the
anti-trust
action instituted
S.
District Court in Boston, by Morse
LeRoy Leaves Tomorrow
& Rothenberg, independent theater
Mervyn LeRoy leaves New Y
operators, against eight major dis- tomorrow to resume production
tributors, the Maine & New Hamp- tivities on the Coast. Sources c
shire and M. A. Shea circuits. to the reported situation that he
Schiller's was the third in a series been considering wihdrawing f
of depositions that will be taken
of unit producer for VI
his post
from ranking officials of all major ner
Brothers indicated yester
companies. George Ryan, Boston that even upon the expiration of
attorney, is representing the plain- present arrangement, he plans a
tiffs.
newal of his ties with that comp;

Allpoi rt Sails for London
F. W. Allport, representative of
the member companies of MPPDA
boarded the Queen Mary yesterday
en route back to England, following
a visit of several months in the
United States. Upon his arrival in
London, he will resume his duties,
which were described as being "generally helpful to British film interI ests" and specifically to concern himself with such matters as title registration, the pending quota act, and
the 2000-foot reel for standardization. Allport was formerly head of
the title bureau for the Hays organization prior to his present assignment abroad.

=*
birthdav:
OCTOBER 21
Josephine Lovett
Don Hancock
Lloyd Hughes

0 your, Se^sJS tie ^
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Did You Ever See
First Reports Are In! Records Blown Sky-High!
a
u
u
u
Double
Time for "Double
Wedding"!
Profits "

(Turn the Page for next M-G-iM Tornado)
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N. W, ALLIED SET
TO FILE APPEA

GOLDWYN MAINTAINS
SILENCE ON UA DEAL
(Continued from Page

arrival. He stated that Goldvvyn felt it would be impossible for
him to make any statements concerning their plans until he had discussed the situation thoroughly with
Korda. According- to Washer
the money figures in the deal
were still an unknown quantity and
yesterday's report to the effect that
the asking price had dropped could
certainly receive no verification.

Budd Rogers to Handle
ABP Films in Canada
i Continued from Page

1)

in the United States as vice-president and general manager of Alliance Films.
A deal has just been concluded
with Empire-Universal Films, Ltd.,
for the distribution of ABP pictures
in Canada, and Rogers will leave
shortly to confer with Oscar Hanson, president, and A. W. Perry,
general
manager of Empire-Universal.
ABP has just added 165 theaters
in the United Kingdom, giving the
company control of approximately
700 houses.

MPTO

of Oklahoma
Will Meet on Nov. 8-9
(Continued

from

Page

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

Lowenstein states the convention
will probably support.
Invited guests include M. A. Lightman, Fred Wehrenberg, Judge Roy
L. Walker, Col. H. A. Cole, Dave
Palfreyman and Bob O'Donnell.
Directors and officials who organized plans for the convention were
Max Brock of Lawton, Homer Jones
of Alva, L. C. Griffith of Oklahoma
City, J. C. Hunter of Tulsa, Fred B.
Pickrel of Ponca City, Harry Lowenstein of Ardmore, Morris Lowenstein
of Oklahoma City, H. J. Griffith of
of Oklahoma City and Eddie Kadane
of Frederick.

H. Moskowitz in Porto Rico
Harry Moskowitz, head of Loew's
construction department, has arrived
in Porto Rico to supervise the building of a new Loew house. Theater
wll have approximately 2,000 seats
and will be of modern design.

DEATH RECORD
Elmer Sutton
Omaha — Elmer "Peanuts" Sutton,
who led pit orchestras in several
Omaha theaters, was buried here
Monday, Oct. 18. He was a cousin
of the Booth Brothers, exhibitors at
Nebraska City and Auburn, Neb.

1)

mount to deliver pictures in disput
Myers is due in Minneapolis tonio
row.

T

▼

T

• • • AT LAST a college course on screen writing properly supervised by a competent authority
with Walter
Wanger being the counsellor and guide as the study course is
launched at Dartmouth as a memorial to Irving Thalberg
it was Wanger's suggestion to the faculty, he being a Dartmouth graduate of the Class of 1915 he is now in Hanover,
New Hampshire, getting the project properly launched

T

T

▼

• • • THE COURSE will cover all phases of the writing
of the script
films will be studied in the process of making, and through the cutting and editing
Professor William B. Pressey will be in charge, and Wanger has assured him
of assistance from writers, directors, actors, producers, censors, cameramen and editors from Hollywood when needed ....
▼
T
T
• •
• PERSONABLE
gent
John Loder
the
British screen player on the GB payroll
now among us
with his bride, Micheline Cheirel
doing a delayed honeymoon after 15 months steady studio work he finally got
around to it
the happy couple plan to traverse the United
States and Canada by plane in the ritzy manner
Charles
Boyer introduced Loder to the lovely Micheline in a French studio both men were working on "Thunder In the East"
Boyer, the Frenchman, was doing the English version
Loder, the Englishman, was doing the French version ....
which shows all you girls and boys that picture-making in
France is just as screwy as it is in Hollywood
however,
Jawn got Micheline in a French studio, and that makes up for
everything

T

T

▼

• • • PLAY-OFF on the last leg of the Albany
Club Golf Trophy resulted in Nate Sauber defeating Al
the Ticonderoga exhib
Nate now has permanent
sionfaloof the cup
he is Universal's branch manager
▼

T

Variety
Barton,
possesin Buf-

• •
at the

• SPECIALLY invited guests will attend a reception
Jansen Suite of the Waldorf-Astoria this afternoon
given by 20th Century-Fox for Alice Faye and Tyrone
Power. . . • Oscar Doob is aiding the Mahoney campaign for
Mayor with a showman idea
colored stickers to be pasted
on auto windows and home windows advising so-and-so many
votes are to be found there for the candidate
T

T

• • • OVER AT the RKO theater publicity dep't they
made a sudden switch in desks and installing new partitions. . . .
one of the boys returned from lunch and stood dazedly on the
spot where his roost useter be
"Look out," warned a pal,
"don't stand still, or they'll build a partition around you!"
• Emil Jensen's Art Cinema Associates has moved into more
extensive and elaborate quarters at 729 Seventh Ave.
and now that Emil has got himself a swell layout after months
of
planning, can
he ya
goesbeat
away
south
it? on a month's vacation through the

«

«

«

Dr.

Dafoe Advocates
Movies for Childre

"Movies for children" is the su
ject chosen by Dr. Allen Roy Daf
for his regular CBS broadcast ne
Wednesday. The famous doctcr
the quintuplets will urge that ch
dren be taken to the movies at lea
once a week to see films that a
educational, historical, or instra
tive in any way. This address shou
be interesting to the entire film i
dustry
as following.
the doctor has an eno
mous air

The doctor has chosen this subje
in order to answer thousands
queries from his followers as
whether or not movies are harraf
for children. He will state that 1
element in the life of a child can 1
more educational than a well selec
ed film. He will also state that tl
leading American film producers a
be the greatest educational facto
in the future with clean films th
are of educational value.

SICK REPORT

T

• •
• ADDED STARTERS
at the AMPA luncheon
today are Toby and Pat Wing
the Committee is making
every effort to get those 100 International Beauts of the International Casino to dance on the tables for the guests
so
you better come around every Thursday or you might miss 'em
you know how temperamental and impulsive these international beauts can be
they may decide within a few
minutes of the luncheon to do their stuff
▼
T
T

▼

Myers is expected to confer wi
Allied leaders on the legal angles
the case before further action f
an injunction is started.

»

»

»
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Hollywood — George Barbier ft
"Ta
of brol
the set and
a bridge on
from
zan's Revenge"
yesterday
was taken to Ceda'
ribs. He
twoLebanon
of
Hospital.

Chicago — George Browne, of t
an il
IATSE, is improving from
ness contracted at the Denver A
expected
is
and
of L convention
return
next week.

Canton, O. — Max Young, operat*
of the McKinley, Mozart and Sts
theaters, who has been ill for s£
eral months has recovered sufficien
to resume participation in t
ly
management of his houses.

Springfield, O.— Lew Harris, mai
ager of the Chakeres-Warnercase M
is recovering from a
la grippe.
jestic,

Omaha — Branch manager Tjj
Mendenhall of Paramount is |
Hospital recovering froi:
Methodist
an
operation.

Marschoene
Neb.—
ne Phil
theWayne,
Marschoe
Circuit is convj
lescing after a long illness.
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J!,150,000 IS OFFERED
K PARA, ^SETTLEMENT
(Continued from

Pane

1)

v ch time Judge Coxe is expected
ipprove the settlement,
harles D. Hilles, trustee who filed
prosecuted the suits against
1 nk A. Bailey and Jules Brula2 ■, Paramount officers, for alleged
I riandling of funds, declared in his
I tion that while he and his atI ieys believed ithey could have
I ived more money if the action
v t to trial, it would have resulted
ir. prolonged litigation and might
hi j a harmful effect upon Param nt. Among other reasons cited
■ the expense involved in proceedin with court litigation.
aramount, in its stpulation of
■I lement, asserted that the settlein it made by it is not to "be
ned an admission by the defenI ;s of the truth of the allegati s" advanced by the complainant.
kyment of $450,000 toward the
ef.ement will be made by Adolph
ZAjbr and Eugene J. Zukor over a
tmear period beginning Jan. 2,
Jlffl. They will make yearly payE. Brulamfts of $45,000. Jules
>L will pay $112,500 in five notes
b^/een Dec. 3, 1937 and July 1,
i; Mn Katz, who was awarded
a
w,e claim of $265,498 by the Cir•jcxt Court of Appeals last Spring,
v, waive $250,000 out of the $258,icC i allowed him toward settlement.
Ilwill, however,
receive $62,948
)f|aramount securities as provided
Eo4in the plan of reorganization.
|,sse L. Lasky, who also figured
le settlement will contribute as
i share of the settlement the sum
ifjr35,000 by releasing $10,500 now
e!|by the National City Bank, as
■tee, and 1348 V2 shares of new
3|iion stock.
The balance of $1,J00 will be shared by the other
le'ndants in the action.
pplication was made by Hilles
: : an additional allowance of $7,
iOffor his services.
He had pre3ly received
$112,433.
Root,
1 k, Buckner & Ballantine, attorfor Hilles who prosecuted the
:a t asked for an allowance
of
■ ',000. They have received a to;a if $510,000 in fees.
^e two actions involved in the
-e ement were begun in 1934 in
Rf York
State
Supreme
Court
ac nst Frank Bailey and other di;e>rs and officers for $12,237,071
| alleged incompetence
in office
an mishandling
of capital
and
Btxp.
The second suit, against
Br atour and other directors, was
' 10 specific amount, but involved
| ed excessive payments
to ofic s and directors of the company.
Rosenfeld as Educator
Cincinnati— RKO's Lester Rosenfeld has
stituted a course in motion picture
ipreciation at Delbarton (W. Va.)
,gh School. Rosenfeld is RKO West
rginla representative
out of Cincy.
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WB ASKS $1,000,000
IN NATI SCREEN SUIT

The Foreign Field
♦

♦

News Flashes from AM Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

(Continued from Page
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ident of National Screen Service,
Toby
Gruen, vice-president and
Mexican Film Notes
'Souls at Sea" in Stockholm
treasurer, and Sam Dembow, general manager, allege that defenMexico City — Salvador Bueno will
Stockholm — Paramount's "Souls
dants made trailers using the Warsoon start shooting on his forth- at Sea" has opened with an imposner name. The defendants have
coming production of "Abnegacion"
ing premiere at Paramount's China denied the charges.
("Self-sacrifice"), a tear-jerker Theater here, following its successAn accounting of the profits of
which will star Virginia Fabregas.
ful run at the Kino-Savoy in Helthe alleged trailers and a permanent
Rafael Portas has been signed to singsfors, Finland.
direct . . . Camera work on Juan
injunction restraining them from
such future practices are also asked.
Orol Garcia's "Eterna Martir" ("En- Carol Reid to Direct GB Pix
London — Carol Reid has been asduring Martyr") has been completed. The opus, which Orol Garsigned to direct GB's "Bank Holi- Author Seeks to Examine
cia himself megaphoned, features
day", from the script by Rodney
the director-producer, Consuela Mo- Ackland and Hans Wilhelm. John
Yates in $350,000 Suit
reno, Jose Juan Martinez Casado, Lodge and Margaret Lockwood will
Adria Delhort and Antonio Liceaga. have the leading roles.
(Continued from Page 1)
. . . The title of Cinematografica
an examination before trial of HerExcelsior's new picture, "Acabo de
bert J. Yates, president of ConsoliMa tar a una Mujer" ("I've Just Completes "South Riding"
London — "South Riding," the Lon- dated.
Killed a Woman") which Miguel
don Film production sponsored and
Her petition states that the deZacarias is handling, has just been
fendants used her name in adverdirected by Victor Saville, has been
changed to "La Cuna Vacia" ("The
edited for early retising the Liberty production, "Once
Empty Cradle") . . . Max Urban, completedlease.and
Large cast is headed by to Every Bachelor," and that it was
German-born composer who does
the musical arrangement for most Ralph Richardson, Edna Best, Ed- adapted from her story "A Search
of the pictures made locally, has
mund Gwenn, Ann Todd, John Clem- for the Spring." She claims this
spoiled
ents and Marie Lohr. United Ar- her
returned from a three-week stay in
story.the possibilities of sale of
tists will release the production.
Hollywood where he studied American film factories' musical methods.
. . . "Aguila o Sol" ("Heads or
K. C. Midland Deal Not Set
M-G-M's
for— In
London
addition"Yank"
to players
Tails"), Cinematografica Interna- Cast
cional, S. A.'s (CISA) forthcoming already announced for M-G-M's notReports
that lease
Loew's,
Inc.,Midland
would
renew the
on the
production, its second this season, is
scheduled to go before the cameras British production, "A Yank at Ox- Theater, Kansas City, were neither
ford," Vivien Leigh and Griffith confirmed nor denied in New York
soon with Cantinflas and Medel co- Jones have
been engaged to play
starred and Margarita Mora fur- opposite the stars, Robert Taylor yesterday. It is understood that M.
nishing the charm. Arcady Boytler and Maureen O'Sullivan. Others B. Shanberg and Herbert Woolf,
will direct . . . Jose Luis Bueno is
the theater and the Midcast for the film are Lionel Barry- owners ofBuilding,
are conferring with
having "Cantar Llorando" ("Sing- more, Tully Marshall, Edmund Loew land
officials in New York, but no
ing with Tears in Their Eyes"), his Gwenn, C. V. France, Edward Rignew effort, readied. Rolando Aguilar by, Robert Coote and Noel Howlett. decision has been reached. The Midland is a 4000-seat downtown house.
will direct and it will star Esperan- Photography is now under way with
za Iris, veteran stage star.
Jack Conway directing.

UMPTO-Para. Meeting Friday
Deutsch
on
UA,
Ltd.,
Board
Lewen Pizor, UMPTO president,
London — H. R. Schleman has been
London — Oscar Deutsch and Dr. and a committee of Philadelphia exappointed publicity director for Arturo
Giannini have been elected
UA's London Publicity Head

United Artists here. Associated
with him is John Dowling, recently
with New World Pictures. H. Miller has been added to the exploitation department.

'Caucasian Cyclone' in London

London — Genia Nirova, known as
"The Caucasian Cyclone" on the
Continent, has been brought to London for stage and screen work by
David A. Bader, who, with Jack
Saville, discovered the brilliant Russian singer in the South of France
earlier in the year. Bader considers
her
date. one of his greatest "finds" to

Front Populaire Film a Hit
Paris — "Le Temps
des Cerises",
made by the left-wing picture producers as propaganda for the Front
Populaire, has been shown here with
pronounced
success
and applause
from public and press, irrespective
of political belief.
Film tells the
progress
of two
families,
one
wealthy, one poor, from 1895 to the
present
day.
Director
Dreyfus has
been
accorded
high praise.

members of the board of directors
of United Artists, Ltd., succeeding
Ai-thur
W. Kelly and Philip Guedalla.

A Bernadotte for Films

hibitors are scheduled to meet tomorrow with Paramount officials on
a plan for ending the current dis-

"Horizon" Holds at Chi.

Chicago
Horizon"
be
Stockholm — Lennart Bernadotte, pute.
held
over —for"Lost
a fourth
week will
at the
grandson of the King of Sweden Apollo, B & K second-run Loop
who became a commoner upon his house.
marriage to Karin Nissvandt, is reported to have signed a contract to
appear
industri. in films for Svensk FilmTo Publicize
"Beethoven"
Oliver
M. Sayler
has been engaged
by
World
Pictures
to publi"Zenda" for London Odeon
cize "The Life and Loves of BeeLondon — "The Prisoner of Zenda"
has been selected as the opening attraction of Oscar Deutsch's new
Odeon Theater in the West End of
McCarthy Raves
' London on Nov. 2. The theater will thoven."
Charles E. McCarthy, 20th-Fox direc!have a seating capacity of 2,300.
tor of advertising and publicity, when
j
he returned from the Coast yesterday
Stage is being equipped for television as well as pictures.
morning, announced that "In Old Chicago," recently completed Fox film,
was the greatest picture that the com[
pany had ever turned out. He said
jVienna Bans Guitry Film
that it was the biggest thing that Fox
had ever done and would rank with
Vienna — Sascha Guitry's film, "We
any
of the had
"greatest
pictures" that
Shall Dream", has been banned by
the industry
turned out.
because of its dou' the local censor
ble-adultery theme.
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HIRLIMAN JOINS REP.
AS SIEGEL'S ASST.
.tinned from Page 1)

"He will be used in whatever capacity his ability will serve best."
Reports that Walter Wanger or
Charles Ford, Universal newsreel
editor, would move to Republic are
unfounded, Yates declared. He said
no changes are contemplated.

Circuit Exec. Pessimistic
Over Games Ban Success
Pessimism over the success of
ITOA's move to line up New York
theaters in a crusade against games
was expressed yesterday by a circuit executive. Although he said he
approved of the idea and was in full
sympathy with the campaign, he
said it was doubtful that local
houses would cooperate 100 per cent
in the plan.
The executive said he believed the
major circuits and the ITOA houses
were sincere in signing the pledge
to ban giveaways and that they
would abide by the agreement if,
and when, it is adopted, but he
feared that many independent exhibitors would retain games as long
as they proved popular with the
public.

Lina Pictures Ordered To
Return All Prints to Ufa
New York Supreme Court Justice
Edgar J. Lauer yesterday rendered
a judgment directing Lina Pictures
Corporation and Joseph Briskman to
turn over to Ufa Films Inc., all
prints of the Ufa pictures "The
White Devil", "The Immortal Vagabond" and "The Last Company" in
their possession or control. They
were also directed to account before
a referee for all moneys allegedly,
"wrongfully received" by them because of their exploitation of these
pictures.
George Nitze, president of Ufa,
when he learned of the decision yesterday, announced that it was of importance to the whole industry as it
conclusively proved that restitution
in cases of this kind could be swiftly and effectvely made.

Poster Service Meeting
Chicago — The National Poster
Service Association will hold a special meeting at the Palmer House
Saturday.
"Wild West" Theater
Atlantic City — So successful was the
tryout of the "wild west" theater in
Pleasantville, a short drive from the
resort, that instead of its previous one
day a week schedule, it will now run
through most of the week with several
changes. Theater plays only westerns
and war pictures, with all western serials, and cowboy shorts. While matinee
audiences, mostly kid trade, it is noted
that evenings nearly all male with good
draw from AC.

D6UJS Of TH€ DRV
Baltimore — A move to require all
local theaters to display on their
screens, diagrams of the theaters
showing fire escapes and exits has
been started. The requirement is
embodied in an ordinance introduced
in the City Council and referred to
a committee. The proposed law
would make it mandatory for the
diagram to be kept on the screen
for at least one minute during each
performance.

Evansville, Ind. — The Royal has
been remodeled and seating capacity increased. Tom Shields is now
operating the house.
Bridgeport, Conn. — Harry F.
Shaw, Loew-Poli division manager,
has appointed Allan Robbins assistant manager of the Poli Theater,
moving Robert Munzner to a similar post at the Majestic.

Connersville, Ind. — Joe Schilling,
Cincinnati— The Ward Elliott Enof the Lyric here, is planterprises are negotiating for the operator
ning a new theater to be built in
Williamstown, Ky., movie theater, the southern
part of the state.
a 500-seater.
Cincinnati — John Dugan, resigned
Chicago — Henry Jante has been
from Big Features, is now booker
made an assistant manager of the for
Gaumont British.
State Lake Theater of the Jones,
Linick, Schaefer circuit.
Chicago — Miss Emma Abplanalp,
Xenia, O. — A continuous run pol- for many years secretary of the
icy every day is proving successful Chicago Film Board, has entered
in the new Chakeres-Xenia Theater. the office supplies business.
Before the opening of this new de
luxe theater in the Greene County
Stigler, Okla. — Jack Pierce is
capital none of the city's three the- completing his new 300-seat Cabin
aters even maintained a daily mati- Theater here.
nee policy.
Detroit — Latest film row birth is
Lincoln, Neb.— R. W. Huffman, a girl, to Ralph Ruben, head of
formerly with the J. H. Cooper Amusement Supply Co.
Enterprises of Colorado and late of
Pueblo, has been brought on here
Cincinnati — Jim Wilson, owner of
as assistant city manager to work the Riverside and the Woodlawn,
with
tee. City Manager Walter F. Shu- suburban houses, is passing the pei'fectos.
It's a girl.
New Haven, Conn. — Edward G.
Lincoln, Neb. — Ed Burke, formRuff, manager of Paramount Picerly with Westland Theaters in
tures, announces the promotion of
Edward Fitzgerald, shipper, to the Colorado, comes on here at "the
Varsity to manage the house under
assistant booker's post left vacant the new western policy. He replaces
by the appointment of Hugh Ma- Alvin Hendricks, whose destination
guire as booker at RKO. William
in Colorado.
Nutile, former assistant shipper, has is somewhere
been made shipper, • and Samuel
Columbus, O — Earl Pepper has
Lewis of Boston, assistant shipper.
been named by J. Real Neth as
Remington,
Ind. — Don Callahan, manager of the newly completed
Markham Theater. Darley Thomphas re-opened the Roxy here.
son, assistant manager at the State,
will succeed to the managerSt. Louis, Mo. — The Greenman
ship of the Cameo.
Theaters, Inc., headed by Harry
Greenman, has added the Studio
Denver — The Gem Theater at
Theater, Pine Lawn, a local suburb, Yuma, has been sold to Kenneth
to its growing string of neighbor- Powell and James Hughes, operahood houses.
tors at Wray and Burlington, by
Frank Bronte.
Boston — Chet Sawin, who recently
resigned from the staff of RCA BosChicago — Jules Lanfield, formerly
ton office is now on the sales staff
with B and K, has joined the Alger
of Imperial Pictures here.
Brothers circuit and will look after
the Park Theater in Champaign.
Detroit — Jack Zide is new state
salesman for Monogram Pictures.
Detroit — Krim Brothers have appointed Frank Mellon, veteran DeNorman, Okla. — L. A. Chatham,
manager, as manager of the
manager of the Sooner, University Park troit
Theater, succeeding Roy
and Varsity Theaters here, has been
named to the membership commit- Campbell, resigned.
tee of the Chamber of Commerce.
Chickasha, Okla. — A. C. Wooten
Holloway, O. — Dave Thomas of has been named manager of the
Martins Ferry has taken over the Ismo Theater here, operated by
Gem Theater from the former own- Southwestern Theaters, Inc. Wooten comes to Chickasha from Kansas.
ers, Messrs. Grier and Trott.

SWITCHES HANDLING
OFSERVIGECONTRAGTS
(Continued from Page

1)

Stanley W. Hand, staff representative. In charge of and responsible
for sales operations will be L. J.
Hacking, district manager in Boston; W. W. Simons, district manager, New York; E. 0. Wilschke,
district manager, Philadelphia; A.
Fiore, district manager, Atlanta; R.
Hilton, district manager, Chicago;
0. Hunt, F. C. Dickely, H. W. Dodge,
district managers in Kansas City,
Detroit and Western District, respectively, and W. E. Woodward,
regional sales director in the southeast.
L. W. Conrow, general operating
manager for Erpi, stated yesterday
that he and Bert Sanford will leave
New York shortly for Chicago to
attend the sales meeting of Motiograph, Inc., which will be held Oct.
28 and 29 at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel there. Both, it is understood
through Chicago sources, will address the two-day convention.

WB

Appropriates $180,000

(Continued from
1)
To Exploit
Pix, Page
"Tovarich"

general release of the picture. The
appropriation is the largest ever
made by Warner Bros, for an individual picture, and will be spent
on newspapers, national magazines,
billboards,
trade papers and other
media.

Disney Closes Deal With
Pepsodent for Air Show
(Continued from Page

1)

will

be heard on succeeding
Sundays at the same time.
Roy Disney, who flew in from the
Coast Monday to clinch the deal, returns to Hollywood today by train.

Warners to Open Lima
House Dark Four Years
Lima, O. — The Faurot Opera
House is scheduled for reopening
about Nov. 15, almost four years
after it was darkened. Remodeling
has been authorized by Warner
Bros., who hold the lease, but a decision has not been reached whether
stage or screen productions will be
featured.
Television Defined
Salt
of the
during
"Souls

Lake City — It happened in front
box-office of the Studio Theater
the day-and-date engagement of
at Sea" at the Studio and Paramount. One elderly gent pointed out
to another that the pix was playing the

two houses. Second insisted it wasn't
possible. Countered the first, "You've
heard of television, haven't you?" No.
2 admitted he had. "Well," said No.
1, "that's it."
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WILCOX GIVESUPPLANS
TO PRODUCE IN ITALY
(Continued from Page

1)

in Technicolor. British stars who
have earned box office reputations
in American films will head his casts,
he added.
First film gets under way in January with subject matter to be determined in discussions with Leo
Spitz and Ned E. Depinet, president
and vice-president, respectively, of
RKO-Radio.
Now in production is "The Rat,"
which winds up a separate Wilcox
contract with RKO for two features,
first of which was "Victoria the
Great." Wilcox leaves for Washington next week to attend opening of
latter. He goes then to Hollywood
for another opening before returning to New York and departing for
England.

What Happens to Film Critics?

Lincoln, Neb. — What eventually happens to movie critics? Since 1900, as nearly
as the information can be gathered, the history of Nebraska movie-looksees goes thus:
13 of them married men outside of the newspaper business and quit the game; Keene
Abbott, of the World-Herald (Omaha) retired to write; Anne Longman, Nebraska
State Journal (Lincoln), became secretary to the managing editor; ditto for Lulu Mae
Coe, The Lincoln Star; Jake Rachman (Jack Reel) of the Omaha Bee-News, went to
KOIL and does an around-town column. Tops in achievement of the whole bunch, so
far, is Dick Hunter, former aisler for the Omaha Bee (before consolidation with the
News).
He is Nebraska's attorney general.

Theatrical Luncheon for
Mahoney Ticket Campaign

Joseph Gransky, chairman of the
Theatrical Division of the MahoneyTaylor-Schneider campaign, announced yesterday that a stage,
screen and radio luncheon will be
held on Thursday, Oct. 28, at 1 p.m.
in the Hotel Victoria, which will be
attended by all three of the Democratic candidates for high city offices, and by Postmaster General
James A. Farley, Edward J. Flynn,
Stanley Osserman and William F.
Brunner. 500 invitations, Gransky
said, have been dispatched to leading figures in the amusement indusTwo New Industry Firms
Division's honorary committee
Get New York Charters for thetry. event
includes Pat Rooney,
Mitzi Green, Lou Brown, Sam Lyons,
Albany — Two new industry com- Arthur Mester, Roy Mack, Oscar
panies have been chartered in New Markovich, Harry Schumer, Philip
York state.
They are:
King, A. Alvin Fleischer, Morris
Amropa Film Exchange, Inc., Green, Al Jones, Marion Brent, Leon
New York City, to distribute mo- Herzfeld, Sid Spinrad, Phil Rosention picture films. Joseph Eckhaus,
berg, Maude Hilton, Al Dow and
Walter Bibo, Joseph Scheinman, in- Chamberlain Brown. Other officers
corporators.
of the Theatrical Division, in addiPlaza Productions, Inc., New York
tion to chairman Gransky, are Paul
City, to operate motion picture the- Weintraub and Al Rogers, vice-presaters, places of amusement. Anne
ident; Arnold Van Leer, publicity diSwick, Sidney J. Guran, Doris
rector; Arthur Pearce, secretary,
Berkman, incorporators.
and Raymond Callahan, treasurer.

RKO in Peru
i

Lima, Peru — Under the supervision of Ben Y. Cammack, a company
I has been organized here under the
(name
of RKO
Radio Pictures del
Peru, S. A., for the distribution in
Peru of the RKO
Radio product
: which was formerly distributed by
J. Calero Paz. The new branch will
be managed by William S. Farmer,
formerly Assistant Manager of the
Panama Branch of RKO Radio, who
Lj is already in the field conducting
i operations.

Para. Releasing

Mex.

Film

"f distribution
Paramount of has
the
the taken
Mexicanoverpicture
I "Amapola del Camino" for all parts
|lof the world with the exception of
|the United States and Mexico, the
foreign department announced yesterday. The picture stars Tito Guii zar, Mexican star, who arrives in
New York tomorrow from Buenos
S | Aires by air.

Bush Joins 20th-Fox

Here's One Answer

Copyright Action Brings
5 Attorneys $4,000 Fees
Federal Judge Vincent L. Leibell
has awarded $4,000 in attorneys' fees and allowances to Willard
S. McKay Adolph Schimel, Howard
M. Antevil, Julian T. Abeles and
former Mayor of New York City,
Joseph V. McKee, out of $25,000
sought for successfully defending
12 film companies and distributors
in a copyright infringement action.
Defendants in the copyright suit,
instituted by Georges A. Gogniat,
president of the United Music Co.,
which was dismissed in U. S. District Court last September, over the
alleged use of three musical compositions, in Universal's "Goofytone
News Reel" were Universal Pictures
Corp., Gem Pictures Corp., Loew's,
Inc., Consolidated Amusement Enterprises, Inc., Don Malkanes, Morris S. Tropp, George Cochran, Universal Film Exchange, Inc., Big U
Film Exchange 981 8th Ave. Corp.,
and the Woodside Operating Corp.

Development of Stereophonic
Sound Seen as Too Costly

"Very remote" are the chances of
introduction of "stereophonic" sound
into present-day production, H. G.
Buffalo Theaters Jump
Knox, Erpi vice-president in charge
of
engineering, disclosed yesterday.
B. O. Prices 5, 10 Cents
The development, demonstrated at
Buffalo — New price scales are SMPE's recent New York convention, depends on a two-channel sysscheduled to take effect in downtown
ter to create the illusion of dialogue
first-runs Thursday. A. C. Hayman's and sound effects emanating from
Lafayette and Shea's Century will
points of origin on the screen.
be 25c to 6 p.m., and 35c thereatfer, their
Knox said that he did not believe
instead of 25c all day. The Buffalo,
Great Lakes and Hippodrome will producers were ready for "stereophonic" sound since it would add
add five cents to their charges. The
Genesee, Victoria and Jefferson, Ba- considerably to the cost of production
and
require an expenditure of
sil neighborhood houses, have added
several million of dollars in theaters.
five cents. Upward trend is indicated elsewhere.

"Virginia" Folding
"Virginia," Laurence StallingsOwen Davis musical at the Center
Theater, is reported bowing out Saturday night. Mona Barrie, film
player in the cast, leaves for Hollywood by plane Monday. Plans of
Nigel Bruce and Gene Lockhart, also
in cast, are not known.

Kent Drive Over Top

The eighth week of the annual
Rodney Bush, former Eastern ad- Sydney R. Kent drive found the
'vertising representative
of Walter 20th-Fox president back at his desk
glowing praise for the efforts
jWanger, yesterday joined the 20th- with
Fox advertising and publicity staff of his field force which has boosted
under Charles E. McCarthy.
Bush Fox sales to the hghest point in the
'| starts off on the preliminary cam- history of the company. Kent has
been ill the past week.
ipaign for "In Old Chcago".

ITOA GIVEAWAY BAN
BEGINS IN FLATBUSH
Theaters in Flatbush will eliminate giveaways next week as the
first step in the proposal to ban
games in New York City, it was decided yesterday at a meeting of
ITOA members at the Hotel Astor.
Circuits to cooperate in the agreement include Rugoff & Becker,
Brandt,
Randforce,
Loew's
RKO andSkouras,
Century.
Other sections
to follow are Washington Heights
and the Bronx, with the hope eventually of eliminating the games
throughout the city, members said.
Harry Brandt, ITOA president,
said that he had invited Nathan
Yamins, president of Allied States,
to attend ITOA meetings, to discuss
plans to sponsor a national independent exhibitor convention.
It was announced at yesterday's
meetingforce and
that
the Loew's,
Brandt RKO,
circuitsRandhad
raised admission prices in the Bushwick section of Brooklyn.
The plan to have committees representing Allied Theaters of New
Jersey and ITOA get together on
problems affecting both organizations was approved at the meeting.
Five Allied members will be invited
to attend all ITOA sessions.
Maurice Fleischman was appointed chairman of the ITOA committee
to meet with the Allied group. He
will select four others from the
board of directors.

Paramount News Defers
Two-Reeler Experiment

Paramount News which has been
considering a two-reel newsreel will
not make the experiment at the
present time, it is learned.
No effort will be made to departmentalize the newsreel, it was also
said. Recent signing of a number
of commentators to report specialized features does not mean that
these features will be included in
every issue.
Paramount News feels that estabished departments — -such ;as fashions, sports, politics, etc., would
have to be maintained in every is"March of Time"
Luncheon
sue if the system was started, thereLouis de Rochemont, producer of
by limiting the footage to important news events. However, the spethe March of Time, was host at the
cial features will be included when
luncheon yesterday at the St. Moritz
to 75 RKO theater and district man- their importance warrants them.
agers in the New York area. Among
the guests were Ned E. Depinet, S.
Sunday Test In Virginia
Barret McCormick, Rutgers Neilson
Danville, Va. — The second atand many others of the home office
tempt within a year to operate theand
staff of RKO's theater
aters here on Sunday was made by
and publicity
picture departments.
Charles
Abercrombie,
who
was
served with a warrant
charging
P. D. Cochrane Recovered
Sunday law violation.
If convicted
in Police Court he will carry the
P. D. Cochrane, Universal's direc- case to the Corporation Court.
A
tor of advertising, publicity and explotation, has returned to his desk similar test case was brought by
Fleet Robinson sometime ago.
He
at the home office after being con- I was
convicted in Police Court and
fined to his home in New Rochelle
with as light attack of ptomaine I a Corporation Court jury sustained
j the verdict.
poisoning.
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Benefit Will Raise Funds
for Vaude Revival Drive
Omaha — David B. Clifford, in
show business more than 30 years,
and Penny Pennington, local master
of ceremonies and comedian, have
been elected president and vice-president, respectively, of the Midwest
Talent Association, which will launch
its drive to restore vaudeville to
stages of this territory with a 20act show at the city audiorium Oct.
.SO and 31.
Clifford succeeds Dante Picciotti,
who in turn takes over directorship
of the Omaha civic orchestra from
Harry Brader, resigned vice-president of the association. Brader is
returning' to the Minneapolis symphony orchestra as first violinist.

Greater Shorts Emphasis
Policy In Griffith Houses

Street Scene
Being

the

Best Remembered
Exhibitor Experience
Adolph G. Johnson, of the Strand
Theater, Hamden, Conn.
As Told

to FILM

DAILY

of

—

AS pictures go, it wasn't a bad bill. There was a full house,
and the customers were apparently enjoying themselves,
when suddenly there was audible sniffing in several parts of the
house.

Heads began to turn inquisitively, I A
^ fc
investigated
than there were several
phew s
he
^ discovere(f that
and "wow s and some whistling. f om. blocks from
h thea
£SJ- SwdubefT' \hG P1^Urti WG1T * U*
trolley had run over a skunk
bad.
Where to place the blame for and d
*
.
fa the_
this odor, then, which even I was ,
**
neighborhood
painful
ly conscious of by this time. Was permeat
ed.
First
we
shut
off
the
ventilating
For
an
hour
and a half we disFilm Library Active In
system, which was wafting the odor > pensed with the cooling system and
Mich. Theaterless Spots in powerful gusts over the audi- ! substituted strong perfumes. Finalence. Then we searched back of ly, the audience was lulled from
Detroit — Michigan Film Library the theater carefully, but found noth- skunk to screen again and all was
well.
is starting a new program of ap- ing.
pointing special distributors in
upstate towns that have been thea- UDT Managers Organize
Vitaphone Will Release
terless for some years.
7 Shorts In November
Detroit
Bowling
League
A series of small circuits is being
built up, using late releases from
Vitaphone has set release dates
major companies, Alban J. Norris,
Detroit — Managers of United De- for seven shorts during the month
general manager, said, and results
troit Theaters have formed a bowl- of November, announces Norman
are being watched with close attening league of their own, playing
tion by the non-theatrical field. The every Monday night at the Masonic H. Moray, Vitaphone sales manager. Of these, three are of twoMichigan Film Library has been
Alleys — at midnight. Ten reel length, and four re-releases:
especially active in recent seasons Temple
teams have been formed, with asThe two-reelers in the "Broadin
merchant-sponsoi'ed
sistant managers and office staff
showspromoting
in theaterless
towns.
way Brevities" series are:
members as well as a few others
Fifi D'Orsay and Rufe Davis in
from other departments of the or- "Toot Sweet," Nov. 6; Joe Palooka
ganization. Roy Miller, manager of in "Calling All Kids," with Robert
Springfield, 0., State
the Broadway-Capitol, is manager of Norton, Nov. 20; and "The Man
with Asher Shaw, man- Without a Country," with John
Adopts Week-Run Policy the League,
ager of the United Artists Theater, Litel, filmed in Technicolor, Nov. 27.
The one-reelers are:
as treasurer. A 25-week schedule
'
0. — Afterthea six-weeks
ld, period,
Springfie
"Roping 'Em Alive," a Vitaphone
ntal
policy of is planned.
experime
Another film bowling organiza- Variety," Nov. 6; "A Vitaphone
the State Theater has been permation got under way at the Masonic Pictorial Revue No. 3," a "Pictorial
nently changed to week-runs.
This change gives Spiingfield — a Temple Alleys, when the Screen- Revue," Nov. 13; "Arnold Johnson
and Orchestra," a "Melody Master,"
city of 75,000 — two week's run the- craft Club opened its season with Nov. 13; and "Mysterious Ceylon,"
aters, the Regent and the State. four teams. Time of rolling is 1:30
The Majestic Theater is doing two p.m., Tuesdays, with Ray Doyle, an E. M. Newman "Colortour Adventure," Nov. 20. In addition there
changes weekly and the Fairbanks Oliver Theater, in charge of arwill probably be one release each
three.
rangements. Club is made up of
members of the local Projectionists from the Floyd Gibbons "Your True
Adventure" series, "Merrie MelUnion, IATSE.
ody" cartoons in Technicolor, and
the "Looney Tune" cartoons.
"Souls" Clicking In Europe
"Souls at Sea" is writing the UA Sets Two Road Show
greatest success-story across the
Celotex to Pay Dividends
face of Europe of any Paramount
Board of directors of the Celotex
ne'
rica
"Hur
for
s
Date
picture since "Lives of a Bengal
Corp., manufacturers of building
Lancer," according to a cable re"Hurricane" opens road show en- materials extensively used in theater
port sent the home office in New
gagement at the Locust theater, construction, has declared for the
York yesterday by vice-president
John W. Hicks, Jr., at present con- Philadelphia, on Nov. 12 and at the quarter ending Oct. 31, a dividend
Colonial, Boston, Nov. 16, it was of 40 cents per share on the common
cluding his customary business sur- learned
at the United Artists home
vey of the Continent.
stock and the regular quarterly divioffice yesterday. Boston's campaign
dend of $1.25 per share on the prewill be handled by Art Catlin, who
ferred, payable
Oct.18.25 to stockholdwill
be
assisted
in
exploiting
the
Gillis Allowed $1,500
ers of record
Oct.
women's
angle
by
Nan
Cohen.
Leo
J. F. Gillis, attorney for the
be in charge of the Philbondholders committee in the reor- Pillot willadelphia
campagn.
Price Co. In New Haven
ganization of the Flatbush Ave. and
New Haven — Price Premium Co.
Nevins St. Corp., owners of the
"Hurricane" opens at the Astor
Brooklyn Fox Theater and Office theater, New York, tentatively on will establish New Haven quarters
Building, was allowed fees of $1,500 Nov. 4. On the New York campaign, on Meadow St. very shortly, at the
out of $4,500 requested, by Federal UA plans to spot ads on the sports, same time maintaining Boston offices, Harry Germaine announces.
Judge William Bondy. He had pre- financial and women's pages of the
viously received $13,500 for his ser- daily newspapers, in addition to the Germaine moved his company from
vices.
the Elm to the Hub city last year.
amusement sections.

Oklahoma City — A new policy
toward short subjects is to be adopted by Griffith Amusement Co. and
affiliated enterprises, operators of
over 200 Southwestern theaters.
H. O. Stark has been appointed
in charge of a newly-created department to supervise all short subjects contracted and assign them
to houses most adapted to their use.
The past policy of blind booking
on shorts is to be discarded and
meritorious cartoons, comedies and
other shorts are to receive billing
along with features, as Griffith executives believe theaters have been
missing a good bet along this line.

Schmertz Again Heading
Cleveland's Fund Drive
Cleveland — I. J. Schmertz, 20th
Century-Fox branch manager, for
the second consecutive year, has
been appointed Community Fund
chairman of the Motion Picture Division. Henry Greenberger of th?
Community Circuit, is assistant
chairman. Mrs. Georgia Moffett,
secretary of the Cleveland Film
Board of Trade until its demise, is
team captain. Under a similar setup the motion picture division went
over its quota last year.

Two New Industry Firms
Chartered in N. Y. State
Albany — Two new industry firms
have filed articles of incorporation
in the office of the Secretary of
State here.
They are:
Ukrafilm Corporation, New York
City; to distribute motion pictures.
John Petrowski, John Stadnyk,
John Palega, incorporators.
Rosemar Theater Co., Inc., New
York City; to exhibit motion pictures. Harold Schwam, Joseph
Quittner, Rose Goldstein, incorporators.

Charlotte Gets First
Residential Theater
Charlotte — The first motion picture theater for a Charlotte residential district is to be erected on
Elizabeth avenue and opened by the
end of the year, it is announced, by
the Charlotte Visualite corporation.
The cost of the theater is to be
The contractor, Niven Construc$37,000.
tion company, has broken ground for
the building, a one-story brick and
steel structure, with no balcony,
with seating capacity of 600.

City May Rent Theater

Atlanta, Ga. — City officials, who
took over the Erlanger
Theater |
here on Oct. 1 under a tax deed for
unpaid taxes amounting to approxi- |
mately $34,000, are considering its ;
rental and operation as a motion
picture theater.
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20TH

GIVE YOU

EDDIE AND HITTHE MOST SURPRISE-

FUL, HI -DE -HILARIOUS, EXTRAVA- GLORIOUS
MIRTH-MUSICAL
MIRTH
-MUSICAL IEVER MADE!

~| BACKED

BY ONE OF THE BIGGES1
\

20th
is pre
-selling
the nation's
millions
with
comprehensive
showmanship promotion worthy
of its greatest musical. Full-page
ads in 22 newspapers reaching
every section of the country.
Smash, big-space assist ads in key
cities. Sure-fire ads in all fan
magazines. Country -wide plugging over every big network . . .
including Eddie himself on his
big C. B. S. program. Co-operation
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by everyone of Texaco's 45,000
dealers. So many big-time exploitation angles that 8 mammoth

m

*
a7

press-sheet
pages
can'tofhold
them
all.
Reams and
reams
publicity
in every type of publication. All

PI

yours to give 20th's supreme
musical a resounding send-off!
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* * JUwews o$ the View Tit+ns
"Ali Baba Goes to
with

Eddie
Roland

Cantor, Tony Martin,
Young,
June Lang

Town"

20th Century-Fox
80 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
GRAND LOAD OF ENTERTAINMENT
WITH STAR GOING TO TOWN IN AN
IDEAL ROLE; SHOULD BE BOX-OFFICE
CLEAN-UP.
This is a grand load of entertainment,
with the picture possessing much more of
a story than the usual musical and should
be a box-office clean-up. The extravaganza is rich satire and pokes much goodnatured fun at the New Deal. It furnishes
Eddie Cantor with an ideal role and the
comedian "goes to town." David Butler
has directed effectively. Associate Producer Laurence Schwab provided a lavish
production. Gene Towne, Graham Baker
and Gene Fowler contributed a clever,
refreshing story, while Harry Tugend and
Jack Yellen concocted an amusing screenplay. Mack Gordon and Harry Revel's
songs include "Laugh Your Way Through
Life" and "Swing Is Here to Sway," sung
by Cantor, and a ballad, "I've Got My Heart
Set on You," sung by Tony Martin. Specialty
numbers are among the highlights and they
are performed by the Raymond Scott unit,
the dusky, portly Peters Sisters, Jeni Le Gon
and the Pearl Twins, with the latter offering an Oriental dance. Roland Young,
June Lang, Louise Hovick, Douglas Dumbrille, Virginia Field, John Carradine and
Alan Dinehart are among the principals.
Cantor is a hobo, who wanders on to a
location set of a movie company making

"Night
Club Lynne
Scandal"
with John Barrymore,
Overman,
Louise

Campbell,

Charles

Bickford

Paramount
70 'Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
MURDER STORY WITH BREEZY COMEDY VIA OVERMAN IS PLEASING ENTERTAINMENT.
The comic antics of the fun-raising
newspaper reporter, Lynne Overman, helps
to make this regular murder yarn a pleasing program number. The story cf the
innocent man who on circumstantial evidence is about to go to the chair only
to be saved at the last moment by the
goods being gotten on the real murderer,
has oft been told, but this one plays up
Overman and his breezy, matter-of-fact
comedy and therein it is different. He
shoulders all responsibility in a manner
which is very enjoyable to watch. John
Barrymore, Charles Bickford, Harvey
Stephens, J. Carrol Naish, Evelyn Brent
and Elizabeth Patterson capably handle
standard roles, and a newcomer, Louise
Campbell, shows the stuff that makes her
worthy of being watched. Ralph Murphy's
direction has made the most of the familiar material. He gives the piece an
ever-moving tempo and throughout suspense and interest is well maintained

Lillie Hayward's screenplay nicely builds
up the Overman character and gives him
some good lines. A play by Daniel Rubin
was the basis for the production. When
John Barrymore leaves his apartment, his
wife lies dead. The apartment manager
finds her and notifies the police, who,
on investigating, find fingerprints and a
watch charm which involve Harvey
an "Ali Baba" picture. He becomes an Stephens, who is convicted of the crime.
extra, drinks a sleeping potion, and in
his dream finds he is in the real Bagdad. Lynne Overman, having fallen in love with
He becomes advisor to the Sultan (Roland Stephen's sister, Louise Campbell, takes an
interest in the case. The death of J.
Young) and establishes work projects,
Carrol Naish, a night club owner, who has
abolishes the army and soaks the rich.
been wounded while eluding the police,
He has Young abdicate as Sultan and run
for President, but the people force the leads the police to suspect Barrymore,
who confesses after Overman explains just
office on Eddie. Young's enemies try to what procedure Barrymore has followed.
waylay Eddie, but, with the aid of a Magic
Carpet, he routs the enemies, headed by Having reached the point where the girl
should fall all over him (Overman), she
Douglas
Dumbrille.
informs him of her engagement to another.
Cast: Eddie Cantor, Tony Martin, Roland
Cast: John Barrymore, Lynne Overman,
Young, June Lang, Louise Hovick, John
Carradine, Virginia Field, Alan Dinehart, Louise Campbell, Charles Bickford, Harvey
Douglas Dumbrille, Maurice Cass, Warren Stephens, J. Carrol Naish, Evelyn Brent,
Hymer, Stanley Fields, Paul Hurst, Sam Elizabeth Patterson, Cecil Cunningham,
Barlowe Borland, John Sheehan, George
Hayes, Douglas Wood, Sidney Fields, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Charles Lane, Raymond Guhl, Frank O'Connor, Leonard Willey,
Scott Quintet, Peters Sisters, Jeni Le Gon, George Offerman, Jr., Lee Shumway, DoroPearl Twins.
thy Howe, Herbert Ashlay, Jack Raymond,
Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck; Associate Mack Gray, Robert Brister, Dick Cramer,
Producer, Laurence Schwab; Director, David Butler; Authors, Gene Towne, Graham
Baker, Gene Fowler; Screenplay, Harry
Tugend, Jack Yellen; Cameraman, Ernest
Palmer; Art Director, Bernard Herzbrun;
Editor, Irene Morra; Musical Director, Louis
Silver; Dance Director, Sammy Lee; 'Music
and Lyrics, Mack Gordon, Harry Revel,
Raymond Scott.
Direction, Effective Photography, Splendid.

New

Big Rapids Theater

Big Rapids, Mich. — J. Arthur Simon, of the Butterfield Theaters,
Inc., announces that the company
will erect a new theater here, to be
called the Big Rapids.

John Hamilton, Fred Warren, Spec O'Donnell, Dudley Clement, Franklin Parker,
Reginald Simpson.
Director, Ralph Murphy; From the play
by Daniel N. Rubin; Screenplay, Lillie Hayward; Cameraman, Leo Tover, ASC; Art
Directors, Hans Dreier, Earl Hedrick; Editor, Archie Marshek; Sound, Phil Wisdom.
Direction,
Suspenseful Photography,
Good.

Krim House Opens Nov. 15
Detroit — New 600-seat theater is
now in process of construction for
the Krim Theatrical Enterprises on
Woodward Ave. in Birmingham,
North Side suburb of Detroit, and
will open Nov. 15.

"Doctor Syn"

starring George Arliss
GB
77 Mins.
FINE SWASHBUCKLING ROMANTIC
DRAMA OF SMUGGLING DAYS
RIE ENGLAND IS COLORFUL.

IN MER-

For those who like their costume romantics of the good old days, this British
production will suit them right down to
the ground. It is a gay and blustery tale
that recreates the hectic days of smuggling
on the English Coast in a believable and
colorful manner. George Arliss is seen in
the role of the kindly old Reverend Syn,
who is the loved vicar of the little coastal
village. The opening of the film shows
events twenty years before, when this
same saintly reverend is seen as the renowned pirate, Captain Clegg. The pirate
is captured, tried and apparently hanged
in the little village. Actually the coffin
is filled with stones, and Dr. Syn appears
a little later as the vicar. Only one or
two know that he is the pirate chief. These
are former members of his crew, now
respectable villagers. But they engage in
smuggling, and with the revenue from
costly wines, the entire village is prosperous and happy. The good Reverend is the
brains of the smuggling operations. A
captain with his revenue officers arrives
to track down the smugglers and get the
evidence. The story concerns itself with
the clever manner in which the Reverend
Syn, and the villagers in the know, outwit
the naval men. Plenty of thrills and romance result, with a murder and a hanging, and the marriage of a pretty miss to

a a

"Wenn FOREIGN
Wir Alle Enge

("If We
Were
All Angels"!
Casino Film Exchange
102 Mm:
AMUSING COMEDY, LENGTHY BU
WELL-ACTED. APPEAL CONFINED T(
GERMAN-SPEAKING
FANS.
Despite the fact that its action is quit
drawn out, and might be effectivel
snapped up via editing, this is nevertheles
a pleasing comedy, made particularly s
by the astute manner in which it has bee
acted and directed. With its slapstic
situations, pantomime and amusing dialer
it is well calculated to divert German
speaking audiences, but the absence c

Waeren"

subtitles in English limit the film's appe.
for domestic picturegoers. There is onl
a thread of a stroy, but the capable ca<
enters into its telling with enthusiasm an
good effect. Screenplay treats of a dome5
tic squabble issuing from the fact the
Heinz Ruehmann, and his wife, Leni Maren
bach, are away from their home over nigh
and experience separate adventures. Re
turning from their individual adventure
the former is dragged into police cour
accused of having stolen sheets from th
bed of the hotel where he stayed. Thl
accusation brings up all sorts of mirthfi
complications which are finally set happi

at rest. Carl Froelich's direction takes th
photoplay out of the commonplace. Phctoj
raphy is tip-top, and, at times, unusual
picturesque.
Cast: Heinz Ruehmann, Leni Marer
bach, Lotte Rausch, Elsa Delands, Haral
Paulsen, Hans Herten, Will Dohm. Pai
the Squire's son. The romance is en- Mederow, Ernest Waldow, Huge rr el
gineered by the vicar, for the girl is his lich, Carl De Vogt.
daughter. In a court trial the navy capProducer, Tobis Europa; Director, Ga
tain dramatically proves that Dr. Syn is
Froelich; Author, Heinnch Spoerl Prt
Pirate Clegg. Syn escapes with his smug- sented at the 86th St. Casino Theater.
gling crew, and departs on a waiting boat,
happy that he has accomplished what he
set out to do. There is a villainous and
(Once a Week)
terrifying mulatto prisoner of the revenue
crew bent on revenge as he pursues his Danubia
Pictures, Inc.
73 Min
ancient enemy, the Pirate Clegg, through
FUNNY COMICS, FUNNY STORY, ANi
the action. Finely acted with a competent
GOOD DIRECTION MAKE THIS PI1
cast. The authentic costuming and sets AMUSING.

"Hetenkent Egyszer"

are
ness. done with the usual British thoroughCast: George Arliss, Margaret Lockwood,
John Loder, Roy Emerton, Graham Moffatt,
Frederick Burtwell, George Merritt, Athole Stewart, Wilson Coleman, Wally Patch,
Meinhart Maur.
Producer, Edward

Black; Director, Roy

Neill; Author, Russell Thorndyke; Screenplay, Roger Burford; Editor, R E Dearing;
Cameraman, Jack Cox.
Direction, Very Good.
cellent.

Photography, Ex-

Master Exchange Union
Pact to be Set at Meet
Washington

Bit. can

oj

THE

FILM

-DAILY

Washington — Announcing that the
matter of a master contract for exchange unions will not be considered
by the IATSE until President
Browne returns East, Louis Krouse
said yesterday that Browne will meet
with exchange heads as soon as
feasible.

With comedy situations galore and abl
comedians to handle the material, und<
the sure hand of Director Sandor Szlatina;
this new Hungarian importation should fu
nish fun for everyone. The story hi
Hungarian dialogue throughout which U
stricts general audience appeal. An ecceii
trie old man with a flair for unusual phi'
anthropies complicates the picture and |

but wrecks a ripening romance betweiji
the principals. Julius Kabos, Piroska Vai
zary, and the rest of the comics make
more than able supporting cast for ZiPerczell and Geza Foldessy. There '
more than the ordinary supply of comei1
and excellent funny situations which ,
bring their full quota of laughs. In add1
tion to this fine direction, Sandor Szlatin,f,
is responsible for the fine musical effect!
It is unfortunate that an unusually funij
comedy should not be able to play
larger audiences.
Cast: Zita Perczell, Geza Foldessy, Ji
ius Kabos,
David
Maklary.Piroska Vaszary, Maly Ge
A

Globus Production; Director, Sane

Szlatinay;
Author,
Karoly Noti. Present
at
the Modern
Playhouse.
(More rei>icwi <m Following Page)
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Reviews o$ the> View films

"Plomienne
Serca"
(Hearts Aflame)
(inopal Film
100 Mins.
EXCELLENT PICTURE WITH MOVING
TORY THAT HAS DEFINITE MESSAGE
OR YOUTH OF THIS COUNTRY.
There is more than mere entertainment
onnected with this story that has come

itlli

tin
"i(

»}}

«("
■its

it

it
it:
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rom Poland. It tells the story of Poland's
outh in the present troubled times with
orceful thought, purpose, and execution,
ut without any of the usual propaganda,
ifter military maneuvers the Marshal of
oland issues a call to the youth of the
ation. Several youths after reading this
nnouncement decide to enlist for training
nd their subsequent experiences during
lat period make up the story. The indents connected with the students' train
ig period are richly human and thoroughl delightful in their amusing and more
erious aspects. Although it has English
ties, the film has Polish dialogue. The
cting of the entire cast is nothing short
f inspired and the story of Poland may
ell be the story of any proudly patriotic
ountry surrounded by enemies in these
mes. There is love, tragedy, jealousy,
espair, and remorse, with the gamut of
motions handled deftly throughout the
icture so that at no time do they seem
nreal. The acting, directing and photogiphy reach great heights in the climactic
:ene of the picture when the captain of
le students' company is killed doing resile work when a fire breaks out in a

II:

sarby town. There is an excellent "monige" sequence depicting the life of the
jptain. This picture must rank with the
est of the foreign importations as the
lartial theme of the story never takes
lything away from the thoroughly con
ncing story.
I Cast: Elzbieta Barszczewska, Pawel
Jwerillo, Helen Zahorska, Halina Kamin\a, Tadeusz
Bialoszczynski,
Zofia
Linrf, Stanislaw
Lapinski,
Alina
Zeliska,
eczyslaw Cybuiski, Mieczyslaw Malecki,
ieczyslaw Wegryzn, Stanislaw Jackiewicz,
anciszek Dominiak.
Produced by Polish American Film Corp. ;
Irector and Author, Romuald Gantkowski;
esented at the Chopin Theater.

"Evfordula"
(Anniversary)
ngarian Pictures, Inc.
90 Mins.
MOVING LOVE STORY STRONG DRAATICALLY WITH SUPERB CHARACERIZATIONS
BY PRINCIPALS.
This new Magyar film presents a powerI love story with Antai Pager and Zita
ardon playing difficult roles convincingly,
ie able direction of Bela Gaal has made
ie story realistic and makes the audience
el intimate with the principals and their
joblems. He makes the love story of
pter and Maria truly real with a deft
,uch, and the tempo of the story moves
pidly throughout as it moves from beauty
isordidness.Their marriage breaks up
len she learns circumstantially that her
sband has been untrue. Divorce leaves
m bewildered and suffering from amsia caused by the shock from the sudsn wreckage
of his life.
He is cured

1*1

solid seven minutes of fun wondering if a villainous, hungry cat, who
finds a tiny mouse caught by the
tail in a spring-trap, will let the
unfortunate rodent go free or gobble him up. But the mouse is
equipped with a grand gift of gab,
relates to gluttonous tabby the traditional yarn of how a small mouse
once saved the life of a lion, whose
A Reflector Production; Director, Bela heart was big enough to spare his
Gaal; Screenplay, Dr. Miklos Vitez.
life. The fable, animated by Ken
Harris cleverly, and enacted to the
lilting musical score of Carl W.
SHORTS
Stalling, is intriguing stuff. At the
wind-up the cat swallows the sob
"Romance of Radium"
(Pete Smith Specialty)
story hook, line and sinker, while
M-G-M
10 mins. the mouse, now freed, beats a quick
Outstanding Novelty
retreat to a friendly hole in a wall,
Touted by the producers as the characterizing the gullible cat as
"biggest little picture in the his- a feline sap. I. Freelong supervised
here is
edtoryforof Hollywood,"
the first time
anpresentactual production.
screen photo of radium. This comes
"The Inventor"
at the end of the picture as a start(Paragraphic
Series)
ling climax, with all lights out and
11 mins.
the tube of priceless radium flaring Paramount
Good Laugh Novelty
up to illuminate the entire screen.
Really a sensational stunt. A duClever idea humorously presented, as a nutty inventor shows the
the Curie's
Paris inplicate of1900
where laboratory
the scientistin operation
of his goofy patents. Many
and his wife worked over the dis- of these have actually been taken
covery, is reproduced, and forms the from the files of the Patent Bureau
background of the picture. The dan- at Washington. The nut inventor
ger of working with the deadly demonstrates his contraptions, all
substance is dramatically empha- the time keeping up a serious talk
sized by Pete Smith, and the precautions to safeguard the studio
personnel and players is brought
out. Many of the dramatic highlights in the history of the precious
substance are worked into the story
cleverly. Here is an unusual short
that will arouse wide comment.
and everything is straightened out through
his friends finding out what has really
transpired during his mental wanderings.
The rest of the cast distinguish themselves
in their roles. Its appeal must be confined
to audiences speaking the Hungarian
tongue.
Cast: Antai Pager, Zita Gordon, Imre
Raday. Imre Toronyi, Julia Komar, Gabor
Raynay.

BARGAIN

"Miss
LonelyComedy
Hearts"
Christie
Educational
10 Vz mins.
Fair Entertainment
With a lonely hearts club as the
background for a lot of fast dancing
this one is entertaining. The girls
in the lonely hearts club are not
doing so well with the male members and decide to give them some
entertainment to liven things up.
Harriet Hutchins, Aileen O'Connor,
Anita Jacobi, and the Michael sisters dancing to Andy Anderson's
orchestra provide some good routines that are peppy and different.
A good acrobatic number features
the picture. At the end the girls
have the boys chasing them and everything is fine. Al Christie produced with Robert Hall directing
from a Klauber Jarrett story.
George Webber filmed the picture.
"The
Lyin'Melody)
Mouse"
(Merrie
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Excellent Audience Stuff
Here is one of the best of Leon
Schlesinger's recently produced
reels. In full Technicolor, it relates Author Ted Pierce's version
of the Lion and the Mouse fable.
Kids and adults alike will have a

ft

on the subject. One gadget shows
how to keep from being annoyed by
noisy people in back of you at the
movies. There is a device for properly eating corn on the cob, which
butters and salts it while you eat.
The cigarette lighter is a real nutty
invention, with its complicated mechanism.
Community Sing No. 2
(Series No- 2)
Columbia

10 mins.

Has the Pep to Make 'Em Sing
The Irish songs and ballads are
featured in this sing fest. Gene
Morgan and Donald Grayson handle
the pep-stuff and the singing in
that order. They make a good
team. The Irish atmosphere is authentic with Morgan looking the
part. Some Irish colleens add to
the charm. Among the favorites
are "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,"
"My Wild Irish Rose," "Mother Machree" and "Tipperary." The trade
paper mugs in the projection room
joined in the singing, such as passes
for singing with them, so this goes
to show that you ought to get your
audience to join in the words on the
screen without any trouble. Directed by Charles Lamont. PhotoKTaphed by Al Siegler.

DAY

BROADWAY

ft

PRICES

HANDICAP

Race Films

At Sensationally Reduced Prices
A series of 18 exciting newsreel pictures of actual horse
races — taken at the largest tracks. Edited to make a
complete race meet.
May be used as a short feature — or may be used as a
prize-game night. Several plans.
In groups of six different films — (run one or more each
night) these films may be rented for an unbelievably
low price. No theater can afford to pass it up.
Prize cards — when wanted — at small additional charge
per thousand.
Pep up your programs with these always thrilling race
films. Hundreds of theaters have found the Broadway
Handicap race films sure-fire business builders. They
will liven up your dead spots.
These bargain prices for a limited time only.
Write or phone for information.

Meridian
Pictures Corporation
1270 SIXTH AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephones: Circle 6-1466-7
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A "mU" fW Hollywood "£ots
By RALPH

er, will be starred in a historic!
production of the days of the Al«

WILK

HOLLYWOOD

'SCHNOZZLE'
DURANTE,
JJIMMY
now that
he has finished
his role
in "Start Cheering," at Columbia,
is going in for horse racing. He
expects to stable his horses within
the next three weeks and run them
at Santa Anita.
T
T
▼
Sol Lesser has set three songs for
Bobby Breen's picture, "Hawaii
Calls." Harry Owens has written
"Down Where the Trade Winds
Blow" and the title song of the picture. The third is "That's
Hawaiian In Me," by John Noble
and Margarita Lake.
▼
T
T
Ben Blue, Paramount comedian,
has rejected an offer of a two weeks'
engagement at Loew's State, New
York, at $3,500 a week. He recently completed work in "Thrill Of A
Lifetime" and is appearing in "College Swing." He has also been assigned a part in "Paris Honeymoon."
T
T
T
Tom Keene flew to Death Valley
in his own plane to make an excursion through the valley with
Death Valley Scotty, looking over
location sites for a picture which he
will make and which will be based
on the tragic exploits of early pioneers who tried to find the short
route to California.

WHO'S
•

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

• •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 158 • • •
|AMES HOGAN. Paramount director. Born in Lowell, Mass. Ran away
from home when 12 years old and joined a circus. Was messenger boy

in advance car, "coffee punk" (waiter) at performers' table and a "shill" at
carnivals. At 15 was part owner of a dog and pony show, which stranded
in Three Rivers, Vt., after being on road three months. Broke in as an actor in
"The Biddle Case," which James Kirkwood produced on Broadway. Followed engagements with Thomas A. Shea and John
Emerson. In 1914, entered pictures as a watchman on set of "Less Than the Dust," starring
Mary Pickford and being directed by Eric von
Stroheim. Six weeks after starting as watchman, finished directing the picture. Soon thereafter was demoted to prop man. Directed
"Where's My Wandering Boy Tonight," which
he also wrote. The picture was a heavy money
maker, but on the night of the preview he sold
his third interest to his partners, B. F. Zeidman
and B. F. Fineman, for $21,000. Has directed
37 pictures. Ambition is to have a dairy farm
in Massachusetts, with thoroughbred cattle.

T

r

T

George Sherman, veteran assif
tant director, will make his debu
as a director on "Wild Horse Re
deo," co-starring "The Three Mes
quiters" (Ray Corrigan, Bob Living
stone and Max Terhune) for Re
»

T

T

Carleton Sand and Al Martin ar
public.
writing
an original screenplay
"Money Talks," for Warner Bros.
T

T

T

John Krafft, who had been as
Stands 6, '\^2.
Eyes, brown.
Hair, black.
signed to the scripting job of "Th
Shadow
Speaks"
at Grand
was
shifted
to the
writingNationa
job oi
"Flash
Casey
—
Candid
Cameraman
Maurice
Conn
of
Ambassador
PicVictor Schertzinger has written
tures has signed Marshall Neilan and he was replaced by Jack Nette
the words and music for four songs,
ford.
which will be introduced in "Love to a director's contract.
m
»
•
▼
T
T
Me Again," the first Anna Sten muAllan Jones has started recording
sical for Grand National. SchertzCarl (Alfalfa) Switzer has re- on "Everybody Sing," Metro pro
duction.
inger and John Francis Larkin are
from a where
three he
weeks'
tion in turned
Illinois
went vacawith
working on additional dialogue for
the story, which is ready to start his parents to visit his grandmother.
▼
T
▼
Metro has signed Billy Bletche
▼
▼
T
filming as soon as a leading man is
Movita,
signed.
Monogram contract play- as the voice for the Captain in "Th
Captain and the Kids" series.

Three New Houses Start New Goldstein Co. Will
Jackson-Murphy Acquire
Fourth House for Firm
In Colo.-N. M. Territory Operate Chicago House
Columbus, O. — Central States, Inc.,
a new theater firm recently organized by Virgil Jackson and John
Murphy, has acquired the Savoia
Theater from Joseph Adorno who
operated it as a Negro house. The
theater, fourth in the new string,
closes for two weeks to undergo complete redecorating inside and out.
Charles Gardine will manage the
theater named
the Goodale.

mo,
of thetheRioCharles
Grande,"
fore "Rose
she begins
Wakebe
field Cadman feature, "Land of Sk
Blue Water." Johnston McCullej
who was responsible for the Dougla
Fairbanks "Zorro" series, will writ
the original screenplay. Mrs. Doi
othy Reid will produce.

Denver — Three new theaters are
being opened up in the territory,
one in Colorado and two in New
Mexico. The Grover theater at Grover, Colo., is to be opened soon by
Glen R. Vissey.
The two New Mexico houses are
the Princess at Tucuncari, built by
Arch Hurley and his son, Milas, recently opened; and the Coronado at
Bernadillo, N. M.. being opened by
J. Verra and J. F. Castillo.

Chicago— The R and G Theater
Corp. has been organized by a group
headed by Raymond L. Goldstein,
well known to the trade. The new
company has taken over the Olympic Ballroom at 6146 Cermak Road
and will spend $50,000 renovating
the
building as a 1,000-seat movie
theater.

Pepper at the Markham

Columbus, O. — Earl Permer has
Cox Turning Manager
been named by J. Real Neth as
manager
of the new Markham,
Kansas City, Mo. — Announcement
has been made by E. C. Rhoden, which will open on Oct. 11. Darley
Buell Firm Re-Named
general manager of Fox-Midwest Thompson, assistant manager at
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Theaters, Inc., that Lon Cox, film the State, will succeed him as mancircuit, will take over
ager of the Cameo. Peggy O'Ryan.
Hollywood— Title of the Jed Buell buyer for the of
suburban Kansas daughter of the Neth Theaters'
producing company now filming management
City nouses, following the recent auditor, Albert O'Ryan, will be
"Harlem On The Prairie" with an l'esignation of Martin Finkelstein, cashier at the Markham. State and
all-Negro cast, has been changed
Markham assistant heads are still
from Lincoln Pictures Inc. to Asso- for years the Fox-Midwest city to be announced.
manager. The two first-run houses,
ciated Features, Inc.
the Tower and Uptown Theaters,
will be managed by Stanley Chambers. Chambers has been serving
From Legit, to Vaudefilm
Theater Doubles as Church
as'
managing
director of the two
houses
under Finkelstein.
Springfield, Mass. — The Strand TheNewark, N. J. — At the concluater here is being used Sunday mornsion of the current stage presentaings for worship, by members of Hope
tion of "Brother Rat," the Shubert
Congregational Church while the new
Thompson
Will
Build
will change its policy and will prechurch is being erected. The manAtoka, Okla. — Glenn Thompson
agement offered the use of the thesent weekly programs of two firsthas
announced
construction
of
a
run feature pictures and seven acts
ater when the congregation couldn't
find suitable quarters.
new $5,000 theater here, to be of vaudeville. Performances will be
continuous from 10 A. M.
known as The Pix.

Proposed Current Change
Protested by Chi. Exhibi

Chicago — Loop theaters are up ii
arms over the projected change b:
the Commonwealth Edison Co. c
the current they supply to the loo;
district from direct to altematiri)
voltage. This will cost the theater
in the loop heavily and counsel rep
resenting loop property owners ar
to protest before Chair
appearing
James M. Slattery of the Ilh
man
nois Commerce Commission whicf
has jurisdiction over utilities.

New House for Mangum
dates
Mangum, Okla. — Consoli
a newit the
will open
s, Inc.,
Theater
b*
90 days,
in about
here
ater
been announced. Approximate/;
$20,000 is being spent on the house
which will nn>
un unname
as yet
picturesd,only.
first-r

Film

Capital's

West Coast Bur., THE

First Envoy
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Film circles are reacting
here with a combination of pride, surprise and amusement to the action of
the Republic of Uruguay in sending to
Hollywood an accredited envoy of that
country. He is Vice Consul Carlos J.
Barbe. Hollywood, which only recently
had its borders, and identity as an
independent community, definitely deinternationally.
fined, suddenly finds itself recognized

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen
Years Old
%
hi*. ^w/tfAS-oV>
X

, Intimate in Character
International in Scope
ndependent
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leport Prudential May Have Associat^m^^cla

Deal

lELZNICKJEIGHS M-GCPARA. AND MO DEALS
'ara.-UMPTO
;new Said Meeting
With
Pizor, Sablosky, Segall
as Individuals
\ conference which may result in
; termination of the dispute been Paramount and the UMPTO
scheduled for 11 o'clock this morn:. Neil F. Agnew, Paramount
leral sales manager, it is under od, will receive a proposal from
wen Pizor, president of the
1PTO, and two other officers of
exhib association, Abe Sablosky
1 Charles Segall.
t is reported, however, that Ag(Continued

on

Page

6)

10CKETT NAMED HEAD
OF VIRGINIA MPTO
lichmond, Va. — At a called meeti of the Board of Directors of the
I 'TO of Virginia held here, Wil1 n S. Wilder, president, tendered
r resignation, owing to ill health.
I F. Crockett, of Virginia Beach,
vlb named his successor for the uneliired term.
Jeorge {Continued
Jones' resignation
as viceon Page 7)

^rcuits Will Co-operate
in Games Crusade — Brandt
Che ITOA - sponsored crusade
aUiinst theater games in New York
( y will get under way definitely
fl t week with all circuits cooperatiij; Harry Brandt, ITOA president
{Continued

on

Page

7)

"The Red Twins'
\ Miami, Fla. — Al Weiss, manager
.bf the Olympia, blocked street
traffic in front of the theater when
le introduced a giant roulette wheel
ind invited spectators to try their
uck. If the wheel stopped on red,
t meant a free admission to "The
Jride Wore Red," current.

Leaders' Parley May End Strike
in Philly
New Affiliation Decision May
"Moderate

Rise"

in Industry

Revenues

Is Forecast

Film industry's prospects on the whole "favor a moderate rise in revenues
and profits for the fourth quarter as compared with the corresponding period
last /year," according to the current survey of Standard Trade and Securities,
issued by Standard Statistics.

Be Reached Within

3 Weeks

David 0. Selznick is considering
propositions involving affiliation in
one form or another with M-G-M,
RKO Radio and Paramount, and may
close one of the three deals within
the next three weeks, The Film
Daily learned yesterday from a
source close to Selznick.
It was said yesterday that the
RKO and Paramount deals considNathan Yamins, president of naYamins' position was disclosed in
ered by {Continued
Selznick onprovide
Page 6) for mertional Allied, will accept the ITOA's a telegram received by The Film
invitation to attend its next meeting on Nov. 3 to further consider Daily yesterday in answer to an inprexy as
wired:
the New York exhib. organization's received quiry.
no Allied's
invitation
yet; "Have
would
proposal for a national parley to
draft a trade practices program for accept such an invitation if exdistrib. submission.
Decision to invite Yamins was
The ITOA recently announced it
tended".at the ITOA meeting yesterwas prepared to meet the expenses day.
made
of such a national conference.
Mervyn LeRoy said yesterday
that he had not made any kind of a
deal while in New York and that
Century Circuit May Use Singles in 30 Theaters the possibility of his signing with
United Artists, as reported recently
All 30 Century Circuit houses will
The test, which has been under in Hollywood, was "very, remote".
LeRoy {Continued
stated that
while7) Warners
soon be on the single feature policy way for two weeks, will be watched
on Page
if an already successful single fea- closely for a like period, and if there
ture experiment at the Fantasy The- is no reversal in results, then the
ater, Rockville Centre, L. I., con- plan will be put into effect, Joseph Home Asked by Wanger
tinues to show improved box office R. Springer, Century Circuit gento Reconsider Departure
receipts.
eral manager, revealed yesterday.
Walter Wanger has asked Hal
Home to reconsider his resignation
as an associate producer for Walter
Wanger
Productions,
told
(Continued
on Page Home
6)

Yamins to Accept ITOA

Bid to Meet

To Speed Trade Program Conference

LEROY BACK TO COAST
WITHOUT MAKING DEAL

Eagle & Dominion, Philip Hill Group
May

Play Roles in Korda's Financing

Hub Trust Case Seen
as Requiring Months

London (By Cable)— With Alexander Korda and Maurice Silverstone aboard the He de France, New
York-bound for the consummation of
Depositions in the Morse & Roth- the Sam Goldwyn-Korda-United Arenberg and the A & W Amusement
tists deal, it was reported in WarCo. anti-trust suits against eight dour Street circles here yesterday
major distributors and two major that other British interests would
circuits may require several months be associated with the Prudential
Assurance Co. of England in its
to complete, the plaintiffs indicated financing.
yesterday. Progress has been slower than had been expected, it was
Specifically mentioned in associa{Continued

on Page

8)

{Continued

on Page

8)

Just a Coast Color Story
Purple lipstick, green rouge and
blue powder won't be ingredients of
television beauty despite Coast
stories to that effect, Percy Westmore, Hollywood make-up man said
yesterday after
of the
NBC's
television
studio a intour
Radio
City.
Instead, said Westmore, television performers will wear natural make-up
and probably less of it than the
average New York woman uses
for street wear.
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STOCK

staying

at

DAVID
lands.

the

Towers

SELZNICK

and MRS. COLDWYN
of

the

are

Waldorf-Astoria.

is at the Sherry Nether-

Net
Chg.

the Chief this

ROLAND YOUNG leaves England
U. S. in the near future.
JACK WHITING comes to New
London in the next few weeks.
HAL ROACH
yesterday.

for the

York from

left by plane for the Coast

SCOTT R. DUNLAP, Monogram vice-president,
urday.
comes to New York from Hollywood on SatMAE CLARK, film star, arrived in Trinidad,
British West Indies, yesterday by plane on
her way to Rio De Janiero.

TONY MARTIN and his bride, ALICE
are staying at the Warwick.

MONA BARRIE, who recently came East for
Monday.
a stage appearance, returns to Hollywood on

St.

GEORGE
Regis.

CUKOR,

FAYE,

director, is stopping at the

CHARLES LEDERER, Hollywood writer, is in
town
for the Screen Writers Guild confabs.
WALTER WANGER is a guest at the Towers
of the Waldorf-Astoria.
EDWIN KNOPF, screen author, is in New
York on a two-week story hunt.

WILLIAM FAULKNER, the novelist, is back
from the Coast and leaves shortly for his
home in Mississippi.

MARKET

MERVYN LeROY leaves on
afternoon
for Hollywood.

MRS. LILLIAN R. CHATTERTON, mother of
RUTH CHATTERTON, leaves this week-end for
Europe
on the Champlain.

GENE FOWLER leaves for the Coast next
week to work on a new story for David Selznick.

f iimn ci al
NEW

JULIEN DUVIVIER, French director; MIREILLE
BALIN, French actress, and BARONESS HATVARY, Hungarian writer, all under contract
to M-C-M, arrive from Europe Tuesday on the
Me de France.
COLDWYN

Greater Autonomy for SWG
Planned by Authors Leagi

ADD GOING

SAM WOOD, who arrived a few days ago
from the Coast, will remain in New York for
another
week.

SAMUEL

DAILY :

HARRY COLDBERG and LEONARD SCHLESINCER, of the Warner Theater department,
were in Philly yesterday for a special meeting.

LILY PONS returned from the Coast yesHigh
Low
Close
terday for a short rest before she goes to
Am.
Seat
137/8
i3i/4
i3i/2 _
l/4 San Francisco on the 29th for an opera enColumbia Picts. vtc.
16i/8
15
16+2
Columbia Picts. pfd.
gagement.
Con.
Fm. Ind
2
17/g
2
—
i/8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
7i/2
61/2
71/2 + lVj
H1/2
166
164
164
+
V2
East. Kodak
do
pfd
623/4
651/2
14
14
95
Gen.
Th. Eq
65 + H/2
131/4 105
105i/2
Loew's,
Inc
12
1051/2
do pfd
13 +
+ 11/2
% West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
IIV4
5%
4%
6 1/4
12%
Paramount
95 — 21/2
Paramount 1st pfd..
Hollywood — A national newspa121/4 +
1/2
99
Paramount 2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
1/4
51/8. 251/2
261/2
per and magazine ad campaign
73/4 6 1/4 +
8
1/2
RKO
47/8 +
i/4
251/2
+
1/4
which
will encompass a reader cir20th Century-Fox
32 + 1%
32
20th Century-Fox pfd
culation of 44,675,432 through the
32
+2
33
32
Univ. Pict. pfd
81/s +
1/4 medium of 35 key-city newspapers
Warner
Bros
32
40
40
40 +
1/2
do
pfd

LAURENCE SCHWAB arrived in New
yesterday from the Coast.

York

TOBY WING has arrived in New York from
Philadelphia to spend several days before leaving for Hollywood.
urday.
ARCHIE

MAYO

sails on the Champlain

LEO SPITZ, RKO Radio
shortly for Hollywood.

Sat-

president, departs

ARTHUR GREENBLATT, GB eastern division
sales manager, leaves today for New Haven
on business.
W.

at

RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram
turned from Coast visit yesterday.

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH,
the Warwick.

chief, re-

director, is in town

HARRY MINES, motion picture editor of the
Los Angeles Illustrated Daily News, arrives in
New
York
tomorrow
from
the Coast.

Wilby Off for Atlanta;
Para, to Spend $50,000
Para. Deal Still Not Set
on "Ebb Tide" Ad Space
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Issues Up

Film securities, with only segregated exceptions, registered further
gains yesterday for the second successive day since the recent sharp
dip of the stock and bond markets.
Advances in most instances were
fractional, while the range generally was from % to 2% points.

Greater autonomy for the Scret
Writers
Guild is provided in t]
plan scheduled to be presented
members of the Authors League
America
by its council within
month.
Original plan to more closely al
the SWG with Dramatists, Rad
Writers and Authors Guilds, oth
member units, started friction ai
led to organization of Screen Pla
wrights, headed by Rupert Hughe
Under revised plan, the Screi
Dramatists and Authors Guilds w
be member units and the Screi
Writers Guild will be an affiliati
unit. Joint action is provided
the League's constitution in eve
of a strike.

Hearings
in ScreenDispute
Writers'En
Jurisdictional
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — The National Lab
Relations Board's hearings iw
screen writers' jurisdictional dispu
closed yesterday when attorneys f>
the various litigants agreed to su
mit questions of whether writers a:
employes within the meaning of tl
Wagner Labor Act and wheth>
production is an inter-state cor
merce activity to the Board in Was:
ington. Examiner Ringer, aft
studying all the testimony, will su)
mit his opinion to the Board.

West

Coast Bureau

of THE FILM DATL
Sullavan's "U" Pi

ret — Margaret
R. B. Wilby left New York for Marga
Hollywood
Sullavan
Atlanta last night without closing picture for Universal will likely I
"Road
to
Reno"
by
I.
A.
R.
Wylie
a deal for a new five-year operating
contract with Paramount for the
Wilby-Kincey circuit. However, negotiations will be continued when
Wilby returns to New York shortly.
Wilby's one-year contract expired
THERE'S
A
June 30 and a new deal to extend
GREATNEW PLACE
with a combined per-copy circulation
the agreement for five years has
of 11,168,858, will be undertaken im- been hanging fire since that time.
ON BROADWAY FOR
mediately by Paramount on behalf
of its forthcoming Technicolor pro- Dunlap Arriving Tomorrow
duction "Ebb Tide", R. M. Gillham,
for 1938-39 Program Talk
director of advertising and publicity for Paramount announced yesterday.
Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram vicepresident in charge of production,
tried it says,
The opening shot in this $50,000 is slated to arrive in New York Sat;!«( Everybody who's
advertising campaign gets under
urday out of Hollywood to huddle
^ "The Greatest!")
way with a full page, four-color ad with Prexy W. Ray Johnston on the
on the back cover of the syndicate 1938-39 program. So far as is
magazine American Weekly on known, this earns the distinction of
Nov. 14, to be followed by a simi- being the first industry confab on
lar full page back cover in This next season's product.
Week, issue of Nov. 21.
Johnston returned yesterday from
a visit to the Coast, the St. Louis
exchange and his home in Waterloo,
la. Johnston reported production
Schwab, Signed by Metro,
moving smoothly and sales brisk.

vm

Will Produce Musical Pix

WB
M-G-M has signed Lawrence
Schwab to a producing contract
whereby he will make an undetermined number of musicals. Schwab's
first picture has not been decided.
Two of Schwab's stage musicals
have been transferred to the screen,
"Follow Thru" and "Take a Chance".

Closes with R & R

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Gradwell Sears has
closed a deal with the Robb & Rowley Circuit for Warner Bros, product for the 1937-38 season. Deal
covers circuit houses in Texas and
Ark. first-run house in Little Rock,
its

For Complete Luncheon

"THE FINEST FOOD YOU EVER TASTED!"

IN THE COSMOPOLITAN ROOI

INTERNATIONAL
44th to 45th Sts.
On Broadway

CASINO,

FHIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

'SUBMARINE D-1' TO BE LAUNCHED

IN 1500 CITIES with 30-day

24-sheet drive as first step in huge exploitation plans for this
super-timely Warner Bros, drama (above). Pat O'Brien, George
Brent, Wayne Morris, Frank McHugh are stars, U. S. Navy Dept.
cooperated, Lloyd Bacon directed, 'Ceiling Zero' author scripted.
HELD IN THE GRIP OF BROADWAY

for a 2nd bigger-than-

|
v

'Green Light' week at N. Y. Strand— a stirring indication
of what exhibitors can expect of the release next week of

AS THOUSANDS CHEER arrival of Paul
and Mrs. Muni (left) in N. Y. for wellearned vacation, his 'Life of Emile Zola'
starts 11th B'way $2-week, 3rd popular price Philly stanza, sends business

Warners' new headline thriller, 'Alcatraz Island' (above). °t

"zooming" (VarieiyJ in Baltimore, Buffalo!*

T'iEHE'S NEWS

orate press reception greets Max Reinhardt (above), enroute to Warner studio

WHO'S WHO IN 'HOLLYWOOD Hotel' is dilemma of Dick
Powell, Benny Goodman and Swingsters, Hugh Herbert
and entire cast whenever Lane sisters, Lola (above, left)

after lengthy research abroad in preparation for forthcoming filming of 'The
Gamblers' with star triumvirate Edward
G. Robinson, Bette Davis, Errol Flynn.

and Rosemary, appear. Film follows Technicolor 'Gold
Is Where You Find It' into cutting room
next week.
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

IN HIS NAME! Elab-

tA Cosmopotilan

Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

'
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SELZNICK WEIGHING
THREE PROPOSITIONS

(.Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

gers, while that with M-G-M calls
for an unprecedented setup.
Propositions are predicated upon
the assumption that the Sam Goldwyn-Alexander Korda deal for control of United Artists, through the
acquisition of Pickford-FairbanksChaplin stock interests will uo
through as scheduled upon the arrival in New York of Korda.
Selznick, it was said, has definitely determined to leave the UA fold
in the event Goldwyn-Korda take
over completely. Selznick International has two more pictures to
make to fulfill the UA commitment.
It is understood that should there
be any hitch in the Goldwyn-Korda
deal — none is anticipated — Selznick,
with adequate financial backing
pledged, might angle for the Pickford-Fairbanks-Chaplin
holdings.

Five New Film Theaters
In Oklahoma Territory
Oklahoma City — Most recent announcements ofnew theaters in Oklahoma include the following during
the past week: At Atoka, the Pix,
by Glen Thompson, costing $5,000
and seating 300; at Eufala, the
Chief, by M. Esserman of Huntsville, costing $5,000 and seating 400;
in Tulsa, a new $35,000 suburban
house by I. B. Adleman; a new
house in Cleveland by Hi Bender and
a new house in Wewoka by Nave
Ward.

Gans In Executive Post
H. S. Gans, erroneously reported
as metropolitan general manager
of the Birdseye Electric Co., is metropolitan area sales manager for
20th Century Lighting Co., 334 W.
44th St., distributors of Birdseye
lamps.

"Uncensored" to 20th-Fox
"Uncensored", a new novel by
Oscar E. Millard, English author,
was bought yesterday by 20th-Fox
and is slated for early spring production.

Best
the

wishes
from The Film Daily to
following
on
their
birthday:
OCTOBER
22
Constance
Bennett
Bela Lugosi
Mitzi Creen
M. J. Weisfeldt
James
Hall

▼
▼
T
PERMANENT LOBBY display
interchangeable the first of its kind ever constructed
designed by Mort Blumenstock, advertising manager of Warners
the display is now on view at the
Strand on Broadway
....
▼
T
▼
• •
• NEW DESIGN lends itself to immense panorama
effects that run the entire length of the lobby
if this is
not desired, the space can be blocked out, and panels of different dimensions inserted in the space
the displays are
fifty feet in length, with a height of six feet, on the north and
south walls of the Strand lobby
equipped with footlights also top and border lights in three colors
additional strips of light can be used according to the requirements ofany particular display
T
T
▼
• •
• A LOT of thought and work has gone into the
development of this lobby display innovation
Mort
Blumenstock first hit on the idea six years ago while acting as publicity director for the Warner Metropolitan Theaters construction of the first display for the Strand
began two months ago
the construction work was
supervised by Herman Maier, Chief of Maintenance for
Warners Theaters, and his assistant, John E. Schwarz
the current ad displays now to be seen in the new
•

•

•

frames, tout the feature, "Submarine D-l"
they were
designed by Blumenstock with the assistance of. Dinty
Moore, the Managing Director of the Warner Metropolitan
Theaters
▼
T
T
• •
• SMOOTH
that is the word to describe the
AMP A luncheon at the International Casino yesterday
the eats were
fine
service was
swell
Dorothy
Mackaill put on a great act pretending that she forgot what
she was almost
going to
and made a witty
"recovery"
that
fooled
all say
the pressageys
that gal
is CLEVER
Nigel Bruce told us all about cricket and how Hollywood had donated a cricket field for the British players out
there
it wasn't
generosity,
Nigel
they want
to
keep the British players busy at their national pastime so
that they won't have time to play in the studios and take
those fat jobs away from American actors
Clem McCarthy gave a pep talk on football
Mona Barrie and
Michael Bartlett took bows
Constance Collier and Toby
Wing said a few words
T
T
T
• •
•
NEXT WEEK'S luncheon for AMPA will be a
Knockout
a Gala Affair
so big that the large
dining room of the International Casino has been engaged a sort of British-International get-together
Sir Gerald Campbell, Consul General of New York for
Great Britain will be there
with Anna Neagle and
Herbert Wilcox of "Victoria the Great" fame
also
David Daw, Secretary in the U. S. for Australia
and
Douglas Cole, the Canadian trade commissioner
these will positively be there ... with many more celebs
being lined up
T
T
T
• •
• OPENING
at the
Criterion
tonite
RKO
Radio's "Music for Madame"
celebs who will attend the
invitation performance at 8: 15 p.m. include Lily Pons, Grace
Moore,
Suzanne
Fisher, Giovanni
Zenatello
Edward
Johnson, Arthur Bodanzky, Wilfred Pelletier, Edward Ziegler
Frank Wenker, Doris Coe, Charles Hackett, Armand
Tokatyan,
Lucrezia
Bori, Elisabeth
Rethberg,
Friedrich
Schorr
the hostess will be Maria Gay, mentor of Nino
Martini, star of the film

new will talk to the men as
viduals and not as a formal con
tee. It was learned yesterday
Agnew would not receive the P
delphians if they came as a g
with a definite organization for
for ending product.
the "buyers' strike
Paramount
The meeting will be for a
discussion and it was said that
new had agreed to listen wit]
"open mind" to any propositior
vanced.
Reports that Pizor, Sablosky
Segall had previously conferred
Agnew were declared without 1
dation in informed circles.
The UMPTO, in its official oi
Contact, last week suggested a ]
plan
that might
the so-c
"strike".
It wasendsuggested
Paramount meet with a special
mittee consisting of one exhi
from each of the disaffected z
Whether Paramount will con
such a move is doubtful, inas
as the company previously tool
position it would not meet witr
committee.

Home Asked by Wanger
To Reconsider Depar
(Continued from Page 1)

The Film Daily yesterday. I
had announced that he would
the
organization
at 4.
the termin
of his
contract Dec.

Home said that his present c
required him to give his attenti
talent, stories, distribution and
matters, but that it was his <
to restrict his activities to produ
He said that he would make
cision on Wanger's request fc
considerdation next week. Hori
dicated that he had several i
offers.

Fl Regional Meet Se:

Denver — Regional meet in :
the Montana division of Fox
mountain
will be held Nov.
Pocatello, Idaho.

DEATH RECORI

Mrs. George
N. Wood
Des Moines
— Mrs.
Georj.
Wood, mother of Dorothy Day
lieb, Tri-States publicity dii:
died Oct. 18 after an extendi
ness. Mrs. Wood is also sur
by her husband, for many S
manager
of accessories at 1
al Film Exchange.
S. L. Hestbeck
S. L. Hes;
Chappell,
local
theater Neb.—
manager, died si;<
from a heart at
ly yesterday
At one time he was a state
is surviv:
examiner.
his
wife andHestbeck
two children.

S»n
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ROCKETT NAMED HEAD
OF VIRGINIA MPTO
{Continued from Page

1)

isident and member of the board
i o was accepted. Jones was recenttransferred to Boston by Loew's.
. en Sparrow, who succeeded Jones
i manager of Loew's, here, was
< cted to the board to complete the
i expired term.
>en Pitts, of Fredericksburg, was
t ?ted vice-president to fill the vac. y caused by the resignation of
i ules A. Somma, who was elected
( lirman of the Board.
'he annual mid-winter
conven
t i will be held in Richmond
on

■ u 27.

'he convention committee inc les Hunter Perry, Herman Ru[ and J. E. Loth.
Ixhibitors who attended the meetincluded Isaac Weinberg, Fred
I \-man, Morton G. Thalhimer, A.
1 nk O'Brien, Nat Glasser, Walter
( Iter, Frank Ponton, Julian Gorc , Harold Wood, secretary; Sam
I dheim Jr., treasurer, Robert T.
I ton, Jr. counsel, and the officers
a ady mentioned.

E(1g Crosby Gets Degree,
His Alma Mater, $20,000
aokane, Wash. — Gonzaga Uniity, will be enriched by an estiad $20,000 as a result of the
e-coming of Bing Crosby who
rned to his alma mater yesterfor the first time since he left
school eight years ago to orze an orchestra and embark
lis career as an entertainer.
(Osby remains in Spokane for
days and will receive a doctor
1 tuisic degree from
Gonzaga.
by will make his regular radio
i Jcast and will appear at a ban1 and entertainment.
Admischarged for both of his ap* Jmces, expected to total $20,000,
be donated to Gonzaga.

f€
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A "XittU" hom "Ms

By RALPH WILK
partment. They are Roy Abrams,
HOLLYWOOD
formerly with Mintz, Leonard Se'T'HE next starring vehicle for Joan bring,
formerly with Walt Disney
Crawford, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for the past four and a half years,
announces, will be "Shopworn An- and Emery Hawkins formerly with
gel." This is an adaptation of Dana Disney and Mintz. Jack Chertok is
Burnet's Saturday Evening Post producing the cartoons.
story, "Private
Pettigrew's
Girl."
▼
t
▼
Connie Harris, singer and dancer
New
writing contracts are an- now appearing at the Paradise Club
nounced by M-G-M
with George
been signed by AssoOppenheimer, Melchior Lengyel and in Yuma,ciatedhas
Features, Inc. to play the
Waldo Salt.
lead
opposite
Herbert Jeffries, in
T
T
T
"Harlem On The Prairie," which
Anthony Quinn will play a fea- Jed Buell is producing with an alltured role in Paramount's forth- Negro cast. Miller and Mantan
coming picture,
with have been engaged for the comedy
Don Ameche
and "Ensenada,"
Dorothy Lamour
in the romantic leads. John Moffitt leads and Maceo B. Sheffield will
and Duke Atteberry are scripting play the role of the heavy.
▼
T
T
"Ensenada," to be produced by
Herman Ruby, formerly with
Arthur Hornblow. Others assigned
important roles are Martha Raye, Warner's Vitaphone studios in
Bob Burns, Charles Butterworth Brooklyn, will write the script and
and Charles Bickford.
lyrics
the Radio
subject,forwhich
will beRogues'
releasedshort
by
t

r

▼

LEROY BACK TO COAST
WITHOUT MAKING DEAL
(Continued from Page 1)

were dickering for a renewal of his
contract, he definitely was in the
market for the most attractive proposition that might be offered. The
producer had come East to confer
with Warner directors.
With one picture still to be made
on his present contract, LeRoy
leaves by train for the Coast today.
Vehicle will be "Food for Scandal",
co-starring Carole Lombard and
Fernand Gravet.

Jay Emanuel's
Theater toHarrisburg
Start Feb. 15

Harrisburg, Pa. — Jay Emanuel,
Philadelphia theater exhibitor and
trade paper publisher, who invades
the Wilmer
& Vincent
Loew's
field
here, has
announcedandthe
new
date set for the opening of his proposed Senate Theater in the Russ
T
T
T
Harry Rapf now producing RKO. Deal was set by the Mar- Building on Feb. 15. Plans for the
bert company agency.
theater are now being finished by
"Everybody Sing" at Metro, has
T
▼
T
W. H. Lee, Philadelphia architect.
signed the Apple Dancers for this
Max and Arthur Alexander have
picture. They are now appearing
Wilmer & Vincent interests operin New York, plan to arrive here signed John Francis Natteford to
ate three houses here and are planabout Nov. 1.
ning reopening of the Majestic Thewrite the screenplay for "The
r
T
T
Shadow Speaks," which they will ter. ater, and Loew's operate one theaThree new animators have been produce for Grand National release.
added to the M-G-M
cartoon de- Rod LaRocque will be starred.

"Zola" Big In New Haven
New Haven — Warners "The Life
3,000 Reels of Warner
Circuits Will Co-operate
Films Destroyed by Fire of Emile Zola" opened at the Rogin Games Crusade — Brandt
(Continued from Page 1)

Port Of Spain, Trinidad— More
than 3,000 reels of film held in the
West Indies by Warner Brothers
were destroyed in a fire here yesterday, causing some 50 theaters of the
British West Indian circuit to face
an acute film shortage. Footage conAlthough RKO and Loew's were
sumed by the flames included many
not in favor of dropping the games
of the latest releases. Several thouin a "piece-meal" fashion, Brandt
sand dollars worth of publicity masaid that Loew's had definitely
terial and the company's books were
agreed to cooperate, while N. J. also destroyed.
Blumberg, head of RKO theaters,
stated that he would consent to the
plan, subject to the approval of
GB Adds Two Salesmen
other RKO officials.
Blumberg told The Film Daily
Two more additions to GB's sales
I ilm Workers at AFL Meet yesterday that RKO was opposed to staff were announced yesterday by
"bit by bit" dropping of the Arthur A. Lee, Vice-President. Sam
I me 60 film industry office work- the
games, favoring instead a sweep of Soroker has joined GB's Boston
ttending the A F of L organi- the entire city.
sales staff, and John Dugan has been
. ial meeting last night at the
engaged for the Cincinnati office.
Rattan Opera House were in^ed by Geneva Marsh, organWage Scale Talks Resumed
to enlist members in a union
Talks between major circuit offiJackie Heller's Bookings
' vith the CIO. William Collins,
cials and representatives of Local
Herman Bernie booked Jackie
York A F of L representative,
Picture Machine Opera- Heller yesterday for the week of
■|Vas scheduled to speak, could 306, Motion
Union, concerning wage scales Oct. 29th at the Stanley in Pitts: tend because of an abscessed in a tors
new contract were resumed in
burgh and the Capitol, in WashingNew York yesterday. As yet no
ton, for Nov. 5 and 12, with Heller
agreement has been reached.
going
intoweek
Loew's
State25. in New
icing Threat In Okla.
York the
of Nov.
iihoma City — If provisions of
Emmett
Miller
Joins
Mono.
I'tiative petition filed with the
Newman Joining Republic
Bi«y of state are enacted, the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Emmett B. Miller has
Portland, Ore. — Frank Newman,
^ Iwill be thrown open to both
og^.d horse races on a legal pari- been named assistant secretary- Jr., is leaving the managerial chair
»uti: system of betting, with the treasurer of Monogram's Hollywood at the Orpheum theater here today
at I to collect 5 per cent of the studios. Miller, formerly in the to associate with Republic studios,
w he play plus an additional auditing department at Universal, Hollywood. Ron J. Harrington takes
*acj icense of $1,000.
begins his new duties immediately. over at the Orpheum.
said yesterday. The Flatbush section will be the initial area in which
the games will be dropped and will
be followed by Washington Heights
and the Bronx.

er Sherman Theater here, Wednesday, cracking the record for the
house. The film outgrossed such

previous big money-makers as "Anthony Adverse" and "Green Light"
by a wide margin.

"Cantor's Son" Completed
Eron Productions, Inc., has com"The Cantor's
Son"Weiswith
Moishe pleted
Oisher
and Florence
at
the Film Art Studios. This is the
first of a series of Jewish features
to be filmed here. Ilia Motyleff directed.

Roach Silent on RAM

Hal Roach returned to the Coast
yesterday by plane without making
a statement as to the status of RAM,
his Italian partnership producing
deal with Vittorio Mussolini. The
deal has been reported off and on
since the return of young Mussolini
from Hollywood Oct. 8.

"Conquest",
Capitol's
M-G-M's "Conquest"
withNext
Greta
Garbo and Charles Boyer will be
the Capitol
Theater's
picture opening
to follow "Double
Wedding,"
either Nov. 4 or 11, depending on
whether "Double Wedding" remains
two or three weeks.
Chicago's City Reopens

Chicago— The City Theater of the
CVN circuit opens today, Guercio
and Barthel organization handling
the job of reconditioning the house,
closed for several years.

Friday, Oct. 22.
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PRUDENTIAL MAY HAVE
ASSOCIATES IN DEAL
(Continued from Page

1)

Goldwyn After the Pyramids
West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn has
wired the Egyptian Legation in
Washington asking rates and conditions for using sides of the pyramids
for advertising purposes. Goldwyn
would erect great neon signs on the
pyramids advertising the picture,
"Marco Polo", and use the showmanship stunt in advertising throughout the world.

tion with Prudential, whose secretary, E. H. Lever, is now in New
York, are the Eagle and Dominion
Insurance Co. and Philip Hill and
partners, arranged through Oscar
Deutsch.
Despite formal announcements by
Alexander Korda Productions in the
United States, Prudential spokes- Hub Trust Case Seen
men here persist in denying that the
As Requiring Months
company, Korda's backer in the past,
is financing Korda's end of the UA
(Continued from Page 1)
deal. Informed circles here, however, are confident that everything said. Damages of $100,000 in each
of seven cases are asked by the
points to Prudential doing so.
plaintiffs, who allege they have been
unable to get major product for any
Hart Will Seek Right to
run in their New England theaters.
Action yesterday was limited to
Examine UA Pix Records
the reading of contracts, documents
and other evidence. No witnesses
William S. Hart and Mary Hart were called for testimony, but Felix
will today move before Justice William T. Collins in N. Y. State Su- A. Jenkins, secretary of 20th Century-Fox, is scheduled to be heard
preme Court to examine 12,000 cards today.
indicating dates and amounts reIt
was
pointed
out yesterday by
ceived, of pictures distributed by
George
Ryan,
counsel
for the plainUnited Artists and also contract regtiffs, that the deposition of Carl E.
isters and percentage books, before
Milliken, secretary of the MPPDA,
re-trial of the $500,000 suit against which was taken in the E. M. Loew
United Artists for alleged blockanti-trust suit in 1931, will be used
booking of the Hart picture "Tum- in the present proceedings. Milliken
bleweeds."
will not be called upon to testify
Hart's attorneys stated in their
again.
petition
that records
they were
"interested"
In the present depositions, the
in the office
of the
following
plaintiffs are attempting to show
pictures: "Tumbleweeds", "His Ma- the alleged intimate relations bejesty the American", "Thief of Bagtween producers and distributors
dad", "Wild Justice". "Sally of the and the producer-controlled theaters
Saw Dust", "Little Annie Roonie", in securing contracts and the prac"Don Q," "The Eagle," and "The
tice of distributors in selling first,
Gold Rush".
second and subsequent runs to as
A suit by Hart against United Ar- large an extent as possible. They
tists for the return of $185,000
which U. A. retained as fees for are also trying to ascertain why exhibitors of good credit and standing
distributing "Tumbleweeds" is now should not be able to obtain major
pending in Federal Court.
The Supreme Court action was product for any run.
Morse & Rothenberg claim it has
first begun in 1931. Justice Philip
J. McCook and a jury, in 1936, been unable to buy any major prodfor any run for its theaters in
awarded Hart damages of $85,000. five uct
towns. A & W makes a similar
The Appellate Division, however, re- charge in connection with the Metversed the award on the grounds of
ropolitan Theater in Providence.
insufficient evidence.
Defendants in the cases are eight
major distributors, M. A. Shea and
Maine & New Hampshire circuits.
Blank Buys Business Block
The anti-trust suits were filed in the
Des Moines — A. H. Blank, presi- U. S. District Court in Boston.
dent of Tri-States Theater Corp. has
purchased a business block here, and
will modernize for shops and office
Leasim Resigns RKO Post
space.
Harry W. Leasim has resigned as
managing director of RKO Radio
Films International, Ltd., effective
Oct. 15, and is no longer connected
with the RKO Radio organization,
according to an announcement made
yesterday by Ned E. Depinet, viceOklahoma City — Mildred Sell, sec- president of this company.
retary to J. O. Rohde, Warner exchange manager here, expected
Rodgers Leaves for Chicago
back at her desk shortly after a
three weeks' illness.
W. H. Rodgers, M-G-M general
sales manager, left yesterday for
John T. Doran, general manager Chicago. He has tentative plans to
of Film Art Studios in the Bronx, visit other midwest exchange centers but will not decide definitely
has returned to his office following a
until later in the week.
brief siege of illness.

SICK REPORT

DAILY:

NO GUTS BEING MADE
IN PICTURE BUDGETS
Film industry officials yesterday
branded as "ridiculous" a New York
financial newspaper's published report that "Following the slowingdown in business throughout the
country in September, film producers are cutting budgets wherever
possible in a precautionary endeavor
to reduce cost of films which so far
this year have been running far
ahead of the level of the last year
Commenting on the alleged pruning of budgets, authoritative channels within the industry told The
or so."
Film Daily that box office grosses
and producer-distributor revenues
alike were never better in the entire history of the motion picture
business than at present, and that
there are neither practical nor logical theoretical reasons, in light of
sound existing conditions, for studios to reduce their budgets. Furthermore, it was pointed out, producers are in no position to stop
spending at this stage of the year
since their plans have been thoroughly formulated and contractual
commitments made for 1937-38.
That ample justification for the policy of making big-scale attractions
exists, and will be adhered to
throughout the current season, rests
on the fact that, even though the
production year is in incipient stage,
the so-called big pictures already released have scored generally and
heavily in both first and subsequent
runs, furnishing what was termed
"an irrefutable barometer" of public demand, appreciation and enthusiasm for high quality product
which has resulted from adequately
large expenditures.

Funeral of Wm. Pitt Sunday,
of James Pergola Saturday
Pathe News officials last night
announced the funeral arrangements
for William Pitt, 31, news editor for
the company, and James Pergola,
37, cameraman, who were killed in
the crash of an air-liner in the
Uinta Mountains last Sunday.
Services for William Pitt will be
held at 5 p.m. Sunday from the
Fairchild Funeral Home, 89-31 164th
St., Jamaica. He is survived by
his mother, Mrs. Pauline Pitt, and
a sister.
Funeral of James Pergola will be
held Saturday morning at 11 o'clock
at Campbell's Funeral Church,
Broadway at 66th Street. He is
survived by his wife and a fouryear-old son.
The bodies of both men will arrive
from Evanston, Wyo., where they
were taken by mule-team from the
scene of the crash, at Grand Central Station this morning.

"REVKUJS
"The Trigger Trio

with The Three Mesquiteers
Republic
60
FAIR ACTION WESTERN FEATU
THE THREE COWBOY PALS IN !
GOOD
FIGHT SEQUENCES.
This story rambles considerably I
it finally settles down to the busim
supplying the fans with the thrill;
the fight stuff. In planning these s
for the Three Mesquiteers, it seems
they have difficulty in getting plots
will keep the three buddy cowboys
tured through the footage. That ma
count for the raggedness of this pari
production. Opens with Tucson (Ray
rigan) appointed a deputy sheriff wl
disease breaks out among the cattle
his job is to keep live stock from en
the state line. A big rancher with gai
tendencies (Cornelius Keefe) pers
Stony (Ralph Byrd) and Lullaby
Terhune) to string along with him a;
their pal, the deputy. The rancher
to drive his herd and that of the
ranch which Stony is managing, ,
the state line and sell the cattle to
vent their destruction by the state,
the cattle are being driven towarc
divide, Lullaby learns that the ra
has diseased cattle mixed in the I
and that he is the killer of the
father. When Stony hears this, he re
that Tucson was right all the time
quick switch, and soon there is a pi
battle between the posse under Tt
with Stony taking personal care ol
villain. A lot of incidental business
cerning a horse race, and the clever ;
of a big Saint Bernard dog, pad i
slim plot. But the action is good, ar»
finish fight a wow with plenty of :
ing and killing for the thrill fans.
Cast: Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune,
Byrd, Sandra Corday, Robert Wa
Cornelius Keefe, Sammy McKim, Hal I
ferro, Willie Fung.
Producer, Sol G. Siegel; Director,
liam Witney; Authors, Houston Branc
seph Poland; Screenplay, Joseph P:
Oliver Drake; Editor, Tony Mart
Cameraman, Ernest Miller.
Direction, Good. Photography, Very

Great States Using Gam1;

Chicago — Great States circi
now using Screeno and si
games to stimulate attendance.

WEDDING

BELT

Seattle — Dan Redden, marag
Seattle's Blue Mouse, and
Mitchell, usherette at the Mi
will middle-aisle it Nov. 8. En?
ment and wedding date were Hj|
ly announced.
Whiting, Ind. — Rex Williams
manager for the Indiana and,
nois Theaters, was married |
week to Estelle McCloskey. i
honeymoon is postponed as Will
is just recovering from inj
suffered in an auto accident |
confined him to the hospital J
couple of weeks.
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Nebraska Supreme Court's Opinion Dooms Bank Night

IEACH BASIS FOR SETTLING PARA.-UMPTO DISPUTE
:xpect N. W. Allied to File Para. Writ Appeal Today
lift

rategy Mapped As Its Counsel Huddles With Abram

!!':

Myers

Minneapolis — Conference between
to ram Myers, general counsel for
1 ,:; ;ional Allied, and attorneys reprelli" iting
Northwest
Alliedit here
day cleared
the way,
was yessaid
k night, for the filing today in
ieral Court of Northwest Allied's
oeal from Paramount's temporary
unction aimed at the exhib. "buyl™!' 'flyers
strike"approved
ins this territory.
the plans for the
(Continued

on

Page

7)

IS BANK NIGHT BAN
IS BLOW TO GROSSES
«i

"Yeomen of Guard" to Starr Gilbert-Sullivan Pix
London

(By Cable) — First Gilbert and Sullivan operetta to be filmed by

General Film Distributors under a deal recently closed with Rupert D'Oyly
Carte will be "The Yeomen of the Guard." Special unit will be established by
Pinewood Studios under Geoffrey Toye, former Covent Garden managing director.

GARY PARA. WRIT CASE
SCRIPTS' COMPLETION TO BE ARGUED FRIDAY

WANGER WILL SPEED

Scripts for the next two Walter
Wanger productions have been completed and the third is being prepared, it was learned yesterday.
Wanger is planning to leave shortly
for the Coast to start production on
"A Kiss in Paris," which will be followed by "Arabian Nights", latter
in Technicolor. The third Wanger
picture will
be on"ThePage Illusionist,"
(Continued
7)

. O. grosses in states where Bank
ht and similar games are outed have dropped between 40 and
p. c. since the bans have gone
1
effect, C. C. Ezell, sales man- Smaller Toronto Houses
r for Affiliated Enterprises, ownRaise Admission 5 Cents
(j; of Bank Night, said yesterday
New York.
Ezell referred spe(Continued on Page 7)
Toronto — Several small houses in
the Toronto city area have raised
their prices from 15 to 20 cents and
Cjlumbia Divisional Sales
a number have increased their
Parley Opens in Atlanta quite
Saturday matinee prices from 5 to
econd of a series of three divi- 10 cents. Indications are that admission prices probably will show
al sales meetings being held by
improvement in 1938.
l|ambia Pictures opens today and
tinues through Sunday at the
slee Hotel, Atlanta, Ga., with
1 [McConville, sales supervisor, and
,i

(.Continued

on

Page

2)

Para. Signs Barrymores
Vest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Back from Europe
nd New York, Adolph Zukor,
ara.'s board chairman, yesterday
nnounced signing of three-year
ontracts with John Barrymore and
is wife, Elaine Barrie. Para, will
rst cast them together in Marlene
ietrich's next, "French Without
ears."

^

Tops in Latin America

7)

(Continued on Page 7)

Figures from Latin American key No General Amusement
spots give "Alia en el Rancho
Tax Likely in St. Louis
Grande," Mexican-made musical romance starring Tito Guizar, an allSt. Louis — Legislative committee
time first place for any picture in
those Colombia, Chile, Venezuela of the Board of Aldermen is expected to reject the proposed reand Argentine
situations where it
(Continued on Page 7)
venue raising bill providing for a
general amusement tax.

Lincoln — Reviewing the Beatrice
Theaters Corp. test case, brought
last April, the Nebraska Supreme
Court in an opinion read yesterday
held Bank Night a lottery and by
Jack H. Skirball, general manager so finding, doomed the game in this
of Educational Pictures, is expected state. Court's ruling held Bank
Night to combine several elements
to sign agreement
the Screenearly
Actors'
Guild of chance and lottery.
standard
next week,
Beatrice(Continued
Theaters
Corp.,
operatMrs. Florence Marston, SAG easton Page
7)
on Page

A basis for settling the UMPTOParamount product contro ersy was
reached yesterday in an ail-day session between Paramount officials and
a trio of UMPTO members, headed
by Lewen Pizor, president. The details of the proposed settlement were
not revealed but they will be placed
before the UMPTO membership at
a special meeting called by Pizor
for Tuesday in Philadelphia.
Following
yesterday's
{Continued
on Page 7) meeting,

CEA-CIRCUlfBATTLE
ON KRA POLICY SURE

Action, Finds Bank Night is Illegal

(Continaed

to

Action brought by the Gary Theater Co., Gary, Ind., for a mandatory injunction to compel Paramount to deliver 10 pictures alon last
contract legedly
will scheduled
be heard
next season's
Friday
in the Federal Court at Indianapolis,
it was announced yesterday by a
member of the Paramount legal department.
London (By Cable) — CEA-circuit
Original action was brought in
in opposition to the rethe State Superior Court at Marion, co-operation
cent KRA decision to refuse to book
(Continued on Page 7)
"A" pix at flat rentals is now
deemed a certainty here.
Mex. Pix, U A Release,
One
conference
between
John

Net. Supreme Court, Reviewing Test

Expect Educational Will
Sign SAG Pact Next Week

day
Pfiilly Exhib.TuesAssociation
Act on Peace Terms

Wanger, Dartmouth

Lecturer

Walter Wanger will deliver the
first lecture on screen script writing at Dartmouth on Monday. The
course will be conducted under
Wanger's guidance as a memorial
to Irving Thalberg. While in Hanover, Wanger, Dartmouth alumnus,
will also outline future plans for
the film-writing project, which will
be carried on in upper-class courses
of the English Department. Close
contact with Hollywood will be
maintained throughout the course.
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associate
producer
of
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of Time,
has
returned
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D. C.
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Mci s.rc.ui, Secretary-Treasurer; Entered as second class matter. May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y. under
the art of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10. 0(1 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1501
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BKyant
9-7117. 97118. 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood.
California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
W Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., \V. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Ginematographie Francaise, Rue de la Cour
des-Noues.
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they 'will shine
Friday evening Miss Neagle and
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Tuesday fhey will be guests of the Woman Pays Club
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celebs are now in for a week of celebrations in New York
Monday a luncheon will be tendered to them and Charles de Grandcourt,
collaborator on the screen
play, by the British Luncheon
Club

at the AMP A luncheon
and
on
Mister Wilcox will give a party for
at a showing of their production at
week

T
▼
▼
• WHAT IS touted as the first broadcast column restricted solely to stage and screen criticism ever presented over
NBC
now being conducted by Alistair Cooke, the British
writer and lecturer, every Wednesday eve. . . • New streamlined body jor airplanes forms a clever ad sticker
a plug for
GB's "Non-Stop New York"
Anna Lee is the body
and some body
Al Selig's brain child
the poster, not
the body
T
T
T
• • • PREVIEW showing
Columbia's "The Awful Truth" at
the Astor Theater on Tuesday, 11 A.M. ... • Grand Hallowe'en masquerade party of the Warner Club at the home office club rooms last
nite
the Committee staged a wow party
Arthur Sachson,
A. W. Schwalberg, Ralph Budd, Irving Birnbaum
•

STOCK

•

▼

Neagle and Herbert Wilcox, star and producer of RKO Radio's "Victoria
the Great"
which
blazes
forth on the screen
of the Music
Hall
starling next Thursday
after being feted at the Canadian capitals where the production had its Dominion premieres, the British

aid M

YORK
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Columbia Divisional Sales
M of T To Use RCA Sound
for All Field Equipment
Parley Opens in Atlanta
(Continued from Page 1)
All March of Time equipment in
the field will be completely outfitted Rube Jackter, assistant sales manwith RCA sound by Nov. 1. March
ager, in charge.
of Time film for the last three
Max Weisfeldt, short subject sales
months has been using RCA Photo- supervisor, and George Josephs comphone sound recording in the replete the home office group at the
lease prints. To meet March of meeting. Sam Moscow, southern diTime's special requirements, RCA
vision manager, heads the field repengineers have developed improved
resentation which includes W. Anfield equipment.
derson, branch manager, and B. A.
Wallace, salesman, of Atlanta; R. J.
Ingram, branch manager, and G.
Disney Reported Already
R. D. Williamson, salesat Work on 2nd Feature Roscoemen, ofand
Charlotte; J. B. Underwood,
branch manager, and H. Craver, W.
Walt Disney has started on his L. Penn, J. L. McKinney and W. S.
second feature-length cartoon, Greg- Hurst, salesmen, of Dallas; J. J.
ory Dixon, Disney's studio publicity Rogers, branch manager, and H.
director, said yesterday in New Kohn and T. B. Haynes, salesmen of
York. Title is "Bambi." based on Memphis; H. Duvall, branch manthe story of a deer by Felix Salten.
ager, and J. Winberry and J. J.
Dixon said that Disney's first fea- Fabocher, salesmen, of New Orleans;
ture, "Snow White and the Seven C. A. Gibbs, branch manager and
Dwarfs", has been completed in J. A. Smith and S. Gibbs, salesmen,
black and white and more than 3,- of Oklahoma City.
500 feet has been completed in color.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer asked dismissal of the $250,000 suit for alleged infringement of copyright
entered against it by Philip T.
Clancy, in a general denial, filed in
U. S. District Court yesterday to
New Chicago Theater
Sunday Pix Referendum
the alleged plagiarism of Clancy's
Chicago — A new 700-seat theater
Wampum, Pa. — Lawrence County
play "Nuts to You" in the Marx
will give Wam- is planned for 2042-2046 Roscoe
Bros, picture, "A Day At the Races." (Pa.) pumcommissioners
citizens a chance to vote at the street by the Roscoe Theater Corp.,
Robert Pirosh, author of "A Day November
election on whether they headed by Archie Schmiberg. MorAt the Races" is listed as one of the
ris Perlman is general contractor.
defendants.
would like Sunday movies.

RUTH
SLENCZYNSKI.
child pianist, and
father,
JOSEF
SLENCZYNSKI,
arrive in
York today from Europe on the President Ro
velt.
HENRY
York this

FONDA is scheduled to leave
week-end
for Hollywood.

JOHN LODER and his wife, MICHEL
CHEIREL, who arrived in New York recc
from England,
leave for Hollywood
next *
DANIELE
AMFITHEATROF,
composer,
has arrived in New
on the Vulcania.
JOE

Dl

PESA,

conductor
York from Eu

advertising

and

exploit;

manager
for Loew's
theaters
in Boston, i
New York for a few days of conferences
Loew
officials.
C. U. YAECER, president of Affiliated
terprises (Bank Night) of Denver, C. C. EZ
sales manager, and ROY HEFNER, New En.
manager, are at the Park Central.

NATE SPINCOLD, Columbia executive,
rived in New York yesterday by plane .
two weeks of conferences with Harry I
on the Coast.
BEN KALMENSON, Warners Eastern dis
manager,
gets back Monday after a week
in Pittsburgh.
GEORGE
D. LOTTMAN,
New York and
lywood publicity agent, returns from the C
next week.
MIKE SHAPIRO and ARCHIE FEINK.
Pittsburgh exhibitors, left New York yc
day after a short stay.
SIC WHITMAN, Eastern district managei
Universal, returned yesterday from a tou
the exchanges
and
Cincinnati. in Philly, Cleveland, Pittsbi

J. CHEEVER
COWDIN,
chairman
of
versal's board of directors, is scheduled to I
New
York today for the Coast.
F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Eastern sales mat
for Universal, left New York yesterday to
company's offices in the South.
LOU
ANCER,
20th
Century-Fox
dire
accompanied
by MRS. ANGER,
sails from
York today for the Coast on the Santa P
HERMAN HUPFELD, song writer, leaves
York today on the Santa Paula for Hollyv
fromIANtheKEITH
Coast. arrived in New York yest
PHIL REISMAN, foreign sales managei
RKO Radio, arrives in New York Tuesday
Europe on the He de France.
JOHN
EBERSON,
theater architect, folic
his return from Washington,
leaves New
early this week
for Albany.

tRTHv
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Best
the

wishes from The Film Daily to
following
on
their
birthday:
OCTOBER
23

Harry

Sam

E.

Cohn
Fred Datig Harry Scott
Sally O'Neil
Morris
OCTOBER

Gilda Morga
Cray
n
Byron

24
Dan
Arthur

JW.

Srebt'

Smolei
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BUT WHAT A DIFFERENCE
In comparison with modern SIMPLIFIED HIGH
INTENSITY projection old style low intensity projection isas out-of-date as the horse and buggy. And
as uneconomical.
The picture on the screen is all you have to sell.
Clear, snappy black and white and good accurate
color pictures can only be projected properly with
high intensity light, such as audiences are accustomed
to in the big theaters.
SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY projection is
no longer a luxury. Almost any house can afford it.
And every house can make it a business builder.

SIMPLIFIED

WiqhW%9nlynsilJu

—
PLIFIED 2-FEWER
1-SIMPLIFIED LAMPSIM
MECHANISM
LAMP PARTS
3-LOWER ARC CURRENT
Two
you
you
will

to three times as much light on the screen as
get from low intensity, costs so little more than
are now paying, that one extra admission per show
cover it.

Write for the new, free, illustrated book — "The Eternal
Triangle In Picture Projection^
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PROJECTION

TIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
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Unit of Union Carbide HIM and Carbon Corporation

CARBON
-

SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND,

OHIO

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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THEATERS
• CONSTRUCTION
• MODERNIZATION
• MAINTENANCE

OKLAHOMA EQUIPMENT
BUSINESS IS BOOMING
Oklahoma City — Installations of
new equipment and remodeling of
Oklahoma theaters is booming business at supply houses.
The Oklahoma Theater Supply
Co., according to Elden Peek, president, have installed Filmspeaker
Opera Radio sound jobs in A. G.
Carlile's Hinton Theater at Hinton,
Okla.; W. F. Sonneman's new Plaza
Theater at Bentonville, Ark.; T. C.
Killebru's Rialto Theater at Siloam
Springs, Ark.; John Atchinson's
Palace at Skiatook, Okla. StrongArc Lamps installed in Annex at
Perry, Okla.; Palace at Coweta,
Okla.; Rivoli at Enid, Okla.; Jewel
and Crystal at Okemah, Okla.; the
Oklahoman at Hobart, Okla. In addition they have installed complete
booth equipment in the Palace at
Thomas, Okla., at estimated cost of
$1,500. Seat jobs of HeywoodWakefield equipment have been installed in Arthur Abbot's new
Osage Theater in Pawhuska, Okla.,
and 1,300 new seats in Ralph Talbot's Orpheum in Tulsa, Okla.
The National Theater Supply Co.
have installed a new Powers projection machine in Cecil Elrod's theater at Morris, Okla.; generator and
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Complete Decorating and Draperies
Murals — Draperies — Stage

Curtains

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors

NOVELTY

SCENIC

STUDIOS,

320 W. 48th St., New York City

Inc

A. I. Kessler, Mgr

Chicago — Balaban & Katz is
modernizing the sound systems of
several of the circuit's older theaters. Job at the Tivoli, one of the
ace South Side houses, has just
been completed. Work on other
houses
will be undertaken
shortly.

New B & K-Kalleres
Gary Theater Bows In
Gary Ind. — Balaban & Katz and
Peter M. Kalleres have opened the
new State Theater. The house, a
1,200-seater, is the second to come
under the combined management of
Beeankay and Kalleres. They also
operate the Grand.
The State is purely the product
of local talent. L. Harry Warriner
drew the plans, while Marcello Gerometta looked after the construction.
Claude Rubens and Dave Sandine
of the Balaban & Katz organization were also assigned to the building task.
RCA made the sound installation,
White Way Sign erected the marquee and neon vertical, and Kroeschell Engineering Co. handled the
air-conditioning.

Detroit — New installations reported this week by W. J. Turnbull,
Detroit manager for National Theater Supply Co., show trend toward
increased
equipment sales. These
include:
E. J. Pennell's Cozy Theater, Decatur, Mich., new booth equipment,
including
Peerless lamps and National rectifiers.
Kilbride and Lane's Alhambra
Theater,
mechanisms. Detroit, Super-Simplex

Nabe

SOIIVDFILM ENTERPRISES, Inc
NEW

YORK

CITY

Shelby, O.— R. T. Kemper, formerly associated with the Dipson
circuit, is president of Kemper Theaters, Inc., which is remodeling a
present store into a 450-seat picture
theater. It will be called the State
Theater, and will be ready to open
early in November.

Because — You Give Them a Good Show
Because — They
Are Walking
Over
Soft Carpets
"COMBINED"— IT SPELLS SUCCESS

GREATER

NEW

YORK

2S0 West

And Theii
By GI

Equipment I:

duction,
it isisalso
affec
JUST
as color
steadily
have for a number of years I
engineers who have watched
inevitable development, and
ticability, with perfection as
That this goal is being

of physical exhibition which
being on so wide a scale,
equipment, and, in turn, the
cipal factors, namely, the thr

IN FRONT OF YOUR THEATRE
WATCHING THE CROWDS POUR IN

723 7th AVENUE
ME<Ul!ion 3-3248

COLOI

Western Theater Supply
Installations Under Way

YOU ARE STANDING

And

■

the quality of current feat
employed, and the quality oi
studios for the exhibitor and

Kemper In New Venture

Columbus, O. — A new corporation,
Main Theater, Inc., has been formed
here by Fred W. Rowlands and
Homer Bloss to operate the Main
Theater, now under construction. It
is reported that Rowlands is planning to build another theater at
18th Ave. and High St.

■

Thomas D. Moule's Jefferson Theater, Detroit, Flasher Neon marquee, lighting fixtures, and carpeting. This house is to be completely
remodeled
and modernized
shortly.
Super-Simplex projectors at Sam
Ackerman's East Side, Barney Kilbride's Beverly, and Ray Schreiber's
Palmer Park, all in Detroit.

Omaha — The following equipment
installations are announced by F. A.
Van Husen of Western Theater
Supply: 216 full upholstered chairs
in Horn & Morgan's Star, Hay
Decorative Display Co.
Springs, Neb., and 300 in Witt
Will Expand Facilities Burr's Orpheum, Lancaster, Wis.;
lamps, drapes and carpeting in L.
Detroit — Decorative Display Co., P. Larson's Civic, Webb City, Mo.
specializing in theatrical display
Western Theater also is supplying new chairs, booth equipment,
and scenic work, is planning installation of new electrical and other carpeting and drapes to the Day
equipment to allow handling of all Theater, which is undergoing complete remodeling by Harry Day at
types and sizes of jobs, Mrs. Leodora Woodward, sales manager, said Darlington, Wis. Larry Larson of
Webb City, Mo., is supervising
this week. The company was es- architect.
tablished last July and has shown
consistent growth.

New Columbus
I. E. LOPERT, our general manager
will give you Technical advice!

Equipment Orders Rise
In Michigan Territory

B & K Modernizing Sound

CARPET

49th Street, New

HOUSE,
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for the public. The present
fer cent of all the short prodlar more numerous than durexhibitors in all sections of
i can best meet the problems
,h color pictures coming into
resolves itself into one of
solves itself into three prinnses and lighting.
oil ill adoption of color by the
proper sound reproduction in
inical standards in order to
lerwent radical changes for
ft ilit, formed a basis for satis';nt and designated as gold
modern projection. Their
itical. In the average thesbserver is near the screen.
;tween the screen and the
is often less than one-half
itness is very narrow. Furily, and is not gradual or
used for color pictures beheir natural form, a point
|i:r Screen Corp., which has
^silver and related forms of
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FILM

STUDIOS
• FURNISHINGS
• TECHNICAL
• SUPPLIES

Schlanger Slope Adopted
■Montreal — Montreal is to have a
new cinema in the Park Extension

Denver — Graham Bros. Theater
district. It will be named "The
Supply Co. has shipped the followEmpire," and will have seating caing large orders in the territory:
pacity for 600. The Empire, it is
Loma Theater, Socorro, N. M.,
claimed, will be the only theater in
air conditioning equipment, projecCanada constructed on the Schlantion lamps, rectifiers, lenses and
ger parabolic reserve floor slope,
with no steps.
booth equipment; Zia Theater,
Springer, N. M., 350 New Ideal
chairs, projection lamps, rectifiers,
lenses and air conditioning equip- Celotex Takes Control
ment; Bluffs Theater, Scottsbluff,
Neb., 350 New Ideal chairs and air
of American Gypsum Co.
washer; Princess, Crested Butte,
Colo., projection lamps, rectifiers
Chicago — The Celotex Corp. has
and overhaul job; Wyoming, Tor- purchased a controlling interest in
rington, Wyo., 700 New Ideal the American Gypsum Co. with a
chairs, 300 yards carpet, two blow- plant at Port Clinton, Ohio. Acers and motors, two curtains, tracks
quisition was effected by a cash setand controls, sound screen and
tlement of undisclosed amount.
complete booth equipment; and the
New Victory, Denver, Motiograph
Louis Philips Buys In
projector, Strong Lamps, booth
New Haven — Louis Phillips, manequipment lenses; Tejo, Santa Rita,
ager of Modern Theater EquipN. M., and Hurley, Hurley, N. M.,
ment Co. here for the past four
air conditioning equipment.
years, has obtained an interest in
the business and been made viceNew Berlin, N. H., House
president of the corporation. WalWill Open on Thursday
lace Katz of New York is president.

NEW RAISED LETTERS
PROCESS BY EON ART
A new process through which
raised letters are incorporated in
the manufacture of film theater
banners, supplanting the previous
forms which have featured paint,
cut out or sewed letters, is announced by the Eon Art Co., 29
Broadway, New York.
Banners or burgees for all types
of both theater exterior and interior
display are available with the raised
letters on silk fields. They can be
supplied, (Continued
accordingon toPageEon,
6) without

SPECIALISTS
RECORDING
DUBBING
COMMERCIAL
PICTURES
Fotorone Studios, 33 W. 60th St., N. Y. C

Portland, Me. — Opening date for
the new Strand Theater at Berlin,
N. H., has been changed from Oct.
21 to Oct. 28. The Maine-New
Hampshire house has a seating capacity of 1,500, is a one-story modern structure, costing the owners
approximately $200,000. It will be
manged by Edward Gilbert.

V

Buchanan Building
Hydro, Okla. — A new 300-seat
house costing $3,000, named the
Hydro,
is being built here by Richard Buchanan.

CHARLES

ROSS, INC.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind
For Studios — Productions — Premieres
244-250 WEST 49fh STREET
New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

vtV^
"THE AWFUL

^ k_ _^
TRUTH"

There isn't any awful truth about
Alexander Smith Carpet. The beautiful truth is that it is the biggest

|i Iran in- deafened to your talkies increases
liotential midiencp 10%. In-i.ill Ai-uusticon Theatrenhories. Leading system. Naiciiiall.v advertised.

selling theatre carpet in America because of its proven record for amazingly long wear — which is why you
will find it in the majority of the

Endorsed by key showmen.
Write for full details, and exploitation data.

country's most successful theatres.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
580

Fifth

Ave.,

New

York

ACOUSTICON

DAILY

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

THE
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THEATERS
Construction — Modernization
Maintenance

NO-LOS FIXTURES FIND
WIDE THEATRICAL USE
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EQUIPMENT
■

COLOR

PROBLEMS

And Their Exhibition Solutions
(Continued from

Widespread adoption of No-Los
flexible lighting equipment by theaters for their lobbies, foyers,
lounge rooms and interior use generally where efficient and effective
illumination is required, is reported
by the manufacturers, Major Equipment Co. of Chicago.
These fixtures embody two revolutionary, new processes, commercially known as Alzak and Alumilite.
Former produces high reflectivity
not
obtainable
the older reflectors,
finishingmethods
for by
aluminum

Page

S-T-U-D-LO-S
Technical — Supplies
Furnishings

m m OKLAHOMA EQUIPMENT
BUSINESS IS BOOMING

5)

(Continued from Page

4)

Chicago— Fourteen B & K theaters are now equipped with aids
for patrons whose hearing is defective. Latest house to install such
devices is the Northtown in the
Edgewater district.

booth equipment with the exceptior
of projectors in Southwestern The
ater's new Tower at Tulsa, Okla.
and a Super-Simplex projector ii
Verby Conley's Ellis Theater at Per
ryton,
The Texas.
Dyer Theater Supply Co., h
addition to continuing with its worl
SALIENT among these types are:
of installations among state insti
(A) The Suprex eye-saver sound screen for high intensity. Its sur- tutions has installed booth equip
face is white diffusive, compensating for blue tint in light, and will not ment in Carl Burton's new Towe;
discolor. The brightness factor averages 94.6 per cent within an angle at Cordell, Okla., and William:
of 120 degrees; sound factor attenuation 1.5 db, two times permeability Silver Screen, Garver Rectifier anc
required, while the color range covers the entire spectrum, has a low Wenzel
new CabinProjector
Theater in
at Jack
Stigler,Pierce':
Okla
absorption factor and is excellently adapted for color pictures.
(B) For Mazda or Lo- Intensity, company makes its Vocalite screen Two Eastman Co. Plants
that is non-discoloring, crystal beaded and white diffusive. Brightness
factor is 223 per cent, 165 per cent at 30 degrees, 80 per cent at 45
Jump Capacities 50 P. C
degrees, with screen light intensified 1.7 to 2 times within 30 degrees.
Rochester — Eastman Kodak Co
Sound factor attenuation is 1.5 db., twice the permeability required officials announce here, is goinj
by SMPE. As in the case of the Suprex screen, color range covers the through broadest expansion pro
entire spectrum, and gives perfect color film images.
gram in its history, with productiv
(C) The Chromoiite screen is for either high or low intensity capacity being increased by 50 pe
projection lighting. Surface is white diffusive, with special optical cent at two plants, the Camera Divi
sion, making cameras, and th
white coating which will not discolor. Brightness factor is over 90 Hawk-Eye works, producer of pho
per cent, with light intensity constant within an angle of 120 degrees. tographic lenses. At former work
Attenuation is less than 1 db., and sound permeability two or three employment is reported at a ne\
times greater than required. Its use for color reproduction is, like the high, even exceeding 1929, wit
3,600 persons on pay roll, as com
aforementioned screens, ideal, according to T. S. C. technicians.
pared with depression low of 1,10C
Hawk-Eye plant, now employin
SALES reported by virutally all leading screen manufacturers in re- 1,400 persons, is being augmente
cent months indicate that exhibitors are checking carefully on their by construction of new building
which will give it 50 per cent mor
present equipment to assure themselves of not merely fine delineation
manufacturing space. Kodak recentl
of projected film images in color, but also in black-and-white. It is a
purchased property of local Roma;
happy circumstance that proper equipment for color also assures sharp- Catholic Diocese to erect new add:
tions to the Camera Works, to als>
ness and clarity of projected product in black-and-white.
A recent survey reveals tendency of theater owners and operators provide a 50 per cent boost in manv
to go further than mere changing of their screens to solve the problem facturing facilities.
of projection quality. Acquisition of suitable, thoroughly modern
lenses, and the bringing of their projection lighting up to date are also 165 New Theaters Sign
being given deserved consideration.
Alexander Co. Contract

American Seating Earnings

Johns Manville Quarter
Eon Art Co. Introduces
Alexander Film Co. salesmen oh
Net Profit $1,780,857 tained screening agreements wit
New Raised Letter Line

and the reflection factor, the company states, is higher than that of
any other commercial reflecting surface. Latter process, Alumilite,
gives a final finish which is assurance of permanency, prevention
against discoloring and other deterioration. Ithas an oxide coating
providing a hard glass-like surface
which gives greater permanence,
it is claimed, even under severe conditions of temperature and exposure.
Features of No-Los fixtures are a
thumb screw adjustment which controls and regulates the amount, direction and quality of light; ample
ventilation; luminous exteriors;
easy-to-dismantle reflector bowls;
simple installation requirements,
and the ready manner in which
Louvres or Diffusing Glass plates
attached or detachquickly
caned be
without
tools.

14 B & K Theaters Have
Aids for Hard of Hearing

American Seating Co.'s third
quarter report, as yet unissued, is
expected to show net profit of at
least $280,000 or $1.25 a share on
the 221,062 common shares outstanding. Last year, company reported $299,612 after federal income
taxes as nine months' net profit.

screens, and reports that all the important producer-operated circuits
have long ago discarded their silver screens.
For the reproduction of color film images, T. S. C. has developed
several types of screens for houses using either high or low intensity
projection lighting.

(Continued from

Pane

5)

For quarter ended Sept. 30, last,
report of Johns-Manville Corp. and
subsidiaries, subject to audit and
year-end adjustments, shows net
profit of $1,780,857 after depreciation, depletion, normal federal income taxes, etc., but before surtax
on undistributed profits, equivalent
6 Trane Installations
after dividend requirements on 7 per
The Trane Co., manufacturers of
Install Booth Equipment
cent preferred stock, of $1.94 a share
air conditioning- equipment, report
the furnishing of new units recently
Okemah, Okla. — Installation of on 850,000 no-par shares of common. This compares with $1,789,to the following film houses: Vassar, new booth equipment, consisting of
Vassar, Mich.; the Strand and North Powers 6B projectors, has been 415 or $1.95 a share on 850,000 common shares in preceding quarter and
End theaters, Lansing, Mich.; Tiv- completed in the Crystal Theater
oli, Michigan City, Ind.; New Man- here, of which Bill Slepka is man- $1,618,659 or $1.98 a share on 750,ager. Same type of equipment will 000 common shares in September
nington, New Mannington, W. Va.,
go into the Jewel Theater shortly.
and the Webster, Hartford, Conn.
quarter of 1936.
additional cost over banners now in
general use, and in most instances
at a greater saving in comparison
to the sewed or cut out letters.
One of the underlying motives for
their development, it is claimed, is
the current unavailability of quality banners to advertise the better
class of feature film.

165 theaters during the past monti
none of which has heretofore use;,
their service. A total of 109 thee,
ters renewed their agreements du*

Alexander
ing
the sameservice
period.throughout
Available thi
i'C
nation are approximately 7,300 the
aters.

Soundmasters Installed

Omaha— R. S. Ballantyne of Scoil
Ballantyne announces installation cj
Duo Soundmasters, new equipmerj
recently placed on the market, i|
A. D. Hahn's Sheridon; Sheridoii
Mo.; Faye Honey's Tecumseh, Neb.
and Harold Smith's Dreamland, Cai|
son, la. One hundred new chain!
have
installed
Burke, been
Burke,
S. D. in C. Gelseni.
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E6. SUPREME COURT
UTLAWS BANK NIGHT
(Continued from Paijc

1)

A "JtiUU" ham "£ots

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
porting cast headed by John Barrymore and Porter Hall.
ROY DEL RUTH will use the maLewin, before entering the motion
jestic outdoor setting of Calipicture industry via the writing
fornia's famous Yosemite Valley for route,
was a professor of English
certain ice skating sequences in the
at the University of Missouri. The
new Sonja Henie picture, "Hot school contemplates the installation
and Happy," formerly titled "Bread,
of a department dealing with moButter and Rhythm."
tion picture writing and production
Del Ruth, who will start shooting
and
has asked Lewin to sit in on
on the picture at 20th Century-Fox
conferences in an adstudios within the next few days, preliminary
visory capacity.
has just returned from a flying
T
T
T
trip to Yosemite. He was assured
David Niven has returned to
by rangers that snow will fall and
that the ice ponds will freeze over Hollywood, following an absence of
before he can complete the lengthy three months in England. While
shooting schedule at the studio and abroad he made one picture and
move to location.
vacationed. His next assignment
T
Y
Y
for Samuel Goldwyn will be in support of Gary Cooper and Merle
Albert Lewin, Paramount producer, is making arrangements to Oberon in "Kiss in the Sun."
T
T
T
fly east on completion of cutting of
Paul Parry has been added to the
his most recent picture, "True Confession," starring Carole Lombard cast of "News in the Air" at Republic. Nick Grinde is directing.
and Fred MacMurray, with a sup-

a Beatrice theater, is a Fox
,st Coast affiliate.
Vhen the test suit was brought,
orney General Dick Hunter won
fuling- that any giving of considtion, time or money would bring
ik Night under the state's lot/ statute. Decision was by Dist Judge Fred Messmore, subsently advanced to the Supreme
irt. Justice Messmore did not
when the case was reviewed.
tor i 'he State contended that all
,ie elements of a lottery were
it
sent — a prize, a chance and a
Co,, I sideration. Theatermen held that
! WoJ consideration was involved. The
rt, however, held increased atequip ilance was a consideration. JusTorn 9 Rose, in his opinion, blamed
,ik Night for encouraging the
lbling instinct, and said it intsed idleness, pauperism and
le and helped to destroy the in- CEA-Circuit Battle on KRA
iive essential to individual liveod and good citizenship.
"A" Picture Policy Certain
k Omaha, William H. Wright,
(Continued from Page 1)
D fhrney for the theater interests,
'theaters
the nextwill
move
on
the
part
of
Maxwell,
Oscar Deutsch and Arbe to file a motion
thur Jarratt and CEA execs, has ala rehearing
in the Beatrice
ready been held, and the full report
of the General Council on the rent11 pi
als situation forecasts a general
meeting of all exhibitor interests,
ect N. W. Allied to File
including the major circuits.
Dit ij

II

id t:

Para. Writ Appeal Today

The Rentals Panel's report, which
was unanimously endorsed by the
Council
delegates, invited the Coun|al and also those for Northwest
cil to express its protest in the
jd's proposed move in the State
its for a mandatory injunction strongest possible terms on what it
impel Paramount to immediately described as a further attempt to
ier six pictures which the exhib. foster discontent within the trade.
The suspicion felt by members of
«' mization contends were called
junder 1936-37 contracts.
the CEA on the KRS decision is
it in idge Devaney, chief counsel of also emphasized, and the Panel recrecea ihwest Allied, who returned
ommends the general body of mem;sday from Washington, and Atbers to continue their present booking methods, in order to test the
jey Louis Schwartz of the Northto i ■] Allied legal staff, were among validity of the Renters' decision.
In the general discussion, it was
in* f to huddle with Myers yesterpointed out the effects of the KRS
two "A"
not to prohibit
was program,
policy
ect Educational Will
pix
in one
which was what
exhibitors desired, but left individual theaters free to book two such
„ Jign SAG Pact Next Week
productions
for one program on
(Continued from Page 1)
whatever percentage terms they
could
arrange.
11 ^representative, said yesterday.
$ change in the pact will be suction of New
York State law
ever California law is menGary Paramount Writ
id.
Case to be Argued Friday
dld's next confabs are schedwith Mentone and Tru Pictures.

of pt
1V0L

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

arter, La-Charles Prexy
'w Orleans — Norman L. Carter,
Igial assistant to E. V. Richof the Saenger Theaters Corp.,
ofS been appointed president of the
■harles Corp., a theatrical corion representing the major cirwith New Orleans holdings to
te the St. Charles Theater. The
'. is closed at present.
ydf

ft

1)

0., but Paramount moved to have
the case transferred to the Indianapolis Federal Court, which was
granted.
The plaintiffs, which operate the
Gary and Palace Theaters in Gary,
contend that six of the 10 features
were among those which Philadelphia and Minneapolis exhibitors
claim Paramount withheld from
them.

BASIS FOR SETTLING
PARA.-UMPTO DISPUTE
(Continued from Page

1)

Paramount officials indicated that if
the basis for settlement, as agreed
upon by both Paramount and the
UMPTO representatives, is accepted
by the UMPTO as a whole, a quick
termination of the dispute was in
sight.
From all indications, both sides
had to "give" in order to arrive at
a satisfactory conclusion. It was
agreed, it was learned, that the question of buying and selling was to
be one of equity and that no set
Paramount formula was to be applied to all exhibitors. It was further agreed it is understood, that
Paramount would not carry out its
request that exhibitors' books be
examined as to profits or splits. New
season pictures, it was also said, are
to be bought outright or on percent-

Pizor told The Film Daily that
age.
he was confident of a satisfactory
Mex. Pix, U. A. Release,
adjustment, but that the entire issue depended on the reaction of the
Tops in Latin America association's
membership to the
committee's report. Paramount offi{Continued from Page 1)
cials indicated that the company was
has played, and indications are that primarily interested in having satisits complete gross for the season
fied customers and only wanted
will put it ahead of the best previ- equitable deals.
Paramount was represented by
ous all-time United Artists grossers
by at least 100 per cent, it was re- Neil F. Agnew, Austin Keough and
ported yesterday by Walter Gould, J. J. Unger. UMPTO members at
United Artists divisional sales man- the sessions were Charles Segall,
ager for Latin America.
Abe Soblosky and Pizor.
Gould's breakdown of the territory shows Venezuela turning in fig- Sees Bank Night Ban
ures that beat any picture at any
As Blow to Grosses
time by 100 per cent and the pix is
now being released in Guatemala
(Continued from Page 1)
and Panama to big biz. It will soon
be
released in all the remaining ter- cifically to Texas and Illinois, asritories.
serting that in the former state theater business is off 40 p. c. and in
Gould says that due to the wide- Illinois,
45 p. c.
spread public resistance to SpanishIn Texas, Ezell stated, 50 theaters
language films because of a long have
closed or will close because of
epidemic of poor product in this me- court decisions against the games,
dium, the Guizar film got off to
that it was Bank Night
comparatively poor first, second and insisting
sometimes third days in almost every that had been keeping the houses
location. But the extraordinary in"Almost every line of business is
crease in takes thereafter are indic- open.
some kind of inducement,
ative of the unusual pulling power offering
in the form of premiums or gifts,
of this production.
to stimulate trade, and theaters can"Alia en el Rancho Grande" was
not be any exception," Ezell conmade in Mexico City by Bustamante tended.
and De Fuentes under Mexican GovEzell estimated that approximateernment sponsorship.
ly 4,000 theaters in the U. S. were
now using Bank Night, adding that
the figure actually might vary by
500 either way.
All Wanger Scripts May
Ezell is in New York on what he
be Complete by Jan. 1 called "routine business." With him
are C. U. Yaeger, president of Af(Continued from Page 1)
filiated Enterprises, and Roy Hefner, Bank Night manager in New
based
on
the
French
play
by
Sascha
Guitry.
England.
Wanger plans to have all stories
selected and scripts completed for
"Green Fields" Cast's P. A.
his current program by the first of
The Squire Theater announces
the year, it was said. He hopes to that "Green Fields" is being held
duplicate his achievement of last for a third week, and that the cast
season by finishing his lineup three will all personally appear at the
months ahead of schedule.
start of the midnight show tonight.
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EASTMAN

Super X Panchromatic Nega-

tive not only promises superlative photographic quality, but delivers it with unbroken regularity. It's reliable. In no
other way could it possibly maintain its
position as the world's most widely used
motion picture negative film. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. (J. E.
Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,
Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PAXtHROMATIC

SUPER
NEGATIVE

X
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bargaining Reported as "Out" in Gola^Y^fCorda Deal

OPOSAL
"PEACE'IPR
BASIC
OKAY
TO
UMPTO
XPECT
^lew England Exhsbs. Spend $2,000,000 on Remodeling
i New Theaters Now Building to be Ready Before
January 1
By

ROBERT

FILM DAILY

ST.

CLAIR

Staff Correspondent

Boston — New England theater
Tiers and operators during the
t six months, representing
the
57 building season, have expended
| estimated $2,000,000 in remodeli • and
modernizing
their
film
: lses.
)uring < Continued
the third onquarter,
remodelPage 6)

ETROIT EXCHANGES
FEAR FILM BLOCKADE

Mo. Sales Tax Retention Indicated by State Auditor
Jefferson City, rVlo. — in all probability, Missouri's 2 per cent sales tax,
which applies to theater admissions, will become a permanent part of the state's
revenue-raising program, it is indicated by State Auditor Forrest Smith. Enacted as an emergency measure for welfare purposes, present 2 per cent levy
is effective until Dec. 31, 1939.

16 MM. LOCAL NEWS
NORTHWEST MPTO
TO HEAR KUYKENDALL CONCEIVED BY D
Seattle — Address by Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, highlights the
program for the 15th annual convention of the MPTO of the Northwest which gets under way this
noon with a luncheon at the New
Washington Hotel.
At the business session later in
{Continued

Detroit — Delay in signing of
| iduct deals for the season, plus
> '.sequent delays in setting bookj s and holdup of films, is worry i exchange managers in this terpry.
Fears are expressed
the
result may be a disastrous block-

on

Page

12)

THE WEEK

Chicago — Envisioning, eventually,
a new national newsreel system,
highly localized and exhibitor-operated, Herman A. DeVry, Inc. this
week will announce plans for the
leasing of complete 16 mm. equip(Continucd

on

Page

11)

IN REVIEW

Meetingfrom Other
Representatives
Areas Due at Philly
That the UMPTO membership
will ratify the basis for settling the
current dispute with Paramount appeared almost certain Saturday
when a source close to the situation
said that he believed the Philadelphia exhibitors would fall in line
with the proposal agreed upon Friday by Paramount execs, and Lewen
Pizor, UMPTO president, and associates.
Pizor has called a meeting for
tomorrow
in Philadelphia,
which
(Continued

on

Page

6)

MYERS TO AID N.
IN "DIVORCE" FIGHT

Minneapolis — Abram F. Myers,
Allied States board chairman and
Selznick Weighs Three Deals — The British Quota
general counsel, will play a leading
■By GEORGE H. MORRIS
role in North Dakota's legal fight
(Continued on Page 6)
DOMESTIC
FOREIGN
to uphold and
its distributors
statute "divorcing"
producers
from the
liversal Tele. Asks to
Word that David O. Selznick is
Last minute representations on exhibition field.
considering propositions involving the quota provisions by all sections
Constitutionality
of the North
! Withdraw SEC Statement affiliations
(Continued
on Page 11)
in one form or another of the film industry got under way,
■hingion Bureau of THE FILM DAILY with MGM, RKO Radio and Para- following official assurance in London that the Film Bill will have its
mount, and may close one of the
Washington — A request for with- three deals
within the next few first reading in Parliament before Sept. U. S. Admish Taxes
|iwal of its registration statement
(Continued
on Page 11)
Show $52,423 Increase
ffl been filed with the SEC
! the Universal Television Corp.,
Washington, D.C. — Admissions
D New York. Statement was filed
tax receipts for the month of SepOct. 7 and covered 5,000,000
tember, 1937, increased $52,423.43
s res of $1 par common stock at
over the same
period last year,

U. A

(Continued

on

Page

Control Price Reported Still

6)

Standing at Original Asked Figure
"Semeyn Service, Ma'm!"

Grand

Rapids,

Mich. — When

this

ity's water supply suddenly acquired
i peculiar taste Walter H. Semeyn,
nanager of the Roxy Theater,
incited residents to avail themselves
|if water from the theater's deep
Ml
employed
in air-conditioning,
emeyn piped the supply to the outBide to make it easily accessible to
III comers.
Biz was excellent both
t the b.o. as well as the tap.

iMtl

(Continued

on

Pane
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Call To The Colors

Pathe

It is up to Samuel Goldwyn and
News Re-varnping
Alexander
Korda to meet a price
Expected About Nov. 1

Announcement regarding the revamping of Pathe News will be
made about Nov. 1, it was learned
Saturday in New York. Proposed
changes include a new main title,
changes in the present form of subtitles, increased footage and the addition of "name" narrators.

of $6,000,000 or its equivalent in
stock to gain control of United Artists when they meet tomorrow following Korda's arrival in New York
aboard the He de France. The price
has never shifted and there will be
no bargaining,
an unimpeachable
(Continued

on

Page

11)

Check-up of major and indie short
subject producers Saturday netted
news that 1937-38 product will show
increase in use of color over 193637 season. Though increase is slight
numerically, in terms of percentage
the figure is highest in history of
the industry. Approximately 15 per
cent of all shorts scheduled for current production year call for color.
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STOCK

TWO-A-DAY

Music
Hall
Paramount
Strand
Capitol
Roxy
Rivoli
Criterion
Globe
Rialto
Central
Palace
Palace

RUNS

♦

The Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros.) — 9th week
The
Firefly
(Metro-Coldyn-Mayer) — 8th week

♦ FOREIGN

Hollywood
Astor

LANGUAGE

FEATURES

Mayerling
(Pax
Film) — 7th
week
Lucrezia
Borgia
(European
Films Corp). — 2nd week
China Strikes Back
(Garrison)
(3)
In the Far East (Amkino)
(a)
Le Lieutenant Souriant (Paramount Pictures)
Club de Femmes
(Mayer-Burstyn)
Road
to Life (Amkino)
(a-b)
Le Derniere
Milliardaire
(France
Films)
(a-b)

♦

FUTURE

Filmarte
Belmont
Cameo
Cameo
Cinema de Paris
55th St. Playhouse
President
President

OPENINGS

The Perfect Specimen
(Warner
Bros.) — Oct. 27
Victoria,
the Great
(RKO
Radio)— Oct. 28
Murder
in Greenwich
Village
(Columbia) — Oct.
Return of Maxim
(Amkino) — Nov. 1
Angel
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov.
3
Conquest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Nov.
4
West of Shanghai
(Warner Bros.)
(c)
Lancer
Spy (20th
Century-Fox)
(c)
The Life and Love of Beethoven
Sans Famille
(DuWorld)
Oct. 26 (b)

♦

♦
Strand
Hall
Rialto
Cameo
Paramount
Capitol
Criterion
Rivoli
55th St. Playhouse
Cinema
de Paris
Music

29

Net
Chg.
1
Vs

—
—

1
4

—
—

1
3

'/4

— 1
-4/2%
—
—
—

83Vi
83Vi —
MARKET

86'/4
CURB

Vl
%

— 1%
— 2%
+ 11/2
—
%

Warner's

63 Vi +
Vi
95
— 1
80+1
IVi

1%

1%

1 Vi +

Vs

1 Vi
19
3

1 Vi
18%
2%

1 Vi —
18% —
3
+

%
%
%

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

STOCK

Bid

comin-G And come
ROBERT S. TAPLINGER, newly-appomt
publicity director for Warners coast studi
arrives in Burbank
today from New York.
FRANK LEONARD of RKO Radio's home o
fice has arrived in Oklahoma City to hand
exploitation

for

"Stage

Door."

SAM E. MORRIS. Warner Bros.' vice-preside!
in charge
of foreign
distribution,
returns
New York tomorrow from Europe on £he He c
France.
RUDOLF SERKIN, pianist, arrived in New Yoi
yesterday from England on the Ceorgic.
MRS. OSA JOHNSON, widow of the la
Martin Johnson, arrives in London by plar
from Africa late this week.
FREDRIC

MARCH

arrived from

the Coa

yesterday to start rehearsals in "The Chrisfii
JOHN LODER, the English actor, and h
wife left yesterday on a cross country mob
trip, with Hollywood
their final destination.
JOHN W. HICKS, JR., Paramount vice-pres
dent in charge of foreign distribution, arrivi
Thursday
on the Manhattan.
AL HOFFMAN and his wife left Saturd;
for a visit in Seattle.
Hero."
WILLIAM F. RODGERS, general sales manag.
of M-G-M,
leaves for Chicago
this week.
WILLARD
yesterday.

McKAY

ROY DISNEY
week-end.

returned from the Coa

left for the Coast over tl

ANTHONY
VEILLER, Paramount write
York.
reached Hollywood last Saturday from Ne

—
—

63 Vi
95
80

Film

Stage Door
(RKO
Radio)— 3rd week
Souls at Sea (Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd week
Alcatraz
Island
(Warner
Bros.) — 2nd week
Double
Wedding
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Ali Baba
Goes
to Town
(20th Century-Fox)
The
Great
Garrick
(Warner
Bros.)
Music
for Madame
(RKO
Radio)
Madame
X ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Westland
Case
(Universal
Pictures)
Bulldog
Drummond
at Bay
(Republic
Pictures)
Something
to Sing About
(Crand
National)
(a-b)
Back
in Circulation
(First National)
(a-b)

♦

H
Theater

MARKET

Par.
B'way
3s 55.. 63 Vi
Par. Picts. 6s 55. ... 95
Par. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 80
RKO
6s41

Pathe

Parade

Distributor

AS OF SATURDAY)

High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
13
12V4
12'/4
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 15
14'/8
14'/2
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm. Ind
2'/4
l'/g
1%—
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd..
TVs
6Vi
6V2
East. Kodak
164
161
161
do pfd
Gen.
Th.
Eq
13 Vi
12%
13
Loew's,
Inc
62 Vi
60 V4 60 Vi
10%
do pfd
1 05 Vi 105'/2
5% 1051/2
Paramount
12Vg
11
4V4 ll'A
Paramount
1st pfd... 97
92
92
103/4
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 11%
231/2
5%
Pathe
Film
5%
30%
41/4
7%
RKO
4%
20th Century-Fox
. . 25
23%
30%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 30V8
33
Univ.
Pict.
Pfd
33
33
7%
Warner
Bros
7%
do pfd
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww

6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts.
vtc
Grand
National
...
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts

and

MARKET
Asked

7 pfd

Fox. Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met.
Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43

Multiple Voices Used

In Fox Movietone News!
Unique use of multiple voices in
a newsreel is introduced in the current issue of Fox Movietone News.
In the sports clip, a baseball game
is shown with all the voices of the
players dubbed in to give the audience a much clearer idea of what is
going on. Ed Thorgersen worked
the idea out and expects it to become a regular feature.

Of New

Film Exchange

New

York Artcinema Film Exchanges, Inc., has opened offices at
630 Ninth Ave. to handle the first
10 features to be distributed by Artcinema Associates, Inc., of which
Emil C. Jensen is president.
Charles Kranz, formerly of
United Artists, is general manager
of the new exchange and associated
with him are Al Bondy and Bill
Raynor. Deals have been reported
with RKO, Belle, Interboro, Skouras, Rosenblatt and Welt circuits.

MAX REINHARDT and CLORIA DICKSO
checked in at the Warner studios over tt
week-end
from
New
York.
DOROTHY BARSTOW, McCann-Erikson agenc
producer,
arrived
in Hollywood
yesterday.
EDWARD J. PESKAY, Grand National vice
president,
returned this week-end from a toi
of
exchanges.

"False Shame" Ban Stands

Albany — Commissioner of Educs
tion Frank P. Graves has dismissed
the appeal of Jewell Production:
Inc., against the decision of Invi
Esmond, director of the Motion Pit
Racine Council In Move
ture Division, who previously <k
To Drive Out Bank Night
RKO Sets Nov. Releases
nied a license to the film "Fals
Shame." In his decision, Commit
Fred Astaire's first solo starring sioner Graves contended the pktui
Racine, Wis. — The common coun- vehicle, "A Damsel in Distress," in
cil heie has adopted a resolution in- which he shares top honors with is "indecent, immoral and will ten
structing the city attorney to start Burns and Allen, has been named by
prosecution against persons con- RKO Radio as its Thanksgiving re- to corrupt morals."
ducting Bank Night here or to draft
lease. "Fight for Your Lady," "Liva new ordinance barring operation
ing on Love"
and "High
Flyers"
.PRODUCTIONS
PAGE
other
November
releases
by are
the
of the plan, if present laws do not company.
FRONT
cover the situation.

tHttSKt

MOTION

COPIES

OF

THE

LATEST

OX

WRITTEN

SURVEY

OF

PICTURE COMPANIES

AVAILABLE

MERVIN

MEMBERS
NEW
AND
OTHER

One Wall Street

REQUEST

Wire

' authentic:

ASH & CO.

AMAZING!

sensational:

YORK
STOCK
EXCHANGE
PRINCIPAL
EXCHANGES

Phone WHitehall
Private

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
S30 9th Ave., N. Y. C
General
Mgr.

| Kranz, General Manager

Tin MD BEIEHUESS ««"«

4-3400

to Our California
Branches
LOS ANGELES
550 South Grand Ave.
HOLLYWOOD
BEVERLY
HILLS
6253 Hollywood
Blvd.
Beverly-Wilshire
Hotel

THE
2 reels

FAJ? CAST

CT
SWOJAfNIESCC'8ONHI
minutes
Territorial
rights
Write,
phone
or

M. D. Strong
50 East 42nd Street,

available
telegraph

Criterion Films
New York, N. Y.

e
s
h
t
d
n
f
f
u
o
o
h
Call

yyten

BRIAN AH ERNE
OLIVIA D«
(He's Wonderful!)

Makes Much Love to

(She's a Dream!)
44

with Edward Everett Horton
Melville Cooper • Lionel Atwill
Luis Alberni • Lana Turner
Marie Wilson
A James Whale Production

Personally Supervised by
MERVYN LEROY
A Play For The Screen by Ernst Vajda

AndTl

TheGl
L

WARNER BROS,
ARE SAYING I||
WITH 24 -SHEET
Full- Month B'
usaign
Tremendo
Now Going\
Camp
board
In 1500 Coast- to -Coast Citti

/

BRIAN AHERNE
OLIVIA De HAVILLAND
in "THE GREAT GARRICK

GOTtT!

-That Different Brand of Love
Story That's Been Missing
from the Screen for Years!

BRIAN AHERNE
OLIVIA De HAVILLAND
in "THE GREAT GARRICK

BRIAN AHERNE
OLIVIA De HAVILLAND
in "THE GREAT GARRICK'

tf the Romantic Reason Why

EAT GARRICK
t reat Stuff.
T

/

r*

BRIAN AHERNE
OLIVIA De HAVILLAND
in "THE GREAT GARRICK

THE COUNTRY'S 9 CRACK CARTOONISTS
have drawn

up the ad series (five are shown

in re-

duced size at right). We've got a raft of advance
exhibitor approval on them and all nine are
in the pressbook in a wide variety of sizes for
use as advance teasers, as the main campaign
and for display in color in your lobby and front.

BRIAN AHERNE
OLIVIA De HAVILLAND

T
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N. E. REMODELING
TO COST 2 MILLIONS
{Continued

from

Page

Detroit Exchanges Fear
An Early Film Blockade
Page

1)

ade in films about the end of the
year.
Delay in concluding contracts by
major circuits is given a good share
of the responsibility for the present condition. Key houses upstate
are largely controlled by the 100theater Butterfield Circuit while the
Detroit situation is largely in the
hands of United Detroit Theaters
with 14 theaters and most of the
first-runs, and Cooperative Theaters
of Michigan, cooperative booking
group with about a 100 theaters.
Features have been coming
through very slowly, according to
latest report of Max Blumenthal, of
the Film Exchange Theater, where
the Detroit censors review all films,
and fears of an immediate product
shortage, especially of quality films,
are expressed in some quarters.
Complaints are strongest from the
smaller distributing companies,
which have been dependent upon the
signing of the major deals. It was
unofficially reported that one of the
biggest exchanges signed the first
deal for the season only two weeks
ago, and smaller exchanges are reported 50 per cent behind last year
on signed contracts.

Sept. U. S. Admish Taxes
Show $52,423 Increase
{Continued from Page

EXPECT UMPTO OKAl
ON 'PEACE' PROPOS

THE

(Continued

1)

ing in New England showed no falling off from the preceding three
months, while in Massachusetts
alone, there was a slight increase
over both the first and second quarters.
Approximately 10 new theaters
are still under construction, with
completion expected before Jan. 1.
Their seating capacities range from
280 to 1,500.

{Continued from

ALONG
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T
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SHOWS

wishes
from The Film Daily to
following
on
their
birthday:
OCTOBER
25
Billie
Bennett
Herbert
S. Berg
Polly Ann
Young
Billie Bennett
Sol M. Wurtzel
S. Charles
Einfeld
Fred J. McConnell
Paul A. Bray

D4Ly

—

what a real artist can do when given free rein in

book for "Portia on Trial"
when Rodney heard that his boss,
H. I. Yates, wired from the coast that "Portia" was the finest picture his
company had ever produced
that was all he wanted to know
he set to work and turned out the classiest pressbook that
Republic ever has known
and we don't mind saying personally
one of the outstanding pressbooks seen this year from any company
it has that indefinable Class of a fine magazine like Esquire
and at the same time is down-to-earth Showmanship that every
exhib will appreciate
▼

T

T

• •
•
TIPPED
OFF that an important film executive was
sailing the other day on the Queen Mary ..... .that aggressive
shipnews reporter for WMCA, Martin Starr, was puzzled when
the gent's name was given as G. F. Rackett
Martin knows
his film execs, but had never heard of a Rackett among 'em
well, not by name, anyway
so when he dashed into suite
40 on B deck
and asked for "Mr.
gathered for bon voyage
cocktails
film exec in question was none other
color, who was trying to dodge the
nom de plume
what a selection
T

Rackett,"
all the friends
started to snicker
the
than Dr. Kalmus of Technishipnews reporters under a
he made?

T

T

• •
•
YOU WILL be stumbling over British Accents at the AMP A
luncheon next Thursday at the International Casino
for it will be
a gala International Day
with delegations from all the British

if for no other reason, you will want to be there to hear Sir Gerald Campbell speak
the British Consul General is one of the most brilliant
and witty speakers of our times
they are still talking about the
speech he made at an AMPA luncheon several years ago
T
•

T

Page

1)

for
"equitable"
both settlement
sides. He was
intimated
that
basis for ending the controversy
not 100 per cent satisfactory
that it came close enough to p
the way for an amicable conclus

Universal Tele. Asks to
Withdraw SEC Statemi
(Continued from Page

1)

$2.50 per share. Reasons for w
drawal given by Universal was I
further immediate development
expected to be privately finan
and public financing is to be al
doned.

"Barrier" Opens Nov. 26
In Salt Lake City Ho
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Ds

Hollywood— The
Salt Lake
I
opening
of
"The
Barrier,"
film
sion of the Rex Beach story
duced
for
Paramount
by
H:

Sherman, will be staged in H.Center
ater on David's
Nov.new $1,000,000
26 with all
the '.
miere.
fare of a typical Hollywood

societies in New York on hand
St. Andrew's Society, The Canadian
Society, The Canadian Club, The Canadian Women's Club
British
Club, Daughters of the British Empire
and a dozen more

Lyons at the Prospect

Harry
Lyons,
manager
of
RKO
Prospect,
Brooklyn,
has
placed
Franklin
Robertson in ;
eau.
Keith's FlusH
RKO
at
capacity
Robertson joins NBC
Artists I!

T

•

• FIRE DRILL was held recently in the Warner exchange at Kansas City
and Elmer Dillon, head booker, explained to a couple
of visiting out-of-town
exhibs that they
would
have to accompany
him outside
believe it or not,
when they reached the sidewalk, the fire apparatus was coming
down the street
and clouds of yellow smoke billowed from
the windows
of Vne Grand
National
inspection
rooms
in the
Warner
building
the print that
Goods"
and if a writer
put all
they'd say he was cockeyed
T
T

Best
the

M.
T

turning out a pressbook
Rodney de Sarro. chief of Republic's art
department, a distinguished contributor to Esquire, Saturday Post, New
Yorker and other leading mags, did an Esquire Job on the campaign

1)

according to a report issued Saturday by the Department of Internal Revenue. Admissions taxes
for September, 1936, were $1,670,044.71 while for September, 1937,
total jumped to $1,722,468.14.

PHIL
T

from

will be attended by local meml
and, it is likely, exhibitor leac
in seven other territories.
Before returning to Philadelp
following his session with Neil
new, Paramount general sales rr
ager, Pizor told The Film D;
that he was confident that his m
bers
and
other
exhibitor
lea<
would realize that the proposed b

burned
this into

was
"Damaged
a screen
story

DEATH RECORU
West

Coast

Reginald
Barker
Bureau
of C. THE
FILM

I

Los Angeles — Reginald Chr
Barker, 55, writer of western i
cai
his mi
here. During
is dead numerous
ies,
he wrote
novels,
zine articles and some 500 s
stories.

T
Mrs.

Mary

F. Byrne

• •
•
LOCAL GAL makes good
Natalie Garson, born right
here in Manhattan, the daughter of Murray Garson, who is prominent in

New Haven
— Mrs.P. Mary
F. B\W >
mother
of John
Byrne,

picture circles
makes her screen debut in "Dangerously Yours,"
the 20th Century-Fox Film ... • Dramatic industrials are after outlets

manager here, died here last \vj
Burial was on Saturday at Q|
head, L. I.

in the theatrical field, the latest planned for distribution being "All in a
Day"
directed by Ferd Springer, and edited by Elmer I. McGovern

«

«

«

»

»

»

Harry Noble
New Haven — Harry Noble, I
mer Educational Pictures repraj
tative here for 15 years, and J
connected with GB for a short t
was found dead in his car.

i

HIS WEEK
comes the picture udwSe

unprecedented 'production
adkmtaqeS and tremendous
jfwu) Values Atamp itciS (me ct
the great motion pictures

4
>

More daring than the outposts of imagination!... Thrilling beyond the puny
limits of fiction!... A mighty human drama with all the world a stage
...and all the people in it actors in a flaming pageant rolling headlong through the sixty years that shook the world!

History, yes . . . but more than history ... the intimate record of a
beautiful woman's romance ... the story of a queen who loved as
you and I . . . told against a moving background unbelievable in
immensity, ungraspable in scope, unmatched in beauty and power!

A SHOW TO SENSATIONALIZE AND SELL WITH SMASH!... A ONCE-IN-ALIFETIME CHANCE AT THE BIGGEST CROWDS YOUR THEATRE CAN PLAY TO!

with

ANNA NEAGLE * ANTON WALBROOK
fl. B. WARNER * WALTER RILLA
Produced and directed by

HERBERT

WILCOX

With

Scenes in TECHNICOLOR
Screen play by
Miles Malleson and Charles de Grandcourt

A K O
I RADIO

'

1HE
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16 MM, LOCAL NEWS
CONCEIVED BY DEVRY
(Continued from Page

1)

ment, both projectors and cameras,
to individual theaters.
The DeVry proposition, it is understood, contemplates the rentals
on a yearly basis, with the charge
fixed at $7.50 per week. DeVry will
furnish camera, projector, exposure
meter, magazines and splicing machine, and will provide general maintenance.
Negative is to be purchased directly from DeVry, the company by
special arrangement being in a position to sell 100-foot reels for $3.
The same charge will be made for
the positive print supplied the exhibitor. Both slow and fast film will
be available.
DeVry's plan suggests that exhibitors tie up with newspapers for
local newsreel sponsorship, with the
pictures to be made either by the
paper or the theater operator.
DeVry proposes to establish local
laboratories in each territory, and
eventually foresees an exchange
system numerically greater than
those existant in the 35 mm. field.
Angle in this connection is DeVry's retention of all exhibitor negatives for future use, with the provision to pay the exhib. whose reel
is used at a later date a flat $25.
Exhibitors will have renewal
privileges at any time within nine
months from date of original contracts at a reduction of approximately 33-1/3 p.c, it is said.
DeVry, now located at 1111 Armitage St., has acquired a building
on Ashland Av. larger than its present headquarters.

|l6 mm. Local Newsreel
Used by Evanston House
Evanston, 111. — Films featuring local sports, styles, and public events
in Evanston, taken by amateur pho-

WEDDING

11

DAILY:

BELLS

Chicago — Roy McMullen, manager
of B & K's Granada theater qualifies as cupid's aid. Two of his cashiers announced their engagements;
iElsa Shapiro will wed Robert Cla(jmage and Caroline Hart will soon
1go to the altar with Sol Weitzenfeld
illof the Riveria Theater

THE WEEK

IN REVIEW

Selznick Weighs Three Deals — The British Quota

DOMESTIC

Conference in Minneapolis on Friday between Abram Myers, general
counsel
for national Allied, and atweeks, came toward the week-end
torneys representing Northwest Alfrom sources close to the producer.
lied, cleared the way, it was said,
Propositions are predicated, it was for the
immediate filing in Federal
said, upon the assumption that the
Goldwyn-Korda deal for control of Court of Northwest Allied's appeal
from Paramount's temporary inUA goes through as scheduled.
junction aimed at the exhib. buyers
* *
*
strike in this territory.
Coincident with the above declarOther noteworthy happenings
ation, Alexander Korda and Maurice
Silverstone were New York bound
were: Declaration by Allied's prexy,
from England aboard the lie de Nathan Yamins that the organizaFrance, while reports from London
tion is ready to cooperate on fosasserted that other British interests
tering a fair trade practices plan
would be associated with the Pru- for the industry . . . Nebraska
dential Assurance Co. of England
Supreme Court's opinion that Bank
in financing the Goldwyn-Korda- Night is a lottery, and, by so findUA deal. Specifically mentioned in
ing, dooms game in that state . . .
association with Prudential, whose
and,
announcement
that L.
Erpi's
secretary, E. H. Lever, is now in operating
department under
W.
New York, as is Goldwyn, are the Conrow on Nov. 1 will take over
Eagle and Dominion Insurance Co. sale of film service contracts in adand Philip Hill and partners. Well
dition to its present duties.
informed film circles are confident
that all signs point, however, to FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)
Prudential furnishing the requisite
backing.
the end of November. American
distributors meanwhile, it was reported, are pressing suggestion that
Basis for settling the UMPTOParamount product controversy was quota productions involving a heavy
reached on Friday in an all-day outlay should count as three Quota
session between Para, officials and a certificates rather than two, as proposed in the *recent* White
trio of UMPTO members, headed by
* Paper.
Lewen Pizor, president. Details
A Paris dispatch expressed view
were not revealed, but will be placed
before UMPTO membership at a that France appears to be rapidly
special meeting called by Pizor for losing its film export trade. Survey
there showed that before the World
tomorrow in Philadelphia.
*
#
*
War, the French film industry supSettlement
of the two trustee
plied 90 per
of the Holland
world's
cinemas.
Todaycent
in Greece,
suits against Paramount officers and
and
Central
Europe,
German
prodirectors for $2,150,000 was revealed
ductions have been gaining ground
on Wednesday in U. S. District
Court when a petition for a formal on French films, which were formerly very popular there. During the
hearing was submitted to Federal
Judge Alfred Coxe for approval of year 1936, Argentina, a former good
projected but 28 French
the settlement, which involves ad- customer,
justment of claims amounting to productions out of a total of 450.
more than $17,000,000. Nov. 3 was In Egypt a marked decline is also
is reported.
date set for the hearing, at which apparent, it *
*
*
time Judge Coxe is expected to apA
company
has
been
organized at
prove the settlement.
Lima, Peru, under name of RKO
Radio Pictures del Peru, for disLikelihood of action at next
tribution there of RKO Radio product which was formerly distributed
month's special session on the pending Hobbs resolution providing for by J. Calero Paz. Branch will be
a sweeping investigation of film managed by William S. Farmer,
industry is slim, it was indicated in former assistant manager of RKO
Washington by New York's Rep. Radio's Panama branch, and will be
John J. O'Connor, chairman of the under
mack. supervision of Ben Y. CamHouse Rules Committee.
(Continued from Page

1)

tographers and edited in the form
of a local 16 mm. newsreel, are presented every Tuesday at the Stadium
Charlotte, N. C— Virginia Corby, theater. The film, fully titled, is
of Paramount, and Barney Slaugh- accompanied with running comments
ter, booker for Paramount, have an- by the narrator, who reads his script
nounced their engagement.
through the public address system.
Omaha — Irene Austin, 23, Omaha A special 16mm. sprocket intermittent projector is used, which throws
jmember
the dancing
"Rockettes,"
ICity Musicof Hall
troupe,Radio
has the 16 mm. pictures at a distance of
announced her engagement here to 130 feet, upon a 22 foot screen with
Leif Jorgensborg, 27, of New York adequate illumination and brilliance.
City. Jorgensborg is in Omaha at Pix are made with a DeVry Model
present visiting his fiancee. They'll "60" 16mm. camera. Theater is tied
probably be married next summer.
up with Evanston News Index.

"U" Closes Circuit Deals
Universal has closed 1937-38 product deals with the Randforce circuit
of 50 theaters in the Metropolitan
district and with the 24-theater
Seider Circuit on Long Island.

"Thunder" in Loew House

REPORT BARGAINING
AS "OUT" IN UA DEAL
(Continued from Page

terday.
source told The

Film

1)

Daily

yes-

Korda, Goldwyn, Maurice Silverstone, UA managing director for
the United Kingdom, and E. H.
Lever, representing Prudential Assurance Co., are to meet alone. No
representatives of Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin or Mary
Pickford will attend the parley, it
was authoritatively stated.
Reports from London that the
Eagle and Dominion Insurance Co.
and Philip Hill and partners would
be associated in the financing indicate, official sources disclosed, ready
money for financing the deal.
In any event, it was said in informed circles Saturday, decision,
one way or the other, might be expected during the week, with a formal statement as to progress made
likely on Wednesday.

Myers
to Aid
In Theater

No. DakotaFight
'Divorce"

(Continued from Page 1)

Dakota law, enacted this year, has
been challenged by Paramount.
At the request of Governor Langer of North Dakota, Myers will
submit
to aid the
staff. briefs
The statute
is aState's
model legal
for
similar measures introduced in sevstates support.
at Allied's behest and
with eral
Allied
Myers will attend the annual convention of the Associated Theater
Owners of Indiana at Indianapolis
tomorrow. He will return to his
day.
Washington headquarters on Thurs-

Filing
Northwest
Para.of Writ
Appeal Allied's
Awaited
Minneapolis — Northwest Allied's
appeal to the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals porary
from
Paramount's
injunction
against the temexhibitor "buyers' strike" in this area
definitely will be filed today, counsel
told The Film Daily Saturday.
Papers will be filed by Attorney
Louis Schwartz of Northwest Allied's legal staff who was otherwise
occupied Saturday.

SICK REPORT
New Orleans — G. J. Harrell, Republic salesman who has been seriously ill from complications which
began with a cold, has been removed
from the hospital to his home.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

"Thunder Over the Orient," twoHollywood— William Jacobs, exreeler being distributed by David
ecutive assistant to Bryan Foy at
Strong's Criterion Films, has been Warners, is in the Samson hospital
set
the Loew starting
circuit for
Loew's at Santa Barbara.
Canalby Theater
today.
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A "JUHU" fa*» Hollywood "£ots
a featured

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

'""THE Last Gangster," the story
of Alcatraz Island, starring Edward G. Robinson, has been completed by Director Edward Ludwig,
and is in the music scoring department of Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer.
Ludwig will spend a short time in
New York seeing shows and attending to his brokerage business there,
of which his brother, Benjamin S.
Ludwig, is manager.
▼

T

▼

Jules Styne has returned to his
home lot, 20th Century-Fox, from
Universal, where he supervised the
vocal arrangements for Alice Faye
in "You're a Sweetheart." Styne
is now handling the vocal work on
"Love and Hisses." "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm" and "Hot and
Happy," for 20th Century-Fox. He
will also arrange Ethel Merman's
song for "Hot and Happy."
»
»
«
Eduardo Ciannelli has just completed his role in "Hitting a New
High," at RKO, where he is under
contract. He also played prominent
roles in "Wintei-set," "Criminal
Lawyer," "Super Sleuth" and was
loaned to Warner Bros, for "Marked
Woman."

Northwest MPTO
To Hear Kuykendall
(.Continued from

Page

1)

the afternoon, officers will be elected,
to include three trustees of /the
regional association for a period of
three years and two for two years,
officers' reports and a discussion of
problems confronting the industry
arising from the operation of theaters in this area also are scheduled.
Mrs. B. F. Shearer of Seattle has
been named as chairman of the
ladies' committee and has arranged
for entertainment for women attending.
Movie ball will be held in the
evening at the Civic Auditorium.
Mary Carlisle will attend.
In charge of the movie ball arrangements are L. 0. Lukan, Hal
Daigler, William Foreman, Paul
Aust, L. J. McGinley, J. M. Hone,
Mrs. B. F. Shearer, Mrs. Neal East
and Mrs. John Danz. Eddie Rivers,
Joe Cooper, Jack Simpson and Vic
Gauntlett are handling the publicity.

Kent Drive Sales For
10th Week at New High
The 10th week of the 1937 Kent
drive boosted 20th-Fox sales to the
highest point they have ever reached
at this stage, with substantial increases over last year's record breaking sales. The 15th and final week
of the drive, Nov. 21-27, has been
officially designated as John D.
Clark Week in honor of the general
sales manager.

WHO'S
•

•

•

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

159

•

•

role in "Second Hone;
T

•

ERROL

TAGGART. M-G-M director. Born in Ottawa, Canada. After leaving school became an adjuster of labor claims and disputes in the shipbuilding industry in Vancouver, Seattle and
Victoria, B. C. Did land survey work for the
Dominion of Canada for four years. Ran a 24pack train of horses in British Columbia.
Joined Canadian army. Came to Hollywood in
1917. Worked in transportation department at
Universal. Joined Ted Browning in 1920 as
assistant director and cutter. Was with Browning at Universal and M-G-M for 10 years. Became a unit manager. Directed second units
for two years. His first solo effort as a director was on "Women Are Trouble," in 1935.
Chief ambition is to make good pictures. Stands
5,11.
Eyes, gray.
Hair, brown.

10 Features in Work at
Warner Burbank Studios

Sol Lesser has signed Gary Owen
to
play the Revenge"
part of the
"purser"
in
"Tarzan's
starring
Eleanore Holm and Glenn Morris.
▼
T
T
Lyle Talbot has been assigned the
role of a sympathetic "heavy" in
"Blonde Moll," which 20th CenturyFox will produce, with Bert Levy
directing. Talbot recently completed

Republic Closes Circuit
Deals for 1937-38 Lineup

Republic's 1937-38 program has
bought by the Iowa Kaplan
Los Angeles — Warner Burbank been
Circuit for the State or Capitol,
studios are maintaining rapid pro- Waterloo; Strand, Cedar Rapids;
duction pace with 10 features in
Iowa, Iowa City; and State, Mason
work. Of the 10, six ai*e before the
cameras, and four are being pre- City, it has been announced. Cumberland Amusement Co. has conpared for early "shooting."
tracted for the complete program
Pix's before the cameras
are:
in all its situations in McMinnville,
"The Adventures of Robin Hood," Crossville, Dayton, Fayetteville,
in Technicolor;
"Hollywood Hotel", Lawrenceburg, Sparta, Pulaski, Tul"Blondes At Work", "Highway PiSo. Pittsburgh and Winrates", "Swing Your
Lady",
and lahoma, chester,
all in Tennessee.
"Penrod and His Twin Brother."
Redwood and Midland Circuits
In preparation are:
the current Repub"A Slight Case of Murder", "Food have licpurchased
line-up for houses in Marysfor Scandal"
in Technciolor;
"Boy ville, Ft.
Bragg, Fortuna, Dinuba,
Meets Girl," and "Jezebel."
Ukiah, Vacaville, Eureka, Modesto,
all in California, and Klanath Ore.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Jackson, Life's G. M.

Charles Douglas Jackson, who
since October, 1931 has served as
Assistant to Henry R. Luce, President of Time Inc., has been appointed General Manager of Life magazine. Jackson, during his six years
with Time Inc. has engaged in special work for The March of Time on
the screen and on the air, among
other assignments.

Nagel Footage In Shorts

Color films recently brought back
from South and Central America
by Curtis Nagel, photographer, will
be included in Imperial's series of
13 one-reel "Color Classics" on next
season's schedule. Series is now be; ing asembled.

West

T

T

T

T

Five new songs completed f<
Metro's "Everybody Sing." "Swir
Mr. Mendelson," which will be sur
by Judy Garland. "The One I Lov<
will
sung by
odies beFarm"
and Allan
"The Jones.
Show "M«
Mu
Go On," those four lyrics by Gi
Kahn, music by Kapper and Ju

mann. The
fifth song
especial'f<
written
by Kalmar
and Ruby
Fanny Price titled "Dainty, Dainl
T

Production has started at Metro
on "Ature Family
The picwill have Vacation."
Catalina Islands
as
the background. Lewis Stone has
the leading role, others in the cast
are Cecilia Parker, Mickey Rooney,
Charles Grapewin, Sara Haden, Fay
Holden, Ted Pearson, Eleanor Lynne.
Picture is directed by George Seitz,
Les White on the camera.

T

Rian James* last novel, "N<
Made in and
Heaven,"
dealing mills
with tli
divorce
matrimonial
Reno, has been purchased at Meti
moon."
for early production.

T

T

James Whale has been assignt
to direct Wallace Beery and Frar
Morgan in "Fanny," an origin
play by Marcel Pagnol. Whale
to direct one picture for Metro u:
der contract signed by Cai
Laemmle, Jr. This picture will al:
be the first production which Hem
Henigson will product. Both Wha
and Henigson were associated wii
Laemmle at Universal.
Me."

Film Art Studios Leases
Studio

Building

In Bror

Film Art Studios, Inc., has leas
for a term of years the studio buil
ing now occupied at 2826 Decat
Ave., Bronx, it was announc
Saturday. Building has three stag:
for the production of sound films
feature length, commercial a
short subjects and the recording
electrical transcriptions.
John T. Doran is FAS's genei
manager.
schedule
ca1
for a seriesProduction
of six Jewish
featun
the first of which "The Canto
Son," was just completed.

RCA Mfg. Prexy Named

The election of G. K. Throckmc;
ton as President of RCA Manufj
turing Company, Camden, N. J.,

announced
by Corporation
David Sarnoff,
Pre '
dent of Radio
of Ame
20th-Fox
Starts
'38
Pix
Chairman of the Board
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY ca and

Hollywood — The first 20th-Fox
1938 special went before the cameras in Westwood last week. Tentatively titled "Hot And Happy," it
stars Sonya Henie. 20th-Fox now
has 83 players, 25 stock players, 58
writers, 17 directors and 12 associate producers under contract.

Foreign Pix In Cleveland
Cleveland, O. — E. C. Flanigon has
introduced a foreign film policy at
the Terminal Theater, a subsequent
run downtown house. This is the
only downtown house in the city
playing foreign films.

Directors of the Manufacturing Co
pany. Throckmorton has been ex
utive vice-president of RCA Mar
facturing Company and the oper^

ing
head offollowing
the retireme'
in April
E. T. Cunningham,
ft
mer president.

Terry-Toon Tests Sepia
Thebe first
sepia-toned
will
released
in New Terry-To;<
York N
12, it was announced by Paul Teri
Saturday. Terry stated that au<
ence reaction to this one will det«
mine whether or not the rest of til
38 Terry-Toons on the 1937-38 sch<
ule will get the same treatment.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

itimate in Character
iternational in Scope
idependenr
in Thought

--■■
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Set Up 10-Year Distrib. Contract

\RLY GOLDWYN-KORDAJEAL DECISIONJXPECTED
MPTO-Para.
Units Said Watching

Pact
May Bring "Peace" in Financing
OtherPlan'sAreas
20th'Fox Signs MosUotvitz to New Pact
Details May

ed

Joseph Moskowitz has signed a new, long-term contract with 20th Century-Fox as
New York studio representative, it was learned yesterday upon Moskowitz's return
from the West Coast. Scope of duties includes both stories and talent, as well as
studio matter in the East.

evelopments at Today's
Philly Meet
iladelphia — Outcome of today's
ing of UMPTO
members
and
)itor leaders from other terries is expected to have a farjling effect on the settlement of
current similar disputes with
mount
in
other
localities.
Ices close to the situation asiei|d yesterday
that it appeared
in that whatever is agreed upl the way of a Para, "peace"
at today's
sessions will be ac(Continued on Page 3)

. ALLIED APPEAL
I0VE IS SANCTIONED
ineapolis — Federal Judge GunI. Nordbye yesterday signed an
permitting Allied Theaters of
lorthwest, its officers and indi1 exhibitor defendants to apfrom the temporary injunction
ed Paramount in the territorlal
suyers' strike" case,
i order was presented by Louis
hwartz, counsel for Northwest
(Continued on Page

3)

He le France Bringing

Boatload of Film Folks

i passenger list reading like a
mh

ture international directory of
nd, the He de France arrives
in
pw York today from Europe
wi* Alexander Korda, British pro(Continued

on

Page

11)

olio Cuts Biz 20%
tenver — The
infantile
paralysis scare
penver and territory is blamed
for
most part of an approximate 20 p.c.
in grosses for the third quarter
the previous
quarter.
As against
same quarter
last year grosses are
n about ten per cent.

Coast Reports M-G-M Considering
Second Radio Show for Dentifrice
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Set

By End
Week

of

Decision upon the details of the
financing plan which the pending
Sam Goldwyn-Alexander Korda deal
for control of United Artists involves is expected by the end of the
week, it was learned yesterday. Delays, of course, are possible, but
those close to the situation believe
that the preliminaries are well in
hand.

DAILY

program for the Colgate dentifrice
account.
Conferences on the deal's financing are expected to start late today,
Los Angeles — A. H. Hobler, presTerms of the deal are understood
following
the arrival of Korda and
ident of Benton & Bowles, advertis- to permit the agency to use any MMaurice Silverstone, UA managing
ing agency, is expected to arrive G-M talent other than that employ(Continued on Page 12)
ed on the Maxwell House show with
here early this week to discuss a renames occasionally alternating.
ported deal with M-G-M for a new top
The addition of Ed Gardner
and
(Continued on Page 11)
15-minute,
5-times-weekly
radio

Writ Denied
Washington

Bureau

of

Indianapolis Co. in $450,000
THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The U. S. Supreme
Court yesterday denied the Indianapolis Amusement Co. a writ of certiorari in its $450,000 damage suit
against Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distributing Corp., and Universal Film
Exchange, United Artists Corp.,
20th Century-Fox Film Corp., Vitagraph Corp., and Educational Film

Suit

Exchange, Inc. The suit was based
on the film companies' alleged conspiracy in using uniform contract
forms designed to establish rules
and regulations for operation of
credit committees in alleged violation of anti-trust laws.
Indianapolis
Amusement
Co. in
its application for a writ, charged
(Continued

on

Page

12)

COMMITTEE WILL SET
DATE FOR GAMES BAN

A committee of five will meet this
week to set a starting date for the
dropping of games in New York
City, Harry Brandt, ITOA president,
told The Film Daily yesterday.
Originally scheduled for this week,
the crusade against giveaways probably won't start until next week,
Brandt said.
The committee will be made up of
(Continued

Herbert Wilcox Deal With RKO Radio
Calls for 10-Year World Distribution

on Page

12)

L. O. Lukan Named Prexy
Of MPTO of the Northwest

Seattle — L. O. Lukan was elected
president of the Northwest MPTO
World distribution of all pictures at the convention concluded here
Film Industry Notables
made
by Herbert Wilcox during the yesterday. M. Kenworthy was electWill Fete Eddie Cantor next 10
(Continued on Page 12)
years is guaranteed by a
contract he has signed with RKO
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Radio, according to announcement
Fair Warning
Hollywood — Dr. A. H. Giannini, yesterday.
Louis B. Mryer, Joseph M. Schenck,
The deal will enable Wilcox to
Dunn, C. N. — Worth Stewart, manJack Benny, Irvin S. Cobb, Gov.
ager of the local theater believes in
films
assur-It
Frank F. Merriam and Eddie Can- make ancebig-budget
protecting his patrons — and himself. He
that costs will
be with
covered.
advertised on the house marquee, "Two
tor will respond to toasts at the tes- is understood that terms agreed
lousy features
and a comedy."
timonial dinner for Cantor, schedinstructed
his attendants
to point And
out
in the "interim
the warning to anyone who squawked
uled Thurscay night at the Ambas- upon
the understanding
thatagreement,"
has been
about
the show.
sador Hotel. Georgie Jessel will be held in abeyance during Wilcox
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued an Page 3)
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Publisher

SCOTT R. DUNLAP and MRS. DUNLAP, who
have arrived in New York from the Coast,
are headquartering
at the Essex House.

Manager
Editor

HELEN FERCUSON (Mrs. Richard Hargreaves)
and MR. HARGREAVES are here from Hollywood.

MERSEREAU
: Ceneral
BAHN
::::::

WILLIAM W. SCHORR leaves New
about a week
for the Coast.

.)

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
has
arrived
CEORCE
O'NEIL,
playwright,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
1 New York from California.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M. Merstreau, Secretary-Treasurer; EnROBERT MILTON has returned to New York
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y. under after a three and a half months' stay in Chicago.
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
EFREM ZIMBALIST, violinist, who has been
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Europe for the past two months, armonths, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber touring
rives in New York on the Aquitania.
should remit with order. Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 1501
CEORGE KRASKA, manager of the Fine
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BRyant Arts Theater, Boston, and distributor of for9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable
eign films, is in New York on a business
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, visit.
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
MRS. A. A. MILNE, wife of the novelist and
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
VV. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 War- playwright, arrives in New York from Europe
dour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne, today aboard the Aquitania.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
JACK COHN, Columbia vice-president, reCinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courturns on the Me de France today.
des-Noues, 19.
LEO McCAREY
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EDWARD CHODOROV, screen Writer, arrived
in New York from the Coast yesterday.
GORDON KAHN, Republic writer, left New
York for the Coast last night after a twomonth vacation in New York.
LESTER

SACK, of the Sack Amusement Enterprises of San Antonio, returns to Texas

York.
tomorrow

after a three weeks' stay in New

MONA BARRIE, Grand National star, left
New York yesterday for the Coast.
ALEXANDER KORDA; MAURICE SILVERSTONE, managing director of UA in the United
Kingdom; SAM E. MORRIS, vice-president of
Warner Bros, in charge of foreign distribution;
PHIL REISMAN, vice-president of RKO Export
Corp., and KING VIDOR, accompanied by MRS.
VI DOR. arrive in New York today from Europe
on the He de France.
JULIEN DUVIVIER, French film director, and
MRS. DUVIVIER; ERIK CHARELL, producer,
and his brother, LUDWIG; BENJAMIN GLAZER, Paramount associate producer; MARCEL
HELLMAN, UA producer; and MIREILLE BALLIN, screen actress, are other film folk arriving today from Europe on the lie de France.
BRUNO FRANK, Cerman writer; PROF.
LEOPOLD JESSNER, Cerman stage producer;
KONSTANTIN GORIAN, tenor of the Bucharest
Royal Opera, and ARTHUR RIECK, leading man
of the Stadttheater, Vienna, all under contract to M-G-M, arrive today on the lie de
France
from
Europe.
JANET GAYNOR is stopping at the WaldorfAstoria during her stay in New York.
MICHAEL
Warner
director,
arrives
in NewCURTIZ,
York today
from Bros.'
the Coast.
J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of Universal^ board of directors, leaves New York tonight for the Coast.
GREGORY LA CAVA, the noted director, is
staying at the Waldorf Towers.

Announcement of a deal with for-

Hiring of several new men within
+ %
eign interests whereby Pathe News
+ % the last few days points to most in- is to gain additional European news+ 13/4
tensive selling campaign in the his- reel coverage will be made in about
tory of Gaumont-British, according two weeks, The Film Daily learned
+ %

MARKET
91
91
98V2
98Vi
95
79

MARTIN, her husfor Hollywood.

GB Adds More Salesmen
jPathe News Deal to Bring
to Pave Way for Drive
Added European Coverage

23 V,
2
6% 7%
+ — 13/4
6
303/4
30V4
4
25'A

25V7
5
8 1/4

ALICE FAYE and TONY
band, leave this afternoon

—

V2

+

Va

+

Vs

+
Vs
20$ +'2%

to Arthur A. Lee, company vicepresident.
Indianapolis exchange has added
Mel Levenson, Harry Stern has joined Los Angeles' sales staff, and Sam
Oshry, Cincinnati booker, has been
promoted to salesman in that territory. Sales efforts are being concentrated on "Non-Stop New York,"
first of new season's releases. Following that are "Look Out for
Love," with Anna Neagle, and "Sailing Along," Jessie Matthews musical
now nearing completion.

yesterday.
Frank R. Donovan, Pathe News
production manager, left New York
for London suddenly Friday aboard
the American Farmer. He is to meet
William O'Brien, Pathe News European representative, on the continent and complete details of the
contract.
Interests with whom the deal is
to be consummated were not revealed.

4 WB

WARNING
Notice is hereby given that world

Broadway theaters. Other three are
Amusement issues generally moved "The Great Garrick" at the Rivoli;
upwards yesterday on the New York "The Life of Emile Zola" at the HolStock Exchange and the New York
lywood; and "Back In Circulation"
Curb, with gains registered of from at the Palace.
% to 12%. Latter was recorded by
Para,
104%. first preferred which closed at
"Firefly Leaving Astor
"The Firefly" is scheduled to bow
out of the Astor Theater, New York,
Dramatists' Guild to Meet
Sunday night after a nine-week
Annual meeting of the Dramat- roadshow engagement. Musical will
ists' Guild will be held at the Hotel be released for popular price showLincoln on Nov. 9, at 3 p.m.
ings on Nov. 5.

"THE LASH OF
THE PEHITEHTES"

also Spanish talking rights are controlled by

MIKE J. LEVINSON
1658

Any

Broadway

infringement

New

will

be

York

City

prosecuted.

Despite the raging of undeclai
war in China, theaters of six pr
cipal cities are doing biz 40 per c<
of normal with this figure stead
rising, according to Leon Britt
general manager since 1931 of P
cock Motion Picture Co., distril
tors of RKO Radio Pictures, w
headquarters in Shanghai. Brit1
is in New York on business and i
pects to return to Shanghai ea
next
No month.
double bills are shown

China, Britton reported, the pol
being to run a program of 9,!
feet, including feature and seve
shorts. Admission to first-i
houses, according to Britton, is
cents to $2.00 in silver Mex, or
cents to 60 cents in American mon
China has 180 theaters wired
sound and of the 350,000,000 inha
tants, only one-seventh
have e
seen a motion picture, Britton
clared.

Bernhard Holds Zone
Managers Meet Toe

Joseph Bernhard, General M
ager of Warner Theaters, will j.
side over a meeting of his zone m
agers, in the Warner home office
day. The following zone manag
will be present:
James Coston, Chicago; Nat W
Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New !
ven, Conn.; Don Jacocks, Newa
Moe Silver, Albany; Ted Schlani
Philadelphia; Harry Kalmine, Pi
burgh; Johnny Payette, Washi
ton; Herb Copelan, Atlantic City
The members of the home o:l
staff who will sit in, include: Hai
Goldberg, Clayton Bond, Ed Him
Leonard Schlesinger, Frank Phe!
Nat Fellman, Abel Vigard, Stev
McDonald, Harry Rosenque.ct, L"
Kaufman, Frank Cahill, and Hen
Maier.

THE MOST FAMOUS

Pix on Broadway

With the premiere of "The PerAmusement Stocks Climb
fect Specimen" at the New York
Strand tomorrow, Warners will have
on Big Board and Curb four first-run features current at

rights in connection with the distribution of

Chinese Biz in Principal
Cities 40 P.C. of Norm

ONBROADWAi

£-)

ATIONA!
INTERN
CASINO
44th

to

45th

Sts.

on

Broad*

"The Eighth Wonder of Broadway" (Po

lesday, Oct. 26, 1937

HEAR WILGOX-RKO
DISTRIBUTION DEAL

4LCNG

SEEUMPTO-PARA.PACT

THE

AS SPREADING 'PEACE'
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

?sent stay in the U. S., are inided in the contract.
These provide for 3 or 4 films,
in Technicolor, for the new sea1 and a simliar arrangement for
:h of the years following.
SVhen he has attended openines
his current "Victoria the Great"
i Washington, D. C, and Holly> od, Wilcox will return to England
i concentrate on his new program.
expects to take hack with him
; 'eral British players who have
i de names
for
themselves
in
: lerican pictures.

Ut-and-Out British Pix
lave U. S. Appeal — Wilcox
'The one and only way in which
itish pictures can win a place
the elusive American market and
; n international appeal is by beout-and-out
British
in tone,"
I■,*;rbert
Wilcox told
150 members
of
I I British

Luncheon

Club

yester-

■Vilcox, with Anna Neagle, star of
' ictoria the Great", and Charles
J Grandcourt, its joint screen aut-T, were guests of the organizat i which fosters friendly relations
: ong the English-speaking
peo-

In Product Deals
With 4 Frisco Circuits
Varner Bros, has closed 1937-38
>duct deals, covering Warnerst National features and Vitame shorts, with four more cirts headquartering in the San
incisco area. Contracts have been
de with Morgan Walsh's Redid and Midland circuit, Blumen1 circuit, McNeill and Naify cirt and the Harvey circuit. Her|it J. Ochs, western and southern
fes manager, and W. E. Callaway,
stern district manager, repreited Warner Bros, in the deals.

Best wishes from The Film
the
following
on
their
OCTOBER
26
H. B. Warner
Mark Sandrich
Buddy
Messinger
Jackie Coogan

Daily to
birthday:

with
▼

PHIL
▼

M. DAI_y
T

• •
• AN
ACTORS'
Duel
between
Greta
Garbo
and
Charles Boyer
all the way through the footage of Metro's "Conquest," for almost two hours of screen time
Garbo as the Polish
Marie Walewska
and Boyer as Napoleon magnificently build scene
after scene as they play opposite each other
here is one of the
greatest love stories ever recorded in film.
T
T
▼
• • • HERE IS an entirely new Garbo
she has never
looked so glamorous
she has never let herself go in a part
as she does in "Conquest"
and as for Charles Boyer, he
rounds out a many-sided Napoleon and makes of the historic
character something that is dynamic and alive
one of the
fattest parts any screen star ever handled
and one of the
most exacting and difficult
Boyer' s performance
easily
ranks among the ten best male parts of all time in motion picture
history
and the same encomium goes for Garbo in the
femme
division
high
praise?
yes
see the
production, and argue with us if we're wrong
your illuminating comments may help to make this kolyum more readable. . .we hope.
T
T
T
• • • A BUSMAN'S Holiday
for all creative workers in
the realm of Art
take a trip over to the exhibit of the Outdoor
Advertisers, Inc
in the International Building at Rockefeller Center where they are sponsoring a design competition for 24-sheet
posters
entirely outside the motion picture field
here is a
wealth of splendid material furnished by celebrated art directors,
visualizers and artists
demonstrating graphically what can be
done in the visualizing of an idea
when you are not handicapped by having to remember to give Director Joe Glutz 50% of the
billing as against 17% for the Author Abe Schmalz, who only created
the whole picture in ihe first place
oh, well
that's the
complicated technique that makes our home office art departments
So Resourceful.
T
T
▼
• • • LOBBY
BALLYHOO
turns into Big News
Story.
it all happened in Omaha, as Bill Miskell was playing
"Prisoner of Zenda" at the Tri-State's Orpheum theater
Bill hired R. K. Stephenson, a local fencing instructor, and his
wife to demonstrate the fine art of the foils in the lobby one
evening
after the exhibit, a stranger stepped up and
asked if he could try
the stranger disarmed the instructor
three times in rapid succession
the expert swordsman
turned out to be a piano student from Canada taking music
lessons
the newspapers gave the story a great play, with
art work and photos
Bill Miskell wasn't dumb
he's
building a nifty climax with the two fencing experts meeting on
the Orpheum stage in a battle royal with seconds, nurses, referees and newspaper reporters in the front row.
T
T
T
• •
• NEW TICKET CHOPPER
invented by Ralph Budd,
personnel director at Warners' home office
installed at the
Broadway Strand
it is claimed the machine reduces to a minimum the possibility of collusion or palmed tickets
and that the
theater manager at any given time can check accurately the tickets
actually sold ...
• AMPA additions for the dais on Thursday
Herbert Marshall, Charles B. Cochran, the London producer; Leon
Rothier, Metropolitan Opera singer ...
• Neil Agnew, Paramount
vice-prexy, is building a home at Southbury, Conn
while Milt
Kussell, district manager for New York, is building in Goshen, Conn.

1)

cepted by other units which have
beenPara,
active
in the "buyers' strike"
on
product.
Although exhibitor leaders in several other territories have been invited to attend today's meeting by
Lewen Pizor, UMPTO president,
only Pete Wood, of Columbus, 0.,
had signified his intentions of being
on hand up to late last night. It is
known that Al Steffes, president of
Northwest Allied with whom Pizor
talked by telephone over the weekend, will not be present, nor will
anyone from the Northwest unit.
Wisconsin Allied also announced that
it would send no representative.
Pizor and two associates met with
Paramount officials last Friday and
reached a basis for settling the controversy. The plan will be put up to
interested exhibitors today for ratification. UMPTO members indicated yesterday that they were well
pleased with the progress made toward a settlement.

Northwest Allied's Appeal
Move Receives Sanction
(Continued from Page 1)

Allied, who told The Film Daily
he would petition for an early hearing in the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals at St. Louis.
Northwest Allied's appeal move
left in some doubt the exhibitor organization's attitude towards the
"peace" program inaugurated by the
UMPTO of Philadelphia.
At Allied's headquarters here, it
was said that the Northwest body
would
represented at today's
Quaker not
Citybe parley.

"Thin lce"17 Fifth
Cincinnati — "Thin Ice," is holding
them for a fifth week down town.
"Dead End", has been returned for
a repeat engagement at the RKO
Grand.

DEATH

RECORD

Moses Reis
Funeral services will be held this
morning at 11 o'clock in Riverside
Memorial Chapel, 76th St. and Amsterdam Ave., for Moses Reis, 87,
at one time owner of the largest
circuit of legitimate theaters in the
country. He died last Saturday
afternoon of bronchial pneumonia
at his home, 817 West End Ave.
Salvatore Lenge
Kansas City, Mo. — Salvatore
Lenge, veteran Kansas City theater
orchestra musician, died Oct. 22 at
his home following a stroke. Besides his widow Mrs. Alvina Lenge,
he leaves four daughters, a son and
a brother M. A. Lenge. Funeral
services were held yesterday at the
Blessed Sacrament Church.

s

To Be

)

S. Drama!

First engagement beats
'Green Light'
and forces extended time
(N.Y. Strand)!

—
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Jleviews of the View films

'Conquest'
Greta Garbo and Charles

Boyer

M-G-M
1 Hr., 52 Mins.
SUPERB ACTING OF GARBO AND
BOYER AND MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION SEND THIS OVER BIG.
Definitely a Ten Best, scoring on all
counts. First, the brilliant performances
of Greta Garbo as the Polish Marie Walewska, and of Charles Boyer as Napoleon.
Secondly, the powerfully dramatic and romantic story based on historical facts,
the cunning direction of Clarence Brown,
and the art direction of Cedric Gibbons.
Never has Greta Garbo appeared more
glamorous, and seldom has she approached
in any previous role the dramatic fire and
emotional intensity that she literally pours
out in scene after scene. Her change of
pace is amazing. A brilliant foil is Charles
Boyer, who plays the part of the Corsican
conqueror with a sureness of touch and an
amazing many-sidedness of character that
stamps this as one of the finest screen
portrayals in motion picture history. The
historical story of the romance of Marie
Walewska with Napoleon is highlighted
with plenty of dramatic license being taken
by the authors, but it is grand screen entertainment. Itis a great love story, as
well as a powerfully dramatic document
based on historical background. The production has everything that makes for outstanding screen entertainment. The one
criticism is its length, and the rather anticlimactic scenes concerning Napoleon that
follow through to his banishment. But
these are minor faults as against the magnificent entertainment the film affords on
all counts. The entire cast deliver beautiful performances.
Cast: Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer, Reginald Owen, Alan Marshal, Henry Stephenson, Leif Erikson, Dame May Whitty, C.
Henry Gordon, Vladimir Sokoloff.
Producer, Bernard H. Hyman; Director,
Clarence Brown; Authors, Waclaw Gasiorowski, Helen Jerome; Screenplay, Samuel
Hoffenstein, Salka Viertel, S. N. Behrman;
Editor, Tom Held; Cameraman, Karl Freund.
Direction, Excellent Photography, Splendid.

Plan to Suspend Taking of
Hub Trust Case Depositions
Taking of depositions in the Morse
& Rothenberg anti-trust suit against
eight major distributors and two
major circuits will be suspended after Friday, to be continued at a
later date, according to George
Ryan, attorney for the plaintiffs.
Morse & Rothenberg firm, operating
a circuit of New England theaters,
alleged that it had been unable to
get major product for any run in
six situations.

Hays Board Meets
A meeting of MPPDA's board of
directors was held at 10:30 a.m. yesterday morning at the executive
offices, 28 West 44th St. No announcement was made of the matters under discussion.

"Merry-Go-Round of

"Boots and Saddles"
with Gene Autrey, Smiley Burnette, Judith
Allen,

with Bert Lahr, Jimmie Savo, Billy House,
Alice Brady, Mischa Auer, Joy Hedges,
Louise Fazenda, John King, Barbara
Read,
Dave

Apollon

and

his

Orchestra

1938"

Universal

87 mins.

MUSICAL ROMANCE WITH PLENTY
OF COMEDY. SHOULD SCORE WITH
AVERAGE FANS.
Comedy is the long suit of this musical,
which also boasts a trio of unusually catchy
songs which are put over with telling effect by the comely, personable Joy Hodges
who carves a prominent niche for herself
in the present production. The film has
both the power to draw at the box-office
and the requisite stuff to please audiences
liking their laughs to come frequently and
unadulterated by an overt degree of sophistication. To perform these functions,
there is a standout cast of purveyors of
humor, including Alice Brady, Bert Lahr,
Jimmie Savo, Billy House, Louise Fazenda,
and Mischa Auer, while the love interest
is centered in John King and Miss Hodges.
Dorian Otvos and Monte Brice are responsible for the screenplay which recounts the
adoption of a baby girl by the Messrs.
Lahr, Savo, House and Auer. When this
quartette of comedians are strapped for
both cash and theater bookings, and their
ward has blossomed out into a pretty and
promising performer in her own right, along
comes wealthy John King who falls in love
with her and raises the hopes of her guardians for a more rosy future in the world
of entertainment than playing obscure
stands and metropolitan West Side block

Ra

that is not filled

with gun fights, but it has plenty of entertainment for the outdoor fans, and the
Autrey following. With excellent outdoor
shots in well chosen locations the picture
moves fast enough throughout to hold your
interest, and is climaxed with a thrilling
horse race. Autrey sings pleasantly, wins
the horse race to get the contract for the
sale of his employer's horses, and also gets
the girl. Ra Hould, as the young English
owner of the ranch, arrives with intentions
of selling it. Autrey convinces him that
they can make the place pay by training
the hundreds of horses and selling them to
the United States cavalry. This keeps an
unscrupulous rancher named Neale from
getting the place. When the bids are
made it is discovered that Autrey and
Neale have made the same bid and the
officer at the army post decides to stage
a race the next day to determine who gets
the contract. Neale gets an injunction
against the ranch for a debt, but the young
owner locks him in a stable. The day before the race Neale's men try to shoot
Autrey, but he outwits them only to discover when he rides back to the post that
night that his stable has been burned. His
men have gotten the horses out, however,
and the race starts just before the process

server gets to the starting line. Outnumbered in the entry list, twelve to five,
Autrey starts off and finally manages to
finish first after his other riders have been
parties. Young Mr. King's fabulously weal- forced out of the race in different ways.
thy aunt, Alice Brady, objects to the boy During the race Smiley Burnette discovers
marrying anyone who has been on the stage, who has fired the barn and both Neale and
so the nuptials fall through temporarily. his foreman get arrested. The differences
Before they are patched up, there is a between Autrey and Judith Allen are
rain of comedy situations supplied in rapid- straightened out and the ranch is saved
fire order. While the dialogue could have
with everybody happy. The picture is obbeen snapped up considerably in some inviously designed for Autrey's singing and
stances, nevertheless it is sufficiently cop- Burnette's clowning and they make the
ious and barbed to suit virtually all types most of it. The rest of the cast with
of patrons. The final reel is crammed with Judith Allen, Ra Hould, Gordon Elliot and
good material. Here Lahr sings his "Wood- Guy Usher, turn in good performances. An
entertaining picture that should please the
man's Song"; Jimmie Savo his swell version fans
of this type.
of "River Stay 'Way From My Door," and
Cast: Gene Autrey, Smiley Burnette, Ra
Joy Hodges delivers "You're My Dish."
This latter song, as well as "The Grand Hould, Judith Allen, Guy Usher, Gordon
Street Comedy Four"; "Six of One and Elliot, John Ward, Frankie Marvin, Chris
Half a Dozen of the Other", "I'm in My Martin, Stanley Blystone, Bud Osborne.
Glory" and "More Power to You" were
Associate Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Direccomposed by Jimmy McHugh, with exceltor, Joseph Kane; Original Story, Jack
lent lyrics by Harold Adamson. Director
Irving Cummings keeps the action moving Natteford; Screenplay, Jack Natteford and
Oliver Drake; Editor, Lester Orlebeck;
skillfully. Merritt Gerstad's photography
Cameraman, William Nobles.
is capable.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
Cast: Bert Lahr, Jimmie Savo, Billy House,

Alice Brady, Mischa Auer, Joy Hodges,
Louise Fazenda, John King, Barbara Read,
Dave Apollon and His Orchestra, Howard
Gantonwine, Charley Williams.
Executive Producer, Charles R. Rogers;
Producer, B G. (Buddy) De Sylva; Director, Irving Cummings; Screenplay, Dorian
Otvos, Monte Brice; Cameraman, Merritt
Gerstad; Editor, Ted Kent.
Direction, Skillful.

Photography, Capable.

"Borrowing Trouble
with Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spnr

Hould.

Republic
59 mins.
ENTERTAINING WESTERN
WITH
PLENTY OF FAST RIDING AND AUTREY
SINGING.
This is one Western

*

Change V. C. Ball Plans

Cleveland — The Cleveland Variety
Club announces a change of date and
place for its annual ball. It will be
held at Mayfair Casino on Friday,
Dec. 3. M. B. Horwitz, chief barker,
announces. It was originally scheduled to be held Dec. 4 in the Allerton Hotel.

20th Century-Fox
Byington
(HOLLYWOOD

59 n

PREVIEW)

DOWN-TO-EARTH "JONES FAMI
STORY RICH IN ENTERTAINMENT I
FAMILY AUDIENCES.

The Joneses become the big brother '
wayward youth, and the daughter at
marries
her florist fiance in one of
better of this series of pictures.
Rol
Chapin's
and
Karen
DeWolf's
orig
screenplay is a down-to-earth affair, loa
with the type of humanities
that et
laughter, sympathy, and furnishes all ro
good entertainment.
The family trade
pecially should find it enjoyable.

Ther

the father, now the city's first citizen,
daughter is all excited about her appro
ing marriage, and the family's conceri
the wedding.
A new boy, Marvin St>
ens, is introduced
and he comes thrc
with a swell performance.
He is al
the same
age as the second
oldest
George
Ernest, who carries a big roll
excellent style. The rest of the cast rr
bers Jed
Prouty, Shirley
Deane,
Sp
Byington, Russell Gleason, Kenneth Ho
June
Carlson
and
Florence
Roberts
splendid.
Frank Strayer, the director,
tained fine results from the material

the players, and at all times there is sci
thing very natural about the piece,
production is a credit to Max Golden, i
guided it as associate producer.
While
wedding is being prepared for, George
nest becomes a friend of a rather t
kid, Marvin Stephens.
The family like
and are doing a grand job of making
a very likeable chap when
the fan
drug store is robbed.
Circumstantial
dence points to Marvin and George as
culprits.
Marvin
is shielding his brd
and
is covering
When George
the former
sees he up is for
not Ma'
pi;;
fair with the family, he decides to ,
what
he knows.
In the meantime
brother has turned man and furnishes
police with the information that leac
the capture of the real robbers.
D>
the chase, the daughter, Shirley Deane
Russell Gleason are married.
Cast: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, S
Byington, Russell Gleason, Kenneth He.
George Ernest, June Carlson, Florence i
erts, Billy Mahan, Marvin Stephens, A,r
Tombes, Howard Hickman, Cy Kendal!,
George Walcott, Dick '
Downing,
eph Wade
sel,
Boteler.

Associate Producer, Max Golden; Ei
tor, Frank R. Strayer; Authors, Robert ]
pin, Karen De Wolf; Based on the eh'
ters created by Katharine Kavan;i
Screenplay, Robert Chapin, Karen De^
Cameraman, Edward Snyder, ASC; An'
rector, Bernard Herzbrun; Associate, fli
ter Gore; Editor, Hanson Fritch; Reco

Engineers, Musical
George Director,
P. Costollo,
HamKJjj
'
Leonard;
Samuel
Direction, Very Good. Photography,
(Turn
to Following
Page
for More Reviews)
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Reviews of the Hew Ftttns

"Federal
Bullets"
Milburn Stone, Zeffie Tilbury,

Terry
Walker, Selmer Jackson
logram
61 mins.
, NOVEL
TWIST
MAKES
THIS
"GN"
PICTURE
ENTERTAINING
FOR
■ PROGRAM SPOTS.
he Bureau of Investigation learns that
ealrhy woman, Mrs. Crippen, is really
leader of an unscrupulous under-world
;, but their informer, her former secre, is murdered before they get enough
ence to make an arrest. A young
it, Milburn Stone, is called in on the
• and is jailed on a fake charge. A
ale agent goes to Mrs. Crippen and
s as Stone's mother and she gets her
ked lawyer, who is her partner at the
I of the ring, to get Stone released from
■ They give him a job to make it ap■ to the public as if they really had an
rest in released criminals, but they also
in him a tool for their future use. A
rious killer is doomed to the chair dei Mrs. Crippen's expensive defense and
e learns that they plan for his break,
that he is to be instrumental in helphim escape. He purposely speeds his
jp as he leaves for the spot where he
i pick the escaped convict up and re
-; the plans to another agent, who poses
motorcycle cop. He gets the killer
is car and drives back to Mrs. Criphouse where she becomes panicky
, she learns over the phone that govent agents are closing in on the house,
all leave in the car for the gang
out where a pitched battle ensues as
agents follow them and they learn

FOREIGN

SHORTS

"Club
De Femmes"
with Danielle Darrieux, Else Argal,
Georgette, Valentine Tessier.
Arthur Mayer and Joseph Burstyn
81 mins.
SMARTLY DONE PICTURE WITH
PLENTY OF DRAMA AND COMEDY
HANDLED
DEFTLY.
Intimate details about the lives of a
group of French working girls in a woman's
hotel provide the background for the
newest foreign importation at the 55th
Street Playhouse. Able direction and excellent performances by the whole cast
make this witty and clever production
worthwhile screenfare. Incidentally, the
picture broke all previous existing records
at the theater's box-office. The author
and director, Jacques Deval, never allows
the tempo of the picture to lag and keeps
his elements of comedy, tragedy and drama,
well ordered, and well separated, so that
no one vein detracts from another. Miss
Darrieux and Else Argal head the attractive
and competent female cast. One girl
smuggles her lover into her room and has
a love affair which culminates in her becoming a mother. Miss Darrieux handles
this role with a sympathetic and convincing
performance. Else Argal, the author's wife,
plays the part of an abnormal young lady
with passionate intensity. Valentine Tessier brings a compassionate quality to the
part of a woman doctor in the hotel.
Josette Day is excellent as the object of

the abnormal girl's affection. Eve Francis
is amusing as the blindly misguided director
of the hotel. With another girl working
as the procurer for a slave ring and another
Stone is really a "G-Man". The esy convict dies as the agents enter the as a lady of easy virtue, Mr. Deval has a
e and it turns out that he is Mrs. plot background that runs the gamut of
emotions. He has handled his story well,
Is en's son. The rest of the gang are
or captured. Zeffie Tilbury as the and it is realistic throughout with a
It old lady is a shade too sugary in smoothly running continuity. An excellent
performance. Stone is adequate as the picture, but one that is strictly for adults.
Cast: Danielle Darrieux, Valentine Tessier,
in and Terry Walker is attractive as
nnocent and deluded secretary work- Georgette, Else Argal, Josette Day, Junie
r the gang leader. William Harrigan Astor, Martine Mouneyres, Marion Delbo,
e head agent and Selmer Jackson as Eve Francis, Kissa Kouprine, Betty Stockcrooked lawyer, give good perform- field, Raymond Gaal.
Producer, Jacques Deval; Original Story
Mafrie Fain as the killer is a sinisharacter and Helen MacKellar as the and Screenplay, Jacques Deval.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
mother for the agent is convincing,
action and excitement in the picture
lease the fans.
Minimization of Drink
t: Milburn Stone, Terry Walker. Zefilbuo/. Selmer Jackson, William HarMaffie Fain, Lyle Moraino,
Warner
lond, Eddie Phillips, Betty Compson,
MacKellar, John Morton.
ducer, Lon Young; Story from novel by
G. F. Eliot, Screenplay, Karl Brown;
raman, Gilbert Warrenton.
sction, Lively. Photography, Fair.

Kelly Succeeds LeMaire
As "U" Talent Executive
Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

I'llywood — Dan Kelly, who has
casting director at Universal,
succeed Rufus LeMaire as taljxecutive and specialist. Kelly's
i'ntment is effective immediately.
Idition to assuming LeMaire's
s, he continues as head of cast-

Scenes Asked by WCTU

"Give Till It Hurts"
(Crime Doesn't Pay Series)
M-G-M
20 mins.
Strong Dramatic
Short
A dramatic expose of the charity
racket, showing how clever racketeers move in on a doctor running
his clinic in a big city, and start to
promote the public in a charity
drive to secure necessary funds for
the hospital work. Using the innocent doctor's name, they put on an
intensive drive with business men
and women's clubs, and even organize a house-to-house canvass to
pick up the small change. Then
the authorities step in, and by fast
work catch the racketeers just as
they are ready to skip town with
the loot amounting to thousands of
dollars. This subject is handled
with the usual high dramatic values for which this series is noted.
Unusual

L7— 2)
Occuptions

Paramount
10 mins.
Interesting Oddities
An assembly of shots of odd jobs
and the people
(No who handle them.
There is the man who turns out miniatures of period furniture; the lady
who runs a school of metal welding;
a gent who raises angleworms, and
then puts them up in cans; a Mexican painter specializing in bull
fighting atmosphere; a professional
soap taster; a person who makes his
home in a house of beer bottles; and
two ladies who model the wax figures in the store windows.

FILM

DAILY

*

bear slips his collar and tracks the
smell of honey to the farmer's yard.
The farmer, in a collision with the
bear, gets covered with honey and
the bear chases him through the
rest of the picture. Finally, the
owner of the bear tracks him down
and the farmer who has accidentally been covered with a bearskin is
promptly leashed when he gets out
of the house. This one should be
amusing for everybody. Paul Terry did the picture with Philip A.
Scheib scoring it.
Scrappy in
"Canine Capers'
Columbia
7 mins.
Lively Animated
An adventure with Scrappy and
his dog Yippy as they are delivering newspapers telling about a
stray dog roundup. Yippy swallows
the horn on Scrappy's bike, and
starts honking when he tries to
bark. The dogcatcher grabs the
pup, and throws him in the pound.
Scrappy finally gets his dog free,
and all the other mutts, which make
a rash for the unhappy dogcatcher.
A Charles Mintz cartoon.

"Rainbow Pass"
M-G-M

(A Miniature)

Novelty Chinese Play10 mins.
A very novel presentation of a
Chinese theatrical performance,
taken in the San Francisco district,
this being the first time that such
a picture has been filmed by Hollywood. The Chinese play is seen
through the eyes of a Chinese peasant, who supposedly has come in
from his rice fields for this rare
treat. Carey Wilson does the com"The TerryToons
Dancing Bear"
mentary, and explains the various
symbolic
actions of the Chinese
Educational
6>/2 mins.
Amusing Fable
players upon the stage that is devoid of any scenery worth mentionA hungry
bearthere
whose
feet music
can't
ing as such. The play in question
stay
still when
is any
playing, and
a this
seriesshort
of funny
sit- is "The Rainbow Pass," a classic
uations, make
amusing.
that has been handed down for centuries in China.
When
his master falls asleep the

Globe's Joe Louis Pix
Springfield Projectionist
Planned as Road Show
Dispute Ends; Pact Signed

Settlement of a labor dispute in
Springfield, 0., involving five local
Washington — The Washington theaters was reported by Frank
WCTU at its annual convention here
Phelps, Warner Bros, executive in
went on record urging the motion
charge of labor relations, on his arrival in New York yesterday from
picture industry to "minimize scenes
that put emphasis on drink for the the scene of negotiations.
A two-year contract was signed
sake of the influence upon its use."
with projectionists of Local 352,
providing for a slight wage increase. Theaters involved were the
Hold Creditors' Meeting
State, Majestic, Band Box,
First meeting of creditors of Nuo- Regent,
vo Mondo Pictures, Inc., adjudicated Fairbanks and Springfield.
bankrupt on Sept. 4, last, will be
Omaha V C Plans Hop
held at 10 a.m. today in the
offices of Referee in Bankruptcy,
Omaha- — The local Variety club
Oscar W. Ehrhorn, United States will hold a Halloween hop Sunday
Court House, Foley Sq., Manhattan, night, Oct. 31, at the Hotel Fontewho has issued notice for said cred- nelle. A midnight supper will be
serwed.
itors to prove claims.
Washington Bureau of THE

*

"The Spirit of Youth," Globe Pictures' first film starring Joe Louis,
is to be shown on a road show basis,
Martin Finkelstein, sales manager
of the new production firm, said
here yesterday.
Globe schedule calls for eight productions using colored box office
names. Coast production is under
the supervision of Edward Shanberg, former midwest theater operator now president of the company,
and
ducer.Lew Golder, independent pro-

Take-Over

In Pensacola

-The Gulf ThePensacola,
Fla.— house, has been
ater, newest
newest pix the
Gulf
Coast
taken
over
by
Amusement Co.

THE CRITICS SAY IT'S SI
"Gaily kids romance, wrestling and duelling .. . had the audience in stitches.'1
-MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY

"Swell bunch of gags give box-office
farce." DAILY
punch to highly enjoyable -FILM
"A smart blend of comedy, music and
romance ... the type of picture that will
click with any kind of audience."
-HOLLYWOOD

VARIETY

''Sparkles with fresh gag lines and packs
an hour solidly with chuckles for all . . .
assured a hearty reception everywhere."
-HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

"Audiences will greet it with
howls of laughter that should
mean money in the cash
drawer."
- box office
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In its more than 1,200 pages will be found data on
the motion picture industry in all its many branches.
Production, distribution, exhibition, foreign, financial,
exploitation, equipment, and 1,001 other items completely and accurately covered. During the past

I

twenty years, the Year Book has earned for itself
the reputation of being the
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4 "JUUU" WHO'Slearn
Holly
wood
"Ms
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD

which is his home town. If he has
no other picture assignment he is
holidays.
going to stay over for the Christmas

By RALPH WOK
HOLLYWOOD

IEDERICK

KOHNER,

who, with

•

• Marcella Burke, wrote "Mad
■ jut Music," which will star Deanf Durbin at Universal is working
• an original "A Boy, A Girl and
• Dog," at 20th Century-Fox. He
fr >te the sereenplay for "Lena
C "er," for Columbia,

•

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 160

•

•

ALLAN

DWAN.
20th Century-Fox director.
Born April 3, 1885, in Toronto. Educated there, and in Chicago.
From
Notre Dame he took a
C.E. degree.
Then a post-graduate course at Boston Tech.
In 1909 he sold
a scenario by mail to Essanay which
brought
him a job.
Became scenario editor, next director. Remained with the company three years
and then began a directorial career which has
embraced
every studio in Hollywood
as well

'rank Chapman has been made
Ad of the publicity department of
■J ranee Pictures Corp.
He has
■ a long career in the newspaper
li publicity fields.

as his own company.
In England he did "Counsel's Opinion" for London
Films and "I Spy"
for B.I. P.
Joined
20th
Century-Fox
on returning. Jovial and congenial.
Plays a good
game of tennis.
Fond of football.
Five cats

and one dog as pets.
'Married, no children.
is making arrangeLesser
Stands 5, IVi.
Hair, grey.
Eyes, brown.
io
personal appearances for
for
its l
anore Holm and Glenn Morris
a the release of their picture
I rzan's Revenge."
motion for the position of contact I Director Frank Borzage, immeT
T
▼
woman for Louis K. Sidney, execu- diately upon completion of "Manne[arcella Napp, for the past tive in charge of radio productions, quin" which stars Joan Crawford
Ijide assistant to the casting di- and Bill Bacher, who is producer of and Spencer Tracy, leaves for a long
planned
visit to Salt Lake
City,
ll ors at Metro, was given a pro- the air shows.

37 Features Are in Work
Film Industry Notables
sort Metro is Weighing
At West Coast Studios
Will Fete Eddie Cantor
A Second Radio Show
{Continued from Page 1)
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i\\ Moore to the Bacher staff at
1U-M last week supports the re\\.that the Benton & Bowles-M■{ tie-up will be increasingly imD' ant in radio production.

I

Hollywood — Thirty-seven pictures
are in production, with Warners
making seven, 20th Century-Fox six
and Paramount and M-G-M five
each. Columbia is down for four
and RKO three. Republic is producing two and Goldwyn, Universal,
tro's First Air Show
Calls for 16 Luminaries Sol Lesser and Monogram one each.
Warners have started "A Slight
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Case Of Murder" and M-G-M "The
Vacation". "Hot And
ollywood — M-G-M's initial radio Family's
jram, first of a new Maxwell Happy is the newest on the 20th
Century-Fox
schedule. Paramount
se weekly series, which takes the
Nov. 4 from 9 to 10 p.m., EST, has finished "The Buccaneer".
• NBC's network, will have at ITOA to Name Conference
t 16 of the studio's luminaries,
as announced yesterday,
Committee During Week
•ogram, to be broadcast from El
itan theater before an invited
Maurice Fleischman, of the ITOA
Is audience of about 1,600, calls this week is expected to name the
appearances by Jeanette Mac- committee of five which will meet
aid, Allan Jones, Eleanor Pow- with Allied Theaters of New JerSophie Tucker, Judy Garland,
sey on exhibitor problems, it was
,n Troy, Una Merkel, Ted Healy, learned yesterday. Fleischman was
iy Ebsen, George Murphy, Bet- appointed chairman of the commitTaynes. George
Murphy,
Igor
tee at an organization meeting last
n and Ilona Massey, latter, Hun- Wednesday.
an actress now
making
her
A similar committee of Allied
rican screen debut in "Rosalie." members is not expected to be apibert Z. Leonard,
director of
pointed until after Nov. 9 when the
; Firefly," and Herbert Stoth- New Jersey group holds its next
imusical conductor for pix, will session. At that time, Irving Dolar on the broadcast, as will Pete linger, president, will be authorized
h. Ted Pearson will be the an- to select five members who will repcer, and music will be supplied
resent Allied of New Jersey at ITOA
leredith Wilson's orchestra and meetings.
cal group of 20.

Friars to Honor Broidy
Boston — The Friars Club of
ton will honor Steve Broidy,
li Baba Goes To Town," played
3,792 people in 3 days at the of Monogram Pictures in New
r, 20th Century-Fox reported
land, at a dinner at the Hotel
;rday.
ler tonight.

Ali Baba" Big at Roxy

//

Boshead
EngStat-

(Continued from Page 1)

toastmaster. Program will go over
the national networks.
Among the guests at the dinner
will be:
Senator and Mrs. William Gibbs
McAdoo, May Robson and Charles
Boyer, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Burns, Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Carrillo, Mayor and
Mrs. Frank L. Shaw, Rabbi Edgar
F. Magnin, Mr. and Mrs. Walt Disney, Mr. and Mrs. John Barrymore
(Elaine Barrie), W. C. Fields and
Mrs. Edna Jacobs, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. Darryl
Zanuck, Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Lederer, Mr.
and Mrs. Jean Hersholt, the Ritz
Brothers, Martha Raye, Sonja Henie,
Deanna Durbin and her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
(Myrna Loy), Sophie Tucker, Mr.
and Mrs. Tony Martin (Alice Faye),
Mr. and Mrs. William Goetz, Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Berlin, Rudy Vallee, Igor Gorin, Mr. and Mrs. Ernst
Lubitsch, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph I.
Breen, Judge and Mrs. Edward J.
Brand, Mr. and Mrs. Hal Roach, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles R. Rogers, Simone
Simon, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Durante, Miss Judy Garland and her
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Haley,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kalmar, Charles
Ruggles, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Selwyn, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Edwards,
Bennie Rubin, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Pierson Hall,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Small, Mr. and
Mrs. Lew Schreiber, Al Cohn, Sid
Grauman, James Wallington, Mr. and
Mrs. David Butler, Gregory Ratoff,
Mr. and Mrs. Frances Lederer, Mr.
and Mrs. David Loew, Mr. and Mrs.

V

T

▼

Sol Lesser has completed a tie-up
with Globe Music Co. which will
manufacture 10,000 Bobby Breen
ukeleles and will be on the market
around Christmas week. This will
be about the same time that Breen's
leased.
picture "Hawaii Calls" will be re▼
▼
T
Paul Wilderman, veteran recorder
on the sound department at Metro,
was married to Alta Ludlow, nonpro, Aug. 19.▼
T
T
Jimmy Durante has been signed
for a leading role in the 20th Century-Fox musical, "Sally, Irene and
Mary," two
slated
to start production in
about
weeks.
»
T
▼
David Boehm has been added to
the Metro writing staff. No assignment as yet. Boehm wrote the
screen play on "A Doctor's Diary."

lie de France Bringing
Boatload of Film Folks
(Continued from Page 1)

ducer; Maurice Silverstone, managing director of UA in the United
Kingdom ; Jack Cohn, chairman of
the board of Columbia Pictures;
Sam E. Morris, vice-president of
Warner Bros, in charge of foreign
distribution; Phil Reisman, vicepresident of RKO Export Corp.;
King Vidor, director, and Mrs.
Vidor; Julien Duvivier, French film
director, and Mrs. Duvivier; Erik
Charell, producer, and his brother,
Ludwig; Benjamin Glazer, Paramount associate producer; Marcel
Hellman UA producer; Mireille Ballin, screen actress; Bruno Frank,
German writer; Prof. Leopold Jessner, German producer; Konstantin
Gorian, tenor of the Bucharest Royal Opera; and Arthur Rieck, Viennese actor, — the latter four under
contract to M-G-M. French Line
officials believe this contingent to be
the outstanding group of screen folk
ever to cross the Atlantic on a single ship.
Joseph Metzger, Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Dover, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kohlmar,
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes, Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus LeMaire, Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Fields, Mrs. Alice Ames
Winter, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L.
Lasky, William Koenig, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Stebbins and Mr. and
Mrs. Don W. Thornburgh.
Sponsoring the event is an honorary committee of nearly 100 national leaders and ten organizations,
with an executive committee in
charge including Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman; James A. Farley, Will H.
Hays, Louis B. Mayer, Paul Muni
and Governor Merriam.
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SEE GOLDWYN-KORDA
DEAL DECISION SOON

VICUJS Of TH€ DAY

Attica, O. — Art Mathews, who operates the Park Theater, Bellville,
director for the United Kingdom,
from England on the He de France. has reopened the old Gem Theater,
Goldwyn and E. H. Lever, latter closed since the days of silent films,
it the Attica Theater. Policy
secretary of the Prudential Assur- calling
ance Co. of England, are prepared is to operate the house Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday of
to confer with Korda and Silverstone each
week.
soon after their arrival. Lever has
been in New York since Oct. 18, but
Kansas City, Mo. — The Dickenson
has refused to comment on the ex- circuit
has booked Ken Griffith,
tent of Prudential's interest in the
and entertainer, into the
deal. Reports from London last organist
Dickenson Theater at Lawrence,
week indicated that the Eagle and
Dominion Insurance Co. and Philip Kans., for an indefinite engagement.
Hill and partners would be assoChicago — Slaughter Leaks of the
ciated in the financing.
B and K Tivoli Theater is the father
As reported in The Film Daily
yesterday, Goldwyn and Korda must of an eight-pound son.
meet the price of $6,000,000 or its
Winthrop, Mass. — Harold Leand,
stock equivalent in order to acquire former
assistant manager
of the
the interest now held by Douglas
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford and
Charles Chaplin. A reliable source L. O. Lukan Named Prexy
Of MPTO of the Northwest
stated positively that there would
be no "bargaining."
(.Continued from Page
1)
ed first vice-president; Paul Aust,
second vice-president; Cecil Gwin,
third vice-president and J. M. Hone
was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
Hartford, Conn. — Henry Needles, the principal speaker, outlined the
Warner Bros. New England district
manager, is in the Hartford Hos- organization's 10 point program and
pital, suffering from a broken hip. urged cooperation with national
aims. The convention was capped
Des Moines — Miss Thelma Wash- 1 with the annual Movie Ball with
burn, RKO secretary here, has re- JMary Carlisle as guest of honor.
covered from injuries received in
an
auto
accident
at Owatonna,
"Gratuitous
Distribution"
Minn.
(Con I in u ill from Page

1)

SICK REPORT

Cincinnati — Manny Shore has returned from the Holmes Hospital,
after a ten days rest. Elmer Shard,
local exhib is confined to his home
with a heavy cold.
Cincinnati — RKO Al Sugarman is
suffering
from an infected jaw
bone.
Cincinnati — Mrs. A. C. Knepfte,
of the Mystic Theater, Harrison, is
convalescing
after a two week' illness.
Oklahoma City — His right foot
crushed badly in a fall at Mangum
while working on a new theater,
George M. Gaffaney, 47, electrician
employed by the Griffith Amusement
Company, was rushed by ambulance
plane to Oklahoma City for emergency treatment.
Chicago — Recovered from the attack of illness which caught up with
him at the A F of L convention
in Denver, George Browne, IATSE
prexy, has returned here.
Glen Cove, L. I. — Cole Porter,
song writer, is in North Country
Community Hospital here, suffering,
physicians say, from compound fractures received on Sunday when he
was thrown from a horse he was
riding at the Piping Rock Club,
Locust Valley. He will be confined
to bed for several weeks.

of Property by Lot Upheld

Jackson, Mich. — Declaring there
was no law preventing the free donation of property by lot, Judge
Taylor H. McElroy of the circuit
court Saturday enjoined in Oxford,
|the operation of an anti-bank night
' ordinance passed by that city dur'ng September.
Judge McElroy issued the injuncl'nn on behalf of the Ritz Theater,
■ its manager, Robert Lyles and an
] employee, Russell Roberts. It prevents the city from prosecuting the
wo under its ordinance against bank
nights. Both men had been arrestd on Oct. 2 and Oct. 8, found guilty
of violation and fined $100 each for
each offense and given total jail
terms of 60 days a piece. Both put
up bond and appealed.
In his decision, the judge declared:
"There is no law prohibiting the
gratuitous distribution of property
by lot of chance and this court holds
the citv ordinance void."
Jefferson City, Mo. — Screeno violates Missouri's anti-lottery laws,
according to a ruling handed down
here ficeby
Attorney
General's
ofat thetherequest
of Conn
Withers,
Clay County Prosecuting Attorney.
"The mere free distribution of
tickets entitling the holders to participate in the distribution of prizes
by lot or chance does not relieve
'screeno' from its lottery features,"
the opinion stated.

Colonial Theater, Brockton, has been
appointed manager of the Revere
and Boulevard Interstate theaters
here, succeeding Manager Maloney,
transferred to Hyannis.

COMMITTEE WILL SET
DATE FOR GAMES BA
(Continued

from Page

1)

one
representative
of Loew's,
one from
RKO Theaters,
two frIi
the ITOA and one representing
other interested exhibitors.
Th
men will work out all details of
Buffalo — The Gayety, longtime proposed ban and set dates for
burlesque theater, is scheduled to starting of the campaign
in ei
reopen Oct. 30. Program calls for area. The Flatbush section has b<
independent films, runs of two tentatively set as the initial spot
weeks or more.
the opening gun.
Brandt said that he would con
Cincinnati — The Elliott-Ward
Amusement Co. has taken over the with C. C. Moskowitz, of Loew's t
Nate Blumberg, of RKO Theatt
Eastland Theater at Portsmouth,
probably today, at which time |
formerly owned by George Law.
entire program would be mapi
out.
Buffalo — Basil's La Salle, Niagara
Branding reports that ITOA-spi
Falls, N. Y., newest film house in sored
against giveaways v
the frontier area, has opened with doomeddrive
for failure as unfound
Basil J. Basil as manager.
Brandt said that the campaign v
closer to consummation than c
Ambassador Franchises
before and that all indications po
Set by Maurice Conn towards success.
Maurice Conn, president of Ambassador Pictures, Inc. in New York
on distribution deals, has set franchises for his company's 1937-38
picture in New England, Western
Pennsylvania and Michigan during
the last three days.
Harry Segal, operating under the
name of Ambassador Pictures of
N. E. Inc. will handle the product
in New England. Segal has made
several additions to his sales staff
and is opening new offices in Boston
and New Haven. Monarch Pictures
Corp. headed by Lew Lefton and
Milton Lefton, will distribute the
Ambassador program in Western
Pennsylvania. Ann O'Donnell has
the Michigan franchise.
Conn has appointed Sam Berkowitz western sales manager for the
company. Berkowitz will make his
headquarters at the Conn Studios,
but he will retain his interest in the
Far West Exchange, Los Angeles,
which he has operated for several

Writ Denied Indianapolis
Amusement in $450,000 Si
(Continued from Page

1)

M-G-M and the other film co
panies involved, with unethical pr;
tices. 41 questions introduced
M-G-M attorneys, who represen
all the film companies in the si
during the lower court proceedir
were designed to show M-G-M pla\
no part in the Indianapolis Compa
losses, according to the applicat
for a writ. Legally, one compa
attorney asking questions of i
other during a financial suit, is c<
sidered unethical unless the qu;
tions have a direct bearing on
financial ledgers of either compa
The Indianapolis Amusement
claimed the 41 questions M-G
asked were phrased so as to rem<
blame from M-G-M actions i
place it directly
Amusement
Co. on the Indianap<

years.

Rodgers' Trip Delayed
W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M genei
Cleveland's
First-Runs'
Biz Better Than Average sales manager, will leave this w

Cleveland — Eleven out of a 13
weeks' period from July 2 to Oct.
1, inclusive, show better than average box office results at the five
local first-run theaters. Only two
weeks show a slight drop from the
average. The percentage of increase
over par ranges from 2 per cent to
40 per cent.
Eighteen features, during these
13 weeks, were held over for continued runs. Of these, 15 were held
over for a second week, while three
were held over for three weeks.
It is reported that the neighborhood theaters enjoyed an increase
of aproximately 15 per cent over
last year at this time, with, however, overhead and operating expenses said to be keeping pace, so
that the results were about on a
par with last year.

for Chicago and possible other M
west exchange centers. Schedul
to leave last Thursday, Rodgi'
cancelled
trip a few minutes
fore train his
time.

WEDDING

BELLS 1-

Chicago — James J. Gregory, '.
of the owners of the Gregory q
cuit, will be married Nov. 6 to M{
Elly Carras of Parkersburg, W.
They will leave for an extern
European honeymoon trip on N
17.
Chicago — Film trade is exte:,i
ing congratulations to Ted Mendt
sohn, assistant to Felix Mendel
sohn, Chicago manager for M-Gj
on his marriage
Jennings
of Chicago.to Miss Luc|I
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ORDA ASSERTS MONEY READY TO CLOSEl A. DEAL
Vomers Making Four Big-Budget Technicolor Features
( Costing
In Excess
Million Due at 3-Month
Intervals
'st Coast Bureau

of THE
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London (By Cable) — The new Films Bill (Quota Act) will be officially published this
week, it was learned yesterday. It is expected to be along the lines of the White
Paper, issued in June.

NO MAX SGHAGH DEAL WB BRIT. PRODUCTION
MADE, STATES GOHN PLANS WAIT ON QUOTA

iollywood — Four Technicolor
Ifcials, each costing considerably
ij excess of a million, will be reused by Warners at the rate of
every three months during the
Ison of 1937-1938 under produc:i plans disclosed yesterday by
Irl Wallis, production executive.
Columbia Pictures has made no
"wo of the pictures, "Adventures deal with Max Schach to produce picRobin Hood" and "Gold is Where
tures in England for Columbia release, Jack Cohn, vice president of
Find It" are currently in work.
Auctions to follow are "Food for Columbia, stated yesterday upon his
(.Continued on Page 4)
arrival from England on the He de
France. It had been reported that
such a deal was in the making. In
fact, he added, Columbia is holding
up all plans for English production,
pending the
passing of the new Eng(Continued on Page 6)

.MS COMMISSION
SOUGHT IN BRITAIN

London (By Cable) — The CEA Pathe Board to Receive
lil the FBI film group will hold
Quarterly Report Today
neeting with the industry labor
Jons today for the purpose of
Presentation of the third quari :ing the Government to appoint a
terly statement of Pathe Film Corp.
Jms Commission to deal with
will be made to the board of direcpe problems.
tors today at company headquarters
jubject of film rentals
looms in Rockefeller Center. 0. Henry
||?e on the agenda as a result of Briggs, Pathe prexy, will preside
(Continued
on Page 8)
at the meeting which T. P. Loach,
(Continued

ucational Stock Still
to be Marketed, SEC Told
hington

Bureau

of THE
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Washington, D. C. — Educational
:ures, Inc., yesterday filed with
SEC its annual report revealing
t none of its 150,000 shares of
cent cumulative convertible pre(Continued

Too Many

on

Page

4)

Good Pix

Omaha — Theater managers here are
acing the problem of "too many" good
ictures. They just can't get them
ooked in. There are only three firstJn theaters in this city and frequently
noney-making pictures are held over,
^esult is Omaha is yet to see "Stella
'alias," "The Life of Emile Zola,"
I Dead End," among
others.

on

Page

4)

Preliminary
Parley Held
Arrival;Indicated
Quick Action

on

AL STEEN
FILM By
DAILY
Staff Writer

"We have the money," Alexander
Korda said yesterday upon his arrival from England on the He de
France, when asked if he and Samuel Goldwyn had completed the financing details entailed by their deal
for control of United Artists. KorExpansion
of Warner will
Bros.'
proda, however, declined to say who
duction at Teddington
depend
entirely on the provisions of the had put up the money but added
new English quota act, passage of that financial angles were "more or
less all
set."
Korda
which is expected next month, Sam that
there
would
be denied
a stockreports
issue
Morris, WB vice president, said yes- for additional money.
terday upon his return from EngPreliminary
discussions looking to
land on the He de France. Tenta(Continued on Page 6)
tive plans call for the production of
16 pictures in England for the new
season, as compared
with 20 last
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Benjamin Glazer in 5- Year
Warner Producing Pact
Benjamin P. Glazer, on his arrival
aboard the He de France yesterday,
revealed that he had signed a fiveyear producing pact with Warners
prior to his departure for a European vacation.
Number(Continued
of pictures
on Pagehe 4)is to pro-

OF TITLES ADOPTED
List of more than 30,000 released
film titles, dating from inception of
the industry, has been completed by
MPPDA for purposes leading to the
"unfreezing" of such titles as agreed
day. at the meeting of the organiupon
zation's Board of Directors on MonDirectorate

also

(Continued

UMPTO Adopts Week's Armistice
In Move to Settle Paramount Strike

on

agreed
Page

8)

that

a

Wisconsin's ITPA Will
Consider Legislation
Milwaukee — Independent Theaters

Protective Association will convene
Writ Denied Defendants
Philadelphia, Pa. — Climaxing the Nov. 3 at the Schroeder Hotel here,
meeting in its history, at- with a pre-convention luncheon, to
In Wilkie Plagiarism Case biggest tended
(Continued on Page 2)
by 200 independent theater

men, the UMPTO yesterday went on
record as unanimously approving an
Washington, D. C. — U. S. Su- armistice plan of a week in dealing
preme Court has denied here peti- with the proposed Paramount settion for the writ of certiorari of tlement.
Santley Bros., music publishers, and
The armistice plan resulted after
Bernice Petkere, composer, co-de- terms of the proposed settlement
fendants in an action brought orig- were disclosed. Briefly, the plan
inally in Federal Court, Southern works this way:
District New
York, and subsequentDuring (Continued
the weekon to
inde(Continued on Page 2)
Pagefollow,
8)
Washington

Bureau
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Biz In Detroit
Detroit — One Detroit exhib. to another: "How's business?" "We grossed
$47 at the candy counter. And besides, we get most of our candy free
from the wholesalers." "But how's
business at the box-office?" "Oh,
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(Continued

which all independent exhibs in the
territory are invited, to be held
Nov. 2 at the Club Aztec. With the
exception of a meeting of the board
of directors in the evening, no busiNov. 2.ness meetings will be held on
Subjects for discussion will include the pending Neely-Pettengill
bill, Hobbs resolution and Guffey
act, as well as a proposed buying
combine for 1937-38 Paramount
product in the event no previous
agreement has been reached in the
strike situation.

Bartholomew and Brice
for 2nd Maxwell Show
Second Maxwell House air show
featuring M-G-M stars on Nov. 11
will have Freddie Bartholomew and
Fannie Brice, among others, it was
announced yesterday. Title of the
new hour will be "Good News of
Others to appear in the second
program
will include Spencer Tracy,
1938".
Reginald Gardner, Betty Jaynes,
Artie Auerbach, Judy Garland, Meliza Korjus, Viennese singer and Val
Rosing, popular English crooner,
with Meredith Willson's orchestra.
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president of
M-G-M, will be heard on the premiere broadcast Nov. 4. Talent additions include Gus Edwards, Eva
Tanguay, Trixie Friganza, Cliff Edwards, Irene Franklin and Arthur
Rosenstein, to be featured in an
"Old-Timers"
spot.

Arbitration

Provision

Delays Educ.-SAG Pact
Contract scheduled to be signed
by Educational Pictures with the
Screen Actors Guild is being held
up temporarily by clauses other
than wages and working conditions,
according to Mrs. Florence Marston, SAG eastern representative.
Jack H. Skirball, Educational general manager, has requested that
some points be cbanged. He bas, it
is known, taken exception to a clause
concerning the location of arbitration meetings. Skirball has asked
that if differences arise in the East,
they be settled there. SAG Coast
executive board is considering
changes.

Silverstone Denies Maxwell
Buys Into Odeon

Writ Denied Defendants
In Wilkie Plagiarism Case

Circuit

Reports that John Maxwell was
buying into the Odeon Circuit in
England were denied emphatically
yesterday by Maurice Silverstone,
UA manager for the United Kingdom, who arrived in New York yesterday on the He de France. Silverstone, who holds an interest in
Odeon, said there was no truth in
the story. Odeon will be operating
a total of 400 theaters within the
next four or five months, he added.
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ly before Judges Manton, Swan and
Hand in the Circuit Court of Appeals, by plaintiff W. A. Wilkie,
song writer. Latter brought charge
of plagiarism. Case has attracted
wide interest by reason of its possible far-reaching effects in musical copyright field, involving the
principle that even though there is
no proof of access, infringement can
exist. Louis Nizer, New York attorney, represented Wilkie in the
successful action.

Motiograph Convention
Attracts Equipment Men
Chicago — Final preparations have
been completed for the Motiograph
two-day convention, which opens
tomorrow at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel here, it is announced by company officials.
Among
the distributors of film
equipment who will attend the
meeting are: Paul Hueter, American
Theater Supply Co., Toledo; K. R.
Douglass and L. L. Foster, Capitol
Theater Supply Co., Boston; T. Karatz. Cinema Supplies, Inc., Minneapolis; A. E. Thiele, Des Moines
Theater Supply Co.. Des Moines;
H. C. Dusman of J. F. Dusman Co.,
Baltimore; J. P. Filbert of J. P. Filbert Co., Los Angeles; B. Hopkins,
Ger-Bar, Inc., Indianapolis; Joe
Goldberg of Joe Goldberg, Inc., Chicago; J. Guercio and W. F. Barthel
of Guercio & Barthel Co., Chicago;
Joe Hornstein of Joe Hornstein, Inc.,
New York.
W. R. Howell, Oklahoma City; W.
H. Castay, Louisiana Motion Picture Equipment Co.. New Orleans;
George McArthur, McArthur Theater Equipment Co., Detroit; J.
Stallings and J. Gelman. Midwest
Theater Supply Co., Cincinnati;
Louis Phillips, Modern Theater
Equipment Corp., New Haven; N.
Bernstein and I. M. Cohen, Monarch Theater Supply Co., Memphis;
L. P. Langford, Oliver Theater Supply, Inc., Cleveland; Charles Cohen,
Penn Theater Equipment Co., Philadelphia; Rav Colvin, Exhibitors
Supply Co., St. Louis: Alvin Seiler.
Greensburg, Pa.; O. J. Hazen, and
G. Thornburg, Service Theater Supply Co.. Inc., Salt Lake City; Maurice Ridge, representing B. F.
Shearer Co.. Los Angeles and San
Francisco; Tom Shearer, representing B. F. Shearer Co., Seattle and
Portland.
Ray Smith of Rav Smith Co., Milwaukee; C. H. Badger, Stebbins
Theater Equipment Co., Kansas
City, Mo.; Harry Paul and H.
Sorenson. Texas Theater Supply Co.,
Dallas; G. Breneman, United Proiector & Film Corp., Buffalo; F. A.
Van Husan, Western Theater Supply Co.. Omaha; Nash Weil. E. G.
Gorbandt, C. D. Porter, C. W. Fortson of Wil-Kin Theater Supply
Corp., Atlanta; J. W. Graham,
Graham Bros., Denver, and L. C.
Pearson, Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd., Montreal.

OTTO
KRUCER,
film
today on the Aquitania

actor, leaves
for England.

New

STEPHEN BANCROFT and his wife,
former MAE CLARK, screen actress, have
rived in Rio De Janeiro from New York.
ANN

BOOTH

returns to London

Aquitania today following her New

aboard
York

pearance
in the stage play, "Virginia."
D. H. FINKE, vice-president of General R.
ter Co., arrives from Chicago
today.

GEORCE
GRIFFITH,
JR.,
director
of
Theaters
Ltd., of Australia,
is here from
bourne for a week's stay before he sails >
day on the Queen Mary for England.
NOEL BENNET.
an executive
aters
is in ofNew Hoyt's
York
a few Ltd.,
days. of Australia
NAT LIEBESKIND
eral manager, and

RKO Radio Argentine
MRS. LIEBESKIND, are s

ping at the Essex House.
TOBY WING, leaves New York
Chicago and then goes to the Coast.

today

OSCAR A. DOOB and SI SEADLER
York
tomorrow
by plane
for the
studio conferences on future M-G-M

leave
Coast
ad i

JOSHUA LOGAN got in from the Coast
terday to direct a new play.
paigns.
JACK WHITING
sails from England for
York
next
week
after finishing
his roll
Jessie Mathews'
next pix.
ARTHUR A. LEE, vice-president of GB.
back to New York today from Toronto.
HAROLD CREENBERC, Paramount P
booker, in town yesterday from upstate,
turned
last night.

JACK L. WARNER and MRS. WARNER
for New York today on the Queen Mary,
riving on Monday.
day.
IRVING ASHER, managing director for \
ners in England,
sails for New York Nov.
OLCA PHILLIPS and JOHN KOHL, si
by Samuel

Goldwyn,

GEORGE WEEKS
from
Michigan.

leave for the Coast

returns to New

York t

MAJ.-GEN.
JAMES
G. HARBORD,
chaii
of the board
of RCA,
returned
on the
de
France
yesterday
from
France
where
attended
the dedication
of the American
Memorial
at Chateau-Thierry.

Monogram Execs Attend
Testimonial to Broi

Boston — Monogram President
Ray
Johnston,Sales
Vice-President
S<
R. Dunlap,
Manager
EC
Golden and Exchange Manager
Felder were among the 400 who I
night attended the testimonial c
ner to Steve Broidy, Boston
change manager, sponsored by
Morey, local Republic manager
Henri Elman, Monogram Chic,
manager, and Sid Kulick, New Y\
sales representative, also attenei
The home office group returns tflj
to resume talks on the new seaso
product.
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66,792 PAID ADMISSIONS
S.R.O. ROXY IN FIRST
THREE DAYS OF
EDDIE CANTOR in
ALI BABA GOES
TO

TOWN

■
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RIGHT! But that's what happens when Darryl F. Zanuck
gives you his greatest musical!
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WB BRIT, PRODUCTION
PLANS WAIT ON QUOTA
(Continued from Page

ALONG

demolition
of Daly's
contracts for the
steel and
and letting
foundation.
The new theater, he said, would cost
approximately $400,000, would seat
about 2,000 and would be ready for
opening in August. Maier plans to
return to London in January.
Warner Bros, has two theater
openings next month, Maier announced. One is a 1,400-seat house
in Chicago and the other is a 1,500seater in Cleveland, which has been
named tentatively the Shaker
Square. No other new houses are
planned in this country, he said.

Benjamin Glazer in 5- Year
Warner Producing Pact
1)

duce has not been determined, Glazer said, but he expects to start
cameras rolling on the first in January.
Glazer, who left New York in
mid-July, will stay at the SherryNetherland in town for 10 days before leaving for Hollywood.

(Continued from Page
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AROUND
Sports Commentator
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tRTHV
>M5
wishes from The Film Daily to
following
on
their
birthday:
OCTOBER
27
Jack
Cohn
Tookie Hunter
Nathan Saland
Ceorge Middleton
William Barnett
John Michelson

PI1ILM.

T
▼
THE Clock
Ed Thorgersen

DALY

T
or A Day In the Liie of a
oi Movietone News stumbled

out of the studios yesterday morn a 9 o'clock babbling to himself and
clawing the air
the day shift gang gathered around
then a
pal explained to the gang what had transpired, while they fed Ed
soothing syrup and applied cold towels to his fevered brow
what knocked the sports specialist right off his base
T
T
T
• • • AT NINE a.m. on Monday morn he had
a-chipper with his film editor Johnny Flaige on
negative on seven football games
for six hours
and selected shots
then Ed scrammed to Radio

here's

started out all
16,000 feet of
they screened
City to write

his usual Monday nite football report for Lowell Thomas' program over NBC
a quick snack after the broadcast, and back
to Movietone studios to look at the first cuts on the seven games
business of tightening and polishing, then preparing the
commentary
then the cut subjects to the re-recording studio
where Thorgersen put on a high speed exhibition of scoring probably never equalled
the 16,000 feet had been edited
down to 700
planes were waiting, time was fleeting
Ed scored the entire footage covering seven big games in one
stretch with no time out to breathe
and some of you guys
think YOUR job is tough
huh
T
T
T
• • • THAT BUSTLE noted around the Warner studio these days
is simply Charles Einfeld steaming up his newly augmented ad and
pub dep't
something
bulletins

conferences day and
unusual
is taking place

▼

▼

night

it is

the film colony sense
watch for further

passes with this pipperoo
Clever

after this one they've got to be

T
•

•

CLOSE SCHEDULE

T

Cecil B. DeMille brought his pro-

• At the Columbia preview of "The Awful Truth" at the Astor Theater
were present among prominent exhibs
Sam Rinzler, Harry Brandt,
William Brandt, Arthur Mayer, Jack Hattem, Leo Justin
J. J. O'Connor, Harry Shiftman, Leon Rosenblatt, John Benas, Fred Schwartz
Samuel Rosen, Al Suchman, Charles Moses, Irving Renner. . . • Thurs"21" day
Club
afternoon David Selznick will give a party for Janet Gaynor at the

«

«

at $1,600,000 while "Gold is W
You Find It" is scheduled to
made for $1,200,000.

Educational Stock Still
to be Marketed, SEC T
(Continued from Page

1)

ferred stock or 499,729 shares o
par common stock have as yet 1
sold. The issue became effectivi
May 17, 1937.
Gross Income from film rer
was reported by Educational at
425,370.31 and net income of p.
988.13 Total net income from a
tional sources minus deductions
$168,056.26, the report stated.
E. W. Hammons,
president
director, received $74,475.70 as c
pensation for the fiscal year, it
stated.
No material changes were n
during the fiscal year and no opt
were granted or outstanding at
present time.

Pathe Board to Receive
Young,

Kolbe,
Robert

Quarterly

Report To

(Continued from Page 1)

M. McKinney,
Robert
Henry
Frant
Charles J. B.Guild,
Wiggin
A.

Stone

are

expeeteo

Price Up In Enumclaw,
Down In Oklahoma (
Enumclaw, Wash. — Manager
Groesbeck of the Avalon Theater
upped adult admish five cents
Oklahoma City — Top admi:
price at Midwest,
local star)':
house,
40 centshasatdropped
night. from 55 cen

T

duction, "The Buccaneer" in one minute over the shooting schedule at
the Paramount studio
the last shot was made at 12:01 a.m. Monday nite. . . • Al Bondy, associate of Emil Jensen, will marry Dorothy
Gondola of the celebrated Venetian Gondolas on Friday, and then by a
regular steamer of the Munson line for a 12-day cruise to Havana. . .

«

1)

Scandal," to be made by Mei
LeRoy and "Valley of the Giai
based on the Peter B. Kyne no
"Adventures of Robin He
which stars Errol Flynn is budg

Charles
attend.

T

• •
•
CRAMMED
WITH
Clever
Laughs
that's "The
Awful Truth'
dee-ligfht-ful laughs
and how light!
the laugh-lines are a natural concomitant of the plot situations
they are not just lines jammed in to get a laugh
and
thafs the little trick that makes this one of the cleverest comedies ever to hit the screen
there are at least six Wow Scenes
that send gales of laughter through the audience
and how
Co.ry Grant and Irene Dunne play them to the hilt!
this Columbia production definitely
places Leo McCarey
in the top
bracket of comedy directors
the Zanie Cycle of Comedies

•

Best
the

WARNERS WILL MAI
FOUR IN TECHNICOL

THE

1)

year, the reduction being- due to
quota restrictions, Morris said.
A definite program for the Teddington studios is expected to be
worked out following- the arrival in
New York on Nov. 22 of Irving
Asher, in charge of the Warner
Bros. English studios. Morris will
remain in New York until Asher's
arrival, and then both men will go
to the Coast.
Morris said that during his six
weeks abroad he visited London, Paris and Budapest, looking at plays
and making contacts. He said that
he signed no talent but took options
on a few players whom he did not
name. Warner Bros, has no plans
to produce pictures in France, Morris stated, adding that there would
be no theater expansion abroad.
Warners will built a "show window" on the site of Daly's Theater
in London.
Supervision of the new theater
project is in the hands of Herman
Maier, construction chief for Warners, who accompanied Morris back
from England. Maier was in London seven weeks, directing the

(Continued from Page
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DEATH RECOR
Frank

Crossley

Crossley,
membe'
theFrank
vaudeville
team 55,
of Willie
and McGinty, who had appear*
shorts, died en route to a hoa;
here from his home in nearby I
ford.
He was
a native of
Chester, England, and served
flight sergeant with British f
during the World War.
Mrs. Ida Ulrich
Milwaukee — Funeral services j
held here yesterday
for Mrs!
Ulrich,
65, screen
mother star.
of Lenore I
stage and
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HERALD
FILM DAILY-

VARIETY

A box-office delight!"
MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD-

The audience laughed long,
loudly and often enough to
convince the most pessimistic hearer on the sidewalk
that something extremely
funny was going on inside!"
HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER-

Spells box-office of the first
water! Hilarious. ..Howard

DAILY-

" Should not fail to score as

~ of the outstanding boxBrone
office triumphs of the season. It is top rank!"
PICTURE DAILY*'It convulsed the preview
MOTION

BOX OFFICEaudience!" can prepare to
"Exhibitors
dust off that SRO sign and
brace themselves for land-

and Davis at their best!"

slide business!"

WARNER

BROS.

Gave It Everything,

LESLIE
BETTE DAVIS
OLIVIA DeHAVILLAND
/

and

iwrAftx*

PATRIClfMO

with

MklC BLORE • GEORGE

BARBIER

Directed by Archie L. Mayo • Screen Play by Casey Robinson . Original Story by Maurice Hanline
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NO MAX SCHAGH DEAL Money to Close U. A. Deal Available,
MADE, STATES COHN Says Korda on Arrival; Parleys Open
(Continued from Page

.)

1)

(Continued from Page
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lisli quota law. Cohn announced he
final closing of the deal started
made no deals to import foreign tal- the
late yesterday afternoon, with Korent during his three-week stay in
da, Goldwyn, Maurice Silverstone,
Europe. Business in England and
UA manager for the United Kingon
dom, and E. H. Lever, representing
said.the Continent is "excellent", he
the Prudential Assurance Co. of
Another film passenger on the He England, sitting in. Korda before
de France was Marcel Hellman, Cri
terion producer, who announced that the first parley said the conversations would take "a few days" and
he was making his first visit to Holthat
an
official anouncement "problywood to sign a "name" player for
ably" would be made by the end
Sascha Guitry's "Bonne Chance," of the week.
which he is making in England for
Prudential's interest in the opUA release. Hellman expects to retion purchase is a natural one, Korturn to England in about eight
said, inasmuch as Prudential is
weeks. He leaves for Hollywood the da chief
backer of his London
shortly and will stay at the St.
Films. Whether the assurance comMoritz while in town.
pany is putting up all the money,
Erik Charrell, continental proto say, but he inducer, another arrival, said that he Korda refused
timated that the firm was close to
would leave New York for the Coast
the transaction.
in the Spring to produce "White
If anything should occur that
Horse Inn" for Warner Bros.
T. Hunter Hays, former director, would cause the present financing
arrived to establish a Hollywood plans to fall through, Korda assertbranch of his London talent agency.
ed that John Hay "Jock" Whitney
M-G-M's quota on the He de "might participate in the financing."
However,
such an event appears unFrance was seven, all of them forlikely as Korda immediately foleign players, writers and directors
who were recently signed by Louis
lowed with the flat statement, "We
B. Mayer. The list included Leopold have the money."
When asked how Walter Wanger
Jessner, German stage producer;
Julien Duvivier, French director; and David Selznick figured in the
Bruno Frank, German writer; Mi- future UA plans under the proposed
reille Balin, French actress; Arthur setup, Korda said that he hoped
Rieck, leading man of the Stadt- both men would remain with the
Theater, Vienna; Konstantin Gor- company. Wanger has a ten-year
ian, tenor of the Royal Opera House contract with UA, but Selznick is
in Bucharest, and Baroness Lili Hat- understood planning to leave the
vany, Hungarian writer.
UA fold if the Korda-Goldwyn deal
Phil Reisman, vice president of goes through.
Production plans, reorganization
RKO Export Corp., also was an arrival but made no statement as to of the company and changes in perhis trip abroad.
sonel depends entirely upon the outcome of the current conferences,
William Powell and Madeleine Carroll, reported to have been passengers, were not aboard.
g from a European vaca- "Hoosier Schoolboy" Sets
Returnin
tion was King Vidor.

Omaha Ist-Run Precedent

Foreign Sound Track Made
Omaha — Confronted with a lack
Duty Free to Assist Trade of first-run outlets in downtown
London (By Cable) — Import Duties Advisory Committee's action in
opening the free list to sound track
negatives in a foreign language results from overtures by the FBI.
It is pointed out that color processing is now possible in both
England and America. Where films
which are intended for foreign markets are dubbed in foreign dialect,
the imposition of 5d. per foot on
entry to this country, for the purpose of processing in color, would
have proved detrimental to trade,
and the Import Duties Advisory
Committee have acted to meet that
situation.

Ask Dulzell to Reconsider
Paul Dulzell, who recently tendered his resignation as executive
secretary of Actors' Equity, was
asked yesterday by the council to
reconsider his decision. Dulzell
promised an answer in two weeks.

LITTL6 fROm LOT!
By RALPH

WILK

•
=
HOLLYWO

Korda pointed out. Asked if he
planned to make pictures in the U.
S., Korda replied that he would confine all of his production activities
to England, but that every picture
country.
he
made would be released in this

mount producer, is hunting
Ps
OOK, Her!
RD ESTABR
]^[OWA
hed Victor
unpublis
three
songs which he hopes to introd
for the first time when he produ
"The Life and Melodies of Vic

Korda said that he was aiming
at the American market and would
produce between 12 and 15, costing
between $750,000 and $1,000,000
each for the new season, at least
four of which will be in color. He
plans to make no quota pictures. He
is especially enthusiastic over
"Mutiny in the Mountains," which
he believes will be the biggest picture he has ever attempted. The
unit is now at work in India. Korda
said that it was his intention to give
all his features natural back-

Estabrook,
doing research w
for the picture, learned that ea
Herbert."
in his career as a composer, Here
had submitted
three songs wh
were rejected by publishers. Herl
personally considered the songs
perior to many
which were p
lished. Estabrook has instructed
studio's eastern representatives
make every effort to find the sc
manuscripts and if he succeeds
the search it is probable that a
quence
will be written
into
script to depict their rejection,
multaneously
introducing
them
the public for the first time.

grounds.
Denying reports that his London
studios would close down for six
months, Korda pointed out that the
plant had never been busier. In the
last 18 months, he said, 27 pictures
were produced, of which 20 were
his own. Production has just been
completed on "Divorce of Lady X,"
in Technicolor, with Merle Oberon,
and work has already started on
Miss Oberon's next picture, "Mutiny
on the Moon." At times, he said,
eously.
six pictures were in work simultanOther companies using the Korda
studios are M-G-M, 20th CenturyFox and Herbert Wilcox.
Korda was accompanied by Maurice Silverstone, who came over
primarily, he said, to attend the
annual meeting of the company
which will take place within the
next six weeks.

Additional Circuits Take

Lesley Selander is at Lone Pi
where he is directing "Gun Smok
the Harry Sherman "Hopalong C
sidy," starring William Boyd. R
sell Hayden and George Hayes ;
featured. "The Barrier," which
lander directed, will have its p
miere in Seattle Nov. 5.

Mary McCall, Jr., and Dwi{
Franklin are in New York to
research work on a story with
background of the American 1
volution. Miss McCall will also co
plete a novelette for Red Book wr
East. On her return next moD
Miss McCall will rejoin Emna
Cohen's staff to prepare the sen
play
"Eight
Hours,"
for Geoi
Raft. ofYarn
is from
a Collier
Mi
azine story by Quentin Reynolds

Republic 1937-38 Product Three Portland, Me., Paper
Will Advance Adv. Rat

Republic Pictures reported yesterday the sale of its entire 1937-38
program to the Latchis Circuit covering Keene and Milford, N. H.;
Omaha, Monogram's exchange has
set a precedent by arranging first- Leominster and Greenfield, Mass.,
run day and date bookings on and Brattleboro, Vt.
Other circuits which have pur"Hoosier Schoolboy" over circuits
chasedDeamos,
the company's
line-up incovering 10 theaters in that city
clude
with situations
in
and its environs.
Bisbee, Douglas, Nogales, Phoenix
and Tucson, Ariz.; Shearer, for
Beginning tomorrow, "Schoolboy"
will play engagements in the Corby, houses in Everett and Bremerton,
Benson and Roseland theaters on Wash., and Ketchikan and Juneau,
Alaska; Pioneer for Carroll, Spirit
the Epstein circuit; Military and Lake, Perry, Jefferson, Atlantic,
Avenue on the Goldberg circuit; Spencer and Webster City, la.; HarBeacon owned by Walter Creal; and
ry Nace, for its entire set-up covering Mesa, Prescott, Flagstaff,
the Minne Lusa. The following week,
Winslow, McNary, Springerville,
the picture goes into day and date St. John and Holbrook, Ariz.
showings in the Lothrop, Winn and
Broadway in Council Bluffs, located
in the immediate vicinity of Omaha.
"Tovarich" for Christmas
The "Schoolboy" booking is the
Warners announced yesterday
first of its kind in the history of
Day had been desigthe industry in Omaha. The situa- that Christmas
nated as the date for the general
tion arose with the scarcity of firstrun downtown theaters.
release of '"Tovarich".

Portland, Me. — An increase
theater advertising rates, to beccr
effective Nov. 1, has been announc
by the Portland, Maine, Publishi
Co. The rates which, in all cas
are combination, pertain to
Portland Press Herald, a morni
sheet; the Portland Evening |
press and the Portland Sunday T
egram.
The $4.00 an inch transient n:
is unchanged. Non-consecutive s
vertising, formerly costing $3.i
per inch, has been increased
$3.75. Daily consecutive advert
ing, 1 to 30 inches, formerly $2.5,
now $3.00; 31 to 75 inches, former
$2.90, now $2.95; 76 inches and n

A regular 2 p.c. discount is s
lowed
$2.90. for cash payment. In add
giv1
is toitsbeweeKJ
p.c. discount
tion a a10theater
when
increases
lineage over the same period a yei
previous.

INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS SOLVED!
Laughs, Music Replace War!

THANKS' SAYSlEAGUE OF NATIONS!
AMPAs Diplomatic Coup Hailed!
m&m
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AM PA Proudly Presents

g»

INTERNATIONAL
DAY

i

In the Gigantic Casino Room of the

INTERNATIONAL
CASINO
'^

Broadway at 45th Street

Thursday, Oct. 28, at 12:45
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STARS! STARS! STARS! From stage and screen... from politics and business
...from London and Paris... from Sydney and Singapore... Guest list headed by
Sir Gerald Campbell, British Consul General, Anna Neagle, star of "Victoria
the Great", Herbert Wilcox, producer and director of "Victoria the Great", and
a host of celebrities . . .Only $1 .00 for AM PA members. . . For non-members $1 .25.
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4-YEAR PROTECTION
PA,OFASKS
Adopts Week's Armistice
OF TITLES AQ0P1
CHAINDISMISSAL
TAX SUITS jUMPTO
|„ Move to Settle Paramount Strike
Harrisburg, Pa. — Dismissal of the
actions challenging the constitutionality of the .State's chain store tax
statute, applicable to theaters in
Pennsylvania, is asked by Attorney
General Charles J. Margiotti in answers to the suits just filed in Dauphin County Court.
State's defense denies that the
new levy is unconstitutional and
also that its enforcement would
woi-k irreparable damage.
Test case will have a hearing on
Dec. 13.
Injunctions staying officials from
collecting the levy have been obtained by Warner Bros., through
three Pennsylvania Theater subsidiaries. Warners case is being handled by Wolf, Solis-Cohen, Block
and Shorr of Philadelphia.

Gov't Film Commission
Sought by British Exhibs
(.Continued from Page 1)

pronounced exhibitor dissatisfaction
with the recent move by the KRA to
eliminate flat rentals for all "A"
pictures.
In informed circles, it is believed
that John Maxwell, now controlling
a total of 500 houses, is behind the
drive to bring clown rental prices.

"U" Sets Circuit Deals

Universal has closed product
deals for its 1937-38 output with
three more circuits near the metropolitan area. Harry Hecht with
four theaters and Dave Snaper with
five, both in New Jersey, have
signed as has Leon Rosenblatt with
10 theater in Staten Island and
New Jersey.

SICK REPORT
Julius Singer, formerly of Universal, and for the past several
years a leader in the development
of the 16 mm. field, is recuperating
in his apartment at the Commander
Hotel following emergency treatment at Polyclinic Hospital. Last
week, while leaving the Berkeley
Building, 19 West 44th St., he was
painfully but not seriously injured
when a pane of glass in the revolving door was shattered accidentally,
cutting his hands, face and legs.

(Continued from Page

1)

pendent exhibitors will contact Paramount to make deals for the remainder of this year's product as
yet unplayed, as well as for next
year's product. No deals will be
signed. Next Wednesday, Nov. 3,
those who have contacted Paramount will attend another meeting
of the organization and disclose the
terms offered. These deals will form
the basis for the organization's acceptance or non-acceptance of the
proposed peace plan.
If the deals are considered fair,
in line with the terms agreed upon
at a meeting held with Paramount
execs last week, the Paramount
"fight" will be termed ended.' If
they are not considered fair, it will
continue. Meanwhile, no dating of
Paramount pictures, old or new, will
be allowed during that week it is
generally believed, however, that
next week's meeting will see an approval of the plan.
Settlement Provisions
Terms of the settlement reached
between Paramount and the UMPTO
committee in New Yoi-k City last
week were as follows: Of the six
pictures claimed by the UMPTO on
last year's contract, two, "High,
Wide and Handsome" and "Souls at
Sea" will be allocated on 1936-1937
contracts at the top percentage figure. Two top percentage figure pictures already played in the 19361937 contract will be re-allocated
at the lowest bracket figures. The
exhibitor will be credited with the
adjustment.
On the 1936-1937 pictures still undated, it was generally agreed that
the "clucks" could be cancelled.
However, the exhibitors will make
own deal with the exchange on what
he could still play, depending on the
picture, run, etc.
News contracts would be extended for as much time as they had
not been picked up. However, if a
news contract for 1937-1938 is made,
playing time on the old would be
cancelled. On shorts, the contract
would be continued into the new
season for the length of time as the

Loew Theater Exploitation
Winners Announced by Doob

Final winners in the Loew Theaters Fall Festival ad and exploitation campaign were Seymour Mayer,
George Schench and Dominic Barrecca, district managers, Oscar A.
Doob, Loew publicity chief, announced yesterday.
Indianapolis — Bob Hesseldenz,
Other
district managers finished
manager of Bair's Uptown Theater,
is confined to his home by sciatica. in the following order: Harry Karasik, Maurice Seidlitz, Larry Beatus,
Detroit — Mrs. Gilbert E. Light, S. H. Meinhold, William Downs and
whose husband, connected with the Gene Myers. Individual theater winners were Bernard Zelenko, Al Weiss
Michigan Theater, is former commander of the Theatrical Post, 371, and Edward Douglas. Assisting
American Legion, is convalescing Doob in the drive were Ernest Emerfrom prolonged illness.
Iing and Eddie Dowden.

d'%

shorts had not been picked up.
Paramount's selling plan is revised to the following: four pictures
at 35 per cent, eight picture at 30
per cent, the remainder at 25 per
cent or outright buy. The exhibitor
can also buy all pictures outright if
he so desires.
The exhibitor does not have to
make a deal for 1937-1938 product
in order to work out the terms of
his old deal. Paramount will not
examine the exhibitor's books; if a
split figure was not used before, it
will not be now. Arbitration of all
disputes is provided for.
Pizor Outlines Terms
The terms were first outlined by
President Lewen Pizor, then amby Charles
David plified
Barrist
going Segall,
into awith
lengthy
analysis.
Opposition to the plan came
strongest from Morris Wax, who
was answered by Abe Sablosky, veteran exhib.
Pete Wood, Ohio exhibitor leader,
taking the floor, asked that the
Philadelphia unit not approve any
plan which did not give Ohio the
same benefits.
After lengthy argument, lasting
three hours, the issue was finally
brought to a head by Charles Rappeport, who offered the resolution,
which was seconded by Jay Emanuel. The unanimous vote followed.
Sentiment
Favorable
Sentiment in the meeting seemed
strong for adoption of the proposed
settlement but rather than leave any
small group, no matter how few belonged to it displeased, the armistice plan was adopted.
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount vice
prexy in charge of distribution was
in town yesterday and he will undoubtedly be contacted by the
UMPTO leaders to iron out other
details.
The impression of the UMPTO
committee which presented the settlement plans and of leading exhibitors in the room was that Paramount was bending backwards to
settle the matter and that the
UMPTO should do likewise.

Paramount Asks Dismissal

(Continued from Page 1)

member company will be given
protection on any released pii
for a period of four years, di
from the calendar year of sucl
lease. This procedure has been
lowed in various past instances,
will, it is understood, now be
served as a policy.
Should, the board ruled, a r
ber company acquire a bool
play and subsequently produ<
picture under the original titl
said book or play, that company
claim permanent right to both
and production and, also that
company can reserve 250 film 1
made from original material,
of these latter decisions are ne
title procedure.

Movietone

News

Birthday

Brings Roosevelt Pr

Understanding appreciation
the newsreel as a constructive i
in the modern world is containe
a letter to Producer Truman
ley from President Franklin
Roosevelt congratulating 20th
tury-Fox Movietone News on
arrival of its 20th birthday. Si
tary of Commerce Daniel C. E
joined in expressing felicitation:
In his letter the President ;
"I congratulate you upon the
casion of the 20th anniversar;
Movietone News and upon its
ord during that particularly i)
esting period.
The years
have passed since the inceptio.
Movietone News have witnessec
only the pioneer period of a
medium of intelligence but have
that medium brought to a higl
gree of perfection.
"Yours is a great and boun I
field in which I trust you will i
go forward with increasing si
and usefulness."

Rackett In London
London (By Cable)— GeraL
Rackett, vice-president in charr
production for Technicolor ha
rived from New York to in?pec:
company's
new British laborat
which
seen. he designed, but has n

of "Police Gazette" Suit
Selznick Keeps Fairban
Paramount Pictures Corp., yesDavid O. Selznick announce:
terday filed a general denial in U.
his o:
yesterday
New theYorkservices
Douglas
of that
S. District Court in answer to the on
$50,000 libel suit brought by the Na- banks, Jr. has been renewed.
tional Police Gazette for alleged
defamation of its reputation because
Mae West was pictured reading a

WEDDING

BELL

copy of the "Police Gazette" in the
picture '"Klondike Annie." The suit West Coast Bureau of THE FILM l\
was originally started in Federal
— Virginia Br,i
Hollywood
Court for infringement of trade screen
actress and widow o)F
mark but was later changed to libel. late John Gilbert, has anna
to J. W.
Paramount is asking for dismissal her engagement
of the suit.
No date for the '
film director.
set, it is state
been
mony has

Iftimate in Character
Iternational in Scope
(dependent
in Thought
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UWPTO'STERMS MAY NOT APPLY IN OTHER AREAS
ppeal to be Speeded in Interstate Anti-Trust Case
Papers Expected to be Completed About First of
December

7'ive-and-Talce
. . also giveaways

■'■= By CHESTER B. BAHN =

M

iT recent developments in the Paraount-UMPTO dispute, pointing to
311 {peered settlement before another
weet
s over, serve to re-emphasize an old
-there's more to be gained in a
ative give-and-take around the contable than in washing the indusnen publicly, either in or out of a
'
3m.
Hence should teach (but unfortualways doesn't) that, in the vast
of cases, peaceful adjustment
the medium of meetings eventusults, despite any preceding
litiga-

riajo t
nroi

Ke to the quick progress made in the

hill situation is found in this parairapl

from

■
nitti
>lan;

fo
JMP
M
ake

"ril

yesterday's

FILM

DAILY

impression of the UMPTO comwhich presented the settlement
id of leading exhibitors in the room
at Paramount was bending backto settle the matter and that the
l should do likewise."
ing that co-operative give-andmed the trick again.

xhibitor, anxious as he may

xttni
i

"lew;

dis-

mare

be to

giveaways, finds his problem

ited these days by radio's similar
n to contests — an addiction which
id Shalit in the New

York

o observe, "Broadcasters
i to make
every
night

22

is cited in the Daily News

are in-

',. In 1934, 68

our

sponsors

of

Iployed national contests; consollligures are for the CBS and NBC
.
s; last year, there was a total of

tests out of 280 commercials,
ssert j

Deals Ahead

M-G-M product deals have been
closed this year 40 per cent faster
than last year, it was stated by a company executive yesterday. Spokesman
said it was expected that all 1937-38
circuit deals would be closed at least
a month and a half earlier this season.

it is

Sp<
ng of games and giveaways, there
: ah
the assertion that the Texan ban
pon
em is resulting in closing of theaers,
h the toll estimated at 50.
Sue
a condition does much more than
nerel
point out the pulling power of
hese
a. "stimulants"; it stresses as well
(Continued on Page 2)

Agnew
Indicates
Individual
SettlementsmountinPolicyPara-

Settlement of the UMPTO-Paramount controversy in Philadelphia
doesn't necessarily mean that the
same terms will apply to the Northwest or any other involved tei'ritory, Neil F. Agnew, Paramount
general sales manager, said yester(Continued on Page 14)
day. Agnew asserted that the disputes in other spots would require
individual settlements and that a
Outcome of the negotiations for peace pact in Philadelphia would not
the control of United Artists by automatically affect Minneapolis,
Alexander Korda and Samuel Gold- California and other zones active in
wyn may be announced today, it
promoting
"buyers'
Commenting
on strikes".
the request of
was learned yesterday from a re(Continued
on
liable source. The spokesman said
Phil Reisman, vice-president of
RKO Export Corp., yesterday named that a decision on the deal "might
Reginald Armour, formerly in charge be expected today."
Yesterday's
negotiations continued
of the East and Far East, to replace behind
closed doors.
Harry W. Leasim as RKO continenSitting in on the sessions were
tal managing director. Appointment
Samuel
Goldwyn on and
Alexander
(Continued on Page 14)
(Continued
Page 4)

REISMAN RARES RKO
FOREIGN EXPANSION

UA DEAL STATEMENT
MAY RE MADE TODAY

SELZNICTS RKO DEAL
FAILS TO MATERIALIZE

Alger RKO Reorg. Report,
Recommendations In Today

Levy Announces RKO Pix
Proposed deal whereby SelznickDeal Closed With B & K International Pictures would merge

with RKO collapsed yesterday afterSpecial Master George W. Alger
The 39 Chicago theaters of the
noon following a meeting of Selzwill submit his report and recom- Balaban & Katz circuit will play nick and RKO officials, at the S-I
mendations on the RKO reorg. plan the entire RKO Radio 1937-38 prod- offices, it was learned. It is understood that the deal was called off
at a hearing today at 10 a.m. in the
uct by a deal just closed, according
Bar Building. He has been taking to Jules Levy, general sales mana- because of(Continued
the "inability
of RKO to
on Page 7)
testimony on the plan since last
ger for RKO
Radio
Pictures.
Bala(Continued on Page 4)
Spring.

Daily

are ena Band

*gh
Fig
eres

An appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court from the Dallas Interstate anti-trust decision will be filed by the
distributor defendants as quickly as
the necessary papers can be prepared, Lou Phillips, counsel for the
defendants, said yesterday.
Decision handed down in the Dal-

M-G-M's

Publish New British Quota Act Today;
Greater Advisory Com. Powers Sought
Fox Theater Creditors
to Get Second Dividend

London (By Cable) — The new
Films Bill (Quota act) will be pubday.
lished officially today, following its
first reading in Parliament yester-

Circuit Judge Martin T. Manton
The FBI, is is stated, will apyesterday directed Milton C. Weisproach the Government, asking
man, receiver, to pay a second ad
interim dividend of three per cent wider powers for the Advisory Comto creditors of the Fox Theater mitteee.
The bill, adhering closely to the
Corp,, whose claims have been allowed, after previous adjudication White Paper, will go to committee
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued

on Page

4)

Brandt-Moskowitz-Blumberg
to Meet on Giveaways Ban
Harry
Brandt
is scheduled
to
meet today with C. C. Moskowitz
of Loew's, Inc., and Nate Blumberg
of RKO Theaters,
out a cam(Continued to
on map
Page 7)

"ZeitdaV

Holdovers

Holdovers totalling more than 500
extra playing days will have been piled
up erbyof Zenda"
David O. when
Selznick's
"The Prisonthe picture
starts
its second week at Loew's Palace in
Washington, D. C. today. In 60 major
first-run
held
over engagements
an average "Zenda"
of seven has
days.been
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Against Blue Days

PRICE PREMIUMS

may

eclipse

than

in what

they saw

on

the

In the further development of such a
state of mind there rests a distinct industry menace.

Cagney Staying With GN;
$400,000 Budget for Pix
James

Cagney came

quietly to

New York approved
yesterday his
fromnextMartha's
Vineyard,
Grand
National production, and set a November starting date after a conference with Edward L. Alperson,
GN president, The Film Daily
learned.
Thus reports that Cagney would
sever connections with Grand National were set at naught. Alperson
and Cagney lunched together yesterday and determined the star's next
vehicle which returns him to a twofisted characterization following a
musical, "Something to Sing About".
Budget of $400,000 has been set for
the production.
Both Cagney and Alperson are
expected to leave shortly for the
Coast.

T. D. FOY, official of Ceneral Electric; THE
YACHT CLUB BOYS, and their accompanist,
BEN FIDER; LEON CREANIN, ballet director;
and P. C. WODEHOUSE, writer, and MRS.
WODEHOUSE, '/leave
New York today for Europe
8
on the He de i/aFrance.

MERVYN LEROY, accompanied by IRVING
BRECHER, writer, arrived on the Coast yesterday from New York.
JAMES

Vi
Vh

%

CAGNEY

has arrived in New

York

from his country home in Martha's Vineyard.
CARL E. MILLIKEN, secretary of MPPDA,
has returned
to New
York
from
Albany.
LE MAIRE
York.

leaves the Coast tomorrow

MARK HELLINGER
Nov. 6 by boat.

departs for Hollywood

WALTER WINCHELL
New York today.
MIRIAM HOPKINS
York on Nov. 5.

for

leaves the Coast for New

HARRY HERSHFIELD
shortly from Hollywood.
NINO MARTINI
from the Coast.

leaves Hollywood

is due

in New

returns to New

York

York today

BERNARD HYMAN, M-G-M producer, and
MRS. HYMAN arrive in New York today from
Hollywood en route to Europe for a vacation.
J. P. MAXFIELD, director of the acoustic
research department for Erpi; L. W. CONROW,
general operating manager, and C. L. STONC,
sales manager, have arrived in Chicago for today's opening session of the Motiograph sales
convention.

Max Weisfeldt, Columbia short
subject sales supervisor, left the
second of a series of three diviional sales meeting at Atlanta, Ga.,
to begin a tour of southern exchanges which finds him in New
Orleans today. Joe McConville,
Rube Jackter and George Josephs
returned directly to New York this
week. Date for the final regional
meeting in San Francisco has not
been set.

LOU

PHILLIPS, of the Paramount legal department, left for Indianapolis
last night.

him
for inclusion
company's
39 lineup.
One ofon the
provisioi ]
the sale, it is understood, cal^
Pasternak as the producer.

Johnston, Dunlap, Golden
Resume Product Hu<

W. Ray Johnston, Monof
chief Scott R. Dunlap, vice-p
dent, and Eddie Golden, sales i
ager, returned to New York
Boston last night to resume pre
discussions which were interru
for a belated celebration of
opening
of a Boston exchange u
Steve Broidy.

LEO McCAREY, film director, and MRS.
McCAREY sail for Europe today on the lie de
France.
JACK GLENN, director of March of Time's
expedition to Manchester, N. H., has returned
to the New York studios.
LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT, March of Time's
producer; THOMAS ORCHARD, associate producer; JOHN WOOD, business manager; ALBERT E. SINDLINCER, director of advertising
and promotion, and OTIS SWIFT of Time, Inc.,
are in Boston today for showing there of
company's current release.
HERBERT MARSHALL left for the Coast
yesterday.

LOS

CUMMO
Coast
today. MARX
ED
week.

and his family leave for the

FAY, of Providence, is in town

for a

JOHN W. HICKS, JR., Paramount foreign
department head, due today on the Manhattan
will not get in until tomorrow.
W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram prexy, SCOTT
R. DUNLAP, vice-president, EDDIE GOLDEN,
sales manager, JOE FELDER, New York exchange manager, and SID KULICK, local sales
rep, returned last night from a testimonial
dinner
to
Steve Broidy, exchange manager, in
Boston.
WALLACE

FORD,

Grand

National

contract

player, gets in today to take a role in "Mice
DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president of Techand Men."
nicolor, isscheduled to leave New York shortly
for the Coast.

delayed

F. RODGERS, M-G-M general sales manager, hopes to get away today on his longtrip to Chicago.

Overnight between
ANGELES and NEW Y
The nation's shortest, fastest,
coast to coast airlane ... fifteen hours, ten minutes from
Los Angeles to New York . . ■
Seventeen
hours, six minutes
returning
. . . Four flights
daily in each direction ... in
luxurious,
new TWAtripsSkysleepers
for overnight
or d»
luxe
Sky-Clubs
for daylight

BRODERICK CRAWFORD arrived in town yesterday to go into a new play.

W.
356 West 44th St.. New York CiryBRyant 9-0710

Universal P

Universal's home-office off
PhileignReisman,
RKO who
Radio's
for- made formal announcement ye
sales manager,
returned
from Europe Tuesday a Chevalier of day that new long-term cont
the French Legion of Honor, was had been signed this week
Deanna Durbin, and with Jc
tendered a "welcome home" luncheon Pasternak
and Henry Kostei.
yesterday in the Blue Room at "21" rangement with Deanna Durbin
by a group of friends.
Ned Depinet informally emceed for her services for the next
the affair, those to speak including years under the "U" banner, i
Herbert Wilcox, Ralph Rolan, W. that with Pasternak and Koste
tends for seven years.
Sources close to Universal, c<
G. Van Schmus,
H. "Deke"
Aylesworth,
Col. JackM.Alicoate,
publisher of The Film Daily and dent with the announcement, ck
Radio Daily, as well as the guest of ed that the producing team
honor.
make a color feature, "Queen at
Gaiety was the keynote of the in- with Durbin as the star duriruj
formal program, and there were 1938-39 season, following hei
songs appropriate to the occasion. maining 1937-38 pictures,
In addition to those mentioned also About Music" and "Three S
present were Nate Blumberg, Sam
Pasternak,
it is disclosed, re
Dembow, George Dembow, Herbert Girls
Go To Town."
Yates, Herman Robbins, Willard Mc- ly acquired the film produ
Kay, Maj. Leslie Thompson, Ted rights to Saturday Evening F
Lauder and Red Kann.
story "Serenade to a Wei
Widow" and that Universal, in
has purchased the property
Weisfeldt In New Orleans

commG nno gomg
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MARIA GAMBARELLI sails from Naples for
New York today on the Saturnia, having completed her initial Italian feature film.
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Pathe
Film
7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6V2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6I/4S 1st '43
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Obviously, patrons of these darkened
Texan houses were more interested in the
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the danger that such
films in importance.

Pasternak, Kostei

Sign New

Home With "21" Luncheon
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(Continued from

10 Cents

Durbin,

Phil Reisman Welcomed

travel magnificent
. . . over scenic
the world's
most
route . . . Grand
Canyon, Boulder
Dam,
Painted
Desert—
a
air.
of wonders to be seen fromscore
the
Member

National

Safety

For information
tions call: TWA — orNewreservaYork,
70 E. 42nd St., MUrray Hill
6-1640; Los Angeles, 540 W.
6th St., Michigan 8881; Hollywood, 6679 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 2123.
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Wood, Ohio exhibitor leader,
mday's meeting in Philadelphia
the Philadelphia unit not api any plan which did not give
the same benefits, Agnew said
Ohio had "never entered into
roblem."
liladelphia — UMPTO's conferit committee, following a meet. ate Tuesday with Neil F. Ag( Paramount
vice president
in
ha ;e of distribution, yesterday exre ed confidence that a settlement
f s Para, "buyers' strike" will be
Tc ed next Wednesday.
I amount was seen by the local
>r . group as co-operative on all
»i 5 all the way down the line.
" le progress made exceeds even
I 'ondest hopes",
Lewen
Pizor,
* TO prexy, told The Film Daily
n i-day. Pizor heads the UMPTO
m littee
which
consulted
with
) executives last week.

mbia Rental Action
Against S-C is Settled
umbia's suit against the
ger-Cocalis Circuit for the coll of rentals on pictures booked
■ time that the circuit's houses
stench-bombed last month has
settled, it was learned yester-

day
I s reported that other distribuwhose product was playing at
:>mbed houses, had granted an
;ment on the rentals, covering
vo days that the theaters were
, but that an agreement could
3 reached with Columbia. Suit
filed and the case heard in
|
but Springer-Cocalis,
it is
Pi
agreed to pay for the pictun |:ed,
be
could
a decision
before
ren red.

Specimen" Opens Big

e Perfect Specimen" opened
t the New York Strand yesten
biz 7, giving the house the best
nee "G-Men",
Warner
home
offic
reported last night. House
had RO at 10:40 a.m., with admisat 1 p.m. hitting 5,400.

i
r wishes from The Film Daily to
following
on
their
birthday:
OCTOBER
28
John Boles
Rollin C. Hamilton

with PHIL
T

T

M. LALy
T

• •
9 IT'S TRUE what they said about Lubitsch
he made
Marlene
Dietrich ACT
in Paramount's
"Angel"
nobody
but
Marlene will ever know what he said to her in German on the set
because nobody else on the set understood anything but peasant
or low German
and Marlene and Ernst talk nothing but the cultured German of the Rhineland
in any event, whatever Lubitsch
said to the lady had its effect
and so you will see her giving Just
about the finest performance of her career in this splendid sophistry of
the neglected wife who starts to step out with a gent who is anyhing
but neglectful
T
T
▼
• • • HERE IS a production for Grown Ups done by Grown
Ups
a Rare Treat
Herbert Marshall and Melvyn Douglas are adults in art and thinking
so are the writers who
authored and scripted
and so it will be a rare treat, we repeat, to be able to sit back in a film house and watch a story
unfold concerning an adult outlook on life treated without any
namby pamby catering to the provincial mind of Main Street
and those Lubitsch Touches are delicious, delightful and
daring
"Angel" is the dazzling answer to those carping crits
who say that the motion picture has yet to Grow Up
T
T
T
• • © TALENT SCOUT
Sam Goldwyn
at Elsa Maxwell's social-registerite party Monday
nite Mister Goldwyn
saw two
youngsters do the shag dance
he signed them on the spot for
"The Goldwyn Follies" in which they will dance to "Just Another
Rhumba," written by George Gershwin
yesterday the Scout-Producer saw his discoveries off on a Hollywood-bound train
Scout
Goldwyn was mumbling to himself with his fingers crossed: "I hope so
much that this Producer Goldwyn feller likes my selections, but you
never can tell!"

T
T
▼
• •
•
PEP
CLUB
Dinner-Dance
of the Paramount
Club
will be held in the new ballroom of the Hotel Astor tomorrow
nite
cocktail frivolities will precede the dinner, and dancing of the shag, rhumba and other social forms will start at

9 p.m

Isham Jones' ork will dispense sweet music
T
T
T
• • • PRIOR TO departing from New York, Anna Neagle will be
tendered a formal supper at the Ritz-Carlton ballroom tonite at midnight
by her producer, Herbert Wilcox. . . • Over in the office of Al Selig
at GB
it was the day the Irish Sweeps winners were to be announced in the papers
Al sat speculating with a trade paper mug
on what he would do if his ticket won
just then in walks a messenger with a RADIOGRAM
Al dam near fainted
he opened
it with fingers all trembly
(P.S.: Al is still holding down a job in
the film biz. The radiogram was the usual pressagent yarn from the
London studios)
T
T
T

• • • GUARANTEED BOOKINGS at the AMPA luncheon
at the International Casino today.... Sir Gerald Campbell, David
M. Dow of Australia; Douglas C. Cole of Canada
Eugene
P. Thomas, prexy of the National Foreign Trade Council
Herbert Wilcox, Anna Neagle, Charles B. Cochran, Leslie Banks
M. A. Slesinger, Herbert Marshall, Ned Depinet, Charlie
Pettijohn, Leon Rothier
we could also give you a list of
Almost-Guaranteed
should suffice

«

Bookings

«

«

but what's the use?

»

»

»

these

1)

which will have considered it by
Nov. 3 or 4. It will be mid-November before Parliament will take any
action. Consideration by committee
will be to determine legality of the
provisions as drawn up by the Board
of Trade, as well as to decide whether or not said provisions are in conflict with existing treaties and regulations covering commerce.

Expect Educational Will
Sign SAG Agreement Today
Ken Thomson, executive secretary of the Screen Actors Guild,
has drafted a supplement to the
standard SAG contract which is
slated to be signed today or tomorrow by Jack H. Skirball, it was said
terday.
at eastern SAG headquarters yesAdditions to the contract include
substitution of New York law where
California law is mentioned and provision for an annual meeting of both
parties in New York. Mentone Productions, Tru Pictures and Pathe
Commercial Films are next to be
asked to sign SAG pacts.

Phillips to Indianapolis
for Gary Writ Arguments
Lou Phillips, of Paramount's legal
department, left last night for Indianapolis where he will represent
the company in the action brought
by the Gary Theater Co. for a mandatory injunction to compel Paramount to deliver 10 pictures which,
the plaintiff contends, were scheduled on last season's contract. The
case will be heard tomorrow in the
Indianapolis Federal Court.

Expect ATS to Re-elect
Minter Prexy Tomorrow
Detroit — American Theater Science, Inc., cooperative booking organization, will hold its first annual
election of officers tomorrow, when
the association will also celebrate
the first birthday. Indications are
that James Minter of Flint will be
re-elected president. Annual meeting is slated for May, under the
Constitution, but the election was
postponed to give the original officers afull year.

DEATH RECORD
Judge T. P. Kerwirt
Old Saybrook, Conn. — Funeral services for Judge Thomas P. Kerwin,
former Saybrook exhibitor, will be
held here today.

m

PAGE THEATERS IN 9
LA, SPOTS TO C & C Reviews
New Orleans — In the largest ex
pansion plans of any circuit in this
territory within recent months,
C & C Enterprises took over Bill
Page's circuit in nine Louisiana cities. C & C further will enter Alexandria. La., in opposition to the
Saenger Theaters affiliates and is
planning to reopen the Lyric Theater in Shreveport.
The new towns which the circuit
acquires from Page are: Chatham
Winnifield. Zwolle, Tallulah, Coushatta. Leesville, Windsboro and
Spring Hill.
This expansion move sets at rest
reports that Saenger and C & C
were figuring on a deal and indicates strong competition between
the circuits, with Saenger having
the edge on product.

M of T Gets Medal for
Cancer Education Work
Award of the Clement Cleveland
Memorial Medal to the March of
Time for the "outstanding piece of
work in cancer education during the
vear" was made last night by the
New York City Cancer Committee
of the American Society for the
Control of Cancer at a dinner at the
Town Hall Club. Henry R. Luce,
president of Time Inc., producers of
the March of Time, received the
medal which honors Volume III, No.
6 of March of Time, the film
presentation,
"Conquering
The award was
tendered Cancer".
to Luce
by Mrs. Robert G. Mead, daughter
of the late Dr. Clement Cleveland
and a founder of the American Society for the Control of Cancer,
which was established in 1913.

Cushman Coast-Midwest
Vaude "Time" Connected
Lincoln, Neb. — After flying to
Los Angeles for a hurried confab.
L. J. Finske, division manager over
the Lincoln Theaters Corp. here and
the J. H. Cooper Enterprises of
Colorado, set the Wilbur Cushman
circuit of vaude for the Orpheum
here starting Nov. 5, and for Greeley. Colorado Springs, and Pueblo
to follow. In the same deal went
the Warner, Oklahoma City. Totals
about 17 days' time and hooks up
Cushman's Coast and mid-west
"time."
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"Ridin'
the Lone Trail"
with Bob Steele, Claire Rochelle, Charles
King, Julian Rivero
Republic
56 Mins.
SPEEDY WESTERN WHOSE UNUSUAL
AMOUNT OF ACTION SHOULD PLEASE
FANS.
Bob Steele rides into town and puts on a
drunken act to get arrested. The sheriff
discovers, when they are alone, that he
is really a member of the State Marshal's
staff and has been sent out to help the
sheriff run down a gang of road agents.
The sheriff gives him a letter of introduction to a rancher who has a half inter
est in a mine that has been badly victimized by the gang whenever they have
made any gold shipments. The only clue
to the identity of the bandits is a white
stallion that is owned by the rancher's
daughter. This horse has been seen at
every one of the hold-ups and suspicion
is placed on somebody on the ranch. After
each hold-up the horse has been returned
and the only person that can ride the
horse is Joan. Steele trails the horse to
the bandits' hide-out and is captured by
the gang. He suspects that Joan is the
masked rider when he sees her ride to
the hangout, but after he shoots his way
out he finds her tied up at the ranch-house.
Knowing that the gang plans to holdup
the coach, with the largest shipment the
mine has ever turned out, he rides to the
mine to find that the gang has beat him
there and gotten away with the gold. He
follows the stage and a fast running fight
winds up the picture. This one has plenty
of fighting with Bob Steele battling everything in sight and there is enough shooting
to satisfy the most rabid horse opera fans.
Bob Steele is an actor that apparently can't
pull his punches and plenty of action results. Charles King makes a good villain
and Julian Rivero adds the comedy to the
picture.
Cast: Bob Steele, Claire Rochelle. Charles
King, Ernie Adams, Lew Meehan. Julian
Rivero. Steve Clark, Hal Price, Frank Ball.
Producer, A W. Hackel; Director, San.
Newfield; Original Story, E 8 Mann,
Screenplay, Charles Francis Royal; Editor, S Roy Luby; Cameraman, Robert
Cline
Direction, Fast
Photography, Good

Detroit Exhibs Ask Games,
Cite Churches' "Opposition"

SHORTS

UA DEAL STATEMEN1
MAY BE MADE TOD
(.Continued from

Page

1)

Korda, who have options on
"Sunday
Night Musical
At the Comedy)
Trocadero" stock interest held bv Maw
F
(Miniature
ford. Douglas Fairbanks and Cha
M-G-M
20 mins.
Chaplin, and E. H. Lever, reprcs
ine Prudential
Assurance
Co.
Clever Hollywood Atmosphere
The unique show staged every England. David Rose, financial
of Samuel
Gokh
Sunday night at the famous Holly- resentative
wood rendezvous, when the new Inc., and Maurice
Silverstone,
faces trying to crash the screen are manager for the United Kinedoi
What transpired at yesterd
given an opportunity to prove that
they have talent, as the assembled meeting was not disclosed, even 1
agents, scouts and studio execs look York representatives of both Ki
i on. This setting gives opportunity and Goldwyn professing corny]
J to work in close-ups of a raft of ignorance of anv details.
Korda, upon his arrival from I
, Hollywood film celebs who are presi ent at the Trocadero on this partic- land on Tuesday, said the con
ular Sunday eve. Conny Boswell ences would last several days
sings. Lind Hayes does his mim- expressed the hope that an off
icry. The Three Bryan Sisters, cute statement could be made by the
kids, strut their stuff. Reginald of the week.
Denny plays the role of a candid
cameraman, snapping all the different acts, and kidding the celebs Fox Theater Creditors
as he gets them to pose for him. A
to Get Second Divide
new way of presenting Hollywood
atmosphere on the screen.
{Continued from Page

Screen Snapshots
(Series 16, No. 12)
Columbia
10 mins.
Lively Show of Stars
Showing
fan'stime
view the
of visitor
Hollywood, froma the
arrives on the train, till the round
of the shops, the show places and
the eateries is made. Also a glimpse
of a studio. The journey starts
driving along Hollywood Boulevard,
lunch at the Brown Derby. Then
to the Crossroads of the World, the
famous shopping center of the
cinema capital. A flash at the athletes at the golf and tennis clubs.
Also the race track at Santa Anita.
Finishes with a visit to a studio,
and night jaunts to the Biltmore
Bowl supper room, Cocoanut Grove,
and the Friday night fights or a
premiere. Through these various
scenes dozens of film celebs are
seen in close-up.

Tally-Corbar vs. FWC Suit
Trial Expected Next Month

Detroit — Petitions to allow De- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
troit exhibitors to have giveaways,
Hollywood — Local Superior Court
such as Skillful Screeno and Bank is expected to set a November date
Night, on the grounds that churches for trial of the action instituted by
are now having a harvest of similar T. L. Tally and Corbar Corp. against
games, particularly Bingo, are being Fox West Coast Theaters Corp. for
circulated by a number of Detroit $450,000 damages, following plainEnter 16 mm. Field
exhibitors. Plan is to present them
tiffs' filing of claim in bankruptcy
through counsel, McAdoo, Neblett
Wiederhold and Hubbard, newly- to the City Council.
Exhibitor and manager prosecu- and Warner. Complaint alleges that
formed partnership of motion picture engineers, have established
tions for alleged giveaways are un- numerous lessors including Tally
der way. Last batch of cases re- and Corbar had been fraudulently
headquarters at 362 W. 45th Street
sulted in four convictions.
damaged when Fox West Coast
and will specialize in 16 mm. developing and printing equipment.
Theaters was changed to Fox West
Coast Theaters Corp. Case is same
"Zola" Starts 12th Week
that was filed in Federal Court sevBack from Honeymoon
eral months ago, which resulted in
Chicago — Mort Berman, city manPaul Muni's starring picture, "The
ager at Springfield for the Great Life of Emile Zola," began yester- a ruling by that court on Oct. 11
that it was without jurisdiction in
day its twelfth week at the Holly- the
States circuit, is back from an exmatter.
wood Theater.
tended South American honeymoon.

1)

by the court. A dividend of five
cent had previously been allowe
Weisman. at the same time,
authorized by the court to set a
a reserve fund of $80,000 for
claim of William Fox, now pent
final decision in the U. S. Dis1
Court. It was ruled that the t
should be computed on the basi:
the claim being allowed at $1,0
000. William Fox, however, will
be paid anv dividends on the ckuntil a final decision, either for 1
or Weisman in his counter sui'
determined.
The petition also disclosed
Weisman
and counsel for Wil
Fox have mutually
agreed thf
verified statement of the claim

William Corp.,
Fox would
against be thefiledFox or '
aters
before Nov. 15.
Fox's claims
limited to the alleged transactio
the Chicago
Title and Trust j
Roxy Theaters, for which he is sj
ing
the Capital
Co.San indemnity,
Francisco Theaters
transat
and the Harold
L. Arnold,
transaction.

Levy Announces RKO Pix
Deal Closed with B I
(Continued from

Page
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ban & Katz were represented in
negotiations
by
John
Bala:
Walter Immerman
and Abe K;
man; RKO Radio by Levy and
manager.
ter E. Branson, midwestern dis

Kent Drive Quotas Topp<
Every exchange, division, and
trict in the annual Kent drive
over its quota in the 10th week,
four divisions more than dovl
their
quota,
it was announce!
20th-Fox
yesterday.

%
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'.treat from Moscow" by £Messonier

auetwiece.
And on the wider canvas
of the screen comes another
great masterpiece —

*.

i
auetvLece.
/
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as MARIE

WALEWSKA
as NAPOLEON

TALLEYRAND

REGINALD OWEN
.
. ALAN MARSHAL
CAPTAIN D'ORNANO .
. HENRY STEPHENSON
COUNT WALEWSKl
PAUL LACHINSKI . .
.
.
LEIF ERICKSON
. DAME MAY WHITTY
LAETITIA BONAPARTE
.
C. HENRY GORDON
PRINCE PONIATOWSKI
MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
COUNTESS PELAGIA .
STEPHAN ....
CLAUDE GILLINGWATER
MARSHAL DUROC . .
GEORGE HOUSTON
GEORGE ZUCCO
SENATOR MALACHOWSKI
RUSTAN ....
NOBLE JOHNSON
CONSTANT . . .
GEORGE GIVOT
ALEXANDRE . . .
SCOTTY BECKETT
HENRY KOLKER
SENATOR WYBITCKI .
IVAN LEBEDEFF
COSSACK CAPTAIN
ANNA
. BODIL ROSING
LOIS MEREDITH
COUNTESS POTOCKA
.
COUNT POTOCKI
. OSCAR APFEL
PRINCESS MIRSKA
.
.
BETTY BLYTHE
GRENADIER ....
GEORGE DAVIS
PERSIAN AMBASSADOR
. . DR. FERID
PERSIAN INTERPRETER
. PASHA KHAN
TURKISH AMBASSADOR
CARLOS DE VALDEZ
STAPS
....
ROLAND VARNO
CAPTAIN LAROUX .
ROBERT WARWICK
PRINCE METTERNICH
. .
IEN WULF
MARIA LOUISA
FENWICK
BIANCA
.
.
.
. JEAN
ROSINAGALLI
RALF HAROLDE
LEJEUNE
.
.
.
DYING SOLDIER
.
VLADIMIR SOKOLOFF

And Thousands of others
Produced by BERNARD
H. HYMAN
Directed by CLARENCE
BROWN
Screen Play by Samuel Hoffenstein,
SaJka Viertel and S. N. Behrman
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WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WttK
HOLLYWOOD
NE FROMAN,
star of many
. najor radio programs, has been
- ned by S. J. Briskin, for one of
two top feminine roles in "RaCity Revels," scheduled to go
1 ore cameras Nov. 1.

\

T

T

▼

Top Speed," a film story which
v 1 place Bing Crosby at a race
t ck, his favorite haunt, will be
>, duced for Paramount by Wesley
1 angles, producer-director, and the
s writer, Claude Binyon.

T

T

▼

iosemary and Priscilla Lane, two
]b ers
formerly
Waring's
d, who
made with
theirFred
screen
debut
I h Dick Powell and Fred Waring
i 'Varsity Show", have been signed
u exclusive Warner long-term con. :ts by Hal B. Wallis.

▼

T

T

Century-Fox studios early next
year,
Associate Producer Gene
Markeywith
in charge.

•

•

•

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

161

•

•

•

LAURENCE "LARRY" SCHWAB. Producer and writer and, before his Hollywood affiliation, a notable Broadway figure. Born in Boston on Dec. 17,
1893. Matriculated1 at Harvard where, for three years, he studied drama under
Professor Baker. A talent scout for the old Keith circuit during vacation. Liked
it so much he forgot to go back to Cambridge. Within two years, a booker
for the old UBO. In the Navy as an enlisted man during the World War;
within six months, was commissioned and saw service with sub chasers.
Rescued when a U-boat sank his vessel off the
Azores. War over, returned to Keith vaude as

author and producer of such hits as "Queen
High," "Good News," "Desert Song," "Follow
Through," "New 'Moon," "Take a Chance."
In 1930, made "Follow Through" for Para.; in
1933, "Take a Chance," also for Para.; in 1937,
produced "You Can't Have Everything" and
"Ali Baba Goes To Town" for 20th-Fox. Hobby,
tennis.
Stands 5, 6Vz.
Eyes, brown. Hair, ditto.

ji

(Continued from

Page
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Mich. Allied Will Name
No New General Manager
Detroit — First directors' meeting
of the new Board of Allied Theaters
of Michigan was held this week at
the general offices at Detroit with
practically a full attendance. It
was definitely decided that no new
general manager will be appointed,
and Miss Pearl Sprott was confirmed in the post of business manager, which she has held since the
resignation of H. M. Richey as general manager.
Drives for new members are to
be started, with program of regional meetings to be continued
and strengthened. Schedule of the
meetings is dependent upon final appointment of the regional chairmen
by President Ray Branch, of Hastings, and the Board.
Branch and Miss Sprott are slated
to attend all regional meetings,
which will probably supersede the
Board
tance. meetings in actual impor-

ii t the demands of Selznick-Interjnal."
)llapse of the proposed deal
RKO leaves the field wide open
o a possible deal of S-I with
;r Paramount or M-G-M, both
vhich are understood to have
e offers to Selznick.
There is
a chance that S-I will retain its
ation with United Artists, in the
t that the deal of Alexander
la and Samuel Goldwyn to ac: control of UA fails to materiSelznick has two more pics to deliver for UA release and
reported that Selznick leans
rd a UA agreement because his
jibution arrangement with the
iiany has been a "happy one."
tending the session yesterday
Floyd Odium, of RKO, John
..ney, chairman of the S-I board
ID!■'Irectors, David O. Selznick, Myselznick and John Wharton, lega ounsel and comptroller of S-I.
"Squeaker" For Rialto
is reported that Whitney called
"The
Squeaker," the Edgar Wal!
■:i he merger negotiations when
lace mystery yarn starring Edmund Lowe as an ex- Scotland Yard
failed to agree on Selznick's
de
nds.
Whitney, it is said, de- detective, will have its New York
da i that there would be no furopening at the Rialto Theater on
ih« dickering with RKO.
Nov. 5. The picture, a London Films
production, was megaphoned by
William K. Howard.

T

T

T

▼

T

T

▼

T

Sol Lesser has made a deal with
Irving Berlin Publishing Co. to publish and exploit two songs from
"Hawaii Calls" and they intend to
spend $70,000 in exploitation of
same. The songs are "Down With
the Trade Winds" and "Hawaii

a producer. Success of "T h e Gingham Girl"
started him on a Broadway musical producing
career — remember Schwab and Mandel? Co-

hillip Terry was signed to a
I ?-term contract by Metro.
He
Green
Tree"
iia eared
.ondon inand"The
while
thereBaya screen
was made of him and he was
stellar title role. Samuel G. Duncan
tediately sent to Hollywood.
His
"The Rise of Disraeli," a film and Sam Hellman have been asrole was in "Navy
Blue and dramatization of his early career, is
signed to do the script. The picture
1" and he has been cast in "Man- being planned by Darryl F. Zanuck,
is due to go into production at 20th
with
Tyrone
Power
slated
for
the
"
n.

Srnick's Proposed RKO
Deal Fails to Materialize

T

Pete Smith is now preparing his
next scientific short which will be
titled "Romance
▼ of
▼ the T X-Ray."
Eric Maschwitz, well known
British author, has arrived to fullfill his Metro contract. Among his
best well known works is a novel
titled
co-authored with
Bernard"Balalsika,"
Gruen.

Brandt-Moskowitz-Blumberg
to Meet on Giveaways Ban
(Continued from Page

Four major class productions are
currently
occupying
Sam They
Bischoff's
program at
Warners.
are
"Hollywood
Hotel," "Swing Your
Calls."
Lady," "Gold is Where You Find It"
Technicolor production, and "Slight
Case of Murder" which went into
production today with Edward G.
Robinson.

M-G-M

Gets $2,250 Award

in Bicycling Film Action

1)

Lawton, Okla. — U. S. District
of give- Judge Edgar S. Vaught, sitting inIt is ex- the
Western District of Oklahoma,
a comDisthe ban awarded Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
tributing Corp. $2,250 damage*
against Roy McAmis of Say re,
when its copyright infringement action against McAmis came up for
Malland Deposition Taken
trial here. McAmis was charged
in Hub Anti-Trust Action with bicycling nine films from
Sayre, Okla., to Erick, Okla. The
William Malland, vice president investigation by the Copyright Protection Bureau resulted when a new
and general counsel of RKO Radio,
was heard yesterday in the taking exhibitor in Erick demanded cancellation of his contract for firstof depositions on the anti-trust suit
brought by Morse & Rothenberg runs in Erick, after his patrons
Circuit, of Boston, against eight ma- told him that they had previously
seen the pictures in that town.
jor distributors and two circuits.
Taking of depositions in the case
will be suspended tomorrow for a Margaret Sullavan Signs
few weeks.
paign for the elimination
aways in New York City.
pected that they will name
mittee to take charge of
on games.

Contract With Hal Roach

Doolittle for Butterfield

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Roach has
Detroit — Tim Doolittle and his announced the signing of Margaret
Sullavan
to a contract under which
Gang open today at the State Theater, Pontiac, and will play three she will appear in two Roach films
solid weeks of time on the Butter- a year for the next three years.
field Circuit. Booking was made First of these will be Marc Conthrough the Ray Conlin Office here.
nelly's adaptation of Eric Hatch's
novel, "Road Show," scheduled for
early production under direction of
Lewis Milestone. Present plans also
"Ecstasy" Ban Stands
call for the actress to team with
Albany — The Appelate division
denied the application of Eureka Ronald Colman in "Fancy Free."
1 jkford Air Deal Not Set
Productions for order of ceritorari
]ry Pickford yesterday denied
Interstate Takes G N
ths
;. she had signed a contract to
Tobias Philly Office
here yesterday. Debrc cast for a cosmetics line bearInterstate Circuit of Dallas, Tex., on "Ecstasy"
cision of the motion picture division
Lester S. Tobias, Inc., has openeu
ingj
ler name. Deal, handled by has signed for Grand National's and Commissioner Graves denying a branch office in Philadelphia at
Ru
1937-38 product to be exhibited in held.
the film a license was thereby up- 362 North 13th St., which will be
& Ryan, is still in the 115
nej •auff
of its Texas theaters.
iation stage, she stated.
in charge of Alvin Goodwin.
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FILM BOARDS
ALABAMA
Change in Ownership

\.

BIRMINGHAM — Norwood,
H. Waters.

Change

transferred

to

MORTON— Morton.
Closings

l- AIRFIELD— New. WETUMPKA— Fain.

ARIZONA
Closings

in Theater

PRINCEVILLE
Woodlawn.

Name

TUCSON— State (formerly
HOUSE)).

— Prince. CHICAGO

—

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

OPERA

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

INDIANAPOLIS— Apollo, transferred to
Greater Indianapolis Amusement Co. ; Circle
and Indiana, transferred to Greater IndianMONTEBELLO— Cameo, transferred to
apolis Amusement Co. TELL CITY— Riaho
A. J. Olander. LOS ANGELES— Vernon, and Royal, transferred to George Settos.
cransferred to Galston & Sutton ; Mission, INDIANAPOLIS— FOX, (formerly Colontransferred to C. G. Mullen; Criterion, transial) transferred to L. B. Goulden. LA
lerred to F. W. Ferguson; Brentwood, trans- PORTE — Cozy, transferred to La Porte
Inred to Chas. Hefley.
Theater Co.

Openings
Closings

PALM

SPRINGS— Palm

Springs.

BREA — Brea. SAN DIEGO
Vista.
MOJOVE— Airdome.

N.

— Superba,

BUR BANK— Major.
GARDEN
Gem.
LOS
ANGELES— Lido.

GROVE

COLORADO
Change in Ownership

Change

Openings
— Gilman. GEORGETOWN

—

CONNECTICUT
Change in Ownership

ROSEDALE— Rosedale. OOLITIC—
Dixie. INDIANAPOLIS
— Garfield.
BROOKVILLE— American.

KANSAS
Change in Ownership

BURLINGAME— Ritz, (formerly Royal)
transferred to R. E. Conrad.

New Theaters

FLORIDA
Change in Ownership

GREEN COVE SPRINGS— Cove, transferred to F. P. Bryan. JASPER— Fay,
transferred to J. O. Biddle.

in Theater

MULBERRY— Pix

Name

(formerly

Mulberry).

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership

RIVER— Fall

River.

CLAY— State, transferred to J. T. Willis.
BURKESVILLE— B rook, transferred to
Ray Brown. LOUISVILLE— New Ritz,
transferred to Allen Bradley (formerly
Aristo; National, transferred to Blue Grass
Amusement Co. DANVILLE — Kentucky,
transferred to Publix Theaters; Strand,
(formerly New) transferred to Publix Theaters. MARTIN — Martin, transferred to L.
Keathley. MOREHEAD — Trail (formerly
Cozy) transferred to W. R. Shafer. WARSAW— Warsaw, transferred to E. T. Herzog.

in Theater

Name

COLUMBUS — Liberty, transferred to A.
L. Bishop. AUSTELL — Dixie, transferred
to J. H. Thompson. BLUE RIDGE— Royal,
transferred to W. W. Mowbray.

DANVILLE— Strand
(formerly New).
MOREHEAD— Trail (formerly Cozy).

CLAXTON— Italian Gardens (formerly
Pal). UNADILLA— Dixie (formerly New).
SYLVANIA— Dixie (formerly Strand).

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

Change

in Theater

Name

New Theaters

SYLVANIA — Sylvan. SYLVESTER —
Palace. REIDSVILLE— Tos. TENNILLE
-Erin. UNADILLA— New. FORSYTH—
New.
BUFORD— Allen.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

ATTICA — Attica (formerly Gem) transferred to Art Mathews. BELLVILLE—
Park, transferred to Art Mathews. CLEVELAND— Fountain, transferred to M. B. Horwitz ; Lucier, transferred to Fred J. Scheuerman ; Moreland, transferred to G & P Amusement Co. ; Hough — 79th transferred to G &
P Amusement Co. GALION — Ohio, transferred to The Galion Theater Co. HOLLO
WAY — Bexley (formerly Gem) transferred to
Dave Thomas. SHELBY — Schine's Castamba, transferred to Schine Theatrical Co.
TOLEDO — Rex, transferred to C. M. Kahn.

Openings

BARTOX-Barton.
Southern.

BUCYRUS— Schine's

New Theaters

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership
transferred

to

— Select. WARSAW

GLOSTER— Joy,
Howard.
ST.

transferred to

Openings

FRANCISVILLE— St.

MAINE
Openings
MILLINOCKET—
Keith's.
Closings

—

Cecil

Francis.

KKNNEBUNKPORT— Lyric.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

K I TZMILLER— Maryland (formerly Alpine) transferred to H. O. Thrush.

Openings

FRIENDSVILL
MORE- Xorthway.

E— Grand. BALTI-

Closings

BALTIMORE— Lincoln.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

BOSTON — Columbia, transferred to Max
Michaels. WALTHAM — Waltham, transtransferred to M & P Circuit.

FINDLAY— State.
CHICAGO— Iris,

Openings

HAWESVILLE
Warsaw.

Openings

B

&

K

DELANO— Delano.

New Theaters

P ARK
MEADOWS
Aew.

RAPID
— Grand.

S— Park.
LAKE

GRAND
FOREST —

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership
NEOSHO — Plaza, transferred to Commonwealth Amusement Corp. LIXNEAU —
Dixie, transferred to R. A. Ward. GRANT
Kobison.
CITY — Grant City, transferred to R. O.

Change in Theater

Name

PLATTSBURG— Lyric (formerly New).
CALIFORNIA— Closings
Ritz (formerly Finke).
H A RD 1 N — Odeon. FAIRMOUNT
Fair.
B UN CETON— Princess.

—

New Theaters

BALDWINSVILLE— Fraternity.

MONTANA
Change in Ownership

COLUMBUS — Rio, transferred to R. H.
Hansen.

in Theater Name
(formerly Glacier).
NEBRASKA
Change in Ownership

PAXTON — Paxton (formerly Sun) transferred to A. F. Kehr. GERING — Riviera,
iransterred to Mrs. B. B. Grove. BAYARD
— .faim, transferred to Mrs. B. B. Grove.
UTiCA — Empire, transferred to Paul Tramp.
CAIRO — Cairo, transferred to L. E. Brauu.

Openings

PAXTON—
MAN— Lyman. Paxton

NEW
M 1 L F O RD—

(formerly Sun). LY-

HAMPSHIRE
Openings
Latchis.
Closings

HKEITON
WOODS
UE I HLEHEM— Colonial.

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

Change

HALSTAD— Halstad.

POPLAR— Fort

IOWA
Change in Ownership

MILFORD— Strand, transferred to E. C.
Arehart. EVERLY — Corn, transferred to
R. J. Schoelerman.

FALL

MLLROSE — Melrose,
transferred
to M.
E. Nelson.
MINNEAPOLIS — Westgate,
transferred to Edina Theater Co. ST. PAUL
Riaho, transferred to Mrs. L. K. Nass.

Change

GROVE— Grove.

Openings

WASHINGTON— Jewell, transferred to
Alamo Theater Corp. ; Strand, transferred to
Midcity Theater Corp.; Midcity, transferred
to Midcity Theater Corp.; Alamo, transferred
to Alamo
Theater Corp.

CHANGES

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

.--l SAVANNAH—
AT I ON— Ryan. T i v o 1 i . FA1 RM U U N T

SCANDIA— Princess. RANSOM— Strand.
— Poli, transferred to J.
PLAINVILLE— Closings
Moore.
transferred to F. E. Liebertransferred to Webster Co.
— Brooklawn.
CUNNINGHAM— Midway.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Change in Ownership

.

Jennings).

Openings

Closings

Change

Name

SHELBY— Sun.Closings

BEECH

LONGMONT— Isis. TELLURIDE— Opera
House.
MT.
HARRIS— Rio.

HARTFORD
Ricci ; Cameo,
man ; Webster,
BRIDGEPORT

(formerly

New Theaters

YUMA — Gem, transferred to J. A.
Hughes. DENVER — Bidawee, transferred to
F. L. Herzog.

OILMAN
Loop.

in Theater

VERNON-Park

THEATER
Openings

LIBERT YYILLE— Villa. ROCKFORD—
Orpheum.

New Theaters

SUPERIOR— Magma.

Change

REPORT

and Frank Scott. DECATUR— Ritz, transferred to L. Mochel. HANOVER— Town
Hall, transferred to W. W. Wilson. ONARGO — Modernistic, transferred to Kerasotes
Bros.

Openings

in Theater Name
(formerly
NEW).
New Theaters

ltKIDGEPORT— Ritz

DAILY:

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership

HAWTHORjN E — Hawthorne, transferred
to Hawthorne Operating Co. PRINCETON
— Playhouse, transferred to Casey & Wheeler.
SUMMIT — Beechwood Rd. Lyric, translerred to Roth Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.

NEW MEXICO
Change in Ownership

LAS
Crystal.

H.

Openings
VEGAS— Serf. HAGERHA
Closings — Coronado.
BER
NALILLO

PECOS— Dixie.

H.
X—

CIMARRON— Cimarron.

NEW
YORK
Change in Ownership

Openings

WATERTOWN— Strand. UTICA— Ka
VORTHVILLE—
Star.
FORT Club.
EDW'AlO
—Bradley. CLARK
MILLS—
TLETON— I. O. O. F. Hall. ANDOV]
—Andover. JAMESTOWN — Roostv
PHELPS— Phelps. ROCHESTER— Riv<
Embassy. SYRACUSE — Mayfair (forme
Capitol). WHITESVILLE
— Ly;
Closings
WATERLOO— State.
MANLIUS — Lincoln. MO.NTOl
FALLS — Opera House. ROCHESTER
Hollywood. REDHOOK — Lyceum. P^
ENVILLE — Recreation Hall. MILLE
TON— Millerton. INLET— Gaiety. HIG
M O N T — Grand Hotel. C A I R 0 — V
Buren. SARANAC INN — Saranac I
SACA X DAG A— Rustic.

New Theaters

HEMLOCK— Hemlock.

NORTH
CAROLINA
New Theaters

Z E B ULON— Wakelon.

— Hall-In-Pines.

Butler.
ROY' — Pendick, transferred to

BELVEDERE — Belvedere,
transferred
St. Cloud Theater
Co.
CATSKILI
O
munity, transferred to Fabian Circuit. (
HOES- — Regent, transferred to Fabian (
cuit. N. TONAWANDA— Avondale, trj
ferred to Avondale Theater Corp. ROCH1
TER — Lyric, transferred to H. Wm. Thoi
son. TONAWANDA — Star, Tonawa
Star Theater Corp. WILLIAMSON- S
transferred to Sam Gandel. BUFFAL(
Commodore, transferred to Commod
Amusement Co., Inc. ; Grider Kensingt
transferred to Kensington Theater C\
FRANKLINVILLE— Adelphi, transferred
A. D. Gould and Joseph Kelly. ANDOV
— Andover, transferred to Ray Snyt
JAMESTOWN — Roosevelt, transferred
Ray Snyder. PHELPS— Phelps, tran-ier
to H. F. Sylvester. ROCHESTER— Riv
transferred to Don R. Stevenson ; Embat
transferred to Rochester Embassy Thej
Co., Inc. SYRACUSE— Mayfair (formi
Capitol) transferred to George Sm
WHITESVILLE— Lyric, transferred to
L. Golding. WATERLOO— State, t<a
ferred to S. C. Sunness.

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership
wardHEBRON1
Kieth. — Lyceum,

transferred to 1

OKLAHOMA
Change in Ownership

RINGLING — Joy, transferred to (i
Cox. HYDRO— Hydro, transferred to Rt:
ard E. Buchanan. TECUMSEN — P
transferred to Hugh Bates. OKEE.V1
Roberta, transferred to O. Von Guli <
OKMULGEE—
Amusement
Co. Inca, transferred to Grit.

New Theaters
NORMAN — Varsity. DRUMRIGHI
Tower.
OKLAHOMA CITY— Pix.

PENNSYLVANIA
Change in Ownership

CHESTER— Rio (formerly Benn) tr:
ferred to Rio Amusement Co., Inc. SCRf
TON — Comerford (formerly Ritz) transfer
NEW YORK CITY— 123 W. 48th St.— to Comerford Publix Theaters Co., '
Belmont, transferred to Joan of Arc Pictures, PITTSBURGH— Lando-Grand Theater (
Inc.; 247 W. 48th St. — President (formerly merlv old Granda) transferred to W. La
Acme) transferred to Cultural Theaters, Inc. ; and L. Michaels. EVANS CITY— Kia
50th St. and 7th Ave. — Roxy, transferred to transferred to L. Rottenstein. BROW.
F. & M. Stage Shows, Inc.; 552 W. 207th YILLE — Strand, transferred to Moody
Bros. AUSTIN — Austin, transferred
Dickinson.
St. — Dyckman, transferred to Sherman Blatt
Amusement Corp. ; 523 Eighth Ave. — New
Yorker, transferred to New Yorker AmuseOpenings
ment Co., Inc.; 1603 Broadway — 49th St.,
PITTSBURGH
— Lando-Grand
The.
transferred to Saunders Realty Corp. ; 2633 (formerly
old Granda);
Casino. JOHj
Broadway — Carlton, transferred to Sythca. TOWN — Roxy; Majestic. CLYME1
Inc.; 2878 Broadway — Olympia, transferred
Y^EADOX"ARD
— Yeadon.
to Olthea, Inc.; 2182 Broadway — 77th St., State.
— Comerford.
MORE SCRAN'T
— Sutar:
transferred to Eastnor, Inc. ; 2433 Broad- CHESTER— Rio. Closings
way— Stoddard, transferred to Sythca, Inc. ;
Vernon.
2537 Broadway — Symphony, transferred to — CONNEAUT
LAKE— Park.
Sythca, Inc. ; 95th St. and Broadway —
New Theaters
Thalia, transferred to Sythca, Inc. ;209 W.
42nd St. — Republic, transferred to Republic
XEW CASTLE— Cathedral. BOSWE
French Follies, Inc. BROOKLYN— 1521
Bedford Ave. — Lincoln, transferred to Benly
RHODE ISLAND
Theaters, Inc. ; 4601 New Utrecht Ave. —
Garden, transferred to Ellen Theater Co.,
Change
in Ownership
Inc. LONG ISLAND — Cedarhurst — 449
Central Ave. — New Central, transferred to Modern)
A. A. Spitz. (form1
transferred
ENCE --to Playhouse
PROVID
Cedarhurst Construction Co., Inc. MT.
VERNON — 1 Park Ave. — Plaza, transferred
Openings
i
Gem.
to Alzap Theater, Inc.; 30 So. 5th Ave —
New State. ARCTIU
PEACEDALE —Closings
Biltmore, transferred to T. C. Theater Corp.
HASTINGS -ON -HUDSON — Hastings,
transferred
to Weindan
Amusement
Corp.
X A RRAXGAN
SETT—
(Continued
on Casino.
Page 14)
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THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF HILARITY!

MERRY-GO-ROUND

of 1938

A TEN-STAR FUN FROLIC with BERT LAHR
JIMMY SAVO • BILLY HOUSE • ALICE BRADY
MISCHA AUER • JOY HODGES • LOUISE fAZENVA
AD •• DAVE
ON Z&X
JOHN KING • BARBARA READ
DAVE APOLL
APOLLON
SSJX™
Produced by

B. G. de SYLVA

Screen Play by Monte Brice and A. Dorian
Otvos • Original story by Monte Brice and
Henry Myers • Directed by Irving Cummings

^Ae wo4M can't <^et anxuiXfU o^UeSi!

DEANNA

DURBIN ,

"MAD TAUROG
ABOUTProducedMU
SIC
by /OE PASTERNAK

Directed by NORMAN

Story and Screen Play by Frederick Kohner
and Marcella Burke

V

HIGHS WITH THESE!
ALICE FAYE ,,
Y"OU'RE A SWEETHEART

GEORGE

F RANK

MURPHY

New rage and dancing hit of
"Broadway Melody of 1938"!

"100

Lovable hit of "Three Smart Girls"
and "Showboat" radio program!

ES

HUNT

Singing beauty of Benny Goodman's

"£Ae

AMERICA

Men

and a Girl"!

:"

Radio's millions laugh with him!.

GARGAN
D £ V I N E

Scream of "A Star Is Born"
and Jack Benny's radio program!

FRANC

$

DON A L D M E E K
KE N MURRAY

Charles WINNINGER
WILLIAM
A N O Y

IE NX

The comic cab driver of

Orch.

O S W A L D
Ken Murray's "Oh — yeah" stooge!

THE DIAMOND BROS.
CASPER REARDON

Songs andandMusic
Harold Adamson
Jimmyby McHugh

PRODUCED

BY

B. G. OE SYLVA
Screen play by Monte Brice
and Charles Grayson
Directed by

DAVID

BUTLER

who directed Eddie Cantor in
"AM Baba Goes To Town"

H u^MeileAj^ald^ lovely," - hew york times
WILL THRILL

TO

HtR CONTINENTAL

ALLURE.'

Danielle DARRIEUX
>Directed
"THEby HENRY
RAGE
OF PARIS"
ROSIER who gave you "Three
Smart Girls" and 'MOO Men and a Girl"!
Story by HENRY ROSTER and FELIX /ACKSON

VHi^^

N £ W

THE

YOURS
_

-

__

_

O £?I^Si##^Mi*Il

__

CHARLES

_■

_—

— ^

-^

^* ^/r*

R. ROGERS

*+

executive.
EXECUTIVE

vici-rHtsiutni
VICE-PRESIDENT

in charge of production

•

■

AMERICA'S GREATEST THEATRE OPERATORS
SPOT A GRAND BOX-OFFICE SMASH!....
they're all agreed "THE AWFUL TRUTH" is the hit comedy of the year!

W. G. VAN SCHMUS

JOHN BALABAN

Radio City Music Hall:

Balaban-Katz:

"THE AWFUL TRUTH cannot
fail to be tremendous success
and I want to congratulate you
on giving us this picture so soon
after your glorious LOST

"It is the unanimous opinion of
entire screening committee that
THE AWFUL TRUTH is unquestionably the year's best picture,
topping the best comedies ever

HORIZON."

(J. R. VOGEL
Loew's:

"Just screened THE AWFUL
TRUTH. Advance notices justified and then sotne. Sure fire for
any audience. IRENE DUNNE
and CARY GRANT fine combination. Expect unusual box-

produced." P. SKOURAS
ICHARLES
' Fox-West Coast Theatres:

' ' When hard- boiled exhibitors at
trade showing laugh so loud and
long that it was difficult to hear
all the dialogue no further evidence is needed that Columbia
has an outstanding picture
bound to do tremendous

.:

N.office."
J. BLUMBERG
RKO Theatres:

"Consensus of opinion this is
finest comedy that ever came out
of Hollywood. Uncontrollable
laughter in preview room indicates you have absolute top
winner."

business."

Iff. M. RAPPAPORT
Hippodrome, Baltimore:

"To say it is a great picture
would be putting it mildly. I feel
this picture will do for DUNNE
and GRANT what IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT did for GABLE
and COLBERT. Reserving two
weeks withpossibility of a third. ' '

IRENE DUNNE a„4 CARY GRANT, THE AWFUL TRUTH!

I

raw

BY THE NATION'S

Warners, Washington:

"Columbia may well be proud of
THE AWFUL TRUTH, which I
believe the grandest comedy released this year. The IRENE
DUNNE, CARY GRANT casting
was inspiration."

&>\ Interstate,
J. O'Dallas:
DONNELL
" Unquestionably MmDUNNE'S
greatest picture. Combines all
the splendid elements of IT
HAPPENED ONE NIGHT and
THEODORA GOES WILD and
we are arranging preferred time
on this attraction.'*

''AWFUL TRUTH previewed
Pant ages Hollywood. Audience
reaction simply terrific and
everyone of the 3,000 preview
audience
left theatre
raving.
It's
biggest laugh
hit of this
or any
other year!"
d soon

they'll be hailing

£ MOORE in
~E ROMANCE"

DOUGLAS

ith RALPH BELLAMY • ALEXANDER D'ARCY • CECIL CUNNINGHAM • Directed by LEO McCAREY - Screen play
/Vina Delmar . Associate Producer EVERETT RISKIN ♦ A LEO McCAREY PRODUCTION • A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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SPEED INTERSTATE
TRUST CAST APPEAL

# THEATER
(Continued from Page 8)

SOUTH
CAROLINA
New Theaters
W AG EN ER— New.

{Continued from Page

1)

las Federal District Court prohibits
tlie distributors from entering into
contracts with first-run houses with
the understanding that pictures will
not to be sold to subsequent-run theaters that do no charge a specified
minimum admission scale.
The suit was brought by the government against the Interstate Circuit and film distributors. The defendants have until Dec. 13 to file
the appeal.
Dallas advices to The Film Daily
last night were to the effect that
Interstate attorneys expect to complete the appeal papers about Dec. 1.

ITOA's Conference Group
Appointed by Fleischman
Maurice Fleischman, who was apto select a comby the ITOA
mitteepointedto meet
with a similar group
of Allied of New Jersey members
on exhibitor problems, has named
the men who will comprise the committee. In addition to Fleischman,
who is chairman, the group will consist of Dave Weinstock, Leon Rosenblatt, James Binkov and Julius
Charnow.
Allied will not appoint its committee until Nov. 9 when the association holds is next meeting.

Balaban b Katz Taking
Senate, Belpark Theaters
Chicago — Balaban & Katz is reported here to be acquiring title to
the Senate and Belpark theaters on
payment of $450,000 on Lubliner
and Trinz bonds which have been in
default for some five years. Federal Judge Charles Woodward has
already approved the step, as the
bondholders, through this transaction, will receive full payment with
accrued interest.

Universal Newsreel Staff
■ i ■ "U"
m
Moving Into
Exchange

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership
McINTOSHE — Lyric, transferred to O.
S\ . Johnson. LEMiYlOM — Aristo & Grand,
transferred to Rae Kayuum. IKOtJUOlS—
star, transferred to Wm. Kenniek, JJEEL
KAt'IDS--Grand, transferred to John Underwood.

Openings

ft REISMAN BARES RKO
FOREIGN EXPANSIOI

CHANGES
DAILY:

State.
TEXAS
CITY— Texas.
SULPHUR
SPRINGS — Carnation.
MIDLAND — Rex.
GRAND
SALINE— Grand.

Change

inUTAH
Theater

SALT LAKE
Orpheum).

CITY—

Name

Utah

(formerly

New Theaters

SUGARHOUSE— World. RICHMOND
—Richmond. ORDERVILL
E— Valley.
MORGAN— Vallis.

VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

INDEPENDENCE — American Legion,
HARTFORD— Falace. KEV1LLO— Audi- transferred to Mrs. Thelma S. Carton.
torium.
PETERSBURG — Rex, transferred to MorClosings
ton Thalheimer Theaters; Bluebird, transferred to Morton Thalheimer Theaters.
COLEMAN— Coleman.
TENNESSEE
BROOKLAND — Richmond, transferred to
Morton Thalheimer Theaters. RICHMOND
Change in Ownership
Byrd, transferred to Morton Thalheimer
FRANKLIN — Eranklin, transferred to S. —Theaters;
Hippodrome, transferred to A. E.
M. Fleming, Jr. CHATTANOOGA — Volun- Lichtman Enterprises; Globe, transferred to
teer, transierred to W. L. JJowler. CHAT- A. E. Lichtman Enterprises.
IAN OOGA — Bonita, transferred to W. L.
Dowler.

TEXAS
Change in Ownership

KOCK SPRINGS— O & S, transferred to
John Stahl. PILOT POINT— tjueen, transierred to C. C. Coleman. PERRYTON—
Criterion (formerly Ellis) transferred to Mrs.
G. C. Wright. LORAlNE — Rialto, transferred to A. M. Morgan. WINiNSBORO —
Kiroy & Amusu (formerly Strand) transferred to Roy Cain. VAN ALSTYNE—
Aztec & Ritz, transferred to Lutzer Bros.
BLOOMING GROVE— Grove, transferred
to Miller & Gorman. FOLLETT— Follett
(formerly Criterion) transferred to Mrs. G.
C. Wright. H1CO — Palace, transferred to
H. H. Stroud.

Change in Theater

Name

LIVINGSTON— Texan (formerly New).
AMARILLO — Capitol (formerly Mission) ;
State (formerly Fair). ARANSAS PASS—
Rex (formerly Rialto).

Openings

WAXAHACHIE— Lincoln. TUSCOLA—
Cupid. THORNDALE — Palace (formerly
Gem). TEMPLE— Arcadia. SMITH VILLE
— Lauda. COMFORT
— Community.
BLOOMING GROVE— Grove. CARROLTON — Myers. MIDLAND — Rex. WINTERS—New State.
DALHART— La Rita.

Closings

NEW BOSTON— Strand. PEARSALL—
Rio.
POTH— Poth.
HARGILL— Hargill.

Dismantled

WINTER
S— Lyric. FT. WORTH—
Capitol. BLANCO — Riggs. WALNUT
SPRINGS— Bosque
(formerly New).

New Theaters

SAN MARCOS— Main. LAMESA— Cole.
GREENVILLE — Grand. CUERO — Trot.
ENCINAI
Reyes
Trejo.
WINTERS —

Australia Quota Problem
Solution May be Speeded
Sydney (By Cable) — Solution of
the knotty Australian quota problem, affecting alike American and
British distributors, is expected to
be speeded by the anticipated formal report to the legislature by Sir
Victor Wilson, home after conferdon. ences in both New York and Lon-

Universal will completely renovate its exchange office on Ninth
Avenue in the immediate future.
Charles Ford and his Universal
newsreel staff will move in the exOne of the principal difficulties,
change offices from their present lo- American distributors have experication within two weeks.
enced, is the clause in the Australian law which allows exhibitors to
disregard existing contracts in orColor Films of Cancer
der to find playing time for films
Rochester, N. Y. — Color films, — under the Quota requirements.
the first motion pictures ever made
The problem confronting British
of cancer spreading through the interests in Australia is, of course,
body of an animal, — were shown here to find playing dates in the face of
this week before the National Acad- tremendous opposition, and wellemy of Science in its study of a new defined theater monopolies.
approach to the disease at its fall
meeting. The pictures, resulted, it
is stated, from two full years of
Warner
Chicago
— The Club's
Warner Party
Club will
work, carried on more intensively
"than Hollywood producers ever hold its annual Hallowe'en Party at
the Hotel Sherman tomorrow night.
dreamed of,"

Openings

LEXINGTON— State. ONLEY— Bijou.
RICHMOND — Robinson, Westhampton,
Bellevue. RURAL RETREAT— Rural Retreat (formerly Cameo). STANLEY — Stanley. MOUNT JACKSON— Nelson. CHADDOCK— Af ton.

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

McMECHAN — Midway, transferred to
Sperling & Lowe. FOLLANSBEE— Royal,
transferred to Floyd & Huszar.

(Continued from Page 1)

was made public during a press ii
terview at which Reisman report*
on his foreign trip. Armour is
arrive Nov. 27 in Paris where he w
make his headquarters.
Because of existing conditions
the Far East, it is not yet decid<
whether anyone will be named
fill the post left vacant by Armou
Reisman, reporting RKO foreif
expansion, disclosed the opening i
a Portugal office under the supe
vision of Rene Beja, formerly i
Seville. G. E. Gregory was placed
charge of new offices in Egypt ai
Palestine. Gregory, formerly sail
manager in India, will headquart
in Cairo.
An office opened in Switzerlar
will be under the direction of ]
Palivoda, Reisman declared, ai
added that Gordon New was appoin
ed to handle offices in Trinidad. 1

Lima,
William
S. Farmer
managePeru,
a new
branch.
A brainw:
was also established in Belgium.
Offices will shortly be opened
FOLLANSBEE— Royal.
Bordeaux, Alsace Lorraine and M
New Theaters
WHEELING— Temple. SUTTON— Al- rocco, Reisman said.
"Sky Prisoner," a French fil
WISCONSIN
made by Renatour, is one of five i
six French films which RKO w
Change in Ownership
RACINE — Granada, transferred to 20th distribute internationally, accordii
Century Amusement Co. MILWAUKEE—
to a deal set by Reisman in Franc
Comet, transferred to A. J. Honthaner.
pin.
Until after the provisions of t
Change in Theater Name
MILWAUKEE— Empress (formerly Gay- British Quota Bill are known, RK
ety). KEWAUNEE — Kewaunee (formerly
English plans will not be settle
Opera
House).
EAGLE
RIVER— Eagle.
said Reisman.
Openings
Studios in Cinema
Citta, Ron
Closings
NEW
LONDON—
Grand.
are among the finest he has ev
M I L W AUKEE— Gem.
seen, Reisman
announced,
and
productions
are
under
way
in t
MARSHFIELD— New Adler. STRUM—
hands of improved technicians.
Strum.
GRANTSBURG— Grand.
WYOMING
For Hollywood, Reisman had tl
Openings
to say: "Producers must be intt
DUBOIS— Danceland.
nationally-minded to hold niarkfl
under present conditions. Movi i
Zenith Stockholders Okay
pictures must be moving vav
Tele Research Extension have action . they do not want I
see 'walk and talk' films any long:
Chicago — Stockholders have ap- over there." He laid a majority
proved a broadening of Zenith Ra- foreign market failures to an inab;
titling.
dio Corp.'s charter which will per- ity of foreign audiences to foil*
mit the company to extend research features that require excessive sil
in television and erect an experimental transmitter on its property
here.
on and theater constn
Producti
tion
in France and England j
Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., Zening impressively, accord:
progress
Reisman.
ith's president, states that televi- to
RKO
is running
ahead of 1
sion for public
"just saleman
around
the corner
for use
the isstock
year in returns, and the new I
only," and that the science will not
land office is doing well, Reisrm;
be employed generally until well in stated.
the future. He expressed the view
that impulses for transmitting Americ
a anin Januar
is toy. sail for Soil
Reism
images might well go over telephone wires rather than through
the air.
SUTTON
House).

Openings
Closings

— Victory (formerly Opera

Fraser Directing Louis

UTC Amends Statement

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI<

Harry Fraser has been signed to
Washington— Universal Televis f
direct heavyweight champion, Joe
Corp. yesterday filed an amendmti
Louis, in "Spirit
of Youth,"
it was to its registration statement w(
announced
here yesterday
by Edward
the SEC to defer the effective d:
Shanberg, president of Globe Pic- the another
timein toorder
act toon gi'J
20 days
for commission
tures.
withdrawal request filed on Oct.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

NEW

YORK. FRIDAY, OCTOBER

TEN CENTS

29. 1937

ovides Schedule Revisions in 1939, 1943

IEP0RT LEROY MAY HEAD RKO RADIO'S PRODUCTION
elznick May

To

Deals

Still

on

Fire;

/hitney's Factors
Attitude Among
ith RKO Radio definitely out of
picture, a reliable source actively connected with
the proposed
I s, stated yesterday that in the
iVfit no "equitable agreement" is
hed with M-G-M or Paramount,
nick International will maintain
present independent
production
is and extend its present pro1 to 12 or more pictures a year,
at least half in Technicolor,
le fact was stressed that both
d 0. Selznick and John Hay
iney were "more than satisfied"
their present set-up, but yet
{Continued

on

Page

Keep Indie Production Status, Make

9)

ATUS OF THE UA
3EAL IS UNCHANGED

"Gone

With the Wind1" in Technicolor

West

COMBINED PARAMOUNT
$4,898,893 39-WEEK
PROFIT FOR 20TH-F0X EARNINGS, $2,398,000

For the quarter ended September
(Continued

on

Page

12)

Frieder-Grossman Cocalis
Writ Plea Up on Nov. 12
> ground was gained at yes-

ty's session between Alexander
Charging Soteros D. Cocalis with
la and Samuel Goldwyn as the
option-holders attempted to iron violating an agreement to keep out
ithe deal for control of United of Hudson, N. Y., theater operation,
it was established authori- Henry H. Frieder and Henry R.
ta rts,
ty.
Grossman, operators of the Playhouse, Star and Park theaters in
pckholders
Charles
Chaplin,
will seek an order Nov. 12
>j.das <Fairbanks
and Mary Pick- Hudson, (Continued
on Page 12)
Continued on Page 12)
Re

M

;rs, Governor's Counsel
n N. D. "Divorce" Action

Hanapolis, Ind. — Abram Myers,
- :al
counsel for Allied States,
Wi
as

been appointed by Governor
am Langer of North Dakota
e Governor's
counsel to uphold
(.Continued on Page 12)

j Marquee Candor
|St. Louis— Plenty of tittering along
|A Row, thanks to the current double
ture bill at Fanchon & Marco's Am■sador Theater. Titles on the marie:
"The Awful Truth"
"It Happened
in Hollywood".

Producer Said Weighing "Offer"; Briskin
Withdrawal
Hinted

West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Selznick
International
will make
"Cone
With
the Wind"
in Techni
color, it is reported here.
Contracts have just been signed, it is understood.

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation yesterday reported a consolidated net operating profit of $4,898,893 after all charges including
normal Federal income taxes, but
not including provision for surtax
on undistributed profits, for the
thirty-nine weeks ended Sept. 25
last. This compares with a profit of
$4,451,851
ters of 1936.for the first three-quar-

New

Paramount Pictures Inc. estimates
its consolidated earnings for the
third quarter (13 weeks) ended Oct.
2, at $1,958,000, after all charges
including interest, Federal taxes (except undistributed profits taxes), depreciation and reserves.
Such earnings do not include approximately $440,000 representing
Paramount's
directon and
indirect net
(Continued
Page 9)

New Plan for Picture Coin
For Stage Plays is Considered
New plan to encourage motion picture money on Broadway by setting
play purchase prices mainly according to length of run is still in the
indefinite stage although looked on
with lively interest by both the Dramatists' Guild and majors, it was
learned yesterday.
Dramatists'
Guild
(Continued
on board
Page 4) of direc-

British Films Measure

Provides

First Quota Schedule Revision in

12

39

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mervyn LeRoy may
join RKO Radio, assuming charge
of production, it was reported here
yesterday.
LeRoy, who recently returned
here from New York where he conferred with members of the Warner Board of Directors, is understood to be considering an "important
made in behalf ofoffer",
RKO presumably
Radio.
LeRoy has one picture to be made
under his present contract with
Warners.
For some
time, there have been
{Continued on Page 4)

ALGER RlPORT WAITS;
$1,543,511 RKO NET
RKO reorg.
plan's consummation
suffered
a setback
when Special
Master George W. Alger announced
at yesterday's hearing that he would
not submit his report until all the
data in the case could be "brought
The consolidated net earnings of
RKO
and its subsidiaries for a perup to
iod date."
covering 39 weeks, ending Oct.
2 was reported at $1,543,511 by O.
(Continued

on

Page

9)

K-A-O's 53-Week Profit
Reported at $1,549,332
K-A-0 Corp. and subsidiary com-

"U" to Establish Oslo,
panies show a net profit of $1,549,London (By Cable) — Adhering to
the White Paper almost word for 332.86 for the 53 weeks ended Oct.
charges except surtax on
Copenhagen Headquarters word, the new Films Bill, published 2 after all
{Continued on Page 9)
officially yesterday, will have its
R. H. Cochrane, president of the second reading in Parliament next
New Universal, yesterday an- week.
The text of the bill covers 35
nounced the company will establish
offices in Norway and in Denmark. pages, is extremely complicated and
These will be respectively Univers- is devoted largely to matters of administration and procedure. Quota
al's 73rd and 74th offices in the export field.
provisions themselves are identical
Establishment of these new Uni- essentially with the summary of the
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 4)

Hays, FDR

Caller

Hyde Park, N. Y.— Will H. Hays,
film industry's administrator, conferred
here yesterday with President Roosevelt
at the latter's home. No announcement was made concerning the nature
of the conference.
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Court Rules Harts May
Examine Records of UA

Ascap held a luncheon and its
third semi-annual meeting yesterday at the Hotel Astor, with more
than 400 members of the Society in
attendance. Gene Buck, president,
presided at the dais at which were
seated Shelton Brooks, James Weldon Johnson, John Abbott, Irving
Caesar, Joe Young, Fred E. Ahlert,
Mrs. Edward MacDowell, Charles
Wakefield Cadman, Mrs. Ethelbert
Nevin, Louis Bernstein, George
Fischer, Mrs. Harry B. Smith, Otto
Harbach, E. B. Marks, Jack Mills,
Sol Bornstein and Ascap officials,
John C. Payne and E. C. Mills, together with organization's counsel
Louis Froelich.
During the conclave a telegram of
congratulations was dispatched by
the united membership to Eddie
Cantor in Hollywood on occasion of
his 25th Anniversary in the field of
entertainment. A tribute was also
paid to Gene Buck for his outstanding services to Ascap.
A resume was given to the assemblage of the recent struggle of
the society against adverse state
legislation and what has been done
to combat such attacks. It was an
nounced that the present membership of Ascap consists of 927 com
posers and 119 publishing firms.
These statistics were contrasted
with those of 23 years ago when
the organization held its initial meeting with only 90 present.

Supreme Court Justice William T.
Collins yesterday granted the motion of William S. and Mary Hart
to examine certain records and contracts of the United Artists Corp.
in connection with their $500,000
damage suit for alleged block-booking of his picture "Tumbleweeds."
Hart's attorneys will examine 12,000 cards, percentage books and contract registers indicating the booking of certain pictures set forth in
Hart's complaint. The suit will be
scheduled for re-trial following the
examination of the records.
The Appellate Division of the New
York State Supreme Court reversed
the $85,000 award last July, for insufficient evidence to warrant the
judgment. Suit by Hart against
United Artists to recover $185,000
booking fees on the picture "Tumbleweeds" is now pending in Federal Court.

Reserved Seat Experiment
In St. Louis Successful
St. Louis — Reserved mezzanine
loge seat policy tested by the Fox
Theater with "The Life of Emile
Zola" clicked. Patrons paid 50
cents for matinee reservations, $1
for nights. House normally is
scaled 25-35 and 55 cents.

"Victoria's" Openings

99

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Pathe

MARKET

400 Ascap Members Attend
Luncheon, Semi-Annual Meet

%

MARKET
Bid Asked
95
98

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6Vis 1st '36
5Vi 7
Loew's Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47. . . . 87
89
Met.
Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
50
55
Roxy
Thea.
Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43
45
47

22 Exhibs Will Cruise
Twenty-two exhibitors have signified their intentions of taking the
cruise to Bermuda, which the Allied Theaters of New Jersey is sponsoring. Party sails Nov, 30 on the
Monarch of Bermuda.

Anna Neagle, star, and Herbert
Wilcox, producer, will make p. a's
at onenings of "Victoria the Great"
which have been set in Washington,
Nov. 2: Boston, Nov. 3; and Chicago,
Nov. 5, RKO announced yesterday.
Other oneninsrs which have been
dated include Providence, R. I.. Nov.
5; Lowell, Mass., Nov. 4; and Denver, Colo., Nov. 9.

cominc nno goii
TOBY WINC arrived in Chicago yesti
from New York for a personal appearance
gagement
before continuing
to the Coast.
LORETTA
terday from

STEVEN

Paris (By Cable) — A bill will
soon be submitted to the French
Parliament the aim of which is to
place control of the motion picture
industry in France in the hands of
the Cabinet. The bill was sponsored
before the Cabinet by Jean Zay,
Minister for National Education.
Details of the bill have been kept
secret but correspondents have
learned some of its provisions; notably that providing for daily collection in theaters by State organizations of the percentage of receipts
due to producers, distributors and
authors; institution of a tri-partite
board, including one government
representative, one from the trade
unions and one from employers,
which will have consultative powers
to start with, but later may become
executive in nature and lead the
French film industry; and a ban on
double-feature programs.
Ban on dual bills is considered
the most harmful attack against
American pictures in years, and
American companies in France are
already considering means of defense, it is stated, fearing an annulment of the conditions obtained
for American film industry by the
Franco-American agreement.
The French Government is also
considering a tax on dubbing.

Chelle Janis Resigns
Chelle Theater,
Janis, manager
of Loew's
Ziegfeld
has tendered
her
resignaiton to take effect Friday,
Nov. 5. Miss Janis will affiliate herself with Murray Boltinoff, of the
Transcontinental Press Bureau.

MOTION

singer

ED WYNN arrived in Boston yesterday
New York for opening of the new mu
"Hooray
for What,"
whose
cast he head
L. C. HILLS, RCA official, and MRS. H
MRS. NUNNALLY JOHNSON, wife of the v
and film scenarist; DOROTHY BLACK, Er
author ERICA MORINI, Austrian viol
KERSTIN THORBORC, Swedish contralto;
MRS. WINIFRED ABBEY, en route to Holly
today.
to
design costumes for M-G-M, arrive in
York today from Europe
on the Manhattai
COL.

OF

Hungarian

MME. BIDU SAYAO, opera singer, has
rived in New York from Rio de Janeiro al
the Eastern
Prince.

Industry Control

COPIES

BEKASSY,

actor, has arrived on the Coast from New '
MARC CONNELLY leaves New York sti
for a cruise, during which he will worl
a stage play script.

Gillmore Not Quitting
Frank Gillmore, head of Actors'
Eciuitv, yesterdav emphatically denied that he will step down from his
post. Repoi-ts that Ken Thomson,
executive secretary of the Screen
Actors' Guild, would replace Gillmore evoked an anology from SAG
eastern officials, Gillmore said.

York

CRETA CABO is scheduled to leave H
wood shortly for New York en route to Sw
where she will spend a vacation.

French Cabinet Seeks
Film

YOUNC arrived in New
Hollywood.

E. A. SCHILLER

BENCHLEY
in ROBERT
two weeks.

leaves for the 1

is due from the 1

ALLEN RIVKIN, screen writer who has
completed a book at his Vermont farm;
LIAM FADIMAN, of the M-G-M story de
ment; FRANK ORSATTI, JEAN CHATB
MR. and MRS. ANTHONY VEILLER, FRA
GOODRICH and ALBERT HACKETT took
Century,
Coast-bound,
yesterday.
WILL

H. HAYS

returns to the

MPPDA

0

todayY. following
a visit yesterday
to rres
N.
Roosevelt
at the latter's home
in Hyde
CLINTON
M. WHITE,
GB assistant ge
manager,
leaves New
York
next Sunday
tour of Southern
exchanges.
AL TRAHAN and LADY YUKONA CAMI
have arrived in Philadelphia from Hollywo
fulfill first of a series of vaudeville en1
ments
in the East.
LITA GREY CHAPLIN leaves New York
week for stage appearances in Hartford.
lowing
a similar engagement
in Philade

EDITH MANDELL, secretary to Meyer I
at UA, leaves Monday for Hollywood on 3
weeks'
leave of absence.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, president of :
Fox, arrives in New Ycrk this week fron
Coast.
JOHN D. CLARK, general sales manage
20th-Fox, gets back to New York Nov.
from the Coast.
HOMER HARMON will arrive today to
over the publicity duties at the Roxy.
Adviser,
today byGrand
air for
Chicago
ANN leaves
ROSENTHAL,
National's
business
trip.
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HIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
WARNERS' CHRISTMAS PRESENTation will be
none other than 'Tovarich', so stars Charles
Boyer and Claudette Colbert are 'done' by famous Kings Feature caricaturist, Melisse, for
national announcement of thegala holiday news!

AND IT WAS

EVEN BIGGER

NEXT

DAY! First half hour of

'The Perfect Specimen' brought 1290 patrons to N. Y. Strand
(above], averaging a record sale of 43 tickets per minute!
Errol Flynn heads the cast that includes Joan Blondell, Hugh
Herbert, Edw. Everett Horton, Dick Foran, Beverly Roberts,
May Robson, Allen Jenkins.and Michael Curtiz megaphoned.0

THRSLL-A-PAGE BOOK MAKES
THRILL-A-SCENE FILM! Author
Clements Ripley (2nd from left) expresses hearty approval of the
way his famed 'Gold Is Where
You Find It' is enacted for the
screen by stars George Brent
and Olivia de Havilland as
the Technicolor follow-up for
Warner Bros.' 'God's Country'.*
'ZOLA'S' 12th $2-T0P

WEEK

at the Hollywood, N. Y., 'Great
Garrick' at Rivoli, 'West of
[lEZEBEL' AND HER MAN. Bette Davis chooses Henry Fonda
s co-star for her most important dramatic vehicle to date,

Shanghai' at Criterion and 'Perfect Specimen' at Strand give
Warners 4 simultaneous first

Jezebel', story of the deep South in the '60's, now in production.

runs on Broadway

right now!
*A Warner Bros. Picture

m ud-

°A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

;<5W

REPORT LEROY MAY

Friday, Oct. 29, 1
DAILY:

PROVIDES FOR QUOTJ

HEAD RKO PROD'N
(.Continued from Page

reports here that Sam Briskin, RKO
executive studio head, was contemplating severing his connection with
the company. His present commitment is described as "temporary"
which would mean that a three-year
deal reported several months ago
actually never was consummated.
Leo Spitz, RKO Radio president,
has been called to the Coast by the
Briskin developments, it is reported.
Mervyn LeRoy, prior to his departure for the Coast, told The
Film Daily that he defmitey was
in the market for the most attractive proposition that might be offered. At that time, LeRoy said
that a reported deal with UA was
cold.

New Plan for Picture Coin
For Stage Plays is Considered
(Continued from Page

1)

tors has not yet seen the new plan
suggested, it was declared.
Columbia Pictures is the only major which has agreed to the Guild's
present contract providing that playwrights receive 60 per cent of motion-picture-rights payments. Columbia, however, has not yet bought
a Guild member's play.

First Columbia
Broadway
Show May Start in Dec.
"Early production", probably in
December, of any one of 3 plays
chosen by Columbia for stage presentation was indicated yesterday by
D. A. Doran, in charge of Columbia's stage activities.
Which is to grace the boards first
depends on available players, none
of which will be taken from the Columbia roster, it was said. Decision
on selection and date of opening is
to be made shortly after conference
with Harry Cohn, Columbia prexy,
Doran declared. He added this may
not require a flight to the Coast,
however.

zpPth

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
OCTOBER
29
Walter C. Kelly
Jackson J. Rose

(Continued from Page

•

• • NO WAR with Great Britain
that was definitely decided at the AMP A luncheon at the International Casino yesterday
the British lads assured us Americans what wonderful people we were
the dais was loaded down with execs of the major companies
who assured the British representatives by their attitude that the handsacross-the-sea stuff still holds good
although they might have had
their fingers crossed under the table-cloth wondering what the hell the
new British Quota Law was going to do to Hollywood

▼

•

T

cox, producer of "Victoria the Great"
the first speaker was
very witty and the second speaker very earnest
Mister Wilcox was delighted and grateful for the marvellous way in which
RKO Radio got behind his picture
Sir Gerald presented Anna
Neagle, star of the film, with a medal from the Black Watch of
Canada in recognition of her commission as a Colonel in that
famous regiment
T
T
T
• • • THE ENTERTAINMENT numbers were a delightful combination of Victorian, mid-Victorian, pre-Prohibition Era and Today's
Broadway
as interpreted by such artists as Catherine Hare, Willem van Loon, Gus Van, Jan Bart, Leon Rothier
guests on the dais
were introduced by Captain Harold Auten, as follows
Ned Depinet,
Charles Pettijohn, Arthur Lee, Sam Morris, M. A. Schlesinger, Leslie
Banks, Charles de Grandcourt, Eugene Thomas, J. E. M. Carvell
Ralph Poucher, Margot Grahame, Cecil Smith, Robert Appleby, David
Dow, Douglas
Cole
President Ralph Rolan of AMPA
presented
Anna Neagle and Herbert Wilcox to the luncheoneers to the number
of 250
which is a sizeable crowd for any noonday gathering
T
T
T
• •
•
SKETCH
IN a Paramount
building
elevator
a
lighthearted
messenger
boy cheerfully
whistling
as he
alighted at his floor, a killjoy in the elevator growled to the
operator:
"Fancy
that kid whistling
and scattering
germs
all
about him!"
as the sour-puss spoke, we were forced to move
to the other side of the lift to get away from his sour-stomach
breath
• •
films

•

T
T
AN EXAMPLE of American
in the way Maurice Bergman

T
methods in exploiting foreign
and Joseph Brainin handled

"Club de Femmes"
at the 55th Street Playhouse
under the firm
name of Brainin & Bergman, they are planning to organize a co-operative group to handle information pertaining to foreign films
T
T
▼
«
•
• A TOTAL of 500 promotions
one of the causes
for rejoicing
marks
the Fifth Anniversary
Week
celebration
for. John D. Clark
general manager of distribution of 20th
Century-Fox
the statistics show that this number of promotions have taken place in the organization since J. D. took charge

•

Daily to
birthday:

T

• • THE PRINCIPAL speakers were Sir Gerald Campbell, British Consul-General in New York
and Herbert Wil-

of field operations

HV
V R TJj-Mgi)
Best
the

REVISIONS IN '39, '

1)

•

•

TWO

▼
GAY

T

T

and delightful parties held last evening

David Selznick's cocktail interlude for Janet Gaynor enthusiastically attended by all branches of the press
and the formal supper at the
Ritz-Carlton at midnite for Anna Neagle given by her producer, Herbert
Wilcox
among those present were
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president of RKO; Sir Gerald Campbell, British Consul General; M. H. Aylesworth, W. H. Lever, Dr. Loni, Italian Vice-Consul; Jack Buchanan, William Hamilton, RKO Director; W. G. Van Schmus, Charles De Grandcourt, Dr. Harry W. Chase of N. Y. U.; S. Barret McCormick, RKO ad and
pub head; Phil Reisman, Leon Leonidoff, G. Eyssell and Ralph Rolan.

1)

proposal at the end of the \\
Paper: April 1, 1939, renters ir
feature quota of 15 per cent
creases to 20 per cent; in 194
22% per cent; and 1942 incre
to 25 per cent; in 1944 to
and in 1946, to 30 per cent.
Renters initial short subjects
ta of 10 per cent increases on A
1, 1940, to 12 y2 per cent; in 1
to 15 per cent; in 1944, to
per cent and in 1946, to 20 per <
The Board of Trade is empow
to revise these schedules in 1939
1943, and to alter percentages v
in minimum and maximum indie

with Parliament's approval.
The Board of Trade may alter
Labor Cost provisions at any
with Parliament's approval, and
the amount
payable
for for
rights under reciprocity provisi
"Blind" and advance booking
strietions remain as heretofore,
now include a clause invalidating
contracts made in violation the
and requiring statutory declara
that no such contracts have 1
made before films in question cai
registered.

Takes Over K. C. Midlai
Herbert M. Woolf and M.
Shanberg of Kansas City while
New York early this week, arran
to have the Midland Investn
Company as owners take over
Midland Theater and Office Bi
ing property in Kansas City, s
the lease to Loew's made ten V'
ago had expired. The deal inch
a temporary arrangement for
future operation of the theater
Loew's.
"The Squeaker," UA rel
"Squea
which Set
was Back
scheduled
to ker"
open at
Rialto
on Nov. 5, has been set 1
one
week.

SICK REPORT
Scott R. inDunlap,
president
charge Monogram
of produc "
was confined to his room a*
Essex House yesterday with af
tack
of grippe.
illness
terrupts
home Dunlap's
office confere
with W. Ray Johnston, presi-:
and Eddie Golden, sales mam;
on new season product.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM D I

Hollywood
— Mrs. stage
Leslie staj
Ca
actress
and former
seriously ill at her Beverly ]
home.
Chicago — Barney Pearlman oJ
National
Service
is rec<!'
ing from Screen
injuries
sustained
mishap while inspecting the Inc'i

shaft.
Gary.
Theater
bled
andat fell
intoPearlman
an eight s i:'
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IT'S DAI
IT'S GOOF

fXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDE!

^lUedf'n&Jletei

[he 4 HORSEMEN of

ARITY!

— ta make the oo+udsuf, ^i&i&uuf,-

EVERYTHING HAPPENS IN THIS LAUGHLOADED COLOSSUS OF COMEDY! Boysmeet
girls . . . Plots thicken and nobody cares . . . Villains
meet their fate as you howl! . . . Girls are merry and
beautiful . . . Music plays . . . The world hums!

r \t

!%> NEWfeJJNIVERSAl
jrrt^nts A TEN STAR FUN FROLIC

BERT LAHR • JIMMY SAYO
LY HOUSE • ALICE BRADY
HA AUER> JOY HODGES
LOUISE FAZENDA • JOHN KING
BARBARA ANDREAD
• DAVE APOLLON
HIS ORCHESTRA
Screen Play by Monte Brice and A. Dorian Otvos • Original story
by Monte Brice and Henrfe Myers • Directed by Irving Cuntmings

&

\

\VKWW\0H*\.CKWMCM SO M.V
\ 0* KWfcXCKS WUXOWS \U\\JL
MILLIONS^
MILLIONS
MILLIONS
MILLION!

will see the full page ad in LIFE
magazine !
will see it in LOOK
magazine !
more

will

see

the

ads

in

all fan

magazines !
more will hear the nightly RADIO
renditions of the swell new song-hit:
by JIMMY McHUGH and HAROL
ADAMSON . . /I'm In My Glor
'More PowerToYou'V'You're My D

Joy Hodges, who gladdened
, the hearts
of millions
of

I

radio listeners on her Jimmy
Grier and Ozzie Nelson or- 1
chestras

programs,

is the I

song-beauty
sensation
of
SHffie picture, in her romantic
episodes

with

John

King,

„ the^redoubtable "Ernst" of
The Road Back".

V

,
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ALGER REPORT WAITS; Combined Paramount Third Quarter SELZNIGK MAY KEEP
INDIE PROD. STATUS
$1,543,511 RKO NET
Earnings Reported As $2,398,000
(Continued from Page

1)

\ Doering, attorney for Irving
nrust Co., trustee of RKO during
he hearing. Consolidated net earnngs, for the period, are $227,281
igher than the $1,316,922 figure for
he same period in 1936.
Alger announced that another
earing will he held Nov. 15, at
hich time his recommendations will
e reviewed and changes made, if
ecessary. Copies of his report will
e mailed to the various attorneys
articipating in the reorganization
everal days before the hearing
ate.
Doering's report of RKO
earnlgs also showed
a net profit of
361,980 for the Theater Operating
o., as against $659,754 in 1936.
KO-Radio Pictures, Inc., reported
- net profit of $190,918 as against
547,230 for the same period in 1936.
athe News, Inc., reported a net
ofit of $233,373 for the period as
feainst $559,721 for a similar perd in 1936.
RKO Canadian subi diaries gained a profit of $32,454
gainst $12,490 for the same period
st year.
Questioned as to the latest devel>ments on the Stadium Theaters,
ic. settlements, Doering reported
at they were virtually settled and
ould ultimately mean a sum of
150,000, in cash or dividends, that
i made available to RKO.
It was also reported that claims
nounting to more than $500,000
ve been settled since the last reganization hearing. Included in
;e claims settled are those of the
jppodrome Building Co., allowed
$450,000, W. Gordon Burnett, alwed at $47,172, the Fort Worth
operties Corp., allowed at $3,737,
d the Publix Indiana Corp., a subliary of Stadium, which was climated. Doering stated that because
the settlements which were conmmated in the past few months
e maximum amount that could be
towed to creditors is $21,028,104
stead of the previous $21,176,694.
[Hamilton C. Rickabee, counsel for
e Atlas Corp., proponents of the
oposed plan of reorganization, inrmed the court that he obtained
pen more consents to the plan,
lounting to 798% shares of stock.

A-O's 53-Week ProfitReported at $1,549,332
(Continued from Page

1)

interest as a stockholder in the combined undistributed earnings for the
quarter of partially-owned non-consolidated subsidiaries. The combined estimated consolidated earnings and share of undistributed
earnings of partially owned subsidiaries for the quarter aggregate
$2,398,000.
On the same basis as above, the
estimated consolidated earnings for
the 39 weeks ended Oct. 2, 1937 were
$5,276,000, and the share of undistributed earnings of partially-owned
subsidiaries $1,420,000, the combined
estimated consolidated earnings and
share of undistributed earnings of
partially-owned subsidiaries for the
nine months aggregating $6,696,000.
There were outstanding as of Oct.
2, 1937, 142,407 shares of cumulative convertible $100 par value 6
per cent First Preferred Stock and
563,291 shares of cumulative convertible $10 par value 6 per cent
Second Preferred Stock. After deducting $298,103 of dividends accrued for the quarter on these outstanding preferred shares, the remaining $1,659,897 of consolidated
earnings for the quatrer represent
$.67 per share on the 2,456,027
shares of Common Stock outstanding on Oct. 2. Computed on the aggregate $2,398,000 of estimated consolidated earnings and share of undistributed earnings of partiallyowned subsidiaries referred to above,

Few Exhib. Grievances in
Salt Lake City — Kuykendall
Salt Lake City— "There is less
fussing and fewer grievances in this
particular zone than in most places
I have visited".
So Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy,
summed up his findings after huddling with a group of Intermountain
exhibs. here en route to Denver
from Seattle.
Kuykendall reported that while
theater operators here were heartily in favor of the MPTOA 10-point
trade practices program as a whole,
there was definite opposition to the
conciliation board provision.
Exhibs. told Kuykendall that biz
was good here, but there was a ten"shop". dency on the part of the public to

1)

distributed profits, it was anpneed yesterday. This is equal
! $24.09 per share on the 64,304
bres of 7 per cent cumulative conjtible preferred stock now outi /nding.
jp. P. Keith Corp. and subsidiary
'<npanies similarly showed
a net
:|>fit of $1,219,486.06
after
all
>rges, except surtax on undistribd profits.
n each instance, the above figures

;/(—.

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

are in part estimated and subject
to audit and adjustment at the end
of the calendar year, as has been the
practice heretofore.
K-A-0 net for the 39 weeks ending Oct. 2 was reported at $914,672.15 as compared with $666,080.63
for the comparable period in 1936.
Earnings are equal to $14.22 on the
7 per cent issue. B. F. Keith Corp.
39 weeks' neb is $663,946.42 as compared with $531,842.56 in 1936.

the earnings per common share for
the quarter, calculated on the same
basis, would be $.85.
Earnings per common share similarly computed for the first nine
months of 1937 would amount to
$1.78 per common share based on
the estimated consolidated earnings,
and $2.36 per common share based
on the combined estimated consolidated earnings and share of undistributed earnings of partially-owned
subsidiaries.
The consolidated earnings for the
third quarter (14 weeks) of 1936
amounted to $2,013,764, after applyingserve
$200,000
inventory
reprovidedofas the
of Dec.
28, 1935,

1)

could not ignore the present propositions before them because of
their advantages.
It was strongly hinted that present negotiations were moving so
slowly
due anto active
Whitney's
reluctance
to accept
executive
post

with any other company than Selznick International as an independent
unit.
Whitney's
interestmonetary;
in SI is
much more
than merely
he has been active in all policy and
story conferences and has actively
directed the New York office, it was
pointed out.
Emphasis was again given to the
report that in the event Goldwyn
and Korda acquire control of UA
Selznick would definitely sever his
and Paramount's net interest as a connections. It is known that he
stockholder in the combined undis- has several releasing offers.
tributed earnings of partially-owned
subsidiaries for the quarter totalled "U" to Estab
lish Oslo,
$247,000, a combined total of $2,260,764. For the first nine months
(40 weeks) of 1936, the consolidated
Copenhagen Headquarters
earnings were $2,255,224, after ap(Continued from Page 1)
plying $1,800,000 of inventory rewill occupy the immeserve, and Paramount's
interest versal offices
diate attention of Gustave J.
as a stockholder
in thenetcombined
undistributed earnings of partially- Schaefer, export manager of Uniowned subsidiaries for the nine
versal, whose return to this country will be still further delayed.
months totalled $1,032,000, a comSchaefer will proceed immediately
bined total of $3,287,224.
Each share of First Preferred to Copenhagen and Oslo and UniStock is convertible into 7 shares of
versal will start business in Denmark and in Norway on Jan. 1.
Common Stock, and each 10 shares
First pciture to be released under
of Second Preferred Stock are convertible into 9 shares of Common
the new arrangement will be "Three
Stock.
Smart Girls." This will be followed
by "When Love Is Young," "Top Of
Harry Goldstein Named
the Town," "The Road Back," "As
Good As Married,' "Wings Over
Legionnaire Commander Honolulu,"
"The Man Who Cried
Wolf" and "100 Men and a Girl".
Cleveland, O. — Harry H. Gold- The same program will be released
stein, Paramount district manager, in that order in both countries.
was elected Commander of Variety
Post No. 313 of the American Legion at a meeting held Friday at the
Filmack Acquires Midwest
Variety Club. The meeting celeChicago — -Announcement is made
brated the first anniversary of the
by
Irving Mack, head of the Filfounding of the post. Goldstein sucmack Trailer Co., of the outright
ceeds Col. Harry E. Long, Loew di- purchase of the entire plant and
vision manager, as post commander.
Other officers elected were: 1st vice equipment of the old Midwest Film
Company, Inc., trailer producers.
commander: Howard Roth, Para- Frank Bauer, former Midwest head,
mount booker; 2nd vice commander,
superintendent of the FilJ. S. Jossey, Bank Night franchise becomesmack plant.
owner; adjutant, Dave Lederman,
Filmack has organized a new deattorney; chaplin, Dave Miller, Unihandle commercial and
versal branch manager; historian, educationalpartment tofilm
with
Jim Lavery, Press cartoonist; judge Morris A. Epstein productions
in charge.
advocate, Dick Deutsch, Dick
Deutsch Printing Company; 1st sergeant-at-arms, John Himmelein,
At Democratic Rally
Paramount branch manager; 2nd
Several
hundred members of the
sergeant-at-arms, Jack Sogg, M-GM city salesman.
film, stage and radio fields attended
a luncheon and rally held at the Hotel Victoria yesterday by the Theatrical Division of the MahoneyMayell In Heroic Role
Taylor-Schneider campaign. All
Shanghai (By Cable)— Eric May- three candidates for municipal ofell, Fox Movietone News camerafices on the Democratic ticket were
man, was with a British patrol fired
on by a Japanese tank yesterday. speakers. Joseph Gransky, chairman, presided. Others on the dais
Mayell helped rescue a Chinese
mother who was wounded by the included Arnold Van Leer and Morris Gest.
spray of bullets.
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YAMINS WON'T ATTEND
ITOA MEETING NOV. 3
Nathan Yamins, president of Allied States, is not expected to attend next Wednesday's meeting of
the ITOA, it was learned yesterday.
Yamins was invited to be present
for the purpose of discussing ITOA's
proposal for a national meeting of
MPTOA, ITOA and Allied members
to draft a fair trade practice program which would be submitted to
the distributors.
However, with Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA president, absent in the
West, Yamins feels, it is said, that
it would be useless to come to New
York until Kuykendall expresses
himself on the plan for a national
meeting.
Yamins, in acknowledging the invitation, said that he was very busy
and until the MPTOA prexy's position is disclosed, he would like to
be excused from attending confer-

Frieder-Grossman Cocalis
Writ Plea Up on Nov. 12
(Continued from Page

1)

in State Supreme Court, Albany, restraining Cocalis from allegedly attempting to construct a house there
under the name of the Ogden Operating Corp.
Also named as defendants are Columbia Pictures Corp., 20th CenturyFox Film Corp., Grand National
Productions, Grand National Films,
Inc., Loew's, Inc., Republic Film Exchange, Inc., RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc., United Artists Corp., Universal Films Exchange, Inc., Vitagraph,
Inc., and Warner Bros.
Frieder and Grossman seek to prevent the motion picture companies
from renting film to operators of
the proposed theater. Walter Reade
circuit recently entered into a pooling deal with Frieder and Grossman
in the Playhouse and Star theaters.

Friday, Oct 29, 19

DAILY:

A "MMe" fam "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Long-term contracts have been
given
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to
QBSERVANCE
Eddie
Cantor Phillip by
Terry, who makes his screen
Anniversary of
Week
nationally
climaxed here last night with a debut in the new picture, "Navy
testimonial dinner for the comedian Blue and Gold," and Frieda Starr,
at the Ambassador Hotel with 600 13-year old New York singer.
▼
T
▼
guests, including many industry
Samuel Goldwyn has loaned David
notables, present. George Jessel
emceed the affair.
Niven, who has a long-term contract
Speakers included Dr. A. H. Gian- with the producer, to Paramount
nini, Louis B. Mayer, Jack Benny, for the second male lead in "BlueIrvin S. Cobb, Governor Merriam
beard's Eighth Wife," the Gary
and Cantor. Arrangements commit- Cooper-Claudette Colbert starring
tee embraced Joseph Schenck, Will vehicle. Niven recently returned
Hays, Mayer, Paul Muni, James A. from a vacation in England.
T
▼
T
Farley and the Governor.
Abe Meyers has been named musical director on Grand National's
Joseph O'Donnell, story editor for "Mr. Boggs Steps Out," starring
Conn Productions, Inc., has added Stuart Erwin. He will go to work
John Clark to his writing staff. immediately on the score of the
Clark has taken over script on
T
T
▼
"Young and Reckless," a Frankie picture.
Options have been picked up on
Darro starring vehicle.
several Grand National players this
T
T
▼
Robert Benchley has postponed week, among them Evelyn Daw,
his trip to New York for another Cully Richards and Eric Linden.
T
T
▼
two weeks and will make "How To
Sidney Lanfield, who is directing
Figure Your Income Tax." Roy Walter
Winchell, Ben Bernie and
Rowland will direct, Jack Chertok
is the producer.
Simone Simon in "Love and Hisses"
T
T
T
at 20th Century-Fox, had a scene
Sol Lesser has made a deal with written into the story showing a
Victor Record Co. to make three black cat walking across the stage.
Bobby Breen records recording six He explained this by saying he
to have some kind of a reasongs, they are "Down Where the wanted
son for all the bad luck, since he,
Trade Winds Blow," "Hawaii Calls," Winchell, Miss Simon and Joan
"Macushla," "Aloha," "That's the
Davis have all been under care of
Hawaiian In Me" and "Song of the doctors since the picture started.

$4,898,893 39-WEEK
PROFIT FOR 20TH-FO
(Continued from Page

1)

25, 1937, the net profit after
charges, except provision for surl
on undistributed profits, was $1,14
410, compared with a second quar
profit of $1,687,885 and a profit
1936.
$1,682,661 for the third quarter

On the basis of 956,740 shares
$1.50 cumulative convertible P
ferred stock outstanding at Sept.
the consolidated net operating pr<
for the 39 weeks of 1937 amounts
$5.12 per share on the Prefen
stock. After allowing for the P
ferred dividend for the first thn
quarters of 1937 totalling $1.12
(37%c paid quarterly) there rema
ed a profit equivalent to $2.19 {
share on the 1,729,352 shares
Common stock outstanding.
The foregoing figures do not
elude any dividends from Natiot
Theaters Corp. in which 20th Ce
tury-Fox has a 42 per cent intere

Status of United Artists
Deal Remains Unchangc
(Continued from Page

1)

ford stand at attention today awa
ing decision to issue from the st
chamber proceedings in which Kc
da and Goldwyn are joined by E.
Lever, representing Prudential A
surance Co. of England, David Ros
Islands."
Goldwyn financial representatn
E. P. Kennedy Leaves Erpi
Kuykendall Will Address
and Maurice Silverstone, UA Unit
St.
Louis
Exhibs.
Nov.
5
Kingdom
manager.
to take Motiograph Post
No official statements were ma<
St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg, but outcome one way or the otfc
Chicago — E. P. Kennedy, former
Erpi technical consultant, has been President of the MPTO of St. Louis, was said to be slated before the e
named director of sound engineer- Eastern Missouri and Southern Il- of the week by Korda on his arriv
linois, has announced that Ed Kuy- from England earlier this week.
ing for Motiograph, Inc., according
kendall, President of the MPTOA
to an announcement by Joseph B. will be here
on Nov. 5 to address a
Kleckner, president.
meeting of pix theater owners to be
In addition to manufacturing and held at Hotel Coronado.
Myers, Governor's Counsel
development, as it relates to thein N. D. "Divorce" Actin
atrical sound reproducing equip(Continued from Page 1)
ment, he will be directly responsible
MacKenna Joining M-G-M
Defer Anti-Games Meet
MacKenna
is
M-G-M's
for operation of Motiograph's new newKenneth
eastern story editor. MacKenna
plant, now under construction
constitutionality
of the thea1
The meeting tentatively scheduled local
divorce
statute, he announced
he
has been active since 1919 as a the
at 4431 West Lake St.
Testimony will be taken by de]
for yesterday between Harry Brandt
stage
producer,
director
and
actor.
and circuit officials for the purpose
Motiograph's sales convention He replaces Bertrand Block, who re- sition to show the position of tl
of mapping out plans for the elim- which opened here yesterday consigned three months ago to devote producer owned theater and th:
ination of games in New York City
cludes tonight. J. P. Maxwell, di- his time to the theater.
cording to Myers.
was not held, but it is understood
alleged advantage over indies, ;'.
rector of Erpi's acoustic research
that the men will convene at an depai-tment;
L. W. Conrow, latter
early date.
Sophie K. Smith Moves
company's general operating man"Gross" Carefulness
ager, together with C. L. Stong,
Sophie K. Smith has moved her
sales manager, are among the speak- New York offices from 317 E. 50th
Suspicious lhat a U. S. Government!
ers at the two-day meeting held in St. to 304 E. 52nd St. Roadshow
Iii Demand
check presented at a Broadway pix
the Edgewater Beach Hotel.
house b.o. the other night for 16
Players, for which Miss Smith will
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
admissions might be a new machination
again function as hostess, are now
Hollywood — Basil Childs, described
as an English actor, hitch-hiked his
of gate-crashers, house's careful treasrehearsing
three
plays
for
Novemway to Chico, to ask Director William
urer put thumbs down on its acceptber presentation in New York.
ance. It turned out, however, that the
"Stand In" Starts Big
Keighley, making "Robin Hood" for
Warners for a job. When Keighley
assigned him to a bit the player insisted upon a contract and by way of
convincing the director that he was in
demand, declared that three companies
"were after him." Under pressure, he
explained that they were the gas company, the electric light company and
the renting company.

Providence — Walter Wanger's
"Stand In" opened here yesterday
to one of the largest attendances in
the history of the local Loew's State
theater. Shortly after opening the
house was filled and by early afternoon there were more than 700
standees.

Ocean City House Burns
Atlantic City, N. J.— A $75,000
fire completely destroyed the Strand
Theater, operated by D. Roscoe
Faunce, on the boardwalk at Ocean
City. The whole amusement row
was threatened.

check was OK instead of KO, as it
was for 12 jurors, an alternate, plus
Deputy Marshal Max Klein and two
aides to see the show after listeningl,

for several days to testimony in a Fedthe house's
gross eral
this action.
week Accordingly
is minus 16 admishes.
..
and the Capitol Theater is up thisl
amount,theforcheck
the was
contingent
hied there
where
accepted.
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Court Gives Okay to Bank Nights

FILMS BJLTUNDER ATTM IN ENGLANDAND U. S.
Para.-Selznick Still Talk; Report New
Zhase

Bank-Rockefeller
Financing Report Brings
Denial

David 0. Selznick and Paramount
Cntinued to huddle yesterday, with
e report coming last night that the
conferences would be continued. At
fie same time, an informed source
sserted that a new and better M-M offer had been received by Selzick yesterday.
The same source yesterday scoutd a report that the Chase Bank
nd the Rockefellers were offering
p to $10,000,000 as backing for a
2w Selznick company. Selznick, it
as pointed out, is in a position to
et all the financial backing he
jeds from his present connections.

OYT CIRCUIT WILL
BUILD 12 THEATERS
"Business is booming. We are
lilding 12 new theaters next year.
thanAmerican.
95 p. c. of We
the broke
films
e"Better
show are

M-G-M

"Dawn Matinees" to Meet Quota Illegal
London (By Cable) — "Dawn matinees," early-morning film shows screened before
regular programs begin, designed to technically fulfill the requirements of the British
film quota, have been outlawed here by a West London court. Associated British
Cinemas, Ltd., was ordered to pay a fine and court costs amounting to $349 in a
test case.

American producing companies,
after consideration of the British
quota proposals as presented this
week to Parliament in the first official reading to that body, expressed
the view yesterday that the provisions governing credits for the production of full-length features virtually doom their making quality
films in England.
At the same time, the new Films
Several Northern California cir- Bill was under fire in Britain, with
cuits have only just completed their the trade lining up in opposition,
contract signing with the various cables to The Film Daily disclosed.
dir tributing firms, and many subseHigh industry
pointed out
(Continued circles
on Page 3)
quent-run houses have been operating largely on "B" pictures for the
prevailing double-bills. Besides product, both weather and labor have
affected grosses in San Francisco.
Of the (Continued
six Market
Street first-run
on Page 4)

By P. F. W. STONE
FILM

DAILY

Staff Correspondent

San Francisco — While the upswing in biz anticipated by Northern California exhibs failed to fully
materialize during the third quarter, theater operators in the area
are agreed that the lull is a temporary one, to be quickly adjusted
when the major 1937-38 pix start
coming
through hereabouts.

Thomson, SAG

BRITISHPIXINDUSTRY
LINING UP OPPOSITION

Secretary, Coming for Policy Talks
pletely covered, with Educational
Pictures waiting only for inclusion
of minor supplementary clauses in
the existing contract before signing,
and Mentone and Tru Pictures next
on the list for attention.
Basic minimum agreement signed
on the Coast between SAG and major producers
provides
(Continued
on Page for
2) a meet-

Producer, Dead at 49
of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — E. M. Asher, 49, Unirsal producer, died here yesterday,
llowing a stroke Tuesday which
d sent him to Cedars of Lebanon
pspital (Continued
for treatment.
Funeral
on Page 3)

"Road Bach" Banned

Rio de Janeiro (By Cable) — As a result of charges by Integralist party
newspapers that "The Road Back" contained "Communist" propaganda, the
Brazilian censor, acting at the request
of the Ministries of Justice and Foreign
Affairs, has banned the pix.

Quota Blow
Act's toCostQuality
Provisions
Production

Northern Calif. Exhibs. Look to Big
Pix to Offset Third Quarter Biz Lull

Ken Thomson, executive secretary
of the Screen Actors' Guild, is expected to arrive in New York next
1 b. o. records this year and exfct next year to be even bigger." week to discuss with Mrs. Florence
i So, George Griffith Jr., Melbourne Marston, SAG eastern representaid Victoria regional director for
tive, enforcement of contracts, ine 150-theater Australian circuit
ter-union relations and general
(Continued on Page 4)
policy.
On his arrival, Thomson will find
M. Asher, Universal
the short subject field almost com?st Coast Bureau

Offer

Bank Night Held Legal in Minnesota
By Divided Opinion of Supreme Court
Peremptory Mandamus Move
Minneapolis — The Minnesota State
Against Universal is Lost Supreme Court held Bank Night to
Supreme Court Justice Samuel I.
Roseman yesterday denied a peremptory mandamus to Murita Trading Co., which would compel Universal Pictures Co., Inc., to surrender its books and records for inspec(Continued

on Page

3)

be legal by a divided opinion in a
decision reversing the St. Paul District Court which held J. L. Stern,
Minnesota Bank Night distributor,
liable for selling lotteries. Hearing
was held Sept. 22. This is the only
(Continued

on Page

3)

London (By Cable) — The new
Films Bill, which will have a hearing in Parliament next Thursday,
faces stiff opposition from the trade,
it became assured yesterday.
FBI, CEA and labor bodies are
making a big fight for a Films Commission which they believe will militate against any attempt at increased rentals. The KRS is extending
an invitation to the CEA to have
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Pathe Nine-Month Profit
$276,486; Du Pont Gains
Pathe Film Corp.
companies showed a
486.70 for the nine
Sept. 30,
according
issued
yesterday.
Du

Pont
Film on
(Continued

and subsidiary
profit of $276,months ending
to a statement
Manufacturing
4)

Page

Today's "True" Story
Toledo, O. — Film Row here insists
it's a true story. Publicist for couple
of local houses recently had a birthday
and suggested that managements charge
holiday prices to mark the passing of
another milestone.
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JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, 20th-Fox chairman
of the board of directors, arrives in town today
from the Coast on the Chief.
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•

•

▼

SIDNEY HARMON,
stage producer, leaves
New York next month to join Paramount on the

T

• ELEVENTH ANNIVERSARY
mount Theater
starts this Wednesday

of the New York Parawith the Marlene
Dietrich

qlamoreel
"Angel"
which will be exactly the
to play this theater since its opening in November, 1926

501st picture
remember

the first film flashed on the Paramount screen?
"God Gave Me
Twenty Cents"
with Lois Moran, Lya de Putti, Lois Wilson and
Jack Mulhall
the b.o. records show that in the interim over a half
billion people have gone through the pay -wickets
and that's some
people
T
T
T
• •
• HANDS IN the film biz in this hamlet are out to help
Bruce Barton of the famous BBD & O ad agency take a seat in
Congress
here is one of the staunchest supporters the industry can boast
with Bruce sitting there among the solons,
we are sure of at least one lawmaker who knows what this motion picture merry-go-round is all about. . . • Producer Herbert
Wilcox played host to members of the Italian Consulate and
prominent Italians of the city last nite at a showing of "Victoria
the Great" at the Music Hall. . . • Lively party
that of
the Paramount Pep Club which held its annual dance last night
in the new ballroom of the Hotel Astor Roof
T
▼
T
• •
• PRODUCER grabs big feature story for price of a phone call
that's the gist of the stunt manipulated
by Showman
Eddie
McBride of Loew's State Theater in Syracuse
Eddie made arrangements with Monroe Greenthal to have Walter Wanger talk from New
York over the long-distance phone about his production "52nd Street"
with Hoyden
Hickok, dramatic
crit of the Syracuse
Herald
so
Hayden went to bat with a swell feature
T
T
T
• •
• DRAMATIC ANIMATED electric sign
over the
marquee

of the Astor Theater when Samuel Goldwyn's "Hurricane" opens there Nov. 1
the mammoth sign, 45 feet by 60
feet, shows hero and heroine lashed to palm trees swaying in
the storm

arrives
in
to appeal

COUNT EMANUELE CASTELBARCO of Venice
and his wife COUNTESS CASTELBARCO, whe
is a daughter of Arturo Toscanini, have arrived
in New York from Italy on the Conte d<
Savoia.
ARTHUR
KOBER, scenarist and playwright
and IDA GERSHWIN return to New York fron
Hollywood
on
Monday.
LILI HATVANY
from
New York.
ROBERT

arrives

BENCHLEY

in Hollywood

left Hollywood

shortli

yesterda]

for New York.
GREGORY
C. DRADDY
and his bride, ft*
former RUTH G. HATRICK, daughter of E. B
Hatrick,
ductions

vice-president of Cosmopolitan Pro
and News of the Day, are spendin;

their honeymoon
in the South.
ALBERT 0. BONDY and MRS. BONDY, thi
former Dorothy Gondola, sail on the Munargi
today for a West
Indies honeymoon
cruise.
BERNARD H. HYMAN, M-C-M producer, am
MRS. HYMAN
sail today on the Conte di Savoii
for an extended
European vacation.
today.
CHARLES
MacARTHUR,
M-G-M
producer
writer, sails on the Conte di Savoia for Euro?

of

FRED HODGSON, goes to Boston
"Victoria
the
Creat's"
opening.

in advano

NAT LIEBESKIND, RKO Argentine
sails for
Buenos
Aires
Nov.
6.
RAMON
tury
under

NAVARRO

manager

leaves today on the Cen

for Hollywood to select
Republic
contract.

his next

stor

LILLY MESSINCER, Eastern story head fo
RKO Radio, flies to Boston next week to see .
couple of shows.
KENNETH THOMSON, executive secretary o
the SAG,
next
week. arrives in New York from the Coas
BEVERLY JONES, associate producer of Th
March of Time, leaves today on the Monarc
of Bermuda
for a ten-day vacation in Bermuda

Thomson, SAG Secretary,
Coming for Policy Talk

Goldwyn-Korda Conference
on U. A. Deal to Continue

Detroit Exchange Workers'
Wage-Hours Pact Drafted

Samuel Goldwyn- Alexander Korda
negotiations for control of United
Artists continue today in New York,

A wage scale and working hours
agreement for the "back room"
workers in the Detroit exchanges
were set up yesterday in New York
at a meeting of exchange representatives and Roger Kennedy, vicepresident of IATSE. The Detroit
contract was the last to be negotiated among the Film Exchange

expectation that an announcement would be made by the
end
of
the
week
not being fulfilled.
++
'A
VS
For stock belonging to Charles
+ 1
+
Va
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford the option-holders
are required to pay $6,000,000.
MARKET
Bid
Asked
Miss Pickford and Fairbanks have Employes Union. "Back room"
workers include shippers, inspec95
98
indicated a willingness to accept $1,51/2
1
250,000 and $750,000 in stock each, resses and poster clerks. The wage
87
89
it has been established, but Chaplin scale was not revealed, but it is
50
55
requires full payment of 2 million understood that a 42-hour week was
45
47
in cash.
agreed upon.

Korda's

Educational's Meeting
Is Deferred to Nov. 19 Gets "Saint Therese"

Rights

Wl" Renovate Astor
the!
of the
Calcagni,
Davide Film
Integrity
Corp.,president
announces
\ The Astor Theater will close

Educational's stockholders meeting, scheduled for yesterday, was
postponed until Nov. 19, due to
lack of a quorum.

Coast.
ALLYN
JOSLYN, screen player,
New York shortly from Hollywood
in stage
roles.

its
purchase of the U. S. rights of the j doors on Nov. 1 to be thoroughly
new version of "Saint Therese, the |renovated prior to the New York
Little Flower," produced in Paris by , premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "The
the De Koster Film Co.
| Hurricane," which opens Nov. 9.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing of committees from SAG an
the major signatories to determin
a newsreel contract, and this mat
ter is slated for consideration dui
ing Thomson's stay.

Best
the

wishes from The Film Daily to
following
on
their
birthday:
OCTOBER
30
Zoe Akins
George Marion. Jr.
Arthur
Benline
Sue Carol
OCTOBER
31
Lawrence Grant
Albert D. Levinv
Willie

Weil

nra

S urday, Oct. 30, 1937

ffiu
HNNESOTA COURT
Cost Provisions of Quota Act Doom BRITISH PIX INDUSTRY
OKAYS BANK NIGHT Quality Production, U. S. Trade View LINING UP OPPOSITION
iw<

(Continued from Page

1)

I sion on Bank Night in this State.
3 Paul theaters are expected to
n lme Bank Nights at once.
idies here were generally enthusi tic over the Court's decision. Ben
B ger, circuit head, said his houses
v» Id go into Bank Night in a big

* '.

)hn Friedl of Minnesota AmuseI it Co., however, was only lukev» m and said his group had no defini plans.
ort Wayne, Ind. — Councilman
W ter Vetter has introduced
an
01 nance to prohibit any theater in
h city operating bank nights or
1|./ other form of gaming, raffle,
) sry, or chance distribution of
I ey."
A fine of not to exceed
I upon conviction of violation of
I ordinance is provided, with each
s a violation is observed being
.•0 idered a separate offense.

»ose Sentence Nov. 12
for Bank Night Racket
'ward Zabowsky,
25, assistant
iger, police say, of the New
Street Theater, near Second
, will be sentenced on Nov. 12
•esult of his conviction
last
sday in Special
Sessions
of
lg conspired fraudulently to win
Night prizes in another neigh■ >od house, the St. Marks TheI 133 Second Ave. It was chargat he discovered that a number
leaters purchase
Bank
Night
;s from the same firm and were
numbers in advance. He hired
II young girls, one of them his
, to go to the St. Marks Thete
'.and
present the
winning
tickI The manager
became
suspicious

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

that the minimum cost of any individual production is approximately
15,000 pounds, inasmuch as the
minimum labor cost permitted is 7,500 pounds, which item is about 50
per cent of any film made. Such
a picture counts as one credit on the
quota. However, only two credits
are given to a film costing 45,000
pounds, whereas American interests
feel that three credits should be
given, and, if a production costs
60,000 pounds, there should be four
credits.
Without the granting of multiple
credits, it is claimed, there will be
no point in U. S. companies making
large-scale pictures in the British
Isles, and, furthermore, unless an
equitable system of multiple quota
credits is arrived at, films lacking
in quality will be turned out, only
perpetuating the disadvantages and
impractical state of the present
quota arrangements.
Consensus of opinion drawn from
film executives generally shows that
American companies are virulently
opposed to any quota at all, but,
they say, if there is a quota, it should
aim at the making of fewer and
better quality films, for only on this
basis will any benefits result either
to
ain.the industry here or that in Brit-

Expect Para's Statement
on Quota Effect Tuesday
A statement as to what effect the
British quota law will have on Paramount's production plans is expected
Tuesday, it was learned yesterday,
following the return of John W.
Hicks, Jr., vice president in charge
of Paramount's foreign department,
from England on the Manhattan.
Hicks, who went to Europe for a
business survey reported conditions
in both England and the Continent
as being "very good" with prosperity reflecting very favorably on the
theater business.
Two staff alignments in Central
Europe were announced by Hicks.
Louis Foldes, branch manager in
Batavia, Java, has been appointed
district manager for Hungary, Roumania and Bulgaria. A. Lichtschiendl
has been appointed district manager
in charge of Austria and Jugoslavia, with headquarters in Vienna.

Herron Unable to Appear
for Czech Pact Hearing
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Due to business
pressure, Major Fred L. Herron of
the MPPDA was unable to appear
before the reciprocity information
committee hearings here yesterday
on the Czecho Slovakian trade
Yesterday, sources openly criti- agreement.
cised the failure to date of producing heads, with few exceptions, to
be outspoken on the matter of the New Quota Exemptions
Quota Act, describing this attitude
Granted by Australia
as "born of fear, lest expressed
opinion might jeopardize business reSydney (By Cable)— The Australlations in England and offend interian quota, having broken down for
• :alled the police to whom the
ests there" and characterized this the second year, the New South
f confessed.
attitude as "ruinous pussyfooting". Wales Government has published
Qualified observers praised MPPDA notice that exemption has been
•r;
and Secretary of State Cordell Hull, granted to 20th Century-Fox for
k Stuart Elected Head
two-thirds of its quota, to Parathey contend,
haveadvancing
"carried the
of American Theater Science who,
ball down
the field,
the
mount for two-thirds, and to M-G-M,
RKO, United Artists and Warner
industry's
position"
in
the
quota
Bros., for the whole quota.
iroit — Frank Stuart was reap- struggle.
- 'id general manager of AmerM Theater Science Inc., following
cation is made in bad faith, for the
rs^nnual election at its headquar- Peremptory Mandamus Move purpose of compelling Universal to
•j|erewere
yesterday.
TheC. following
Against Universal is Lost
fi^ls
elected: J.
Peck of
repurchase Murita's stock at the
?n';i, vice-president; W. E. Lyons,
call price of $110 per share plus ac(Continued from Page 1)
I ary, and Charles Sterns, Pon- tion, preparatory to moving before
crued dividends, bringing the price
md J. C. Gibson, Greenville,
the court that Universal be dissolv- up to approximately $150 per share.
ed. Justice Rosenman, however, inDirtj'ors.
The following
directors
Murita states that its reason for
-^automatically
reelected:
W.
dicated that he would grant an alsidy of Midland; C. H. Schuckwanting to dissolve Universal is that
ternative
mandamus,
which
will
Caro; George F. Smith of place the question before a New
"U" has suffered losses of $6,680,418
One directorship was left York State Supreme court jury.
^"as!'-.
'aca
from Oct. 31, 1930, to April 30, 1937,
Murita Trading Co., is owner of
160 shares of 8 per cent first pre- and that it wants to "preserve the
Fa
an House Drops Vaude
ferred stock, purchased in July, capital stock." Universal asserted
A ny -- The Grand Theater, a 1936, but it claims, in making ap- that Murita should have had a
Fab , house returned to a duals
plication to the court, that it repre- knowledge of corporate losses when
sents 10 per cent of outstanding they purchased the stock as they
S>olk|j yesterday, discontinuing vau- first preferred stockholders.
were available in curb listings and
ievi'.||xwhich
pasty
weeks.has been running for
Universal charges that the appli- from SEC reports.

round table discussion on film prices.
The exhibitors association is lining
up the circuits in fear that percentages may be increased.
The Provincial Entertainments
Proprietors and Managers Association, Ltd., in a letter addressed to
all M.P.'s charges that the Films
Bill does not represent the views of
a united industry or trade. The
PEMPA says it speaks for a membership with millions in capital invested in film properties.
Letter says, in part:
"In Clauses 9 and 10 of the White
Paper (which the Films Act parallels) there occur suggested provisions to meet the views of foreign
controlled renters in this country as
to their Quota obligations, and this
Association approves the attempt to
assist the producing of films of a
higher quality than otherwise would
be provided by the mere demand for
length and cost.
"In supporting this provision the
Association thinks that such films designed as they would be not only
for the home market but for overseas should be distributed in all
markets, both home and overseas, by
one and the same renter so as to obviate two renters gaining Quota
from the one film.
"Clause 15, so far as it supports
and aims at assisting the production
of films of a higher quality in this
country, we would heartily support
and would urge that in its final form
the new Act should insist upon quality as the true test as against that
of cost. Further, that the Act should
be framed with the intention of giving greater consideration to exhibitors in respect to their difficulties
in satisfying Quota obligations than
has been their fortune under the
Films Act of 1927.
"In regard to Clause 16 of the
White Paper, we may say we recognize the real program value of good
short films, though not as yet universally popular, and would welcome
any help that might ensue from the
Act in providing a new market for
short films satisfying an adequate
quality
test."
E. M. Asher,
Universal

Producer, Dead at 49
(Continued from Page 1)

will be held Monday
at the Wee
Kirk o' the Heather.
A native of Susanville, Calif.,
Asher was educated in Frisco and
before entering the industry in 1920
via the First National Exchange in
Frisco, was engaged in the department store and ranching fields.
Asher at one time managed a circuit for Turner and Dahnken and
subsequently was with Mack Sennett for five years. He formed a
producing company with Edward
Small and Charles Rogers, and later,
in
joined "U", producing with
John1931,
Stahl.

Saturday, Oct. 30, 13

;#*

HOYT CIRCUIT WILL
BUILD 12 THEATERS
(Continued from Page 1)

Ltd., said to a
of Hoyt Theaters
Film Daily reporter yesterday at
the St. Moritz. where he is staying
while in New York.

DAILY:

A "£MU" from "JMs

" LOOK FOR BIG FILMS
TO OFFSET BIZ LUI

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD in horsemanship, according to plans
A "BIT" appearance in the new being formulated by Tom Keene,
** Mae West picture, "Every Day's Monogram western star, and a
▼
▼
▼
.
A Holiday," gives promise of re- group of associates.
creating a career for three old-time
Simone
Simon
and
Don
Ameche
vaudeville singers — Eddie Astrom,
Lew Belden and Benny Bond. Di- will play co-stellar roles in "Josrector A. Edward Sutherland was so ette," soon to go into production at
studios.
impressed by their work that he 20th Century-Fox
▼
T
▼
called in a friend who is a radio exClaire
Trevor
and
Brian Donlevy,
ecutive and had the boys given an
audition. The old time songs made featured players at 20th Centurya hit with the radio man, who is Fox studios, are to be elevated to
now lining up a program on which stardom in their next picture, DarSutherland will personally introduce ryl F. Zanuck announces.

had a paid adThe Hoyt circuit
mission total of 31,000,000 people
a populast year in a country with
lation of only 9,000,000 people,
Griffith stated. The only reason that
their record-breaking totals were
not higher was due to an outbreak
T
T
T
...
of polio which is still causing some
let-down at the box-office. The gov- his "finds." T
T
▼
meloa
Know,"
To
us
"Dangero
under
ernment prohibited children
drama with rapid action involving
With only one previous appear16 years of age from attending theance in this country, a group of 100 an Oriental siren in war-torn China
aters.
outstanding vaqueros of South will be Anna May Wong's next
Noel Bennet, regional director for America will be brought here dur- Paramount picture following comweek for an
Year's
pletion of her current film, "Daughtthe Sydney division of the same oring the New their
skill and daring
ganization, echoed Griffith's find- exhibition of
er of Shanghai."
ings.

Month Profit
Both Griffith and Bennet were en- Pathe Ninethusiastic about the strides Ameri$276,486; Du Pont Gains
can films have made. They made a
(Continued from Page 1)
tour of the West Coast studios before coming here. Griffith leaves for
Pathe owns 35 per
of
London on the Queen Mary next Corp.of thewhich
common stock, had a net
cent
AusBennet leaves for
Tuesdaytralia onand
the first nine
profit of $1,149,000 forcompar
the Monterey Nov. 8th.
ed with
months of 1937, as
peronding
corresp
the
in
$861,00
iod of01936.

DEATH RECORD

GTE Quarterly Profit

' Reported at $257,805

John A. Gordon

Detroit — John A. Gordon, 52,
rs EquipReport of General Theateiaries
for
ment Corp. and subsid
brother of Laurence E. Gordon, secconretary of W. S. Butterfield Theaters, quarter ended Sept. 30, shows
solidated net profit of $257,805 after
Inc., died at his home in Battle
Creek. Surviving is another brother, depreciation, Federal income taxes,
J. Howard.
etc., but before undistributed profits
taxes, equal to 43 cents a share on
600,922 non-par shares of capital
Mrs. Marie E. Prinz
stock. This compares with $323,203,
Racine, Wis. — Mrs. Marie E. or 59 cents a share on 541,161 shares
Prinz, 60, mother of Leroy Prinz, in preceding quarter and $255,768,
Para, dance director, is dead here, or 58 cents a share on 438,485
following a heart attack.
shares viousinyear.September quarter of preFor nine months ended Sept. 30,
Bobbie Baird
indicated net profit, as compiled
Hamilton, O. — Funeral services from Company's quarterly reports,
will be held here for Bobbie Baird, was $872,472, equal to $1.45 a share
former dancer, in private life Mrs. on 600,922 shares, comparing with
Don Ryan, wife of a Warner writer. $837,950, or $1.91 a share, on 438,Death occured from a stroke on the 485 shares for the nine months ended
Coast.
Sept. 30, 1936.

(Continued from Page 1)

houses, the Fanchon & Marco (
pheum, a comparatively low-gr
house, has hung up the highest c
sistent figures in proportion
house average during the thr
month period, with 250 p.c. we

scored byandboth
Columbia's
Horizon"
Universal's
"100 "LI

Other productions which have rej
and
Girl".
teredA unusually
well here incl
Paramount's "Artists and Mod*
in two weeks at the 5,000-seat F1
Fox, and M-G-M's "Day At
Races", inand
twoa weeks
the weF'
Warfield
furtherat two
at the St. Francis, FWC contin
tion run.
The ace suburban houses h
held to consistent grosses during
quarter. Like the first-runs, whicl
March tilted prices enough to
Sonotone Earnings for
set the customary summer slu
Third Quarter, $63,400 the suburbans have benefited dm
the past few weeks by the five-*
admission
Preliminary report of Sonotone Labor
Day. increase put into ef
Corp. shows operating profit for
quarter ended Sept. 30, of approxiAlthough Oakland and the o*
mately $63,400 after charges and
normal Federal income taxes, but inlying cities of the East Bay r
practically paralleled the San Fj
subject to write-offs of $15,000 for cisco situation, the picture in
year-end inventory adjustments. 100-odd smaller cities within a
This compares with operating profit mile radius is entirely differ
of $350 for September quarter last There, with few exceptions, adt
sions, attendance and grosses 1
remained virtually stable throv
Carrier Corp. 9 Months
out the second and third qua)
year.
Net Fixed at $557,369 and are no more than 5 p.c. off f
the exceptional biz enjoyed in
leading mak- third quarter of 1936.
Carrier Corp., amongair-cond
itioning
ers of film theater
units, reports a net profit for the
nine months ended Sept. 30, of $557,369 after Federal income taxes, moving expenses and other deductions.
No forecast of results for the fourth
Ruth G. Hatrick, elder daug
quarter is possible, company officials
state, due to the fact that added of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar B. Hal
expenditures will be entailed in the of Larchmont, N. Y., is on a ho
moving of its plant from Newark, moon through the South.
She
N. J., to Syracuse, N. Y.
married
last Thursday eveninji
Gregory C. Draddy, also of Ls,
Para. Not Excluding 40%
Ceremony was performe!
mont.
the Larchmont Avenue Presbytc
Pix in Philly Settlement Church by its pastor, the Rev.
Bride's father is
ert Russell.
Reports that Paramount would include all 40 per cent pictures in president and Productions
general manage'
and r
Cosmopolitan
of
the
Day.
The
"strike" in New Rochelle. couple will n
Philadelphia
settling the were
controversy
denied yesterday

WEDDING

BELL

by Neil F. Agnew, Paramount gen-

Hugh W. Allen
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

eral sales manager. Agnew also
Heywood-Wakefield Net
denied
reports that tw*o pictures
Albert O. Be
Marria
for 9 Mos., $414,565 which the
er geof of
exhibitors claim were treasur
the Art Cinema

Hollywood — Funeral services were
held yesterday for Hugh W. Allen,
d-Wakefield Co., manufacHeywoo
turers of theater seats, reports for
48, of Warners purchasing departnine
months
ended Sept. 30, last, a
ment who succumbed to a heart attack. Widow and two daughters
$414,565 after depreof
net profit
survive.
ciation, bond interest and all Fedpreequivalent after
taxes, dividend
eral ferred
requirements, to

withheld from the 1936-37 contracts
would be delivered at last year's
price.

"Mayerling" Holds Over

"Mayerling," distributed by Pax
Film
Co., Inc., goes into its eighth
Diana Wilson
week at the Filmarte theater on
$4.72 a share on 60,000 of common
London (By Cable) — Diana Wil- stock of $25 par value each. This Tuesday. Pix is in the third week
son, 40, English actress, is dead compares with $401,212 or $4.49 per at the Europa in Philadelphia. Bookings have been arranged with the
here of pneumonia. She appeared in common share, based on present
America after the World War with capitalization, in first nine months Skouras Theaters and also the Hub
in Boston for November openings.
of 1936.
Isadora Duncan.

Exchange, and Dorothy Go*
took place yesterday at the Te
of the Covenant, Rabbi Abn
Mashinoff officiating. Couple
Munargo for Wes
on theon.
today
dies honeymo

McGehee, Ark. — Laurene
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I
Hall of this city, became the "
of James Mosley, also of McG!
rec
at St. Winand's Catholic both
Mrs. Mosley are
Mr. andwith
nected
the Ritz Theater. ;

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

ntimate in Character
nternational in Scope
idependent
in Thought

i
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ewriting of U. S. Admissions Tax Law Is Considered

TATE DEPJ- WILL PRESSJOR QUOTA AClCHANGES
). Henry Briggs, Trem Carr Joining Monogram
dditions Said Indicating
1938-39 Program
Expansion
Henry Briggs, president of
e Film Corp. and Trem Carr,
* of the producing company
ing his name, were elected to
(board of directors of Monogram
ires, it was announced
Satur-

License Boost Threat Worries Chi. Exhibs.
Chicago — City Council's Budget Committee will, it is understood, recommend higher
theater license fees in its report, shortly to go to the Council. Exhibs., apprehensive,
hear that the boost will be a stiff one.

KUYKEIf ALL DEMANDS JACK WARNER ARRIVES
'NATIONAL POLICIES' FOR H.O. CONFERENCES

le board previously consisted of
lay Johnston, Monogram prexy;
t R. Dunlap, vice-president in
By JOHN A. ROSE
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
ge of production; William
Denver — Ed Kuykendall, president
elander Stewart, Sol A. Rosen, attorney, and J. A. Sisto, head of the MPTOA, spent a day in Denver conferring with officials of the
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued

ONT. THEATERS
SEATING 4 P. C.

on

Page

4)

THE WEEE
Goldwyn-Korda

ronto — Seating accommodation DOMESTIC
ntario film theaters increased
Goldwyn-Korda deal, whereby this
our per cent during the third producing
alliance seeks control of
ter of this year with the open- UA via acquisition of the interests
af 10 new houses and the relling
and reopening of five of Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Picks.
ford and Charles Chaplin for the
purported to have been set at
ie opening of these 15 theaters price
ntario in the three-month pe- $6,000,000 or its stock equivalent,
hurtled into decisive stage on Tues(Continued on Page 3)
day, last, with the arrival of Alex-

Vs General Counsel
Files 26 Dissolutions
bet

)any — Certificates dissolving
tmusement corporations have
filed in the office of Secretary
ate by Leopold Friedman, gen(ounsel of Loew's.
\i corporations dissolved domi(Continued on Page 3)

{Circuits Use Radio
incoln, Neb. — Both circuits here are
|ing radio time. Lincoln Theaters
p. has Bob Moon on the air nightly
h a chatter program involving prows at each of their five houses,
stland Theaters uses a "name the
Ia" contest with incidental house
jSging, also nightly.

IN REVIEW

Huddle — Films

;By GEORGE

in

Jack L. Warner, vice-president
and production head of Warner
Bros., arrives today on the Queen
Mary from Europe and will confer
immediately
with onMaj.
War(Continued
Page Albert
13)

Bill Presented

H. MORRIS :

FOREIGN

Attention of the film industry was
riveted attentively on Britain's Parliament before which body the new
Films Bill had its initial official
reading on Wednesday. Text, a London cable flashed, was substantially
the same as that previously printed
in the White Paper. Reaction of
both
American
producing
compa-

on Page 20)

(Continued

Present Admission Tax Statute Hard
to Construe, Say House Com. Experts
Industry Notables Attend

By PRESCOTT C. DENNETT
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Tax consultant exE. M. Asher's Rites Today
perts now doing work for the House
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Ways and Means Committee in advance of the start of executive sesHollywood — Funeral services for
sions of taxation sub-committee
E. M. Asher, Universal producer
who died here Friday, will be held headed by Representative Fred Vinson on Thursday revealed Saturday
at the Wee Kirk o' Heather today
ing.
with Rabbi Edgar Magnin officiat- that a rewrite of the admissions tax
law is now under consideration.
It was admitted the present adDr. A. (Continued
H. Giannini,
Anthony
Mc(Continued on Page 3)
on Page 4)

Board

Further Representations Will
Be Made on Industry's
Behalf
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington

Washington, D. C. — Well-informed
circles here expressed over the weekend the belief that the State Department in the interests of sustaining film trade between this country
and Great Britain, is planning to
make further representations on
behalf of U. S. film producers and
distributors to England's officialdom
aimed at seeking modification of the
Films Bill (Quota Act) which is
having its second reading before
Parliament next Thursday.
While the American Embassy in
{Continued on Page 20)

WEHRENBERG SILENT
ON PGST OVERTURES
St. Louis — Fred H. Wehrenberg,
prexy of the MPTO of St. Louis,
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois maintained silence Saturday on
reports to the effect that overtures
looking to(Continued
a deal onwith
the Chicago
Page 4)

ITOA Parley Plan Waits
On Kuykendall Attitude
Non-receipt of a reply from Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president, to
ITOA's invitation to a projected
national meeting of MPTOA, ITOA
(Continued

on

Page

4)

That Fall Influence
Detroit— Evidently taking a leaf or
two cut of books on football strategy,
with its delayed spinners, fake reverses
and other examples of gridiron hokuspokus, several small exhibitors in this
area are reported trying to conceal new
equipment installations and remodeling
jobs in their theaters lest film exchanges
get wind of the improvements and boost
film rentals. Local Film Row wags, up
on their pigskin rules, are reminding
the exhibs that there is a penalty for
not

"reporting."

Monday, Nov. 1,
TW
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(QUOTATIONS
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
vtc.
Picts
Columbia
Con.
Fm
Ind..
Ind. pfd
Con.
Fm
pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen.
Th.
Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pid..
Paramount 2nd pfd..
Pathe
Fi.m
RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent. -Fox pfd
Pict.
pfd
Univ.
Warner
Bros
do pfd
Keith
Loew

NEW
YORK
A-O 6s46
6s 41 ww

Par.
Par. B'way
Pict. 6s3s 5555
RKO
6s41
Warner's
6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Crand
National
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
N.
Tathe

STOCK

AS

High
16%
18

7

Low
153/4
18

Net
Cl^se
Chg.
153/4 —
V4
18

8% 87/8 +'.'.'.'.%'.
■ 8%
'2%
— 1
169 2% 163'2% 163
15%
64l8

15'/8
63%

15% 15%
111% 103%
141/4 13%
73/s 67/8
6%
5%
25
255/g
9%
BOND
99

153/8 +
64% +

103

+
+
+
+
+
—

3/8
2/4
3/8
%
3/4
%

9%

+

1/4

9

MARKET
99

100%

CURB
1%
1%
20%
3%

%
%

15%
111%
14%
7%
6%
26

99

Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Film

MARKET

OF SATURDAY)

103

+3

MARKET
1 Vi
1%
20%
3%
STOCK

1 Vl
13/n
20% —
3%

%

MARKET
Bid
Asked

pfd

Fox Thea. Bidg. 6%s 1st '36
Loew's Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43

5%
87
50
45

7
89
55
47

♦
Life

of Emite

Zola

TWO-A-DAY

(Warner

♦ FOREIGN

Bros.)— 10th

♦
Hollywood

FEATURES

'

FUTURE

Little

OPENINGS

Angel
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov. 3
Lancer Spy (20'h Century-Fix) — Nov. 3
Conquest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Nov.
4
Old Wiys A'e Best (S-andinavian film) — Nov. 4
Trapped
by G-Men
(Cclumb'a) — Nov.
5
Hsidi
(20th Century-Fox)— Nov. 5
It's Love I'm A'ter
(Warner Bros.) — Nov. 10
Hurricane
(UA-Go!dwyn) — Nov. 9 (d)
Night
Club Scandal
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
Renfrew
of the Royal Mounted
(Crand
National)
(c)
The Avful
Truth
(Columbia
Pictures
(c)
Life Begins in College
(20th Century-Fox) — Nov. 4 (a-b)
The Jones Famiiy
in Hot Water
(20th Century-Fox) — Nov.
The Life and Lcves of Beethoven
(World-Kraska)
(c)
(a) Dual bill.

(b) Subsequent run.

(c) Follows current bill.

WB Set 150 Day and Date
Openings for "Tovarich"
Warner's "Tovarich," with Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer, will
open day ar.d date in more than 150
cities during Christm? s Week, it was
announced Saturday by Gradwell L.
Sears, distribution chieftain, who has
returned to New York following
conferences with Hal Wallis in
Hollywood. Sears has definitely set
national release of the production,
which Anatole Litvak directed, for
Christmas week.
Sixteen special pre-release engagements have been set to date on
Warners' "It's Love I'm After,"
starring Leslie Howard, Bette Davis
and Olivia de Havilland, which will
be nationally released on Nov. 20.
The dates set are:

Carnegie
World
World

♦

4

(c)

cominG uriD goi
Mary.
JACK
L. WARNER,
vice-president
Bros., returns today from Europe on
CHARLES "CHICK''
day from the Coast.

LEWIS

returns W

J. E. PERKINS, Paramount's
Shanghai,
is due to arrive in New
OSCAR

A.

DOOB,

publicity

Theaters, and SI SEADLER,
department,
are due back
morrow.

of \
the

manag
York

head

of

of MCM's pu
from the Coa

LOU returned
PHILLTS.Saturday
of Paramount's
legal d
merit
from Indianapoli

♦

Filmarte
Squire
Belmont
55th St. Playhouse
Cinema de Cameo
Paris

Burgtheater
(European Film Corp.)
D;pths
(Mayer-Burstyn)
(a-b)
Time
in Vienna
(Ufa)
(a-b)

♦

■

Theater
Paramount
Capitol
Roxy
Rivoli
Strand
Music
Hall
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
Central
Palace
Palace

week

Mayerling
(Pax
Film) — 8th
week
Green
F.elds
(Collective
Film Prod.) — 4th week
Lucrezia
Borgia
(European
Film Corp.) — 3rd week
Cub de Femmes
(Mayer-Burstyn) — 2nd week
Le
Lieutenant
Souriant
(Paramount) — 2nd week
Return
of Mixim
(Amkino)
Vienna
Lower
Waltz

RUNS

LANGUAGE

Paramount
Rivoli
Capitol
Cinema de Paris
Rialto
Roxy
Strand
Astor
Criterion
Central
Music
Hall
Palace
Palace
55th St. Playhouse

(d) Two-a-day run.

N.Y.C. Anti-Games Drive
Apparently at Standstill
The ITOA-sponsored drive against
theater games in New York City
apparently is at a standstill, it was
learned Saturday. Scheduled to get
under way last week in the Flatbush
section of Brooklyn, the campaign
now has no definite starting date.
However, the situation is expected
to be discussed Wednesday at an
ITOA meeting.

JOHN LA CATTA, the noted illustrato
his family sailed Saturday on the Virgir
Hollywood where he is going to do a
of pictures
for several film companies.

BEVERLY JONES, associate producer <
March of Time, sailed Saturday on the
Bermuda.
arch
of Bermuda for a 10-day vacati
D. H. FINKE of General Register le
Chicago
Saturday.

DICK MERRILL, aviator and film 1
GERMAINE AUSSEY, French film star;
DODIE SMITH, dramatist; JOHN BROU
opera singer; MORITZ ROSENTHAL, p
and J. WORONOWSKY, Scandinavian the
magnate, arrive in New York today from
aboard
the Queen
Mary.

HARRY
FOSTLR,
European
representat
the William
Morris
Agency,
arrives in
wood
today
from
New
York
where
hi
scout
talent for foreign films and stagi
ductions.
K^N MAYNARD, western star, has re
to Hollywood following a tour with Cole
Circus.
VIRGINIA
MORRIS
tising
department
left of
NewUA's
Yorkpubllcityyesterd
Miami.
today.
MIKE ROSENBERG arrives from the
wood.
WINFIELD

SHEEHAN

has returned to

Korda-Goldwyn Maintain
Silence on Deal Prog

Alexander Korda, Samuel <
wyn and others tomorrow start
second week of conferences rel
to the purchase of control of U
Artists, without public annoi
ment
sations.as to progress of the coi
Harry Brandt, ITOA president,
It was learned Saturday thai
announced last week that a com- interested
parties hive been r
mittee of five would meet during
the week to map out all details for ing only a few hours daily. A
the drive to eliminate giveaways. tion to other business matters
The committee did not meet, it was attending plays have been incl
learned, and a scheduled conference in their activities.
between Brandt and circuit officials
Defer Gielow Suit Tris
Majestic, Providence; Norva Nor- for the purpose of naming the committee also did not materialize. The
folk; Warner, Memphis; Stanley,
Trial of the $500,000 infringe:
Baltimore; Palace, So. Norwalk; committee was to be composed of action of Irving Gielow ag
Metropolitan, Boston; Palace, Roch- one representative of Loew's, Inc., Warner Bros, was postponed
ester; Keith, Syracuse; Orpheum, one from RKO Theaters, two from three months by Federal Judge
Waco; Lyric, Indianapolis; Mary ITOA and one representing all other W. Clancy in U. S. District C
Anderson, Louisville; Paramount, interested exhibitors.
to allow Warner's sufficient tirr
Hot Springs; Hollywood, Pottsville;
answer another cause of actior
an
additional $1,500,000 damag
Earle, Washington; Liberty, Cumberland, and the Victor, New
Donovan-Imperial Talking
Castle.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Frank Donovan, who
is producing under a temporary title
Chicago — Balaban and Katz will "Ain't Love Grand" for Imperial, is
open their new Luna theater on negotiating with the company for
Armistice Day. Rapp & Rapp are the production of a series of six
the architects.
features for the 1937-38 program.

B & K Luna Opening

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
630 9th Ave., N. Y. C.
General
Mgr.

Parade

Picture and Distributor
Souls at Sea (Paramount
Pictures! — 3rd week
(b)
Double
Wedding
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 2nd
week
Ah Baba Goes to Town
(20th Century-Fox) — 2nd week
The Great
Garrick
(Warner
Bros.)— 2nd week
The
Perfect
Specimen
(Warner
Bros.)
Victoria,
the Creat
(RKO
Radio)
West
of Shanghai
(Warner
Bros.)
Murder
in Creenwich
Village
(Columbia)
Aiiantic
Flight
(Monogram
Pictures)
Criminals
of the Air (Columbia
Pictures)
Wife, Doctcr, Nurse
(20th Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Life of the Party (RKO
Radio)
(a)

Attractive Offices and Floor
Also Penthouse

at Reasonab.e Rentals
Available
723 Seventh Avenue
Inquire

Superintendent

Telephone BR. 9-6069

or

day, Nov. 1, 1937

= WP

NSIDER REWRITING
ill ADMISH TAX LAW

% DAILY:

DRT€ BOOK

THE!"

4LCNS

Today: MPTO of Nebraska and Western
meeting,
Omaha.

(Continued from Page 1)

ions tax statute is "hard to con," and it is felt a revised draft
d be in line with the sub-comto make the entire inn«
i e's aim
1 revenue legislation "more
eable."
sub-committee or the full
s and Means committee expects
pld hearings and in event ad*<( oons tax law is rewritten, the
m picture industry will be into attend the hearing sessions
^resent briefs, it was stated.

«v's General Counsel
Files 26 Dissolutions

with
▼

•

PHIL
y

M. DALY

Nov. 4: sasK.M.T.A.
City.

▼

•

•NEW IDEA in the Talent Hunt Handicap
which incidentally is the greatest race being continuously staged by all our firstline producers
a bright bunch of first-string artists and agency
men are backing G. Maillard Kesslere, the celebrated theatrical and society photographer, as Art Director for their New Idea
it goes
like this
keep right on reading from left to right
T
T
▼
• •
•
A CONTRACT given by this smart group to Kesslere
calls for him to make extensive photographic tests and portraits
of girls who qualify as Outstanding Beauts without a penny of
expense on their part
the art photos will be incorporated

or
(.Continued from Page 1)

in a book to be called "Outstanding Beauties of 1937"
since Kesslere sittings usually cost from $50 to $300, the gals who

in New York Gounty are: Loll Theater Corp., Granada
sement Corp., Hamford Realty
, Wilthan Realty Corp., Fourth
Operating Corp., Sutter
Niii t
sement Corp., Loew's EightyStreet Corp., Palace BrookV
Corp., Berford Amusement
Concourse Realty Corp.,
i Bay Amusement Corp., Park
Amusement Coi-p., 116th
aidjlt Operation Corp., the Natoma
ement Co., Nevins AmuseCorp., Marcus Loew, Inc., Hu•vo Producing Co., Woodside
iting Corp., Bosroad Operating
L Highbridge Realty Corp.,
kins Operating Corp., Crotonaive Corp., Loew's Scenic Stunc, Sixth Avenue Amusement
! Domiciled in Brooklyn, Kings
py, are Brevoort Holding Co.,
de Theater Corp.

can qualify have a real Future ahead of 'em
the aim is
to supply artists, illustrators and agencies with more real pulchritude than they have ever had before
offices are being
established
here and in Hollywood
but the main work
will be done by scouts scattered everywhere to spot good-lookers
in the sticks, hamlets, crowded cities and dance-halls and wher-

11

Radio Preview Set
2 h-Fox will radio preview its
Smith Ballew picture, "HaBuckaroo", over CBS Nov.
th Ballew doing part of the
and singing three songs from
cture.

& K's Polish Policy

eago — Balaban & Katz will
Polish films in the Congress
er once every three weeks.

st wishes from The Film
following
on
their
NOVEMBER
1
Laura La Plante
Ernest Rovelstad
M. E. A. Tucker

Daily to
birthday:

ever good-lookers are to be found
and bring 'em back alive
to be made
Famous
once a month there will be Open
House at the Kesslere Studios in New York, to present the entire
Line-Up of Beauts to artists and agencies and all folks interested
in the modeling biz to look over
and won't the Film Scouts
break their necks to crash this gate!
T
T
T
• •
•
INNOVATION
Previews
for Ad Reels
first
time it has ever been done
indicating the increasing importance
of the industrial films in the Motion Picture Scene
the leading
national advertisers and manufacturers are all agog over the tremendous reactions they are getting from 50-foot films touting their products.
now being shown on the theater screens of 28 foreign countries
the returns per dollar invested exceed by far that of any other foreign
medium, it is claimed
Charles Light, chief of the Foreign Sales
of Alexander Films, is sponsoring the soirees of ad screenings
held at the Preview Theater weekly
and it's Exclusive
export managers, agency men and manufacturers' representatives get
personal invites to attend
T
▼
T
• •
•
EXHIB
with a Heart
Al Pickus
operater of the Stratford Theater in Stratford, Conn
in cooperation with the Association for the Blind is issuing passes to
the blind not only in the city, but the entire state
he has
started a campaign among exhibs of the state to similarly honor
such passes to needy blind
▼
▼
T
• •
•
YOUTH
TRIUMPHANT
John
Hertz,
Jr., only
28
years, celebrates his birthday by being elected (o the Board of TWA,
the air transportation company
John will be a very active board
member, for he has specialized on aviation transportation in all departments ..and today is rated as an authority
T
T
T
• •
• ENTHUSIASM
so rampant
at showings
of
"Green Fields," the famous Peretz Hirshbein film of Jewish life,
at the Squire Theater on Eighth Avenue
that members of
the audience sit through two and three showings
so they
have been forced to run a special trailer asking folks to stand
in back of the theater if they want to hang around

«

«

«

»

Nov. 2-3: Wisconsin Independent
Protective Association, Milwaukee.

»

»

Iowa

Theaters

directorate meeting,

Kan-

Nov. 5: Special meeting of MPTO of EastLouis. ern Missouri and Southern Illinois, St.
Nov. 6: New Haven Warner
Seven
Gables
Inn.

Club fall dance.

Nov. 7-8: Arkansas ITO semi-annual
tion, Marion Hotel, Little Rock.

conven-

Nov. 8-9: MPTO of Oklahoma annual meeting,
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City.
Nov.

9:
Hotel

Nov.

14-16:
Carriers,

Dramatists'
Cuild
annual
Lincoln, New York.

Nov.

15:
Kansas City Variety Club Movie Ball,
Pla Mor
Ballroom.

Annual convention,
Inc., Philadelphia.

meeting,

National

Film

Nov.

20: Motion Picture Associates Thanksgiving Frolic, Hotel Astor grand ballroom.
Nov. 28: Pittsburgh Warner Club dinner dance,
William
Penn
Hotel.

Dec. 3: Cleveland Variety Club ball, Mayfair Casino.
Dec. 6: Testimonial dinner for Ira H. Cohn,
William
Penn
Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Dec. 6— Silver jubilee convention of the MPTOA
of the Carolinas,
Pinehurst,
N. C.
Dec. 7: ITO of Ohio annual convention, Neil
House,
Columbus.
Dec. 9: A. H. Blank anniversary dinner, Des
Moines.
Dec. 12: Philadelphia Variety Club annual banquet, Bellevue-Stratford.
Dec. 13: Warners stockholders' meeting, Wilmington, Del.
Jan. 27: Mid-winter convention of the MPTO
of Virginia, Richmond.

New Ontario Theaters
Jump Seating 4 Per Cent
(Continued from Page 1)

riod provided 9,017 extra seats,
bringing the seating accommodation
in the province's film houses to the
substantial total of 23.7,964 seats.
Ten new film theaters were
opened during the third quarter as
follows: Bellevue, Toronto, 785
seats; Elgin, Ottawa, 750; Rio,
Levack, 350; Bellard, Dunneville,
450; Summerset, Ottawa, 750; McCarthy, Belleville, 836; Simcoe,
Simcoe, 700; Princess, Little Current, 210; Roxy, Beardawn, 400;
Muskoka, Gravenhurst, 400.
The five houses reopened were:
Paradise (formerly the Kitchener),
Toronto, increased from 350 to 650
seats; Granada, in Peterboro, remodelled, 800; Royal, North Bay, remodelled, 762; Family, Toronto, 785;
Fox (formerly the Prince Edward),
remodelled, Toronto, 630.

DEATH RECORD
Col. Paul Werner

St. Louis, Mo. — Funeral services
were held at Our Lady of Sorrows
Catholic Church Saturday for Col.
Paul Werner, 64, veteran projectionist who died at Alexian Brothers
Hospital. Interment was in
SS. Peter and Paul Cemetery.

:3%
WEHRENBERG SILENT
ON PGST OVERTURES

Monday, Nov. 1,
DAILY:

neUJS Of TH€ DflV

Jasper, Fla. — J. M. McKinney of the staff of National Theater Engineering Co. Smith was formerly
has bought the Fay Theinterests behind Publix Great State CrossaterCity
from R. Smith of Crystal R ver. associated with McArthur Theater
Theatres, Inc., had been made.
Jimmie Biddle will continue to serve
Equipment Co.
as manager.
Report followed Wehrenberg's
Detroit — Nat Haase, formerly
presence as a guest at the regional
conference of Publix Great State,
Westfield, Mass.— Albert K. Cor- with the eastern division of Metro
mier has been appointed manager Premium Co., working out of the
at the Hotel Coronado here last
Strand Theater here, replac- Boston office, has been appointed to
week. Wehrenberg's only strtement of the
E liott M. Davis, transferred to handle the Detroit territory, sucwas that he had had some "conver- the ingnew
Paramount in Brattleboro,
ceeding Lew Berg, who will join the
sations" with Jules Ruben and A. J. Vt.
Chicago sales staff.
Balaban at the confei'ence.
Publix Great State now has the
Omaha — Leslie Rhoden, formerly
Detroit — The Davison Theater,
Majestic and Orpheum Theaters in North End house, has been taken booker for Monogram pictures at
East St. Louis, 111.; the Gifnd over by Joseph Palazzolo from
Des Moines, Iowa, has been transrnd Princess in Alton; the Wildey John Harper.
ferred here as booker and office
in Edwardsville, the Wood River in
manager under Omaha Exchange
Wood River; the Orpheum in SpringDetroit — E. V. Smith has joined Manager Bill Stricklund.
field, 111., and the Belasco, Empire,
Orpheum and Washington Theaters
distributor contracts were so worded
in Quincy, 111., all of which are Kuykendall in Denver
that while the distributor had a conserved with film out of St. Louis.
tract with the exhibitor, the exhibHowever, a few of these houses are
Demands "National Policies"
itor had no contract with the disdark at present. Wehrenberg owns
tributor. He said the contract told
(Continued from Page 1)
the Cinderella, Melba, Michigan and
Virginia Theaters in South St. Louis Rocky Mountain Theater Owners what the exhibitor can and must do,
rnd Savoy Theater in Ferguson, Mo. and Manager of the Rocky Moun- but not the distributor. He also
Some time ago he said he would
establishing of conciliatain Region, and spoke at length at urgedtionthe
boards and warned exhibitors
build 20 houses in St. Louis, city a luncheon at the Cosmopolitan
and county.
Hotel, which was attended by about to fight for a 20 p. c. cancellation
contract, and declared the abolition
A. J. Balaban and associates 100 thef ter men.
Demanding national policies on of the forcing of the buying of
originally approached the Ansell
shorts when not used would elimiBros., then owners of the Ritz, Em- major questions, Kuykendall said
press and Varsity Theaters on the there were too many petty ideas
nate one of the industry's "sore
question of selling an interest in that held back the main issues, and spots." The score charge was
their circuit to the Chicago man, but that many times lawmakers were at branded a "racket" by Kuykendall.
The fight on ASCAP license fees
thrt deal fell through and the An- a loss to know what the industry would
be carried on, Kuykendall
sells later worked out a combina- wanted as a whole. He declared holding the present copyright law
tion with the St. Louis Amusement suggestions had come from the Deand unfair.
partment of Justice urging the antiquated
Company, a Fanchon & Marco affiliRestriction on broadcasting by
ate, on a booking pool that involved trade to get together and formulate
the Ritz, Empress and Varsity with a fair-trade practice or agreement. picture stars to hours not conflicting
the Tivoli in University City and
While he admitted that percent- with peak hours in theaters was
Shenandoah in South St. Louis.
ages were the only way to arrive at urged, but Kuykendall admitted
the real value of a film, Kuykendall there were differences of opinion
theater men as to the effect
was against the percentage arrange- among
ment as it now stands. He declared of broadcasts on box office receipts.
Enter Industrial Field
that in a percentage contract the Many were of the opinion they
providing the times of broadSigner & Bryne announce that distributor should participate in the helped,
cast were different from peak hours
in addition to their production and losses as well as the profits, and in theaters.
distribution of short length adver- urged in percentage deals the distributor furnish the entire program.
tising films that they have added a
department for the production of in- Kuykendall pointed out the im- Neb.-lowa MPTO to Meet
possibility of fixing prices of films
dustrial and sales training films.
for Kuykendall Address
Firm recently completed a two and by law because of the peculiarities
a half reel production for the Shef- of the business.
Extended runs were denounced,
Omaha— MPTO of Nebraska and
field Farms Co. in collaboration
with Luther Reed.
Kuykendall claiming the practice in Western Iowa will meet at Hotel
many instances "milked" the film to Loyal in Omaha today and tomorrow
the detriment of subsequents. He to hear the national president. Ed
claimed double features were cheap- Kuykendall.
ening the industry.
According to President C. E. Williams of the local organization no
Charging that supply houses were
selling non-theatrical competition other major business is scheduled to
because they have run out of places come before the meeting.
to sell equipment, Kuykendall also
claimed that film men were equally
AS SEEN
BY
Kansas City, Mo. — R. R. Biechele,
THE PRESS
as guilty, and urged all exhibitors secretary and treasurer of KansasAGENT
to fight this evil at the source — the Missouri Theater Owners Associadistributors. He told of instances
tion, has called the eight members
where film men, unable to sell prod- of the board of directors to Kansas
Fmst Lub'tsch preparing a Cecil B.
D M lie b-thtub scene for the C audette
uct in a town, would promote P-TA City for a conference with Ed KuyCo.bert G ry Cooper co-starring pictuie,
kendall during his visit to Kansas
and simikr organizations on the
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wire," has asked
idea of benefit shows in a school City, Wednesday and Thursday. In
DeMi le to act as technical director for
the sequence in which the scene will
auditorium or town hall, and de- addition, local exhibitors have been
appear. DeMille has accepted the inclared supply houses were working invited to attend an open meeting
vitation.
set for Nov. 4, at the Film Row
—PARAMOUNT.
the same field.
Kuykendall declared the exhibitor headquarters of the Variety Club.
(Continued from Page 1)

BIG

NEWS

BRIGGS, CARR NAME
MONOGRAM DIRECT!
(Continued from Pag* 1)

of J. A. Sisto, banking interests
were Monogram underwriters.
Additions were interpreted ir
cial quarters as indicating an e:
sion on the 1938-39 program \
was under discussion during
lap's visit East. Dunlap dep
for the Coast immediately afte
pointments were disclosed.
Move was seen as meaning
acquisition of its own studio:
Monogram. Trem Carr will
enter Monogram production, bu
continue to produce for TJnh
release.

ITOA Parley Plan Waits
On Kuykendall Atti
(Continued from Page 1)

and Allied representatives is
ing up further action on the
it was said Saturday.
Nathan Yamins, Allied pres:
has indicated a willingness oi
part of Allied to get together
MPTOA and ITOA to draft a
trade practice program.
It is believed that the plai
a national meeting will be disc
at Wednesday's meeting of
ITOA.

Industry Notables Attend

E. M. Asher's Rites Ti
(Continued from Page 1)

Guire, James Mulhauser, J. P.
manly, Charles Stern and Jack
mar will be active pallbearers,
orary pallbearers are: Charle
Rogers, Edmund Grainger,
Kelley, John M. Stahl, Leo W
son, Bernard Toplitsky, Wilbu
May, Carl Laemmle, Jr., Dr. A:
Hoffman, Stanley Burchell, B
Dalton, Frank Mastroly, Sid (
man, Alan
Marc Crary.
Lachmann, Gordon (
and

New E. M. Loew Drive-

New Haven, Conn. — E. M.
is reported negotiating for a c
in
on the Milford ri
piketheatre
near site
Milford.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Of Costa Rica's 39 motion picri
theaters, 38 are wired for sound. To
is 23,427.
capacity
seating

I
ttt ;'

m

n:
•1

conquest"
read the reviews!

colossal!
reap the harvest!

(continued)

" 'conquest'
definitely a ten
best! outstanding
screen entertainment!"

"Superb acting of Garbo and Boyer and magnificent production send this over big. Definitely a
Ten Best, scoring on all counts. First, the brilliant performances of Greta Garbo as the Polish
Marie Walewska, and of Charles Boyer as Napoleon. Secondly, the powerfully dramatic and
romantic story. Never has Greta Garbo appeared more glamorous, and seldom has she
approached the dramatic fire and emotional intensity that she literally pours out in scene after
scene. It is a great love story, as well as a powerfully dramatic document. The production has i
everything that makes for outstanding screen entertainment."
—The Film Daily
"You'll thrill to 'Conquest'."

—George Fischer, NBC

"Don't fail to see this latest and greatest film effort of the great Garbo. In this sumptuously j
mounted Metro picture she will again enthrall you with her magnificent artistry."
—Gordon

Fawcett, Fawcett Publications j

"vast

audiences
will give picture

smash returns!"
'A great screen tale, told with greatness, is Metro's multi-million production Conquest'. . .
superlative are the performances of Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer, with support of the same
ligh calibre down through the handpicked cast — the kind of co-starring delivery the public and
he critics have a right to expect from the full surge of Garbo's and Boyer's finest artistry.
Neither has ever before reached these heights of dramatic power, and the spell they lay will
•emain long in the minds of the vast audiences which will give the picture smash returns! ... As
jreat also is the direction of Clarence Brown."
—Variety, (Coast)
'One of the best of the season.'

— Alexander Kahn, United Press

Exciting love story every woman will understand. Boyer's performance establishes a new romantic
ligh. ..I've never seen Garbo in a better performance."— Ed Sullivan, N.Y. Daily News and Syndicate

'conquest'
one of the
finest pictures
I have ever seen!'4
"It is one of the finest pictures I have ever seen. Both Garbo and Boyer gave top performances
... I don't see how any actor will have the courage to play Napoleon after Boyer's perfect
portrayal. It is the finest performance I have ever seen on the screen."- -Ruth Waterbury, Photoplay
"'Conquest' is indeed that for M-G-M. This romantic portrayal of Napoleon and Marie
Walewska is a new triumph for the ever glamorous Garbo and always inspiring Charles Boyer.
— E. J. Smithson, Hollywood Magazine

"Overwhelmingly magnificent and impressive, here, by all odds, is one of the greatest pictures
ever produced. Its artistry and magnitude would alone assure its financial success; but it wisely
incorporates those elements of popular entertainment demanded in epical pictures by audiences
— spectacle, speed and, above all, sex. This triumph, will live long in the memory of patrons
and showmen."
— Associated Publications
'~
_

a sovereign
victory ....

a

veritable triumph!"
'• A sovereign victory for quality and prestige of the films may be predicted when 'Conquest',
starring Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer, reaches the screens of the country . . .This picture gives
new meaning to the worn-out adjective lavish, supporting cast, settings, costumes, everything
has been combined to create a new and distinguished cinema achievement . . . Garbo is amazingly
beautiful — singularly adept and subtle in her portrayal. Boyer's Napoleon is a veritable triumph
pf sincere and painstaking care and authority. Director Clarence Brown has brought the proauction to a fine and glowing fulfillment."
—Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times
IIThe great Garbo is."
Conquest' superb.

—Jimmy Starr, L. A. Herald-Express

Garbo is lovely and fragile . . . Her performance is exactly right."

— Virginia Wright, L. A. Evening News

il I

conquest"
beyond
anything the
screen has ever known!"
"M-G-M's 'Conquest' magnificent ... stirring story of Napoleon's romance with Polish countess
one of the screen's finest offerings . . . Regal magnificence beyond anything the screen has ever
known surrounds great Garbo and Charles Boyer in this romance of Napoleon and the
glamorous Marie Walewska . . . Intense, vibrant and eloquent biographical play ... A tour de
force from every angle... M-G-M has gone beyond all precedent in the making of this majestic
production... Will challenge world-interest... A stunning pageant of European history is unrolled
with consummate artistry and, at its centre, two compelling figures live again. Garbo and Boyer,
co-starred, draw companion portraits that touch real greatness and whose sympathetic appeal
is powerful." —Hollywood Reporter
"For 'Conquest' superb is the word."

—Motion Picture Daily

"A truly great picture in every sense, with Garbo and Boyer giving beautiful performances.
Brown's direction is magnificent. Without a doubt it is one of the finest pictures ever produced."
—Elizabeth Wilson, Silver Screen

boxoffice
all the way!
t$

"Picture is box-office all the way ... It is great woman's picture . . . Make a note to see Greta
Garbo in 'Conquest' . . . Pick of the pictures." —Warren Stokes, Jay Emanuel Publications
"Great Garbo's latest picture 'Conquest' will please all lovers of screen spectacles.
Brown's direction is impressive throughout." —Louella O. Parsons
"Lavish, beautifully produced.
'Unusually fine picture."

Garbo excellent.

Clarence

Boyer, the best
I have Graham,
ever seen."
— Sheilah
Nana Syndicate

—Robbin Coons, Associated Press

"A great stirring drama with Napoleon and Walewska consummately brought to life by Boyer
and Garbo."
— Harrison Carroll, King Feature Service
Best Garbo picture I have ever seen."

—Milton Parker, International News Service

It

m-g-m s

'conquest1
best picture
"Conquest' the best picture of this or any other week this year. Most poignant historical love
story every told or seen. A picture like this comes along to revive our childlike faith in the
movies as an art and the best entertainment in the world. Gar bo— in this— climaxes her career
with a performance which forever establishes her as the Eleanora Duse of the screen. Boyer as
Napoleon at last finds a role in which his tremendous powers and talent have full scope.
Clarence Brown has turned out a fine picture. It will set Metro's trademark as the highest
quality and give them priceless prestige for years to come. It's the sort of picture one can go
and see two or three times with pleasure every time ... so run, don't walk to the nearest entrance
of any theatre which plays Garbo and Boyer in M-G-M's 'Conquest'."
—Lloyd Vantages, NBC

in brief, it's time for new box-

records!
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I "JUUU" WHO'S
from
Urttywood "SMs
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
\ NEW horror figure which will
be one of the sensations of the
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 162
• • •
e will shortly be revealed to the
WILLIAM PERLBERG. Producer. Born in New York City, Oct. 22, 1896.
pa ic by Carl LaemmleL_ Jr., now
Early education there and in St. Louis schools. Graduate of Cornell Univera oducer for M-G-M. He is trysity. Worked for William Morris Agency in New
in] bo decide whether to present his
M screen thrill immediately, or
York for five years and for same agency in
ait until after he produces the
Hollywood for ten years. In 1933, joined Columbia Studios as casting diector. After one
ai ng version of "The Hunchback
f otre Dame."
year, became executive assistant to Harry Cohn,
|oroughly sceretive about his
ne character, Junior Laemmle adpresident of Coulmbia Pictures. Next a proi only that he has concentrated
ducer; produced "The King Steps Out" with
in he ethereal figure for months
Grace Moore; "It's All Yours" with Madeleine
in the fellow will have a face deCarroll and Francis Lederer and "There's AlI of features. He has been workways a Woman" with Loretta Young and Randolph Scott. Married to the former Dagmar
more than
weeks experts
at his
10% 'ox
;, with
two two
makeup
Brox one of the Brox sisters.
i ing the character over the feaujk of a trusted male servant in
nCjaemmle household.
▼
▼
T
for his second production for this Talisman Studios have been engaged for the filming of "Spirit of
' th the early reports on "Ma- organization, the antithesis of the
la ; X," his initial effort as an previous picture. Under serious con- Youth," withTJoe TLouis.T
sideration
thus
far
is
the
French
>!• M producer, indicating assured
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Paramount
mess, James Kevin McGuinness is
play by Arthur Lardin, called "The producer, vacationing in Mexico City
va|ng through a wealth of mate- Three Lassies."
»
»
V
with his wife, Myrna Loy, has aciain an effort to "play a repeat
quired a gallery of ancient mosaic
Edward
Shanberg,
president of
pe^rmance."
I Guinness plans a farce comedy Globe Pictures, announces that the paintings showing the life history

11 Warner Arrives for
Home Office Conferences
(Continued from Page 1)

Grad Sears, general manager
stribution, and other home of:< pfficials in setting up national
else dates
covering
the next
Sj months.
Warner spent three
?e s in Europe.
yrner will spend three days in
b iYork and then continue to the
it where he will resume charge
of oduction at the Burbank studie Upon his arrival in Hollywo he expects to meet with Preside Harry Warner,
Hal Wallis,
itive producer, and S. Charles
Id, director of publicity and advei ung,
to discuss forthcoming
pre ictions and other important
pla which Warner will announce
she

1 ]the studio, Warner will confer
(i ctures soon to go into produci including "Gold Diggers
in
fll," starring Rudy Vallee; "The
filers," a special to be produced
i ,i elaborate scale, and "Food
' candal," which Mervyn LeRoy
I troduce starting Nov. 15, with
^aije Lombard and Fernand Gra|fli the top roles.
rner will give his personal atc n to the completing of seven
' es, currently in work. They
*re ]Adventures of Robin Hood,"
^H< Imood Hotel," "Gold Is Where
Yoi,Find It," "Jezebel," "Swing
Yoil Lady," "A Slight Case of
MuL'jr" and "Mystery of Hunting's
Two of the pictures "Robin
Ho<
and "Gold Is Where
You
Pin
It," are Technicolor specials.

New 20th-Fox Buffalo
Exchange Opened Today

Roy Bruder Named Prexy

The 12th new exchange building
to be built by 20th-Fox in the last
four years will be opened in Buffalo
today. Sidney Samson, exchange
head, moved his personnel and office
equipment into the new building over
the week-end. The 10th and 11th
new exchanges built by the company
opened in Winnipeg and Vancouver
last month.
With the opening of two more
new branch buildings in December,
and five more next year, 20th-Fox
will have built more than 21 new
buildings in the last five years. A
modernization program has been
carried on throughout the country
during this same period.

Chicago — Roy Bruder, manager of
the Chicago Theater, was elected
president of the Balaban & Katz
Employes Association. R. C. McMullen, Granada Theater, was named
vice-president in charge of welfare
activities. Ben Bloomfield of the
Oriental Theater was elected vicepresident in charge of entertainment and Earl Truelich of the Century Theater was named vice-president in charge of athletics. E. C.
Trunk of the headquarters staff was
re-elected treasurer and Mabel Meyers of the publicity staff was named
secretary.

Bushwick Price Advance
Failing to Hurt at B. 0.
Box office grosses in the Bushwick
section of Brooklyn apparently have
not been seriously affected by the
recent boost in admission prices by
three circuits, a checkup reveals.
Scale was raised five to 15 cents in
RKO, Loew's and Brandt houses.
Final conclusion cannot be determined for a few weeks, a spokesman
for one circuit said Saturday, because several factors enter into the
case. Type of product, weather conditions, etc., since the boost went
into effect have to be considered, he
said.

Of B & K Employes Ass'n

of an early Aztec king. He has
made application to the Mexican
Government to remove the art to
Hollywood in the hopes that he can
use them to build a film story
around the historical data.
»
▼
T
Albert Lewin has been assigned
by Paramount to handle production
on "Spawn of the North," saga of
the Alaskan salmon fishing industry. Paramount sent a full camera
crew to Alaska during the recent
summer to get thousands of feet
of film showing the exciting salmon
fishing against the colorful background of Alaska's snow capped
shoreline.
▼

TV

▼

T

Virginia Van Upp, Paramount
writer, has been notified of her election to the Royal Italian Film Academy as a result of her work on the
script of Paramount's "Swing High,
Swing Low." Miss Van Upp is currently writing on "Are Husbands
▼

Necessary?"
John Barrymore will be co-starred
by Paramount with W. C. Fields in
a picture titled, "Things Began To
Happen," it was announced today
by Paramount.

M of T to Shatter
"Tariff Wall of Ideas"
To break down the "tariff wall of
ideas" and narrow national viewpoints, a system of interchanging
talent has been devised by Louis de
Rochemont, producer of "March of
Time," it became known Saturday
coincident with the announcement
that Richard de Rochemont, brother
of Louis, in charge of European
month.
production, would arrive here this

Edgar Anstey, director of British
production, arrived last week in
New York to participate in "March
of Time" production here, contribute
the British slant and return with
the American angle.
S. H. Sozio, M of T cameraman,
Jack Tierard of the Belmont The- arrives in Paris this week to study
ater is North Side director, Will French production methods and imMethe of the Tower Theater, South
parttechnique.
information concerning American
Side director, Virginia Herman of
Other
appointments are expected
the Congress Theater, Northwest
Side director. Joe Anderson of the shortly with shuttling of manpower
Iris Theater West Side director and to involve 2-, 3- or 4-month stays
Dan J. Byrnes of the headquarters in widely-separated areas.
staff will represent the Loop offices
and warehouse staff.

Moss ToHouse,
Operate
B'way Deals
Rejecting
Theater being constructed at 49th
Street and Broadway by B. S. Moss
Gus Van has been signed for a will be operated by him, according
series of shorts by Milton Schwarz- to present plans. Several offers
wald, producer of Nu-Atlas musical have been made, but no leasing deal
shorts to be released by RKO Radio. will be considered, an official stated
His first will be titled "Devilled Saturday. Theater is expected to
Ham," with production starting Nov. open shortly before Christmas.
4 at the Biograph studios. In the
Two operating policies are now
cast will be Toy and Wing, The being mulled. First calls for newsThree Kings, Moya Engels and reels and short subjects; second
would show first-run features.
Erskine Hawkins' orchestra.

Schwarzwald Signs Van

"WITHOUT DOUBT ONE OF THE FINEST OF-William
THIS OR
ANY YEAR!"
Boehnel, N. Y. World-Telegn
"SPONTANEOUS APPLAUSE WILL BE REPEATED -Kate
AT EVERY
SHOW !"
Cameron, N. Y. Daily
"DEEPLY STIRRING PICTURE OF A QUEEN WHO-BlandWASJohaneson,
A WOMAN!"
N. Y. Daily
"ONE OF THOSE RARE GEMS OF A SCREEN YEAR!"-Frank

N*

Mir

VICTORIA THE GREA1

S. Bigent, N. Y. Tim

JOOMS THE NEW YORK PRESS ... AS
IOYOUS, CHEERING CRITICS SWELL
fHE CHORUS OF PRAISE THUNDERING
ROUND THE WORLD !.. .
BEAUTIFUL ... ENTERTAINING ... A HAPPY SENSE—Eileen
OF HUMOR!"
Creelman, N. Y. Sun
JEEPLY MOVING . . . ABSOLUTE AUTHENTICITY KNOCKS
YOU DOWN!"
—Archer Winsten,
N. Y. Post
IMAGINATIVELY DOCUMENTED TALE OF —Howard
LOVE AND
Barnes,DEVOTION!"
N. Y. Herald Tribune

. . . IMPRESSIVE
yiADE ON AN IMPOSINGLY LAVISH SCALE
—Rose Pelswick,
N. Y. Journal!"&

L

American

UNA NEAGLE • ANTON WALBROOK • h.b.warner • walter rilla
HERBERT WILCOX
FffDUCED AND
ECTED BY

Screen Play by Miles Malleson and Charles de Grandcourt
With Scenes in TECHNICOLOR • RKO RADIO PICTURE

ANNA

NEAGLE

a

(Queen Victoria)

We wish to express our thanks
their magnificent co-operation, t

"VICTORIA
AN

IMPERATOJI

■.,

if

HERBERT

WILCOX

(Producer and Director)

tie entire RKO organization for
imitation and support in presenting

"
T
A
E
R
G
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lii PRODUCTION
i
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"Criminals
of the Air"
with Charles
Quigley, Rosalind
Keith,
Marc Lawrence, Russell Hicks
Columbia
61 mins.
RAPID-FIRE AIR DRAMA OF BORDER
PATROL WITH PLENTY OF ACTION.
Smuggling aliens by plane gives a new
twist to a standard plot. With plenty of
air sequences and a stirring dog-fight to
wind up the picture this one packs enough
action to keep everyone interested throughout. Charles Quigley, as a new member of
the border patrol, is sent out to try and
find out where the aliens are being smuggled in from. As he is unknown in the
section he flies the Honeymoon Express
across the border and back with a camera
concealed in the fusilage of the plane. He
is bothered by Rosalind Keith, who is a
reporter, as she follows him continually.
He discovers the gang's headquarters in
Mexico, but they have been tipped off
who he is and the next morning he gets a
call from a man that wants to go across
to get married. Unknown to him the passenger that he takes up is the notorious
gunman who is the pilot for the gang. The
girl reporter sneaks into the plane before
it takes off and when Quigley is forced to
land at the gang hide-out she comes out
of her hiding place in the plane and frees
him. They take off with the gang pilot
in pursuit in a faster ship. However, the
Border Patrol Captain has discovered from
some newly developed films where the gang
keeps their plane and finding that the reporter isalso missing and the plane hasn't
landed in Mexico he takes his patrol up
to search for them. They meet in mid-air
as the gangster is opening up on Quigley
and a patrolman downs him while another
man strafes the gang leader and his henchmen fleeing in a car. The gang is wiped
out and Quigley marries the reporter. The
picture should carry a kick for any audience
as it has plenty of action and is kept moving at a fast pace throughout. The whole
cast gives an adequate performance.
Cast, Charles Quigley. Rosalind Keith.
Marc Lawrence, Russell Hicks, Rita Hayworth, John Gallaudet, Patricia Farr, John
Hamilton, Ralph Byrd, Walter Soderling,
John Tyrell, Lester Dorr.
Associate Producer, Wallace MacDonald;
Director, C. C. Coleman, Jr.; Story, Jack
Cooper; Screenplay, Owen Francis; Cameraman, George Meehan.
Direction, Fast.
Photography,
Good.

Loew's Will Continue
To Operate K. C. House

with
RKO

'Living
Love'
James Dunn,onWhitney
Bourne,

Joan Woodbury
Radio
60 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PLEASING BOY -AND -GIRL STORY
WITH A GOOD QUOTA OF LAUGHS.
The

manager of a rooming house arranges it so that a boy who works at
night can occupy the same room as a girl
whose job is a daytime one. As Franklin
Coen the screenplay writer and John Wells
who conceived the novel worked it out,
it makes pleasant program fare. Lew Landers' direction elicits a good quota of
laughs while keeping everything lively. On
the double features, it will fill the bill
nicely. James Dunn turns in a first rate
likeable, light-hearted performance as the
boy who is being harassed by the girl he
does not know, and the girl is Whitney
Bourne, who capably handles the same sort
of role from the female point of view.
Franklin Pangborn and Tom Kennedy get
over strong in some good laugh situations.
Maury Cohen produced the piece. This
boy and girl who occupy the same room at
different times meet without knowing that
they are the persons who are making life
miserable for one another. At the same
time they are falling in love. One does
not wish to let the other know of his
poverty. A spat develops in front of their
rooming house, and Tom Kennedy, a friend
of Miss Bourne's, knocks out Dunn. She
has him rushed to her room, where when
Dunn comes to, he recognizes his own
living quarters. Kennedy tells Miss Bourne
that the fellow (Dunn) is her tormentor,
but with a little persuasion Dunn convinces
her that it's really love.
Cast: James Dunn, Whitney Bourne,
Joan Woodbury, Solly Ward, Tom Kennedy,
Franklin Pangborn, Kenneth Torrell, James
Fawcett, Chester Clute, Evelyn Carrington, Etta McDaniels.
Producer, Maury Cohen; Director, Lew
Landers; Author, John Wells; Screenplay,
Franklin Coen; Cameraman, Nicholas
Musuraca, ASC; Art Director, Van Nest
Polglase; Associate, Feild M. Gray; Editor,
Harry Marker; Sound, Denzil A. Cutler.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

H. L. Sommerer Rejoins RCA
For Photophone Sales Work

Harry L. Sommerer has rejoined
the RCA Manufacturing Company,
and will take over all sales and
service activities pertaining to RCA
Kansas City — Loew's, Inc., will
continue to operate the 4,000-seat Photophone reproducing and recordMidland Theater here under a teming equipment, according to an announcement byG. K. Throckmorton,
porary arrangement, following the
expiration of the 10-year lease. The president of RCA Manufacturing Co.
Midland Theater Bldg., however, re- Sommerer will also direct the activities of the Hollywood Plant. He
verts to the Midland Investment Co.,
owners of the property.
will make his headquarters in CamDeal for the continued operation den.
Sommerer has been director
of the theater was made last week
in New York by M. B. Shanberg of RCA Victor activities in Japan
and Herbert Woolf, vice-presidents for the past seven years, and prior
of the Midland Investment Co.
to that was with the old Victor Company and the Photophone Company.
The theater and office building
were opened in 1927 and have been He will work under the direction of
under the continuous operation of F. R. Deakins, in charge of special
the Loew's Theater and Realty Co. sales.
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West of Shanghai"

with Boris Karloff, Beverly Roberts, Ricardo
Cortez, Gordon Oliver
Warners
65 mins.
PICTURE DESIGNED TO CAPITALIZE
ON ORIENTAL CONFLICT FALLS SHORT
OF EXPECTATIONS.
A timely topic, a good title, and a good
cast fall short of expectations in this one.
The feudal tendencies of the Chinese warlords are again displayed, but a lack of
action in the picture makes it too slow in
many spots. Gordon Oliver discovers oil
in a remote Chinese province. The man
who has financed his operations arrives to
take over the field as Oliver can't meet his
note. Arriving at the same time is Ricardo
Cortez, who is an agent for a rival oil
company. Cortez finds his estranged wife,
Beverly Roberts, working as a missionary
in the town they arrive in, and she is in
love with Oliver. Boris Karloff, the reigning warlord of the province, arrives in town
and takes it over. He immediately makes
designs for Miss Roberts future and locks
Oliver in a cell when he strikes a member
of his staff. There is double-crossing by
all parties present to try and get the general to let them have the oil concession,
but he finally decides to hold the two oil
men for ransom. Later in the picture
Oliver discovers that he has at one time
aided the general and he is freed. Karloff

"Vienna Burgtheater
with

Werner Krauss, Olga Tschechowi
Willy Eichberger, Hortense Raky
European
Films Corp.
109 Mil
ROMANTIC STORY OF THE THEATI
WITH
ENOUGH COMEDY TO MAKE
INTERESTING ENTERTAINMENT.
The new importation at the Little Ci
negie Playhouse this week has a nice bio
of romance and comedy well handled, b
the production suffers from being t
lengthy. The story concerns an acti
who has been an idol of the theater
years past, in love with a young girl, b
the girl loves a young actor, unknown
the older man. A businessman, who is a p
tron of the famous Vienna Burgtheati

gets the young -actor a chance to perfoi
there, but scandal almost keeps him frc
appearing until the intervention of ti
older man straightens everything out. t
opportunity to make a smart comedy
this picture was lost through the som
what ponderous unfolding of the stoi
However, there is enough comedy ai
music to keep it from wandering too f
from the lighter vein that is the obvioi
aim of the producer. Werner Krauss
effective as the former matinee idol ai
Hans Moser does the most that can I
done with his comic role. Hortense Ral
makes a fragile and lovely young romant
shoots
so that
Oliver
RobertsCortez
and after
some
fastcanspymarry
work'Miss
by lady, who also gives an excellent perforn
ance opposite Willy Eichberger, as H
numerous parties another army arrives and
young
actor. Olga Tschechowa plays tl
Karloff is executed with much ceremony,
part of the baroness with ability and a
and the next day they all ride away to a
surance, and the rest of the cast is exce
new life and a happy ending. The cast
lent. The picture has foreign dialogi
is a particularly able one, but the story and titles.
does not allow them to show their talents.
Cast: Werner Krauss, Olga Tschechow
Cast: Boris Karloff, Gordon Oliver, Bev- Willy Eichberger, Hortense Raky, Hal
erly Roberts, Ricardo Cortez, Sheila Brom- Moser, Carl Guenther, Karl Skraup, Jc»
ley, Vladimir Sokoloff, Gordon Hart, Richard fine Dora.
Loo, Douglas Wood, Chester Gan, Luke
Produced
and Directed
by Willy Fors
Chan, Selmer Jackson, James B. Leong,
Story
and
Screenplay,
Willy
Forst ;
Tetsu Komai, Eddie Lee, Maurice Lui, Mia
Ichioaka.
Jochen Huth; Musical Score, Peter Kreude
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.
Director, John Farrow; Story, Porter E.
Brown; Screenplay, Crane Wilbur; Editor,
Frank Dewar; Cameraman, L. O'Connell.
Direction, Slow
Photography, Good.

Bank Night Not Involved
In Zabowsky Racket Cas

Game involved in the case of K
ward Zabowsky, 25, assistant ma:
ager of the New 14th Street Thi
ater, held for sentence Nov. 12 f<
First release by Pathegrams in lowing a Special Sessions hearir
Thursday, was not Bank Nigr
the home movie field under the ar- last
as reported. Counsel for Bank Nig!
rangement whereby it acquired all pointed out Saturday that is is ir
16 and 8 mm. rights to the Pathe
possible to ascertain in advance
News film library is to be "A Day "racket"
in tl
a factor
winner,
Bank
which
brought
Zabowsky
arrest. Night
with the Dionne Quintuplets."
Success of recent subjects on the
Coronation and the Hindenburg dirigible disaster has led to expanHyman Sails On Vacation
sion. Quintuplets film is being reBernard Hyman, M-G-M produc
his first vacation in eig
taking
leased in both sound and silent verSaturday on the Con
sailed
years,
sions in 25-, 50- and 100-feet di Savoia. Hyman
and his vni
by Charles MacArtM
accompanied
lengths, suitable for the "toy film" M-G-M
producer and writer, had
field. "Toy film" is distributed
through department, stationery, definite plans, but intended to ma,
chain, camera supply and other a leisurely tour through southel
pietinV
four upon
to starthaswork
Europe.d Hyman
stores. Film libraries are also han- schedule
Myn|
and
dling the subjects.
return, with Clark Gable
Loy set to star in the first one.

Pathegrams Sets Quints
Pix As Initial Release
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'Madame
Bovary"
ith Pola Negri, Aribert Waescher,
Ferdinand Marian, Werner Scharf
io Film

Exchange

PERTLY
DONE
PICTURE
JLD ATTRACT ATTENTION
! NTRY.

93

Mins.

THAT
IN THIS

ladame Bovary," brings back Pola
li to the screen. Done in German this
i with an excellent cast and a fine
i iction, Gustave Flaubert's satiric malit ness has been toned down to a more
i athetic portrayal, but the story loses
> of its essence with this change. Miss
I i makes an alluring and seductive
[ ime Bovary. Aribert Waescher as
li es Bovary gives a smoothly restrained
» rmance throughout the picture, as
* somewhat stupid husband who is ded by his wife, and suffers from the
: j that goes on in the town. The
E ert story is familiar to most people and
essential parts have no change from
book, wth the exceotion that Miss
's part has been written with more
ithv th?n the book or any other picversion have ever given to it. FerdiMaran is good as the deceitful RuBiulan-rer who tosses Madame Boias;de when she tells him that she is
to le*ve her husband. Leon Dupuis,
idy-kil'pr of the v'lla«e, is well reprebv Werner S'h'rf. and the garru?nd unscruoulous Homa:s is well por\\ bv A'exan^er Ensel. The rest of the
dst'ngush themselves and the setare jttractive English captions are
I to the audience.
t: PAa
Negri.
Aribert
Waescher,
pnJ
Marian
Werner
Scharf, Alex| En^el, Kat^erina Brauren, Paul Bildt,
Hp'in-er,
Olga
Limburg.
R, Klein
Werner
Stock, Carla Rust, Bert>ljj Reissig,
Edward
von
Winterstein,
rtjje Heinrich
S'hnell,
Barbara
von
■Hikoff, Franz Stein.
ilt)u<-ed by Terra
Films;
Screenplay
}' ' Gustave
Flaubert's
novel ; Director,
ird Lamprecht.
ction, Good.
Photography,
Good.

M davits, Briefs to be
Filed in Gary-Para Action
v^lianapolis — Paramount and the
<\ Theater Co. have been ordered
a |;epare and submit affidavits by
I 15 and briefs by Nov. 20 in
i(i case brought by the theater
>i': any for a mandatory injunction
i mpel Paramount to deliver 10
ic, res allegedly scheduled on last
M n's contract.
% Federal District Court heard
orsllarguments last Friday but did
otrant any restraining order.
I'liis Phillips, representing ParaW0]|t, argued that the 10 pictures
nai||d in the complaint had not
b«|| completed in time for the designed release date because produ<||m was held up due to an infiui|;a epidemic at the studios.

The March of Time
(Issue 3— Vol. 4)
Fine Human Interest
Three fine episodic news features
are covered graphically and with
strong camera values in the current
March of Time. First is presented
the work of the Secret Service in
capturing the cleverest counterfeiter
of modern times, William Watts,
whose $20 counterfeit was so perfect that experts were fooled. The
editors have re-created the highlights in the hunt for him that took
several years, and show how his engraving plant functioned. The complete story of the crisis in Algeria
which has so disturbed France is
covered with fine dramatic fervor.
France is here menaced by the
threat of an Arab uprising and a
Fascist revolt of white Colonials.
The sequence shows clearly how the
ruling white landowners exploit the
native Moslems and keep them in
a state of peonage. The final episode is a success story of a modern
American city. When the Amoskeag factory in Manchester, N. H.,
went into bankruptcy in 1935. The
leading business men of the city
faced financial disaster, as the factory employed 17,000 workers. So
they organized a campaign to buy
the 75 buildings comprising the textile mills, and leased them to various manufacturers in different lines.
Today Manchester is more prosperous than ever, with a diversification
of industries that will never again
leave the city at the mercy of one
corporation going out of business.

"Pick Your Favorite"

(Sportlight)
Paramount
10 mins.
Good Novelty Sports
A novelty in narration furnished
by Grantland Rice's rhyming lines
that are recited by Ted Husing to
fit the subject that contrasts the
quiet solitude of mountain and
stream with the roar of the crowds
in the city. The shots are cleverly
contrasted, with first a view of city
streets and then a couple climbing
a mountain peak. The multitudes
at Coney Island's beach, and two
people in a lonely mountain lake.
Football crowds and a two-some at
golf on an oceanside course. The
week-end heavy traffic on a fishing
boat at Montauk, and an angler
casting his fly in the solitude of a
stream far removed from civilization. The photography is gorgeous,
with some fine scenic shots that are
like paintings.
"Educated Fish"
(Max Fleischer Color)
Paramount
7 mins.
Lively Adventure
The color is very poor, and hard
on the eyes. The subject matter
will intrigue the kids. A little fish
plays hookey from school, is caught

by the teacher, and sulks as the
other scholars deep down at the
bottom of the sea learn their lesson
about avoiding the baited hook with
the tempting worm. So later when
the little fish sees a hook with a
beautiful worm flirting with him, he
gets hooked. After the fisherman
fends him in the boat, he flops overboard, and returns to teacher a
much wiser little fish.

ft

ft

"Mechanical Handy Man"
(An Oswald
Cartoon)
Universal
7 2-3 mins.
Humorous and Imaginative
Two of Producer Walter Lantz'
pet characters, Oswald and the
Dumb Cluck, have a literal and figurative field day in this chapter,
for they pay a proud visit to Farmer Hippo and place at his disposal for demonstration purposes a
mechanical Handy Man which they
have invented. This odd contraption,
equipped with a convenient dial, has
the form of a modernistic ostrich
and is capable of performing numerous chores. Farmer Hippo
opines he'd like to see the thing
milk his cow. The animal becomes
frightened and bolts through the
barn, with the Handy Man in hot
pursuit. Eventually, Oswald and
the Dumb Cluck are haled into
court where the judge insists that
the cow be brought back following
another bolt. At the finale the inventors destroy their weird Handy
Man. Short is amusingly delineated
and has enough humor and imagfanciers. ination to appeal to cartoon reel

Popular Science
(J 7—2)
Paramount
10 mins.
Human Interest Shots
The automobile of tomorrow is a
timely subject, showing the new
streamlined design that is built for
safety and speed. There are innumerable innovations that also
make for comfort. The second clip
shows the work of the shepherd
dogs that are trained to become
eyes for the blind, as they lead their
helpless masters through the streets
and heavy traffic. The reel also
presents a couple of gadgets patented for the comfort of invalids
and farm workers — the first a rocking-bed, and the second an odd
device that churns milk for the
farmer as he sits and rocks in a
"Jungle
(Pete
SmithJuveniles"
Specialty)
chair. There are also interesting
M-G-M
9 mins.
views of an organization for testing
Amusing Monk Antics
precious stones and a stocking style
This is offered as a sort of junior
show with shapely models.
Tarzan story, with special appeal
to the youngsters and their mothers.
Paramount Pictorial
Two trained chimpanzees do a little
(P-7— 4)
Paramount
10 mins. comedy-drama in a jungle setting,
with a three-year old kid playing
Lively Topical Stuff
the babe - lost - in - the - woods. The
Interesting exhibit of the Baha- chimps take the babe in hand, and
man industry of tropical hats made try to look after him and amuse
from tree fibers, with tourists buy- him. They also try to feed him
ing and wearing them, and the pret- some bananas and cocoanuts. The
ty girls looking very fetching in kid seems to be enjoying himself no
models that would do credit to Fifth end, while the chimps look upon
Avenue. The work of Oregon huc- him frankly puzzled. Pete Smith
kleberry pickers is a novelty, show- handles the dialogue, and puts
ing the scoop devices they use for words into the mouths of the
picking the berries wholesale. The chimps, and tries to picture what is
scrap steel industry forms a very
going
in the that
youngster's
interesting subject, with enormous A
reelonnovelty
will getmind.
the
cranes and magnets lifting tons_ of
old metal, other machinery breaking
it
and finally
re-creation
of giggles."The New Deal Show"
newup, molten
steelthefrom
the junk
heaps.
(Betty Boop Cartoon)
Paramount
7 mins.
Funny Animal Stunts
"Proteck (Popeye)
the Weakerist"
Betty
Boop act.
appears
ed animal
She with
putsa trainthem
Paramount
7 mins.
through some lively paces. The cute
Weak Cartoon Number
part of the act is a little chick just
hatched. The chick does a nifty
Popeye
takes
Olive's
little
Pekingese for a walk. He is ashamed to dance routine that is not only funny
be seen with the little pup that but clever. Plenty of neat gags and
looks so weak. He meets Bluto with
story sequence keep this gohis terrible bulldog. The fight starts a funny
ing along at a lively clip. A Max
between the two dogs, and then
Bluto starts to beat up Popeye. Of Fleischer animated.
course the usual routine takes place,
Will Auction Assets
as Popeye hauls out the spinach can,
Assets of Display Stage Lighting
gives some to the pup, and they
clean up their mutual enemies. Co., Inc., bankrupt, will be sold at
Pretty slim, with the old formula public auction by Underwriters Salvage Co. on Nov. 9 at 2:30 p.m. at
stuff unrelieved by any new tech121 Sixth Ave.
nique or treatment.
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STATE DEPT, TO PRESS
QUOTA ACT CHANGES
(Continued from Page

1)

London has been consistently, as described by a source close to the
causes and effects relating to the
introduction of the measure by the
Film Board of Trade, "the spearhead of the attack on the proposed
Quota Act," a still more determined
effort is in the immediate offing to
head off the enactment into law of
that portion of the Act which deals
with the vital question, of multiple
credits.
Observers point out that failure
of Parliament to accord to U. S.
producers an equitable scale of multiple credits will mean not only that
such producers will not make bigscale, quality pictures in England,
but also that the foreign trade of
both countries will suffer definitely.
It is estimated that 40 p. c. of
the total trade of U. S. film interests
annually is carried on in the foreign
field, and that 45 p. c. of this amount
is with the United Kingdom. Gross
rentals derived thei-efrom are said
to approximate some $16,000,000,
and net revenue from rentals somewhere between $5,000,000 and
$7,000,000.
Anxiety is also felt in quarters
here that Australia, New Zealand
and New South Wales might be influenced to frame quota provisions
on their own account, should they
witness the passage of the Films
Act in the mother country in its
present form.
Should such a development take
place, another 15 p. c. of the market
for American film trade abroad
might be placed in jeopardy.
While passage of the Films Act
as it now stands will be considered
a telling blow, it is believed that
Parliament, traditionally openminded to amendments proposed,
will eventually, in any case, grant
some adjustment with respect to the
multiple credit clauses.

Films Act Seen Threat
To British Shorts Field
London— (By Cable)— The end of
short subject production in England
is seen in the British Films (Quota)
Act by Bruce Wolfe, managing direction of Gaumont British Instructional Films, and by John Grierson,
producer of documentary films.
They point out that, under the
quota, which applies to shorts as
well as features, the actual screen
time for shorts would be 12 to 14
seconds for each 100 minutes — or
about eight seconds an hour. They
hold that time totally inadequate for
the presentation of short subjects.

Cassidy on Coast Trip

Detroit — William A. Cassidy,
Michigan circuit operator, and his
wife leave for the west today following his recovery from pneumonia. They will visit Seattle and
Minneapolis as well as Hollywood.

THE

WEEK

Goldwyn-Korda

Huddle — Films

SHORT SHOTS
From Eastern Studios

Bill Presented

By SID WEISS

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

ander Korda from England on the
He de France, accompanied by Maurice Silverstone, UA managing director for the United Kingdom. Following a series of conferences between the principals involved, conducted with painstaking secrecy, the
week terminated without any indication that a final settlement
had been reached, although one is
expected momentarily. FairbanksPickford-Chaplin group, reliable
sources stated, entered the conclaves
on the platform that it would entertain no steps savoring of "bar-

*

IN REVIEW

*

*

Settlement of the UMPTO-Paragaining."
mount controversy loomed large in
the wake of Tuesday's meeting in
Philadelphia of the exhibs, who declared an armistice to conclude their
differences with the producingreleasing organization. Indications
pointed, in light of the mutual tendency on the part of both sides to
reach a swift and amicable agreement, to the writing of finis to the
case. Paramount's general sales
manager, Neil F. Agnew, stated
that the terms governing the controversy's settlement in Philadelphia will not apply to the other
territories where similar disputes
are extant. These, he said, will require individual settlements.

undistributed
profit taxes),
ciation and reserves.

*

*

depre-

*

Consolidated net earnings of RKO
and subsidiaries for 39 weeks ended
Oct. 2 was reported at $1,543,511,—
higher by $227,281 than the consolidated net earnings of $1,316,922 for
the same period in 1936. Report of
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
and subsidiaries for quarter ended
Sept. 30, shows net profit of $162,606 after depreciation and normal
Federal income taxes, but before
surtax on undistributed profits,
equivalent to 41 cents a share on
400,000 no-par shares of $2 preferred stock. This compares with
$148,713 or 37 cents a share on preferred in preceding quarter and net
profit of $290,282 equal after preferred dividend requirements, to 17
cents a share on 524,973 shares of
common stock in September quarter
of previous year. For nine months
ended Sept. 30, net profit was $541,023 equal to $1.35 a share on preferred, comparing with $776,290 or
33 cents a shai'e on common for the
nine months ended Sept. 30, 1936.

*

*

*

Other highlights were: Reliable
source declared that in event no
"equitable agreement" is reached
with M-G-M or Paramount, Selznick
International will maintain its present independent production status,
and extend present program to 12
or more pix a year, with at least
Arrival of Mervyn Leroy on the
. . . World disCoast from his visit to New York half in Technicolor
tribution of all pix made by Herbert
was followed by a Hollywood report Wilcox during the next 10 years is
that he may join RKO Radio as pro- guaranteed by a contract he has
duction head. Credence was given signed with RKO Radio . . . and
to this possible move by four dis- news that New England exhibs are
tinct factors: (a) he has one pic$2,000,000 on remodeling
ture yet to deliver to Warners on spending
and modernizing their theaters.
his present contract; (b) his statement to The Film Daily, prior to
leaving New York, that he is defi- FOREIGN
nitely in the market for the most
(Continued from Page 1)
attractive proposition from a producing company; (c) the fact that nies, as well as England's FBI,
a deal between him and UA did not CEA and labor bodies was one of
materialize, and (d) the unconfirmed strident opposition. Latter groups
but persistent allegations that Sam launched a determined "last minute" drive for a Films Commission
Briskin, RKO studio head, is contemplating relinquishment of that which they believe will militate
against any attempt at increasing
* *
*
rentals. U. S. producers flatly depost.
clared their antagonism to the credFinancial news relating to the init provisions and pointed out that
dustry forged into the headlines re- unless
multiple credits are granted
peatedly. Film securities showed
increasing vitality as the market their making of large-scale features
generally advanced, following its re- in England will be doomed. Meanwhile a further reading and hearcent and short-lived recession, 20th
ing of the Films Bill was slated in
Century-Fox reported a consolidated Parliament
for Thursday, next.
net
profit
of $4,898,893,
after' operating
all charges
including
normal
Headline news on the Continent
Federal income taxes, but not including provision for surtax on un- came in form of a dispatch from
distributed profits, for the 39 weeks Paris to effect that a bill will soon
ended Sept. 25, last. This compares be submitted to the French Parliawith a profit of $4,451,851 for the
ment, the aim of which is to place
first three-quarters of 1936. Para- control of the film industry in
mount Pictures, Inc., estimated its France in the hands of the Cabinet.
consolidated earnings for the third Details of the bill have been kept
quarter (13 weeks) ended Oct. 2, at secret, but correspondents have
$2,398,000, after all charges includ- learned some of its provisions; noting interest, Federal taxes (except
ably that providing for daily collec-

^L CHRISTIE has finished sh
ing on Willie
Howard's
for Educational
at the
General la
vice studios tagged "Public Plaj
No.
featuringAbe Janet
Charlie1," Slattery,
Bronson,Re
lie Fay and Ruth Leavitt.
It
Marcy
Klauber-Ai-t
Jarrett sc
with Chris Beute assisting in
dh-ection. Al's next for Educatii
will be another of the Jeff Mach
er "Gags and Gals" series.
•
Lloyd French is directing "Stt
and Blondes" at the Warner V
phone studios starring Gene
Katherine Lockhart. Marie H
man, Loretta Sayres, Helen Good
and Richard Bishop are in the t
Eddie Forman did the script.

•

Joy Hodges, Universal player,
been given an indefinite leave of
sence to appear in a featured
in George

M.

Cohan's

"I'd Ral

•

Be Willie
Right."Weil, Warner writer
bridge expert, had her hand h
picture last week. She shuffled
cards in a bridge scene. Screen
tors' Guild is debating
what
charge her.

•

Michael Raymond, syndicate wr
who
sold "Emergency
Squad"
Paramount
shortly has readied
other tagged
Iron" . of
..
Watson
starts "Scrap
on another
Charlie Kempner series this wee!
a story by Tim Ryan . . . H*
Fletcher, secretary to K. Macllv
at Warnei-s, resigned this week

•

the most'
dentAl Christie,
skipper inperhaps
the industry,
put his "Sunbeam" in drydock
is spending his week-ends scrapin
and otherwise getting it in sh
. . . Eddie Forman, Warner writ
ace, is working on a two-reeler
Henry
Armetta
. . . Incidentc
Eddie has been banging them1}
since 1926, starting in the busii
with Richy Craig, Jr., when the

ter was tops around here . . ■ "j
Big Apple"
proving a sensatitt
smash
for isEducational,
over
prints being out already . . • (
K. Wells joins the Educational t
shortly
. . Roy
next i
Warners . will
star Mack's
Wini Shaw
script by Cyrus Woods and J
Henley . . .

tion in theaters by State organ
tions of the percentage of rece
due to producers, distributors i
authors; ban on double feature ]!
grams; and institution of a tri-j
tite board, including one goviment representative, one from t
trade unions and one from empi'
ers, which will have consultive p:
ers to start with, but later 1
become executive in nature and f
the French film industry.
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itimate in Character
,iternational in Scope
idependenr
in Thought
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TEN CENTS

\PTOA Board to Get Kuy kendo II Report at N. Y. Meet
i

fARNERSPLAN 6 EUROPEAN PLAYS ON BROADWAY
jilding Boom Adds 20,000 Seats in Greater Detroit
higan

ILM

Upstate Construction Responsible for
10,000 More

By H. E. REVES
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

troit — Boom in theater conation during 1937 has added 20,seats in new houses in the
er Detroit area alone, accord0 Henderson M. Richey, of the
lerative Theaters of Michigan,
itp construction,
it is estiis responsible for an addi1 10,000 seats.
s pointed out that in this city

I

{Continued

on Page

6)

ENG. 3RD QUART.
Z TERMED 'SPOTTY'

Syracuse V. to Turn Out Film Critics Next
Syracuse, N. Y. — Syracuse University, alma mater of Harry Joe Brown, et al, which
pioneered in the East with a cinema appreciation course, will add a course in film
criticism in February. Course will be taught by Dean M. Lyle Spencer, one-time Milwaukee critic, ex-prexy of University of Washington and now Dean of the S. U.
School of Journalism. Ninety students are taking the appreciation course, given by
Prof. Sawyer Falk, dramatic department head.

Chicago Exhibs. Talk 5-10 Cent B. O.
Scale Advance, But Postpone Action
FILM

By JOSEPH ESLER
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Chicago — Fighting to bring back
biz to the pre-polio epidemic level,
exhibs hereabouts contemplate no
immediate move to further tilt admissions, check-up establishes. Only
development which might bring a
quick reversal of that decision is
an extra-stiff advance in muncipal

license fees. Aldermanic committee
is now considering a new scale.
It is predicted, however, that as
the film season gets further along,
bringing outstanding product, attempts will be made to advance
scales 5 or 10 cents. Increased costs
are cited by exhibs. as making such
action eventually a necessity.
Theater grosses in this territory
(Continued

on

Page

Board to Meet Here in Early

December to Hear Kuykendall Report

Sharing Spotlight
1though the interest of New York's
rfainment world will center today
ly upon the local mayoralty battle
the contests for other high city
es, the returns from Shelter Island,
, will also be watched intently.
s. E. C. Mills, head of Ascap's adtrative committee,
is running
for
njbost of Justice of the Peace.
Looks
'■ a plug for Mendelssohn.

Executive board of the MPTOA
Clark Anniversary Week
will meet in New York in early Deto Set 20th-Fox Record
cember to receive the findings of
John D. Clark Anniversary Week,
Nov. 21-27, of the Kent Drive will
set a new distribution mark for
20th-Fox, with a record number of
theaters {Continued
playing on the
Page 8)company's

Warner,
Home,
Says
"Blondie White" Will
Be First Import

Warners plan to produce six
European plays a year in New York,
Jack L. Warner, vice-president, stated yesterday upon his return from
England on the Queen Mary. Original proposal, announced in August, called for only two. The first
play
be "Blondie
White,"andwhich
is nowwillrunning
in London
will
be brought over here in about six
weeks, he said. The play will then
be made into a picture.
Commenting
condi(Continued on on business
Page 4)

YEAR'
EDESATIO
SAG
NALS
PACTCONC
TO EDUC

4)

ton — Theater grosses throughe New England states mainan unsteady trend during the Ambassador Asks to Withdraw Its SEC Statement
quarter this year a check up
ses. Attendance records have
Application has been made to the
spotty, with an increase in SEC by Ambassador Pictures to Hays, Podell & Shulman, attorneys for the company, and Arthur
{sections of 5 to 10 p. c. over withdraw its registration statement
econd quarter, while in other because of the existing adverse mar- Anderson & Co., accountants, to
ket conditions.
compile additional data for the new
jns
grosses
have dropped
5 p. c.
urban
theaters
in and around
statement.
The company, upon with{Continued on Page 8)
drawal, intends to definitely proMeanwhile, negotiations are pendceed with the filing of a new stateing for financing
the newthat
year's
ment as soon as market conditions program
w?/ ox Appoints Littman
and it is ofexpected
the
warrant, it is said.
new
financing
plans
will
be
com^ew York Representative
Plans
are
going
forward
for
plete within the week.
bert Wilcox, prior to leaving
ke p.a.'s with Anna Neagle at
! iremieres of "Victoria the
" announced
(Continued on the
Page appointment
4)

MPTOA

Jack

Ed Kuykendall, organization's prexy,
now on a swing through the country contacting
exhibs.
get their
individual
reactions
and"tosuggestions
on the situation as it is today."
Announcement
ofon New
Yorkmeet{Continued
Page 8)

After several weeks of negotiations, Jack H. Skirball, general
manager of Educational Pictures,
and Florence Marston, eastern representative omeet
f the Screen
Actors'
Guild, are to
tomorrow
at
SAG New York headquarters to
sign a one-year agreement.
8)
One-year,(Continued
in lieuon Page
of Coast's
10-

Kromocolor Lab. Deal
Terms Facing Protest
Terms of the deal whereby
liam Fox, through his reported
resentatives, Ted Altman and
eph O'Donnell,
{Continued wason to
Page acquire
8)

WilrepJoscon-

Election Closings
Today being Election Day, industry
home offices are closing either all day
or at 1 o'clock, with the exception
of Universal, which will close shop at
3. Offices closed all day are Grand
National, 20th Century-Fox, United
Artists and Erpi. Closing at 1 P.M., are
Columbia, GB, Monogram, Republic,
Paramount, National Screen Service,
Warner Bros., M-G-M, Educational and
March mains
of closed
Time.
The ITOA also reall day.

Tuesday, Nov. 2, 1
= W ■m DAILY:

WARNERS TO IMPORT
SIX EUROPEAN PLAYS

ALCN€

CHI. EXHIBS. TALKINI
5-10 CENT B.0.RI

THE

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
tions, Warner said that the company's earnings were running ahead
of last year but that production
costs had risen approximately 10
per cent.
Warner emphasized the apparent
prosperity in England and France.
Theaters are doing a standout business, he declared, and admission
prices are high. There are practically no 20-cent houses in England,
he pointed out. First-run theaters
charge a top price of $2.15, with a
minimum of 40 cents. He said that
unemployment had been reduced to
less than a million in the British
Isles.
Only two English players were
signed by Warner on his trip
abroad. They were Bruce Lester, a
leading man, and Paul Williams, a
character actor.
Warners plan to make at least
one picture in England with a complete Hollywood staff of actors and
directors. However, most of the features to be produced in the Warner
studios at Teddington will not be released over here. Teddington Studios now have three sound stages
and a fourth is now being added,
Warner said.
While abroad, Warner visited
London, Paris and Budapest. He
plans to remain in New York about
two weeks before continuing on to
the Coast.

year on Wednesday
with "Angel"
T
T
♦ T
• •
•
THIS CARD should bring out a record crowd to the
AMP A luncheon at the International Casino on Thursday
Walter W anger
with Hal Home
doing the master of the
revels
introducing Jack
White and Rocco & Salter s who

Wilcox Appoints Liftman
New York Representative

represent the "52nd Street" angle
for the Serious Thinkers
we will have Zenn Kaufman, authority on sales contests
more Attractions will be announced from time to time between

(Continued from Page 1)
of Mack Littman as his New York
representative to take care of all
matters pertaining to Herbert Wilcox Productions, Inc., and Imperator Films.
For several years Littman has
been associated with United Artists
and their British films, and will
operate at 729 Seventh Ave. He
will cooperate with Gaumont-British on the films they will distribute
for Wilcox, including "London
Melody," and will act in a liaison
capacity between Wilcox and RKO
Radio Pictures.

Best
the

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
NOVEMBER

2

Terry Ramsaye
Charles Kenyon
Mabel Julienne Scott

Daily to
birthday:

with PHIL
T

T

M. DALy
T

• •
•
PRESS AGENT gives swank luncheon for his Ex-Boss
and THAT'S news
Lynn Farnol has invited a very exclusive gathering of old friends among the press
to meet Samuel Goldwyn, a
producer of Hollywood
who has recently turned film scout and has
gone out and discovered talent for his pictures
Mister Goldwyn
is STILL a producer, however
if you have any doubts, wait till
you see his next production
Lynn's luncheon will be at the Luncheon Club on the 65th floor of the RCA Building today
▼
▼
T
• • • UNDERSTAND one home office exec expected all
hands in the publicity dep't to work a full day to'day with no
time out for voting
on the ground that none of 'em were
able to pass the Literacy Test
and when one insulted pup
dep't guy heard this, he sez: "Huh. All that mug could ever pass
is a company dividend"
T
T
T
• •
•
BET you can't answer this one
What film has been
the biggest grosser at the Paramount on Broadway in its eleven years
of existence?
we 'were stumped,
too
"Pointed Heels"
shown in 1929
the Depression
Year, no less
it grossed an
all-time high of more than $100.000
the Paramount is celebrating
the start of its twelfth

now and Thursday
after Thursday
for

the

and don't any of you mugs bawl us out
Announced
Attractions
that may
not

show
all we do is Announce 'em
what do you expect
from a kolumist, anyway?
T
▼
T
• • • IN KIDDING vein
Ed Kuyksndall postcards from Denver "Having wonderful trip. Big meetings." (now here's the kidding) "Trying to co-ordinate Exhibitor Thought."
mebbe
Ed
is serious
but Awfully Optimistic
IF he can co-ordinate exhibitor thought, the guy is a Magician
T
T
T
• •
•
OLDEST
FEMME
Exhib in the U. S. A
Mrs.
Augusta Allen
operating with her son, Russell, the Allen
theater at Farmington, New Mexico
which just celebrated
its 25th anniversary
the lobby of the theater is filled with
autographed photos of stars congratulating her on the happy
event
▼
▼
▼
• •
•
AUTHORITY Speaks
David O. Selznick
last nite
he addressed
the class of Fine Arts at Columbia
University on the
subject of picture production
he was introduced
by Prof. John
Abbot, of Columbia, who presided at the lecture
▼
▼
▼
• •
•
MYSTERY Solved
two men with same unusual
name identified with the same theater in Detroit
the owner
of the Empress on Woodward Avenue is "Little Joe" Ellul
while the house manager is "Big Joe" Ellul
persistent confusion of identity with both answering to the same name
they were total strangers till they met on the job!

«

«

«

»

»

»

during the third quarter showt
downward swing, according to 1
ing independent managers. With
enforcement of the infantile pat
sis ban on juveniles, biz of s
nabe houses dropped as much a
per cent and in several insta
matinees were eliminated to
overhead.
In the Loop district, trade
held up in a much better voh
due to the large transient pop
tion and the fact that the I
houses do not depend to any ex
on juvenile patronage. Cii
biz.
houses are finding "Name" ba
star p. a.'s and stage shows hel]

With Bank Night out, neigh
hood operators have turned to
rious devices with coffee night
most recent. Exhibitor purch
half-pound packages at a cost
to exceed 10 cents and these
given away. Several of the Wat
Ave. premium houses have addc
coffee department and the ider
spreading. Use of other pack;
foods is indicated as the next 1
Theater
construction
has sloup, with the opening
of the
Theater of the Cherukas circuit ;
the Cine Theater of the Balaba
Katz group.
Warners have the
Rhodes Theater scheduled for o;i
ing late this fall and B & K have
new Luna Theater coming along i
couple
of months
for a hoi ■
opening.
The
H and E Bals:
circuit will open the new Esqi.
Theater
late this fall, while
Goldburg's
Homewood
Theater
also scheduled
for opening be>
the end of the year.
Several ho
are
still being overhauled and n
ernized.

DEATH REC0RI
Mrs.

Edward

Burkart

Cincinnati — Mrs. Edward Burk;
wife of 20th Century-Fox West
ginia representative, died last y
after a short illness. A daug;
here.
Jean, is connected with RKO R;n'
Edwin C. Holiins

New Orleans — Funeral serv;
for Edwin C. Holiins, 39, promii I
theater and radio station atton
were held here Saturday.
HoUi,
a member of the law firm of Roi
Kammer, Wollf and Farrar, had.
cently been
involved
in behalf
the Saenger Theaters Corp., in'
suits against Columbia and was,
to his death still in charge of
Fuller conspiracy suits against |
Saenger executives and seven i
jor appendectomy.
distributors.
He died fol!o\v|i]
an

lHE^f#
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4 "JUttU" fW Hollywood "Ms

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
T1ARLES FARRELL has returned
"* to Hollywood after an absence
'f two years, during which he made
everal pictures in England. Farrell
i now negotiating with Paramount
n. a two-picture deal and expects
) resume his Hollywood film career
dthin the next couple of months,
'arrell is now spending much of his
me at Palm Springs, where he has
xtensive property interests, includlg the famous Racquet Club, which
e and Ralph Bellamy started seval years ago.
T
▼
T

WHO'S
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 163
• • •

MAURY
COHEN. RKO Radio associate producer. Born in Russia on March
6, 1899, and educated in Chicago in grammar and high school. Went to
Los Angeles in 1912 and engaged in clothing
business, later in building materials. In 1937,
formed a finance company and served as its
president until 1931, at which time he organized Invincible Pictures Corporation to produce and distribute approximately 50 feature
films in the independent field. When this
company was discontinued in late 1936, Maury
Cohen became a producer at Radio. Among
pictures he has produced are "Bridge of Sighs",
"Three of a Kind", "It Couldn't Have Hap-

Clarabell and Sonny Bressel, juvule players who came to HollyOn his
ood last year from New York, have
'Danger
;en very much in demand for kid
arts. Their latest assignment is in
Tom Sawyer."
appreciation of his work in directing
T
T
T
their favorite star in seven pictures.
»
T
T
Irving Cummings, now vacationg before taking up his next direct "Submarine
D-l,"
with Pat
[g assignment, has been made an
George Brent, Wayne Mormorary member of the Designing O'Brien,
ris and Doris Weston, has been desTtists Council of Paris because of
ignated by Warner Bros. -First National as a Cosmopolitan production.
s direction of Walter Wanger's
National
release will be on Nov. 27.
1938."
Rogues of r
t
r
T
T
T
Bryan Foy is preparing to make
Clarence Brown's stable has been
igmented by one of the smallest "The Clarion," a story based on the
nies ever seen in California. The nation's pure food laws, for Warner
',
imal was sent from its native Bros. -First National. Story is from
veden by Greta Garbo admirers in a magazine piece by Samuel Hop-

pened", "Brilliant Marriage"

and

"Ellis Island".

current list also are "Living on Love",
Patrol", "Taking the Town".

story running serially in the Saturday Evening Post.
▼
T
T
Carrol Young returns from a
three weeks' trip in Mexico. He is
on
the writing staff of Principal
Pictures.
»
»
»
Burt Cunningham, Pathe News
director, planed in from New York
to film special make-up features of
Max Factor's for Pathe short subject, "Pathe Parade," with Mervyn
Freeman handling the camera. This
short subject features two of his
eight make-up artists, A. Bernard
Shore and James Barker. Highlight
of the film will be the revelation of
how horror make-up is applied,
played by Buster Brodie, character
man,Man
giving
Factor's conception of
the
of Mars.
T

T

T

Edward Gross has left Principal
kins Adams and Vincent Sherman is
Productions to become associate prodoing the script.
ducer for David L. Loew ProducT
T
T
tions. His first assignment will be
Anne Rutherford, playing an im- on Joe E. Brown's picture, "Wide
which starts about
portant role in Metro's "Benefits Open Faces,"
Joe Bigelow has been borForgot" at location at Lake Arrow- Nov. 15.rowed
from Samuel Goldwyn to
head, was called back by the studio write the screenplay.
and given a new long term contract
and at the same time was cast in a
Richard Cromwell
has
▼ ▼
■» been cast
featured spot in "A Matter of
»

T

T

Metro has purchased "One Was
Pride."
Beautiful,"
by Alice Duer Miller,

for
part ofWyler
"Ted" isindirecting
"Jezebel,"at
whichtheWilliam
Burbank with Bette Davis, Henry
Fonda and George Brent in the cast.

Infringementight ed
lopyrClaim
in Writ Action

Theatrical Printing Biz
] Jersey Finer Films Fed.
Sign All Loew-Poli Pacts
Runs Ahead in Detroit
Joins Drive on Duals
With Only 3 Exceptions

A copyright infringement action
,s instituted yesterday in Federal
>urt by the Cinephonic Music Co.,
|d., a British Corp., and Leo Feist,
against Warner Bros. Pictures,
Al Dubin and Harry Warren
alleged piracy of its musical
'mposition "Sandman's
Serenade,"
I the song " 'Cause My Baby Says
So," and allegedly used in the
iarner picture "Singing
Marine."
permanent injunction and an acanting of the profits are being

New Haven, Conn. — Contracts
have been signed with projectionist
and stagehand unions for all LoewPoli spots except stage, New
Haven, stage and booth, Meriden,
and stage, Springfield.

ced

M-G-M

Gets "Passage"

Tent Burned, Exhib. Leases
School Auditorium for Pix
Big Rapids, Mich. — Burned out of
the tent in which he had operated
a movie theater for the past three
months, Ray Fox, manager, has
leased the Big Rapids High School
auditorium for evening movies.

Marx Bros. Fined, Will Appeal

i'Northwest Passage," Kenneth West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Groucho and Chico
jberts' dramatic novel of French
Iil Indian War days, which has Marx were fined $1,000 in Federal
topping best-seller lists since Court here yesterday, following trial
pn
,e July, has been acquired for of the suit in which they were
tion pictures by MGM.
charged with plagiarising radio material by Carroll and Garret Graham
who had submitted material which
was rejected. The Marx Bros, will
$t Eyes "Rosalie"
Out in Culver City, they think well,
appeal.
of "Rosalie." Or so Si Seadler, now
on the Coast, infers in telegrams received in New York yesterday. Quoting
Si: " 'The Great Ziegfeld" was just a
teaser trailer for 'Rosalie,' a Christmas
elease that will make Santa Claus a
national hero."

Klein House to B & K
Chicago — A. F. Klein is building
a 1,000-seat theater at Belmont and
Keating Aves., which has been
leased to the Balaban & Katz circuit.

Detroit — Theatrical printing biz
here during the last three months
has climbed 25 p.c, it is estimated,
with Phil Kaplan, manager of the
Theatrical Advertising Co., reporting the best summer in his career.

Madison, N. J. — The Finer Films
Federation of New Jersey has joined
the war on double bills. William O.
Ludlow announced the federation is
urging its branches and individual
members
on
exhibitors to
to "bring
cut out pressure"
the doubles.
The federation is also considering
First "Renfrew" Opens
formal endorsement of the AntiOpening today at the Central is Movie Double Feature League of
movement, inaugurated by
the first of what will be four "Ren- America
frew" pictures produced and direct- two Nutley, N. J., men.
ed by Al Herman for Grand National. James Newill, who sprang
Isaacs House to Open
from comparative obscurity into a
Cincinnati — Joe Isaacs will open
small role in James Cagney's
"Something to Sing About," has the new Nova Theater in Cumberland, Ky., Nov. 15.
been given the leading role in "Renfrew of the Royal Mounted."

Parking Rules

Hurt

Enid, Okla. — Carl Benefiel, local
manager for the Griffith Amusement
Co. theaters here made a survey of
his theaters and found that out of
town customers would not come in
as long as rigid parking ordinances
were in effect. Merchants are seeking to change them.

Foreign House for Akron
Akron, 0. — The Arcade, now
called the Art Theater, has been
leased by Zoltan Gombos, Cleveland
exhibitor, for the showing of foreign pictures.

Bone of Contention
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Two canine film stars,
each with the same name, "Lightning,"
but the property of different owners,
Harry Marks and Earl Johnson, find
themselves in the legal spotlight here.
Marks is suing Johnson and RKO for
$150,000 damages, claiming that his
German shepherd is the true and exclusive "Lightning," and that the German shepherd belonging to Johnson is
not entitled to use the name on the
screen. Despite confusing aspects of the
case, film folk hereabouts are pretty
well
agreed
one point,
— thatcourt
it's
certainly
the on
doggonest
current
action.
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BOOM ADDS 20,000
SEATS IN DETROIT
(Continued

from

Payc

lUviews of. View film*
"Tex
Rides With the

1)

the 20,000 seats are essentially plus
inasmuch as there was practically
no dismantling of antiquated film
houses.
Remodeling, reflecting anticipation of greater grosses and profits
has mounted steadily, running 10
to 15 per cent ahead of 1936, and
possibly 30 per cent ahead of the
second quarter, basing this estimate
upon reports of supply houses. This
increase is largely seasonal, with
most remodeling naturally occurring
during the summer months.
Trend of air-conditioning is much
less marked than a year ago, probably because most of the better
grade houses already have it in, and
units for the smaller houses have
not been offered at, a low enough
price to suit the operators.

Eq,juipment Exhibit Closing
Springfield, Mass. — A three-day
exhibit of theatrical equipment, the
first of its kind held in this city for
more than 20 years, held at Hotel
Kimball under the sponsorship of
the Tiffin Scenic Studios of Tiffin,
O., closes today. The exhibit was
arranged by the Larsen Theater
Supply Co. of this city.

SICK REPORT
St. Louis — Hoyt Kirkpatrick,
Hoyt's Theater, Fort Smith, Ark.,
is hospitalized here.

Syracuse, N. Y. — Harold Pearl,
nt, is
manager of Schine's Paramouctomy.
recovering from an appende
Cincinnati
Century-Fox,
while riding,
confined her
days.

=cW

— Eileen Burke, 20th
thrown from a horse
suffered injuries which
to her home for two

Irvington, N. J. — Morton Bratter,
Rex manager, is recuperating at a
Newark hospital after an operation
for an infection to his hip bone.
He is spending several weeks in a
cast, but is expected to be back on
the job early in December. Henry
Macy is in charge of the house in
Bratter's absence.
Cleveland — Abe Schwartz, associated with Jack Shulman in ownership and operation of theaters in
Cleveland and Painesville, taken
suddenly ill, is under observation at
Hanna House, a unit of the University Hospital.
Youngstown, O.— Mrs. Joe Trunk,
wife of one of the leading local exhibitors, isat North Side Unit Hostion. pital convalescing after an opera-
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"Behind the Mike"

with
with

Tex
Ritter,
Marjorie
Reynolds,
Snub Pollard, Horace Murphy
Grand
National
66 mins.
WESTERN WITH A BOY SCOUT TROOP
FEATURED HAS SWELL APPEAL FOR
KIDS.

Boy Scouts"

A million dollar train robbery, enough
action and fast riding, with a Boy Scout
Troop helping to round up the bandit gang
should make this one attractive, especially
for kids any place. Tex Ritter rides into
a Boy Scout camp looking for a place to
spend the night shortly after the robbery
takes place. Along with Snub Pollard and
Horace Murphy, his two pals, he has been
shot at near the entrance to a mine. He
is suspicious and snoops around the nearby
town. He discovers that pure gold is
being traded with a Chinese laundryman
by members of the bandit gang. After a
letter that he mails to the Federal authorities is stolen by the bandits and Tommy
Bupp, a young Boy Scout, has been shot,
Ritter starts after the gang. A running
gun fight with the gang and their subsequent capture high-light the end of the
picture. Ritter is awkwardly pleasing as
the cowboy troubadour, and Pollard and
Murphy contribute the humor to the picture. Marjorie Reynolds, as Tommy's sister, provides the romantic interest.
Cast: Tex Ritter, Marjorie Reynolds,
Snub Pollard, Horace Murphy, Tommy Bupp,
Charles King, Karl Hackett.
Producer, Edward F. Finney; Director,
Ray Taylor; Original Story, Lindsley Parsons and Edmund Kelso; Screenplay, Edmund Kelso; Editor, Frederick Bain; Cameraman, Gus Peterson.
Direction, Lively. Photography, Good.

William

Gargan,

Judith

Barrett

Universal
GOOD

GAGGING

67

COMEDY

mins.

WITH

SPRIGHTLY ACTION GETS OVER
FOR A NABE ATTRACTION.

NICELY

Nothing elaborate in this production item
with a so-so-story, but the excellent way
it was gagged up and the generous way
the comedy was distributed among the
principals sends it in for a worthwhile
show that will get the smiles and chuckles.
William Gargan plays the role of the smartaleck announcer on a big metropolitan
broadcasting station who loses his job. He
lands up in a jerkwater town with a punk
amateur-like station. Here he meets Sterling Holloway, the genius who is the oneman radio manager and man of all work.
Also Don Wilson and Judith Barrett, the
love interest. Along comes the town election, with lots of shady politics, and Gargan getting in the middle of it with both
feet. All ends happily with plenty of
humor larded through the business. Swell
work done by the four principals. It all
goes to show what intelligent actors can
do when they are given a chance to
really bite into their parts. The direction
of Sidney Salkow is commendable, for he
got much out of a slim story.
Cast: William
Gargan,
Judith
Don
Wilson,
Sterling Holloway,
Davidson,
Gerald
Oliver
Smith,
Bokaw,
Spencer
Charters,
Grady

Barrett,
William
Charles
Sutton,

Roy Atwell.
Director, Sidney Salkow; Authors, Thomas
Ahearn, Walton Butterfield; Screenplay,
Barry Trivers.
Direction,

Good.

Photography,

Okay.

$25,000 Summary Judgment
Select Action Against
for Steuer in Theater Case
Warners is Dismissed
Max D. Steuer was awarded a
summary judgment of $25,000 for
legal services against the Knickerbocker Theaters, Inc., and the Clinton-Apollo Corp., by Justice Charles
B. McLaughlin, yesterday in New
York State Supreme Court.
Steuer previously received $50,000
from the defendants for lease negotiations which he claims brought
them more than $2,000,000. He
alleged that Knickerbocker and Clinton-Apollo settled without him, and
because of that were withholding
payment. The defendants claim
that Steuer played an insignificant
part in the negotiations but that he
was retained to prosecute other actions.

Federal Judge John C. Knox yesterday dismissed the $10,000 damage
suit of the Select Theaters Corp.,
successors to the Shubert Theater
Corp., against Warner Bros, on the
technicality that Select failed to
prove it owned the rights to the
play "The Audition." Judge Knox,
however, allowed 15 days to file an
amended complaint.
Select charged that the Warner
picture, "Ready, Willing and Able"
was an alleged piracy of "The Audition." An accounting of the profits and a permanent injunction was
also sought in the action.

Friars Club Elects

Friars Club announces that the
following officers were elected at
the organization's annual meeting:
C. Flippen, abbot; Bobby Clark,
Central Films Making 11th Jay
dean; Maurice Rose, treasurer, and
Victoria, B. C. — Central Films, Lester L. Hammel, secretary.
New board of governors named
Ltd., which had its inception two
years ago when a little band of comprises Milton Berle, Edwin G.
Hollywood technicians started mak- Bruns Sr., George N. Burns, Emmet R. Callahan, Harry Delf, Henry
ing a film in the old building at
Willows Fair Grounds, is now at Jaffe, Harry H. Oshrin, Sam Sax
and Elias E. Sugarman.
work on its eleventh feature.

6XPL0ITETTE
Record Number of Book and
Mag
'THEPromotions
largest and for
most"Zola"
extensive series of book and magazine promotions ever arranged
motion picture, is claimed
that effected on Warners'
of Emile Zola," by the
office advertising and publicity department. The company
tied up with the following books
and magazines:
Scholastic Magazine, which
devoted eight pages of its Sept.
18 issue to the film, with
articles discussing the production, historical background, and
star.
Parents' Magazine, which
awarded the "Medal of the
Month" to Warner Bros, for the
"Zola" production, and devoted
considerable nouncemspace
to anusing
anent ofthe award,
stills from the picture.
Boys' Life inaugurated its
"Movie of the Month' section
with the selection of "The Life
of Emile
Zola"
as thecarrying
best pic-a
ture of the
month,
for a
to be
"Life
home

long
urging
all BoyScouts review
to see the
picture.
Household Magazine, with a
circulation of 1,950,000, for the
first time used movie stills to
herald a picture.
The Yale University Press
prepared a window card and a
special book band for their
book "The Dreyfus Case," plugging the picture. They also
took an ad in the Yale Review
ture.
tying in the book with the picDoubleday-Doran prepared a
special jacket and window card
tying in with their publication
"Zola thew
andJosephson.
His Time" by MatThe Three Sirens Press
plugged
the their
pictureedition
in drug:
stores with
of
"Nana" by Zola sold on newsstands. A paper-backed edition
of "Nana" was also put out by
the Cuneo Press carrying copy
on the cover plugging the film.
In addition, the New York pubcity.
lic Library sent a set of stills
for display
purposes
to its seventeen branches
throughout
the
— Warner Bros.

Fort Wayne Charity Show

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Local exhib
tors
sponsormorning,
a "canned
show"will
Saturday
Nov. foci
21
at the Emboyd, to raise food f<!
Thanksgiving Day dinners m
needy families in this city. Admi:|
sion will be one large can or tvy
small cans of food. Committee |
charge includes Pete Mailer of till
Riley, George Heliotes of the Rial
to,
Harvey AlCocks
of the Quimtil
Theaters,
Borkenstein
of «|
Wells, and John Micu of the State.

THE
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,C. PROJECTIONIST
ERMS FACING ATTACK
Montreal — Emergency settlement
the IATSE projectionists' strike
British Columbia which granted
i immediate 5 per cent raise, anher 5 per cent tilt next year and
lployment of two licensed projecmists in all booths at all times
»y be attacked by both signator\i at the inquiry to be conducted
, the Department of Labor this
)nth.
With B. C. theaters humming, mediations are being considered on
th sides. Projectionists have guarteed that they will use every ef•t to bring about satisfactory adstments if the inquiry reveals any
•ious discrepancy in wage standis or working conditions.
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Doubl.
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of
Henry Lazarus, Prexy of Lazarus Theaters,
New Orleans
As

Told

to FILM

DAILY

almost 20 years in the theater business
ITmeetTOOKup with
my most unique experience.

In this period, there have been
many stunts which audiences try to
put over and many more stunts
actually put over by people who
want to see a show and who don't
want to buy or can't afford a ticket.
Up at the Coliseum we would
have a rather nice young chap come
up to us about the time the second
show started and ask if he might
go in for a moment and see his
brother, who was in the show. The
permission was invariably granted
and true to his word — apparently—
mchley May Make Three
the . young man always came out
M-G-M Shorts In East shortly afterward. He did this frequently, but as he always came out
Reports that Robert Benchley promptly and didn't look like he was
uld make shorts for MGM in the chiseling, we concluded that he really did have some reason to see his
st were partially confirmed yes- brother
and it got so we would just
day when a spokesman said that
re is a tentative plan for Bench- nod as he passed in. His manners
to produce three shorts in New
Irk. However, the move has not Republic Closes 4 More
n decided upon definitely. It was
Circuit Deals for 37-38
d that Benchley might produce
short dealing with hockey in
ntreal.
Shea, Warner Bros., Fox-Midwest and Schulte circuits have purchased Republic's 1937-38 product,
:ishman Using New Game
it was announced yesterday.
few Haven, Conn. — Fishman TheShea's buy covers situations in
p Circuit has introduced "Lucky," Fremont, Geneva, Conneaut, Ashta; prize cash game in the Winchesbula and Newark, 0. Warner Bros,
Howard, Dixwell, Lyric and
theaters in Ansonia, Bristol, Dan>llo theaters, to replace the for- bury,
Norwich, New Britain, S.
• cash night run similar to Bank Manchester, S. Norwalk and Toriht.
rington, Conn., will play the program. In Benton, Centralia, Du
Quoin, Jacksonville, Marion, Mt.
Japs Like "Good Earth"
West Frankfort, 111., and
espite its Chinese theme, "The Vernon,
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Fox Midwest
d Earth" is doing SRO business
the Kabuki Theater in Tokyo, houses are included in the contract.
rding to a cable received yes- Schulte houses in Ferndale, Howell,
Hudson, Marine City, Algonac, Bad
ay at the MGM home office.
Axe and Detroit, Mich., will run the
Republic program.
Defer Allied Meeting

for me to

were good, so nice in fact that my
wife commented upon them.
But the payoff came last week.
I was coming out of the theater
when I stopped and looked. There
was the young man. I shook my
head. By his side was another
young man. I don't drink, but I did
think it might be my digestion.
Finally both of them smiled and
came up to shake hands. They were
brothers, identical twins, and one
would come to see the show early
at night. The other would come
just about the second show "to see
his brother," and after he entered,
his brother apparently would leave
a few moments later and we would
think it was the same young man
coming out.

"Zola" Out-Draws Musicals,
Surprising New Orleans

Smarter Gags, Color, Music
Give Cartoons Shorts Lead
A NIMATED cartoons haven't
taken the lead in the shorts
field by accident. Clever, wholesome stories, smarter gags, excellent music and beautiful color are responsible. Exhibitors
are now wide-awake to the fact
that cartoons are drawing
money into the box-office on
their own merit, and the belief
has now practically become a
rule that a program is not complete without one. Perhaps
nothing better illustrates the
strides that the animated cartoons have made in popular appeal
during
the the
pasttremendous
few seasons than
does
increase in personnel to be
found at the studios where
these subjects are produced. In
our own
case, this
product, consisting
of year's
36 subjects,
will entail the efforts of 170 animators as compared to 46 such
artists previously employed on a
comparable production program.
This increase in manpower was
found necessary to carry out
our efforts to make our cartoon
characters really live as humans
in the minds of theatergoers.
We feel that our new color and
sound processes are pretty close
to perfection in this field.
— Leon Schlesinger.

New Orleans — Exchange managers can't believe it, but "The
Life of Emile Zola" comes near to
establishing a record here, drawing
steadily and outgrossing day by day
the records of such musicals as "52nd Street" Moves Ahead
"52nd Street" set a fast b. o. pace
"The Singing Marine" and "Varsity in two widely separated situations
Show." Musicals long have had the over the past week-end, grossing
edge on heavy grosses here.
more each day than on the preceding one, U A reported yesterday.
Warner Personnel Shifts
Towns
were Syracuse and Louisville.
Cleveland, 0.— Nat Wolf, Warner
zone manager, announces the following personnel changes at local
Warner theaters: A. K. Veach, who
New Equipment Firm
had charge of the Warner Kentucky
Chicago
— Morris Miller and A.
theaters, to manager of the Lake; Lornfield have
organized the LaRoi
Cary Reeves, from manager at the Movie Shops with headquarters at
Lake to assistant manager at the
4660 North Western Ave. to distribute equipment.
Hippodrome; Don Jacobs from Hippodrome assistant manager to manager of the Pastime, Coshocton. Bud
"Hurricane" Sale Starts
ew Haven, Conn. — Regular
Gilliam, who was at the Pastime,
m jting of Allied Theaters of ConThe Astor Theater today opens
Coshocton, has been brought into
"African Holiday" Booked
.'liicut will be postponed from toment. office in the publicity depart- its reserved seat sale for Samuel
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY the
i ' to Nov. 9, at the Hofbrau Haus.
Goldwyn's "The Hurricane," which
Hollywood — Publix-Rickard-Nace
will be shown as a two-a-day attraccircuit at Phoenix, Ariz., has bought
tion, beginning Nov. 9.
Changes in Syracuse
the Harry C. Pearson jungle film,
"African Holiday," for its ten theSyracuse, N. Y. — Rialto changes:
aters in Phoenix, Tucson, Prescott,
Flagstaff, W i n s 1 o w, St. Johns, Carl Shaufele, formerly at Schine's
now at Smith's HarSpringerville, McNary, Holbrook and Paramount,
vard; Raymond Seidenberg, formerMesa. Picture has also been taken
ly at the Regent, now at the Cameo!
by Intermountain Circuit of Salt Richard Sawyer replaces Robert
Lake City for Salt Lake City, Pekins at the newly opened MayHelena, Mont., Boise, Logan, Ogden fair. Pekins will handle promoand Brigham.
tional copy for the George Smith
interests.

SHOW-

Larry Crabbe has lost eleven pounds
I eating nothing but melba toast and
jinge juice for eleven days. — PARAi)UNT.

Shard House Nearly Ready

Premium Biz Healthy

Cincinnati — Elmer Shard's new
1,200-seat Emery Theater at Reading, 0., opens Sunday. Stage shows
and added attractions will supplement movies.

Theater premium biz is on the
upgrade, according to William Woll,
of Metro Premium Co., who points
out that his firm's volume is running 50 per cent ahead of last year.

REMINDER

MAN'S

Give your theater a thorough inspection to make certain there is nothing
out of order that might cause discomfort or injury to patrons.
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SAG CONCEDES YEAR'S
PACT TO EDUCATIONAL

ntUJS Of TH€ DflV

Montreal — Although more per- St. Joseph for 10 years, has been
sons were turned away from the made manager of the Pix.
year, period was asked by producer box-office than were admitted the
and granted by SAG board of direcOklahoma City — Duals, which
tors. Other changes in the standard theater, "Stella Dallas" rolled up
contract were substitution of New one of the biggest week-end grosses proved successful at the Ritz, have
York law where California law is ever set at the Orpheum Theater been put into the Plaza.
with more than 10,000 admisstipulated, and provision for local here, sions
for Saturday and Sunday.
arbitration on local problems.
Lake Geneva, Wis. — Standard
Theaters, Inc., has taken over the
Signing of Educational leaves the
Toronto
—
The
Madison
Theater,
former
William Silcock houses here
decks clear for negotiations with for years owned and managed by
Mentone and Tru Pictures.
and at Delavan. William Exton,
the late J. C. Brady, is being taken
who directs the circuit's three Kenover by Hanson Theaters, Ltd.
osha houses, will have charge of the
additions.
New England Third Quarter
Charlotte, N. C— E. S. Sherrill of
Granite Falls has sold his equipChicago — The Goodman Theater
Business Termed "Spotty"
ment and lease of the Lyric Theater
(Continued from Page 1)
to Frank Brown of Dudley Shoals. of the Art Institute has been taken
over and renovated by the Germangreater Boston have enjoyed and
New Castle, Pa.— F. E. and A. J. American Association for showing
are continuing to enjoy good busi- Masters
films
and stock plays.
have changed the name of
ness particularly night trade. The
afternoon shows have failed to be their Dome Theater here to the
any kind of a draw for the small Paramount.
Chicago — Warner's Highland has
neighborhood houses.
acquired an automobile parking lot
Butler,
Pa.
—
Construction
has
that will accommodate more than
The intown theaters in the key
cities such as Boston, New Haven, been started on a new de luxe the- 200 cars.
ater here by A. N. Notopoulos, with
Portland, Me., Worcester and
Springfield, Mass., generally report opening expected early next year.
Belief ontaine, O. — John Gardner
spotty business.
has been made assistant manager
Chicago — Marlowe Connor, man- of Schine's Holland.
Light comedy films seem to do
ager of the Grove Theater of the
best at the b.o. with the musical
revues following closely. Heavy Warner circuit, will shift to the new
Senecaville, O. — Harry Lashinsky,
Rhodes Theater when it opens next
dramatic pictures do not draw the month.
who operates at Cambridge and
mass audience but rather a select
Caldwell, plans to reopen his local
group.
Milwaukee — Fox-Wisconsin Co. house this month.
has taken over the local Plaza and
World theaters and the Majestic
Topeka — Simon Galitzki has
Clark Anniversary Week
and Cudahy at Cudahy.
opened his new theater, the Coed,
to Set 20th-Fox Record
in the College Hill district. House
Eunice, La. — Claude Keller will is of modernistic construction and
(Continued from Page 1)
open another house here Nov. 12. decoration and seats 600.
product, home office said yesterday
after checking reports received by
New Iberia, La. — Elias and
Waterproof, La.— T. T. Castleman
the national and field committees in Scharff,
who formerly operated two will reopen the Castleman shortly.
charge.
houses here but disposed of one,
will open a de luxe house shortly.
Lake Charles — Max Jarrett, forThe Show Goes On
merly with C & C Enterprises at
Maringouin,
La. — R. J. Stephens Shreveport, has joined Southern
Newark, N. J. — The-show-must- will open a second theater soon.
Amusement Enterprises, a Saenger
go-on tradition was maintained by
affiliation, as publicity head.
the managers of the Essex and SaCity — Stanley Schwartz
voy, local movie houses, with the andKansas
W. D. Fulton, operators of the
Cleveland — Fred Scheuerman, who
aid of patrons when a break in elec- Mutual Circuit have made H. L. sold
the Lucier Theater to Victor
tric power lines threw a section of Goodwin manager of the Tivoli and
the city in darkness. Radio cars transferred Tom Garret from the Vinocur in January, is again operating the house.
and emergency squads sped to the Brookside to the Strand. Joe Greene,
two theaters and set up eight gaso- general supervisor of the Mutual
line lanterns in each. The manaBuffalo — -John B. Whitney, who
will manage the Brookside
gers then called for volunteers from houses,
formerly operated the Colonial, Nitemporarily.
the audience and staged impromptu
agara Falls, N. Y., has joined the
amateur shows for an hour and a
M. M. Konczakowski organization
half.
St. Louis — Sid Slay, former chief as manager of the Regent, midtown
of service at the Ambassador, has
been made treasurer of the Missouri community theater.
(Continued from Page

1)

MPTOA BOARD TO GE1
KUYKENDALL REPOR
(Continued from Page

1)

ing plans was made by Kuykend
who arrived in Omaha yesterday
attend the meeting of the MPTO
Nebraska and Western Iowa.
"I find that the general princip!
as conceived in our proposed ]
point plan apply throughout the r
tion, although each exchange zo
has different problems as to exh
itor-distributor relationships," Ku
kendall told a Film Daily corn
pondent en route. "These individ
al problems can be solved best
the zones under the principles whi
we propose to lay down on a r
tional basis."

Kromocolor Lab. Deal
Terms Facing Prote
(Continued from Page

1)

trol of Kromocolor Laborato.'
Paramus, N. J., will be protest
on the grounds that there are lie
against the title and the property
not marketable at a hearing tome
row before Vice-Chancellor Lew
it was learned yesterday.
Attorneys will seek return of
$21,000 deposit against a bid
$105,000 made at a public sale.
Move, a spokesman revealed, I
not to be construed as an end
the matter.
Decision is subject
further negotiations, it was state

20th-Fox Director, Crew
Back from African Safe

Director
Otto
Brower
and
technical crew which has been
location five months
in Africa
shoot exteriors for the 20th Ce
tury-Fox
picture,
"Stanley
a
Livingston," returned to New Yc
yesterday on the Queen Mary. Tl
expedition
was
headed
by Sffli
Martin Johnson, who remained
England
but who will follow 1l
staff to the U. S. in a few wee*'
The crew was handicapped
aI
delayed by a great deal of rain, j
Brower
said that approximate
60,000 feet of film were shot in j
jungles but only about two re.'
of the material gathered would
included in the picture, which v
be completed in Hollywood.
The staff, which returned yest!
day, included Jack Byron and S
5th House for Turlukis
by Fanchon & Marco.
Borg, actors; Sidney Wagner, ca
North Baltimore, O. — The Vir- eraman; Ed Collins and Joseph Fi
Cincinnati — George Turlukis has
ginia Theater, 250-seat house operSt. Louis — Stage shows have been
taken over the Metropolitan Theaated by Ernest H. Walters, has been ley, assistant cameramen, and Bn
ter and, after remodeling, will re- returned to the F & M Kingsland. dismantled and becomes a meat Huntzaker and Henry Gerzen, te j
nicians.
Brower and the crew 1
open. This gives Turlukis a circuit Flesh will be presented in two market.
last night for Hollywood.
of five houses — two in Middletown, shows each Sunday in addition to
the dual feature presentation.
two here and one in Dayton.
Germaine Aussey, French actrc
Clarksville, Ark. — Thomas J. Sim- another Queen Mary arrival, s
Tuscola, 111. ■— ■ New stage equipmons, manager of the Strand here she would not go to Hollywood
NSS Branch for 0. C.
ment has been installed in the for the past several years, has been
first planned, but would return
Oklahoma City — National Screen Strand by George Barber who plans transferred to Princeton, Ky., where France in two or three weeks.
Service will open a local branch to use occasional vaudeville acts to he will manage a new Malco theater. Simmons will be succeeded
here shortly after Jan. 1. Wallace supplement his film programs.
RKO House Goes Duals
Walthall and Paul Short of Dallas
here by Jack Thomas, formerly of
O.— The RKO Majl,
office have been doing preliminary
Oklahoma
City — Floyd Williams, the New and Mystic theaters in ticColumbus,
Theater will adopt a double ff
work here.
who
managed
the
Electric
at Fort Smith.
ture policy starting Friday.
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TEN CENTS

■xpecf Wis. ITPA to Vote Adoption of Pooling Plan

'ARA.- NORTHWEST ALLIjDJEACE ON PHJLLY TERMS
jeneral Price Boost Plans Being Completed in Michigan
etroit Downtown
Will Up
Prices 10 Cents, Subsequents 5 Cents

arted

How

Detroit — Plans for a general price
ost in Detroit and Michigan are
ing completed by leadership of
-operative Theaters of Michigan
d allied theaters. Details are not
t available, but the general plan
''for a 10 cent boost downtown and
e cents in subsequent runs. Boost
to be effective upstate also, Sagiw and Midland, for example, raisfive cents Nov. 14.

Paramount will agree to the settlement of the product dispute in
Minneapolis on the same terms as
those offered to the Philadelphia
exhibitors, Neil P. Agnew, Paramount general sales manager, said
yesterday.
Al Steffes, president of Northwest Allied, in Minneapolis yesterday
told a Film Daily staff correspondent that his organization "would
accept peace with Paramount" if
the Philadelphia terms were granted to the Northwest exhibitors.
When
informed
Steffes'
state(Continued of
on Page
4)

: BARON DENIES HE'S
LEAVING PARAMOUNT
\st Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

NEB. EXHIBS. FAVOR
RETURN OF ARBITERS

DAILY

lollywood — Declaring that "it's
bad a man can't take a vacation
thout talk of a change," William
3aron, Paramount production
ief, yesterday denied reports that
was leaving Paramount to join
other company,
in a formal statement issued upon
(.Continued on Page

Va^JjS'
#/

11)

Guest Appearances
on Air for RKO Players
fith Jack Oakie, Joe Penner and
pkey Mouse, all RKO names, on
I ular broadcast lists and 15 guest
;j>earances slated for other studio
■jyers, the
motion picture member
(Continued on Page 11)

Gold Medal to Hays
I Philadelphia — Announcement is made
jherc by The Poor Richard Club internationally famous advertising organization, that its coveted gold medal award
for achievement will be bestowed for
1937 upon Will H. Hays, film industry
idministrator, in recognition of the polices which have resulted in high qualfy motion pictures and the advertising
,)f them. Presentation will be made at
j'he Club's annual banquet on Benjamin
llranklin's birthday, Jan. 17, next.

Agnew, Steffestlement
Indicate
Likely in SetMinneapolis

Ed Finney, now

producing westerns starring Tex Ritter for Grand

National as well as serving

that company as advertising-publicity director, broke into the industry as property man, general
utility man and bit player in Johnny Hines features produced in Glendale, L. I. Chalk up another art credit for Col. Hap
Hadley

Authorization of ITPA Pooling Plan
Expected at Milwaukee
Maurice Rubin is Elected
Head of ATO of Indiana
Indianapolis — New directors of
Associated Theater Owners of Indiana met yesterday afternoon and
elected the following officers: Maurice Rubin of Michigan City, presiden; I. R. Holycross of Anderson,
vice-president;
Frank
Sanders
of
(Continued on Page 4)

Meet Today

Milwaukee — Independent Theaters Protective Association of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, meeting here today at the Schroeder Hotel, in all probability will authorize
formation of a theater management
organization pooling the strength of
indie exhibs "in order to place them
in position to compete with circuit
operators, (Continued
whose onactivities
Page 4) are in-

Omaha — Exhibitors in this territory favor the re-establishment of
an arbitration board here, Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, was advised
here by Charles E. Williams, president of the MPTO of Nebraska and
Western Iowa.
Kuykendall, who arrived here a
day in advance
met
(Continuedof onhis
Pageschedule,
11)

Film Industry Will Aid
in Unemployment Census
Co-operation of the motion picture industry in taking the census
on unemployment was assured yesterday by Will Hays, it was learned
in New York.
Frank
Wilson,
presi(Continued
on Page
4)

"Silence
Is Goldtvyn"
"When I came to the city I said
I would talk when the deal was finished; that still goes," declared Samuel
Goldwyn yesterday anent his UAcontrol purchase confabs with Alexander Korda.

vm
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Shanghai Bombing Raids
Damaged Single Theater
Only theater damaged in the
Shanghai bombing raids was a Chinese enterprise, according to Howard Winner, Universal newsreel
cameraman who arrived in New
York yesterday after two flights
that brought him direct from the
scene of action.
Winner reported that five theaters
have reopened, among them the
Grand and Cathay. For 5 weeks,
Winner declared, all theaters were
shut down as a result of the bombing scare. On his departure, b.o. receipts were rapidly climbing to normal, however.
Norman Alley flew from the Los
Angeles office to replace Winner,
who brought his bride back with
him.

Canadian Business Drop
Said Less Than in U. S.
While Canadian biz is off to some
extent, the drop there is less than
in the U. S., according to Dewey
Bloom of Regal Films, Ltd., of Toronto. Bloom, in New York for several days, left for Canada last
night.
Bloom said that duals were in
disfavor in Canada, that exhibitors
generally have been modernizing
their houses, and that, without fanfare, there was an inclination to advance prices.

Pittsburgh — Ninth annual dinner
of the Pittsburgh Variety Club on
Nov. 14 will honor the retiring
barker, John J. Maloney, dean of
the city's film men. Event is timed
for 6:30 p.m. at the William Penn
Hotel.
On the basis of acceptances announced, Twentieth Century-Fox
will be represented by William
Sussman, Jack Sichelman, Edgar
Moss, George Roberts, "Izzy"
Schmertz, Harvey Day and Ira Cohen. RKO will send Ned Depinet,
Eddie McEvoy, Nat Levy, Cress
Smith and Harry Michaelson. Grad
L. Sears, Carl Lesserman, Joseph
Bernhard, Charles Rich, Ben Kalmenson, Norman Moray, Roy
Haines, Bob Smeltzer, Lou Frisch,
Al Rinzler, Leonard Schjlesinger, will represent Warners. Columbia will have Joe McConville
and his son; Lou Astor, Lou Weinberg, Rube Jackter, and Sam Galanty of Washington, D. C, present.
M-G-M will be represented by
William Rodgers, Tom Connors, Bill
Scully, Ted O'Shea, Jack Flynn,
Frank Drew and Rudy Berger. Earle
"Duke"
Sweigert,
Clark
andEddie
HarryFontaine,
Goldstein
will
head the Paramount delegation.
George J. Schaefer and Bert Stearn
will be there from United Artists.
J. R. Grainger, F. J. A. McCarthy,
Sig Whitman and Max Cohen will
come from Universal. George and
Sam Dembow and Herman Robbins
from National Screen will attend.
W. Ray Johnston, president of Monagram, and Eddie Golden, also of
Monogram, and Ben Wilansky, of
Republic also will attend.
Others include: L. W. and J.
Meyer Schine, Nick Dipson, Mike
Manos, T. W. Carroll, Sidney Lust,
Harry Lohmeyer, John Eberson,
Marc Wolf, Carl Niesse, Eddie
Shafton and Moe Horwitz.
Retiring with Maloney is this
staff: 1st ass't C. B.. George D.
Tyson; 2nd ass't, C. B. Dr. L. G.
Beinhauer; Property Man, James
G. Balmer; Dough Guy, H. G. Feldman; Canvassmen Harry Kalmine,
John H. Han-is, Mike Cullen, Art
Levy, Frank Smith, M. J. Gallagher,
Joe Kauffman. Harry Seed, Dr. A.
I. Wise, and Dr. M. R. Goldman.

Jack Pearl In Drama

FILMACK
TRAILER C0.il
843 S. KJ3A5N

- CHICAGO.

Theater outlook is for "one of the
biggest seasons in years" because of
the "unusually large quantity of 'A'
product" available, it was said yesatersterdayfilmby John
buyer.O'Connor, RKO TheO'Connor said that RKO had sufficient "A" product for cities such
as Trenton, Cincinnati, Minneapolis
and St. Paul, where it had two Class
A theaters, for some time to come
and
thatwas
the good.
outlookIt for
"A"
product
has more
only been
infrequently true in the past that
"A" produce has been available for
O'Connor.
two
Class A theaters in a city, said

Harley, 20th-Fox London
Head, Coming for Parley
London (By Cable) — Francis L.
Harley, 20th Century-Fox managing
director here, plans an early departure for America, with New York
and Hollywood as dual goals. He
will be gone about six weeks. He
will confer with Walter J. Hutchinson, 20th-Fox foreign manager, now
en route to the U. S. from the Antipodes.
SEC

Permits Withdrawal
of Ambassador Statement

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Registration statement of Ambassador Pictures, Inc.,
covering 600,000 shares of $1 par
value common stock has been withdrawn, it was announced yesterday
by the SEC.

cominc rod goii
CLINTON

M.

WHITE,

CB

general

ma

who
is touring
company's
southern
exch
arrived
yesterday
in Jacksonville
from
lotte.
RUTH RICH, secretary to Cus S. Eyssc
the Radio City Music Hall, leaves New
west.
next Friday for a three weeks' vacation ii
STEPHEN AMES, accompanied by his
has left New York to spend the winter
son at Miami Beach, Florida.
ARTHUR GREENBLATT,
manager, returned to New
Philadelphia.

GB eastern di
York yesterday

OTTO BROWER, who returned to New
early this week from Africa, is en rouf
the Coast.
JOSE LUCCIONI, of the Paris Opera,
MRS. LUCCIONI, arrived in New York torn'
from Europe on the Lafayette.
GEORGE WHITE has returned to New
from a visit to Hollywood and is stoppir
the Warwick.
JOE HORNSTEIN has returned to his o
in New York from Chicago.
SIG
versal,

WHITMAN,
returned
to

district manager for
the home
office yestc

C. H. S. HASLIP left for the Coast y.
day to resume work at M-C-M
after a
N. Y. vacation.
DEWEY
BLOOM,
publicity
chief of
Films, Ltd., of Canada,
returned
to Ta
last night from New York.
ELLISTON
of RKO
publicity
staff,VINSON,
has arrived
in NewRadio's
York
vacation.
HERMAN
FUCHS,
music
editor
of
News,
has returned
to his desk followin
extended visit to RKO Radio's Hollywood
GEORGE
BALANCHINE,
exponent
of /
dios.
ican ballet, has returned
to New
York
the Coast.
OSCAR A. DOOB and SI SEADLER are
back
from
the Coast
today.
a

SOPHIE TUCKER leaves Hollywood Frida
week's stay in New York.

Trebow In B & K Post
Chicago — A. L. Trebow has been
named purchasing agent for the
Balaban and Katz circuit, with headquarters in the Chicago Theater
building. Mel Addis has been promoted to secretary of the Oriental
Theater group.

vm

THERE'S
A
GREAT*
NEW PLACE

ON BROADWAY FOR

Increase for Stage Hands
Canton, O. — Union stage hands
and theater operators here have
signed a three-year contract retroactive to Sept. 1, providing for a 7
percent wage increase each successive year the contract is in existence.

tried it says,
<):( Everybody who's
^ "The

Greatest!";

Jack Pearl, dialect comedian and
radio actor, will play the lead in
Heller for Baltimore
"One Flight Down," a drama which
Arthur Hammerstein will produce
Jackie Heller will appear at the
shortly, it was announced yester- Hippodrome at Baltimore for the
day. Dmitri Ostrov will direct the week of Nov. 19. Herman Bernie
piece. Identity of the author has office arranged the booking.
not been disclosed.

Para. Sets Circuit Deals
SEND
US
YOUR
NEXT TRAILER ORDER

Called Boon to Theaters
Jump in Number of "A's"

Ending 6 Months Run
Newark, N. J. — After a run of six
months, "Elysia" finally bows out
at the Little theater here on Friday.

Cleveland — Paramount 1937-38
product deals have been closed with
the Community circuit, involving
French Film In Fourth
about 22 theaters and with the
Washington circuit, involving six
"Lucrezia Borgia," started its
houses, Harry H. Goldstein, Para- fourthaterweek
yesterday.at the Belmont Themount district manager announces.

"CUISINE

For Complete Luncheon
l*iM
IS SOMETHING TO BRAG ABOUT"
— Abel Green, Variety

IN THE COSMOPOLITAN RO I

INTERNATIONA!

44th to 45th Sts.

P A C |M I

On

UHOIn'

Broadway

VOTED EDDIE CANTOR'S
GREATEST PICTURE
IN NATIONWIDE BOXOFFICE LANDSLIDE!
Patrons

storm

theatres

to see

"Ali Baba Goes To Town" shouting
We Want Cantor!"

Returns from key cities show
topping 20th's highest-powered
musicals/ such as "Life Begins in
College/1 "Thin Ice/' "Love Is
News," or "Wake Up and Live" in
ROCHESTER, RICHMOND
date,) MILWAUKEE,

ST. L

SPRINGFIELD, MOi
CHICAGO,
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

indicatio n of how it's going to
town in your town!
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PARA.-N. W. ALLIED
PEACE ON PHILA. TERMS

DAILY:

EXPECT WIS. ITPA TO
ADOPT POOLING PLA
(Continued from Page

1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

mint, Agnew replied, "That is quite
all right with Paramount."
Steffes has been acting as spokesman for the Northwest exhibitors
involved in the "buyers' strike". It
is understood that negotiations will
be completed with the Paramount
branch in Minneapolis.
Settlement of the Northwest controversy thus hinges largely on the
acceptance or rejection of the
"peace" terms at today's meeting of
the UMPTO in Philadelphia. Exhibitors in the Philadelphia zone are
scheduled to discuss the deals they
have made with Paramount. No
contracts have been signed but the
theater men will convene to compare terms made with the Paramount office. Agnew will not go to
Philadelphia today, it is said.
From all indications, today's Philly meeting will be lively. While
UMPTO executives have expressed
confidence that a settlement will be
effected, some Quaker City area exhibs have indicated squawks will be
registered against at least one provision of the distributor's selling
policy.

Maurice Rubin is Elected
Head of ATO of Indiana
(Continued from Page 1)

Indianapolis, re-elected treasurer;
Norma Campbell, secretary. Regional vice-presidents elected are:
Lisle Kreigbaum of Rochester, first
division; Leonard Sowar of Muncie,
second division; Harry Markum of
Indianapolis, third division; Roy
Harold of Rushville, fourth division; and Herbert Johnson of Madison, fifth division.

WB

Ballyhoo Trailers

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner Bros, is
making a new series of trailers that
will ballyhoo new personalities.
First will be "Love is on the Air,"
"Sergeant Murphy," "Accidents Will
Happen," introducing Ronald Regan.

Best
the

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
NOVEMBER 3
Ford Sterling
James Dunn
Paul Panzer

Daily to
birthday:

with
T
•

•

•

A

TALKLESS

PHIL
T

creasing throughout the Milwauk

M. DALY
T

GOLDWYN

the

entire

trade

press

went down
in utter defeat before a Sam
Goldwyn
who
wouldn't
talk
and when Sam Goldwyn
won't talk, that's news
so we're writing about it
it was at the Lynn Farnol luncheon to
his old boss, held at the Luncheon Club
all the trade press lads
were anticipating a Surprise Story from Sam
saying that he had
closed the deal with the London crowd
and everything was all
but Mister Goldwyn
he wouldn't talk.
T
T
T
• •
•
STRATEGY LINES were laid early in the battle by
the trade press boys when they realized their victim was going
through with his Speechless Act
your correspondent made
the first assault as he got Mister Goldwyn seated on a big divan

In addition, major subject for co
territory".
sideration is expected to be ti!
Para.-UPMPTO "peace" proposa
and their general application to ei
"buyers' strikes" against the di
tributor.
Convention of the ITPA start'
last night with an informal dinn
at which the program for toda\
formal session was determined.

set to go ahead

in the cocktail
it true, Mister
$6,000,000 and
and there will

lounge before the luncheon
we asked: "Is
Goldwyn, that the option figure still stands at
that Selznick will continue with United Artists
be no change in personnel and there will be a

public issue of UA securities if and when the deal goes through?"
our Strategy Board had figured that was a simple question for a start-off
Mister Goldwyn looked at us calmly
and said: "Yes, and no"
then he said "Excuse me" and
got up and walked over to talk to Terry Ramsay e
dodging
thafs what he was doing
T
T
T
• •
•
BUT HE had walked
right into a Trap
for the
Strategy Board had figured to have Mister Ramsaye follow through after
us in case we flopped
Terry started: "Will you answer
the
question just propounded by Phil M. Daly, or will I have to read it to
you again, and I hope I don't have to because I lost my carbon copy
of the question all us trade paper fellers decided to ask you?"
to which Mister Goldwyn replied with dignity: "If you have lost the
copy of the question, I have lost the copy of the answer which I didn't
intend to give out anyway"
"Thank you so much," said Mister
Ramsaye in his politest Quigleyian manner
"Not at all. A pleasure!" answered Mister Goldwyn
T
▼
T
• •
•
THEN WE all adjourned from the cocktail lounge to
the Luncheon Club
the Strategy Board of the trade press
went into a huddle and decided on more subtle tactics
to
IGNORE Mister Goldwyn
so the trade press mugs sat at
the far ends of the table with Mister Goldwyn in the middle
surrounded by Bennett Cerf, the publisher
Alva Johnson,
the feature writer
Henry Pringle, a feature writer
Joseph Thorndike of Life
W. G. Van Schmus of the Music
Hall
Ralph
Ingersoll
of Time.
Robert Gillham
of
Paramount
▼
T
T
• •
•
ALL OF a sudden there was tremendous hubbub
all these gentlemen were crowding around Mister Goldwyn and leaving
their viands to listen to him discourse At Length
"My gawd,
fellers!" yelled Maurice
"Red" Eann, "he's telling the Big News
to
these guys!"
so we trade press mugs went into a double wing
back formation, and crashed through for a goal
almost
we smothered Mister Goldwyn in the middle of his story
guess
what he was talking about?
the relative merits of soft boiled
eggs or hard boiled eggs at a midday luncheon
he was eating
medium
boiled
just to be neutral
and keep us trade
press mugs from getting A STORY
just a meanie
oh,
well, the luncheon was Swell

«

«

«

»

»

»

Film Industry Will Aid
in Unemployment Censi
(Continued from Page 1}

dent of Motion Picture Capit
Corp., and former president
North American Theaters, has bei
appointed assistant to John Bi
gers, president of the Libby-Owe
Glass Co. of Toledo, who has a
cepted the job of directing the ce
sus, which was offered to him 1
President Roosevelt.
The film industry will assist
the census-taking by distributii
1,250 prints of a short film showii
Biggers speaking to the nation <
behalf of the unemployment ce
sus. Distribution of the pictur
are in charge of Cecil Maberry, fo
mer film executive, who is handlii
the details without salary.
The census will be taken fro
Nov. 16 to 20. Thirty -two milli<
cards will be distributed to as mar
homes during that period, and i
cards must be filled out and r
turned by midnight, Nov. 20.
Maberry reports that the last
the 1,250 prints will be shipped o
today and that the theaters are c
operating
100 per cent in agreeii
to
show them.

DEATH RECORD
Walter Blumenthal
Walter Blumenthal, 64, father
A. Pam Blumenthal, vice preside
and director of Grand National, flat his home in New York yestei*
Deceased w;
from a heart attack.
president of the United Dress Be
& Co. affiliate which b
Co., Swift
father
founded.
Surviving besu
are his widow, a brothc
son
his
Irving, and two sisters, Mrs. J
Greenberg and Mrs. Harry Dreyfu
Edgar Mels
Funeral services are pending »
Edgar Mels, journalist and dram
editor, who died on Monday mgk
at French Hospital following
heart attack. He had recently b«|
as copy editor of the Lt
employed Project.
Theater
ing Newspaper unit of the Wrj

M
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New daring dance creations! . . .
New bluezy song swingsations !. . .
New knockout laugh sensations! . .
with Fred in finest fettle and
George and Gracie funnier than
ever... in a dizzical, dancical,
musical show thrilled to the top

FRED ASTAIRE
GEORGE

GRACI

E

BURNS - ALLEN

with a lavish load of living high!
JOAN
REGINALD
CONSTANCE

FONTAINE

GARDINER-RAY

COLLIER

•

MONTAGU

LOVE

NOBLE
•

HARRY

WATSON

From the story by P. G. WODEHOUSE
A PANDRO
DIRECTED
Screen

play

by

S. BERMAN
PRODUCTION
BY
GEORGE
STEVENS
P.

G.

Wodehouse,

Music by

GEORGE GERSHWIN
Lyrics by

IRA GERSHWIN
ft

THE

i
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HIT SONGS

"FoggyIf Day"—
Work
You Can"Nice
Get
It" — "I Can't Be
Bothered

Now.';

$&&

Ernest

Pagano,

S.

K.

Lauren
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4 "mU" from iUM^woad "£ots
By

RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

:AM WOOD, who directed "Navy
' Blue andd Gold" for M-G-M, will
o what is probably the first piece
f oceanic film cutting in history
iter his boat reaches Panama, en
oute here from New York. Wood
rent to Annapolis to direct the
nal background scenes at the Naal Academy and had the film sent
y plane to Hollywood.
The completed film is now being
ashed to Panama, to be put aboard
food's ship as it passes through
ie canal. En route to Los Aneles, he will use the ship's pro;ction room to work out his own
nal cutting details so that there
ill be no delay in release date as
result of his two weeks' sea voy<ge from Coast to Coast.
T

T

WHO'S
• • •

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD
• •

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

THEODORE

REED.

164

•

in New
Paramount director. Born in Ohio and reared following

' York. Won A.B. degree at University of Michigan in 1908 and
year got Master of Sciences degree. Worked
on Detroit News. Organized Detroit Steering
Gear Co., which he sold in 1918 when Douglas
Fairbanks, an old friend, urged him to come to
Hollywood. Was "leading lady" in first revue,
"Michigenda," first revue presented by the
"Mimes," a University of Michigan organization.
Was scenario editor for Fairbanks and later a
director. Manager of production for Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford. In 1932 joined Paramount
as associate to Producer Benjamin Glazer. Was
president of Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences in 1933. Directed Bing Crosby in "Double
or Nothing." Stands 5, 9'/2. Eyes, dark
brown.
Hair, light brown.

T

' The following players have been
ided to the cast of "The Big
roadcast of 1938", being directed
)r Paramount by Mitchell Leisen:
harles Teske, Jack Dawson, Pat
heodore Rand, Ted Meredith, Edard Cutler, Ted O'Shea, John Jenings, Harvey Karels, Jolane Rey-

ilm Records' Use Speeds
Up Social Security Data
'ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
IWashington
—
Anticipation
of
;avy demand for proof of ages in
'nnection with the Social Security
■nefits was one of the main reasons
r the Census Bureau's adoption of
e film method of keeping the rec)ds according to Dr. T. F. Murphy,
1 charge
of the film laboratory.
ith 300 requests a day coming in
the bureau for proof of age, atches now
merely
pull out the
'roper roll of film and have
the
jcord before them in 10 minutes.
nder the old system only about ten
cords could be looked up daily.
Specially built equipment made it
issible for Uncle Sam to copy in
icroscopic size on film 50,000,000
Imes recorded in the 1,024 volumes
the census of 1880.
Machines of
different type are recording the
million names
returned
in the
psus of 1900, which
have
been
inscribed on 33 million cards from
f cost
original
The 35oldcents
meth-a
the volumes.
Government
ge to reproduce on the photostat
^chines. Film costs but a fraction
I a cent per page.

iveaways Seen on Way
Out in Ontario Houses

i

more

nolds, Mae
Busch,
Helaine
and Paula de Cardo.

Moler

picture,

"Romance

T

▼

»

T

T

T

In

The

Paul Harvey has been assigned
to the role of Dr. Whitewood in
Warners' "A Slight Case of Murder" and Joe Downing has been
Dark."
added as Innocent — a character decidedly not properly described by
that cognomen.
Jean Parker, James Ellison and
Harry Sherman left yesterday via
Southern Pacific for the world premiere of "The Barrier" at Seattle.
Tomorrow night they will be guests
of honor at an elaborate dinner
party, attended by notables of Seattle, Bellingham and Spokane. On
Friday noon, Seattle chamber of
commerce is tendering the Hollywoodites a special luncheon. Mayor
Geo. F. Dore and civic representatives will be at the party.

r George
r
James T. ▼Mack,
Pearce
and Sherry Hall, have been signed
by Columbia for characterizations

Eddy Conrad, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Janet Elsie Clark, Lois Verner, Torben Meyer, Wanda
Stevenson,
Jeanne
Francis,
Marguerite

Franz, Loy Tilton, Maxine Armour,
Mary Manners, Flower Hugir, Jac
queline Kopt, Nita James, Jeannette
Bates, Florence Nelson, Marion
March, Alexander Schonberg, and
Beth Hartman have been assigned
roles by Paramount
in the Gladys
Swarthout-John
Boles-John
Barry-

Mexico Wants Children
to Attend Film Houses

Fox Intermountain Adds
Ira H. Cohn Testimonial
3 to Give Total of 90
Dinner Planned Dec. 6

Mexico City — Department of Public Education here is evolving a program to foster film attendance by
children of even the poorest classes.
Officials, holding that motion pictures contribute importantly to the
child's mental development, are taking prompt action as the result of a
survey which revealed that 38,837
children out of approximately 150,000 attending local public schools do
not go to movies because there are
no film houses in their neighborhoods; or their parents cannot afford to buy admission tickets; or
they have no adult person to take
them to performances. Immediate
steps to rectify this condition include plans for constructing new
film theaters in sections where none
now exist, and enlisting cooperation
of theater managers for them to
make attendance easier for children
of underprivileged parents.

Pittsburgh — Frank J. Harris is
chairman of the exhib committee on
arrangements for the testimonial
dinner to be tendered Ira H. Cohn,
20th-Fox branch manager, at the
William Penn Hotel on Dec. 6. It

New Game for Kids
Cleveland, O. — Harry Klein is
handling sales of Zippo, game designed to increase attendance of children at matinees. The plan is in
use at 20 houses of the Associated
Theaters circuit and in approximately 50 houses in the territory. Klein
has formed Zippo Novelty Co. with
headquatrers at 728 Film Bldg.

oronto — Twilight of premiums
"U" In Circuit Deal
,d giveaways is seen nearing here,
Universal
has closed a product
o of the largest circuits operatin Ontario have cancelled all deal with the Belle Theater circuit
eaways, and others are expected of nine houses in the Metropolitan
follow.
area for the 1937-38 program.

will mark Cohn's 17th year with the
company and his ninth year as the
Pittsburgh branch manager.
Other members of the committee
include: J. B. Clark, Harold Cohen,
M. J. Cullen, Nick Dipson, Harry
Feinstein, Mark Goldman, John P.
Goring E. C. Grainger, John H.
Harris, Harry M. Kalmine, Lawrence
Katz, Karl Krug, John J. Maloney,
Michael Manos, Kaspar Monahan,
Edgar Moss, John T. McGreevey,
Samuel Neaman, A. N. Notopoulos,
George M. Purcell, Claude Robinson,
Morris Rosenberg, George Sallows
and William J. Walker. C. C. Kellenberg is general chairman.

Ladis In New Post
Chicago — ■ George Ladis has been
named manager of the new City
Theater of the CVN Theater Corp.
coming from the Empress Theater,
where he was succeeded by Albert
Schroeder. Tom Kaster has been
made assistant manager of the Empress Theater.

in "She Married An Artist," Avery
recting.
Strakosch's Saturday Evening Post
story, which Marion Gering is di-

Denver — Fox Intermountain has
increased its circuit of theaters to
90 with the purchase of the Marlow, Antlers, and Orpheum theaters
from the Intermountain (Publix)
Theaters. The Orpheum is closed,
erating.
and makes 63 Fox houses now opMrs. Clara Grove, widow of B. B.
Grove, theater operator, has sold
the Grove and Riviera theaters at
Gering, Neb., to the Midwest Amusement & Realty Co., of which W. H.
Ostenberg is president. Mr. S. Grove
was granted permission to sell the
houses by a court order. The Midwest is an affiliate of the Gibaltar
Enterprises, Inc., these two increasing their number to 32, all in the
Denver territory.
The Washington Park theater has
been taken over by Dave Cockrill,
and reopened as the Park, after remodeling and redecorating jobs.
This gives Cockrill a string of four
Denver theaters, one a first-run, the
Danham.

Aiding Chest Campaign

Omaha — The Community Chest
drive on film row will be directed
by second booker Regina Molseed
of RKO, former secretary of the
City Censors Established
Omaha Film Board of Trade, and
Mt. Vernon, Wash. — Mayor C. W.
Vaux, with approval of the city Branch Manager D. V. McLucas of
Artists as co-chairmen. A
council, has established a five-mem- United
ber censorship board to pass on all sub-chairman will be appointed to
take charge of collections in each
types city.
of entertainment brought to exchange.
that

'loaded with laughs and some very catchy music, 'Merry-Go-Round of 1938' is aimed for big time, first-ru
single bills ... It is good entertainment, well directed and produced."
"Exhibitors may well emphasize this as the all-time
high in screen use of vaudeville and floorshow talent
with Bert Lahr, Jimmy Savo, Billy House and Dave
Apollon proving once and for all that stage comedians
are as funny in pictures as behind footlights if
allowed to do their stuff their own way. It tied a
preview audience into knotted stitches."
—Motion Picture Herald
" 'Merry-Go-Round of 1938' a hit! A more comical
foursome than Bert Lahr, Jimmy Savo, Billy House
and Mischa Auer is hard to imagine, with the comedians scoring singly and in bunches. One of the
funniest, gayest musicals."
— Louella Parsons, Los Angeles Examiner

" 'Merry-Go-Round of 1938' establishes Bert Lahr
as top man of all the famous comics. Broadway has
known this for a long, long time, and due to his
work in this picture the whole world will now realize
that he is a great clown." _Ed Sullivan, N. Y. Daily
News and Chicago Tribune Syndicate
"Unquestionably a money maker. A pace that doesn't
permit the audience to move off the edge of its seats
until the last frame."

_a. l. Finestone, Boxoffice

— Variet

"Universal unquestionably has a money maker ir
'Merry-Go-Round of 1938'. Broad comedy, aimed a
the masses, it marshalls enough draw names to bleu
for favorable boxoffice and offers the kind of non

sensical, filmusical material which continues to pul
them in on the basis of pure entertainment. Thi
title implies production importance and a show o
magnitude. All these assets advanced with prope
preliminary exploitation should smooth the way fo
—Daily Variet
prosperous runs.
"Universal gave the screen 'Three Smart Girls'. Not
it gives us 'four smart and funny comedians', Ber
Lahr, Jimmy Savo, Mischa Auer and Billy House, whos
funny antics keep you in stitches from start to finish.'
—Earl Thiesen, Des Moines Register-Tribuni
"Sparkling with hilarious gags, good performances

and a smooth story, Universal's 'Merry-Go-Round oi
1938' is a thoroughly pleasing comedy in which toi
honors are evenly divided between Bert Lahr, Jimnti
Savo, Billy House and Mischa Auer. Alice Brady an:
Louise Fazenda are in top-notch form and Joy Hodge:
is a discovery with a grand singing voice."
—Joe Blair, Hollywood Motion Picture Reviei

IN WITH ANOTI

maaaw
Surefire from first to last. With three new song hits
. . . Headed for top places." —Hollywood Reporter
"Topflight entertainment."
—Frances Morin, Detroit Free Press
/'You can't count the laughs they come so fast in
!Merry-Go-Round of 1938' when the 'four horsemen
)f hilarity' are on the screen."
—Ralph 6. Jordan, International News Service
'This reviewer would walk a mile to see it any
■' light."
—James F. Crow, Hollywood Citizen News
,»

'Universal scores another hit."
— Obera H. Rawles, Central Press
Will make millions laugh all over the world."
—Hank Givens, Wichita (Kansas) Beacon
A screamingly funny picture."
Jack Copeland, Transradio Press Service

iin;
mi! I*

"Bert Lahr and Jimmy Savo, of stage, Mischa Auer
and Billy House are teamed to what finally ought to
be advantage as four comics of the lunatic variety."
—Philip Scheur, Los Angeles Times
"Those who like the Ritz and Marx Brothers will
like Bert Lahr, Jimmy Savo, Billy House and Mischa
Auer."

—Grace Wilcox, Detroit Free Press

"Here is a riotous comedy-hit that spins a merry
symphony of laughter, music and fun. Universale
'Merry-Go-Round of 1938' introduces a quartet of
hilariously funny zanies that rival the mad Marxes
and the Ritz Brothers at their best. Bert Lahr, Jimmy
Savo and Mischa Auer keep you in stitches. Scoring
an individual hit is Joy Hodges, whose songs are
as refreshing and delightful as her beauty. The picture has laughs, romance and plenty of new gags
and surprises. Don't miss it!"
—Leo Townsend, Modern Screen Magazine

I enjoyed every minute of this very clever comedy,
tonic to forget your worries."
— Feg Murray, King Features Syndicate

"Has both the power to draw at the box office and
the requisite stuff to please audiences."— Film Daily

Iji

odf Deserves a place of honor among the top laughits of the season."
— E. J. Smithson, Western Editor of Hollywood

"Should give complete satisfaction to any audience.
Amusing story, excellent cast."
—Howard Hill, Hollywood Spectator

~
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"The Return of

"Murder in Greenwich
Village"

Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, Raymond
Walburn, Marc Lawrence.
68 mins.
Columbia
MYSTERY AND ROMANCE COMBINED
TO MAKE AN AMUSING AND ENTERTAINING PICTURE.
An heiress, Greenwich Village garrets, a
commercial photographer and an unseen
corpse, make up the elements in the new
picture at the Rialto. Miss Wray as a
commercial model, with a large fortune, is
involved in a murder mystery in Greenwich Village. Mr. Arlen as the photographer makes love to her and finally extricates her from the mess that circumstances and gossip have placed her in.
Raymond Walburn, as his usual disconcerted and distracted self, makes the comedy in the picture, and the supporting cast,
which includes such able actors as Marc
Lawrence and Morgan Hall, help the picture
along. The story is a bit sketchy, but lively
direction and a good performance by the
whole cast make the picture entertaining.
The corpse is accounted for and Arlen
gets his girl which should please every-

body.

Cast: Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, Raymond
Walburn, Marc Lawrence, Leon Ames,
Wynn Cahoon, Scott Colton.
A Columbia
Albert

Picture Production; Director,

S. Rogell; Story, Robert T. Shannon; Screenplay, Michael L. Simmons.

Direction, Lively.

Photography, Good.

U. S. Farm Security Board
Through With Film Making
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington, D. C. — With "The
Plow That Broke the Plains" still
booked months in advance, the Farm
Security Board, formerly the Resettlement Administration, will release
"The River," dealing with flood control, in late November following
pre-release dates in New Orleans,
Memphis, Des Moines, St. Louis and
Minneapolis.
Farm Security Board officials declare flatly they will make no more
movies.
Causing considerable controversy,
the new film, which was expected
to be released several months ago,
was produced by Pare Lorentz. Officials at the Farm Security Board
declared they wished to avoid the
blare of publicity that accompanied
"The Plow."
"The River" will be distributed
free of charge to exhibitors, schools,
churches, etc., who, however, must
pay transportation charges.

New House for Verdun
Montreal, Que. ■— United Amusement Corp., Ltd., plans a new theater in Verdun, suburb of Montreal,
which, with a population of 63,000
has only three cinemas.

with

Boris
M.

Amkino

"Spiel(The auf
de Tenne"
play on the Tenne)

Chirkov,
Valentina
Kibardina,
Zharov,
A. Zrazhevsky.

Maxim"

100 mins.

VIVID
ABLE

REALISM SPLENDIDLY PORTRAYED BY AN EXCELLENT CAST AND
DIRECTION.

The Social Democratic cause in Russia
from 1907 until the opening of the World
War is the subject of Lenfilm's newest.
An excellent cast and splendid direction
of the well written propaganda story by
the co-authors and directors, Gregory Kozintsev and Leonid Trauberg, make this new
Russian film outstanding among recent
foreign importations. Boris Chirkov is
again cast as Maxim, and his portrayal of
the trained agitator and spy of Czarist
Russia is a superb piece of acting. Chirkov
returns from prison a trained man in the
Social Democratic cause, and he preaches
revolution to the workers, while he spies

with Joe Stoeckel, Heli Finkezeller, Richard
Hauessler, Fritz Kampers
UFA
AMUSING COMEDY
MUSIC WITH A GOOD
TERTAINMENT.

83 mins.
AND TUNEFUL
CAST SPELL EN-

The combination of a fine cast, good direction, and an amusing comedy with pleasing music, make this new German importation at the Garden Theater worthwhile
screen fare. A local innkeeper sponsors a
play with amateur talent from his own
town to try and attract the tourist trade.
Joe Stoeckel, after sponsoring the play,
is immediately beset with troubles. The
boys in the cast of the play fall in love
with the girls, and vice versa, much to the
chagrin of the former swains and sweethearts. This situation provides a number
of amusing comedy sequences and finally
Herr Stoeckel satisfies everybody by dispensing enough beer to the female citizenry

on the government agents and makes fugitive love to Valentina Kiberdina, when he

to make them think the theater isn't so
bad after all, and the boys get their girls.
He doesn't make any money on the play,
being pursued by the Czar's police
is not
or
soldiers. Astutely presented, the film but it put new life in the town and he
remains one-sided in its story, but it extricates himself from the jam he got in
gives an intelligent and analytical study when he started it. Heli Finkezeller makes
of Russia before the war. The picture is an extremely attractive young female lead
a bitter record of the struggle of the and the handsome Richard Hauessler wins
revolutionaries in their cellars, garrets, and her in the end of the picture. Stoeckel is
concentration camps, as well as the mem- an unusually gifted comedian and he has
bers that fell before firing squads. The the support of a fine cast that includes
St. Petersburg strikes, the sessions of the Fritz Kampers, Robert Dorsav, Elsie Aulinger and Else Kuendinger, all capable
Duma, the battles between the public and
the troops winding up in the fight for comedians. The picture relies on its wholesome comedy and music for entertainment
the barricades before the war in 'Moscow, value and succeeds admirably in this case.
have all been shown, and enough restraint
has been used so that the picture never George Jacoby again proves himself an ace
director with this admirably done film.
loses its intense realism. There are sevCast: Joe Stoeckel, Kurt Meisel, Fritz
eral comedy sequences that are funny,
even though they lead to serious events, Kampers, Heli Finkezeller, Wasti Witt,
but at no time does the film ever move Elise Aulinger, Erika Pauli, Richard Hauessler, Robert Dorsav, Beppo Brem, Josef
away from its obvious telling of the story
of the Social Democratic cause. The Eicheim, Else Kuendinger, Charlotte Radpicture closes with Maxim marching to spieler, Ludwig Kersher, Theolinde Muller,
war, but it shows you that he is convinced Phillip Weichand.
what he has fought for will come true
Produced by UFA; Director, George
before long. The whole cast is more
Jacoby;
Cameraman,
Willie Winterstein.
than adequate, and the direction and story
Direction, Excellent
Photography, Good
deserve high praise as well as the fine
musical score of Dmitri Shostakovich.
Cast: Boris Chirkov, Valentina, Kiberdina, A. Zrazhevsky, M. Zharov, A. Bondy,
A Vanin, A. Chistiakov, Y. Tolubeyev.
Produced by Lenfilm; Directors, Gregory
Kozintsev and Leonid Trauberg; Story and
Screenplay, Gregory Kozintsev, Leonid Trauberg and Leo Slavin; Musical Score, Dmitri
Shostakovich. Presented at the Cameo
Theater with Russian dialogue and full
English dialogue titles.
Direction,

Excellent

Photography,

Good.

Fox Wis. Circuit Acquires
Four Milwaukee Theaters

"Hotel Kikelet"
(Hotel Sunrise)

with

Anna

Tokes, Antai Pager,
Kabos,
Ida Turay.

Juliu

Hungarian Pictures, Inc.
83 mi
AN ENTERTAINING COMEDY Wl
GOOD MUSIC AND A CAPABLE CAST.
This new Hungarian picture is appe

ing, amusing and entertaining. An
Tokes owns a resort hotel and does i
think it would be good for business
the patrons knew that she was marr
to the clerk, Antai Pager. Naturally je
ous of his wife and furious at the pc
tion he has been placed in, Pager lea
one day and takes with him the bride

a man that spent the night at the ho1
She leaves her husband because he spi
their wedding night gambling. When tl
reach the next town they go their separ
ways and don't meet again until a y
later. They have heard that the abandoi
husband has become the abandoned wil
hotel clerk, but they each still long
their wayward husband and wife resp
tively. They pose as newlyweds and
turn to the hotel with the ensuing corm
situation a very funny one. Things
finally straightened out and everybody

happy. Ida Turay as the neglected wife
both good looking and clever in the p.
Julius Kabos, one of the best corned.
in Europe, makes most of the comedy
the picture, but the whole cast gives j
cedent performances to make this pic t
one of the best of the recent crop
foreigns.
Uray.
Cast: Anna Tokes, Antai Pager, Jui
Kabos, Ida Turay, Dr. Imre Pallo, Tiva,
Produced

by

Elit

Film

Company;

rector, Bela Gaal; Screenplay, Laszlo V:
nay.
Presented at the Modern Playta
Direction, Good
Photography, Gocd.

English Look to Carriage
Trade for New Patrona

England is seeking to establi
new audience frontiers, drawing i
the carriage trade to increase b'
office receipts, according to Char1
de Grandcourt,
of "V1
toria
the Great" co-author
who is curren|
negotiating a contract with a H
lywood studio.

"Awful Truth" Triples
Milwaukee — Fox Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises has added
"The Awful Truth," Columbia
four more theaters here to its cir- comedy co-starring Irene Dunne a:
cuit, making a total of 51. Addi- Cary Grant, has been booked
tions are the World, Plaza, Cudahy open day and date engagements
three houses in Richmond, Va. P
and Majestic.
ture goes into the Byrd, State a
Capitol.
J. B. Priestley to Speak

Museum of Modern Art Film
Library will hold the first showing
Thomas M. (Tom) Kearns, for- of a program of English documentary films at the McMillan Theater
mer publicity and advertising director for Fanchon & Marco and F this evening in collaboration with
& M Stageshows Inc., has open- the division of film study of Columbia University. J. B. Priestley,
ed publicity and advertising offices
writer, will speak at the
in the International Building in Ra- British
event.
dio City.

Kearns Opens Office

Nov. 3, 19:

ft i
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New Schenkec Theater

Lorain, O. — Construction of a m
movie theater in South Lorain U
been started, with its opening 8
pected about Dec. 15. Georji
Schenkec, proprietor has annound
The building is to cost appro:j:
$25,000 and will have a se*
mately
ing capacity of 700 persons.

ednesday, Nov. 3, 1937
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EB. EXHIBS. FAVOR
RETURN OF ARBITERS

n€WS Of TH€ DAY

Clearwater, Fla. — Jack Fitzwater
has been appointed manager of the
th 27 representative exhibs. from Capitol and Ritz theaters, coming
city, Western Iowa and East- to this place from Eustis and Mt.
iis Nebraska
at the Hotel Loyal. Dora. Del Padgett, who has been
ixt stop on his itinerary is Kan- managing the two theaters for the
> City.
past four years, has been transferred to a theater in Palm Beach.
Three representatives acted for
hibitors and three for the dishutors under the former arbitraGrand Island, Neb- — By purchase
n board set-up in Omaha which of the remaining 27 per cent of the
itinued in effect more than six outstanding
bond issue on the Island
irs. Re-established, approximate- here, Bill Youngclaus, Empress op300 exhibs would come under
erator also, acquired the Island
board's jurisdiction.
which he has been operating for
£uykendall told his audience he more than a year.
ne to Omaha to get the slant of
libitors rather than "do a lot of
Richmond, Wis. — Pennant Picking toofthem."
He declared
the
tures Co. is planning the showing
istion
admissions
was a local
of weekly shows in the village hall.
tblem. Exhibitors present felt The town is without a theater.
,t while increased prices were deible, any present action was alChicago — Dorothy Morris has
st impossible, due to crop conIons.
been named secretary to Elmer Upton, comptroller of Balaban and
Villiams told the MPTOA head
believed the exhibs needed most Katz organization, succeeding Miss
quit fighting among themselves Mabel OBrien who retired to marry.
I start co-operating for their
Alliance, O. — An eight-pound son
i common good. The Omaha orrization will probably hold back was born to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wallace in Alliance City hospital here.
' definite action on a new arbition board until after the next The father is general manager of
the Tri Theaters Inc., operators of
'ional convention.
the three theaters here.
(Continued fiom Page

1)

elisors' Receipts Climb

dichmond, Va. — The largest inase on record for receipts during
first three months of a fiscal
r has been set by the State Board
Censors. Since July 1 last the
rd has collected $9,720 in fees
reviewing film. That is $1,701
:e than the collections the first
le months of last year.

Kansas City, Mo. — Walter Norton
of Hannibal has bought the Vita
Theater at Huntsville from Mrs.
Lena Green.

Cleveland — Jack Feinberg, manager of the Pastime Theater, Barberton for the past two years has
joined the sales organization of the
local Monogram exchange. Joe
Cherok has been promoted from assistant manager to manager. The
Carol Bruce In Shorts
Pastime Theater is owned by Nate
t arol Bruce, who recently return- Schultz who owns the northern Ohio
Ktb New York after being fea- Monogram franchise.
■jid for 16 weeks at Hotel Mt.
I al, Montreal, has been signed to
Pressing Battle
o a series of shorts for Educa- ACT
on Foreign Technicians
tjtal Pictures. William Morris
t 'ncy set the deal.
London (By Cable)— R. A. Butler,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Min"Zola" Closes In 5 Days
istry of Labor, received a new reputation from the Association of Cine
7arners' "The Life of Emile
Technicians
yesterday. The issue
i," starring Paul Muni, today
!;ns the last five days of its road is the question of the employment
iv engagement at the Hollywood of foreign technicians in British
ater, where it opened Aug. 11. studios.

Pix Plug U. S. Styles
That Hollywood, through its feminine
:ars and players, is rapidly converting
te women of the world to American
jvles in dress, is declared by Joseph
I. Shapiro, fashion expert, who has
list returned to New York from an
.(tensive tour of European countries.
e said that the sale this year of dress
itterns originating in the U. S. will
<n into the millions in the British
les alone, while France, Sweden, Holnd and other countries will show big
creases, thanks to the fastidious
mmes of the screen.

LEBARON
HE'S
LEAVING DENIES
PARAMOUNT
(Continued from Page 1)

Milwaukee, Wis. — Reuben Rosenblatt has been named manager of his return to Hollywood from a
the Rialto at Kaukauna, operated brief motor trip to the north, Le
by Eskin Theaters, Inc. Formerly Baron said:
of Milwaukee, he succeeds Jack
"Reports that I am not continuWedlake, who remains with the theing my association in my present
ater staff.
capacity with Paramount are wholly without foundation. I am on a
Columbus, O. — The Indianola The- vacation, having started it when Mr.
ater Co., newly incorporated will Zukor returned from his trip and
build a new 600-seat theater on In- after conferring with him on our
dianola Ave.
present and future production plans.
I have been with Paramount for
Boston — James E. Darby, treas- the last five and a half years and I
urer of the Metropolitan Theater, am in a position to state that at no
has been promoted to the manager- time during my association has Parship of the Beacon theater replacamount been in more successful poing Frank Solomont who was transferred to the Franklin Park TheLe Baron then listed a group of
ater, Dorchester.
Paramount successes and big pictures soon to be released. AssertDetroit — President Theater, reing
that "Paramount always has
opened by Bernard Brooks, circuit been
sition."
known as the most stable oroperator, following complete remodeling from the old Ideal Theater,
ganization in motion pictures," Le
which was owned by the Julius Lon- Baron concluded with: "I regret
very
much
any rumors about
don Circuit, is being managed per- my leaving that
the company have been
sonally by Brooks, with A. L. Her- printed as facts.
It seems too bad
ald as new house manager.
that a man cannot take a vacation
without talk of a change starting
Zephyrhills, Fla.— Carlos Bailiff,
of Tampa, has taken a long term and I want to take this opportunity
lease on a down-town building and is to point out that such reports are
only unfair to me but to Pararemodeling it into a modern picture not
mount.
house. Work is being rushed and
the house will be ready for the winter tourist season.

15 Guest Appearances

Helena, Ark. — Hal Howard is the
on Air for RKO Players
new manager of the Paramount and
Pastime Theaters for the Lightman(Continued from Page 1)
Richards Theaters, Inc., here. He
succeds H. A. Brownlee who was of the RCA family is preparing to
transferred to Russellville.
take fuller advantage
of the airwaves, it is indicated.
Frank Healey, formerly in charge
Memphis — M. E. Phillips, formerly with the sales organization of the of NBC special events, joined the
Southwestern Theater Equipment Howard Benedict studio staff several weeks ago and the fruition of
Co. at Houston, Texas, is now calling on the exhibitor trade in the his work is seen in an impressive
schedule.
Memphis territory for the Monarch microphone
Theater Supply Co.
Fred Astaire did not resume this
season, but in addition to Oakie,
Penner and Mickey Mouse, there are
Canada's ITOA Squawking
guest spots to be filled by Anne
On Booking Difficulties Shirley on Woodbury; Barbara
Stanwyck and Miriam Hopkins on
Montreal — Premier Maurice Du- Chase and Sanborn; Ginger Rogers
plessis of Quebec, on his weekly on Baker's and Lux; Adolphe Menvisit to Montreal, received a delega- jou with Al Jolson; preview of
tion representing the Independent "Damsels in Distress" and appearances of Fred Astaire, Joan FonTheater Owners' Association, and
taine, Burns and Allen and Ray Noheard a protest against reported difble on "Hollywood Hotel", Nov. 5;
ficulties in booking quality films.
The Premier promised to take the Bobby Breen with George Jessel,
protest under consideration.
Nov. 7; Lily Pons for Vick's, Nov.
14; Anna Neagle for Chase &
The delegation, introduced by SenSmith Ballew on "Hollyator Andre Fauteux, was composed Sanborn;
wood Showcase, Nov. 14; and Anof D. A. Burtee and J. P. Dunning
drea Leeds on Chase & Sanborn,
of Verdun, G. Paquin of Hull and Nov. 28.
C. O. Eauclaire of Montreal.

One contention put forward by
the deputation is that the conditions attaching to an application
for a labor permit are seldom observed. Under the Aliens Order, 1930,
a company has to declare, when applying for a permit in respect of
certain foreigners, that no British
subject will be displaced or excluded.
Price Drop In Columbus
Further, the applicant has to claim
that the proposed employment is
Columbus, O. — The Bexley, neighborhood house, operated by Bert
necessary under the circumstances,
and that every effort has been made Williams, has reduced admission
to find suitable labor from among prices from 30 and 15 cents to 25
and 10 cents.
British subjects.

Queen

to See "Syn"

London (By Cable) — Only public appearance of Dowager Queen Mary at a
film this season is announced as the
London premiere of George Arliss' "Dr.
Syn" which GB has set for the New
Gallery Kinema
Nov. 10.

m
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MEMPHIS TERRITORY'S
BIZ UP 5 TO 20 P. C.

The Foreign Field
♦

Memphis — Exhibitors in the Memphis territory report an increase in
b.o. grosses for the third quarter
ranging from 5 to 20 p.c. over the
1936 comparable period. Exception
is R. X. Williams of Oxford, Miss.,
president of the MPTO of Arkansas,
Mississippi and Tennessee, who reports a 25 p.c. decrease which he
attributes to the prevailing low
price of cotton.
Although no increase has been
made in admission prices one is
possible "to cover the Tennessee
tax," according to Y. D. Moore,
McKenzie, Tenn., secretary of the
Tri-State organization.
There are seven newly opened
houses, reported by W. E. Sipe,
veteran manager of Universal Film
Exchange, Inc., of Memphis. Theaters and operators are:
Crittenden, West Memphis, Ark.,
Crittenden Amusement Co.; Parma,
Parma, Mo., Richmond & Mohrstadt; Ritz, Bald Knob, Ark.; F. J.
Roberts; New, England, Ark., J. W.
Crabtree; New, Mt. Pine, Ark., J.
Chaney; State, Henderson, Tenn.,
W. E. Montgomery; Marvel, Marvel,
Ark., W. M. Davis.
R. X. Williams, reporting for his
part of Mississippi, reports four
new houses opened:
Elkins, Aberdeen; Ritz, Oxford;
New, Sardis; Ellis, Cleveland.
Three others have been remodeled:
Lyric, Oxford; Grand, Water Valley; Opera House, Grenada.
Exhibitor attitude toward giveaways and games is anti but with
the practice continuing. The same
can be said of double feature programs.

Mayor Sells Theater

Kansas City — Commonwealth
Theaters, Inc., has purchased the
Owens Theater at Branson, Mo.,
from Mayor Jim Owens, and has
added it to its circuit. Owens will
continue to manage the house for
the new owners.

Municipal

House Opens

Stella, Neb. — Stella's new municipal movie theater has opened.
Pictureless for several years,
finally, the city bought and remodeled a garage, and residents guaranteed a sum each week to finance
the shows.

Schreiber Aids Fund
Detroit — Alex Schreiber, manager
of Associated Theaters Circuit, has
been appointed in charge of the theatrical division of the Detroit Community Fund.

Sheiks. Beware!
Newark.
N. J. — This, apparently,
is
no safe place for the wild and woolly
Bedouins.
Marquee
of a neighborhood
house announced the other day:
"The
Sheik Steps Out"
"Reported Missing"

ASHER TO TALK U. S.
DISTRIBUTION PLA

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

London (By Cable) — Not only
Irving Asher, in charge of Wan
Filming Life of John Ericsson number of independent exhibitors for Teddington studios, huddle
execs, on the compa
Stockholm — Svensk Filmindustri "the sole benefit and interests of all company
British production program v
is preparing to film a biographical independent cinema owners, present he arrives in the U. S., for vi
motion picture on the life of John and future." Contracts have been
Ericsson, Swedish inventor of the made, it is stated, with a number of he sails Nov. 17, but he will dis
for American distributioi
companies whose product plans
ately.
propeller and builder of the iron- American
a number of Teddington pro
clad Monitor which defeated the will be available almost immedi- tions.
Merrimac in the American Civil
Asher will remain in the I!
War. The Swedish producer, Victor
for an indefinite time, it is anno
Sjostrom, will play the role of Erics- Projectors for Schools
Vienna — The Minister of Educa- ed. Among arrangements to b«
son. Three other Swedish producers will appear as actors in his
tion has decided to have a large num- are those for the bringing ove
ber of schools in Vienna equipped Lloyd Bacon, and possibly o
support. The Swedish State Railways and the Swedish Railway Mu- with film projection apparatus at American directors; appearance
seum are collaborating on the pro- once. In order to meet the cost, certain Teddington productions
duction which entails building of school fees will be raised by five per leading Warner American pla
sets for railway scenes in the Uni- cent in many cases, to create a spe- also will be further considei'ed
cial fund for the purchase of proted States in the 1850's.
During the recent European
jectors and sub-standard films.
of Jack L. Warner and Sam E. 1
Sound City Nets £40,769
ris, it was indicated that of th<
London — Profits for the year end- Seek 100c/c Unionization
pictures to be made at Teddini
ing May 31 last for Sound City
London — The Film Industry Emwith a $2,000,000 budget, "thre
(Films) Ltd., was £40,769. Of this
ployees' Council, a new trade union four" would be selected from
amount £5,040 was brought forward organization,
has been formed in company's Hollywood produc
from the previous year. After all association with the NATKE and schedule and pointed for world
payments, reserves, taxes, etc., the the ACT. Aside from considering tribution.
sum of £4,892 is proposed being all matters within the scope of the
Mentioned by Warner, before
carried forward to the next account. , two organizations that may arise,
especial attention will be paid to en- departure, in this connection J
New So. African Firm
and
Margaret",
sure 100 per cent trade union or- "George
ganization at the film studios and
Pretoria — Associated Films (Pty.),
Clitterhouse", "E
Dr.
Amazing
Ltd., has been registered here with the general safeguarding of trade die White", "Wise Tomorrow"
"A Gentleman from Kimberley'
a capital of $125,000, formed by a union interests.
Leslie Howard's appearance
Coleman, Ark. ITO Speaker Cherubas Assignments
Teddington production "as sooi
Little Rock, Ark.— R. V. McGinChicago — Louis Stirrison has been disclosed.
was
nis, of Hope, secretary of the ITO named manager of the Montclare a proper vehicle is found"
of Arkansas, has announced that E. theater of the Cherubas circuit succeeding John Zach who has been
B. Coleman, southern district manager of advertising and publicity of named assistant manager of the new
Loew's, Inc., Dallas, Tex., will be Elm theater of that circuit. Basil Educational Films' Use
Increasing In Domir
one of principal speakers at the Cherubas is manager of the new
meeting here Nov. 7-8. A number house. W. P. Rupert has been made
Montreal
— Motion pictures,
of air-conditioning and equipment manager of the Oakwin theater of
films,
film
strips
and lantern V
the
circuit.
firms will have displays in the lobare finding an increased use ir
by of the Hotel Marion where the
convention will be held.
schools of Canadian cities, bii;
the majority of cases, the use i ■
perimental
or
occasional
Court Rejects Demurrer
Confection Co. Expands
Among 197 school systems in
of
over
5,000
population,
91
Richmond, Va. — A demurrer of
Chicago — The Confection Cabinet
Co., which supplies vending ma- the Venetian Amusement Corp. and some use of films, but only 2f
chines for movie theaters, is ex- Ben Parker, defendants in a suit them regularly. Film strips or
used by 83 but only 3:
panding, leasing the building at 430 brought by the Wilmer & Vincent films
them are
regularly.
W. Erie St. for a term of five years. Corp., was rejected by Federal
Pollard. The case is set for
Louis Smerling
is Chicago
mana- Judge
trial on its merits on Nov. 30.
Only schools
33 of over
one- i
rural
use 20,000
films regu
and these schools are mostly
berta where the extension de:
Gandall Buying Three?
ment of the University of Al)
Ross Replaces Hughart
Uhrichsville, O. — Irving Gandall
organized visual instru:
of Chicago is reported to have
William Hughart, Salt Lake City has
units. Forty-nine larger school
bought the Ohio, State and Lincoln
manager
for
Republic
Pictures,
who
small
towns use them regu I
theaters, formerly the Charles Wey- resigned to take over a theater in
land houses, which, for the past
whilelarger
103 of
the small
and 2'cji
is succeeded by Mur- ionally.
the
schools
use them
year, have been operated by Ed- Montana
ray K. Ross of New York.
ward S. Elgin.

Trying — Out
In III.are
Chicago
More "Flesh"
film theaters
trying out "flesh" acts, the latest
addition to the vaudeville group being the New Lorraine Theater under A. B. McCullum management at
Hoopeston, 111.

Ontario Biz Up 15$
Takes "Le

Roman"

Rights

European Films Corp. announces
that it has acquired the U. S. distribution rights to the French
film,
"Le Roman
d'un Tricheur"
(Story
of a Cheat), with Sascha Guitry.

Toronto — During the third quartet
gain of 15 per cent is estimated!
gross receipts by the film houses in H
Toronto area and in Ontario, as cc
paredsecond
with quarter.
the business done dui i
the
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MES DRIVE FATE
I UP AT ITOA PARLEY
ate of the ITOA campaign to
e games out of New York City
ters may be sealed today when
ITOA holds a meeting at orzation headquarters in the HoLincoln.
forts of Harry Brandt, ITOA
ident, to get the drive under
have not been successful so
and the reason for the delay
been a subject for speculation,
was learned from one source
the partners of RKO in the opion of the circuit's theaters in
bush, where the first gun was
;ave been fired in the crusade
nst giveaways, objected to the
unless full assurance could be
ined from the other operators
e section that they would "pull"
games. From all indications,
assurance
was not forthcomis believed that the games sitin will be one of the principal
s for discussion at today's
ing.

>t. Louis Theaters
Plan Charity Matinees
Louis, Mo. — Forty local pix
,ers will give special matinees
* 6 to obtain clothing and toys
distributed to the poor chil3 of the city through the coition of the Better Films Counf Greater St. Louis and the
Conservation Council,
mbers of the projectionists and
\i hands unions are donating
services, while films are to be
ed also.

:#$

0t Ot Synchronized Realism $r ik
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of
George 0. Monroe, Manager, Colonial
Theater, Lincoln, Neb.
As

Told to FILM

DAILY

ONE of the most unique experiences I have had in 31 years in
exhibition of motion pictures came about six years ago when
I was operating the Rivoli theater in Beatrice, Neb. The Rivoli
was and still is the ace house of that town and was relatively
new at that time.
Summer cooling had just started
catching on and we, with the good
theater of the town, decided to go
as far as we could for not too much
money. So we set up an improvised
water cooling system with great
numbers of pipes running through
the theater between the roof and
the ceiling.
When cooler fall and cold winter
weather set in, the system shut off
and the house started running up a
coal bill instead. We totally forgot
that Nebraska winters oftentimes
get as cold as 20 below zero, that
30 degrees above is still freezing.
And when a water pipe is frozen it
often breaks and leaks.
Although anything but amusing
at the time, the developments went
something like this: We had booked
in "All Quiet on the Western Front"
and it was doing a whale of a business. All the while we were playing the picture and probably for the
week before, the water left in the
pipes had frozen and broken them,

and was dripping on the plaster below. Situation came to a head when
during that first tremendous bombardment scene in "All Quiet" when
everybody in the graveyard was being blown out of the ground, the
plaster fell in the theater.
People were stunned, not from
being struck by the plaster, which,
luckily, no one was, but because of
the actual living of the picture unfolding before them. One seat was
smashed into the floor and the
youngster sitting in it, had he not
been leaning forward interested in
the picture, might have been seriously injured. Their inactivity was
not long, however, and the theater
was empty in a few minutes. Luckily it was on the first show of the
day and the rush had not materialized at the box-office, or the panic
itself might have been disastrous.
That was one of the best examples
of realism and absolute synchronization with real and reel, I have ever
seen.

Kedzie Co. To Modernize
Two Chicago Theaters

K. C. Variety Club to Hold
Annual Movie Ball Nov. 15

rlotte — Roy L. Smart, district
?er for North Carolina Theavas elected as president of the
)tte Kiwanis club, second oldid one of the largest of the
luncheon clubs. He has been
iber of the board of directors
year.

d New Saginaw Houses

Could Another Chaplin
Develop in Film Industry?
(^OULD
anotherCharlie
HaroldChaplin,
Lloyd,
~" or another
develop in this business today?
Would it be possible, under present conditions, for a man possessed of the potential greatness which carried them to the
heights, to develop his powers
and build up a public following
to the extent that he could become another such household
byword,
another
office marvel?
If thesuch
answerbox-is
"No," then it is a condition that
should make every person in this
industry, and especially the exhibitors, stop and think. There
are still single feature territories in this country, as well as
double feature territories. In
the single feature territories, we
are doing as well as we ever
did. There is the same demand
for short subjects. The public
reaction to them is the same.
Stars playing in them who show
unusual ability soon are recognized and win the public's applause. But what about the
double feature territories ?
Throughout large areas of the
country in which the double feature practice is most common no
such budding star has a chance
to bid for public approval. A
second Charlie Chaplin, another
Lloyd, even another Shirley
Temple, doing exceptional work
in two-reelers, would not have
a chance to reach the screen in
many spots.
—J. H. Skirball,

Kansas City, Mo. — The Variety
Club has selected Nov. 15, as the
Sales Manager Educational
date for its seventh annual Movie
Pictures.
Ball which will be held at the Pla
Mor Ballroom. A floor show of ten
Must Buy Sunday Permits
acts will be presented, with all proNorth Attleboro, Mass. — Selectceeds going to various charities
ment here have ruled free permits
sponsored by the film men's organi- for Sunday operation formerly
zation.
to Community theater here
The chairman of committees ap- granted
no longer be issued. Sunday
pointed by Earl Jameson, general will
licenses will still be available but
chairman in charge of arrange- theater must pay for them, as well
ments, are: Fenton Jones, program;
to pay police officers on duty on
George Baker, entertainment; Ar- as
thur Cole, table reservations; and Bank Nights at the theater.
Danubia's Buffalo Branch
E. J. Lang, president of Danubia Sam Abend, Frank Hensler and Earl
Jameson, general ticket sale, with
Theater Cuts Capacity
Pictures Inc., announces opening of a new branch office in all club barkers serving on the reDetroit — C. V. Munz Circuit is
ception committee.
Buffalo with Michael Hahn in
remodeling the Century Theater, recharge. He also stated that Danuducing seating capacity from 1,900
Portell Plans Long Trip
to 1,499. New fire walls are being
bia's next importation would be
Detroit — Joseph G. Portell, cir- installed, and two back sections of
"Sein Modell" (His Model), a Gercuit owner, is leaving on a six the balcony closed off. In addition,
man dialogue film starring Alex
Sved, which will open on Broadway months' vacation which will take two rows of seats have been rehim to Florida and California.
in November.
moved at the orchestra pit.
Floyd Wadlow will be in charge of
operations in his absence.

Chicago — The Kedzie Amusement
Co. has leased the building at the
northwest corner of Kedzie and
loden In Charity Drive
Madison Avenue for 10 years from
lasas City, Mo. — E. C. Rhoden, Dr. F. L. Nathanson who recental manager of the Fox-Midly purchased the property. Two theaters, included in the deal, will be
Theaters Corp. has been ap3d by Mayor Bryce B. Smith modernized and air-conditioned durlembership on the charities
fall and winter months. Hoh. house solicitation committee gan ing&the Farwell
handled the real esd him in the annual Allied
tate lease and Joseph Varon the
ties Campaign scheduled for legal details for the buyer.
15 to 22.

Smart, Kiwanis Prexy

t?MUiC£)rortcs

Bridgeport Houses Shift
*oit — Opening about Dec. 1
GN Expands In Pittsburgh
Jen set by Fred Witters for
Bridgeport, Conn. — Loew has
:w theater under construction shifted policies in the Globe and LyrGrand National's Pittsburgh Exic Theaters here, making the former
ginaw, Mich.
Another
new
change has taken enlarged quarters
at
1709 Boulevard of the Allies.
a
first
run
house
and
the
latter
a
sec650 seats, is also under conond run. Formerly the Lyric was
ion at Saginaw
for George
who continues as Exowner of the Marr Theater closed during the summer, and op- Jules Lapidus,
change Manager, is planning to augment his sales force.
erated week-ends only this fall.

"Syn" In Warner Houses

Arthur Greenblatt, GB Eastern
Division Manager, announces the
closing of a deal with Warners New
England
for George
"Dr.
Syn".Circuit
Pix starts
Dec. 8 Arliss'
at the
ven.
Rogers Sherman Theater, New Ha-
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My dear Mr. Talley:
I congratulate you upon the occasion of the
twentieth anniversary of Movietone Hews and upon its
record during that particularly interesting period.
The years which have passed since the inception of
Movietone News have witnessed not only the pioneer period
of a new medium of intelligence but have seen that medi-um
brought to a high degree of perfection.
Tours is a great and boundless field in which
I trust you will ever go forward with increasing success
and usefulness.
Very sincerely yours,

J^t^x^

Mr. Truman H. Talley,
L'ovietqne News,
460 West 54th Street,
New York, N. T.
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British Industry Lines Up for 'War' on U.S. Distributors

BRISKIN RESIGNS AS RKO RADIO PRODUCTION HEAD

UMPTO

Unanimously Votes Para. Settlement in Philly

//(

War-Why?

Conciliation

B. BAHN

==

the proposed new Films Act now
WITH
before Parliament as a convenient
ftiedium, British exhibitors

and

producers

are preparing for a "war" on American
distributors, according to a London cable
DAILY.
FILM
esterday to THE
A long distance estimate of the situaion may not be the best one, yet it is
xceedingly doubtful if the solution of
he British industry's problem is to be
ound in such "ganging up" tactics, with
he U. S. companies as a unified target.
This by no means lessens the seriousness
f the situation. The present move in
ritain is made the more menacing by the
act that its leader is Associated British
'ictures' John 'Maxwell, whose position, aleady strong, was recently further strengthned by acquisition of the stock holdings
f the late David Bernhard in Union Cinmas, Ltd.
As head of the No.

this side, it is announced

that the

*^ State Department undoubtedly will
sntinue its representations to the British
avernment, with the hope that some modication of the multiple credits provisions
ill be forthcoming.
A

major

Philadelphia— The UMPTO "buyers' strike" against Paramount was
declared ended yesterday when more
than 100 exhibitors meeting at the
Broadwood Hotel unanimously voted
in favor of terminating the '"hostilities." Ending of the strike brings
to a close a long drawn out dispute
which started when exhibitors in the
{Continued

on

Page

8)

PARA. DEBENTURE SALE
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Stanton Griffis and
Maurice Newton, stock holdings in
Paramount are listed in the SEC's
semi-monthly report.
Griffis stated he has 1,000 shares
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Higher Prices Announced
for 20 Dickinson Theaters

This assertion bears

reiteration: Unless

That means, necessarily, the shelving of
esent
plans
by leading
American
com-

(Continued

.

on

Page

2)

SUIT
SETTLEMENT OKAYED
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesterday officially approved settlement
of claims totaling more than $17,000,000 brought by Charles D.
Hilles, trustee of Paramount Publix
against 21 officers and directors of
the corporation for alleged improper
(Continued

on

Page

For

War

Nat'l

Equipment Company

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — It is reported that
B. S. Shearer and other independent
equipment dealers last week conferred in Chicago with C. W. Bunn,
general sales manager for Erpi,
urging him to form a national
equipment company consisting of in(Continued

on Page

10)

West

Reins to be Turned
Over to President
Leo Spitz

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

White Collar Workers Cool
to Rival Union Campaigns
Both A F of L and CIO moves to

London

(By Cable) - - The stage

was set here yesterday for a "war"
by British exhibitors and producers
on American distributors, with John
Maxwell, head of Associated British Pictures, leading the onslaught.
A large deputation, representing
exhibitors, producers and unions,
waited on the President of the
Board of Trade yesterday afternoon,
urging

(Continued
provision

DAILY

Hollywood — Samuel J. Briskin,
RKO Radio vice president in charge
of production for two years, resigned yesterday climaxing a development that brought Leo Spitz,
president, to the Coast post haste
last week.
Resignation is to take place immediately, with Spitz taking over
control
temporarily
until a

studio

(Continued

on

Page

4)

T VERSI
AIR SCRIP
ERS ONS'
ENDS
BY WARN
USE
West Coast Bureau of THE

on American Distributors

Report Bunn Asked to Form

Studio

9)

British Exhibitors and Producers Join

jatus quo.

Jjltiple credits are granted equitably, there
Jill be slight inducement
to U. S. comnies to produce
costly
"A"
pictures
in
glish studios.

Election Day b.o. returns were below
last year's count in most situations
throughout the country, a check-up at
majcr
circuits showed
yesterday.
In New York City, Broadway biz
was mild, and in the evening only sparse
groups of voters awaited returns, diswere flashed.appearing into subways when results

organize the film industry's office
workers in New York are encountering a conservative wall blocking
Kansas City, Mo. — Additional admission price boosts announced by progress, labor leaders admitted
Glenn W. Dickinson, president of yesterday.
the middle west circuit bearing his
Forecasts
of organization
prog(Continued
on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 4)

British criticism of American

ctivity abroad has been that quota proJction was just that, and nothing more.
,et, surprisingly, the proposed Films Act
!stead of providing a remedy actually seems
;stined to assure perpetuation of the

Election Biz Off

be

1 theater group in

ngland. Maxwell's potential industry inluence is obvious.
Its political effect well
ay be felt when
the
Films
Act
finally
mes to a vote.

r> N

to

Set Up;
Board"
will "War
Continue

a films bill development
By CHESTER

Board

onfor Pagethe 10)establish-
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Hollywood — Warners will discontinue supplying radio script versions
of its features to small stations
throughout the U. S., it is announced. Decision is in spite of the fact
that the company considers radio
broadcasting
as a onwhole
(Continued
Page is4)beneficial

ITOA

Decides to Press
for Games'

Elimination

The ITOA will continue to fight
for the elimination of games in
New York City theaters, it was decided yesterday at a meeting of the
association in the Hotel Lincoln.
Although the start of the ban has
{Continued on Page

7)

Mills9 Landslide
Returns from Shelter Island, L. I.,
reveal that E. C. Mills, head of
Ascap's administrative committee, in
last Tuesday's elections won the office
of Justice of the Peace there by a real
landslide vote. When the ballots were
counted, Mills, who yesterday described
the result as the "thrill of his lifetime,"
received 912 of the 980 total votes
cast. He is also the community's Fire
Commissioner.

TUT
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ITOA Wants Solid Exhib.

War-Why?

a films bill development
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Ascap Foreign Affiliate
to Convene in Stockholm
Ascap's foreign affiliate, the Confederation Internationale des Societes d'Auteurs et Compositeurs,
will hold its next annual meeting
in Stockholm, Sweden in either May
or June, 1938, it was declared yesterday by E. C. Mills, head of
Ascap's administrative committee.
Recently an invitation was extended
to the body by Ascap to hold the
meeting in New York, but advises
just received state that arrangements with Stockholm had already
been made prior to the receipt of
the bid to convene here.
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in or expand

British

pro-

the British industry actually

0
are other objections to the Films

' Act, essentially British yet with an
American slant. The measure, as The
Daily Film Renter points out, "virtually
imposes a 10-year sentence on the indus-

Front, No Merger — Brandt
ITOA's proposal for a conference
of representatives of the MPTOA,
Allied States and ITOA to develop
a national trade practices program
does not contemplate any merger,
Harry Brandt, ITOA prexy, points
out in an "open letter" to Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, published in The Independent.
Discussing the necessity for asBrandt says: certaining Kuykendall's attitude,

"We have within our power the
ability to do something that thus far
Ten years is a long — a very long — time. not even the Government has been
able to accomplish. I mean by that
For the implications of such a "sentence",
consider the developments of the last de- the formation of a solid exhibitor
try".
cade and their effect on the industry.
front with each organization to preOur British cousins should be really sure
serve its separate identity. This
a possible legal straightjacket is desirable
solid front, with its component parts
before it is voted.
co-operating fully with each other,
can formulate a code that will have
Brewster Color Process
to be recognized and be given seriGets Tryout via Short tors. ous consideration by the distribu"There is no need for long drawn
First commercial use of a new
out correspondence and extended
three-color film process reported to cogitation before this meeting can
require only Mazda studio lighting come to pass. All that is necessary
will be made tomorrow when Bud
Pollard puts the first of a series of is your okay. The next step is to
our committees, set the date
short subjects before the cameras appoint
and the place and we are on our
at the Biograph Studios.
Developed by P. D. Brewster, head
of Brewster Film Laboratories, SAG-Educational Contract
Newark, N. J., the process uses
Omission Delays Signing
three entirely separate negative films
recording simultaneously red, green
Scheduled signing of a one-year
and blue separations by means of contract between the Screen Actors'
way."and Educational Pictures was
two three-plated revolving mirrors Guild
operating between the lens and the postponed yesterday when an omisfilm.
sion in a written supplement to the
standard contract was discovered.
A wire to the Coast straightened
Great States Exec. Would
out details and Mrs. Florence MarsEstablish Radio Station ton,
SAG's Eastern representative,
is to submit the contract again this
Aurora, 1/4 111. — Jules Rubens, gen- week to E. W. Hammons, Educaeral manager of Great States cirtional president. No hitch is excuit, has applied for a radio permit
for a new station to be located here
and named WFOX. His son, N. pected.
Per Capita Tax Boost
James Rubens, now taking an electrical course at Purdue University,
May Come Before AAAA
will be active in the management of
Meeting
of the Associated Actors
WFOX, if permit is granted.
Fall meeting of the Great States and Artistes of America is schedcircuit was held at the Pere Maruled for today at Actors' Equity
quette Hotel, Peoria, with Rubens headquarters. Frank Gillmore, who
is
to
act as executive director and
presiding. John Balaban of B & K
and other execs from the Chicago president of the Four A's will preside.
headquarters were present. AnKen Thomson, executive secretary
nouncement was made of the promotion of Henry Stickelmeir to the of the Screen Actors' Guild, due in
post of assistant to Rubens. Busi- from the Coast this week, is not expected to attend. Increase in per
ness outlook was termed "promis- capita tax from present level of 75
ing" by the assembled managers.
cents may come up for discussion.

U. S. Presenting Hays
Greenhouse to Manage
as Broadcaster on Pix
New RKO Manila Office
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Will Hays, president of the MPPDA, will speak on
the Department of Commerce radio
programs on Dec. 28 it was announced yesterday by the Commerce
Department. The speakers, consisting of leaders in all industries,
are being furnished by the Business Advisory Council. Hays' subject will be, "Motion Pictures."

Daniel F. Greenhouse, formerly
M-G-M manager in South America
and Dutch East Indies, has been
named mnaging director of the Manila branch office to be opened by
RKO Radio for distribution of its
product in the Philippine Islands,
Phil Reisman, RKO foreign sales
manager, announced yesterday.
Greenhouse leaves to assume his
new duties within 10 days.
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Paris because
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ness.
WILLIAM
McFADDEN,
stage
manager,
sailed from
New
York
England on the Queen
Mary.
CLARENCE
hibitor, has
ness visit.

director
1
yesterday

M. TURLEY,
St. Lo.is film
arrived
in New
York on a bi

FRANKLIN
R. FIELDING,
eastern
public
lations representative
for RKO
Radio, has
rived in Boston
from
New
York
to cooper
with
public schools
there in connection
*
premiere of "Victoria the Great."
GEORGE ARLISS sailed from England y
terday on the Aquitania
for New York.
LEE MARCUS has returned to Hollywood fr
visit in Honolulu.

a

DON BECKER of Transamerican & Televis
Corp. has arrived in New York from Los >
JANET

CAYNOR

left for the Coast last nig

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, far eastern m.
geles.
ager for 20th-Fox, arrives in New York M.
day
morning.
LORETTA
middle of

YOUNG
leaves
next week.

for

Hollywood

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, Eastern division m
ager for 20th-Fox, arrived in New York fi
Pittsburgh
this morning.
MARY BRIAN
series of public

leaves for Boston today to
appearances.

HERMAN
BERNIE leaves tomorrow for Pit
burgh
and
Chicago
to arrange
bookings
Gracie
Barrie and Dick Stabile.
HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA
Boston tonight for Chicago.
for

HENRY ARMETTA
the Coast.

left New

NEACLE

le

York last ni

HARRY
ARTHUR,
JR., of F & M, who
been spending several days in New York lea
tomorrow for St. Louis by plane.
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The shortest, fastest, most frequent
flight schedules between New York and
California. Direct thru sleeper service.
. . . You sleep the entire night in
comfortable roomy berths. . . . Separate lounge and sleeping compartments
plimentary.
— tasty full course meals served comFor Information and Reser
tions Call Your Nearest TH
Office . . . or any Hoi,
Travel Bureau, Postal Tt
graph or Western Union Offi)
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successor to Briskin's post is named.
Briskin had been offered a new
three-year contract which he rejected. No anouncement as to his
plans was forthcoming.
Reports were current here within the week that Mervy LeRoy, now
completing a Warner contract,
might associate himself with RKO
Radio, assuming charge of production.
A strong report was current here
last night that Pandro S. Berman
has been offered the Briskin post.
If there is to be any resumption
of deal talks by RKO Radio and
David 0. Selznick, the overtures
must come from the former, an informed source indicated in New
York yesterday, following receipt
in New York of Hollywood advices
Briskin's withannouncing
drawal from Sam
RKO
Radio.
The original terms presented by
Selznick still stand, it was stated,
and unless RKO is willing to reopen negotiations on that basis,
there definitely will be no resumption of conferences. RKO last week
rejected the terms Selznick proposed, it had been announced.

Higher Prices Announced
for 20 Dickinson Theaters
(Continued from

Page
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"By
to go Biblical on you
SIGNS OF the Times
•
• •
The sell-effacing manner of Howthese signs ye shall know them"
The friendNorman Moray's hair-trigger alertness
ard Dietz
ly interest of Barret McCormick in the problems of all those about him
Billy Ferguson's
ever-bubbling
geniality
and
pep
The
gracious manner of the Dembow boys, Sam and George
The hearty
handclasp
The

of Bob Gillham
smilingly attentive

Gordon
White's wholesome
sincerity
reception that certain reception-room girl

gives you, that makes you feel you are Important
T
T
T

even

if you're

not.

all this
like
Priceless
GOLDWYNESQUE
•
• •
colorful producer's bon-mots
at the luncheon the other day,
a trade press mug was telling Mister Goldwyn about the chap
who committed suicide
by jumping from the 82nd story of
the Empire State Building
Mister Goldwyn
brows and said: "So! Was it a stunt?"

T

• •
Goldwyn

•

RAMBLING
we
manner
the columnar

T

raised his eye-

T

note with raised eyebrows
in
statement
of a contemporary

the

"Will Rogers will have been dead two years Thursday"
the beloved Rogers crashed in an airplane on August 16, 1935
but mebbe we're wrong
mebbe it's just the difference in time between New
York and Hollywood where this other kolyum is written
but we
never suspected Hollywood was three months behind New York
we always thought it was three hours

T

1)

name, bring the total number of
such increases made by the circuit
to 20 of the 25 theaters.
The new b.o. scales which call for
raises of five cents over the old 25
cent admish at three situations and
for dime boosts in the other 17, apply to the Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday showings with the price for
the rest of the week remaining at
the old level. Prices at second-run
houses in Manhattan and Lawrence,
Kans., have not yet been altered,
while local operating problems at
Marceline, Mo., Parsons, Kans., and
Junction City, Kans., have made it
necessary to continue the old price
schedule in effect.

T

T

• •
•
BACK
FROM
Hollywood
Si Seadler
all
pepped up after viewing some of the new product
he states
that "The Great Ziegfeld" was just a short subject compared with
"Rosalie"
the new Jeanette McDonald-Nelson Eddy musical
other productions that he places in the "Outstanding" division are Joan Crawford's tentatively titled "Mannequin"
an
Annapolis story, "Navy Blue and Gold"
the Edward G. Robinson film, "The Last Gangster"
and "Thoroughbreds Don't
Cry"

T

T

T

• •
• FIRST DAY on the job
Bob Taplinger in charge of
Warner studio publicity
staged a stunt which broke in the wired
services and other syndicates across the nation
including the four
local photo syndicates in Hollywood
the stunt was the presentation by Pat O'Brien of a home to his parents upon their arrival in Hollywood from Milwaukee
they having come ■west with their fondest
hope a nice furnished apartment
Lloyd Pontages also did a radio
dramatization of the episode

T

• •
•
FIRST
house at $2 top

▼

T
wishes
from The Film
following
on
their
NOVEMBER
4
Dixie
Lee
Don
Alvarado
J.

S.

Hummel

Daily to
birthday:

•

T

motion
picture theater
manager
to scale a
the late Mark Luescher
it happened

over a score of years ago when
Knickerbocker on Broadway

Best
the

1)

to the industry, and will have n:

Mark

T

put "Cabiria" in at the

T

•

• DEDICATION
of a new theater
to his mother
a gracious gesture
by J. Real Neth
his new Markham
theater at Columbus, Ohio, a 1200-seat de luxer
the house has a
bronze relief of Mrs. Susan Neth on a tablet erected in the lobby

«

«

«

»

»

»

bearing on the company's more im
portant radio activities.
Action was predicated on resull
of a national survey, made at th
direction of Charlie Einfeld, whic
established that too many of thes
broadcasts have been inexpertly pre
sented by local amateurs and dra
matic groups and occasionally wit
inferences that the pix stars there
selves were on the air.
Final production on which radi
continuities will be provided to th
string of more than 210 small sta
tions is "It's Love I'm After".

Capa Aiding Chi. Fund

Chicago — Capa will donate 10 p.<
of the net proceeds of the annus
ball to be held Nov. 19 at the Shei
man
Hotel to the Community Fun
of Chicago.

DEATH

RECORD

Mrs. Anna Kennedy
Detroit — Mrs. Anna Kennedy, 6:
mother of Roger Kennedy, intern;
tional vice president of the IATSli
and business agent of the Detro
local, died and was buried Tuesda'
at Springfield, O. She is survived b
husband and three children, inclut
ing Don Kennedy, a Detroit ope
ator.
Winthrop Ames
Boston — Winthrop Ames, 6»
prominent for many years in Bo:
ton and New York theatrical ci:
cles died here yesterday of pnei
monia. A memorial service will b
held in the Church of the Transfix
uration in New York on Sunday.
Maude Valerie White

London (By Cable) — Maude Val
erie White, 82, composer of mar
of the most popular songs of tl
last generation, is dead here. SI
had been a recipient of a State pe i
sion for her "services to music."
John

R.

Richards

Zanesville, O. — John Rolai i
(Jack) Richards, 50, famed as ;

minstrel
balladeerand
with
the team*'
Al «'■
Field
Minstrels
later
with Billy Church in vaudeville, die
recently at his home in Columbu
For several years Richaz-ds sang :•
the Quimby Theater (pix) here dur
ing
his off season. Burial was
Columbus.
Thomas M. Harper
Detroit — Thomas M. Harper,
state salesman for Paramount Pi!
tures, Inc., for the past 18 year
died Monday from injuries sustaij
ed in an automobile collision on CM
31 at Pleasant Ridge. His wife, wl
was riding with him, was serious
injured. Two sons also surviv
Burial was in Masonic Cemetery.
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Napoleon

by JJeJaroche

cMahtlAbL
and

destined

lor screen

immortality, Crreta Cyarbo
as M.arie Walewska and
Charles Boyer as Napoleon
in M.-'G-M's "Conquest."

i

Greta Garbo and Charles Boyer
in Clarence Brown's Production
of "Conquest" with Reginald Owen
Alan Marshal • Henry Stephenson
Leif Ericson • Dame May Whitty j
CHenryGordon'VladimirSokoloff I
Screen Play by Sam uelHoffenstein, \
Salka Viatel and S. N. Behrmam
Directed by Clarence Brown\
Produced by Bernard H. Hyman\
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture]
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I "£MU" fr»» Hollywood "Ms
By

RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD
I V. CLARENCE D. MARTIN of
I :he State of Washington has
.-s d a proclamation designating
I >\<?ek starting Friday, as "The
I ier" Week throughout the state
5 part of the ceremonies attendti| he world premiere of the ParaI it picture, "The Barrier"
in
^ le, that night.
T

T

T

len Menken, has begun a series
I sts at Warners for one of the
toj roles in the cinematic version
f ,loyd C. Douglas' best-seller
o- , "White Banners." Several
in ; in the past the movies have
?! out attractive offers to Miss
ilt ;en but heretofore she has delii 1 them all.
t

▼

T

' th the signing of Frank WilI Phillipe Urick and Gilbert EnI z, Columbia's
"Wonder-Child,"
I starring vehicle for the child
ss, Edith Fellows, went into
with Aubrey Scotto directing.
T
T
▼
hur Loft, John Dilson and Edit ^etherston have been engaged
for Columbia's "Murder In Swingin which Leon Barsha is direct-

WHO'S
•

•

•

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

•

•

•

Selznick forces and directed "The Common
Law," with a cast including Corinne Griffith,
Milton Sills, Conway Tearle, Elliott Dexter,
Phyllis Haver, Hobart Bosworth, Doris May,
Harry Myers and others. Has directed for First
National, Thomas H. Ince, RKO. Made his first
two talking pictures for Columbia. Hobbies,
tennis and golf. Ambition is to have enough
time to devote to his piano studies so that he
could become a concert pianist. Stands 5, 11.
Eyes, brown.
Hair, brown and grey.

T

Paramount

T

today

V

extended

(.Continued from Page

T

T

T

W. C. Fields is planning a trip to
New York and Palm Springs, Florida, following completion of his
starring role in Paramount's ''The
Big BroadcastT of T
1938."▼
"Vacation From Love" will be
produced by Paramount as a Fred
MacMurray starring picture following completion of his work in the
air drama, "Men With Wings." MacMurray now is working in a costarring role with Carole Lombard,
in 'True
Confession"
tion of Wesley
Ruggles. under direcT

Y

T

Betty Bryson (Mrs. LeRoy Prinz)
contract with Ben Blue, soon to be
assigned a role by Paraseen in "Thrill of a Lifetime"; Bob has been
mount in the W. C. Fields starring
Hope, Broadway stage player who
makes his screen debut in "The Big picture, "The Big Broadcast of
its Broadcast
of 1938"
and
Archie

ing from Robert E. Kent and Henry
Taylor's
adaptation of Fred Pederson's
story.

White Collar Workers Cool
j ma Circuit's Service
to Rival Union Campaigns
Employes Strike Ended
I one-day strike of service ernes in five houses of the CinI Circuit was settled yesterday
/ing conferences with Max Co: president of the circuit, and
I sentatives of Local 54, Build- Service Employees Internationiion, an A F of L affiliate. The
I >rs were granted a 25 per cent
:• tse in wages, a six-day week
ac j, closed shop contract, accordI i Lou Conway, president of the
Lo<i,
I ises affected by the walkout
I I the New Amsterdam, Harris
ohan in the Times Square disthe Prospect in the Bronx and
tel.stor in Brooklyn.
The strike
a jd Tuesday afternoon and sev' rickets were arrested in front
e New
Amsterdam
Tuesday
The case was dismissed and
■i'ing was resumed
yesterday
ling.
ke involved porters, janitors,
wat men and superintendents.

16 5

GEORGE
ARCHAINBAUD.
Paramount director.
Was born in France and
Entered
attended
the
University
of Paris.
Entered
production
department
of
Eclair Films in Paris. Came to U. S. in 1912, working
for Eclair at Eclair
studios at Fort Lee, N. J. Joined World Film
as an assistant director and soon was made a
full-fledged director. Entered U. S. Army and
served in field artillery during World War.
Following Armistice, started to direct for Selzm&S$'fi^»
nick at Fort Lee. Went to the Coast with the

Twitchell, film laboratory employe,
recently signed after playing a comedy role in a studio club play.
▼
T
▼
Judy Canova and her sister Anne,
who have been on a three-week vacation in New York since completing
their parts in Paramount's "Thrill
of a Lifetime" have returned to
Hollywood.

1)

ress by spokesmen on both sides
have been upset by inertia of the
white collar division. Early in the
drive CIO forces learned that the
work must be slow. A F of L's
later entry in the field met with
mild response manifest at a workers' mass meeting, it was seen.
In the main, furthering of the
CIO cause has been left to industry
employes themselves. CIO membership appears to outnumber A F of
L strength with variously-sized
groups in each major office. One
office is claimed on the verge of a
CIO majority.

Phillips Lord vs. Pathe
Suit to Come Up Nov. 12

Three St. Louis Amusement
Houses Using Stage Shows
Elimination

ITOA Decides to Press
for Games'

(.Continued from Page
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been delayed several times, ITOA
is determined to carry on. Harry
Brandt, ITOA president, stressed
the fact that the organization is doing all it can do, and if the campaign fails, ITOA cannot be blamed.
It was agreed that negotiations with
circuit officials would be resumed.
It was pointed out that RKO Theaters had been a wholly innocent
obstacle in getting the crusade
under way in the Flatbush section.
RKO, it was said, stated that it
had partners in that area and that
the circuit had an agreement not
to do anything at the Kenmore Theater, one of its houses, that was not
to be done in all other RKO houses.
For that reason, the plan has been
tabled temporarily.

St. Louis, Mo.— Three of the St.
1938." Amusement Co. houses are
Louis
now presenting stage shows each
week to supplement screen programs. On Sundays the Kingsland
and Grand-Florissant offer stage
shows including an orchestra and
chorus and five acts of vaudeville,
while on Saturday night the Manchester Theater presents a similar
bill.
Decision to present stage shows
at these neighborhood houses was
largely influenced by the recent
survey conducted by the Fanchon &
Marco interests in conjunction with
the St. Louis Star-Times. That poll
showed that the majority of motion
picture patrons like flesh and blood
acts as a supplement to their talking pictures.

Film buying was another im- Balaban & Myers Circuit
portant topic for discussion at yesPlanning for Expansion
terday's session. It was asserted
that the independents are buying
Trial of suit of Phillips Lord slowly. Exhibs present pointed out
Chicago — As a prelude to circuit
against Pathe News, Inc., for al- that they believe they have the ad- expansion, for which plans are unleged breach of contract has been
vantage inasmuch as their houses
der way, the A. J. Balaban-Sam
postponed until Nov. 12 by mutual are booked four to six weeks in ad- Myers organization is opening
consent of attorneys.
Vii nia Sunday Pix Test
vance and that they don't have to larger quarters in the State Lake
Circuit now controls nine
Lord asks damages amounting to close deals immediately in order to Building.
houses in this territory.
ase on Appeal Tomorrow $50,000, charging that Pathe failed get product.
to fulfill an agreement to produce
Added Data to SEC
E ville, Va. — Whether Sunday and distribute a film based on the
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Sunday
Pix
Rejected
of the Seth Parker in 1933ijns are legal under Virginia voyage
Washington
—
International
Cin34.
Trial,
which
is
expected
to
last
Woodbury, N. J. — A heavy vote by
Mis [laws" will be decided in Corema, Inc. yesterday filed an amend'orijpn Court tomorrow, when the about a week, will take place in the citizens of this community defeated
ment to its registration statement
which would have allowfinei Iwill act on an appeal from a U. S. District Court, N. Y., south- a proposal
ed amusements and sports after 2 with the SEC, consisting of addiern
district.
Phillips
&
Nizer
repcroi ' $100
on C.hisL. Abertional information asked by the comwhoimposed
operated
three
resent Lord, and Cravath, de Gers- P.M. on Sundays. The proposed
the; ie,
mission before passing on the statedorf, Swain & Wood are counsel amendment was defeated 2,723 to ment.
rs
on
Sunday
to
make
a
test
cast
for Pathe.
856.

:$$t
PARA. DEBENTURE SALE
REPORTED BY GRIFFIS
(Continued from Page
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I16UJS Of TH€ DRV
Williamsport, Pa. — Bettering the
best previous mid-week opening
within the past three years, "52nd
Street" got off to a flying start at
the Rialto Theater here yesterday
and is assured of a holdover, according to Manager W. P. Wilson.

in each of the following: common
stock, 6 per cent convertible 1st preferred and 6 per cent convertible
2nd preferred. He stated he has
disposed of 42,000 3% per cent convertible debentures due 1947,
through Hemphill, Noyes & Co.
Richmond, Va. — Every record in
leaving no holdings in that classi- the Neighborhood Bowling League
fication.
was shattered when the Byrd No. 2
Newton's reports were all for the team rolled high set and high game
month of August when he held 8,118 and Frank Wood rolled an individual game of 143. Luther Jones of
shares of Paramount's common stock
after acquiring 1,400 shares and ex- the. Grand team rolled a new record
set
of
362.
changing the same through Hallgarten & Co. He reported no
Emil Nashick is the new assistant
holdings in 6 per cent convertible
1st preferred after disposing of 200 manager of the Ziegfeld Theater,
through Hallgarten & Co. His New York, replacing John Clyde
August report stated he held 2,813 Fuller who has been moved to the
6 per cent convertible 2nd preferred Valencia. Nashick formerly was
and no 3% per cent convertible chief of staff at the Capitol.
debentures due 1947 after disposing
of 95,000 through Hallgarten & Co.
Toronto — Herbert Wilcox's "VicThe report for Loew's Boston
toria the Great," released by RKO
Theaters showed Loew's Inc. added Radio, finished the first week of its
132 shares of the common stock to
its holdings, making the total hold- Schreiber Sells His 5 Houses
ings 97,754 shares. After disposing
To Broder and Harris
of 500 shares of Loew's Inc. common stock, Sam Katz acquired 100
Detroit — Jacob Schreiber, veteran
shares, representing his total holdings. Charles C. Moskowitz added theater circuit operator, 22 years
another 100 shares to the 900 pre- in business here, confirms the sale
viously held for a total of 1,000 of all five of his houses, the Colonial,
shares of Loew's Inc. common stock. Blackstone, Majestic, Forest and
Kirk W. Todd, disposed of 1,100 Garden to Jack Broder of Broder
shares of Grand National's $1 par Concession Co., operating in several
common with his total holdings re- theaters, and Howard Harris, salesman for National Theater Supply
ported at 15,100. Aaron Rosenthal
became an officer with no equity se- Co., here. All houses are on Woodward Ave. Schreiber will leave in
curities held by him, it was reported.
Sol A. Rosenblatt reported 1,000 three weeks for Arizona on account
shares of Monogram Pictures Corp. initely.
of his wife's health to stay indefcommon stock at the month-end and
11,228 options for common stock after disposing of 9,765 as a gift. New Kallet Oneida House
Scott R. Dunlap, William R. StewWill Open Next Tuesday
art, Herschel Stuart, and M. S.
White all reported no Monogram
Oneida, N. Y.— New Kallet Theequity securities as of Sept. 10 while
ater here will have a gala opening
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram pres- next Tuesday. Plans arranged by
ident, held 62,383 of common stock M. J. Kallet, president of Kallet
and 89,054 options for common stock. Theaters, Inc., call for cocktails at
Joseph A. Sisto reported 2,267
shares of common through J. A. the Elks Club before the first performance for invited guests. FolSisto & Co., Monogram underwritlowing the show, there will be a
ers.
buffet
luncheon
and dancing.
The Chase National Bank of New
York City sold under escrow agree20th Century
Foxstill
Film's
ment an additional 2,284 shares of stock.
The bank
holds common
343,448
shares of common. The bank further sold 4,568 shares of $1.50 cumulative preferred and still holds 687,U96 shares.
Robert L. Gordon, added 500 shares
of Trans-Lux Corporation common
Paris (By Cable) — Marlene Diet- stock to his holdings for a total of
rich, film actress, who was to have 900 shares while Arthur C. Payne
sailed from Havre for New York acquired an additional 300 shares
today on the Normandie, was com- of common for a total holding of
pelled to cancel her reservation on 1,803 shares.
the ship and remain here because
Nathan L. Cohn, Officer and Diof an attack of grippe.
rector of Majestic Radio and Television Corp., reported his holdings
Youngstown, O. — Charles W. in $1 par common at 2,000 shares
Shaffer, treasurer of the State The- and an additional 7,550 shares
ater, is ill at his home here from through a holding company after
a heart attack.
acquiring 2,650 shares.
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UMPTO VOTES PARA.
SETTLEMENT IN PHILLY

I

(Continued from Page 1)
extended run at the Hippodrome
Theater by doing three times the Philadelphia territory protested
amount of business ever experienced against the alleged withdrawal by
at this house despite inaugural of Paramount of a group of pictures
an increased price scale.
slated for the 1936-37 program.
Detroit — Otto Vogel has become
At yesterday's meeting it was disclosed that, in several instances, exmanager of the Oakdale Theater in
hibitors who contacted Paramount
Hazel Park, north end suburb, for
were
unable
to make satisfactory
the William Schulte Circuit, suc- deals. In order
to take care of
ceeding Fred Chantler.
these situations, it was decided to
Grangeville, Ida. — Construction set up a conciliation board to which
has started on a $15,000 theater at exhibitors who were unable to deal
Cottonwood by Frank Larock, Lew- with Paramount to their satisfaction can carry their case. The board,
iston contractor, for Ben Lightfield,
who has operated a theater in Cot- in turn, will take up grievances directly with Paramount.
tonwood for the past six years.
UMPTO has decided to continue
Portland, Ore. — Western Equip- the present "war board" in the event
ment Co., Frank Becker, manager, that any other emergency should
has opened new quarters at 2406 come up. David Barrist attempted
First Ave., Seattle.
to resign as chairman of the "war
board," but the UMPTO refused to
Superior, Wis. — Russell Pettengill accept the resignation.
All exhibitors present at yesterhas opened
rior theater his
here.new $100,000 Supeday's sessions praised Paramount
for its fairness and many who had
already
set their deals declared that
Song Writers and Publishers
Agree on Ascap Contract they were "very much satisfied."
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount gen
Following yesterday's conference eral sales manager, when informed
between committees of music pub- of the strike settlement, declined to
lishers and the Song Writers' Pro- make a statement in New York. He
tective Ass'n, accord between the
preferred to study the contwo groups is seen definitely on the said he tracts
made in Philadelphia before
way. A. M. Wattenberg, attorney making any comment.
for the music publishers and John
Shulman for the song writers were
present at the conference.
Wis. ITPA Seeks Approval of
It was agreed that membership
Plan
in Ascap will be for 10 years fol- Philly-Para. Compromise
lowing close of present contracts.
Milwaukee—
ITPA
of
Wisconsin,
The new contract between writer
and publisher will run for 12 years. meeting at the Schroeder Hotel
Major details of the agreement are yesterday, voted to seek approval
considered closed, such as the divi- of the Philadelphia compromise plan
sion of money up to a 50 per cent from the local Paramount exchange
basis between writers and publish- and to withhold purchase of 1937-38
ers, including electrical transcrip- product until the plan is accepted
tion and motion picture synchroni- here. The association also went on
zation rights. The agreement will record as favoring a Guffey Act for
have to meet with the approval of the industry and passage of the \
SPA Council, but this is considered Hobbs resolution. Election of offia foregone conclusion. Several minor
cers and revision of the by-laws
changes in language still remain to are slated for another convention
be ironed out.
to be held sometime in January.

Pix Stars' Free Air Work
Before A F of R A Board

Higher Service Charges
for Poster Accessories

Action to be taken in connection
Chicago — Higher service charges
with free appearances of motion
for
poster accessories were forecast
picture players on radio programs
meeting of the Nationis to be discussed by the board of at aal special
Poster Service Association here.
directors of the American Federation of Radio Actors at two meet- Move results from increasing costs.
ings today at 2 W. 45th St.
National board meets at 2 p.m.,
and local board at 10:30 p.m.

WEDDING

Okla. Supply Biz. Up
Oklahoma City — Tom Dyer of
Dyer Theater Supply Co. here reports business at its best in five
years with new installations by his
firm being made in every section of
the state.

BELLS

New Orleans — Louella Richards,
daughter of E. V. Richards, president of the Saenger Theaters Corp.
and local theatrical tycoon, will wed
Elwood Roger Clay during the winter. The engagement has been announced.
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PARA. TRUSTEE SUIT
SETTLEMENT OKAYED
(Continued from Page

1)

Puritan Goes Shorts
Detroit — Puritan Film Service, headed
by Charles A. Garner, has discontinued
all feature sales and is specializing in
short subjects exclusively, Garner announces.

stock deals and mismanagement.
Amount of the settlement was $2,150,000.
Arthur Ballantine of Root, Clark, GB's 1937-38 Program
Buckner
& Ballantine,
attorneys
Nearly Half Completed
for Hilles presented
the case to
Judge Coxe and declared it was his
London (By Cable) — Gaumont's
personal belief that, if these suits 1937-38
program will be 50 per cent
jwere carried through to trial, sub- complete when shooting is finished
stantially more in the way of cash next week on the new John Lodge
could be recovered, but due to the starring production tentatively titled
long legal action that would be ne- ''Bank Holiday." "Non-Stop New
cessitated and the large expense in- York," which has been given a Nov.
volved, plus the fact that Paramount 1 U. S. national release date, is the
, itself has recommended
settlement first on the new season's schedule.
^to avoid adverse publicity, that the This will be followed by "The Girl
' conclusion of the action is both prac- Was Young," new Alfred Hitchcock
j tical and advisable.
production, starring Nova Pilbeam;
Charles D. Hilles applied for an "Sailing Along," forthcoming Jessie
additional allowance of $7,500, in ad- Matthews musical; and two Anna
dition to the $112,433 he had pre- Neagle starring pictures, "Look Out
viously received. Paramount recom- for Love" and "The Show Goes On."
mended that he get $2,500 and Judge
Starting on the second half of the
'Coxe
allowed
him
$5,000.
Root, program, Alfred Hitchcock has already done considerable preparatory
' Clark, Buckner
& Ballantine, at- j
torneys for Hilles, asked for an al- jwork on the tentatively titled "The
ilowance of $215,000 in addition to' False Witness," which will be Nova
'"'the $60,000 already paid on account. Pilbeam's second starrer of the
'They were awarded $150,000, bringing the allowance total up to $210,- year.
' 000.
Previously they are said to
have received $510,000 in fees.
Alabama's Pix Grosses
Both Barney Balaban and Austin
Continuing Improvement
iKeough were present when Coxe approved the settlement.
Birmingham, Ala. — Birmingham
and Alabama b. o. business is continuing its steady improvement
Rocky Mr. Screen Club
from depression lows. Receipts were
Dinner Dance on Dec. 28 approximately 5 per cent greater
in
er. the 3rd than the preceding quartDenver — The Rocky Mountain
Screen Club is planning a dinner
Construction during the past three
dance on Dec. 28 in connection with months has been slight. Ten new
I their outlined program for the win- theaters have appeared in Alabama.
der. Chet Bell, Dave Cockrill and In the main these have been small,
Ross Bluck are in charge of the af- ranging from 800 to 1,200 seats.
fair which will be held in the Silver
Admission prices have remained
j< Glade of the Cosmopolitan Hotel.
approximately the same, one theater
Friday nights during the winter in this district making a five-cent
will be given over to parties for increase effective.
theater and exchange groups. The
The trend in this district is de„ series will begin tomorrow
with
cidedly away from duals. The few
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson
acting as theaters continuing to show duals
L host and hostess for the Civic the- are all small suburban houses.
aters' staff. Managers
and their
| wives will be hosts on the exchange
jnights, with the following
dates Griffith Amusement Co.
Plans New Headquarters
i'scheduled.
Mr. and Mrs. Chet Bell
will give a party for the Paramount
exchange
employees
on Nov. 12;
Oklahoma City — The Griffith
j Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Morrison will Amusement Co., through its subsidentertain Fox exchange
employees
iary firm, the Griffith Realty Co.,
jjoNov. 19; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Friedel has purchased a two-story brick
1 for the M-G-M party on Dec. 3; and building at 715-721 West Main St.,
J Mr. and Mrs. Al Hoffman for the which will be wrecked to make room
United Artists party on Dec. 10.
for a new headquarters building for
The plan of hosts in charge of the company.
" entertainment
for the evenings is
The central office of the firm, opbeing used for Wednesday and Saterating 175 houses in Oklahoma,
urday nights, with Wednesday still Texas and New Mexico, is at 11%
being
as Ladies'
Day.
Lee, where it will remain unPlansreserved
also include
the addition
of North
til the lease expires next year.
i another room to the club's present
. Jrooms in the Cosmopolitan.

$100,000 Theater Fire

"52nd Street" for Rivoli

Walter Wanger's "52nd Street"
Norwood, Mass.— The Gould The- will follow "Lancer Spy" into the
ater was completely
destroyed by Rivoli Theater, opening either on
I fire with
damage
estimated
at Nov. 13 or Nov. 17, the UA home
) $100,000.
office reported yesterday.
uu
.]$i

Impossible!

Not at all
*

The coming 1938

Film Daily
Year Book

Will be BIGGER
and better

th an ever ber ore
(20tb Edition Out in January)
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BRIT. EXHIBS TO WAR
ON U. S. DISTRIBUTORS
(Continued from Page

1)

merit of a Films Commission in the
new Films Bills.
Alternatively, if unable to secure
such a Commission, the deputation
urged that the present Advisory
Committee be continued and alloted
wider discretionary powers.
The CEA issued a manifesto demanding- aViewing Committee and
Films Commission as major planks
of its platform.
The Films Bill (Quota Act) will
come up for debate in Parliament
today, after which the measure will
be sent to the Standing Committee
where the real struggle will be
staged.
Keen interest is being manifested
in the bill on the part of the British press and among members of
Parliament generally.

Report Bunn Asked to Form
Nat'l Equipment Company
(Continued from

Page

1)

dependent dealers. Bunn has not
given his decision as he has been
offered the general sales managership of two major distributing companies. J. Maurice Ridge, who was
with Bunn at Erpi, has joined the
Shearer Company.

Para.'s Affidavits Filed
in Gary Suit for Product
Paramount yesterday filed affidavits with the Federal Court in Indianapolis in connection with the
suit of the Gary Theater Co. for a
mandatory injunction to compel Paramount to deliver 10 pictures alcontract. legedly scheduled on last year's
The affidavits contained testimony
of Russell Holman, head of Paramount's production activities in the
East; Allen Usher, district manager
of Chicago; Jules Rubens, of the
Publix-Great States Circuit and E.
J. Barnard, Paramount's Indianapolis manager.
In summary, the affidavits asserted that the product involved had not
been completed in time for release
on last season's contract and therefore could not have been delivered
to the theaters operated by the Gary
company.

C

fj

Comic Relief J
As

Told

to FILM

I became attached to the A. H. Blank string of theTHEATERS' PURGE:
The
aters, Ihad a house of my own in Ravenna, Neb., which I ater is not struggling for life
operated in the manner of a great many small town exhibitors. will always have life. The mr

The business sort of ran itself
Hardy comedy, which ran for two
and I had a good doorman, so I'd
frequently take a run out of town reels, and then "Cavalcade" took up
where
for several days at a time and all the end.it left off and progressed to
the kids would have to do was open
I was so amazed I sat all the rest
the house and take the tickets.
of the way thru it and then ducked
I think it was about four years out
into the lobby.
ago when "Cavalcade" came out, —
"What's
the matter with that
anyway that was the picture. I
had made a two-day trip away from crazy operator," I said to the doorman, ''throwing that comedy right
Ravenna, the day the picture was
in the middle of the feature that
to open, so I didn't return until the
last day of its run. Of course, when
I got to town I immediately went
"Oh," said the youngster, "I told
to the theater and sat in on the him to do it that way. The picture
show which I hadn't seen previously, was so darned long and dry I
thought it needed a few laughs, so
but had heard a great deal about.
took the comedv off the front end
You'll no doubt recall it ran about I way?"
3 hours. About an hour and a half and sandwiched it. It's been runof the film went by when all at once \ ning that way all the time and I
on the screen flashed a Laurel and i didn't get any squawks."

Bernstein, Major Warner
Heading Charities Driye
David Bernstein and Maj. Albert
Warner have accepted the co-chairmanship of the Motion Picture and
Theatrical Division of the Federation for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies of New York
City, which is seeking to raise
$6,250,000 for 116 institutions, it
wras announced yesterday at a divisional meeting in the Oxford Room
at the Piccadilly. Division's quota
is $200,000.
Committees were appointed at the
meeting as follows:
Independent Theaters and Legitimate Theater Owners — Walter
Reade, Chairman; Harry Brandt,
William Brandt, Leo Brecher, Louis
Frisch, Sam Rinzler, Rudolph Sanders, Sam Rosen, Max Rudnick, Ben
Sherman and Frank V. Storrs.
Foreign Committee — Max Schlesinger, Chairman.
Music Publishers and Song Writers
— Louis Bernstein, Jack Robbins,
Jack Mills, Chester Cohen, Buddy
Morris, Irving Caesar and Jack
Brekman.
Night Clubs— Ted Friend, Chair-

Producing Companies — Loew's,
Leopold Friedman, Charles Moskowitz;
Warners, Sam Morris, Jules
Washington — Arrangements for
the Duke and Duchess of Windsor Levy, M. Blackman; Columbia, Jack
to inspect the motion picture indus- Cohn, Abe Schneider, Nate Spingold;
try in Hollywood during their Amer- RKO. Phil Reisman, Leon Goldberg
ican tour, are yet to be arranged, and Nate Blumberg; Paramount, Joe
according to Charles E. Bedaux, Cooper; 20th Century-Fox, Joe Mostheir American representative, at a l-'owitz; National Screen Service,
press conference yesterday at the Herman Robbins; Grand National,
Mayflower Hotel.
Edward L. Alperson, A. Pam BluBureau

of
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a director to enjoy acting v
JMPOSSIBILITY:
You can't
directing is the nearest
thing ex
tc
i.ng God. I have enjoyed actin;
pictures directed by a director a
Erich' von .Stroheim, and writtet
a writer called Erich von Stroh
—ERICH VON STROHEIM.

BEFORE

man; Hy Gardner, Louis BlumenHollywood Visit of Duke
thal, Herman Stark, Noah Braunof Windsor Not Yet Set stein.
Washington

(}

Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience
of Eddie Forester, Manager of the
Omaha Theater, Omaha, Neb.

words flno ujisoon

pictures do not detract from
vitality.
They only suck away
dead particles.
They purge it
increasingly throw it upon its
to find new life — new formguts — new experiments — new c
tions within its everlasting forir
BURGESS MEREDITH.

STOCK: The present day mc
picture company is comparable
to the old-time stock-company,
less a player is able to handl
multitude
of roles, he or she
necessarily
limited. — E. A
PONT.

BIRTH OF AN ACTOR: for v
notes poured into my office, r
ing, "If you know so much al
acting,
why pounded
don't you atact?"
challenges
my Tlh
until finally they brought out
Authors' Guild to Elect
ham in me. Now I like acting
Slate Without Opposition well that I found myself writing
views about my own work. My
tor refused to print them, sayii
Unopposed election of a slate pre- was biased, but I know art whsented by the nominating committee will take place at a meeting of see it.— ROBERT BENCHLEY.
TAKE-OVER: The movies, if
the Authors'
Guild at the Hotel
Woodward
^ today.
ask me, have taken over the
Mail ballots and a roll call are of entertainment in this cour
to name He'ndrik Willem Van Loon, The theater, which once had a j
president; Henrv F. Prinele. vice- erful and potent voice, has dwin
president; and Margaret Widdemer. to a little squeak that sometii
but not often, sounds someti
secretary.'
for the Authors'
Guild,
CouncilSlated
are: Dorothea
Brande. cultural. Then why do I come 1
Carl Carmer, Elmer Davis, Fairfax to -write for the stage? Beeaus
Downey, Helen Hull. Fannie Hurst. is important to see that the
Tnez Havnes" Irwin, Will Irwin, Al- ater remains alive. — CLIFFC
fred. F. Loomis, Denis Tilden Lynch. ODETS.
Sinclair- Lewis and F. F. Van de
CAREER: The modern chorir
Water.
On the list of representatives to primarily interested in further*
the Authors' League Council are: of her career before she will li
Berton Braley. Ben Lucian Burman. to romantic pleas. I wonder,
TTomer Crov. Morris L. Ernst. Inez through her indifference to rom
H. Irwin. Will Irwin, Manuel Kom- and being so seriously bent ud»
voff, Louis Kronenberger, Denis T
Lynch. Alice Duer Miller, Arthur career, she isn't missing much
the
happiness of vouth. — T)i<
Train, and John W. Vandercook.
GOULD.
A report will be delivered by Fannie Hurst, retiring president, and
the rest of the meeting will be de- H. L. Griffith Wins Fight
voted to a symposium and discusTo Build Minn. Pix Ha
sion on "Writing as a Business," in
whichparticipate.
some of the nation's experts
Minneapolis — By a 15-11 vote,
will
Minneapolis Council granted a
menthal; Republic. J. J. Milstein; cense to H. L. Griffith to const
Educational, Jack Skirball.
a $100,000 theater in one of
Independent Producers — Budd city's wealthiest districts. It
the fifth attempt made by Griffiti
Rogers.
Laboratories — Alan Friedman and obtain the permit. Griffith's ai>
Jack Goetz.
cation was opposed by several
Artists — Louis K. Sidney. Marvin ganizations, including Allied T
Schenck, Ben Bernie, Phil Baker. ter Owners and the Minne
Sam Sax and D. A. Werblin.
Amusement Co. A spokesman!
Publications — Col. Jack Alicoate. the theater opponents said court
"Red" Kann, Carl Zittel and Elias tion
against the permit would!
instituted.
Sugarman.
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Mississippi Supreme Court Deflates
Cl-

: M['

JRITISHJILMS COMMISSI DEMAND ISJEJECTED
Warners' Product Sold 100 Per Cent to All Circuits
ears Closes Deal With Interstate for Perfect 1937-38
Score
With the closing of the deal with
e Interstate Circuits, Inc., operated
i Hoblitzelle - O'Donnell, the
,'arner product for the 1937-38 seajjn has been sold 100 per cent, to
ery theater circuit in the United
ates and Canada, Gradwell L.
ars, the company's General Sales
janager, announced yesterday.
Added to the hundreds of indemdent theaters sold to date, this

M-G-M Sets "Pre-Hear" for "Mannequin"
Joan Crawford and Spencer Tracy will present scenes from "Mannequin," in M-C-M's
second Maxwell House broadcast, scheduled for 9 P.M., EST, next Thursday, over a
countrywide NBC hook-up. "Mannequin" is now before the cameras at Culver City,
and is listed for release on Dec. 31, so that screen followers — and listeners — will be
getting a "preview" reaction to the picture seven weeks ahead of its theater presentation.

U. A. Expected to Close Doyle Deal
For Operation of African Theaters

{.Continued, on Page 20)

A deal whereby Stuart Doyle,
Doyle, who is now in England
Australian film executive, will oper- where he announced ambitious proate a group of new theaters in
duction-exhibition plans last month,
South Africa for United Artists is is expected in New York the latter
expected to be closed late this part of this month. It is understood that the contract has been
month, Arthur W. Kelly, UA vicepresident, told The Film Daily
drawn
is awaiting Doyle's
for and
signatures.
yesterday. United Artists plans to arrival up
invade South Africa with a program
Kelly said that the new theaters
iUnheralded by any official an- which includes the construction of
mncement until late yesterday af- theaters in at least four key cities, would
be "emporiums,"
would
benotsuitable
to take care but
of
;rnoon, Will H. Hays left New it was learned.
(Continued on Page 4)
i0rk last night for Chicago on his
ay to the Coast on what was deribed as his regular Autumn visit
the various studios there.
Kuykendall Sees Pix Quality Determining Admish
Well-informed industry circles
ire attach considerable significance
By DAVID A. BROWN
(Continued on Page 7)
ters in an informal meeting arrangFILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
ed by R. R. Biechele, secretaryKansas City, Mo. — - Here on his treasurer of the Kansas-Missouri
eneral Electric Applies
annual cross-country tour of inves- Theater Owners Association.
tigation, Ed Kuykendall, president
For 4 Television Licenses
In discussing conditions observed
of the MPTOA met with local ex- on his recent swing from the West
(Continued on Page 11)
hibitors at Variety Club headquarashington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Washington — The General Elecic Co. of Schnectady, N. Y., has
■>plied to the FCC for authority
build four new broadcasting stains for experimental radio teleion development.
Company said it intended to carry

INK HAYSMAST TRIP
WITH RADIO SITUATION

Ross Federal Wins Year-Long Battle
To Deflate Mississippi Checker Levy

(Continued on Page 7)

55 Pix From. Novels
Sixteenth annual list of Selected
Book-Films, compiled by the National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures for
Book Week, Nov. 14-20, embraces 55
films adapted from novels, 53 films
adapted from plays and short stories,
12 films with book value tie-up and,
additionally, 14 foreign language pix in
same category. Selections cover films
from October,
1936, to Ocotber,
1937.

Building Service Union
Planning Broadway

Drive

Building Service Employees International Union, Local 54, which
Wednesday concluded a one-day
strike of service employees in five
houses of the Cinema Circuit, is preparing to bargain with all Broadway
houses preliminary to a move to
unionize porters, janitors, watchmen
(Continued on Page 7)

Board of Trade
Prexy Also
Against Viewing Panel
Provision
London (By Cable) — Eustace
Stanley, president of the Board of
Trade, rejected trade demands for
both a Films Commission and a
viewing panel at the second reading
of the proposed Films Bill (Quota
Act) in Parliament yesterday.
Wider powers for the Advisory
Committee will be brought up in the
committee stage, it was indicated.
Stanley spoke for two hours, and
debate of the measure continued until a late hour.

ADMISH TAX RELIEF
WILL BE CONSIDERED
By PRESCOTT C. DENNETT
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — A House group
which may be charged with the responsibility of rewriting the present admission tax statute or writing
a new bill, yesterday formally opened the 1937-38 tax fight on Capitol
Hill which promises to headlight
both special and regular sessions of
Congress.
The Taxation Sub-committee of
the House Ways and Means Committee
held its first meeting behind
(Continued on Page 11)

Hershel Stuart Resigns
as Monogram Treasurer

J. P. Friedhoff, Monogram comptroller, will take over the duties of
Complete victory in a long-fought
legal battle against a Mississippi Herschel Stuart, who has resigned
tax law aimed at checkers has been as treasurer of the company, it was
won by Ross Federal Service, Inc. learned yesterday.
Decision of the Miss. Supreme Court
reversed the rulings of two lower
courts and discharged A. B. Hugo,
of Memphis, Tenn., Ross checker and
Montrealec
— "The
Life of "Zola
Emile Zola"
"
Bans
Queb
appellant in the case.
has
been temporarily
banned in the
Province of Quebec, an official of the
Company executives, in New York
Board of Censors states here. No reayesterday considered the victory to
son for the action was given.
be double-barreled. Not only was
(Continued

on Page

4)
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des-Noues, 19.
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Columbia
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Columbia
Picts. pfd.
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Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Con. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do
pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. .
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20fh Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW
Keith
Loew
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2

Pathe

Y.

BOND

... 99

Para. B'way
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Para.
Picts.
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.
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47
RKO
6s41
Warner's 6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
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National
...
Monogram
Ticts.
...
Sonotone
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Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
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N.
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32
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YORK

A-0 6s46
6s41ww

MARKET

1% +
18 1/8

1% —
3
19

STOCK

pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6l/2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse, Inc. Ss '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6I/4S 1st '43....

—

MARKET
Bid
Asked
95

98

6'/4
88
52
45

7'/4
89'/2
56
47

Sunday Pix Get Okays
in New Jersey Spots
Belvidere and Jiamesburg, New
Jersey towns, have okayed Sunday
pix shows via the referendum route.
Exhibs in both spots to start Sunday screenings within two weeks.

^*m

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Members of
the Fort Wayne Ministerial Association voted unanimous approval of a
proposed city ordinance banning
"Bank Nights." City Attorney Walter E. Helmke has announced that
he has not been able to find any
precedent for a city outlawing the
"Bank Nights."
Sherwood L. Reeder, executive director of the Institute of Municipal
Law Officers, answering a query
from Helmke advised:
"So far as I know, every effort
to prohibit the so-called theater
'Bank Night' has been made under
the provisions of state statutes prohibiting lotteries. In fact, every
case with which I am familiar has
been based on state statutes. There
is a divided opinion of the courts
of last resort as to whether or not
theater Bank Night constitutes a
violation of such statutes. This division of the courts, of course, due
in part to two factors, first, the
nature of the particular statute in
question; and second, the difference
in the specific issues presented in

Major Circuits Showing
"Counting the Jobless"
All of the 1,250 prints of "Counting
Jobless,"
government
picturetheshowing
the procedure
whereby
the unemployed will be classified,
have been booked by major circuits,
it was learned yesterday. The 200foot picture is said to be the first
government film to get 100 per cent
cuits.
cooperation from the nation's cirCecil Maberry, who is in charge
of distribution, left last night for
Boston on business in connection
with the reels.

Final Kent Drive Meeting
to be Held Here on Monday

Final big-scale sales meeting in
the current Kent drive is set for
Monday morning in the New York
Exchange with John D. Clark, general manager of distribution, and
James P. O'Loghlin, Kent drive leader, heading the executive force that
will attend.
Charles E. McCarthy, director of
advertising and publicity, William
each
The case."
City of Chicago Department Sussman, eastern division manager,
William Gehring, central division
of Law informed Helmke that "Bank manager, William Kupper, western
Nights, as such are not specifically division manaerer, Earl Wingart,
covered by ordinance," and that the Arch Reeve, Harrv Buxbaum, ex"recent cases involving the conductchange manaeer, Roger Ferri and
ing of the drawings by the theaters
were based on section 1901 of the Lee Balsly will also be present.
revised Chicago code of 1931."

4 Oklahoma City Houses
Discontinue Bank Night

Warners Off for Further
Conferences in Hollywood

Jack Warner and Major Albert
Warner
left for the company's BurOklahoma City — Bank Night will bank plant
yesterday, the former to
be dropped at Standard Theaters remain, the latter to return followdowntown houses, George Y. Hening a series of scheduled parleys
ger, city manager, has announced. there.
Standard has been using Criterion,
Participating' in the latter, notMidwest, Liberty and Warner in
ably, will be H. M. Warner. Hal Walthe Bank Night awards.
lis and Charlie Einfeld. Warner advertising--nublicitv chief who is prolonging his Coast stay.
Statesboro, Ga. — The Bullock
County grand jury has indicted H.
H. Macon, operator of the State
Theater here, for conducting Bank Duncan Sells 6 Houses
Nights at his theater.

To Wilby and Associates

$1 ,200 Theater Robbery
Hot Springs, Ark. — Burglars looted the Paramount
safe in the Theater
manager'shere
office
of the
of
approximately $1,200. To gain entrance to the theater the burglars
climbed over the roof of a church
which adjoins the theater.

Buys Three Ohio Houses
Columbus, O. — The Tuscawaras
Theater Co., headed by Irving Gandall, has bought out the Twin City
Theater Co., Uhrichsville, O., which
operates the State and Ohio at
Urichsville, and the Lincoln at Dennison.

O. C. House Cuts Price
Oklahoma City — The Victoria
Theater has dropped from 30-cent
top to 25-cent top.

West Point, Ga. — Six motion picture theaters in Clarkesville, Cornelia, Lavonia and Toccoa, Ga., and
Liberty and Pickens, S. C. have
been sold by L. J. Duncan to George
Wilby and Associates of Atlanta,
Ga. Duncan will, it is announced,
retain his interest in theaters in
the Chattahoochee Valley as well
as in Barneville and Clayton, Ga.,
and Franklin, N. C.

Arnstein Named

Prexy

Milwaukee — Gene Arnstein, manager of the Granada Theater here,
has been elected president of the
Warner Club. Other officers of the
organization are Thomas Cornell,
vice-president; E. W. Van Norman,
treasurer, and Mary Jane Johnson,
secretary.

cominG ADD G0M(
WILL H. HAYS, left New York yesterda
for the Coast accompanied by Maurice Mc
Kenzie,
his executive
assistant.
J. DON ALEXANDER, president of Alexandc
Films, arrives in New York today from Colorad
Springs.
NAT LIEBESKIND, managing director of RK(
Radio in the Argentine, sails from New Yor
tomorrow on the California for Panama, embark
there on another steamer for Chile and thenc
overland to Buenos Aires.
CONSTANCE COLLIER
day for Hollywood.

left New

York yester

IRVING ASHER, in charge of WB produc
tion in England, definitely sails for New Yorl
Nov.
17 on the Normandie.
CECIL

MABERRY,

who

is handling the dis

tribution of the government's unemploymen
picture, left last night for Boston.
JACK WARNER and MAJ.
left for the Coast yesterday

ALBERT

WARNE1

CLINTON M. WHITE, CB assistant genera
manager, arrived today in Atlanta fron
Jacksonville.
JOHN LODER, on an airway honeymoon wit1
his bride, MICHELINE CHEIREL, French screei
actress, has arrived in Hollywood from Nev
York for a stay of several weeks.
ATTORNEY HERBERT SILVERBERC flew bad
to Buffalo yesterday from New York; he leave]
for the Coast in about 10 days.
IRVING STROUSE leaves New York today fo
Chicago in advance of Paul Whiteman wlv
opens at the Drake Hotel there with his or
chestra
Nov. 19.
KENNETH
day

on

the

HOWELL

arrived in New

York to

Roma.

AAAA Board Meets Today
to Consider BAA Charges
To investigate charges by the Bur
lesque Artists Association agains
the American Federation of Actors
the board of the Associated Actor:
and Artistes of America is to mee
today at 2 p.m. in Actors' Equity
headquarters.
Burlesque group claims that AFr
encroached on its jurisdiction
Thomas J. Phillips, head of BAA
is to argue the case. In the absencf
of Ralph Whitehead, executive sec
retary of AFA, it is not knowr
whether a substitute will offer de<
fense or a postponement sought;;
Ken Thomson, Screen Actors' Guik
executive secretary, due in from th<
Coast momentarily, may catch th<
confab.

Best wishes from The Film Daily to
the
following
on
their
birthday:
NOVEMBER 5
Will H. Hays
George
J. Schaefer
Joel McCrea
Theodore
von Eltz
Helen E. Hughes
Eddie
Edelson

T
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world in broadcast after tour

II

•A

"EVERYTHING
IS GREAT",
Jack Warner informs radio
of his company's European
activities. He'll have cause
to repeat these sentiments
on arrival at Burbank where
'Tovarich' and 'Hollywood
Hotel' are now being readied
forXmas and NewYear release.
'PERFECT SPECIMEN'S'
PERFECT BUSINESS is demonstrated byfirst engagements
that brought new Errol Flynn
records in Chicago, Louisville,
Frisco, Pittsburgh, Detroit
and other points west, north,

reports M. P. Daily in national popular-price
survey that reveals Muni epic held over in
Washington, Providence, Detroit, Cincinnati,

east and south — including

"topping the week"

holdover in New York [right)."

"doubling house average" in New Haven.*

"ZOLA' LEADING BOX-OFFICE PARADE",

in Minneapolis, and

HE'S WORKING FOR 'LOVE'.

Lobby psychic [left) reads
minds of N. Y. Strand patrons
as novel advance stunt for
next week's opening of 'It's
Love I'm After', Warners' multistarred (Leslie Howard, Bette
Davis, Olivia de Havilland,
Eric Blore) comedy

flHM
■H

■ ■

V

special.*

ROYAL RECEPTION FORTHE
KING'. Fernand Gravet is
thronged by admirers on his
return to Hollywood for costarring part with Carole
Lombard in Warners' Technicolor Rodgers-Hart musicollaboration.'Food for Scandal'.
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A First National

Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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ROSS FEDERAL WINS
FIGHT ON MISS. TA)

UA EXPECTED TO CLOSE
SOUTH AFRICAN DEAL
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

United Artists' needs. New houses
are planned for Capetown, Johannesburg, Durban and Port Elizabeth.
United Artists discussed the
South African deal with Doyle when
he was in New York in September,
en route from Australia to England.
It is understood from other
sources that UA has had its eyes
on the South African market for
some time, but has not been able
to get a satisfactory product break
because of the strong hold that the
Schlesinger interests have in the
territory. M-G-M broke into tne
territory with one theater and it is
reported that Schlesinger signed a
Metro contract in return for an
understanding that M-G-M would
not build additional theaters in
South
Africa.

W. A. Brady Del. Company
Moves to Reduce Capital
Wilmington, Del. — A certificate
for the reduction of capital has been
filed here by the William A. Brady's
Picture Plays, Inc. A Delaware
company, the certificate asks for the
reducing of capital of the corporation by the amount of $980,000 in
the following manner: by exchanging all of the outstanding shares
pro rata for a lesser number of
shares at the ratio of 50 shares for
1 share. The certificate states that
the assets of the corporation remaining after such reduction are
sufficient to pay any debts, the payment of which has not otherwise
been provided for. The certificate is
signed by William A. Brady, president of the corporation, and George
C. Dougherty, its secretary.

SICK REPORT
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Illness has compelled
June Travis to withdraw from "The
Mystery of Huntings End" and her
leading role in the Mignon G. Eberhardt story has been turned over to
Ann Sheridan. Miss Travis is suffering from a throat infection that
will keep her inactive for some
time.
Tulsa, Okla. — Cleve Pullen, manager of Lyric here, has recovered
from a serious illness resulting from
a monkey bite.
Oklahoma City — Charles Brent,
in charge of construction for Southwestern Theaters, Inc., is recovering from an ulcer.
Luverne, la. — H. B. Michael, manager of the Luverne and Whittemore theaters, is convalescing from
injuries received in an auto accident.

with I I IIL M. DALY
• •
•
THREE-WAY
slant on the film biz
involving Picture
Personalities. Productions. Pressagents
and Walter Wanger, guest
of honor at the AMPA luncheon
tied these three up neatly in his
discourse
as he brought to bear upon them the fine analysis of
his astute mind backed by a wealth of experience and a natural talent
for showmanship
▼
•

•

•

ON

THE

T

▼

subject of Picture Personalities his remarks

were crisp and conclusive
"Box-office personalities are only
such when properly placed in a production."
he attributed
the success of his organization in great part to Proper Casting
a star's career has to be planned ahead
there is too
hit or miss in the way the big players are pushed around
the investment in building Names to the top rank is tremendous then the investment so often is thrown out the
window
by miscasting
the star appears
to disadvantage
in one or two pictures
the public loses interest
phutt
the laborious and expensive task of building another star
to take the place of the fading one
that was the gist of
the picture Mister Wanger sketched in broad strokes
much

•

•

• HIS REMARKS
on Production
were equally thought-provoking he referred to the death of Winthrop Ames, the veteran
theatrical producer, and his efforts at building a National Theater
but the motion picture had swept along with such a rush as to build
an International Theater
of the motion picture, not the legit theater
but the ideals of Winthrop Ames were equally applicable to the
motion picture
each outstanding
production is entitled to stand
alone in the appreciation of the public as an Individual Achievement,
as did the great stage masterpieces of an earlier era
that was the
essence of his thoughts on Production

•
•
•
THAT BROUGHT Mister Wanger to the subject of
the Pressagent
one of the big problems of the publicity
department is to make these unusual, distinctive picture productions stand out from the routine
the flood of pictures is so
great
the life of a picture so short
a special technique
must be developed by the ad and pub lads to get the maximum
in public interest and b.o. revenue for the motion pictures of
Merit
those pictures that are novel and break away from
the formula
Walter Wanger turned the spotlight on the ad
and pub lads as the Ultimate Force to harvest the crop which
all the talents of the studio had planted in the production

•

•

• SPACE LIMITS permit only brief mention of a fine program
Hal Home delivered the best address of his career in introducing
Wanger. .... .the latter was obviously moved by the fine tribute
and said with great conviction that Hal Home was developing into one
of the outstanding individuals in the industry
entertainers were
Rocco & Salters, Sammy
Fain
other guest speakers
were Jack
White. Jack Robbins
time limit kept Zenn Kaufman from his complete dramatic talk on Sales Showmanship
but he will be back
at a later luncheon, for he went over BIG

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

the law against theater checkci
deflated, but the confidential natur
of Ross reports on behalf of distr:
butor clients was flatly confirmed.
The license law, which was stren
uously fought for exactly a yeai
attempted to impose a stiff fee o
every theater checker in Mississipp
It provided that "Upon all checkin;
agents in the business of checkim
the affairs of business concerns fo
persons, corporations, or joint stod
companies engaged in the busines
of disseminating information fo
commercial purposes, each counb
The Supreme Court ruled tha
Ross Federal did not fit into thi
category, stating in its decision
"To disseminate for commercial pm
poses is to spread abroad the infor
mation to whomsoever will pay fo
it, whereas here the information wa
to be, and in fact was, held confiden
tial and was not to be, and in fac
wasRoss
not,Federal's
spread abroad."
case was prepaiei
and directed
by Benjamin I. Sperl
$50."
ing, of New York, General Counse
of the company. Associated with
him were Hill Jarrett of West Point
Miss., former member of the Mia
sissippi State Legislature and a Ros
Federal checker; and Thomas
Tubb. City Attorney of West Poii
County.
and
Counsel to the Sheriff of Cla\

Gets Legion Appointment
Northampton, Mass. — Frank
Shaughnessy of Holyoke, manager)
of the Academy of Music here, and;
past commander of the Paper City.
Post No. 325, American Legion, hasi
been
appointed to
tive committee
of the
the state
Legion.legisla-1

DEATH RECORD
Adam

Lellman

Funeral services for Adam Lell-1
man, 84, veteran actor and opera
singer, who died Tuesday in the|
House of Calvary, Featherbed Lane
and Macombs Road, the Bronx, will
be held at 11 a.m. today under the
auspices of the Actors' Fund in th«
Walter B. Cooke Funeral Home, 11?
West 72nd St. Burial will be in the;
Kensico Cemetery, near Valhalla, N.
Y. He is survived by his widow,
45th St.
Mrs. Theresa Lellman of 255 West'
Henry M. Robinson

Pasadena — Funeral arrangements
are pending for Henry M. Robinson, [
69, prominent California banker who
died here on Wednesday as the result of a spinal injury suffered last
July. eral
HeElectric
was Co.
a director
the Genand inof 1927
was

a member of the advisory council j
of the National Broadcasting Cc

a
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A new all time high for your house...
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CHARLES"WINNINB
Directed by
WALTER CONNOLiy!
William
A. Wellmai
Presented
by

Selznick International Pic
Released thru I
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HOLLYWOOD
tEDERICK STEPHANI will produce "Love Is a Headache" at
M, with Gladys George, Frant Tone and Mickey Rooney in
iing roles. This story is an
jinal by Lou Heifetz and Hert Klein, formerly titled "Twins
Her Majesty." Miss George's
st recent appearance was in
adame X," and Tone's in "The
ie Wore Red."
T

»

T

WHO

Introducing

DEN

STOLOFF.

of
was

numerous
placed

comedy

short
under

serials.

IN HOLLYWOOD
• e

Interesting Personalities: No.

Director.

versity of Southern

Native

California.

subject
contract

Long

of Philadelphia.
Began

companies.
by

First feature

in 1936, for Fox.

T

IGM has acquired pix rights to
ililah," play by Ferenc Molnar.
outstanding success abroad,
dilah" has not been produced on
New York stage. It will be
ed to the group of properties
embled for the coming season at
ver City.
T

WHO'S
• • •

Fox

Movietone

"Soup

Educated

his industry career

•

at the Uni-

in the employ

Then

to direct

assignment

was

and

Nuts,"

the

Follies," "Devil

Dark,"

"Don't

Stands

Is Driving," "Destry

Turn

5, 8.

T

T

T noted
▼
Tnovelist, who
Vina Delmar,
recently completed writing the
screenbeen
play signed
for "Theby Awful
Truth",
has
Universal
to
write a starring vehicle for Irene
Dunne. The picture will be proStahl. duced and directed by John M.

in Paris,"

"Goldie," "Fox

Rides Again," "Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round,"
"To Beat the Band," "Swell Head," "Two in
Devils."
brown.

T

With a cast including Kent Taylor, Fay Wray, Larry Blake, Nan
Grey, Jane Darwell, Halliwell
Hobbes, Granville Bates and Ed
Miller already selected, Ted Sloman
will go into production with "More
Monday.
Than
Love" at Universal City next

roster of features in-

cludes "The Gay Retreat," "Plastered
"Speakeasy,"

166

at 20th Century-Fox will again be
starred together in a picture tentatively titled "Her Masterpiece."

Tin

Loose,"

Eyes, grey.

"Sea

Hair, dark

T

T

T

T

Universal is negotiating to borrow Gary Grant. Universal wants
Joe Pasternak, Universal Asso- with the first broadcast of Johnny him to play opposite Hope Hampciate Producer, has engaged Gappy Mercer and Dick Whiting's ditties
ton in her first picture for Universal. The story has been completed,
Barra and his Swting Harmonica for Warners "Hollywood Hotel," in
Band for the Deanna Durbin pic- which Dick Powell, Frances Lang- but its title "She Shall Have Music", will undoubtedly be changed
T
T
f
ture "Mad About Music" which will ford, Benny Goodman and his swing
l seven and a half pound baby go into production under the direc- band and Raymond Paige and his before it goes into production early
orchestra divide up the musical next year.
tion of Norman Taurog next week honors.
was born yesterday at the Good
taritan Hospital to Mrs. Harold if Deanna Durbin's cold gets betT
T
Y
T
Scores of Tfilm Tnotables
attended
imson, wife of the Universal ter.
Loretta Young and Tyrone Pow- a party here this week in honor of
g writer. It has already been
er, who have just completed co-stel- the 20th Anniversary of Frank BorCBS's "Hollywood Hotel" program
ided
Eve. that the baby's name is to will take to the air waves Nov. 12
lar roles in "Second
Honeymoon" zage as a director.

Few writing contracts are annced at the MGM studios with
lfe Kaufman, David Hertz and
wster Morgan. Kaufman was
nerly on the staff of Variety
j also a contributor to Esquire.

General Electric Applies
Iding Service Union
Link Will Hays' Coast
For 4 Television Licenses
Planning Broadway Drive
Trip with Radio Situation
(Continued from Page

1)

superintendents in houses
tbughout the city, it was learned
yl terday.
|.n A F of L affiliate, the union,
Fjded by Lou Conway was granted
a 5 per cent increase in wages, a
f ly week and a closed shop by
t New Amsterdam, Harris and Co\ in the Times Square district,
I spect,
Brooklyn,
and
Astor,
i]oklyn.
The strike was the sec| in the union's history.
First,
;he Tompkins Theater, Brooklyn,
till being waged.

i-Mutuels to be Sought
by Okla. Racing Interests
iklahoma City — Backers of horse
a betting and slot machine op;ion as sources of additional penl revenue have filed with the
retary of State their notice of
ntion to circulate a revised
iative petition. New petition
ies from first filed in that it
tiorizes pari-mutuel betting on
se and dog racing as well asi opihines.tion of marble boards and slot

! Bellinger's Party
I Mark Hellinger, soon to trek to Hollywood, will be tendered a cocktail
>arty this afternoon at "21." Strictly
Hag event, and the time span is from
to 7 p.m., says the committee.

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

on a television receiver development
program with the transmission of
motion pictures to determine the
type of apparatus that must be supplied for public needs.
FCC sources stated that application was the first filed for the 44,000 to 50,000 kilocycle band, designated as a television channel under
the recent allocation of frequencies
which open up what hitherto has

to the trip, holding that his arrival
Monday in Hollywood points to some
immediate action by MPPDA in the
wake of the recent agitation of the
producers and distributors committee, headed by Darryl F. Zanuck, to
wage a determined fight against certain radio commentators. Latter are
charged with disseminating over the
air material which is harmful to the
industry.
Another factor which also loomed been regarded as the "no man's
land" of the ether.
yesterday with relation to the Hays'
It is planned, according to GE
trip at this time, according to indus- officials,
to obtain propagation data
try observers, is the probability that
the MPPDA chieftain is desirous of on transmitter ranges, field strength
being in close contact with heads of and signal to noise ratios in both
urban and rural communities.
the organization's member producTwo of the stations would be
ers and distributors in light of the
fact that definite steps are expected located at Albany and Easton, Conn.
to be taken by the British Parlia- Both would operate on frequencies
ment on the proposed Quota Act the from 44,000 to 50,000 kilocycles with
middle of this month.
10,000 watts power for visual transmission and 3,000 watts power for
It was learned from authoritative
channels that Hays will not return sound signals. The other two would
operate at Schnectady for visual
to New York until late November, transmission
only.
ing.
possibly shortly before ThanksgivHe is accompanied westward by
Maurice McKenzie, his executive assistant at MPPDA.

In New Location

Following the reported success of
"Green Fields," first picture to be
produced by Collective Film Producers, Inc., the company plans to
Vaude Test In 0. C.
start production soon on another
Oklahoma City — Vaudeville is to
picture. Meanwhile, Collecbe tried at the Warner here in a Jewishtive has
established new offices at
1560 Broadway.
test showing at 25-cent top.

Four Move Circuits Take
1937-38 Republic Lineup
Central States, Switow, Fabian
and Saenger circuits were reported
to have signed up for Republic product this week.
The studio's 1938-39 serial program was bought by Central States
for houses in Mason City, Algona,
Boone, Burlington, Centerville,
Charles City, Clinton, Oelwem,
Ames and Chariton, la. Switow will
play Republic's 1937-38 program in
the Liberty or Indiana Theater,
Washington, Ind.; Indiana, Salem,
Ind.; Hiland and Cozy, Louisville,
Ky., and Le Rose, Jeffersonville,
Ind. First-run in Albany, Schenectady and Cohoes, N. Y., will be
granted Repubiic's 1937-38 program
in Fabian houses there, it was announced. Second-run will also be
screened in Schenectady. Saenger
has signed
line-up
and
gram in 52
Mississippi

for
Republic's
1937-38
its 1938-39
serial
prosituations in Louisiana,
and Alabama territories.

"Barrier"

Broadcast

Seattle — World premiere of "The
Barrier" at the Paramount theater, will
be broadcast over entire Don Lee northwest radio chain tonight from 8:30 to
9 p.m. PCT.
Gov. John Troy of Alaska and Hollywood "names" are to confront the
mike. Seattle Chamber of Commerce is
to give a luncheon today at noon for
Jean Parker, James Ellison and Producer
Harry Sherman.

m
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Jleuiews o% the View 7-iJUns

"Portia
On Trial"
Walter
Abel, Frieda Inescort,

Ruth

with

Wendy

Barrie, Walter
Kent Taylor

Pidgeon,

Donnelly, Neil Hamilton,
Heather Angel
Republic
71 mins.
POWERFUL DRAMATIC STORY THAT

Universal

WILL
FROM

ENJOYABLE
AND
DIFFERENT
NEWSPAPER YARN FURNISHES
A
LOT
OF
LAUGHS.

HOLD AUDIENCES' ATTENTION
BEGINNING TO END.

with a particularly strong appeal for women.
Frieda Inescort, the mother of Neil Hamilton's son some 17 years ago, has never
seen her son as he has been educated in
England. She is a noted criminal attorney
when he comes to this country to start
working for his grandfather, Clarence Kolb,
the most powerful publisher in the country.
Miss Inescort is noted for her defense of
women in trouble, and disliked for her
continued success in heart-balm suits which
she wins with shyster methods. Hamilton
brings Heather Angel with him from England, and intends to marry her, but his
father reports her to the immigration authorities and they attempt to deport her.
Escaping from Ellis Island she shoots Hamilton in her apartment. Miss Inescort has
become friendly with her son and he has
been told that she is his mother, whom
he thought dead since his birth. When
Kolb learns that she intends to defend
Miss Angel he attempts to have her disbarred with affidavits that she signed, before he would allow her marriage Jo Hamilton, so that her son might have a name.
The marriage had been immediately annulled and she had changed her name, but
she averts disbarment until the end of the
trial with a clever ruse. She stakes her
reputation and the love of her son on
the outcome of the trial as he now believes her to be everything his grandfather has said about her. Kolb is forced
to admit on the witness stand that the
affidavits she signed were false and he
admits responsibility for his son's death
when he is faced with the fact that he

(HOLLYWOOD

70

with

mins.

PREVIEW)

Universal has worked out something
different in the way of a newspaper yarn.
It may be screwy, wild and a thing that
could hardly happen, but it furnishes a lot
of laughs and makes very enjoyable pro-

20th

Warner

Oland,

Harold

Monte Carlo"

Huber,

Keye Luke
Century-Fox
65
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

ENTERTAINING
ADDITION
SERIES.
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CHAN

Meeting the high standards set by the

Charlie Chan series, the latest of the detective yarns proves both entertaining
gram fare. William Rankin's story with and interesting. The trade which goes
screenplay by Bruce Manning and Robert1
T. Shannon is full of unexpected twists, for the Chans will like this one too. Warand the dialogue is smart. S. Sylvan Siner Oland hasn't as much to do as usual, instead Harold Huber, in the role of the
mon's direction injects a happy-go-lucky
air to the piece, the pace set is fast and amusing French Chief of Police at Monte
furious, with the players coming through Carlo carries the big part with Keye Luke,
in fine style. Standing out in the cast is
Chan's would-be sleuth son, very enjoyDorothea Kent as a cute little dumb blonde.
able especially when using his school
Her way of putting over a line never misses French. Warner Oland gives his standard
fire, garnering her laughs galore. As a Chan characterization. Virginia Field, Sidcomic this girl is a comer. Wendy Barrie,
ney Blackmer, Kay Linaker, Robert Kent,
Walter Pidgeon, Kent Taylor and George Edward Raquello and George Lynn are caBarbier are all swell. Edmund Grainger,
pable in the other important roles. The
associate producer, gave it qualities that original story by Robert Ellis and Helen
entertain audiences. Through winning a Logan with screenplay by Charles Belden
law-suit from Walter Pidgeon, Wendy Bar- and Jerry Cady is a nicely contrived afrie finds herself the owner of a newsfair which furnishes a good quota of laughs
paper. She gets the star reporter, Kent while working out the identity of the
Taylor, to stay on. Attempting some un- murderer which is not revealed until the
heard of ideas, the paper is going over big
Eugene Forde's direction maineven though Pidgeon, in a nice way, is very end.
tains throughout a lively pace, an air of
doing everything possible to ruin her and suspense, and a tone which never beto get the paper back. The topper of his
comes too heavy. John Stone handled the
tricks is a story on Wendy's father, George production as associate producer. Warner
Barbier, being kidnaped. With it he hopes Oland and his son Keye Luke leave Monte
to sink her, but the father double crosses Carlo for Nice in a taxi recommended by
him by going to the wrong hideout. Pid- Harold Huber, Chief of Police at Monte
geon has to admit he is licked and they Carlo. The car breaks down and while
all end up good friends.
walking, father and son discover an auto
Cast: Wendy Barrie, Walter Pidgeon, parked on the side of the road which
when they look in reveals a dead man.
Kent Taylor, Dorothea Kent, George Barbier, Ted Osborn, Henry Hunter, Samuel He is a bank messenger carrying a million dollars in bonds to Paris which belong
S. Hinds, George Humbert, Horace Macto Sidney Blackmer. Suspicion first is
Mahon,
Ed Gargan,
Norman Willis.
thrown upon Edward Raquello, a stock brokAssociate Producer, Edmund Grainger;
er whom Blackmer is trying to break, then
Director, S. Sylvan Simon; Author, William on a girl, Virginia Field, whose car was
Rankin; Screenplay, Bruce Manning, Robert seen leaving the scene of the crime. Kay
T. Shannon; Cameraman, Milton Krasner,
Linaker, Blackmer's wife, is next for quesASC; Art Director, Jack Otterson, Assotioning followed by George Lynn, a bartender who tries to sell $25,000 worth of
ciate, John Ewing; Editor, Philip Cahn; Musical Director, Charles Previn; Sound,
the same firm's bonds which Blackmer
Charles Carroll and Jesse T. Bastian
owns. The latter is killed and Blackmer
himself looks like the man. Just as it
Direction, Lively
Photography, Okay
seems that circumstances will convict him,
Oland throws the blame on Robert Kent,
fine screenplay with a good script and
brother of Kay Linaker and trusted emcast ably directed by George Nicholls, Jr.
ployee of Blackmer, who confesses. He
Cast: Frieda Inescort, Walter Abel, had been stealing to buy expensive things
Heather Angel, Neil Hamilton, Clarence for Miss Field while she had been working
Kolb, Anthony Marsh, Ruth Donnelly, Bar- with Raquello.
bara Pepper, Paul Stanton, George Cooper,
Cast: Warner Oland, Keye Luke, VirJohn Kelly, Hobart Bosworth, Ian MacLaren,
ginia Field, Sidney Blackmer, Harold Huber,
Chick Chandler, Bob Murphy, Inez Palange,
Leo Gorcey, Huntley Gordon, Marion Ballou, Kay Linaker, Robert Kent, Edward Raquello, George Lynn, Louis Mercier, George
Hooper Atchley, Nat Carr, Lucie Kaye.
Associate Producer, Albert E Levoy; Davis, John Bleifer, Georges Renavent.

instigated Miss Angel's arrest by the government authorities. Miss Angel is acquitted at the end of the dramatic courtroom sequence, and everything is satisfactorily ironed out. Miss Inescort, in the
top role, plays her difficult part with sincerity and conviction. Walter Abel as the
district attorney in love with her, although
disapproving of her legal methods, fills
the role adequately. Miss Angel gives an
excellent performance and carries off the
difficult witness chair scene admirably.
Ruth Donnelly, as the professional assistant
and friend of Miss Inescort, turns in a
top-notch characterization and Clarence
Kolb as the newspaper tycoon with a complex about controlling the affairs of his
family deserves high praise for his performance. Neil Hamilton as the weakling
son of Kolb, and Anthony Marsh as the
boy, turn in finished performances, and
Barbara Pepper plays a small role for all
it is worth. The rest of the cast was
carefully picked and they justify their Director, George Nicholls, Jr.; Original
selection with more than adequate sup- Story, Faith Baldwin; Screenplay, Samuel
port of the principal players. What might Ornitz; Editor, Howard O'Neill; Cameraman, Harry Wild.
have been just another trial story with a
Direction, Splendid
Photography,
Good
Madame
X idea, has been turned
into a

with

Associate Producer, John Stone; Director, Eugene Forde; Authors, Robert Ellis,
Helen Logan; Screenplay, Charles Belden,
Jerry Cady; Based on the character "Charlie
Chan" created by Earl Derr Biggers; Cam-

Nan Grey
Beery, Jr., William Garga

Noah

Danger
ous"
HAS PLENTY

Universal
FIGHT

INTERESTING

CHARLIE

ft

"Some Blondes Ar«

"Charlie Chan at

"A Girl With Ideas"

The original and surprising slants in this
picture make it excellent entertainment,
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'way back
in the silent d
the dumb
pug with the sn
who makes a champ out of I
nice girl who sticks by the figl]
thick
and
thin,
even
after
sucker out of her by going

and marrying the designing blonde whi
only using him to build up her theatr
career.
Major trouble with this type .
plot is that it creates no sympathy for
of the characters.
You feel that the
and the manager are saps for sticking
a gent who is so ungrateful.
Noah Be
Jr., does very nicely by his part of
dumb fighter, and you feel you want to
him in a more sympathetic role.
Will
Gargan also is wasted as the manager,
he has so much
more
to give than
limitations of the part call for. This
applies to Nan Grey, who is a wholesc
type and looks as if she could really ac
given any kind of a believable part. TL
is some
pretty good ring stuff, with
eral fights covered by flashes that qui
span a champ.
the rise of the pug from a nob:
to
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., William Gar§'
Dorothea Kent, Nan Grey, Rowland Dr
Polly Rowles, John Butler, Lew Kelly, Ec
Roberts, Jce Smallwood, Ed Stanley, Wai
Friedman
Director, Milton Carruth; Author, W.
Burnett; Screenplay, Lester Cole; Canu
man, George Robinson.
Direction,

Good

Photography,

Good'

Poster Accessory Charges
Going Down, Not Up — Eg€
Instead of moving to advance s>
vice charges for poster accessori
as stated in a Chicago dispatch, t
National Poster Service Associati
at its meeting in the Windy a
formulated plans for still low
rates as production increases, Hi!
ry Egert of the Progressive Pos
Exchange asserted yesterday.
Association has a membership
35 exchanges in major cities, Eg<
stated, and its affiliates propose
meet any competition from comi
nies adopting a rental plan for 2|
cessories.
eraman,

Daniel

B.

Clark,

ASC;

Art

rectors, Bernard Herzbrun, Haldane Dougt
Editor, Nick
De Maggio;
Sound, Bernii
Freericks, Harry M. Leonard; Musical j
rector, Samuel
Kaylin.
Direction, Adept

Photography, Goad. !
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magic
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THE GLORY
of a great
musical romance
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screen and

Passerby
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on Jeanette MacDonala
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First e again
simpl
copy 24- sheet
(above) strikes a new
note in outdoor film
advertising. The pictorial poster (left) is
also used in the current nationwide billboard campaign,
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SEES PICTURE QUALITY
DETERMINING ADMISH
(Continued from Page

1)

Coast, Kuykendall told Film Daily
that both producer and exhibitor
must alter certain current business
methods. Kuykendall was critical
of production of inferior pictures
and the indiscriminate use of duals
and giveaways.
He further stated that while general business conditions made anything in the way of a general admission price rise inadvisable at
the present time, the theater going
public's increased knowledge of film
values and its growing tendency to
shop for entertainment, would seem
-to indicate that admission prices
eventually will have to be determined more or less by the quality
rf the product rather than by clearance and such factors.
"Perhaps that will be one solution
;o a number of problems confronting exhibitors, today," Kuykendall
stated. "There is hardly another
jroduct marketed, which isn't priced
according to its value, and it isn't
:'air,
is it pictures
good business,
exlibit nor
inferior
at the tosame

* * You Never Can Tell * *
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of
Carl Niesse, Manager the Alamo Theater,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Today:
meeting of MPTO of EastLouis. Special
ern Missouri and Southern Illinois, St.

Nov. 6: New Haven Warner
Seven
Gables
Inn.

As Told to FILM DAILY

THE experience I had with a then leading western star is the
outstanding one in my 18 years in the theater business.

The ride-'em-cowboy celeb was
making personal appearances and
his agent was booking him in the
best de luxe houses on a percentage
basis. Through some hit and miss
I booked him for my Alamo Theater
on the same terms he had appeared
at the Oriental Theater in Chicago.
When he arrived and found the
theater small, he refused to appear,
claiming the house and conditions
had been misrepresented to him. The
temperature was 107, a very hot
day last July. The house was packed,
patrons waiting, and traffic in front
blocked. The admission had been
raised 50c over regular price, but the
horse opry idol refused to go on.
I saw at once it was up to me to
"sell" him on the idea of appearing according to contract, two apn'ice saked for top ranking films.
Eventually such a plan would result
I n a re-grading both of product and Canadian
Concessions
)f theaters with the natural processes of competition determining
Favoring Film Imports
i;he individual exhibitor's place in
ISuch a set-up. The better grade
Montreal — ■ Concessions favoring
product will be shown only in the
setter class houses and the problem importations of motion picture films,
|)f the bargain hunting theater-goer books and other printed matter isjvho waits until the 50 cent picture
sued in French, Polish and UkrainKits the 15 cent house will be elimian are indicated in departmental
Inated."
Such a move might hurt some, rulings made public by J. L. Ilsley,
|Cuykendall stated, but the film in- Minister of National Revenue. These
dustry will have to adopt some meas- cover a number of items of the
ures that may hurt it temporarily customs schedule and bear on prodbefore it can effectively cure many
ucts of nations enjoying most-favored-nation treatment.
I'f the evils that beset it today.
| The problem of competition from
Under the Canada-France trade
'adio, not only in the matter of agreement such articles were given
•laying time, but of decreased boxBritish preferential rate — in the
fffice value of stars, music and sto- the
ies, is one that is growing rapidly. case of motion picture films 1%
cents a foot- — provided they were
J3o far there seems to be no satis- made in France and in the French
factory solution to it, Kuykendall language. The language of the
raid.
schedule, however, precluded
From Kansas City Kuykendall tariff
entry of French language films at
[toes to St. Louis for similar meet- this rate if they were made in any
hgs with exhibitors.
foreign country other than France.

pearances a day. After a lot of
pleading and exchange of harsh
words, he agreed to make three appearances. When we tried to get
his horse to enter the house, he
balked and again the star decided
to cancel his engagement. Finally
a piece of sugar tempted the horse
and the show went on. We had removed three rows of seats to make
room for the horse, since the theater
had no stage.
The audience reaction was so great
and business so good, that instead
of doing three shows a day, the star
finally made seven appearances. In
the final round-up, he made as much
in this small house as he had made
in Chicago. You never can go by
the size of the house.

Admission Tax Relief Will
be Considered by Congress
(Continued from Page

1)

closed doors to study whole field of
internal revenue.

Rep. Fred Vinson, Kentucky Democrat and sub-committee chairman,
told Film Daily following the executive session initial meeting was
confined to outlining "policy procedure". He said no mention was
made today of nuisance or admission tax matters, but that the admission tax was definitely "in the
hopper" for discussion and consideration by his sub-committee.
It is no secret some members of
sub-committee are definitely opposed
to the discriminatory features of
nuisance tax. It is expected later
open hearings will be held before
either the sub-committee or the full
Ways and Means Committee when
industry representatives could give
testimony. However, final action by
Congress is not expected until after
The same situation applied to Po- regular session opens in January —
Ohio State Showing Pix
land under the terms of the 1936
vi Columbus, 0. - — Motion pictures trade treaty. The departmental rul- possibly in March.
Sub-committee yesterday heard
?ill be shown weekly at 4 p.m. each
ings have the effect of permitting
^uesday in the chapel at Ohio State entry of French, Polish and Ukrain- special report from the Treasury's
Rosewell Magill.
Jniversity. First movie, "Life of
ian films under the British preferen- Undersecretary,
jouis Pasteur," was exhibited this
tial rate, if these films are manu- Leading forecasters believe present
7eek. Prof. Erwin E. Dreese, defactured inany other country, which Congress will eventually answer
'artment of electrical engineering, enjoys most-favored-nation treat- business protests by amending the
s chairman of the pix committee,
ment. Chief of these is the United tax on undistributed corporate
ssisted by faculty members repre- States.
senting the department of botany,
profits.
Iducational research, architecture,
"Syn" Starts In Chicago
ne arts, and obstetrics.

"Penitentes" Getting Biz.

', "The Lash of the Penitentes" did
joldover biz at both Loew's Poli,
iridgeport, Conn., and the Academy
heater, Lebanon, Pa., according to
like J. Levinson, distributor.

DflTC BOOK

NYU
Reviving
"Potemkin,"
Soviet"Potemkin"
film directed

by Sergei Eisenstein and produced
in 1925 by Amkino, will be revived
Monday night in the New York
University cinema - appreciation
course for adults at the Auditorium,
41 West 4th St.

Club fall dance.

Nov. 7-8: Arkansas ITO semi-annual
tion, Marion Hotel, Little Rock.

conven-

Nov. 8-9: MPTO of Oklahoma annual meeting,
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City.

Nov. 9:
Hotel

Dramatists' Guild annual
Lincoln, New York.

meeting,

Nov. 14: Pittsburgh Variety Club dinner for
Hotel.
Penn
William
John J. Maloney,
Nov. 14-16: Annual convention, National Film
Carriers, Inc., Philadelphia.

Nov. 15: Kansas City Variety Club Movie Ball,
Ballroom.
Pla Mor
Nov. 20: Motion Picture Associates Thanksballroom.
giving Frolic, Hotel Astor grand
Nov 28: Pittsburgh Warner Club dinner dance,
Hotel.
Penn
William

Dec.fair3: Casino.
Cleveland Variety Club

ball, May-

Dec. 6: Testimonial dinner for Ira H. Cohn
William
Penn
Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Dec. 6— Silver jubilee convention of the MPTOA
N. C.
Pinehurst,
of the Carolinas,
Dec. 7: ITO of Ohio annual convention, Neil
House,
Columbus.
Dec. 9: A. H. Blank anniversary dinner, Des
Moines.
Dec. 12: Philadelphia Variety Club annual banquet, Bellevue-Stratford.
Dec. 13:

Warners
mington, Del. stockholders' meeting

Wil-

Jan. 27: Mid-winter convention of the MPTO
of Virginia, Richmond.
Dec. 28:
dance,

Rocky
Mountain Screen
Club
Cosmopolitan
Hotel, Denver.

dinner

Washington V. C. Plans
Kranz Farewell Dinner
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— The Variety Club of
Washington will give a farewell
testimonial dinner to Charles Kranz,
proprietor of the Artcinema Film
Exchange, Inc., next Monday night,
before he leaves for New York to
take charge of his newly opened
office there. Kranz was one of the
founders of the Variety Club and
served on the board of directors for
three years.

Ohio M. P. Council Meets
Columbus, O. — Three-day convention of the Ohio Motion Picture
Council closed yesterday. Officers
are Mrs. C. O. Gross, Columbus,
president; Mrs. H. D. Van Kirk,
Columbus, corresponding secretary;
Mrs. W. M. MacLachlan, Cleveland,
vice-president; Mrs. C. A. Wills,
Youngstown, recording secretary ;
Mrs. W. F. Vogel, Toledo, treasurer;
and
Mrs. C. A. Rager, Groveport,
auditor.

Ames Funeral Sunday

Funeral services for Winthrop
"Dr. Syn," GB's new George ArAmes,
66, retired theatrical proliss starring production, starts its
ducer who died of pneumonia on
American premiere today at the
Wednesday in Boston, will be held
Apollo
Theater,house.
Chicago,
& now
K's at 2 p.m. Sunday at the Church of
ace
downtown
ArlissB is
en route from London to attend the the Transfiguration, 1 East 29th
New York premiere of the picture. St., New York.

THE
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***NEWS
Detroit — New house is being
erected at Jonesville, Mich., small
theaterless town near Hillsdale, for
Denny Vance of Goldwater.
Racine, Wis.— The 20th Century
Amusement Co. is now operating
the reopened Granada Theater here.

of
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Louisville Biz Showing Improvement
Louisville — Biz for the last quarter in this city generally showed an improvement,
exhib. checkup establishes. Fred Dolle, of the Fourth Ave. Amusement Co., estimates
the attendance gain over the comparable period in 1936 at 20 p.c. Prices in this
sector show an upward trend, but exhibs. are mainfesting some reluctance to making
the move.
Reason,
imposition of both Federal and state taxes.

Naugatuck, Conn. — Ralph S.
Circleville, O.— The Grand TheaPasho, lessee and operator of the
ter, operated by Walker Baughman,
Gem Theater in the Town Hall for veteran showman is starting a modthe past seven years, has purchased
ernizing program in which approxthe Twitchell Block and announces
imately $12,000 will be spent. Imhis intention to convert the main
provements will include a new marCincinnati — The Glenn Theater at building, a large apartment hotel,
quee, new seats and many other appointments, Baughman announced.
Georgetown of which Pat Renfrow into a 1,000-seat theater. Naugais manager is being completely tuck's opposition house, the Alcazar,
was recently reopened after acquirenovated and remodeled.
Harrisburg, Pa. — Walter F. Yost
sition and remodeling by the Alca- has opened the Penway Theater,
zar Theater of Naugatuck, Inc.
new neighborhood house. M. Dale
Stuart, Fla. — After spending aptect.
proximately $12,000 in remodeling
Smith, Camp Hill, was the archiHenryville, Ind. — J. C. Bollinger,
the Lyric Theater, Sparks, Inc., has
has
opened
the
Community
Theater
opened the house. RCA sound here.
Chicago — Joe Goldberg plans to
equipment has been installed. Some
open his new Homewood Theater
1,300 feet of neon tubing has been
Providence — Walter J. Benson, late this month.
used on the facade of the building.
The new manager is Auburn Mc- who for several years was house
Pittsfield, Mass. — Theater in CenCray, formerly with the Sunrise manager of the Strand, Pawtucket,
tral Berkshire communities were
for M. & P. Theaters, has been made
Theater at Fort Pierce.
resident manager of the Empire forced to dismiss audiences when
Cincinnati— B. M. Pratt is remod- Theater here, one of the Associated fire in the electric light plant cut off
eling and reopening a theater in Theaters' circuit of Providence the- power for more than three hours.
Gallagher, W. Va.
aters. Before coming to Rhode Is- Affected were Pittsfield, Lee, Lenox,
land, Benson was identified with the- Hinsdale, Richmond and Lanesboro.
aters in Maine.
Pensacola, Fla. — Saenger Theater
Corp. is going ahead with its plans
Chicago — The latest streamlined
to build a new house here.
Brockton, Mass. — The Strand, fol- type of combination indirect and
lowing major improvements, will neon canopy signs have been inHouma, La. — Legal disagreements open Thanksgiving Day with Wilstalled at the new Rhodes Theater
construcup
liam W. Adams, for eight years by the Whiteway Sign System. Simabout a title is holding
ilar signs have been installed at
tion of Breaux Brothers' new theaof the Colonial, as manter here. A corner section of the manager
ager, according to Fred Lieberman, B & K's State Theater, the Clark
so the house can't head of the company. The house of the Trinz Circuit and Paley's
lot is in dispute,
go up until that is settled. The will seat 1,500.
Empire.
Breaux Brothers already operate
the Grand. House would be opposition to the Fox.
20th-Fox Enters Denial
Detroit — Variety Club is remodeling headquarters in the Book Cadillac Hotel here, with Russ Legge,
nationally known artist, doing special murals.

Detroit — Lester Everett is new
Circuit's
Butterfield
of at
manager
State Theater
Bay City.
Charlotte, N. C— H. F. Kincey,
president of the North Carolina
Theaters, Inc., has announced plans
for redecorating the Carolina and
also improving the Broadway, which
his company recently took over.
New Haven, Conn. — John Hesse,
Roger Sherman manager, reports
that Irving Hillman, former assistant, has been promoted to the managership of Warners' Capitol Theater, Danbury. I. Hatkoff has been
transferred from the Danbury post
to the helm of the newly-reopened
Alhambra, Torrington, while Paul
Hodgins, former chief usher, fills
the assistantship at the New Haven
house.

'Stump-Me'

at Organ

Racine, Wis. — The Cranada Theater
here is featuring "Stump-Me" programs
on Saturday nights with Ray Cruis at
the organ. Baskets of food are awarded
individuals asking for selections which
Cruis is unable to play.

5 Districts Represented
on Indiana ATO Board

Indianapolis — New board of directors of the Associated Theater Owners of Indiana embraces:
First District — Maurice Rubin,
Michigan City; U. V. Young, Gary;
Alex Manta, Indiana Harbor; H. L.
Kreighbaum,
Rochester.
Second District — I. R. Holycross,
Anderson; Sam Neall, Kokomo; William Studebaker, Logansport; Leonard Sowar, Muncie.
Third District — Mannie Marcus,
Harry Markun, R. R. Bair, Frank
B. Sanders, all of Indianapolis.
Fourth District — Trueman Rembusch, Franklin; Walter Easley,
Greensburg; Roy Harold, Rushville;
John Servaas, Indianapolis.
Fifth District — H. P. Vonderschmitt, Bloomington; H. H. Johnson, Madison; Oscar Fine, Evansville; Bruce Kixmiller, Bicknell.

to Llanguno Suit Charges
Twentieth Century-Fox yesterday
entered a general denial in Federal
Court to the charges brought by
Quirico Michelena Llanguno that the
company had infringed on the latter's story, "Paz En La Guerra," in
the production of the picture, "The
World Moves On."
In denying that plagiarism had
been committed, 20th Century-Fox
admitted that the same plaintiff had
recovered judgment in Mexico City
which awarded him a preliminary
injunction and an accounting of the
profits.
However, that
20th the
Century's
counsel contended
decree
was not final and that a Mexican
copyright cannot be enforced in a
U. S. Federal court.

Mo. Sales Tax Advances

"Dead End" Clicking
Jefferson City, Mo. — Missouri
State Sales Tax collections for OcOklahoma City— "Dead End" is
tober totaled $1,863,809, a gain of
being held over for a second week
at The State here. Business on first $102,139 over September's total. In
week was 30 per cent over the av- October, 1936, under the old 1 per
erage house take according to T. B. cent law the tax collections amounted to only $964,297.
Noble, Jr., State manager.

Bloomington, 111. — R. A. Knuppel
has taken over the Scope Theater
at Wenona and will remodel.
Chicago — Jack Ebersberger, of
Warners' Shore Theater, will fill an
executive position at the new
Rhodes Theater when the house
opens this month.
Arlington Heights, 111. — Bruce
Godshaw, who has sold his theater
here, will build a movie house at
South Bend, Ind.
Chicago — The Garden Theater,
under Carmilato Scribano management, has been modernized. New
seats were supplied by the Guercio
and Barthel Co.
Richmond, Va. — The new Ginter
Theater has opened here. Elmer
Brient is general manager and the
house is being operated by Brient
and Wilmer and Vincent. G. H.
Lucas, formerly of Winchester, Va.,
is house manager.
Detroit — Clare Winnie is installing new seating in the Dix
Theater, West Side house.
Chicago — Charley Ryan and Herbert Wheeler have been placed in
charge of the entertainment divisionidentof the
Warners' Club by PresEli Arkin.
Omaha — W. W. Troxell, formerly salesman for RKO and branch
manager for Republic in the Omaha
territory, takes charge of the Monogram Omaha exchange. Bill Strickland, who has been in Omaha for
Monogram since the office was
opened,
goes to
Moinesreplacing
as office manager
andDes
booker,
Matt Rozgay, who has been as"Paradise
signed
to the
landers
stage show
unit. Isle" — IsNorfolk, Neb. — Bob Dunnuck, former city manager of the three General Theaters, Inc., houses here, has
left the organization to go into the
restaurant business on his own.
Clearwater, Fla.— The Ritz Theater has been closed and will undergo renovating and remodeling.
Detroit — Lease of the Amsterdam
Theater, northwestern section house,
for 10 years by Leonard and Ida
Soskin to David Hellman, is reported. The house has been operated for
several months by Soskin.

Three of a Kind
Springfield,
Mass. — Local bookers are
at it again.
The
marquee
at the Capitol
reads:
"52nd
Street"
"Reported
Missing"
And the Art has it:
"Silent
"The says:
Woman
Alone"
While Barriers"
the Franklin
"It

"Mountain Justice"
Can't Last Forever"
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time, for all their gaiety, they really have their
hearts in it. A

new

and deeper thrill from

those ever~deli£ntiul lovers!

X.

They parted in
impulsively under the Miami moon
. . . ana the damage was done ail
over again!
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STUART ERWIN • CLAIRE TREVOR
MARJORIE WEAVER
LYLE TALBOT
J. EDWARD BROMBERG
Directed

by

Walter Lang

Associate
Producer
Raymond
Cjriffitn.
Screen
play by Kathryn
Scola and Oarrell Ware. Based on the Red Booh Magazine stoiv

by Philip Wylie.

Dnrryl

t. Zanuck

in Charge of Production
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The Keystone of Your Future
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An alphabetical list oi English-speaking features released since June 15, 1937, together with pictures scheduled lor release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled.
Dates after titles are distributor
release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review.
Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.
Title
Release Date

Title

dventures of Tom
Sawyer, The (UA)
Tommy
Kelly, Ted Limes, E. Patterson.
W. Brennan
9-17-37
(venturous
Blonde
(FN)
11-13-37
Glenda Farrell. Barton MaeLane
eatraz
Island
(FN-C)
11-6-37
John Litel, Ann Sheridan
li Baba Goes to Town (20th-Fox) .10-29-37
FD: 10-21-37;
Eddie Cantor, Louise Hoviek
1 Over Town
(Rep.)
9-8-37
FD: 8-26-37; Ole Olsen, Chic Johnson
nerican Legion (Col.)
In Prod.
Don Terry, Mary
Russell
lgel (Para.)
10-1-37
FD: 9-17-37;
Marlene
Dietrich,
Herbert
Marshall
mapolis Salute
FD: 8-17-37;
sother Dawn
FD: 6-18-37;
iother Family
Lewis Stone,

(RKO)
9-10-37
James Ellison, Marsha Hunt
(Warner
Bros.) .. .6-26-37
Kay Francis, Errol Flynn
Affair
(M-G-M) .. 12-17-37
Cecelia Parker

ly thing- for a Thrill (Conn)
FD: 6-22-37; Frankie Darro,
mond

Kane

Rich-

izona Gunfig-hter
(Rep.)
9-20-37
FD: 9-24-37; Bob Steele, Jean Carmen
mored Car (U)
6-20-37
FD: 6-22-37; Robert Wilcox, Judith Barrett
tists and Models (Para.)
8-12-37
FD: 8-5-37: Jack Benny. Gail Patrick
antic Flight (Mono.)
8-25-37
FD: 9-20-37; Dick Merrill, Paula Stone
(ful Truth, The
(Col.)
10-21-37
?D: 10-11-37;
Irene Dunne,
Cary Grant
;k in Circulation (FN)
9-25-37
FD: 7-30-37; Pat O'Brien. Joan Blondell
i Guy (M-G-M)
8-20-37
PD: 8-26-37; Bruce Cabot, Virginia Gray
1 Man of Brimstone
(M-G-M) . . .11-26-37
Wallace Beery, Virginia Bruce
1lick
Man's
ForanTerritory (Warner Bros) Not set
ik Alarm
(GN)
6-25-37
PD: 6-4-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Tier, The
(Para.)
11-12-37
..eo Carrillo, Jean Parker
ftlioveu's Great Love (French
M.P. Co.)
TTi: 1-29-37: Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux
lind the Mike
(U)
9-26-37
VD: 11-2-37; Judith Barrett, John King
iefits Forgot
(M-G-M)
1-28-38
Valter Huston,
Beulah
Bondi
ween Two Women
(M-G-M)
7-9-37
?D: 6-20-37, Franchot
Tone, Maureen
O'Sullivan
( Broadcast of 1938 (Para.) ... .In Prod.
■V. C. Fields, Martha Raye
City (M-G-M9-3-37
'D: 8-30-37, Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer
Shot, The (RKO)
7-23-37
•T): 7-20-37: Guy Kibbee, Cora Witherspoon
Town
Girl
(20th-Fox)
12-3-37
aire Trevor, Donald Woods
tk Aces (Universal)
9-5-37
T>: 8-25-37: Buck Jones, Kay Linaker
zing Barriers
(Mono.)
7-14-37
ey
>ank
("Jr.")
Coghlan.
Florine McKin-

,|

ide Trouble
(Para.)
8-6-37
'D:Downs
8-11-37; Eleanor Whitney, Johnny
isoms on Broadway
(Para.) . . . .In Prod.
Mward Arnold, Shirley Ross
ts and Saddles
(Rep.)
10-4-37
D: 10-26-37; Gene Autrey, Judith Allen
lliill Brigade (Rep.)
8-2-37
D: 8-11-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire
Rochelle
ts of Destiny (GN)
7-16-37
:en Maynard
Reckless (20th-Fox)
7-9 37
D. 6-27-37: Rochelle Hudson. Brian
,'onlevy
jnihn to Wayne,
the West
12-17-37
Marsha(Para.)
Hunt
(20th-Fox)
9-10-37
-r. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
fe of Lonely Valley (U)
11-14-37
•uck Jones
fekfast for Two
(RKO)
10-22-37
[arbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshal
for Henry, A (Mono.)
9-29-37
d: 9-27-37; Warren Hull, Anne Nag-el
e Wore Red, The (M-G-M)
10-8-37
D: 10-12-37;
Crawford-Tone-Robert
Young-

Title

Kelease Date

Bringing Up Baby
(RKO)
In Prod.
Katharine
Hepburn,
Cary Grant
Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) . 8-13-37
FD:
8-17-37;
Eleanor
Powell,
Robert
Taylor
Buccaneer,
The
(Para.)
In Prod.
Fredric March,
Franciska
Gaal
Bulldog Drunimond at Bay (Rep.) . . .8-31-37
FD: 7-23-37: John Lodge, Dorothy
Mackaill
Bulldog Drummond Conies Back (Para.)
9-24-37
John Howard. Louise Campbell
Bulldog
Drummond's
Revenge
(Para.)1-28-38
John Barrymore,
Louise Campbell
Californians,
The
(20th-Fox)
7-16-37
FD: 7-7-37; Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie
Weaver
Captains
Courageous
(M-G-M)
6-26-37
FD: 3-29-37; Freddie Bartholomew, Spencer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Carnival Queen
(U)
10-3-37
Dorothea Kent, Robert Wilcox
Cassidy of Bar 20 (Para.)
In Prod.
William Boyd, Nora Lane
Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo (20th-Fox) . . .
FD: 11-5-37; Warner Oland, Keye Luke
Charlie Chan on Broadway
(20th-Fox)
10-22-37
Warner
Oland, Keye Luke, Joan Marsh
FD: 10-18-37
Confession
(Warner
Bros.)
8-28-37
FD: 7-20-37; Kay Francis, Ian Hunter
Conquest
(M-G-M )
10-29-37
FD: 10-26-37;
Greta Garbo. Charles
Boyer
Counsel
for Crime
(Col.)
9-14-37
FD:
10-18-37;
Otto
Kruger,
Jacqueline
Wells
Criminals
of the Air
(Col.)
FD:
11-1-37;
Charles
Quigley,
Rosalind
Keith
Damaged
Goods
(GN)
6-15-37
FD: Barry
6-24-37;
Pedro de Cordoba,
Phyllis
Damsel in Distress (RKO)
In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Joan Fontaine
Dance, Charlie, Dance (W. B.)
8-14-37
FD:
8-27-37:
Stuart Erwin,
Glenda
Farrell
Danger — Love at Work
(20th-Fox) .11-5-37
FD: 9-30-37;
Anne
Sothern, Jack Haley
Dangerous Adventure, A (Col.)
8-1-37
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith
Dangerously
Yours
(20th-Fox) .. .11-12-37
FD: 9-21-37; Cesar Romero, Phyllis
Brooks
Dark Journey
(UA)
7-2-37
FD: 8-24-37; Conrad Veidt, Vivien Leigh
Daughter
of Shanghai
(Para.) ... .In Prod.
Anna May Wong, Cecil Cunningham
Dawn
to Dusk
(Advance)
9-15-37
Margaret Morris, Bill Edwards
Dead End
(UA)
8-27-37
FD: 8-3-37; Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea
Dead March
(Imp.)
FD: 8-19-37; Solo Doudauz, Al Rigoli
Devil is Driving, The
(Col.)
6-25-37
FD: 7-20-37: Richard
Dix, Joan Perry
Devil's Saddle Legion, The ( WB) .. .8-14-37
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel
Dinner
at the Ritz
(20th-Fox) .. 11-26-37
Annabella,
Paul Lukas
Dr. Syn (GB)
10-15-37
FD:
10-21-37:
George
Arliss.
Margaret
Lockwood
Doomed at Sundown
(Rep.)
7-7-37
Bob Steele, Lorraine
Hayes
Double or Nothing (Para.)
9-17-37
FD: 8-16-37: Bing Crosby, Martha Raye
Double
Wedding
(M-G-M)
10-15-37
FD: 9-23-37; William Powell, Myrna Loy
Drums
of Destiny
(Crescent)
FD: 6-15-37: Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence
Easy
Going
(RKO)
7-9-37
Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey
Easy Living
(Para.)
7-16-37
FD: 7-7-37: Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold
Ebb-Tide
(Para.)
11-19-37
FD: 9-28-37; Oscar Homolka,
Frances
Farmer,
Ray Milland
Emperor's
Candlesticks
(M-G-M) ... .7-2-37
FD:Powell
6-29-37;
Lusie Rainer. William
Empty Holsters (F.N.)
7-10-37
Dick Foran. Patricia Walthall
Escape
by Night
(Rep.)
9-20-37
FD: 8-31-37: William
Hall, Anne Nagel
Ever Since Eve (F.N.-Cosmo.)
7-17-37
FD: 6-22-37; Marion
Davies, Robert
Montgomery

Kelease Date

Title

Every Day's a Holiday
(Para.) . . . .In Prod.
Mae West, Edmond
Lowe
Everybody
Sing
(M-G-M)
2-11-38
Judy Garland, Allen Jones
Exclusive
(Para.)
7-30-37
FD: 7-22-37; Fred MacMurray, Frances
Farmer
Expensive
Husbands
(WB)
11-27-37
Beverly Roberts, Patric Knowles
Family
Vacation,
A (M-G-M)
12-17-37
Lewis
Stone, Fay Holden
Federal Bullets
(Mono.)
10-30-37
FD: 10-26-37; Milburn Stone, Terry Walker
Fifty-Second
Street
(UA)
9-30-37
Kenny Baker, Pat Patterson
Fight for Your Lady
(RKO)
11-5-37
FD: 9-28-37; John Boles, Ida Lupino
Fight to a Finish
(Col.)
0-30-37
FD. 7-1-37; Don Terry, Rosalind Keith
Firefly, The
(M-G-M)
11-5-37
FD:
9-2-37;
Jeanette
MacDonald,
Allan
Jones
First Lady
(Warner
Bros.)
FD: 9-3-37; Kay Francis,. Preston Foster
Fit for a King (RKO)
10-15-37
FD: 9-1-37; Joe E. Brown,
Helen Mack
Flight from Glory (RKO)
10-21-37
FD:Bourne
9-17-37; Chester Morris, Whitney
Fly

Away Baby (W. B.)
FD:MaeLane
7-12-37; Glenda Farrell,
Food for Scandal
(WB)
Footloose Heiress (WB)
FD: 10-13-37;
Ann Sheridan,
nolds
Forlorn
River
(Para.)
FD: 10-6-37; Larry Crabbe,
Forty-five
Fathers
(20th-Fox)
FD: 10-20-37; Jane Withers,

6-19-37
Barton
In Prod.
8-21-37
Craig Rey...7-2-37
June Martel
.... 11-26-37
Thomas

Forty Beck
Naughty
Girls
(RKO)
9-24-37
FD: 9-2-37; James
Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
Four
Marys,
The
(M-G-M)
1-7-38
Myrna Loy, Franchot Tone
Fury and the Woman
(Rialto) ... .6-22-37
FD: 4-5-37: William Gargan, Molly
Lam on t
Game
that Kills, The
(Col.)
9-21-37
FD: 9-30-37; Charles Quigley, Rita Hayworth
Gangway
9-1-37
ay(GB)
FD: Mack 8-18-37;
Jessie
Matthews,
Barry
General
Hospital
Franchot giniaTone,
Bruce

(M-G-M)
Maureen

O'Sullivan,

Ghost Ranger, The (Col)
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks
Girls Can Play (Col.)
FD. Wells
6-23-37; Charles Quigley,
Girl Said No. The (G. N.)
FD:strong
5-21-37; Irene Hervey,

7-9-37
Vir-

6-30-37
6-21-37
Jacqueline
Robert

9-3-37
Arm-

Girl Was Young, The (GB)
In Prod.
Nova Pilbeam, Derrick De Marney
Girl With
Ideas,
A (U)
11-7-37
FD: 11-5-37; Wendy Barrie, Walter
Pidgeon
Goldwyu
Follies, The (UA)
12-25-37
Adolphe Menjou, Phil Baker
Good
Earth,
The
(M-G-M)
8-6-37
FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Great Gambini,
The (Para.)
6-25 37
Great Garrick, The (WB)
10-30-37
FD: 9-28-37; Brian Aherne, Olivia de
Havilland
Handy Andy (20th-Fox)
(Reissue) .. 8-13-37
Will Rogers, Peggy Wood
Happy
Ending
(20th-Fox)
1-28-37
Sonj a Henie, Don Ameche
Having Wonderful Time (RKO) ... .In Prod.
Ginger Rogers, Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.
Hawaiian
Buckaroo
(20th-Fox) ... 1-14-38
Smith Ballew
Headline
Hunters
(20th-Fox)
1-21-38
Gloria Stuart, Michael
Whalen
Heidi
(20th-Fox)
10-15-37
FD:holt10-12-37; Shirley Temple, Jean Herslory
Here's Flash Casey (GN)
10-8-37
FD:
10-20-37:
Eric Linden,
Boots MalHeroes of the Alamo
(Xydias)
FD: 8-6-37: Earl Hodgins, Ruth Findlay
Hideaway
(RKO)
8-13-37
FD: 7-23-37; Fred Stone, Emma Dunn
Hideout
in the Alps
(GN)
7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony
Bushell
HighWheeler
Flyers & (RKO)
Woolsey, Lupe Velez 11-26-37
High, Wide and Handsome
(Para. ..10-1-37
FD: 7-22-37; Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott

Hitting
Lily

___
KeleaHe Date

a New
High
(RKO)
Pons. John Howard

Hold 'Em Navy
(Para.)
FD: 10-19-37;
Lew Ayres,
Hollywood
Roundup
(Col.)
trees
FD: 10-19-37;
Buck Jones,

In Prod.
11-5-37
Carlisle
11-16-37
Helen TwelveMary

Hoosier Schoolboy,
The (Mono.) ... .7-7-37
FD: 6-29-37: Mickey Rooney. Anne Nagel
ley Rides Again (Para.)
Hopalong
8-20-37
FD: 8-17-37: William Boyd, Lois Wilde
HotSonjaand Henie,
Happy Don(20th-Fox)
1-28-38
Ameche
Hurricane,
The (UA) Jon Hall
11-1-37
Dorothy
Lamour.
I Cover the War
( U.)
7-4-37
FD: 6-29-37: John Wayne,
Gwen Gaze
Idol of the Crowds (U)
10-10-37
FD: 9-30-37; John Wayne,
Sheila BromI'll Grace
Take Moore,
RomanceMelvyn
(Col.)
12-1-37
Douglas
Island Captives (Prin.)
7-22-37
FD: 7-29-37: Eddie Nugent, Joan Barclay
It Could Happen lo You (Rep.) ... .6-28-37
FD: 8-18-37; Alan Baxter, Andrea Leeds
It Happened in Hollywood (Col.)
9-7-37
FD: 10-6-37; Richard Dix, Fay Wray
It's All Yours (Col.)
9-5-37
FD: 7-28-37; Madeleine Carroll, Francis
Lederer
It's Love I'm After (FN)
11-20-37
FD: 7-30-37; Leslie Howard, Bette Davis
6-18-37
Jones Family in Big Business
(20th-Fox)
FD: 4-13-37; Jed Prouty. Shirley Deane
Jones Family
in Borrowing
Trouble,
The
( 20th-Fox )
12-10-37
FD: 10-26-37;
Jed Prouty, Shirley 9-24-37
Deane
Jones Family in Hot Water, The (20th -Fox)
Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Judge Priest (20th-Fox)
Reissue. . 11-12-37
Will Rogers,
Anita Louise
Kid Comes Back, The (WB)
Barton
MaeLane,
June Travis
King of the Sierras
(GN)
10-1-37
Rex and Sheik (trained horses)
King Solomon's Mines (GB)
8-26-37
FD:Robeson
7-2-37; C. Hard wick, R. Young, P.
Kliou, the Killer (DuWorld)
8-14-37
FD: 8-23-37; All native east
Knight Without Armor
(N. A.) ... .7-23-37
FD: Donat
7-9-37; Marlene
Dietrich, Robert
art
Lady Escapes,
The
(20th Fox) ... .7-23-37
FD: 6-2-37; Michael
Whalen.
Gloria StuLady Fights Back, The
(U)
9-19-37
Kent Taylor, Irene Hervey
Lancer
Spy
(20th-Fox)
10-8-37
FD: 10-5-37;
Dolores del Rio, G. Sanders, P. Lorre
Last Gangster, The (M-G-M)
11-12-37
Edward
G. Robinson,
Rose Stradner
Laughing Senor (20th-Fox)
12-10-37
Smith Ballew
Law
for Tombstone
(U)
10-10-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans
Lawman
is Born, A (Rep.)
6-21-37
FD. 6-28-37:
Johnny
Mack
Brown,
Iris
Meredith
League
of Frightened
Men
(Col.) . .6-26-37
Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly
Legion of Missing Men
(Mono.) ... .8-4-37
Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander
Life Begins in College (20th-Fox) . . .10-1-37
FD: 9-28-37:
Ritz Brothers, Joan Davis
Life Begins With
Love
(Col.) .... 10-7-37
Jean Parker, Douglas Montgomery
Life of Emile Zola, The (WB)
10-2-37
FD: 7-2-37: Paul Muni. Gale Sondergaard
Life of the Party (RKO)
9-3-37
FD:
8-24-37;
Gene
Raymond,
Harriet
Hilliard
Live, Love and Learn
(M-G-M) ... 10-22-37
FD: 10-20-37;
Robei-t Montgomery,
Rosalind Russell
Living
on Love
(RKO)
11-12-37
FD:
11-1-37;
Whitney
Bourne,
James
Look Dunn
Out for Love (GB)
Anna Nagle, Tullio Carminati
Look Out, Mr. Moto
(20th-Fox) .. 12-24-36
Peter Lorre, Rochelle
Hudson
London by Night (M-G-M)
7-30-37
FD: 7-20-37; George Murphy, Rita Johnson
Lost Horizon
(Columbia)
9-1-37
FD: 3-4-37: Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt
Love
and Hisses
(20th-Fox
12-31-37
Walter
Winchell,
Ben Bernie, Simone
Simon
(Continued on Next

Page)

.•
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(Continued

from

Preceding

Release Date
Page)

Love in a Bungalow
( Universal) ... 6-27-.'!?
FD:
7-7-37: Kent Taylor. Nan Grey
Love is on the Air
(WBI
10-2-37
Ronald Reagan. June Travis
Love
on Toast
(Para.)
12-10-37
John
Payne.
Stelle Ardler
Love Under Fire (20lh-Fox)
8-20-37
FD:
8-16-37:
Loretta Young-.
Don
Ameehe
Love
Takes
Flight
(G.N.)
8-13-37
FD: 7-30-37: Bruce Cabot, Beatrice
Roberts
Luck
of Roaring Camp
(Mono.) .. 10-1") 37
Owen Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury
Mad
About
Music
(U)
In Prod.
Deanna
Durbin
Madame
X (M-G-M)
10-1-37
FD: 9-27-37; Gladys George. Warren William
Make a Wish
(RKO Radio)
8-27-37
FD: 8-27-37: Bobby Breen. B. Rathbone,
M.
Claire
Man Who Cried Wolf
(U)
8-29-37
FD: 8-19-37: Lewis Stone, Barbara Reed.
Tom Brown
Manhattan
Melodrama
(M-G-M)
reissue
8-2-37
Gable-Loy-Powell
Mannequin
(M-G-M )
12-31-37
Joan
Crawford.
Spencer Tracy
Married
Before
Breakfast
(M-G-M) .6-18-37
FD: 7-26-37: Robert Young. Florence
Rice
Marry
the Girl
(WB)
7-31-37
FD:
7-13-37:
Mary
Boland.
F. McHugh,
H. Herbert
Matter
of Pride.
A
(M-G-M)
12-10-37
Fran
Morgan,
Florence
Rice
Meet the Boy Friend
(Rep.)
7-5-37
FD: 7-19-37: Carol Hughes. David Carlyle
Melody of the Plains
(Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37: Fred Scott. Louise Small
Merry-Go-Round
of 1938
(U) .... 11-24-37
FD:
10-26-37:
Joy
Hodges.
John
King,
Bert Lahr
Midnight Madonna
(Para.)
7-2-37
FD:
6-8-37:
Warren
William.
Mady
Correll
Mile
a Minute Love
(Ace)
FD:
4-6-37:
William
Blakewell.
Arietta
Duncan
More
Than
Love
(U)
In Prod.
Kent
Taylor.
Nan
Grey
Mountain
Music
(Para.)
6-18-37
FD:
6-14-37: Bob Burns. Martha Raye
Mountains
Are My Kingdom
(U) . .In Prod.
Noah
Beery,
Jr.
Mr.
Boggs
Steps Out
(GN)
11-12-37
Stuart Erwin, Helen Chandler
Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (WB)
8-21-37
FD: 7-29-37; Kenny Baker, Gertrude
Michael
Murder in Greenwich Village (Col.) 10-16-37
FD:
11-3-37: Fay Wray. Richard Arlen
Music
for Madame
(RKO)
10-1-37
FD: 9-15-37; Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine
Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine
My Dear Miss Aldrich
(M-G-M) ... .9-17-37
FD:
10-13-37:
Edna May
Oliver,
Walter
Pidgeon
My Wife (M-G-M)
9-3-37
Josephine Hutchinson, George Murphy
Mystery of the Hooded
Horsemen
(GN)
8-6-37
FD: 7-30-37: Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith
Nation
Aflame
(Treasure
Piets.)
FD:
10-20-37;
Noel
Madison.
Norma
Trelvar
Naughty
Marietta
(M-G-M)
reissue. .8-6-37
Nelson Eddy. Jcanette MacDonald
Navy Blue
and Gold
(M-G-M) .... 11-19-37
Robert Young, Florence Rice
New
Faces
of 1937
(RKO)
7-2-37
FD:
6-29-37: Milton Berle. Joe Penner.
Harriet
Hilliard
Night
Club
Scandal
(Para.)
11-19-37
FD:
10-21-37:
John
Barrymore.
Louise
Campbell
Non-Stop
New
York
(GB)
11-1-37
Anna Lee, John Loder
North
of the Rio
Grande
(Para.) .6-28-37
FD: 6-22-37: Wm. Boyd. Bernadene
Hayes
Nothing
Sacred
(UA)
In Prod.
Carole Lombard. Fredric March
Old
Wyoming
Trail.
The
(Col.) ... 11-8-37
Charles
Starrett.
Barbara
Weeks
On Again — Off Again
(RKO)
7-9-37
FD:
7-12-37: Wheeler & Woolsey
On Such a Night
(Para.)
8-27-37
FD:bray8-16-37:
Karen Morley.
Alan
MowOne Hundred Men and a Girl ( U ) . . 9-12-37
FD:
9-3-37;
Deanna
Durbin,
A. Menjou,
M. Auer
One Mile from Heaven
(20th-Fox) . .8-13-37
FD:ley 7-20-37: Claire Trevor. Douglas Fow-

Title
Outer
Gate
(Mono.)
Ralph Morgan. Kay

Release Date
8-14-37

Linaker

Outlaws
of the Orient
(Col)
8-20-37
FD: 9-29-37; Jack Holt. Mae Clarke
Over
the Goal
(FN)
10-10-37
vis
FD: 10-20-37;
William Hopper, June TraPaid
to Dance
Don
Terry,

(Col.)
Jacqueline

Paradise
Isle
(Mono.)
FD:
7-7-37; Movita,

7-28-37
Warren

Partners
in Crime
(Para.)
FD: 9-8-37: Lynne Overman,
chinson
Partners of the Plains
William
Boyd

11-4-37

Wells
Hull

10-8-37
Muriel Hut-

(Para.)

1-14-38

Perfect Specimen, The
(FN)
10-23-37
FD: 9-28-37; Errol Flynn, Joan Blondell
Portia on Trial
(Rep.)
FD:
11-5-37;
Frieda
Inescort,
Walter
Abel
Prairie
Dick

Thunder
(FN)
Foran, Ellen Clancy

9-11-37

Prescription
for
Romance
(U) .... 12-5-37
Wendy
Barrie,
Kent
Taylor
Pnsonei
of Zenda, The
(UA)
8-20-37
FD:
9-2-37;
R. Colman,
M.
Carroll,
D.
Fairbanks,
Jr.
Public
Cowboy
FD:ford10-2-37;

No.
Gene

1
(Rep.)
Autrey, Ann

Public
Wedding
(Warners)
FD: 9-3-37: Jane Wyman,
Rage of Paris. The (U)
Danielle
Darrieux
Range
FD:

8-23-37
Ruther-

William

Defenders
(Rep.)
7-9-37:
Three
Mesquiteers,
Stewart

7-10-37
Hopper
In Prod.
6-30-37
Eleanor

Rangers Step In, The (Col.)
8-8-37
Bob Allen, Eleanor Stewart
Red Lights Ahead
(Chesterfield)
FD:
9-29-37;
Andy Clyde, Lucile Gleason
Red
Mill, The
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
Allan
Junes,
Delia Lind
Red Rope. The
(Rep)
7-19-37
FD: 7-19-37; Bob Steele, Lois January
Rendezvous
in the Alps
( GN )
7-23-37
Jane Baxter,
Anthony
Bushell
Renfrew of the Royal Mounted (GN) 10-1-37
FD:
10-13-37;
James
Newill,
Carol
Hughes
Reported
Missing
(U)
8-15-37
FD: 9-1-37; Jean Rogers
Return of Raffles
(Invincible)
In Prod.
Riders of the Dawn
(Mono.)
9-9-3 <
FD:
8-17-37;
Jack Randall
Riders of the Rockies
(GN)
7-2-37
FD:
8-30-37:
Tex
Ritter
Ridin'
the Lone Trail
(Rep.)
FD:
10-28-37; Bob Steel, Claire Rochelle
Riding
on Air
(RKO)
6-18-37
FD- 6-28-37; Joe E. Brown. Florence Rice
River of Unrest, The
(GB)
1-10-38
FD: 8-18-37: John Loder, Antoinette Cellier
Road Back, The
(Universal)
8-1-37
FD: 6-18-37; John King, Barbara Read
Road Show
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
J. Barrymore,
O. Hardy. P. Kelly, L.
Roberti
Roaring Timber
(Col.)
7-4-37
FD: 8-21-37: Jack Holt, Grace Bradley
Roll Along.
Cowboy
(20th-Fox) .... 10-8-37
Smith Ballew.
Cecilia Parker
Romance
in the
Dark
(Para.) . . .In Prod.
Swarthout-Boles-J.
Barrymore
Rosalie
(M-G-M)
12-24-37
Eleanor Powell. Nelson Eddy
Rustler's
Valley
(Para.)
7-23-37
FD: 7-6-37: William Boyd, Muriel Evans
Sally, Irene
and Mary
(20th-Fox) .. 1-14-38
Alice
Faye,
Fred
Allen
San Quentin
(Warner Bros.)
8-7-37
FD:
8-6-37:
Pat
O'Brien.
Humphrey
Bogart
Saratoga
(M-G-M)
7-23-37
FD: 7-19-37; Jean Harlow, Clark Gable
Saturday's
Heroes
(RKO)
10-8-37
FD: 10-18-37;
Van Heflin, Marian Marsh
Sea Racketeers
(Rep.)
FD:
8-20-37:
Weldon
Heyburn,
Warren
Hymer
Second
Honeymoon
(20th-Fox) .. .11-19-37
Loretta
Young,
Tyrone
Power
Shadow
Strikes.
The
(GN)
7-9-37
FD:
7-9-37: Rod La Rocque, Lynn Anders
Shadows of the Orient (Mono.)
8-18-37
FD: 10-13-37; Regis Toomey, Esther
Ralston
Shanghai
Deadline
(20th-Fox)
Cesar
Romero,
Virginia
Field
She Asked for It (Para.)
FD:
8-30-37;
Wm.
Gargan,
O.
V, Oibourne

1-7-38
9-10-37
Heyward.

Title
She Didn't Want a Sheik
Ramon
Novarro.
Lola
She's
Lady
John No Trent.

Keleaoe Date
(Rep.)
Lane

8-2-37

(Para.)
Ann
Dvorak

8-20-37

Sheik Steps Out, The (Rep.)
FD: 7-29-37; Ramon Novarro.

9-6-37
Lola Lane

Sing and Be Happy
(20th-Fox)
6-25-37
FD:
6-22-37;
Tony
Martin,
Leah Ray
Singing
Marine
(Warner
Bros.)
7-3-37
Dick Powell,
Doris
Weston
Slave
Ship
(20th-Fox)
7-2-37
FD:Allen
0-17-37; Warner Baxter. W. Beery. E.
Small
FD:

Town
Boy
10-12-37;
Compton

(GN)
Stuart

7-30-37
Joyce

Erwin,

Some Kent
Blondes Are Dangerous
(U) . .11-28-37
FD:
11-5-37;
William
Gargan,
Dorothea

Title
Topper
(M-G-M)
FD: Grant7-12-37:

Releaie I
7-h

Constance

Bennett:

I

Tough to Handle (Conn.)
Frankie Darrow. Kane Richmond
Tovaiiich
(Warner
Bros.)
12-Jf
Claudette
Colbert,
Charles
Boyer
Trailing
Trouble
(GN)
8-35
Ken Maynard
Trapped
by G-Men
(Col.) Wynne
FD: 9-9-37:
Jack Holt,
(Reviewed

under

title

of

10-3'
Gibson

"River

o

Men") (Rep.)
Trigger Missing
Trio,
The
10-lf
FD: 10-22-37;
The Three Mesquiteers
Trouble at Midnight
(U)
10-V.
Noah
Beery, Jr., Catherine Hughes
True Confession
(Para.)
In p|
Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray

Something
to Sing
About
(GN) ... .9-3-37
FD:
8-31-37;
James Cagney,
Evelyn
Daw
Sophie Lang Goes West (Para.)
9-10-37
G. Michael, B. Borland, S. Storme

Two-Fisted
Sheriff
(Col.)
6- If
Charles
Starrett.
Barbara
Weeks
Two
Minutes
to Play
(Vic)
FD: 10-16-37: Herman
Brix, Jean Ma

Souls at Sea (Para.)
FD:Frances
8-10-37;Dee Gary

Two
of Us. The
Jack Hulbert

Spanish

Earth

Cooper.

George

9-3-37
Raft.

Varsity Show
(WB)
FD:
8-16-37;
Dick
Rose Marie Lane

(Cont. Historians)

FD: 8-27-37
Squadron
"B"
(Advance)
Bill Edwards, Margaret Morris

11-1-37

Stage
Door
(RKO)
10-8-37
FD:
9-13-37;
Katharine
Hepburn,
Ginger
Rogers, B. Meredith
Stand In (UA)
Not Set
FD:
10-5-37;
Leslie
Howard,
Joan
Blondell
Stars
Over
Arizona
(Mono.)
9-22-37
FD: 10-2-37; Jack Randall, Kathleen Eliot
Start
Cheering
(Col.)
In
Prod.
Dur ante-Connolly -Niesen
Stella Dallas
(UA)
8-6-37
FD: 7-27-37; Barbara Stanwyck, John
Boles
Submarine
D-l
(FN)
11-27-37
Pat
O'Brien,
Doris
Weston
Super
Sleuth
(RKO)
7-16-37
FD:
7-13-37; Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern
Sweetheart of the Navy (GN)
6-18-37
FD:
6-18-37; Eric Linden. Cecilia Parker
Swing it. Sailor
(GN)
In Prod.
Wallace
Ford,
Isabel
Jewell
Take It Easy
(Roach)
In Prod.
Constance Bennett, Brian Aherne
Take
the Heir
(RKO,
7-23-37
Talent
Scout
(Warners)
7-24-31
FD: 8-21-37; Donald Woods, Jeanne MadTarzan's
den
Glenn

Revenge
Morris,

(20th-Fox) .... 12-17-37
Eleanor
Holm

Telephone
Operator
(Mono.)
Tex Rides with the Boy Scouts

9-30-37
(GN)
10-15-37

FD:

12-2-37;
Tex Ritter,
Marjorie Reynolds
Texas
Trail
(Para.)
11-26-37
FD:
10-12-37;
William
Boyd,
Judith
Allen
Thank
You. Mr. Moto
(20th-Fox) .12-24-37
Peter
Loire,
Jayne
Regan
That Certain
Woman
(WB)
9-11-37
FD: 8-2-37: Bette Davis, Henry Fonda
That's
My
Claudia

Story
(U)William
Morgan,

(GB)

10-24-37
Lundigan

Tnere Goes My Gu-1 (RKO)
5-21-37
FD: 5-29-37: Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond
There Goes the Groom
(RKO)
....10-29-37
FD: 10-12-37; Burgess Meredith, Ann
Sothern
They
Won't
Forget
(FN)
10-9-37
FD: 6-14-37; Claude Rains. Gloria Dickson
Thin Ice (20th-Fox)
9-3-37
FD: 8-24-36; Sonja Henie. Tyrone Power
Think Fast, Mr. Moto
(20th-Fox) . .8-27-37
FD:
4-6-37;
Peter
Lorre.
Virginia
Field
Thirteenth
Man
(Mono.)
6-30-3.
FD:Courtney
8-3-37: Weldon
Weyburn,
Inez
This is My Wife
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
Josephine Hutchinson, Cliff Edwards
This
Way,
Please
(Para.)
10-29-37
FD:
9-15-37;
Charles
"Buddy"
Rogers.
Betty Grable
Thoroughbreds
Don't
Cry
(M-G-M) . 12-3-37
Mickey
Rooney,
Sophie
Tucker
Thrill
of a Lifetime
(Para.)
12-3-37
Leif Erikson, Betty Grable
Thunder
Trail
(Para.)
10-22-37
Gilbert Roland. Marsha
Hunt
Toast of New York
(RKO-Radio) . . .7-30-37
FD:
7-13-37; Edward Arnold, Frances
Farmer

7-l(
9-<
Priscilla

Powell.

Venus Makes
Trouble
(Columbia) . .6-U
FD:
6-18-37:
James Dunn.
Patricia |
Victoria the Great
(RKO)
10-2:
FD:Neagle
9-17-37;
Anton Walbrook, Anna
Wallaby Jim of the Islands
(GN) . .9-2v
FD: 10-12-37: George Houston
Waltci
FD:

W anger's Vogues

of

1938

(UA)

8-7-37; Joan Bennett. Warner

Ba
7-3:
Wee Winnie Winkle
(20th-Fox) . . . .7FD: 0-28-37: Shirley Temple, Geo. Ha
Wells Fargo
( Para. )
In I
Joel McCrea,
Frances
Dee
West
of Shanghai
(FN)
10 3
FD:
11-1-37;
Boris Karloff.
Beverly |
erts
Westbound
Limited
(Universal) ... .7-1
Lyle Talbot, Polly Rowles
Western Gold
(20th-Fox)
Smith Bellew, Heather Angel

8

Westland
Case
(U)
lo
FD: 9-28-37; Preston Foster. Frank
What
Price
Vengeance
(Rialto
Prod:
FD: 4-2-37: Lyle Talbot. Wendy Ba
9-111
Will Hay
Where
There's
a Will
tGBi
7
Where Trails
Divide
(Mono.)
FD:
10-18-37;
Tom
Keene.
Stewart

10-1
Eleanor

White
(W. Muir.
B.)
FD: Bondage
8-27-37: Jean
Gordon
Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox)
FD: Bruce
9-8-37;
V.
Wild and Wooly
FD: 7-19-37:
nan

Loretta

Young.

6-1 >
Oliv^

W.

Ba

(20th-Fox)
9*1
Jane Withers. Walter I

Wild
Money
(Para.)
FD:Louise
0-22-37;
Edward
Campbell

Everett

7Hor'.o

Windjammer
(RKO)
8Georgc
O'Brien,
Constance
Worth
Wine, Women and Horses (WB)
9-1'
FD: 10-1-37; Ann Sheridan, Barton
Lane
Women Are Like That (WB)
In 1,
8(
Kay Francis,
Women
Have a Pat
Way O'Brien
(RKO)
In 1
Miriam
Hopkins,
Ray
Milland
Women Men Marry, The (M-G-M) . . .9-1
George Murphy,
Josephine Hutchinsttt
Women
WithHudson,
Wings Joan
(20th-Fox)
Rochelle
Marsh . . .12-J
Wrong
Road.
The
(Rep.)
10-1
FD:Mack
9-23-37;
Richard
Cromwell.
He
Vaiik
at Oxford.
A
(M-G-M)
In!'
Robert
Taylor,
Maureen
O'Sullivaii
you Can't Beat Love
(RKO)
6-21
FD: 6-28-37; Preston Foster, Joan
Fontaine
You Can't Have Everything (20th-Fox)
FD: Don7-28-37;
Ameehe Alice Faye,
You're
Sweetheart
(U)
Alice aFay,
George Muiphy

Ritz

Youth
on
Parole Marian
(Rep.) Marsh.
FD:Oliver
10-7-37:

Brotl
In ■
10]'
Gordo»

THE MOVIE-GOING PUBLIC
IS CRYING FOR A GOOD
RAMA!
DOWN-TO-EART

itto/

A THREE
BELL
ICTURE,

are the unfailing
sign that
it's emotionally involved with
the story.
If laughs, tears, intense drama,
suspense are the stuff from which

ays Jimmy Fidler
-Terse, direct, thoroughly
joyable drama that will grip your
tention from start to finish. . . "

rirers And Cast
Share The Honors
"PORTIA ON TRIAL"
(Republic)
1ere is a picture which sets out
srminedly to please, on the draic side, and succeeds so well in
direct audience appeal that it
its a good spot on any program,
hout a "big name" in the cast, it
rs an interest-gripping portrayal
3 typical Faith Baldwin story, full
human
emotion
and a somewhat
love"
frent play on the ' mother
vs the title indicates, the story is
of life among the legalites, especiPortia Mernman, highly successwoman lawyer The mystery of
past crops up early in her bitter
with John Condon, head ""of a
;rful newspaper syndicate, whose
rel son once had been her husI, and to whom she had surrendj her infant son 1 7 years before
return to America of the ex-husI with a new mistress
and
the
sets the stage
for
the
drama

log George Nicholls, handed a
swell script, turns in an evenly
paced directing job, taking every
advantage of the opportunities for
piling suspenseful climaxes on top
of one another until at the finish
the audience is putting out those
nervous, jittery little laughs that

which leads to the shooting of the exhusband
and Portia's
dynamic courtroom defense
of the murderess
All the individual performances are
exceptional Frieda Inescourt gives a
splendid portrayal of Portia Neil
Hamilton never gave a better performance than his interpretation of the
prodigal. Walter Abel is excellent as
the district attorney, as is Clarence
Kolb as the flinty newspaper chief
Ruth Donnelly always seems to be at
her best. She is again. Heather Angel
is effective as the justifiably homicidal
mistress. Anthony Marsh is pleasing as
the juvenile Barbara Pepper's snappy
though brief witness stand scene is
almost a triumph. All the minor roles
are adequately handled
With the exception of the tooheavy pointing up of some of the
scenes, George Nicholls has turned in
a smooth, capable directing job Edward Paramore's adaptation and Samuel Ornitz's screenplay provide wellconstructed action, tensity and bright
dialog Al Levoy gives the picture
lavish production which is well above
par Harry Wild's photography is tops
The sound production is unusually

good pictures are made, 'Portia on
Trial' is due to go over big with
audiences everywhere, more especially among the femmes who will
go for the mother love angle like a
hungry horse for its oats. 'Portia
on Trial' strikes a variant on the
'Madame X' theme but it has original and surprising slants all its own
and, while some may consider a
few of the situations forced, the
whole makes topping film material
ment. turns out to be A I entertainand
Frieda Inescort loves Neil Hamilton, the weakling son of Clarence
Kolb, a wealthy and powerful newspaper publisher. Hamilton fathers
her son and wants to wed her but
the old gentleman steps in and
nixes it, agreeing, however, to give
the baby his name provided the
mother signs affidavits completely
discrediting herself.
The baby is educated in England
and years later returns to New
York as Anthony Marsh. Hamilton
falls in love with Heather Angel, a
British girl, just as he had fallen
for Miss Inescort years before. Miss
Angel's baby dies but she accompanies Hamilton to America. Old
man frames Miss Angel with the
immigration authorities, she escapes,
returns and murders Hamilton.
Miss Inescort, who has become
a successful attorney, defends Miss
Angel. The trial, the frantic efforts
of Kolb to discredit Miss Inescort,
the mounting drama of retributive
justice that whirls the vengeful old
millionaire to ultimate confession
of his wrongdoing, constitute material from which a powerful and moving document has been evolved.
Like all superior pictures, this
one had a soundly conceived story
to begin with. Samuel Ornitz has
taken the Faith Baldwin original
and molded it into a drama of swift
climaxes, punctuated by vibrant dia-

Frieda Inescort captures the major acting honors. She is a player
of commanding and beautiful dignity, a real Portia, and her enunciation is a joy to hear. Walter
Abel plays a suave and effective
district attorney who is hopelessly
in love with Miss Inescort, and
does a ilton
hangup
job an
of it
Neil Hamcontributes
excellent
and
well studied characterization while
Clarence Kolb, as the elderly Titan
with a Jove complex, never let
down for a moment. His scene on
the witness stand is masterly. Anthony Marsh makes a personable
juvenile and does well with a difficult part. One of the memorable
characterizations is turned in by
Ruth Donnelly as Miss Inescort's
professional assistant and confidante.
Heather Angel brings beauty and
sympathy to the role of the girl who
kills Hamilton and she, too, has a
witness chair sequence that grips
the audience powerfully Barbara
Pepper handles a smaller role with
appealing skill, and the same is true
of Hobart Bosworth and Ian Maclaren. George Cooper and John
Kelly were good for plenty of giggles
and the remainder of the cast acquits
itself with credit.
Albert Levoy, as associate producer, has made this picture one
that Republic can be proud of and
also one that will do much to
boost Republic's standing among
exhibs lucky enough to book it.
An outstanding' contribution to the
general excellence of the film is the
RCA Victor High Fidelity sound,
which comes through under control
at all times. Harry Wild turns in
a thoroughly satisfactory camera job.
Inescapable conclusion is that in
'Portia on Trial,' Republic has a
box office bell ringer, a product that
will fill houses with afternoon as
well as evening crowds, for the
femme word-of-mouth on it is
bound to be terrific.

good
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WARNERS SETS LAST
CIRCUIT PRODUCT DEAL

DAILY:

The Foreign Field
♦

(Continued from

Page

CXPL0ITETTE!

♦

News

Flashes from

All Parts of the Globe

♦

♦

1)

represents in excess of 8,000 contracts already closed on the Warner
line-up. As in the case of Hoblitzelle-O'Donnell, all deals are for the
company's complete schedule of 60
features plus Vitaphone shorts and
trailers.
Final deal was closed by Sears
who acted for the distributors with
Karl Hoblitzelle and Bob O'Donnell
signing for the circuit.

Exhib. Burned In Attempt
To Rescue Projectionist
Fort Valley, Ga. — Bryant Williams, manager of the Princess Theater here, is seriously burned and
in a Macon hospital, and Homer
Hall, operator of the projection machine at the theater, is dead as a
result of a fire which swept the
projection room. Hall died in the
Macon hospital of his burns. Williams was burned while heroically
trying to rescue Hall from the projection room.

Show Barrymore Etching
A different kind of Lionel Barrymore picture went on public view
yesterday for New Yorkers. In this
instance it was an etching, executed
by this veteran film director and
actor, and titled "San Pedro." It is
one of 194 items, selected for display from a total of 2,200 works offered by artists all over the country, in the current 22nd annual exhibition of the Society of American
Etchers in the top-floor galleries of
Maison Francaise, Rockefeller Center.

South African Theaters Profit "Zenda" Big in Singapore
Johannesburg — At the recent annual meeting of Cinemas, Ltd., here,
net profit of the circuit was given
as 49,323 pounds. Final dividend of
%lA per cent brought the total diviend for the year to 11^4 per cent.
The corporation has floated 475,000
pounds of 5^2 per cent debenture
stock, replacing all existing mortgages, saving 15,000 pounds annually in interest. Redemption of the
debenture stock will be spread over
a period of 27 years by which time
the properties owned by the company and its subsidiaries would become free and unencumbered, according to the estimate of the board.

Singapore (By Cable) — "Prisoner
of Zenda" opened at the Capitol
Theater with the first-day gross setting an all time record. The new
Selznick picture brought in as much
on the first day as either "Garden
of Allah" or "A Star Is Born"
grossed
theater. in a week's run at the same

Show Unusual Pix in Ireland

Dublin — The Irish Film Society is
arranging to show in Ireland films
of an artistic nature and unusual
character which commercial managers do not import because of their
limited appeal. Among films to be
shown are "Hey Rup," "Guests of
To Break New Color Ground the Nation," "Turksib," "NibelunLondon — Dufay - Chromex, Ltd., gen Saga," "The Road to Life," "The
its recently acquired laboratories at Wonderful Life," "Housing ProbThames Ditton entirely re-equipped,
lems," and "Nutrition Films."
promises to break new ground in
color and rhythm in a mystery film Portugueses Progaganda Film
which the firm is producing in asLisbon— "The May Revolution,"
sociation with Major Klein, a well- latest and by many regarded as the
known color expert in England. most significant production of the
Work has been completed on three Portuguese film industry, produced
Dufaycolor short subjects, "English under the direction of A. I. Ribeiro,
Harvest" and two musicals, Bee- will be given a gala presentation unthoven's "Pastoral" and "Symder the auspices of the Commissioner-General of Portugal. The film
is documentary, confessedly propagandists, and is said to be presentArmistice
Day Television
phony."
ed in a very original manner.
London — Television of the Cenotaph service on Armistice Day will
Svensk Filmindustri Profit Up
be the subject of a television broadStockholm— The A. B. Svensk
cast, the Home Secretary having
given his permission. Three cam- Filmindustri reports a profit for the
eras will be used, two on the first- year ending June 20 last of 940,000
floor level of Richmond Terrace; the kronen (about $470,000) as against
third camera
"shoot" compre- a profit of 881,000 kronen (about
hensive views will
of Whitechapel.
$400,000) for the previous year.

Boyd Philly Displays
Muni Hall of Fame Plaques

ATTRACTING
attention at theconsiderable
Boyd Theater, Philadelphia, was a series I
of plaques erected in the lobby |
of the house showing the principal roles which Paul Muni
has played in his long and distinguished career on the screen. .
The
plaques,
which
were
sculptured by Giuseppe Donato,
famous
Philadelphia
artist,
show Muni as he appeared in
"I Am
A Fugitive
From
a

Chain Fury,"
Gang," "Dr. "Scarface."
"Black
Socrates,"
"The Good Earth," "The Story
of Louis Pasteur" and in his I
latest starring role in "The <
Lifethe ofBoyd.
Emile Zola," showing j
at

The entire display was called :
"The Motion Picture Hall of]
Fame," and in all, there were
six plaques and two busts of j
the star. The display was completed by Donato in ten days, )
working day and night, in order ,
to have the display ready be- ,
fore the opening of "The Life ,
of Emile Zola" at the Boyd. ,
The size of the plaques and,
statues range from five to ten ?
feet in height.
— Boyd,

Philadelph >a. j

Municipal Theater Plan
Up as Equity Hears May<

Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia w
turn his attention to establishmej
of a municipal theater in New Yo ;
when he addresses
a membeish
Will Install Monday
meeting of Actor's Equity today
2:30 p.m. at the Hotel Astor. Mui
Boston — The Lieut. A. Vernon
cipal theater was not one of t
!Cohen Brothers Transfer
Macaulay Post of the American Le- 11 Wilmington Theaters
Mayor's campaign promises, but t
gion (the theatrical post) will hold
Aiding
Needy
Toy
Drive
Detroit
House
Managers
idea
has been up before.
its seventh annual dinner-dance and
License Commissioner Paul Ma
installation at the Copley Plaza
Hotel on Monday night. The officersDetroit — Acquisition of the Cap- is to be heard in a talk on justified
Wilmington, Del. — This city's 11
elect include Kenneth Forkey, thea- pix theaters will take an important
itol Theater by the Cohen Brothers tion of the right to close a theat
ter operator; Major Patrick F. part in the presentation of more from the Associated Theaters Cir- for cause. Brock Pemberton *
the floor to report on the proi
Healey, supervisor of Sunday En- than 150,000 toys, to needy children,
cuit has brought about a general take of
the American Theater Coo
tertainment for Massachusetts; and
shift in house managers. Arthur ress
during
the
Christmas
season.
Plans
cil. The chair will be occupied
William H. McLaughlin, manager of
Hunt, former manager of the May- Burgess Meredith.
the Stoneham Theater, Stoneham.
have been completed for assembling fair,
takes over the Capitol, sucof discarded toys on Nov. 24 in the
ceeding Bernard Samuels, Danny
lobbies of the various theaters, to Drozan of the Norwood goes to the
Mayfair as night manager, Phil
be repaired, repainted and refur- Katzen from the Roxy becoming
bished by firemen and then distrib- day manager.
uted to the kiddies with appropriate
Joseph Adelman shifts from day
ceremonies just prior to Christmas. to night manager of the Norwood,
ABOUT
The committee of theater men in with William Drozan, former chief
AS SEEN
BY
charge of the program includes of staff at the Mayfair, getting the
THE PRESS
AGENT
Lewis S. Black, Aldine (WB); Ben- daytime post. George Baird, former
jamin Shindler, Ace; Harry Orlow, chief usher, is new day manager at
Arcadia (WB); Frank Murphy, the Roxy, while Fred Sourbeck rePedro Lara has made a good business
mains as night manager.
Loew's; John Hopkins, National;
of staying in bed. He has, he says,
Paul Blaufox, Grand (WB); Joseph
spent the equivalent of two solid years
During the first three months of
in bed during his appearances as a
DeFiore, Park; Arthur Cohn, Queen
1937, Finland imported 52 American
Eskin Builds In Elroy
hospital patient for various motion pic(WB);
A.
J.
Belair,
Rialto;
Earle
features
and 90 shorts. Imports from
tures.—20th CENTURY-FOX.
Finney, Savoy (WB) and Benjamin
tures and ranked
17 shorts.
Chicago — J. Eskin is building a
Germany
second, with 13 feaSeligman, Strand.
500-seat theater at Elroy, Wis.
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]/. W. AllieM^Adrking Time on N. 0. Divorce Litigation

ICHENCKJEES 20TH-F0XJR0SS UP 5-6JIW0NS
i'trike
Involving
200
FP-C Theaters in Canada
Biz for Threatens
40-Week Period Up
Biwne to Issue
Strike Order
Defer Action on Pix Stars' Free Air WorU
Unless
FP-C
Settles
Winnipeg Issue

American Federation of Radio Actors is waiting for decision by its Coast local on the
action to be taken regarding free appearances of motion picture stars on the air,
Mrs. Emily Holt, national executive secretary, said yesterday following a meeting of
the board.

Montreal — A strike involving 200
m ie theaters in Canada threatened
>m erday unless the two-months-old
di ute between
Famous
PlayersI adian Corp. and the Winnipeg
io 1 of an international theater empl es' union is settled.
telegram
received
by
the
\l nipeg
local
of
the
IATSE
Consolidated statement of income
I I W. P. Covert of Toronto,
of RCA and subsidiary companies
(': idian (Continued
vice-president,
said:
"Have
on Page 7)
for the third quarter ended Sept.
30, discloses a net profit for the period of $1,951,726.20, after deduction
of interest, depreciation, amortization of patents and provision for
Federal income taxes, but not including provision for Federal surtax
on undistributed profits. This compares with $1,083,604.09 for the corresponding quarter of 1936.
. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg
of
Statement
for the nine months
Louis was again elected presiof the MPTO of St. Louis, East- ended Sept. 30, shows net profit of
Missouri and Southern Illinois $6,599,111.84 as compared with $2,( Continued
on Page 7)
meeting in the Coronado Hotel
irday attended by 200 exhibiexchange managers and others. Essaness Owners Reported
.ature of the meeting was an ad-

RGA'S 9 MONTHS' NET 10-12% PAY RAISES
SHOWS GAIN OF 232% GIVEN STAGE HANDS

iHRENBERG AGAIN
H ADS ST. LOUIS MPTO

(Continued

on

Page

2)

With the announcement that
stagehands are to receive salary
raises of 10 p.c. in neighborhood
houses and 12 p.c. in Broadway and
other de luxers, official terms of the
agreement
between
Local No. 1 and
major Stagehands'
circuit officials
terday.revealed for the first time yeswere
Increases are retroactive to midnight, Sept. 6, James Brennan, president of the Local and vice-president of IATSE, told The Film
Daily. Another huddle is scheduled
for the near future, with additional
terms to be determined, he said.

ASC Keeps Screen Credit
With IATSE Symbol Added
Backing Show for B'dway

With the addition of the IATSE
Chicago — Emil Stern, Eddie Sila-Neb. Allied Critical
verman and Sid Spiegel, owners of symbol on the lower right-hand corof Screen Players on Air the Essaness Circuit, are reported
ner of the screen title card which

turning legit, backers, bankrolling
s Moines — Opposition of broad- a Broadway-headed production.
by pix stars at the hours the
re theaters
are
open,
was
gly voiced by Iowa-Nebraska
3 theater owners at the Iowa
; convention attended by more
100.
Leo F. Wolcott of Elwas re-elected president.
Imbers foresaw no general re-

carries the Production Code Admin(Continued

on Page

7)

Northwest Allied Counsel Taking No
Part at Present in N. D. Litigation

(Continued

on Page

7)

The Barrier" Starts
eattle — This Pacific Northwest city
a Hollywood aspect last night
a smart audience packed the Paramt Theater for the world premiere
'The Barrier." Opening had all the
imings.
Harry
Sherman's
producwas warmly received.
For review, turn to page 7).

Separate Para. Settlement
Fargo, N. D. — North Dakota,
has been counting upon NorthIn So. Calif. Seen Likely which west
Allied support in its fight to
Reports that exhibitors in the Los
Angeles territory would continue
their "buyers strike" against Paramount regardless of settlements in
Philadelphia and Minneapolis could
not be confirmed yesterday by Neil
F. Agnew, Paramount general sales
(.Continued

on Page

2)

uphold the constitutionality of its
pioneer theater divorce statute, may
be forced to go it alone, it was reported here yesterday.
Action, brought by Para., which
seeks an injunction, is on the U. S.
District Court
calendar
State's
(Continued
on Page here.
7)

12-15%; Mounting Costs

"Twentieth Century-Fox will gross
between five Cut
and six
Gainmiilionf dollars
more than last year", it was stated
yesterday by Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman of the board, in an interview with a Film Daily reporter.
"Business for the first 40 weeks
of this year has been 12 to 15 per
cent better
than the corresponding
(Continued on Page 7)

AMBASSADOR FINANCE
DEAL REPORTED SET
Deal providing full financial backing for Maurice Conn, head of Ambassador Pictures, was to be signed
with
Continental
Film
Industries
(Continued on Page 7)

Brandt Wires Kuykendall
to Speed Parley Decision
In an effort to speed up a statement from Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
president, on his reaction to a proposed(Continued
national meeting
of Allied
on Page 2)

'Hurricane*

Brilliant

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — One of the mightiest,
most terrifying storms ever screened
highlights Samuel Coldwyn's "The Hurricane," given a brilliant premiere at
the Carthay Circle last night. The
picture is full of thrills, romance and
relates the story of simple native, Jon
Hall, a south sea islander, who is taken
from his bride, Dorothy Lamour, and
held prisoner, only to finally escape and
return to his native island, where he
rescues Mary Astor, wife of Raymond
Massey, Governor of the island, who
had refusedis to
pardon and
him.
Johnis Ford's
direction
brilliant
there
not a
dull moment in the picture's 103
minutes. Jon and Dorothy do excellent work, while
Theodore Mitchell's
performance
is outstanding.
Dudley
Nichols wrote the screen play and
Oliver H. P. Garrett, the adaptation.
Alfred Newman's musical score is an
important factor. Bert Glennon's photography is high grade. — WILK
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Brandt Wires Kuykendall
to Speed Parley Decision
(Continued from Page

•

•

rilLM.

DAI_y

T
▼
T
• ALMOST 25 years ago Thomas Edison gave the first demonstration of his Kinetoscope
a moving
picture which could be

heard as well as seen
it was shown at the electrical wizard's
experimental lab in West Orange, N. J
a cylinder phonograph
was used for the sound effects
the whole thing was operated
by a boy apprentice
and when a china plate was HEARD to
crash on the floor, the distinguished group of guests thought they were
witnessing Magic
they were
▼
T
T
• •
• AND
SO
last nite
a quarter
century
later
one of these pioneering Kinetoscope productions was
recorded on a modern electric phonograph disc
the invention of H. E. Reeves
a present-day wizard in our midst
who runs the Reeves Sound Studios at 1600 Broadway
the re-recording was that of the voice of Andrew Carnegie
it was quite a thrill to hear the first sound originally developed
for motion pictures 25 years ago, transcribed through modern and
perfected
methods
through
Reeves'
Re-Recordings,
the
voices of William E. Gladstone, Leo Tolstoy, P. T. Barnum, Lord

MARKET
Low
14%
16'/4

with
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Kelvin, Theodore Roosevelt and many others have been preserved for posterity
T
T
T
• • • NIFTY novelty in the form, of a teaser trailer
plugging Paramounf s "Thrill of A Lifetime"
with the Yacht Club
Boys being forbidden by the producer to show advance pictures of their
film
so they do a sneak preview by having stills come to life
for a private showing. . . • Warner's pulled a stag cocktail party
for Mark Hellinger at the "21" Club as he leaves for their studio
a raft of celebs constituting his closest pals were on hand to toast him
all sorts of luck. . . • Correction
Nelson Eddy and Eleanor
Powell star in Metro's "Rosalie," and Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald in "Girl of the Golden West"
we ran the credits cockeyed
the other day
excuse please

Fred Wehrenberg Again Heads
Equity Asked to Submit
MPTO of East. Mo., So. III.
Plans for Municipal Theater
License Commissioner Paul Moss,
speaking for the newly-elected New
York City administration, yesterday
invited Actors' Equity to prepare a
plan for a municipal theater for
presentation to Mayor Fiorello H.
LaGuardia after Jan. 1.
Moss addressed a membership
meeting at the Hotel Astor at which
Brock Pemberton also spoke. Pemberton recommended that Equity
match a $350 contribution by the
American Theater Council to be used
for development of embryo acting
and writing talent. Burgess Meredith presided at the meeting.

1)

States, MPTOA and ITOA representatives, Harry Brandt, prexy of
ITOA, sent a personal telegram to
Kuykendall last night asking for an
immediate reply. The wire was sent
to Oklahoma City where the MPTOA
chief is scheduled to confer with
exhibitors on industry problems.
Nath?n Yamins, Allied president,
has expressed his willingness to attend such a conference.

Johnston, Golden Will Be
Tendered Pittsburgh Dinner

(Continued from Page 1)

dress by Ed Kuykendall, president
of the MPTOA. At the end of his
talk, the association endorsed in its
entirety the 10-point program advocated by the speaker.
Other
were:

MRS. JACK OAKIE has arrived in New \\
from the Ccast and is stopping at the 1
Tower.
DENYSE CLAIROUIN. French writer, lei
New York today for Europe on the Lafayctti

WILLIAM CAGNEY. manager brother of Ja i
Cagney, is en route to New York from Ho
wood.
SOPHIE TUCKER is scheduled to arrive in t
York over the week-end from the Coast.
JUDY
vacation

CANOVA.
in New

has
has

been
spending
arrived
back

Hollywood.
ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN returns to New >
tomorrow from a short stay in Palm Beach
JAMES R. CRAINCER, general manager
distribution for Universal, is in Boston; reti
to his desk at the home office Monday.
CARL
LAEMMLE,
Coast from Chicago.

SR.,

has

returned

to

LOU
GOLDSTEIN,
Brazilian
manager for
lumbia. sai's today on the Pan America for
HENRY HULL leaves for the coast today
go

into

a

new

picture.

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, eastern sales man.
for Universal, leaves Cleveland Monday fo
tour of the southern exchanges.
LEON

ZELLER.

to his home town
IAN
KEITH
is

Baltimore exhibitor, goes t
Monday, after a week's
staying
at the Weylin.

came
east
to appear
in "Robins
Landii
which
opens
soon.
LOUIS
CALHERN
is
in New York for a part in the same play.
RUFUS LE MAIRE
Netherlands.

is staying at the St*

HAROLD YOUNG, director, accompanied
MRS. YOUNG, has returned to New York t
Europe after a vacation there.
ADOLPHE MENJOU, acccmnanied by his *
VERREE TEASDALE. leaves Hollywood for II
York next Wednesday for a stay of se»'
weeks.
LILLIAN
t-irns
to
Europe.
Normandie

HELLMAN.
screenplay
writer. |
New
York
en
Monday
aboard
after
spending
several
weeks

Separate Para. Settlement
In So. Calif. Seen Likt
(Continued from Page

1)

manager.
Agnew, who said that
had received no official word fr
his Los Angeles branch, however
dicated
that would
the southern
nia
situation
have to Calif'
be
justed separately.

<¥!&«,

officers elected yesterday

First vice-president, S. E. Pertle
of Jerseyville, 111.; second vice-president, I. W. Rodgers of Cairo, 111.;
third vice-president, Robert Cluster
of Johnston City, 111.; fourth vicepresident, Sam Komm of St. Louis;
secretary-treasurer, Louis C. Hehl
of St. Louis; sergeant-at-arms, Walter Thimmig of St. Louis.

Members of the board of directors elected were: Maury Davis,
Harold W. Evens, Louis K. Ansell,
D. J. Selznick, manager of Mono- Frank Spiros, Victor Thien, Mrs.
Bessie Schulter, Clarence Kaimann
gram's Pittsburgh branch, is to
stage a dinner honoring W. Ray and Irvin Lau, all of St. Louis;
Johnston, president, and Edward A. Louis J. Menges of East St. Louis,
Golden, sales manager, at the Var- 111.; L. A. Mercier of Fredericktown,
iety Club, William Penn Hotel, Mo.; H. E. Miller of Chester, 111.,
and Noah Bloomer of Belleville, 111.
Pittsburgh, on Nov. 12.

who
York,

.. .:

; '■/. ...--

^%

VRTHV
Best wishes from The
the
H.

Herman

M.
Paul

following

on

Film
their

Daily to
birthday:

NOVEMBER
6
Wi'cox
Trem
Carr
Ruth SelwynJune Marlowe
Ellis

NOVEMBER
J. Mankiewicz
Joe Cobb
Alice Day

7
Margaret
Morris)
Mona
Maris '
Edward Sedgwickj

J
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T-H-E-A-T-E-R-S
Construction — Modernization
Maintenance

MOBILE POWER TRUCK
INTRODUCED BY FORD
A new mobile motion picture and
photographic power truck, capable
of producing 40,000 watts for lighting for projection purposes, has been
developed and placed in service by
the Ford Motor Co. Developed principally for motion picture or other
camera work under adverse lighting or for night work, the new unit
carries complete power and lighting
facilities for taking pictures or for
projection work. In locations miles
from electrical current, unit can
provide adequate lighting power for
all photographic purposes.
Power is generated in a compartment housing a motor generator set,
onsisting of a Zephyr V-12 engine
onnected by direct drive to a 40w. generator at 115 volts.
Kleig
amps,
photo
flood
lamps
and
'rifles" are carried in the unit and,
;hrough hundreds of feet of heavyiuty cable, a wide variety of combinations of lighting may be set up
rundreds of feet from the truck.
On top of the truck is a two-inch
vooden lattice platform for good
;ripod setting in any position. A
'olding
front picture
of the
ruck canplatform
support in
a motion
amera and operator for making
shots while truck is in motion.

laapk e Scenic Studios

I

In New, Omaha Location

Omaha — William
C. Raapke
has
Metropolitan Scenic Stuthe
ved
(lo
ios here from 15th and Daenport Sts. to 1611 Davenport St.
.ater Raapke plans to consolidate
he work rooms and shops now at
hree other Omaha locations in a
rojected addition to the film row
ite.
The company recently installed
age equipment in U. S. Veterans
ospitals at Augusta, Ga., Mendota,
is., and Muskogee, Okla., in a city
ditorium at Russell, Kan., and in
hool auditoriums at Jefferson City,
o., and Marseille, 111.

EQUIPMENT
Special Section for Hard-oi -Hearing
Columbus, O. — A section for the hard-of-hearing, seating 48 persons, is one of
the features in the new Markham Theater, latest addition to the J. Real Neth Circuit.
House is decorated in dubonnet and cerulean blue, with touches of silver and dusty
pink. Black and dubonnet seats, with a chevron stripe, have curved backs. C. Arthur
Carlson and Ruth E. Morris were responsible for the architecture and interior
decoration.

New Emitron Camera With Increased
Light Sensitivity Boon to Television
London (By Cable) — An important advance in television history,
it is announced here, has been
achieved by EMI research engineers,
who, after months of experimentation, have evolved a new Emitron
camera said to be nearly 10 times
as light sensitive as existing models.
Another point in its favor is the
fact that the focus bogey, a constant source of difficulty in the studio is reduced to zero, according to
those close to its development. Furthermore, the new camera means,
it is said, that stage shows can be
televised without extra lighting.
Revelation of advent of the Emitron's perfection came coincident
with word that, instead of the pres-

plete.
New Huish House Boasts
Important Technical Data
Structural Glass Front
In TSC's New Catalogue
Theater Screen Corp. has ready
for distribution to the film industry
a new catalogue, titled "They Save
Eyes," which contains important
technical data concerning motion
picture screens, projection lamps,
lenses and light intensities on various types and sizes of screens. It
is illustrated with diagrams and
photos and presents a lens chart
showing standard sizes with square
foot areas of screens. Covering both
the 35 mm. and 16 mm. fields, it is
a complete handbook of projection
with text matter written in concise,
simple manner, making it easily
understood by the layman as well
as the professional projectionist.
Copies may be obtained free and
without obligation of any sort, according to Theater Screen Corp., by
writing to company's offices at
Roosevelt, N. Y.

Improve Decatur House
Decatur, Ga. — Approximately
-5,000 is to be expended in enlarg$200,000 Elm Opens
ig and improving the DeKalb ThePark, 111.— The Cheru;er here. The work will include a kasElmwood
Circuit has opened its new Elm
few front and the addition of a Theater.
The house and equipment
jilcony. The theater is owned by
cost $200,000, according to the mane Lucas and Jenkins interests.
agement. Simplex heads, Brenkert
lamps and a Dalite screen were installed by Joe Goldberg, Inc.
Good Neighbor
Omaha — R. S. Ballantyne of ScottBallantyne Co., theater equipment house,
found a good customer in his next door
neighbor, Walter Green of FEPCO, theater advertising firm. Green has purchased a five-ton cooling plant from
Ballantyne for his home in early preparation for next summer's heat.

ent arrangement whereby the BBC's
television unit works entirely independently of their radio centers,
sound and television programs, as
soon as it is practicable, will be
merged. By concentrating on one
program for the two audiences, the
corporation will be able to rationalize its organization, which has
hitherto been impossible because of
local difficulties. First step toward
unification are the plans to televise
music hall shows from St. George's
Hall, next to Broadcasting House.
Later, when Broadcasting House
has embraced adjoining property,
making the lot a kind of London
Radio City, the link will be com-

Salt Lake City — Boasting many
"firsts" in construction and design
and completed within 85 working
days, the new 900-seat Price Theater has been opened by the C. F.
Huish Theater interests at Price.
The front is of structural glass of
red and black trimmed with aluminum and stainless steel. Glass
brick, first of its kind in Price provides light for the lounge and artistic lighting at night..
Among the features are a concave floor plan, especially designed
seats and a staggered seating arrangement. The foyer and lounge
carry out the modernistic design.
Operating rooms, ushers' quarters,
art room and an apartment are provided on the second and third floors.

Lanier Contract Let

S-T-U-D-I-O-S
Technical — Supplies
Furnishings

NEW METRO BRISBANE
THEATER COMPLETED
The new 1,500-seat Metro Theater
in Brisbane, Australia, will be formally opened next Wednesday with
"After
the Playhouse,
Thin Man" which
as the'isinitial
attraction.
modern in treatment, has the latest Carrier air-conditioning system, Simplex projection and RCA sound
equipment.
Other Metro theaters recently
built abroad include cinemas in
Durban, South Africa; Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil; Montevideo, Uruguay; and Lima, Peru.
New Metro theaters in Bombay,
India, and Sao Paulo, Brazil, have
about reached the half-way mark in
construction, and will probably be
inaugurated some time in March.
Additional plans are now under way
for Metro theaters in various parts
of the world.

Mass. Theater Projects
Involving Over $200,000
Springfield, Mass. — Two new theater projects and alterations and addition to a third in this state, involve a total of more than $200,000.
Work is under way on a 1,200seat theater being erected in Adams
for Charles Morse of Boston, to cost
Construction is under way on the
$70,000.
new $114,000 theater and store
building being erected for the Howard Amusement Corp. at Brookline.
Addition and alterations to the
Colonial Theater in Andover will
cost $25,000. It will be brick, one
story and will include a new stage
and new equipment.

Improve Hammond

Houses

Hammond, Ind. — The Orpheum
Theater, a Warner Bros, house, is
being improved at a cost of $15,000.
A new lobby and marquee have been
added and the interior redecorated.
New sound equipment has been installed. The Partheon Theater here
has added 200 seats and new RCA
sound equipment.

Atlanta, Ga. — The Capitol Construction Co. of Atlanta, has been
New Front for Wilby
awarded the general contract for
Selma,
Ala.- — The present Wilby
the construction of a 900-seat motion picture theater for the Lanier Theaters building here is to be enlarged, remodeled and a new front
Development Co. Construction will
Cost of the changes will
be of reinforced concrete and brick added.
amount
to $40,000.
with cast stone trim.

Goldberg Seat Orders

Chicago — Joe Goldberg, Inc., reports the following recent orders for
New $75,000 Sparks House theater seats: Normal Theater, Normal, 111., 650 Ideal chairs; State
St. Augustine, Fla. — The Sparks
Theaters will construct a 1,100-seat Theater, Gary, Ind., 1,000 new
motion picture theater here at a chairs, and the Crocker Theater, Elcost of approximately $75,000.
gin, 111., 1,400 Ideal chairs.

Sailor Turns Exhib
Bremerton, Wash. —
tired Navy man, has
ater on Wycoff St.
tormer buddies and

P. E. Town, retaken over a theand will cater to
sailers who have

settled in this Navy Yard city for retirement. Theater, which is called the
Town, has been completely remodeled,
with new fixtures and sound equipment
added.

_
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THEATERS
• CONSTRUCTION
• MODERNIZATION
• MAINTENANCE

FALL EQUIPMENT BIZ
SOARS IN ST. LOU
St. Louis — Sharp rise in autumn
equipment business is reported here
by George A. Busher, local distributor of Ultraphone sound systems and
Jewell lamps. Recent installations
include those for Roxy Theater,
Flora, 111., which has put in 400 Air
Loc seats and Ultraphone sound
system; Bijou, Carrollton, 111., 400
Air Loc seats and sound system;
Hall and Overton Theater, Winchester, 111., complete Strong Lamp installation; Ritz, Montgomery City,
a similar installation.
Roxy, New Franklin, has installed
400 Air Loc seats, added Strong
Lamps and modernized the house
throughout. Vita Theater, Centralia has put in Ultraphonic sound;
and Roosevelt, East St. Louis, recently sold by Charles Kramer to
M. and S. Muchneck, has added
Peerless lamps and Simplex projectors to booth equipment. Sound
system of latter house has been replaced by Ultraphone equipment and
house is doing well under new management, it is stated.

Drop of Franc Keeping
blew Vim-Tone

Organ

Detroit — Vivi-Tone, Inc., manufacturers of amplifying instruments and a
new type of organ for theatrical use,
is completing development of a new
model of the organ which is expected
to be ready for national distribution in
about three months, Walter Moon,
general
manager,
announces.

Nassau, B. I., House to be
Operated by Wometco Co.
Miami, Fla. — The Wometco Theaters, Inc., is rebuilding and remodeling the Savoy Theater at Nassau,
B. I., which house they will operate during the coming season. This
is the only remaining theater in
Nassau, the other two — the Nassau
and the Montagu — having been destroyed by fire within the past few
weeks. Wometco had planned to
operate the others as well as the
Savoy.

Butterfield Theaters
Undergoing Remodeling

Equipment

■

Prices

COMMERCIAL

PICTURES

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind
For Studios — Productions — Premieres
244-250 WEST
New

RENTAL

SERVICE

VALANCES
FLAGS
AND
USHERS SASHES
FOR ALL MAJOR FEATURES

York City

49th STREET
Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

Remodeling for Theater
Marble Rock, la.— Blair Moffett
has leased a building here for remodeling and will open a theater
late this month.

INCREASE
(Of course, we

"BO"
Box

mean

LIBERMAN
1018 S.Wabash
Chicago, III.

1630 W. Washington
Los Angeles

And Optical
Technical W>
By EVER

AN of increasing
use of
color
handling the
film
and fil
and makers of projection optics)
than the film makers but every
lens designer is working on sor|
account the greater use of cok)
The quality of the picture
on optical elements. The collej
a condenser, or a combination i
property of image formation anil
it forms an image of the arc en
round spot of light which shouli
completely. Too small a spot i
while a large spot wastes light!
of the picture. This is a mattij
commercial projector lamps arei
of carbon.
The design of Bausch & L
suited in a combination capabi
to the screen.
The present dn
which the rear lens has one sp
the front lens has one spheric;;
struction and the specifications!
*
THElight
increase
illumination
which in
converges
from)
film gate, and also to a conserl
oval instead of a circular spot
rectangular shape of the apertu
possible is due to the size of Hi
system.
This angle amounts to
to film distance of 12!4 in. Thi
ture of an f:2.3 projection len
arc projection has offered such
In addition to the great a
the relative freedom from sphej
aspheric surfaces.
Furthermore^
achieved with the cylindrical sur
the illumination in an oval spot
shape of the aperture much bet
duced by previous illumination
Reflectors are also widely i
essential difference between rei
condenser forms its image by I
reflects light from the arc to foi
denser is a lens, usually compost
the arc lamp and the film. Th!
a thin layer of metallic silver.
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320 W. 46th St.
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Attracting deafened to your talkie9 increaseo
potential audience
10% . Ink stall
Acousticon
Theatrephones.
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Bystem. Na
tionally advertised.
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COLOR

Down

R. Fawn Mitchell, newly created
manager of Andre Debrie, Inc., of
America, states that despite general
increasing costs and rising equipment prices his company is offering
high grade laboratory equipment at
prices which are lower than formerly, and declares this condition
to be of particular significance to
the industry in light of the necessity faced by film interests in furnishing labs to meet the growing
demands brought about by the widespread use of color.
Reason for prevailing reduced
costs in the case of Debrie, he says,
is the lower exchange rate of the
franc. Company has several models
of color printers in regular operation both here and abroad. Their
developing machines are so designed
that they can at any time have a
color-tinting attachment added.
Unit construction is an integral
feature of these printers, developing machines and other apparatus,
permitting utmost flexibility in assembling special combinations to fit
specific needs, it is claimed.

Detroit — Remodeling of several
theaters is currently under way for
Butterfield Circuit. Recent instalWilhoit in Plattsburg
lations reported include Super-SimPlattsburg,
Mo.— T. E. Wilhoit is
plex projectors at the Big Rapids
Plan Birmingham House
building a new motion picture theaTheater,
Big
Rapids;
Rex,
at
JackBirmingham, Ala. — The Waters
ter here. William Weare is the suand Royal, at Grand Rapids, as
Theater Co. is planning the con- well son,
perintendent ofconstruction. A store
as
Walker
Sound
Screens
at
struction of a motion picture thea- the first two houses.
building
is
being
remodeled to proter at a cost of $30,000. James L.
vide a theater with a main floor and
Gattling of Birmingham is the archbalcony. The house will be 22 by 110
itect.
New Oakite Product
feet. Robert O. Boiler of Kansas
Chicago — Oakite Products is of- City is the architect in charge of the
fering the theater trade a new comNTS Handling W E
pound to cleanse cooling coils of air
Detroit — National Theater Supply
Co. has taken over distribution of conditioning equipment under the plans. Salem House Reopens
trade name of Oakite Compound,
Western
Electric equipment here.
Salem, O. — Alterations costing
No. 32.
approximately $20,000 have been
completed to the Grand Theater
SPECIALISTS
here, owned and operated by N. I.
CHARLES ROSS, IXC.
Walken, and the house reopened.
RECORDING
DUBBING
WE FURNISH
Fototone Studios. 33 W. 60th St., N. Y. C
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'Ijjjjile the reflector, of course,
at the film gate. The continents; itis placed between
simply a glass support for
psigns it is elliptical in cross
CASH PRIZES, right on the barrel-head,
await the theater men who send us the best
exploitation ideas for publication in the
Theater Partner, going monthly to 11,000
exhibitors. Winners this month are: H. T
Lashley, mgr., Carolina theater, Greenville
S. C; C. L. McVey, Dreamland theater,
Herington, Kans. Send your entry TODAY
for next month's contest.
Mail to
ALEXANDER
FILM
COMPANY
I Colorado
Springs
Colorado

:

Zeiss Ikon Co. Appoints
Schumacher Representative
For first time in its long history,
the Zeiss Ikon Co. has a representative in the United States for its
professional motion picture equipment, it is announced. Importer is
Eric W. Schumacher, 160 Fifth
Ave., New York City. Main items
carried so far are process and proaters. jection lenses for studios and theThe Zeiss optical glass, coupled
with the well known precision of
Zeiss workmanship, has continuously been in demand by Hollywood
studios, which have been doing considerable process work with Zeiss
lenses. Biggest lens in the entire
line is the Kipronar, 100 mm. diameter and 200 mm. (7% in.) focus,
with a speed of F:1.9. Other Zeiss
Ikon items of equipment for the
field will be added shortly.

Steel Delivery Barrier
Finally Raised in Akron
Akron, O. — Work on the new
Highland Theater has been resumed
after several months of delay due
to inability to procure steel because
of summer strikes. Don Wallace of
the Wallace Construction Co., said
removal of the steel delivery barrier will permit work to go forward
to completion by January.

FILM

DAILY

STUDIOS
• FURNISHINGS
• TECHNICAL
• SUPPLIES

WARNERS' RHODES TO
HAVE EARLY OPENING

Theater Penthouse
Hartford, Conn. — Joseph Shulman, son
of Max Shulman, builder of the new
800-seat Webster to be completed this
month, will have a penthouse apartment over the auditorium.

Chicago — Warners plan to open

the new Rhodes Theater by ThanksKelvinator Installations
giving, according to G. J. Singer,
In Four Chicago Houses head of the Warner maintenance deChicago — Kelvinator cooling
equipment has been installed by
Murphy & Miller, Inc., in the following Chicago theaters: Jackson
Park, California, New Strand and
the White Palace.
Very few Chicago theaters will
lack air-conditioning next season,
according to E. J. Bertrand, sales
manager.

Seven Trane Installations
Trane Air Conditioning units have
been installed recently in the Harris, Dubois, Pa.; Rivoli, Monmouth,
111.; Mount Jackson, Mount Jackson, Va.; Circle, Detroit; Tivoli,
Michigan City, Ind.; Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Cal.; and the New Mannington, Mannington, W. Va., the
company announces.

partment. Equipment includes 1,449
Ideal chairs, Todd oil heating system, RCA sound equipment, Simplex heads, Ashcraft lamps, Bigelow-Sanford and Crestwood floor
coverings, Whiteway neon signs and
General Electric air-conditioning
system.
The front of the house will be
trimmed in macotta made by the
Mahl Co. The ticket booth will be
of stainless steel and indirect lighting will be featured in the lobby.
Architects are Rapp and Rapp.

New RCA Ohio Sales
Cleveland — J. M. Mullin, RCA
manager here, reports sales of RCA
sound equipment to the following
theaters: McKinley, Niles; State,
Shelby; Main, Columbus; Tivoli,
Cleveland; Moreland, Cleveland.

Motiograph Sales Closed
Detroit — Burton London's Courtesy Theater is installing new Motiograph sound equipment. Other
sales of Motiograph projectors and
Brenkert Enarc lamps were made
by McArthur Theater Equipment
Co. to the Roosevelt, Piccadilly,
Uptown, and Avalon Theaters.

$150,000 W. Va. Project

Cincinnati — Ferd Middleberg,
Logan, W. Va., who is installing new
seats in his Logan theater, has purchased a lot for $90,000, on which
he plans to erect a 1,000-seat theater at an approximate cost of
$150,000.

"ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN"
Your theatre will "go to town" loo if you cover the floors
with luxurious-looking, long-wearing Alexander Smith
Carpel — the carpet used in the majority of the country's
most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

THE
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(Continued from

Chicago — Air-conditioning contracts closed here in the first nine
months of 1937 set a new all-time
record, both in number of installations and capacity, it is announced
by the Commonwealth Edison Corp.
Contracts for 549 installations were
made, as against 398 in the first
nine months of 1936, an increase of
38 per cent. Capacity aggregated
11,367 horsepower, compared with
7,099 horsepower in the like period
last year, a gain of 60 per cent.
Large increment of the installations
were those made in film houses.

Remodel Detroit Theater
Third Time In 27 Years
Detroit — Samuel Ackerman's East
Side Theater has been reopened after the third complete remodeling,
in the 27 years he has operated this
neighborhood theater — others were
in 1917 and 1924. Roof has been
raised to give better sound effect.
Installations include: Two SuperSimplex projectors, Peerless high
intensity copper oxide rectifiers,
fixtures*
and Theater
Daelyte
screen, allcarpets,
by National
Supply Co., 650 upholstered seats by
American Seating Co., all electrical
work by Jackson Gregory Electric
Co., marquee by Long Sign Co.,
blended brown and yellow macotta
front by Art Metalon, all glasswork
by Schroeder Paint and Glass Co.,
ventilating in new section by Arrow
Roofing Co., plumbing and heating
bv Charles Braun and the general
contractor was the Adler Contracting Co.

Reizenstein in New Post
Chicago — H. S. Reizenstein, formerly manager of the advertising
department of Westinghouse Electric Co., has been appointed contact
manager of the international division.

-

Motiograph

Installations

Morton, Wash.— A. G. Pechia will
build a movie theater here from
plans by .Architect D. W. Hilborn of
Vancouver

New Clarkston Project
Clarkston, Wash. — A new theater
costing $35,090, and seating 600,
will be built here by Mrs. Mary
Pulver of Lewiston, Ida.

5)

Detroit — The new Beverly Theater, 1,500-seat house opened by Barney Kilbride, circuit owner, is the
second theater in Detroit to have
special equipment for the hard-ofhearing, with 39 seats equipped
with Western Electric Sudiphone
sets. Over 200 persons have already
been enrolled as steady customers
for these special seats.
The new Beverly has unique yearIN practice the reflector takes a little more space; has a light loss from round air conditioning unit installed
the shadowing of the carbon holders, and allows more heat to get by Brodie & Son, with mechanical
refrigeration sold by Edgar A. Kinthrough the film gate.
ney, former assistant general manLosses in the condenser are due to absorption in the glass and reager of Allied Theaters of Michiflection at free surfaces. Condenser systems today require a larger
gan, who is now with Simplex Encarbon than is needed for the reflector arc, but this fact is due to the
gineering Corp. The mechanical refrigerating unit, the first of its kind
practical limit of condenser size, fixed by the glass available, and not
in Detroit, consists of two Baker
to any optical property of the condenser itself.
60-ton compressors, driven by naColor projection requires that the projection lens provide an equal
tural gas used as fuel for two Ford
sharpness of detail for all colors. The Cinephor and Super Cinephor, V-8
tion. motors with special carburebeautifully corrected for both spherical and chromatic aberration, have
House is modernistic, in red, mabeen designed to provide covering power, critical definition, color corroon and blue as predominating
rection and the ability to project a wide angular field.
colors. Other major installations
Maximum of light on the screen and sharpness of detail in the include: Irwin full upholstered seats,
picture are still the problems the designer of optics for projection must Whitney carpeting, Western Electric Mirrophonic sound, Simplex
meet whether for color or black and white.
projectors, Brenkert Enarc lamps,
(Editor's Note: This is second of a series discussing color problems.
Others anil follcnv.)
tapestry and stage work by Twin
City Scenic Co., and front and marquee by Walker & Co.
Great States Will Erect
|Studio Theater, St. Louis
A parking lot for 1,000 cars more
Seventh House In Peoria Capacity May Be Doubled than takes care of the house capacity of 1,500. Cooperative operaSt. Louis — The Studio Theater,
Peoria, 111. — Great States Circuit
tion allows the lot to be used jointis planning to build its seventh the- recently taken over by Greenman
ly with
ater here. Newest house will be Theaters, Inc., may be enlarged to
hood in merchants
the daytime.in the neighborthe Bradley, named in honor of double its present 600-seat capacity.
Louis J. Mitchell, 12 years with
Bradley College. A site has been Harry Greenman, head of the cir- the Munz Circuit, and lately manaselected on Main St. and plans are
cuit, announces that he is considerger of the Century Theater, joins
ing plans to increase the number of Kilbride as house manager, with
being drawn by Pereira & Pereira,
architects. The Bradley will have a seats to 1,200 and to add five stores Harold V. Munz, a son of the head
and shops to the building.
seating capacity of 1,200.
of the circuit, resuming manageGreenman is reported to be dickment of the Centm-y after being
ering
for
other
theaters
in
eastern
Remodel In Harrisburg
out of show business for two years.
Mississippi and southern Illinois, as
Harrisburg, Pa. — Work of reno- well as in St. Louis.
Remodel at St. Johns
vating the closed Majestic Theater
is expected to be completed by the
New
Front
Entrance
St. Johns, Mich. — The Clinton
Christmas holidays. Present plans
Miami, Fla. — The Olympia theater Theater here has been completely
call for new seats, floors, screen,
has had its face lifted and a new remodeled by Case Beechler. New
sound, front and a new box-office.
Cost of remodeling is estimated at front entrance created, making ac- equipment, furnished by McArthuv
cess to the offices on the second floor Theater Equipment Co., include
$60,000.
more
lamps, sound.
Motiograph projectrance. direct from the theater en- Brenkert
tors and RCA

section and placed behind the arc in such a way that the arc crater is
at the near focus of the ellipse while the film is at the far focal point.
In all types of lamps the end result is the same when the design
is a good one. An image of the arc crater is formed on the film of
sufficient size to cover the picture area. There is no fundamental reason to expect better illumination from reflectors than from condensers,
when both are equally well
* worked
* out.*
*

, New Orleans — Louisiana Theater
Equipment Co. has made a deal with
Renovate Galion Theater
Corp. to inthe Saenger Theaters ph
Galion, O. — The Ohio Theater
machines
stall several Motiogra
here is undergoing complete renoin that circuit's houses.
vation in preparation for reopening

A. G. Pechia Will Build

Page

Minnix Installs New Sound

Cincinnati — O. J. Minnix has installed new sound equipment in his
soon, it is announced by P. E. Es- Southland
theater at London, Ky.
sick and M. S. Fine, the owners.

Historic JLima House to Be Reopened
Lima, O. — The Faurot Opera House, known half a century ago as one of the finest
playhouses west of the Alleghenies, will reopen on Nov. 15, following redecoration, announced Matt Wolfe, Cleveland district manager for Warner Bros., who hold a lease.
The 1,400-sear house, dark for years, is in American Renaissance style. Opera house,
with its magnificent room of parquette, circles, balconies, and Persian boxes, was
started in 1881, when Lima was a booming metropolis in the center of a rich and
fast-developing oil region.

New Mode In Signs
Milwaukee,
With thesigns
removal of the Wis.
75-foot— vertical
atop the Palace and Wisconsin theaters here, Fox is replacing them
with modern horizontal signs along
the roofs of new canopies on the
theaters.

New Camden Opened
New
— Smalley's
N. Y. has
Camden,
reopened after
Theater
Camden
d
ly
a
at
remodele
complete
being
cost of $20,000.
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Australian Distributors in Anti-Giveatvays move
Sydney (By Cable) — Representatives of Australian distributors have taken up with the
Film Board of Trade a clause in new contracts to halt the policy of giveaways in theaters. The move was made despite present litigation to determine whether or not the
one shilling minimum admission clause has the power to prevent giveaways.

lea-

Ambassador Picture Deal
RCA's Nine-Months' Net
Shows Gain of 232 Per Cent
for Financing Reported Set
(Continued from Page

1)

847,383.71 for the first nine months
of 1936, a gain of approximately 232
per cent.
Following a special meeting of
RCA's board held yesterday, President David Sarnoff announced these
dividends had been declared:
(a) On the outstanding shares of
$3.50 Cumulative Convertible First
Preferred Stock, 87% cents per
. W. Allied Marks Time
share for the period from Oct. 1
to Dec. 31, payable Dec. 21, to the
)n N. D. Theater "Divorce' holders
of record stock at the close
(Continued from Page 1)
of business Dec. 3.
(b) On the outstanding shares of
Iswer, filed in mid-October, was
epared by a legal staff which in- "B" Preferred stock, $31.25 per
ided Louis B. Schwartz and John share for the period from Oct. 1,
Devaney, counsel for Northwest 1931, to Dec. 31, 1937, payable Dec.
lied, and Abram F. Myers, general 21, to the holders of record of such
10.
stock
at the close of business Dec.
unsel for Allied States.
It was reported here yesterday
(c) On the outstanding shares of
at Northwest Allied's counsel at
esent is taking no part in the di- Common Stock, 20 cents per share,
rce fight, the halt being linked payable on Dec. 21, to the holders
sth Minneapolis conferences by of such stock at the close of business Nov. 12.
ra. and NWA representatives now
progress and looking to a settle•mt of the "buyers strike" in this Strike Involving 200
■ritory.
FP-C Theaters Threatens
[n some quarters here, it was felt
it if an agreement was reached in
(Continued from Page 1)
nneapolis, the effect might extend
advice from G. E. Browne, union
the divorce litigation as well.
president, that unless Famous Players settle with the local in Winni>C Keeps Screen Credit
peg, a general strike order will be

With IATSE Symbol Added
(Continued from Page

1)

ration seal in the lower left-hand
~ner, credit of the American Soty of Cinematographers will not
i changed, it has been learned.
Under terms of a contract in ef|t until 1939, the ASC mention
er cameramen's names will be
intained. Decision to include
TSE credit is retroactive to Oct.

"U" Closes CC Deal

Universal closed a product deal
s week with the Consolidated cirt in New York City, for its 1937I output.
Consolidated
owns 22
ises.

SICK REPORT
■Louis Weber, legal counsel for
Spuras Theaters Corp., is in New
1o rk
Hospital, recovering from an
ration.
/aul Dullzell, executive secretary
ll treasurer of Actors Equity, is
'at
nza. his home with intestinal in-

"The Barrier"
with

{Continued from Page 1)

iriod of 1936, and we expect that
'erage to hold up, and possibly be
ttered before the end of the year",
•henck said.
"However, this rise in our gross
ke can not be considered in the
>ht that our net will be as high,
cause rapidly mounting producm costs and other expenditures
at the motion picture industry has
en forced to shoulder will miniize this gain", he added.

«REVI6UJS»

Such a strike, according to E.
granted." of Winnipeg, president,
Turner
would affect about 200 theaters controlled by FP-C throughout Canada.
The dispute in Winnipeg concerns
employment of union members in
five local theaters, two of which declined Sept. 1 to renew contracts
with the International union, signing agreements instead with the
One Big Union. The other theaters
also have signed contracts with the
dealt with the projectionists' local
of the All-Canadian Congress of
Labor, which local was subsequently
absorbed by the International.
A two-hour strike Oct. 6 by members of the International union employed in 17 Winnipeg theaters of
Famous Players and its subsidiary,
Western Theaters, Ltd., ended in a
temporary truce, under the agreement that International projectionists in two theaters were to be reinstated or paid, until J. J. Fitzgibbons, FP-C official, reached the
city to negotiate further.

(Continued from Page

1)

last night, The Film Daily learned
exclusively yesterday.
Conn now plans a 16-feature program, including four Kermit Maynard musical westerns, four Gene
Austin outdoor musicals, four
Frankie Darro vehicles, two Jack
London exploitation specials, "Sweethearts in Swingtime," co-starring
Donald Novis and Grace Bradley,
and "Strongarm Squad" with Lyle
Talbot and Wynne Gibson. Cameras
roll on the first Nov. 15.
Conn is on the verge of closing a
deal for full foreign distribution
with a company which is to establish headquarters in Paris, it was
said. Fitelson & Mayer have been
retained as attorneys.

Iowa-Neb. Allied Critical
of Screen Players on Air
(Continued from Page 1)

duction of admissions. Conditions
were termed better in Iowa than in
Nebraska, due to crop failures.
M. R. Blair, Cedar Falls, Iowa,
was elected new vice-president and
director. O. A. B. Hilton, Sioux
City, also is a new director. Charles
Peterson, Hampton, Iowa, was reelected secretary.
Resolutions opposed: change of
aperture plates as too expensive;
promotion of theaters by exchanges
in competition with independents;
production of "C" and "D" pictures;
publication of box office figures or
giving out of this information by
checkers.
Resolutions favored: entire National Allied legislative program;
and present moral tone of pictures,
as distinct improvement over trend
a year ago.

Building Service Union
Signs Prim Garden Pact

Conclusion of the second contract
within three days by Local 54,
Building Service Employees, brings
Broadway de luxers up as next on
the negotiation program, according
to Lou Conway, union chief. Palm
Garden Theater yesterday signed a
pact which grants $6 raises to union
members, a closed shop and a 6-day
week. Mrs. Lillian Binday represented the house, and Conway, the
union.
Embracing porters, janitors,
watchmen and superintendents, the
Law Offices Moved
Local claims jurisdiction over those
H. William Fitelson, Bertram A. workers in amusement and cultural
Mayers and I. J. London of Fitelson buildings. Cinema Circuit Wednesday signed an agreement providing
& Mayers, film attorneys and general counsels, have moved their of- 25 per cent wage increase, 6-day
fices from 1619 Broadway to 608 week and closed shop. Strike against
Fifth Ave. New headquarters are the Tompkins Theater, Brooklyn, is
on the ninth floor.
currently being waged.

Leo

Carrillo, Jean
James Ellison
Paramount
(SEATTLE
INTERESTING
CLASS A
BE WELL

Parker,
90

mins.

PREVIEW)
AND

FARE FINELY
RECEIVED.

SUSPENSEFUL
ACTED

SHOULD

Harryof Sherman
made into
Rexa Beach's
drama
the Northhas
Woods
picture
which should be well received by regular
audiences. Its classification is class A
fare. The first quality deserving of mention is the beautiful locations. George
Barnes has put them on the screen so that
their full value is realized. Next the
players headed by Leo Carrillo who portrays
the happy fur trader Poleon in a most
gratiating manner. The scene in which
impersonates the young army officer
tell Jean of his love, is a masterpiece.

inhe
to
As

the sweet, innocent, supposed half-breed
ever bubbling over with life, Jean Parker
is ideal. Too, she has never photographed
more lovely. James Ellison gives distinction to the role of the handsome young
lieutenant with whom she falls in love.
Robert Barrat is splendid in a role which he
handles with fine restraint. Comical antics
make Andy Clyde's work most enjoyable.
Carrying the other important roles very
capably are Sara Haden, Otto Kruger and
Addison Richards. Bernard Schubert's
screenplay develops the characters in an
interesting manner and the situations are
handled so that suspense is ever present.
Leslie Selander did a swell job on direction,
gaining performances that stand out and a
tempo that never lets down. Jean Parker
falls in love with James Ellison, the army
lieutenant, but believing that the girl is a
half-breed, James hesitates about marriage. Loving the girl, too, is Leo Carrillo,
everybody's friend. When James turns her
down, Jean offers herself in marriage to
Leo, who realizes that he could never win
her true love. Desiring that Jean have the
happiness that she is entitled to, Robert
Barrat goes to James and tells the story of
how the girl's mother married the other
man and when she was found dead had
taken the child and sheltered her. Accused of having murdered the mother, he
had been hunted ever since. He finally
landed in this Alaskan settlement where
Otto Kruger had come in search of gold.
The latter turns out to be the girl's father
and in a fight, Barrat kills him in self-defense. The fact that Jean is a white girl
clears the way for her wedding to James,
and the happy Carrillo goes on his way.
Cast: Leo Carrillo, Jean Parker, James
Ellison, Robert Barrat, Otto Kruger, Andy
Clyde, Addison Richards, Sara Haden, J. M.
Kerrigan, Sally Martin, Fernando Alvarado,
Alan Davis.
Producer, Harry Sherman; Director, Leslie
Selander; Author, Rex Beach; Screenplay,
Bernard Schubert; Additional Sequences and
added dialogue by Harrison Jacobs, Mordaunt Shairp; Cameraman, George Barnes,
ASC; Art Director, Lewis Rachmil; Editors,
Thomas Neff, Robert Warwick; Sound,
Earl C. Sitar; Musical Direction, Boris
Morros; Musical Score, Maurice Lawrence;
Music and Lyrics by Jack Stern and Harry
Tobias.
Direction,

Swell

Photography,

Tops.
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need no longer rely upon

approximate copies of original negatives.
They can have true facsimiles, completely
adequate for every purpose. Because the
use of Eastman Fine-Grain Duplicating
Films readily leads to duplicates that are
actually indistinguishable from originals.
Every production needs this insurance.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort
Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)
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m ADMjSH PRICE JUMP POSSIBLE -J. ||CHENCK
'Armistice"
Declared,
Peace Near in N. 20th-Century-Fox
W. "Strike"
Executive
Week's Gross Gives V. A. 18-Year High
Jlied Unit
to Act
Upon
Committee's
This WeekReport
Minneapolis — Following the precemt set by the UMPTO in Philailphia, Northwest Allied has cleared a week's "armistice" in its
buyers' strike" against Paramount.
Decision to that effect was anranced Saturday by Al Steffes,
illowing a meeting with Paraount representatives on Friday.
Settlement terms, paralleling
lose ratified last week by the
MPTO, will be presented this week
Northwest Allied by a commite of three — Ben Friedman, Hard Kaplan and Steffes — with recnmendation that they be adopted,
is understood.

B STUDIO 3 MONTHS
AHEAD OF SGHEDUU

'

Thinks Public Would

A new weekly high in gross intake in actual cash for the 18 years of its existence
was reported Saturday for the week ending Nov. 5 by United Artists. In general distribution of pictures and number of theaters which exhibited UA releases, a new
mark was established,
it was said.

Accept Advance

Y-PIX BUYING

KUYKENDALL DALLAS
PLAN SUCCEEDS-GB CONFAB CLOSES TOUR
An experimental trip from which
he has just returned has convinced
Arthur Greenblatt, Gaumont British
eastern manager, that the new GB
picture-by-picture buying plan is
"on the right track."
Greenblatt, back after a week in
the field, said that bookings
on
(Continued on Page 7)

THE
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Ed

Kuykendall, MPTOA president, winds up his western tour tomorrow and Wednesday when he
confers with exhibitor leaders in
the Dallas territory. It was believed
at his New York office that he would
stop in Memphis before continuing
to his home in Columbus, Ga. Al(Continued on Page 7)

IN REVIEW

"I believe that it is possible to
raise admission prices up to 25 per
cent above their present level, with
the public accepting this boost cheerfully, as it has always been willing
to pay for what it has wanted in
the past," Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the 20th-Fox board, stated
in an interview with a Film Daily
reporter.
"The recognition of exhibitors
that it is essential to raise admission prices, form the standpoint of
our company,
is the most significant
(Continued on Page 3)

MPTO OF OKLAHOMA
OPENS MEET TODAY

20th-Fox Gross Rising— English "War" Talk
■By GEORGE H. MORRIS-

Oklahoma City — Full program and
details of the annual convention of
DOMESTIC
FOREIGN
the Theater Owners of Oklahoma,
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Cable advises on Wednesday told Inc., has been announced. ConvenHollywood — The Warner Studios
Joseph M. Schenck, 20th Centurytion will be held at Biltmore Hotel
Burbank currently have twenty Fox' board chairman, told The Film the stage was set for a "war" by
November 8th and 9th.
latures completed and awaiting re- Daily in an interview on Friday British exhibs and producers on
First day features talks by Morris
ase. Several of them are in the that his company will gross between American distributors, with John
tnds of the cutters. This total five and six million dollars more Maxwell, head of ABP, leading on- Lowenstein,
president;
(Continued
on Page Ed10) M. Kuyits the studio at least three months than last year. Business, he said,
slaught.
Large
deputation
of
ex(Continued on Page 3)
for the first 40 weeks of 1937 has
hibs, producers and unions waited
been 12 to 15 p.c. better than the on Eustace Stanley, president of the Republic Biz Running 25%

onn. Bank Night Test
Case Before New Judge

iMiddletown, Conn. — Judge Alfred
Baldwin's failure to take action
'. the case of State vs. Ernest Dou, Bank Night "test" case, before
(Continued on Page 3)

400,000 Saw "Zola"

Rolling up approximately 400,000 paid
, admissions
during
its 12 weeks
at the
Life
IHollywood Theater, Warners' "The
of Emile Zola" finally closed its roadshow run there last night. Pix, accordi ing to the company, was withdrawn
ft only because of subsequent run commitft ments in the Metropolitan area. Holly\ wood, to be maintained as a roadshow
j house, will be made available to other
companies, Warners said Saturday.

(Continued

on Page

10)

Better, Declares Vincent

U A Announces Exhibs. Generally
Will Start Price Rise With "Polo

Republic's current business is approximately 25 per cent ahead of
the
corresponding period last year,
//
Walter Vincent, president, said Saturday. Not only is the volume of
business bigger,
prices
(Continued but
on Pagebetter
7)

SAG Secretary to Speak
Much discussed and long anticipated boost in nation-wide, first-run
At A F of R A Tonight admission
prices will be inaugurated
Ken Thomson, executive secretary of the Screen Actors' Guild,
was to arrive in New York yesterday from the Coast for discussions with Mrs. Florence -Marston, SAG eastern representative,
concerning enforcement of contracts,
(Continued on Page 7)

Christmas week with the release of
Samuel Goldwyn's "The Adventures
of Marco Polo," it was announced
Saturday by United Artists.
Exhibitors
playing
the picture
generally have agreed to advance
their scales, it is understood.
Effect
of the day-and-date up in prices is
(Continued on Page 7)

"Double Feature"9

Detroit — When fire broke out in the
men's room of the Lakewood Theater,
east side house, the cool head of manager William C. Cuensche hit on a hot,
and panic-averting idea. He calmly
stopped the projector and invited the
audience, numbering about 500, to turn
around and watch how the firemen
worked
the extinguishers.
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♦ FOREIGN

NEW

YORK

STOCK

LANGUAGE

♦ FUTURE

Boots and Saddles
(Republic
Pictures) — Nov. 6
Hurricane
(United
Artists-Goldwyn) — Nov. 9 (d)
It's Love I'm After
(Warner
Bros.) — Nov. 10
Murder
on Diamond
Row
(UA-Korda) — Nov.
11
Ordynat
Michorowski
(Cent.
Polish Films) — Nov.
Feu Mathias Pascal (French M. P. Co.) — Nov. 19
52nd
Street
(United
Artists-Wanger)
(c)
Ebb-Tide
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
The Firefly
(M-G-M)
(c-b)
5/8
Second
Honeymoon
(20th
Century-Fox)
(c)
Love Is on
'/4 the Air (Warner Bros.) (a)
Stage
Door
(RKO
Radio)
(a-b)
(b) Subsequent run.

St.

Cinema

14

(c) Follows current bill.

Filmarte
Squire
Belmont
Playhouse
Cameo
de Paris
President
President

High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
15
14%
145/8
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 16
15V2
15%
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd... 8
73,4
73,4
East. Kodak
158
156]/2 158
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
133/4
133/4
133/4
Loew's,
Inc
60
563^
5714
do pfd
Paramount
14'/8
13l/2
13%
Paramount 1st pfd... 101 V4
99y4
99V4
Paramount 2nd pfd.. l2i/2
12V4
12y4
Pathe
Film
RKO
SVi
SVb
SVa
20th
Cent.-Fox
.... 23%
223/4
2234
20th
Cent.-Fox
pfd. 283/4
283/4
283/4
Univ. Pict. pf
Warner
Bros
&Va
13A
73A
do pfd
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww
99
98%
99

Chg.
Net

%

Globe
Astor
Strand
Rialto
Belmont
Cinema de Paris
Rivoli
Paramount
Capitol
Roxy
Palace
Palace
(d) Two-a-day run.

''vi Rites Held for
Conn to Set Ambassador
Funeral
3 Witmark Crash Victims
Financing Deal Tomorrow

2%

Funeral services were held yesterday afternoon at 2 p.m. in Walter
B. Cooke Funeral Home, 117 West
72d St., for Danny McBeth of Wit511/
mark & Son, Warner music sub4
%Va
sidiary, who was killed in an automobile accident late last Thursday
night near Rhinelander, N. Y.
Also killed in the mishap were two
other of his fellow members of the
- % Witmark staff, William Kelly and
Alex Giannini. Funeral services for
the former will be held this morning at 10 o'clock in Waters' Funeral
Home, 2597 Grand Concourse, and
for the latter at 11 a.m. today in
the Church of the Holy Family,
Bronx.
The three were en route from New
— Va York to view the opening of a new
show at the New Kenmore Hotel,
— % Albany, when the automobile left
— "Vb the road suddenly and struck a tree.

Final details of financing deal
providing full backing for a 16-picture, 1938-39 program by Ambassador Pictures are to be set by Maurice Conn, Ambassador chief, and
officials of Continental Film Industries tomorrow morning.
Announcement of a foreign distribution arrangement is expected
at the same time. Conn reported
the following American rights to
his new line-up: the Lefton brothers, of the Monarch exchange, are
to handle Ambassador productions
in Pittsburgh; Louis Korson, of AmPar. B'way
3s 55.. 63 >/2 63 >/2 63V2
basador Pictures of Pennsylvania, in
Par. Picts. 6s 55
RKO
6s41
Philadelphia, and Ed Boreth of the
same exchange in Washington; Lee
Warner's
6s39
82y2
82
82
NEW YORK CURB
MARKET
Goldberg, of Big Feature Rights,
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Indianapolis and Cincinnati; Harry
Grand
National
....
1 14
VA
1 }A
Segal, of Ambassador Pictures of
Monogram
Picts
Mass. Tele Institute
New England, will handle New EngSonotone
Corp
1%
1%
1%
land; H. C. Bissell and Ed Linehan,
Technicolor
18%
173/8
173/8
Plans Demonstration of Ambassador
Trans-Lux
3
3
3
Pictures of NorthUniversal Picts
Boston — The Massachusetts TeleOhio; Miss Ann
O'Donnell, ernofOhio,Ambassador
Pictures
of
Ames Memorial Service
vision Institute, under the supervision of Robert Rutherford, plans a Michigan, Detroit, and Melvin
Memorial service for Winthrop
Hirsch, of Ambassador Pictures of
Ames was held yesterday in the public demonstration within two New York, in New York.
weeks.
Complete
equipment
has
alChurch of Transfiguration, New
ready been installed. Televised picYork.
tures will be of the 441 line interlace
scanning type.
New D. C. Tax Ruling

Big Kent Drive Biz.
A TRAILER ON
EVERY PICTURE
Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
6S0 9th Ava., N. Y. C.
General
Mgr.

Twelfth week of the annual Sydney R. Kent sales drive, at 20thFox, ended last week with one-third
of the total sales force turning in
their full minimum for the entire
15 weeks, it was said at the home
office.

JOHN D. CLARK, 20th-Fox general mana:,
of
ton distribution,
yesterday. arrived in New York from Bco
MARGOT CRAHAME
Netherlands.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

is staying at the Sheii

MARK HELLINCER and CLADYS GLAD I
wife, sailed Saturday on the Santa Elena 1
California, where he takes over his new pc
at Warners on arrival.

KENNETH
to the Coast
on

DAILY

Washington — Federal levy on admissions to theaters in the District
of Columbia and gasoline taxes are
the only excise taxes which may be
deducted from the District's gross
receipts tax, Assessor Fred D. Alder. len ruled Saturday in a formal or-

HOWELL, 20th-Fox
this Friday.

ROLAND YOUNG and MISCHA
the Normandie
today.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON,
eastern manager, arrives in New
DAVID
from the

♦

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)

cominc mid coin

HERB CROOKER, Warner publicity direct,
leaves
in
two today
weeks. for the Coast. He will retu :

♦

55th

OPENINGS

H

Theater
Strand
Capitol
Paramount
Music
Hall
Rivoli
Roxy
Rialto
Criterion
Central
Globe
Palace
Palace

FEATURES

Mayerling
(Pax
Film) — 9th week
Green
Fields (Yiddish
film) — 5th week
Lucrezia
Borgia
(European
Film Corp.) — 4th week
Club de Femmes
(Mayer-Burstyn) — 3rd week
The Return of Maxim
(Amkino) — 2nd week
An Leva de Gamla
Sudar
(Scandinavian
film)
Les Amours de Toni (French film) (a-b)
The Last Night
(Amkino)
(a-b)

(a) Dual bill.

(QUOTATIONS

Parade

Picture
and Distributor
The Perfect Specimen
(Warner
Bros.) — 2nd week
Conquest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Angel
( Paramount
Pictures)
The Awful Truth
(Columbia
Pictures)
Lancer Spy (20th Century-Fox)
Heidi
(20th
Century-Fox)
Trapped
by C-Men
(Columbia
Pictures)
Hold 'Em, Navy
(Paramount
Pictures)
Renfrew of the Royal Mounted
(Crand
National)
Some
Blondes
Are
Dangerous
(Universal)
Life Begins
in College
(20th
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Jones Family in Hot Water
(20th Century-Fox)
(a)

MILNE
Coast,

player, gc
AUER

arri

20th-Fox f
York today.

and MRS. MILNE arrive tod
on the California.

SAM WOOD and MRS. WOOD sailed for t
urday.
Coast on the Santa Elena Saturday.
W. ROTHAKER and W. H. KIDSTON al
sailed for California on the Santa Elena Sa
MRS. today.
MAX REINHARDT
mandie

is due on the Nc

MAX FACTOR and DAVIS FACTOR
New
York
today
on the Normandie.

arrive

JEAN GACON DE CAVAIGNAC, president
Cavaignac Films; PIERRE MONTEUX, M. I
ABRAVNOL, ERICH LEINSDORF, MARITA FAi
RELL and MR. FARRELL, JACQUES FEVRII
and
NANCY today.
MONTEUX are also due in on H
Normandie
CEORCE ARLISS and MRS. ARLISS, H
Highness, the RENEE OF SARAWAK, and MAi
KENZIE WARD, English actor, are due on t
Aquitania
tomorrow.
WALTER VINCENT, Republic executive, r
turns to New York from the south tomorroARTHUR
GREENBLATT,
eastern
sales ma
ager western
for GB, exchanges.
leaves tomorrow
for a tour
■
the
EVERITT,
of Time," arriv
at TOM
Hollywood
todayof on"March
The Chief.
CHARLES WILK, Syracuse fire marshal ai
liaison officer between City Hall and tl
Rialto, leaves New York for Syracuse today.

George Fuller Sells Fairhope
Theater to Nahrgang Bro:

New Orleans — George Fulk
Fairhope, Ala. exhibitor Saturda
reported he had sold his theater t
R. and C. Nahrgang who take ove |
shortly. Speculation was immediat*
ly rife as to the effect, if any, upo
Fuller's anti-trust suits again;
two Saenger executives and seve
majors.

Philco Leases N. Y. Space

Philco Radio and Television Cor,
has leased a floor in 374 Secon"
Ave., N. Y. C, according to aij
announcement.
■■i

CAN YOU USE!!
An EXECUTOR whose KNOWLEDGE and
THOROUGH EXPERIENCE in Picture and
Theatrical Production and Radio fields
ASSISTANT.
QUALIFY him

to

be

an

EXECUTIVE'S

Substantiated affadavits as to CHARACTER,
IT-IVENESS.
INTECRITY, CAPABILITY and STICK-TOAddress
Box 1049
1501 Broadway
THE
FILM
DAILY
New York, N. Y.
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hARNER-LUGKY STRIKE
DEAL STILL PENDING
fleports, current on the Coast,
t the pending Warner Bros,
lerican Tobacco Co. Lucky Strike
I C radio show deal had been cons' imated were called "premature"
a the company's home office here
S urday. Deal has been on the
since late September,
ood,
'erms,
is underst
proe that itWB
talent andnowcertain
duction facilities will be exclusy available to the American Toco Co. Contemplated show will
an hour, it is understood, with
p ns calling for production by Jack
E lyan and Tom MacAvity of Lord
4 Thomas.
Dick Powell is to be

Virner Studios Three
Months Ahead of Schedule
(Continued from Page 1)
ad of schedule,
with
10 more
;ures soon to be completed.
he completed pictures are:
Highway Pirates" with Beverly
R erts, Dick
Purcell,
and Gloria
Bidell; "Blondes At Work" with
j ida Farrell
and
Barton
MacL e; "Penrod and His Twin BrothI with the Mauch Twins; "Women
i Like That" starring Kay Frani with
Pat
O'Brien
and
Ralph
Iv 1Des;
"Too Much
Dolores
CostelloOf Everything"
and Bonita
'j nville; "Accidents Will Happen"
v' i Ronald
Reagan
and
Gloria
J idell; "The Patient In Room 18"
I i Ann
Sheridan
and
Patric
I wles;
"Tovarich,"
co-starring
I idette Colbert and Charles BoyI ''Larger Than Life" with Frank
I lugh and Jane Wyman;
"With. Warning"
with
Boris
Karloff
i: Marie Wilson; "Submarine D-l"
■1 Pat
O'Brien,
George
Brent,
Wi'Tie Morris and Doris
Weston;
' h geant
Murphy"
with
Ronald
■gan
and Mary
Maguire;
"Sh!
J Octopus" with Hugh Herbert,
i n Jenkins, and Marcia Ralston;
idence"
with
Dick
Foran
and
Ji ; Travis;
"She Loved A Firei " with
Dick
Foran
and
Ann
I Man;
"Expensive
Husbands"
I . Beverly
Roberts
and
Patric
I wles; "Missing Witnesses" with
I c i Litel, Dick Purcell and Jean
I \\ "Adventurous
Blonde"
with
I ida Farrell
and
Barton
Maces "First Lady"
starring
Kay
icis with Anita Louise, Preston
Connolly,
Verree
I' .er,
;dale, Walter
and Louise
Fazenda;
and
Love I'm After" starring Lesloward, Bette Davis and Olivia
i lavilland.

/EDDING BELLS
mver — Irving Jacobs and Miss
|e Sigman were married in
!)lo, Colo., and are honeymooni in the southwest. Jacobs is
•ict manager for Grand National
alt Lake City and Denver. They
return to Denver to live.

A

THE

25% B.O. PRICE JUMP
POSSIBLE— SGHENGK

THE'

with PHIL
•

•

•

THAT

COCKTAIL

M. DALY

party for Mark

Hellinger given by

Warners at the "21" Club
was touted as his farewell to Broadway and introduction to Hollywood
Mark is going out to Hollywood to do a few odd chores of supervising, producing, writing and
mebbe acting
but after looking over the mob of pals around him
at the party, who represented
Sports, Literature, Art, Amusements,
Politics, it gave us an idea
we immediately spilled it in Mister
Hellinger's

ear

he

said

"Phil,

I think

you've

got

something

T
T
T
•there.• " •
WE POINTED out to Mister Hellinger that his pals
were the authorities in their various rack — er— activities
all he had to do was assign stenogs to take down their life experiences and when the millions of reams of typewritten
copy had been sent to him at the studio
he would have
Inside Stuff on any type of picture the studio wanted to produce
then he could turn the material over to the hack script
writers
stick his name on as Producer, Director, Author
and practically run the studio as a One-Man
Writing
Syndicate
it's silly for a producer to pay out good dough
to a couple of hundred authors when a well organized Syndicate
can do the work
T
T
T
• •
•
LOOK AT the type of Talent that Mark Hellinger can line
up!
here are just a few of scores of celebs who are his close
friends
these were present at the party, and can deliver film
material as noted
limmie Walker, In-And-Out of Politics
George Jean Nathan, Sex Problems, Culture, the Intellectual Life
Dick Merrill, Air Authority (Very Important: with the studios up in the
air most of the time, this type of specialist is invaluable.)
Jimmie
Johnston, for a Fight Film (it has never been done before in films, that
is, not the Real Inside story of the ring. Jimmie knows it, but would he
dare to tell?)
George M. Cohan, the Patriot, authority on flagwaving
then that li'l group of Broadway
Columnists, Walter
Winchell, Dan Walker,
Louis Sobol, Leonard
Lyons
as we
started to extol their merits as writing material. Mister Hellinger said
brusquely: "Skip 'em. What in 'ell do you suppose I'm goin' to Hollywood to get away from?"
T
T
▼
• •
•
THEN WE came to the group of trade press mugs
present
Roy Chartier, Bill Ornstein, Al Finestone, Hank
Linet, and Our self
"This group, Mark," we said delicately,
"represent the finest — "
"Go on, Phil, go on!" said Mister
Hellinger eagerly
"Represent the finest division of Creative Writing Talent anywhere."
Mister Hellinger was looking at us suspiciously
"How come?"
We said triumphantly: "Because they take pubilicity piffle and turn it into
Entertaining Fiction"
Mister Hellinger nodded understanding^ "I get ya. This piffle you have just told me will be
your Monday kolyum."
smart feller, Mark Hellinger
T
T
T
• •
•
HURRICANE
hits Town!
it's that Sam
Goldwyn
"Hurricane"
opening tomorrow nite at the Astor Theater with
a gala list of celebs, including
George
S. Kaufman,
Moss
Hart, Ira Gershwin, Elsa Maxwell, Ben Hecht, Jack Whitney, Alexander
Korda, Grace Moore, Fredric March, David Selznick, William Brady,
Arthur Hopkins, Paul Muni, Alexander Woollcott, Fannie Hurst, Bennett
Cerf
preceding the opening, Samuel Goldwyn will give a dinner
party
World
premiere
of Paramount's
"The Barrier" at the
Paramount theater in Seattle played to turnaway biz, with a surprise
birthday cake in honor of 'Top" Sherman's birthday

(Continued from Page 1)
development in the motion picture
industry
year,"
Schenckthesaid.
Schenckthisalso
stressed
fact
that in England admission prices
ranged from 10 to 100 per cent
higher than they do here, while, at
the same time, the wage scale
abroad is in no way comparable to
the high scale paid to _the studio
workers in this country.

Conn. Bank Night Test
Case Before New Judge
(Continued from Page 1)
the expiration of his term in the
Superior Court for Middlesex County, resulted in an informal rehearing before Judge Edward J. Quinlan. Both sides presented their
cases briefly and informally and
filed papers with the Court. The
case was appealed from a Middletown City Court decision this summer, when Dorau, manager of the
Capitol, Middletown, was charged
with violating the lottery statute
and gift statute and fined $13.

Study "Flesh" Commentators
For Pix in Newsreel Houses
Newsreel theater interests were
reported Saturday considering a
plan evolved by John Eberson, theater architect of New York, and advancing the idea of using "flesh
commentators" in their houses as an
added audience attraction. Eberson's suggestion calls for personal
appearances of individuals who are
shown in newsreel shots, or are
either eye-witnesses to or authorities on the current events and happenings depicted.
Such a move, Eberson claims, will
greatly enhance the element of human interest for patrons, and, as a
consequence, boost box office revenues without adding appreciably to
the unit theater's overhead. There
would be, he points out, no necessity
for upping admission scales, since
the plan would doubtless raise attendance to a point where the additional gross gained would at least
absorb the expenditure.

Wally Simpson Short

New short subject dealing with
the Duchess of Windsor is announced
for
Inc. release by J. H. Hoffberg Co.,

DEATH RECORD
Spencer

Bettelheim

Funeral services are
Spencer Bettelheim, 39,
the Music Box Theater
see of the Lyceum, who
latter house on West
Friday night last.

pending for
treasurer of
and the lesdied in the
45th St. on

I
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lleuUws o$ the View Tiims

"A Warren
BrideHull, for
with
Anne Henry"
Nagel, Henry
Mollison,

DAILY

Claudia

Monogram

Dell
59

Mins.

AN AMUSING COMEDY WITH NOVEL
SITUATION THAT PROVIDES PLENTY
OF LAUGHS.
The eternal triangle is twisted around
in this one with amusing results. Anne
Nagel marries Warren Hull to spite her
fiance, Henry Mollison, and intends to carry on her romance with Henry during her
honeymoon, as they all go to the same
hotel. However, Hull has been in love
with her for some time and sets out on
a campaign of his own to make his wife
love him. When Miss Nagel finds out
that Hull is the most attractive man at the
resort with the feminine contingent, she
discovers that she is jealous. Mollison is
finally discarded and she leaves at the
end of the picture with her husband, and
new-found love, for a more secluded spot
where she can have exclusive call on her
husband. Hull, as the staid family lawyer
suddenly implored to marry his secret love,
gives a good performance and uses his
fine singing voice to good effect when he
sings "Paradise Isle." Miss Nagel is attractive, and turns in a capable performance, while Mollison and the rest of the
cast are adequate in what they have to
do. This is an amusing and entertaining
film that should fill the second spot on
any bill to the complete satisfaction of
any audience.
Cast: Warren Hull, Anne Nagel, Henry
Mollison, Claudia Dell, Harrison Green,
Betty Ross Clark.
Producer, Scott Dunlap; Director, William Nigh; Story, Josephine Bentham;
Screenplay, Marion Orth; Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton.
Direction, Lively. Photography, Good.

GB Sets National Release
Dates for Five New Films
Arthur A. Lee, GB Vice President
Saturday announced the setting of
national release dates on five new
productions.
"Non-Stop
New Loder,
York"
with
Anna Lee
and John
heads the list with a Nov. 17 release date. This will be followed on
Nov. 20, by "Sez O'Eeilly to MacNab," comedy co-starring Will Fyffe
and Will Mahoney.
"Look Out For Love," the first of
the two Anna Neagle starring productions on GB's new program, will
be released on Dec. 24. "Sailing
Along," the first of the new Jessie
Matthews musicals, will be available
to exhibitors about the middle of
January, and "The Girl Was Young,"
Alfred Hitchcock production starring Nova Pilbeam will come a
month later, with a tentative date
set for Feb. 17.

McCormick Will Build
Hot Springs, N. M. — Plans are
being drawn for a new 500-seat theater here for B. P. McCormick,
owner of the El Cortez Theater
here, and other theaters in Colorado.

SHORTS

"Swing It, Sailor"
with Wallace Ford, Isabel Jewell,
Grand

Ray Mayer, Mary Treen
National
63

Mins.

NAVY PICTURE OFFERS ENOUGH ACTION AND LAUGHS TO AMUSE AUDI-

ENCES.

Wallace Ford is bent on preventing his
pal, Ray Mayer, from leaving the Navy
to get married. Mayer is engaged to Isabel Jewell and intends ro get married
when the fleet gets in. Ford figures that
the only way to keep his pal in the Navy
is to disillusion him on the subject of
women. When the fleet docks, Ford conspires to get Mayer locked in the brig
and goes out with Mayer's fiancee himself
and tries to tell her that Mayer is not the
marrying kind. Mayer shows up, and Ford
backs out when he sees him coming. In
the meantime, he does a little fast work
himself and manages to date Mayer's fiancee up and borrows his money to take
her out. Mayer is a stooge for Ford in
the Navy, as he is the fleet's strongest
man and a dumb guy in the bargain, which
enables Ford to make him do all his dirty
work and fight his battles. Finally, Mayer
finds out tha this pal has been two-timing
him and a free-for-all fight ensues in a
ball-room. A few days later, on visitors'
day, Miss Jewell shows up with her friend,
Mary Treen, and when Mayer tries to hide
her dog he gets put in the brig. The fleet
sails and the two buddies are on the outs.
At target practice Mayer is hurt and left
behind accidentally in a target for the
bombing planes. Ford swims back after
him and when they come to, Mayer reenlists and everything is hunky dory. A
fair program picture that doesn't give the
capable cast a chance to do much. Ford
and Mayer carry most of the picture, with
Miss Jewell's talents submerged.
Treen adds a few laughs.

Mary

Cast: Wallace Ford, Ray Mayer, Isabell
Jewell,
Kennedy. Mary Treen, Cully Richards, Tom
Producer, Dave Diamond; Director, Raymond Cannon; Original Story and Screenplay, Dave Diamond and Clarence Marks;
Editor, Gene Milford; Cameraman, Richard
Fryer.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Fair.

Conn. MPTO and Allied
Hold Meetings Tomorrow
New Haven, Conn. — Exhibitor organizations in the territory will
both hold luncheon meetings at the
Hof Brau Haus Restaurant tomor! row. Joseph F. Reed will preside
i at the Allied Theaters of Connectij cut meeting, and Irving C. Jacocks
at the Connecticut MPTO. The
MPTO will hear a full report of the
Paramount "strike" from information received this week from the
Philadelphia Committee. Edward G.
Levy, executive secretary, will give
an analysis of the MPTOA TenPoint Plan, now being considered in
meetings all over the country.

the early packet commerce and lumbering operations trace the historical events leading to present times.
This is a government propaganda
Floyd Gibbons in
picture, but it has been well pre"Playing With Danger"
pared, expertly produced, and pre(Your True Adventures)
sents a strong lesson that should
Vitaphone
17 mins. be interesting to theater audiences
throughout the country. A fine muSwell Realistic Punch
sical score was composed by Virgil
This is the second in the Floyd Thomas and it is played by the
Gibbons series relating a true story New York Philharmonic Symphony
for which the author is presented under the direction of Alexander
with a check for $250 at the close. Smallens. The author and director
Film opens with Gibbons on the set was Pare Lorentz, with Thomas
telling the story to five young boys, Chalmers narrating the story. The
for the story concerns five youths picture was filmed by Stacey Woodward, Floyd Crosby, and Willard
who experienced the thrill adven- Alexander.
ture in question. The kids have
started out for a swim in a little
"Tuna"
cart drawn by a pony, but stop for
a lark to fool around a big water
(Paragraphics)
tank alongside the railroad. They Paramount
10 mins.
climb up, and one dares the other to
Amazing Fish Story
take a swim, and soon they are all
in on the dangerous sport. A loHere is sensational spoi-t, catchcomotive pulls up to the water towing big tuna fish, that will delight
er, and takes on a supply. As the the heart
of every fisherman. It is
water recedes, the youngsters find the last word in fishing excitement.
themselves half way down inside, Professional fishermen go out to
with no way of getting out. Finally, the southern Pacific from San Franone kid dives, and discovers a recisco in a fast motor clipper spelease valve at the bottom of the
cially built for this type of work.
tank. Two youngsters then take The fishermen, big husky chaps,
turns diving, holding open the valve, stand lined up at the side of the
till finally
they heads
can stand
bot- boat with enormous poles and spetom with their
above onwater.
cial lines, with small sea bass as
The kick is in the thrills of the pre- bait. They strike three different
carious situation, and also when the schools of tuna. The final haul nets
smallest kid is evidently drowned. fish weighing over 200 pounds. The
But the ride back in the little cart monsters are so heavy that three
jolts the water out of his lungs, men rig their fishing tackle on one
and he is saved by a miracle. This hook, and as the tuna is hooked,
is the youngster who years later they give a mighty heave and send
receives the check prize for his True the giant flashing through the air
Adventure. It is well handled onto the boat deck. Scores of giant
throughout, and carries the punch tuna are thus caught before your
of realism.
eyes, as fast as they can pull them
in.
Alois Havrilla does the exciting
narration.
"The River"
U. S. Government
30 mins.
"From the Minuet to the
Strong Human Interest Value
The changes in the Mississippi
(Headliners)
River and the vast river valley since
11 mins.
white settlement began comprise Paramount
the subject matter in the new film
Pop Dance
Routines
Big Apple"
prepared by the Farm Security AdGroup dancing is the subject matministration. Dramatically presentter, presented in a very lively maned, the film gives strong arguments
ner by a band that leads off with
for soil conservation, flood control
and resettlement. Going back to the
pop songs such as "Moonglow" ami
planting of cotton before the Civil "Organgrinder's Swing," in a medley of numbers composed by Will
War the picture traces an accurate
historical series of events that gov- Hudson and Ed DeLange. Then the
erned the changes that have come swing-dance group of boys and girls
about. Careless deforestation and go through a routine of group
denuding of the soil lead to erosion dances starting with the ancient
in many tributary states with the minuet, the square dance, and so on
down through the more modern
inevitable floods resulting. The mis- Charleston
and such jazz techniques,
ery and suffering of the flood refugees is sharply depicted as well as to the Big Apple, the modern craze.
routines are done in costhe methods of preventing contin- i The dance
tume for the various numbers, the
ued recurrences of these tragedies. I
The beginning of a flood is shown setting being a night club with the
from a melting icicle to a raging diners furnishing the applause as
and turbulent river that sweeps ev- they stand around the floor. The
erything before it. Scenes have been windup with the Big Apple number
taken from Minnesota to the Gulf is fast and colorful, and will go big
of Mexico
and representations
of i with the younger elements.
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Lhe man who thought
he was God! . . .
HUISH, the sniveling little Cockney (Barry
Fitzgerald), had sobered up long enough to take
a fling at stopping this madman with the rifle.
Now he lay, dying a rat's death in a pool of vitriol. Thorbecke, outcast of the Seven Seas (Oscar
Homolka), had done the same. Now his hands
pointed in mute surrender at the cobalt heaven
of this island of pearls. Only Herrick (Ray Milland) was left to defend the girl (Frances Farmer)
against this man who thought he was God.
Herrick! University man turned beach-comber!
Paramount, which made the first outdoor picture
in color, "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine,"
now makes the first South Seas picture
in color . . . Robert Louis Stevenson and Lloyd
Osbourne^ thundering drama, "EBB

TIDE."

The madman's gun lifted again, cocked. The girl
saw his eyes, the eyes of a devil. The
gun leveled . . . the shot rang out to
shatter the somnolent quiet of the
island . . . forever.

\

MOLKA
FRANCES FARMER
RAY MILL AM)
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Lloyd Nolan, Barry Fitzgeral<
A Lucien Hubbard Production
H.rtram
u story h\
Lloyd Osbourn
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EBB TIDE" one of the
year's truly great pictures!
From

the first sequence of

Robert Louis Stevenson's own
Tahiti, through sun-swept days
and star-shot nights aboard the
"Golden State" into the terror
of the typhoon and the dramatic anchorage at Attwaters
Island, "EBB TIDE" packs
the punch of destiny, moving
through Technicolored splendor to a climax that will leave
you trembling.
"The typhoon sequence drew a
salvo of applause from the preview audience," says Motion
Picture Daily's Hollywood
Preview, and "pictorially the
piece is magnificent, with the
most exciting sea storm ever
filmed to give it smashing highlight," says Daily Variety.
"Plenty of good selling angles,

Frances Farmer and Ray Milland Score as Romantic Team

Critics Impressed with Acting of Romantic
'Miss

Farmer

makes the

daring seagoing

girl an alert and engaging foil."
— Hollywood Reporter

Stars !

looks bike a money-getter," says
ShowTnen's Trade Review.

"Milland scores with an excellent, convincing portrait."

— Daily Variety

— Film Daily
"Sterling performance by Ray Milland."

''Farmer impressive, sincere." — Daily Variety

.
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DLO' TO START B.O.
ADVANCE IN PRICES

A "JUttU" (w» "Ms
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
TYNN RIGGS has been assigned
ifidently expected to be widely
by Universal Pictures to make
lected.
an
adaptation, continuity and diaJeorge J. Schaefer, vice president
treatment of "Madame Curie,"
general manager of UA, ar- whose logue
dramatic life story by her
lged for the Christmas week re- own daughter has just been comIse of the picture as a general impleted as a serial in the Saturday
tus to the industry as a whole and Evening Post and will appear as a
the belief that the picture-going
Doran book in Decemblic is ready and willing to sup- Doubleday,
ber. Universal purchased this manrt Class A productions, company
uscript by Eve Curie over a year
;erted.
ago as a vehicle for Irene Dunne.
Schaefer stated Saturday the seT
T
T
tion of "Marco Polo" for the naJesse
J.
Goldburg,
who recently
-wide move to advance prices
H strongly backed by exhibitors, returned from Europe where he
the picture is to be exhibited disposed of the UK and European
i lultaneously in key cities from rights to "Tarzan and the Green
( ist to coast, Schaefer believes that Goddess," has been appointed special sales representative for the
t • industry will benefit by having
United States and leaves this week
t ! move effected with one sweep.
on a tour of all exchange centers to
Commenting on resultant situat ti, Samuel Goldwyn Saturday pre- negotiate the release of this subi ted: "The standards of the indus- tors. ject through states right distribuwould improve to such an exT
T
▼
t t that Grade B pictures would
Harry Warren and Al Dubin are
i appear from production schedules
1 1 double features would be elim- writing six musical numbers for
Warners' "Gold Diggers in Paris,"
i ted."
which will feature Rudy Vallee.
(Continued from Page 1)

T

T

T

lykendall Winding Up
"Hold Still, Hollywood," a de
Tour With Dallas Confab luxe volume of the most striking
photographs collected from the 100,-

(Continued from Page 1)

t ugh no official word had been
rjeived at MPTOA headquarters,
i'i.was understood that Kuykendall
viald announce a date for a directs s meeting early next month shortlyafter he returns home.
Cuykendall finishes his trip apl ximately one month to the day
f^ti the time he opened his first
ference in New Orleans on Oct.
i Seeking advice and counsel on
oortant issues affecting exhibi3, the MPTOA chief held exhibi] conferences in New Orleans,
lywood, San Francisco, Portland,
ittle, Salt Lake City, Denver,
C iaha, Kansas City, St. Louis, Okbma City and concluding tomor' and Wednesday in Dallas.

it

DAILY

Picture-by-Picture Buying
Plan Succeeds, Says GB
(Continued from Page 1)

"Non-Stop New York," first picture
under the new plan, had run
smoothly, and the policy in operation had proved flexible.
"Exhibitors can bargain with
their eyes open," he said, "and the
system has demonstrated mutual
benefits." In isolated sections of
the country where sales visits on
single contracts would not be consistent with rental rates, booking
of the entire GB program might be
made, Greenblatt declared.
Success of the system was dem? >t. Louis — If Federal regulation
onstrated by an announcement from
the industry becomes necessary, Arthur Lee, GB general manager,
s| h regulation should be placed in
of deals closed with the Wometco
U hands of persons who have been
jifiart of it and who are familiar Circuit for "Non-Stop New York"
in three Miami houses and other
"»d h, its
phases, ofEdSt.Kuykentoldvarious
the MPTO
Louis
E tern Missouri and Southern Illi- Wometco theaters. Sparks Circuit,
s at its meeting here.
Fla., and Wilby-Kincey group have
Ixpressing the hope that it would also bought the production.
Greenblatt leaves tomorrow for a
tier become necessary for such
literal regulation, the MPTOA trip which will take in Washington,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
p'xy declared that, if it ever Indianapolis, Detroit and Cleveland.
nterialized, such regulation and
| trol should be directed along lines He will test further exhibitor reaction to the plan.
b ji wholesome and constructive,
Reporting on his recent exchange
/ithout mentioning Allied States
'name he referred to the efforts swing, Greenblatt said he found
(leaders of that organization to business picking up nicely in all
:e the industry under the scope territories visited throughout the
East.
, Guffy Act.

WILK

000 negatives shot by Bert Longworth, Warner studio photographer,
during the past 20 years, will be
published Nov. 15 by Ivan Beach,
Jr., Los Angeles publisher.
T
▼
▼
Pat O'Brien, who recently completed "Submarine D-l" for Warners, sails Tuesday from Frisco on
the S.S. Monterey for Honolulu. He
is due back here for Thanksgiving.
T

T

T

SHORT SHOTS
From Eastern Studios
==

By SID WEISS

=

T LOYD FRENCH has completed
"Stocks and Blondes" at the Warner Vitaphone studios featuring the
Lockharts, Gene and Katherine. His
next will offer Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Crawford and goes into production
tomorrow.
Al Christie has finished shooting
on Jeff Machamer's "Koo Koo Korespondence Skool," the latest of the
famous cartoonist's "Gags and
Gals" series. Mary Ellis Rice, Mary
Louise Harper, Eddie Hall, Oscar
Ragland, Stella Cronin and Lorraine Latham's Shag Dancers are
featured. Jeff did the script himself nd Warren Murray and Johnny
Graham assisted in the direction.
Al's next for Educational will go
into production Thursday with Imogene Coca in the starring role.

Edna May Harris has been signed
by Globe Pictures to play opposite
Joe Louis, heavyweight champion, in
"Spirit of Youth."
T
▼
T
Having finished his work on
"Merry-Go-Round Of 1938" and
"You're A Sweetheart", Monte
Brice is writing a new story for
Universal. It is entitled "Just For
Luck" and is designed as a com•
edy with music.
T
T
▼
Ben Blake starts shooting on the
Paramount has announced plans third of his "Broadway Follies" series for Columbia this week featurto launch Martha Raye and Bob
ing Lewis and Van, Martha Tilton,
Hope as a starring film comedy
team in two pictures to be produced the Loria Brothers and Roy Campbell's Royalists. Tentative title is
after
completion
of "College
Swing".
The first
of these
productions
will "Market Madness" and was authored by I. A. Jacoby.
be "The Wallflower", the story of
which is being prepared by Doris
Anderson
under supervision of Paul
Jones.
Roy Mack is working on Wini
Shaw comedy at Warner's with
Janet Dempsey, Lucille Watson,
Republic Biz Running 25%
Janet Fox, Marie Hartman, Phil
Better, Declares Vincent Ober, Gil Lamb, Guy Sampsel and
Bob Norton in the cast . . . Jack
(Continued from Page 1)
Henley
and Cy Woods turned out
are being obtained for its pictures, the script.
he added.
•
The budget for the new program
Milton
Schwarzwald
has comwill not be advanced above the origpleted two one-reelers for RKO,
inal figure
Vincent
said.for this season's lineup, "Sweet Shoe," with Rita Rio and
Commenting on theater business her orchestra, and "Deviled Ham,"
in general, Vincent asserted that the with Gus Van, Erskine Hawkins' orchestra, Toy and Wing, the Three
public wasthat
too stellar
"namesplayers
conscious,"
meaning
have Kays and Moya Engels. He will
such a hold on the fans that excel- start on two two-reelers for Unilent pictures without big names do
versal this week, "Oh Say Can You
not draw the business that they Hear," with Doug Leavitt and Ruth
should. Vincent pointed out that
"Rhapsody
in Zoo,"
several current releases from major Lockwood,
with Mark and
Plant,
the Kidoodlers,
companies are making a poor showing, because of lack of names, despite the fact that the pictures
have
everything desirable for entertainment.
The Republic president plans to
go to Hollywood soon to confer on
production matters.

Evelyn
Daye. Poe, the Ashburns and Ruth
Addenda . . . Sam Sax is getting

in
of golf. .these
week-ends
up
at plenty
Westchester
. Probably
getting
in trim for the next Film Daily
golf tournament . . . Lloyd French
has given up his Long Island estate
SAG Secretary to Speak
for the winter and \has taken an
At A F of R A Tonight apartment in town . . . Saul Chaplin,
Warner songwriter, was tossed a
(Continued from Page 1)
party last week on the eve of his
inter-union
relations
and
general marriage to Ethel Schwartz . . .
Jack Henley and the very Bostonian
policy.
Thomson is expected to huddle Virginia Gately are another Warner
with Frank Gillmore, head of Actors' item . . . Eron Pictures, which is
Equity, on the Associated Actors making a series of Jewish features
and Artistes of America set-up, at the Film Art studios, have moved
which Gillmore is to actively lead. its home offices from the Forrest
Thomson is slated to address an Hotel to the Strand Bldg. . . .
open meeting of the American FedEddie Forman's lovely bride, Mareration of Radio Actors tonight at
garet, leaves shortly on a six-week
the Hotel Victoria.
vacation to Bermuda.
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KAY
She's Different
-and So
Is the Story.
!

It's the famous GEORGE S. KAUFMAN variety of
sure-smash, up-to-the second comedy you've never seen
Kay do before! Get set for it now— or be sorry later!

-i

BROADWAY
LOUD AND

LAUGHED
LONG . . .

and made it last season's
screaming stage success! Every
producing company wanted it,
but naturally you get it from

WARNER

BROS,

FRANCIS
With This Strong Line-Up of Supporting Favorites
PRESTON FOSTER . ANITA LOUISE • WALTER CONNOLLY
Verree Teasdale • Victor Jory • Directed by Stanley Logan
Screen Play by Rowland Leigh • From the play by George S. Kaufman & Katherine Dayton • Music by Max Steiner

L
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MPTO OF OKLAHOMA
OPENS MEET TODAY
I I ontinued from Page 1)

kendall, President MPTOA, Orville
Enloe's report, Judge Roy L.
Walker, president of the TOPA of
Texas on "How About Taxes?" and
nomination of officers for. the ensuing year
_
Afternoon discussions: "Taxation of
by C. C. Brown, tax commissioner
Oklahoma; "National Legislation
and Oklahoma's Problems," by H. V.
Kahle, secretary Oklahoma Associated Industries; "What Place Does
Your Theater Occupy in Your Community?" bv Mrs. I. G. Killough of
Ada; "Civic Contacts," by Ralph
Talbot of Tulsa; "The Theater and
The Law," by attorney D. I. JohnPersonnrel,"of
districtr manage
Akers, Theate
B. "Training
bv C son;
the Griffith Circuit, and "The Thea-in
ter Owner's New Responsibility
ns," by Vernon Adams
Public
of RKO.Relatio

Second day discussions: "Greet-ings from Malco," by M. A. Light
man; "Co-operation of Theaters and
Schools," bv Max Brock; "Know
Your Legislators," by Harry Lowen-stein of Ardmore; "Theater Light
ing," by A. E. Warner of 0. G.
& E.; "Occupation and Seat Taxes"
by Homer Jones of Alva; "Modernizing the Theater Front," by R. D.
Thrash; "Reminiscences of an Old
"Tent
Timer," by Wallace Walthall;Edwar
d
Shows and Carnivals," by
Kadane; "Proper Methods of Seating," bv Scudder Ray; "Air Conditioning-Washed Air vs. Refrigeration," by John Giffin of Miami.
"Air Conditioning," by Archie
Feinburg; "Allied's Platform," by
Col. H. A. Cole; "The Woman's
Viewpoint," by Aveece Waldron;
by
"My Impressions of Hollywood,"
Bert Stern; "Greetings from Interstate," by Bob O'Donnell; "Pop Corn
and Vending Machines in Theaters,"
by C 0. Fulgham; "Specializing
the Short Subject," by Mrs. Besa
Short; "Vitalizing the MPTOA," by
L. C. Griffith; "Co-operation of Circuits and Independents," by Fred
Pickrell; "Don't Disappoint Your
Public," by Mrs. Pearl Dooley, and
"Theater
Paul Short.Posters and Trailers," by
Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis is
also scheduled to speak. Gene Autto be in attenrey has
dance andpromised
Colleen Moore will speak
on Tuesday afternoon.
A banquet and dinner dance is
to be held Tuesday evening. Twenty

Another "Natural"

Hannibal, Mo. — That a trio of young
film players, Tommy Kelly, Jackie Moran
and Ann Gil lis, taking the roles respectively of Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn and
Becky Thatcher in Selznick's "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer," will come
here from Hollywood to take part in
the 102nd anniversary celebration of
Mark Twain's birth Nov. 30, next, is
announced
here by Hannibal's Mark
Twain
Commission.

THE

WEEK

IN REVIEW

20rh-Fox Gross Rising — English "War" Talk

DOMESTIC

Considerable interest centered on
Jack L. Warner's statement on his
return from Europe aboard the
corresponding period of 1936, and Queen Mary that Warners plan to
that he expects the average to hold produce
six European plays in New
up, and possibly be bettered before York each year; and Gradwell
the end of the year. This rise in
Sears' declaration that Warners'
gross, however, he pointed out, does product
has been sold 100 per cent
not necessarily mean that the net to all circuits
in both the U. S. and
will be correspondingly high due to Canada.
mounting production costs and other
*
*
*
expenditures the industry at large
Other
headline
news
included:
has had to shoulder.
* *
*
Strike involving 200 FP-C Theaters
in Canada is threatening . . . NW
At mid-week, word flashed from Allied marking time on North DaHollywood that Samuel J. Briskin,
kota divorce litigation . . . Deflation
RKO radio v. p. in charge of producof
Checker
Tax Law by Mississippi's
tion, had resigned that post. Leo Supreme Court
. . . Expectation that
Spitz, company prexy, who had made Wisconsin ITPA will vote adoption
a hurried trip to the Coast from New of pooling plan . . . General price
York, took over studio control tem- boost plans being completed in
porarily. Three possibilities loomed Michigan . . . Word that O. Henry
as Briskin's permanent successor, — Briggs and Trem Carr were elected
Mervyn LeRoy, Pandro S. Berman to the board of directors of Monoand David 0. Selznick.
gram . . . and, that rewriting of
* *
*
U. S. Admissions Tax Law is being
considered.
Other salient news at mid-week
was the ending in Philadelphia of
the UMPTO "buyers' strike" there FOREIGN
against Paramount when more than
(Continued from Page 1)
100 exhibs met at the Broadwood Board of Trade, urging provision
Hotel and voted unanimously to end for establishment of a Films Comthe hostilities. Virtually coincidenmission in the new Films Bill.
tally came report that Neil F. Ag- Twenty-four hours later news
new, Paramount general sales man- flashed across the Atlantic that
ager, had pronounced company's
rejected trade demands not
willingness to agree to settlement Stanley
only for a Films Commission, but
of the product dispute in Minneap- also for a viewing panel, at Thursolis on the same terms as those offered to the Philly exhibs.
the bill.day's reading, the second such, of
(Continued from Page 1)

*

*

*

Well-informed Washington sources
expressed belief that the State Department is planning to make further representations
officialdom on behalf toof Britain's
U. S. film
producers and distributors, aimed at
modification of the Films Bill (Quoment.ta Act) currently before Parlia-

*

*

*

Albany — The Secretary of Sta<(
has chartered the following 13 neA
film industry companies:
National
Newsreel
Syndicat I
Inc., New York City, to report nev.
for newsreels.
Nathan
Stieglit
Isidore Mitchell, Lillian Pappas, ii
corporators.
Chimes Amusement Corp., Synj

cuse, to operate motion picture th<l
aters, George E. Smith, Harry 'j
Copeland, Albert G. Larkon, into,

Porthamton Operating Corp., Ba
porators.
Shore, to operate motion pictui
theaters. Margaret V. Hanaghan
Herman Wildman, Rose Fisher, ir
corporators.
Basic Training Films, Inc., Ne
York City, to distribute motion pi<|
ture films.
Emanuel Brooks, Sail
Levin,
John
Geoghan,
Bonded Film Storageincorporator'
Corp., Ne
York City, for storage of motic
picture films. Morris A. Halpen
Harry Clifford, Kate Berchin, incoporators.
Raystock
Theaters
Corp., NeYork City, to operate motion pi'
tors.
ture theaters.
Julia Cherrnay, Hf>
man Larris, Jack Klein, incorporal

Eddie La Baron Productions, Inc
New York City; to produce Spani&i
moving pictures.
Edward A. Casl
tine, James
J. Cannon,
Helen 1
Cannon, incorporators.
Metropolitan Supplies and A
sories, Inc., New York City; to
in motion picture cameras.
Ralpi
* #
*
G. Brown, Katherine Devine, Katl
V. Kowalski, incorporators.
London also reported that the rynScott
Theaters, Inc., Brooklyn; 11
Film Industry's Employees' Council, exhibit motion
pictures.
Euger
a new trade union organization, has
Jr., Joseph
B. Mitchel,
been formed in association with the Laverty,
NATKE and the ACT. Aside from Herbert E. Bragg, incorporators.
Solvay Community Theater, Incj
considering all matters within the
to exhibit motion picture
scope of the two organizations that Solvay;
S. Sanford Engel, Lynn Pinkus, Id
may arise, particular attention will M. Detor, incorporators.
be given to ensure 100 per cent
New Star Films, Inc., New Yorj
trade union organization at the film
studios and the general safeguard- City; to distribute motion picture'
ing of trade *union* interests.
Rose Eisenberg, Sally Boris, Flo:'
*
ence Margulies,
incorporators.
67th
Street
Amusement
Corp
Stockholm cable said that the A.
B. Svensk Filmindustri there had New York City; to exhibit m
Milton Isaacson, Isidc
tors.
reported a profit for the year ended pictures.
incorponf
June 20, last, of about $470,000 as Block, Etta Greenberg,
against about $400,000 the previous

Will H. Hays, industry administrator, accompanied by Maurice
McKenzie, his executive assistant
at MPPDA, headed suddenly westward on what was described as his
annual autumn visit to Coast studios. His trip was linked by observers to his desire to be in closer
touch with production heads there
* *
*
in light of the British Quota situaThe
Irish
Film
Society
in Dublin
tion, and possible action was indi- year.
a move to show in Irecated with respect to the industry's announced
land films of an artistic nature and
agitation for abolition of alleged
harmful material being dissem- unusual character which commerinated over the air by certain radio
cial managers do not import becommentators whose broadcasts deal
cause of their relatively limited apwith film colony happenings.
exhibitors have secured space including Paramount, Fox, Universal,
M-G-M, Warner, Monogram, Columbia, Republic, Oklahoma Theater
Supply Co.; National Theater
Supply; RCA, Tex-Lite, Inc., Birch
Mfg. Co., Alexander Film Co., Tad
Adv. Co., National Screen Service
and the Hollywood Amusement Co.

13 INDUSTRY FIRMS
INCORPORATE IN N, Y

350 at Warner Club Party
peal.
New Haven, Conn. — The New
Haven Warner Club held its annual
I informal dinner-dance at the Seven
; Gables Inn Saturday night.
About
■ 3'50 guests from Connecticut
and
Massachusetts
attended. The affair
was in charge of Benjamin J. Banford, social chairman.

Escape Hurts in Crash

Roy, N. M— Harley Butler, ow;
er of the Real Theater here and tb(
theater
at Mountainair,
and hi
brother, Joe Butler, escaped with
shaking up when their car crasht I
near Willard
from
Chicago. while en route horr

Ballroom to Theater
Chicago poration
— The
& G Theater
Corhas been R organized
by a group
headed by Raymond L. Goldstein. The
new company has taken over the
Olympic Ballroom at 6146 Cermak Road
and will spend $50,000 remodeling as a
1000-seat pix theater. Attorney Jotails. seph L. Kadison handled the legal de-

;:i
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VLRfi'S SWG-SPlDecision Expected by Mid-December

XPECTCjLUMBIASTUDIOSTRIKESETTLEMENTTODAY

*0th-Fox Sees 11,000 Accounts for New Ail-Time High
Higher Admish
. . . and two stories
By CHESTER

B. BAHN

ROM the standpoint of general industry
interest, it would
be difficult to find
0 more important stories than those preted with streamer emphasis yesterday
your favorite trade newspaper.
First, there was Joseph M. Schenck's
ink opinion, "I believe that it is possible
raise admission prices up to 25 per cent
ove their present level, with the public
cepting this boost cheerfully."
Secondly, there was George J. Schaefer's
closure that the release of Samuel Goldn's "The Adventures of Marco Polo"
uld be the signal for a nation-wide adce in first-run box-office scales.

Clark
Reports
Studio Will
Finish Current Program
in February
"Every existing sales record for
our company will be shattered this
year, and before the end of the current Kent Drive, I believe that we'll
sign approximately 11,000 contracts", John D. Clark, 20th-Fox
general manager of distribution,
stated yesterday in an interview
with Film Daily.
Clark said that
{Continued

20th Century-Fox board chairman

observes, "The public has always been
lling to pay for what it has wanted in
past." No statement of industry econly could be more sound than that. And
hibitor experience, both inside and oute the metropolitan area, establishes that
studios are delivering a run of prodt that the public wants to see.
Parenthetically — and strikingly — there is
arners' "The Life of Emile Zola," just
thdrawn from the Hollywood Theater,
sw York, because of subsequent run comtments in the Metropolitan area. Some.ing like 400,000 fans paid roadshow
ices during its 12 weeks' run because
was a picture they wanted to see.
Returning to text, it must be obvious
at one of the major weaknesses of the
veral exhibitor and circuit moves to adst prices upwards has been the fact that
ey have been spasmodic and regional.
'-operative effort, in the main, has been
:king, and exhibitors as a whole have
Irsued a "Let-George-do-it" policy,
aturally, even a fair trial thus has been

10)

WARNERS TO SPEED UP
1938-39 PRODUCTION
West

HE

on Page

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With the objective of
having at least 20 productions for
1938-39 ready by June, Hal Wallis,
Warner exec, producer, personally is
rushing production at the Burbank
studio.
Warners hope to be able to hold
(Continued

on

Page

4)

SAG Sec'y Planning Six
Trips to N. Y. Annually
Admitting a vital concern, but disavowing any intention of becoming
a "power " in the affairs of the Associated Actors and Artistes of Amer(Continued on Page 10)

NLRB May

l\ot Quitting— Richards
New Orleans — Reports finding widespread circulation that E. V. Richards
would resign as president of the Saenger
Theaters Corp. and retire from show
biz, effective Jan. 1st, were emphatically denied to FILM DAILY yesterday
by Richards
himself.

IATSE Calls Out Many Types
of Workers Over Discharge of 5 Men

West Coast Bureau of THE

DAILY

PHILLY EXHIBS. QUICK

TO SIGN PARA.'S PACTS

HOYTS-SNIDER & DEAN
DEAL AWAITS SIGNING

Hand Down SWG-SP

Decision by Dec. 15/ Arguments, Nov. 19

,'tually impossible.

"Conquest" Gives Capitol
Biggest Biz in 20 Weeks

"HE United Artists "Marco Polo" program promises to at least overcome
at handicap, and should do much more,
venty-three exhibitors already have set
e feature as their Christmas attraction;
1 others are considering
it for either
iristmas or New Year's.
But in all in(Continued on Page 2)

The Capitol Theater, New York,
is doing the biggest business in 20
weeks with "Conquest," it was reported yesterday. Picture held for
a second week, probably will go a
third, it is understood.
M-G-M (Continued
reports on that
"The FirePage 11)

By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

W. MEHRTENS
Staff Correspondent

Washington — While NLRB executives yesterday insisted that
Trial Examiner William R. Ringer's
informal report pertaining to the
SWG-SP jurisdictional fight is yet
to be filed here, it became known
that oral arguments will be heard
(Continued on Page

Screen Credit
Out at Universal City a voluminous
questionnaire is given to each new player signing up, — purpose being to get a
complete line on biography and background for home office publicity purposes. Just the other day, one of
these extensive documents was handed
to the young and pretty Marilyn ElizaStuart, Baltimore.
a reported Question
direct descendantbeth
of Lord
No. 35
was: "Who was responsible for your
start in pictures?" Answered the frank
Miss Stuart: "The Hollywood Swim Suit

11)

Company."

HI

FILM

Los Angeles — Production was
halted yesterday on four pictures at
Columbia when IATSE officials ordered makeup men, still photographers, sound men, laboratory technicians, grips, property men and
projectionists to go on strike. It is
reported that the strike resulted
from the discharge of five makeup
men by Columbia.
Members
of the
International
of Electrical Workers
Approximately 50 contracts have Brotherhood
(Continued on Page 11)
been signed for Paramount product
by exhibitors in the Philadelphia
territory, following the settlement
of the "buyers' strike," it was
learned yesterday in New York. New
deals are being made daily, it was
said.
Meanwhile, all indications point
to a quick settlement of the dispute
"Hoyts deal with Snider & Dean,
(Continued on Page 4)
for Australasian distribution, needs
only the approval and signatures of
Al Adams Resigns Republic company
executives, as all terms
Advertising-Publicity Post are set, for an active operating basis to start on Jan. 1," Walter J.
Al Adams, director of advertising Hutchinson, 20th-Fox general foreign (Continued
manager, stated
yesterday in
and publicity for Republic Pictures
on Page 11)
for the past two years, has resigned, effective Saturday, it has been New Pathe News Format
announced.
Aims for Brisker Tempo
Adams leaves Sunday for a 2week vacation at Lake Placid and
(Continued on Page 10)
Hitting the nation's screens today is a dressed-up Pathe News introducing new format and new
voices designed,
(Continued according
on Page 10) to Fred-
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Mrs. Holt to Take Up Free
Air Appearances on Coast
Mrs. Emily Holt, national executive secretary of the American
Federation of Radio Actors, is to
leave for Hollywood next week with
a discussion there of free radio appearances of motion picture stars
as one of her purposes.

(Continued from Page 1)
stances, — and this applies to still later
bookings — price advances will be the rule.
The timing, of course, is in the experiment's favor. The approaching holidays
and the weeks to immediately follow will
see some of the season's potentially strongest product released.
And there is nothing to prevent exhibs.
playing other attractions than "Marco Polo"
from joining in the price-raising parade.

100 Attend Arkansas ITO
Semi-Annual Convention
Little Rock — More than 100 members of the Arkansas ITO and
others connected with the industry
were present for the semi-annual
convention of the organization held
at the Hotel Marion here Sunday
and yesterday. The principal discussion concerned the light and
power rates in this state and exhibitors were urged to unite in seeking a cheaper and more uniform
rate.
A number of speakers advocated
a membership drive and several
were appointed to map out a program and call upon non-members
to join the state association.
Cecil Cupp of Arkadelphia was
appointed chairman of resolutions
committee. Others on the committee are G. Carey of Paris, and B. V.
McDougald of Monticello. G. Sterling of Gurdon was elected a member of the board of directors to fill
the place of J. M. Ensor, deceased.

Montague, Jackter Leave
Nov. 16 for Frisco Meet
Abe Montague, general sales manager, and Rube Jackter, his assistant, leave New York Nov. 16 by
train to attend the last in a series of
three Columbia divisional sales
meetings at the St. Francis Hotel,
San Fi-ancisco, on Nov. 20 and 21.
Led by Jerome Safron, western division sales manager, six western
exchanges will be represented at
the parley. They are: Denver, Los
Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Salt
Lake City and San Francisco.
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Dramatists Guild Due
to Honor R. E. Sherwood
Election of officers set forward by
a nominating committee is the main
business of the annual meeting of
the Dramatists Guild scheduled for
today at the Hotel Victoria.
Following are slated for office:
Robert E. Sherwood, president;
Edward Childs Carpenter, chairman
of the board; George S. Kaufman,
vice-president; and Richard Rodgers, secretary. Named to serve 3year terms as members of the Guild
Council are: Rachel Crothers, Phillip
HowardDunning,
Lawson, Paul
MelvinGreen,
Levy,John
Elizabeth
McFadden, Eugene O'Neill, Arthur
Richman, A. E. Thomas and Sophie
Treadwell. Twelve who are to functo the Authors'
delegation
tion as aCouncil
League
are: Edward Childs
Carpenter, Phillip Dunning, Otto
Harbach, Sidney Howard, John Howard Lawson, Albert Maltz, Kenyon
Nicholson, Elmer Rice, Arthur
Richman, Morrie Ryskind, A. E.
Thomas and Rita Weiman.

General Outdoor's Net
for Quarter, $433,289

cominG mid come
WOLFE COHEN. Warners' Canadian distrkf
manager, arrived in New York yesterday.
LAWRENCE RILEY, Warner writer, arrived i
New York yesterday from the Coast.
MIRIELLE BALLIN leaves for Hollywood tc
morrow contract.
to start in first picture under ne'
Metro
ROLAND YOUNG and JACK WHITING arriv
from
London
Thursday.
terday.
RIAN JAMES arrived from the Coast yes
territory.
ARTHUR CREENBLATT, CB eastern divisio
manager, leaves today for a swing through h
DANIEL

F. GREENHOUSE.

RKO

Radio mar

ager for the Philippine Islands, leaves tomorrofor the Coast. He leaves on the China Clip
per next week.
CLINTON WHITE, GB assistant general mar
ager, returns to New York today after a 1C
day tour of the southern exchanges.
GEORGE
ARLISS and
the Aquitania today.

MRS.

ARLISS

arrive

ARTHUR LEE, GB vice-president and gener
manager,
leaves Thursday
for a Western
tri)
WILL H. HAYS arrived in Hollywood yeste
day from New York, accompanied by MAURIC
McKENZIE,
his executive assistant
in MPP0*
JAMES
R. GRAINGER,
sales
manager,
returned to Universal's
the home gener
offii
yesterday from Boston.

General Outdoor Advertising Co.,
JERRY SACKHE1M of Universal's story d.
Inc., reports for quarter ended Sept. partment on the Coast arrives in New Yoi
today from Universal City, accompanied I:
30, last, profit of $433,289 after de- his wife.
preciation, interest, amortization today.
S. BARRET McCORMICK. RKO Radio adwj
and other charges. No mention is
made of taxes. This compares with tising and publicity chief, arrives in Hollywo:
$589,180 in preceding quarter and
RALPH ROLAN, left last night by plane «
$334,368 in September quarter of the Coast.
previous year. For 9 months Sept.
JAMES M. CAIN, author, arrived yester*
30, 1937, indicated profit, as com- in New York from Hollywood.
EDWARD L. ALPERSON, GN president, lew
piled from company's quarterly reports, was $765,863 after above de- the home office shortly for the Coast.
ductions, comparing with profit of
$435,734 for the 9 months ended
Sept. 30, 1936.
N. J. Allied to Name

Moss Adding Stage Shows
To Pix at Cedarhurst

ITOA Conferees Toda
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
expected to name a committee i
day which will meet regularly wit
a similar group of ITOA membe?
for the purpose of discussing ©
hibitor problems. Setting up of ti
two committees is said to be Q
first step in the eventual merger •
the organizations. The Allied cod
mittee will be invited to attend s
ITOA meetings and it is believe
that Allied today will vote to invi
ITOA's meetings.
group to attend the N*
Jersey

Commencing next Friday and
Saturday, B. S. Moss, operator of
the New Central Theater (films),
Cedarhurst, L. I., will supplement six
acts of vaudeville to the screen attractions. For the time being, it
is announced by Charles Moss, general manager, flesh shows will be
offered week-ends only. There will
be a permanent house orchestra.
Newspaper's Games Case
Watched by Chi. Exhibs "Name" vaudeville personalities will
Chicago — Exhibs. are closely be. used.
watching the anti-games case of
Another item for discussion at t'
the Calumet Index, nabe newspaper,
day's session probably will be tl
Allied Regional Conclave
organization's
sponsored
cruise
facing prosecution by the States's
Set for Columbus Dec. 6 Bermuda.
Attorney's office for the use of "Gold
Rush". Trial will take place before Municipal Judge Lambert
Columbus, O. — Regional conven
Hayes. Exhibs. are hopeful that tion
of National Allied will be held
some way will be found for the re- here Dec. 6, thereby extending conturn of giveaways here.
vention activities over a three-day
period. ITO of Ohio meets on Dec.
Polk Stays as Sheriff
7-8, with annual banquet on night
Cincinnati — Sheric Bob Polk of of Dec. 7 and election of officers set
Brooksville, Ky., was busy the past for the following day. Theater
week running his theater and elec- equipment exhibit is being arranged
tioneering inhis county. Polk con- for the convention, according to
tinues as sheriff,
Pete Wood, secretary.
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WARNERS TO SPEED UP
1938-39 PRODUCTION
{Continued from Page

4LCN6

THE

DEATH RECORD

1)

the annual trade showings in either
June or early July, facilitating the
start of the company's 1938-39 selling at an early date and permitting- the closing of the greater number of accounts by Aug. 1.
Warners will begin work on the
1938-39 lineup directly after the
first of the year when the entire
1937-38 program will have been finished, according to Wallis.
Warners, it is announced, has augmented its contract roster to keep
pace with its huge schedule and reports 197 people under contract.
These include 23 stars, 63 featured
players, 22 directors, 7 dialogue directors, 63 scenario writers, 10 song
writers and 9 associate producers,
all under the supervision of Jack L.
Warner and Wallis.
Associate Producers are: Sam Bischoff, Bryant Foy, David Lewis,
Henry Blanke, Benjamin Glazer,
Robert Lord, Lou Edelman, George
Jessel, Frank Mandel.
In star category now are Marion
Davies, Paul Muni, Kay Francis,
Leslie Howard, Bette Davis, Errol
Flynn, Dick Powell, Claudette Colbert, Pat O'Brien, Miriam Hopkins,
Charles Boyer, Edward G. Robinson,
Rudy Vallee, Fernand Gravet, Olivia
de Havilland, Humphrey Bogart,
Joan Blondell, George Brent, Fred
Waring and His Pennsylvanians,
Boris Karloff, Benny Goodman and
His Swing Band and Basil Rathbone.

Philly Exhibitors Quick
To Sign Paramount Pacts
(Continued from Page

OAltY

1)

in Minneapolis where a week's "armistice" has been declared. However, the court order restraining exhibitors from carrying on the strike
is still in effect, a Paramount spokesman said.

"Mayerling" Third Month

with I I II M. DAI_y
T
•

•

•

A

DINNER

PARTY,

T

T

no less

to precede

the preview

performance of "The Hurricane" at the Astor Theater last nite
Elsa Maxwell gave the party at the Waldorf-Astoria
in addition
to the producer, Samuel Goldwyn, and his missus, there were celebrities
invited who are close friends of Miss Maxwell's
and titled folks
including the Duke di Derdura
she took her guests to the preview
after the dinner
personally, we had planned to see the regular
opening tonite
but on learning that the Duke would be there at
the preview performance, we begged the UA pub lads to switch our
tickets to one for last nite
which they graciously did
as we
write, the tickets arrive from UA
(they are in Row P, out near the
lobby
ah, we fear we will not get to see much of the Duke after
all)
T
•

•

•

THE

GALA

T

T

white-tie-and-tails premiere

as the

United Artists publicity story puts it
occurs tonite for "The
Hurricane"
the word got around to the general public that
Mister Goldwyn has A Picture
attested by the fact that over
1,000 tickets were sold the first two days the b.o. at the Astor was
opened
before a line of advertising had appeared in the
newspapers
T

T

T

• • • A NIFTY pulled by Howard Dietz' dep't at M-G-M, with the
front-cover of the current Life mag a pose of Greta Garbo in "Conquest"
touted as the most expensive picture since "Hell's Angels"
Life devotes three pages to photos of the Napoleonic production, and
two pages to photos of Garbo in her earlier days
which goes to
show you producers what you can do in the way of free advertising
IF you happen to have the Movie of the Week
and IF you happen
to have a pub dep't that can collect
T
T

T

• •
•
TEST OF a good 21-sheet poster
if you can get
its message while your car speeds by at 50 m.p.h. on the highway
that's the reason the studio contracts should be revised to
cut out credits on posters
nobody can read 'em, anyway . . . .
and they keep the art dep't from really going to town with a
smash poster idea, worrying about getitng all those credits on
the paper. .......
T

"Mayerling" today enters its third
month at the Filmarte Theater.

T

T

• •
• PRODUCER'S
wife becomes
Exhibitor
Marian
Wurtzel, who is the missus of Sol M. Wurtzel, exec producer of 20th CenturyFox
is exhibiting her paintings at the Sterner Galleries, 9 East 57th
St
she has hung 25 landscapes and murals
a lot of film
mugs were there yesterday for the opening
also society folks and
art critics who seemed to be much more at home than the film mugs
a couple of exhibs asked the attendant: "Where's the screening?".
T
▼
T
• • •
Go-Round"
Best
the

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
NOVEMBER
Roger Ferri
John Miljan
Forrest Halsey

9

Daily to
birthday:

TRADE PREVIEW of Republic's "Manhattan Merryat the Astor Theater tomorrow morn at 11 o'clock. . .

• Paul Radin, in the pub dep't of Republic, wonders in his wondering way if Hollywood might not be called the Land of Nod. . . .
send all squawks on this direct to Mister Radin at 1776 Broadway
we're only the Common Carrier
yes, dears, 'we heard
you
a very common carrier, sometimes
but remember
aus kolyum can rise no higher than the guys who feed the stuff to

Louis L. Alterman
Funeral services are pending fo
Louis L. Alterman, 59, pioneer Lonj
Island film theater operator, wh>i
died on Sunday at his home, 144-5:1
87th Road, Jamaica, Queens, of i
complication of diseases. He opened
the Comedy Theater, devoted to motion pictures, 25 years ago in Jamai
ca, and later acquired the Victor'
Theater there. In 1920 he designed
and built the Rialto, also in Jamaica,
and subsequently established thd
Biltmore Film Exchange. Surviv.
ing are his widow, Mrs. Rebecca A]
terman; two sons, Daniel and Mon
tague; two daughters, Mrs. Charles
Zerner and Miss Janet Alterman,
and four brothers Jay, Louis B.,
Herman and Samuel.
Martin C. Brennan
Paramount's foreign departmen
is in receipt of a cable from Sydney
Australia, announcing the death las
Saturday of Martin C. Brennan,
founder and for a long time edito'
of The Film Weekly. Prior to tha
Brennan had been editor of Every
ones, a general weekly magazin.
which switched to exclusive record
ing of film industry events.
Walter Percival
Leonia, N. J. — Walter Percival
57, president of Local 829 of th«
United Scenic Artists Union, diei
suddenly here at his home last Sun
day of a heart attack. He is sur
vived by his widow, the formei
Emily Fanning; a son, Walter Jr.
and a sister, Mrs. James O'Brien o:
San Antonio, Texas. He began hi:
career as an actor. Last June hi
was elected for his fourth term a:
head of Local 829, which has juris
diction over the entire Eastern sec
tion of the U. S. and Canada.
Edward

J. Butler

Detroit — Edward Joseph Butler
for 49 years in the theater busines:
at Ishpeming, Mich., died in Charle:
Godwin Jennings Hospital here afte
two weeks' illness.
Charles

E. Lawrence

Weyauwega, Wis. —
Lawrence, 71, one time
a movie road show,
home here following a
He is survived by his
and three daughters.

Charles E|
operator o:*
died at his
brief illness
wife, a sw !

Adam K. Hodes
Fremont, O. — Adam K. Hodes, 62
president and treasurer of th<
Hodes-Zink Manufacturing Co., am
aNov.
former
theatrical producer, diet
3.
G. Horace Mortimer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DA1L)

Hollywood — G. Horace Mortimer
55, veteran press agent and prexy
of The Agents, is dead here, followi
ing a major operation. His widow
and a son survive. Mortimer at on<|
timethewasMPPDA
public here.
relations counsel
for

J

:

wffi\^ulminating
S^t^
••"•p

lico pears oj ceaseless prepar-

aiion — two special expeditions to the jar-ojj
CJoulh CJeas—lhe
unbelievable

investment,

(jJamuel

;■

almost

astute expenditure oj an

^joldicyn s mightiest
%

I

masterpiece

opens

AT THE

ASTOR THEATRE
NEW YORK CITY
ClJi'oudly it rejlecls its great production cost,
^l/pvidly it recreates its madly exciting story
by the authors oj ^fflulinyonlheCy*Jounly

.

vDagerly a gratejul industry will receive it as
times . . .
one oj the truly great pictures oj all It

■

1
%

DOROTHY

LAMOUR

JON HALL
MARY ASTOR
C. AUBREY
SMITH
THOMAS MITCHELL
RAYMOND
MASSEY
JOHN CARRADINE
JEROM E C O WAN
From

CHAS.

the

NORDHOFF

Directed by

novel

by

and JAMES
JOHN

N. HALL

FORD

Screenplay by DUDLEY
NICHOLS
Adaptation by O. H. P. GARRETT
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

i

L^oos/
CJamuel

critics

and

syndicate

writers

have

already

Ojoldwyn s areatesl picture, ^flow icalch

proclaimed

tomorrow

i^ne

tsturrtcane

s ^1 letc oJJork ^rletcspapers...
r?!— .A
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HOLLYWOOD
By

RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD

! JNIVERSAL will introduce "perspective sound recording", using
for "Chapel Bells" in the new
jeanna Durbin
pix, "Mad
About
usic". Technique calls for setting
|3 the recorder at the true distance
om the source of sound rather
lan to attempt to give the effect
\r diminishing
the volume
of re■rded sound.
▼
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M-G-M has acquired the rights to
11 original story by Rene Fuelop]iller, dealing with the Life of Dr.
illiam Morton
and the discovery
anaesthesia.
Coincident with this
lirchase, M-G-M
has also bought
om Mr. Miller the rights to his
ioks dealing with this subject, folding the forthcoming
"Triumph
jper Pain" which is shortly to be
iblished by Bobbs-Merrill.
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CREDERICK

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 167
HOLLANDER.

Composer

' of Victor Hollander, well known
Was favorite pupil of Englebert

•

•

Born in London.

•

Son

European director and composer of operas.
Humperdinck, composer of "Hansel and

Gretl." At early age, composed five operas and
operetta, "Die Fromme Helena," was produced
by Max Reinhardt. Has written music for more

two

symphonies.

His first

than 30 pictures. Thinks the "Orchidaceous
Dietrich" is the perfect inspiration for a composer. Wrote "Jonny" and "Falling in Love
Again" for her. Went to Hollywood in 1933.
His hit, "Whispers in the Dark," was Number
One six consecutive times, on the "Hit Parade."
Married to Actress Hedi Schoop. Hates people
who talk at bridge games. Is a Candid camera
hound. A bug on changing Radios. Takes long
automobile rides to relax. Likes to have people
around him. Stands 5, 2; hair, black; eyes,
brown.

Karl Freund, ace M-G-M cinema(Revised plans now have James tographer, arrives this week in
Win Mc Guinness preparing his Vienna, Austria, where he will see
iginal stroy, "Talk of the Town," his daughter for the first time in
ich he took from the magazine nine years. She will return here
ilumn he formerly conducted, as a with him, being signed to an acting
asical comedy for his possible next contract from photographs submitted by Freund to studio officials.
bducer assignment at M-G-M.

Iowa Town Cracks Down
M. Loew Going Through
With North Adams Plans
On Sunday Movie Shows
forth Adams,
Mass. — A permit
been issued to George Swatz of
jston, agent for the North Adams
ieater Co. for the erection of a
1,500 seat theater.
The comly, a subsidiary of the E. M. Loew
eaters Corp. of Boston, present
srators of the Richmond Theater,
recently refused a permit beise of zoning law obstacles,
[owever, a purchase of two adonal pieces of property and a
se of a right of way through the
idford Block, giving the new their a Main Street, entrance, opened
>2 way for the permit.
The new
sater, on which construction will
gin at once, will be larger than
I one originally contemplated and
ill represent a total investment of
25,000 to $150,000.

for Paramount.

Ireton, la. — Fines of $1 and costs
for each Sunday night performance
have been paid by Charles Reid, operator of the Community theater
here for the last two weeks. He has
been charged with violation of the
Sunday movie ordinance, and action
was taken by the mayor after a
petition had been presented by a
committee of church representatives. Repeal of the ordinance has
been asked by Reid in a petition
presented to the council.

Republic Product Deals

Republic Pictures yesterday reported the sale of its 1937-38 product to the W. D. Fite Circuit for
all its situations in Joplin, Mo.;
Salina, Eldorado and Kansas City,
Kan. It was also announced that the
company's
.1938-39
serial
program
has been sold
to the
Oscar
Fine
Elk City Adopts Curfew
Circuit in five situations in Evans3klahoma City — A second Okla- ville, Ind. "S O S Coast Guard,"
ma city within the week has Republic's current serial, has been
over the Century Circuit, N.
bpted a curfew law. Elk City, booked
lowing Guthrie, has invoked a Y. City.
p.m. curfew which will affect all
nors not accompanied by parents.
Commerce Bureau Moves
The New York District Office of
the Bureau of Foreign and DomesPete Goes Serious
tic Commerce, located in the CusWest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
tom House for many years, moved inHollywood — Pete Smith today anto new and larger quarters in the
nounced that he would make five
new Federal Office Building at
serious short subjects each year. Decision was reached after the reception
Church and Vesey Streets yestergiven "The Romance of Radium." The
day, according to an announcement
second one will be "The Romance of
by John F. Sinnott, District ManX-Ray."
ager.

Our Passing Show: Joe Frisco
saying "hello" to Charlie Chaplin
at the Brown Derby; Humphrey
Bogart and Mayo Methot looking
over
Phil Springs.
Ormsby's new tennis club
at Palm
»

T
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Tim McCoy, cowboy star, now on
tour with Ringling Brothers-Barnum
& Bailey Circus, is expected in Hollywood on November 20 when the
show goes into winter quarters in
Florida, to start work on a series
of four westerns for Monogram.
T
▼
T
Gilbert Gabriel, Jeanne Bartlett,
Irving Ries, Thames Williamson,
Jules Furthman and William G.
Beymer have signed writing contracts with Paramount. Williamson, Furthman and Beymer will
work on the script of "Spawn of

Albert Lewin, who is producing
Paramount's "Spawn of the North,"
has made up a reel of the most exciting salmon fishing scenes made
in Alaska last summer by a special
studio crew, and is treating his
sportsmen friends to private showings.

theUniversal
North." has bought a story on
Joe Pasternak's suggestion, which
Pasternak will produce as soon as
he completes several assignments
which are already on the docket
for him. The new story is "Yesterday's Heroes," by the English novelist, Sophia Cleugh.

"Sky-Hi" Theater Game,
Atlanta Trucking Firm
Set For Brooklyn Bow
May Enter Field In N. O.
New theater game based on flying
maneuvers and rewarding winners
with 1,000-mile flights gets under
way at the Harbor Theater, Brookwhen "Sky-Hi" is
flashedlyn,onSaturday
the screen.
Interborough Circuit and other
groups are said to be scheduled to
follow. TWA, United, American and
Eastern air lines are reported cooperating fully. "Sky-Hi" is being
introduced by The Egli Co., N. Y. C.

New Orleans — B. D. Benton of
Benton Bros., Atlanta trucking firm
which delivers films, was here this
week to look into the possibility of
establishing a branch of the service here. With the practical cessation of its runs by Inter-City and
the tightening up on requirements
by film exchanges, the field is apparently open for another reliable
firm, though the shipping rates
have been cut low by competition.

Jury Disagrees In Va.
Sunday Films Test Case

Robert Young as Emcee
West

Danville, Va. — A jury in the Corporation Court yesterday failed to
agree on whether Charles Abercrombie violated the Sunday Law in
opening his three theaters on a recent Sunday. The jury was out for
an hour and thirty minutes and was
discharged by the judge when it
was seen that they were hopelessly
deadlocked. This was an appeal
from a $100 fine in police court.

New
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Hollywood — Robert Young will act
as master of ceremonies on the MG-M "Good News of 1938" second
weekly radio program, to go on the
air Thursday evening (Nov. 11), at
9 P.M., Eastern standard time over
an NBC network. Among the stars
announced so far for this broadcast are Fanny Brice, Judy Garland,
Reginald Gardiner, -and Meliza Kor-

WB "Party Advisor"
W. W. Troxell, veteran Omaha exWest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
hibitor and salesman, has been apHollywood — Dedicated to the task
of making parties given by Warner
pointed manager of Monogram's jus.Bros. -First National stars and featured
Omaha branch, Sales Manager Edplayers brighter and additionally amusdie Golden announced yesterday.
ing, post of "party advisor" yesterday
Bill Strickland leaves the Omaha
was created by Bob Taplinger, director
of publicity at the Burbank Stupost to replace Matt Rozgay as Des
tivity. dio.
Helen Walter of the publicity deMoines manager and booker. Rozgay
partment will concentrate on this achas been assigned to the "Paradise
Isle" stage show unit.
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SEE ACTION ON GAMES
BAN LIKELY THIS WEEK
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Renewed action on the IOTAsponsored drive to ban giveaways in
New York City theaters is expected
the latter part of the week, Harry
Brandt, IOTA president, stated yesterday. Temporarily held up because of a reported controversy over
the section in which the drive was
to start, the campaign now is expected to g-et under way shortly.
A committee to handle the drive
probably will be appointed this week,
the group consisting of representatives of circuits and independents.

Jack Beresin New

Head

i

Of Philly's Variety Club
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Philadelphia — Jack Beresin, head
of Berlo Vending Co., has been
elected Chief Berker of the Variety
Club of Philadelphia, Tent No. 13.
Beresin, one of the charter members of the club, officially takes over
his post at the Dec. 12 dinner of
the local tent.
Other Tent 13 officers elected
were: first assistant chief barker,
Lewen Pizor; second assistant chief
barker, David Supowitz; property
man, Sam Gross; dough guy, Ben
Amsterdam.
Announced as attending the installation function are:
James Farley, Democratic National Chairman; New York City District Attorney Thomas E. Dewey;
Jimmy Walker, Boake Carter, radio
commentator.
On the entertainment side will
be Jimmy Durante as ringmaster;
Patsy Flick as m.c; Ina Ray Hutton and band, Benny Goodman and
quartet; Hal LeRoy, among others.
Ted Schlanger is general chairman of the dinner committee.
It is expected that many New
Yorkers will be in attendance.
The seating capacity of the Hotel
Bellevue Stratford has been limited
to 1,200, with 800 tickets already
sold.

"Jamboree"

In Fay House

Detroit — Plans for a second the(Continued from Page 1)
ater in Lincoln Park, south-end
suyburb, have been announced by last year's total was 10,008 contracts. To date the company already
Max Allen, owner of the Lincoln
Park, only house in town at the has signed more than 9,000 contracts
for 1937-38. All circuit deals have
present time.
been closed.
Clinton, S. C. — -A one-story pix
The studio is about two months
theater, seating 450, is to be con- ahead in production and the complete
structed here by the Young Estate.
D. E. Tribble and Co. has been 1937-38 program should be finished
in February, with the entire proawarded the general contract.
gram going through as originally
planned, it was said by the salesDetroit — Wade Allen is installing
Knoxville, Tenn.— The Wilby-Kin- executive,
who had conferred with
new fire escape and making other cey Corp. will construct a $20,000 Darryl F. Zanuck
on the Coast.
alterations to the Grand Victory one - story steel-and-reinforced-conClark completed a seven-week
Theater, west side house, which he crete film theater here. E. G. Geissales tour of the exchanges by presler of Atlanta, Ga., is architect.
recently reopened.
siding at a Kent Drive meeting ir
the New York exchange yesterday
Detroit— Title to the Circle Theater, new house scheduled for opening in Dearborn, west side suburb,
in a few weeks, has been acquired
by Joseph Stoia and Joseph Miskinis partners in the Midway Theater.
House was originally planned as an
independent enterprise when Stoia
and Miskinis each planned erection
of an independent house, but they
merged their interests in the new
Circle.

Expect Early Settlement
of Winnipeg Differences
Montreal — Early settlement of
the differences between Famous
Players (Canadian) Corp. and the
Winnipeg local of the International
Theater Employees Union is precast by W. P. Covert, Canadian
vice-president of the union, if the
disputed is not settled a strike in
200 Canadian theaters is envisaged.
"The company has shown itself
willing to cooperate with the international, and I think that a settlement
of
the Covert.
difficulty will
be reached,"
said
He soon
denied
a. report
that permission for a strike had been
given by George E. Browne, international president.
Union leaders and operators in
Winnipeg, remained silent as efforts
continued to iron out differences between Western Theaters, Ltd., and
the local union. Western Theaters is a
subsidiary of Famous Players (Canadian) Corporation operating five
theaters which are involved in the
dispute. Differences and strike
threats arose when the theaters
signed contracts with the One Big
Union, a Canadian organization opposed to international union tieups.

Pre-Trial Exam. Denied
in Yermie Stern Action

Film for Night Use

baAB

20TH-FOXSEES11
ACCOUNTS-NEW HIGH

neilJS Of TH6 DAY

Birmingham — Harry A. Gourfain's
'"Jamboree", musical comedy revue,
Federal Judge John C. Knox yesfeaturing "Hardeen" with a cast of
terday denied the petition of Casino
40, has been booked by E. M. Fay Productions, Inc. and Yermie Stern,
to open at the Capitol theater in their joint action against Warner
Thursday.
Brothers, to examine Hal Wallis,
WB production executive; and the
Rader House Opens
writers respectively of the screenCincinnati — Clark Rader, with
play and original story of "Go Into
theaters at Newark and Portsmouth, Your Dance," Earl Baldwin and
Bradford Ropes, before trial. Each
opened the LuMax today.
of the plaintiffs is asking $500,000
from Warner Brothers for alleged
libel.
A new film specially designed for
newsreel photography night use is utilized for the first time in the bi-weekly
releases of News of the Day. Film enables cameramen to take pictures of
interiors at night without the necessity
of setting up elaborate lighting equipment. At the same time exterior night
films can be taken at the regular speed
maintained for daytime shots.

DAILY

Bank Night Ban Weighed
Fort Wayne, Ind. — An ordinance
recently proposed by Councilman
Walter Vetter to end "bank nights"
and the giving away of distribution
of any articles of value in theaters
was taken under advisement by the
Council.

New

Pathe News Format
Aims for Brisker Tempo
{Continued from Page

1)

erick Ullman, Jr., vice-president, for
"a brisker tempo" and for "added
emphasis on the news-gathering and
story-telling
New titlesqualities."
employ straight-line,
sans-serif type face in off-center
layouts. Background music is to be
supplied by a symphony orchestra
An arrangement with the editors of
Vogue provides for that magazine
to stage the newsreel's fashion sequences.
Headed by Allan Butterfield, a
staff of youthful veterans is to continue to turn out film and sound
comment, while added to the familiar voice of Clem McCarthy are
those of Andre Baruch, Sidney Walton and Arlene Francis. Other
guest announcers are to appear on
occasions.

Kuykendall Address at Okla.
MPTO Postponed Till Today
Oklahoma City— The 28th annual
convention of the MPTO of Oklahoma met here yesterday. Sessions
were devoted to discussions of
screen advertising, the Oklahoma
exhibitors voting that screen ads
were a necessary part of the excontinued. hibitors' business and should be
Ed Kuykendall was scheduled to
address the convention yesterday
but his speech will not be delivered
until today. Other speakers for today will include M. A. Lightman,
Wallace Walthall, Col. H. A. Cole,
Fred Wehrenberg and Mrs. Besa
Short. Colleen Moore is scheduled
to appear at the meeting this afternoon and Gene Autry has promised
to attend. Subjects for today's discussions include air-conditioning,
posters, trailers, seating, lighting
and other topics of a technical and
operating nature.
Nominations for officers are: Morris Lowenstein, president; L. A.
White, vice-president, Oreville Enloe, secretary-treasurer, while nominated for the board are Max Brock,
Homer Jones, Harry Lowenstein,
Ralph Talbot, L. C. Griffith and Fred
Pickrell.

SAG Sec'y Planning Six
Trips to N. Y. Annually
(Continued from Page 1)

ica, parent performers' body, Ker
Thomson, executive secretary of tht
Screen Actors Guild, yesterday tol((
The Film Daily he planned to de |
vote himself to affairs in the SAG
province to the practical exclusior
of all else.
Thomson declared activities oi
both Coasts would require at least si?
round trips annually. Mrs. Florence
Marston, SAG eastern represents ,
tive, will in this way be in clos«
touch with policies determined bj
the board of directors which meet:
at the Coast.
While in the East, Thomson
i:
expected to aid in bringing to a clost ]
negotiations pending with local pro
ducers.
Last night he addressed the fina
open membership meeting of tht
American Federation of Radio Ac
tors at the Hotel Victoria.

Al Adams

Resigns Republic

Post
ing. Advertising-Publicity
(Continued from Page 1)
will announce his plans on return
The retiring
the Paramount
department for
similar
for
threecapacity
years.

executive served ii
Publix advertising
13 years and in s
with United Artist:

It is understood
Adams'
cessor
has been that
chosen,
but sur
att
nouncement is withheld.

Change

of Policy

Detroit — Two local theaters here have
shifted quickly away from a certain
policy, — that of having fauna hanging
around. Management of the Michigan
Theater ousted fish from the lobby pool
when irate parents, whose youngsters
fell in the water while attempting to
pet the finny creatures, lodged objections. At the Fisher Theater, a number
of parakeets were given the gate when
one of their number flitted into the
ladies' lounge, decidedly disconcerting a
feminine fan who turned to look at
herself in the mirror and saw the bird
instead.
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EXPECT COL. STUDIO
STRIKE TO END TODAY
(Continued from

Page

1)

forking at the studio joined in the
/alkout.
Officials of the Screen Actors'
tuild declared that the published
eport that the strike involves a
urisdictional dispute between the
luild and IATSE makeup men were
ntirely without foundation and that
he makeup men had never lodged
ny protest with the Guild.
Strikes were averted over the
feek-end at RKO and M-G-M. It
3 reported that M-G-M planned to
stablish a school of makeup for
rincipals and members of its stock
ompany, but that the plan will now
e abandoned.
The Columbia strike
expected to be settled by today.

ire Sweeps Lima House
As W B Plans Reopening
Lima, 0. — Fire of undetermined
rigin swept through the old Faurot
leater building* in downtown Lima,
lusing $10,000 loss. Firemen subaed the blaze after two hours, after
j, was feared the building was
aomed.
The Faurot opera house,
long dark, was to have been repened by Warners, with Nov. 15
|-s the tentative date.

RKO Buys Mono. Product
Joe Felder, branch manager for
lonogram's New York exchange,
I as concluded a commitment deal
ith the RKO metropolitan circuit
or Monogram pictures for 1937-38,
ecording to Edward A. Golden, Mon?ram sales chief. The product will
irt playing in December.
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Hollywood — Margaret Lindsay,
ho recently completed her role in
xold Is Where You Find It" for
/arner Bros. -First National, has
en ordered to bed at her home due
a severe case of pleurisy.
' New Haven, Conn. — Mrs. John
anoras, of the Palace Theater,
tafford Springs is recuperating at
ome after her recent confinement
') Pauline
the hospital.
Gibbs, daughter of Harry,
as operated on for acute appendi.tis at Grace Hospital, New Haven.
Cincinnati — Col. Paul Krieger,
hiversal branch manager has been
mfined to his home by a severe
ttack of grippe.
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Russell Morg, manager of the Emboyd The;er, is in the St. Joseph's Hospital,
covering from an appendectomy.

Reviews of Hew films
"The Last Gangster"

with Edward G. Robinson, Rose Stradner
•M-G-M
1 Hr., 25 Mins.
GOES LIGHT ON THRILL STUFF AND
ACTION WITH ROBINSON SENTIMENTALIZING OVER SON,
This production may somewhat puzzle
the Robinson fans, who expect the Little
Caesar to be plenty tough and mixed up in
a steady stream of thrills and action. The
action in this story is light, and so are
the thrills. The authors tried to write a
more or less psychological study of a tough
guy and his reactions when the son he
worships is taken over by the man who
marries his wife after she divorces him as
a criminal. In this story, Robinson also
has his career brought to a close as the
Federal authorities land him for income
tax evasion, and send him to Alcatraz for
ten years. He is not worried over parting
with his wife, whom he had married abroad,
but he is all cut up over parting from his
new-born son. The wife, played by the new
Viennese import, Rose Stradner, brings the
babe to the prison on a visit, realizes that
the gangster husband only sees in the child
some one to take over his underworld empire, and decides to save him. She marries
a reporter (James Stewart) who protects
her from odious publicity, and they bury
themselves away from all who might know
them, and bring up the child to know nothing of his real father, the criminal. On his

SHORTS
Vitaphone Pictorial Revue
(Pictorial Revue No. 3)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Entertaining
Variety
The retrievers at work as the
thoroughbred dogs do their stuff
right out in the ocean swimming
to retrieve the wounded ducks. The
dogs are put through their paces
by their trainers in competition.
Clem McCarthy does the narration
on a Hollywood rodeo with several
stars stooging as cowboys and the
real work being done by regular
rodeo talent. The final sequence
shows the manufactures of the commercial ornamental product of the
plastic art known as Catalin. The
chemical processes are followed
through to the completion of the
material. An exhibit of the gorgeous and ornamental articles such
as fancy clocks, cigarette cases,
milady's bracelets to match her
gowns, etc., made in brilliant colors
from
hibited.the Catalin product, are ex-

"The Foxy Hunter"
(Betty Boop)
Paramount
7 mins.
Funny Kid Antics
The kids will eat this up. Junior,
the little boy starts out with his
dog Pudgy on a hunt for real live
game, after trying out their skill
on the pictures and art objects in
Betty's house. Everything goes well
till Junior makes the error of taking pot shots at the little ducklings
with his pop gun. Ma Duck then
moves into action, and chases the
culprits all the way back to Betty
Boop's home, where she helps Ma
Duck chastise them.

SWG-SP DECISION
EXPECTED IN DEC.
(Continued from Page

1)

case.
here Nov. 19 in the screen writers'
This means, it is said in informed
circles here, that the NLRB decision
in this case, highly important to the
industry, may be anticipated by
mid-December.
The case involves the question of
whether or not motion picture production companies are engaged in
interstate commerce. Should the
Board decide that they are not, the
NLRB would consequently lose its
jurisdiction
film workers'
and would over
therefore
dismiss cases
more
than 35 or 40 film workers organization petitions.
A second phase of the cases involves the classification of film
workers into one of two classifications either employees or independent contractors. Should the NLRB
decide that screen writers are not
employees,
then gotheby Screen
Writers'
Guild case will
the board,
but
other film disputes will be heard.
The third and last important phase
is, of course, the matter of representation and what will be the proper bargaining unit for employees in
the film industry.

On the coast, producers' stipulations sought to show that their business is entirely interstate, that they
release, Robinson's old gang use the boy
turn over the completed product to
whom they kidnap to force their former
distributing organizations which are
leader to disclose the hiding place of his
separate and distinct corporations.
loot, on pain of torturing the kid. Robinson
Writers, they stated, are engaged
returns the youngster to his mother, and
by individual contracts on distinct
exits in a big sacrifice act, being shot down
terms agreed to by the producer and
by a rival gangster. Robinson is his usual
the writer alone.
competent self as the gangster type. Rose
It is possible that the NLRB may
Stradner is by no means sensational. Lionel
hand down a decision calling for
Stander has a colorful part as the gangster's
an election of screen writers to
right hand man.
choose their bargaining agent.
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, James StewShould they so decide, there could
art, Rose Stradner, Lionel Stander, Douglas
be no appeal to the ruling. In the
Scott, John Carradine, Sidney Blackmer,
event of an election, the NLRB
Grant Mitchell, Edward S. Brophy, Alan
would determine the qualifications
Baxter, Frank Conroy, Louise Beavers.
of a screen writer necessary to vote.
Director, Edward Ludwig; Authors, WilAccording to William Walsh,
liam A. Wellman, Robert Carson; Screen- Hoyts-Snider & Dean Deal
NLRB counsel, there is a definite
play, John Lee Mahin; Editor, Ben Lewis;
Waits Only for Signatures possibility that the NLRB may deCameraman, William Daniels.
cree the proper employer bargainDirection, Very Good. Photography, Exing unit to be the individual pro(.Continued from Page 1)
cellent.
duction company, in which case the
an interview with the Film Daily writers of
each lot would hold their
upon his arrival in New York.
own election, with the possibility
"Conquest" Gives Capitol
"With the Hoyts and Greater that SP would be ruled the bargainBiggest Biz in 20 Weeks Union deal definitely off, and the others.ing agent on some and SWG on
Greater Union board announcing at
{Continued from Page 1)
their last meeting that no further
"The Jester" Nears
fly" which was released nationally negotiations were contemplated, it
Nov. 5, is doing excellent business seems an impossibility that any
Sphinx
Films Corp. announces
in the first two key city runs. At
the Wisconsin Theater, Milwaukee, agreement can be reached," said that "The Jester" ("Der PurimHutchinson, back from "Down Un- spiler") is being prepared for nathe
picturehigh
out-grossed
tion-wide release, with a Broadway
previous
grosser, '"Maytime,"
by 22 per
"Business has been restricted in showing planned in the near future.
cent, and is running ahead of "Great Japan through money difficulties, but
Ziegfeld," "Saratoga" and "San China has not dropped off as much
Francisco" at the United Artists as expected since the beginning of
Theater, Portland, Ore.
the present hostilities,," he reported.
Hutchinson praised the theater
der."
equipment
in the Australasian
Cincinnati — Mr. and Mrs. S. S.
Crooker's
Trip
Set
Back
Herb Crooker, director of pub- houses. He rated the Regent theater, Steenrod, Majestic Theater, Nelsonlicity for Warner Bros., who was Brisbane, as one of the world's ville, O., announce the approaching
scheduled to leave for the Coast finest houses today.
marriage of their daughter, Barbara, to Darwin Cunningham, Nov.
Hutchinson said U. S. pix had a
yesterday, has postponed his trip
23.
two weeks.
definite edge in Australia.

WEDDING

BELLS

VICTORIA

St

WASHINGTON
The Press o
Nation's Capital
adds its voice t
New York's in
swelling th
mighty chorus of
praise that's
booming on both
sides of the ocean!

"A RARE GEM... MAKES BOTH ALBERT AND HER
MAJESTY HEART-BEATS OF A GREAT LOVE"
—Andrew R. Kelley, Washington Times

"A TRIUMPH . . . MAGNIFICENT AND MOVING!"
— Mabelle Jennings, Washington Herald

"SIGNALLY SUCCESSFUL EFF0RT...SH0ULD NOT BE MISSED"
—Nelson B. Bell, Washington Post

"ONE OF THE FINEST LOVE STORIES EVER SCREENED"
—Jay Carmody, Washington Evening Star

"A PROUD PICTURE AND AN INTERESTING ONE"
— Katharine Hillyer, Washington Daily News

VICTORIA THE GREAT
ANNA NEAGLE • ANTON WALBROOK
• h. b.warner • waiter rilla
Screen Play by Miles Malleson and Charles de Grandcourt

PRODUCED AND
DIRECTED BY

HERBERT WILCOX

With Scenes in TECHNICOLOR

r ;< o
RADIO
PICTUF

V

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
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ic/ienc/c Says 20th-Fox Studio Plans No Radio Shows

(UYKENDALL CONFIDENTlTl 0-POINT PLAfTSUCCESS
is. ITPA Calls Special Convention on Pooling Plan
Independent
Management
Corporation Action Due
in January
'Milwaukee
— Independent
Theaters
otective Association
of Wisconsin
d Upper Michigan will hold a spell convention in January to pass
Ion plans for pooling the buying
of indie exhibs via an indeldent management corporation,
love by the indies, it is announcis designed "to place them in a
sition to compete with expanding
i cuit
operation".
\.t the
recent annual convention

Metro Contracts for Period 1,900 Ahead
M-G-M has 1,900 more contracts for new season product on its books today than
it had for the same period a year ago for the 1936-37 program, W. F. Rodgers, general
sales manager, said yesterday. Rodgers indicated that the company was heading for
a new record.

TOM COCHRANE DIES GB TO MAKE BIG PIX,
FOLLOWING STROKE AIMING AT U.S. MART

Tom Cochrane, Paramount's general manager for the Orient, died
yesterday morning in New York following a stroke of paralysis which
Id here, the ITPA authorized ap(Continued on Page 13)
he suffered Sunday night and from
which he never regained consciousness. Cochrane arrived from Tokyo
less than a month ago in ill health
and went to St. Luke's hospital for
observation, He apparently was recovering rapidly until the stroke.
Cochrane, who was about 65, had
been with Paramount for 15 years,
M Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
although he made his entrance into
(Continued
on Page 4)
'Hollywood - — Columbia's
studio
[ike, as forecast in Film Daily
patches, ended quickly yesterday,, Canadian MPA Weighs
.lowing conferences between Prexy
New Schedule of CPRS
(rry Cohn and William Bioff, lat\ personal
aide
of George
E.
Toronto — New schedules of rates
|owne, IATSE president.
Official filed by the Canadian Performing
houncement said: "The difficulty
h been adjusted and a satisfactory Rights Society have been under consideration at a meeting held here
jderstanding
Trhe unionistsexists".
who were on strike by the Musical Protective Associa-

ILUNIBJn STUDIO
STRIKE ENDS QUICKLY

(Continued on Page

iiller Denies He'll Drop
Two Anti-Trust Actions
Mew Orleans — Speaking over long
tance from Fairhope, Ala., George
filer yesterday emphatically denied
IFilm Daily that he would abann his two anti-trust suits against
ren majors and two Saenger ex(Continued on Page

(Continued

10)

13)

Armistice Closings
Check-up along New York's Film Row
late yesterday revealed that Armistice
Day tomorrow will be generally observed, with large majority of companies
closing at 1 p.m.

on Page

10)

Change in Gaumont-British production policy and resultant shifts
in its 1937-38 line-up were disclosed
yesterday when Arthur A. Lee, vicepresident and general manager, told
The Film Daily that four features,
in addition to six ready or nearly
ready, would be turned out by GB
at a cost of $500,000 each.
New budget wipes out the Ostrer
statement made at outset of the season which declared that Gaumont
(Continued

on Page

10)

(Continued on Page

10)

No studio-produced sponsored raCapital's MPTO Re-names
dio shows are now being considered
Brylawski Head 11th Time by 20th-Fox,
and the present policy
of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A Julian Brylawski
yesterday was re-elected for the 11th
consecutive time president of the
MPTO of the District of Columbia.
Other officers re-elected were: Sidney Lust,
vice-president;
Dr. Wil(Continued on Page 10)

FILM

By ERNEST W. FAIR
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Oklahoma City — Success of the
MPTOA's 10-point plan was predicted
yesterday by Ed Kuykendall at the
28th annual convention of the MPTO
of Oklahoma. Kuykendall told 200
exhibitors
second
sions that at
thetheplan
couldday's
not sesfail
if the exhibitors with whom he had
talked lived up to their promises.
Urging a better understanding
with the Federal Government, Kuykendall pointed out that errors in
(Continued

on Page

13)

KUYKENDALL ACCEPTS
ITOA BID TO PARLEY

Ed Kuykendall, president of
MPTOA, will "gladly participate" in
in Republic's Ad Post a meeting to discuss fair trade practices, according to a telegram from
Jay David Blaufox, for many
years in the advertising depart- Kuykendall sent yesterday to Harry
ments of motion picture majors, is Brandt, president of ITOA. Brandt
to succeed Al Adams as Republic has been endeavoring
to sponsor
(Continued on Page 13)
Pictures' advertising and publicity
chief, it was learned yesterday.
Adams, who resigned this week,

Shows Planned hy 20th-Fox--Schenck
Bureau

Predicated
on Exhib.
Promises,
He
Tells
Oklahoma MPTO

Blaufox Succeeds Adams

No Studio-Produced Sponsored Radio

Washington

View

of allowing the company's stars to
appear on air shows will not be subject to any change at this time, according to Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the board, who plans to
leave for the Coast today.
Four pictures are scheduled for
production(Continued
by Newon World
Films on
Page 4)

Alperson to Meet Dean
Before Hollywood Trip

Edward L. Alperson, Grand National prexy, is deferring his departure for the Coast until he has
conferred with Basil Dean, British
(Continued

on Page

13)

"Hurricane," Swanhy
It was an ultra-ultra-swanky Eastern
premiere
they gave
Samuel
"The
Hurricane"
at the
Astor Goldwyn's
here last
night. Industry notables and execs,
turned out in full force. All the trimBAHN.
mings in evidence save a — broadcast,
latter vetoed by S. G. himself. For
"among those present," turn to "Along
the Rialto," page 4; for full review of
pix, see page 9.
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Oscar Straus, composer, it was
learned yesterday has been commissioned by E. B. Marks Music Corp.
to pen two new operettas for presentation in the United States subsequent to next Spring. Deal is understood to call for completion of
the scripts by that time. Straus, to
carry out the assignment, plans to
sail from New York tomorrow or on
the Queen Mary next week for Europe.
En route to Austria where he will
spend the Winter months, he expects, it is said, to make a stopover
in Paris to visit Yvonne Printemps
and Pierre Fresnay who are currently playing there in "The Three
Waltzes,"
to the production of which
Straus contributed.
It was also learned yesterday anent
Straus' impending departure that
M-G-M has finally acquired the last
remaining right for production of a
feature film, "The Chocolate Soldier," based on the Straus stage
operetta which was produced on
Broadway in 1908-09. Negotiations,
it is said, have been carried on by
M-G-M for the various rights involved for a period of several years past.

Soviet Studios Making
Headway With Cartoons
Russia is making rapid strides in
the production of animated cartoons,
Lucille Cramer said yesterday upon
her arrival on the Aquitania. Miss
Cramer, who was formerly with
Max Fleischer in New York, told
The Film Daily that the company
with which she has been associated
for four years in Russia will make
from 12 to 15 cartoons this year.
The company, which is known as the
"All-Union," has seven directors and
more than 200 persons working at
its studios.
Russian cartoons, Miss Cramer
said, are now showing a trend away
from propaganda subjects and are
concentrating on Russian Folk lore
and even such stories as "Little Red
Miss Cramer
Riding
Hood." plans to work in the
United
States.

Monogram 1937-38 Program
Reaches the Half-way Mark
Inauguration of production on
"Telephone Operator" at the Coast
this week leaves Monogram with
only half its 1937-38 program to
terday.
go, W. Ray Johnston announced yes-

"Telephone Operator" becomes
the 21st feature to be turned out by
the studio; 42 were announced for
Le Maire, Arliss Huddle
Of the remaining 21, sevon Rockefeller Pix Deal the enseason.
are in script form ready for the
cameras. They are: "Marines Are
A deal whereby Rufus Le Maire, Here," "My Old Kentucky Home,"
"Rose of the Rio Grande," "Romance
formerly of Universal's production of the Limberlost," "Port of Missing
department, will produce a picture
"Saleslady" and "Scandal."
based on the life of John D. Rocke- Girls,"
Titles of the balance of the profeller, with George Arliss in the
gram have been announced, and no
stellar role, is now being negotiated, change is anticipated.
it was said yesterday following the
arrival of Arliss from England on
FWC Biz Below Normal
the Aquitania. It is understood
Charles
Skouras, president of Fox
that Le Maire plans to make the picture himself for release by a major West Coast Theaters, yesterday
company, but Le Maire declined to characterized business there as
reveal any details until he had time slightly below normal and attributes
the lull to a market reaction. He
to confer with Arliss.
plans
to await the return of his
Arliss told The Film Daily that
brother, Spyros, from England
he came over from England primar- Monday, and depart together with
ily for a vacation, but he admitted him, for the Coast Tuesday.
that he had been asked to portray
the Rockefeller role and would disChi. Monroe Ups Prices
cuss the matter with Le Maire.
Le Maire, who recently resigned
Chicago — The Monroe Theater of
from Universal, said that aside from the Trinz circuit has advanced prices
the Arliss deal he had no immediate five cents.
plans for announcement.
Arliss will remain in New York
until after the opening of his latest
GB picture,
"Dr. Syn," at the Globe
Theater
Saturday.

i
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New

York City

cominc nno goidc
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, chairman of the 20th
Fox board, leaves for Hollywood today ac
companied by LEW WERTHEIMER and JA
PALEY.

M,

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, president of M-G
also leaves for the Coast today.

JOHN G. PAINE, general manager of Ascap
returns to New
York from Alabama
on Friday
JACK WHITING
row from England.

arrives in New

York tomor

DONALD M. MERSEREAU, general manage
of THE FILM DAILY and RADIO DAILY, re
turns from the Coast today.
GEORCE ARLISS arrived in New
terday from England.

York yes

JED HARRIS has returned to New
business
trip to London.

York fror

a

FRANK W. BECKER, European auditor
M-G-M, accompanied by MRS. BECKER;
JOSEPH OPPENHEIMER, vice-president of
dio Patents Corp.; BARNES KELTY, film
rector of Warner Bros.; and CLIFFORD
FISCHER, stage producer, leave New York
day on the Normandie for Europe.

fc
DR
Ra
d!
C
to

MAX FACTOR, president of Max Factor Ce
Hollywood, accompanied by DAVIS FACTOf
firm's active head, and ABRAHAM B. SHOR
and MURRAY H. BOIS-SMITH, also is aboarl
the outgoing Normandie today.
HELEN E. GILLETTE, HENRY H. McCOLLUM
FRANK H. HARRINGTON, WILLIAM MEND
RICK, LEE BEGGS, HAROLD WALDBRIDCI
JAMES CORNER and WILLIAM SWETLAN1
accompanied by MRS. SWETLAND, sail fron
New York for London today on the Presides
Harding to appear in production there of stag'
playSID"Room
Service." general professional man
LORRAINE,
ager for E. B. Marks Music Corp., has led
Newthe York
to visit company's
in
midwest.

branch offict

OSCAR STRAUS, composer, leaves New for
for next
Europe
on Mary.
the Aquitani;
or
weekeither
aboardtomorrow
the Queen
FRANK McHUCH and his wife sail on th:
Normandie today for a month's stay abroad.
O. BERKMAN, Hollywood scenaris
is EDWARD
in New York.
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NO RADIO SHOWS FOR

TOM COCHRANE DIES
FOLLOWING STROKE

20TH CENTURY-FOX
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

the film business with Universal. He
produced the first feature for Carl
Laemmle in 1909 when he made
"Hiawatha." Two years later Universal expanded on a world-wide
program and Cochrane was assigned to the Orient, where he established offices in Tokyo, Shanghai,
Hong Kong, the Philippines, the Federated Malay States, and India.
In June, 1922, Cochrane joined
Paramount and was again assigned
to the Orient. In 1923, Cochrane
proved himself a hero when, although severely injured, he helped
to take care of injured Paramount
workers during the devastating
earthquake.
Cochrane's first wife died in 1924.
He remarried in 1933, taking for his
wife Dora Piper, sister of the general manager of the Paramount organization. Two children, one four
and the other two years old, resulted from this union. With their
mother, they remained in Japan.
Funeral services will be held tomorrow at the Columbus Circle Chapel, 43 W. 60th Street, at 2:30 P.M.
It is believed his body will be cremated and his ashes sent to Tokyo.
Besides his wife and two children,
Cochrane is survived by five brothers
and one sister. They are Robert H.
Cochrane, president of Universal;
P. D. Cochrane, secretary of Universal; Witt Cochrane, George
Cochrane, Negli Cochrane and Mrs.
George L. Chapman, of Toledo, 0.

N. J. Allied Names Six
for Huddles With ITOA
Irving Dollinger, president of Allied Theaters of New Jersey, yesterday at an organization meeting
appointed a committee which will
meet with a similar group of ITOA
members to discuss mutual exhibitor problems. The New Jersey committee consists of Maury Miller, Lee
Newberry, Morris Marks, Lou Gold
and Dollinger. The two groups will
convene twice a month.
Ih was voted to hold the next New
Jersey Allied meeting at the Cochrane House, Newton, N. J., on Nov.
23.

laf>m,'m>

tRTHjU

Best
the

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
NOVEMBER 10
Edwin H. Walk

Daily to
birthday:

•

• • THAT HURRICANE scene now
ater is Realism Plus
it gets you if you
tive as the picture finishes, and you
the Big Blow
you are liable to grab

blowing at the Astor Theare imaginative and sensiare still under the spell of
the dame who came with

you
or some other guy's dame
lift her up and rush for the
exit
all around Times Square you can see the patrons bending
forward, still struggling against the hurricane
hanging onto one
another as they cross Broadway
or swaying on lampposts
yessir
that Hurricane sure Gets You
▼
T
T
• •
•
AT LAST evening's official opening
one of the
smartest audiences ever seen at a picture premiere was on hand
the list included
Samuel
Goldwyn
and wife, Mary
Pickford, Buddy Rogers, Ira Gershwin, Moss Hart, George S.
Kaufman
Fannie Hurst, Ben Hecht, Max Gordon, Jascha
Heifetz, William Powell, Margot Grahame, Alexander Korda, Roy
Howard
George Arliss, Walter Wanger, David Selznick, Jock
Whitney, William Rhinelander Stewart, William Paley, Herbert
Bayard
Swope,
Joseph
M. Schenck,
John
Hertz
George
Schaefer, Charles Skouras, George Skouras, Nate Blumberg,
Frank
C. Walker,
Barney
Balaban,
Sidney
Kent,
Nicholas
Schenck, Charles Moskowitz
T
T
T
• • • THE BIGGEST campaign in terms of money that the Astor
Theater ever has seen is represented in Samuel Goldwyn's "The Hurricane" the total cost of newspapers, posting and electric signs
will be well over $50,000
not only were large amusement page
newspaper ads used in the dailies
as large as 1050 lines in the
leading "white" papers and full pages for the tabs
but for the
first time a planned and systematic use was made of the women's,
book and sport pages
special ads were prepared
to make
a
strong appeal to men for the sport pages
another capitalized on
the literary interest in authors Nordhoff and Hall for the book sections
and pages
still another appealed to feminine emotions for the wo•

•

men's pages ....
▼
▼
▼
• A SECOND feature of the campaign

was

a very

wide and general use of a coupon advertising plan for the suburban and regional papers in the metropolitan areas
special
ads, together with publicity, have been planted in the Westchester, New Jersey and Long Island papers
a clipping facilitated the reservation of seats
this feature will also be used
for the Bronx and Brooklyn papers
a careful checking is
being made of the experiment
T
T
T
• • • NEW RADIO series by Radie Harris starts over WOR
tonite from 6:45 to 7 p.m., with Gertrude Lawrence as the guest of
honor
Radie is one of the Hollywood commentators they won't
have to censor for slinging dirt
she Builds, not Blasts. . . • NO
AMP A luncheon tomorrow, on account of Armistice Day
T
T
T
• •
• A NATIONAL bowling contest by wire was held last
nite at 10:30 p.m. New York time and 7:30 Pacific time
between Paramount teams on the east and west coasts
scores
after the fifth frame in each game were wired each team
three games were bowled by a five-man team
the coast
team were Gene Hornbostel, Jack Harring, Pete Rasch, Bill Johnson and Dave Feig
the New York team were John Fuchs,
Bill Fass, Charles Bade, Carl Clausen, Joe Doughney, Murray
Waterman. . . • Paul Greenhalgh, ad manager of Jay Emanuel
Publications, is bragging to everybody about an 8-pounder he
and the missus landed
a male
and no fluke

1)

the present English program, witl
Robert T. Kane in charge of pro
duction, but no further Technicoloi
pictures have been planned in Eng
land, Schenck told The Film Daily
He added, that it was doubtful i
20th-Fox would make any Techni
color pictures in Hollywood.
Schenck said the company had nc
immediate plans to purchase any o:
the 20th-Fox stock held by the Chas<
Bank, but intimated that with ar
improvement in market condition:
there was a strong possibility sue!
a purchase would be considered.
Satisfaction with the excellen
grosses was
madevoiced
by 20th-Fox
"B" pic
tures,
by Schenck,
am
he credited the success of the prod
uct to extreme care and effort ii
production, casting and selection o
suitable stories.

DEATH RECORD
John W. Simmons
Newport, R. I.— John W. Sim
mons, member of orchestras at botl
the Opera House and Colonial thea
ters in former years, died Nov. 1 a
his home. His widow, Theresa Con
roy
Simmons, is cashier at the Op
era House.
Francis de Croisset
Paris (By Cable) — Francis di
Croisset, 52, prominent Frencl
playwright, is dead here at the Amer
ican Hospital of double pneumonia.
Most widely known of his man;
plays
Lupin,"
a filn
versionwas
of "Arsene
which was
one of
th
early motion pictures made in thi
country. In the United States M
G-M made a talkie under the sam
title in 1931-32, and now has a fea
ture
"Arsene Lupin Returns in pro
duction.
Frederick Donaghey
Chicago — Frederick Donaghey, 6c,
former critic and theater managei,
is dead
here.
Death
came in I
dentist's chair from a heart attac
while awaiting treatment.
Gertrude

Kingston

London
(By Cable)
— Gertrud
Kingston, actress and producer, a
sociated with the stage for almos:
50 years, is dead here. In 1910
created
a "theater
of ideas,"
Little Theater, St. Johns Place,
in 1928 founded in London a

shi'
th i
an|
clu i

known
as the Guild
last
in NewPlayers.
York wasHe'i
"Red appearance
Blinds," 1926.
Alexander Scott-Gatry

London (By Cable) — Alexander
Scott-Gatty, 61, veteran actor, i;
dead here. For nearly 30 years hi>
had appeared in stage production;;
both here and abroad. Recently h\'
had been presented in severa)!
tions.
dramas broadcast over British sta-

If It's Lauqhter You're After. . .
t
i

t

!

I

t

i

"It convulsed the preview audience"! — Motion Picture Daily
Endowed with everything needed to make a great
comedy! It should not fail to score as

i

one of the outstanding box-office

1

c

triumphs of the season." — Variety Daily
"The audience laughed long,
m loudly and often enough to
convince the most pessimistic hearer on the sidewalk out^4

side that something extremely funny was
going on inside!" — Motion Picture Herald
ilarious farce! One of the smartest,

^
f^
^0fi

medy offerings of
^/gayestthecoyear.
Will garner sustained
laughter from every type of
audience!" — Hollywood Reporter

If It's Names You're After. . .

^»«:;«;R'*:s«<t;siS:;0

lit

If It's a Swash You're After. . .
Get Right After

WARNER

BROS.

t
i

t
t
i
i

"A

box-office

delight!"
—Film Daily

"Should not fail to score as one
of the outstanding box-office triumphs of the season!" — Variety Daily

OLIVIA n , AV'S
Ho
eHbia,nRb
BETTF"^VVA
iine
LOVFlnrii
P'>ecfed
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R;

"Exhibitors can prepare to dust
off that SRO sign and brace
-Box themOffice
selves for landslide
business!"

ERlC

^^Mauf; ■'"°'ns°n

"Spells box-office of the first water!5

—Hollywood Reporter
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Reviews o$ the Hew TjJUm

"The Hurricane"
with

DAILY

Dorothy Lamour, Jon
Thomas
Mitchell

United Artists

Hall,
103 Mins.

BRILLIANT GOLDWYN PRODUCTION,
FINELY ACTED, COMBINES ROMANCE
WITH OUTSTANDING STORM
THRILLS.
"The Hurricane" most assuredly is no
misnomer. It is the hurricane, its crescendo a manifestation of Nature's fury
the like of which has not been experienced
since the night of the fabled Big Wind,
which gives Samuel Goldwyn's brilliant production of the Charles Nordhoff-James
Norman Hall story its climactic footage,
its sustained "punch." What precedes and
what follows is so much prologue, so much
epilogue. Perhaps, it could not be otherwise. That the South Seas boy-meets-girl
story, with its embroidery of rule-by-law
versus rule-by-reason, is dwarfed by the
raging storm which seals the fate of an
island Paradise and a people is no reflection upon the players who, under John
Ford's spirited guidance, tell it. Theirs
again is merely the age-old fate of those
who would too closely compete with Nature. And the fact that skilled technicians
here have helped that lady herself fails to
alter the matter. The magnificent illusion of awesome realism is there; that
alone counts. The story of Marama (Dorothy Lamour) and Terangi (John Hall) itself is hardly new; in one form or another,
it has been told before. Terangi is a personification of all natives who, obeying
natural impulses, run afoul of the ruling
white man's code. Because he attempts
to escape and return, first to his bride,
later to his wife and child, his sentence
grows from months to years. White prestige, French politics, rule-by-law unite to
enmesh him. Meanwhile, life on Manukura
goes on — Administrator DeLaage (Ravmond
Massey) pursues his duty despite the intercessions of his wife, Germaine (Mary
Astor), Father Paul (C. Aubrey Smith),
Dr. Kersaint (Thomas Mitchell), Captain
Nagle (Jerome Cowan) and Chief Mehevi
(Al Kikume). Finally, Terangi breaks
prison, is reunited with his wife and
daughter, starts with them for an island
sanctuary, senses the rising gale spells
catastrophe for Manukura, turns back,
heroically saves Mme. DeLaage. The visualization of the destructive fury of the
hurricane and raging sea which dooms all
but a mere handful of Manukura's people
and leaves the island a battered, barren
[and desolate atoll is a brilliant technical
rriumph, on a par with the industry's outstanding production feats. Staging credit
goes to James Basevi and R. T. Layton.
The photography by Bert Glennon is in
kind. Director Ford has the benefit of
admirable casting plus. The "plus" includes, generally speaking, the contributions of Oliver H. P. Garrett, adaptor, and
Dudley Nichols, screenplaywright. Realists,
if course, may look askance at some twists,
some dialogue, some scenes, but the average patron will not. If the latter is critical at all, it will be of the post-hurricane
island; here impressionism gains the upper
hand. Performances are intelligent, convincing. Miss Lamour is a perfect sarongclad Marama, Hall a fine, stalwart Terangi.
[Mitchell is tops as the physician, Smith a

"Hot Water"
with Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane,
Russell Gleason
20th Century-Fox
55 Mins.
NICE FAMILY OFFERING WITH MATERIAL THAT WILL APPEAL TO YOUNG
AND OLD.

Paramount

This is done in the typical Jones Family
style, with Jed Prouty as the family man,
John Jones, running for mayor on a reform
ticket. His young son, Roger, has set up
a little print shop in the shed, and gets
out a local rag that is positively sensational. He prints the inside dope on the
present mayor who is a crook, and quotes
his dad's comments around the dinner table
and scares the old man to death for fear

THIS
MUSICAL
AN
ENJOYABLE
OF ENTERTAINMENT.

he is going to be sued for libel. But everything works out all right, for the crooked
mayor is so involved with the proprietor of
a shady roadhouse that caters to young
folks with a gambling room, that he is
afraid to start anything. However, they
try to frame dad and discredit him by
putting his eldest son on the spot. He is
lured to the roadhouse one evening by a
blonde siren on the pretense of driving
her to the night show in which she is a
performer after her car breaks down. They
frame him in an auto accident as he drives
away from the roadhouse, and plant a bottle of whiskey in his car. The suspense
comes with the town hall crowded on election day as the returns come in, showing
the other candidate for mayor away out
in front, due to the scandal in the Jones
family. But the demon reporter-publisher
in the family has got the inside story of
the frame-up, and this is the sensation
sprung on the audience that causes the
crooked mayoralty candidate to flee and
leaves Jones triumphant.
Cast: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring
Byington, Russell Gleason, Kenneth Howell,
George Ernest, June Carlson, Florence Roberts, Billy Mahan, Joan Marsh, Marjorie
Weaver, Willard Robertson, Robert GleckKing.
ler, Arthur Hohl, Selmer Jackson, Joseph

(HOLLYWOOD
VARIED

ARRAY

OF

with
72

Mins.

PREVIEW)
TALENT

#

"The Lady Fights

"Thrill
of Lamour,
a Lifetime"
with Dorothy
Ben Blue,
the Yacht Club Boys

ik

MAKES
PIECE

A wide and varied array of talent makes
this musical an enjoyable piece of entertainment. Ithas Judy Canova and Ben
Blue who grab off a lot of laughs, the
former with her hill-billy songs and the
latter with his comical antics. The Yacht
Club Boys give zip and zest to a couple
of song routines, while Eleanore Whitney
and Johnny Downs make a nice romantic
pair. Dorothy Lamour puts over a version
of the song, "Thrill of a Lifetime," in
pleasing style. The rest of the cast includes Betty Grable, Leif Erickson, Larry
Crabbe, Zeke and Anne Canova, Tommy
Wonder, all of whom warble or dance to
make the whole show a gay, fast-moving,
round of music, dances and laughs. In
the upper bracket of program fare it
should be well received. The plot is a
lightweight musical comedy affair, but the
writers Seena Owen, Grant Garrett and
Paul Gerard Smith keep it interesting.
George Archainbaud's direction brings out
a lot of good qualities in the performers
and the tempo he maintains is a lively one.
"Thrill of a Lifetime," written by Frederick Hollander, Sam Coslow and Carmen
Lombardo, should prove popular. Victor
Young and Arthur Franklin arranged the
music which Boris Morros directed. Fan-

Kent Taylor, Irene Hervey, William
Lundigan,
Chick
Chandler
Universal
60 Mins.

ENTERTAINING PICTURE WITH ACTION AND LAUGHS IN A MAGNIFICENT
OUTDOOR
BACKGROUND.
Kent Taylor, an engineer for the Northern Power Company, arrives on the Muskalaga River to make preliminary surveys for
a dam site. For 50 years the river has
been the exclusive fishing preserve of the
Muskalaga Salmon Club, operated by Irene

Back"

Hervey. When Taylor's mission is discovered, she detains him at the club while
she sends out a hurry call to the club's
powerful members to meet at the lodge
and take action to prevent the dam from
being built. Already in love with his
hostess, Taylor leaves for the dam site
only to discover from his assistant that she
has gone into action to stop him. He
rushes to the Forest Commissioner's office
to find that she is already there. He
tricks her into a telephone booth, and after
locking her in gets the commissioner to
sign a permit for approval of the preliminary work on the dam. Unknown to
Miss Hervey, her guides wreck a truck and
take a few pot shots at the power company

employees. She stops this, but arrests Taylor, in her capacity as a game warden,
for cutting trees too close to the river.
Taylor escapes from the lodge storeroom
only to find that she has left to see the
commissioner. He discovers that her guides
have cut the supports on a new bridge and
saves her life by stopping her car when
she
returns with the commissioner. The
chon's production is a youthful frolicsome
one and regular audiences should like it. commissioner reveals the next day that
It's all about a fellow, Leif Erickson, who Taylor has prevailed on his company to
believes there is no such thing as real love
build "fish ladders" which will keep the
and that romance can be cooked up be- fish in the river, and everybody is happy.
tween most any persons. He has a sum- Taylor and Miss Hervey make an attracmer camp for this purpose. He is so
tive couple, and fill their roles adequately.
imbued with his idea that he has written William Lundigan as the wealthy youth
a play on the subject. When the Yacht staying at the club, who wants to marry
Club boys visit the place, misrepresenting
Producer, Max Golden; Director, Frank themselves as Broadway producers, the her, is good in his part, and Chick Chanding. ler as Taylor's assistant helps the picture
R. Strayer; Authors, Ron Ferguson, Eleanor
guests at the camp put on the show which
De Lamater; Screenplay,. Robert Chapin,
along, while Willie Best, as the slow footed mumbling colored butler at the lodge,
all
ends
with
a
lot
of
mating
—
Judy
CanKaren De Wolf; Editor, Nick De Maggio;
ova with Ben Blue; Eleanore Whitney and provides plenty of laughs. The splendid
Cameraman,
Edward Snyder.
Johnny Downs; and Betty Grable captures outdoor backgrounds alone are worth seeDirection, Good
Photography, Fine.
Leif Erickson, the guy who was so positive
that there was no such thing as love.
sympathetic priest. Massey, Miss Astor,
Cast: Kent Taylor, Irene Hervey, WilCast: Dorothy Lamour, Ben Blue, the
Kikume, and John Carradine, the latter a
liam Lundigan, Willie Best, Chick Chandcruel jailer, are others splendidly effective. Yacht Club Boys, Johnny Downs, Eleanore
ler, Joe Sawyer, Paul Hurst, Ernest CosAlfred Newman's overture sets the mood Whitney, Judy Canova, Betty Grable, Leif sart, Gerald Oliver Smith.
musically, and the score is an important Erickson, Larry Crabbe, Franklin Pangborn,
Associate Producer, Edmund Grainger;
factor throughout.
Zeke Canova, Anne Canova, Tommy WonDirector, Milton Carruth; Story, Arthur
der, the Fanchonettes.
Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall, Mary
Stringer; Screenplay, Brown Holmes and
Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas Mitchell,
Producer, Fanchon; Director, George Ar- Robert T. Shannon; Editor, Paul Landres;
Raymond Massey, John Carradine, Jerome
Cowan, Al Kikume, Kuulei DeClercq, Layne chainbaud ; Authors, Seena Owen, Grant Gar- Cameraman, Milton Krasner.
Direction,
Good,
rett; Screenplay, Seena Owen, Grant GarTom, Jr., Mamo Clark, Movita Castenada,
Photography,
Excelrett, Paul Gerard Smith; Cameraman, Wil- lent.
Reri, Francis Kaai, Pauline Steele, Flora
liam C. Mellor; Editor, Doane Harrison;
"Zola" Big Abroad
Hayes, Mary Shaw, Spencer Charters, Rog- Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Franz Bachelin;
ers Drake, Inez Courtney.
Sound, George Dutton, Don Johnson; Dance
Producer, Samuel Goldwyn; Associate
"Life of Emile Zola" is giving
Producer, Merritt Hulburd; Director, John Director, LeRoy Prinz; Fanchonette Dances
Ford; Associate Director, Stuart Heisler; staged by Carlos Romero; 'Musical Director, Warners exceptional biz abroad, it
Boris Morros; Vocal Supervision, Max Terr,
Story, Charles Nordhoff and James Norman
saidyesterday.
at the Pix,
company's
ofAl Siegel; Arrangements by Victor Young, was fice
now in home
its third
Hall; Adaptation, Oliver H.Garrett; Screenplay, Dudley Nichols; Cameraman, Bert Arthur Franklin; Music and Lyrics by Fred- week at the Carlton theater, London,
erick Hollander, Sam Coslow, Carmen Lom- is rated as SRO. Similar reports
Glennon; Film Editor, Lloyd Nosier; Musibardo, The Yacht Club Boys.
have come from Copenhagen and
cal Director, Alfred Newman.
Vienna.
Direction, Able. Photography, Good.
Direction, Spirited. Photography, Brilliant.
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F)UE to his work in "Thrill of a
Lifetime," just previewed, Comedian Ben Blue, the screen's "man
of a thousand faces" and master of
pantomimic dancing, will be starred
in Fanchon's next production for
Paramount, titled "Romance in the
Rough."
T
T
T
Our Passing Show: Harry Grey,
Albert J. Cohen and Harry Sauber
at the Santa Fe station, saying
"good-bye" to Moe J. Siegel, Republic head, who was leaving on a trip
to New York; Don Mersereau, E. J.
Loeb, Jerry Sackheim and Frederick
Hazlett Brennan among other Eastbound passengers.
T

*

T

WHO'S
•

DEN

•

•

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting 'Personalities: No.

HOLMES.

RKO

radio

director.

Native

of

Richmond,

168

•

Va.

•

•

Attended

w school in Virginia.
At 17 became an actor in Victor Kiralfy's "Pocahontas"
at the Colonial theater, Norfolk, Va.
Was
in stock, vaudeville, repertoire,
burlesque,
legitimate
shows,
revues,
medicine
shows,
tent shows,
musical
comedies — everything but showboats. Has played
almost every town
and hamlet
in U.S.A. and
Canada.
Has appeared in shows that played in
hotel dining rooms, warehouses, school-buildings.
Once appeared
in an abandoned grocery store,
and his company used cells in adjacent . jail as
dressing rooms.
With Shuberts as an actor in
1922.
Later became
stage director for J. J.
Shubert and worked on several Winter Garden
shows.
In 1927, went to coast to write for Fox.
Made screen directorial debut at Universal on
shorts.
Has been at RKO since 1931.
Started
directing features in 1934.
Stands, 5-11. Eyes,
blue.
Hair, brown.

Dorothy Lamour is on location at
Palm Springs for scenes in "Jungle
Romance," in which she is co-starred with Ray Milland. The Paramount jungle picture is being direct- featured roles in "Blonde Moll,"
Wallace Ford, who is in New York
ed by George Archainbaud and pro- soon to go into production at 20th to appear in the stage play, "Of
duced by George Arthur.
Century-Fox studios with Phyllis Mice and Men," will probably be reT
T
T
Brooks and Ricardo Cortez in the
placed in the next David Diamond
Harold Huber, Eve Arden and
release for Grand
National.
Ray
Robert Wilcox have been assigned leading roles.

GB to Make Big Pictures,
Aiming at the U. S. Market
(Continued from Page

Columbia's Studio Strike
Reaches Quick Settlement
(.Continued from Page

1)

would not produce for the American
market.
GB's convention announcement
listed 12 quality features without
committing the company to production sources. Lee's statement, therefore, assumes added significance,
when it names GB as producer. In
view of the fact that two Herbert
Wilcox films bring the GB program
to an early-season total of 12, it is
felt in official quarters that the estimated minimum may be exceeded.
Picture-by-picture sales policy will
be adhered to, it was stated.
Of the GB-produced productions,
"Non-Stop New York," with Anna
Lee and John Loder, has been set
for national release on Nov. 17;
"Sailing Along," with Jessie Matthews, and "The Girl Was Young"
with Nova Pilbeam, are in the cutting room; and "Bank Holiday," a
tentative title, is in production. Wilcox' films starring Anna Neagle,
"Look Out for Love" and "The Show
Goes On,"
ready.
Nearing
the
camera
are are
another
Jessie
Matthews

Asher Bringing Three WB
English-Made Pix Here

Subsidiary Quits

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

leaves for a 2-week stay at Lake
Placid, after which he will announce
his plans. Blaufox takes over officially Monday.
The new executive is the author of
several novels and plays. He was
formerly director of publicity at Fox
Brooklyn Theater, B. S. Moss' Broadway Theater and the Hudson Division of Stanley-Fabian theaters,
N. J.

Canadian MPA Weighs
New Schedule of CPRS
(Continued from Page

1)

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

P. H. Evans Goes Tele

1)

liam B. Herbst, treasurer and Nat
B. Browne, secretary.
New executive committee men
elected were J. W. Cleveland, W. T.
Moore, Carter T. Barron, John J.
Payette, Louis Bernheimer, Hardie
Meakin, U. Hollingsworth and Lloyd
J. Wineland. Other action included
donation of $300 to the community
chest and approval for the use of
unemployment census and Christmas
seal trailers in affiliated theaters.
Lust was also appointed delegate
to the MPTOA.

"Wells Fargo" Premieres

tion, consisting of theaters, broadPlanned on Two Coasts
casters and hotels. As required by
statute, the schedule was filed by
CPRS on Nov. 1 at Ottawa with the
Present Para, plans for the reSecretary of State. The proposed
lease of "Wells Fargo" call for preschedules will be considered at a
mieres in New York and San Franlater date by the Copyright Appeal
cisco during the Christmas holiday.*
Board at Ottawa and and then pub- followed two or three weeks later
lished in the Canada Gazette.
by special showings in key cities in
various
partsrelease.
of the country prior
to
national

New Warner Burbank Lab.
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners' new $500,000 lab. on the Burbank lot, nearing
completion, will turn out release
Washington — Keith-Albee-OrphBoston — Porter H. Evans, former- prints for use in Coast theaters and
eum Corp. and B. F. Keith Corp. yesterady filed individual reports with
ly associated as chief engineer of negatives from which prints are
the Securities and Exchange Com- construction for eight and a half made in New York for houses in
other parts of the country. Conmission reporting that B. F. Keith's years with Warner Bros. Pictures, way.
struction of 24 film vaults is under
Nixon-Grand Corp. had been volun- is now vice-president of the Massachusetts Television Institute.
tarily dissolved on Oct. 21, 1937.
Washington

support of George M. Cohan in "I'd
Rather Be Right."
▼
T
T
Columbia has cinematically married Thurston Hall and Marjorie
Gateson, as they have been engaged
to appear as Mr. and Mrs. Petonsall in "The Night Before," a picturization of Paul Gallico's Saturday Evening Post story, " 'Twas The
Night Before Christmas."

Capital's MPTO Re-names
Brylawski Head 11th Time
in Republic's Ad Post

1)

Monday returned to work yesterday.
It is reported that the settlement
provides for three makeup artists
and three hair-dressers to work on
the three pictures in production at
Columbia.
Meanwhile, there was the suggestion that legislative repercussions
were possible, the State Assembly
Capital and Labor Committee having launched a preliminary probe of
the IATSE before the settlement
was announced.

London — Irving Asher, managerdirector of Warner Bros. Teddington
Studios, who leaves for New York
Nov. 17 on the Normandie, will take
with him several English-made WB
pictures to show to Warner Bros.
Theaters officials, with a view to an
American release. Three pictures
have been definitely selected, "Mayvehicle and a film based on "The fair Melody," "The Perfect Crime"
False Witness," from the French of and "You Live and Learn."
Pictures made at Teddington for
Marcel Achard in which Nova Pilbeam is to be directed by Alfred world-wide release, it is said, will
Hitchcock.
be distributed through all the exchanges controlled by the company.

KAO

Blaufox Succeedes Adams

Mayer, who was co-featured with
Wallace
Ford in
in the
"Swing
Sailor,"
will
continue
nextIt,and
it is
possible that Jimmy Dunn will be
co-featured with Mayer in "Plane
Fools." The third picture will have
the team in the marines, while the
locale of the fourth will be an army
post on foreign soil.
▼
T
T
So enthusiastic is the Universal
studio over individual performances
given in "Merry-Go-Round of 1938"
that the options of three of its members have been lifted for another
year. These three are Alice Brady,
who has been under contract to the
studio for the last three years;
Jimmy Savo and Joy Hodges who
has just opened in New York in

Skouras
Books
"Mayerling"
"Mayerling,"
distributed
by Pax
Films, Inc., currently in its third
month at the Filmarte Theater and
its sixth week at the Europa in Philadelphia, opened
the I
Hub in Boston
andthistheweek
Shadyat Oak
in St. Louis. It has also been
booked
by the Skouras theaters for
early showings.

m

HERE THEY COME ... in the grandest,
gayest, laughingest musical show of all!
. . . With Fred topping his top in the
DRUM DANCE, that dancing sensation
of sensations... and George and Gracie
gracier than ever ... as romance and
rhythm and fun run
riot on a screen
alive with the lift of
GERSHWIN music
and WODEHOUSE
humor!

FRED

ASTAIRE

GEORGE

GRACIE

BURNS

and ALLEN
with

♦
JOAN
REGINALD
CONSTANCE

FONTAINE

GARDINER-RAY

COLLIER

•

MONTAGU

LOVE

NOBLE
•

HARRY

WATSO

Music by GEORGE GERSHWIN • Lyrics by IRA GERSHWI
From the story by P. G. WODEHOUS,

"Foggy Day"— "Nice
Work If You Can Get It"—
"Things Are Looking Up"—
p

"I Can't Be Bothered Now'

V

\*.

V
A PA NDR 0
DIRECTED
Screen

to^i

play

by

P.

A

S. BERMAN
PRODUCTION
BY
GEORGE
STEVENS
G.

Wodehouse,

0*

Ernest

Pagano,

S.

K.

Lauren
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KUYKENDALL SEES
10-POINT SUCCESS
(Continued from

Page

1)

interpreting- laws can get exhibitors
into trouble. "Washington tells you
to do something," he said, "and you
do it and then the courts come along
and spank you for doing it."
Kuykendall reiterated that stories of wealth and waste in the industry should be kept down. Most
stories of waste in Hollywood, he
said, were '"bunk," insisting that
heavy expenditures were necessary
for good pictures.
Declaring- that private battles
should "be
to ourselves,"
Kuykendallkept
said that
exhibitors must
present a united front with the distributors and producers for the good
of the industry.
Kuykendall asserted that he wished to be corrected in connection with
certain trade papers' stories regarding Ascap. He said that the copyright laws should be re-written so
as to kill Ascap's alleged monopoly,
thereby relieving" exhibitors of their
present helplessness in the Society's
hands, inasmuch as Ascap cannot
deliver all the artists anyway.
Phases of tax legislation as they
affect state exhibitors and management policies were featured items
for convention discussion. Exhibs
were told that they must pass along
present two per cent sales tax to patrons or be subject to $500 fine and
not more than six months in jail.
They were further warned by local
industry attorney, D. I. Johnson,
that there was danger of additional
taxation and governmental regulation.
L. D. Melton, director of research
for the Oklahoma Tax Commission,
told exhibs that the increased state
tax load was brought about by the
greater demands upon the state government by local units of government, and urged them to fight high
taxes and government maladministration there at their source.

Kuykendall Accepts ITOA's
Invitation to Trade Parley
(Continued from Page

1)

n€UIS Of TH€ DAY
San Antonio- — Shake-ups in local
Interstate Circuit theaters is as follows: Leroy Handley from the Texas
to the Aztec as assistant manager;
Milton Coalson, new chief of service, Majestic; Robert Nelson, appointed Texas assistant manager;
Eric Brendler, new Palace assistant skipper; Lynn Krueger, upped
to Harlandale manager; Norman
Schwartz, newly made Highland
skipper; Archie Sibley, promoted to
the Uptown as assistant manager,
and Jack Silverthorn, transferred to
the Highland Theater as assistant
manager and treasurer.

Indianapolis — Nel Levinson, formerly with Paramount sales staff,
Chicago, has succeeded Fred Wagoner as manager of Gaumont-British branch. Wagoner will join the
local Paramount sales staff.

Tuscaloosa, Ala. — The new City
Hal] Theater, now being constructed
by the Wilby Theater Co., is expected to be ready for operation on
or about Dec. 1. The theater is a
1,200-seater; brick and steel construction; two balconies; air-conditioned; completely fire-proofed.

Detroit — Reopening is slated in
about a month for the Majestic Theatr at Jackson, oprated by the Butterfield Circuit.

Waynesville, N. C. — A 535-seat
pix theater, to cost $35,000, is to
be constructed here by the Park
Theaters. Henry I. Gaines of Asheville is architect.
Miami, Fla. — Bert L. Acker will
be the manager of the new Miami
Theater when it opens Nov. 15.

Youngstown, O. — L. J. Frisch,
owner of the Palace at nearby
Campbell, is reported to have acquired the dark Victoria Theater
Seattle — Associated Talent Stu- here and will shortly start complete
dios, subsidiary of the Masterphone modernization, the house to reopen
Sound Corp., is taking quarters in shortly after the first of the year.
the Queen Anne Club Building.
Chicago— The Midlothian Theater
Wewoka, Okla. — A new theater is on the far South Side is now unionbeing built here on property owned
Chicago
Operators'
by Dr. W. E. Grisso, chairman of local
aized,100givingperthecent
coverage
in that
district.
the State Highway Commission.

Summary Judgment Moves
Lost in Lina Corp. Suit
Supreme Court Judge Edgar J.
Lauer yesterday declined to grant
summary judgment before trial on
the application of both plaintiff and
defendant in the action of Lina Pictures Corp. against Principal Film
Exchange. Former is suing latter
for $5,000 and also asking for return of certain prints which Principal is alleged to hold in violation
of a two and a half year contract
dating from 1933. Defendant claims
right to destroy the film as of expiration of the contract. No date
was fixed for trial.

Joe Goldburg Recovers

(Continued from

Page

1)

pointment of a committee of six to
confer with Para, executives on
terms for the settlement of the
"buyers strike." It was indicated
yesterday that the ITPA would not
accept
modified.the Philly peace terms unAssociation instead is asking
members to withhold purchase of
1937-38 product unless Para, agrees
to permit playing of "High, Wide
and Handsome" and "Souls at Sea"
currently in B group of 1936-37 contract, to disregard unplayed news
and
shorts,
to add for
no C.accumulated
O. D.'s to
future features
back charges as a result of the
strike, and put no more than four
features in 1937-38 product in the
top bracket.

Alperson to Meet Dean
Before Hollywood Trip
(Continued from Page

1)

film executive who arrives in New
York this week, he said yesterday.
Alperson plans to send seven pictures into production immediately
on his arrival in Hollywood. The
films are "Fury's in the Saddle," first
of a series of four starring Ruth
Mix; "Renfrew of the North Country," second of four starring James
British Censor Finally
Newill; "Love Me Again," starring
Anna Sten; "Return of the Shadow."
Releases "Spanish Earth" "Wallaby Jim of the South Seas";
"Love Runs into Money," Bennie F.
London (By Cable) — Censor has Zeidman production; and the third
of
the Tex Ritter musical westerns,
finally permitted a drastically cut
"Rollin'
Plains."
version
"The atSpanish
to
be
shownof here
a West Earth"
End film
theater. Showing of the production, in which Ernest Hemingway Fuller Denies He'll Drop
Two Anti-Trust Actions
supplies commentary dealing with
suffering of Loyalist Spain, has
(Continued from Page 1)
meen held up since Oct. 23. Only
a single reference to foreign inter- ecutives. "You can tell them that
vention in behalf of the Insurgents
going ahead with those cases,"
remained when the censor completed I'm
Fuller said, denying that any comdeletions.
promise was in effect presently and
confirming that a second compromise offer had failed several weeks

Defer Cruise to Dec. 16

such a meeting which would be comThe New Jersey Allied-sponsored
Chicago — Joe Goldburg, equipposed by MPTOA, Allied States and
ment and supply dealer, is back at cruise to Bermuda, originally schedI ITOA representatives.
uled for Nov. 30, has been set back
his office after hospitalization for
to Dec. 16, it was learned yesterday.
Kuykendall's telegram read: "Will hurts received in an auto mishap.
The voyage will be made on the
gladly participate in any discussions Monarch of Bermuda instead of the
sponsored by you or anyone else per- Queen of Bermuda as was originally
taining to fair trade practices in the planned. Irving Dollinger, N. J. Almotion picture industry if they have lied's prexy said yesterday reservations would close Nov. 25.
sincerity of purpose and all parties
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY involved are invited to participate.
Hollywood — Condition of Mrs. My present trip prevents my being
Leslie Carter was described as in New York before early DecemTo Raise Medical Funds
ber.wireKind personal
regards."
"grave"tacks late
yesterday.
Heart
atThe
was
sent
from
Oklahoma
have followed the flu.
Local 802, Associated Musicians
City, where Kuykendall yesterday of Greater New York, is sponsoring
addressed
the
annual
convention
of
a
show and dance to be held next
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Monday night at the Hotel Astor,
Hollywood — Surgeon required five the MPTO of Oklahoma.
stitches to close a dog bite over the
Nathan Yamins, president of Al- for the purpose of raising funds for
lied States, already has signified his the Local's Medical Division. Don
right eye suffered by Ann Sheridan.
She accidentally stepped on the tail willingness
to participate in such a Albert and Ruby Swerling will conmeeting.
duct the show.
of a friend's police canine.

SICK REPORT

WIS. ITPA TO MEET
ON POOLIN

ago.

Musicians' Scale Lifted

Chicago — Jimmy Petrillo, president of the Chicago Musicians
Union, has announced increase from
$1.25 to $1.50 an hour for special
engagements.

WEDDING

BELLS

Oklahoma City — Stanley Monroe,
formerly with the Griffith Amusement Co. and now at the Bungalow
Theater in Weatherford, was married Oct. 28 to Eloise Morrison.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jackie Coogan and
Betty Grable filed notice of intentions to wed here yesterday.

IWRjjji s

ON
SHOWMANSHII
PROGRAMS
After all, nothing takes the
place of variety . . .
elemental showmanship
without good shorts, it just
isn't there . . and good
shorts give a showman so
mucn to play with". . . for
example, just a few new releases of The Showmanship
Shorts . . . there are big star
'
namesch. . to
.Willie
Howard,
for one . . . there's smartness,
cleverness . . . Jefferson
Machamer and his"Gags
and Gals". . . music and romance. ..Niela Goodelle
and Lee
Sullivan in
Who's Who?
...a touch
of goofy fun in Tim

and

rene's "Heir Today"
. . youth

and pep, with

Herman Timbers Jr.
and Pat Rooney Jr.
►on,

hot-stepping
in "Mecf
sei
the Bride". . . and
first sepia-toned
carto<

The

Dog

and the

Bone".. .the year's funnic t
Terry-Toon.. .all excellent
materials with which to 01
fine shows.
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TEN CENTS

Stemming of Rising Negative Costs Is Held Impossible

N. M. SCHENCK SEES "BIGGEST YEAR" FOR METRO
Allied
in N. D. Carl
"Divorce"
Fight to Finish --W.
A. be Steffes
Irate Will
Get All Help
Laemmle, Jr., Obtains Release front M-G-M
Gross Biz to Says
"Considerably
Needed, Says N. W.
Allied Exec.

U Minneapolis — Allied is in the fight
gainst the North Dakota "theater
livorce" statute, constitutionality of
which has been challenged by Paramount, "to the finish."
I Denying the inference that the
Paramount strike settlement, which
b now in progress, may have any
Iffect on the North Dakota litigaEon, as reported in Fargo recently,
RT. A. Steffes, president of North(Continued

on Page

14)

TRANSMIT SOUND PIX
OVER COAXIAL GABLE
I Industry execs, keenly interested
m the possibilities of both television and the wired transmission of
motion pictures expressed themflelves
"impressed"
yesterday
with the asresults
of the first
demonstration of the use of the A T & T
New York - Philadelphia coaxial
iable as a current transmitter for
lictorial reproduction.
I Test program,
embracing
sound
(.Continued on Page 7)

'Mew York Banned Sixteen
{Pictures in Year, Says Censor
I Albany — Motion Picture Division
|f the State Education Department
Reviewed 1,924 films, totalling 9,784
jieels, during the year ending June
1*0, according to the annual report
(Continued on Page

Will

Televise

14)

Pix

London (By Cable) — Longest and
most ambitious television play yet attempted by the BBC, "Journey's End"
will occupy the full evening transmission here tonight. The dugout scene
will be reproduced on the floor of the
television studio, while war scenes will
be introduced from films. Laurence
Olivier, original Capt. Stanhope, before
he was succeeded by the late Colin
Clive, will again play the part.

West
Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Carl Laemmle,
Jr., has obtained
his release as producer
from
MetroColdwyn-Mayer.
His contract still had seven months to go.
Young Laemmle, who was
preparing a starring production for Wallace Beery and the "Hunchback <pf Notre Dame,"
sought to abrogate his agreement with the Metro organization for unexplained reasons.

Larger", Company Prexy

M-G-M

should have its biggest

year, with the gross business "considerably larger" than last year,
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
M-G-M told The Film Daily yesterday as he boarded the Century
for the Coast.
Questioned about the reported possible affiliation of David O. Selznick
with Metro, Schenck had no comment. Similarly, he had nothing to
Samuel Goldwyn plans to leave
Officially, however, the deal stood say about a London report that Al
for the West Coast by the end of as it has stood since the arrival in Lichtman had been huddling there
(Continued on Page 4)
day.
the week, it was understood yester- New York of E. H. Lever, secretary
Interpretation generally was that of Prudential Assurance Co. of England, David Rose, vice prexy and
Goldwyn and Alexander Korda had
reached an agreement, after several financial adviser of Samuel Goldwyn,
weeks of conversations, on the deal Inc., Goldwyn and Korda — in the
"smoothing out" stage.
for the control of United Artists.
Late last- night rumors that the
It was reported that some statement might be forthcoming today, deal had actually been set during
but there also was an indication that the day not only lacked confirmation West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
it might be withheld until next but were scouted by those supposedLos Angeles — Executives of sevweek.
ly in informed circles.
eral studios holding agreements
with the IATSE will be summoned
to testify before the California Assembly's capital-labor committee
Possible Production Is Behind Lee's Coast Trip which will conduct
an inquiry on activities
of
the IATSE. Chairman
vate financial support behind Lee,
Arthur A. Lee, Gaumont British
the Page
committee
-de(Continuedof on
7)
vice-president and general manager, presumably Eastern banking inter- Paul A. Richie
heads for Hollywood tomorrow with
ests, it was reported. Another calls
possible future production in mind. for an already established company
Backing from any of three sources to add to its production schedule. A Conciliation Boards with
third would find Gaumont British
is understood possible.
Power Favored in Conn.
(Continued on Page 14)
One alternative would have priNew Haven — Connecticut MPTO
has endorsed all provisions of the
MPTOA Ten-Point Plan, suggesting
however, that if a conciliation board
with power
of enforcement can be
(Continued on Page 7)

Goldwyn Plans Early Return to Coast;

Agreement With Korda on U. A. Seen

GALIF. ASSEMBLY
WILL PROBE IATSE

Impossible to Stem Rapidly Rising

Negative Cosfs, 20th-Fox Exec Says

Alternative Writ Granted
in Murita Vs. "U" Action
Supreme Court Judge Samuel I.
Rosenman yesterday granted an alternative writ of mandamus to Murita Trading Corp. requiring Universal Pictures Corp., organized under
the corporation laws of the State
(Continued on Page

14)

Rapidly rising negative costs can
not be held down at the present
time, and the only remedy open to
the film industry is to boost admission prices, Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman of the 20th-Fox board,
told The Film Daily yesterday before his departure for the Coast on
the Century.
(ContinuedSchenck
on Page was
4) accom-

Store in Show Biz
Detroit — Crowley-Milner & Co., large
Detroit department store, is going into
show biz. Store has set a walk-through
show, embracing Mickey Mouse cartoons and a mechanical man production
of "Snow White," for a minimum fourweek
18. It's Acts
the
idea ofrun,
Claystarting
Pollan, Nov.
ad manager.
have been booked through United Booking Association here.
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Plans for a joint meeting of
MPTOA, Allied and ITOA representatives to discuss fair trade practices will be completed shortly,
Harry Brandt, ITOA president, said
yesterday. With Ed Kuykendall,
president of MPTOA, definitely committed in favor of such a move if
the sessions have "sincerity of pura meeting.
pose," the way is now open for such
Brandt could not say yesterday
when the meeting would be called.
Kuykendall is expected in New York
early in December and it is likely
that the plans for the sessions will
be announced before his arrival.

Marc Connelly Elected
Pres. of Authors' League
Authors' League yesterday at its
annual meeting in New York elected Marc Connelly, president; Owen
Davis, vice-president; Inez Haynes
Irwin, secretary; and Luise Silcox,
treasurer.
A report read by Dudley Nichols
revealed that a resolution granting
the Screen Writers Guild autonomy
would be mailed out to members at
the end of this week for a membership vote. Nichols said the Guild
has now 540 members of which 460
are eligible to vote.

Eastman Announces Extra
Dividend, Votes Bonus
An extra dividend of 50 cents on
the common stock was announced
yesterday by the Eastman Kodak Co.
in addition to the dividend, the directors voted an annual wage bonus
of $3,555,000, based on the common
dividend payment and payable March
1. The common dividend is payable
Dec. 10 to stockholders of record
Nov. 20. This is in addition to the
regular of $2.50, payable Jan. 3 to
record of Dec. 5.

Oklahoma City — The Hollywood
Amusement Co. will open an office
here within the next 60 days, Dan
Myers has announced, to be at 15%
North Lee to cover the state of
Oklahoma for its "Bank Roll."

French Pix to Open

1 '/4
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%71/4
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Blanchar, will have its U. S. premiere at the Cinema de Paris on
Nov. 17.

Columbia Signs Simmons

BOX-OFFICE

Against Blue Days .

O. Henry Briggs, head of Pathe
Film Corp. and recently-named
member of the Monogram board of
directors, is expected back in New
York early next week from a Coast
inspection trip.
While there, it is understood,
Briggs is scanning plans for Coast
activities presented by John D.
Wallace, appointed
as Pathe'sHisCoast
representative
iast month.
new
interest in Monogram also will lead
to a huddle with its executives, it
was declared.

"Bank Roll" In O. C.
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O. H. Briggs Returns From
Inspection Trip Next Week
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356 West 44th St., New York CityBRyant 9-0710

Michael Simmons has signed a
one-year writer's contract with Columbia, it was reported yesterday
Simmons is in New York on his annual vacation.

"Conquest" Gets a Third

"Conquest" will be held for three
weeks at the Capitol Theater, New
York, it was learned yesterday. Picture is said to be drawing the best
biz the house has had in six months.

cominc mid Gome
A. P. KAYE

sails on the Aquitania today to

appear in the London production of "You Can't
TakeSARAH
It With
You." left New
BURTON

York yesterday for

London
to take role there in "Room Service."
JANET GAYNOR has arrived in Hollywood
from New York.
MARY PICKFORD left yesterday for the Coast.
BINNIE BARNES arrives today on the Washington to take a part in a new play.
DON STANNARD, British actor, on his way
to Hollywood to start on M-C-M contract,
and
MARION
HARRIS,
also arrived
on the
Washington.
JEFF MACHAMER left for the Coast yesterday on the Century. He will return sometime
Christmas.

after

Kuykendall in Memphis,
With Home to Follow
Ed Kuykendall, president of
MPTOA, is due to arrive in Memphis today and will continue to his
home in Columbus, Miss., it was
learned at MPTOA headquarters
yesterday.
Kuykendall finished up his western
tour in Dallas yesterday and after
a few weeks in Columbus he will
leave for New York where he probably will hold a directors' meeting
early next month.

Ben Blake's Tru Pictures
Signs Agreement With SAG
Eastern production tie-up was
averted through developments of
past two days with the signing by
the Screen Actors' Guild of Educational and Ben Blake's Tru Pictures,
latter yesterday, it has been learned.
SAG, claiming procrastination,
was preparing to crack down with
an ultimatum.
Pathe commercial negotiations
are next on the SAG agenda. Hearing of the
plea of
"March of
Time"
forsecond
newsreel
classification

CHARLES RICH, Warners' Metropolitan branch
manager,
is in Pittsburgh
for Variety dinner.
BARNEY BALABAN, president of Paramount,
leaves for the Coast Saturday.
ARTHUR A. LEE, Caumont British vice-president and general manager, leaves for Dallas
Hollywood
tomorrow.

and

WILLIAM S. WILDER, former
Virginia MPTO, and operator of
theaters in Virginia, accompanied
is en route by boat from New
Francisco on a vacation trip.

head of the
a chain of
by his wife,
York to San

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, chairman of the board
of directors of 20fh Century-Fox, and NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, president of M-C-M, left for
the Coast
last night on the Century.
W. K. HEDWIC, managing director of NuArt Films, is scheduled to return to New York
mid-west.
tomorrow from a business trip through the
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE is due
York
next week-end
from
Hollywood.

in New

SEC Report Shows GTE
Issued 28,543 Shares
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — General Theaters
Equipment Corp. yesterday filed a
report with the SEC disclosing that
the corporation has issued 28,543
shares of capital stock under the
reorganization plan agreement of
Aug. 31, 1935. Twenty-six thousand,
awaits presentation of written argu- nine hundred and three of the shares
were issued upon exercise of subment by the producers.
scription warrants for capital stock
for
the
amount
of $322,836. The reAllowances of Orpheum
maining 1,640 shares were issued
plan of exchange. Six hunAppraisers Are Reduced under dreda thousand,
one hundred and forty-seven shares of capital stock were
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
yesterday reduced the allowances of reported outstanding as of October
Morton Blumenthal, Witold Pavlow- 30, 1937.
ski and Jay Strong, appraisers for
Orpheum Circuit, Inc., to $600 each Para, and Universal Execs
pursuant to the granting of $1,000
to Attend Cochrane Rites
to each recently by Bank Referee
Oscar W. Ehrhorn. Judge Goddard
Executives of Paramount and Unialso approved an allowance of $750,
versal and other industry figures are
with $25 disbursements, to John C.
Pinto & Associates.
expected to attend funeral services
today for Tom Cochrane, Paramount's general manager for the
3 Ready for Broadway
Orient, who died in New York TuesPhilips and Tarbell, artists and
day morning. Services will be held
authors' agents, now known as at the Columbus Circle Chapel, 43
Edythe Philips, Inc., have three W. 60th Street, at 2:30 P.M. After
scripts readied for early showings cremation, the ashes are expected
on the Broadway stage. The first to be sent to Tokyo where his widow
will be "Thanks for Tomorrow" and two children are residing. Cochrane hadago.
arrived from Japan about
which will have a December pre- a month
miere.

it

THERE'S A CALL HERE
FOR ROBERT BENCHLEY!
You can scarcely hear the message
There's so much laughter on the line —
But it's the paying public calling
And they want you to know, Mr. Benchley, that
Your new M-G-M Short Subject:
aA NIGHT AT THE MOVIES"
Is a blessing on celluloid
A sure-cure for the bluest blues
The funniest film, long or short, ever made!
Mr. Benchley, you're going places at the box-office!
Because America likes your type of fun —
Keep the nation gay with Benchley belly laughs!
Every man, woman and child will
Roar with glee at
" A NIGHT AT THE MOVIES "
And they'll watch for the next one!
Make it soon Mr. B.

//
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CAN'T STEM RISING
NEGATIVE COSTS
(Continued from Page 1)
panied by Lew Wertheimer and Jay
Paley.
Several factors have boosted costs
tremendously during the past year,
and the larger grosses the film industry in general will make this
year, will be greatly minimized,
Schenck said. He listed the Social
Security Tax, a sharp commodity
rise, and a general salary increase
among causes of higher production
costs.
Schenck added, that there can be
no elimination of double features at
this time, or in the near future, but
that eventually it will be possible
to end the evil by consistently making "better and longer" pictures.
Twentieth Century - Fox, said
Schenck in reply to a query, is not
interested in any GB deal at this
time. London cables recently reported Al Lichtman, now abroad in
connection with M-G-M English production plans, had discussed revival of the 20th-Fox-M-G-M-GB
deal with the Ostrers.
Relative to his company's own
British production plans, through
New World, Schenck said that no
budget had as yet been set for the
four features scheduled.
Reports that 20th-Fox were contemplating a plunge into transcription production brought a denial.
"We have no intention of any move
in that line," Schenck told The
Film Daily.

Forbes-Robertson Rites
London (By Cable) — Remains of
Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, one
of Britain's leading actors, was cremated here on Tuesday, last, at
Golders Green Crematorium. A
gathering consisting only of men,
but fully representative of the stage
and the many other activities in
which the actor was prominent, attended.

U A Closes in N. 0.
New

Orleans — United Artists yesterday closed a deal for all product
with Saenger, Affiliated and United
Theaters.

/ / i

' ft

THE

BIGGEST METRO YEAR
IS SEEN BY SCHENCK
(.Continued from Page 1)

WITH PHIL
•

•

•

WHENEVER

T
T
▼
a film exec has a Special Message to sell the

kolyum
he usually takes
pals, is the Set-Up lor the film
they dress the Act
you
swank atmosphere and
impress the hardboiled
manager of Monogram

At. DALY

us to lunch at the "21" Club
that,
execs
the ole Show Window where
know
give the press the business
all that sort of slush
supposed to

journalists
s-o-o
invites us to lunch, and

Eddie
as we

Golden, sales
start out, sez:

"Where do ya want to eat? At Twenty-One.
Of course."
we hadn't opened our yap
so, we sez to ourself
where we get the business."

us?
"Ha! Here's

▼

TV

• •
•
SURE ENOUGH
we walk in downstairs through
the iron gate
the second assistant maitre receives us with
trumpets and a guard of honor lined up to grab our coats
the captain of the captains meets us at the bar-room door, and
glances over the tables
"The crowd is too — er — cosmopolitan
here, today, Monsieur Golden," he whispers respectfully. "I can
offer you a very exclusive
table upstairs in the rear dining
room."
upstairs we go with a special escort of two assistant
captains and a head waiter
and are assigned a table with a
wall seat where we can watch the other guests
we spot
Phil
then
well,
owns

Reisman
our host,
if it isn't
Essaness

at one table
Walter W anger at another.'
Mister Golden, says in delighted surprise: "Well,
my old pal Eddie Silverman, one of the boys who
Circuit in Chi."
▼
▼
▼
• • • LIKE A gent in a well rehearsed act. Mister Silverman of
Silverman & Spiegel, who own 40 theaters in Chicago, looks up from
peering in the eyes of his companion, a Gorgeous Blonde
or was

he just looking critically at his Irish Stew?
we wouldn't know
anyway, he looks up, all surprised and delighted to see Mister Golden
he rushes over to the table
Eddie introduces us
then
Mister Silverman coughs like those speakers at a Rotary luncheon
before they start
ness."
•

•

•

IT WAS

"Ha," we sez to ourself, "here comes the busiY
Y
▼
a short and snappy speech

Mister Silverman said: "Eddie, we have given Monogram a commitment. It is going to be played for more than what
it is on paper.
We
have
played
over
twenty-five
per
cent of our commitment already"
with that he walks back
to his Irish Stew and the Beautiful Blonde
"Isn't that marvelous!" exclaims Mister Golden.
"Never before has Essaness
played anything but major company product."
with that he
calls over the waiter, and orders a bottle of wine for Mister
Silverman and his Gorgeous Blonde
to Ourself, we say:
"Mister Silverman sure earned it."
▼
T
▼
• •
•
THEN WHAT happens?
just as the waiter brings the
bottle of wine and opens it at Mister Silverman's table
Grad Sears, sales manager of Warners
and takes

Best
the

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
NOVEMBER

Roland
Pat
Dave

Young
O'Brien
Weshner

Daily to
birthday:

11
Edwin
Knopf
Raquel
Torres
Bruce
C. Coleman

with Sales

Punch

his

in walks
seat at

Mister Silverman's table, and apologizes for keeping HIS GUESTS waiting! next thing you know the Blonde, Mister Silverman and Mister
Sears, sales manager of Warners,
are toasting Mister Golden, sales
manager of Monogram, with the wine he bought
Mister Golden
grows very thoughtful and quiet during the rest of the luncheon
"Eddie," we apologize, "forgive us.
It wasn't a Set-Up"
Mister
Golden looked over suspiciously at Mister Sears
Tm not so dam
sure it wasn't," he mutters. "These major company sales managers stop
at nothing."

with oldIsidore
Ostrer on a' revival of
the
GB deal.
From other M-G-M official sources
yesterday, however, came a flat denial that there was any truth in tho
GB angle.
Schenck said that while the company's British production plans will
be carried out, at this time no definite statement as to the schedule
could be made.
Schenck, who was accompanied by
his wife, expects to return in about
three weeks' time.
Joseph Moskowitz,
witz, Marvin Schenck
delegation of M-G-M
executives were at the
the Schenck brothers

C. C. Moskoand a large
and 20th-Fox
station to see
off.

DEATH RECORD
Charles Bumstead
Denver — Charles Bumstead, 47,
portable circuit operator, passed
away at his home in Denver. Towns
on his circuit included Central City,
Hayden, Mt. Harris and Yampa,
Colo.; Dixon and Encampment,
Wyo.; and Keystone, S. D.
Wilhelm von Wymetal
Vienna (By Cable) — Wilhelm von
Wymetal, 74, stage director of the
Vienna Opera House and New
York's Metropolitan Opera, is dead
here. He is survived by two sons,
Erich, stage manager at the Vienna
Opera House, and Wilhelm, member
of M-G-M's Hollywood studio staff.
George of Kunkel
West Coast Bureau
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Funeral services are
pending for George Kunkel, 70, veteran player of both the silent films
and light opera, who died here early
this week from a heart ailment. He
was at one time a star for Vitagraph and later appeared in numerous Hollywood and Los Angeles musical productions.

Robert S. Winsmore
Robert S. Winsmore, 61, author,
journalist and secretary of The
Players, who died at his New York
residence, 55 Park Ave., on Tuesday,
last, of cardiac asthma, has been
buried in Laurel Hill Cemetery,
Philadelphia. Surviving are his
widow, Mrs. Ellen Hill Winsmore,
and a brother, Dr. Harry Davis
Winsmore
of Philadelphia.
Thurlow K. Albaugh
Canton, 0.— Thurlow K. Albaugh,
widely known in Ohio theatrical
circles, died Nov. 7, in Aultman Hospital here after a lingering illness.
He built and operated theaters in
Akron and Youngstown. His mother
and widow survive.
Robert C. Simons
Detroit — Robert C. Simons, 21,
manager of the Bijou Theater, Benton Harbor, is dead.
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WHO IN HOLLYW
By RALPH

John Boles and John Barrymore in
"Romance
In the Dark."

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

""OLONY is preparing "The ShadY ow Speaks," which goes before
he camera next week. Jack Natteprd wrote the screenplay and Arfcur and Max Alexander will prouce. Rod LaRocque will be starred,
iric Linden, Boots Mallory and
ully Richards will be in "Flash
asey,
Candid
Cameraman,"
which
ill also
be produced
by Colony,
hn W. Krafft is writing the
creenplay.
r
r
r
Our Passing Show: B. G. DeSylva,
'ay Garnett, Cliff Reid, Milton
erle, Paul Schwelger, Ralph Moran, Manny Wolfe, John McCorlick, Howard Emmett Rogers, Pevrell Marley, Benny Baker at the
os Angeles Bulldogs-Salinas Packrs football game.

•

•

•

Introducing

Interesting Personalities: No.

169

•

•

•

^EDRIC GIBBONS. Head of M-G-M*s art department. Born in Dublin.
Privately educated abroad. Search for unique architectural designing
ideas carried him to England, France, Italy, Hawiaan Islands, Mexico and every
state in the union. Served in U. S. Navy during
World War. Started career as art director for
Thomas A. Edison in 1912. Associated with
Metro since 1924. Lives in self-designed home
in Santa Monica, Calif. Chief hobby is amateur
camera. Sports: tennis and swimming. Introduced modernistic design in pictures as art director on "Our Dancing Daughters." Childhood
purpose, to be architect. Favorite recreation,
lithography and sculpture. Fond of bull terriers.
Married to Dolores Del Rio. Stands 6 ft. Eyes,
blue. Hair black.

Al Rogell, who just finished directing "Start Cheering," for Columbia, is spending his vacation in
the High Sierra mountains.
T
V
▼

Ralph Reed and Frederick Hollander have written "Penny for
Your Dreams" and "Romance in the
Rough," the title song, for Fanchon's next Paramount production.
T

V

V

Britishnon-fiction
rights to "My
best
selling
book India,"
by Roger
Whately and published by Little,
Brown and company have been sold
to Michael Joseph, London publish-

Sixteen-year-old Claudia Smith
of Seattle, Wash., winner of a
Cinderella Beauty and Personality
Sheila Darcy, who, as Rebecca Contest held in Seattle in connecLarry Crabbe will be loaned by
Al Rogell, director of "Start Paramount
to Universal for the Wassem, stepped from the ranks of
heering," was interviewed over
tion with the premiere of ParaEHE by George Irwin. During name role in "The Return of Flash film extras into a featured role in mount's film, "The Barrier," will
is interview he was heckled by Gordon." Crabbe created the part the Frank Lloyd production, "Wells make her film debut in the next
immy Durante, the star of the in Universal's first Flash Gordon Fargo," has been assigned to a fea- Hopalong Cassidy picture which
tured part with Gladys Swarthout, Sherman produces for Paramount.
olumbia picture.
picture.
t

▼

▼

Conciliation Boards With
California Assembly to Probe
|KO Radio At Halfway Mark Transmit Sound Pictures
Power Favored in Conn.
Over AT&T Coaxial Cable
Activities of IATSE Union
of Year's 56-Pix Program
est Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With six pictures in
eparation, six before the cameras
id 16 on the release schedule, RKO
adio this week hits the halfway
ark of a 56-picture program anaunced at its convention, accordg to Leo Spitz, president, who has
Ssumed supervision of studio acuity until a successor to Samuel
riskin is chosen.
The six currently being filmed are
Bringing Up Baby," with Kathaine Hepburn; "Having Wonderil Time," with Ginger Rogers and
ouglas Fairbanks, Jr.; "Lights
ut," with Lee Tracy; "Easy Milons," with Sally Eilers and Pres>n Foster; "She's Got Everything,"
ith Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond
nd
Victor
Moore;
Snow
White
and and
theDisney's
Seven
warfs."
Half-dozen
being
prepared
inude "Radio City Revels," "Vivaous Lady," for Ginger Rogers and
ames Stewart; "Shooting
at the
loon"; "Joy of Loving" for Irene
•unne;
"Perfect
Harmony"
for
linger Rogers and Charles Boyer;
nd an Astaire-Rogers musical.
On the release schedule from this
ate forward are: "Living on Love,"
ov. 12; "Victoria the Great," Nov.
2; "A Damsel in Distress," Nov.
9; "High Flyers," Nov. 26; "Danger Patrol," Dec. 3; "Quick Money,"
ec. 10; "Hitting a New
High,"
>)ec. 24; and "Women Have a Way,"
ec. 31. Eight others on this year's
ontract have been announced in adition. Two on last year's contract
tave also been listed.

(.Continued from Page

1)

pictures (newsreels), was sent from
the Bell Laboratories, New York,
and received at the Bell Laboratories, Philadelphia. Films were reproduced on a 7 by 8 inch screen;
images scanned 240 lines instead of
the 441 lines now used by television.
Program spanned about seven
minutes and was repeated twice.
Dr. Herbert E. Ives, following the
experimental transmission, said that
while "we must wait for the development of television," there was
"no limit to the application" of the
system. Dr. Frank B. Jewell, president of Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., emphasized the demonstration was not intended to show
"an improved television per se."
Explanation of the device was also transmitted for the benefit of
those invited to witness the demonstration. In the reception it was
pointed out, the current was supplied to a set of plates so arranged
that the current corresponding to
the brightest spot on the film centered the resultant stream of electrons on an aperture one two-hundredth of an inch square.
For less bright points, the film
explained, "the beam does not center on the aperture and fewer electrons pass. The stream then passes
two more pairs of plates, one of
which swept it back and forth 5,760
times a second and the other up and
down 24 times a second."
In New York the newsreels had
run uniformly past a picture gate
where lenses in a large rotating
disc swept across it a light beam
three-thousandths of an inch square

(Continued from Page

1)

legally adopted to apply in all
states, such a board should be substituted for the board which merely
arbitrates and suggests a remedy.
Edward G. Levy, executive secretary, pointed out that arbitration
at present is not enforceable in all
states, and the body agreed that if
no universally applicable plan can
be worked out granting greater
power to the boards, it is prepared
to adopt the conciliation plan included in the "Ten Points."
Following a report of the Philadelphia Paramount strike as received from officials on the scene,
the Connecticut group decided to
endeavor to secure the same terms
on existing and contemplated contracts as were negotiated in Philadelphia.
Allied Theaters of Connecticut,
which also met, reported a routine
discussion of business.

Dillingham MS. Sale
An unpublished manuscript containing reminiscences and anecdotes
prepared by the late Charles B.
Dillingham is to be offered for sale
by the Irving Trust Co. next Tuesday before Referee John E. Royce
in Room 237, United States Court
House, Foley Square.

(Continued from Page 1)

clared several letters of complaint
have been received from applicants
for studio jobs stating that they
were told they would have to join
the IATSE before they would be
given employment and that IATSE
charges a $10 initiation fee, membership dues of $9 every three
months payable in advance, plus
two per cent of earnings. One letter declared the unon had not held
any meeting since 1936. Several
officials of IATSE have been subpoenaed to appear before committee.

Leichter Plans to Have
First Pix Ready Jan. 15
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mitch Leichter is now
in harness- to produce the series of
pictures which he has contracted on
the independent market. First pix
will be ready for release about Jan.
15, it is said.
Distrib. deals announced by Leichter are: Guaranteed Pictures Corp.
— for all foreign; Monogram Picture
Corp. and F and C Picture Corp. —
New York City. Monogram — Detroit, Mich. Elliott Film Exchange
— Minneapolis. Crescent Pictures —
Seattle and Portland, Ore. Preferred,
Inc. — San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Feature
RightsLouisville,
— CincinnatiBig and
Columbus,

and the light passing through the
film entered an electron multiplier.
"The resulting current," it was
explained,
between zero"contains
and about frequencies
800 kilocycles.
Before transmission it is raised by
modulation about 100 kilocycles Ky. M. B. Judell, Inc. — Milwaukee,
Chicago and St. Louis.
higher."

MILWAUKEE STARTS
POP PRICE
PARADE OF ROADSHOW ROMANCE!
The First Pop Price Engagement
of ''Firefly" is Beating the Biggest!

Beats
Beats
Beat
ipnHs
Beats
GIVE
BEST
THEN
Extra!

"Maytime" by 22 percent
"B'way Melody of 1938" by 20 percent
percent
"Sann Fran
ci scoD " by " 1510
"Sn
FrnncJ
per
L.. OO cent
l
e Ra
ces" by 38 percent
"Day At Th<
IT YOUR
TIME AND
DOUBLE IT!

Additional Openings As We Go
To Press Are Terrific!

Portland and Tulsa confirm "Firefly" as the industry's new

in
-THE *\1R „i William,
rnONA^D»lUX
Gilbert,
Leonatd rtJro0atich

andu ^ and LV"05 bUos<ien

Music :by £* Leonard.
SS
Stromberg. A
by ^
ed
^tt

I
>
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Make way for Jeanette
Her very best yet
Kiss records goodbye
Hooray 'Firefly'!"

I

'^6

HIS NEWEST . . .
BIGGEST THRILLER

HELEN TWELVETREES
GRANT WITHERS • SHEMP HOWARD
Screen Play by Joseph Hoffman
*£*:

and Monroe

#*

Shaft

Directed by Ewing Scott

Coming: BUCK JONES />TH;EADIN' EAST"

\

And read
the rests
MOTION PICTURE DAILY:
ft

'The name of Buck Jones, leader in the
1936 FAME exhibitor poll on Western stars, is

Hi

a natural draw for youngsters of all ages!"

f?

BOXOFFICE:
"With the appeal of Buck Jones' name
in marquee lights to corral the Western
Q
HT\

fans and the behind-the-scenes-in-Hollywood angle for curious patrons who
would not otherwise go for Western fare,
this has more than usual audience scope!"
^P^fe*

A grand start for
Buck's new series
for COLUMBIA.
Can play in houses
which do not regularly use this type of
product. Well-developed, different,
interesting! Laughter... action and suspense ever present!"

THI
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Reviews o$ the View fUms

"Second
Honeymoon"
with Tyrone Power and Loretta Young
20th Century-Fox
84 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ROLLICKING COMEDY WELL PLAYED
AND DIRECTED ROLLS UP HEAVY
LAUGH TOTAL.
Here is a rollicking comedy that serves
as an excellent vehicle for Tyrone Power
and Loretta Young, who do fine trouping
under Walter Lang's skillful guidance. Lang
has not missed a trick in his direction and
piles up a heavy total of laughs. The
supporting cast is very strong, with dependable Stuart Erwin scoring many laughs
as Power's valet. Refreshing is the work
of Marjorie Weaver, a newcomer, who
gives much promise. She enacts the role
of a naive, talkative girl, who is picked
up by Power to annoy Loretta. Lyle Talbot

"Adventure's End"

with John Wayne, Diana Gibson, Moroni
Olsen, Montague Love, Maurice
Black
Universal
63 1-2 mins.
EXCITING,
WELL-MADE
ADVENTURE
STORY OF WHALING
DAYS.
SURE TO
PLEASE ACTION FANS.
Producer Trem

Carr has succeeded in

turning out in "Adventure's End" what is
easily one of the most effective vehicles in
which John Wayne has appeared to date.
It is a romantic, red-blooded yarn, both
well-paced and calculated to stimulate those
audiences thriving on action, and there is
plenty of this element, what with flashing
knives, hungry man-eating sharks, hostile
natives, mutinous crews, rivalry, intrigue
and fisticuffs, all welded into an exciting
and colorful pattern. The story, by Ben
Ames Williams, and the screenplay from
the pen of Ben G. Kohn, furnish Arthur

"Manhattan Merry-

with Phil Regan, Leo Carrillo, Ann Dvorak
Republic
84 mins.
SWELL ENTERTAINMENT MOVES FAST
WITH CATCHY MELODY AND PLENTY
OF LAUGHS.

Go-Round"

This show will make dough for it has
all the elements of mass entertainment.
Leo Carrillo wraps it up and carts it off
from start to finish. He does a grand
role as the genial racketeer who takes
over a recording studio which owes him
money. He goes to work with his henchmen to run a business he knows nothing
about, with very funny consequences.
Jimmy Gleason, his strongarm man, with
the other gangsters, kidnap talent to do

the recordings. Carrillo's mother, who is
the real boss, tells her son he must get
the famous Italian opera star (Tamara
is splendid as Loretta's Husband No. 2, Lubin, the piece's director, with copious Geva) to do a recording. Phil Regan is
stodgy, humorless and boring. Claire Tre- opportunities to inject thrills. The astute assigned the job of making her fall in love
vor, J. Edward Bromberg and Paul Horst Mr. Lubin has preserved in the sequences
with him, as he has a rep for slaying the
are capable in lesser roles. Raymond Grif- a natural and convincing atmosphere of femmes as a night club singer. Then
fith rates credit as associate producer. the sea and of life thereon in the days
comes a lot of very funny business as
Kathryn Scola and Darrell Ware turned in when men went down to it in ships,
Regan goes to work to win over the tema screenplay full of amusing situations questing the mighty mammal, the whale.
peramental star, who at last decides to
and clever dialogue. Loretta and Lyle are There are numerous picturesque shots of
make the recording as she falls in love
sojourning in Florida, but Loretta cannot seascapes, activity on deck, below, and with the male charmer. This gets Regan
in the lofty rigging. These have been
escape from Tyrone's disturbing and interin wrong with Ann Dvorak, the girl whom
captured creditably by Gus Peterson and
esting presence. Tyrone was Loretta's John Fulton, who manned the cameras. he is engaged to marry, and who is the
Husband No. 1. Lyle is called to New
manager of the recording company. It all
York on business, and when a columnist Wayne, as the descendant of solid New
Bedford stock and inbred with its tradi- works out to a happy finale with the opera
links Loretta's name with Tyrone, Lyle upstar falling madly in love with Carrillo, and
tion for conquest of the deep, is a thorbraids her via telephone. Lyle hurries
Regan and Dvorak reconciled. There is plenty
oughly
pleasing,
solid
character
who,
in
back to Florida, sees Loretta only to learn
of pace and atmosphere crowding the footthe
wake
of
diving
for
pearls
in
the
Pacific
she is going away with Tyrone.
age, with such talent doing recordings for
isles, trys and succeeds in shipping homethe outfit as Ted Lewis and orchestra, Cab
Cast: Tyrone Power, Loretta Young,
ward aboard a whaler. Before the voyage
Stuart Erwin, Claire Trevor, Marjorie WeavCalloway and band, Kay Thompson's Ensemble of girls, Louis Prima and band.
er, Lyle Talbot, J. Edward Bromberg, Paul begins, the vessel's aged captain, Montagu
Hurst, Jayne Regan, Hal K. Dawson, Mary Love, fearing for his daughter's and his Fine comedy characterizations by Luis Alship's
safety,
because
of
the
machinations
Treen.
of the first mate, Moroni Olsen, of whom berni, Henry Armetta, and Jimmy Gleason
Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck; Associate she is mildly enamored, marries her to as the tough gangster. Tamara Geva does
a neat temperamental part. Gene Autry
Producer, Raymond Griffith; Director, Wal- Wayne. It is a loveless match until the and his radio orchestra handle colorful
ter Lang; Author, Philip Wylie; Screen- latter's heroics, manliness and solidity of
songs.
Phil Regan's
fine tenor
play, Kathryn Scola, Darrell Ware; Camera- character attract her irresistibly. Together, cowboy
a lot. Ann
Dvorak
is well cast.
But adds
it is
man, Ernest Palmer; Editor, Walter Thomp- before they have really evaluated one anson; Art Directors, Bernard Herzbrun and
other, they face the perils of mutiny and definitely Leo Carrillo's show, in a genial
comedy characterization as he does his
David Hall; Musical Director, David But- other dangers, but by the time the ship
tolph.
reaches port Cupid prevails. The entire part in his famous Italian dialect. He
alone is worth the price of the show. DiDirection, Expert. Photography, Very cast is well-chosen. Diana Gibson, in the
rector Charles Riesner handled a crowded
leading feminine role, is an attractive perGood.
sonality.
script with fine pace and snap.

Harris Takes Two Walken
Pix Houses in Ohio Spot
Salem, 0. — The Harris Amusement Co. interests, Pittsburgh, has
acquired the State and Grand theaters here. Since March, 1931, the
two houses have been owned and
operated by the Walken Theaters
Co. and N. I. Walken, will remain
in charge of them and become in
addition district manager for the
Harris-directed theaters in Ohio. Acquisition of the two theaters here
will mark the renewal of an old
partnership, for Walken formerly
was a partner with John H. Harris
in Washington and Etna, Pa., prior
to the sale of all Harris-directed
theaters to Warner Bros. Walken
will remain a partner here and is
acquiring an interest in other Harris enterprises.

Cast: John Wayne, Diana Gibson, Moroni
Olsen, Montagu Love, Maurice Black
Paul White, Cameron Hall, Patrick J. Kelly,
George Cleveland, Oscar W. Sundholm^
James T. Mack, Glenn Strange, Wally
Howe, Jimmie Lucas, Ben Carter Britt
Wood.
Producer, Trem Carr; Associate Producer, Paul Malvern; Director, Arthur Lubin;
Author, Ben Ames Williams; Screenplay,
Ben G. Kohn; Cameramen, Gus Peterson,
John Fulton; Editor, Charles Craft.
Direction Skillful. Photography, Capable.

"Shorts Story" Clicks

Second issue of MGM's "Shorts
Story," sales promotion manual on
short subjects, is due next
week.
Reaction to the publication from
critics, exhibitors and laymen has
been excellent, according to Herb
Morgan of the MGM short subjects
department.

Cast: Phil Regan, Leo Carrillo, Ann
Dvorak, Tamara Geva, Jimmy Gleason, Ted
Lewis and orchestra, Cab Calloway and
Cotton Club orchestra, Kay Thompson and
Ensemble, Joe DiMaggio, Henry Armetta,
Luis Alberni, Max Terhune, Smiley Burnette.
Louis Prima and band; Selmer Jackson,
Moroni Olsen, Eddie Kane, Nellie V. Nichols,
Gennaro Curci, Sam Finn, Al Herman, Jack
Jenny and orchestra, The Lathrops, Rosalean' and Seville, Gene Autry.
Producer, Harry Sauber; Director, Charles
F. Riesner; Author, Frank Hummert; Screenplay, Harry Sauber; Editor, Ernest Sims;
Cameraman, Jack Marta.
Direction, Very Good Photography, Excellent.

Max Weisfeldt Returns

ft

ft

SHORTS

"Porky's Double Trouble"
(Looney Tune Cartoon)
Vitaphone
7 mjns.
(Lively Cartoon Number)
Lively doings with Porky, the
bank teller, who bears a striking
resemblance to Public Enemy No.
1 who has escaped from jail. The
latter plans to rob the bank, kidnap
Porky, and make him take the rap
Everything works out fine, with the
exception of the discovery by the
pretty secretary to Porky that the
bank robber is not her boss. After
the cops capture the bandit gang
the pretty sec decides to wait for
the bandit till he gets out of jail
for she has fallen for him hard as
a great lover.
Edgar Bergen in
"All-American Drawback"
Vitaph
on
Sure-Fir
e e
Laffs u mins

Very funny Charlie McCarthy
skit, with his boss Bergen as coach
on the college football team. Charlie is the prize player on the
but when he falls behind inteam,
his
studies he has to take a special
exam Bergen takes Charlie to a
swanky dance before the exam, and
Charlie tries to make a play for
his boss' girl, which results in some
very funny lines. Called in by the
faculty for his exams, Charlie winds
up by teaching them football and
making them forget the examination as they get all enthused.
"Vitaphone Frolics"
(Vitaphone Variet
y)
Vitaphone
Nice Diversity Here 10 mi„s.
Four good vaude acts, nicely diversified. The Stanley Brothers do
a fast dance routine. Jack and Loretta Clemens, a personable song
and comedy team. Zeb Carver and
His Cousins, a colorful hill-billy aggregation with the mountain gal
sure-fire on the laughs with her
dancing and singing. The finale has
the L. I. M. E. Trio. Clever acrobats doing stunts with a rubberlimbed member of the act who is
a phenom.
"Land of the Kangaroo"
(Colortour Adventure)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Fine Scenic Reel
A very interesting E. M. Newman
travel film, covering some of the
high spots of Australia. The harbor
of Sydney and the beautiful city itself are seen. Here is a modern
city that will vie with any to be
found in Europe or America, and
the up-to-dateness of the various activities of the city will be a surprise to most people.

Max Weisfeldt, Columbia short
New Motiograph Plan
subject sales supervisor, has checked in at the home office after a trip
Chicago — Motiograph is introducing a new deferred payment plan
which included the company's southern exchanges. He was gone four for sound reproducing and projecweeks.
tion equipment.

JOE DiMAGGIO1!

HIT TUNES...
"Round Uptime In Reno"
"Hove You Ever Been in Heaven?"
"Mama, ! Wanna Make Rhythm":
"I Owe You"
"Afi Over Nothing At AH"

PICTURES
HOURS

1
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IN FIGHT TO FINISH
IN N. D. "DIVORCE"
(Continued from

Page

1)

west Allied, yesterday termed it a
"hilarious pipe dream."
Further, said Steffes:
"Practically every independent
theater owner in the U. S. is going
to do everything humanly possible
to bring about a fair and equitable
disposition of the North Dakota divorcement litigation and will supply
as much evidence as they possibly
can gather between now and the
date of the trial.
"Further more, hundreds of theater owners will be available to furnish the Court fair and unbiased
truthful testimony, and North Dakota will be furnished with any and
all additional legal talent it may
request."

SMPE to Hear Color
Paper Next Wednesday

i!
r i|

i !

Atlantic Coast Section of the
SMPE will meet at the Pennsylvania
Hotel next Wednesday evening. Dr.
L. A. Jones, of Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, will deliver a paper,
"Inter-Relationships of Various Aspects of Color." Paper will deal
principally with the classification of
material and nomenclature in the
general field of color, with particular relation to its measurement.

1

"Sub D-l" Gets 162 Dates

Warners Cosmopolitan production
"Submarine D-l," will open simultaneously in 162 theaters over the
country during Thanksgiving Week,
according to word from the company's home office. Pix draws a
special advance buildup, to include
posting of 24-sheets in 1,500 cities.
"Submarine D-l" will have its
pre-release engagement on Broadway at the Strand Theater.

Shift Opening

:

Day

D6UJS Of TH€ DAY
Coshocton, 0. — Don Jacobs, who have been made in the personnel of
has been assistant manager of the the Wometco Theaters, Inc., which
Hippodrome Theater, Cleveland, has takes Leonard Allen, formerly chief
been named manager of the Pas- of staff at the Mayfair and places
time here. "Bud" Gilliam, who has him at the Rosetta where he serves
been identified with Warner houses as assistant manager. Fay Wilbur,
here for some time is now with the former assistant manager at the
Warner personnel staff at Cleveland. Rosetta is brought to the Capitol
where he becomes assistant manaKansas City, Mo. — Stanley
Schwartz and W. D. Fulton have
sold the Colonial Theater at Kansas
Kansas City, Mo. — Mike Hogan,
City, Mo., to E. E. Webber, opera- Warner Bros., traveling auditor, has
been appointed office manager at
tor of the Mary Lou Theater. Web- ger.
ber will remodel and redecorate the the local exchange, succeeding C. F.
house.
McBride, who recently resigned to
take a position with Universal at
Miami, Fla. — Several changes San Francisco.

New York Banned Sixteen
Pictures in Year, Says Censor
(Continued from Page 1)

submitted yesterday by Irwin Esmond, Director of the Division, to
Commissioner of Education Frank
P. Graves. Of these 1,924 films, 24
were rejected entirely, eight later
being revised and approved. Eliminations were made in 162 films
upon statutory grounds.
Total receipts of the Division
during the past fiscal year were
$292,435.62, as compared with $269,931.20 for the preceding year, an increase of $22,504.42. Expenditures totaled $64,921.46, as
compared with $65,728.99 for the
preceding year. Net revenue to the
State, after deducting the cost of
operation was $227,514.16, as compared with $204,202.21 for the preceding year. Since the organization of the Motion Picture Commission in 1921, State has collected
$2,297,896.80 via pix censorship.
Report calls attention to the
steadily increasing number of foreign films presented for review and
licensing. More than 400 foreignmade films were reviewed during
the
tries.past year, coming from 21 coun-

The report points out that in adSyracuse, N. Y. — Loew's State todition to the 24 pictures which were
day switched to Thursday openings
instead of Fridays.
ordered rejected in toto, 1,291 eliminations of scenes, subtitles or dialogue were made in pictures presented for review.
During the year three appeals
were taken to the Commissioner of
Education from the action of the
Director. In two cases the action
Painesville, O. — Abe Schwartz, of the Director was sustained, and
partner of Jack Shulman in owner- in one the action of the Director
ship of movie houses here and in
Cleveland is at Hanna House of the was reversed.
Esmond recommends that addiLakeside University Hospital unit
tional reviewers and inspectors be
undergoing observation.
employed to supplement the present
staff of four reviewers and five inYoungstown, 0.— Mrs. Joe Trunk,
wife of a widely known theater spectors.
owner here, is reported convalescing
at the North Side unit hospital here,
Benchley's
Certain
Robert
BenchleyTrip
is set
definitely
after an operation.
to make his next three shorts for
Harrison, 0. — Mrs. A. C. Knepfle, M-G-M in the East. They are "How
owner of the Mystic Theater here, to Read," "How to Raise a Baby"
is reported recovering from a two- and "How to Figure Your Income
weeks' illness.

SICK REPORT

Tax."

LEE GOING TO COAST;
PRODUCTION POSSIBLE
(Continued from Page 1)

investing
in American
for the first time.

production

Lee will spend three days in Hollywood after a brief stop in Dallas.
From Los Angeles he is slated for
conferences in San Francisco, Portland and Seattle. He also plans
visits to exchanges in Denver, Salt
Lake City and Chicago.

Alternative Writ Granted
in Murita Vs. "U" Action
(Continued from Page

1)

of Delaware and trading thereunder
Authorize Two Stations
in shorts and newsreels, to exhibit
its books to Murita Trading Corp.
to Broadcast Facsimiles or
show cause before Nov. 30 why
such should not be examined.
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Plaintiff, claiming to represent 10
Washington — FCC here has authorized the McClatchy Broadcast- per cent of certain preferred stock
ing Co. of Sacramento, Cal., to op- in the defendant company, seeks examination of records to ascertain, it
erate two facsimile broadcasting
stations on an experimental basis is said, whether the defendant orfor transmission of visual reproducganization is operating on an untions of newspapers. One of the
economic basis. Universal Pictures
stations will utilize facilities of Corp. contends Murita is acting in
KFBK, Sacramento, and the other bad faith and that, under the laws
the transmitter of KMJ, Fresno. of Delaware, the complainant, not
Facsimile signals will be broadcast being a stockholder of record, is not
from midnight to 6 a.m., PST. Com- ords.
entitled to examination of the recmission records now show five other
broadcasting companies seeking entrance to the visual reproduction
field. Pix industry is interested in
4,300 "Jobless" Bookings
the development due to possibilities
Approximately
4,300 theaters have
for quick transmission of advertising layouts, publicity, etc.
booked the government's film,
"Counting the Jobless," according to
Cecil Maberry, who is in charge of
the* distribution of the short. There
Wisper-Wetsman Circuit
are 1,550 prints now in circulation,
Opens Detroit Downtown he
said, and they will be shown in
Detroit — Wisper-Wetsman Circuit theaters from Coast to Coast until
will reopen the Downtown Theater midnight Nov. 20.
tomorrow with Sam Carver as manager. This will be the major house
of the circuit which, will then have
"Stage Door" Held Third
15 theaters.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL\
Detroit also loses another firstrun theater this week, when the nowLosonAngeles
"Stage
its third— week
at Door"
both theis
Cinema Theater devoted to foreign
films, is taken over by the WPA Pantages and Hillstreet Theaters.
This brings the total to four enTheater Project for a run of "Let
gagements of three weeks each in
Freedom Ring." This was formerly major cities, the other two having
a legitimate theater under the name been at the Golden Gate Theater.
of the Drury Lane.
Frisco, and Radio City Music Hall,
New York.

Dramatists' Guild Members
Ordered to Quit Plays Bureau
A resolution ordering all Dramatists' Guild members to sever connections with the Bureau of New
Plays, financed by leading motion
picture companies, was interpreted
yesterday as inferring expulsion for
those not complying with the edict.
Guild at its annual meeting also
passed an amendment to the Constitution which granted its council the
right to deny active membership to
any playwright who has a production under any unapproved auspices.

WEDDING
West Coast Bureau of THE

BELLS
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Joy Hodges of Des
Moines, la., singer and ingenue in
Cohan'sandmusical,
M. Right,"
George Be
Rather
who has"I'da
prominent role in Universal's recent film musical, "Merry-Go-Round
of 1938," will marry Robert Wilcox,
screen player, in a ceremony next
Christmas
learned
here.Day in New York, it is

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
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LeRoy Signs Long-Term

warnehOcky stri

HOW TO START DEC. 1

Allied Raps Exclusive Run Clause in Dallas Decree
Cross-Appeal by Government
for Its Elimination
is Suggested

Deal

Gottesman Plans Newsreel House Circuit
Miami, Fla. — Alfred Gottesman, now completing the South's first newsreel house,
the Miami here, announces he will establish a circuit of houses, to be devoted to shorts
and newsreels,
throughout the South.

Declaring that exclusive runs and
referred playing were issues not
nvolved in the Dallas anti-trust
ase, Allied States, in its current
bulletin, suggests moves for the
•limination of one paragraph in the
:ourt's decree. That paragraph, aciording to the bulletin, sets forth
Domestic billings of Universal
hat "this decree does not affect the
egal right of any distributor, with- during the 13 weeks ended Oct. 30,
( Continued on Page 4)
representing the fourth quarter of
its fiscal year, showed an increase
of approximately 17 p.c. over the
total for the corresponding quarter
a year ago, J. Cheever Cowdin,
day.
chairman
of the board, said yester-

Calls

for

52

Weekly

Broadcasts;
views Pix
PlannedPre-

Warner Bros, and its affiliate,
Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., yesterday announced the conclusion of arrangements through the agency of Lord &
Thomas and the American Tobacco
Co., for a series of 52 weekly broadcasts from Hollywood over a nation-wide NBC hook-up, sponsored
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Asserting that by Lucky Strike.
"there is a serious question whether
Show will be entitled "Your Holradio broadcasting by stars is not
lywood Parade — Hollywood At Its
costing the industry millions due to Best."
Tom
McAvity,
direc(Continued
on Page radio
7)
loss of popularity resulting from
the inability of such stars to project their personalities over the air
waves", current bulletin of national
Allied suggests a line of attack to
solve the problem.
Bulletin says:
"We hope
that on
others
(Continued
Page in
2) a better

"ITS" DOMESTIC BIZ ALLIED SEES DANGER
UP 17% FOR QUARTER TO STARS ON THE AIR

CO REGULATIONS UP
AT PIX CARRIER MEET

"The increase is a result principally of the development by Universal over the past year of a number

Matters relating to ICC regula(Continued on Page 2)
tions as they affect shipment of
ilm by motor truck will be the
:hief subject of discussion at the Pix Jurisdiction Not Up
At A F of L-CIO Parleys
'orthcoming
jointAssociation
convention and
of National Trucking
National Film Carriers, Inc., at Louis- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ville, Nov. 14-17, inclusive.
Washington, D. C. — Reports that
MPPDA's
distributor
members if the APL and CIO peace pact went
(Continued on Page 2)
through, film industry jurisdiction
would come under AFL, thereby
requiring the CIO to drop its "white
Cukor Testing for "Wind"
collar" organizing
campaign, were
(Continued on Page 7)

Roles at Astoria Studio

George Cukor, who will direct
"Gone With the Wind" for Selznick
International, started a series of
_tests yesterday at the General Service studios in Astoria. Tested yes(Continued

MPPDA

on Page

2)

Record Intact

MPPDA's record, of never having any
film bearing the organization's seal rejected by the New York State Education Department since the institution
of the Production Code, remains intact,
it was learned yesterday. During the
12 months ended June 30, last, the Education Dept. reviewed 1,924 domestic and foreign productions, according
to that body's director, Irwin Esmond.
Deletions from MPPDA seal films were
described
as almost
negligible.

DENIES REALIGNMENT
OF RKO STUDIO EXECS
West Coast Bureau of THE

London (By Cable) — In a comprehensive 7-point memorandum on the
Cinematograph Films (Quota) Bill
issued by the technicians and workers engaged in British film production, it is stated that at present 70
per cent of British directors and 35
per cent of studio technicians are
(Continued on

Page

2)

DAILY

Hollywood — There has been no
Toronto Houses Restore
change in the RKO Radio producPrices to Higher Levels
tion setup since he assumed temcharge, Leo Spitz, company's
Toronto — Boosts in admission prexy, porary
told
The onFilm
yes(Continued
Page Daily
7)
prices were put into effect by circuit film theaters in Toronto this
week. Houses having 18-cent box- Classification Dispute
office prices advanced admissions to
20 cents; (Continued
23-cent onhouses
raised the
Page 4)

Holds Up GB-RKO

LeRoy Will Join Metro at Expiration
Of His Present Warner Bros. Contract
Brit. Labor Seeks Greater
Protection via Films Bill

FILM

Talks

Gaumont British will not talk
new-season product deals with RKO
theaters until a dispute over classification and resultant remittances
(Continued on Page 7)

UA Goes Historical
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Mervyn LeRoy, producer of Mervyn LeRoy Productions
for Warners and one of the industry's most prominent film makers,
has formally signed a long-term
contract with M-G-M, it was learned here yesterday, climaxing persistent reports of his intentions to seek
a new alliance and outlet for his
films.
By the terms of the agreement,
(Continued

on Page

4)

Regarded as a prelude to early formal
announcement of the closing of the
Goldwyn-Korda deal for control of
United Artists, it was learned yesterday that the company has just prepared
a historical sketch for newspaper background purposes.
Neither Coldwyn nor Korda were
available to reporters yesterday; "no
statement yet" was the relayed message.
Informed sources insisted the signing
stage, while near, had not been reached.
Korda late last night told THE FILM
DAILY that he was sailing next Wednesday for London.

;<7fc
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ICC Regulations Coming Up

Allied Sees Danger to Film
Stars in Radio Appearances
At Picture Carriers' Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

will be represented at the conclave
by A. S. Dickinson, liaison officer
between the Hays Office and the
Publisher
JOHN
W. ALICOATE
various technical departments of the
industry at large.
DONALD
M. MERSEREAU
: General
Manager
CHESTER
B. BAHN
::::::
Editor
Coincident with Dickinson's imminent departure, The Film Daily
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays was informed that his campaign directed at the elimination of fire
at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk. Inc. J. W. hazards, on behalf of film exchange
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer; En- safety throughout the country, has
tered as second class matter. May 21, 1918, resulted this year to date in the
at the post-office at New York, N. Y. under virtual elimination of fires.
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
During the first 11 months of
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 1937, only two film exchange fires
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber have occurred, one of which resultshould remit with order. Address all comed in the destruction of a single
munications to THE FILM DAILY, 1501
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BRyant print, and the other being confined
9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable to the loss of a lamp cord. Total
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, damage from both blazes, it is said,
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest did not aggregate $250. This is
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 War- the fourth successive year the safety
dour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne, campaign has been in rigid force.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
In a recent address before repreCinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Coursentatives of hotel interests, T. A.
des-Noues, 19.
Fleming, director of conservation
for the National Board of Fire
Probe Reports Calif. IATSE
Underwriters, stated that the motion picture industry occupies first
Investigators are Pro-CIO position
among all industries in the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY U. S. in the elimination of fire
hazards.
Hollywood — One Hundred and
Dickinson leaves New York today
fifty business representatives of the
American Federation of Labor lo- for Louisville.
cals have appointed a committee to
investigate reports that the major- UniversaPs Domestic Business
ity of the California Assembly's capital-labor committee, which will inUp 17 Per Cent 4th Quarter
vestigate the IATSE, are pro-CIO.
(Continued from Page 1)
Studio locals' representatives at the
meeting of business representatives of outstanding stars and to the imwere Bill Cambiano of the carpenprovement in quality of pictures as
ters' union, Herbert Sorrell of the production difficulties have been
painters, and D. T. Wayne of the ironed out," Cowdin stated.
machinists' local.
"Universal at the end of the quarRobert Montgomery, president of
ter had completed 15 pictures as
compared
with 12 at this stage of
Screen Actors' Guild, will be among
the witnesses to testify before the last season. During the 60 days to
Assembly committee.
Jan. 1 the company will place in
production 13 pictures, all but four
of which are expected to be com"Snow White" Premiere
pleted by that date."
In L. A. Before Christmas
Vol. 72, No. 114
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10 Cents

(Continued from Page 1)

position to do so will make a complete list of movie stars who have
given bad performances over the air
due to their lack of talent in this
medium. They should then go further and ascertain to what extent
those stars have diminished as box
office attractions. We are convinced
that, based on the facts disclosed,
the producers will stipulate that
their stars shall not go on the air
unless they have displayed such aptitude for broadcasting that they
will not risk their box office value
by doing so. They will eliminate
all but a few, most of whom came
to the movies from radio, and will
save the industry oodles of money."
National Allied cites Fred Astaire as a pix star out of place on
the air, with b.o. drawing power allegedly hurt. Exhib body is highly
critical of Astaire's recent appearance on a Louella D. Parsons program in scenes from "Damsel in
Distress."
Brit. Labor

Seeks Greater
Protection via Films Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

unemployed. The memorandum
urges that new legislation should
incorporate the proposal that not
more than one foreign subject
should be employed in any capacity
on any picture that is to rank for

cominG add Gome
ALEXANDER KORDA will sail for England on
the Queen Mary next Wednesday, he told THE
FILM DAILY last night.
JOHN BALABAN, B & K president, accompanied by WALTER IMMERMAN and JOHN
LEONARD, organization executives, has returned to Chicago
from
New
York.

on

BURTON HOLMES and MRS. HOLMES returned from a six months' South African tour
the Rex yesterday.

MARC CONNELLY leaves New York shortly
next
play. Springs to complete script for his
for Palm
HAROLD CLURMAN, director of the Croup
wood.
Theater, left New York yesterday for HollyMARLENE DIETRICH sails for New York
from France on Nov. 17 aboard the Normandie.
THOMAS
Hamburg.
from New

J. McGRATH, singer, is en route
York to Milan, Italy, aboard the

FRANCES LANCFORD arrives in New
Monday
from
the Coast.

York

JOSEPH R. VOGEL, national supervisor of
Loew Theaters, and WALTER VINCENT, president of Republic Pictures, have returned to
New York from Washington.
COLDIE APPELBY and JEANNE ED1LSON, of
research staff of M-G-M, have returned to the
home office from a brief visit to Washington.
fromHERMAN
Chicago.BERNIE

has returned to New

York

BEN KALMENSON, ROY HAINES and SAM
LEFKOWITZ, of Warners, are on their way to
Pittsburgh for the Annual Variety dinner Sunday night.
for

MARCEL HELLMAN, English producer, leaves
the Coast
tomorrow.

SAM RINZLER and LOU FRISCH. of the
Randforce Circuit, leave today for the Variety
dinner in Pittsburgh.

Abolition of the double quota
quota.
MAX COHEN, New York sales manager for
provisions
of the bill is urged; also Universal,
left for Pittsburgh last night to
that the initial quota be not less attend the Variety dinner.
than existing quota of 20 per cent
JOHN HAY WHITNEY, chairman of Selznick
for distributors and 15 per cent for International
board, sails tonight on the Bremexhibitors.
The memorandum contends that, en. ADOLPHE MENJOU and VERREE TEASDALE
under present quota proposals, in are in New York for 10 days at Savoy Plaza.
CRACE
MOORE
left for Chicago yesterday.
the first year of the new legislation not more than 80 feature picHARRY MICHAELSON, head of RKO Radio
tures need be made, guaranteeing to short subject sales, arrived in Chicago yesBritish films workers not more than
to confermanager.
with Walter Branson, midwestern terday
district
10 weeks' work per annum.
NATE J. BLUMBERG, RKO vice-president In
The memorandum further states charge
of theater operation. left yesterday for
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
an inspection tour of RKO houses in the
midwest.
that
the
"only
form
of
double-quota
"
"WindStudio
which we would favor is, provided
Roles gat for
Astoria
Hollywood — Walt Disney's "Snow Cukor Testin
White and the Seven Dwarfs" will
STARR and JOHN L. CLARK leave
quota rates as laid down in the Bill for HERMAN
the Coast
today.
(Continued from Page 1)
have its world premiere at the Carare increased, double-quota to the
thay Circle in Los Angeles shortly terday were Lenore
Ulric, Diana exhibitor only on all films that are
W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram prexy, and
before Christmas.
Forrest, and Katherine Locke.
100 per cent British in production, EDWARD A. GOLDEN, sales head, left last
It is expected that tests will run are produced by companies the cap- night for Pittsburgh.
into latter part of next, week, with
ARTHUR A. LEE, departs today for Hollyital of which is 100 per cent Brit- wood.
Cukor testing a list of John Powish, the directors 100 per cent Briters models including, Libby Harlin,
LILLY HATVANY, Hungarian writer, left for
ish, and rented by a company that
the Coast yesterday to start work for M-G-M.
Bunny Hartley, Frances Nalle, Helen Steed, Kathleen Williams, Jane is 100 per cent British."
LEWIS MILESTONE, Hollywood director who
sailed on the Normandie, will return about the
The workers'
organizationare:
repreHouse, Dorothy Temple and Shirsented in the memoradum
the first of the year.
ley Whitney. Tests will be sent to
Coast when completed where David Ass'n of Cine Technicians, the British Ass'n of Film Directors, ElecO. Selznick will look them over.
trical Trades Union, Film Artistes' Warner Execs to Attend
Ass'n, National Ass'n of Theatrical
Cochrane Rites Held
Pitt Variety Club Dance
Employees and Screenwriters' Ass'n.
Best wishes from The Film Daily to
Funeral services were held yesthe
following
on
their
birthday:
Milestone With Roach
terday for Tom Cochrane, ParaSix Warner executives will atNOVEMBER 12
mount's manager for the Orient,
tend the Pittsburgh Variety Club
Lewis Milestone, who sailed WedWilliam Collier, Sr.
who died Tuesday in New York.
nesday
on
the
Normandie
for
a
Gwen
Lee
The services were conducted by the European vacation, returns after Dance, Sunday night. Those atJack Oakie
tending are Gradwell L. Sears, Carl
Rev. Dr. Thomas J. Crosby, Chap- the Christmas holidays to direct Leserman, Roy Haines, Norman H.
Murray Roth
"Road
Show"
for
Hal
Roach,
it
was
lain of St.died.
Luke's Hospital, where
Cochrane
announced yesterday.
Moray,
lie Rich. Ben Kalmenson, and Char-

THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

EVERY CIRCUIT IN AMERICA WILL PLAY WARNER BROS.' OUTPUT 100%!
Here's George W Trendle (third from left) and wife, celebrating his circuit's signing, with production executive Hal Wallis and sales head Grad Sears as hosts.
DOING ADDED

TIME in engagement

after engagement,

'Alcatraz Island't now joins Chicago and Philadelphia
to hold-over list. It's in 3rd Bait, week, ahead of 'Bullets
or Ballots' in dual Boston runs, and even beating 'Kid
Galahad' in Albany, Worcester, Springfield and other keys.
162-GUN

SALUTE TO 'SUBMARINE D-V. Warners announce 162 Thanksgiving bookings for timely undersea

special starring Pat O'Brien, Wayne Morris, George Brent
(left) under 'Here Comes Navy' direction of Lloyd Bacon.t

MARK HELLINGER OFF TO
MAKE HOLLYWOOD MARK in
important production and writing
post for Warner Bros. Mrs. H.
(Gladys Glad's the name, too) is
accompanying the ex-columnist.
SHE'S THE 'FIRST LADY'. Coast
previewers unanimously agree
that Kay Francis (leffj in title role
of George S. Kaufman's famous
comedy smash offers star her
strongest screen performance to
date. Sharing in critics' accolade
is distinguished support which
includes Preston Foster, Anita
Louise, Walter Connolly, Verree
Teasdale and Louise Fazenda.*
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

j A Cosmopolitan

Production

Vilagraph, inc., Distributors

.-L
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MERVYN LEROY SIGNS

ALLIED RAPS DALLAS
EXCLUSIVE CLAUSE
{Continued from Page

GONTRACTWITHM-G-M
{Continued from Page 1)

1)

out understanding; or agreement
with any other distributor or exhibitor, to contract with an exhibitor for the exclusive exhibition of
his copyrighted motion pictures or
for time of exhibition."
Admitting that the decree as a
whole affords the contemplated relief, Allied points out that the exclusive run paragraph involved no
such questions in the case and that
"it undoubtedly was insisted on by
the defendants without making
frank disclosure to the court or to
representatives of the Government
of their underlying purpose."
Allied charges that the paragraph
was inserted to "influence the U. S.
District Court in Ohio in its consideration of the case pending before
it involving the constitutionality of
the Ohio statute forbidding the compulsory designation by distributors
of playdates for pictures."
The bulletin expresses hopes that
a cross-appeal will be taken by the
Government asking that this paragraph be eliminated.
Counsel for the distributors and
the Interstate Circuit, defendants in
the Dallas case, are now working on
appeal papers, with completion expected about Dec. 1. Appeal may be
filed up to Dec. 13.

Toronto Houses Restore
Prices to Higher Levels
{Continued from Page

1)

it is understood

•

•

•

THAT

IS

Paramount's art dep't
enson's classic of the
and the two men cast
a gun
the three

a

T
very

T
striking

▼
poster

picture

turned

out

by

for "Ebb Tide"
based on Robert Louis StevSouth Seas
if shows the beautiful white girl
up on the desert island facing the madman with
men are completely
clothed, but the beautiful

white girl's costume has been torn to shreds
showing her shapely
limbs to the hips, and her arms to the armpits and more
how is
it that girl castaways in South Sea island pictures always wear their
clothes out much quicker than males?
are they naturally harder
on clothes, or easier on the eyes that way?
we wonder

▼

TV

• • • THIS SLIGHT digression brings us by easy stages to
a survey of the $50,000 national newspaper and mag ad campaign
on "Ebb Tide"
for the opening blast, Paramount opens up
with full-page color ads in 16 key city newspapers in the American Weekly syndicate
nice plug for the local theaters playing the product, giving them full credit in the ad
where
the playdate is not definitely set, there is a line: "Coming to
your favorite theater."
this is always a deft touch, which
makes a burn out of all the other theaters that don't grab the
booking
in the Nov. 21 issue of This Week, full page color
ads will appear in 24 key city newspapers, paralleling the plug
in the American Weekly
now comes the O. Henry Surprise
Ending to this short short story
every one of these ads will
feature. . . .guess!. . . .the beautiful white girl cast up on the South
Sea island who is hard on her clothes
but awfully easy on
the eyes
and to think that she's a Farmer's daughter
who has strayed far from the farm
T
▼
▼

prices to 25 cents, while houses
charging 27 cents advanced the
charge to 30 cents. The uneven
prices, just noted and now advanced,
were those prevailing before the
Ontario government, last June, repealed amusement taxes.

• •
• FOGLAND NOTES
Metro's first big British film, "Yank
At Oxford," with Bob Taylor, is in the cutting room
Dave Bader,
with Frank Orsatti, served up "Journey's End" and sold it to Louis B.
Mayer
"Prisoner of Zenda" opened up the new London Odeon,
with the leading hi-hats in town in attendance
Daly's, the famous
legit house, is coming down to make way for the Warner show shop
Genia Nirova, the Caucasian Cyclone, is in Lunnon, which fact

Ravenna, 0. — R. C. Steele, who
owns and operates the local Revenna
Theater and the Kent Theater at
Kent, has advanced admission price
top five cents in both spots. New
high is 35 cents.

helps to dispel the fog
Paddy Carstairs, the junior author-director
of the town, is jammed with work for the new year
▼
T
▼

SICK REPORT
Elizabeth, N. J.— Soteros D. Cocalis was slightly injured when he
fell from a tree in escaping from a
fire in his home here.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Norma Talmadge,
star of the silent screen and wife
of George Jessel, comedian, was reported here yesterday to be making as favorable progress as could
be expected following an emergency
appendicitis operation which she
underwent on Wednesday night,
last.
Chicago — Morris Katz, father
Sam Katz, is seriously ill.

of

•

•

•

THE

BOYS

from 52nd Street will be on hand Satur-

day eve to attend the showing of Walter Wanger's "52nd Street"
at the Rivoli theater
the gents who will forsake their nite
spots to view the screen presentation of their Street will include
Tony, Leon and Eddie, Stuff Smith, Jack White
Georgie Tapps, Sweet-Fingers Johnson, Jerry Colonna and Al Norman several of these appeared in the picture
▼
▼
▼
• • • NEAT GAG turned out by the Warner studio
to ballyhoo "Adventures of Robin Hood"
it is a small newspaper-style
folder titled "Sherwood Forest Gazette"
printed and written in Old
English style
telling of the doings of the company on location
T
▼
▼
• • • DANCE MUSIC for the Annual Frolic of the Motion
Picture Association
swank name for motion picture salesmen will be furnished by Isham Jones and his radio ork
on Saturday eve, Nov. 20, at the Hotel Astor
Moe
Sanders heads the arrangements committee
with Moe Kurtz,
Lew Preston, Irving Landes and Joe Lee

«

«

«

»

»

»

that LeRoy

wi

play an important role in the future production plans and activitit
of M-G-M, whose staff he will joi
officially on or about Feb. 3, nex
following expiration of his preser
contract with Warners for whom r

will make one more feature, "Foe
For Scandal," co-starring Caro
Lombard and Fernand Gravet.
Although for a number of yeai
LeRoy has made features almost e>
clusively for Warner-First Nationa
he has turned out films occasionallj j
for other companies,
including his
future affiliation, M-G-M. That company released as recently as 19i
his
"Tugboat
Annie,"
and
thr<

years
"Girlsto Together."
Priorpreviously,
to his return
the Coast
from
New
York
late last month,
LeRoy told The Film Daily thatj
he was definitely in the market foj
the most attractive proposition that
might be offered by a major company. At that time he declared that
a reported deal with UA was cold, i
Almost
coincident
with his departure for Hollywood, reports were rife
respecting his assuming production j
reins for RKO Radio.
His joining
M-G-M was also held to be a possibility shortly before the present pact
was signed by him yesterday.

United Scenic Artists
To Nominate New Pres.

United Scenic Artists of America
will nominate candidates to succeed
the late Walter Percival as president at a membership meeting Monday night. Names will be brought I
13. same for
forward
the Election
post of trustee
at '
the
time.
ends Dec.

DEATH RECORD
Ernest S. Brigham
Kansas City, Mo. — Ernest S. Brigham, 69, veteran theater manager,
died Monday after an illness of several days. He had been retired 15
years. Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Dorothy Brigham, a daughter, Mrs
Dorothy Brigham Lockwood, and a
grandson, Gordon Brigham. Funeral
services were held at Topeka, Kan.
Toshio

Suzuki

Toshio Suzuki, publicity manager
in Japan for United Artists during
the regime of H. Wayne Pierson,
UA's Far Eeastern general manager, was killed in action at Shanghai in October, according to a report from Tokyo. His marriage
was solemnized in the home of Siegfried F. Lindstrom who was at that
time Far Eastern general sales
manager for UA. Surviving are his
wife and two children.
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DENIES REALIGNMENT
OF RKO STUDIO EXECS
(Continued from Page

1)

terday, denying a published story
to the effect that a realignment of
studio executive personnel had been
made effective.
Pandro S. Berman has not been
assigned any fixed number of pictures, Spitz said, adding that Lee
Marcus is continuing in charge of
"B" features.
Lou Lusty, who was assistant to
Sam J. Briskin, resigned production
chief, is expected to continue as an
assistant to Spitz on production activities.

Pix Jurisdiction Not Up
At A F of L-CIO Parleys
(Continued from Page

1)

emphatically denied by both groups
here yesterday.
"The report is entirely erroneous," Phil Pearl, spokesman of the
AFL,
told Federation
The Film of
Daily.
American
Labor "The
and
the Committee for Industrial Organization have reached no agreement on anything, either films, buttonhole makers, or fly swatter manufacturers."
At CIO headquarters, Len H.
Decaux, public relations counsel, declared that to date conferences had
dealt entirely with the mass production industries, with the "white
collar" field yet to be considered.

Classification Dispute
Holds Up GB-RKO
(Continued from Page

Talks

1)

on last season's product is cleared
up, it was reliably reported yesterday. Gaumont means to put up its
new line-up for bidding on a picture-by-picture basis, according to
outlined policy, but the last season
contract with RKO must be fulfilled
and no substitution there will be
permitted, it was stated.
Dispute is said to have arisen
over a shrinkage in anticipated total
rental on GB pictures. GB charges
this occurred because RKO switched
many of its films Into the B bookings.

ta-

A "JUUU" (Mm "£otx
&%

By RALPH WILK
CTEVE
WILKINSON,
since sign- i graphed
in Technicolor
under
the
^Pictures,
ing Joby
Jordan
for
Advance
|
direction
of
Norman
Taurog.
T
T
T
has had
several offers
L.
Michael L. Simmons, Columbia
from major studios for* her services,
but Advance will present her first scenarist, has had his contract lifted for another year.
to the public.
▼
T
T
George Houston, Grand National
Frank Gay, who produced "King
star, has turned play director. He of the Sierras" for Grand National,
will stage an opera this winter at is now preparing a series of features
the Pasadena Community Playhouse, in association with Lou Rantz for
using only youthful Hollywood tal- GN distribution. "King of the
up through the reorent. He plans to produce Mozart's Sierras," held
ganization of Condor Pictures with
"Marriage of Figaro."
which
Gay
was
formerly associated,
T
T
T
David 0. Selznick has signed is set for release on Nov. 26.
▼
T
▼
Franz Waxman to write the score
Priscilla Lawson has been cast
and direct the music for "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer," the Mark for an important role in Metro's
Twain classic which is being photo- "The Girl of the Golden West."

Johnston To Coast For
Conferences with Dunlap
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram
chief, leaves Pittsburgh Saturday
bound for Hollywood and conferences with Scott R. Dunlap, production vice-president, concerning exploitation of the just-completed
Jackie Cooper special, "Boy of the
Streets." Film is slated for preview within 10 days.
Monogram officials are planning
150 simultaneous Christmas bookings of the feature in as many
cities. Johnston expects to visit
several Monogram midwestern
offices en route.
Together with Edward A. Golden, sales head, Johnston left for
Pittsburgh last night to attend a
luncheon in his and Golden's honor,
tendered by D. J. Selznick. About
250 exhibitors are expected to attend. Among those scheduled to be
present are: William Jaffee, Ben
Welansky and Steve Broidy, of Boston; Joe Felder and George West, of
New York; William Hurlbut and
Sam Decker, of Detroit; Nate
Schultz and Bill Onie, of Cleveland;
and Henri Elman and M. M. Birnbaum of Chicago.

Stan Laurel Corp. to Produce
2 Pix for M-G-M, 2 for Roach
West Coast Bureau of THE

Starr, Clark Leave for
Coast Radio Conferences

FILM

DAILY

Herman Starr, vice-president of
Warner Bros, and John L. Clark,
president of Transamerica, Inc., a
subsidiary, leave today for the West
Coast to confer with company executives there on the details of the
52-time NBC radio broadcasting arrangement with Lucky Strike Cirarettes, and to set up the executive
machinery.

Hollywood — Stan Laurel Corp.
has two Laurel and Hardy features
to be made directly for M-G-M and
two pictures to be made under the
Hal Roach banner, according to L.
A. French, vice-president of the
corporation.
The organization has signed Fred
Scott to a five-year contract to star
in musical westerns. Scott will complete his six pictures for Spectrum
Pictures Corp. Jed Buell will produce all of the Scott pictures for
the Stan Laurel Corp.

Smackover House Opens

Milwaukee House Opens

Smackover, Ark. — Alvin Chapman
formally opened his new film theater, the Home, yesterday.

W B-LUCKY STRIKE
AIR SHOW DEAL SET
(Continued from Page

1)

tor of Lordvertising
& agents,
Thomas,
Luckies' adwill produce
the
show. Possibility is that Bill Griffin, continuity writer, and Herbert
Glover, publicity head, for Lord &
Thomas may also go to the Coast
to work on the new show.
Dick Powell will be emcee and
central star of the programs, to be
aired each Wednesday, from 10 to
11 p.m. EST, beginning Dec. 1. Programs, it is stated,
will enlist
"the
entire resources
of Warner
studios

for personnel and material," and
will be musical, dramatic and topical
in nature. Previews of forthcoming
Warner pix and guest stars in all
fields will be included as features.
Orchestral phases will be under
the direction of Leo Forbstein, mu"Ecstasy" Appeal Motion
sical director of the Burbank studios, with Dudley Chambers hanto be Argued on Nov. 23
dling choral numbers.
Rosemary Lane, recently featured
Albany — A motion has been made
here, with reference to the film with Dick Powell in "Varsity Show"
is to be prominently featured in the
"Ecstasy," by Eureka Productions, broadcasts.
Inc., for a re-argument of the appeal, or, an alternative, for leave
Among the Warner stars who
to appeal from the decision of the will, according to present plans, be
Appellate Division to the Court of heard from time to time during the
Appeals. Motion was set for argu- 52, weeks are Bette Davis, Kay
ment on Tuesday, Nov. 23, at the Francis, Errol Flynn, Edward G.
local Court House. The Appellate Robinson, Leslie Howard, Olivia de
Division recently confirmed the con- Havilland, Fernand Gravet, Pat O'Brien, Boris Karloff, George Brent,
tention of the Department of Education that the picture is immoral and Claude Rains, Joan Blondell, Lola
obscene.
and Priscilla Lane, Margaret Lindsay, Anita Louise, Johnnie (Scat)
Samuel Cummins, of Eureka Productions, indicated his intention to Davis, Hugh Herbert, Ian Hunter,
carry the action if necessary to the Humphrey Bogart, Basil Rathbone,
U. S. Supreme Court for specific Frank McHugh, Beverly Roberts,
definition of what immorality or ob- Dick Foran and Ann Sheridan.
scenity consists.
Directors whose services, it is
announced "will be available for the
AAAA Council To Consider
dramatic sketches and film previews" include Mervyn LeRoy (proPer Capita Tax Increase
ducer), William Dieterle, Lloyd Bacon, William Keighley, Max ReinCouncil of the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America, parent hardt, Busby Berkeley, Michael
Curtiz, Anatol Litvak, John Farperformers' union, is to meet today
row, Edmund Goulding, Stanley
to consider the proposed increase in Logan, Frank McDonald, William
per capita tax for its new opera- McGann, Bobby Connolly and B.
tion needs. Present tax is 75 cents, Reeves Eason.
and it is thought probable this will
Broadcasts will be planned and
be tilted to $2. Frank Gillmore,
AAAA head; Ken Thomson, Screen produced with the "close co-operation" of Lord & Thomas, TransActors' Guild executive secretary; american
and Warner, it is said.
and Robert Montgomery, SAG
prexy, are to attend.
Following
its run "Dr.
at the
Apollo
8 & K Books
Syn"
Goldwyn's
"Hurricane"
SRO
First two performances follow- been
Theater,
Chicago,
"Dr.theSyn"
has
booked
solid over
Balaban

ing the opening of Samuel Goldwyn's "The Hurricane" at the Astor
Theater last Tuesday night did an
SRO business, UA home office said
yesterday. The advance sale of tickets to date is the largest in the
history of the theater in the last
six months, it was added.

Test Duals in O. C.

Oklahoma City — Rialto, Griffith
Milwaukee — Fox opened its new house here, has instituted a four1,000-seat
Theater here Ar- week
week. test on double bills for midmistice Varsity
Day.

& Katz Circuit, it was announced
yesterday by Arthur A. Lee, GB
vice-president. Pix opens at the
Globe, New York, tomorrow.

Hold von Wymetal Rites
Vienna
— Funeral
vices will(By
be Cable)
held here
today serfor
Wilhelm von Wymetal, former stage
director of the Vienna Opera and
the Metropolitan Opera of New
York. He retired in 1931 after nine
years with the latter organization.
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and it's STANDIN'
them up everywhere!

WA
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presents

LESLIE

JOAN

HOWARD • BLONDELL

itc
fytand-BOGART
2HUMPHREY
WITH

ALAN MOWBRAY • MARLA SHELTON
C. HENRY GORDON • JACK CARSON
Screenplay by GENE

TOWNE

and GRAHAM

BAKER

Directed by TAY GARNETT
• Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
From the hilarious Sat. Evening Post serial by Clarence Budington Kelland
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STARTS

THURS. NOV. 18th RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL

VICTORIA
syj

CHICAGO!
Chicago joins New Yor!

"A GREAT PICTURE"

-Clark Rodenbach, Chicago Daily News

Washington and Boston
in mighty welcome |
"VICTORIA". . . more
big openings this wee
and next in important
centers . . . meaning
more raves to add to

"SPLENDID MOVIE... INSPIRING, TENDER AND
rOUCHING
—Mae Tinee, Chicago Daily Tribune
"ONE OF THE MOST IMPRESSIVE PICTURES
WE HAVE EVER LOOKED UPON"
—Rob Reel, Chicago American

the chorus now swell

"REGAL AND GREAT ... HAS WARMTH,

ing on both sides of
the ocean!

CHARM, HUMOR

— Doris Arden, Chicago Daily Times
i»

"MAGNIFICENT ... AN EPIC CINEMA DRAMA
—Paul T. Gilbert, Chicago Herald & Examiner

VICTORIA THE GREAT
ANNA
NEAGLE • ANTON WALBR00KScreen Play• h.b.warner
• walter rilla
PRODUCED AND
by Miles Malleson and Charles de Grandcourt
DIRECTED BY HERBERT
With Scenes in TECHNICOLOR
WILCOX

R K O
liAblO
PICTURES

V

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
1
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TEN CENTS

New French Censorship Rules Hit L/| S., Domestic Pix

NORTHWEST ALLIED DROjfPARA. "BUYERfSTRIKE"

Gulf States Business Rises 10 Per Cent in 4th Quarter
New

Orleans Territory Exhibitors Report B. 0. Grosses
Climbing
FILM

WB Readying 26 to Start Within 4 Mos.
West
Coast Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twenty-six
features
are currently
being
prepared
to go into
tion at Warner-First National during the next four months under supervision
Warner. Sets a record for the Burbank studio.

By WILLIAM
SPECHT
DAILY Staff Correspondent

New Orleans — Hard cash tinkling
over b.o. windows makes sweet music for exhib ears as the fourth
quarter in the Gulf States area
pushes ahead with business. Conservative estimates of the receipts
in Louisiana, Mississippi and those
narts of Alabama
served by ex-

FILM

No Studio Radio Show (or Paramount;
Enough Air Plugs Without, Is Attitude

Paramount, which last season experimented with a studio radio show,
"definitely" will not resume such
programs nor does the company
plan the production of a radio show
for commercial sponsorship, it was
said yesterday by a company spokesman.
"Paramount feels that, with many
top-flight radio personalities already
Harry Brandt, president of ITOA, under contract to the studio, it receives sufficient plugs over the air
has invited Ed Kuykendall and Nathan Yamins to meet with him in without a show and without thus
New York on Dec. 14 for the pur- competing directly with exhibs,"
pose of setting time and place for spokesman stated.
a joint meeting of MPTOA, Allied
.States and ITOA representatives to
discuss a fair trade practices pro- Circuits Veto
Piece-Meal
gram.
Letters sent yesterday to Kuy"Piece-meal" elimination of the(Continued on Page 4)
ater games in New York City definitely— and finally — will not be considered by the major circuits, it was
Conn's Concord to Make
8 Westerns for Monogram learned yesterday. Unless the
ITOA-sponsored crusade against the
Maurice Conn, head of Ambassa- games can be launched in one sweep,
dor Pictures and the newly-formed
Concord Productions, is to produce
eight westerns during the 1937-38
season for Monogram release, it was
( Continued on Page 3)

BRANDT ASK
CHIEFS MEET DEC. 14

(Continued

on Page

3)

Realism In Netvarh

I

>

producof Jack

Newark. N. J. — Some unexpected
realism was added to the Shubert showing of "Blazing Barriers". A cigaret
stub set a stack of old scenery aflame
and a blue haze spread through the
house. Manager Mack Herman and
police emergency squad suggested the
audience take a 10 minute intermission while they extinguished the blaze
and cleared the smoke. Then the audience filed back while the orchestra
struck up, "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes."

Para. Now Negotiating With
Territory
Individual
Exhibs in

He pointed out that well known
radio players who appear in Paramount pictures include Jack Benny,
Burns and Allen, Bob Burns, Bing
Crosby, Martha Raye, Dorothy Lamour and occasionally W. C. Fields.
In addition, there is Cecil B. De
Mille on the Lux show, he said, as
well as periodic appearances of
Shirley Ross.
These personalities, the spokesman asserted, give Paramount tremendous coverage without the necessity of going on the air with its
own program.

Elimination of Games
the majors will have no part in the
program, a reliable source said.
The original plan was to fire the
first gun against the giveaways in
the Flatbush section, but it is understood that RKO balked because
(Continued

on Page

3)

French Censor Clamps Down on Pix
Offensive to Other Nationalities
Paris (By Cable) — Pictures that
AAAA Per Capita Tax Jump
tend to ridicule the Army or are
likely
to offend foreign people are
to $2 Is Urged by Council
Council of the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America yesterday
voted to submit to its 11 branches
a motion to raise the per capita tax
from existing 75 cents to $2. For
passage, (Continued
the measure
requires a
on Page 3)

banned in France under the new
censorship regulations just issued by
Edmond See, Official in Charge of
Control of Films. New rules apply
to French products as well as to U.
S. and other imports. In addition,
permits will
not onbe Page
issued
(Continued
4) to pic-

By HARVEY GOLDSTEIN
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Minneapolis — -Peace has succeeded
the "Armistice"
in the Northwest
Allied
amount."buyers' strike" against ParEnd of the dispute was decreed by
the exhib. organization's committee
of three — Al Steffes, Ben Friedman
and Harold Kaplan — which presented the settlement
(Continued onterms
Page 3) to North-

LEROY TO MAKE SIX
ANNUALLY FOR METRO
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mervyn LeRoy, joining M-G-M on Feb. 15 as an executive producer, plans to make six
pictures annually and will personally direct two of the six, it is
learned.
Players(Continued
personally
under4) contract
on Page

Expect Depinet to Join
Spitz, Reisman on Coast
Coast huddle of RKO Radio higher-ups on the new studio set-up,
among other things, is forecast in
the departure today of Phil Reisman, (Continued
vice-presidenton of
PageRKO
4) Export

Exodus and Deal?
Scheduled exodus of central figures
in the UA situation from New York by
mid-week of next week pointed last
night
a possible early
news Coldwyn,
"break"
on
theto Korda-Coldwyn
deal.
it was learned, had Coast train reservations for four days — tomorrow through
Wednesday. Korda plans to sail on the
Queen Mary Wednesday. And David
0. Selznick, still a factor, expects to
leave "about mid-week," it was said.
Meanwhile, no announcement of the
deal's status — just plenty of guessing.
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Experiment is Planned

•

•

•

THEATER

celebrates its eightieth anniversary, no less

but it dates back before the film era
ater in Chicago on West Madison Street

referring to McVickers Thethe original theater was

opened 80 years ago by James McVickers, whose name it has borne
ever since
the theater is the third oldest in the country in point
of continuous service

at the same

location

during its long career

it has been twice destroyed by fire and rebuilt
the house is operated by Jones, Linick & Schaefer, for Balaban & Katz on a joint agreement

T
T
T
• • • FOURTH ANNUAL dinner dance of the Variety Club
of Washington, D. C
held next Saturday in the Hotel Willard
these annual Variety shindigs have proved themselves
among Washington's outstanding social events
and showmen
from all the surrounding territories wouldn't think of missing
this gala event
T
T
T
• • • DOUBLE BILL for Morris Epstein, New York exchange
manager for Grand National
he celebrates his 25th wedding anniversary and his twenty-fifth year in the film biz together
Morris
goes back down Memory Lane to the days when Mary Fuller was a
serial queen and D. W. Griffith was making "The Adventures of Dolly"
at the old Biograph studio in the Bronx
he was connected with
General Films and Universal in California when those two companies
had such stars as Bronco Billy Anderson, Warren Kerrigan, King Baggott. Ella Hall and Mary Pickford. . . • That Paramount cross-continent
bowling contest by telegraph wire was won by Cecil De Mille's West
Coast team
they defeated the Paramount home office team by 101
pins in a three-game match
Captain Gene Hombostel's western
team scored 2728 pins in a five-man team, while Captain Joe Doughney's
New York team rolled up 2627 pins

N. J. Films Fed. Planning
High School News-letters
Newark, N. J. — The Finer Films
Federation of New Jersey, which
will hold its annual convention here
Jan. 15, will inaugurate in December publication of a new type of motion picture criticism in the form
of news-letters to every high school
in the state. Through the photoplay appreciation classes now instituted in 70 high schools, the federation expects to reach more than
50,000 students.

Wage-Hour Regulation
Threatened In Oklahoma
Oklahoma City — Word here is that
the theater business is next in line
for wage-hour regulation in this
state. Hearings and rulings under
the state law have been given in
several other industries before special boards and in most cases rulings have gone against recommendations of business men represented.

BARNEY
BALABAN,
Para, prexy, leaves
the West tonight, with Chicago his first st
today.
PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio vice-president I
charge of distribution, leaves for the Co
ARTHUR A. LEE, vice-president and gene|
manager of CB, left last night for Dallas, a
goes from there to Hollywood.
WILLIAM
SUSSMAN,
eastern
division
m,:
ager for 20th-Fox, and JACK SICHELMAN
al
HARVEY
DAY,
of the same
office, left I
night for Variety
Club
dinner
in Pittsburi
They
return
Sunday
night.
JAMES P. O'LOCHLIN, 20th-Fox Canad
district manager and Kent drive leader, retu,
to New York Monday from Toronto.
DAVE
BLUM,
director
of foreign
public
for M-C-M, airliner.
leaves for the Coast today on
American

by

DON STANNARD,
M-G-M,
leaves

British actor recently sign
for the Coast
Monday

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, eastern sales mana
for Universal, returned to the home off
plane.
yesterday from Atlanta.
LORETTA
YOUNG
arrives in Hollywood
day from
New
York.
SHIRLEY ROSS sails today on the Santa Pai
from
Los Angeles for New York.
TEX RITTER, CN's cowboy singing star,
back at the Coast studios after a four wee
personal
appearance
tour.
DR. A. J. CRONIN,
author,
arrives
York
from
England
on Monday
and
Hollywood

in N
goes

after a week's stay here.

Mario Will Produce
Raoul Mario, until recently pr
gram executive for WOR and CB
has opened his new corporate
headquarters in the RKO Buildir
Radio City, and will produce ind
pendently both for screen and rad

Kohner Resigns from Col.
West

°/PP»

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIi

Hollywood — Paul Kohner has 1
signed as producer at Columbia. I
ability to reach an agreement wi
Harry Cohn on story treatment f
Gloria Swanson's picture is given
the reason for his resignation.

Court Allows Appeal

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
yesterday allowed Albert Bein to
DeVry Opens on Coast
west Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY take his action against Warners to
the Circuit Court of Appeals. FedHollywood — Herman A. DeVry,
eral Court decision previously had
Inc., Chicago, manufacturers of mo- dismissed the case. Plaintiff had
tion picture cameras, parts and sup- charged Warners had infringed his
plies, announces opening of its new
Hollywood offices, 5504 Hollywood play "Junior Republic" in company's
film "Mayor of Hell" and asked acBlvd.,
counting of profits and damages.
charge. of which J. E. Norman is in

San Francisco — Herbert Rosener,
operating a Pacific Coast circuit of
Want Games Eliminated
foreign language pix houses, will $78,,088 In Md. Admish Tax
Baltimore
—
Admission
taxes
in
Hillsboro,
111. — Montgomery Counexperiment with day-and-date runs
ty Board of Supervisors has called
at the Grand International and Es- Maryland from June 1 to the end of
quire theaters, Los Angeles. Starts September totaled $78,088, according upon the sheriff's and state's attoron Dec. 5 when Rosener takes over to the State Comptroller. The Sepney's offices to eliminate bank
tember total was $19,943.
nights, bingo, lotto, etc.
the 700-seat Esquire.

//r<!

iRTHV
■^Ua

Best
the

wishes from The Film
following
on
their

Daily to
birthday:

NOVEMBER 13
Edward
Alperson
Certrude Olmstead
NOVEMBER 14
Nicholas M. Schenck
John
EugeneMoynihan
O'Brien
Betty Caldwell
Doris Anderson

'flU
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% W. ALLIED ENDS
PARA. BUYERS' STRIKE
it =|m

(Continued from Page 1)

to reimyest
veek. Allied's

members

during

the

torn | Paramount
is now
negotiating
Wilfi«ith individual exhibitors, the format Inula employed in the termination
;C,t)f
the similar UMPTO
dispute in
Philadelphia.
iJif; Steffes told The Film Daily yes' E;erday that he considered the local
SIM DM 'strike"
to have been "extremely
successful".

Canal ;

DEATH RECORD

Thomas M. Love, Sr.
Philadelphia — Funeral arrangements are pending here for Thomas
utiysijf:
M. Love, Sr., 67, former general
nanager of the Nixon-Nirdlinger
s man tl
Theater Circuit, who died at his
ime
•fioine in Cynwyd on Thursday. He
>egan his career as a ticket seller
ywood
mder Samuel F. Nixon and advanced to general managership of
ante Pa a!
he old Forrest, Garrick and Broad
Street Theaters. He is survived by
8 star, iis widow,
Mrs. Therese Dillon
out we
Jove; four sons, Francis, Thomas,
fir., Louis and Robert, and two
s in Mi
'laughters, Mrs. Joseph Bernard and
klrs. Wallace Begley.
Ja; c«

ft

A "JUMU" Itom "Ms

By RALPH WILK
pion, has been given a term contract
ELIZABETH PATTERSON who
has a featured role with Lew by Paramount and assigned to a
Ayres, Mary Carlisle and John How- featured role in "Everybody's Girl,"
Howard Estabrook is to proard in "Hold 'Em Navy," has been which duce
with Olympe Bradna and
assigned a part in "Bluebeard's Randolph Scott in the leading roles.
Eighth Wife," the Claudette Colbert-Gary Cooper picture which
Betty Belt,▼ Dallas
and
V debutante
w
Ernst Lubitsch is producing and directing for Paramount. Others add- cousin of "Skeets" Gallagher, is in
ed to the cast are Franklin Pang- town for a try at pictures. Universal will test her.
born, Pauline Garon, Raymond de
T
T
T
Ravenne, Blanche Franke, Armand
Henry Blanke is preparing to
Cartes, Joseph Romantini and Alphonse Martel.
shoot on two productions, "White
T
▼
▼
Banners", and "Sister Act", the former by Lloyd C. Douglas and the
Jack Dunn,
English
actor and
former Olympic ice skating cham- latter by Fannie Hurst.

Conn's Concord to Make
8 Westerns for Monogram
(Continued from Page 1)

announced
yesterday
by Scott R.
Dunlap, Monogram vice-president in
charge of production.
Conn declared that he would produce the series under the Concord
banner, and added that plans for 16
pictures for the state rights market
would be carried on by the Ambassador unit. Conn is in New York
at present arranging financing for
his Ambassador program.
His Monogram productions will
be part of the announced schedule
of that company, and will
feature players to be supplied by
Domingo E. Delgado
Monogram, Conn stated. MonoRochester — Domingo
E. Delgado,
gram's 1937-38 announcement included 16 westerns — four Tom
ii6, export sales manager for EastJnan Kodak Co., with which he had Keenes, four Tim McCoys and eight
tpeen associated for 40 years, died Jack Randalls.
jere on Thursday night in his apartinijflient at the Sagamore Hotel. In D. C. MPTO Joins Fight
i-915 he sponsored a plan to estabon Biz Privilege Levy
lish subsidiary companies throughout the export territory to carry on Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
he business which had been handled
Washington — As Chairman of the
'rom Rochester.
Twelve andsuch
on Municipal Ad,Lanies
in Latin America
the comFar District Council
ministration, A. Julian Brylawski,
jjSast were established, and he was prexy of the MPTO, presided at the
president and director of them all. meeting of business leaders, organized to fight the local business priviNat C. Kaskel
lege levy and to advise on other
[ Atlantic City — Nat C. Kaskel, 58, taxation matters affecting the District of Columbia.
'ormerof vaudeville
trouper,Foris years
dead
nere
a heart attack.
It was decided to incorporate the
le traveled about the country as a council immediately. Brylawski announced he had already obtained
jvhistler under the billing of "Billy
permission from the Budget Bureau
swift, the Human Mocking Bird."
to present views of the Council at a
Charles Grant
hearing on the proposed District
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
budget. MPTO actively has joined
Hollywood — With funeral services
) be held in Brooklyn, body of the "united front."
Charles Grant, 50, music arranger,
vas started East yesterday. Death
Jack Chertok's New Pact
vas due to a cerebral hemorrhage. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Jack Chertok has
iVidow is accompanying the re- signed a new— extended-term
congains. Two daughters and a brother
lily H
tract at M-G-M as producer of
ilso survive.
shorts. During the season of 193738 Chertok will be in charge of
John Riesner
Oakland, Calif. — John Riesner, 81, turning out 69 single and double
lewspaper man and father of Chuck reel subjects.
iiesner, film director, died here this
RKO Exchange Moves
veek. He had long acted as CaliSt. Louis— B. J. McCarthy, RKO
'ornia
correspondent
for
German
md Austrian newspapers. Two Radio branch manager, has moved
)ther sons, George and Rudolph, are his office from 3314 Olive Street to
dso in the film business.
larger quarters at 3143 Olive St.

GULF STATES' BIZ UP
10% AS QUART. OPENS
(Continued from Page 1)

changes
10 p.c. here, puts the increase at

End of the third quarter with
cooler weather and better product
began to show an upward trend
which the first five weeks of the
fourth quarter confirmed.
Money giveaways are still holding their own throughout the territory with the Saenger circuit, usually against such practices, indulging in some spots but not making
a habit of it.
Increased business for indie films
is apparently due to the initiative
of salesmen as well as a product
shortage for independent theaters,
Circuits Veto Piece-Meal
due to holdbacks until the major
Elimination of Games buyer here is set.
Construction and remodeling was
(Continued from Page 1) ,
on a sharp decline of about 25 p.c
of objections on the part of the part- in the third quarter. Present attiners in the operation of the RKO
tude is to sit still and wait till
houses. Basis for the objections is after the new year.
said to be due to the fact that patrons who patronize the games can go AAAA Per Capita Tax Jump
to another part of the city and attend a theater which is offering
to $2 Is Urged by Council
giveaways. The circuits believe that
(Continued from Page 1)
nothing can becampaign.
gained by a "section-at-a-time"
two-thirds vote in each of a majority of the branches.
A constitutional committee to
GB and RKO Relations
bring up to date the present constitution, created in 1919, was named
Continue Amicable — Lee
under the chairmanship of Mrs.
On his departure for Dallas and Emily Holt. Serving on the board,
the Coast yesterday, Arthur A. Lee, which is expected to report at the
Gaumont British vice-president and next meeting, Dec. 3, are: Henry
general manager, stated that rela- Jaffee, Ralph Whitehead and Prestions between his company and RKO
ident Frank Gillmore, ex officio.
Gillmore announced that new
theaters would continue amicable despite a reported dispute over clas- AAAA headquarters, 25 West 45th
of GB's last season prod- St., would be ready for occupancy
uct. Leesification
added:
about Nov. 23. Nine branches were
"There are still a number of pro- represented at the council meeting
ductions on our 1936-37 schedule by Alfred Harding, Edith L. Chriswhich RKO will play off. As far tenson, Ken Thomson, Mrs. Florence
as the pictures on our 1937-38 pro- Marston, Mrs. Emily Holt, George
gram are concerned, we are offering Heller, Leo Fischer, Henry Jaffee,
these on a picture-by-picture basis Henry Calkins, Jean Greenfield, Otto
in accordance with the new season- Speinert, M. Krisow and Paul N.
al policy. I am confident that the Turner, AAAA counsel.
RKO theaters will play a prominent
"'Green Fields" In 6th
part in our activities in 1937-38."
"Green Fields" currently playing
Lee's trip to the Coast is in connection with possible future produc- at the Squire enters its sixth week.
fice. tion there, according to the GB of-

Shearer Has No Plans
for New Equipment Co.
Chicago ■— Authoritative sources
have issued denial here that Ben F.
Shearer, head of B. F. Shearer Co.,
West Coast theater supply organization, had conferred in this city recently with C. W. Bunn, general
sales manager for Erpi, regarding
formation of a national equipment
company consisting of indie dealers. From Seattle, Shearer supported the denial in a telegraphic
statement that he will always operate his own company and has no
ambition to operate away from the
Pacific Coast.

SICK REPORT
Chicago — Manny Lewis of Jewel
Productions, who fractured his left
wrist in a fall, will be back on the
job soon.
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Dixie Dunbar, film
player, is on the local disabled list
as the result of a fall from a horse
at Palm
Springs.
ment in the
mishap. She tore a ligaYoungstown, 0. — Charles Schafer,
treasurer of the State Theater, is
improving at his home, following a
heart attack.

w
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FRENCH CENSOR RULES
HIT AMERICAN PIX TOO
(Continued from Page 1)

t

tures showing1 scenes of armed violence, burglaries and all similar
criminal activities.
Only in particular cases will permits be issued for pictures dealing
with war or spies and films of a
military or detective nature. In a
statement just issued, Edmond See
asks that producers consult with
him before starting on pictures dealing with national defense, state institutions or French or foreign officials.
The edict, as released by See,
reads as follows:
"In accordance with instructions
received from the Superior Administrative Body, I have the honor to
bring to your attention the following regulations relating to the making- of motion pictures:
"A. The commission of the Film
Control Department will henceforth
rigorously refuse a visa in the following cases:
"1. Pictures tending to ridicule
the Army or likely to belittle its
prestige;
"2. Pictures likely to offend the
national sentiments of foreign people and thereby provoke diplomatic
incidents ;
"3. Pictures showing armed violence, burglaries and all similar criminal activities that might have a
pernicious influence on young people;
"B. Visas will only in particular
cases be delivered to:
"1. War or spy pictures which
lately have shown a marked tendency to increase in number;
"2. Pictures with any scenario of
a military or detective nature other
than those referred to in Paragraph
A."

National Capital Corp.
To Finance Indie Producers
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — National Capital
Corp., of which Max Kravetz is
president, will furnish capital to independent producers with major releases. He will furnish up to 75 per
cent of the production cost of a picture. Kravetz has made an affiliation with Edward S. Rothchild,
former president of the Chelsea National Bank of New York. Fred H.
Bixby, Jr., is secretary and treasurer of the corporation.

SAG Accepts Bid

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — SAG has accepted
here invitation of Frank Capra,
president of Motion Picture Academy, to take active part in selecting
best actor and actress of 1937. Similar invitations, it is learned, have
been extended to organizations of
writers, directors and others.

Reviews of Hew films
"Swing
It, Professor"
with Pinky Tomlin,
Paula Stone,

"Big Town Girl"
with Claire Trevor, Alan Dinehart,

Milburn Stone

Conn-Ambassador
(HOLLYWOOD

Donald Woods
66

Mins.

PREVIEW)

LIGHT PLEASANT OFFERING, FULL OF
FUN, WHICH AVERAGE AUDIENCES
WILL ENJOY.
Something different in the way of a
racketeer yarn has been concocted around
Pinky Tomlin, a country boy, dyed-in-thewool adherent of the classics, who finally
falls for swing music under the tutelage
of a night club hostess. It is a light
pleasant offering full of fun, and average
audiences should find it enjoyable, especially the Tomlin fans. With Pinky as the
whole show and draw, his increased popularity through the Eddie Cantor radio show
should get the picture over to some gratifying results. For a short budget production, it is a very good piece of work. The
show is one of Pinky's best, affording him
and other cast members plenty of opportunity to sing. Paula Stone has a couple
of dance routines, and with gags and other
businesses it is fare that is entertaining.
Mary Kornman, Milburn Stone, Gordon Elliott and Pat Gleason all do nicely in the
other roles of importance, especially Elliott,
who shows up very well. Resigning from
his berth as professor of music at a smalltime college, because they want swing,
Tomlin goes to the city, where he finds

20th

Century-Fox
(HOLLYWOOD

66 Mins.

PREVIEW)

EFFECTIVELY DIRECTED, PLEASING
NUMBER IN THE POPULAR AUDIENCE
CATEGORY.
This is
has been
Werker.
associate

a pleasing program offering that
effectively directed by Alfred H.
Milton H. Feld rates credit as
producer. Claire Trevor does

splendid work as "The Masked Countess,"
who becomes a radio singing star. Alan
Dinehart turns in a fine performance as
a bluff, resourceful promoter, who gains
notoriety and a radio contract for Claire,
whom he discovers plugging songs in a department store. Donald Woods does well
as a reporter, who is determined to unmask the "Countess," but who has the
tables turned on him by Claire. Alan
Baxter is convincing as the criminal, who
learns that the "Countess" is his wife. Lou
Breslow, John Patrick, Robert Ellis and
Helen Logan concocted a clever screenplay,
based on stories by Darrell Ware and
Frances Whiting Reid. Sidney Claire and
Harry Akst furnished three songs, "Argentine Swing," "Don't Throw Kisses" and "I'll
Settle for Love," which are sung by Miss
Trevor. She gains much attention on the
radio, and Woods seeks to learn her real
identity. In his search for clues he catches
Claire without her disguise, does not rec-

swing's the rage there, too. Disappointed,
he is hitch-hiking his way home when he
meets up with a bunch of bums, but they
ognize her as the "Countess" and falls in
sing the classics. While panhandling in love with her. Baxter returns to "get"
Claire, his wife, but the police take care
the city, Pinky falls in with a racketeer, of
him.
who makes him impresario of his night
club, where Paula Stone is chief enterCast: Claire Trevor, Donald Woods, Alan
tainer. She falls for htm, but Pinky has Dinehart, Alan Baxter, Murray Alper, Spensent for his hick sweetheart, Mary Korncer Charters, Maurice Cass, Irving Bacon,
man, who comes to town, where she sinks
George Chandler, Lillian Yarbo, Jonathan
the racketeer, "Milburn Stone, taking him Hale.
back home to raise chickens. Pinky, in
Associate Producer, Milton H. Feld; Dithe meantime, realizes Tie loves Paula, acrector, Alfred Werker; Based on original
cepts the night club as a gift, and stays on
stories by Darrell Ware, Frances Whiting
to be a city big-shot. Nicholas Barrows and
Robert St. Clair contributed the screenplay Reid; Screenplay, Lou Breslow, John Patrick, Robert Ellis, Helen Logan; Camerafrom Connie Lee's original idea. Marshall
man, Lucien Andriot; Editor, Hanson Fritch;
Neilan did a competent job on direction,
and William Berke handled production as Art Directors, Bernard Herzbrun, Lewis
associate producer to Maurice Conn. The Creber; Musical Director, Samuel Kaylin;
songs were by Connie Lee, Al Heath and Music and Lyrics, Sidney Clare and Harry
Akst; Sound, Alfred Bruzlin, William H
Dubby LeRoux.
Anderson.
Cast: Pinky Tomlin, Paula Stone, Milburn Stone, Mary Kornman, Gordon Elliott,
Pat Gleason, (Three Gentle Maniacs) Garner, Wolf and Harkins, (Four Squires)
Lou Betterman, Jack W. Smith, Harry S.
Powell and Glen T. Peters, Ralph Peters,
George Cleveland, Harry Depp, Harry
Semels, (Four Singing Tramps) Fred Harder, Tom Clark, Art Moore and Bob Snyder.
Producer, Maurice Conn; Associate Producer, William Berke; Director, Marshall
Neilan; Story suggested by Connie Lee;
Screenplay, Nicholas H. Barrows, Robert
St. Clair; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh,
ASC; Art Director, E. H. Reif; Editorial
Supervision, Martin G. Cohn; Editor, Richard G. WraY; Musical Director, Bakaleinikoff; Dance Director, George Grandee;
Music and Lyrics by Connie Lee, Al Heath
and Buddy LeRoux; Sound, Glen Glenn.
Direction, Competent.

Photography, Good.

Direction, Effective.

Photography, Good

Brandt Asks Exhibitor
Chiefs to Meet Dec. 14
(Continued from Page 1)

kendall,
MPTOA
president,
and
Yamins, head of Allied, read in part:
"In view of the fact that you joined! with me in my sentiments for a
joint confab with you and Nathan
Yamins (Ed Kuykendall), I would
suggest a luncheon conference to be
held among us on Tuesday, Dec. 14,

LEROY TO MAKE SIX
ANNUALLY FOR METRI
(Continued from Page 1)

to LeRoy, now winding up his Wai
ner contract, embrace Fernand Gre
vet, Kenny Baker, Lana Turner, A
Ian Joslyn, Vicki Lester and Adolp
Deutsch.
It is believed here that the LeRo
deal does not necessarily mean th
possibility of a M-G-M deal wit
David 0. Selznick has been aban
doned.

Expect Depinet to Join
Spitz, Reisman on Coas
(Continued from Page

1)

Co., and reported plans of Ned E
Depinet, vice-president in charge o
distribution, to join him and Presi
dent Leo Spitz there.

Industry Execs. Converge
on Pittsburgh for Dinne
Pittsburgh — Ninth annual Variet
Club dinner scheduled for tomorrow
night at the William Penn Hotel t
honor John J. Maloney, retirin
Barker, and his associate officers,
bids to be largest yet held by or
ganization. A long list of notabl
civic and film industry executive
have sent acceptances, with Gover
nors Earle, Hoffman and Nice head
ing list. Pittsburgh is rapidly as
suming appearance of national mc|
vie convention town, with many filri
execs and leading exhibs alread
here and majority expected toda
and tomorrow morning.

Montgomery, Casey, Sorrell
May be Called in IATSE ProbWest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL

_ Los Angeles — At the opening ses
sion of California Assemb
ly's Cap
ital-Labor Committee
inquiry hit
affairs of the IATSE, Attorne
Carey MacWilliams, representm
IATSE progressives, who asked fc'
inquiry, requested that Presider
Robert Montgomery of the Scree>
Actors' Guild be summoned to test
fy over the contention of IATS!
that it should have jurisdiction ove
all branches of the motion pictur
industry. MacWilliams also aske
that Herbert Sorrell, representm
the painters' union, Pat Casey, lal
or coordinator for the producer,
and J. W. Buzzell of the Centre
testify
Labor. Council be subpoenaed t
Stephen Newman, internationt
representative of IATSE, testifie
that President George E. Browne c

Newman's
IATSE is salary
paid is
$200,000
a yeaI '
$110 a week.
answer to a question Newman sal
that Tom Malloy had been businee!
agent of the Chicago projectionist
and that George E. Browne h4
at the Hotel Astor."
been business agent of the Chics
The letter asked for a confirmation of the date and asked that an- go stage hands, but he had neve
other date be suggested if Dec. 14 known of any association betweei
Malloy, Browne and Al Capone.
were not convenient for both.
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GOLDWYMORDA DEAL TERMS WAIT COUNSELS' 0. K.
Loew s, RKO Favor Dropping Games on National Basis

lim
Vaiif
ion!

Circuits
In Position
Eliminate Them on
Short Notice

to

GE to Use Short Wave

Although willing to cooperate in
office a drive to ban games in New York
[iCity theaters, both Loew's, Inc., and
RKO favor a nation-wide campaign
iciiti: ^against giveaways rather than limitGcv 1'ing the move to New York, it was
e he learned Saturday.
Major circuits, it was said, are in
a position to drop the games on one
United Artists is increasing its
iiyt day's notice
as they have no long- picture script service to radio sta{Continued on Page 3)
tions, it was said Saturday by Monroe Greenthal, company's advertising publicity chief. Action results
from conclusion that such air dramatizations have been definite factors
in the b.o. success of several recent
releases.
UA believes, Greenthal said yesterday,
that proper radio exploita(Continued on Page 3)
Cleveland— "Quiz Contest Night,"
a game of skill in which patrons are
pitted against each other, is making
a stand against Bank Night and
duals here under the auspices of
RKO District Manager Nat Holt and
UA Deal Up to Lawyers —
Norman Meyers, manager of the
RKO Lincoln.
By GEORGE
Upon results of the Lincoln ex- DOMESTIC

J

Station for Tele

Work

Albany — Use of the short wave radio station in the State Office building tower as
an experimental television station is being planned by GE. While the station is now
constructed to transmit optical short waves, plans call for adaptation for television
broadcasting when permission is received from the FCC.

THE WEEK

(Continued on Page 2)

Allied Ass'n to Organize
Albany Independents
Boston — As part of a national expansion move, Arthur K. Howard,
business manager of Independent
Exhibitors, Inc., Allied's New England affiliate, left for Albany yester(Continued on Page 6)

Wasn't The Film
Liberal, Kas. — Pedestrians passing a
local film theater here were convinced
for a moment that the acme of emotional pix had arrived in town from
Hollywood. Patrons streamed from the
house's portals with tears streaming
down their cheeks. The copious crying, however, resulted from the accidental bursting of a tear gas bomb in
the pocket of policeman Harry Massey
who was seated in the last row. His
leg was burned severely. He was unable to account for what caused the
explosion.

An air of suspense prevailed
throughout the week as filmland
awaited expectantly the formal announcement that the Goldwyn-Korda
deal for control of UA had been
concluded.
When the official state-

By PRESCOTT
Washington Bureau of

C. DENNELT
THE FILM DAILY

Washington — A special session of
Congress which may see start of action on legislation with a wide industry range, from admissions taxes
to block-booking, will open Friday
when President Roosevelt outlines to
Congress his legislative program
over a nationwide radio hook-up.
The Vinson
Taxation
(Continued
on PageSub-Commit3)

IN REVIEW
French Censorship Rules
H.

MORRIS

FOREIGN
From Paris announcement came
that France has instituted new censorship regulations which are (A)
Commission of Film Control Dept.
will henceforth rigorously refuse a
visa in following cases: (1) Pictures

{Continued on Page 6)

Alger Report on RKO

Reorganization

Goes to Federal Judge Bondy Today
Reorganization of RKO, in the
making for nearly five years, will
enter its final phase today with the
Federal Court submission of the report and recommendations of SpeAtlanta, Ga. — Erpi has secured a
cial Master George W. Alger.
temporary injunction from Judge V.
While hearings may follow before
B. Moore preventing Fulton County
authorities from placing assess- Federal Judge William 0. Bondy
ments for seven years on its property, gives formal approval, expectations

Erpi's Writ Blocks
Georgia Assessment

(.Continued on Page 6)

A.
Financing
Details,
Policy, Administrative
Setup Agreed Upon
By AL STEEN

CONGRESS MAY TACKLE
UA INCREASING PIX
SCRIPTS FOR RADIO INDUSTRY LEGISLATION

"QUIZ NIGHT" TESTED
BY RKO AS GAMES SUB

U.

(Continued on Page 6)

The Goldwyn-Korda deal for
acquisition of control of United
Artists through the exercise of
option for the purchase of Pickford -Fairbanks -Chaplin stock
today moves into the concluding legal stages.

Final action
on onthePageexercising
of
(Continued
8)

PARA DELAYS NAMING
OF NEW ORIENT HEAD
A successor to the late Tom
Cochrane, Paramount's general manager in the Orient, probably will not
be named
for some time, it was
learned
Saturday.
It is understood that John W.
Hicks, Jr., vice president in charge
(Continued on Page 6)

Minn., Philly Exhibitors
Buying Para Pix Rapidly
Paramount's dispute with exhibitors in the Minneapolis and Philadelphia territories is practically a
"closed issue," it was asserted yesterday in New York. Exhibitors in
both zones are buying pictures
rapidly, and, although more contracts have been signed in Philadelphia than in Minneapolis, exhibitors in the latter city are showing
no hesitancy in contracting for
Paramount product, it was said.

SM PFE Pact Up
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Proposed tentative working agreement with producers is to be
considered by the Society of Motion
Picture Film Editors at a mass meeting
called for the

Hollywood Woman's

Club.

Monday, Nov. 15, 1937
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OVER-THE-COUNTER
Film

RUN

week

Astor

LANGUAGE

Mayerling
(Pax Film) — 10th week
Club de Femmes
(Mayer-Burstyn) — 4th week....'
The Return
of Maxim
(Amkino) — 3rd week
An Leva de Gamla
Sudar
(Scandinavian
film) — 2nd
Ordynat
Nichorowski
(Starczewski)
M
(Paramount
Pictures)
(a-b)
Thunder
Over
Mexico
( Principal
Pictures)
(a-b)

♦

FUTURE

FEATURES
55th
week

OPENINGS

Ebb Tide
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov.
17
Feu Mathias Pascal (French M. P. Co.) — Nov. 17
Sland-ln
(U. A.-Wanger)— Nov. 18
Fight for Your Lady (RKO
Radio) — Nov. 19
The Life of Emile Zola
(Warner
Bros.) — Nov. 24 (b)
Life and Loves of Beethoven (World-Krasna) — Nov. 25
The
Firefly
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)
(b-c)
Merry-Co-Round
of 1938 (Universal
Pictures)
(c)
The Perfect Specimen
(Warner Bros.) (a-b)
Breakfast for Two (RKO Radio Pictures)
(a)
Dual bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

♦
St.

Cinema

Filmarte
Playhouse
Cameo
de Paris
Belmont
President
President

♦
Paramount
Cinema de Paris
Music
Hall
Criterion
Strand
55th St. Playhouse
Capitol
Roxy
Palace
Palace

cominc nno come
OSA JOHNSON, widow of the late Martir
Johnson, arrives in New York today on the
Queen Mary, following filming in Africa ofl
wild life footage
for 20th Century-Fox.
MME.
EIDE
NORENA,
Norwegian
soprano
of i
the
Metropolitan
Opera,
and
DORA
LAPSON
dancer,
also
arrive
today
on
the
Queen
Mary
from
Europe.
AL SHERMAN, Columbia short subjects publicity manager and editor of Columbia Mirror,
leaves New York on the Corinthis Nov. 24
for a vacation
cruise.
MRS. PAUL WHITEMAN, the former Margaret,
Livingston,
leaves New York today for Chicago.
FRANCES LANGFORD arrived in New York
from the Coast yesterday to make personal
appearances at the Paramount Theater.
to PAUL
leave
or South
KEN
arrives
on

STOCK

IVi +
1%
1% +
193/4 —
2%

%
%
i/2

MARKET
Bid
Asked

7 pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse. Inc. 5s '43..
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43

Bergner UA Commitment
Precludes Pix at Metro

THOMSON, executive secretary of SAG.
in Hollywood
today
from
New
York.
arrives in New
from Europe.

$250,000 Film Theater
Projected for Atlanta

York today

RKO As
Testing
"Quiz for
Night"
Substitute
Games
(Continued from Page

1)

periment depends substitution of the
"Quiz" for games generally, it was
reported. Designed along the lines
of an old-fashioned bee, contestants
are quizzed and incorrect are weeded
out. Survivors win $5, $3, $2 and
passes. Patrons submit questions
which are put by emcee.
Contest eliminates mere presence
as condition of eligibility for awards.
New idea is described as "a modern
amateur night with brains, not

Augusta, Ga. — The largest construction project which Broad Street
has seen in 15 years will soon get
under way. It is a $250,000 motion
picture theater for Frank J. Miller
and his associates. It is to be located
on Herald Square, with the entrance
on Broadway. The auditorium will
extend for 125 feet along Ellis Street talent, as factor."
back of the King and Montgomery
buildings.
In New York, RKO officials revealed that a plan similar to "Quiz
Contest Night" met with marked
Binns Named Horlacher
success in Newark, New Rochelle,
Yonkers and The Bronx in a run of
Washington Area Head about a year ending last Spring. At
that time, it was said, it was dropped
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
when major circuits decided to drop
Washington — Ralph Binns, has all games. Even then it was felt
prominent Hollywood "names" are
being sought at the present time to been appointed manager for the that "Quiz" did not properly belong
Washington territory of Horlacher under this classification, but for the
complete the cast.
Delivery Service, succeeding Thomas sake of harmony it was dropped.
J. Clark, vice-president of the com- Local revival may be attempted,
Wis. Labor Act Upheld
pany, who will go to Philadelphia after official survey.
In First Court Test to become supervisor for Washington area and part of Pennsylvania.

Any possibility of Elisabeth Bergner making a picture for MGM in the
near future is remote The Film
Daily was informed, by a reliable
source, with a thorough knowledge
of the production plans of Miss
Bergner and her husband, Dr. Paul
Czinner. It was pointed out that
United Artists has a commitment
to release her pictures, and that her
next film, "St. Joan Of Arc", has a
Jan. 15 snooting date in England.
George Bernard Shaw and Dr.
Czinner have already completed the
script, from the Shaw version of the
story, with the picture scheduled to
be done in Technicolor. Several

Madison, Wis. — In its first court
test, the constitutionality of the
Wisconsin labor act and the powers
of the State Labor Board were upheld by Judge Robert S. Cowie, La
Crosse, in circuit court here in the
case of the board versus a Fond du
Lac manufacturer. The decision will
be appealed.

"Victoria" as Roadshow
Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
630 9th Ave.. N. Y. C
General
Mgr.

MUNI
and this
MRS. weekMUNIfor are
New York
eitherscheduled1
Europe
America.

SPYROS SKOURAS
the Queen
Mary

Follows current bill.

SATURDAY)

15%
61

883/4
99 Vi

A.-Goldwyn) — 2nd

H

Theater
Capitol
Paramount
Music Hall
Rivoli
Strand
Roxy
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
Central
Central
Palace
Palace

MARKET

OF
High

Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts.
vtc.
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd p'd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th
Century-Fox
.
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW
YORK

(U.

♦ FOREIGN

(a)
(QUOTATIONS

Parade

Ticture
and Distributor
Conquest
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) — 2nd week
Angel
(Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd week
The Awful Truth
(Columbia Pictures) — 2nd week
Fifty-Second
Street
(U.
A.-Wanger)
It's Love I'm After
(Warner
Bros.)
Second
Honeymoon
(20th
Century-Fox)
Night
Club Scandal
(Paramount
Pictures)
Murder on Diamond
Row
(United Artists)
Dr. Syn
( CB Pictures)
The
Tenth
Man
(CB
Pictures)
(a)
Arizona
Gunfighter
(Republic
Pictures)
(a)
Stage Door
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(a-b)
Love Is on the Air (Warner
Bros.)
(a)

Hartford— "Victoria the Great"
has been booked into Hartford Bushnell Memorial Hall at roadshow
prices, 55c to $1.10, Nov. 25-27.

Thomson

JjflJL

Back to Coast

Ken Thomson, executive secretary
of the Screen Actors Guild, arrives
in Hollywood today from New York.
Document upon which March of
Time is basing its second appeal for
newsreel status was to be studied
by Thomson during his journey and
by Mrs. Florence Marston, SAG eastern representative, over the weekend. The two officials are to make
their recommendations to the Coast
board of directors today, and a decision is expected to be reached tomorrow.

©

At

1935

by Meridian

Pictures Corp.

RACE FILMS

Sensationally

Reduced

Prices

Openings for Distributors
Bldg.
MERIDIAN RKOPICTURES
CORP.
1270 Sixth Ave.

New York City
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IA INCREASING PIX
SCRIPTS FOR RADIO
(Continued from

Page

(Continued from Page

1)

on does not keep people at home
ut tends to attract the public to the
leaters. However, UA insists that
0 dramatization of its pictures be
ired after 8 P. M., preferring- time
1 the morning or between 6 and 6:30
1 the evening.
• UA does not generally mail out
s scripts to stations, but has them
elivered personally by its exploitaon men in the field. In that way,
reenthal pointed out, the exploiteer
: n arrange to have the scripts premted close to the opening of the
lictures. In Detroit, he said, the
lajor portion of UA's campaigns
re conducted over the stations con.olled by George Trendle.
Special efforts were made, Greennal said, to have "Stella Dallas"
ramatized in the mornnings in
rder to get the attention of women
steners. As a result, he said, "Stella
>allas" proved to be one of the bigest matinee pictures UA has ever
andled.
ij Warners recently announced droping of radio scripts entirely, windig up such service with the release
f "It's Love I'm After." M-G-M is
ontinuing the scripts, while Paramount includes condensed versions of
ome of its productions in the nress
looks.

Basil Dean

LOEWS, RKO FAVOR
DROPPING OF GAMES

Delayed

Basil Dean, British film executive,
/ill not arrive in America for sevral weeks, Edward L. Alperson,
hand National prexy, told The
"ilm Daily Saturday. Alperson,
.'ho plans a conference with Dean
n his arrival, will delay his trip to
he Coast to await him. Dean has
*een detained to supervise cutting
f new product, Alperson said.

1,000 at V. C. Dinner
Pittsburgh — Showmen, public oficials, politicians and civic leaders
oined in tribute to John Maloney,
etiring Chief Barker, and John Mcireevey, his successor, at the annual Variety Club dinner here last
'ight.
Attendance was about 1,000.

with PHIL

H. DALY

• •
•
HERE IS a li'l stunt specially made for the Paramount pub
dep't
which we are passing on to them as a "natural," if there
ever was one
it ties in beautifully with the Robert Louis Stevenson story "Ebb Tide," which is the next production to go into the New
York Paramount.'
this stunt properly handled should break plenty
of space in every metropolitan daily
for it has that sentimental
touch, that human
interest slant that the dear public loves
▼
T
T
• •
•
WAY
BACK in 1891
Robert Louis Stevenson
ceded his birthday, November 13, in a sentimental Samoan interlude, to a little Vermont girl of 13 who had bemoaned the fact
that her birthday fell on Christmas and she was thus deprived of
the profits in the way of gifts that go with little girls' birthdays
that little girl is Mrs. W. Bourke Cockran, widow of the
late famous political orator
she lives right here in town
and it would be a grand stunt, we say, if the pub lads
could line her up for a party at the Paramount
a sort of
in-between party combining her birthday and Christmas
when "Ebb Tide" opens at the Paramount in a few days
(Can you beat it? In walks a messenger boy with a Paramount
press release, announcing the above stunt is now in work. Oh,
well, it's still a good story)
T
• • • A SELL-OUT

T
T
predicted for the fourth annual pre-

sentation of "Night of Stars" at Madison Square Garden on Wednesday
eve
under auspices
of the United Palestine
Appeal
the highlights will include Paul Muni, who will do his Emile Zola
speech to the jury
other artists who will perform include
George
M. Cohan,
Belle Baker, Sheila Barrett, James Barton,
Cab
Calloway, Kitty Carlisle
Mario Chamlee, Ilka Chase, Joe Cook,
Eddie Dowling, Eddie Duchin, Floyd Gibbons
Margalo Gillmore.
Gabriel Heatter, Harry Hershfield. Edwin C. Hill, Lou Holtz, Willie and
Eugene Howard
Gertrude Lawrence, Mitzi Mayfair, James Melton.
Burgess Meredith, Helen Morgan, Arthur Murray
Jane Pickens,
Molly Picon, Jimmy Savo, Friedrich Schoor, Alexander Smallens
Gloria Swanson, Sophie Tucker, Henny Youngman

▼
•

TV

•

•
BACK FROM a week-end trip in the Maine woods
Billy Ferguson
has a photograph
showing a 388-pownd
deer strung up outside the porch of his home in Ogunquit
Billy stands alongside the antlered trophy all dressed up in hunting togs, and a gun under his arm
you would naturally
assume from the pose of the deer and the hunter with the gun
that the hunter shot the deer all by himself
what Mister Ferguson
wants you to assume
assume something else, how can he stop you?

Best
the

wishes from The Film Daily to
following
on
their
birthday:
NOVEMBER 15
Lewis
Stone
Grover Jones
Samuel Ornitz
Joseph P. Reddy
Hal Dansen
Herbert
Rawlinson

and that's
but if you
personally,

we can't forget the fact that the guy has framed a lot of Exploitation Pictures for M-G-M
so why
shouldn't
he frame
one for himself?
T
▼
▼
• • • DOUBLE CELEBRATION at the Murphy theater in Wilmington, Ohio
marking
the sixth anniversary
of Billy Nasses
as
manager of the house, and also his twenty-fifth year in show biz
his boss, the Chakeres
Theaters, gave a luncheon
film men
present included Ed Booth, M-G-M, Jim Grady, 20th Century-Fox, Al
Shmitkens, Warners,
Allen Moritz, Columbia,
all Cincinnati exchange
managers
Phil Chakeres, Harry Chakeres,
Kroger Babb, Jonas
Thomas, Carl Chick, Ted Finch, Ed Paul, Frank Collins, James Hibbert,
Ralph Winters
a testimonial program
sponsored
by a civic
committee of representative business men was presented on the stage
of the Murphy theater

1)

term commitments with game distributors. It was understood that
current
contracts
are on a week-toweek basis.
As reported in The Film Daily
Saturday, major circuits are definitely mination
opposed
to "piece-meal"
eliof giveaways
in New York
City, demanding the games be wiped
out in one sweep or let the situation
remain in its present status.

Believe Congress May Tackle
Film Industry Legislation
(Continued from Page

1)

tee of the House Ways and Means
Committee probably will be in conference behind closed doors on Capitol Hill the greater part of the Special Session.
Some observers feel the special
session will witness either the start
of a "trust-busting expedition" in
cooperation with the Justice Department or the revival of the drive to
put through block-booking legislation. Behind the first alternative are
the complaints — chiefly from indie
exhibs — that have been accumulating recently at the Anti-Trust Division of the Department of Justice.
There is a feeling that the Pete
Wood — Abe Myers — sponsored Federal Trade Commission complaint
against Paramount is but a preliminary interest bout to the main
fight attraction.
Reports current that the government is preparing to file suit against
Fox West Coast and major distributors in Los Angeles where Albert J.
Law, Special Assistant to the Attorney General, and Harold Collins
of the Department of Justice have
been conducting an investigation,
find no official confirmation.
It is conceded, however, that any
Department
"crack-down,"
will fall
first
on the West
Coast.
Although he has already announced his retirement from the
House after this Congress, Repr.
Samuel B. Pettengil of Indiana,
block-booking bill sponsor, declares
he will actively fight for his pet
measure while he remains on the
Hill.
Special session possibilities for
action on the Pettingil-Neely
are viewed here as distinctly strongbill
er than chances of progress on either
the Hobbs Resolution to investigate
the Hays Office and the entire industion. try or on pending copyright legisla-

"Ebb Tide" Scores
San Francisco — Para's Technicolor
production, "Ebb Tide," opened to the
biggest biz at the Warfield Theater here
in two years. The 3,000-seater was
packed an hour after opening. B.O.
figures two hours after opening were
more than double the take on "Souls
at Sea" which was house's previous high.

t

LESLIE
IT'S
BETTE
ITS
OLIVIA
IT'S
4 4

HO
LO\
DA\
LO\
DeF
LO\

X

Ask the Record Thousan
This ma fas WARN)
HI

Supporting Cast Includes
Patric
Knowles»Eric Blore* George Barbier

I'M AFTER

Directed by Archie L. Mayo
Screen Play by Casey Robinson
Original Story by Maurice Hanline

I'M AFTER
VVILLAND.
k I'M AFTER

at the N.Y. Strand Now!
BROS, very happy.

!

i
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EXPECT RKO REORG.
EFFECTIVE IN DEC,

f

(Continued from

Page

1)

are that the reorg. plan will become
effective during December.
There has been considerable speculation during the past week as to
possible reductions in claims against
RKO which the Special Master may
recommend. Claims filed total approximately $21,000,000. The Rockefeller Center claim of $9,000,000 is
the largest.
While counsel for the many interested parties are said to have
been provided with advance copies
of the Alger report for study, these
are highly confidential and subject
to the court's protection.

Erpi's

Writ Blocks
Georgia Assessment
(Continued from

Page

1)

valued at more than $400,000. The
company contends that the property,
consisting of sound reproduction and
film projection equipment, is all
leased to motion picture theaters and
that, under the terms of the leases,
the latter are responsible for all tax
assessments.

WEDDING

BELLS

Marriage of D. Yancey Bradshaw,
chief technician of the March of
Time, and Clara Jane Hopson will
take place today at the First Central Congregational Church, Omaha.
Bradshaw is the nephew of D. E.
Bradshaw, president of the Woodmen of the World and a leader in
the financial circles of the Middle
West.
Helene
Neu, of
married
Ellis E.

E. Neu, daughter of Oscar
Neumade Prpducts, will be
to Leon Ellis Jones, son of
Jones of Joliette, 111. Announcement was made at a reception
given in their honor at the Neu
home in Westchester.
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UA Deal Up to Lawyers — French Censorship Rules

By RALPH

DOMESTIC

WILK

mount starring
picture
£AROLE
LOMBARD'S
nextwill
Parab
"Midnight," based on a story b;
Franz Schulz and Edwin Justu
Mayer. Georges Rigaud, Continenta
film star imported to Hollywood b;
Paramount last summer, will mak
his American film debut in "Mid
night" in the leading role opposit
Miss Lombard.

ended a studio strike following huddles between President Harry Cohn
and William Bioff, personal aide of
ment finally materialized, for publi- George E. Browne, IATSE presication today, it disclosed that indent . . . UA announced exhibs genstead the discussions in New York
erally will up admish prices Christhad been successfully concluded the
mas
week with release of Goldwyn's
deal itself thus moving into the con- "The Adventures
of Marco Polo" . . .
cluding legal stages.
and Warners said its air show
* *
*
series for Lucky Strike will start
Two important executive shifts oc- Dec. 1.
curred— Carl Laemmle, Jr., obtaining his release as producer for M- FOREIGN
G-M; and Mervyn LeRoy signing
(Continued from Page 1)
long-term contract with M-G-M, tending to ridicule the Army or
calling for him to commence new likely to belittle its prestige; (2)
alliance on or about Feb. 3, next,
pursuant
to terminating
present Those likely to offend national sentiments of foreign people and thereconnections with Warners.
* *
*
by provoke diplomatic incidents;
(3) Those showing armed violence,
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of burglaries and all similar criminal
20th-Fox board, before leaving New activities that might have perniciYork for the Coast, stated that (a)
ous influence on young people; (B)
it is possible to raise admish prices Visas will only in particular cases
25 per cent above present levels; be delivered to: (1) War or spy
(b) rapidly rising negative costs films which lately have shown
cannot be held down at present time marked increase, and (2) Pictures
and remedy is admish boosts; and with any scenario of a military or
(c) his company plans no radio detective nature other than those
shows. John D. Clark, general man- referred to in Paragraph A. Reguager of distribution, declared that
lations were seen as hitting Amerievery existing sales record for 20thcan pix as well as those of other
Fox will be shattered this year, and foreign
lands.
before end of current Kent Drive
company
will have signed 11,000
New York and London sources
contracts.
confirmed fact that GB will turn
* *
*
Additional developments were: out a total of 20 features during
Northwest Allied dropping of its 1937-38, at a cost of $500,000 each,
for American market. Disclosure
"buyers' strike" against Paramount reversed the Ostrer stand announced
. . . Ed Kuykendall predicted success at outset of season.
of MPTOA's 10-point plan in address
before MPTO of Oklahoma . . . WisWalter J. Hutchinson, 20th-Fox
consin ITPA called special convention to be held in January to pass on general foreign manager, revealed
plans for pooling buying power of that Hoyts deal with Snider & Dean
indie exhibs via an independent man- for Australian distribution needs
agement corporation . . . Nicholas M. only approval and signatures of
Schenck, upon heading for the Coast company execs, as all terms are set,
from New York, said M-G-M should for an active operating basis to
have its biggest year, with gross start Jan. 1. He expressed view
that deal between Hoyts Greater
business "considerably larger" than Union
is cold.
last year . . . Columbia
quickly

Boston — Position of Independet
Exhibitors, Inc., towards Paramour
remains unchanged, according 1
Arthur K. Howard, business mai
ager. The organization is advisin
its members in its forthcoming Bu
letin to wait until it is possible
get the best possible deal with Pan
mount. The Philadelphia settlemei
terms are submitted as a guide i
making satisfactory adjustments.
Independent exhibitors are ah
being asked to consider the Neele;
Pettengil Act, the Hobbs Resoli;
tion and the Guffey Act or one si
lar to it in order to ascertain w
common action should be taken.
"It is the opinion of this organ
zation," according to Mr. Howa
"that Congress
is ready to en
legislation
along
lines."
A meeting of thethese
organization
w
be held tomorrow afternoon to di
cuss these various matters and to f
January.
the date for the annual meeting

Paramount Delays Naming
Allied Ass'n to Organize
Of a New Head for the Orient
Albany Independents

14 Winnipeg Pickets Arreste

(Continued

from

Page

1)

(Continued from Page

Anamosa, la. — Charles Niles and
(Continued from Page 1)
the former Mary Shifflett of Ana- of the foreign department, may go
mosa have returned from a honeymoon in Chicago. Niles is the son to the Orient, himself, before appointing a new general manager.
of Clifford Niles, and, with his
father, operates three theaters here.
J. E. Perkins, Paramount's manager in Shanghai, is due in New
Pittsburgh — Ruby Rubinoff , York the latter part of this month.
daughter of violinist Dave Rubinoff,
will marry Bob Clayman, local vio20th-Fox Branch Shifts
linist and dance band leader, in a
ceremony to be performed on Nov.
Robert Bandy, adsales manager
21, it is announced here.
of 20th-Fox Memphis branch office,
will be transferred to Dallas office
Chicago — Following their mar- with Ed Gibbons taking over the
riage here, Charles Burrus, mana- Memphis post, and Clay Millar, Dalger of the Nortown Theater, and
las adsales head, will be boosted into the booking department at the
Mrs. Burrus, the former Jerry Dubel, of the Evans Ballet at the Chi- Dallas office. These changes are effective Nov. 21, it ws announced by
cago Theater, are honeymooning in
the East.
20th-Fox yesterday.

1)

day to organize independents in that
sector.
Howard
will visit several
other cities for this purpose for the
next several weeks.

"Conquest" Forced Out

T

T

T

Phil Regan has started work ii
his newest starring vehicle for Re
Auer
public,directing.
"Mavourneen," with Johi
▼

T

T

Frank McDonald, Warner direc
tor, is on a vacation trip to Mexic
and Havana. On his return he plan
to start work on "Blondes i

Trouble."

Minn., Philly Exhibitors
Buying Para Pix Rapid

Winnipeg — Fourteen
members
the IATSE local union were arrest
as a result of picketing the Pa ,
Theater.
Cases were adjourned to I
later date after a hearing in *
City police court.

SICK REPORT

Change in MGM's releasing schedule to meet New Year's contractcommitments will cause departure
from the Capitol Theater on Wednesday night of the Garbo-Boyer West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAL
"Conquest," and its replacement on
Hollywood — Donald Ogden Stei
Thursday with "Live, Love and art, writer, was badly hurt wh!
struck by an auto here Satuidsl

A. C.'s Strand Closes

Learn."
Atlantic City — The Strand Theater, a 1,200-seat house of the LewisWeiland circuit, closed Sunday for a
complete
overhauling.

Iowa City, la. — Marvin Fos;j
manager of the Grand at Wellml1
and the Pastime at La Porte Cij
is in the hospital here recoverif
from Malta fever.
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SEL MUST OKAY
TERMS OF U.A. DEAL
(Continued from

Page

1)

the option is being deferred, it was
formally announced yesterday, until
the legal advisors of the various interested parties, both in this country
and England, have examined the
proposed details.
The option, granted in hte May,
expires on Dec. 23. The purchase
price has been authoritatively reported as $6,000,000, with Chaplin
receiving cash in full and Miss Pickford and Fairbanks accepting part
cash and part stock.
Official press statement issued for
release today, however, does not disclose the actual details and it is understood that these will not be released until the deal is signed. Such
reported details as have been published from time to time are described as "speculative."
The statement, announcing that
the Goldwyn-Korda-E. H. Lever
discussions here have been concluded,
says:
"All parties are in agreement on
the conditions by which financing
will be made available to Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. Korda to exercise their
option.
"It was also announced that the
purchasing members have decided
definitely on the future policy of the
corpoi-ation after the option has
been trken up, as well as on the
future administration details."
While the official statement is
silent on the subject, it was reported
authoritatively on the eve of Lever's
arrival in the U. S. that England's
Prudential Assurance Company,
backer of Korda's London Films, was
finrncing the deal. Subsequently, it
was reported in London cables that
other British interests, notably Eagle
and Dominion and the Philip Hill
group, likely would play roles in the
financing.
It seems well established that Prudential will have associates in the
financing, with $4,500,000 in cash the
figure
to be required for the deal's
consummation.
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Reviews of View films
'Murder On Diamond "Million Dollar Racket"
with
Herman
Brix, Joan
Barclay, Bryant
with
United

Edmund

Lowe,

Ann

Todd,

Shaw
Artists

Sebastian
77 mins.

GRIPPING MURDER MYSTERY THRILLER FROM LONDON FINELY DIRECTED
AND ACTED.

Row"

Here is a fine example of what a combination of British and American studio
talent can do when they work together
harmoniously. It is an Alexander Korda
production, and the murder thriller school
of screen entertainment is something that
the British do uncommonly well. In this
instance, with the help of American director William K. Howard and American
actor Edmund Lowe, the result is more

Washburn, Vane Calvert
Victory
66
SUFFICIENT AMOUNT
AND COMEDY TO MAKE
TERTAINING.

mins.

OF ACTION
PICTURE EN-

Herman Brix, posing as his own chauffeur, meets Joan Barclay while he is touring the west. Miss Barclay likes Brix,
and they carry on a mild flirtation until
it is ended by her father striking oil and
taking his family east to advance his wife's
social aspirations. Brix returns to close
his estate for the summer, but stays as
the chauffeur when he learns that Joan's
family is renting the place. He immediately suspects the phony friends that
they have as being confidence men. When
Vane Calvert, the social climbing mother,
plans a dinner and intends to wear all
her new jewelry Brix plans to prevent her
being robbed by her underworld guests.
Miss Barclay still thinks he is merely a
chauffeur and has fallen in love with him,
but he does not want to reveal who he is
until he is sure that she will marry him
even though he is just the chauffeur. Brix
traps the gang after they have stolen the
jewels at dinner and the butler accidentally
tells the family who he is with everybody
happy and the gang on their way to jail.
Brix makes a good lead and handles his
fight scenes with plenty of realism. Miss
Barclay is attractive as the young lady of
his desires, and the rest of the cast fill
their parts adequately. There is enough
action
fans. and comedy to please the melodrama

than satisfactory. The story is from Edgar Wallace's thriller, "The Squealer," and
tells of the tracking down of 3 mysterious
person by that name who acts' as a fence
for stolen jewelry. He forces criminals to
sell their loot at his own cheap terms, and
if they refuse, he writes a note to Scotland Yard, giving evidence that sends them
to jail for the robbery. Edmund Lowe as
the Scotland Yard investigator secures a
job with the head of a shipping company,
and gradually the audience is let in on the
fact that this man is the wanted Squealer.
The action works up to tense suspense as
the Squealer kills one of the criminals who
has been a victim of his tattling to the police, when the man is about to kill him.
The unique manner in which the stage is
set to force a confession from the arch
criminal at Scotland Yard is one of the
Cast Herman Brix, Joan Barclay, Bryant
cleverest sequences ever recorded in a Washburn, Vane Calvert, Sam Adams,
crime picture. It makes a smash climax.
Jimmy Aubrey, David O'Brien, Monte Carter, Frank Wayne,
Bob Terry, Lyn Arden.
Edmund Lowe's smooth portrayal is a delight. Sebastian Shaw is perfect as the
Producer, Sam Katzman; Director, Bob
criminal. Ann Todd, the girl, does an ap- Hill; Original Story and Screenplay, Basil
pealing role. Alastair Sim does a fine char- Dickey; Editor, Holbrook Todd; Cameraman,
acterization as a reporter. The direction Bill Hyer.
of William Howard is splendid.
Direction, Fast
Photography, Fair.
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Sebastian Shaw, Ann
Todd, Tamara Desni, Robert Newton, Allan
Jeayes. Alastair Sim, Stewart Rome, Mabel
Terry-Lewis, Gordon
McLeod.
Producer, Alexander Korda; Director, William K Howard; Author, Edgar Wallace;
Screenplay, Bryan Wallace, Edward Berkman; Cameraman, Georges Perenal.

Lever who plans to sail on the
Queen Mary Wednesday, will report
Direction, Excellent
Photography, Good.
to Prudential, et al, immediately
unon his arrival. Korda, who had
planned to accompany him, may remain in the U. S. for a few weeks.
Grace Moore on Tour
It was reported late Saturday that
Grace Moore begins a series of
Korda would fly to the Coast today.
Goldwyn expects to return to the appearances as Manon with the Chicago Civic Opera Wednesday. She
Coast shortly. David Rose, his financial adviser, will accompany him.
is scheduled to arrive in St. Louis
Nov. 21 for a General Motors broadcast, thence to Joplin, Mo., for a
Bowes Residence Burns
Nov. 23rd concert. Miss Moore will
Ossining, N. Y. — Fire destroyed
on Friday evening the country home interrupt her tour to spend Thanksgiving with her family in Chatof Major Edward Bowes in the
tanooga, Tenn. She resumes her
Glendale section of nearby Newcastle. No estimate of the loss was swing with a concert in Knoxville
made over the week-end, but it is on Dec. 30, and returns to New
known that a valuable collection of
paintings and other art objects were York for a General Motors broadcast on Dec, 5.
consumed by the flames.

'STRIKE'S'
PERFEC
WOULDTECHNI
QUI1
ALLIED
Philadelphia — "Buyers' strike
technique, developed by the Phill
UMPTO and adopted subsequent!
by
units, for
"should
perfects
and Allied
held ready
futurebeemergenc;

use," Allied States asserts in it
November bulletin.
"Assuming that Paramount wil
carry out its pledges in good faith
and limiting this observation t
tangible results, the settlemen
(effected in Philadelphia) represent
neither victory nor defeat. It wa
a draw," the bulletin states.
Referring to the future employ
ment
of Allied
"buyers'
strike" technique
national
says:

"The obvious defects in the rt
cent campaign should be correcte
so that if such procedure is agaij
made
necessary
it will functiol
more smoothly and to greater at
vantage.
Leaders of unaffiliated oi
ganizations should take seats at th
Allied council table so that all leaf
ers of truly independent groups ca
become
better acquainted,
acquii I
greater respect for each
other
point of view and methods, and tho
generate confidence, solidarity ar
strength.
Futureof campaigns
shou'
be
the products
careful plannin;
not of hastily conceived ideas; ar
methods should be devised with di
regard for their feasibility, effex
tiveness and legality and which wij
be uniform throughout the territo
ies affected."

Shartin to Minneapolis
as GN's Branch Manage

Sol Edwards, eastern divisi
manager for Grand National Filiti
Inc., yesterday announced a numhi
of promotions. William Shart
becomes branch manager of the Mi
President Felicitates
neapolis office, having formerly h*
Capital Variety Club down the same post in Clevelar
Peter
Clevelar'
havingRosian
been succeeds
elevated infrom
salq]
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILi
man's post in Washington.
Washington — Preceding the anCarl Goe has been named bran'
nual dinner and dance of The Variety
Club, Tent No. 11 in The Willard manager of the Buffalo office a
Hotel, Nov. 21, President Roosevelt Jack Lamonte has been added to t<
sent a special message expressing sales force of the Washington
and William Crystal to the ra,
his good wishes and felicitations to fice,
the club to Carter T. Barron, Chief force of the Minneapolis office.
Barker of the Washington branch
of The Variety Club.
"I send hearty felicitations and "Navy Blue and Gold"
cordial good wishes for the annual
Preview for Air She
frolic of the Washington Club, No.
11 of Variety" the White House mes- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
sage said. "Your purpose in directing your efforts to alleviation of
Hollywood
— will
Preview
"Na'
distress among handicapped children Blue
and Gold"
be theof featv
is most praiseworthy and I trust as of next Thursday's
M-G-M
ran
a result of your undertaking that show, it was announced yesterdl
Personalities
on
the
program
v
life will be made brighter and hapinclude
Luise
Rainer,
Allan
Jon
pier for these little sufferers."
The President's message of good James Stewart, Robert Young, T!
will is to be incorporated in the Brown, Florence Rice, Judy Garlai
Jaynes,
Igor
Gorin,
souvenir program that will be dis- Betty
tributed to guests the night of the Healy and his Stooges and 3i
banquet.
Dawn, M-G-M makeup expert.
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aramoiffith Eliminated as Possible Selznick Affiliation

NUMEROUS OBJECTIONS^ DELAY RKO REORG.
\scap Wins Temporary Writ in Fight on Neb. Statute
"Grave Doubt of Constitution-

The UA Deal
I)

r

. Reverse

English

By CHESTER B. BAHN

=

L as and when" the Goldwyn-Korda
ifor control of United Artists is
imated — and, officially, the legal
ities are the indicated next and
important
British capital finally
a foothold in the American film
i Sort of reverse English, that,
he

ality of the Act",
Judges Find

deal
conforfinal
will
mar

possibilities
are — well,
intriguing;
been, indeed, since THE FILM DAILY

Oct. 18 first disclosed that Britain's
jential Assurance Co. was cast for a
Jjr role in the deal's financing. British
ley has come over in the past, of course,
such industry invasion to date has been
e more than a skirmish whereas the
irted Prudential entry rates as a major
(agement.
o
E outcome?
and time
time alone
alone,
fhIE
outcome? Time,
Time, and
ilWill determine that. It is encouraging
men
never, to note in the official statemen
t
denav
me
pur
i r "the purchasing
members
have
de
m
c
e
b
hoans the fut er pol
o t
d def
i
ure s icy tf he
b
h
t ing o
ora niteaflt
tio
yer he ption as een aken
a
aS weln as on the fut
l
ure dmini
str
ils".
ati
on
e presence
of Prudential's
secretary
the conference
table while the deal's
p losed details were
ironed out further
be regarded
as assuring that there
be no later attempt
by the British
cers to alter setup or policy,
nd that, gents, is highly important, not
to the principals in this deal but all
g the line.

Ij
r

i passing, however, there is a chance
at least one smile at the expense of
ain of our English cousins who, hereto, have been tossing verbal bricks at
:ed and sinister Hollywood.
fith British pounds entrenched there,
re will those bricks go?
hat's that.
o
ERE'S something akin to poetic jusice in the news that a national drug
i chain has added home movie reels
he stock of 11 Chicago stores,
was in Chicago, you may recall, that
bs. recently started the practice of givaway packaged coffee to patrons.

Lincoln, Neb. — Ascap won a temporary injunction order, filed here
Saturday in Federal Court and signed by Circuit Judge Gardner and
District Judges Donohue and Munger, enjoining State officers and
county attorneys from attempting
enforcement of a law recently passed
by the Legislature and intended by
{Continued on Page 18)

THEATER MUSIG LAW
SIDETRACKED BY AFM
'g
,

New Orleans — Avoiding immediate
endorsement of a drastic resolution
which would have united 13 southsouthwestern unions of the American Federation of Musicians to fight
for an AFM law to bludgeon film
theaters into using musicians or tie
{Continued

on Page

12)

NFC Asks Representation
on ATA's Executive Board

B.O. Rise Accepted
Detroit — Dime price rise at major Detroit 'theaters, effective at the weekend, was generally accepted without
patrons complaint, exhib. checkup established yesterday. Nor was there
was
any said.
adverse effect on attendance, it'

HEMPHILL-NOYES HAS
NO ROLE IN UA DEAL
Hemphill, Noyes & Co. is playing
no role in the financing of the Goldwyn-Korda deal for the purchase of
control of United Ai-tists, speculative reports to the contrary notwithstanding, iwas
t
learned authoritatively yesterday.
At the same time, it was ascertained
that Hemphill-Noyes is not
{Continued on Page 4)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

No Para. Deal Pending for Selznick/
May Join MGM or Remain With UA

John Hay Whitney, board chairman of Selznick International, will
make three appointments for SI
while he is in London. Whitney,
who sailed on the Bremen last Friday night, is due in London Thursday. He will appoint a production
representative
un(Continuedto onwork
Page directly
12)

The Special Master told assembled attorneys that he had received
"numerous objections" to his report
confidentially submitted in tentative form for their information, that
he would {Continued
give them
on Pageconsideration
3)

YAMINS ACCEPTS BID
TO PARLEY DEC. 14
Nathan Yamins, president of Al-

18)

Whitney to Make Three
SI Appointments Abroad

Delay of several months — a maximum of six — in the effectuation of
the RKO Radio reorganization was
indicated yesterday, following a
brief hearing convened by Special
Building.
Master George W. Alger in the Bar

Para. Files Restatement
lied States, has accepted the invitation of Harry Brandt, ITOA head,.
Of Stock Shares With SEC to attend
a luncheon session in New

Washington — A restatement of
stock shares during the period Oct.
Louisville — Members of the cur- 1 to Oct. 31 last amounting to $105,rent fourth annual convention of 832 was filed yesterday with the
National Film Carriers, meeting SEC by Paramount Pictures Inc.
here in connection with the conven- Five hundred
shares of first pre{Continued on Page 12)
{Continued on Page

Plan May
Receive
OkayNotUntil
AprilCourt's
or June

Paramount has no deal pending
with David 0. Selznick, it was said
yesterday
by Stanton
Griffis,
chairman of the
Paramount
executive
committee, prior to leaving on the
Century for Chicago, en route to the
Coast.
Statement came on the heels of
reported meetings
of Selznick and
Para,
executives,
preceding
the
weekend {Continued
departureon of
BalaPageBarney
18)

York Dec. 14 with Brandt and Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president. Kuykendall, as yet, has not replied to
the invitation.
Purpose of the meeting is to discuss the possibilities of holding a
convention of MPTOA, Allied and
ITOA representatives to set up a
fair trade practices program.

Moss May Install Vaude
in Five More Theaters
Closely tabbed by local showmen,
vaudeville made a stand at the B.
S. Moss Central Theater, Cedarhurst, L. {Continued
I., Friday
and 4) Saturday
on Page

Not for Arliss
George Arliss will not make that
film based on the life of John D.
Rockefeller after all, it is reported.
Reason: Arliss is an ardent anti-vivisectionist — has been for years — and John
D. endowed many institutions engaged
in vivisectional research.
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ARTHUR A. LEE, GB vice-president and general manager, arrived in Hollywood last night.
ALEXANDER KORDA left last njfht for the
Coast on an American airlines planet
SAMUEL GOLDWYN and MAURICE SILVERSTONE left for the Coast last night on the
Commodore
Vanderbilt.
J. E. PERKINS, Paramount manager in China,
arrived in New York yesterday from the Coast.

Mary don
following
two-week's
in Lonafter her aAfrican
trip stop-over
to film material
for a forthcoming
20th-Fox
picture.
of

CLINTON M. WHITE, CB assistant general
manager, returned yesterday from a two-week
trip through
the southern
exchanges.

FRANCES
personal

LANCFORD is in town for a series
appearances.

ROCHELLE HUDSON, 20th-Fox
New
York
for a short stay.
NORTON
chief, is to

star, is in

V. RITCHEY, Monogram
arrive in Prague
today.

foreign

HARRY MICHAELSON, RKO short subject
sales manager, returned from Chicago yesterday.
O. HENRY BRIGGS, Pathe Film Corp. head,
is back in New York from Hollywood.
ERNEST PACANO, RKO
terday from Hollywood.

writer, arrived yes-

EDWARD A. GOLDEN, Monogram sales chief,
is scheduled to return to New York Thursday
land. visits to Pittsburgh, St. Louis and Cleveafter
W.
due

for

in

RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram
Hollywood
today.

prexy, is

CHARLES DE CRANDCOURT, author of "Victoria the Great," leaves for Hollywood today
Coast
premiere of picture.

DR. A. J. CRONIN, author of "The Citadel,"
which M-G-M will produce, arrived from England yesterday on the Queen
Mary.
HENRY MOLLISON
from the Coast.

is en route to New

York

MORRIS O. STRASBERG, son of the head of
trip.
the Interboro Circuit, and MRS. STRASBERG,
have returned from a West Coast honeymoon

Music Hall in Separate
Pact With Stage Han
Radio City Music Hall has ne;
tiated a separate agreement w
Stagehands' Local No. 1, it f)
learned yesterday, with appro
mately 50 employes currently ea
ing
scale.12 p.c. more than under the
Rise went into effect Wednesd
after conference between Jar
Brennan, president of the Local |
vice-president of IATSE, and Mui
Hall officials. Move follows rec
signing of neighborhood houses
a 10 p.c. tilt and Broadway i
other de luxers at a 12 p.c. boc

Chi. Drug Stores Add
Home Pix as Sideli
Chicago — Eleven stores of 1
Walgreen Drug chain are now sr
ing and renting home movie re
in this territory.

1%

8%
8%
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351/2 30 "
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MARKET
88 1/2
991/s

JOHN HAY WHITNEY, Selznick International
board chairman,
arrives in London
Thursday.

MARCEL HELLMAN, British producer, left
41/ the Coast via American Airlines.
last night 'for
2

%

15
14
141/8
10 105 105
I31/2 12% 12%
7
6i/2 65/8
53/4 5%
53/8
251/s 233/4 233/4

88 1/2
991/4

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount president,
leaves Chicago tonight for the Coast, accompanied by STANTON CRIFFIS, Paramount executive committee chairman, who left New
York yesterday
for Chicago.

WALTER WANGER will go back to the Coast
immediately after "Stand-In" opens at the
Music
Hall on Thursday.
H/4
3/4
MIRIAM HOPKINS
arrives in New York today accompanied by her husband, ANATOLE
LITVAK, on an American airliner, to start
rehearsals for a new play.
2%

2</2

Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. .
Paramount
2nd pfd..
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
Keith
Loew

Net

Close

16
18V8

OSA JOHNSON, noted explorer and writer,
returned to New York yesterday on the Queen

JESSE J. GOLDBURG, Burroughs-Tarzan Enterprises representative, is staying at the S.
Moritz.

- '/a
Chg.

Low

SYDNEY R. KENT, 20th-Fox president, cancelled his departure for the Coast yesterday and
is expected to leave later in the week.

RUSSELL BIRDWELL, Selznick International
- 1 publicity head, flies to the Coast tomorrow
afternoon and returns here Saturday.

MARKET

High

REG WILSON, CB special sales representative,
flew from Dallas to Canada to attend funeral
services for his mother.

NEIL AGNEW, Paramount general sales manager, is due in from Pittsburgh
today.

f\ nn nciRL
NEW

DAVID O. SELZNICK and MRS. SELZNICK,
accompanied by GEORGE CUKOR, DR. MARK
RABWIN and his wife, MARCELLA RABWIN,
Selznick's executive assistant, BOBBIE KEON,
his executive secretary, and HAL KERN, his
film editor, are scheduled to leave for the Coast
tomorrow on the Century.

Abe Montague, Columbia gene
sales manager,
Rube Jackt'
assistant
sales and
manager,
are
leave New York today on the G
tury for San Francisco, where i
third and last divisional sales me
ing of the company takes place S
urday and Sunday in the St. Frsi
cis Hotel.
Western Division Manager J
ome Saffron heads six western
changes which are to be represen
by their managers and sales forci
The branches are: Denver, Los /
geles, Portland, Seattle, Salt Li\
City and San Francisco.

High Court Denies Review
Petition for RKO Trustee
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Radio-Keith Orpheum Corp. through Irving Trust
Co., trustees, yesterday was denied
a petition by the U. S. Supreme
Court, for review of a lower court
decision upholding Hippodrome
Building Corp. of Cleveland in a
case involving leasing of a theater
in Cleveland to an RKO subsidiary.
The Hippodrome Building Co. asked
$700,000 from RKO which guaranteed the lease. The tenant, Cleveland
Hippodrome Theater Co., went into
bankruptcy on March 31, 1933 and
the Hippodrome Building Company
sued for the rent for the balance
of the lease, as it was guaranteed
by RKO.

Hal Home to Announce
New Connection Soon
Hal Home definitely is leaving
Walter Wanger at the expiration
of his contract Dec. 3, it was learned
yesterday. Wanger reportedly had
asked Home to reconsider his withdrawal from the company, but
Home stated yesterday that he expected to announce a new connection shortly.

DAYS TO
CHRISTMAS
and every day say:

THANKS FOR

ROSALIE!

/■//

M-G-M's Holiday Package
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MOTIONS DELAYING

DRT6 BOOK

IKO'S REORGANIZATION
(Continued from Page

Today:

1)

nd embody

them, with any recommendations, in his final report to
'ederal Judge William 0. Bondy.
It was understood that Alger's
ndings will be ready for Judge
londy not earlier than Dec. 15 and
ot later than Jan. 1. Judge Bondy's
ction, it was said, may be anticiated in another four to six
lonths.
Proceedings yesterday lasted only
0 minutes, and the Special Master
id not disclose the specific objecons he had received. It was reorted, however, that the most serius complaint came from Attorney
eorge L. Schein, counsel for the
idependent Stockholders' Protective
ommittee.
This committee represents hold>rs of Class A stock which was not
bnverted in 1931. It is seeking to
>ave the Special Master designate a
jparate classification for such
;ockholders, and, failing, proposes
) carry the fight through to the
ircuit Court of Appeals, according
i report.
; Objections, it is understood, have
i- Iso been filed by counsel representig Rockefeller Center to reductions
i claims
reportedly
recommended
j Alger.
The Rockefeller claims
Stal about $9,000,000 or the equiilent
of
approximately
500,000
■aares of proposed
new
Class
B
ock.
It is said that Alger favors
reduction to about $5,100,000 or
te equivalent
of
about
280,000
lares of the new Class B stock.
While
the Rockefeller
attorneys
e prepared to press their objecons before Judge Bondy, it was rented in informed circles yesterday
[at no Circuit
Court of Appeals
love
and. is planned should Alger's cut

DuPont Votes Dividend
E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co.
sterday declared a year-end divind of $2 per share on its comon stock, due Dec. 14 on shares of
cord Nov. 22. This makes $6.25
;r share paid out this year.
Com«ny pays interim and not quarterly
ndends.

with PHIL

M. DAI_y

National

Film

Motion
Picture
Associates
giving Frolic, Hotel Astor grand

Car-

Thanksballroom.

Allied of Texas convention, Dallas.

Nov. 28:
Pittsburgh Warner Club dinner dance,
William
Penn
Hotel.

• •
•
HE HAS been with one film organization 23 years
also this week the theater he manages is 19 years old
so they
are making a Big Time over Orangelo J. ('Angie') Ratto
manager
of Loew's Palace in Washington, D. C
the Washington Herald
has written him up in its famous "Who's Who In Washington" kolyum
a lovable guy, Angie
and A Showman
▼
T
T
• •
•
THIS SHOWMAN'S
life has been lived practically
within the compass of two city blocks
he was born and
reared on E Street
in a house half way between two F Street
theaters, the Palace and Columbia
he has never worked for
any other theaters but these two
he is known locally as
"Mayor of F Street"

T

T

T

•

• • A VERY fascinating hobby has been developed by Manager Ratto
he stands in the lobby and reads the reactions of the
customers to the show by their facial expressions as well as their comments he says the customers' mugs are sometimes more entertaining than the picture inside
but it gels him peeved when he is
thus hard at work studying the trade to have some pal greet him with:
"Pretty soft!
•

Nothing to do but loaf in the lobby"
T
T
▼

•

• GUEST of honor at the AMPA luncheon at the International Casino on Thursday will be Elmer Wheeler
prexy
of the Tested Selling Institute
he heads
an organization
whose unique business is to pull selling sentences apart and test
'em for appeal on customers
have you a li'l selling
you cherish?
bring it along, and mebbe Professor
will tear it apart for you
this gent is touted as a
tertaining speaker
there will be the usual lineup
personalities, announced later
T
T
T
• •
George
historic
Chinese

sentence
Wheeler
most enof screen

•
THE CURRENT Universal Newsreel taken by Cameraman
Krainukov almost cost him his life
taken atop that now
water tower as newspaper and camera men watched the
suicide battalion hold the warehouse in Shanghai against the

Japs
three of Krainukov's companions were hit by machine gun
bullets, yet he escaped miraculously
without a scratch
he has
had so many close calls that the war correspondents and camera
men figure he has a charmed life
T
T
▼

Why? Constant Reader."
We are pleased to inform Constant
Reader that M-G-M showed excellent taste in omitting this historic pose
it was really a sneak candid camera shot which
caught the great Conqueror unawares
it was not an heroic
pose
Nap had just come from the front line trenches, and
was scratching himself
▼
T
T

NOVEMBER 16
Lawrence
Tibbett
Corinne
Griffith
Keene
Thompson
Bruce Mitchell
Caryl Lincoln

20:

Nov. 22-23:

• •
•
OUR MAIL
brings this
"I find after a careful
check of the feature, 'Conquest,' that it contains no picture of
Napoleon in that historic pose with his hand thrust in his coat.

Best wishes from The Film Daily to
the
following
on
their
birthday:

Nov.

Annual
convention,
riers, Inc., Philadelphia

•

•

•

TOUTED

AS the biggest and most expensive film the 20th

Century-Fox studio has ever turned out
"In Old Chicago" will get
its initial send-off on the air today
Norman Corwin, the company's
radio publicity man, will be interviewed over WNEW at 2:30 by Doris
Smith on the "Two Around Town" program

«

«

«

»

»

»

Dec.

3:
Cleveland
fair Casino.

Variety

Dec.

6: Testimonial
dinner
for Ira
William
Penn
Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Club

ball,

May-

H.

Cohn,

Dec. 6 — Silver jubilee convention of the MPTOA
of the Carolinas,
Pinehurst,
N. C.
Dec.
Dec. 6:
National
Allied
regional
convention,
Columbus.
Dec. 7-8:
ITO of Ohio annual convention,
House,
Columbus.
9: A. H.
Blank
anniversary
dinner,
Dec.
Moines.

Des
Neil

Dec.

12: Philadelphia Variety Club annual banquet, Bellevue-Stratford.

Dec

13:

28:
dance,

Warners
mington, Del.

stockholders'

meeting,

Rocky
Mountain Screen Club
Cosmopolitan
Hotel, Denver.

Jan. 27:
Mid-winter convention
of Virginia, Richmond.

of

the

Wildinner
MPTO

Alperson To Hollywood;
Won't Wait Dean's Arrival
When Basil Dean, British producer, arrives in the United States
in about two weeks, he will not be
met, as had been planned, by Edward L. Alperson, head of Grand
National, it was learned yesterday.
Alperson declared he would leave for
the Coast some time next week to
start cameras rolling on seven GN
features.

Briggs Back In N. Y. C.
From Wallace Confabs
O. Henry Briggs, president of
Pathe Film Corporation, arrived in
New York yesterday after a trip
to the Coast where he huddled with
John D. Wallace, recently appointed West Coast representative, on future laboratory plans. Briggs,
elected to the Monogram board of
directors previous to his departure,
inspected
conferred the
withcompany's
officials.

set-up and

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Lynne Overman is an inveterate pipe
smoker
and has a different
brand
of
tobacco for every day—PARAMOUNT.
in the week.
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HEMPHILL-NOYES HAS
NO ROLE IN UA DEAL

DAILY

neUJS Of TH€ DRV

35 PIX NOW BEFORE
CAMERAS ON COAST
West

Oklahoma City — A. C. Wooten
has been moved from manager of
interested in any deal looking to the Ismo Theater in Chickasha to
the supplying of additional finances the Main Street in Tulsa. Abe
for Selznick International.
"Slick" Rosewald, former Main
Principals in the Korda-Goldwyn manager, taking over new Tower in
deal for the control of United Ar- Tulsa. AH are Southwestern Theatists started their exodus from New
ters houses.
York yesterday, leaving behind them
a variety of rumors as to the finan— Al Teplitz has resigned
cial details of the option purchase. as Chicago
manager of the Circle Theater
Samuel Goldwyn and Maurice and has been succeeded by Morton
Silverstone, UA manager in the Green.
United Kingdom, left for the Coast
by way of Chicago on the Century.
Conn. — Fred Lieberman
Alexander Korda, accompanied by of Hartford,
Boston will lease and operate the
Marcel Hellman, Criterion producer, 1,200-seat Cameo Theater, formerly
via American Air- run by A. H. Goldberg, beginning a
left forlinesHollywood
last night.
$25,000 remodeling job at
once.
David Rose, financial advisor for reported
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., remained in
New York with his immediate plans
Martin, Ky. — L. Keathley, new
indefinite.
exhibitor, has taken over the MarAsl
Prudentia
the
of
E. H. Lever,
tin Theater from Mike Staley and
surance Co. of England, reported to has remodeled.
be the chief backer of the deal, sails
for London tomorrow on the Queen
Marysville, O- — Clair Jarvis has
Mary.
been named manager of the Avalon
and Strand theaters here by F. E.
Price, owner, to succeed Paul Pine,
Moss May Install Vaude
O., who resigned to acin Five More Theaters of Newark,
cept a position with a theatrical
unit.
(Continued from Page

(Continued from

Page

1)

1)

yielding a 100 p.c. rise over regular
business on those days, a check-up
at the Moss office showed yesterday.
Results are to be observed two
more weeks, Charles Moss declared,
and if reception continues favorable,
the policy will be applied in five
additional Moss-controlled houses,
including the Criterion, on Broadway. Two other Moss houses are
operated by RKO.
To send business up 100 p.c, Moss
stated, expenses were boosted 75
p.c. The bill contained a single feature, M-G-M's "Topper," and five
acts employing 14 people. No
"names" were on the stage, just
old-fashioned fare.
Commenting on the move, Moss
said that careful consideration must
be given to the economics of laying out a larger budget on a new
risk, and he was not prepared to
commit himself on the basis of one
try.

Ritchey Due In Prague
Prague (By Cable) — Norton V.
am's forRitchey, chief of, isMonogr
to arrive here
eign department
today to discuss advisability of setting up production machinery to
meet Czechoslovakian quota requirements. While here he is also
to investigate the possibility of establishing abranch office.

SICK REPORT
Detroit — W. R. Sturgess, salesman for Grand National, Detroit,
is on the sick list again.

Little Rock, Ark. — The Arkansas
Amusement Corp., owners and operators of the Arkansas, Capitol,
Royal and Pulaski theaters here,
have opened a "Buck-Nite" headquarters at 211 West Capitol Ave.
Kansas City, Mo. — Lawrence Lehman, manager of the Newman Theater, has resigned his position to
become associated in the real estate
business with his brother-in-law,
Albert Schoenberg. Jerry Zigman,
recently operator of several Denver
theaters, succeeds Lehman.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Thirty-five pictures
charge of one of the Fox Theaters.
L. F. Newkirk, from Fort Collins, are in production, with M-G-M and
Colo., will be in charge of the local Paramount making six each. WarFox Theater.
ners, RKO and 20th Century-Fox
are producing four each and Columbia
three.
Principal is down for
Lordsburg, N. M.— The comple- two, Goldwyn, Hal Roach, Republic,
PalacentThe-of
new 451-seat
tionaterof the
here under
the manageme
Disney, Darmour and Katzman one
Mrs. S. E. Allen, gives Lordsburg, each.
Warners have finished work on
one of the finest pix theaters in the
tor.
"Gold
Is Where You Find It" and
state. Bill Burke was the contrac- 20th Century-Fox has completed
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."
Reading, O. — New Emery Theater Metro has wrapped up "Rosalie."
here, owned by Elmer Shard, with
capacity of 1,200 seats has been
"Non-Stop New York" Set
GB's "Non-Stop New York" will
opened. Policy will be straight films
with an occasional stage unit.
open
Nov. 27.at the Globe Theater on
Chicago — Dave Rice has turned
the West Side Ambassador Theater
over to the Van Nomikos circuit,
which
ments. will make some improve-

DEATH

Oklahoma City — Francis Bush
has been named assistant manager
for the Midwest, Standard house
here.
Kansas City, Mo. — Jack Cameron,
here, has been transErpi manager
ferred to Boston. He was honored
Monday at a Variety Club Luncheon.

Peshtigo, Wis.— S. O. Larson has
disposed of his .Lyric Theater here
to O. E. Mylener
Chicago — Abe Tague has sold his
interest in the Armitage Theater
to Sidney Harrison.

j
|

|

RECORD

L. B. Cool
Sharon, Pa.— L. B. Cool, 62, manager of the Columbia Theater, died
Nov. 13 after a long illness. He had
been in the theater business for 35
years.

Louis

Doolirrle

St. Petersburg, Fla.- — Louis Doolittle, exhib veteran of the nickelodeon days, died Nov. 12. He iaj
survived by his widow and one son:
Gilbert, who is a member of the
Florida theater staff.

Clarence E. Beck
Chicago — Funeral services wert
held at the Lain funeral chapel here
Natchitoches, La. — Southern yesterday for Clarence E. Beck, 63
Amusement Company, one of the
former operator of the Castle TheSaenaffiliated with ready
ater. Surviving are his widow and:
group indirectly
d
reporte
ger Theaters Corp., is
a
son,
Richard,
operating theaters ir
here.
theater
r
anothe
to build
Newark and Elizabeth, N. J.

Fredericksburg, Va. — Benjamin T.
Detroit — Frank Paguga has been
operator, has
appointed manager of the Fron- Pitts, Virginia circuit
Theater
Fairfax
new
here.
his
opened
tenac Theater by John O'Dell. Jr.,
proprietor, succeeding Andrew Jackanic. James Martin has been made
assistant manager.
Reedsburg, Wis.— G. E. Hannon,
operator of the Pearl Theater at
Grand Island, Neb. — By taking in De Pere and the Grand at Green
a storeroom at the back of his the- Bay, is contemplating the erection
ater, William F. Youngclaus of the of a 600-seat theater here.
Empress here expects to lengthen
his house about 30 feet and make
Chicago — Samuel C. Levin has
room for 350 more seats. Theater been named manager of the new
now seats only 400.
Luna Theater of the B and K circuit.
Tulsa, Okla. — A. D. Eddleman,
partner with Interstate in houses in
Bruce Crossing, Wis.— E. T. Craft
Fort Worth and Houston, is com- here.
has opened a new 200-seat house
pleting construction
of a here.
new theater at 15th
and Lewis
Urbana, 111.— A 1,000-seat theater,
Grand Island, Neb. — Harry Schil- the Campus, will be erected here on
ler, city manager of the A. H. a site at Healey and Sixth Sts. by
Blank theaters here, has_ started the Balaban-Myers Theater Circuit
amateur nights at the Majestic.
o. Pereira and Pereira
of Chicag
are
the architects.
Las Cruces, N. M. — Henry Westerfeld, who for the past several
Chicago — Edward Black has been
years has been managing the Rio named assistant manager of the
Grande Theater here will leave for LaSalle Theater of the Jones, Linick
| Trinidad, Colo., where he will be in and Schaefer circuit.

|

Ivan Cedar
Tucson, Ariz. — Ivan Cedar, Hoi
lywood stunt man, was fatally in->
jured in an auto crash near here.
Frank Losee

Private funeral services will be
held this morning for Frank Losee
81, veteran actor, who died at hir
home, 26 Post St., Yonkers, las.
Sunday.
He was tooneseeof the
the possi
firs'
stage
performers
bilities of films as both entertain
ment and art, appearing in severa
early silent productions, including
"The Eternal City." His mosi
prominent recent role was in th»
motion picture "Disraeli," witl
George Arliss. His wife survives.
Mrs. Leslie Carter
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAI LI

Santa Monica — The body of Mr?
Leslie Carter, 75, veteran America::
actress who died at her home heri
Saturday of a heart ailment ag
gravated by pneumonia, is en rout!
to
Dayton,
family
plot. Ohio, for burial in th
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Sonya Levien in Demand
CONYA LEVIEN has just completed
the adaptation on "Merry, Merry,
Maidens" for Selznick International
and will return to her home lot, 20th
Century-Fox, to finish some work
there. She will then return to Selznick International to write the
screenplay for "Merry, Merry, Maidens." In "Old Chicago," scenarized
by Miss Levien and Lamar Trotti,
will be released soon.
T

T

WHO'S
•

• •

WHO

•

•

•

kyJORRlS STOLOFF. Columbia Musical Director. Native of Philadelphia.
IVI Went to Southern California at seven, a year after he had started studying violin. W. A. Clark, Jr., backer of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, heard him play at the age of 12 and thereafter financed his musical education. He studied
under Leopold Auer. At 16, appeared in several concerts in eastern cities and also made a
tour of the Orpheum Circuit. Joined the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra at 19, being

T

Add 4 to "Bluebeard's" Cast
Tyler Brooke, Pauline Garon,
Raymond de Ravenne and Blanche
Frank have been added to the Claudette Colbert-Gary Cooper co-starring picture, "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife," which Ernst Lubitsch is producing and directing for Paramount.

IN HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting Personalities; No. 170

I

Si

one of the youngest members of the organization. Became interested in picture work when
sound came in and was concert master with
studio orchestra. At Paramount for eight years
as concert master and soloist. In April, 1936,
joined Columbia as musical director. Stands
5, 7.

Eyes, brown.

Hair, black.

ik

for "The Adventures of Robin
Hood" company prior to the departure of the Warner unit for Hollywood. William Keighley is directing the picture.
T
▼
T
Sign Harmonica Ensemble
Cappy
Barra's of
Harmonica
Ensemble, consisting
eight members,
has been signed to appear in "Mad
About Music," starring Deanna Durbin. Leon Lafell, 22-year-old singer
and a member of the Barra group,
will do a number in the picture.
Male lead is Herbert Marshall.
T

T

T

T

T

»

Milton Berle Dieting
Milton Berle has gone on a diet,
so that his figure will lend more
credibility to the role of a starving
songwriter, which he enacts in
"Radio City Revels," at RKO.

Martha Raye Cast
Martha Raye and Ben Blue have
Breen for Victor Records. The numleading roles in "College
bers are "Aloha," "Song of the Is- drawn
which Raoul Walsh will diland" and the title song, "Hawaii Swing,"
rect at Paramount. It is a Lewis
Calls," which Breen will sing in the B. Gensler production.
Sol Lesser picture, being directed
▼
Y
¥
by Edward F. Cline.
Get M-G-M Contracts
James Stewart has signed a new
Durante on Horseback
long-term contract at the M-G-M
^
T
T
T
Jimmy Durante made his debut studios. A new contract has also
as a horseback rider this week. He been signed with Gale Sondergaard.
has decided he wants to take up
M-G-M Title Change
▼
T
T
"Big, Borrow or Steal" is the final
Beahan Gets King Story
title for the M-G-M picture formergolf.
Charles Beahan, Story Editor of
ly called "A Matter of Pride," the
Universal Pictures, in the face of William C. White story which William Thiele is directing. The cast
hot competition bought Rufus
includes Frank Morgan, John Beal,
King's as yet unpublished novel, Florence Rice and Reginald Denny.
"Victoria Docks at Eight." The
T
T
T
story has to do with an unpremediShoot "Brimstone"
Locations
tated
murder
and
unique
retribution.
Director J. Walter Ruben and a
crew of electricians and technicians
left for Mojave for location scenes
"U" Signs Sally* Eilers
for
"Bad Man of Brimstone."
Sally Eilers has been signed by
T
T
▼
Universal for the lead in "A Nurse
Felix Feist Directs Short
Felix Feist has been assigned by
From Brooklyn," a Steve Fisher
story running currently in Liberty. Jack Chertok to direct the Carey
Edmund Grainger will produce. LesWilson short titled "I Don't Know,
ter Cole is writing the screenplay.
Do You?"
Script by Carl Dudley.
T
T
▼
To Write Benchley Shorts
Buys "Skip Tracer"
Robert Lees and Fred Rinaldo
"Skip Tracer," by William A.
Pierce and Ray Schrock, has been leave for New York next week to
purchased by Universal. The story write a series for Robert Benchley
is based on the tracing down of M-G-M short subjects.
people who skip with goods that
they have bought on the installment
Chanslor on "U" Film
Roy Chanslor has started scriptT
T
▼
ing "Nurse From Brooklyn," UniWarren Hull Signed
plan.
versal production.
Sol Lesser has signed Warren
Hull for a part in "Hawaii Calls,"
Last Award to Muni
Bobby Breen's starring picture.
T
T
▼
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
"Buckaroo" on Location
Hollywood — Last of the monthly
awards for distinguished performances
The Smith Ballew company is on
which SAC will make have been anlocation for seven days to shoot
nounced for September. Paul Muni was
accorded top honors for stellar role in
scenes for "Hawaiian Buckaroo."

Watching Denny's Daughter
Since the appearance of Barbara,
Jimmy Durante After Stable
daughter
of Reginald Denny, in the
Lou Clayton, manager of Jimmy
burante, and Al Rogell, Columbia Nine O'Clock Players play, "Theme
director, are trying to out-talk Jim- Song for the Married," at the Bilta number
of her.
studios have bemy from buying a stable of horses, more, come
interested in
but the comedian has placed a deT
T
▼
posit down on them.
Start
New
"Arsene"
Pix
T
T
T
"Arsene
Lupin
Returns"
has
Carrillo as Mosquitto
started production bringing together
Leo Carrillo has been chosen by Warren William, Melvin Douglas
Director Robert Z. Leonard for the and Virginia Bruce. George Fitzole of Mosquitto in "The Girl of the maurice directs and John W. Considine, Jr. is the producer.
Golden West."
T
T
T
▼
T
T
Tone With Gladys George
Rubotton Joins Metro
Franchot Tone has been cast for
Wade Rubotton, art director fornerly with Walter Wanger Produc- the second important role opposite
tions, has joined Metro's art depart- Gladys George in "Love is a Headache," which
ment under Cedric Gibbons.
Rubot- within the
nextgoes
week.into production
on's first assignment is on "A FamT
▼
T .
ly Vacation."
Shorts Art Director
Richard Duce, art director, has
RKO Borrows Weidler, Crisp
been assigned by Cedric Gibbons,
! Virginia Weidler has been borof Metro's art department, on
rowed from Paramount, and Donald head
all short subjects. There will be
prisp from Warners for important sixty-nine this year, the first will be
roles in "Vivacious Lady," RKO
Across."
Radio's next starring vehicle for "The Canary TComes
T
T
New Romantic Team
inger Rogers to follow "Having
Wonderful Time."
Wayne Morris and Priscilla Lane
T
T
T
will be joined as a new romantic
team by Warners.
Sign Three Hillbillies
T
T
T
Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell,
"More Tran Love"
f!0th Century-Fox song writers, have
Cast is aslired three former Kentucky hillNine additions to cast which
sembling at Universal City to make
billies who are now playing in picures to sing for them all the known "More Than Love" under the direchountain songs. They are working
tion of Ted Sloman, are: Samuel S.
iut new tunes for "Moonshine Over Hinds as Brandon Williams, Fritz
lentucky."
Leiber who will play the role of Defense Attorney Morrow, Leonard
Mudie who will play the District AtShort-Wave Inspires
torney, Bob Spencer, Drew DeWest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
marest, Edward Broadley, Ted OsHollywood — Capitalizing on the rage
borne,
Lillian Elliott and John Skins
in short-wave radio, Irving Cummings
Miller.
is negotiating on a one-picture deal
with Paramount to direct the original
V
T
T
T
T
▼
story idea conceived by Virginia Van
Breen Makes Records
Upp, from a series of broadcasts she
Farewell to "Robin Hood" Co.
Vocal
Director
Max
Terr
has
The Chico, Calif., Chamber
of
picked up on her own short-wave set.
made three recordings with Bobby Commerce tossed a farewell party

"The Life of Emile Zola," and Miscrra
Auer was named outstanding supporting player for his work

and a Girl."

in "100
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THEATER MUSIC LAW
SIDETRACKED BY AFM

The Foreign Field
♦

(Continued from

Page

♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

1)

up music at production centers, the
second meeting of the Southern Paris Film Notes
Conference of AFM unions closed
Paris — After her return from Holhere Sunday night with a motion to
lywood, Danielle Darrieux will be
lay the resolution over till its next starred in "The Return to Dawn"
after a novel by Vicki Baum.
J.
meeting.
Berchowith will produce it
The
The conference also ignored a res- well known actor, Samson Fainsilolution passed by the San Francisco bert, has been engaged by a Hollywood producer to appear in "Life
union urging musicians to ask fedof Richard Wagner." He will sail
eral laws to return musicians to the- for
the U. S. next May
Up to
aters.
Sept. 15 receipts (gross) on amusements amounted to 515 millions of
The attitude of the conference to
its own resolution seems not to have francs against 497 millions during
the whole of last year. During
been actuated so much by its sever- the second quarter of the year,
ity— the resolution would attempt French pictures led in showing
to prevent union musicians from
making sound films unless produc- 49.11' ,, American 38.61%, English
ers agreed theaters throughout the 2.80',, German 6.24<7c. On shorts
country would employ musicians on American led with 51.40%, French
the basis of receipts — but by the 39.52' >, German 3% and English
fact that the AFM is about to dis- 1% . . During the first half of the
year 214 pictures were shown against
cuss the subject with film produc- 221
in 1936. French Studios proers. The motion to refer the resoduced during the same period 56
lution to the next southern conferagainst 42 in 1936. 85 pictures
ence, which will be held immediate- were
dubbed in French against 97
ly before the AFM convention,
stated that if present negotiations in the six months of 1936. 10 pictures were produced in foreign counfailed, then the conference would
tries. 104 foreign versions were
move as a unit to pass the resolution.

Para. Files Restatement

shown of which 92 were American
against 104 American in 6 months
of 1936.

Japan's

Wired Theaters

Tokio — Of the countiy's 1,500 motion picture theaters, 1,250 are wired
for sound,
according to figures announced here.

Vatican's Film Prize

Rome — The Vatican is offering a
prize for the best film story submitted in a new competition which
is open to writers of all countries.
The prize is 10,000 francs. The
story must be moral but not necessarily religious.

Exit Gangsters, Mysteries
Oslo — Crime, gangster and shocking mystery pictures are forbidden
in Norway. During the past year
movie theaters of the country took
in 13,000,000 crowns. Tax on foreign pictures is 10 per cent of the
gross receipts; on domestic productions 5 per cent. Recent figures
show the nation now has 261 movie
theaters, all wired for sound.

Whitney to Make Three

6KPL0ITETTE
How "Victoria The Great'
Was Exploited in Canada
YW"HILE uniforms, gold braid
troops, and royal patronagi
featured
the
record-breakin}
Canadian openings of RKO Ra
dio's "Victoria the Great" at Ot
tawa, Montreal
and Toronto
exhibitors can glean some pub
licity
and used
exploitation
anglethat were
to advantagi
there.
The major stress of thi
campaign was placed on news
paper
advertising,
newspapei
and radio publicity; and on posters and street-car cards.
Fo:
all three cities, S. Barret Mc
Cormick,
RKO
Radio head o
advertising
and publicity, en
gaged Miss Laura Elson of To
ronto to work on society angles
Mrs. Bennet on the military an
gles; Fred Hodgson, of the honu
office, on general publicity. Le<
Devaney, Canadian general man
ager for RKO
Radio, was
charge, with Ralph Rolan, ho
office executive,
co-operatiii;
In Montreal, Miss Neagle, t
star, placed a wreath
on t
monument
of Queen
Victor
and was given the keys to tbj
city.
This earned dozens •
columns
of newspaper
spaoj
La Presse, which has special edj
tions for the French-speakiia
population
of thetheNewEnglam
states, plugged
picture
f«
those sections as well as fa}
Quebec province.
The T. Eat<|
Co. department
store in Moil
treal gave three window
dis
plays, using large blowups o
Miss Neagle in royal robes ta
push Victorian
furniture
am
the new pinched waist mode ii
women's clothes. Birk's jeweltj
store used blowups in the will
dow. Eaton's in Toronto, in ai
exclusive tie-up, went for sew
eral co-op ads, including oil
half -page spread, and tied in I'l
departments with the film, useil
three large windows and servei |
a special Victoria Style lun J
cheon in the main dining roonl
of the store. Clothing, jewelrjl
hair styles, furniture, furs ami
other products were exploit* I
with stills, blowups and special
displays.
In Toronto
troop<|
paraded; the Lieutenant-Gover
nor, Dr. Herbert A. Bruce, afe
tended the opening and made
speech from his box.
— RKO Radio Pictitret

The resolution was presented to
Of Stock Shares With SEC
SI Appointments Abroad
the conference by the New Orleans
delegates, who recently have been
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
taking the lead in moves to put
men to work. Insiders believe the
der
Selznick,
a distribution repreferred stock and 6,520 shares of secsentative to work under Lowell V.
Xew Orleans group does not expect
ond
preferred
stock
were
surrendto make headway with the AFM but
ered for conversion and 9,368 shares Calvert, general sales manager for
is planning to stir things up, a of common stock at $1 par value, SI, and a publicity representative
to work under Russell Birdwell, SI
strategic move similar to the one
issued upon the conversion agreeit used in the radio situation.
ments between Stephen A. Lynch publicity head.
Whitney is expected to return
Those present at the conference manager of certain Florida proper- here about Dec. 1. He will stay in
ties
for
Paramount
and
N.
L.
Nawere: H. Steinichen, secretary, AtNew York until the first of the year,
lanta; C. P. Thiemonge, Birming- thanson, general manager of Fam- and then goes to the SI studios, in
ous
Players
Canadian
Corp.,
Ltd.,
ham; W. B. Hocott, Little Rock; R.
Culver City, for conferences with
L. Lesem, president, Memphis; R. were amended to change periods of David O. Selznick, SI production
contracts
to
more
nearly
coincide
T. Payne, Nashville; E. J. Smith,
head, and studio executives.
Knoxville; G. Pipitone, John De- with the accounting periods of the
Droit, Charles Rittner, New Or- mount.
company, it was stated by ParaRussell Birdwell, publicity chief
leans; G. J. Fox, Tulsa; Everett
for Selznick International, upon his
Crismond, Oklahoma City; G. H.
Subsidiaries added by Paramount return to New York this weekend
Harris, Dallas; E. E. Stokes, Hous- according to the special report in- will appoint a New York publicity
ton; John H. Andres, R. L. Atchincluded Belmont Amusement Co., Sen- representative for SI. Birdwell flies
son, San Antonio; P. W. Lee, Shreveate Building Corp., Helena-Inter- to the Coast tomorrow afternoon folport; J. W. Parks, Dallas.
mountain Theaters Inc., Miniature
lowing the departure of David O.
Motion Picture Corp., and a subsid- Selznick and his party by train.
iary of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. Ltd. One hundred per cent of
Para. Petition Rejected
the Helena-Intermountain Theaters,
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Inc. stock was later sold and New- Washington
burgh Theaters Corp., and Public
Washington
—
The
United
States
Cleveland — Earl J. Tuckei\ associ- Michigan Theaters, Inc. were dis- Supreme Court yesterday, again
ated with the Walt Disney Corp. in
solved. The name of Popular MeloSues IATSE for $9O,OO0|
a petition for a writ of certiEngland, will be married to Mimi |
dies Inc. was changed to Paramount denied orari
to Paramount Productions,
Joel on Nov. 26 in London, and with I Music Corp. on Oct. 25 it was stated.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM VM
Inc. seeking to appeal a lower court
his bride will come to the United '
verdict awarding Walter Hall Smith
Los Angeles — Charging consB
States on their honeymoon, arriving
in Cleveland about Dec. 20 to visit
$7,500 for use of his story, "Cruise acy, oppression, fraud and maS
to Nowhere," without proper screen a suit for $90,000 damages was fi
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
credit.
Grant Withdrawal Right
here on Saturday
by Francis _
Tucker.
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Black former film studio electrid||
against the IATSE.
Plaintiff I
Washington — The SEC yesterday
$100,000 Theater Fire
clared in his complaint that his &\
Cincinnati — UA's Milton Gurian granted the request of Universal
has announced his approaching mar- Television Corp. for withdrawal of
Baker, Ore. — Four-story Clarick charge by Warners followed a p1
riage, Dec. 19, to Miss Mildred Lon- its registration statement. The Theater building was destroyed by test
against a two per cent le
don of Cleveland.
withdrawal request was filed Oct. 21. fire. Loss was set at $100,000.
on his salary as imposed by IAT? I
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HOLD YOUR SIDES
AND TAP YOUR

3

lOES . . . Here comes the
dizziest dancing show ever
screamed! . . . Marvelous
Music! . . . Sensational

A\¥ +

Stepping! . . . Knockout Comedy!... smart,
A
smooth,
snappy show tingling
with the mightiest screenful ofsuper entertainment you ever saw!
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Reviews o$ the View f'dUns

'Love
Is On the
Air"
with Ronald Reagan,
June Travis
,t National

58 mins.

/EAK
NUMBER
WITH
A
SPOTTY
)RY THAT RAMBLES THROUGH COMAND DRAMA
AIMLESSLY.
his purports to be the inside story of
io broadcasting, but it is all so loosely
together and so rambling that it winds
las a very unsatisfactory offering. Ron| Reagan is the radio announcer who is
adcasting sensational expose stuff about
acketeering gang in town. The gang
suades the head of the station to side:k the youth, so he gets an assignment
cover the kiddie material. This he
rerly turns into a spot news assignment,
in this way manages to get over his
il expose of the gang when, with the
i> of a youngster whose
dad has been
■ed by the gang, he pins a murder on
head of the outfit. This is alf worked
to what is meant to be heavy suspense,
h a melodramatic scene as the announcer

with

"Blazing
Barriers"
Frank
"Junior"
Coghlin,
Florine
McKinney,

Edwin

Arnold,

Monogram

Jr.

65 mins.

STRONG DRAMATIC CCC STORY
AMERICAN YOUTH WITH PLENTY
PUNCH.

OF
OF

The story of two boys on the verge of
becoming gangsters, and their subsequent
change into good citizens, provides the

material for "Blazing Barriers." Junior
Coghlin and young Arnold attempt to hold
up a warehouse, but manage to escape
when the police arrive. Hopping a freight,
they go west where they are befriended by
a pair of retired actors. When they leave
they decide to enter the CCC as it seems
a good place to hide out. Coghlin soon
has the toughness knocked out of him in
different ways and Arnold follows in his
footsteps. Coghlin meets Florine McKinney, the daughter of the sheriff, but just
after his appointment to the Forest Service,
he is accused of murdering one of the camp
his pal are concealed in a truck out- leaders that he had fought with on several
; the house where the gang is trying occasions, and he hides in a nearby cabin.
'destroy their evidence
of the murder. A deputy sheriff finds him, but Coghlin
wiched in between all this is a ragged
escapes and catches a lunatic setting fire
antic interest with a girl who is also
to the woods. He attempts to stop him,
announcer, and a lot of kid scenes. So
and is shot through the shoulder. When
s hard to figure out whether the film
he comes to, the forest is ablaze, and he
meant to be a thriller, a kiddie story
struggles back to the cabin to release the
a romantic offering. It is a little of all
deputy. Arnold finds him and is killed by
:e and not much of anything.
a falling tree as Coghlin and Miss McKinney carry the deputy to safety. The
fast: Ronald Reagan, June Travis, Eddie
iff, Ben Welden, Robert Barrat, Addison bullets are checked and the sheriff finds
nards, Raymond Hatfon, William Hopper. that the crazed pyromaniac has fired both
the shot that killed the camp officer and
director, Nick Grinde; Author, C. Chan- the one that wounded Coghlin. He gets
; Screenplay, Morton Grant; Editor,
pn Foy; Cameraman, James Van Trees. the job and the girl, and his past is forgotten by the sheriff when he is released
Vrection, Weak
Photography, Good.
from the hospital. This picture has a
strong interest value in its message, and,
importantly, carries enough entertainment
laban-Myers
Incorporate
value to please any audience. The forest
Commonwealth Amusement fire is particularly dramatic. Coghlin and
Arnold are well cast in their spots and
Chicago — New A. J. Balaban-Sam Miss McKinney makes an attractive lead.
ers company will be known as The rest of the cast helps to keep the
Commonwealth Amusement picture moving throughout.

p. Balaban is prexy, Myers,
Cast: Frank "Junior" Coghlin, Edwin Arprexy, and Sam Tishman,
nold, Jr., Florine McKinney, Irene Franklin,
asurer. Headquarters are in the
Guy Bates Post, Herbert Corthell, Milburn
,tte Lake Building.
The following houses are in- Stone, Jack Randall.
Associate Producer, Ken Goldsmith; Dided: Teatro del Lago and the
rector, Aubrey Scotto; Original Story and
Imette at Wilmette, the Liberty,
^ertyville; the Roxy, West Chi- Screenplay, Edwin C. Parsons; Editor, Russell Schoengarth; Cameraman,
Paul Ivano.
co; Melrose, Melrose Park; Glen,
Direction, Good.
Photography,
Good.
m Ellyn, Paramount, Wheaton;
i Tovor, Crystal Lake; Villard at
da Park; and the new Campus Anti-Television Clause
in British Actors Pacts
'pater to be erected at Urbana
•ly next year.
London

(By Cable) — Television

interests here are roprted alarmed
chart and Goshen
the possibility of a talent famine
Theaters Boost Scales by
resulting from managers of variety
ilkhart, Ind. — Indiana and Illis Theaters have advanced adsion charges at the Elco, Buckand Orpheum theaters five cents
both matinee and evening shows,
similar five-cent advance is in
■jet at the Lincoln and Jefferson
aters in Goshen. Both houses
rate with singles and shorts.

artists inserting clauses in such
performers' contracts prohibiting
their appearing on telecast programs. Managers contend, it is said,
that broadcasting creates a desire
among the public to see the artists
in person, but if they can see and
hear them at the same time by television they are not likely to go to
the music halls.

SHORTS

"Behind the Criminal"
(Crime Does Not Pay)
M-G-M
21 mins.
Dramatic Crime Story

An expose of the criminal lawyers
who specialize in getting gangsters
and killers out of the clutches of
the law. The case in point is that
of a lawyer who has been beating
the rap for notorious criminals in
his city, and the district attorney
starts to frame him with his own
tactics. An undercover man poses
as a gangster, and gets in with
"Red," a notorious racketeer who
has been saved by the lawyer from
a murder conviction. A clever fictional case is built up, with the
undercover man posing as an eastern killer wanted for murdering a
cop in New York. The shyster lawyer is induced to take the case when
he learns that there is plenty of
money backing the member of the
New York gang. The trap is sprung
with the police moving in after a
dictaphone record is made of incriminating conversations involving
the lawyer.
Screen Snapshots
(Series 17, No. 2)
Columbia
10 mins.
Intimate Views of Stars
A trip to the Rainbow angling
Club near Hollywood, where trout
fishing enthusiasts who are members of the film colony are seen exercising their skill at fly casting.
Closeups of Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers on their honeymoon
journey as they arrive by steamer
in Hawaii. The candid camera then
catches Frank Buck and his cast at
work on his new picture on a lion
farm in California in the midst of a
"jungle" scene. Two screen players
and their homes which they have
planned and which they are helping
to build mark the present fad for
build-your-own-home. The reel finishes with a survey of the Sunset
Plaza, ment
thehouse
newinhabited
Hollywood
by apartmany
screen celebs. The stars are seen
sporting in the gorgeous clover-leaf
pool of the apartment dwelling,
while many more sit watching from
the surrounding grounds.
"Starlets"
(Broadway Brevity)
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Fine Kid Talent
A bunch of youngsters do a sort
of Our Gang skit, giving a stage
show in a back yard. One kid has
a sideshow where he lets the others
look through his home-made telescope at the stars. One little girl
goes home disappointed, for she
wanted to see the Hollywood stars.
So she dreams that night that she
is looking through an enormous
telescope at the Hollywood
stars,

*

&

who turn out to be the kids in the
stage group doing their specialties.
Some of the acts are very good,
and no doubt one or two of these
youngsters
will develop into real
talent.
The Three Stooges in
"The Sitter- Downers"
Columbia
17 mins.
Noisy Fun
Daffy doings of the Three Stooges,
who stage a sit-down strike in the
home of the three sisters when the
old man refuses to consent to the
boys marrying them. Finally, the
father relents, after the newspapers
make them national heroes and they
are showered with gifts. They are
married, and start to work to build
the ready-made home that a building firm has donated. But they have
to
put
and really
that's
where the
the parts
fun together,
and trouble
start. They know nothing about
building, and the wives aren't much
help. When the house is completed,
a misstep on the part of one wife
crashes the structure on the heads
of the three couples.
"Decathlon Champion"
(Pete Smith Specialty)
M-G-M
10 mins.
Grand Sports Event
A very graphic picturization of
the sensational career of Glenn Morris, a farm boy from the west who
won the coveted Decathlon event at
the Olympic games in Germany.
Pete Smith's narration covers the
college career of the youth, and
shows how he worked heroically for
a period of ten months to qualify
for the American team at the Olympics. Then the final effort as he
sets a new world's record at the
games is shown in some vivid photography. Here is a reel that will
have special appeal to the high
school and college athletes and their
friends.
"Timberland Revels"
Columbia
10 mins.
Mystery Musical
The setting is the interior of a
cabin in the North Woods, with the
lumberjacks wearing brand new
jackets and standing around in nice
poses looking quite unnatural. Especially Sid Gary, who carries the burden of it all as a songster. He
sings "On a Little Dream Ranch
With You," which is a good ranch
number, and then to be different
they all sing "I'm Tired of All the
Songs About the South." This gets
the Southern atmosphere nicely into
the Northwoods setting. There is
also a French girl, who does some
dancing. This reel shown in the
Northwoods or the South will be
just as puzzling as it was to us in
New York. Directed by Benny Blake.
Musical direction by Milton Schwarzwald. Let them fight it out for
credit.
(For

additional

Reviews

turn

to Page
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Reviews o$ the* View films

Robert Benchley in

modern city containing many beautiful buildings, such as the Casino.
Here gambling is conducted on a
very dignified plane. Then the camera goes to the magnificent bathing
beaches famed throughout the world.
From here the journey is to the
capital, Santiago. This is an ideal
city, artistically laid out with beautiful parks, and the famous Promenade. Rural Chile shows the Indians who lived there before the
Spanish conquerors, still engaged in
their agricultural pursuits and their
beautiful handicraft on hand looms.
The final views are in the high
mountain section, where the famous
snow capped volcano rears its white
crest above fairy-like lakes that are
breath-taking in their grandeur.
Done in Technicolor.

"A Night at the Movies"
M-G-M
10 mins.
Typical Benchley Laughs
A very funny adventure which
depicts the experiences of Mr. Average Man and his missus at the
movies, done in that inimitable
Benchley manner. After some trouble, Benchley and the lady finally
decide what movie they will attend.
Arrived there, he gets all mixed up
when they hand him tickets for an
automobile giveaway, and drops his
admission tickets in the box for the
auto raffle stubs. Finally the manager admits him, and they get into
all sorts of difficulties with their
neighbors around them. They change
to the front row, and more difficulties. Finally Benchley starts to
choke on a piece of gum, and leaves
by a side exit. He can't get back
"The Little Match Girl"
through the door, and finally finds
a door that opens, which leads him
(Color Rhapsody)
directly onto the stage as a danc- Columbia
9 mins.
ing act is in progress. Benchley
stands there all confused before his
Amateurishly Executed
mortified wife and a laughing audiThe classic fairy tale of the little
ence.
Match Girl is made for the Holiday
trade. It is the Christmas season,
and the poor little girl is over"Pigskin Palooka"
Our Gang
looked by the merrymakers. So she
M-G-M
11 mins. lights her matches to keep warm,
and each match in turn creates a
Timely Football
The football epic of Alfalfa, who vision — a fireplace, a table loaded
has posed as the hero of his private down with good things to eat, and
military school team, and so Spanky finally a fountain, a lake, birds and
makes him the main ball-carrier on flowers, climaxing with a Christmas
his team when he comes home for tree filled with all the lovely things
the holidays. Alfalfa doesn't know the child has always dreamed about.
a thing about football, and is scared The artistry is in the amateur division. Charles Mintz produced, in
stiff. Butch's Tigers concentrate on
him, on account of his rep as a Technicolor.
football hero. By a couple of fluke
plays, Alfalfa scores two touchdowns and Spanky's team wins by
a point. The short is timely for the
"The King Without A Crown"
football season.
(Historical Mystery)
M-G-M
9 Mins.
'The Clock Goes Round and Round"
Very
Impressive
Drama
(Scrappy Cartoon)
Columbia
7 mins.
A very unusual short, which has
Novelty Cartoon
been given a lot of fine production
I In an inquisitive mood, Scrappy values. It tells the story in back of
Jstops the clocks in the house, and the historical records concerning
l;hen continues the work around the
Marie Antoinette's son, the Dauphin
^neighborhood. The stopping of the of France. The production shows
[|:locks also stops all activity in the the hapless Marie going to the guillotine, and the boy smuggled away
[Ivorld. Everything stands still, including his pup, and all human be- by friends, and the dead body of anijngs and animals. In fear, he tries
other boy substituted to make it appear that the heir to the throne is
Rj o start the clocks, but only reverses
[I hem, and all moving things start no more. Then the story switches
I jo go backward. When all seems to the west, in this country, where
Illost, the clocks are finally adjusted, a missionary among the Indians,
lumd Scrappy is happy as his pup Eleazer Williams, is one day conM-nd all about him return to norfronted by Prince de Joinville, who
Iflnal. A Charles Mintz production.
tries to prove to him that he really
is the Prince Dauphin. The informant reconstructs what he claims
"Chile, Land of Charm"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
really happened after the Dauphin
I-G-M
9 mins. was smuggled out of France and
brought to America. The finale
Beautiful Scenic
leaves the question in the minds of
The South American trip of the audience as to whether the misames FitzPatrick takes in Chile,
sionary's son, now at large in the
tarting at Valparaiso, a gorgeous United States, may not be the real

SERIAL
"Zorro Rides Again"
with John Carroll, Helen Christian,
Noah Beery, Reed Howes,
Duncan Renaldo
Republic
30 mins.
Slam-Bang Entertainment
A railroad is being built between
California and Yucatan by Nigel de
Brulier, but apparently he is doomed
to failure as the raids of Noah
Beery and his gang of desperadoes
have crippled his operations. He
appeals to his nephew, John Carroll,
the grandson of Zorro, for help.
Carroll immediately leaves New
York, but poses as a spineless weakling unable to ride a horse when he
reaches his uncle's rancho. However, as de Brulier lies dying following a raid at a construction camp
Zorro rides up and routs the gang
and reveals his true identity to his
uncle before he dies. The first episode is packed with enough action
to satisfy the most bloodthirsty fan
in the country and if the following
chapters are up to the standard of
this one, this serial should be a
wow. The action is excellently portrayed, and the rugged desert and
mountain background is scenically
beautiful.
Cast: John Carroll, Helen Christian, Noah Beery, Duncan Renaldo,
Reed Howes, Richard Alexander,
Nigel de Brulier, Robert Kortman,
Jack Ingram, Roger Williams, Tony
Martelli, Edmund Cobb, Mona Rico,
Tom London, Harry Strang, Jerry
Frank.
Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Directed
by William Witney and John English; Original Screenplay by Barry
Shipman, John Rathmell, Franklyn
Adreon, Ronald Davidson, Morgan
Cox; Editors, Helene Turner and Edward Todd; Cameraman, William
Nobles.
heir to the throne of France. Carey
Wilson does the narration. Directed
by Jacques Tourneur.

*

*

FOREIGN

"An Leva de Gamla
with
Europa

("Old Titans Are Still Here")
Edvard
Persson, Karin Ekelund,
Thord Bernheim, Ake Jensen
Films

85

Mins.

ENTERTAINING COMEDY WITH WITTY DIALOGUE, BUT ITS AUDIENCE
POSSIBILITIES ARE RESTRICTED.

Sudar"

A placid small town storekeeper transplanted into a fashionable city home by
his ambitious family, make the story element for this new foreign film. Edvard
Persson, Sweden's foremost screen comedian, carries the brunt of the picture. His
attempts to adjust himself to his new life
are extremely funny, and everything he does
is inevitably wrong. Finally, he rebels at
the members of his family that forced him
into this predicament, and leaves to take
up life where he left off in his store. There
is a romantic skein through the story that
provides enough interest to break up the
comedy sequences. Persson is an amusing
and capable actor, and the rest of the
cast fill their parts well. The audience
value of this picture must necessarily be
limited as only Scandinavians understanding
Swedish could appreciate the subtle humor
in the dialogue.
Cast: Edvard Persson, Karin Ekelund,
Thord Bernheim, Dagmar Ebbesen, Mim
Ekelund Persson, Helge Hagerman, Nils
Wahlbom, Olav Riego.
Produced by Scandinavian Talking Pictures; Directed by Gideon Wahlberg and
S. Bauman. Presented at the Fifth Avenue
Playhouse with Swedish dialogue and titles.
Direction, Good
Photography, Good

Smith Plans Drive-Ins
In Four Metropolitan Cities
Boston — The Park-In Theaters,
Inc., New York, will start construction on four patented drive-in theaters in Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo
and Philadelphia on March 1, acrector. cording to Phil Smith, managing di-

"The Fire Plug"

Locations have already been established and the theaters will be
open next summer. Smith will
maintain headquarters in Boston,
making periodic trips to the four
cities.

(Scrappy Cartoon)
Columbia
6 mins.
Lively Horse Play
Built around the old song about
the old gray mare not being as good
as she used to be, Scrappy is seen
playing with the old fire horse that
has been replaced in the town's fire
department by a modern motorized
engine. But when the fire alarm
sounds, the old mare responds, and
with Scrappy driving the discarded
truck, they dash to the fire along
with the chief in his new engine.
The mare wins when the new engine breaks down, and the chief
admits that the old gray mare is
as good as she used to be.

"City of the Golden Gate"
(Around the World in Color)
Columbia
10 mins.
Routine Scenic
Views of San Francisco, starting
with the Golden Gate. Then through
Chinatown, and its colorful atmosphere. From there the camera goes
to the Civic Center, the library, art
gallery, and on to Market Street.
Then back to the waterfront, the
Fisherman's Wharf, and the beautiful Oakland-San Francisco Bridge.
The reel ends with interesting studies of the Seal Rocks and their inhabitants. All done in Cinecolor.
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NO SELZNICK DEAL
WITH PARAMOUNT
ntinued from Page

2

1)

SHORT SHOTS f ROm EflST6Rfl STUDIOS
By SID WEISS

sixth of the Floyd Gibbons
ban. Para, prexy, for the Windy yHE
series of thrillers is currently in
City where Griffis joins him today. production at the Warner Vitaphone
Griffis described the Westward studios with Joe Henabery at the
jaunt tion
as costs
"routine".
While producwill be discussed
with megaphone. In the supporting roles
Giles Kellogg, Peggy O'Donnell,
Adolph Zukor and William Le Baron are
Duke Albert, Leo Forest, Jack
at the studio, that's merely indica- Squires, Bob Elliot, Jack Conway,
Browning and Maurice Sumadded.tive that the trip is "routine", he Bessie
mers.
In all probability, Griffis will be
absent about two weeks.
With Paramount definitely out of
Al Christie is shooting "Get Your
the picture last night, there appar- Man" at the General Service studios
ently remained two major possibili- with Imogene Coca in the starring
ties as to Selznick's future connec- role. It is an Art Jarrett-Marcy
tions— a deal with M-G-M or a new Klauber story and features June
arrangement with UA. An inform- Ally son, Marie Hartman, Johnny
ed source stated yesterday that in Johnson's orchestra, Hank Henry
all probability Selznick would re- and Danny Kaye. Warren Murray
main with UA — this in spite of the and Johnny Graham assisted in the
fact that Selznick previously had direction. Al's next will be a Timbeen quoted as saying that he would berg-Rooney short.
not stay with the company if Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda
Bill Watson has completed "Cowacquired control.
boy, Oh Boy"
for Educational
with
Selznick is scheduled to return to Charlie
Kemper,
Oscar Raglan,
Hollywood tomorrow night on the Jeanne Temple, James Leddy, CharCentury. It is possible that he will
lie Henderson, Al Ochs, Dionne Litmake an announcement before his
tle, and Pat Patterson. Tim Ryan
departure, although it is more like- did the story and Chris Beute assisted Watson.
ly that no decision will be made and
disclosed until after his arrival on !
the Coast.
Addenda. .P. K. Thomajan, whom
you may remember with Harold
NFC Asks Representation
Lloyd and Clark Saunders some
years back, and who made a big
on ATA's Executive Board hit with his "Beaux and Arrows"
{Continued from Page 1)
bit of prose last year, has dashed
tion of the American Trucking
Ass'n., has passed a resolution askInvestigators
ing separate recognition in the ATA, Calif. IATSE
which will automatically place one
Hear Accountant's Report
of their members on ATA's executive board. Highlights of the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
NFC conclave, which formally openLos Angeles — Testifying before
ed yesterday morning, were adCalifornia Assembly's capital-labor
dresses by organization's president, committee,
Cecil B. Cregan, certified
James Clark, and by Arthur Dick- public accountant,
declared that cash
erson of MPPDA. Former discussed
proposed safety regulations of ICC receipts of IATSE from the local
regarding truck operation, and Dick- union for period from Dec. 1, 1935
erson spoke on transportation and to Oct. 31, 1937 amounted to $517,that general administrafilm handling as well as the prac- 127.54tiveand
expenses for the same period
ticability of setting up film shipping
totaled
$202,031.30.
and inspection bureaus on a national
scale.
Harland Holmden, international
vice-president of IATSE, said he
would be glad to return autonomy
J. E. Perkins, Para. Mgr. in
to local union when conditions warChina, Here For Conferences
ranted such action, but that conditions at present are too chaotic. He
J. E. Perkins, Paramount's man- denied that IATSE officials had any
ager in China with headquarters in blacklist or that any strike figures
Shanghai, arrived in New York yes- were imported during last strike. He
terday from the West Coast. Perk- declared that membership of IATSE
ins arrived in San Francisco Oct. in
the United States and Canada
28 and had planned to remain there amounted to approximately 150,000.
until late this month, but was called
was instructed to submit
to New York because of the death an Cregan
itemized account of the general
expenses.
of Tom Cochrane, Paramount's man- administrative
ager for the Orient.
While in New York, Perkins will
confer with John W. Hicks, Jr.,
head of the foreign department. In
Mentone-SAG Pact Not In
addition to giving a first-hand account of what has happened to the
Actors' the
Guild
last which
night
hadScreen
not received
contract
company's property in Shanghai and
was
scheduled
to
be
signed
by
MenHongkong, Perkins will view all of
tone Productions yesterday, it was
the company's new product. He expects to remain here several weeks. reported.

off another gem tagged "Hymns to
Hers" which Ritten House is putting out in a limited edition. . .
Thomajan is noiv drama ed. of Town
Topics besides being a stylist in advertising copy .. .Ed Savin is arranging another of his famous Bingo
sessions for the Brooklyn unit of the
Warner Club for next Friday nite
. . . On annual
Dec. 17,
they'll hold
third
Masquerade
Balltheir
at
the St. George with Roy Mack spotting the entertainment. . .
Eddie Forman is working on another of the Musical Gaiety series
with Frank Libuse considered for the
lead. . .Jack Henley is passing out
the cigars at the Warner studios. . .
His Scotty just presented him with
threeuncle
pups, .Cy
making
an
Wood,Sam
Jr., Sax's
joins dog
his
Dad on the Warner writing staff
and has been assigned to assist Ira
Genet. . .Josephine Huston starts her
next short at the Brooklyn studios
Wednesday with Roy Mack directing
. . . Lloyd French just completed one
with Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford
. . . Willi Weil, Warner writer, and
Otto Grun, of Viennese royalty, are
preparing an announcement. . .
Willie Howard is working on a
grand idea for radio — a full hour
network show featuring favorites of
the silent screen who haven't been
getting the breaks lately .. .Willie
believes that if they click on the air,
the studios will be clamoring for
their services again . . .

Lamneck to Press Fight
for Admish Tax Changes
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With President
Roosevelt in his message to Conan end
"unjust"of
taxes, gress
Rep.urging
Arthur
P. of
Lamneck
Ohio, leading member of House
Ways and Means Committee, yesterday expressed a determination to
press for revision of the nuisance
and admission taxes. Lamneck stated he felt confident that this session would see some action regarding the nuisance tax situation.

ASCAP WINS WRIT
IN NEBRASKA FIGHT
(Continued from

Page

1)

proponents of the measui'e to outlaw Ascap in Nebraska.
In a memorandum it is shown thai
the law seeks to make unlawfu.
for authors, composers, publishers
or owners of copyright music, wher
membership constitutes a substantial number of such persons, to forn
an organization in Nebraska or else
where, if one of the objects of sucl
a group is to determine amount o:
license fees to be paid by users o:
the music. One of the stipulation:!
of the statute is that a penalty wouk
follow any attempt to collect sucl
fees.
"It appears," the opinion states
"that there is grave doubt of con
stitutionality of the act and plain
tiffs have shown that it would in i
flict serious injury."
Suit was brought in the name o
Gene Buck, both individually and a
Ascap's president, as well as b;
member publishers of the socien
against the Secretary of State an'
others.
Defendants are enjoined tempor
arily from (a) bringing any actio
to adjudicate ownership of copy
righted compositions of complainant
and others, (b) attempting to ar.
point or taking steps leading to th
appointment of a receiver, (c) in
terfering with any and all existin
contracts heretofore entered bt
tween complainants and residents
(d) threatening to enforce again?
any citizen the penalties containe
in the statute, and (e) prosecutin
criminally the complainants.
Louis D. Frohlich of the law fin
of Schwartz & Frohlich, counsel fo
Ascap, told The Film Daily yestei
day that copy of the opinion is e
route to New York from Omaha b
plane for detailed study prior to th
initiation of further legal steps i
the case.

Music
Books Run,
"Tovarich'
for Hall
Extended
Jan. 1

"Tovarich," Warner Bros, pictun
has been booked into the Music Ha
for an extended run, starting Jai
Exhibs Watch Mass. Move
13. Up to this time pictures booke
for Racing Laws Repeal into
the Music Hall have bee
booked on a plan under which e:
Boston — An intiative petition for tension of the run beyond one wee
repeal of the horse and dog racing was contingent upon their gross u
laws in Massachusetts has been to a designated day. The Musi
filed with the Secretary of State. Hall management has altered if
Theater men throughout the state
policy for "Tovarich."
are deeply interested in the move.

New Chi. Film Row

Chicago — With the moving of th
Shard Quits Race
Universal, Columbia and Unite
Cincinnati — Variety Club's cam- Artists exchanges to new building
paign for various offices is proving at 13th and Wabash Ave., all th
a hot contest. Elmer Shard has major film exchanges are now i
withdrawn from the presidential that district. The old film disnic
race leaving the field to Para- in the nine hundred block on Wj!
mount's Joe Oulahan and conces- bash Ave. is now given over vi
sionaire, Charles MacDonald.
accessory distributors.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old
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International in Scope
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Columbia Annual Report to SEC Shows $1,317,770 Net

i

Company's
for
Year Gross
Listed Income
at

$19,066,100

By PRESCOTT
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Command

Broadcast Costs Eng. Exhibs $500,000

London (By Cable) — Combination of vaudeville and radio, as represented by the gala
Royal Command Variety broadcast, is estimated to have cost Exhibs here a cool $500,000 in decreased attendances.

C. DENNETT

Staff Correspondent

FILM BLOCKADE FEAR SELZNIGK DECISION
PASSING IN DETROIT MAY BE WEEK AWAY

Washington — Columbia Pictures
3orp. yesterday filed its annual rejort with the SEC disclosing1 a gross
ncome from film rentals, sales, and
iccessories of $19,066,100.42. The
let consolidated income, after de
lucting expenses, was $1,317,770.92
Detroit — With a decided pick-up
Harry Cohn, Attilio H. Giannini
ind Jack Cohn, the voting trustees in the speed with which contracts
qinder the voting trust agreement of have been signed during the last
(Continued on Page 3)
week or 10 days, there is growing
hope that the anticipated film blockade will be avoided.
One major exchange made its first
important circuit contract only a
week ago, and conditions are such
that the first films will not be released for second-run houses until
about Dec. 4. The smaller produc(Continued
on Page 7)
Pathe will move into new and
ompletely-equipped laboratories at
5 West 45th St. on Dec. 1, O. Henry
Briggs, president, said yesterday. Bank Night is Trade Aid,
Contract to turn out negatives and
No Lottery, R. I. Verdict
first prints on all RKO Pathe News
ssues has been signed, he said, and
Providence, R. I. — Ruling that
he new space will be used for that
"Bank Night" as conducted at the
purpose
ar work. in addition to other regu- Grand Central Market here Sept. 30
is a trade-stimulating plan and
The new lab, air-conditioned and "does not amount to a lottery,"
ncluding (Continued
a cutting-room,
will proc- Judge Maurice Robinson in Sixth
on Page 11)
District
Court yesterday
gave
a

ATHE TO OCCUPY NEW
LAB. DEC. 1--BRIGGS

Varners to Stop Screen
Tests in East by Dec. 1
Warners, effective Dec. 1, will retrict all talent testing activities to
he Burbank studio and discontinue
lastern screen tests, it was anounced yesterday by Jacob Wilk,
(Continued on Page

7)

No Room for PicUets
Hartford, Conn. — E. M. Loew company union pickets parading signs
"There is no labor trouble at this
theater," and operators' local 486 likewise picketing with signs of "unfair
to organized labor," were both unable
to do their jobs at the opening of
"The Awful Truth." The crowds overflowed the sidewalk.

(Continued on Page 3)

RCA

Report U. S. Distribs. Sounded
on Separate Quotas
Proposal
London (By Cable) — With the
British picture industry obviously

badly splittroversial
over provisions,
the measure's
conthe new Films
Bill (Quota Act) will go to the
Parliamentary standing committee
tomorrow when action is expected.
Meetings of deputations with the
David O. Selznick is still "think- Board of Trade took place throughing over" the matter of a future
out yesterday, and their divergent
connection upon the expiration of views only served to emphasize that
his present UA commitment, and, the trade was completely disunited.
reports to the contrary, has reached
A majority
of the
Federated
Brit(Continued
on Page
4)
no decision, it was said in informed
circles last night.
At the (Continued
same time,
it was stated
on Page 4)

Hartley Will Direct Sales
Of NTSC Sound Equipment
E. M. Hartley, former manager
of Photophone sales for RCA, has
joined General Theaters Equipment
Corp. and its subsidiaries National
Theater Supply Co. and International Projector Corp. He will immediately assume full charge and
direction of sound equipment sales
for National Theater Supply Co.,
and, as manager of that division
of the organization, will make his
headquarters at its general offices,
92 Gold St., New York City.

Names Beal Research Director,

Tele Development Among

His Duties

FINAL SIGNING OF UA
DEAL TO BE IN ENG.

The American side of the KordaGoldwyn deal for the control of
United Artists has not been officially signed, it was reliably reported
yesterday. The principal parties
have initialed the papers but all
final signatures will be affixed in
England, it was said.
E. H. Lever, who leaves today for
England (Continued
on the Queen
will
on Page Mary,
4)

Sale of Kromocolor Lab.
Is Postponed to Nov. 23

Paterson, N. J. — Sale of Kromocolor Laboratory at Paramus, N. J.,
was postponed until Nov. 23 by
Appointment of Ralph A. Beal to Vice-Chancellor Vivian M. Lewis yesEMI Director Denies
terday in Chancery Chambers.
the newly created post of Research
Bid of (Continued
$60,000 by
Border Realty
RCA's Television Claim Director, with development of RCA
on Page 3)
television specifically as part of his
London (By Cable) — Vision part duties, was announced yesterday by
of the Marconi-EMI television sys- David Sarnoff, RCA president.
Dead on the Level
Scientific work of more than 550
tem "has been entirely developed in
They're
seeking a name for the new
this country by EMI without any engineers will be supervised by Beal
B. S. Moss theater soon to open at
Broadway and 49th St. One waggish
co-operation from the RCA," as- who, for the last 18 months, has
serts the Director of Research La- been supervisor of RCA's television
suggestion which received unqualified
veto, according to Charles Moss, was:
boratories, Electrical & Musical In- field tests, it is announced. In his
Moss-oleum.
dustries, Ltd., in a statement con- new position,
he onwill
(Continued
Page link
11) the re(Continued on Page 4)

.3%
Allied's Membership Drive
Nets 30% Gain in 6 Weeks
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Allied Theaters of New Jersey has
increased its membership 30 p.c.
since the start of its membership
drive six weeks ago, it was learned
yesterday. The campaign will be
continued for another two weeks
and it is the hope of officials that
the final list will include every independent theater owner in the state.
Increase in membership comprises
exhibitors in those sections of the
state served by both the Philadelphia and New York exchanges.
Plans for continuation of the drive
will be discussed at the next meeting of the organization, scheduled
for Tuesday at the Cochrane House,
Newton, N. J.
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200 Day-Date Openings
Booked for Astaire
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Tax Repeal, Better Crops
Needed for Omaha B.O. Rise
Omaha — Until the federal "nuisance tax" is repealed or until crop
conditions improve in this territory,
theater owners and operators in
Omaha and the surrounding trade
area will not increase admission
prices generally, according to a
survey made by a Film Daily representative.
Will Singer, manager of the
Brandeis, pointed out that all three
Omaha first-run houses are getting
40 cents for a double-feature at
night. In order to increase the
price so that the theater owner may
make five cents more, the total admission cost would have to be
jumped ten cents because of the
tax, he pointed out.
Furthermore, said Ted Emerson
of Tri-States, crop situations in this
area do not warrant a box-office
increase.
Meanwhile, exhibitors here are
double-billing everything. Suburbans
are advertising two major secondruns for 20 and 25 cents. Ralph
Goldberg's Town, on the edge _ of
the business section is showing
three full-length features for 20
cents at anytime and the Muse, also
on the business section edge, shows
two features, news and a complete
filming of the latest University of
Nebraska football game for 20
cents.

Pix

$150,000 Flat Guarantee
to Cagney for Next Film
"A Damsel in Distress," with Fred

—
—

—

Warner Bros, district managers
are in New York for sales conferences with Grad Sears and Carl
Leserman. Attending the sessions
are Ben Kalmenson, eastern district
manager with headquarters in New
York; Bob Smeltzer, central district
manager, Washington, D. C; Leo
Blank, midwest, Chicago; Fred Jack,
southern, Dallas; W. E. Calloway,
western, Los Angeles; and Wolf
Cohen, Canadian manager who headquarters in Toronto.

DAILY

Astaire and Burns and Allen as marquee names, has been booked in
200 day-and-date openings during
Thanksgiving week, RKO Radio has
announced.
Of this number, 170 are key-city
first-runs. Plans also call for the
film to be shown on a two-a-day basis in several cities. In Richmond,
Va., it is to be shown in three theaters— the Capital, Byrd and State.

William Cagney, brother of James,
left last night for Hollywood where
he will ready the next Cagney
Grand National starrer, "Angels
With Dirty Faces," for the cameras
on Jan. 15. James Cagney is to receive a flat guarantee of $150,000
for his services, it was said. William is to produce the film, which
will have directon by Roland Brown,
who wrote the story-

comiriG fll)D come
E. H. LEVER, secretary of the Prudentia
Assurance Co. of England, returns to Londoi
today on the Queen
Mary.
DAVID

ROSE,

financial advisor for Samuel

Coldwyn,
Inc., leaves for the Coast today bAmerican
Airlines.
CHARLES DE CRANDCOURT, author of "Vic
toria the Great,"
left yesterday
via Americar;
Airlines to attend the Hollywood premiere.
for

GEORCE ARLISS and MRS. ARLISS will leave
Hollywood
Friday by train.

BOB
SMELTZER,
Washington,
D. C;
LEC
BLANK,
Chicago;
FRED
JACK,
Dallas;
E. E
CALLOWAY,
Los Angeles,
and WOLF
COHEN !
Toronto, all WB district managers, are in Nev.
York.
WILLIAM
wood.

CAGNEY

left last night for Holly

EDWARD A. GOLDEN. Monogram
arrives in New York Thursday.
FRED
ASTAIRE
is
Europe.
this
week
to make

for

expected
a boat

sales head ,

in New
Yortj
connection
fo

DR. A. J. CRONIN, author, leaves New
Hollywood
early next week.

York

JACOBO GLUCKSMAN, general distributoi
in South America for Grand National; LILLIAS
HELLMAN, writer and scenarist; IRENE JESS
NER, Metropolitan Opera contralto; MME
ALMA CLAYBURCH, American soprano, and
MARCELLE DENYA of the Paris Opera, arrive
in New York today from Europe on the ChamMRS. JACK OAK1E
to Beverly Hills.

is en route from New York"

MARY
BRIAN
is stopping at The Warwick)
plain.
FRANCES LANCFORD is staying at the St'
Moritz.
DOROTHY BLACK, author, leaves New Yort
today for Europe aboard the Washington.
HERBERT T. SILVERBERC, attorney, arrivec
in New York yesterday for a couple of days
stopping at The Warwick. He returns to hi;
Buffalo offices tomorrow and then proceedtoday.
to
.Hollywood.
DAVID O. SELZNICK returns to Hollywooc

Para. Board Meets Nov. 26

The weekly meeting of the Para- Austrian Film Chamber
mount executive committee will be
Decision Seen Shortly
passed up this week because of the
absence of Stanton Griffis and BarVienna (By Cable)— Early, definey Balaban, who are on the Coast.
nite action on the question of estabThe next meeting of the board of
lishing an Austrian Film Chamber,
directors is scheduled for Nov. 26, under discussion for months, is exproviding Griffis and Balaban have
returned by then.
pected.

"Tovarich" on Dec. 30

and

NEW

YOM

The nation's shortest, fastest,
coast to coast airlane . . . fifteen hours, ten minutes from
Los Angeles to New York . . .
Seventeen
hours, six minutes
returning
. . . Four
flights
daily in each direction ... in
luxurious,
new TWAtripsSkysleepers
for overnight
or de
luxe
Sky-Clubs
for daylight
travel magnificent
. . . over scenic
the world's
most
route
. . . Grand
Canyon,
Boulder
Dam, Painted Desert — a score
of wonders to be seen from the

Extended run of Warners' "Tovarich" will start at the Radio City
Music Hall on Dec. 30 instead of
Jan. 13, as first reported.

*9M
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ASCAP DECISIONS DUE
IN 2 WESTERN STATES

.OLUMBIA REPORTS
NET OF $1,317,770
(Continued from Page

1)

Lpril 1, 1930, held 332,276 shares
f common stock, it was reported.
Harry Cohn reported 61,154 vot,ng trust certificates for shares of
ommon and Jack Cohn 38,934 votig trust certificates for common.
There were no material changes
lade during the year it was stated
nd no options for stock are now
utstanding.

EC's Report Discloses
Kent Deals in 20th-Fox
'ashington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Acquisition from a
Dlding company of 3,355 shares of
)th
Century-Fox
Film
common
ock was reported by Sidney R.
rent in the semi-monthly summary
sued today by the Securities and
1 xchange Commission of security
Jansactions and holdings. He later
fsposed
of
the
same
amount
rough the Berkshire Finance Co.,
B report no holdings
Monogram Pictures Corp. report:. that Pathe
International
Corp.
-\o\ 66,667 shares
of its common
ock and 6,017 options for common.

jnk Night is Trade Aid,
No Lottery, R. I. Verdict
(.Continued from Page 1)

nch decision acquitting Michael
Hurney, Quincy, Mass., promoter
rested by Providence police in a
id on the market drawing. Hury had been tried several weeks
o on a charge of promoting a loty, Judge Robinson reserving deion at that time. Exhibs throught the state had watched the case
sely.

Y. Office for M. Selznick
Vlyron Selznick
will establish
a
w York office for his West Coast
Pent agency, it was announced yes1 day.
Selznick,
who
is now
in
w York, plans to remain for aner two weeks.

Best wishes from The Film Daily to
the
following
on
their
birthday:
NOVEMBER
17
Edna Murphy
Frank Fay
Crane Wilbur
Milton H. Feld
Eddie Baker
Samuel Goldstein
I John R. Frueler
Leon Rosenberg

with PHIL

M. DALY

• •
•
SHEER DELIGHT
"It's Love I'm After" is the name of
the film
and it's Laughs, and Toy and all-round Entertainment
your customers will get, along with Love
and what pleases us
most is that two of the regular writers on the Warner studio staff delivered this witty concoction
with dialogue
and business both
sparkling in an effort to outshine each other
usually the public is
lucky to get clever dialogue, or smart business, in any one production
here they get both to the brimming brimful
a pleasure!
T
▼
T
• •
•
THAT TEAM who can play light comedy and grim
tragedy
together
with
equal facility
Leslie Howard
and
Bette Davis
in this Screen Sparkler become the Lunt-Fontanne
combo
of motion
pictures
smart
dazzling
they never overplay
touching
each morsel of mirth
ever
so lightly
and passing on to another bit with equal lightness and deftness
Warners
have
delivered their Prestige
Picture in the difficult field of light comedy
and to Director Archie Mayo, the principal players including Olivia de
Havilland and Eric Blore, and the authors, we want to thank
them personally for one of the most enjoyable hours ever spent
in a theater
T
T
T
• •
•
THE FIRST Stand-in
Virginia Adair
she did the
doubling act for Anita Stewart when Louis B. Mayer produced "In Old
Kentucky" 'way back in 1919
so Miss Adair will attend the premiere of Walter Wanger's
production
at the Music Hall tomorrow
by an odd coincidence the title of Mister Wanger's
show is
"Stand-In"
and this afternoon the producer will be host at a
cocktail party to Clarence Budington Kelland who wrote the story originally appearing in Satevepost
the party takes place at the
Stork Club, with editors and publishers of books among the guests.
▼
▼
T
• •
•
HERE COMES our annual reminder to you fellers
who edit pressbooks
concerning a corking list of essentials
that every pressbook should contain
but which are often
overlooked
Epes Sargent, the vet Exploitation Expert, ran
it some time ago in his "Variety" kolyum
here it is, boiled
down
one set of 40-screen newspaper cuts for the cheaper
papers in addition to the usual 60-screen material
one set of
1, 2 and 3-column cuts sufficiently narrow to work within a border, say 11, 23 and 35 ems wide respectively
a short one and
two-column cut with an unfinished bottom to permit it to be
used for dual billing
clear lettering for star and title, that
does not obtrude on the face of the portrait cut where one is
used
these are some of the things in a pressbook that the
exhib really appreciates
T
T
T
• • • DINNER-DANCE on Sunday eve, Dec. 5 at the WaldorfAstoria to aid the McCosker-Hershfield Cardiac Foundation drive
Harry Hershfield gets in town from Hollywood today to assume charge
a welcome-home party will be given Harry this Sunday afternoon at the Pare Vendome
T
T
▼
• •
•
A PARTY
without
a Pressagent
Plug
given by Mister Selznick as a special gesture to George Cukor
at the "21" Club last nite
There is no reason why a party should not be thrown for a good director So
Mister
Selznick
threw
one
Among
those present
were
Tallulah
Bankhead,
Libby
Holman,
Rosamond Pinchot, Mrs. Warren Leslie, Jr., David and Myron
Selznick, Gregory La Cava, A. J. Cronin, Richard Berlin and
William Powell

Decisions regarding the granting
of permanent injunctions in both
the Washington and Montana actions involving Ascap's status in
those states were described yesterday by sources close to the situation
as expected momentarily. Outlook
for immediate steps, it is said, is
predicated upon the dual factors of
arguments having already been
heard in the cases and the belief
that the temporary injunction
granted to Ascap in the contest
it has waged against its outlawry
in Nebraska will have a tendency
to hasten decisions in Montana and
Washington.
In awarding the temporary injunction to Ascap in its litigation
against Nebraska's Secretary of
State and other defendents, the
court gave 30 days to the defendents
in which to file an answer before
date of trial is set. It was indicated yesterday that unless such an
answer presents convincing constitutional arguments the awarding of
a permanent injunction might be
made on the merits of the case.
No application has yet been made
by Ascap for injunctions in either
Florida or Tennessee, although in
both instances such moves are contemplated. Ascap's position, it is
held by observers, will be materially
strengthened in these latter actions
should they be pressed pursuant to
favorable outcome of those now
pending in Washington and Montana, plus the awarding of a permanent injunction in Nebraska.

Sale of Kromocolor Lab.
Is Postponed to Nov. 23
(Continued from Page

1)

Co., supporting interests of which
could not be established, is highest
to date, but spirited bidding is expected at the next session at which
new offers are expected.
Decision is expected at the same
time on move for refunding of $21,000 deposit on a former bid of
$105,000 by Joseph O'Donnell, said
to be representing William Fox.
William Krimsky, Newark attorney,
co-receiver for the property, said
that new bids would be accepted
any time before or on Nov. 23.

Becker In Seattle
Portland, Ore. — Frank Becker,
head of the Western Theater Equipment Co. for several years, has openAve.ed Seattle headquarters at 2406 1st

See Print Record
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Predicated upon advance
bookings, Warners will make a record
number of prints for the Technicolor
production, "Cold Is Where You Find
It," according to Grad L. Sears, general manager of distribution. Pix will
be an

early

'38 release.
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BRITISH FILMS BILL
BADLY SPLITS TRADE

♦

U. S. Interests See Grave
Danger in Brit. Proposals
With the Films Bill (Quota Act)
set for reception by Parliament's
standing committee tomorrow, American producer-distributor interests
yesterday in New York bitterly assailed the measure's provisions and
the collective attitude of British
labor, FBI, CEA and John Maxwell
in their advocacy of sepai-ate distributor and exhibitor quotas.
The feeling was expressed that
certain U. S. film circles, among

For More

School Pix

Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Increased use of films
for school purposes is urged by John
W. Studebaker, Education Commissioner,
who

predicted that "talkies particularly" will play an important part in the
future U. S. educational program. Studebaker suggested films showing how children in other countries live, expressing
confidence they would assure progress
toward
international
understanding.

SELZNICK DECISION
MAY BE WEEK AWAY

The Foreign Field
♦

News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

(.Continued from Page 1)

ish Industries film group favors separate quotas for both renter and exhibitor, and in this has labor's support. Oliver Stanley, president of
the Board of Trade, is understood
to be sympathetic to the proposal,
and it is reported that U. S. distributors are being consulted on this
aspect.
Opposition is being voiced strongly by John Maxwell, Isidore Ostrer
;ind Charles M. Woolf. Instead, they
demand inclusion of a reciprocity
clause in the measure. Fathered by
Ostrer and quickly seconded by Maxwell, the reciprocity plan, in brief,
suggests
that betheso bill's
existing
clause should
adjusted
that
the cost to an American company
will not exceed, for example, 40 per
cent of the minimum amount they
are required to expend upon quota.
An example is, if the minimum
cost of a quota picture is fixed at
and an American company's
$75,000
commitment amounts to twelve pictures, that company should have the
alternative of buying genuine British
productions, for distribution in the
States at no more than 40 per cent
of twelve times $75,000, i.e., 40 per
cent of $900,000, or $360,000.
Another example is, that if the
cost of a quota picture were fixed
at $150,000 instead of $75,000, an
American company should have the
right to purchase genuine British
pictures for distribution in the States
for twice $360,000, i.e., $720,000, or
40 per cent of $1,800,000.
Isidore Ostrer's contention is, that
the rest of the Act is basically right,
but not worth enlarging upon until
these "life and death" clauses are
amended. He also adds the belief
that the United States industry
would make their contribution — and
with good will.

DAILY

Genevieve Tobin Cast
London ■— Genevieve Tobin will
play opposite Jack Hulbert in his
next picture, Edgar Wallace's "Kate
Plus Ten" which Richard Wainwright will produce at Sound City,
starting during the current month.
Noel Madison and Arthur Wontner
are others in the cast.

♦

♦

(Continued from Page 1)

that an announcement of his deci
sion might be delayed for a weeP
backing. It will produce pictures
Selznick's "nothing doing yet" at
and newsreels in Tamil, Telou, Can- titude was echoed both at M-G-f
arese and English languages for and UA, both principals in report
distribution the world over. All ed negotiations with the SI prr
ducer.
the South Indian theaters have purchased stock in the new organization.

Swedish Film Imports

EMI Director Denies
RCA's Television Clair

Swedish film imports up to May
1 this year were 319, of which 208
(.Continued from Page 1)
were American, 37 German, 32
More Argentine Pictures
French, 26 English and 16 Austrian. tradicting certain claims containe
Buenos Aires — -Production pace of Native productions shown during the in interviews recently given in th
Argentine studios is increasing. It five-month period were 27.
U.
dent.S. by David Sarnoff, RCA pres
is expected that 45 productions will
be made at native studios during 560 Out of 700 American
The EMI statement follows:
the 1937-38 season, Sono leading
Bogota — Out of 700 motion picwith 20.
"Mr.
Sarnoff is quoted as havin
tures shown in this country during said that
the Marconi-EMI Telev
the past year 560 were American, sion System is fundamentally bas
New Studio for India
40 English, 26 Mexican, 25 Spanish, upon the RCA Television Syste:
Madras — Mysore
Fotophone
Stu- 20 German, 19 French and 10 Ar- first developed in the RCA labor;
dio has been formed with financial
tories in the States.
gentinian.
"To avoid any misinterpretatk
Jas. P. Clark Elected Head
of this statement, I wish to make
Final Signing of UA Deal
of National Film Carriers clear that the vision part of t\
To be Held in England
Marconi-EMI System (i.e., exclu<
ing
the apparatus for amplifyir
'Continued from Page 1)
Louisville — National Film Carand radiating the carrier-wav
meet immediately with the financial
riers, Inc., closed its group delibera- which was supplied by the Marco
tions yesterday. The highlight of
interests in the deal upon his arCompany, and to which I presun
rival in London. It was said yester- the morning session was a speech by
Sarnoff's remarks cannot ha'
day that the papers probably will be Harold Shertz, general counsel, of Mr.
been intended to apply) has bet
ready for signatures in about a week Philadelphia.
entirely developed in this count)
after his arrival. Samuel Goldwyn
The following officers were elect- by EMI without any cooperatii
ed: president and treasurer, James from the RCA.
will not go to England but will be
P.
Clark, of the Horlacher Delivery
represented by power of attorney.
"It will be noticed that Mr. Sa
David Rose, financial advisor for Service, Philadelphia; vice-president, noff refers to an exchange of pate
Thomas
W.
Gilboy,
of
the
Gilboy
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., leaves today
licenses.
This is in contradistin
for the Coast by train. He expects Co., San Francisco; secretary, Clint tion to an exchange of technical i
to stay in Hollywood about two Weyer, of 110 William Street, New formation and assistance, and up
weeks. Rose is undecided as to York.
The executive committee consists the present time we have not r
whether he will go to England in
ceived any such technical inform
the near future.
of: George F. Callahan, of Exhibi- tion or assistance from the RC
tors' Service Co., Inc., of Pittsburgh; nor been supplied with any item
James P. Clark, of Philadelphia;
used in th«|j
Seattle Orpheum Corp.
Harold C. Robinson, of Film Truck television apparatus
transmitting
system.
It is or
Files in Bankruptcy Service, Detroit; John Vickers of the within
the last few weeks, loi
Carolina Delivery Service, Charlotte,
after our system had already be
Seattle Orpheum Corp. yesterday N. C; E. E. Jameson of Exhibitors proved a success, that arrangemer<
filed a voluntary petition of bank- Film Delivery & Service Co., Kan- have been made
for exchange
sas City; Harold Shertz of 814 Cro- technical information with the RC1
ruptcy in Federal Court. While no
formal schedule of assets and liabili- zer Bldg., Philadelphia.
In fact, we are now supplying tec
Board of managers: A. B. Aber- nical information
ties accompanied the petition, it was
to a group
crombie,
of
Theater
Service
Co.,
Atlearned that cash in hand approxiRCA
'engineers
on
a visit to c
lanta; H. Decker, of Film Exchange
mates $3,643. Creditors include Sta- Transfer Co., Boston; Charles E. laboratories, and hope shortly
dium Theaters Corp., Electric Prod- McCarthy, of Film Transfer Co., visit their laboratories for a s
ucts Corp., RCA-Victor, Inc. and Minneapolis; H. E. McKinney, of lar purpose.
National Theater Supply Co.
"The two systems, in fact, ha(
Long Film Delivery Co., Des Moines;
fundamental differences, but, ir
those who will obviously be most L. M. Miller, of Electric Delivery
New Orleans; M. G. Rog- far as they do have certain featu)
affected by the Films Bill, regardless System,
ers, of Film Transport Co., Omaha; in common, I think it is fairer
of what form it takes unless it pro- W. A. Slater, of Northwest Film say that these features are func
vides for no quota at all, thus far
mentally based on the ideas of ed
are relatively oblivious of the serious Service, Seattle; F. E. Smith, of television pioneers, such as Lavir
Smith
&
Howell
Film
Service,
Svraconsequences that may attend the cuse, N. Y.; C. W. Trampe, of Film ton Hart, Campbell Swinton, R.
Act's passage by Parliament.
Service, Milwaukee; A. C. Amsler of Clay (who, incidentally, happens
Adverse results, it was cited, in- the Columbus-Cincinnati Trucking be British), and others, rather tb
clude not merely impairment of the
later RCA
develij
profitable outlet which the United Co., Columbus, Ohio, and M. H. Bran- on the much
don, of Film Transit, Inc., Memphis.
Kingdom as a market presents at
present to U. S. product, but also
Alfred Stern to Speak
U A Product Solid
the almost certain future curtailAlfred Stern, Radio City Mi
Oklahoma City — Booking situation
ment of Hollywood production budHall
designer, is to discuss prj
ments."
gets, since the distribution percent- here is breaking from a solid hold tical
age, represented by the United by Standard Theaters with split on ter. design problems today at
Kingdom, would doubtless undergo United Artists films between Stand- Fashion Academy, Rockefeller
a marked reduction.
ard and competitive State theater.

_i,i.
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20TH CENTURY-FOX IS YOUR
MOST VALUABLE SOURCE OF
TS!
WEEK-IN,WEEK-OUT
PROFI
W. R. Wilkerson
(From an editorial by
in "Hollywood

THE

other day several of this industry's financial bigwigs were congratulating Darryl Zanuck on the great

showing made by 20th Century- Fox.
During the conversation, Zanuck made

Reporter " )
One of the 20th Century- Fox aces
developed under Wurtzel is Jane Withers,
who has bounced into all the "first ten"
lists of boxoffice stars.

a statement which opened their eyes.

Wurtzel has managed to solve one

"Don't underestimate the value of

of the boxoffice problems of the lowerbracket pictures by developing several

the pictures contributed by Sol Wurtzel
to our program," he said. "No company
has offered a more consistent line-up of
'bread-and-butter' pictures and all exhibitors know it."
Zanuck really said a mouthful. The
company that secures the most exhibitor

successful "series pictures." The Charlie
Chans, the Jones Family films and the
more recent Mr. Moto group, gain boxoffice momentum with each new release.
An exhibitor doesn't have to stage an
expensive campaign to sell them, for
their cumulative value far exceeds that

good-will is the company that offers them
a program of pictures which is sound

of the usual production in their class.

from top to bottom. With Wurtzel contributing 26 pictures annually to 20th

Zanuck's statement should open a
lot of Hollywood eyes to the part producers such as Wurtzel and his aides

Century- Fox, this company has been
able to maintain a program with no
false bottom.

play in the brighter side of the Hollywood picture.

. . . and this is the type of picture he's talking about
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A "JUtiW WHO'S
$«»»
Hollywo
od
"lots
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Dual Roles for Morgan
V7ITH Frank Morgan playing the
dual roles of a millionaire and
poor man on a vacation. "Three
en in the Snow" went before the
imeras yesterday at M-G-M stuos. Sam Zimbalist is the produc•, and Eddie Buzzell the director,
he film is an adaptation of an orinal story by Erich Kaestner, and
le cast includes Robert Young,
lorence Rice, Edna May Oliver,
eginald Owen and Herman Bing.
T

T

T

•

• •

r^AVID

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 171
L. LOEW.

•

•

•

Producer. Native of New York City. Son of late Marcus

*■' Loew, and twin brother of Arthur Loew, first vice-president of Loew, Inc.
Educated at Hamilton Institute and New York University. Started industry
career as office boy to Nicholas M. Schenck, then general manager of theaters
for Loew, Inc. Later placed in charge of company real estate department.
Then assumed added responsibility of buying all pictures for Loew circuit
theaters in New York. Shortly thereafter was largest film buyer in the industry, making booking deals for all Loew houses in the United States and
Canada. Held position of vice-president and
director of company from 1920 to 1935, resigning to enter production via Hal Roach Studios.
After three months as vice-president of Roach
company, resigned and launched his own producing organization, David L. Loew Productions,

John Barrymore Repeats
John Barrymore has been asgned by William LeBaron to play
Inc. Married since 1919 to "Meta Edman. Couple
he role of Inspector Nielson in a
has three minor children. Inherited his father's
quiet,
unassuming manner, with scant interest
ptective - mystery drama titled
in partying. Hobbies range from golf (he shoots
Bulldog Drummond Interferes,"
•heduled to go before the cameras
in the low 80's), to ping-pong and tennis, with
1 Nov. 29.
preference for cards running to Hearts and
Casino. Until a few years ago, chief hobby was
This will be the sixth film in
sculptoring in clay, for which he showed marked
hich Barrymore has portrayed
talent. Stands 5, 10. Eyes, dark blue. Hair, dark
brown.
ading roles at Paramount's Holwood studio since early summer
id the third picture in which he
as appeared as Nielson. John
Keene In Santa Role
when he discovered young Britton
oward, who played the part of
rummond in the first two Bulldog
Tom Keene is playing the role of breaking a horse in the corral.
rummond pictures produced by an early Santa Claus to Bob BritImpressed with the lad's riding,
aramount will appear in the same ton, cowjboy from the plains of he was even more impressed by his
art in the third of this popular Nevada. Keene was visiting on the manly looks and was doubly surprised when he discovered that he
ranch of Barton Kellum, a friend,

MG to Press Campaign
for Income Tax Changes
est Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M. C. Levee, prexy of
lecommittee
Artists' Managers
Guild,
heads
of six AMG
members
hich in association with Attorney
yron C. Hanna, Guild counsel,
ill study "income tax legislation,
)th national and state, for the pur)>se of rectifying injustices now suf;red by those who are subjected to
tcome tax on personal earnings."

/. C. Chambliss Slated
for Admission
to

Bar

i»
had an excellent speaking and singing voice. Keene is bringing his
protege to Hollywood, where he will
train him in dramatics and give
him his first chance at acting in the
series of western historical romances he is making for Monogram.
▼

»

»

Gail Patrick Assigned
Gail Patrick, Paramount contract
actress, has been given a featured
role in "Dangerous to Know," scheduled to go into production within
a few wooddays
at Paramount's
Hollystudio with
Robert Florey
directing and Anna May Wong and
Akim Tamiroff heading the character cast.
Anthony Quinn and Harvey
Stephens also have been assigned
roles in "Dangerous
T
▼ toT Know."
Round-the-World Trip
A. Edward Sutherland, who directed Mae West in "Every Day's
a Holiday," for Major Pictures, will
leave on a trip around the world
as soon as he finishes supervising
the cutting of the picture.

▼

T

w

Scripting "Rage of Paris"
Bruce Manning and Felix Jackson
having completed the script for
"Mad About Music" for Universal,
went to work yesterday on "The

Rage
Paris." Conciliation
FPCC of Asks
Fear of a Film Blockade
Warners to Stop Screen
Board in Winnipeg Row
In Detroit is Passing
Tests in East by Dec. 1
(Continued from Page 1)

ing companies have been delayed in
signing by the unprecedented holdup by the majors, with the local
trend toward control of the field by
the big circuits and the cooperative
booking organizations as the reason largely responsible.
Exhibitors in the territory have
been fearing a product famine, as
they were forced to continue playing 1936-37 films. One resort of
some exchange managers was to release product, normally worthy of a
downtown run, for subsequent run
houses,
in order to relieve the situation.
Another result has been that the
small independent exchanges have
been almost starving for business,
as far as contracts were concerned,
as few exhibs were willing to sign
with them until major contracts
were signed.
Some independent exchanges are
reporting a trend away from use of
their product, partly in consequence
of the situation. As a result, several in this class are actually
thinking of closing their doors or
turning to other lines.

(Continued from Page

1)

the New York studio contact for
Warner Bros, and head of the Warner story department.
Robert Ross, who has been in
charge of Eastern tests for 18
months, is severing his connection
with the company as of Nov. 26.
He will devote his time in future
to the direction of Broadway stage
productions, as he did before forming his association with Warners.

Montreal — F. H. Kershaw, regional manager of the Famous
Players Canadian Corp., has applied
to the provincial government Department of Labor for appointment
of a board of conciliation in the disput over employment of projectionists belonging to the Winnipeg loaters.cal of IATSE in five Winnipeg the-

Set Exam. Before Trial
in Far Rockaway Action

Examination before trial in the
action
of Rock Beach, Inc., operaPax Film, Inc., announces that
tors of the Gem Theaters, Far Rock"Mayerling," currently in its ninth
week at the New York Filmarte away, against RKO Distributing
Theater, has opened at Skouras Corp., was set for Nov. 19 in Supreme Court yesterday. On that
theaters in Scarsdale and Bronxville, and Nov. 21 in Teaneck. It date Philip Hodes and Robert Wolf
will play the White Plains Pix The- will undergo questioning. Plaintiff
ater Nov. 21, and has been booked has brought action for conspiracy
by Casey and Wheeler for Nov. 23 under anti-trust statutes, contending
that the Gem Theater was deprived
in Princeton and Rye.
of scheduled bookings to which it
had a right, but that product was
previously shown in the Central
Court Refuses Motion
Theater of the Century Circuit.
Judge Aaron Steuer in Supreme
Court yesterday refused to enter!Gustave
Schwab Schwab
Handlinghas"Laila"
Brothers, Co-Managers
tain motion for the consolidation of
acquired
Detroit — The Cohen Brothers have
Cooperative
Auction
Night
forth and South American distribuseveral Municipal Court actions inGrinnell, la. — Iowa theater here
volving ITOA and a group of com- appointed the Tinsky Brothers —
wn rights on "Laila" ("The Girl
plainant members who seek rever- Stanley and John — as co-managers
ram Lapland"), produced by Nor- and merchants of the town are cosion to a former affiliation contract of the Rio Theater, West Side house,
operating in the staging of auction
tsk Films Kompagni of Copenwith the indie body.
succeeding Merrill (Ace) Anderson.
night.
hagen.
! William C. Chambliss, 20th Cenary-Fox publicity writer, is to be
:lmitted to the bar today in the
id judicial dept. of the State Su:eme Court. Chambliss is a graduf.e of Columbia Law School.
Since 1935, when he finished his
w, Chambliss has been employed
/ 20th Century-Fox.
He passed
lis oral and written legal exams
le year of his graduation, but has
pplied for admission
to the bar
ily this year.
Chambliss does not
Ian to go into practice.

41

More "Mayerling" Bookings
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v REVIEWS Of THE "BlHEW
flLfllS
ossoms on

'52nd Street"

with Ian Hunter, Leo Carrillo, Pat Patterson
United Artists
77 mins.
SPOTTY PRODUCTION WITH RAMBLING STORY BUT LIVENED WITH GOOD
COMEDY BITS.
This production purports to be a history
of the night club street after which it is

This picture catches the spirit of Annapolis life and should please audiences
generally. Director Sam Wood, a football
enthusiast, has guided the entire picture
fashionable residence neighborhood. Con- skillfully and has overlooked no details in
siderable footage is devoted to showing how the gridiron activities, which culminate in
Ian Hunter, the sole male survivor of the the annual Army-Navy classic. Author
family, marries a cabaret queen, and is George Bruce presents several interesting
disowned by his snooty sister (Dorothy characters, including Captain "Skinny"
Peterson). The wife dies, leaving a girl Dawes (Lionel Barrymore) who played right
baby who is raised by her father to be an end for Navy back in '88 and who is an
aristocrat like her aunt, but the girl grows inspiration to the Navy players. Bruce also
of age craving the life of a singer and did the scenario and contributed snappy
dancer. Then into the modern period of dialogue. Producer Sam Zimbalist rates
the present 52nd Street, after tracing rather credit for an offering, which is marked
tediously the transition of the Street from with showmanship. Robert Young is a
the prohibition era. The sentimental inter- football star, who enters the Naval Academy
for selfish reasons. His roommates are
est is provided by the girl's love for the
son of Leo Carrillo. who plays his popular James Stewart, whose life is the Navy,
role of the Italian-American, in this case and Tom Brown, member of a wealthy family, who is also an enthusiastic student.
a chef. Carrillo and Hunter form a partnership and open a night club on the Young loafs in one of the Navy games and
Street which becomes immensely popular, is "told off" by Paul Kelly, the coach. He
providing opportunity for the girl, the boy, starts drinking and is helped out of a jam
and all the entertainers of a bygone day by Stewart, Brown and Barrymore. He does
to do their specialties. This also serves to not forget Barrymore's action, and in the
ntroduce such well known entertainers in game with Army his work gives Navy a
52nd Street night spots as Jack White, victory, which cheers Barrymore, who is
Rocco Or Saulter, Georgie Tapps, Cook and dangerously ill. Stewart vindicates his
Brown, Jerry Colonna, Al Norman and the father, a Navy man, who has been unjustly
52nd Street Girls. Leo Carrillo swings the dismissed from the service, and Stewart
film over as a laugh show with his clever also gets into the game. Stewart wins
work. Pat Patterson is delightful as ever. Florence
Rice, Brown's comely sister.
ZaSu Pitts has a slight comedy part. The
CAST: Robert Young, James Stewart,
theme rambles too much, and lacks a clear
story interest building to some definite Florence Rice, Billie Burke, Lionel Barrymore, Tom Brown, Samuel S. Hinds, Paul
climax. There are no hit songs or dance
Kelly, Barnett Parker, Frank Albertson,
numbers, sufficiently outstanding to rate
Minor Watson, Robert Middlemass, Phillip
this as a strong musical comedy production.
Terry, Charles Waldron, Pat Flaherty, StanCAST: Ian Hunter, Leo Carrillo, Pat Patley Morner, Matt
McHugh,
Ted
Pearson.
terson, Ella Logan, Sid Silvers, ZaSu Pitts,
CREDITS: A Sam Wood Production. ProMaria Shelton, Dorothy Peterson, Collette
ducer, Sam Zimbalist; Director, Sam Wood;
Lyons, Al Shean, Kenny Baker, Jack White, Author, George Bruce; Screenplay, same;
Rocco & Saulter, Georgie Tapps, Cook and Cameraman, John Seitz; Montage Effects,
Brown, Jerry Colonna, Al Norman, 52nd John Hoffman; Technical Director, ComStreet Girls.
mander, Harvey Haislip; Editor, Robert J.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Wanger; Di- Kern; Musical Score, Edward Ward; Rerector, Harold Young; Screenplay, Grover
cording Engineer, Douglas Shearer; Art DiJones; Dance Director, Danny Dare.
rector, Cedric Gibbons, Associates, Urie
DIRECTION Weak. PHOTOGRAPHY,
McCleary, Edwin
B. Willis.
Good.
DIRECTION, Skillful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
named, and starts 'way back in the gay
Nineties with the story of an aristocratic
family named Rondell who owned private
homes on 52nd Street when it was the

Johnston Coast Arrival
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram
prexy, lands in Hollywood today to
talk next season's product with production heads. While there, Johnston will see the cameras grinding
on the first picture of the second
half of the Monogram schedule,
titled, "Telephone Operator." He is
expected to remain on the Coast for
three weeks and stop at several exchanges en route East.

Splendid.

Commonwealth Acquires
Rights to 16 mm. Series

Commonwealth Pictures Corp., recently organized with Threlkeld Edwards as president, announced yesterday that it has acquired all
rights for the 16 mm. films made by
Ambassador and Conn Pictures and
Supreme Pictures' Bob Steele and
Johnny Mack Brown series. The
new company plans a series of 16
mm. educational subjects as well.
Adele Girard Signed
Adele Girard, vocalist-actress, has Edwards was former general manager of Newfoundland and Labrador
been signed to a term contract by
Larry Schwab, M-G-M producer. Film Co., Beacon Film Co., and
Cathedrai
Productions.
Herman Bernie set the deal.

,

"County Fair"

"Navy
Blue James
and Stewart,
Gold"
with Robert Young,
Florence Rice, Lionel Barrymore
M-G-M
95 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
CATCHES THE SPIRIT OF ANNAPOLIS
LIFE AND
SHOULD
PLEASE
AUDIENCES
GENERALLY.

V

with

Edward

Arnold, Shirley Ross, John
Trent
Paramount-Schulberg
80 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

Broadway"

SPLENDID PERFORMANCES IN "DIFFERENT" MUSICAL ARE HANDICAPPED
BY WEAK STORY.
Trying something different in the way
of a musical this one misses due to a weak
story. It does have some redeeming virtues in the performances of Edward Arnold,
Shirley Ross and William Frawley who work
hard to make something of the piece but
the
thing
as a and
wholeFields,
just doesn't
seem
to
click.
Weber
and Rufe
Davis
make their comedy felt in some entertaining sequences, and the finale where all the
principals participate in song is very enjoyable. Leo Robin and Ralph Rainger contributed "Blossoms On Broadway" which
should prove a popular number, and Frank
Loesser and Manning Sherwin provided three
others fitting to the picture. Phil Boutelje and
Ralph
Freed
wroteon "Olympiad"
which
is used
in the
travesty
the Greek
opera. Miss Ross gets her songs over nicely, and her caricature of "Death Valley
Cora" obtains a good quota of laughs. Edward Arnold's ingratiating personality helps
much in coveringJohn
overTrent,
some Frank
of the Craven,
show's
shortcomings.
Kitty Kelly, John Arthur, Edward Brophy
and Charles Halton each handles his part
capably. Richard Wallace, the director, did
whatever was possible with the material,
and Theodore Reeves' screenplay provided
some good lines and situations even though
the original idea doesn't have much. As
for looks, the production is well mounted.
The wealthy "Death Valley Cora" is arriving in town. Waylaying her and getting
Shirley Ross to impersonate Cora, Edward
Arnold conceives a plan whereby the eccentric millionaire, Frank Craven, will turn
over to him coined gold which he will have
melted down and presented as newly mined
from Cora's mine. Shirley is in on the
thing for Edward has promised her it is a
means of getting Craven's son to finance
a show for her. The city furnishes Cora
with a police detail headed by William
Frawley who is always on hand, the sheriff
of Death Valley, Rufe Davis, comes on the
scene, and Shirley falls in love with John
Trent who turns out to be a G-Man, and
in the end the whole outfit lands in jail

with John Arledge, "Mary Lou
Farrell MacDonald

Lender

Monogram
(HOLLYWOOD

73 mi

PREVIEW)

HOMESPUN,
WHOLESOME
SHOULD
PROVE
GOOD
FAMILY
ENCE ENTERTAINMENT.

AU[

This is a homespun, wholesome tale tr
should prove good program fare. It is w
cast, with John Arledge a convincing he
who outwits a gang of race track shai
who try to make killings at county f
tracks. Mary Lou Lender, a newcomer,
excellent in the role of a farm, girl, whe
tyrannical father, J. Farrell MacDonald, i
lents in the end. Fuzzy Knight suppl
most of the comedy, while Jimmy But
does good work as Mary Lou's
Crooked gangs "dope" the horse
rides and he is ruled off the track.
and Knight, a trainer, start for

broth
Arled
Arled
a si

country fair in a "motorless" auto,
meet young Butler, who is riding a r
thoroughbred left him by his mother. A
ledge and Knight prepare the horse for
race, but the gamblers reappear. Tl
time their "doping" of the horse is d
covered by the judges and they are ghfl
their just deserts. In the meantime, /
ledge and Mary Lou have fallen in la
with each other. Director Howard Bret
erton has blended his action, romance a
comedy effectively. E. B. Derr deser*
credit as producer and Frank Melford
associate producer.
CAST: John Arledge, Mary Lou Lend*
J. Farrell MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight, Jinw
Butler, Harry Worth, Lynton Brent, Mat>
Murphy.
Roubert, William Hunter, Henry Hall, E
win Mordant, Horace Murphy, Charl.
CREDITS: Producer, E. B. Derr; Associj
Producer, Frank "Melford; Director, How»
Bretherton; Screenplay, John T. Nevill
Cameraman, Arthur Martinelli; Editor, Doi
aid Barratt; Musical Director, Abe Meye
DIRECTION,
Good.
(For

additional

Effective. PHOTOGRAPH
Reviews

turn

to

Jewel's Films, Negatives
Net Thieves $25,000 Ha»

where in songs everyone explains his position
evidence
Shirley's release soandthat
she canpoints
marry toJohn.
CAST: Edward Arnold, Shirley Ross, John
Trent, Rufe Davis, Weber and Fields, William Frawley, Frank Craven, Kitty Kelly,
John Arthur, Edward Brophy, Charles Halton, The Radio Rogues (Eddie and Jimmy),
Frederick
Clarke.
CEDITS: Producer, B. P. Schulberg; Associate Producer George Auerbach; Director, Richard Wallace; Screenplay, Theodore
Reeves; Cameraman, Leon Shamroy; Art
Director, Albert D'Agostino; Editor, Robert
Bischoff; Recording Engineers, Jack Goodrich, Don Johnson, Charles Althouse; Musical Director, Boris Morros; Songs by Leo
Robin and Ralph Rainger; Frank Loesser
and Manning Sherwin; Phil Boutelje and
Ralph Freed; Musical Advisor, Charley
Kisco.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Theft of more than $25,000 wort
of negatives and film from a Lii
denhurst, L. I., garage was report*
to police there yesterday by Je\*
Productions,
Inc., 410 E. 32nd Si
New
York City.
Notice has been sent to ail labcw
atories and exchanges providing
list of the stolen properties, all <
which are copyrighted. Missim
subjects include: "Back to the SuD
and "Children of the Sun," bot
negative and prints; "Joan of Flan
ders," negative and print; "Siej
fried," negative and print; "Song l
Eventide," one print; "Danny Boy
one print; "Birth," three print!)
"Girls for Sale," one print; "Juii
gle Killer," negative and print; 2
one-reel
hygiene
miscellaneous
cuts.subjects and otht

iaL

?

Kay's Gay, Kay's Gorgeous, Kay's the Person Every
Woman in the Land Would Want to Be

KAY

FRANCIS
As The

WA

wiMMim
With an Accompanying Cast of National Favorites

(j

PRESTON FOSTER . ANITA LOUISE - WALTER

CONNOLLY

Verree Teasdale • Victor Jory • Louise Fazenda
Marjorie Gateson • Marjorie Rambeau • Henry O'Neill • Grant Mitchell • Eric Stanley
Screen Play by Rowland Leigh • Music by Max Steiner • Directed by STANLEY LOGAN
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ATHE TO OCCUPY NEW
LAB. DEC. 1— BRIGGS

REVIEWS Of DEW FILMS
with

(Continued from Page

1)

s 35 mm. materials. The Pathe
mt at Bound Brook, N. J., will conlue to function. In this connecin, Briggs said that the Bound
ook plant is now finishing 100,000
.eal feet of 8 mm. every day. The
Id, he declared is booming rapid, and all Pathegrams, the comny's ledhome
movies,
be furin 8 mm.
from are
nowto on.

ithe Coast Expansion
Regarded as a Year Off
Pathe expansion on the Coast is
least one year off, President O.
nry Briggs told The Film Daily
sterday following his return from
llywood where he conferred with
in D. Wallace, recently-named
the representative, and Monomi officials.
5athe is definitely interested in a
w color process, Briggs stated,
its introduction must wait.
,U present, Wallace is making his
! idquarters at International CineLab., which is turning out Monoim work under an agreement
,h Pathe, Briggs declared. When
,v set-up is completed the work
1 revert to Pathe, it is underbd.

[

Recession Forces
Conn. House to Close
|hompsonville, Conn. — With most
1 hands reduced to one day
jkly working time, Clarence D.
fbank and Nathan Sisisky have
Jed the Franklin Theater, at least
porarily. If economic condis improve, the house may be
>ened in the next six weeks. The
nklin has been operated for the
: 25 years as the only theater
;he town. A new theater was
ted this fall by Peter Parakos
^ew Britain.

Prague Pix for Squire

"The
Tenth Man"
John Lodge, John Loder, Antoinette

Cellier
GB
64 Mins.
STUFFY DRAMA ABOUT BRITISH POLITICS HOLDS SCANT APPEAL FOR
AMERICAN
AUDIENCES.
Why they released this British production on this side is rather a mystery, for
it concerns the doings of a member of
Parliament who is running for re-election,
and the action principally concerns his efforts to keep from being defeated. The
story is told with a heavy hand, is filled
with long and tedious speeches, and the
actors express their emotions with violent
facial contortions in close-ups, some of
which are so close that part of the face
cannot get on the screen. If they are not
over-emoting, they are walking around or
posing in a very woodeny manner, especially the women. It is all very flat and lacking in entertainment. John Loder is portrayed as a very unscrupulous person who
has attained power and wealth by being
ruthless. He is informed by his wife (Antoinette Cellier) that she is in love with
another man, but refuses to give her a
divorce. In fact he threatens to ruin her
with scandal, also her father who is associated with him in various business enterprises, if she goes ahead with divorce
proceedings. So she agrees to string along
as his wife, mainly because he is up for
re-election to Parliament, and a divorce
would ruin him politically. But the audience learns that he has forced the fatherin-law to turn over one hundred thousand
pounds from another company to finance
purchase of an apparently worthless gold
mine. Just as everything looks like success; with the election won and the wife
reconciled, he jumps from a high window
to his death as a constituent threatens to
expose the misappropriation of funds. Then
word is received that the gold mine is a
bonanza, after all. John Lodge overacts.
Antoinette Cellier doesn't act at all. The
rest of the cast are pretty stodgy.
CAST: John Lodge, John Loder, Antoinette Cellier, Athole Stewart, Clifford Evans,
Iris Hoey, Aileen Marson, George Graves,
Frank Cochrane, Bruce Lister, Anthony
Holies, Barry Sinclair.
CREDITS: Director, Brian Desmond
Hurst; Arthur, Somerset Maugham; Screenplay, Marjorie Deans, Geoffrey Kerr;
Cameraman,
Walter
Harvey.
DIRECTION, Poor. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

the Inspector General," Nicolai
|ol farce filmed in Prague, is
Frank Speaks at Hunter
pen for an extended run at the
James Frank, Jr., in charge of
re Theater next Wednesday.
sound and projection equipment
sales for National Theater Supply
Co. and SMPE secretary, will deliver a lecture tonight at 6:45, in Room
1601 of the 2 Park Ave. Bldg., on
"Mechanics of Theatrical Motion
Picture Production," under the auspices of the Evening and Extension
Division of Hunter College. Talk is
one of a series in the current course,
"Survey of the Motion Picture

I Warren William is training his three
||ire-haired
terriers, Jack. Jill and Babs.
|r screen careers.
— M-G-M.

"Wild
Innocence"
Chute
(a kangaroo), Brian Abbott,

with

Wendy
Munro
Herman
Garfield
FAIRLY ENTERTAINING
WITH
OLD.

APPEAL

TO

BOTH

65 "Mins.
NOVELTY
YOUNG AND

"Wild Innocence," an import from Australia, based on a Cosmopolitan story by
Dorothy Cotterell, and featuring Chute, a
kangaroo, basically is a story dealing with
civilization's effect on the "rue" and
man's cruelty. Although amateurishly acted and handled, when the picture adheres
to scenes of the animals cavorting in their
natural haunts, it is most interesting. Later,
the story deals with episodes of circus
life, with Chute as the boxing kangaroo
being mistreated
by coming
his trainer.
original
owner finally
to his Chute's
rescue,
which entails a hunt on horseback for the
kangaroo and a fight to save its life. However, its elements of human appeal as well
as novelty make it something that will interest a good percentage of mass clientele.
CAST: Wendy Munro, Brian Abbott,
Ethel Baker, Harry Abdy, Joe Valli, Ron
Whelan,
Sylvia Kellway, Chute.
CREDITS: Director, Ken G. Hall; Adaptation, Edmund Seward; Cameraman, George
Heath.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

(Continued from Page

1)

search progress made by RCA
scientists with that of NBC engineers in the development of television studio technique.
Beal also will supervise the research woi'k of other RCA scientists
in motion picture sound recording
and reproducing, radio tubes, aviation and police radio, facsimile
transmission by radio, and many
radio services which RCA has produced and is developing.
The search
company's
widespread
reactvities in the
laboratories
of its services, the RCA Manufacturing Company, at Camden and
Harrison, New Jersey, the National
Broadcasting Company at Radio
City, Radiomarine Corporation of
America at New York, and the RCA
Communications, Inc. of Riverhead,
L. I., will be further expanded under the new plan of unified control.

Seeking Exemptions
From Pa. 44-Hour Law

Harrisburg, Pa. — Several hundred
applications for exemptions from
provisions
of Pennsylvania's
law wage
limiting the working
hours of all
Brewster Process Used
earners, including those in motion
houses, to 44 hours a week,
For Night Photography picture
have been filed. Hearings on the
act, which becomes effective Dec. 1,
First successful use of color pho- will be started on Friday. The act
tography at night, employing only becomes effective three months afnormal street illumination, was
ter a law went into effect limiting
claimed by "Bud" Pollard, motion the working time of women to 44
picture director, yesterday after hours, five and one-half days a week.
seeing the rushes on a series of
Broadway night-scenes, which were
made with the newly-developed
Gets "Man Hunters" Rights
Brewster three-color camera.
Kentucky and Ohio distribution
According to Pollard, marked rights to "Man Hunters of the Casavings in time and equipment
ribbean," Inter-Continent film, have
were demonstrated during the film- been acquired by Big Feature Rights
ing of the first short subject just Exchanges. Harry Segal, of Imcompleted at the Biograph studios
perial Pictures of New England,
in the Bronx. He said that hard territory.
will handle the production in that
lighting is not necessary, and filming requires an increase of not
more
than 10
p.c. over normal blackand-white
shooting.
Pollard added that 12 hours less
than are needed in other color production are necessary for preparing
rushes.

"Orphan Boy" In Frisco

"An Orphan Boy of Vienna" which
is distributed in the U. S. by General Foreign Sales Corp. has opened the International Theater in San
Francisco.

"Mayerling" Stays a 10th
"Mayerling," distributed by Pax
Films, Inc., is being held over for
the tenth week at the Filmarte Theater and still going strong. Other
hold-overs include the Europa in
Philadelphia, the Shady Oak in St.
Louis, and the Hub in Boston.

"Beethoven" Due Saturday

Instead of opening Thanksgiving
week, as previously announced, "The
Life and Loves of Beethoven" has
had its American premiere at the
Fifty-Fifth Street Playhouse advanced to Saturday of this week. A
Show, here Sunday broke all attendance records for the show since press preview will be given on Friits inception, it was said yesterday.
day night.
Field." Powell Is Big Draw
Cleveland
Powell's
appearance at the— Dick
Cleveland
Automobile

BEAL TO DIRECT RCA
TELE DEVELOPMENT

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Argentina has 27 feature pictures
scheduled for production during 1937;
there were but seven released in 1934,
10 in 1935 and 18 in 1936.

!

BUT FACTS
DON'T LIE!

Starring

CHARLES

BOYER

and

DANIELLE

DARRIEUX

2J5 In ltd tlu/id. month, on Exjotudwaq !
• It is now in its 2nd month
in Philadelphia, and
ments in 6 Skouras Theatres.

just completed

successful

engage-

• In the first week it more than doubled the high of New York's Filmarte Theatre.
• In its 10th week it continues to surpass the house's previous box office record.
Thus is the public acknowledging the unanimous critical acclaim bestowed upon this film masterpiece.

^r^r^r^r—N.
"One of the most moving dramas the screen has ever unfolded. Mr. Boyer has never been better."
— Frank Nugent, N. Y. Times
"A handsome
production
with eloquent
portrayals
by
Charles Boyer and Danielle Darrieux."
— Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald Tribune
"One of the greatest real life love stories of the ages."
— Kate Cameron, N. Y. Daily News
"Must be seen."

— William Boehnel, N. Y. World Telegram

"Excellent . . . intolerably beautiful."
—Archer Wins ten, N. Y. Post
"Long heralded 'Mayerling' proved worthy of much of its
advance praise."
■ —Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun

Presrdenf-I.

E. LOPERT

Y. Daily News

"Powerful romantic drama admirably geared to score with
audiences on this side of the Atlantic." —Film Daily
"Something
sell as
in well
this country
in the high
value of the tofilm
as the names
of theproduction
two cast
leaders."

— Motion Picture Daily

"It this is not the best picture yet turned out in France it
is mighty close to that distinction . . . should bring in business from regular American film channels." — Variety
"A choice film in any man's language." — Philadelphia Record
"Charles Boyer and Danielle Darrieux give spell binding
performances."
— Newark Star Eagle
"One of the year's finest films in any language."
— Bridgeport Herald

Gen. Mgr.— FRANK

KASSLER

JMo

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
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TEN CENTS

Parleys Due on Coast

A DEALJALLS FOR NOJRITISH CAPITAJJONTROL
earners Set Dec. 26 as Opening Date for Sears Drive
British Quota
. disturbing aspects
By CHESTER

B. BAHN

0 THE average American exhib, England
is far, far away, and the subject of
! British Quota is about as interesting
i as understandable as any theory yet
iceived by Einstein.
fet it is a fact that what is transpiring
■se days in Parliament, where a new
tish Films law is in the making, may
ectly affect not only the productions
will play in the future but his own
bncial income as well.
t is evident that there has been a tendv on the part of some to regard the
iding British legislation as not too irritant. Yet as the measure nears the
iliamentary standing committee, the deopments are such to establish that the
itrary is true.

"

j'ERTAlNLY, from the standpoint of the
' U. S. distributors, there is grave dangin the separate quota proposal, while
certain other suggestions advanced, emied in the clauses on labor costs and
1 council and in the Ostrer reciprocity
i, there is at least a suspicion that protion for the British industry approxies a secondary consideration,
he first, seemingly, is the assuring of
and costly restrictions for the Amercompanies
and
major
support
for
campaign is coming, in part, from
ish interests whose present comfortable
unes have been largely built upon the
Iving power of American films. Cricket?
I is cheerfully conceded that there have
h mutual advantages, of course. The
ted Kingdom has been and still is a
ily profitable market. World condis being what they are, it is virtually
ntial for the continued health of the
rican industry that it be retained.

.PARLIAMENT enacts a new law which
mposes severe restrictions and adds
n'srially to the cost of doing business
'ijlritain, the effect reasonably may be
Wf all along the line, from Hollywood to
*l* smallest theater in the smallest town,
lie avenue?
Obviously, lowered produc||
(Continued on Page 2)

jA

Leserman Again Co-ordinator
of 16 Campaign
Weeks'
Sales

Pay Boost Surprise
Miami, Fla. — Approximately one-third
of the employees of Wometco Theaters,
Inc., were affected by a surprise advance in salaries. Its affects execs in
all houses.

Says
Banking Syndicates Will Supply Financing, Lever

British capital, while set to finance
the Goldwyn-Korda deal for control
of United Artists, will exercise no
control of the American company
when the transaction is completed.
Definite assurance to that effect
came yesterday from two sources —
E. H. Lever, secretary of Prudential
Assurance Co., departing on the
Queen Mary for England, and DaHeaded
by
Milton
Berle,
radio
(Continued on Page 14)
vid Rose, financial adviser for Samveteran, and drawing on radio taluel Goldwyn, Inc., entraining for
ent under studio contract, RKO Ra- the Coast.
dio is preparing a full hour broadLever, while declining to directly
cast shortly to be offered for spon- deny
that(Continued
Prudential,
backer
of
sorship, The Film Daily learned
on Page 10)
yesterday.
Company thus becomes the third
major to invade the airwaves, following closely announcement last
RKO Radio announced yesterday
week that Warner Bros, had closed
that due to the congestion of book- with
American Tobacco Co. for a
ings at Radio City Music Hall during the Thanksgiving and Christmas Lucky Strike show.
In the absence of Leo Spitz, on
holidays, and its desire to have the
(Continued on Page 14)
Admission prices in at least 123
New York premiere of "A Damsel
first-run theaters throughout the
in Distress,"
co-starring
As(Continued
on Page 6)Fred
AFM to Ask Industry
country will be boosted during
Christmas and New Year's weeks,
Aid
For
Its
Jobless
Four Chi. Area Warner
simultaneously with the showing of
American Federation of Musicians Goldwyn's "The Adventures of MarHouses Now Using Flesh
co Polo," it was reported yesterday
will call upon the motion picture in- by United Artists.
Seventy-three
(Continued on Page
6)
dustry to absorb great numbers of
Chicago — Warner Bros, theaters
in this district are now using "flesh" unemployed musicians "because of
in four spots — the Stratford, the the immense value of music to the
Ogden and Capitol theaters, Chicago industry and the few musicians em- Kuykendall-Yamins-Brandt

"Sears Drive," Warners' second
annual nation-wide sales campaign
to be so-called, will open on Dec.
26 and run for 16 weeks through
Easter Sunday, it was announced
yesterday, following a special meeting of distrib. execs, and district
managers held at the home office
here.
Carl Leserman again will act as

REPORT RKO PLANNING
SPONSORED AIR SHOW

RKO SETS ASTAIRE'S
PIX FOR N. Y, RIVOLI

(Continued on Page 10)

"POLO" PRICE BOOSTS

(Continued

on

Page

13)

Selznick, Regardless of His Future
Connection, to Maintain Own Studio
The Selznick International situaNew South African Group
tion was in status quo yesterday as
to Challenge Schlesinger David O. Selznick left New York
An independent attack on the
Schlesinger hold on South African
exhibition crystallizes with
the arrival today in New York of
Phillip S. Pohl, representing a fresh
combination of South African inter(Continued

on Page

13)

City for Baltimore, with Chicago a
subsequent stop on his return trip
to the Coast following weeks spent
in the East.
While proposals made both by
United Artists, through which he
now releases,
and onMetro
(Continued
Page 6)are pend-

Confab Time Is Not Definite

No date has been definitely set for
the proposed conference among Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president, Nathan Yamins, president of Allied
States, and Harry Brandt, ITOA
chief, for the purpose of discussing
a fair trade
practice
program,
Kuy(Continued
on Page
6)

Mistake Nets Duals
Elk City, Okla.— Johnny Wisdom, Elk
Theater manager, got his bookings
mixed up and gave local movie-goers
a double-bill yesterday as a result, figuring since he had to pay for them
he might as well show them.

British Quota

3$

. . . disturbing aspects
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Thalberg's Estate $4,500,000;
Trust Funds to Wife, Children
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — An estate valued at
$4,500,000 was left by Irving Thalberg, late M-G-M producer, it was
revealed yesterday. Gross of $4,469,013.08 was reduced by income,
estate and inberitance taxes to $2,244,000, the bulk of which is to be
split into three trust funds.
Shearer,
is Norma
to receive
incomeThalberg's
from onewidow,
trust
fund for remainder of her life; her
son and daughter are to receive incomes from two other thirds until
each is 35 years old at which time
they receive the principal. Thalberg's parents and relatives were
provided for to the amount of $366,000.
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your ad with the realism
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Eureka "Ecstasy" Action
Goes to Statutory Court

Federal Judge John C. Knox yesterday sent the case instituted by
(.Continued from Pane 1)
Eureka Productions, Inc., against
tion budgets, dictated by a cut in the U. K. Gov. Herbert H. Lehman; John J.
distribution
percentage.
Bennett, Attorney General; Frank P.
This industry over a period of years
Graves, Commissioner of Education,
has taught its consuming public to expect
and Irwin Esmond, Director of the
increasingly expensive, multi-star producMotion Picture Division of the Detions; let there be a too noticeable trimpartment of Education of the State
ming, and the b.o. result will be highly
of New York, to a statutory court
unpleasant.
for trial.
Judges will be Circuit Judge MarAssert Skouras Theaters
tin T. Manton and Federal Judges
Robert T. Patterson and Samuel
Ready to Eliminate Games Mandelbaum. Eureka Productions
seeks vindication of the contents of
Skouras theaters are definitely in
film "Ecstasy" which New York
favor of eliminating games despite the
State censors and the Department of
the fact that the circuit has inaugurated giveaway policies in several Education declared to be "obscene"
of its Long Island houses, it was and "immoral."
announced yesterday in the current
issue of the Independent, official George Friedl, Jr., Named
ITOA publication.
IPC Sound Engineering Head
The notice read:
Herbert Griffin, vice-president of
"Despite published news that
Skouras has instituted games in Internationa] Projector Corp., anseveral of its Long Island theaters,
nounced formally yesterday the apthe ITOA has nevertheless definite
pointment of George Friedl, Jr., as
assurance that Skouras will elimi- director of the Sound Engineering
nate games when the other theaters Division of the company. Among
do likewise. In other words, Skou- his immediate duties, it is said, will
ras is still in favor of the plan. But be launching of a wide survey of
it can hardly be blamed for resort- sound reproduction requirements for
ing to games if its competition uses the motion picture field, and to make
recommendations with respect to
The giveaway situation was not
design. Friedl's apmentioned
yesterday at the regular new equipment
pointment is linked with the comthem."
meeting
of the ITOA. President
pany's
preparations
for the
Harry Brandt discussed labor trends,
facture on a large scale
of manusound
insurance and methods of reducing equipment under its recently acoverhead with the other members.
quired licenses.

Return William Fox Warrant
On Order of Jersey Court
U. S. Marshal returned to Federal
Court yesterday a warrant issued
for William Fox at the instigation
of the Capital Co., a California corporation which is a judgment creditor of Fox. Warrant's return resulted from receipt of a letter from
Cravath, de Gersdorff, Swain &
Wood, counsel for the Capital Co.,
advising that the Federal Court in
New Jersey had ordered the withdrawal. Originally the warrant was
issued in connection with the action of creditors against Fox which
subsequently resulted in his fine by
Judge William Bondv in the amount
of $235,082 and $10,000 for attorney
fees. Fox failed to appear when
called for supplementary proceedings.

Radin and De Sarro Quit
Republic Ad Department
Paul Radin, assistant advertising
and publicity director of Republic
Pictures, and Rodney De Sarro, art
director, resigned yesterday. Both
are expected to announce new connections shortly.

Beach

House

Reopening

Miami Beach, Fla. — The Sheridan
Theater will open for the season
Nov. 21.

Saenger

House Opening

Pensacola, Fla. — The Rex, newest
of the Saenger houses is to open
here tomorrow.

cominc mid Gom
SYDNEY R. KENT, president of 20thleaves for the Coast today, and expects to
gone a month.
DAVID
O. SELZNICK,
president
of Selzi
International,
left for Baltimore
by train
terday morning,
and goes from
there to (
cago where
he rejoins his party.
GEORGE CUKOR, MRS. DAVID O. SELZNI
DR. MARK RABWIN and his wife, MARCE!
RABWIN. Selznick's executive assistant at
BOBBIE KEON, SI executive secretary to S>
nick, and HAL KERN, SI film editor, left
night on the Century for the Coast. They
Selznick
in Chicago.
DAVID ROSE, financial adviser to San
Coldwyn, Inc., and his wife, left for the C<
yesterday
afternoon
on the Century.
RUSSELL BIRDWELL, SI publicity chief,
his executive secretary, MARY McBRIDE
for the Coast
by plane yesterday afternooi
WELDON HEYBURN, flew in from the O
yesterday and goes back today by plane to s
in a new
picture.
MARY
BRIAN
is at the Warwick.
GEORCE ARLISS and MRS. ARLISS leave
the Coast
tomorrow.
HARRY
HERSHFIELD
is back
in New
from
Hollywood.
THEODORE KOMISARJEVSKY docked in I
Mary.
York yesterday
on the Champlain.
E. H. LEVER,
of Prudential
Assurance
sailed
for
England
yesterday
on
the Qt
SIC
is due
weeks.

WHITMAN.
back
in

MARLENE
Monday.
York aboard

the

Universal
district mana
New
York office in

DIETRICH
is
the Normandie,

en
route
to
arriving here

I

HAROLD S. DUNN, general manager of '
ner Brothers Pictures in the Far East, arri
in New
York today from Los Angeles.
RANDOLPH SCOTT arrives in New York
day by plane from Hollywood to spend a si
vacation with his sister, MRS. CARL ROBBE
who
is en route from Stockholm,
Sweden.
SOL EDWARDS, GN's eastern division man
er, has left the home office for Philadelphia.
ANATOL LITVAK, film director, has arri
Europe.
in New York from the Coast, en route

DAYS

ROSALIE
and

CHRISTMAS!
Santa Claus and
Leo have something there!
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LOYAL
to the Blazing Tradition of

Here Comes the Navy'
and
'Devil Dogs of the Air |
A Thrill-Filled Film as Big as Both — with a i
News Topic Bigger, Bolder and Timelier
Than Ever Before from

WARNER

BROS,

i

FIRST BLAST STARTS THIS WBJ
Set For 1500 Cities-To Be F<<

Pat O'Brien
Vayne Morris
Sleorge Brent
NK McHUGH'DORlS WESTON •Directed by LLOYD BACON
n Play by Frank Wead, Warren Duff and Lawrence Kimbie • From a Story by Frank
iti

• Music by Max Steiner • A First National Picture • A Cosmopolitan Production

V hi A Colossal Cross-Country 30-Day Poster Barrage
(By A Gigantic Day-And-Date Newspaper Campaign!
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"POLO" PRICE BOOST!;
FROM 10 TO 25 GENT

SELZNICK DEAL HAS
NOT YET BEEN SIGNED

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

J

ing, it was learned authoritatively
that Selznick has signed no new
commitment thus far. Further, it
was pointed out that a deal is not a
deal until papers are signatured.
Whether Selznick renews with
United Artists or eventually determines to ally with another major
company for distribution of his pictures, it was definitely established
yesteday that he will continue to
maintain his own studios and organization setup on the SI "lot".
It is understood that Selznick, upon his week-end arrival on the Coast,
will have further conferences with
both UA and M-G-M executives.
Counter proposals, it was said, are
not unlikely.
While it is known that Samuel
Goldwyn and Alexander Korda, during their recent discussions in New
York, gave some consideration to
Selznick's replacement, such action
was essentially protective. Both, it
was reported, left for the Coast
feeling there was an excellent chance
Selznick would stay.

Kuykendall-Yamins-Brandt
Confab Time Is Not Definite
(Continued from Page

1)

kendall stated yesterday in a wire
to The Film Daily from his home
in Columbus, Miss. Kuykendall also
said that no date had been set for
the annual meeting of the MPTOA
board of directors which had been
tentatively scheduled for early December.
Nathan Yamins, in response to an
invitation from Brandt, indicated
that he was willing to meet with
the other two exhibitor leaders at a
luncheon session in New York on
Kuykendall's
may necessithe meeting
for all con-

NOVEMBER 18
Frances Marion
Eugenia Gilbert
Margaret Seddon
Claude Macgowan

starlets to help him
and by practical and dramatic demonstration he will show why a commodity, such as a motion picture, sells with a catch phrase
or why it doesn't
which
is equally as important
come out and listen
you may
learn something that will give you a new slant on the Selling
Slogan
T
T
▼
• •
•
OVER AT United Artists ad and pub dep't
Myer Beck
has a new sec named Dorothy Campbell
she looks so much like
another girl in the office named Ann Foody that all the personnel are
in a daze frying to sort them out properly
when we entered the
office of Monroe
Greenthal, he was talking to Miss Campbell
after a long confab, he suddenly realized he was talking to the wrong
gal
"What can be done about it?" Mister Greenthal asked us,
all bewildered
"Hook
'em up as Siamese
twins and call 'em
United Artists for a publicity gag," we said helpfully
▼
T
T
• •
•
SWELL FRONT at the Broadway
Paramount
with the title "Ebb
Tide"
in separate
block
letters moving
back and forward to convey the impression of a moving tide.
the letters done in a beautiful color effect that gets over graphically the info that here is a Technicolor picture
the tide of
customers is ebbing steadily toward the box-office
T
T
▼
• •
• IF YOU ask Lou Berkoff, who operates the Esquire and La
Tosca Theaters in Los Angeles
it's a small world, after all
Lou recalls that in 1929, as one of "The Berkoff Dancers"
he was
appearing in a C. B. Cochran show in London
and Jessie Matthews was the ingenue, and Sonnie Hale the juvenile
Lou and
Jessie and Sonnie became
very clubby
they are clubby once
more
for Lou is showing on his screens a Jessie Matthews picture
directed by Sonnie Hale
T
T
T
• •
• ANOTHER
cocktail
party
given
by the New
York Paramount Theater this afternoon for Frances Langford. . .
• The members of the Association of Foreign Press Correspondents will be the guests of Sam Sax at a studio party at the Vitaphone studios this afternoon
T
T
T
• •
•
AT THE Stork Club
a swank party for Clarence Budington Kelland
author of "Stand-In"
producer Walter Wanger to gents of the press
of the working press got there a trifle late

given last evening by
we being a member
and met the last of the

revellers leaving
we didn't get a cocktail
but we got a
cordial greeting from the ritzy gentleman acting as Stand-in at the door
for the Stork people
he assured us that it had been a lovely party
we thanked him so much
and walked right out again

«

«

«

»

»

»

RKO

Sets Astaire's Pix
For the New York Riv>
(Continued from Page

1)

taire and Burns and Allen, coinc
with the 200 day-and-date bookir
during Thanksgiving week, the p
ture will go into the Rivoli Thea
for a four-week engagement sta(
ing Wednesday, Nov. 24.
"A Damsel in Distress" will the
fore become available to the R!
Metropolitan circuit of theaters
the boom business that accomp..:
ies the Christmas and New Y>'
holiday season, at the time wf'
the movie public in the countr1;
key theaters will be seeing the i
ture.
Of the advance 200 day-and-dn
bookings, 170 represent first-runs
key cities, while the remaining
take in first-runs in smaller cit '

HflflnClflL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High
Low
Am.
Seat
151/4
151/4
17
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd..
13/4 13/4
Con. Fm. Ind
8
8
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
I6IV2
Loew's,
Inc
59 160
571/g

do

pfd

102

Paramount

Clcse I
151/4 +
17
4

102

1%
2%

2

Best wishes from The Film Daily to
the following on their birthday:

T
T
T
• IN ANY event
we are here to state that Processor Wheeler puts on a Swell Act
he will have two RKO

10

-J^M3)

•

0

tRTHV

•

George
and
generalSchaefer,
manager vice-presid*1
of UA, i
nounced the inauguration of the t
tion-wide admission hike on Nov.
when he reported that exhibitc
had agreed to raise their prii
with the release of "Marco Pol

16

••'

• •
•
DON'T
SELL the steak
sell the "sizzle"
that's
what this chap Elmer Wheeler will tell the luncheoneers at the AMPA
get-together today
at the International Casino
Mister Wheeler
as prexy of the Tested Selling Institute claims that over fifteen million
customers prove his selling points are correct
he will demonstrate
in his talk how words can be made to move men, money and mountains
so his pressagent claims
mebbe he can teach us film mugs
how to move movies out of the red info the black

houses
have booked
"Marco
P6i<
for Christmas
week
and 50 ni(
will play the picture the followi:
week, it was learned.
A minimum
rise of 10 cents
indicated by early reports receivi
by UA, while some houses are i
cents.
vancing their scales as high as '

8

larp*S
' W

I I II *4. DALY

/4

Detroit V. C. Party
Detroit — Variety Club is holding
a Thanksgiving party Saturday
night at the Book Cadillac Hotel.

WITH

571

Dec. 14. However,
previously made plans
tate postponement of
until a time convenient
cerned.

1)

1)

Paramount
1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe
Film
RKO

pfd.. 102 102
10213% -+
pfd.. H1/4 133/s
1234
12%
63/4 6i/2 121/2
6V2 - •

23i/2 231/2
231/2
+
3%
53/8 51/4
51/4 20th Century-Fox
..
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
99"
do pfd
98%
8%
73/4
73/4 - j
983/4
MARKET
NEW
YORK BOND
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww
193/4
Para. B'way 3s55

Warner's

6s39

NEW
YORK
Grand
National
Monogram
Picts.
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
N.

CURB
1 1/4
2
193^
31/s

Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

MARKET
1 Va
1 'A
2
19

STOCK

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6l/2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43...
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f
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A
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.v :< REVIEWS Of THE IIEUJ f ILOIS ik :<
"Submarine D-l"
with Pat O'Brien, George
Brent,
Wayne
Morris, Frank McHugh
arners

98 Mins.

FINE THRILL MELLER OF THE NAVY
RVICE WITH STRONG CAST AND
CK CLIMAX WITH SUNKEN SUB.
This one is made strictly for the thrill
is, and
probably
will exercise
slight
rime appeal except for the gals who like
lir sailor gobs and such, but they are
nty. Grand performances are turned in
a quartet of men — Pat O'Brien as the
ty officer on a submarine; George Brent,
sub commander;
Wayne
Morris, the
Idy of O'Brien and rival for the girl's
actions; and Frank
McHugh,
the gob
3 lends the comedy
interest.
Doris
iston lends effective femme lure as the
The plot is the formula
stuff up
the big climax.
The two rivals bicker
d naturedly and try to slip it over on
h other where the young lady is conned. But the technique of the Navy
'ice is entirely different, for it ines the practical application of a new
:ue air-chamber that has been perfected
D'Brien. Then the submarine is ordered
;ea for maneuvers, in command of Brent
with Morris
as the petty officer.
rieri is on shore putting the final test
his rescue device.
The sub is rammed
a cruiser, and sinks to the bottom,
n the thrills start, and they hold you
>e for many
long sequences.
One
:er is injured, and the problem
is to
him to the top, as he cannot operate
air-lungs and pull himself to the suron the guide line, as the others do
after another.
Then the air-chamber
es to the rescue, and the injured man
ought safely to the surface. The techI detail is fine, and the action very
ral and certainly filled with suspense.
I direction by Lloyd Bacon
is superb,
the production is certainly a credit to
U. S. Navy personnel and discipline.
\ST: Pat O'Brien, George Brent, Wayne
is, Frank
McHugh,
Doris
Weston,
y O'Neill, Dennie
Moore, Veda Ann
, Regis Toomey,
Broderick
Crawford,
Ridgeley, Owen King, Wally Maher,
Fletcher.
1EDITS: Director, Lloyd Bacon; Author,
t Wead;
Screenplay,
Frank
Wead,
en Duff, Lawrence
Kimble;
Editor,
jam Holmes; Cameraman, Arthur Ede*ECTION, Very
Excellent.

Good.

PHOTOGRA-

)rd-Pathe Trial on Today
Ijournment was taken until toil in the action of Phillips Lord,
;n professionally as Seth Parkgainst Pathe Film Corp. Plainalleges
that
the
defendant
id to share half the expenses
utfitting and operating a vesj/hieh carried a film expedition
icific islands to make a feature
pn picture, and share profits
the enterprise equally.
Pathe
arged with having withdrawn
the deal. Trial of the case ben Federal Court yesterday beJudge John W. Clancy.

Jarry

"Storm
In A Teacup"
with Vivien Leigh, Rex Harrison,
Cecil Parker, Sara Allgood
United Artists
86 Mins.
AMUSING SCOTTISH ELECTION STORY

with

"Uncivilized"
Hoey, Margot Rhys,

Dennis

Box Office Attractions,

Inc.

Ashton
78

PROVIDING

fOREIGn

*

Mins.

UNUSUAL PIX WITH ENOUGH ACTION AND ADVENTURE TO ENTERTAIN THE "MELLER" FANS.
A political furore about a dog is created
This production is amateurish, with a
in this new Korda presentation, with the loosely knit and slightly unbelievable story,
comedy situation deftly handled through- but the magnificent backgrounds provided
out so that the humor is not typically Eng- by the jungle, desert and mountains in
lish, and should get just as much appreciation from audiences over here as it would and around the Kimberly range, in Northern Australia, coupled with enough wild
in England. Rex Harrison, a young English
and woolly action should prove good enreporter, gets a job on the only paper in
tertainment inthe melodrama spots. Marthe Scottish town of Baikie. Assigned to
got Rhys, a young novelist, decides to
interview the Provost, Cecil Parker, who penetrate the unknown Kimberly district
is running for Parliament, he is unfavor- and search for the mythical white ruler of
ably impressed when Parker refuses to talk a tribe of natives. Ashton Jarry, a Mounted
to Sara Allgood, a destitute ice cream Policeman, disguises himself as an Afghan
vendor, who has had her dog taken by the trader, and after several days of guiding
authorities because of inability to pay the
the party he abducts Miss Rhys for use as
license fee; and he further dislikes Parker
in to the forbidden terrifor his arrogant and dictatorial method of a luretory intoan get
effort to break up the dope
dealing with the people. The owner of smuggling ring that keeps the savages in
the paper leaves that night on a short trip, a state of war. Jarry knows that there is
and Harrison replates the front page with a white king and that he seeks a white
a scathing editorial about Parker that
bride, but he reaches the forbidden terriarouses a furore in the town. Vivien Leigh,
tory that Dennis Hoey rules only after a
the Provost's daughter, has met Harrison narrow escape from a mad native killer
and they are mutually attracted, and she who tracks his party. Hoey takes the girl
understands his reason for attacking her
but shows surprising intelfather. At a big rally the next night, as his wife,
ligence with the girl in not forcing his
Parker is literally barked off the stage, and attentions on her, with the result that she
word of the trouble reaches the London
is strongly attracted to him. Kenneth
papers with an influx of cameramen and Brampton, the opium smuggler, is trapped
reporters taking place. The leader of the
by Jarry, and after a savage battle between
Scottish party arrives for a dinner at Park- the deposed witch doctor and his ally, the
er's home, but the dinner is broken up by
the news that the impounded dog has been mad killer, with the killer's tribe at their
back, Hoey's warriors emerge victorious,
stolen, and a horde of dogs are turned with
the witch doctor and the killer dead.
loose in Parker's house in a very funny When Jarry leaves, Miss Rhys refuses to
sequence. Parker has Harrison arrested,
go with him and stays in the jungle as
but his daughter, when summoned as a
witness for the prosecution, says she is the white ruler's queen. The action is
realistic and blood curdling in the fight
married to Harrison and can't testify. Park- scenes, and the native dances and rites
er realizes his error and calls off the trial,
restores the dog to its owner, and regains are eerie beyond words. The cast is adequate for what they have to do. Mention
his popularity with his election assured,
of the backgrounds is deserved again, with
and he forgives his daughter and Harrison,
Chauvel's
selections
excellent.
who get married. Produced by Victor Sa- Director
CAST: Dennis Hoey, Margot Rhys, Ashvile for Korda's London Films Company, this
ton Jarry, Marcelle Marnay, Kenneth
picture should draw well with American
audiences as it is a well produced comedy, Brampton, Victor Fitzherbert, E. G. Howell,
that is actually funny throughout. Miss Edward Silveni, P. Dwyer, Rita Aslim, John
Fernside, Jessica Malone, Richard Mazar,
Leigh is an attractive and competent ac- cis.
tress, and Parker gives an excellent por- Z. Gee, D. McNiven, P. Rutledge, C. Frantrayal as the arrogant, self-centerd Provost.
CREDITS: Produced by Expeditionary
Harrison is adequate in his role, and Sara
Allgood provides plenty of laughs. Ursula Films Ltd., in Australia; Direction and
Jeans, as the wife of Gus McNaughton, Screenplay, Chafes Chauvel; Cameraman,
publisher of the paper, is well cast, and
Presented at the New Amthe whole cast deserves credit for their T. Higgins;
sterdam Theater.
performances.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
CAST: Vivien Leigh, Rex Harrison, Cecil Good.
Parker, Sara Allgood, Ursula Jeans, Gus
McNaughton, Edgar Bruce, Robert Hale,
UAC Dividend Up 5 Cents
Quinton MacPherson, Arthur Wontner, Eliot
Makeham, George Pughe, Arthur Seaton,
Montreal — United Amusement
Cecil Mannering, Ivor Bernard, Cyril Smith,
Corporation, Ltd., will pay total diviW. G. Fay, and Scruffy, the dog.
dends of 75 cents a share compared
CREDITS: Producer, Victor Saville; Asso- with 70 cents last year, as a result
ciate Producer, Stanley Haynes; Directed of a declaration of 45 cents a share
by Victor Saville and Ian Dalrymple; from on the "A" and "V" shares and
a play by, Bruno Frank; Screenplay, James voting trust certificates for six
Bridie; Cameraman, Mutz Greenbaum; months ended Oct. 31, payable Nov.
Edited by Hugh Stewart and Cyril Randell. 30 to shareholders of record Nov. 15.
DIRECTION, Skillful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
New dividend follows one on May
Fair.

WITH NOVEL TWIST
TY OF LAUGHS.

*

PLEN-

31, announcing 30 cents per share.

"Versprich
MirNothing")
Nichts"
("Promise
Me
with

Viktor Heinrich
de Kowa,George
Louise

American Tobis
GAY
CAST.

Co.

Ulrich,

103 Mins.

AND AMUSING COMEDY, SKILLFULLY PRODUCED WITH A CAPABLE

The story of a young lady who sells her
husband's pictures under her own name,
when he refuses to peddle them, provides
a fast moving comedy plot for this new
German importation. Viktor de Kowa refuses to sell his paintings as he believes
that they still need improvement before
being publicly exhibited, but Louise Ulrich,
his wife, thinks differently and sells the
pictures because she thinks they are good,
and they need the money. As he only
signs an "M" on the pictures, his wife
has no difficulty carrying on the impersonation, but a climax is reached when after she
has been commissioned to do a large mural
her husband refuses to help her out. However, his creative spirit gets the best of
him and he does the mural, which is widely acclaimed as a great work of art. His
wife publicly admits her deception and
everything is straightened out, with the
two lovers happy once more as he becomes
fjrmly established as a great artist. Heinrich George, as the art dealer who implores Miss Ulrich to leave her shiftless
husband and marry him, steals a large
share of the acting honors, but de Kowa
and Miss Ulrich turn in smooth performances with enough restraint to prevent
the ever-present comedy situations from
becoming too farcical at any time. Wolfgang Liebeneiner deserves a lot of praise
for his deft direction of the picture, as
well as the rest of the cast for their adequate support of the principals.
CAST: Viktor de Kowa, Louise Ulrich,
Heinrich George, Hubert von Meyerinck,
Will Dohm, Charlotte Daudert, Hans Herman Schaufuss, P. W. Kruger, Maria
kus.
Wanck, Leopold von Lebedur, Erich DunsCREDITS: Produced by Terra Films; Directed byWolfgang Liebeneiner; Presented
at the Garden Theater with all German
dialogue and titles.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Buffalo to Get First
New House In 10 Years
Buffalo — Dewey Michaels, operator of the Palace, and interested in
the Allendale and Plaza, community
film theaters, has announced that he
will build a 1,000-seat theater, to>
cost $150,000, in the north section
of Buffalo. It will be the first new
theater constructed here in ten years,,
and is expected to be ready early
in the spring of 1938.
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YOU'LL BUST YOURem
A
S0CKAR00!
YOU'LL BREAK

DOWN, MORE LIKELY

THAN NOT, WATCHING THE
4 HORSEMEH OF HILARITY
GO ROOND AND ROUND"

IT MOVED YESTERDAY'!
LAUGHTER, BURSTS OF SEAMS,
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HOE LACES LAUGHING!
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AN
HILARIOUSLY
NONSENSICAL
PICTURE
MAKES HILARITY A
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WOEFULLY INSUFFICIENT
WORD FOR DESCRIPTION!"
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20 FEATURES BEFORE British Capital, While Financing UA
SGREENO, BINGO BOTH
*
■
?
<
HIT BY NEB. RULIN
CAMERAS IN BRITAIN Deal, Is Not Set to Exercise Control

1

London (By Cable) — Twenty newproductions are in work at British
studios, with Denham the most active. It has A. E. W. Mason's "The
Drum", the film about the Matterhorn, "The Challenge," Merle Oberon's new stellar feature, "Over the
Moon", Grade Fields' 20th CenturyFox production, "He Was Her Man",
and the M-G-M picture, "A Yank at
Oxford" in work.
At Pinewood only the new Jessie
Matthews picture, for Gaumont
British, "Sailing- Along", is before
the cameras, production having- been
completed on the Nova Pilbeam picture, "Young- and Innocent".
At the Gainsborough studios
shooting is in progress on "Bank
Holiday", almost completed; and on
the Herbert Wilcox feature, "Blondes
for Danger", with Gordon Harker.
In work at Sound City are George
King's "Sexton Blake and the
Master Criminal," and Tom Walls'
comedy, "Second Best Bed".
"Sweet Racket", "The Terror"
and Mayflower's "Vessel of Wrath",
with Erich Pommer producing, are
before the cameras at Elstree. In

(Continued from I'ayc 1}

Korda's London Films, had no part
in the financing, said he represented "a number of banking- syndicates" primarily involved in the
deal.
He declined to identify them.
Questioned specifically as to Cazenove, Akroid & Co., Lever smilingly
replied, "I never heard of them".
Rose, however, confirmed that this
banking house loomed importantly,
ing. would control the English financand

Completion
In Month
Final signing of all papers in the
deal probably will be completed within a month, Lever said. The British
financial interests, he said, must be
given time to examine all the data
he has collected over here. At the
same time, he explained, there are
several legal aspects that have to be
straightened out, but he doubted if
they were of sufficient importance
to block the entire deal.
Lever was emphatic in declaring
that operation of the company, when
the deal is consummated, will be
strictly on a 50-50 basis, with policies determined by both the American and English ends of the business.
work at Ealing is George Formby's
As to the number of members of
"I See Ice"; at Walton-on-Thames,
George Smith is directing "Paid in the new board, Lever said there was
Error"; At Teddington is the War- a Question of "a domestic nature"
and could not be answered at this
ner feature, "Thistledown"; at Wembly the 20th Century-Fox "Murder time. He also declined to say whether
in the Family"; at Cricklewood. the English banking- interests would
have board membership.
Olenrose Productions is filming "The
Lever would not comment on the
Vengeance of Kali" and British National is progressing on "Mr. Reeder report that the stock held by Charles
Sees It Through".

Hoffberg Shorts Booked
J. H. Hoffberg Co. Inc., has closed
a deal with the New Criterion theater for current exhibition of the
first of a series of Magna Color
Shorts, "Santa Catalina," produced
by Consolidated Films Inc. for Hoffberg release. The second of the series "Yellowstone Park" has already
been bought by the Trans-Lux Theaters.

SICK REPORT
Buffalo — George Walker, manager of Shea's North Park Theater,
is in Emergency Hospital, recovering from injuries suffered when
struck by a hit-skip driver.
Buffalo — Charles Johnson, for
years a salesman for Fox and Columbia here, and also in Albany, is
critically ill in General
Hospital.

Four Chi. Area Warner
Houses Now Using Flesh

Chaplin, Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks would be pledged as security for the British loan, nor was
he "prepared to answer" if the British government had been kept informed of the UA developments.
Commenting generally, Lever said
he was returning to England "very
happy" over what had transpired.
He saw in the deal an excellent opportunity for the building up of real
cooperation between America and
Britain.
"No
Change
In Operation"
Rose asserted that UA would continue to operate as it has in the
past. He said he expected that the
deal would be formally closed withtwo weeks after Lever's arrival
in in
London,
Rose also had no comment to make
on the disposition of the PickfordChaplin-Fairbanks stock and would
not say whether the stock would be
pledged by the company against a
loan. He flatly denied that English
capital will provide funds for the
Goldwyn and Walter Wanerer productions in answer to specific questions.
Queried as to whether or not the
British Government was interested
in the deal, he said that he believed
it had been kept informed on the
progress
and scope of the negotiations.
With reference to the association
of other producers with UA when
the deal is closed, Rose said that negotiations were being started now
with several top producers.

SAG Gets Signed Contract
From Mentone Productions

(Continued from Page 1)
Screen Actors Guild yesterday reand the Paramount theater, Hamceived a signed contract from Menmond, Ind. Most of these bills cover tone Productions. Pact follows on
the week-end programs, with the
Capitol theater featuring Morris B. the heels of the Educational PicSachs radio winners on the week
tures signing and contains the same
day program.
►. r
exceptions. Main differences beThe American theater has added
tween New York and Coast convaude to the week-end film bills.
tracts are provision for local arbitration of local disputes; substitution of New York law for CaliforManchester, N. H.— The Strand
Theater has inaugurated stage atnia law; and term of one year in
tractions Fridays and Saturdays of lieu of ten.
each week under a new policy.
Decision in the second appeal of
"March of Time" for newsreel classification is expected a week from
Lincoln, Neb. — Howard Federer,
general manager of the Westland Friday, according to Mrs. Florence
Theaters, Inc., plans to have vaude- tive.
Marston, SAG eastern representaville in the Varsity here by Thanksgiving.

"Ebb Tide" Opens Big
Haboush's New Company

Detroit — William P. Haboush,
Kansas City, Kan. — John Mc- who has installed equipment in sevManus, manager of Loew's Midland
eral of Detroit's prominent amuseTheater at Kansas City, Mo., is
ment spots, has organized the Metat Menorah Hospital recovering
ropolitan Sound Co. He is expandfrom a severe cold and sinus infecing his business and has opened
tion. He is expected back at his larger and more centrally located
duties early next week.
quarters at 4762 Woodward
Ave.

. Paramount's Technicolor production "Ebb Tide", got off to a flying
start with its New York premiere
at the Paramount Theater yesterday. At 4 p.m. more than 15,038
persons had entered the house which
surpassed the opening day figure
at that hour set by "Artists And
Models".

Lincoln, Neb. — Attorney Genei
Hunter has ruled that Screeno a
Bingo are lottery violations. TI
ruling covers more ground than t
earlier banko one, since not on
theaters, but churches, organ iz
tions and clubs have depended
both for money raising stunts.
Hunter has advised Glen Van \\\
of Gothenburg, Neb., that he mig
donate the $200 undistributed ba
night pool at his theater to roli
if he desired, although it was wit
in his (Van Wye's) right to keep

Arrest Two Theater Men
for Resort to Giveaw,
Newark, O. — Frank King, man
ger, and Joseph Hockenberry, ass
tant manager of the Midland The
ter here, are under $100 bond to a
pear in Municipal Court, charg
with violating an anti-gambling (
der issued last July by Comra
Please Judge Slabaugh. Both we
arrested last week at the conclusi
of a money give-away, and appal
tus used in the draw was seized.

DEATH RECORD
Walter Brink
Detroit— Walter Brink, 37, vii
president of the Engineering Si
cialties Corp., died from pneumot
after an illness of six weeks. Bri
was one of the early sound pictc
men and an organizer of the Di
Fone Co. of Detroit. Survivors i
his widow and three children.
Don Gottlieb
Detroit — Don Gottlieb, 11, son
Mannie Gottlieb, branch manager1
the Detroit office of Universal Pi'
Exchanges, died Nov. 15. He to
been suffering from an attack
acute lymphatic leukemia since Se)
1, but to
it was
thoughtBesides
he was his
on gt1
way
recovery.
rents, he is survived by a broth'
Burial was in Woodmere Cemete*
Mrs.

M.

J. Landry

Donaldsonville,
La. — Mrs. Ml
Landry, daughter of Sidney Ha^
veteran Louisiana exhibitor, died
her home here Nov. 15 following!
Caesarian
operation.
The child w
saved.
W. S. McDaniel

McComb, Miss.—
W. S. McDanii
father-in-law
of
Gaston
Duvet,
Saenger buyer,
died here Nov.
and was buried the following dq
Fred Clinton

Pascagoula, of
Miss.Houston
— Fred CintC
father-in-law
(DuM
Duvall, Columbia exchange manaj
er at New Orleans died here.
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"JMW from Udlywood "lots

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Time Out For Play

jUR Passing Show: Bette Davis,
Tom Brown, Lou Brock, Charles
mnett,
Robert
Wilcox,
Johnny
jwns, Judith Allen, Barbara Read,
3ah Beery, Jr., Fred Kohler, Jr.,
lula Stone, Johnny Maschio, Diana
pwis, Ozzie Nelson, Carter Lud7, at Charles Pelgram's party in
nor of Lady Hunlocke and Don£ Barry; Edward
Ludwig,
Buck
|nes, Howard J. Green, Gus Kahn,
•n Bard, Lou Ostrow, Joe Sherman,
Ick Chertok, Milton Berle, Nat
[ithstein at Los Angeles Bulldogslichester Tigers game.

WHO'S
•

•

•

WHO

Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD

Interesting Personalities: No.

172

•

©

•

JACK CHERTOK. Producer of M-G-M short subjects and head of short
*J subject department. Previous experience as head of music department
(5 years) and head of dance directors. Also has camera, script, and assistant
director experience. Born in Atlanta, Ga. Educated there and New York City. Most impressive childhood memory: decision to become motion picture producer. Favorite exercise: yelling
at prizefights. Has introduced new ideas and
new talent in shorts since taking over guiding
reins two years ago. Won several Academy
awards for best production of year. Reads
histories and biographies, and admires Eugene
O'Neil and Noel Coward. Married Florence
Murray and has two children, Vivian, age two
years, and William Irving, aged six months.
Loves football games. Sports: golf, swimming
and tennis. Has traveled extensively in U. S.,
Mexico and Canada. Stands 5, 11. Eyes, brown.
Hair, black.

/>

20 Disney Shorts in Work
With the completion at the Walt
Disney studios of "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs'" the first fulllength animated feature in the history of motion pictures, the staff of
700 artist animators and technicians concentrating on the production of 20 short subjects.
T

T

T

Add Three to Cast
Cast additions for the Jack HoltKatherine De Mille picture were
made by Columbia, when Rosalind
Keith, Margaret Irving and Maurice Murphy were signed for this
feature. Known as "Murderers'
Welcome" during early stages of
production, the Philip Wylie story
and screen play will be released
as "Under Suspicion."
T
T
▼
Missing: 72 Monkeys
Lanfield to Vacation
Seventy-two of the 158 monkeys
Sidney Lanfield, after supervisnch escaped from the set in the
ing the cutting of "Love and
ajor Studios where Bing Crosby's of 10 city blocks with many of tnem
lice and boys joining in the hunt, Hisses," which he directed for 20th
octor Rhythm" is being filmed
Century-Fox, will disappear into
re still at large last night with a seeking refuge in stores and homes. armed with nets and traps of vari- the
Arizona desert for a prolonged
all army of men and boys try- Crosby's offer of $2 for each animal
ous kinds. The escape of the mon- vacation on advice of his physikeys caused a temporary halt in cians.
f to capture the animals. The captured resulted in several hunmkeys are scattered over an area
dred studio and zoo employees, po- the production of "Doctor Rhythm."

;w South African Group
to Challenge Schlesinger
(Continued from Page

1)

«ls operating as Associated Film
<L Ltd.
Pohl arrives today from Boston,
\i ere it was learned he had already
t'ned a deal with Grand National
1 1 product.
What other programs
had been able to buy could not
|learned.
Pohl also purposes to
jange theater equipment deals for
Jstruction
situations. of a theater circuit in
)tto Bolle was dispatched by 20th
dtury-Fox last month to make a
yey of the theater situation, and
| Loew
interests have already
f'ken ground for several houses.
]anwhile,
a UA-Stuart
Doyle
ith African deal is in the mak-

ti Center

Building

Leases

easing of space to Artcinema
n Exchange, Inc., to be used as a
ing office was announced yeslay by Cross & Brown Co., agents
Film Center Building. At the
ie time it was reported that Wie|iold & Hubbard, motion picture
:hinery engineers, had leased a
•e, and Times Pictures, Inc., had
jwed its lease on 4th floor quar-

One Solution
Providence, R. I.— There'll be no more
arnivals and circuses as "opposition"
n close proximity to Ted Rosenblatt's
Community theater at North Providence.
Rosenblatt has acquired the "lot", will
lood-light it and use it for parking
ccommodations tor his clientele.

J. E. Perkins Says Japan
Favoring German Pictures
Japan is showing a tendency to
foster German pictures, and possibly Italian films, since Germany
and Italy extended support and sympathy to Japan in the present crisis,
J. E. Perkins, Paramount's manager
in China, told The Film Daily yesterday in New York. Although Italy
releases very few pictures in the
Orient, Perkins said, German pictures are in line for a good break.
Perkins said the film industry was
suffering heavy losses in China as a
result of the war. Business, he said,
was approximately 50 p.c. below normal owing to a stoppage of imports
and the fighting in and around
Shanghai. Only in Hongkong and
Tientsin, where Paramount has subbranches, is activity any where near
normal, he pointed out.
Paramount, Perkins assei'ted, has
not suffered any property losses so
far, the exchange in Shanghai having escaped all Japanese bombs to
date. However, one or two films
have been lost in transit. All activity has been suspended in Shanghai and business is being attempted
through the sub-offices.
Perkins pointed out that there are
eight or 10 producing companies in
China which make approximately 50
pictures a year. About 20 of these,
he explained, are silent films but the
trend toward sound productions is
making rapid headway. Most of
the studios are in Hongkong where
production has not been held up by
the war.

AFM

to Ask Industry
Aid For Its Jobless
(Continued from Page

Third-Dimension Sound
Demonstration Tomorrow

1)

A second demonstration of Erpi's
"stereophonic" or third-dimension
ployed
by
it"
when,
shortly
after
sound,
in which dialogue and sound
the first of the year, Joe N. Weber,
AFM president, summons a session effects seem to come directly from
the point of origin on the screen,
on the Coast.
is to be staged tomorrow at 10:30
While AFM is engaged in ironing a.m.
at the Astoria studios.
out details of arrangements with
First brought forward at the last
the radio industry, sectional groups
SMPE convention, it was seen as
are busy
presenting
suggestions.
Re- too costly for early introduction in
cent drastic
resolution
which would
have united 13 south-southwestern Hollywood by sound experts. Process is said to have made progress
unions to fight for an AFM law em- since its bow.
ployingnot
an "or toelse"
threat propUse of the coaxial cable in teleerly was
be construed
as
vision will be demonstrated Tuesday
AFM attitude, Weber declared.
No employment plan has been at Bell Telephone Laboratories when
evolved up to the present time, he images will be televised to Philadelphia in an experiment paralleling
stated, and it is possible that he
will meet industry executives and a similar demonstration last week
when the coaxial cable sent images
together work out a system.
Outcome of his Coast conferences from Philadelphia to New York.
will be reported to the AFM national convention at Tampa, Fla., in
Ritchey in Austria
June.
Vienna — Norton V. Ritchey, general manager of Monogram's export
dept., arrived here yesterday to make
Two New Industry Firms
distribution arangements. He is
Granted N. Y. Charters scheduled to depart for Paris Friday to join Mrs. Ritchey who is to
arrive on the Aquitania.
Albany — Two new industry companies have been chartered by the
Secretary of State.
They are:
The Seaboard Amusement Corp.,
New York City, to exhibit motion
pictures. Mollie Brook, Kate Ber- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tors. Marin L. Lothstein, incorporachin,
Hollywood — Marriage of Jackie
Stainless Theater Corp., New Coogan and Betty Grable will be
York City, to operate motion pic- solemnized Saturday at St. Brenture theaters. Nathan Steinberg,
dan's Church. Honeymoon will be
limited to a Palm Springs weekTheresa Steinberg, Irving Liss, in- end.
corporators.
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WB TO OPEN SEARS
DRIVE ON DEC. 26

Kansas City, Mo. — Elmer Dillon,
resigned as head bookco-ordinator of the drive, which will who er recently
for the local Warner Bros., exget a double barrelled start via
change to join the Glenn W. Dick"Tovarich," set for Christmas week
inson circuit of theaters, has been
release,
and Jan.
''Hollywood
Hotel," to appointed manager of the Dickinson
be
released
22.
Theater at Chillicothe, Mo., replacTranscontinental telephone hooking Howard Sexton who moves to
up enabled Warner executives at the the Dickinson at Hiawatha, Kans.
Burbank studios to take active part
Ted Siler, Hiawatha manager, is bein the meeting at which Sears preing moved to the Dickinson Theater
sided. They included H. M. Warner, at Junction City, Kans., to replace
Jack L. Warner, Maj. Albert War- B. K. Brown who is leaving the orner, Hal B. Wallis, and S. Charles
ganization.
Einfeld.
Attending the meet at the home
Zanesville, 0- — John Woodward,
office, in addition to Sears and the has been named manager of the
district managers, were Leserman, Quimby theater here, one of the
assistant general sales manager; Zanesville Theaters, Inc., group. In
Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone Short addition to his managerial duties he
Subjects sales manager; Roy Haines, will have charge of the publicity
Eastern and Canadian sales man- of the Liberty, Imperial, Grand and
ager; Herbert J. Ochs, Southern and
theaters. He succeeds HarWestern sales manager, and Mort Ouimby
old Bryan who has gone to Oil City
Blumenstock, advertising manager.
P**.. where he will become manager
A feature of the "Drive" is to be of the Drake theater.
the establishing of the competition
by districts instead of by branches
Chicago— The CVN Theaters Ciras in the past. These district mancuit has organized several subsidiagers will be captains in their respective areas: Ben Kalmenson,
New York, Eastern; Robert Smeltz- Brylawski Named Barker
er, Washington, Central; Leo Blank,
by Capital Variety Club
Chicago, Midwestern; Fred M. Jack,
Dallas, Southern; W. E. Callaway,
Los Angeles, West Coast, and Wolfe Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Cohen, Toronto, Canadian.
Washington — A. Julian Brylawski,
The district managers left for head of the realty department for
their territories last night to set
the local Warner Brothers organizaup special Drive meetings in their
tion, has been elected Chief Barker
particular districts, calling in all
the branch managers.
of the Variety Club for 1938. BryToday Jack holds a meeting in
lawski succeeds Carter Barron.
Dallas. Monday, Smeltzer will hold
A.
L.
Lichtman, head of the Lichta meeting in Pittsburgh, and Callaway, a meeting in Los Angeles. man circuit of theaters, was eleCohen also will call his men in for
vated to the first assistant chief
meetings in Toronto Monday. Blank, barkership and Sidney B. Lust, of
will hold his meet in Chicago on
the Lust Theaters, was elected secSaturday.
ond assistant chief barker. Arthur
Kalmenson, will hold his meeting
at the New York Branch in the I De Titta of Fox Movietone News
Film Center Building the middle of : was named secretary and Sam Galnext week with Charles Rich, Metro- anty was reelected for the fourth
politan branch manager; Harry
successive year to the office of treasDecker, New York and Brooklyn; urer.
Harry Hummell, New Jersey; Norman Ayers, Albany; Nat Furst,
The following were elected to the
Boston, and R. S. Smith, Buffalo, board of governors: Sam Galanty,
attending.
division manager of Columbia Pictures; Hardie Meakin, manager of
RKO Keith's Theater; Harry LohSachson With Segal
New Haven — Milton Sachson of myer, Warner City Manager; A.
New York has taken charge of the Julian Brylawski; Archie Engle;
Harry Brown, branch manager for
New Haven distribution of Ambas- Grand national Pictures, and Sam
sador, Academy, and Imperial pic- Wheeler, branch manager of Twentures for Harry Segal of Boston.
tieth Century-Fox Films. These men
will serve on next year's board together with the holdover directors:
\t'( Game Helps Gross
Lust, Lichtman and Arthur De TitTonight the Brooklyn Paramount will
ta. Also to serve on the board will
launch the third season of basketball
be retiring Chief Barker Rudolph
games on its stage court. Contest,
brniging together two rival pro teams,
Berger, Lou Rome and John J. Payette. Ray Bell, local Loew publicist,
the New York Jewels and Chris Cagle's
All-Stars, will be presented at 9 p.m.
remains
as executive secretary.
in addition to two screen features.
Policy of offering the sport one night
Newly
elected officers will be foreach week during the basketball season,
mally
to theannual
club's dinner
memwith the film program, has been unusubership presented
at the fourth
ally successful in boosting both patron
and
dance
in
the
Hotel
Willard
Satgood-will and the house's gross.
urdav night.
m Page 1 )
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REPORT RKO PLANNIM
SPONSORED AIR SHC
■ted from Page

aries, among
them:
Rex Theater
Corp., Yale Theater Corp., Diversey

MaywoodCo.Theater
Co., Theater
ClarkHour
Idle
and theCorp.,
Van
Theater Corp.
East Liverpool, O. — The Mary
Ann theater at nearby Burgettstown,
Pa., damaged recently by fire is being remodeled and will be reopened
within a few weeks, according to
Anthony and Don Mungello.
New Iberia, La.— Ehas and Scharff
will open their Essaness Theater on
Nov. 23. The house, which is modern in every respect and contains air
conditioning, is estimated
to have
cost over $50,000.
Eunice, La. — Mrs. J. S. Keller has
opened her Queen Theater, second
of her houses here.

1)

the Coast settling studio execut
set-up,
official confirmation
coi
not be obtained, but authoritat
sources admitted validity.
In proffering a program to spi
sors, RKO may present a list
box office names including Fred J
taire, Ginger Rogers, Kathar;
Hepburn, Joe Penner, Harriet E
Hard, Jack Oakie, Anne Shirl
Barbara Stanwyck, Miriam Hopki
Adolphe Menjou, Lily Pons, Sra
Ba]lew and others famniar to list*
ers

Bioff Says IATSE Studio Pac
Cost Producers $6,000,0(
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI

Hollywood — William Bioff, pi
Buffalo — Carl Goe has been asof George
signed here as Grand National man- sonal representative
president of the IATS
ager, succeeding Jack H. Kaplan, Browne,
testified at the California Asse
who has resigned.
bly's capital-labor inquiry that t.
studios had no particular love 1
James Frank, Jr., Joins
his organization and that the IAT:
National Theater Supply agreement with studios is costi
producers $6,000,000 annually,
declared he is paid $110 a week.
National Theater Supply Co.'s
Robert Montgomery, president
president, W. E. Green, made formal
SAG, testified that Bioff issued
announcement yesterday of the ap- statement
in which IATSE declai*
pointment of James Frank, Jr. to
it
would
extend
its jurisdiction o^
company'snectionsales
departmentof insound
con- all studio workers,
but not officii
with promotion
the Guilds representing acto;
reproducing and projector appara- of
writers
and
directors
which fonr
tus. Frank was associated for over
a council to thwart any such mo
eight years with sound on film activities of RCA and was assistant Montgomery further stated that
manager of the Photophone Sales organization is the sole bargain:
Division until Sept., 1936. For the agency for actors and that it inter
past year he has been connected to retain that authority.
with International Projector Corp.
as assistant sales manager. He is
also secretary of SMPE.
Lash Committee Inactive
Detroit — Activities of the Comn
tee On Social Values In Motion I
Atlantic Pier
City's
tures, led by Lewis B. Lash,
to Steel
Close Sunday chairman,
have been temporal
discontinued as further developm:
Atlantic City— The Atlantic City work is being done by the Progr:
Steel Pier, the resort's largest year- sive Education Bureau with fu
round amusement enterprise, will
close its doors for the first time in granted by the Rockefeller Four
six years after
night'sstated
per- tion.
formances.Sunday
President Gravatt
that a number of necessary repairs
Reopening In Big Rapids
were to be made and that the pier
would reopen for Christmas week.
Detroit — Opening
of the reb-f
What the policy would be after that Big Rapids Theater, in the city
name,
by
Butterfield
Circuit
is not known. With the closing of that
slated for Sunday.
this enterprise and the closing of
the Strand Theater the upper Boardwalk will be completely darkened.

Altering alteration
"U" Exchange
Extensive
work was
started at the Universal Exchange
office yesterday, with the reconstruction of the offices scheduled to
be completed in about two weeks.
Charles E. Ford and his Universal
Newsreel organization will move into the exchange offices when the
work is finished.

Wash.
Bureau "Toicit
of THE FILM
DAIVi
Movie
Hall"
Washington — "A Town Hall of the
Motion Picture" has just been
nounced by the Washington Film So
ciety, in a program just issued, listing
films which will be shown at the Rialto during the Winter in co-operatiorj
with the Museum of Modern Art Filrr
Library.of Robert
Lincoln
O'Brien
chairman
the society,
Matilda
Young i
treasurer.
secretary, and Admiral Mark L. Bristol

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old
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^ew British Trade Pact May

Ease Quota Restrictions

;ent seeOoth-fox maJng no markeTcost cut
JLRB Defers Arguments in SWG-SP
taring Originally
Set for
Washington Today Is
Postponed
hington Bureau of THE

FILM

How

They

Dispute to Dec. 1

Started

DAILY

Twentieth
Century-Fox'
production program will
be carried through
this year as originally planned, Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th-Fox,
told The Film Daily yesterday before his departure for the Coast on
the Century. Kent added that 20thFox' current business is better than
company.
at any time in the history of the

ashington — Hearing on the
een Writers Guild-Screen Playghts jurisdictional fight originalscheduled for today before the
ional Labor Relations Board has
n postponed until Dec. 1, The
M Daily learned yesterday.
Tiree major issues are involved
he factional dispute.
Issues to
(Continued

on Page

12)

While every effort is constantly
being made for economy in production, Kent said he doubted if any
marked
reduction
in budget
cost

IBASSADOR TO SEEK
7B REORGANIZATION
lans for immediate
reorganizaof Ambassador Pictures under
ion 77B of the amendment to
Bankruptcy Act were announcesterday by Maurice Conn, prest. This step is necessary, he
, in order to satisfy all crediand to relieve the pressure now
g directed against the company
Ipast indebtedness.
At the same
e, Conn
announced
that
new
|iey is being brought
into the
(Continued

on

Page

4)

nger Leaves for Coast,
Financing Undetermined
alter Wanger leaves today for
Coast to set up his production
s for the new season. It was
led yesterday that Wanger 's
picture will be one of two
es now
under
consideration.
\r are "The River is Blue" and
sonal History."
jnancing details for the impend( Continued

on

Page

11)

An Outdoor Girl?
Youngstown,
0.— Joe Shagrin
of
'amount is advertising this way
"The
Bride Wore
Red"
"Selected Shorts"

the

Production He
Program to be Carried ThroughSays
as Planned,

(Continued on Page

11)

NO SERVICE CHARGE
CUT IF ERPI SELLS

Boris Morros, general musical director of Paramount studios and associate producer, started
at the top — when only 16, Czar Nicholas appointed him conductor of the 108-piece Imperial
Russian Symphony to succeed his own father. Later he organized and managed the Chauve
Souris troupe.
Credit for the fine art work again goes to Col. Hap Hadley

Film Industry is Set for Leading Role
In UK Trade Agreement
Quality Clause Amendment
to Quota Measure Alarms
London (By Cable) — Last minute
introduction of a quality clause
amendment to the pending Films
Bill (Quota Act) making possible
the rejection of all quota films on
the grounds of insufficient entertainment yesterday caused grave concern among American
distributors.
The amendment came with bomb(Continued on Page

12)

FILM

Negotiations

By MILTON F. LUNCH
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington, D. C. — The long anticipated announcement of the opening of negotiations for reciprocal
trade agreement between the United
States and Great Britain was made
here yesterday by Secretary of
State Cordell Hull in an informal
announcement that this country contemplates such action and will invite all (Continued
interestedon persons
Page 12) to sub-

That no reduction in theater service charges will be made by the
new Delaware company, now in
process of incorporation, which is
negotiating with Erpi for both
licensing by that organization and
the taking over of its present theater service contracts, was learned
yesterday.
The new
company,
(Continued
on Pageit 4)is under-

Stuart Doyle Will Arrive
in N. Y. Early in December
Stuart
theater
has set
for the

Doyle, Australian film and
executive who reportedly
a deal with United Artists
operation on Page
of theaters
in
(Continued
11)

Defer Cantor Pix
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Next Eddie Cantor
ture for 20(h-Fox, which was to
been produced for release late
season, has been set back for

pichave
this
the

1938-39 schedule, it is learned. Prodefinite. duction date for picture is now in-

w
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Supreme Court Judge Isidor Wasservogel yesterday ordered a bill of
particulars in the $312,500 suit
brought by Sentry Safety Control
Corp. against International Projector Corp. Plaintiff charges it licensed IPC to manufacture home
movie sound projectors and was to
receive $5 for each machine, with a
minimum volume return from the
agreement set at $62,500, and that
the defendant was also bound to set
up film libraries to assure revenue
and promote sale of machines. Because of defendant's failure to carry
out the agreement, Sentry claims it
was damaged to the extent of $250,000, and asks this redress plus the
sum of $62,500.

By GEORGE
FILM
DAILY

W. MEHRTENS
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Emphatic denial of
published reports that the Federal
Theater Project was soon to be discontinued was issued at WPA headquarters here yesterday by Ellen S.
Woodward, head of the Women's
and Professional Projects.
"Of course the appropriation runs
out on July 1," The Film Daily
was told, "but until that time work
on the theater projects will be con-

Asked if one of the contributing
factors
tinued." which might lead to discontinuing the project was not the fact
that exhibitors had been complainBeck Leaves $250,000
ing about the amount of opposition
Estate to Widow and Son the Federal Government was causing, Mrs. Woodward stated that opposition might have been felt at
Chicago — The widow and son of first but that was two years ago.
Clarence Beck, kell-known theater
owner, are to receive the $250,000
"At the present time," she said,
estate left by him, according to will "exhibitors all over the country
made public yesterday.
seem to agree that Federal competion is not hurting them."

SAG in Theater Authority
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

MARKET
Low

Close

Net
Chg.

Am. Seat
14i/2
Hi/4
141/2 —
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
163/4
165/8
165/g _
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
75/8
75/8
75/g
East. Kodak
I6H/2 158Vi 1591/2
162
162
162
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
571/g
555/8
557/8 —
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
133/4
127/g
131/g —
Paramount
1st pfd. IOH/4 99% 997/g —
Paramount
2nd pfd.
12
11% 12 —
Pathe
Film
6 1/2 6 1/8
6V8 —
RKO
5i/g 5
5i/8 —
20th Century-Fox
231/4 221/g 221/g —
281/2
281/2 —
20th Century-Fox pfd 291/2
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32
32+2
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
8
75/g
73/4
do pfd
40
40
40
—
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith
Loew
Para.
Para.

A-0 6s46
6s41ww
B'way 6s55.
3s55 ...
Picts.
Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/4s47
RKO
6s41
6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
...
Monogram
Picts. ...
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-L^ix
Universal
Picts

871/2
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87i/2
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87y2 —
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—
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7834—

3/4
3/g
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1/4
2V8
1/2
3/g
i/a
13/g
13/4
21/2
1
%
1/4

Warner's

N.
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CURB
1%
15/8
1%
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Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
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MARKET
1 1/4
15/8
1%
I8V2

STOCK

pfd

1 1/4
15/8_
1% —
19
—

i/8
Va
3/4

Screen Actors Guild, American
Federation of Radio Artists and Labor, Legislation Before
American Guild of Musical Artists
Ind. ATO Regional Parley
at a special meeting yesterday joined the Theater Authority, an organFort Wayne, Ind. — Theater men
ization protecting performers ap- of the third district of the Indiana
pearing at benefits. Several minor Association of Theater Operators
details remain to be ironed out.
will convene in the Hotel Indiana
today to discuss labor and legislative matters. Maurice Rubin, Michigan City, state president, will preComplaint
Amended
side. Hervey Cox, of the Emboyd,
Select Theaters Corp. yesterday
filed an amendment to its bill of Fort Wayne, is city chairman. The
includes theater opcomplaint against Warner Bros., third district
erators in the northeast section of
asking $10,000 and an injunction,
charging that WB plagiarized the the state.
story, "The Audition," in making
the picture, "Ready, Willing and
Able". The court previously had
dismissed the action because Select
failed to state in the original charge
that it owned the story.

"Zola" at Strand Nov. 24
Warners "The Life of Emile
Zola," starring Paul Muni, will be
shown at popular prices for the first
time on Broadway when it opens
next Wednesday at the Strand Theater.

MARKET
Bid
Asked
95

98

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6I/4S 1st '43

"Hurricane" Stays SRO
Samuel Goldwyn's "The Hurricane," now in its second week at the
Astor Theater on a two-a-day, reserved-seat basis, is maintaining an
unbroken record of sell-out performances, UA home office said yesterday.
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SIDNEY R. KENT, president of
companied
by MRS.
KENT,
left
the Coast on the Century.
He
gone about a month.
WALTER
WANGER
leaves for

20fh-Fox.
last night I
expects to
the

Coast

day by train.
ARTHUR A. LEE, CB vice-president, arri
in San Francisco yesterday, from Hollywo
on his tour of the western exchanges.
GREER CARSON,
Irish actress, recently sigi
by M-C-M,
is due in New
York
Monday
the Normandie,
and goes to Hollywood on
arrival.
WILLIAM
POWELL
Century last night.

left for the Coast on

LORETTA
yesterday.

also left on the Cent

YOUNC

SOPHIE TUCKER
Hollywood.

leaves New

York today

MAURICE BARBER, producer, sails for E
land tomorrow on the Champlain.
fromMARTIN
Europe. BECK has returned to New Y
ROBERT
B. SINCLAIR
is scheduled
in New
York
within
a few
days,
Coast.

to an
from

VINCENT DUFFEY, writer, arrives in rYork
this week-end from
Hollywood.
ROY HAINES leaves Sunday for Toronto.
JOE WEIL, Universal director of exploiter
leaves Sunday for Hollywood.

ROGELIO A. PUJOL, Cuban Pictures Co.
ecutive, is in New York on business.
GEOFFREY
TOYE,
British conductor of tl
bert and Sullivan
operettas,
leaves today
Hollywood.
day.EDWARD A. GOLDEN. Monogram sales m
ager, returned to New York yesterday.
ERIC LINDEN arrived from the Coast yes
JOHN HAY WHITNEY, Selznick board ch
man,
arrived
in London
yesterday.
HERBERT WILCOX returns to New ^
from Hollywood next Tuesday.

Hoi

JULES
LEVY,
RKO
Radio
vice-president
charge
of sales,
is expected
back
from
Coast this week-end.
NORTON
V.
RITCHEY,
Monogram
gen,
sales manager
in charge
of the export
partment,
leaves Vienna
today for Paris.

THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
BUSINESS IS "VERY SMASHQ" FOR THE
"TOWN'S BEST GROSSER" [Variety) SO the
N. Y. Strand takes extra-budget ads to shout
the glad news that stars Leslie Howard, Bette
Davis, Olivia de Havilland are held over in the
season's top comedy, 'It's Love I'm After'.*

'TOVARICH' WILL START SEARS DRIVE Warner sales
executives are told by chief Grad Sears, {center) who
also announces rapid release during drive period of
'Hollywood Hotel', 'Food For Scandal' and 2 Technicolor
specials, 'Robin Hood' and 'Gold Is Where You Find It'.
HIS 20,000 LAUGHS

UNDER

THE SEA (honest count

at coast preview) in 'Submarine D-l' wins Frank McHugh
[right) a vacation abroad. Next week will see national
release of this new headline 'fi-rst' with Pat O'Brien,
Wayne (Galahad)
Morris, George
Brent in staroles. t

HOLLYWOOD

REARMAMENT

CONFERENCE

finds

Edward G. Robinson getting ready to 'dish it out' in his
best 'Little Caesar' style for Warners' version of the
Damon Runyon stage hit, 'A Slight Case of Murder'.
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A first National Picture

fA Cosmopolitan Production

Vifagraph, Inc., Disfribufors

Friday, Nov. 19, 19i

NO SERVICE CHARGE
CUT IF ERPI SELLS
(Continued

J

from

Payc
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The Film Daily also learned yesterday that the actual principals in
the negotiations have not yet been
divulged, and that Roswell C. Tripp
and Howard P. Engels appear in the
deal only as "interested parties"
who will have nothing to do with
the actual management of the company, as and when arrangements
have been finally concluded for it
to take over Erpi's service contracts
and a licensing agreement with that
concern.
It is planned, barring contingencies, to have the new company commence operations on or about Dec.
1, with
headquarters
in the Fisk
Building,
where
Erpi has its executive offices. There will be neither physical connections
nor those
of management and finance between
Erpi
and
the Conrow
businesses,
Furthermore,
it is said, the new
company
will have
no connection
with any circuit or circuits of theaters nor any other equipment enterprise.

Hermer in MFS Post
Chicago — Cal Hermer, well known
to the film trade, has been named
sales manager of the Midwest Film
Studios. Studio equipment and animation setups will be a feature of
the Midwest service.

(Continued from Page

with n
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STAR

MATERIAL

11

Daily to
birthday:

Nancy Carroll
Edward
Weiss
Wallace Sullivan
Louis Graf
William Massce
Ralph Gervers

quite definitely

existent

in the per-

of a gob named
"Sock" McGillis
aptly named
for this lad
certainly has a personality sock that 'will emotionally jar the femmes
and register with the male fans as well
the screen can use a
blonde he-man
favorite for a change
gentlemen
prefer blondes
so why shouldn't
guy Wayne Morris?

the

femmes,

when

he

is as likeable

as

this

• •
•
MAGIC WORDS that make people buy
that was
the story brought to the AMPA luncheoneers by Elmer Wheeler
whose book, "Tested Sentences That Sell," is being brought
out by Prentice-Hall, the business book publishers
Elmer
delivered a very fine talk composed of selling lessons from his
book
it sounded fine
it took us back many years to
the time we spent at 70 Fifth Avenue with two nice college professors connected with the financial department of New York
University
they had a great idea for a business information
service
and they talked very enthusiastically about it
just like Elmer
T
T
T
•

i
j
j
i
!

•

•

SO THEY had organized their business information service

with your kolyumist and four other -writers comprising their editorial staff
the editor-in-chief was also a college professor
and we were supposed to get out a business information service weekly
for big business organizations
we took every business subject
from Accountancy
to Zetetic and wrote about it Authoritatively
and
with Positiveness
telling big business men and their employees
what to do in any given situation
this business information service
today is a Great Success
it started to be a success the moment
the two college professor owners
got wise and fired us theoretical
writers
and got themselves a staff of Practical Business Writers
that concern is the highly successful and important Prentice-Hall
which

is about

to publish

T

Elmer

Wheeler's

T

book

T

• •
•
THAT
SONG
Hit
"I Still Love
to Kiss You
Good-Night"
that runs through
Walter
Wanger's
"52nd
Street"
is now the biggest selling hit on the program of
the Robbins Music Co
•

4-tappu.

il >i. DAi_y

sonality of Wayne
Morris
featured in Warners'
"Submarine
D-l"
who made quite an impression in his first film, "Kid Galahad"
in this current thriller of the Navy service. Morris plays the role

T

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
NOVEMBER
19

AMBASSADOR TO SEE!
77B REORGANIZATIC

1)

stood, will be headed by L. W. Conrow, at present general operating
manager for Erpi, and that George
Carrington will hold another high
post, with remaining administrative
offices being invested in Bert Sanford, Jr., Stanley W. Hand, H. M.
Bessey and E. Z. Walters.
Name of the new corporation, reliable sources contend, is in the
process of registration, and when
same is granted nationally, it will
be announced. That Erpi was contemplating the sale of its servicing
business was first revealed in The
Film Daily in mid-August.
Deal between the new company
and Erpi is not yet a contract agreement, as Erpi is only currently considering it,but, it is admitted, negotiations are close to consummation.
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• JUBILEE MEETING
of the execs and staff of the Indiana and Illinois Circuit
held at the Spaulding Hotel in Michigan
City, Indiana
the celebration concerned
the recent benedicts of
the circuit
Al Raymer, circuit booker, married Eleanor Bechler
Arthur Wartha, the La Porte manager, married Mary Helen Duke
and Rex Williams, the Whiting manager, celebrated his recent marriage
to Helen McCloskey
then the Mike Evonses
of the Vic theater
celebrated the arrival of a baby girl
and the Bill Sparrs of the
Forsythe Theater also reported a baby girl
so you can imagine
that between the brides and the babies there was plenty excitement
all round

«

«

«

»

»

»
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company by New York financial
terests for new season pictures.
Listing total assets at $450,*
and liabilities at $230,000, Conn
a general press conference said t
he was being pressed for less tli
$25,000. However, in order to p
tect all creditors, Conn said he 1
I decided to file under 77B wh
grants a moratorium on the do
and permits him to pay off credit

| time.
on an Conn
equal added
basis that
over all
a period
credit
would be paid off 100 p.c. rega
less of 77B or other commitnie
and that he would personally j^u
antee all obligations.
Conn pointed out that half of i
salaried workers have not been p
| for several weeks but that th>
I willing to continue because of tl
confidence in him.
The financi;
uation, he said, was due to the i
; that he started in business v
money borrowed on short term nc
' which had to be met.
With mo
coming in from pictures already
leased and the stay granted by
provisions of 77B, the company
soon be on its feet, Conn declart
The new
money
which
is be
invested by the New York inter,
will be used entirely for new
tures and will not be available
1 past
obligations.
Approxima'
$350,000 has been obtained for
tures to be produced by Ambas
I dor's subsidiaries. Conn Producti
and Television Pictures.
The
tures Conn will make for Monogt
will be financed
entirely
by t
company.
Conn, who stressed that Amba;
dor is the only surviving si,
rights organization, plans to le
for the Coast tomorrow to
production.

Warners Opening Rhode?
Chicago — New Rhodes The;
will be opened tonight as an a«
tion to the Warner Circuit. Prev
of the house Wednesday night
tracted several thousands from
trade.
A buffet supper was ser

Col. Adds RCA Channel

Columbia Pictures is adding I
more Ultra-violet recording ct
nels and another portable soi
truck to its sound recording fa'
ties in accordance with a conb
signed this week with RCA

Ph'

phone.

SICK REPORT

Gabriel
L. Hess
general cou:
for MPPDA, is confined to his ha
23 East 70th St., with a mild
his desk
on Monday morning.
ment and is expected to return"1

ALICE
in
zine's

FAyE

as ske looks

ifou re a Sweetheart" according to Csquire Jliaqafamous'

A New Universal Picture
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J
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4 "MU" from Hollywood "lots
Br RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD

It's "Happy Landing" Now
ONJA HENIE'S latest 20th Century-Fox musical, now about
alf completed, will be known as
when it is reriappy
ased. Landing"
It had previously been
igged "Happy Ending." Don Amele has the co-stellar role, with
thel Merman, Cesar Romero, Jean
ersholt and Leah Ray among the
atured players.
Studio also announces that "The
aroness and the Butler" will be
le title of the picture co-starring
nnabella and William Powell, soon
go into production.
Based upon
play by the Viennese playwright,
adislaus Bus-Fekete, it had been
;led "Jean."
T

T

WHO'S
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 173
• •

•

GEORGE

in

NICHOLLS,

JR.

Director.

Born in San

Francisco.

Educated

New York. When a small child he was signed to a contract with Biograph
and played in many pictures with Mary Pickford and other stars of the early
silent days. At 17, a member of the Selig
Picture stock company with Jack Pickford. Decided there was no future for him as an
actor and turned to camera work. Then went
in as head

of the property department.

The

next step toward his directorship was as a cutter. As a film editor he won such an outstanding reputation that studios hesitated to
lose his services to promote him to a directorship. His chance finally came with RKO Radio
studios in 1934. Has gained a reputation for
skill in handling youthful players. Exceptionally
calm. Never raises his voice. Never loses his

T

■fc^R

S

l|

patience.

16 RKO Pix in Work
RKO Radio's studio is buzzing
ith activity this month, with 16
atures on the production schedi, five of which are nearing condition, five under editorial supersion, and five being polished for

filming. Currently before the cameras are "Women Have a Way,"
"Bringing Up Baby," "Having
Wonderful Time," "Lights Out,"
and "Easy Millions."

A Will Release Three
Mier Mexican Features

Emanuel Cohen Sets Next
Schlesinger Completes
Six Pictures for Major
Fields' Cartoon Sequence

Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president
UA in charge of foreign distrition, yesterday signed a contract
th Felipe Mier, Mexican producer
d general manager of Cinematoafia Internacional, S.A., for the
>rld releasing rights, outside the
1 S. and Mexico, to three Spanish
kies to be made in Mexico City
dios.

West

for Diva

fVest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Kirsten Flagstad, Metropolitan opera star, who makes her
Mm debut in a Wagnerian number in
'The Big Broadcast of 1938" was guest
if honor yesterday at a luncheon given
in Paramount's Hollywood studio by
Harlan Thompson, producer and Mitchell
eisen, director of the picture.

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Browne, IATSE President,
Toye Off For "U" Studios
Leaves for Scene of Probe
Geoffrey Toye, Gilbert and Sulli-

van operetta authority, leaves today
for Hollywood to survey technical
advances at Universal City preparatory to a return to England where
he is to produce "Yeomen of the
Guard" for General Cinema Finance
Corp., producing branch of UniverEnglish partners,
Portal,
Arthursal'sRank
and C. M. Lord
Woolf.

Chicago — ■ George E. Browne,
IATSE international prexy, is en
route to the Coast and, while he
will seek a further gain in health,
it is expected he will closely follow
developments in the present California Assembly committee's investigation.

JriiU

T

T

T

Swings Into New Routine
Ray Bolger completed his role in
"Rosalie"
Music." and started his dance rehearsals for "The Girl of the Golden
▼

t

t

Parker Gets Butler Role
Robert Taylor
Barnett Parker has been signed
period of extensive
Hunt Stromberg has for the role of the butler in Metro's
"They Seek a Coun- "Love is a Headache" which teams
novel by Francis Gladys George and Franchot Tone.

Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger has
Hollywood — Emanuel Cohen, pres- completed
production on a cartoon
ident of Major Pictures, yesterday
announced the titles of six films sequence to be used in Para.'s "The
Big Broadcast of 1938". Material
which he will produce for Paramount will
be worked in the Shep Fields
following completion of Mae West's "This Little Ripple Had Rhythm"
"Every Day's A Holiday" and Bing number.
Crosby's "Doctor Rhythm."
Schlesinger also created the animated footage in the David LoewThe first of the six pictures, "Man
In Evening Clothes" will go before Joe E. Brown production "When's
he pictures are "Asi Es Mi Tier- the cameras within a few days af- Your Birthday" released a short
time ago.
" "Aguila 0 Sol" and "Perjura."
ter camera work on "Doctor Rhye first, already finished, has been
.ned over to UA, and an advertis- are: thm" is completed. The other five
Minn. Theater Co. Fights
>• campaign is being readied to
"Eight Days", a Collier's Magazre the picture a simultaneous reine
story
by
Quentin
Reynolds;
for "Horizon's" Delivery
Ise in all Latin-American capitals.
e other two productions will be "Star Of Sahara", the script for
Minneapolis
— The Brainerd Theater
which
is
being
written
by
Joseph
idy for release in February and
Anthony and Tammy Cotter from Co. has filed a petition in District
iril, 1938, respectively.
an original story by Sara Christie Court for an order enjoining ColumKelly, commenting, said:
bia Pictures from delivering "Lost
'It is no longer a secret that in MacDonald; "Call Back Love", a Horizon"
any other Brainerd
Collier's Magazine story by Rose Theater intoadvance
janish-speaking territories good Franken
of showing at
now being scenarized by
:ive-made product is outgrossing
its
two
houses,
Paramount
and
i Hollywood variety four to one. Mary McCall, Jr.; "Hold That Kiss", Palace in Brainerd. The theater
for which is being write fact is that there's more money the tenscript
by Stanley Rauh and Doris Mal- company claims to have entered
<be made now on outstanding na- loy from
an original story by Rauh into a contract with Columbia for
2 films in many foreign territories
n on ordinary American pictures, and "Free Woman", an original 30 pictures including "Lost Horiscreenplay by Mary McCall, Jr., and
zon" and one other Frank Capra
e trouble is that to make good Leonard
Q. Ross.
production on which delivery has
tures you need good producers
not been made.
jl the supply of good native proers is decidedly limited."

: Luncheon

Added to Deanna's Cast
Marcia May Jones has been cast
in a featured role in Universal's
"Mad About
Music."
Martha
0'Driscoll
has also
been added
to the
cast. John Pasternak, brother of
Joe Pasternak, arrived yesterday
from Budapest and since he was a
cameraman in Europe, he will be
assistant cameraman on "Mad About

West."

Next for
Following a
research work,
announced that
try," dramatic

/*

Brett Young, will be Robert Taylor's
next starring vehicle for M-G-M.
Taylor returns from England, where
he appeared
"A Yank
at Oxford,"
on
Dec. 15. inNoel
Langley
is doing
the screen adaptation of the novel.
▼
▼
▼

Lord Vs. Pathe News Suit
Dismissed by U. S. Court
Federal Judge John W. Clancy
yesterday dismissed for lack of evidence the $50,000 suit brought by
Phillips Lord against Pathe News,
Inc. Lord claimed that Pathe broke
a contract, made in 1934, whereby
he was to outfit the schooner Seth
Parker and to take pictures on a
world cruise.
Pathe, according to Lord's contentions, was to stand one-half the
cost of the expedition and supply
technicians, cameraman and director. The agreement, he claimed, was
not fulfilled. The court claimed
there was not sufficient written evito support Lord's
In a dencepreliminary
storycontention.
yesterday,
it was erroneously stated that the
defendant was the Pathe Film Corp.

Astra Films Head Here
E. R. Gourdeau, managing director of Astra Films, Ltd., of London,
has arrived for an indefinite stay
to negotiate the purchase for his
company of U. K. and Continental
rights. He is making his headquarters at J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc.

Shorts by Nesbitt
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John Nesbitt, radio commentator, has been signed by M-C-M
to write and narrate a series of short
features based on material used in his
radio broadcast. The first release will
be "The Man Who Would Not Die."
Jacques Tourneur will direct and Jack
Chertok will produce. The pact with
Nesbitt gives M-G-M complete screen
rights to about seven million words
of story material used by Nesbitt in
more than 500 broadcasts.
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V REVIEWS OF THE HEW FILMS V
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"Feu (TheMathias
Pascal"
Late Mathias Pascal)

&

with
Casino

Karl

Valentin,

Liesl

Karlstadt,

Petri, Reinhold
Bernt
Film Exchange

Isa Miranda,
Pierre Blanchar,
Le Vigan, Ginette
Leclerc
French Motion Picture Company
83 Mins.
FAIRLY AMUSING FARCE WITH A
NEW TWIST TO AN OLD PLOT.

Use

91 mins.

BROAD COMEDY WITH GOOD AMUSEMENT VALUE FOR GERMAN SPEAKING
AUDIENCES.
The strained business relations between
Karl Valentin, as a humble tailor, and
Hans Liebelt, as a wealthy farmer, due to
the broken romance between their daughter and son respectively, provide the comedy
situations and story in the recent Terra
Film Co. importation. Valentin presses
Liebelt's suit, but after taking a 100 mark
note from a pocket is stricken by his conscience and returns it in a different pocket.
Liebelt has the note taken from him and
the subsequent passer is accused of counterfeiting, and upon revealing where the
note came from all is confusion. The romance between the tailor's daughter, Use
Petri, and the farmer's son, Reinhold Bernt,
is broken by the boy's father. However,
after a great deal of plotting and digging,
a valuable mineral spring is found on the
tailor's property and everything is ironed
out, with the warring fathers becoming
friends and the girl and boy getting married. Karl Valentin and Liesl Karlstadt
are one of the leading German comic teams
and their performance is amusing and continuous, but there is a little too much of
it in the picture. The rest of the cast is
adequate and the story suffers only through
its length.
CAST: Karl Valentin, Liesl Karlstadt, Use
Petri, Reinhold Bernt, Hans Liebelt, Ollker
von Collande, Kathe Haack, Albert Wascher, Kathe Merk, Gerhard Bienert, Hans
Halden.
CREDITS: Produced by Terra Films; Directed by Erich Engels; Presented at the
Casino Theater with German dialogue and
titles.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Chicago IATSE Local
Wins 10% Wage Boost
Chicago— The Chicago IATSE local No. 2 has been awarded a 10
per cent increase, retroactive to
Nov. 1, according to Business Agent
George Olson. Approximately 200
will benefit.

Casino Now Theater
Miami Beach, Fla. — The Cinema
Casino Theater opened yesterday
with a combined stage and screen
policy. It was formerly the French
Casino.

SHORTS

*

Bellows Falls, Vt. — Sunday r
ies, which have been operatec
two theaters here for several y
under the guise of "benefit perfc
"Fowl Play"
ances" will be no more under e:
ing Vermont law as a result of ;
(Popeye Cartoon)
7 mins. eral instructions received from
Pierre Blanchar, victim of a stupid wife Paramount
torney-General Lawrence Jones?
Clever New Character
and a nagging mother-in-law, leaves his
Rutland and passed on to local
home. Unusually lucky at several gamWhat
promises
to
be
one
of
the
bling resorts, he returns some time later
erators by State's Attorney Er
funniest
and
most
popular
cartoon
to find that a dead man fished out of a
Berry of Brattleboro.
characters ever created is this talk- F. "Bank
Nights" also were stoj
nearby river bears such a striking relast
Wednesday.
ing
parrot
here
introduced.
Popeye
semblance to himself that his family is
makes a present of the bird to Olive
burying the man. Well satisfied to be
Oyl. But Bluto the big bully, comes
thought dead he goes to Italy where he
along and discovers Olive making a Glucksman S.A. Deal Give
falls in love with Isa Miranda, who lives
fuss over the bird. When he learns
in the same apartment house. The true
Emphasis to French Thr
course of love is somewhat upset though that it is a gift from his rival, Popeye,
he
knocks
the
bird
out
of
its
by Le Vigan, a jealous suitor, who threatImpressed with improved met!
ens Blanchar with arrest unless he pro- cage, and it takes refuge in a tree. and results of French produc
duces credentials to prove his identity Bluto chops the tree down branch Jacobo Glucksman, general man:
(Credentials to prove you have been born by branch as he chases the terrorCampania Comercial Radic
ized animal, which takes refuge on of
are necessary in Europe). However, he
South American film distribul
goes back to France and forces his wife, the roof, where Olive rescues it. announced yesterday following
who has remarried, to give him the neces- Meanwhile, Popeye has reached for return from Paris and London
his spinach after taking a beating he had acquired SA distribv
sary credentials so that he can get married. Isa Miranda, a very beautiful and from his enemy, and cleans up the rights on 11 French films.
quite capable young actress who is now front yard with him. Produced by
Declaring that the imports re
working for Paramount in Hollywood, gives Max Fleischer.
sent the first French pictures
an impressionable performance. Blanchar
company has bought in more
is adequate in his role, but there is a
"Ball Tossers"
12 years, Glucksman emphasized
bit of overacting by other members of the
fresh threat France is offering ir
(Sportlights)
cast and a knowledge of make-up is lack- Paramount
10 mins. international market.
Of the 11 films purchased,
ing among the players. Pierre Chenal,
Swell Basketball
star Danielle
Darrieux,
curre
the director, took his company to Rome for
the shooting of the picture and he turns
This is just about the best basket- Universal.
making
"The
Rage
of
Paris"
The two are Regina
ball reel ever filmed. It is a honey
in a smoothly handled picture, with the
apparent faults not of his making.
for the legion of basketball fans ev- ductions titled, "Katia" and "Mi
erywhere. Ted Husing does the moiselle Ma Mere." Remaining
CAST: Isa Miranda, Pierre Blanchar, Ginette Leclerc, Le Vigan, Sinole, Margo Lion, narration. Two of the strongest include: "La Marseillaise," prod
Catherine Fonteney.
teams in the United States are fea- by Jean Renoir; "Tarakanova;"
tured— the "Tulsa Oilers" and the Dame de Malaca," a Regina pro
CREDITS: Produced by General ProducCan Can," a Re
tions in Rome; Director, Pierre Chenal; "Tulsa Stenos," both of Tulsa, Okla. tion; "French
They are coached by the famous Bill production;
"Sarajevo,"
filmed
From the play by Luigi Pirandello; ScreenAlbatros; "Troika," made by T
play, A. Salacrou. Presented at the Cinema Miller, who starts the reel by an
exhibition
of
a
few
fancy
shots
done
sat; "Le Drame de Shanghai,"
de Paris with French dialogue and English sub-titles.
by himself. Then individual mem- duced
by Romaine
"L'Esc
Blanche,"
another Pines;
Pines product
DIRECTION, Smooth. PHOTOGRAPHY,
men's and
girls' and "Maitre de Silence."
team bersdoof both
their the
specialties,
shooting
Good.
Glucksman spent six weeks in
for the basket and displaying a daz- ris and London.
He left in i
zling
array
of
technique.
Then
pany of Jack Barnstyn, Grand
Great States Will Open
team play is caught by the camera, tional vice-president
in charge
Three Before Year Ends and some of the more involved man- foreign sales, who will remain
abV
euvers are analyzed in slow motion until the end of the year setting
Joliet, 111. — Great States Circuit to show just how they were accom- distribution deals.
The eleven r
is preparing to open three new
of
the
men's
team
houses before the end of the year, especiallyplished.isThe skill
astounding.
uted
in Argentine,
V
ly-acquired
films areUruguay,
to be dis'i
it was learned here yesterday following a conclave of GS Executives
guay and Chile.
John Balaban, J. J. Rubens, Marcus Haines Going to Toronto
GN
Confirms Pohl Deal
Rubens, Claude Rubens, Henry
for Sears Drive Parley
Stickelmeier and others.
for S. African Diss
Theaters, embodying latest in
Roy Haines, Eastern and Canadian
equipment and construction, are:
Grand
National
yesterday
Sales Manager for Warner Bros.,
Rex, Chicago Heights; Normal, Norfirmed The Film Daily story
leaves
Sunday
for
Toronto
for
a
twomal; and Key, Kewanee, all in Illinois. The executive meeting was day meet with Wolfe Cohen, Can- nouncing that Edward S. Pohl,
grouf;
adian District Manager, and his ing for an independent
the third in the past two weeks,
others having been held in St. Louis branch managers to discuss the South African exhibitors, has s
of the Sears Drive in the ed for exclusive distribution of ( !
and Peoria. District meetings were launching
program
for the Unior
favored by President John Balaban Dominion. Present at the meeting entire
South Africa.
place Monday and Tuesthis year in preference to previous which daytakes
will be L. Geller, Calgary
Pohl is reported to represei
single large huddles.
branch manager; M. J. Isman, Mon- fresh combination of South Afi
treal branch manager; L. McKenzie,
Named Erpi Distributor
St. John branch manager; H. O. theater owners who have subsci '
capital for an attaci
Memphis — The Monarch Theater Paynter, Toronto branch manager; substantial
Supply Co. has been appointed a Joseph Plottel, Vancouver branch the Schlesinger hold in the tlj
tory. He is in America, it
distributor for Erpi Mirrophonic
manager; and G. A. Simmons, Win- learned, to arrange for product |
sound equipment.
nipeg branch manager.
equipment for theater construe^
with

"Donner, Blitz und
SonnLightning
enschein
"
(Thunder,
and Sunshine)

*

SUNDAY FILM SHOW:
BANNED IN VERMO

■H

What

does Fred

MacMurray

Confess?

That he raised
yon mustache?
That he's been taken
to the cleaners?

NO... NO... NO... SEE NEXT
FOR

|.E CONFESS

THIS

IS

AN

AD

TO

FRED'S

TELL

TRUE

YOU

PAGE

CONFESSION"

PARAMOUNT'S

J

I CONFESS C
AND

'TRUE CONFi
MED
— ANDT

S TERRIFIC...
■S THE FASTEST,
ND I HAV

AN . PORTER HALL -EDGAR
A wesley RUGGLES production with UNA MERKEL • LYNNE OVERM
• screenplay
• DIRECTED BY WESLEY RUGGLES
. PRODUCED BY ALBERT LEWIN
KENNEDY

11
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(ANGER OFF TO COAST,
FINANCING NOT SET
{Continued

from

Page

1)

Wanger
production
schedule
Ire not been determined, a spokes|n for Wanger stated yesterday
.nger, himself, does not know, it
]$ said, how his production finanwill be handled under the proled deal whereby Samuel Goldwyn
Alexander Korda would acquire
|trol of United Artists.
t is understood that he will conwith Goldwyn,
Korda and Dr.
H. Giannini, president of UA,
n his arrival in Hollywood.

lart Doyle Will Arrive
in N. Y. Early in December
(Continued

from

Page

1)

th Africa, will arrive in New
k from London early in Decemit was learned yesterday. It is
erstood that the contract has
a drawn up and will be signed
Doyle's arrival. He had been exped to arrive in New York late
I month.
nder the announced plan, United
ists has a program which inles the construction of theaters
it least four key cities in South
tea — Capetown, Johannesburg,
ban and Port Elizabeth.

Coal Co. Builds House
Iden, W. Va.— The Island Creek
Co. is having a modern theereeted here, with up-to-date
ment, air-conditioning, etc. The
ter will be known as the Pioand it has been leased to
nie Shore, who operates theain Williamson and War, W. Va.
. Needham, former manager of
Capitol Theater in Charleston,
"a., will be advertising mana-

ges Theater for Mother
federicksburg, Va.- — Benjamin T.
} opened his new $152,000 the|(folk
hereforby a entertaining
radius of 100newspamiles.
Itheater is named Victoria, after
3 late mother, and with a seatppacity of 1,150 it is the 18th
Ae Pitts' circuit.

tand-ln" Plays to 16,000
I alter Wanger's "Stand-In" open-

strongly yesterday at
Radio City Music Hall, New
;, playing to 11,000 admissions
e 6 p.m. and 5,000 more from
until closing, according to
td Artists.

l

faylight Saving In Va.?

Iiville, Va. — Delegate Maitland
'I'd says that he is preparing
Wight saving bill to introduce
b state legislature, at the Janmeeting.

■L.iiJ

IKUJS Of TH€ DAY

20TH-F0X MAKING
NO MARKED COST CUT

(Continued from Page 1)
aters' new Fifth Avenue is slated
for opening Nov. 24. The house is
could
be
accomplished on pictures
modern throughout and equipped
which are now scheduled, because of
with Western Electric sound.
increased cost of materials, labor
other fixed charges encountered
Pawhuska, Okla. — The new 300- and
in recent months.
seat Circle A theater, owned by Arthur Abbott, opens this week. Name
Kent pointed out that 20th-Fox
is that used on Abbott's ranch and is welltion along
producand moston ofthistheyear's
big pictures
in keeping' with rustic Western style set down for this season are well
Detroit — Lafayette Theater, down- design of the theater.
into work or already finished. "In
house formerly'
WPA town
Federal
Players, used
may by
be the
reOld Chicago",
20th-Fox
Oklahoma City — Mistletoe Ex- which
was recently
completedspectacle
at the
opened as a film house shortly.
press Co., film delivery service or- studio, was praised highly by Kent.
ganization, has moved into new
Sandusky, Mich. — Sanilac The- modern quarters at 8 Northwest He said that it is the studio's most
pretentious film, and that it will
ater is being reopened by William Fifth St.
be heralded throughout the country
H. Anderson, after being completewith "the most elaborate publicity
ly rebuilt from a former auditorWoodstock, Va. — Roth Brothers campaign ever scheduled by the comium. Work on the 600 seat house
have purchased a thewas done by Bennett and Straight, Enterprises
ater site at Main and Locust Sts.
theatrical architects.
No definite date has been set for
the premiere, but it will open in New
Detroit — The new 580-seat Rogers
Elizabeth, N. J. — Manager Clem- York, shortly after the first of the
Theater at Rogers City, has opened.
ent R. Murphy of the Ritz, the local year and will be played throughout
House is operated by Walter A. Kel- Lions Club and the American Le- the country on a road show basis,
was said.
gion Post will throw a big party itpany".
ly, who will continue to operate the
Kent declined to comment on the
Starr Theater in Rogers City, divid- tomorrow at the Ritz, when 1,000
ing his time between the two houses. of the city's underprivileged chil- possibility of the company increasing its stockholdings in the West
dren will be their guests at the
Coast Theater circuit at this time,
La Crosse, Wis. — Welworth The- 2 a'clock matinee.
and when asked whether the present British production program,
Carolina MPTO Convention
California Speaker Asked
calling for four or five pictures to
Will Continue Three Days
To Explain IATSE Probe be made at Denham, would be subject to any change, he also had no
Charlotte, N. C— Plans for the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY comment.
silver jubilee convention of the
Attaching no special significance
Los Angeles — Assembly Speaker
Theater Owners' Asociation of
trip, Kent said that conferNorth and South Carolina have vir- William Mosley Jones informed the to his ences
with Joseph M. Schenck, board
Assembly's
tually been completed, according to California
committee that
officials capital-labor
of the Los chairman, and Darryl F. Zanuck,
an announcement of the program Angeles Central Labor Council had production chief, would occupy most
yesterday by Pauline Griffith, sec- demanded that he appear before of his time, and that he made the
retary.
that body and explain why he had
to check up on all matThe three-day meeting, to be instructed the committee to hold its trip annually
ters pertinent to the studio.
held at Pinehurst, N. C, opens present inquiry into affairs of
Sunday, Dec. 5, with the last meet- IATSE. Jones refused the demand.
ing of the old board of directors Cecil Cregan testified that cost of
20th-Fox Sets Record Sum
and
a
review and
of the
year's
work by operating the four local IATSE
Mrs. Griffith
other
officers.
unions and of a special branch
Monday, Dec. 6, the convention office of international headquarters
to Plug "In Old Chicago"
will get under way formally with in Hollywood cost the membership
With
"In Old Chicago" completed,
a business session at which speakers will include Ed Kuykendall, $315,210 for the 15 months preced- and scheduled to open shortly after
ing Oct. 31. Of that amount the the first of the year in New York
Walter Vincent, Ed Levy and Mar- headquarters
branch used $122,365.
tin Quigley. A golf tournament Although Hays will hold a meeting on a roadshow basis, 20th-Fox has
already swung into action on the
will be held in the afternoon and
of Association of Mo- largest and most elaborate publicity
a banquet and dance will close the with members
tion Picture Producers while here
campaign the studio has ever planMonday session.
ned. It will be backed by the largAction on resolutions and elec- no date has been set for the session
est appropriation the studio has
tion of officers will feature Tues- and no meeting was held last night.
ever allotted for a campaign for one
day's session.
picture. The picture already has
been getting spreads in midwestern
Miners
Sell
Theater
"Ski Chase" In Seattle
newspaper "roto" sections, with speBellaire, O. — The Miners Temple,
cial attention given the spectacular
"Ski Chase," new ski-ing feature
released by World Pictures Corp., owned by the United Mine Workers fire scenes.
will have its West Coast premiere of America of this district, and
starting tomorrow at the Montlake erected in 1920 at a cost of $250,Theater, Seattle. Pix is also booked 000, has been purchased by the InMelton Cold to Pix
terstate Theaters Association. The
for Portland, San Francisco, Los
Cleveland — James Melton closed
Angeles, Hollywood and Salt Lake buiiding already contained a theater
City. New York premiere will take on which extensive improvements his vaudeville debut at the Palace
last night with the announcement
will be made in the spring.
place after the first of the year.
that he was through with pictures
unless he could get satisfactory stories. Melton said he had a contract
Guatemala Moves for Production Control
offer from one picture company, a
Guatemala City (By Cable) — Moving for strict control of production here, the Presicoast-to-coast radio offer and a condent has signed an executive order making a grant of authority by the Ministry of
Education mandatory. Producers must submit an outline of story and scenes and sign
cert tour under consideration. Melan agreement to "respect the national dignity and culture."
ton reportedly drew good business
against Auto Show opposition.

Kansas City, Kan. — Harry Gaffney, assistant booker for Warner
Bros., in their Kansas City exchange,
has been promoted to head booker
to take the place left vacant by the
resignation of Elmer Dillon, who
joins the Glenn W. Dickinson circuit
as manager of their Chillicothe, Mo.,
house.
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SEE NEW TRADE PACT

Quality Clause Amendment

EASING
QUOTA'S LOAD Measure Alarms
(.Continued from Page 1)

J

m it suggestions as to the products
to be considered.
The film industry loomed as
among those industries which will
play an important part in the negotiations, and well-informed observers here predicted that through the
proposed reciprocal trade agreement U. S. producers and distributors would doubtless seek alleviation from the stringent provisions
of the Films Bill (Quota Act) which,
should it be passed by Parliament
in its present form, will impose
heavy burden on American motion
picture interests and tend to sharply curtail their operations in the
United Kingdom market.
Coincident with the Hull announcement, the State Department
released figures showing that the
film industry here during the year
1936 exported 63,247,000 linear feet
of motion picture film to Great Britain, representing a total value of
$1,496,000. This represented an increase in the linear feet exported
and a decrease in value over the
year 1929. Export figures for 1929
were 61,190,000 linear feet representing a value of $2,052,000.
Exports to Great Britain of motion picture projectors, sound equipment, stereopticons, magic lanterns
and other projection apparatus
took a considerable drop from 1929
to 1936.
In 1929, $4,495,000 worth of such
equipment was exported and in 1936
only $924,000, representing a decrease of $3,571,000.
All industry representatives contemplating filing information which
will affect the proposed trade treaty
were asked to do so immediately
including detailed information and
suggestions.
Secretary of State Hull announced
later yesterday this country is contemplating a new trade agreement
with Canada. The one now in force
expires at the end of this vear. Included in the announcement were
figures for exports of photographic
and projection goods. In 1929, this
country exported to Canada $2,891,000 worth of goods and in 1936,
$1,959,000, representing a decrease
of $932,000.
No figures on film exports were
given. Imports on motion pictures
films, sensitized, not exposed, were
reported at $1,694,000 in 1929 and
$1,322,000 in 1936.
Charles C. Pettijohn general
counsel of MPPDA, has arrived here
from New York.

(Continued

frnm

Page

1)

shell effect, and J. C. Graham, managing director of Paramount
Film
Service, Ltd., Para.'s British subsidiary, and representatives of other
American companies were very upset over its menacing' possibilities.
The first day's consideration
of
the measure by the Commons Standing Committee was little more than
routine procedure.
The committee's
next session is set for next Tuesday.
It was agreed to divide the renters'

to Quota ARGUMENTS DEFERI

American

DISPl
SWG-SP
IN (Continued
from Page 1)

Distribs.

quota into two parts for each half
of a year.
There were indications that the
of Oliver Stanley, presiI amendment
dent of the Film Board of Trade,
i providing for a Films Council may
> be superseded by a demand for a
|Films Commission, favored by the
Standing Committee.
j
F. W. Allport, MPPDA representative in England, conferred with
Stanley yesterday.

be determined are: Whether 01
motion picture production comp
are engaged in interstate comra
which classes of film worker?
"employes" and which are "indi
dent contractors;" and which i:
proper bargaining unit for filr
dustry employes.

Weil Going to Coast

Joe Weil, exploitation direct*
Universal Pictures leaves for
Coast Sunday night to arrange

exploitation
"You're
Eastman
Says ICC Truck
Won't Rates Operators and Circuits Meet cial
starring on
Alice
Faye.a S-\\
Fix Uniform
Monday on New Wage Scales heart,"
Plagi
there
he is also to prepare a i
Louisville — While some motor
carriers have expressed a desire that
the Interstate Commerce Commission fix uniform rates it is the ICC's
viewpoint that the problem will be
best solved by the industry itself,
Joseph B. Eastman of the Commission disclosed at the ATA convention here.

Possibility of an understanding
being reached between Local 306,
Motion Picture Operators' Union,
and major circuits with respect to
new wage scales contract loomed
yesterday with the announcement
that both factions will hold separate
meeting Monday morning to be followed by a joint session the same
afternoon.

Eastman revealed, however, that
a survey of costs is being made as
a basis for possible future rate
classification.

Elsaser Named DeVry Mgr.

transcription

on the feature.

iarism Charge Denie

Warner
Bros, yesterday in
eral Court filed a denial to
charge of Richard Carroll and
liam A. Drake that the company
plagiarized their story based or
life of General Gorgas.

New Labor Dept. Film
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

D.

Chicago — A. P. Hollis of the
Washington — "What's in a Di
Herman A. DeVry, Inc., announces
the title of a new two-reel s
Modification of some provisions the appointment of Hugh Elsaser is
film in both 16 and 35 mm. w
of the Motor Carriers Act was fore- as manager of the newly formed which will be available from the
cast by the ICC exec, who pointed
men's Bureau of the U. S. De;
out that Congress has shown a dis- DeVry 16mm. local newsreel de- ment of Labor in the near futu
partment.
position to work with the carriers'
organizations.
Interstate Carriers at a sectional
meeting adopted the ATA recommendations to dissolve the interstate and intrastate divisions, replacing them with common carrier
and contract divisions. James Godfrey, Jr., Detroit, was elected
chairman of Common Carriers, with
George Whitehead, Paterson, N. J.,
vice-chairman. Sam Ziffrin, Indianapolis, was elected chairman of Contract Carriers, and C. F. Roemer,
of the
Newark, N. J., vice-chairman.
A resolution asking the ICC to
Motion Picture Associates, Inc.
designate routes from point to
point rather than by roads was
adopted by a small majority.

THE OUTSTANDING MOTION PICTURE
AFFAIR OF THE YEAR!

SAT. EVENING,

NOV. 20th, 1937
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Saenger Circuit Acquires
Adams' Vicksburg House

New Orleans — Reports reaching
here that the Saenger Theaters
Corp. had taken over Jimmie
Adams' Strand Theater at Vicksburg, Miss., received confirmation
when Saenger's booker, Gaston
Dureau, notified bookers on Film
Row. Reports were also current
that the other houses of the Adams
Building Cuban Studios
Modern studios for the production circuit had become members of the
of features and industrial subjects Affiliated Theaters, a buying and
aimed at the international Spanish booking combine in which E. V.
market are under construction in Richards has an interest. Other
Havana, Cuba, according to Rogelio houses in the circuit are: the Gem
A. Pujol, Cuban Pictures Co. execu- at Ruston, the Palace at Jonestive, who is in New York on com- boro, the Gem at Hodge and the
Strand at Cotton Valley.
pany business.

GRAND

BALLROOM

OF THE HOTEL

ASTOR

Prominent stars of stage, screen and radio will
personally appear to entertain you, including ISHAM JONES and his radio
orchestra.
Proceeds to Sick and Benefit Fund of M.P.A.
Tickets $10 per person, may be purchased from
Irving Landes,
Gaumont-British Corporation, 345 West 44th St.
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deal's Finishing Touches Due at UA Meet Wednesday

IEBRAS_KA]IGHTS TO UPHOLD ANTI-ASCAPSTATITE
!! 612,000
in FeesPrexies
Requested
in Roxy's Reorganization
of 5 Majors on Coast front IV. Y.
owances
Sought
Double
Total Monies Available,
Court Told

i

'earing
applications
fees
onnectionon with
the Roxy for
Theater
■g. yesterday before Federal
je Francis G. Caffey brought the
losure that the total number
I was 33, with the aggregate
>d, $612,000.
wo conflicting claims were made
brokers, Carl Erickson asking
$50,952 and George W. Garson
(Continued on Page

West Coast Bureau of THE

2)

OGKHOLDERS RETAIN

lUGATIONAL'S BOARD

sntine's Production
Hums; Plan 45 Features

enos Aires (By Cable) — Producmms at an unprecedented pace
as five well-organized producrganizations proceed on an agite program of 45 features.
|th Argentine-made films claimon

Page
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COL. FIRST QUARTER STEREOPHONIC SOUND
IMPRESSES AT TEST
NET ABOUT $147,000

Columbia Pictures Corp. figures
for the first quarter which ended
Sept. 30 last, are expected to be
ready for distribution to the stockholders by the end of the month.
Net earnings for the* period are estimated at approximately $147,000
after taxes. After the deduction of
ockholders of Educational Pic- preferred dividend requirements,
s, Inc., held their annual meet- these earnings will be equal to about
yesterday afternoon, and after 27c per share on the amount of common stock outstanding at this time,
discussion
re-elected
entire
shares.
Last
year,
in
ent board of directors, consist- 349,468
(Continued on Page 7)
of E. W. Hammons,
Bruno
lers, John R. Munn, Hugh
M.
er, Norman
C. Nicholson
and 30 Extra Days Playing
Williams, and ratified all acTime for Cushman Vaude
of the board during the past
Board will meet next MonLincoln, Neb. — Word here says
to elect officers, with no changes Rick
Ricketson, division manager of
ipated.
Fox Inter-Mountain, Denver, took
on vaudeville in all his Rocky Mountain spots(.Continued
and willon line
up with the
Page 7)

(Continued

FILM

Hollywood — Arrival of Sidney R. Kent of 20th-Fox tomorrow will bring the number
of major company prexies here from the East to five. Already on the Coast are
Loew's Nicholas M. Schenck, Warners' Harry M. Warner, RKO Radio's Leo Spitz, and
Paramount's Barney Balaban. Kent was preceded by Joseph M. Schenck, company's
board chairman; Balaban was accompanied by Stanton Griffis, chairman of the Para,
executive committee.

2)

ra*L

Coincidence
lyracuse, N. Y.— Tie this for a codence. Warners' "Alcatraz" opens
the RKO-Schine Paramount here
nksgiving day on the heels of the
•ational Jamesville Penitentiary es; and recapture here of the three
onnell kidnapers,
Altatraz-bound.

Attorney General Files Exceptions to U. S. Court
Writ

Lincoln — The Attorney General's
office has filed exceptions and objections to the Federal Court temporary injunction granted Ascap
against
anti-Ascapenforcement
statute as of
wellNebraska's
as denial
of the State's motion for dismissal
of the case of Gene Buck and Ascap
against state and county officers to
halt enforcement.
The exceptions contend that the
State
has asno set
knowledge
functions
forth in of
the Ascap's
bill of

"Stereophonic sound," a reproduction process which creates the illu(Continued on Page 7)
sion of dialogue and sound effects
emanating directly from the point
of origin on the screen, was demonstrated yesterday at General Service
Studios by Erpi engineers who were
not completely satisfied with results of an earlier demonstration
during the SMPE convention in New
York.
Buffalo — A campaign for the abolUnder better auditorium condiition of the music tax as collected by
tions "stereophonic sound" lived up
in New York State has been
to the claims of its developers, J. P. Ascap
launched by the MPTO of Western
(Continued on Page 7)
New York. All exhibitors in the
state are (Continued
being asked
to share in
on Page 7)

MOVE FOR ANTI-ASGAP
LAW IN N.Y. STARTS

Expect Exhibs From Five
States at Allied's Meet

Paramount Is 65 P.C. Sold
in Philadelphia Territory
Columbus,
O. — National
Allied's
regional
meeting
here, called
for
Dec. 6, is expected to attract indie
exhib. leaders from Indiana, West(Continued on Page

7)

Deal Action Foreseen at UA Meeting
To be Held on Coast Next Wednesday
Only Two Pix Rejected
Finishing touches on this side to
In Toto by Va. Censors the pending Goldwyn-Korda deal for

control of United Artists through
Richmond, Va. — A net profit of exercise of the Pickford-Fairbanks$16,733.06 was made by the State Chaplin stock option may materialDivision of Motion Picture Censorize next Wednesday.
ship during the fiscal year ended
Same day, it is likely, may also
June 30, it was disclosed in the annual report
to Governor Peery yes- see some action taken which will
(Continued on Page 7)
(.Continued on Page 7)

Contracts representing 65 p.c. of
the total sales possibilities in the
Philadelphia territory have been
signed with Paramount since the
(Continued
Page 7) "buyers'
termination
of theon recent

25 Years After
George J. Schaefer, vice-prexy and
general manager of UA, and Mrs.
Schaefer, at Atlantic City to mark their
silver wedding anniversary today, are
slated to receive something different
in the way of a congratulatory card.
A 24-sheet designed by Monroe Greenthai, it depicts the twain riding in a
rolling chair, pulled by David O. Selznick
Walter
"reindeers,"
and and
pushed
by Wanger
Samuel asGoldwyn
and
Alexander Korda as themselves. Sez
Goldwyn, Schaefers
"Include honeymooned
me out of this
I'm
tired."
in —A.C.
25 years ago.
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STOCK

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
STOCK BidMARKET"
Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
95
98
Fox Thea.
Bldg. 6V2s 1st "36
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met.
Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4s 1st '43

Plan for World's Fair

World's Fair rent plot contracts
have been signed by Libby-OwensFord Glass Co. of Toledo, manufacturers of glass block widely used
in film theater construction, and E.
I. duPont de Nemours Co. of Wilmington, Del., for each of these
firms to erect buildings in which
they will display product during the
exposition, it was announced yesterday.

•

NOVELTY

T

▼

but

ver-ree

pressbook.

DALY

Practical

that

▼

one

TV

• •
• A SUBSTANTIAL
donation was received from Bill
German of the Jules Brulatour office
as his annual donation to the Relief Fund
which starts the Fund going one
week before the opening date on Thanksgiving Day
and if
any of you gents feel that you have anything to be thankful for
at this season, you too can spread a li'l of it via the Fund Route.
▼
▼
T
• •
• A NEWSREEL recording of the event by Movietone will be
a feature of the Eighteenth Annual Charity Frolic of the Motion Picture
Associates
to be held this eve in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel
Astor. . . • Nice plug for "Hurricane" in Boston
when Art Catlin
of the Colonial Theater sold the Daily Record, tab sheet, on distributing
several thousand first editions with the front page given over to the
pix
the scare head read: "Hurricane" Hits Boston
the papers
hit the street one hour before the curtain on opening nite

$612,000 in Fees Asked
in Roxy Reorganization
(Continued from Page

1)

and Koemer-Kenny Co., Inc., seeking $58,692.
Howard S. Cullman, trustee, asked
for $120,000 in addition to previous
allowances, and his attorneys Proskauer, Rose & Paskus asked $50,209.
Pounds Bondholders' Protective Committee, proponents of the reorganization plan, asked $23,318 as their
fees, plus $37,394 for disbursements,
and attorneys for the Committee,
White & Case, asked $66,565. Miller, Owen, Otis & Bailly, general
counsels for the Pounds Committee,
asked $20,000.
Gold Noteholders' Committee
asked $10,000 for fees and $17,297
for disbursements, and its attorneys,
Beekman, Bogue, Leake, Stephens fe
Black asked $25,497.
Colonel Hartfield of White & Case
called to Judge Caffey's attention
the fact that request for fees and
reimbursements amounted to double
the total monies available.
Judge Caffey adjourned the subsequent hearings until Dec. 3rd.

New

Los

Angeles

Exchange

San Francisco— F. L. "Pat" Patterson, manager of Atlantic Film
Exchange here, is opening a Los
Angeles exchange to handle the
southern territory. Associated with
Patterson in the new venture is Edward Patterson, who will act as
manager of the southern office. The
men are not related.

IRVING ASHER,
head of Warner
studios, is due in New
York
Normandie.

Bros. Br
Monday

FLORA W. THURSTON, booker for Warr
Bros, exchange in St. John, N. B., left yesti
day for home after spending two days in N,
York.

the center spread shows another gigantic plane with photographic
highlights of the thrill scenes set into the body of the plane
this
spread is a splash lobby display all by itself

MARKET

Net
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ish
the

turned out by Al Selig for the GB "Non-Stop New York"
it is a
long panel-shaped book which sets off the cover design perfectly
a red trans-atlantic plane built along the nude body ol the Flying Venus
an embossed
job that stands
out against
a white
background
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Rep. Sales-Playdate Drive
on Schnitzer Anniversary
A sales and playdate drive is being conducted
by Republic's
eastern
branches
in honor
of Ed Schnitzer,
eastern sales supervisor, who is celebrating his 15th anniversary in the
motion picture business. The drive
started this week and will be continued until Jan. 1. It is the first
time in Schnitzer's career that a
drive has been launched in his honor
and the event was sponsored by the
New York exchange. Schnitzer has
eleven exchanges in his division.

Crooker Going to Coast
on Coordination Mission

NAT FURST, Warner Bros, branch mam;
Boston,
was in New
York yesterday.
WALTER WANGER left yesterday for t
Coast by train.
in

ALEXANDER
KORDA
is due
in New
Yc
Monday
from
the Coast
and is scheduled
sail Wednesday for England on the Normand
RITA JOHNSON, film actress, arrived in N<
York yesterday
from
the Coast
by plane.
FRED ASTAIRE
from Hollywood.

has arrived in New

Yi

ARTHUR GREENBLATT, GB eastern divbi
manager, arrives in Detroit this morning fr
Cincinnati
his territory.on current two weeks' trip throii
LEWIS WEBER, counsel for Skouras Theit
Corp., accompanied by MRS. WEBER, u
from New York today for the Coast on t
Santa
Rosa.
MAURICE BARBER, theatrical producer, .
his author wife who is professionally kno
as Dorothy Farnum, leave New York for Eur<
today on the Champlain.
HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEACLE I
from New York Wednesday on the Norman
for England.
JOHNNY HOWARD, associated with J.
Hylton, English orchestra leader, leaves N
York for the Coast shortly.
CHARLES R. ROCERS, Universal^ product
head, is en route to New York from U
versal City, with a Boston stopover planned
RANDOLPH SCOTT arrives in New York I
week-end
from the Coast.
CLARENCE and
New York tomorrow

ELFRIDA DERWENT
for Los Angeles.

BEVERLY
"March
of

associate
returned

Queen
tion.

of

JONES,
Time,"
Bermuda

from

a

producer
yesterday
three

It.
of
on

weeks' v»

Argentine's Production
Hums; Plan 45 Featur
(Continued from Page

1)

ed to be outgrossing all forei
product, the production field loca
has been heavily bolstered. Sc
Film is working on a line-up of !
SIDE, eight; Lamiton, six; W
son,
three. four; Joly, four; and oihei

International Spanish market
Herb Crooker, director of publicity
also
accepting Argentine product:
for Warner Bros., leaves for the warmly,
returns indicate.
Coast next Friday for conferences
with S. Charles Einfeld and Robert
Taplinger, new chief of studio publicity. Purpose of the trip is to pave
the way for smooth coordination between the New York and Coast departments. While in Hollywood,
^P&M
Crooker will help plan the "Robin
Hood" campaign and do some work
on WB's
Lucky
radio show
l^i"M3i
which
starts
Dec. Strike
8.

Amusement

\RTHV

Issues Off

Not a single gain was registered
in the amusement stock and bond
list yesterday. On the Big Board,
range of the drop was from % to
8V2, on the Curb, from Va to 1%,
and on the Bond Market, from V2
to 3.

Best

wishes

the

following
on
their
NOVEMBER
20
Robert Armstrong
Elsa Benham
Rosita
Delmar

from

The

Film

Daily to
birthday:

m

When

you book

an expensive, nationally famous

feature, you are planning to cash -in on people's expectations. You are planning to impress them — not
to disappoint them.
You can't afford to be penny wise with big features,
and especially with color.

screen brightness at so little more cost that one extra
admission per show will cover it.

SIMPLIFIED —

1 -SIMPLIFIED LAMP MECHANISM
2-FEWER LAMP PARTS
3-LOWER ARC CURRENT

The only way to deliver the goods is the same way
5000 theaters are now doing it — with high intensity
projection.
Almost any house can now afford modern projection.
New SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY lamps and
"Suprex" Carbons make it possible to double or triple

Don't wait for competition to force you into high
intensity projection. Get it first and make money
with it.
Write for the new, free, illustrated book — "The Eternal
Triangle In Picture Projection."

SIMPLIFIED

^^^
^^in
hQgnlvnsily ^0NATIONAL
WujPROJECTION
CARBON COMPANY, INC.
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Unit of Union Carbide |IH«I and Carbon Corporation

)WITH NATIONArsTJPREX *a.,,»,
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Copyright 1937, National Carbon Company. Inc.
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THEATERS
• CONSTRUCTION
• MODERNIZATION
• MAINTENANCE
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WHITE WAY SYSTEM
INSTALLATIONS RISE
Chicago— The White Way System
report a large increase in canopy
and neon sign installations in the
Chicago territory. Among the recent installations, according to M.
J. Wells, sales manager, are: the
Atlantic Theater of the Schoenstadt circuit; the Olympic Theater,
Cicero, under Abe Goldstein direction; Rhodes Theater of the Warner
circuit, and the new Homewood Theater being erected by Joe Goldburg.
Installations have also been completed for Irvin Theater of the
Great States circuit at Bloomington
and the Washington Theater at
Quincy as well as the Calumet Theater at Hammond. The Empire
Theater and the Clark Theater jobs
in Chicago were completed during
the past week.

$100,000 Maiden House
Opened by Middlesex Co.
Maiden, Mass. — The new Maplewood Theater has been opened. Constructed by Irving I. Green at an
estimated cost of over a $100,000,
house seats 700. It is operated by
the Middlesex Amusement Co., of
Maiden, operators of the Granada,
Mystic, Strand, Auditorium and Orpheum Theaters in Maiden.
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Seat Color Scheme
Miami, Fla. — When the Capitol Theater has its 1,224 new seats in place,
appearance of the auditorium is going
to be quite changed. The seats, which
are of the de luxe type furnished by the
American Seating Co., are of two colors,
bright red and bright blue and are
to be placed
alternately.

a

Hartford's First New
House in 11 Years Opens

Kelvinator Branch

THEAl

Flexibility

Hartford, Conn. — Max Shulman
opened the newly-built 800-seat
Webster Theater last night with a
double feature policy, at 30 cents
top. Albei't Shulman is manager.
The theater is the first to be constructed in Hartford in the past 11
years, and is designed, exterior and
$150,000 Pix Theater
interior, by Mrs. Joseph Shulman,
For Cleveland Suburb wife
of one of the operators. Among
the new media used are glass brick
Cleveland, O. — The second large front, formica doors, flexweed walls
motion picture house to be built in in standing room space, and others.
Shaker Heights, suburb of Cleve- The house is air-conditioned. Mrs.
land, within a year, will be built
Shulman has designed a 30-foot
at Kinsman and Lee Roads, at a mural
depicting the history of the
total cost of around $150,000. The
theater has been leased for 20 years cinema, for the lounge, and a pentto a group which operates several torium. house apartment over the auditheaters. Plans drawn by Max H.
White, architect, call for a two-story
building of steel and brick, on a plot Caporal to Build New
88 by 330 feet.
Nabe Theater in O. C.
Besides the theater, there will be
two store rooms. The theater will
Oklahoma City — Construction has
seat 1,400 and will have a balcony.
the new Mayflower, neighIt will contain all the latest equip- begun on borhood
theater at 1100 Northwest
ment, including air-conditioning and
23rd
Street
by
Sam Caporal, ownhead phones for the hard of hearing.
er of the Yale Theater, also nabe
Work will be started immediately,
announced Max Mormorstein, presi- here. It will be a $45,000 fireproof,
dent of the Kinsman Avalon Im- air-conditioned building with modern style front and will seat 650.
provement Co., and the building will
Two shops will share the front.
be completed in four months.
Caporal states $15,000 worth of
equipment will be purchased for the
Samuel Grand Gets Order
house.
Southington, Conn. — Joseph A.
Davis has contracted with Samuel
Dethlefs Reopens Crystal
Grand of Imperial Studios for the
Manning, la.— J. F. Dethlefs has
complete remodeling and modernization of the Colonial Theater. A reopened the Crystal theater after
wall of an adjacent store will be nearly complete remodeling, which
broken through for the addition of include interior redecoration, rea ladies' lounge. In addition, the
vamping of projection
and installamarquee has been revamped and
tion of new
Duo Soundmaster,
new
Wagner letters substituted. The chairs and rectifiers by Scott Ballwork will be completed sometime antyne Co. of Omaha.
next month.
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Establishes Seattle Office

Seattle — The Confection Cabinet
Chicago — A new Kelvinator fac- Co., makers of candy vending matory branch has been opened here
chines for theaters, has established
at 2451 South Michigan under the an office here at 514 Denny Way.
management of J. L. Conover. Sam David F. Fisher has been appointed
Nides has been named sales man- manager in charge of the territory.
ager.
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Cane Fiber Insulation
Reduces Heating Costs
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fY Electric Co., Cleveland
Mi treat it largely as a fixturing
i ' was dominant and achieved
J) of the fixtures. Today the
' i The change was occasioned
W- <ility and atmospheric quality.
It mrase the newer concept. Coon:! re was a willingness to coare gn with lighting. This has
A ibility to lighting usage never
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oi;

range from direct to totallyipal requirement is that the
' all conditions and that they
amount and distribution of
xtures within normal viewing
and lounges. This suggests
ect units, or some form of
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s is recommended for lobbies
continuous suspended trough
luminous decorative panels.
i or louver control for direct

se are essentially decorative
pn a wall surface, and should
tion. Indirect wall pockets,
| effectively supplement other
ination level near the walls.
Ned for both utility lighting

Tests conducted by the Celotex
Corp. have proved, according to
company's research engineers, that
the use of cane fiber insulation
as a protection against cold insures
a saving of from 15 to 20 per cent
in fuel bills, and estimate that on
this basis theaters' overhead for
heating can be considerably reduced
on a national scale. The size and
cost of the heating plant required
for any theater is proportionate,
they say, to the heat losses sustained through improper insulation.
When heat is efficiently used and
conserved, instead of being permitted to escape through walls and
openings of various kinds, the heating unit can be reduced in size or
used less intensively to secure the
same degree of warmth and comfort.
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GE AIR-CONDITIONING
POST TO J. A. PROCTOR

Speedy Work

Spokane, Wash. — The Granada had
$6,000 worth of modernization accomplished in three days. Manager H. D.
McBride achieved a new high in something or other through extensive exterior and interior improvements, modernistic V-shaped marquees, and new
sign, plus plush carpets, drapes, and
lighting within, — keeping the house
dark only three days.

Cross Shop Installs 50
Suprex Carbon Savers
Detroit — Cross Machine Shop, has
completed installation of its Cross
Suprex Carbon Saver in about 50
theaters throughout the east and
middle west, according to Wallace
Cross, head of the company.

Install New Marquees

J. A. Proctor has been appointed
assistant manager of the General
Electric air-conditioning department, effective at once, it has been
announced by J. J. Donovan, manager. Proctor, who for the past
three years has been assistant to
C. E. Wilson, GE vice-president, will
henceforth make his headquarters
at Bloomfield, N. J.
Proctor, a graduate of the General Electric test courses, holds
many U. S. and foreign patents,
and was the inventor of the marine
direction finder or radio compass.
Among his other contributions are
a single control tuning for various
types of radio receivers and a high
vacuum circuit breaker or switch.
He is a fellow of the Institute of
Radio Engineering.

Salt Lake City — New marquees
recently installed in theaters of the
Intermountain territory by the
Lander Forming Company
Electrical Products Corp. include
Detroit — Pictorial Productions,
George
Empress Theater at
Beatty With Superior
Inc., is being organized by John Z. Magna; Smith's
the Isis of Murray, operCleveland — L. R. Beatty, formerly
Lander as a new commercial moTony Lake
Duval,City,
and according
Ed Smith'sto with Erpi in Houston, Tex., has
tion picture company, specializing Tower,ated bySalt
in industrial work. Headquarters Bryce Loveless of the Electrical joined the sales staff of Superior
Theater Supply Co.
Products Corp.
are at 1079 Penobscot Building.
Stewart-Warner Moving
Chicago — Stewart Warner Corp.
is moving its refrigeration and airconditioning factory to Indianapolis,
where it recently took over the
Marmon plant.
Remodel Galion Theater
Galion, O. - - The Ohio Theater,
now owned and being remodeled by
P. E. Essick and Myer Fine, will
open Thanksgiving Day. Henry
Fickenger will manage the house.
MODERN
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— AUDITIONS
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CHI. AIR-CONDITIONING
SETS NEW HIGH MARK
Chicago — Air-conditioning of theaters in the Chicago metropolitan
territory during the first eight
months of this year exceeded all
previous records, according to K.
C. Porter of the air-conditioning division of the Commonwealth Edison
Co. Thirty-three theaters installed
systems for an approximate total of
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■

■

THEATER

LIGHTING

m
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Flexibility(Continued
Comes
Into Its Own
from Page 5)
Such uses of light admit no technical implications
decorative purpose.
beyond the fact that the effect be pleasing and satisfying.

DOWNLIGHTS— The term "downlights" is used to identify highly
concentrating direct lighting equipment employing fairly concentrating
type of reflectors, mostly in combination with lenses or louvers to
obtain accurate light control. The purpose is usually that of localizing
the illumination or directing it to specific areas from concealed or
unobvious sources. While ceiling and walls remain suitably dark, for
2*000
an estimated cost in
excess hp.
of at
$650,000.
color-lighting effects.
The Broadway Strand Theater installed a 130 hp. plant, the largest
PARABOLIC REFLECTORS— These have been widely applied to
and the White Palace Theater on
South Kedzie, the smallest with produce a concentrated distribution, principally in conjunction with
30 hp. Refrigeration jobs were in louvers. The Silvered Bowl lamp can be used effectively with simple
the majority.
louvering. The louvers, made in a variety of forms, — concentric rings,
Victor Schiff of the Nash Kel- squares, and in decorative geometric designs, — shield the lamp from
vinator Co., reports five key cit- view and eliminate spill light. The degree of concentration can be
ies— Chicago, New York, New Or- regulated by the degree of accuracy in focusing, also by the design
leans, Detroit and Pittsburgh — net*
*
*
ted a total of 71 theater jobs during of the louvers.
the first six months. This was about
LENS SPOTS and Prismatic Control Plates — This lens type of equip8 p.c. of the total number of airment permits localized highlighting in a very restricted spot with a
conditioning jobs in these cities.
Chicago theaters to install beam as small as 30 degrees divergence. Greater beam spread is acmodern air - conditioning equipcomplished byless accurate focal adjustment. The output efficiency
ment so far this year embrace: the
is
of
the
order
of 30 per cent: the actual spot size and footcandle reCity, Woodlawn, Esquire, Park
sults must be calculated from a distribution curve for different beam
Manor, Playhouse, Rhodes, Sontone,
Alvin, Bugg, Englewood, Linden, divergence and projection * distances.
*
*
*
Metro, Normal, Times, Luna, Avalon, California, Jackson Park, DearLENS PLATES — Prismatic glass plates set flush in ceiling mountborn, White Palace, Julian, Symings permit a wide range of light distribution from quite concentrating
phony, New Strand, Brighton, Emmett, Joy, Midwest, Peoples, Rex, to fairly widespread; also asymmetric or angular distribution may be
y Strand, Devon, Maymar- obtained depending upon the focal relations between the lamp and
Broadwa
ket
and the Iris Theater.
control lens. The output will vary, relative to distribution, 30 to 60
per cent.
*
*

Detroit's La Veeda, Long
Dark, Renamed Oakland

Editor's Note: Francis M. Falge is a theater lighting specialist, C. E. Weitz, an illuminating engineer.
This article is a preview of a part of a forthcoming
engineering
bulletin.

Four Oklahoma Theaters
Detroit — Equipment contracts at
Place Orders for Seats

the Oakland Theater, completely remodeled after being dark for two
years under its former name of La
Veeda, include: Simplex projectors
and Peerless lamps by National Theater Supply Co.; carpeting by Turner
Brooks; stage drapes. Twin City
Scenic Co.; screen, Don Dicker son;
interior decorating, T. J. Jagmin
& Co.; sound system and rectifier,
Harry Mason; and marquee and
sign by E. A. Long and Co.
Charles Stepanauckas is owner of
the house, which he is managing
himself, leaving Joseph E. Olschefsky, who is a partner in the Delray
Theater with him, to manage the
latter house as well as book films
for the Oakland in Highland Park,
North End suburb.

Oklahoma City — Remodeling of
state theaters continues at a rapid
pace. Film row orders include:
New Heywood seats from Oklahoma
Theater Supply Co. into the Ritz
at Purcell, operated by Levi Metcalf (430); into the Orpheum at
Tulsa, operated by Ralph Talbot
(1,400); into the Star at Sand
Springs, operated by Fred Gantz
(350).
I. B. Adelman has purchased
1,200 new seats, a super-Simplex
projector and W. E. Mirrophonic
sound for his new suburban house
in Tulsa.
Remodeling
of Ray Rector's
Columbia
at Andarko
is nearing
completion.

Dearborn House Opens

Reade

Morristown

House

Opening Before Christmas
Morristown, N. J. — Work is virtually completed on the new theater
being
built here
by Walter Theaters
Reade's
American
Community
Corp., and opening of the house is
expected before the holidays. Located next to Morristown's municipal
center, one of the show places of
the state, and opposite a church designed by Sanford White, the new
Reade house is of red brick, with
white trim, and borders on the Colonial in general design.

Rush Work

on Sparks House

Hollywood, Fla. — Work is being
rushed on the new 875-seat Sparks
theater and it is expected to be
ready by Dec. 1. Paul Robinson has
been named manager.

S-T-U-D-I-O-S
Technical — Supplies
Furnishings

AIR DEODORIZATION
GAINS IN THEATER!:
Deodorization of air in filr
houses, in conjunction with and aux
iliary to the vital problem of ven
tilation, is gaining increasing atteD
tion from theater owners and op
erators, it is reported by Ozone-Aij
Inc., of Grand Rapids, Mich., mar
ufacturers of the Ozone Genei'atoi
These units, it is claimed, are bf
ing installed on a wide scale an
ever increasing volume by theater
of all sizes, and particularly b
those ranging from 300 to 1,00
seats. There are two models f<
rest rooms; one model for the 30(
seat houses; one for the 500-seatf
and two for theaters having a a
pacity between 500 and 1,000 seat
The Ozone-Air units generati
ozone or nascent oxygen by the frei
discharge of high voltage electricit
after the fashion of a miniatun
thunderstorm. The ozone thus en

ated,
say oxidizes
the company's
engineer
instantly
all foreign
sul
stances and gases in the air, leavin.
it fresh and odorless.
All models manufactured by tr.i
company, with one exception, ha\i
variable volume control, allowin.
volume to be set to exactly mec
conditions. Installation, it is furthdi
stated, is of primary simplicity, rt
quiring merely plugging into a coi
venient light socket, and currei
consumption is nominal, rangin;
from 10 watts to a maximum of nl
watts, depending on the model.

UDT'S Vogue Theater

Thanksgivim;
DetroitOpens
— Neweston local
film hous;i
the Vogue Theater, now being coi
structed
Harper and
Harvard|j
Aves., isatscheduled
to open
Thanksgiving Day, according 1
United Detroit Theaters' presides
George W. Trendle. The Vogqi
architecturally is of the most moo
era design, as is its motion pictusi
equipment. The house, shaped I
afford maximum acoustical value1
floC'1
Indirect
modernistic
on onewill
seats, alllighting
has 1,800
used in the foyer and lobby. An
air-cooling system is planned, art
the
inclucn
latesttechnical
type of appointments
WE sound.

NTS Gets Saenger Order
Jackson, Miss. — National Theata;
Supply of New Orleans < has coni;
pleted a deal to furnish booth equil
ment for the new Saenger Theatei
Corp., house which is now bein
completed here.

Renovate Portland House
Dearborn, Mich. — Circle Theater
Cincinnati — B. H. Coleman has has opened here with Motiograph
Portland, Ore. — J. M. Updegraff,
New House for Margate
reopened the Gallagher Theater, Mirrophonic Sound and Model K pioneer exhibitor, operating the
Atlantic City — Work will sta:
Gallagher, W. Va., after the house Projectors supplied through Motio- Roseway, Mt. Tabor and State theJan. 1 on new house for Margate 1
was completely remodeled, and 343 graph's Detroit distributor, Mcaters, has let contracts for renova- interests.
tion of the Roseway.
new seats installed.
Arthur Theater Equipment Co.
be operated by the Wielland-Lew
Reopens

In Gallagher
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BRASKA FIGHTS FOR
TS ANTI-ASGAP LAW
(Continued from Page

Pre-Production Censorship in Mexico
Mexico City — Pre-production censorship of pix is now in effect here, with the
Autonomous Department of Publicity and Propaganda passing upon all stories on
Mexican studio schedules. Behind the move is the Government's desire to prevent
production of stories running counter to its political and social concepts and programs.

1)

plaint and denies that the new
will remove rights of copyright
srs.
is further denied that music
protection
Krs will not have due
w and the contention is made
no point of violation of the conition of the U. S. or the State
Nebraska is pointed out in the
ip allegations.
le Court is accordingly asked to
• every point of the temporary
secured by Ascap last SaturThe injunction prevents bringof any cases at law to enforce
measure's provisions, any moves
idjudicate ownership of copy;ed compositions, any filing (as
law requires) of copyrighted
c with the secretary of state,
the posting of a $5,000 bond to
r any defendant damages wrongenjoined by the order.
He law makes Ascap an illegal
)ination, and makes each violasubject to fine of $5,000. The
aire was passed unanimously
he unicameral legislature last
jig and was signed by Governor
ran in May, carrying an emery clause which made it a law
?diately.

30 Extra Days Playing
Time for Cushman Vaude
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Wilbur Cushman time. This is the
small priced unit time, $150 daily.
Ricketson announced the shows will
go into Cheyenne, Rawlins, Rock
Springs, Laramie, Idaho Falls, Pocatello, Ogden, Caldwell, Kemmerer,
Nampa, and a few other one-nighters.
Almost at the same time the Frederick-Mercy theaters, Seattle, Wash.,
penned the line for the units in
Walla Walla, Yakima, and Ellensburg. Makes an extra 30 days for
Cushman, and his strongest showing
in the Rockies since he started 5
years ago.

Stereophonic Sound Found
Impressive at Demonstration
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Maxfield, C. R. Sawyer and T. B.
Cunningham, among others, sound
experts agreed.
Employing two Mirrophonic channels, reproduction was accomplished
from either side of the screen. In
the projection booth, there were no
changes in the optical system. Readjustments of the soundhead may
be made in average theaters for less
than $100, Sawyer, who was in
charge of the demonstration, declared. He said that producers
would find a 75 p.c. rise in the cost
of recording equipment in using the
Sound track of the film is split
system.

Expect Exhibs from Five
into two parts in "stereophonic"
recording, similar to push-pull setStates at Allied's Meet
up. And, it was pointed out, tech-

nique is still being perfected in
respect to pick-up methods.
ern Pennsylvania, Michigan, KenPlans are being made to stage a
tucky and West Virginia as well as
demonstration similar to yesterday's
Ohio.
in Hollywood after the first of the
Adoption of a program of activity paralleling that followed by Allied units in the East is expected.
UA Deal Finishing Touches
Martin G. Smith, regional vice- year.
prexy, will preside.
Due at Meeting Wednesday
National Allied is suggesting sime for an Anti-Ascap
(Continued from Page 1)
ilar activity in all regions, with
Law In New York Starts local associations designating combring David O. Selznick to a final
mittees of three to attend the con- decision on his future affiliation.
fabs.
(.Continued from Page 1)
Explanation is that United Artists
olan which is now being carePete Wood of Ohio ITO is ad- stockholders will meet on the Coast
worked out by a committee of
vocating a pow-wow of Allied lead- on Wednesday. Director's session
i. In a letter to exhibs, J. H.
ers at some central point in the is
also scheduled. Formalities, etc.,
near
future.
el, chairman of the commitincidental to the Goldwyn-Korda
tates that several legislators
dealedwill,
it is understood,
needattention.
So will the get
Selznick
expressed their willingness to Paramount Is 65 P.C. Sold
status, it is reported.
uce and sponsor an anti-Ascap
Selznick, now en route by train
in Philadelphia Territory
Ms have been sent to all New
from the East, arrives on the Coast
(Continued from Page 1)
tomorrow. Alexander Korda, who
state exhibitors asking for
mation as to the amount of strike", it was learned yesterday in flew there early in the week, has
y each theater is now paying New York. Exhibitors in the zone tentative
on Monday.plans to plane back here
|;cap.
are buying Paramount product rapidly, it was said.
committee in charge of the
Meanwhile, deals are being closed
jjaign is composed of V. R. Mc- daily in Minneapolis following the Only Two Pix Rejected
Stanley
Kozanowski,
Jake
in Toto by Va. Censors
lie, Nick Basil, George Gammel, ending of the Northwest "strike" a
(Continued from Page 1)
rellchuchert, Jr., and J. H. Michael. week ago Friday.
terday.
This was an increase of
Columbia First Quarter
$1,892.31 over the previous year.
Net About $147,000
The report showed that the division rejected in toto two pictures
(Continued from Page 1)
on the ground of indecency and immorality, and made 112 elimations
the September quarter, earnings
Robert M. Cuming
amounted to $129,000, after taxes, of scenes or dialogue during the
itert M. Cuming, 43, film salespreferred dividend redied suddenly yesterday at his which, after quirements
amounted to 26c per
526 72nd St., Brooklyn. SurMcCormick Defers Return
share on the then outstanding com- year.
-] : are his widow, Mrs. Mabel
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
mon shares, 296,649.
cH>rs Cuming; a son, Robert
Hollywood — S. Barret McCort\ig and a daughter, Jeanne
mick, RKO Radio publicity and ad1 ig.
vertising director, has postponed his
"Nothing Sacred" for M.H.
David O. Selznick's "Nothing departure for New York to confer
Scout Younger
Sacred," in Technicolor, will have locally on the campaign for Walt
its New York premiere at the Radio Disney's "Snow White and the Seven
)101Cjsa, Okla.— Scout Younger, 64,
film actor in Westerns, is City Music Hall following the cur- Dwarfs." He plans to be back at
ylea pr
here.
the home office Monday, Nov. 29.
rent engagement of "Stand-In."
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«REVI€WS»
"A withDamsel
In Distress"
Fred Astaire, George
Burns,
Gracie Allen
RKO Radio
1 hr., 38 mins.
CLEVER DANCING SPECIALTIES OF
FRED ASTAIRE HOPPED UP WITH GRACIE
ALLEN COMEDY.
The

foggy atmosphere of London furnishes the opening with a lot of typical
British accents, for the doings are founded
on a P. G. Wodehouse story. The action
opens in London, with Astaire as an American musical comedy favorite trying to escape in a cab from his femme admirers. A
certain Lady Alyce (Joan Fontaine) is trying to escape from the steward of the
castle where she lives with her aunt (Constance Collier) who wants her to marry her
half-wit son Reggie. She hops in the cab
occupied by Astaire. Romance develops
instantly, and later Astaire follows his love
to the country estate where she lives with
her aunt and uncle. The musical comedy
star takes along with him his press agents,
George Burns and Gracie Allen. From there
on it is light musical comedy plot with
the aunt trying to keep the hero out of
Totleigh Castle, and Astaire sneaking back
and forth and romancing with the girl.
After many escapades and misunderstandings, the young couple are all set for the
wedding bells. There are no spectacular
sets or numbers, with the exception of a
Village Fair, with its tunnel of love and
other amusement devices. These give opportunity for Astaire and Gracie Allen to
stage a fine novelty number. Another fine
dance interlude is with Astaire and Joan
Fontaine in the gorgeous garden of the
estate, as they trip lightly from one spot
to another. Gracie Allen's comedy business
and litres bring plenty of laughs. Astaire
has no outstanding spectacular number,
but the clever footwork is in evidence most
of the time in business that fits into the
plot. Joan Fontaine is mostly decorative,
but very sweet.
The direction is smart.
CAST: Fred Astaire, George Burns, Gracie
Allen, Joan Fontaine, Reginald Gardiner,
Ray Noble, Constance Collier, Montagu
Love, Harry Watson, Jan Duggan.
CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman;
Director, George Stevens; Author, P. G.
Wodehouse; Screenplay, P. G. Wodehouse,
Ernest Pagano, S. K. Lauren; Music, George
Gershwin; Editor, Henry Berman; Cameraman, Joseph H. August.
DIRECTION, Smart. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

King Summons Anna Neagle
for Command Performance
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Summoned to England for a command performance
before King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth, Anna Neagle, British film
star, will sail from New York Wednesday on the Normandie. On the
same ship will be Herbert Wilcox,
director and producer of "Victoria
the Great" in which Miss Neagle
stars. Miss Neagle will play scenes
from "Victoria the Great" in which
she has the role of Queen Victoria,
the present king's great grandmother.

PRODUCTION
INSURANCE
PRODUCERS

need no longer rely upon

approximate copies of original negatives.
They can have true facsimiles, completely
adequate for every purpose. Because the
use of Eastman Fine-Grain Duplicating
Films readily leads to duplicates that are
actually indistinguishable from originals.
Every production needs this insurance.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort
Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)
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Cash Intake Shows 131 Per Cent Jump

)C MAYJNCREASE TELESTATIONS IN O. TO 27
mss
Move for Korda
Gov't
Film Control Through
Chamber
Staying on Coast for UA Board Meet
Eight
More
Applications
i Passage of Bill Expected;
See Ban on More
Theaters

rich (By Cable) — Bill providing
the establishment of a Film
iber with wide advisory and
visory industry functions is
before the National Assembly,
roduction results from the re:of a special Swiss commission,
nted by the Federal governwhich studied the film situahere for 10 months.
;sage of the Film Chamber
ire is believed certain, and the
ber itself is expected to start
{Continued on Page 3)

3 SPECIAL SESSION
ICINGS TAX WORRIES

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

Hollywood — Indicative of the importance of
Artists board, Alexander Korda has canceled his
and will remain here. Korda had planned to
He now expects to leave on Thursday. UA deal

FILM

DAILY

Wednesday's meeting
sailing reservation on
plane out yesterday
details are understood

of
the
for
due

the United
Normandie
New York.
for action

at Wednesday's meeting; Selznick's future status, too, is likely to receive consideration, it is reported.

Broadway Operators, Building Service
Union to Meet on Demands This Week
First conference between Broadway theater operators and officials
of Local 54, Building Service Employes, an A F of L affiliate, is
scheduled for this week, according
to Lou Conway, president of the
local, for discussion of first contract.
{Continued

THEWCEI\

Union, it was learned Saturday, is
demanding a 25 p. c. wage increase,
closed shop, 42-hour week of six
seven-hour days, time and a half for
overtime and vacations with pay of
one week for one year's service and
two weeks for two years or more.
Conway reported that picketing of

on Page 10)

IN REVIEW

imbus, 0. — With the Ohio
Iature having been called for
-ial session Nov. 29 by GovMartin L. Davey, Problem No.
UA Deal's "Finishing Touches" — Quota Act Threats
I
tie
exhibitors'
is the
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
1 1 report
thatworry
the list
Governor
hcommended that all of the DOMESTIC
FOREIGN
s from admission taxes be
Films Bill (Quota Act) went to
Goldwyn-Korda deal, as far as
rked for relief purposes.
ry number two on the thea- the American end of the negotia- Britain's Parliamentary standing
tions was concerned, were com- committee on Thursday amid a
{Continued on Page 3)
pleted, with the exception of what tense and controversial atmosphere
was termed "finishing touches," and on the part of film interests there.
even consummation of these de- Industry circles throughout the
ife' Brings Three WB
tails appeared to face rapid settle- 011United
Kingdom were reported badEnglish Studio Players
Page
12)
{Continued

Jig Asher, production chief of
|.''s Teddington studios in Eng,|,mves aboard the Normandie
3 iccompanied by his wife, the
•I Laura La Plante, and three
1| studio's contract stars, Chili
{Continued

on

Page

4)

rower of a Pass
mah, Okla. — The local golf course
i 13 terrapins to hunt bugs thereBill Slepka, manager of the Cryseater, advertised a swap for Annie
's. He got the terrapins
without

Pending; 19 Stations
Experimenting
By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Experimental television stations in the U. S. will be
increased to 27 if the FCC okays applications now before it. FCC to
date has granted a total of 19,
checkup Saturday established.
Four of the eight pending applications were recently filed by the
General
Electric Co. and two of
{Continued

on Page

12)

BAGHER QUITS METRO,
SIDNEY, AIR ARBITER
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Despite a seven-year
optional contract which he held,
William Bacher has stepped out of
his production
the and
M-G-MMaxwell
House berth
radio onshow
has
severed all connection with radio
activities on the Metro lot.
Succeeding
him onis Page
Louis
(Continued
10) K. Sid-

4 Copyright Infringement
Cases Go To Trial Today
Four actions for alleged copyright
infringement,
one 20th
brought
by "M-GM
and three by
Century-Fox,
are to be heard in U. S. District
Court, Eastern District, today.
C.
{Continued

on

Page

4)

United Artists' Cash Intake for First
11 Weeks Up 131%, Sales Rise, 115%

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Screeno Comedy Version
Tested in 5 RKO Houses

Washington — In a brief filed Saturday with the House Ways and Means
Committee on behalf of the League of
New York Theaters, which seeks the
elimination of the 10 p.c. admish tax,

Atlantic City ■— United Artists'
played and earned business — actual
cash intake — for the first 11 weeks
of the 1937-38 season shows an increase of 131 p.c. over the same
New twist on Screeno is providing
an extra layer of b.o. receipts at period of 1936-37, it was said here
five New York City RKO theaters, Saturday by George J. Schaefer,
{Continued on Page 10)

{Continued on Page 10)

"Alas, Poor Yortcfe"

William A. Brady contends, "The competition of the motion picture has all
but completely annihilated the spoken
drama as it was once known to flourish
in this

country."
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TWO-A-DAY
The

High

Low

Close

Am.
Seat
131/4 13
13
—
Vi
Columbia
Picts.
vtc. 15
143,4
15
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 31
31
31
—
Vi
Con.
Fm.
Ind
1%
1%
1% —
Va
Con. Fm. Ind
pfd.. .
East. Kodak
1
do pfd
160
160 ' 1551/4
160
—
2
551/2
151
+"41/4
Cen.
Th. Eq
52 Vs
501/2 52
+ 1
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
1 On/a 101 101
— 1
93
Paramount
123/g
11
12'/8 + s/a
Para. 1st pfd
921/4 92i/4 _
i/4
11
Para. 2nd pfd
IO1/4 11
—
1/2
6
Pathe
Film
53/4 6
—
Va
RKO
43/4
71/2 41/2 43/4 4 Va
203/4 20
203/4 + %
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox
pfd.
26i/2
26i/2
26i/2
Univ. Pict
pfd
71/2 +
Vi
Warner
Bros
do pfd
MARKET
NEW
YORK BOND
Keith A-0 6s 46...
Loew 6s 41 ww
98
971/2
971/2
Para. B'way 3s 55
Para. Picts. 6s 55
l'/8
Para. Picts. cv. 3'4s47 76i/2
761/2
76i/2 — 1
RKO
6s41
95l'/8 95
95—1
Warner's 6s39
81
80
80
— I1/4
MARKET
NEW
YORK CURB
Columbia
Ficts. vtc.
1
Grand
National
Monogram
Picts.
. .
Sonotone
Corp
15/8
l5/8
1%
Technicolor
171/4
17
17l/4
3
23/4
3
+
Va
Trans-Lux
Universal
Pictures
.
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
STOCK
MARKET
Bid
Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
95
98
Fox Thea.
Bldg. 6y2s 1st '36
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met.
Playhouse.
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4s 1st "43

Hurricane

(United

Artists-Goldwyn) — 2nd

♦ FOREIGN

Astor

FEATURES

Dual bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

♦

iFilmarte
Cinema de Paris
55th St. Playhouse
Cameo

OPENINGS

Madame
Bovary
(Tapernoux) — Nov. 22
The Firefly (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) — Nov. 24 (b)
A Damsel
in Distress (RKO
Radio Pictures) — Nov. 24
The Life of Emile Zola
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Nov. 24 (b)
The Inspector
General
(Czech
film) — Nov. 24
Thoroughbreds
Don't
Cry
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Nov.
25
Nothing
Sacred
(United
Artists-Selznick)— Nov.
25
Mademoiselle
Mozart
(French
Films) — Nov. 25
The
Barrier
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov.
26
True Confession
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
Tovarich
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Dec. 30
Merry-Go-Round
of 1938
(Universal
Pictures) — Nov.
26
AM
Baba
Goes
to Town
(20th
Century-Fox) — Nov.
25
(a-b)
Lancer
Spy (20th Century-Fox) — Nov. 25 (a-b)
General
Without
Buttons
(Mayer-Burnstyn)
(c)
Affairs of Maupassant
(European
Films)
(c)
(c)

Philly to Transmit Films

♦
Belmont
Capitol
Rivoli
Strand
Squire
Rialto
Music
Hall
Cinema
de^Paris
Criterion
Paramount
Music
Hall
Roxy
Palace
Palace
Filmarte
55th St. Playhouse

cominc ono Goin
WHITFORD
DRAKE,
New
York
tomorrow
Berengaria.

West Coast Bureau of THE

and

MRS. R. KENT,
president
of 20th-F
KENT
arrived
in Hollywood
New
York.
night from
ALEXANDER KORDA will leave I
York by plane either this Wednesday or Thu
day from Hollywood. He will go to Engl;
from New
York.
IRVINGand
chief,
Normandie

ASHER,
Warners'return
B
MRS.
ASHER
from
England.

DAILY

today

on

WILLIAM PERLBERG, executive producer
Columbia, and his wife arrive in New Y
today from the Coast and they sail
Normandie this Wednesday for a Eurorx
vacation.
ROUBEN
MAMOULIAN,
M.
DE
ROC
MONT,
foreign editor of the March
of Tirl
JAMES
FITZrATRICK,
producer
of the Fi •
Patrick
Traveltalks;
MARLENE
DIETRIC
day.
BRUCE
LISTER,
MISS
CHILI
BOUCHI
JAMES
TINO

STEPHENSON,
HARRY
RICHMAN
|
ROSSI
also arrive on the Normandie

BILL ROBINSON is due back from H o 11■. *
this week and opens at the Cotton Club t
Saturday.

RITA

JOHNSON

FILM

president, arrives
Europe
aboard

HAROLD
S. DUNN,
Far Eastern manager
Warners
who
is visiting New
York and sti
ping at the Ritz Tower,
leaves for the Co
early
next month.
SIDNEY

Follows current bill.

Investigate FTP Charges

Erpi
from

is in

New

York

from

H

lywood.
JOE WEIL. Universal Pictures exploitation
rector, left for Hollywood
over the weekeir
EDWARD

L. ALPERSON,

CN

prexy, said 1

urday he would leave for Hollywood late I
Los Angeles — Mrs. Hallie Flana- week
or early next.
gan, director of the Federal Theater
Demonstration of use of the AT Project, and her assistant, J. Howard Miller, are to investigate charges
& T New York-Philadelphia coaxial
"The Firefly" for Capitol
cable as a current transmitter for of alleged graft and discord in the
pictorial presentation will be staged operation of the Los Angeles-HollyM-G-M's "The Firefly," starri
tomorrow at the Bell Laboratory.
wood unit of the PWA body while Jeanette MacDonald and All
Demonstration parallels that of here on the first leg of a nationJones,
into Thursday.
a popular-price r
Nov. 10 when a test program of
wide tour of inspection.
at the goes
Capitol
sound pictures was sent from New
York to Philadelphia. This time
direction is to be reversed.
Previous program which industry
judges termed impressive was reproduced on a 7 by 8 inch screen
and images scanned 240 lines instead
of 441 now used by television.
CI

By Coaxial Cable in Test

wcU

rt'-u6!

33

Peggy Hopkins Joyce Sued
Hollywood — Peggy Hopkins Joyce
has been named defendant in a suit
brought against her by Celebrity
Pictures, Inc., over a reported $20,000 promissory note. Case is set for
Nov. 29.

c,0*

i\ 3

<CVWl54lrKc*S(
\5

©

1935 by Meridian Pictures Corp.

RACE
At

Sensationally

FILMS
Reduced

Prices

Openings for Distributors

MERIDIAN PICTURES CORP.
Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
110 9th Av».. N. Y. C
General
Mgr.

RUN

LANGUAGE

♦ FUTURE

(a)

New

Theater
Strand
Roxy
Rivoli
Globe
Paramount
Music
Hall
Capitol
Criterion
Rialto
Central
Central
Amsterdam
Palace
Palace

week

Mayerling
(Pax
Film) — 10th
week
Feu Mathias Pascal (French M. P. Co.)
Life and Loves of Beethoven
Conquerors
of the Arctic
(Amkino)

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
Chg.

Paratle ®

Picture and Distributor
It's Love I'm After (Warner Bros. 1 — 2nd week
Second
Honeymoon
120th Century-Fox) — 2nd week
Fifty-second
Street (United
Artists-Wanger) — 2nd week
Dr. Syn (Caumont
British) — 2nd week
Ebb
Tide
(Paramount
Pictures)
Stand-in
(United
Artists-Wanger)
Live,
Love
and
Learn
I Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Fight for Your Lady
( RKO
Radio
Pictures)
Danger
Patrol
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
Old Wyoming
Trail (Columbia
Pictures)
(a)
Behind
Prison
Bars
(Monogram
Pictures) — (a)
Uncivilized
(Box Office
Attractions)
The Perfect Specimen
(Warner
Bros.)
(a-b)
Breakfast
for Two
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(a)

RKO

1270 Sixth Ave.

Bldg.

New York City

.t
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SWISS FILM CHAMBER
TO CONTROL INDUSTRY

IH!0 SPECIAL SESSION
BRINGS TAX WORRIES
—

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

1)

r owners'
list is the fact that
1tactically all special levies for reef purposes in all of the large
; hio cities have been turned down
i the voters, thus making it highprobable that additional amuse»;• ?ent taxes will be launched to hane the relief burden.

IjfZ Circuit Deals Closed
By GN for 1937-38 Films
Closing of 12 circuit deals and
ogress on several others was anmnced
by Edward
L. Alperson,
and National president, Saturday.
Contracts were signed with Robb
Rowley, operating in Tex., Okla.,
in., Ark. and Calif.; Lefkowitch
rcuit of Ohio; Skouras Circuit of
kw York;
Walter
Reade
Enterses of N. Y. and N. J.; Schine
ieatrical Corp., of N. Y. and Ohio;
nalley's Theaters, Inc., of N. Y.;
ilmer & Vincent Corp., operating
Pa. and Va.; Century Circuit of
Y.; Randforce Amusement Corp.
N. Y.; I. Libson and Semelroth
cuits, both of Ohio.

irie Sells Frisco Geary
Theater to Arch Selwyn
&an
Francisco — Part
interest
in
«■ 1,400-seat Geary Theater, curitly roadshowing "Hurricane,"
s sold to Arch Selwyn, New York
ige producer, by Louis R. Lurie
turday. Agreement gives Seln control of legit bookings exi Dting shows already dated, and
wides greater use of house as
tlet for film roadshows. Majority
pictures probably will be UA, in
ich Lurie is understood to have
ancial interest through Renowned
itists. House was equipped rejitly with Grade A Mirrophonic
ind to accommodate "Hurricane,"
ich registered a capacity attend:e of 18,000 the opening week.

with PHIL

H. DALY

• •
•
THE BOSS Didn't Say Good Morning
and that upset
the poor clerk so much that his whole scheme oi life went blooey
and gave M-G-M a dandy short subject oi the same title
Dr.
Joseph lastrow. the famous psychologist, thinks this subject in applied
psychology on the screen points the way to an entirely new field in the
motion picture
among other things it can show the nation's business men, he says, the power of applied psychology in the efficiency
of their organizations

T
•
the

T

T

•

•
THE IDEA fires the imagination with its possibilities
suppose
M-G-M
follows this up with a picture where
Boss says good morning to the clerk
not only does

he say good-morning, he slaps him on the back
invites
him into his office
pulls out the box of perfecto Havanas
asks him how everything is going
is he satisfied
with his job
his salary
his surroundings?

•

•
THEN THE Boss grows confidential with his hired help
and tells the cluck — er — the clerk that they should know more
about each other
more about what each is doing in the business
that gives the Boss a great idea
to swap jobs for
a week
they do
and before the week is ended, the clerk
who is now the Boss fires the boss because as a clerk he is lousy
this is the type of short subject the nation needs
we claim
a subject like this will bring millions of clerks cheering to the box-offices
of the land
M-G-M has made a noble start
we hope they
follow it up
with OUR
plot
the sales price can be
arranged
to our mutual satisfaction
we hope
(imagine
what Bob Benchley could do if he played the clerk firing the Boss)

•

•

•

•

JOY

comes

to

Frances Eloise Hodges
who a short while ago

Hodges

she

was

christened

and she's doing all right for a gal
was aching for a break
she is

starred in Universal's "Merry -Go-Round of 1938*"
and has
become the toast of New York as the leading lady of that sensational musical stage hit, "I'd Rather Be Right"
just goes
to show that you should never get discouraged
look at
President Roosevelt
he was slipping badly when George
Cohan came along and in this play put the Prexy right up On
Top again
Success swamped the lady in question when she
changed
her name
to Joy Hodges
we are thinking
of
changing ours to Delight Daly

•

•

•

wishes

'he

following

from

The
on

Film
their

NOVEMBER

22

John Monk Saunders
Arthur De Bra
Bobby Burns
Sam Silver

Daily

to

birthday'

•

•

•

A

FINE

array

of novelty printed stunts turned

by Lester
Pollock
to plug the
Truth" at Loew's Rochester theater

«

«

«

»

showing

»

of

»

"The

One of the first acts by the Chamber is expected to be a ban on the
erection of new film theaters in
Switzerland. Country now has 354
pix houses.

Ted Rogers Reelected ATA
Pres. at Louisville Meet
Louisville — Ted V. Rogers has
been re-elected president of ATA, it
was announced following close of
the organization's convention here
last week. Others named to office
include: L. A. Raulinson, of Jacksonville, treasurer; Chester G.
Moore, of Chicago, secretary; divisional chairmen: James P. Clark,
film carriers; James B. Godfrey,
common carriers; Sam Ziffrin, contract carriers; B. H. Megginson, oil
field equipment haulers; H. E. Sheridan, cartage operators; Charles Yokum, petroleum transporters; Walter F. Carey, automobile haulers;
and
riers. J. F. Winchester, private carConvention passed a resolution to
organize a Safety Committee, and
sent a message to the ICC asking
that several privilege questions be
clarified.

DEATH RECORD

THE FIELD of art may claim our own Si Seadler

after that pen-and-ink sketch he did for the ad on Metro's "Rosalie" in
the trade press, he has been swamped with offers
one of them
is from a Broadway drug store
they want Si to sit in the window
and sketch folks passing by
Best

functioning early in 1938. Some opposition has arisen, but it is not
regarded seriously.
The Film Chamber will comprise
18 members, nominated by the Department of the Interior, elected
for a period of 3 years and selected
from representative groups of the
nation's industrial and cultural life.
It will include, in addition to persons directly connected with the film
industry, also representatives of
various Government departments. It
is to be constituted as follows: one
representative each of the Conference of Cantonal Directors of Education and of the Conference of Cantonal Police Commissioners; 7 representatives of the film industry
(production 1, film rental agencies
2, motion picture theater owners 2,
actors and technicians 1, and 1 additional member, depending on the
stage of development of the Swiss
film industry), 7 representatives of
education, arts, and science, and 2
dustry.
representatives
of business and in-

out

Awful

Mrs. Edward J. Mannix
Palm Springs — Mrs. Bernice Mannix, wife of Edward J. Mannix,
M-G-M studio general manager, died
instantly Saturday when an automobile in which she was riding overturned near here. Car's wheels are
reported to have bogged down in
sand on the margin of the road. Al
Wertheimer, night club proprietor
with whom Mrs. Mannix was driving, was seriously injured in the
crash.
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,V ;< REVIEWS Of THE flEW FlUM
"Behind

"True
Confession"
With
Carole
Lombard,
Fred
MacMurray,
John Barrymore
Paramount
(HOLLYWOOD

75

Mins.

PREVIEW)

CORKING LAUGH SHOW, SPLENDIDLY
ACTED AND FEATURED BY BRIGHT DIALOGUE.

"Thunder Trail"

"Under
Suspicion"
With
Jack Holt.
Granville Bates,

Morgan Wallace
Cclumbia-Darmour
68 Vi
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

with

Mins.

INTERESTING AND
SUSPENSEFUL
MURDER MYSTERY HAS EXCELLENT
CAST.

G'lbert Roland. Charles
J. Carrol Naish, Marsha
Paramount

Bickford,
Hunt
53 mins.

SWELL WESTERN PACKED WITH
PUNCHES. BULLETS. STUNTS AND FAST
ACTION
THROUGHOUT.

V
Prison

Bars

with Ralph Morgan. Kay Linaker,
Ben Alexander,
Edward
Acuff
Monogram
64 m
FAIRLY STRONG DRAMATIC STC
WITH ENTERTAINMENT VALUE P
THE PROGRAM SPOTS.

The old story of the innocent boy s
Here is a Western that has everything, to jail, and then released when the gu
excellent cast, good story, and magnificent party confesses,
is brought
to the scr
Suspense is the keynote of this murder locations, with the action kept moving at a in this one with a few new twists malt
This is a mad, wild opus, built solely
for laughs— and getting them. Wesley mystery. As regulation program fare, it fast pace, resulting in a picture that should the story fair entertainment. Ben Alexan
Ruggles has not missed a trick in extract- should prove interesting. Larry Darmour, please any audience. The picture opens an employee
in the corporation contro
ing laughs, while Associate Producer Al- the producer, has gathered together quite with a gang of raiders, led by Charles by Ralph Morgan,
is sent to jail on
bert Lewin, in his initial assignment for a cast for a picture of this calibre and all Bickford, murdering the members of a embezzlement
charge
when
the gu
perform
well.
Included
are
Jack
Holt,
wagon train to get the gold being shipped cashier rigs the books to cover his defal
Paramount, also rates much credit. ScenKathryn
DeMille,
Craig
Reynolds,
Purnell
arist Claude Binyon, who has been teamed
east. Firing the wagons to make it appear tions. Alexander is in love with Kay Li
with Ruggles on several pictures, fashioned Pratt and Luis Alberni. The last men- as an Indian massacre, a small boy is found
ker, Morgan's
daughter,
and Morgan
tioned contributes a few moments of hil- still alive, and Bickford takes the boy with proves
of the
match,
but his code
a very amusing screenplay, containing much
justice
demands
that
Alexander
be tr
bright dialogue. The acting throughout is
arity. Lew Collins' direction is forceful him, while the boy's older brother is left on
excellent, with Carole Lombard scoring as and is responsible in a large measure for the ground for dead. The older boy re- even
though
he protests
his innocer
covers and wanders into the camp of a Five years later the cashier commits suic
a chronic prevaricator, whose wild lies that air of suspense the piece maintains.
and confesses,
but Alexander
has becc
always get her into trouble. Fred Mac- The screenplay was by Joseph Hoffman and Spanish prospector, J. Carrol Naish, who
Jefferson Parker from a story by Philip brings him up. Fifteen years pass, and bitter and unforgiving.
Morgan
offers
Murray is convincing as Carole's lawyerhusband, a stickler for the truth, who re- Wylie. It might have provided for a little Naish, with Gilbert Roland as the grown take him into his home, and does evi
fuses to handle any clients about whose more physical action in spots and a little up boy, wander back to the same territory thing in his power
tohas makeaccepted
rest - _
Alexander
innocence he has the slightest doubt. John less talk. Jack Holt, wealthy owner of an in their quest for gold. They rescue a however,
offer
only
on
the
advice
of
his
for
automobile
factory,
wishes
to
retire
and
Barrymore gives an uproarious performminer who is being assaulted by Bickford's
Edward
Acuff,
who
tells
ance as a self-styled criminal investigator, give the business to his employees. If he gang as Bickford wants the claim the cellmate,
with no visible means of support. Lynne does a number of persons feel that they miner is working. James Craig, in the role that he is in a strategic spot to get e>
Overman does fine work, while Una Merkel, will lose money, jobs, or a source of of the other brothef, returns from an east- Alexander gets a job in a night club
when he sees Morgan deposit a fortune
Porter Hall, Edgar Kennedy, Fritz Feld, revenue. They include Granville Bates,
ern college still thinking he is Bickford's
Richard Carle. John T. Murray, Tommy Morgan Wallace, Kathryn DeMille, Robert son. Roland recognizes Bickford and de- bonds in the house safe, he tips the m
cides to cast in his lot with the miner un- club owner, who is a gang leader, and
Dugan, Garry Owen, Toby Wing and Hattie Keane. Margaret Irving and Maurice Murbonds are stolen.
Morgan, unable to
McDaniels are among the clever funtil he is ready to expose his father's mur- plain the disappearance
phy. When
are made
Holt's
of the compa
derer. Craig is in love with Marsha Hunt,
makers. Frederick Hollander furnished an life, each
is attempts
looked upon
with on
suspicion.
bonds
must
stand trial himself.
He
excellent musical score, which includes the
the miner's daughter, and a feud between
Holt's lawyer, Craig Reynolds, is his con- the
been convicted,
and is awaiting sente
two
factions
comes
to
a
rapid
head
as
fidant. Hiring Purnell Pratt, a private
song, "True Confession," written in colwhen Alexander arrives in court with
laboration with Sam Coslow. Letting her detective, Holt invites all the suspects to B'ckford continues his attempts to drive
the miner away, or force him to sell. bonds which Acuff takes from the gang:
"confesses" his house at the lake. There, more atat the cost of his own life, after Alexan
wild,T. Carole
run John
imagination
the murder of
Murray, who had
tempts are made on his life and a detective Roland, while searching Bickford's office, is
changes
his mind on the subject of i
engaged her as a secretary. MacMurray posing as a waiter is killed. The murder surprised by Craig, and after a savage
Morgan
turns
in his ■>
battle they discover they are brothers, as a ting even.
of
a
second
sleuth
gives
Holt
the
clue
that
acquits her in the most laughable courtperformance
and the rest of
room scenes ever screened. Carole finally pins the crimes on his lawyer, Reynolds, scar on Craig's shoulder is revealed. They smooth
cast is adequate.
immediately plan to outwit Bickford, who
tells him that she did not kill Murray, and
who felt he had much to gain by Holt's
CAST: Ralph Morgan, Ben Alexa*
death.
is
on
his
way
to
the
miner's
property
at
the
the picture closes with Carole in another
head of his gang. Bickford is knocked off Kay Linaker, Edward Acuff, Charles Brd
lie— telling her husband she is to become a
CAST: Jack Holt, Granville Bates, Mor- a cliff by Roland and the gang flees. Craig
mother.
CREDITS: Producer, I. E. Chadwi
gan Wallace, Kathryn DeMille, Craig Rey- marries Miss Hunt, and Roland and Naish Associate Producer. Lew Cantor; Dirac
CAST: Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray,
nolds, Robert E. Keane, Margaret Irving, leave once more in their search for the
John Barrymore, Una Merkel, Porter Hall, Maurice Murphy, Rosalind Keith, Esther "Eldorado" of all miners' dreams. Roland Ray Cannon; Screenplay by Laurie Bra;
from an Octavius Roy Cohen story; Edi
Edgar Kennedy, Lynne Overman, Fritz Feld, Muir, Purnell Pratt, Luis Alberni, Clyde and Naish give swell performances, and
Carl
Pierson; Cameraman.
Marvey
G:
Tommy Dugan, Garry Owen, Toby Wing,
Bickford
makes
a
good
villain.
The
rest
Dilson, George Anderson, Guy D'Ennery,
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAW
Fair.
Hattie McDaniels.
Lee Phelps, Dorothy Bradshaw, Robert
of the cast, with Monte Blue as Bickford's
CREDITS: A Wesley Ruggles Production. Noble, Harry Harvey, Otto Fries.
a'de turns in a good performance, and the
Producer, Albert Lewin; Director, Wesley
fine locations chosen are worthy of praise,
CREDITS: Producer, Larry Darmour; Di6 New Del. Corporations
Ruggles; Authors, Louis Vernuil, Georges
rector, Lewis D. Collins; Author, Philip as well as the fast riding in the picture.
Wilmington, Del. — Industry coij
Berr; Screenplay, Claude Binyon; CameraCAST:
Gilbert
Roland,
Charles
Bickford,
Screenplay, Joseph Hoffman, Jefferrations chartered
here during
man, Ted Tetzlaff; Musical Director, Boris Wylie;
son Parker; Cameraman, James S. Brown, J. Carrol Naish, Marsha Hunt, Monte Blue,
month
of October, according t
Morros; Music score, Frederick Hollander; Jr.; Editor, Dwight Caldwell.
James Craig, Barlowe Borland, Billy Lee,
Song, Frederick Hollander, Sam Coslow;
bulletin by the Secretary of Sti
DIRECTION, Forceful. PHOTOGRAPHY, William Duncan, Gene Reynolds.
American
Cinefoto,
Bone
Editor, Paul Weatherwax; Art Directors, Good.
CREDITS: A Paramount production; are:
Hans Dreier, Robert Usher.
Corporation of America, t
Director, Charles Barton; From a novel by Film
DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Theater
Corporation, 1
Zane Grey; Screenplay, Robert Yost and World
Pictures
(Trinidad),
Very Good.
Stuart Anthony;
Cameraman,
Karl Struss. Radio
Ascher Brings Three WB
Shore
Productions,
Inc.; and 1
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
English Studio Players Excellent.
Mension Pictures, Inc.
Dallas Decision Still

Studied by III. Allied
Chicago — Rosenberg, Toomey and
Stein, counsel for Allied Theaters
of Illinois, stated yesterday that the
Dallas anti-trust decision was still
being studied. At the same time,
an executive of Allied Theaters denied current reports that a special
assessment was being levied to meet
the cost of engaging attorneys to
prosecute a similar action here.

(Continued from Page 1)

Bouchier, Bruce Lister, and James
Stephenson.
After a few days in New York,
the group will leave for the Coast
to visit the Warner Burbank studios. There, Asher will confer with
H. M. Warner, Jack L. Warner,
Major Albert Warner, and Hal B.
Wallis on production plans for the
forthcoming year at the Teddington
studios.

"Barrier" for Criterion;
4 Copyright Infringement
Cases Go To Trial Today been
Paramount's
"The Barrier"
booked to follow
RKO Ra#J
"Fight on
forFriday.
Your Lady" at the C
terion
(Continued from Page 1)
& F Amusement Corp. and Ben M.
Rossassy are defendants.
Grace Moore for Japan>
It is charged that defendants ilGrace Moore has signed for a <fl
legally held over three M-G-M and cert
tour of Japan opening Aug.!
six 20th Century-Fox short subjects
at the Adelphia Theater, Brooklyn. 1938 at Tokyo, it has been reportl
Eleven cities are to be visited.

.
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There's A Mill
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Also in the Distinguished Cast

BASIL RATHBONE

• ANITA

LOUISE

Melville Cooper • Isabel Jeans • Morris Carnovsky • Victor Kilian
An Anatole Litvak Production
Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Adapted from the Play by Jacques Deval
English Version by Robert E. Sherwood

• Music by Max Steiner

L
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After
Four Years on the Stage

After
Setting Attendance Records in 25 Countries

After
Grossing One Million Dollars in New York Alone

After
Warner Bros. Crowded It with Brilliant Star Names
The Most Famous Comedy of All
Modern Play Properties Is ^^ Ready for Your Screen

CLAUDETTE

COLBERT

CHARLES

BOYER

,„ TOVARIC1
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4 "JUOU" £w» Uaiiuwood "Ms
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

Dramatize Bell's Life
"HE life of Alexander Graham
Bell, inventor of the telephone, is
e theme of a picture now in prepation at 20th Century-Fox stu>s. Based upon a story by Ray
irris, magazine and screen writer,
is planned by Darryl F. Zanuck
• production on a scale rivaling
it of his recently completed speclie, "In Old Chicago." Kenneth
icgowan has been assigned as as■iate producer.
Keep "Donkey" Tale Up
Bob Wright and Chet Forrest
,-e written a parody on "The Don• Serenade," which Allan Jones
lg in "The Firefly" and which he
1 sing on the M-G-M-Maxwell
use program.
T

T

T

Young Peck to "Benefits"
"harles Peck, 14-year-old actor
j played the role of Philip in
?ad End," has been assigned an
jortant
part inBrown
"Benefits
Forgot,"
ich Clarence
is directing
M-G-M with Walter Huston as
star.

Sing a Song of Seven Sales
Atze Taconis and Homer Gane,
new song-writing team, have just
sold seven more songs to Trem Carr
for his Bob Baker unit. With this
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 174 • • •
sale, the writers have placed 11
JACK
CUMMINGS.
Producer.
Born
in St. John,
N. B.
Educated
in the
numbers with the Baker unit in the
*J Boston Latin School and the Allan Military School. In 1922, at 17, he
last three months.
went to Hollywood and sought studio work.
▼
T
T
Began as an office boy, advanced to script
Newfield
Megging
Western
clerk on the sets, and eventually became an
Sam Newfield has been signed by
assistant director. Then into the M-G-M shorts
department as a producer. In 1934, co-produced
Jed Buell to direct "The Rangers'
Roundup," which stars Fred Scott
with Charles Reisner "The Winning Ticket."
and which Buell is producing for the
Then, with the knowledge accumulated as proStan Laurel Pictures Corporation.
duction manager of "Ben Hur," "Broadway
The pictures are being released by
Melody" and "Hollywood Revue," he produced
other shorts and finally was selected for the
Spectrum
Pictures Corporation.
▼
T
T
production of "Born to Dance." Married to
former Marjorie Straus. One daughter, Julie
Shoot "Lost Ranch" Exteriors
Ann. Rates personally as one of the ranking
Exteriors are being shot on "Lost
tennis players of the film colony. Member of
Ranch," Victory's production starthe West Side Tennis Club, Los Angeles, and
ring Tom Tyler. The supporting
the Racquet Club, Palm Springs.
cast includes Tyler's bride, Jeanne
Martel, to whom he was married in
September; Marjorie Beebe, Roger
"Vacation" Gets Change
Lois January in Oils
Williams, Lafe McKee, Happy HowMetro has changed the title of "A
ard, Slim Whittaker, Ted Lorch and
Alexander Lautman, celebrated
Forrest Taylor. Sam Katzman is
portrait painter, is doing a portrait Family Vacation" to "You're Only directing.
of Lois January, the screen actress.
T
T
»
▼
T
T
Lautman painted President Roose- Young Once."
Abbey in "Hawaii Calls"
velt's grandchildren and was comMurphy Signs M-G-M Ticket
missioned by the Daughters of the
Sol Lesser has signed William Ab"
George Murphy was signed to a
Confederacy to do a portrait of Rob- bey, strong man and diver, for a new long-term contract by Metro.
ert E. Lee.
role in "Hawaii Calls."

WHO'S

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

Leo Rosen Dined at Troy
Three District Managers
/ lantic City Boardwalk
On Fifth Anniversary
Hold
Sears
Drive
Parleys
Houses Close; Blame Radio
.tlantic City — Complete collapse
the Boardwalk amusement intry is threatened in the anncement of the Seashore Thea;, Inc., operator of the Stanley
Virginia theaters, that it is
sidering the possibility of closi down to either half days or
k-ends. This follows announcelt of Steel Pier that it will close
'the first time in six years, and
action of the Strand Theater
rator in closing this house. A
;le theater, the Apollo, may rein on full time schedule. Radio
;iven blame by many.

Phillips Lord to Appeal
nillips Lord will appeal from dissal of his complaint
against
ae News, Inc., charging
that
ne violated a contract, made in
III, in which the producer agreed
■ij.ake pictures on a world cruise
'the schooner Seth Parker, it was
•'; Saturday. Appeal will be filed
pun 30 days at Circuit Court of
Meals.

Red Carpet Out
Vest Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

, Hollywood — Warners are now rolNng
lit the royal red carpet for visiting
Jremen. It's the idea of Bob Taplinger,
udio publicity chief. Carpet backs
formal greeting card sent to the newarrived.

With the Warner "Sears Drive"
set to get under way Dec. 26, three
district managers are holding individual meets today with their branch
managers to set up plans for the
sales drive.
Meetings today are:
Central District: — Robert Smeltzer, District Manager. Branch Managers: A. Shmitken, Cincinnati; M.
A. Mooney, Cleveland; F. E. North,
Detroit; W. G. Mansell, Philadelphia; Harry Seed, Pittsburgh; F.
Beiersdorf, Washington. The meet
will be held in Washington.
West Coast District:— W. E. Callaway, District Manager. Branch
managers: E. A. Bell, Denver; N.
H. Brower, Los Angeles; V. Stewart,
Portland; W. F. Gordon, Salt Lake
City; Charles Muehlman, San Francisco; and Al Oxtoby, Seattle. The
meet will be held in Los Angeles.
Canadian District: — Wolfe Cohen,
District Manager. Branch Managers: L. Geller, Calgary; M. J.
Isman, Montreal; L. McKenzie, Saint
John; H. 0. Paynter, Toronto; Joseph Plottel, Vancouver; and G. A.
Simmons, Winnipeg. The meet will
be held in Toronto.
Ben Kalmenson, Eastern District
Manager, will hold his meet this
week.

Steffes Turns Nimrod
Minneapolis — W. A. Steffes,
World Theater owner and head of
Northwest Allied, is spending a
week hunting deer in Northern
Minnesota.

Troy, N. Y. — Leo Rosen, manager
of Warners' Troy Theater, was
guest of honor at a testimonial dinner marking his fifth year at the
theater. He was presented with a
radio by the guests, among whom
were Moe Silver, general manager
of WB's New York State theaters;
Charles Smakwitz, district manager; Max Friedman of Albany; Harry Black of RKO Proctor's Theater; Sidney Sommers of the Lincoln Theater; Phil Fox, branch manager for Columbia in Albany; Moe
Grassgreen, 20th Century-Fox manager, and many civic officials and
friends. Jack Swarthout of the
American Theater acted as toastmaster. Harry Black was master
of ceremonies.

Enforcement
"Blue"
Laws Will of
Be All
Asked
in Vt.
Brattleboro, Vt. — Any move to
halt Sunday pix shows here, in compliance with the instructions of Attorney General Lawrence Jones, will
bring a demand for the enforcement
books.
of
all "blue laws" on the statute

Advised that such a demand was
to
be expected
State's
Attorney
Ernest
F. Berry, said
if presented
by a substantial number of citizens
he
would feel it his duty to start
County.
prosecutions throughout Windham
Under the "blue laws" all "unnecessary labor" is illegal.
sales of gasoline would be Sunday
legally
impossible, it is said.

Canadian Decency League

Montreal — At the suggestion of
Cardinal Villeneuve, a League of
Pathe-Cinesound Pact
Public Decency will be formed here.
With Frank R. Donovan, Pathe with branch
es throughout the proNews production manager, still in vince.
Europe pending completion of a deal
for additional European news coverage, announcement of a contract
5 Wanger Pix Play
whereby Cinesound, Ltd., will cover
Five Walter Wanger productions are
Australia for Pathe has been made
currently being exhibited in New York
in New York.
City movie

houses. On

Broadway,

the

"Dl" Opens At San Diego

Wanger
at the attractions
Radio Cityinclude
Music "Stand-In,"
Hall: and
"52nd Street," at the Rivoli Theater. In

San Diego, Cal. — "Submarine
D-l," will have its world premiere
on Wednesday at the Fox Theater,
here. It was at the San Diego submarine base that many of the scenes
of the picture were filmed.

the remaining trio are "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938," showing at the City,
Arden and Square Theaters; "The Trail
of the Lonesome Pine," showing at the
Yorktown Theater; and "Shanghai,"
running at the Pilgrim Theater.
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UA 11-WK. INTAKE
REVIEWS
SHOWS 131% JUMP
{Continued from Page 1)

vice-president and general manager
of distribution.
Schaefer, here with Mrs. Schaefer
to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary, disclosed further that
sales are 115 p.c. over the figure
for the previous season.
Declaring "we have every reason
to expect that the company's pace
as to product and performance will
be
maintained," the UA sales head
added:
"The distribution personnel of
United Artists, augmented to handle the sale and service of additional product, is functioning in a most
satisfactory manner and adequately
meeting all demands made of it."

B'way
Building
ServiceOperators,
Union Meet
This Wk.
(.Continued from Page 1)

the Tompkins Theater, Brooklyn,
had been resumed following breakdown of negotiations for a closed
shop agreement. Membership of the
Local includes superintendents, matrons, utility men, porters, charwomen and watchmen.

Local 306 and Broadway
Operators Meeting Today
Officials of Local 306, projectionists' group, are to meet with Broadway theater operators today to discuss new wage scale contract.
Among operator execs, expected to
attend are: C. C. Moskowitz, Maj.
Leslie E. Thompson, Dinty Moore,
Bob Weitman, Aly Reid, Irving
Lesser and John Wright. Joseph D.
Basson, president, is to head a union
delegation.

Screeno Comedy Version
Tested in 5 RKO Houses
(Continued from Page 11

The Film Daily learned Saturday,
and wider use of the plan is expected.
Idea, originated by Barney Feingold, of the RKO Alden, and developed by Sol Schwartz, of the RKO
Fordham, follows regular Screeno
period with a comedy version. Comic
consolation prizes are awarded by
an emcee. Spinning determines
winners.

*

SHORTS

Of
*

Stranger Than Fiction No. 43
Universal
9 mins.
Interesting Oddities
Nice selection of oddities in the
news of the world. Two gents who
have a nice business with a toad
farm, which are trained as pets and
have become quite a vogue. A clever colored chap without arms
through an auto accident, who has
equipped himself with mechanical
arms that enable him to even shave
himself. A governmental experimental farm in Maryland for raising prize bulls, and the man in
charge has invented a tread-mill device for giving the bulls plenty of
daily exercise to work off their high
spirits and keep from goring the
hired help. A woodsman who earns
a good weekly income delving in the
forest for peculiar root formations
from which he cuts "ship's knees,"
angular blocks that are essential in
ship building for hulls. A white man
who has learned the Indian trick of
making arrow heads using the ancient tools made of bone, and his
skill has made him superior to the
Indians themselves in this prized
art. In Maryland a gent has trained a little pig just like a dog, to
follow him through the town and
act in other ways like a friendly
pup. The sling shot champ from
Arkansas, whose skill with the boyhood gimmick is amazing, as when
he shoots a cigarette out of a girl's
lips.
Narration by Alois Havrilla.
"Soilless Farms and
Sea Islands'1
(Going Places
Lowell Thomas)
South With
Universal
10 mins.
Fine Human Interest
A scientific farm worked out by
a college professor, where he produces superior vegetables that never
touch soil. The plants are suspended on nets over water containers. The roots hang in the chemically prepared fluid, and they thrive
better than in Mother Earth. The
good
"Going
a staunch
sailingship
vessel
thatPlaces,"
picks up
unique
items for this series of films, stopped at the celebrated Pitcairn Island,
and the crew hobnobbed with the
descendants of the famous mutineers
of the
British
"Bounty."
On
the
island
the ship,
descendants
of the

mutineers who took Polynesian women for their brides are seen very
happy and industrious, as they pursue their vocation of carving souvenirs which they sell to tourists.
Birmingham, Ala. — Beatrice Jenkins of Queen Feature Service, Inc., The film concludes with a sequence
is to be married Wednesday to showing the mysterious stone sculpCharles Norman McMillian, of TCI
tures on the sands of Little Easter
RR Co. Miss Jenkins will resume Island, relics of a prehistoric civilizaher duties after a brief honeymoon.
tion. Narration by Lowell Thomas.

WEDDING

BELLS

HEW

METRO,
TS ARBITEI
HER QUIAIR
FILfflS BACSIDNEY,

"Football Fever"
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal

(Continued from Page 1)

7 mins.

Timely Cartoon
Reel
A topical cartoon subject with
Oswald lining up his team against
the tough Ruffians who far outweighed them. The rooting section
was all for Oswald's team, but the
heavy Ruffian team was too much
for Oswald's lightweights. Suddenly it began to rain, and this enabled
Oswald's eleven to swim easily to
a smashing victory.
"The Dog and the Bone"
(A TerryToon)
Educational
6'/2 mins.
Very Amusing Short
"Puddy the Pup" is walking along
with a bone in his mouth and crossing on a log over a stream he sees
the reflection of the bone in the
water and it is magnified. A devil
appears at his side and prompts
him to drop the bone and go after
the larger one. Naturally he finds
nothing, and loses the one he had.
There is a very hilarious sequence
with a tough looking bulldog, and
there is a series of funny gags carried out when the pup gets in an
Italian restaurant. Finally, he finds
another bone and as he returns over
the same stream he sees the reflection again, but this time when the
devil appears to heckle him, he
kicks the devil into the water and
marches triumphantly off with his
bone. Paul Terry and George Gordon did this one, with Philip A.
Scheib contributing the score. For
the first time, a short has been done
completely in Sepia Tone, and it is
extremely effective.

ney, who became arbiter of M-G-M
radio policy and the final word 01
studio's air production.
Sidney
retaining
Ed
Gardner
and
Sai
Moore of the staff which Bacher ha
placed under contract.
Reports filtering out of tb
studio indicate that Bacher's actio
was dictated by reported dissatifaction with what he claimed to b
"lack of cooperation." Bacher,
is understood, was disgruntled ovc
his claimed inability to get first lin
players when and as he wante
them.
The General Foods-Benton ar.
Bowles deal with Metro is on a
initial 26 weeks basis, with contini
ing 13 week option for two year
it is said.

Dickinson Circuit Taking
Over Four Ghosen House

Kansas City, Mo. — The Dickinso
Circuit operating in Kansas an>
Missouri will bring its string to 2i
November 28 when they take ove
the four-house circuit of Joe Ghc
sen of Versailles, Mo., according t
an
announcement made by Glenn V*
Dickinson.
Included in the deal are the Up
town Theaters at Clinton and Swee
Springs; The Tipton Theater at Tip
ton, and the Royal Theater at Ver
sailles. Ghosen will continue t
operate the houses for Dickinsor
making his headquarters at Ver
sailles, while Floyd Ward, will b
moved from the Dickinson Theate
at Slater, Mo., to assume the posi
tion of house manager at the Clin
ton Uptown.
"Rhythm Saves the Day"
with The Cabin Kids and
Jack Hazlett, manager of th
Dickinson at Junction City, Kans
Buddy Page and His Band
succeeds Ward at Slater, with E
Educational
11 mins.
K. Brown moving from Great Ben
Good Entertainment
to take over the Junction City va
The entertaining colored children cancy and Milton Spece taking ove
that are billed as The Cabin Kids management of the Dickinson a
sing and cut capers in this one in Great Bend, Kans. Spece comes t
a style that is bound to please. Bud- the Dickinson Circuit from the Ros
Federal Checking Agency at Grea
dy Page and his orchestra are la- Bend.
boring in uniforms under the guidance of an old fashioned band leader. Threatened with dying a slow
death if they continue the dull program, and the maestro will not have
his contract renewed unless they
draw crowds, Page calls in the Cabin Kids and they lock the maestro
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIlup. They picket the town with West
Hollywood— William S. Hart wa
signs advertising a free swing band.
A crowd flocks to the park to hear reported ill of a pleurisy attacl
them and the maestro gets his con- Saturday when his physician, Di
tract renewed. The Cabin Kids sing P. G. White declared, "He is a pret
and Alice Dawn, Page's vocalist, ty sick man, but in no immediat
contributes a pleasing number.
Raymond Kane directed the picture
from a script by Marcy Klauber
Minneapolis — John Branton, Mm
and Arthur Jarrett. George Webber
danger."Amusement Co. head booker
nesota
j
photographed
this Al Christie production.
Mary's Hospital
d to St.
is confine
j with
a nervous
breakdown.
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MAY INCREASE U. S.
TELE STATIONS TO 27
(.Continued from Page 1 i

these call for construction
permits
to operate two stations for visual
broadcasting in Schenectady.
While it is frankly stated at the
FCC that the commercial possibilities of television are "not in the immediate future," applications for
visual broadcast permits are steadily streaming into the license division of the Commission.
Aside from the two applications
in Schenectady, General Electric has
filed application for two more stations to be located in Albany and
Easton, Conn., all of which to be
operated on the 44,000-50,000 kc.
band.
The NBC earlier this month was
granted permission for a construction permit for a new television
broadcast station to operate on
175,000, 180,000 and 92,000 kc. band.
In addition, the Commission has
pending before it an application
from the Allen B. Dumont laboratories at Upper Montclair, N. J., for
a construction permit covering a new
television station on the 43,000-46.750 kc. band. This application was
later amended to include aural transmitter and frequencies at the 46,00056,000 kc. band.
Philco Radio & Television has
also applied for a construction permit for a station to be located in
Philadelphia to operate on a frequency band of 204,000 and 210,000
kc. band, 15 watts.
Zenith Radio Corp. of Chicago has
before the Commission an application for a construction permit to
cover a new television broadcast
station on unlimited hours.
The 19 applications thus far granted by the Commission for experimental television stations include:
CBS, N. Y. 50 watt visual station;
Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los
Angeles, 150 watt visual and aural
station; Farnsworth Television, Inc.
of Pennsylvania, at Springfield, Pa.,
4 kw. visual and 1 kw. aural construction permit only; First National Television, Inc., Kansas City,
Mo., 300 watt visual and 150 watt
aural; General Television Corp.,
Boston, Mass., 500 watt visual; The
Journal Co., Milwaukee, Wis., 500
watt visual; Kansas State College of
Agriculture and Applied Science,
Manhattan, Kan., visual and aural,
both 125 watt; NBC, New York, 12
kw. visual 15 kw. aural; Philco Radio & Television Corp., Philadelphia, visual and aural stations both
10 kw.; Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Ind., 1,500 watt visual;
Radio Pictures, Inc., Long Island
City, N. Y., 1 kw. visual and 500
kw. aural.
RCA Manufacturing Co., Camden,
N. J., Portable Plant 500 watt visual and 500 watt aural; RCA Manufacturing Inc., Camden, N. J., 30 kw.
visual and 30 kw. aural; RCA Manufacturing Co., Camden, N. J., PortThe
visual;
able Mobile 50- watt

THE

WEEE

IN REVIEW

UA Deal's "Finishing Touches" — Quota Act Threats

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page

1)

ment at a UA meeting which is
scheduled for next Wednesday on
the Coast. Goldwyn, discussing deal's
basic provisions while en route westward from New York, confirmed
that he and Korda will pay $6,000,000 for the 60 per cent interest held
in UA by Chaplin, Pickford and
Fail-banks. E. H. Lever, secretai'y
of Prudential Assurance Co., sailed
for England to handle the details
remaining for conclusion of the
British phases of the deal, and said
he represented in the negotiations
"a number of banking syndicates,"
identity of which he refused to directly divulge.
It was revealed toward the weekend that the deal pointing to association of David O. Selznick with
M-G-M still might not materialize,
not only for the reason that no signatures have been affixed to any
agreement, but also because of further possibilities that Selznick
would remain in the UA setup.
It was made clear, however, that,
regardless of whether he severs or
continues his present hook-up, he
will continue to maintain his own
studio and organization status. Possibility that Selznick might
join
Paramount is
* definitely
*
* removed.
Following granting of temporary
injunction to Ascap, restraining Nebraska's Secretary of State and
other officials from enforcing recently enacted legislation there
aimed at outlawing organization's
activities in that State, the Attorney-General's office at Lincoln filed
exceptions and objections to the injunction. Industry kept close watch
of developments in the litigation because of pending decisions in Ascap
actions in other states.
maximum
six months'of delay
wasA seen
before ofeffectuation
RKO
Radio's reorganization as result,
Special Master George W. Alger
said, of "numerous objections" to
his report confidentially submitted
in tentative form to attorneys representing various factions in the
reorganization plan.

*

*

*

Happenings of particular interest
included statement by President
Sidney R. Kent of 20th CenturyFox that his company will cleave
Sparks Withington Co. of Jackson,
Mich., 100 watt visual; University
of Iowa, Iowa City, 100 watt visual,
and Dr. George W. Young. Minneapolis, Minn., a 500 watt visual.
The permit granted the NBC on
Nov. 9 covered a portable for New
York and N. J. The Application
called for a construction permit for
a new experimental station to operate on frequencies 300,000, 330,000
and 360,000 kc, 15 watts.

8 BRANCH LOCATIONS
FOR NEW CONROW CO

rigidly to its current production
program, and added word that organization's business is better than
at any time in the past . . . Hearing
on Screen Writers Guild-Screen
Playwrights jurisdictional fight, set
for last week before National Labor Relations Board, was postponed
until Dec. 1 . . . Warners set Dec.
26 as opening date for Sears Drive
. . . RCA appointed Ralph A. Beal
to newly created post of Research
Director, with development of RCA
television specifically as part of his
duties
. . Columbia
Pictures
Corp.'sa
annual . report
to SEC
disclosed
gross income of $19,066,100.42, derived from film rentals, sales and
accessories. Net consolidated income, after deducting expenses, was
$1,317,770.92 . . . Roxy Theater reorganization hearing brought application for fees in amount of $612,000, which was alleged to be twice
the amount of monies available . . .
and Loew's and RKO were revealed
as favoring dropping of games on
a national basis.

San Francisco — That the new c(
poration now being organized u:
der laws of Delaware, and which
currently negotiating with Erpi t
take
overcontracts
that company's
theat*
service
nationally,
wi
have eight principal branches, nam<
ly in New York, which will be tr.
parent office, Boston, Philadelphii
Atlanta, Detroit, Chicago, Kanss
City and Los Angeles, should En.
approve the deal, was learned hei
Saturday from sources acquaint*
with the details and progress of tl
negotiations.
It was also stated that the n
outfit, the head of which will b<- I
W. Conrow, Erpi's present genera
operating manager, will also n\air
tain some 35 or 40 sub-branches b
cated in various strategic localitie
in various sections of the countrj
so that service can be promptly e>
tended to theaters. These sur
branches will, it is said, also be i
a position for spot supply of parti
Despite recent changes in open
tion of Erpi's sound offices, the Sa
FOREIGN
Francisco branch will be maintaine
(Continued from Page 1)
here "indefinitely," local company of
ficials declare, and will service a
ly split over the measure's provi- sound equipment in the territorj
sions. Committee's receipt of the Sales force, however, will be grad
quota proposals was ushered in by
meeting of deputations with the ually dispersed to other points, it i
Board of Trade, and their divergent understood, since, in the future, ai
views only served to emphasize that sales are being handled under iden
the trade was completely disunited. tical contracts by both National The
Majority of FBI group expressed ater Supply Co. and B. F. Shearei
favor toward separate quotas for Pacific Coast distributor for Mot§
both renter and exhibitor. Oliver
Stanley, Board of Trade president,
When the deal is finally consum
appeared sympathetic to the pro- graph.
mated between the new Conro\
posal, and U. S. distributors were
consulted on this newly projected company
and Erpi, branch
the latter's
ent San Francisco
will, pres
it i
aspect. Opposition was voiced predicted, become one of the sub
strongly by John Maxwell, Isidor branches of the Conrow enterprise.:
Ostrer and C. M. Woolf. Instead,
they demanded inclusion of a reciprocity*clause in* the *measure . . .
Meanwhile American film circles
hailed announcement in Washington
by Secretary of State Cordell Hull
that negotiations were opened for
reciprocal trade agreement between
Great Britain and the U. S. Producer-distributor organizations on
this side of the Atlantic, bitterly resentful of the Films Bill before
Parliament, expressed hope that
effectuation of such a trade agreement might hold out. alleviation
from stringent provisions of the
*
*
Quota Act. *
London also flashed word by cable
that vision part of the MarconiEMI television system has been entirely developed in Britain by EMI
without any cooperation from RCA.
Coincidentally there also came news
that England's television interests
were alarmed by the possibility of
a talent famine resulting from managers of variety artists inserting
clausestracts
inprohibiting
such their
performers'
appearingconon
telecast programs.

RKO Canadian Managers'
Devaney Contest Near;

Montreal — RKO Canadian man
agers begin the Sixth Annual Le«
Devaney All-Canada contest in com
petition for the best record on salfci
and billings of feature and shor<
product
Feb.
25. on Dec. 4. Drive terminates
Five cash awards are to be dis
trubuted. Three are based on larg
est percentages against featur
quotas and two on short subject per
centages.
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DAY AND DATE
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An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since July 14, 1937. together with pictures scheduled for release during the next lew
months and pictures, either in production or completed, (or which no release dates have been scheduled.
Dates alter titles are distributor
release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review.
Names alter review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.

Title
Accidents
Ronald

Release Date
Will Happen
(WB)
Reagan, Gloria Blondell

Not Set

Adventure's
End
(U)
FD: 11-11-37; John Wayne,
Diana
Adventures of Robin Hood (WB)
Erroll Flynn, Basil Rathbone

12-5-37
Gibson
In Prod.

Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The (UA)
2-3-38
Tommy Kelly. Ted Limes, E. Patterson, W. Brennan
Adventurous
Blonde
(FN)
Glenda Far tell. Barton MacLane

11-13-37

Alcatraz
Island
(FN-C)
John Litel, Ann Sheridan

11-6-37

Ali Baba Goes to Town
(20th-Fox)
FD:
10-21-37;
Eddie Cantor, Louise
All

Over Town
(Rep.)
FD: 8-26-37; Ole Olson,

Angel
(Para.)
FD:
9-17-37;
shall

Marlene

Affair
Cecelia

9-8-37

Chic Johnson

10-29-37
Herbert
Mar-

Dietrich,

Annapolis
Salute
(RKO)
FD: 8-17-37; James Ellison,
Another
Family
Lewis Stone,

10-29-37
Hovick

Marsha

9-10-37
Hunt

(M-G-M)
Parker

Anything for a Thrill (Conn)
FD: 6-22-37;
Frankie Darro.

12-17-37

Kane

Richmond

Arizona
Gunfighter
(Rep.)
FD: 9-24-37; Bob Steele, Jean Carmen
Arsene
Lupin Returns
(MGM)
Melvyn Douglas, Warren William
Artists and Models
FD: 8-5-37; Jack

9-20-37

(Para.)
Benny, Gail Patrick

(Warner

Bros.)

Barrier, The (Para.)
FD: 11-6-37; Leo Carrillo, Jean
I

Beethoven's Great Love
FD: 1-29-37;
Harry

11-12-37

Behind the Mike (U)
9-26-37
FD: 11-2-37; Judith Barrett, John King
Behind
Prison Bars (Mono.)
FD: 11-22-37;
Ralph Morgan.
Kay Linaker
Benefits Forgot
(M-G-M)
Walter Huston, Beulah Bondi

1-28-38

Big

12-7-37

Big

City
(M-G-M)
FD: 8-30-37; Spencer

Tracy,

Luise

Rainer

9-3-37

Big Shot, The (RKO)
7-23-37
FD: 7-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Cora Witherspoon
Big Town
Girl (20th-Fox)
12-3-37
FD: 11-13-37; Claire Trevor, Donald Woods
Black Aces (Universal)
9-5-37
FD: 8-25-37; Buck Jones, Kay Linaker
Blazing Barriers (Mono.)
7-14-37
Frank ("Jr.") Coghlan, Florine McKinney
Blonde
Trouble
(Para.)
8-6-37
FD: 8-11-37; Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs
Blondes at Work
(WB)
Not Set
Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane
Blossoms
on Broadway
(Para.)
FD: 11-17-37; Edward Arnold,

Shirley

11-19-37
Ross

Bluebeard's Eighth Wife (Para.)
Gary Cooper, Claudette Colbert
Boots and Saddles (Rep.)
10-4-37
FD: 10-26-37; Gene Autrey, Judith Allen
Boothill Brigade
(Rep.)
8-2-37
FD: 8-11-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire Rochelle
Boots of Destiny (GN)
7-16-37
Ken Maynard
Born to the West (Para.)
John Wayne, Marsha Hunt
Borneo
(20th-Fox)
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson

Bride for Henry, A (Mono.)
FD: 9-27-37; Warren Hull, Anne
Bride Wore Red,
FD: 10-12-37;

Nagel

The (M-G-M)
Crawford-Tone- Robert

Bringing Up Baby (RKO)
Katharine
Hepburn, Cary

10-22-37

Marshall

9-29-37

10-8-37
Young
In

Grant

12-17-37
9-10-37

Prod.

Title
Ever Since Eve
FD: 6-22-37;

(F.N. -Cosmo)
Marion Davies,

Every
Holiday Lowe
(Para.)
Mae Day's
West, a Edmond

1-7-38
Not Set

Exclusive
(Para.)
FD: 7-22-37; Fred MacMurray,

Bulldog
John

Drummond's Louise
RevengeCampbell
(Para.)
Barrymore,

Fifty-Second
Street (UA)
FD: 11-17-37; Kenny Baker,

Bulldog
John

Drummond
Comes
Back
Howard,
Louise Campbell

Californians, The (20th-Fox)
FD: 7-7-37; Ricardo Cortez,

(Para.) . .9-24-37
7-16-37
Marjorie Weaver

Carnival
Queen
(U)
Dorothea Kent, Robert Wilcox

10-3-37

Cassidy of Bar 20 (Para.)
William
Boyd, Nora Lane

In

Prod.

Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo (20th-Fox)
FD: 11-5-37; Warner Oland, Keye Luke
Broadway
Warner

(20th-Fox) .. .10-22-37
Oland, Keye Luke, Joan

Ian Hunter

Conquest
(M-G-M)
FD: 10-26-37; Greta Garbo,
Counsel for Crime
(Col.)
FD: 10-18-37;
Otto Kruger,

Charles

8-28-37

10-29-37
Boyer

Jacqueline

9-14-37
Wells

County
Fair
(Mono.)
11-24-37
FD: 11-17-37; John Arledge, Mary Lou Lender
Criminals of the Air (Col.)
FD: 11-1-37; Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Damsel in Distress (RKO)
11-19-37
FD: 11-20-37; Fred Astaire, Joan Fontaine
Dance,
Charlie, Dance (W. B.)
8-14-37
FD: 8-27-37; Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell
Danger -Love
at Work
(20th-Fox)
11-5-37
FD: 9-30-37; Anne Sothern, Jack Haley
12-3-37

Dangerous
Adventure,
A (Col.)
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

8-1-37

Dangerously
Yours
(20th-Fox)
11-12-37
FD: 9-21-37; Cesar Romero, Phyllis Brooks
Daughter
of Shanghai
(Para.)
Anna May Wong, Cecil Cunningham

1-21-38

Dawn
to Dusk (Advance)
Margaret Morris, Bill Edwards

9-15-37

Dead
End
(UA)
FD: 8-3-37; Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea

8-27-37

Deadlocked
(U )
Kent Taylor, Nan Grey
Dead March
(Imp.)
FD: 8-19-37; Solo Doudauz, Al Rigoli

1-30-38

Devil's Saddle
Dick Foran,

8-14-37

Legion, The
Anne Nagel

Dr.

Syn (GB)
FD: 10-21-37;

Double
FD:

George

Arliss,

or Nothing (Para.)
8-16-37; Bing Crosby,

Margaret
Martha

7-30-37
Francis Farmer

(WB)
Patric Knowles
(Mono.)
Milburn Stone,

10-30-37
Terry Walker
9-30-37
Pat Patterson

Fight for Your Lady (RKO)
FD: 9-28-37; John Boles, Ida Lupino

11-5-37

Firefly, The (M-G-M)
11-5-37
FD: 9-2-37; Jeannette MacDonald, Allan Jones
First Lady (Warner
FD: 9-3-37; Kay

Bros.)
Francis,

Preston

Foster

12-4-37

Fit for a King (RKO)
10-15-37
FD: 9-1-37; Joe E. Brown, Helen Mack
Flight
from
Glory
(RKO)
FD: 9-17-37; Chester Morris,
Food for Scandal
(WB)

10-21-37
Bourne
In Prod.

Whitney

Footloose
Heiress (WB)
FD: 10-13-37; Ann Sheridan,

8-21-37
Reynolds

Craig

Forty-five Fathers
( (20th-Fox)
FD: 10-20-37; Jane Withers, Thomas
Forty Naughty Girls (RKO)
FD: 9-2-37; James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
Game that Kills, The (Col.)
FD: 9-30-37; Charles Quigley,
Gangway
(GB)
FD: 8-18-37;

Jessie

Matthews,

9-3-37
Armstrong

Robert

2-17-38
11-7-37
Pidgeon
Not Set

Granville

Gold Is Where You Find It (WB)
Olivia de Havilland. George Brent

In Prod.

Goldwyn Follies, The (UA)
Adolphe Menjou, Phil Baker
Good Earth, The (M-G-M)
FD: 2-3-37; Paul Muni, Luise

12-25-37
8-6-37

Rainer

Great Garrick, The (WB)
FD: 9-28-37;
Brian Aherne, Olivia
Gun Smoke
(Para.)
William Boyd, Natalie Moorhead

de

Andy
(20th-Fox)
(Reissue)
Rogers, Peggy Wood

10-30-37
Havilland
Not Set
8-13-37

In

Hawaiian
Smith

Buckaroo
Ballew

(20th-Fox)

1-14-37

Headline
Gloria

Hunters
(20th-Fox)
Stuart, Michael Whalen

1-21-37

10-15-37
Lockwood

Raye

9-17-37

Arnold

7-16-37
In Prod.

Ebb-Tide
(Para.)
11-26-37
FD: 9-28-37;0scar Homolka, Frances Farmer,
Ray M il land
Escape by Night (Rep.)
9-20-37
FD: 8-31-37; William Hall, Anne Nagel

Heidi
(20th-Fox)
FD: 10-12-37; Shirley Temple,
Her Jungle Love (Para.)
Dorothy Lamour,
Ray Milland

1-28-37
In

Prod.

Jr.

Jean

10-15-37
Hersholt
In Prod.

Here's Flash Casey (GN)
10-8-37
FD: 10-20-37; Eric Linden, Boots Mallory
Heroes of the Alamo
(Xydias)
FD: 8-6-37; Earl Hodgins, Ruth Findlay
Hideaway
(RKO) Fred Stone, Emma
FD: 7-23-37;
Highway
Pirates (WB)
Beverly Roberts, Dick Pureed
Hideout in the Alps (GN)
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell
High
Flyers
(RKO)
Wheeler & Woolsey,

High

(RKO)

12 ]

Hollywood
Roundup
(Col.)
FD: 10-19-37; Buck Jones,

1

11
Helen Twelvetril

Hopalong
Rides Again (Para.)
FD: 8-17-37; William
Boyd,

!

Lois Wildt

Lupe Velez

Dunn

Hot and Happy
Sonja Henie,

(20th-Fox)
Don Ameche

1-

Hurricane,
The (UA)
U
FD: 11-10-37; Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall
Idol of the Crowds
(U)
101
FD: 9-30-37; John Wayne, Sheila Bromley
I'll Take Romance
(Col.)
Grace Moore, Melvyn Douglas
Island
Captives
(Prin.)
FD: 7-29-37; Eddie Nugent,
It

i
Joan Barclay

Happened
in Hollywood
(Col.)
FD: 10-6-37; Richard Dix. Fay Wray

It's All Yours
(Col.)
FD: 7-28-37; Madeleine

!
Francis I

Carroll,

It's Love I'm After (FN)
FD: 7-30-37; Leslie Howard,

i

11Bette Davis

Jones Family in Borrowing Trouble, The

Jones Family in Hot Water, The (20th-Fox) 9FD: 11-10-37; Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane

11-26-37
Prod.

New

9-24-37

In Prod.

Girl With Ideas, A (U)
FD: 11-5-37; Wendy Barrie, Walter
(WB)
Bonita

a

Lily Pons, John Howard
Hold 'Em Navy (Para.)
FD: 10-19-37; Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

FD: (20th-Fox)
10-26-37; Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane12-

9-1-37
Mackay

Barry

Girl Was Young, The (GB)
Nova Pilbeam, Derrick De Marney

Girls on Probation
Dolores Costello,

Hitting

Handsome
(Para.)
Ill
Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott

11-26-37
Beck

9-21-37
Hayworth

Rita

Girl of the Golden West (MGM)
Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy
Girl Said No, The (G. N.)
FD: 5-21-37;
Irene Hervey,

High, Wide and
FD: 7-22-37;

11-27-37

Happy
Ending
(20th-Fox)
Sonja Henie, Don Ameche
Having Wonderful
Time
(RKO)
Ginger Rogers, Douglas Fairbanks,

Double
Wedding
(M-G-M)
10-15-37
FD: 9-23-37; William Powell, Myrna Loy
Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
FD: 6-15-37; Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence
Easy
Living
(Para.)
FD: 7-7-37; Jean Arthur, Edward
Easy Millions (RKO)
Sally Eilers, Preston Foster

Husbands
Roberts,

Federal
Bullets
FD: 10-26-37;

Handy
Will

(WB)

Dinner at the Ritz (20th-Fox)
Annabella,
Paul Lukas
Dr. Rhythm
(Para.)
Bing Crosby, Mary Carlisle

1-28-38

Everybody
Sing (M-G-M)
Judy Garland, Allen Jones
Evidence
(WB)
Dick Foran, June Travis

Expensive
Beverly

1-7-38

7-17-37
Montgomery

Robert

Rele

Title

Release Date

Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M)
8-13-37
FD: 8-17-37; Eleanor Powell, Robert Taylor
Buccaneer,
The (Para.)
In Prod.
Fredric March, Franciska Gaal

Danger
Patrol (RKO)
Sally Eilers, John Beat

12-10-37

Broadcast of 1938
(Para.)
W. C. Fields, Martha Raye

Breakfast for Two
(RKO)
Barbara Stanwyck.
Herbert

Confession
(Warner
Bros.)
FD: 7-20-37; Kay Francis,

(French M.P. Co.)
Baur, Arnie Ducaux

Beg, Borrow or Steal (MGM)
Frank Morgan, Florence Rice

11-14-37

8-12-37

set

Release Date

(U)

Charlie Chan on
FD:Marsh
10-18-37;

Not
Parker

Boss
Lonely Valley
Buckof Jones

In Prod.

Atlantic Flight (Mono.)
8-25-37
FD: 9-20-37; Dick Merrill, Paula Stone
Awful Truth, The (Col.)...
10-21-37
FD: 10-11-37; Irene Dunne, Cary Grant
Back in Circulation
(FN)
9-25-37
FD: 7-30-37; Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell
Bad Guy
(M-G-M)
8-20-37
FD: 8-26-37; Bruce Cabot, Virginia Gray
Bad Man of Brimstone
(M-G-M)
12-3-37
Wallace
Beery, Virginia Bruce
Bad DickMan's
ForanTerritory

Title

^^_

8-13-37
Not Set
7-23-37
11-26-37

Judge Priest (20th-Fox)
Reissue
Will Rogers, Anita Louise
Kid Comes Back, The (WB)
Barton MacLane, June Travis
King of the Sierras (GN)
Rex and Sheik (trained

11-

If

horses)

(GB)
Mines
King
FD: Solomon's
7-2-37; C.
Hardwick,

R. Young. P. 8Ri '

8|

(DuWorld)
Killer All
Kliou,
FD: the
8-23-37;
native cast
Knight Without Armor (N. A.)
FD: 7-9-37;

LadyFD: Escapes,
6-2-37;

Marlene

Dietrich,

Robert Don.

7Gloria Stiar.

The (20th-Fox)
Michael Whalen,

(U)
The Taylor,
Back, Kent
Lady
FD: Fights
11-10-37;

Irene Hervey 9- I'

Lancer
Spy
(20th-Fox)
FD: 10-5-37;
Dolores del Rio.
Lorre
Larger Than
Life (WB)
Frank McHugh, Jane Wyman
Last

Gangster,

The

W
G. Sander

(M-G-M).

U;

FD: 11-9-37; Edward G. Robinson, Rose St»

(20th-Fox)
Senor
Laughing
Smith Ballew
Law for Tombstone
(U)
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans
Legion of Missing Men (Mono.)
FD: 9-28-37; Ritz Brothers, Joan

12'

.10
Dais

Life Begins in College (20th-Fox)
Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander

M

Lee Tracy,
Joan Woodbury
Out (RKO)
Lights
Life Begins With Love (Col.)
Jean Parker, Douglas Montgomery

!

Life of Emile Zola, The (WB)
U
FD: 7-2-37; Paul Muni, Gale Sondergaard
Life of the Party (RKO).
FD: 8-24-37; Gene Raymond,
.10
Live, Love and Learn (M-G-M)
Montgomery.
Robert
10-20-37;
FD:Russell
Harriet

Ijj-rt»'

Hilli.
„u"'
Living on Love (RKO)
Whitney
11-1-37;
LookFD: Out
for Love
(GB) Bourne, James Dunn >
Anna Nagle, Tullio Carminati

Look Out, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox)
Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson
(Continued on Next Page)

.12-:

\A Calender, o$ TeatuAc Jldeaws
Release Date

Release Date

Title

■o

Over the Goal (FN)
10-16-37
FD: 10-20-37; William
Hopper, June Travis
Paid to Dance
(Col.)
11-4-37
Don Terry, Jacqueline Wells
Paradise
Isle (Mono.)
7-28-37
FD: 7-7-37; Movita, Warren Hull
Partners
in Crime
(Para.)
10-8-37
FD: 9-8-37;
Lynne Overman,
Muriel Hutchinson
Partners of the Plains (Para.)
1-21-38
William Boyd

ve kes Flight (G.N.)
8-13-37
F[ 7-30-37; Bruce Cabot, Beatrice Roberts

Patient in Room 18 (WB)
Ann Sheridan, Patric Knowles
Penrod and His Twin Brother (WB)
Mauch Twins

by Night (M-G-M)
7-20-37; George Murphy,

7-30-37
Rita Johnson
9-1-37
orizon (Columbia)
3-4-37; Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt
id Hisses (20th-Fox)
12-31-37
r Winched, Ben Bernie, Simone Simon
on the Air (WB)
10-2-37
i Reagan, June Travis
i Toast (Para.)
12-10-37
Payne, Stelle Ardler
Kinder Fire (20th- Fox)
8-20-37
Ft 5-16-37; Loretta Young, Don Ameche

*fc Roaring Camp
(Mono.)
0» Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury
id Iout Music (U)
Ot a Durbin, Herbert Marshall

10-15-37
In Prod.

rial X (M-G-M)
10-1-37
FC J-27-37; Gladys George, Warren William
Wish (RKO
Radio)
8-27-37
: 8-27-37;
Bobby
Breen, B. Rathbone,
M.
ire
m-of
(M-G-M)
12-31-37
fcHyt Loy, Franchot Tone, R. Russell
m to Cried Wolf
(U)
8-29-37
■„ FC 5-19-37; Lewis Stone, Barbara
Reed, Tom
wn
nib
6a
mh
■ FD
■m
los

in Melodrama
(M-G-M)
reissue
8-2-37
Loy-Powell
in Merry-Go-Round
(Rep.)
11-13-37
1-11-37; Leo Carrillo, Ann Dvorak
in (M-G-M)
Not Set
Crawford, Spencer Tracy

wryie Girl (WB)
"D I 7-13-37;
Mary
bert

Boland,

F.

7-31-37
McHugh,
H.

lod bf the Plains (Spectrum)
rD -2-37; Fred Scott, Louise Small
rrilJAle Live (MGM)
Con nee Bennett, Brian Aherne

In Prod.

erryl -Round of 1938
(U)
11-24-37
rD P-26-37; Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr
I !Minute Love (Ace)
-6-37; William Blakewell, Arietta Duncan
lollar Racket (Victory)
L-15-37; Herman Brix, Joan Barclay
Witnesses
(WB)
Not Set
itel, Jean Dale
s Are My Kingdom
(U)
In Prod.
3eery, Jr.
is Steps Out (GN)
j Erwin, Helen Chandler

Stu;
r. C
FD'
woe
FD:

11-12-37

I Takes the Air (WB)
8-21-37
29-37; Kenny Baker, Gertrude Michae?

i Greenwich Village (Col.)
10-16-37
1-3-37; Fay Wray, Richard Arlen
iroe n Diamond
Row (UA)
12-10-37
FD: 1-15-37; Edmund
Lowe, Tamara Desni

UK

Madame
(RKO)
10-1-37
FD: \15-37;
Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine
0 Miss Aldrich (M-G-M)
9-17-37
FD: J-13-37; Edna May Oliver, Walter Pidgeon
(M-G-M)
9-3-37
ne Hutchinson, George Murphy
terif the Hooded Horsemen
(GN)
8-6-37
D:i 130-37; Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith
ori flame (Treasure Picts.)
D 11-20-37; Noel Madison, Norma Trelvar
Marietta (M-G-M)
reissue
8-6-37
Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald
! and Gold (M-G-M)
11-19-37
.-17-37; Robert Young, Florence Rice
ib Scandal (Para.)
11-19-37
1-21-37; John Barrymore, Louise Campbell
New York (GB)
11-17-37
fee, John Loder

M facred (UA)
11-26-37
iw , Lombard, Fredric March
Wiling Trail, The (Col.)
11-8-37
I Starrett, Barbara Weeks
«na Night (Para.)
8-27-37
16-37; Karen Morley, Alan Mowbray
« K red Men and a Girl (U)
9-12-37
FD:
3-37; Deanna Durbin, A. Menjou, M. Auer
II M
I from Heaven (20th-Fox)
8-13-37
FD:
20-37; Claire Trevor, Douglas Fowley
iter

Ralo Morgan, Kay Linaker
itlaw
FD i\ the Orient (Col.)
• p-37; Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

Public Cowboy No. 1 (Rep.)
8-23-37
FD: 10-2-37; Gene Autrey, Ann Rutherford
Quick Money
(RKO)
12-10-37
Fred Stone, Dorothy Vaughn
Rage of Paris, The (U)
In Prod.
Danielle Darrieux
Rangers Step
Bob Allen,

In, The (Col.)
Eleanor Stewart

8-8-37

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (20th-Fox) . . In Prod.
Shirley Temple, Randolph Scott
Red Lights Ahead
(Chesterfield)
FD: 9-29-37; Andy Clyde, Lucile Gleason
Red Mill, The (M-G-M)
In Prod.
Allan Jones, Delia Lind
Red

Rope, The (Rep.)
FD: 7-19-37; Bob Steele, Lois January
Rendezvous in the Alps (GN)
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushel I

7-19-37
7-23-37

Renfrew of the Royal Mounted
(GN)
10-1-37
FD: 10-13-37; James Newill, Carol Hughes
Reported
Missing (U)
8-15-37
FD: 9-1-37; Jean Rogers
Return of Raffles (Invincible)
In Prod.
Riders of the Dawn
(Mono.)
FD: 8-17-37; Jack Randall

9-9-37

Ridin' the Lone Trail (Rep.)
FD: 10-28-37; Bob Steel, Claire Rochelle
River of Unrest, The (GB)
1-10-38
FD: 8-18-37; John Loder, Antoinette Cellier
Road
Back, The (Universal)
8-1-37
FD: 6-18-37; John King, Barbara Read
Road Show
(M-G-M)
In Prod.
J. Barrymore, 0. Hardy, P. Kelly, L. Roberti
Roll Along, Cowboy (20th-Fox)
Smith Ballew, Cecilia Parker
Romance in the Dark (Para.)
Swarthout-Boles-J. Barrymore
Rosalie
(M-G-M)
Eleanor Powell, Nelson Eddy
Rustler's Valley (Para.)
FD: 7-6-37; William Boyd,
Sailing Along (GB)
Jessie Matthews

10-8-37
In Prod.
12-24-37
Muriel

Evans

The Octopus
(WB)
Hugh Herbert, Marcia Ralston

8-20-37

(Rep.)
Novarro,

Lola

Erwin,

Joyce

(GN)
Stuart

Shadows of the Orient (Mono.)
8-18-37
FD: 10-13-37; Regis Toomey, Esther Ralston

9-6-37

7-30-37
Compton

Something to Sing About
(GN)
9-3-37
FD: 8-31-37; James Cagney, Evelyn Daw
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (RKO-Disney) . .
Sophie Lang Goes West (Para.)
G. Michael, B. Borland, S. Storme

9-10-37

Souls at Sea ( Para.)
FD: 8-10-37; Gary Cooper, George
Dee
Spanish Earth (Cont. Historians)
FD: 8-27-37
Squadron
"B"
(Advance)
Bill Edwards, Margaret Morris
Squadron of Honor
(Col.)
Don Terry, Mary Russell

9-3-37
Frances

Stage Door
(RKO)
FD: 9-13-37; Katharine
B. Meredith

Hepburn,

Raft,

11-1-37
In Prod.

Ginger

10-8-37
Rogers,

Release Date

Title
Thoroughbreds
Don'tSophie
Cry Tucker
(M-G-M)
Mickey Rooney,
Three Men in the Snow (MGM)
Frank Morgan,
Florence Rice
Thrill of a Lifetime (Para.)
FD: 11-10-37; Leif Erikson,
Thunder
Trail
(Para.)
FD: 11-22-37; Gilbert

11-26-37
In Prod.

Betty Grable

12-3-37

10-22-37
Marsha Hunt

Roland,

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio)
7-30-37
FD: 7-13-37; Edward Arnold, Frances Farmer
Topper
(M-G-M)
7-16-37
FD: 7-12-37; Constance Bennett; Cary Grant
Tough to Handle
(Conn)
Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond
Tovarich
(Warner
Bros.)
Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer
Trailing

Trouble

12-25-37

(GN)

Trapped
by G-Men
Ken Maynard

8-27-37

(Col.)

10-27-37

FD:

9-9-37;
Jack
Holt, Wynne
Gibson
(Reviewed under title of "River of Missing Men")
Trigger Trio, The (Rep.)
10-18-37
FD: 10-22-37; The Three Mesquiteers
Trouble
Noah

at M idnight ( U )
Beery, Jr., Catherine

10-17-37

Hughes

True Confession
(Para.)
12-24-37
FD: 11-22-37; Carole Lombard,
Fred MacMurray
Two Minutes to Play (Vic)
FD: 10-16-37; Herman Brix, Jean Martel
Uncivilized (B.O. Attract.)
Not Set
FD: 11-18-37; Dennis Hoey, Margot Rhys
Under
Suspicion
(Col.)
FD: 11-22-37; Jack Holt, Kathryn de Mille
Varsity Show
(WB)
FD:Marie
8-16-37;
Dick
Lane

Powell,

Priscilla

and

9-4-37
Rose

Stand
in (UA)
10-29-37
FD: 10-5-37; Leslie Howard, Joan Blondell
Stars Over Arizona
(Mono.)
9-22-37
FD: 10-2-37; Jack Randall, Kathleen Eliot
Start Cheering
(Col.)
In Prod.
Durante-Connolly-Niesen

Victoria the Great (RKO)
FD: 9-17-37; Anton Walbrook,

Stella Dallas (UA)
8-6-37
FD: 7-27-37; Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles
Storm in a Teacup (UA)
Not Set
FD:
11-18-37;
V. Leigh,
R. Harrison,
Sara
Allgood

Wee Winnie Winkie
(20th-Fox)
7-30-37
FD: 6-28-37; Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell

Submarine
D-l
(FN)
11-27-37
FD: 11-18-37; Pat O'Brien, Doris Weston
Such Women Are Dangerous (20th-Fox) . . . In Prod.
Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy
Sudden
Bill Dorn
Buck Jones
Super
FD:
Swing
FD:

(U)

11-10-37

Sleuth
(RKO)
7-16-37
7-13-37; Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern
It, Professor (Amb.)
11-13-37;
Pinky Tomlin, Paula Stone

Swing it, Sailor (GN)
FD: 11-8-37; Wallace
Ford, Isabel
Take It Easy (Roach)
Constance Bennett, Brian Aherne
Take the Heir (RKO)
Talent Scout
(Warners)
FD: 8-21-37; Donald Woods,

Telephone
Operator
(Mono.)
Tenth
Man, The (GB)
FD: 11-17-37; John Lodge,

Not Set

Lane

Some Blondes Are Dangerous
(U)
11-28-37
FD: 11-5-37; William Gargan, Dorothea
Kent

Not Set

11-20-37

Not Set
In Prod.

Tarzan's
Glenn

Saturday's
Heroes (RKO)
10-8-37
FD: 10-18-37; Van Heflin, Marian Marsh
Scandal Street (Para)
Not Set
Lew Ayres, Louise Campbell
Sea Racketeers
(Rep.)
FD: 8-20-37; Weldon Heyburn, Warren Hymer
Second
Honeymoon
(20th-Fox)
11-19-37
FD: 11-11-37; Loretta Young, Tyrone Power
Sergeant
Murphy
(WB)
Not Set
Ronald Reagan, Mary Maguire
Sez O'Reilly to McNab (GB)
Will Fyffe, Will Mahoney

Sheik Steps Out, The
FD: 7-29-37; Ramon
Small Town
Boy
FD: 10-12-37;

8-2-37

(RKO)
Raymond

7-23-37

Sally, Irene and Mary (20th-Fox)
1-14-38
Alice Faye, Fred Allen
San Quentin
(Warner
Bros.)
8-7-37
FD: 8-6-37; Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart
Saratoga
(M-G-M)
7-23-37
FD: 7-19-37; Jean Harlow, Clark Gable

Sh!
..8-20-37

She's
Lady Ann (Para.)
John NoTrent,
Dvorak

Prod.

9-10-37
Heyward,
V.

0.

SheRamon
Didn'tNovarro,
Want a Lola
Sheik Lane
(Rep.)
She Loved a Fireman
(WB)
Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan

Not Set

S-20-37
D. Fair-

In

She Asked for It (Para.)
FD:
8-30-37;
Wm.
Gargan,
Osbourne

She's Got Everything
Ann Sothern, Gene

12-12-37
Carroll,

Shanghai
Deadline
(20th-Fox)
Cesar Romero, Virginia Field

Not Set

Perfect Specimen,
The (FN)
10-23-37
FD: 9-28-37; Errol Flynn, Joan Blondell
Portia on Trial (Rep.)
11-8-37
FD: 11-5-37; Frieda Inescort, Walter Abel
Prairie Thunder
(FN)
9-11-37
Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy
Prescription for Romance
(U )
Wendy Barrie, Kent Taylor
Prisoner of Zenda, The (UA)
FD: 9-2-37;
R. Colman,
M.
banks, Jr.

Release Date

Title

Tex

11-5-37
Jewell
In Prod.
7-23-37
7-24-37
Madden

Jeanne

Revenge
(20th-Fox)
Morris, Eleanor Holm

12-17-37

Antoinette

Rides with the Boy Scouts (GN)
FD: 12-2-37; Tex Ritter, Marjorie

9-30-37
7-26-37
Cellier

10-15-37
Reynolds

Texas
Trail
(Par.)
11-26-37
FD: 10-12-37; William Boyd, Judith Allen
Thank
Mr. Jayne
Moto Regan
(20th-Fox)
PeterYou,
Lorre,
That Certain Woman
FD: 8-2-37; Bette

(WB)
Davis,

12-24-37

Henry Fonda

9-11-37

That's
My Morgan,
Story (U)
Claudia
William Lundigan

10-24-37

There Goes the Groom
(RKO)
FD: 10-12-37; Burgess Meredith,

10-29-37
Ann Sothern

They Won't
Forget (FN)
10-9-37
FD: 6-14-37; Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson
Thin Ice (20th-Fox)
9-3-37
FD: 8-24-36; Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power
Think Fast, Mr. Moto
(20th-Fox)
8-27-37
FD: 4-6-37; Peter Lorre, Virginia Field
This is My Wife (M-G-M)
In Prod.
Josephine Hutchinson, Cliff Edwards
This Way,
Please (Para.)
FD: 9-15-37;
Charles
"Buddy"
Grable

10-15-37
Rogers,
Betty

Anna

Wallaby Jim of the Islands (GN)
FD: 10-12-37; George Houston

11-12-37
Neagle
9-24-37

Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (UA)
7-30-37
FD: 8-7-37; Joan Bennett, Warner Baxter

Wells Fargo
(Para.)
Joel McCrea, Frances

Western
Smith

1-14-37

Dee

West of Shanghai
(FN)
FD: 11-1-37; Boris Karloff,

Beverly

Gold (20th-Fox)
Ballew, Heather Angel

10-30-37
Roberts
8-27-37

Westland
Case (U)
10-31-37
FD: 9-28-37; Preston Foster. Frank Jenks
What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.)
FD: 4-2-37;
Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie
Will
Hay
Where

There's

a Will

(GB)

Where Trails Divide (Mono.)
FD: 10-18-37; Tom
Keene,
Wife,
FD:
Wild
FD:

7-26-37
10-13-37
Eleanor Stewart

Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox)
9-17-37
9-8-37; Loretta Young, W. Baxter, V. Bruce
Innocence
(H. Garfield)
Not Set
11-17-37; Brian Abbott, Wendy fvlunro

Wild and Wooly
(20th-Fox)
FD: 7-19-37; Jane Withers,

Walter

Windjammer
(RKO)
George O'Brien, Constance Worth
Wine, Women and Horses (WB)
FD: 10-37; Ann Sheridan, Barton
Without
Warning
(WB)
Boris Karloff, Marie Wilson
Women
Are Like That (WB)

8-6-37
9-11-37
MacLane
Not Set

Kay Francis,
Women
Have a Pat
Way O'Brien
(RKO)
Miriam
Hopkins, Ray M iHand
Women Men Marry, The (M-G-M)
George Murphy, Josephine
Hutchinson
Women
With Wings
(20th-Fox)
Rochelle Hudson, Joan Marsh
Wrong
Road, The ( Rep.)
FD: 9-23-37; Richard Cromwell,
Yank at Oxford, A (M-G-M)
You

Robert Taylor,
Can't Have
FD: 7-28-37;
Ameche

9-10-37
Brennan

In

Prod.

In

Prod.

9-10-37
12-24-37

10-11-37
Helen Mack
In Prod.

Maureen O'Sullivan
Everything
(20th-Fox)
8-6-37
Alice Faye, Ritz Brothers,
Don

You're
Sweetheart
(U )
Alice aFaye,
George Murphy

12-26-37

You're
OnceParker
(M-G-M)
Lewis Only
Stone,Young
Cecilia

12-17-37

Youth on Parole
FD: 10-7-37;

(Rep.)
Marian Marsh,

10-4-37
Gordon Oliver
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win Quotas, Films Commission Seen in New British Act

OCKEFELLER MONEY MAYJACK NEW DlMTCIRCUIT
port Korda to Deliver Only Five Features to U. A.
Reason
for
Rumored
Change in Plans is
Disclosed
• Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

|)llywood — Alexander Korda now
to deliver a total of five picfor United Artists release dur11937-38, it was reported here
erday.
le English producer, who is reling here over tomorrow for the
(directorate meeting, was origdown for nine, it is under-

SelznicU ''Tentative
Decision" May Be Upset
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — While
David 0. Selznick
has "tentatively
decided"
upon
a deal, any
one of the other deals mentioned
yet may
eventuate,
the producer
asserts.
Hence,
adds Selznick,
it would be "ridiculous" for him to talk about any one deal as more
likely than the other until contracts
are signed.

West

GAMES HELD ILLEGAL
HIGH COURT

Montgomery, Ala. — The Alabama
Supreme
Court ruled that games
reason for Korda's reported are a violation of state lottery laws
Eon has been disclosed, it is said. in a case closely watched by exhibs.
The court refused a writ of certiorari
to the Court of Appeals in the giveaway case of Cecil Grimes, manager of a theater at Tuscaloosa.
The decision, in part, said:
"The lust for profit by catering
to and commercializing
the gambling spirit has given rise to many
ingenious devices resulting in very
(Continued on Page 4)
I arrangement whereby talent
he exchanged between British
rlollywood studios is hoped for
I'ving Asher, head of Warner Gary Complaint Dismissal
studios in England, he said
Hearing Deferred to Today
rday on his arrival from Engbn the Normandie.
Indianapolis — Hearing on briefed
per will go immediately to the motion of Columbia, M-G-M, Para(Continued on Page 25)
mount, RKO Radio, 20th CenturyFox and UA to dismiss a bill of
'atrick to Confer with
complaint(Continued
filed by on the
Gary TheaPage 4)

HER WOULD HAVE
TALENT EXCHANGES

1-G-M on Quota Pictures

aes A. FitzPatrick, producer
rG-M quota pictures in Engarrived in New York on the
indie yesterday and will leave

!(Continued

on Page 25)

» Laemmle, Jr. Deal
t Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

pllywood
—
Carl Laemmle,
Jr., to
| has not discussed
any deal with
,ed Artists but it is not unlikely
he will, it was said here yesterfollowing
circulation
of
reports
a deal had been planned for disition of his pictures through United
>ts.
Negotiations are pending with
companies but Laemmle does not
to resume
active
production
for
or three months.

Mil

String of 300-Seat
Houses
for Single Features Said
Planned

Expect New

By RALPH WILK

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

E
TWO PIX IN ENGLAND

Hollywood ■— ■ Reports persisted
here yesterday that the Rockefeller
interests in A T & T will build a
string of 300-seat theaters in key
cities throughout the country.
Policy contemplated, it is understood, calls for a dime admission,
London (By Cable) — M-G-M may with programs restricted to a single
feature
and shorts.
abandon its British production plans
after making one picture following
Sponsors of the plan are represented as feeling that it is the right
"A Yank at Oxford," according to
answer
to the doubles problem.
reports circulating here. It is underMinimum ofoperating overhead is
stood that costs are exceeding or(Continued on Page 3)
iginal budgets and that returns are
not likely to warrant the expense
of transporting
(Continuedplayers
on Page 3)and direc-

GB Biz in North and West
Runs 35 P.C. Ahead— Lee
Biz in GB exchanges throughout
the West and the North is running
35 p.c. above what it was a year
ago, according to Arthur A. Lee,
vice prexy and general manager,
who returned yesterday from a tour
of exchanges and a visit to Hollywood.
Indications
are, said Lee, that
( Continued on Page 3 )

British Law to Include

Films Commission and Separate Quota

UA THEATER CIRCUIT
RE-ELECTS DIRECTORS

Baltimore — United Artists Theater
Circuit, Inc. held its annual meeting
here yesterday in the Baltimore
Trust Co. building at 11 o'clock. All
nine of the corporation's present
board of directors were re-elected.
They are Joseph M. Schenck, Harry
D. Buckley, A. H. Frisch, Willard V.
King, Joseph
Bert(ContinuedH. onMoskowitz,
Page 4)

Educational^ Directors
Re-elect Hammons

Prexy

Board of Directors of Educational Pictures
cumbentInc.,
executivesreturned
to officeallat in-a
Trans-Lux Broadway House
London (By Cable) ■— Observers
yesterday forecast the passage of
yesterday.
(Continued
on Page 3) Re-elected
to Dempsey for Restaurant the new Films Bill (Quota Act) with meeting held
several amendments, including those
Trans-Lux Theater, on Broadway providing for a Films Commission
That's Gratitude
between 49th and 50th Streets, will and separate quotas.
The Federated British Industries
RKO theater records show that no
shortly be transformed into a res- film group is completely split on the
giveaway winner ever acknowledged aptaurant under the aegis of Jack separate quotas proposition.
preciation in a letter. File, however,
overflows on matters relating to gum on
Dempsey as the result of a deal conJohn Maxwell, Isidore Ostrer and
carpets, portly gentlemen in standard
seats, etc.
walked out of a meetsummated Saturday
by 3)
Dempsey's C. M. Woolf
(Continued
on Page
(Continued on Page 4)
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NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
vtc
Columbia
Picts. pfd.
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen.
Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox . .
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd
Keith
Loew
Tara.
Para.

NEW
YORK
A-0
6s46. . . .
6s41ww
B'way 6s55
3s55 . . .
Picts.

RKO

6s41

Warner's

6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
N.

133/4
151/4

Film

Close

13i/8
151/g

i3i/g +
15i/8 +

i/g
i/g

13/4 Vfr
63/4 63/4
152 150

U/2 _
63/4 —
1513/4 —

I/g
l/4
31/2

13" 13" 13 "
5H/8 46i/2 471/2
1011/2 1011/2 1011/2
121/g IH/4 11%
921/2 91 1/4 92
11
IO1/4 IO1/2
61/8 53/4
53/4
51/2 47/8
5
2IV2 20
20
26i/4 26l/4 26i/4
'71/2 6%
BOND
86 Vi
97 3£
63

+"vi
— 41/2
+
1/2
—
3/4
—
1/4
—
1/2
—
1/4
+
1/4
—
3/8
—
1/4

'6% —

's/8

MARKET
86'/2
86% —
975/8
975/8 +
62 Vi
623,4—

94

94

813/4
CURB

813/4
8134
MARKET

1 1/4

1

15/g
183/8
2%
33/4

15/g
171/4
2%
33/4

Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

Pathe

Low

Net
Chg.

STOCK

7 pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43

94

1

l/g
1/4

—

1

+

\ifa

Two suits, dealing1 with holdover
film showings brought by Paramount and M-G-M against Cora
Springer, executrix of the Jack W.
Springer Estate, and co-defendants,
Spuyten Amusement Co., Inc., and
Trio Amusement Corp., were marked
settled yesterday in Federal Court.
Three similar suits instituted by
M-G-M, Republic Film Exchange,
and Mascot Pictures against Cora
Springer, Soteros Cocalis, Van Dyke
Amusement Co., Inc., and Trio-Manhattan Corp. were brought to trial
before Federal Judge Robert T.
Patterson who adjourned the actions
until tomorrow at the requests of
both plaintiffs and defendants.

Vinson Committee Delays
Nuisance Tax Hearings
Washington

1%
l7i/4 —
Wo, —
3% —

Vi
Vi
1/4

MARKET
Bid
Asked
94

97

5Vi
87
62
45Vi

6Vi
88V2
64
47 Vi

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Chan-man Vinson of
the Special House Ways and Means
taxation subcommittee announced
last night that his group would
probably devote "another day or
two" to consideration of the undistributed profits tax before proceeding to admissions and other
nuisance taxes in its scrutiny of
hidden taxes. He declined to state
whether admissions would be among
the first of so-called nuisance taxes
to be considered by his committee.

Electrics Amend

Answer

to $6,000,000 Trust Suit
AT&T,
Western Electric and
Erpi, defendants in a $6,000,000 anti-trust action brought against them
by Stanley K. Oldden, assignee of
Pacent Electric Co., Inc., yesterday
filed an amended answer in Federal
Court which generally denied all allegations of the plaintiff. Defendants also stated that the statute
of limitations prevents, in their opinion and that of counsel, the suit
from being legally brought to trial,
and furthermore that Pacent Electric infringed their patents.

Boston

1 i/g

Bureau

Burial Planned
for Mrs. Ed. J. Mannix

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— The body of Mrs. Edward J. Mannix, wife of M-G-M's
studio general manager, who was
killed in a motor accident at Palm
Springs, was sent to Boston yesterday for services and burial.
Mrs. Mannix was the former Bernice Fitzmaurice of Springfield,
Mass.

Ascap's Writ Effective
as Bond Gets Signature
Lincoln, Neb. — Bond was signed
here yesterday officially enforcing
the temporary injunction granted to
Ascap in its fight to nullify the existing State statute recently passed
by the unicameral Legislature. Injunction, sought pursuant to the
enactment of the law, enjoins the
Secretary of State and other officers
thereof as well as county officials
from taking any action aimed at enforcement.
Proponents of the legislation contend that Ascap and its member
composers, authors and publishers
are without Constitutional rights in
their fixing of rates for the performance of copyright music, even though
such music is authored and published by members of that organization.

Admish Tax Receipts Show
$169,338 Gain for October
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Continuing a slow
but steady climb, admissions tax receipts from theaters and places of
amusement were $169,338.73 higher
for the month of October, 1937, than
for the same month last year and
receipts for the third district, or
Broadway area, were $161,941.31
higher than in September this year,
according to an Internal Revenue
report made public yesterday.
Admissions tax receipts for the
entire country for October, 1937,
the report states, totaled $1,966,617.57 while for the same period in
1936 they totaled $1,797,278.84. For
the third New York district, admissions receipts totaled $604,487.46 for
October this year as compared with
September's $442,546.15.

Frank Nugent of Times
Heads N. Y. Film Critics
New York film critics held their
first meeting of the year yesterday.
Frank Nugent, of the Times, was
elected chairman, succeeding William Boehnel, of the World Telegram, and Leo Mishkin of the
Morning Telegraph was re-elected
secretary. Preliminary selections
for the balloting on the best picture, male performance, female performance, direction and foreign
language picture were made. Balloting
late will
in Decemberwillandtake
the place
selections
be
announced at the critics' annual
January.
party during the second week in

cominc mid coin
ARTHUR
A.
general
manager,

LEE,
CB
vice-president
arrived in New
York yejl;

day by plane from the Coast.
HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEACLE an
in New York today from the Coast and <i
bark on the Normandie
tomorrow.
JULES LEVY, RKO Radio sales manai
checked
in at the home
office yesterday.
WILL H. HAYS, film industry administra
is scheduled to leave the Coast for New Y
shortly after the Thanksgiving
holiday.
CERALD
F. RACKETT,
vice-president
plant
manager
of
Technicolor,
is scried..
to arrive in New York shortly from Englanc
LEO SCHLESINCER, who has arrived in r
York from the Coast, will remain about a wc
HARRY H. THOMAS has arrived in Ho
wood
from
New
York
by plane.
JULIAN
JOHNSON
of 20th Century-Fox
arrived
in New
York
from
the Coast or
two weeks'
business trip.
RUSSELL
BIRDWELL,
Selznick
Interna*
publicity
head,
is due
back
from
the C
today via the air route.
He will stay in t
for about
a week
after the opening
of
Thursday.
"Nothing
Sacred"
at
the
Music
Hall

B. N. JUDELL, head of the corporation b> t
ing his name,
is to arrive in New
York
day.
He stops at Detroit, Toledo and Cl<
land on the way in from Chicago.
FRED ASTAIRE
late this week.

leaves for a Florida vaca

DAVE
RUBINOFF
arrived in New York if
Pittsburgh
yesterday.
He remains
one w1
leaving next week
to resume
his concert
in Cleveland.
ARTHUR GREENBLATT, CB eastern divi
manager, arrived in Indianapolis yesterday I
Cincinnati on a tour of company exchanges
ELEANOR HUNT, GN contract player Iff
from Hollywood yesterday.
GEORGE HIRLIMAN,
ecutive, came in from

Republic production
the Coast yesterday

ERIC LINDEN, CN star, left yesterday
Hollywood after a brief New York vacation
MAURICE McKENZIE, executive assistan
Will H. Hays, is en route from Hollywoo<
New York, arriving here tomorrow.

Forsyth Will Design
Will Rogers Memori
Oklahoma City — John Dun
Forsyth, Tulsa, has been nan
architect for the Will Rogers 1
morial to be erected at Claremi
The Oklahoma legislature proviJ
$200,000 for the building of a i|
morial museum at Claremore 0
Rogers. site donated by Mrs. 'V
20-acre

Postpone Fuller Case Hearing
New

Technicolor

1600
TWICE-ADAY
OEllVE«» SERVICE

BROADWAY
N T.C
Clicu 6-0081-2-3-

to

Move

Technicolor, Inc., will move from
its present office, 15 Broad St., on
or about the first of the year, to
new quarters uptown which will be
more convenient to New York's Film
Row, it was stated yesterday. Definite selection of space has not yet
been made.

Orleans — First of two conspiracy suits brought by G«orge
Fuller against seven major companies and two Saenger executives
came before the court yesterday and
was continued for hearing at an
unfixed date. Similar procedure is
expected tomorrow when a damage
suit under the same charges comes
up for argument over the amount
of bond which Fuller must post.

Best wishes from The Film Daily to
the

following
on
their
NOVEMBER
23
Hobart Henley
Rosetta Duncan

birthday:

V
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M-G-M MAY MAKE BUT
TWO PIX IN ENGLAND

EAR ROCKEFELLERS
PLAN "DIME
.
. CIRCUIT"

i

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page
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eature of the scheme ; staffs would
1 restricted largely to projectionis and cashier.
'it is reported in supposedly well
i brmed circles here that plans for
1; theaters already have been
< iwn.

" ans-Lux Broadway House
[to Dempsey for Restaurant
(Continued from Page

1)

I ;kers and Trans-Lux officials, The
1 ,m Daily learned yesterday.
Trans-Lux, left with no Broadway
liiresentation, is dickering with B.
i Moss for control of theater which
; ss is constructing at 49th St. and
1 oadway.

with PHII_ M. DALY
T
▼
▼
• •
•
WHENEVER that M & P Theaters bunch up Boston way
turns out a Showman Manual
it is something for all the rest of the
film biz to duplicate
they have a knack of getitng right down to
brass tacks, and saying it simply and in the fewest possible words
which is a knack in itself
T
T
T

"A
has just reached our desk
THE LATEST
•
• •
Manual of Economy"
subtitled "Thrifty Management"
the manual starts off by saying: "The dictionary defines the word
Economy as 'Thrifty Management.'
That tells the whole story in
a nutshell"
then follow a dozen pages in vari-colored stock
tabbed for quick reference with the subject matter printed in
large type on each tab
Economy Hints on handling Petty
Cash
The Booth
.Boilers
Service Staffs

Cleveland — Lease has been signed
}c-e to erect a Trans-Lux Theater
i corner of Euclid Ave. and East
ll'h St., it is reported. First newsrljl house in Cleveland, it will have
ft seats.

Cleaning Dep't
Advertising
Electric Power and Light
Miscellaneous
every subject contains a dozen or more
practical suggestions for effecting economies
all stated in the
first person, having the theater manager asking himself a series
of questions
that drives it right home to him
T
T
T

(I Biz in North and West
Runs 35 P.C. Ahead— Lee

• •
•
JUST A few of the Economy Hints
"Can't I invent some
kind of excuse to discourage my pals and traveling execs from using

(Continued from Page

1)

lire will be still greater improver-nt during the next few weeks.
added that the only "unfavore" element he could report was
t in the Southwest biz was just
ding its own.
Is to possible GB production in
llywood, Lee said that there was
hing definite at the moment.

ucational's Directors
Re-elect Hammons
(Continued from Page

Prexy

1)

Republic Options Novel
an option on
After
Sandy"
George Nichproduce.

DEATH RECORD
Daniel

with nothing to do, which is harder than work, (3) to save money?"
"After I have set up my show schedule on paper for my current
program, do I go over it again with an eye toward reducing any overtime which my schedule may require? Overtime is a luxury which few
theaters today can afford. When I pay for overtime, do I stop to
realize that I am incidentally paying for other things such as lights,
heat, power, etc.?"

office were: E. W. Hammons, preset, Bruno Weyers, vice president,
R. Williams, treasurer, and Norn C. Nicholson, secretary.

Republic has taken
novel, "Looking
-.Margaret Turnbull.
oj, Jr., is slated to

my phone?"
"Do my carbon savers actually save money for me?
Or do they split too many carbons?"
"Am I staggering my service staff (1) to keep the boys off the floor when I don't need them,
(2) to save their energy and morale by not keeping them at attention

F. Hennessy

'uneral services will be held at
a.m. today in St. Malachy's Roji Catholic Church, 241 West 49th
: for Daniel F. Hennessy, 82, who
1 on Saturday in his Hotel Taft
jrtment following a long illness,
'was associated as an executive
many years in the B. F. Keith
deville organization.
Surviving
a son, William F. Hennessy, and
•other, James Hennessy.

▼
T
T
•
THIS MANUAL is crammed with nuggets like these
down-to-earth stuff that will save any theater dough
if you are not in the theater end these Economy Matters may
annoy you
and they probably annoy a lot of fellers who are
in the theater end
but the day is coming when even the
film biz will have to operate on an Economy Basis
and the
gent who has learned the trick of conducting his job that way
is the chap who will be in Great Demand
(Forgive the
Scotch Sermon. It always comes before Thanksgiving. How can
•

•

a Scotty be thankful if he hasn't Saved Something?)
▼
T
T
• • • IT SEEMS that when Jeanette MacDonald was a mere child

1)

tors to England plus the necessity
of paying their British income taxes.
Al Lichtman, who has been over
here for several weeks investigating
the M-G-M production program,
plans to return to New York in
about a week.

FTC Examiner Completes
Probe of Complaint vs. Para.
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — It was learned on
responsible authority yesterday that
the FTC examiner's investigation of
the complaint against Paramount
has been completed and that the
commission is awaiting the examiner's formal recommendations before
deciding whether or not to hold
hearings.
The Justice Department reported
yesterday "no change" in its West
Coast investigation of the industry.
Attorney General Cummings' annual report of the Justice Department has been sent to the public
printer and will be submitted to
Congress at the first of the year
with the convening of the second
regular session. Indication is that
Cummings will incorporate in his
report a section dealing with modernizing anti-trust statutes. It is
expected that the department's work
in film and other industries will be
reviewed. Meanwhile yesterday the
Federal Trade Commission authorities stated their investigation of
trusts and high cost of living would
have no connection with Allied
States Assn's complaint against
Paramount
Pictures.

SICK REPORT
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Pinky Tomlin, 31,
screen and radio singer, broke his
arm here on Sunday when the horse
he was riding threw him and then
fell on him.

dancer in the chorus of Ned Wayburn's stage show which opened
the then new Capitol theater
Managing Director Bowes said to
her that such a pretty girl should be the dancing star of the show,

Youngstown, O. — Mrs. Joe Trunk,
wife of a local theater circuit owner,
is convalescing from an operation.

and Jeanette said thank you sir and some day I'll be just that and
mebbe play your theayter
and Major Bowes said when it happened he would give her a big box of candy and some posies which
is another expression for an expensive bouquet of flowers
well,

New Haven, Conn. — Jack Brassil,
art man at the Loew-Poli, is back
on the job after a siege with septic
sore throat.

gosh darned if it isn't happening
Jeanetfe's film, "The Firefly,"
plays the Capitol starting Thanksgiving, and Major Bowes comes through
with the candy and flowers
Jeanette hopes
but you never
can tell, with these Majors who so often strike a minor note
in
any event the Sweet Sentiment of the story appealed to us

«

«

«

»

»

»

Irving Bonoff of the Bonoff Theater, Madison, is ill and confined to
his home.
Detroit — William R. Sturgess,
Grand National salesman, has reillness. turned to the office after two weeks'

Tuesday, Nov. 23, 19
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Expect New British Law to Include
RE-ELECTS DIRECTORS Films Commission and Separate Quota
(Continued from Page 1)

ram S. Nayfack, Dennis F. O'Brien,
William P. Philips and Lee Shubert.
No official announcement was
forthcoming regarding earnings on
the 600,000 outstanding shares of
company's common stock for fiscal
year ended Aug. 31, but it is predicted in financial circles that earnings will approximate 35 cents per
share. Annual statement is expected to be issued in about a week.

Gary Complaint Dismissal
Hearing Deferred to Today
(Continued from Page

1)

ter Co. of Gary which seeks to enjoin clearances imposed by the majors on behalf of B & K is scheduled before Judge Robert C. Baltzzell here today. Case was postponed one day when called yesterday.

IATSE New Haven Pacts
Call for Wage Advances

(Continued from Page

1)

ing yesterday which, by majority of
14 to 5, voted in favor of twin quotas as opposed to the reciprocity
plan fathered by Ostrer and backed
by Maxwell. The latter has been
frank in saying that the OstrerMaxwell views, representing about
$200,000,000 of capital invested in
the industry's several branches, "are
entitled to some weight".
Approximately 200 amendments to
the pending measure are now before
the Standing Committee which settles down to work today. Committee's membership of 40 gives representation to all three political
paities.
Serving are:
Sir Adrian Baillie, Col. BaldwinWebb, Lord Balniel, Beverley Baxter, Sir Alfred Beit, F. J. Bellenger,
Commander Bower, W. A. Burke, J.

(Continued jrom Page 1)

R. H. Cartland, Sir Charles Cayzer,
Henry Channon, J. A. Christie, W.
G. Cove, Trevor Cox, Harry Day, H.
J. Duggan, J. A. L. Duncan, E. L.
Granville, J. J. Lawson, William
Leonard, Sir Ernest Graham-Little,
William Mabane, R. C. Morrison,
Harold Nicolson, R. A. Pilkington,
H. V. Raikes, Maj. R. H. Rayner,
Capt. Cunningham Reid, Admiral
Royds, E. W. Salt, Maj. P. S. Shaw,
R. W. Sorensen, Major Stourton,
George R. Strauss, Mrs. Tate, Lt.Commander Tufnell, Mrs. Irene
Ward,son and
Graham
CharlesWhite,
Wood.Ellen WilkinThe British Sub-standard Cinematograph Association is pressing for
a similar quota for British shorts
as for feature films and also for
some sort of a quality test for
shorts.

Kalmenson Will Hold
See English-U. S. Trade Pact
As Bait for Italy, Germany
Branch Meeting Friday
Ben Kalmenson, Eastern District
Manager for Warner Bros., will meet
with the branch managers in his
territory on Friday in the home office to discuss plans for the company's forthcoming Sears Drive.
Those attending from the New
York Exchange will be Charles Rich,
Metropolitan branch manager; Harry Decker, New York-Brooklyn manager; Harry Hummell, New Jersey
manager; Gus Solomon and Sam
Lefkowitz. Other Eastern Division
branch managers attending will be
Norman Ayers, Albany; Nat Furst,
Boston; R. S. Smith, Buffalo; and
John Pavone, New Haven.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — State Department
officials yesterday toyed with the
possibility that pending negotiations
New Haven, Conn. — A, B and C
for an Anglo-American trade treaty
house contracts with IATSE in the
might
the and
required
New Haven territory, including Anfor bothprovide
Germany
Italy to"bait"
dissonia and Derby, have now been
card present restrictive policies by
concluded for the next three years,
making overtures for negotiations
with increases retroactive to Sept.
for a trade pact with the United
1. Members of local No. 74 report
States. The feeling was expressed
an increase for Class A theaters
that film interests with both Gerfrom $50 to $54 for the first year,
many and Italy would be much imto $56 the second, and $58 the third.
proved following the announcement
The B and C house scale is reported
of negotiations for possible trade
at $40 to $42.50 this year, $43.75
pacts with those nations, as both
next, and $45, the following year.
Italy and Germany, when the proHouses with stage shows will have
jected Anglo-American treaty bethe following rates for the next two
comes effective, will be at the disyears: $67.50 to $72.50 for assis- Oulahan Named Barker
advantage of paying materially
tants, $75 for carpenters, and $77.50
by
Cincy
Variety
Club
higher
tariffs
on sales to this counfor stage managers. These terms
try and Britain than will be exacted
apply to 24 shows, with $3 per show
Cincinnati — Joe Oulahan, Par- by America or Britain from each
for all over.
amount business manager, was other.
Booth operators have not yet con- elected Chief Barker of the Queen
cluded agreements in this territory, City Variety Club at the annual
Marcuses to Philly
but expect to do so this week.
election. Arthur Frudenfeld, RKO
Denver
— Harry and Gene Marcus,
Theater manager, and J. J. Grady,
branch manager, 20th-Fox, were well known theater and film men in
Chi. Shippers and Checkers
elected assistant barkers. Other of- the territory, have gone to PhiladelReported 100 P.C. Organized
phia, where they have opened an
ficers are: Ralph Kinsler, Grand National, treasurer; Joe Rolling, sec- exchange, to be known as the Allied.
Chicago — President Peter Shayne
retary; H. J. Wessel, Allan Moritz, Gene formerly operated theaters and
of the Operators Union reports 100 Billy Bien, Elmer Shard, Sam Frank exchanges in Salt Lake City, and
Harry operated the Allied exchange
p.c. organization among the ship- and John Allen, trustees.
in Denver.
pers and checkers along Film Row.
A meeting is planned during the
New Film Carrier
next two weeks to complete the
"Orphan Boy" Booked
ushers, cashiers and doormen or"An Orphan Boy of Vienna," disDetroit — New film carrier has just
tributed in U. S. by General Forganization.
eign Sales Corp., has been booked been formed here by Wilfred J.
into the Penn Square Theater, Morissette, under the name of Exhibitor's Film Transportation ComCleveland, O., as well as in theaters
pany.
establishing
ofin Salt Lake City, Seattle, Berkefices on the Company
fifth isfloor
of the Film
ley, Cal., and San Jose, Calif.
Exchange Building.
Atlantic City — Mr. and Mrs. P.
Mortimer Lewis 3rd left for a cruise
Incorporate Philippine Co.
Replacing Burned House
of the West Indies following their
Dover, Del. — Following the recent
wedding at Haverford, Pa. Lewis is appointment of Daniel F. GreenOcean City, N. J. — Announcement
manager of the Embassy Theater
house as manager of a newly-estab- is made by D. Roscoe Faunce, manlished RKO Radio branch office in
ager of Strand Theater, which was
and son of P. Mox-timer Lewis, Jr.,
owner and operator of a string of the Philippines, RKO Radio Pictures destroyed by fire, that plans for a
new theater to be ready in Spring
theaters in Atlantic City and Vent- has incorporated a Philippine sub- are
under way.
nor.
sidiary with capital of $10,000.

WEDDING

BELLS

GAMES HELD ILLEGAL
BY ALA. HIGH COU
many decisions by the courts di
ing with the application of lott
statutes similar to ours.
"The very fact that it is a b\;
ness enterprise intended to swell
receipts from paid admissions to
theater, evidences an intention
garner a profit from the gift em
prise.
For practical purposes
measure of the consideration m
ing him (the defendant) is the
cess of receipts from paid adn
sions on bank nights, over what I
would have been for the enteiu.
ment in the absence of the b;
night attraction.
"Obviously, the increased inco
above noted must come from p
admissions. Paid for what? P
for the chance to draw the pi
or jackpot. Thus the hazarding
money with the hope of obtain
by chance a larger sum is of
essence of the scheme."

Two Convicted in Bingo
Test Case in Clevela
Cleveland, O. — Convicted by
Municipal Court jury of violat
the anti-gambling laws in the fi
local Bingo test case, Julius Go
stein and David Spivak, night c
operators, have filed motions for
new trial. Counsel for the two £
the case will be carried to the coi
of appeals, if necessary.
Bingo, as operated in beer ha
and night clubs was attacked as
legal by Acting Police Prosecui
Sidney B. Fink. Fink thus far 1
not instigated prosecution agaii
the game as used in theaters, or
religious and charitable institutio
Defense of Bingo operators v,
founded on the fact that it was i
tomatically sanctioned by the sfc
of Ohio when the tax commissioi
issued amusement licenses to t
operators of Bingo games. Muni
pal Judge Oscar Bell rejected ti
argument on the ground that t
commission had "no right to iss
a license to conduct something cc
trary to law."

Lester Sack Closes Deal
for Seven Invincible Fife!
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI

Hollywood
— Lester
Sack, ofpre:t
dent
and general
manager
Sack
closed Amusement
a deal for Enterprises,
seven Invincilh1
pictures for Texas, Oklahoma a
Arkansas. The pictures are "Eli
Island," "Bridge of Sighs," "Bri
liant Marriage,' "Easy Money," '
Couldn't Have Happened," "Tangl
and "Three of a Kind."
The Sack organization, which h
operated an exchange in San A
tonio for 19 years, will move
spring.
headquarters
to
Dallas
in

.

M-G-M TURNS
ON THE
POWER!
•plug the joyful
juice into your
box-office and
electrify the bank book!

t

ge

to nex pa
! J
[Lead kindly lightl

Just a moment please before we proceed!)

AND WHAT DO
YOU WANT FOR

CHRISTMAS?
Get a flock of stockings ready now 'cause you're
going to fill 'em all with mazumeh !

■So-

y

^

,

\

There's a man on the next page who
just came from California. Listen!

JUST OFF THE TRAIN
FROM CALIFORNIA!
Listen to him!
I'm an M-G-M showman
I visited the M-G-M lot at Culver City
I saw shows completed and in the making
I'm thrilled and you'll be too!
I saw " Rosalie", a box-office sweetheart!
I saw " Mannequin", a clean-up, sure-fire!
I applauded Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy —
I hail "Mannequin" as Crawford's greatest
I saw uGirl of the Golden West" beginning —
I watched Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald in it
I predict it will be a Hit of Hits !
(more on next page )

I

(continued)

I saw "Navy Blue and Gold" at a Preview!
I cheered with that enthralled audience
/
New Title
\
V "MAN-PROOF"/

I saw "Four Marys " in a projection room
I salute Myrna Loy, Rosalind Russell, Franchot Tone
I salute all who helped to make it so great!
I return to my theatre to hear happy news
I find crowds packing in to see "The Firefly"
I enjoyed a big week with "The Last Gangster"
I received my town's acclaim for "Conquest"
I'm proud to be an M-G-M showman
I've made money year after year
I sincerely believe 1937-38 will top 'em all
I saw with my own eyes —
Fm telling you!

ANALYZE
THE STAR
VALUES!
No wonder that M-G-M showman
is enthusiastic! He saw just a small
part of M-G-M's 1937-38 releases
and yet what a wealth of names to
bring 'em in. Just think of it!
{And see on next page)

BOX-OFFICE NAMES
ARE PEARLS OF
GREAT PRICE!
(And here are only a few of the personalities
in the pictures you have just read about!)
"ROSALIE"
Nelson Eddy
Eleanor Powell

"GIRL

OF

THE

GOLDEN WEST"
Jeanette MacDonald
Nelson Eddy

"MANNEQUIN"
Joan Crawford
Spencer Tracy

//

CONQUEST
Greta Garbo
Charles Boyer

a

•

"NAVY

BLUE

GOLD"
AND
Robert Young
James Stewart
Lionel Barrymore

"THE

LAST

"THE FIREFLY"
Jeanette MacDonald
Allan Jones

"FOUR MARYS"
Myrna Loy
Rosalind Russell
Franchot Tone
ROLL
YOUR

Edward
G.ST
Robinson
GANG
ER"
James Stewart

UP
SLEEVES

i and watch the
dough roll in. Next
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Including Description of the
Promotion Illustrated
in Preceding Double
Spread
TTXPLOITATION

shown inside and above is described in the

following items so that you can readily visualize the possibilities of their application to your popular-price engagement. All
four Road-Show cities are represented — giving you a composite,
cross-section campaign which will directly box-office influence all
types of movie-goers.
FIREFLY CANDY. This was a special contest and advertising
stunt. 56 full windows and the same number of counter displays
appeared in every Dutch Mill^andy Store in Chcago and Cook
County. For 3 week-ends that company newspaper-advertised a
special Week-End Firefly Mixture at #1.25 for a two-pound package. All tie-up media mentioned the picture. An attractive young
lady, in Dutch costume and wooden shoes, handed out "Comment
Cards" to each person entering the theatre. Movie-goers were
instructed to write their picture opinion in as few words as possible
and return the card to the Dutch Mill Hostess stationed in the
lobby. For the best comments at each of the two performances
daily, the winners received a two-pound box of the special "Firefly"
Candy Mixture. This contest was advertised in the newspapers,
store windows and theatre lobby.
FIREFLY

HATS.

An outstanding cooperative arrangement was

made with Chicago's Davis Store. Its hat designer created a special
model known as "The Firefly", similar to the one worn by MacDonald in the picture. An entire window was given to it with
background showing giant cutouts and production scenes. Ads on
"The Firefly Hat" ran in the Chicago Tribune and Daily News.
Store-wide announcements also called the public's attention to it.
The Boston Store followed with a Firefly Hat creation of its own —
and exploited it just as strongly.
FIREFLY MUSIC. All leading music stores cooperated with window and counter space. Every one of the popular orchestra and
band leaders in each city played one or more numbers on his
program. Some of the music went over the air via band radio
broadcasts. Special tie-up displays appeared in windows of many
musical instrument stores. There are production scenes showing
Miss MacDonald at the harpsichord and Allan Jones playing the
guitar.

FIREFLY JEWELRY The 7-foot and 3-foot cutouts showing large figure of a dancing MacDonald (see press book
exploitation section) are excellent for appearance in jewelry
store windows featuring costume jewelry, illuminated dial
watches, diamonds or anything else which sparkles, glows or
has a lustrous quality or surface.
TRICK LIGHTING EFFECTS. Giant golden-yellow title
letters in an Astor Theatre (N. Y.) 3-storied sign glow and
flash off and on with "firefly effect". When the sign flashes
off, separate dark red bulbs flicker like hundreds of fireflies.
Trick lighting stunts add immeasurably to the effectiveness
of the picture title and are possible on every type of theatre
engagement in some form or other.
SHOWMANSHIP ADS. New York advertised the picture
as the First and Biggest Attraction of the New Fall Season
in a special series of ads. Singing heads of MacDonald and
a glamorous Spanish Senorita illustration were other outstanding pictorial elements. Music, Romance, Spectacle,
Cilamour and other entertainment angles were stressed in
o her cities.
COUNTRY NEWSPAPERS. In the preceding double
spread you will also see a printed special story with coupon
attached, which went out to a special list of newspapers.
Personal letters were mailed to another group of editors of
country newspapers within a radius of 50 miles. A scene mat
and publicity story were enclosed. Letter explained that if
they ran the story and mat, and relumed tear sheets, they
would receive complimentary tickets.

procedure.
POSTAL
TELEGRAPH
WINDOWS.
Both the Jumbo
regular-size Postal Telegrams
appeared
in all windows of
company and the latter were house-to-house distributed by tl
this
tie-up. service.
messenger
See press book exploitation section regard

MUSIC LOVERS. Members of all singing and musical socit
received a special letter concerning the lavish musical presentan
in the picture. They were also asked to make comparisons betv
the MacDonald-Eddy combination and former well-known sing
stars who appeared in earlier stage productions of "The Firef

WINDOW
POSTERS.
Timely
Events, Inc., issues a wee
poster which is placed in over 8,000 windows in the Chicago te i
tory.
Passes secured their cooperation to the extent of pUrin
production scene in one of the issues.
MIDGET

LETTERS.

Thousands of miniature envelopes, ccj

taining miniature letter inserts, were mailed to the F.O.E. Conv*
tion, in Chicago, through cooperation of hotels. This is a go
idea even for general distribution — smallness of the envelope mat'
it stand out from other mail received by residents. Tie it in w
something like: "The Smallest Letter in the World Annoum:
the Biggest Musical Attraction on Earth", etc.
GIANT

CUTOUTS.

Local enlargements of the guitar-phy.

figure of Allan Jones and the dancing posture of Jeanene M. i
Donald — one playing and singing to the other star in a combit,:
tion display
effect —Make
are among
best designs you can uie I1'
box-office
appeal.
them upthelocally.

FIREFLY RECORD. Electrical transcription was tied-in
with many sustaining and sponsored programs — latter in
conjunction with The Firefly Hat, Firefly Jewelry, Firefly
Watch, Firefly Music, etc.
JUVENILE CONTEST. The value of continued publicity
was realized on the Chicago engagement and the big circulation of the Chicago Tribune was turned into additional
box-office profit. Sally Brown, columnist, and also in charge
of charitable activities for this newspaper, ran a story on the
front page of the second section for 6 days — devoted to picture highlights and asking all Tribune children that desired
to attend a picture performance to write her a letter. Children's desire to see "The Firefly" was the keynote of the contest. Children chosen from thousands of replies paraded
from the Chicago Tribune to the theatre.
SPECIAL PRESS SCREENINGS. All motion picture,
drama and musical critics as well as columnists, managing
and city editors were invited to special showings.
Resultant

wAe the i
^

reviews were very satisfactory and bore out the advisability of f

?1
*e ih Vv*V

BIG CUTOUT LETTERS. Appliqued letters of title ind mi
names give the utmost in smash theatre presentation. Title i*
natural for this because of its brevity.
VALANCES, FLAGS AND BANNERS. Any important attr. =
tion is only as big in the public's mind as you sell it. Therefc
use valance, flag and banner material on the front of yd
theatre.
COLOR

ROTO.

Those

newspapers

which

specialize

in B

Sections printed in extra colors are excellent contact points
presentation of a "Firefly" scene via Firefly Red color.

TO THE PUBLIC!
A rousing entertainment!

NAVY
LU§
-and

OLD

THE

BOX^FFICE

You can't top it for excitement color, youthful joy!
You can't sit still when the middies march and sing!
You can't resist the romantic love story of Annapolis !
You can't catch your breath at the football thrills!
You can't hide your tears at the inspiring climax!
You can't do without this swell audience show!
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD" from M-G-M!

NO
MONKEY
BUSINESS
about these reviews.
They're great!

THREE CHEERS FOR THE
NAVY BLUE AND GOLD!
"THE

BEST"

"SOMETHING

There always has to be a best of everything. And
Navy Blue and Gold' is probably the best Annapolis
laval academy life story to date with a football sidehow. 'NAVY BLUE AND GOLD' has story punch
nd character that do not confine or limit its period
f exhibition life to the football season. It has the stuff
at should enable it to do business any day in the
ear. It is possessed of elements that naturally appeal
the entire audience. It has many exploitation
ngles. Let 'em know it is a strong character melorama more than anything else."
— Motion Picture Daily
ii

REAL BOX-OFFICE

a

"Top notch entertainment from the opening flashes
to the final touchdown of the Army and Navy game is
'NAVY BLUE AND GOLD'. It kept last night's preview audience in enthusiastic response to every move.
The three featured players are all so good it is difficult
to credit top honors but perhaps James Stewart comes
off a shade the best because of his very sympathetic
role. Sam Wood's direction is splendid. A picture that
is something to cheer about."
— Los Angeles Examiner

"STIRS THE EMOTIONS"

Metro's production of 'NAVY BLUE AND GOLD'
ombines elements of entertainment in such show-

" 'NAVY BLUE AND GOLD' fine. Told so freshly
and movingly, the picture should win its way to the

nan-like manner that it can be nothing else than real

heart of every American. With a great deal of genuine

[^ox-office. The b. o. tills should tinkle a lively tune

patriotic appeal it well and truly stirs the emotions.
Gets under the skin in a way that will make it stick in

kerevei it is shown."

1

_Daily Variety

"HEART-WARMING"

'Ace performances by Jimmy Stewart, Robert Young
and Tom Brown! Everything is well woven together in
film that is human, heart-warming and genuinely
appealing."
■
°

T
,
it--limes
—Los
Angeles

the memory. It is so well made in all departments,
thanks to an inspired production job by Sam Zimbalist
and the extremely sympathetic direction of Sam Wood,
that it should solo successfully in the de luxers and
tally handsomely all the way down the line. It will
ring plenty of bells."

Two Big Words on Last Page!
ud

TO CHEER ABOUT"

Look!

_ Hollyu,ood Reporter

3

t

OF
IMMEDIATE
MPORTANCE!
Have you heard about the amazing
openings on M-G-M's

THE LAST
GANGSTER!

//

starring Edward G* Robinson

A. SURPRISE SENSATION THAT
DEMANDS QUICK ATTENION TO THE BEST BOOKING
TMEATYOUR COMMAND!
ARE FACTS!
(Next page)

JUST THE
START!
(Oh Boy!)

|

CHICAGO
$1000

better

than

best previous M-G-M:

SCRANTON
$2270 better than theatre's previous high grosser.

HARRISBURG
and

NEW

ORLEANS

Tops
liveliestlovely
lulus! "Libeled Lady" and M-G-M'

PITTSFIELD
Beats
other magic
honeys!"May time", "After Thin Man" an>

The Romance of a
Gangsters Life told in
GRIPPING DRAMA!

DES MOINES
Socks "Saratoga", "Libeled Lady" and biggesi
B. O. bombshells!

EASTON
Another new high! Beats "Maytime" by $90C;
"Good Earth" and "Captains Courageous" b,
$1000 each!

PROVIDENCE

aiwa/ul Cff.KoOiMfOH

Sweet opening
i%

looks like terrific week

ALLENTOWN
Doing "Maytime" business. Beats big "Captain
Courageous", "Good Earth" and other Biggies

,.

vrith

JAMES STEWART • ROSE STRADNER
LIONEL STANDER • DOUGLAS SCOTT
JOHN CARRADINE • SIDNEY BLACKMER
Screen Play by John Lee Mahin
•
Original Story by William A. Wellman and
Robert Carson
• Directed by Edward Ludwig
• A Metro-Goldvryn-Mayer Picture

Starts FRIDAY

at

COMING'. The Love Story of Annapolis!

"NAVY

BLUE

AND

GOLD"

with Robert Young, James Stewart.
Lionel Barrymore, Florence Rice ana
Big M-G-M

WILLIAMSPORT
beats great "Firefly" gross o
Opening biz
Armistice
holiday!

10 out of the first 10

Cast.'

One of the exciting ads from national newspaper campaign

ARE

GREAT!

ONLY ONCE
HN
A BLUE
J"*MOON SUCH
AN OPPORTUNITY!
Act Fast! Re-arrange your bookings! Here's a proven
money-maker that's the talk of every Film Row! Get
in touch with your M-G-M Branch at once!

WE SALUTE THE
TRADE PRESS!
(The reviews below were written before any openings —
yet the critics predicted a box-office success!)
1. P. HERALD — "The last word in gangster picjres, by any and all standards . . . The promotion iswithout question the best o( the
angster library."
TRADE REVIEW" "Smashing
HOWME
:ory
thatN'S
provides an ideal role for Edward
j. Robinson. He comes across with a characterization ofthe kind that established him as
fie screen's No. One Gangster . . . Rare
ood entertainment."

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER— "Powerful ... exellent production . . . Edward G. Robinson's
,haracter study is brilliant and brutally real
|. . The picture owes much of its compelling
Sower to the direction of Edward Ludwig . . .
'ictorially striking. ..admirably photographed."
RE DAILY"" Melodramatic
ON ingPICTU
MOTI
nd thrill
. . . will register effectively at the
|>ox-office ... A timely yarn . . . realistic and
s uncompromising in action as many of its
haracters . . . Edward G. Robinson gives a
nemorable portrait."

VARIETY — "Carefully produced . . . fine performances .. . Metro has a box-office profits
prospect . . . Will bring the b. o. returns . . .
Edward G. Robinson does his role up brown
. . . Rose Stradner is a natural."

drama
VARIETYDAILY stands
which
on a "Strong,
par with impressive
the memorable
prior performances of gangster big shots by
Edward G. Robinson. This one, linking the
Robinson name and the significent title, will
do the b. o. trick again. Robinson's role is
played with great power and dignity, as one
of the actor's finest exhibits. Impressive also
is Rose Stradner . . . Lionel Stander troupes
superbly. Dramatic direction of highest calibre
by Edward Ludwig. The play is kept tense,
vivid, significant every foot of the way. Exciting entertainment, elaborately produced*
and will stand up anywhere as a top show."
BOXOFFICE — "Contains a wallop to register
in the higher gross brackets."
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"Springtime in the
with

Gene

Smiley
Burnette,
Rockies"
Rowles

Autry,

*

t?

WESTERN, PACKED WITH ACTION, AND WITH AUTRY SINGING,
SHOULD PLEASE ANY AUDIENCE.

"Der Postilion von

SWELL

Gene Autry is foreman of a ranch that
Polly Rowles has inherited, but has never
seen. She arrives, with a degree in Animal Husbandry and three girl friends. She
is stuck with a carload of sheep before
Autry gets to the station, and insists that
he take them to the ranch, regardless of
the fact the local cattlemen are in a dangerous mood about the sheep. Autry owns
a worthless ranch he won in a poker game
and decides that nobody will find the
sheep there, so he takes the girls and the
sheep there. Autry hopes that his new
employer will get discouraged at this broken
down place and go back East. He gets
rid of the sheep through a trick, but Smiley Burnette unwittingly sells them to Edward Hearn who is plotting to get the fine
ranch owned by Polly. Hearn dumps the
on the ranch of an enemy of Autry's,
sheep
who immediately goes to the dance hall
where Autry and Burnette have taken the
girls, and a fight ensues. The man is
wounded, and Autry is locked up although
he swears he didn't fire his gun. Hearn
goes to the ranch and offers Polly several
thousand dollars for what she believes to
be her worthless property. She sells, but
Burnette frees Autry and he beats Hearn
to the County seat before he can file the
deed, and tears it up. Hearn is identified
by the wounded rancher as his assailant and
the cattlemen learn that Hearn planted the
sheep. Autry is freed, and everybody is
happy. Autry sings pleasingly, and Burnette is good for lots of laughs. Miss
Rowles is attractive and capable, and the
rest of the cast is adequate. The picture
should please any audience, with fast riding, plenty of action and beautiful locations.
CAST: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Polly Rowles, Ula Love, Ruth Bacon, Jane Hunt,
George Chesebro, Alan Bridge, Tom London,
Edward Hearn, Frankie Marvin, William
Hole, Edmund Cobb, Fred Burns, and
Jimmy's Saddle Pals, the orchestra.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Director, Joseph Kane; Original Story
and Screenplay, Gilbert Wright and Betty
Burbridge; Editor, Lester Orleback; Cameraman, Ernest Miller.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

40 at IMPTOA

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Meeting

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Forty persons
attended a luncheon meeting of the
Northern Indiana district of the
Independent Motion Picture Theater
Owners Association of Indiana, with
Senator Martin J. Cleary making
the principal address. Legislative
matters were discussed with Maurice Rubin, Michigan City, president of the state group, presiding.
'

*

SHORTS

*

*

SERIAL

a

Polly

60 mins.

Republic

fORCIGD

(The
with

Postman
from Lonjumeau)
Lonj
umeaRoseu"Stradner,
Eichberger,

Willy
Lucie

Englisch,

Leo Slezak

Bruno Zwicker Inc.

91 mins.

THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE OFFERING
WITH A NICE BLEND OF MUSIC AND
MERRY FARCE.
La Marquise de Pompadour, Thekla
Ahrens, desires the best tenor in France
for her opera company, and after an extensive search of the provinces, Willy
Eichberger is discovered and forced to leave
his bride of an hour to go to Paris. After
a good look at the handsome Eichberger,
Miss Ahrens decides not to allow his
bride to join him in Paris. Leo Slezak, is
banished from the court as his slightly
bawdy song about La Pompadour causes
her disfavor. He goes to the town where
Eichberger has left his bride, and sees a
fine opportunity to get even. He takes
Rose Stradner, Eichberger's wife, in hand,
and after extensive grooming he returns
to the court with her as his sentence of
banishment has been lifted. Eichberger,
failing to recognize his own wife, falls in
love with her. He asks her to marry him
and tells her that he must first get a
divorce from his wife. Miss Stradner beats
him back to the home town and there is
a happy ending for everybody but Miss
Ahrens. Eichberger and Miss Stradner are
capable leads, and the broad comedy is
handled well by Lucie Englisch and Rudolf
Carl, while the attractive Miss Ahrens, and
Leo Slezak, provide the satiric comedy in
the picture. Skillful direction and photography of the well knit screenplay make this
one of the better foreign importations.
CAST: Willy Eichberger, Rose Stradner,
Lucie Englisch, Leo Slezak, Thekla Ahrens,
Rudolf Carl, Alfred Neugebauer, Richard
Eybner, Josef Furtner, Tibo von Halmay,
Fritz Imhoff, Hans Thimig, Carl Hauser.
CREDITS: Produced by Atlantis Films, in
Vienna; Director, Carl M. Lamac; Presented
at The Garden Theater with English sub
titles and Austrian dialogue.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Strand, Frisco, Acquired
by Ex-Hawaiian Exhib
San Francisco — More than $50,000
is understood to be involved in the
acquisition here of the Strand Theater by J. J. Franklin from Herman
Cohen, operator of both the United
Artists and Embassy Theaters, local
first-runs. Franklin, formerly of
Franklin Amusement Co. of Honolulu, some months ago disposed of
his Hawaiian holdings to A. Ramish
of Los Angeles. Reported that
Franklin may convert the 1400-seat
Market St. subsequent run into a
first run outlet.

"Italian Libya"
20th-Fox
10 mins.
Excellent Travel Picture
Excellent photography and a fine
narration by Lowell Thomas make
this short well worth seeing. The
political importance of Libya, dominated by Italy, is carefully pointed
out by Thomas. The mobile Libyan
Army Corps, which is to be augmented considerably in the near future, according to plans that Mussolini has announced, is shown during maneuvers. The threat of a
well mobilized army in Libya near
the border, which is only a short
distance from the Suez Canal, is
commented on by Thomas. The rest
of the picture is devoted to scenes
of the primitive methods that are
still used by the natives, which contrast sharply with the modern city
of Tripoli, Libyan capital. The
striking ruins of the great Roman city built by Septus Severus
1500 years ago in the Libyan desert,
bare marble ruins today, provide a
further contrast with the Libya of
today. Some of the photography is
remarkably effective and the shots
of the desert sunset as a caravan
crosses slowly against a background
of dunes and palms are breath-takingly beautiful. This picture was
produced by Truman Talley and edited by Lew Lehr.
"Playboy
Number
One"
with Willie
Howard
Educational
17 mins.
Very Amusing Short
Willie Howard again appears as
Professor Pierre Ginsberg, de luxe
and extraordinary instructor in
French. He is scheduled to sail
with a wealthy couple as their instructor and guide when they tour
France. After numerous complications, Howard reaches the boat and
gets aboard. However, when his pa"
tron tries out his French and everything he orders is wrong he fires
Howard. Two hungry Americans,
slightly on the gangsterish side, appeal to Howard to get them a meal
as they haven't been able to get
anything they wanted since coming
aboard. They get fed, and they advise Howard to get himself a girl
for the ship's ball that night. He
is told to be persistent, and of
course he picks the wife of one of
his new found friends to work on.
He is locked up several times in the
brig, and a series of gags ensue
until the woman's husband discovers that it is Howard who is annoying his wife. They throw him overboard, and we leave Howard floundering in mid-Atlantic. A good cast
and an amusing script by Marcy
Klauber and Arthur Jarret make
this one better than ordinary, and
of course Howard's French act is
always good for laughs. Al Christie

"TimSerial
Tyler's
Luck" 1 to
— Chapters
Universal
21 mir
Wild Jungle Adventures
This serial is adapted from tl
newspaper
strip about the your
adventurer,
Tim Tyler.
The fir'
three
are veryof lively,
ar'
crowded chapters
with thrills
the tyi
that will appeal to the kids. Ti
goes to the African jungle to sean
for his father, a scientist who h<
disappeared in the gorilla cou-itr
He meets a girl who is in search <
Spider Webb, a bandit who has bet
robbing
the ivory
safaris.
Ht
brother has been imprisoned for
crime the bandit committed, and si
plans to capture him and secure tl
release of her brother. Arrived I
the gorilla country, they encountf
the Ivory Patrol, a military-polk,
organization similar to the Ranger,
who try to protect the ivory safar:
from the bandit gang.
Encountei
with the bandits disclose they an
in possession of an armored cruise 1
This was the invention of Tim
father, and he realizes that the bar
dits know the fate of his dad. Ther
are all
sorts of exciting
with
a band
gorillas, adventure'
the jungl
tribes, the ivory bandits, and th
wild jungle animals. Frankie Thorna
plays the role of Tim; Frances Rob
inson is the girl; Jack Mulhall i
the sergeant of the Ivory Patrol
Norman
Willia plays Spider, th>
bandit
chief.
Directed
by Fort
Beebe and Wyndham Gittens. Pro
duced by Henry MacRae and Elrae:
Tambert.
produced and George Webber filme(
the picture. Janet Reade, Low:
Sorin, Ruth Leavitt, Charles Slattery, Abe
Bronson
and Joseph D*:
Villars
support
Howard.
"Laughing at Fate"
(Adventures
of the Newsreel
Cameramen)
20th-Fox
9'/2 mins.
Exciting Newsreel Shots
Produced by Truman Talley, the
Fox Newsreel producer, this sho*
shows an assortment of shots that
have been taken of the dare-devils
who do all sorts of stunts to amuse
the public. There are some breathtaking shots of tight rope walkers
high cleover
city streets,
stunt andbicyand motorcycle
riders,
number of other assorted and varied
death-defying people at their daily
work. The sequences used have
been carefully selected, and the one
of the former parachute jumper
who had a wing arrangement that
enabled him to float in the air in
circles on his way down, is particularly breath-taking as its shows
him in the air and his plunge to
failed to
whenby his
the ground
open.
Edited
Lewchute
Lehr.
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WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"Baby" to "Antoinette"
IEY FRANKLIN will celebrate

"> 27th year in motion pictures
he starts "Marie Antoinette"
ug Norma Shearer.
His first
•e which he produced, directed
ihotographed was called "The
:' and ran 500 feet, was puri by David W. Griffith.
His
i Metro picture was the silent
■a of "The Last of Mrs. Chey' which also starred
Norma
?r.

T
▼
▼
Boles' One-Nighters
i n Boles will combine business
[ pleasure when
he completes
le opposite Gladys Swarthout
ramount's
"Romance
in the
and en route to Vancouver
; start of his vacation will give
- ght concerts in Oakland, Port.nd Seattle.
T
▼
T
t's "Girls on Probation"
recently completed
Warner
; known during its production
- as "Too -Much of Everyhas had its title changed to
r On Probation."
Dolores Cosd returning to the screen after
ell years of retirement, heads
3t.
T
▼
▼
Penrod Retains Parents
\ family group composed
by
Soot! Tarkington in his projection
f tl
American boy in his "Penrod"
will remain
unchanged
in
1's newest
pix appearance.
Craven and Spring Byington
in
'ill j kain portray the parents
Pec!
d's Double Trouble," in which
ly md Bobby Mauch will have
i J ding roles. Craven and Miss
irj on have previously appeared
b characterization in two "Pen-

•

• •

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

ROBERT

RISKIN.

Scenarist. Born in New

•

•

•

Educated in Baltimore.

Later attended Columbia University for two years. Wrote his first originals for the screen before he entered college and cut short his collegiate
career in order to "get going." In 1915-16, in charge of a comedy studio
in Jacksonville, Fla., making two-reelers for Paramount. Following World
War, left pictures to devote his time to the stage. In 1932, gave up the stage
entirely for screen writing, and signed a contract
with Columbia Pictures. First picture was "The
Big Timer." Then came "American Madness,"
his first to be directed by Frank Capra. Loaned
to Warners in 1933 to collaborate on "ExLady," Bob returned to Columbia to do "Ann
Carver's Profession." It was after this that he
really attracted the attention of Hollywood with
"Lady for a Day. "It Happened One Night"
followed and with it the award of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for the
best scenario for 1934. "Broadway Bill" was
next. Later came, among others, "Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town" and "Lost Horizon." One of
Hollywood's colony of racehorse owners, in this
capacity has the distinction of really having
won a purse at Santa Anita.

cently returned from New York,
where Gene appeared in the stage
musical, "Virginia".
T
T
T

Producing Company Formed
Spectra Pictures, Inc., has been
formed by S. P. Harrison, John Lane
and George E. Meyer. Spectra will
produce a series of one-reel color
shorts.
T
T
▼
Joins Republic as Writer
Earl Felton, who recently returned from a vacation in Mexico City,
has joined the Republic writing staff
and is working on the screenplay of
"Prison Nurse". Herman Schlom
will be the producer.
▼
T
T
To Exhibit For Producers
ms.
Jack Linder has taken over the
T
T
T
Stage Door theater and will try out
Keene Yacht Hunting
new plays and new talent for showings before studio executives. He
1 Keene, who has just comthe starring role in Mono- will continue to operate his local
historical drama, "Romance agency. Linder was a New York
[Rockies," is joining the Hol- producer before coming to the Coast.
yachting throng. He is now
T
▼
T
ing boats and after making
Boland-Truex
Comedy
Ready
pu| base plans to take time out
Ralph Staub has just completed
icruise to the Galapagos Is"Mama Runs Wild", with Mary Boland and Ernest Truex, for Repub▼
T
T
lic. Staub was both producer and
Back From the East
director on the picture.
T
▼
T
and Kathleen Lockhart reTo Make Series of Shorts
Nat Ross will produce a series of
shorts for M-G-M. They will have
Cowboy Is "Out"
a collegiate background, and the
I I Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
I Angeles — Smith Ballew made a
first subject will go before the camIXi Sal appearance at the Orpheum
eras the end of this month, with
Th er here yesterday with his picRoss directing.
«i "Roll Along, Cowboy." But at this
pai lular spot the picture is "Stars
•v , the Desert" because the mention
Bfipwboy is bad box-office in any
L6sj,ngeles theater. Zane Grey granted 'lrmission for Lesser to change the
t'tiln this one spot.

York.

175

t

▼

T

pletion of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm." She went to the desert spot
with her mother, Mrs. George Temple, and her school teacher, Miss
Francis Klamt.
T

T

T

T

T

T

Leon Ames Cast
Leon Ames has been assigned an
important heavy role in "Shanghai
Deadline," the 20th Century-Fox
picture
upon and
Gregory
Ratoff'sin
story ofbased
romance
adventure
Sino-Japanese war. George Sanders, Dolores Del Rio, June Lang
and Peter Lorre have leading roles.
Eugene Forde is the director.
Buys "Three Blind Mice"
"Three Blind Mice," by the British playwright, Stephen Powys, has
been purchased by Darryl F. Zanuck for production by 20th CenturyFox studios.
T

T

T

In "Sally, Irene and Mary"
The Brian sisters, aged 9, 11 and
13, have been assigned a song-anddance spot in "Sally, Irene and
Mary," sical
thestarring
20thFred
Century-Fox
muAllen, Alice
Morgan will play the part of the
Faye
and
Joan
Davis,
with
Ethel
wealthy capitalist and that of a pau- Merman, Jimmy Durante, Tony
T
▼
T
Martin, Marjorie Weaver and Gregory Ratoff in the featured cast.
Ordway Returns; Joins Metro
T
T
T
Peter
Ordway,
formerly
writer
per.
Meyer's "Tarzan" Music
for Walter Wanger Productions, reAbe Meyer is preparing the backports to Metro to write original
ground music for the Sol Lesser
stories. He has just returned from
production "Tarzan's Revenge" and
a trip around the world.
the serial, "Mysterious Pilot," which
▼ ▼
»
Louis Weiss is producing for CoHungarian Writer Arrives
lumbia.
T
T
T
Baroness Lili Hatvany, noted auColonial Plans 8 Westerns
thor and playwright from1 Budapest,
has arrived in Hollywood. She is
Colonial Productions has been
to write original stories and was
formed by George Nelson and Helen
signed by Louis B. Mayer on the Jones to make a series of westerns.
latter's recent trip to Europe.
Offices are atdios. the
stuT t International
▼
T
T
»
Lead Goes to Converse
"Men in Snow" Starts
Roger Converse has been set by
"Three Men in the Snow," comMetro for the lead in "I Don't Know
drama, has started production
— Do You?" a Metro short on which with edy
Edward Buzzell directing from
Carey Wilson will be the narrator, the novel
Kasner. Sam
Felix Feist to direct and Jack Cher- Zimbalist isbytheErich
producer. It teams
tok is the producer.
Frank Morgan, Florence Rice, Edna
▼ ▼
▼
May Oliver, Mary Astor and RegiShort Set For Color
nald Owen. Bud Lawton is the
Pete Smith's second Prudence cameraman on the picture. Dolph
Penny Specialty will go into pro- Zimmer is assistant director.
duction shortly and will be filmed
T
T
▼
in Technicolor. Jack Chertok to
Bobby Breen Greets Santa
Bobby Breen will officially open
▼
T
T
produce.
Santa
Claus Lane parade on Satur"Fair Co-ed" to M-G-M
day. Three hundred thousand peoM-G-M announces purchase of the
ple are expected to witness it.
operetta,
Fairwere
Co-ed,"
book and
lyrics of "The
which
written
by
'Prof.' McGuinness?
George Ade, with music by Gustav
Luders. Other story purchases are
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAH\y
"Pierre of the Plains," the play by
Hollywood — James Kevin McGuinness,
M-G-M producer and writer, has been
Edgar Selwyn, and Gilbert Parkasked to return to New York for two
er's "She of the Triple Chevrons."
months next summer to lecture on

Wins Top Character Part
T
T
T
Frank Morgan was today cast in
Shirley in Palm Springs
the biggest role ever awarded
a
Shirley Temple is in Palm Springs
character
actor, a dual role in
Metro's "Three Men in the Snow." for a vacation following the com-

screen writing and producing at a special summer course to be instituted by
Columbia University. McGuinness is a
graduate of New York University.
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FILM BOARDS
ALABAMA
Openings

ly Liberty).

THOMASVILLE— Bolen.
Bolen.

3

SAN JOSE— Willow Glen, transferred to
L. M. Reese. SAN FRANCISCO— Columbia, transferred to Fernos Theater Co.

Openings
FRANCISCO— Columbia.
Closings

W. SPRINGFIELD — Majestic, transferred to F. Lieberman.
SPRINGFIELD—
Lyric, transferred to Norman Dorack.

Openings
MONREEVILLE— Monroe.
Strand.

OSSIAN—

Closings

ELNORA— Owl.

Dismantled

GROVE— Palace.

New Theaters

INDIANAPOLIS— Speedwav.
GROVE— Grove.

BEECH

IOWA
Change in Ownership

GEORGE— Gem, transferred to Rex Sanders.

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

Closings

in Theater

CUMBERLAND-

Novo,

Name
(formerly

Cum-

Loy Tops Metro's
Myrna Lineup
in Next Air Show
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Openings

MALDEN— Maplewood.
Grand.

Closings

TAUNTON—

NORWOOD— Guild.

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership
WINDOM— State, (formerly Wonderland)
transferred to Henry Hower. SACRED
HEART— Roxy, transferred to C. J. Wheel ock. RUSH CITY — Alassin, (formerly
Shadowland) transferred to H. M. Thompson. ROUND LAKE— Round Lake, transferred to Jesse Bal. MONTIVIDO— Star,
transferred to Welworth Amyse Co. MONTIVIDO— Monte, transferred to Welworth
Amyse Co. HANCOCK — Time, transferred
to Ben Moliter. FERGUS FALLS— Lyric,
transferred to Ben Ashe. COTTONWOOD
— Cozy, transferred to M. Lautitsen.
BROOTEN— Nelson, transferred to C. W.

Closings

Jensen.
EVANSVILLE— Evansville. FRAZEE—
Palace.

Dismantled

CENTRAL CITY— Selba, transferred to
Selba Amusement Co. CLAY — State, transferred to A. Anderson. DRAKESBORO—
Moody, transferred to F. M. Pittman.
HAWESVILLE — Select, transferred to Karl
Herzog. DANVILLE — Kentucky, transferred to Southio Theaters Inc. FRANKLYN — Lincoln, (formerly Liberty) transferred to Arnold Kummer. LIBERTY—
Allen, transferred to E. R. Booze. WARSAW— Warsaw, transferred to B. F. Harrell.
SEBREE— Court.

E.

WINTERHARBOR— Grindstone. OGUNQUIT — Leavitt's. BATH — Columbia.
YORK
BEACH— York.

Pan.

RICHMOND— Pastime, transferred to F.
W. Lacev. REMINGTON— Roxy, transferrd to Donald Callahan. NEW HAVEN—
Haven, transferred to Alex B. Wilhelm.
FAIRMOUNT — Palace, (formerly Paramount) transferred to Ray Howard. ALHaney. BION — Albion, transferred to Douglas

Change

SACO — Mutual, transferred to H.
Neveau.
FRIENDSHIP—
Closings Playhouse.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

BEECH

(former-

MAINE
Change in Ownership

Park.

CLOVERDALE— Peter

FRANKLIN — Lincoln,

NEW
IBERIA— Essnee. JACKSON—
Taylor.
BATON
ROUGE— Varsity.

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

SAX

berland).

LOUISIANA
Openings

GROVEHILL

Closings

MOBILE— Arlington

REPORT

DAILY

Hollywood — Myrna Loy will head
the list of stars and Allan Jones
again will act as emcee on the MG-M Maxwell House "Good News
of 1938" fourth weekly radio program, to be broadcast Thursday at
9 P.M., EST, over an NBC Coastto-Coast network. Scenes from the
forthcoming M-G-M production,
"Thoroughbreds Don't, Cry," will be
heard, with a cast including Sophie
Tucker, Ronald Sinclair, Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney, C. Aubrey
Smith and Helen Troy.
Others who will appear on the
Thanksgiving Day program are
Charles Igor Gorin, Betty Jaynes,
Meredith Willson's orchestra and
Max Terr's vocal ensemble.

HILL

CITY— Gem.

MISSISSIPPI
Openings
CITY— De Voto.
New Theaters

YAZOO

GREENVILLE— Little

Harlem.

NEBRASKA
Change in Ownership
COMSTOCK — Comstock, transferred to
E. T. Paniwicz. GRESHAM— Diers, (formerly Gresham) transferred to H. K. Diers.
MOOREFIELD — Auditorium, transferred to
Wayne Most.

THEATER

CHANGE

Closings

— Alladin.
BROWNVILLE— Opera House.

BUTTE

NEVADA
Change in Ownership
CARSON CITY— Carson, transferred to
Hull Circuit.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Change in Ownership
ENFIELD— Enfield, transferred to W. V.
Hayden.

NEW YORK
Change in Ownership

NIAGARA FALLS— Hippodrome, transferred to Dominic Russo. MANLIUS — Lincoln, transferred to Harry U. Savett. DUNDEE— Strand, transferred to Leland Latart.
BUFFALO — Masque, transferred to Stephen
Graczyk. BUFFALO — Majestic, transferred
to Jos Schuchert. BUFFALO— Central Park,
transferred to Matt Konczakowski. BUFFALO— Artistic, transferred to A. E. Stein.
LASALLE
Lincoln.

Openings
Closings ROCHESTER

— Lasalle.

—

FALCONER— Del Rio.

New Theaters

GAINESVILLE— Ritz.

ONEIDA— New.

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

TURTLE
LAKE— Roxy,
(formerly
Hall) transferred Closings
to Wm. McCarthy.

Mem

COLUMBUS — Hollywood, transferred to
Hollywood Theaters Co. DAYTON — Mills,
transferred to P. Semelroth. WILMINGTON— LaMax, transferred to Clark Rader.
CLEVELAND — Grand Central, transferred
to Michael Fazio.

Name

Change in Ownership

KARNES
CITY— Karnes,
transfeii
Rubin
Frels.
NIXON— Nixon, irai
to Rubin
Frels.
GOLIAD— Goliad,
ferred
to Rubin
Frels.
DALLASLawn & Fair, transferred to Intersta
cuit Inc.
DAWSON — Ritz, transfeii
W. A. Connor
& Son.
CROSBY
Queen,
transfrred to Jack Arthur.
ROLTON — Meyers,
transferred to J
R. Lowery.
ROCHESTER— Rex, t
red to J. D. McCallum.
PITTSB
Crystal,
transferred
to B. R. Mel
MARSHALL— Harlem, transferred to
Lewis.
LOCKNEY — Isis, transferred
Gerhardt.
Openings

Closings
LONGVIEW—

TEAGUE— Ritz.

Openings

AKRON
— Art, (formerly Arcade).
CLEVELAND
— City, (Terminal).
Kinley.
YOUNGSTOWN— Cameo. NILES— Mc-

OKLAHOMA
Openings
CARTER— Liberty.

New

ELDORADO— Rex.

Theaters

STIGLER — Cabin.
MORRIS
EUFAULA— Chief. ATOKA— Pix.

L

PINELAND— Pineland.

Dismantled

ANTONIO—
Plaza.
New Theaters

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

SUTTON — Alpine,
(formerly V
transferred
to
Alpine
Theaters.
ALUM — Glen Alum,
(formerly Entu
transferrd to E. E. Boyd.
Enterprise).
GLENChange
ALUM in —

COLUMBUS— Goodale, (formerly Savoia).

—

Ritz.

Theater
Glen Alum,Nann(:

OpeningsGLEN

HINTON— Masonic.
Glen Alum,
(formerly

New

i

Enterprise).

Theaters

UNION— Union.
ST.
GALLAGHER— Gallagher.

ALBANS-

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

GREENWOOD— Parkway,
A. J. Gehrman.

transfer;

New Theaters

SUPERIOR— Superior.

Clark Named Chief Barker
"Student Prince" Remaki
$10 "Monastery" Premiere
Set for Boston on Dec. 9
of Columbus Variety Club
Set on Metro's Schei

Columbus — M. R. Clark, manager
of the Paramount here, will assume
the post of chief barker at the Columbus Variety Club, Tent No. 2, on
Jan. 1, following the annual election
just held. Others who will take office at the same time are: W. C.
Pullin, Sr., of the New Linden, first
asst. chief barker; Virgil Jackson,
of the Uptown, second asst. chief
barker; J. F. Luft, of the Grand,
dough guy; P. J. Wood, secretary of
ITO of Ohio, property master; and
Max Stearn, of the Southern, C.
Harry Schreiber, RKO city manager, J. Real Neth, of Neth Theaters
Corp., Leo Haenlein, Olentangy
Park, William S. Cunningham, of
the Columbus Citizen, and W. R.
Ortman, of the Columbus Outdoor
Advertising Co., all canvas men.

Boston — World premiere of "Monastery" is slated for the Fine Arts
Theater Dec. 9. All seats will be
$10 each and the proceeds of the
opening night will go to the Father
Ahem Fellowship for the mainteMass. nance of a seismograph at Weston,

Home

With Jam Handy

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

Hollywood — M-G-M yesterdaj
nounced plans for an elabo

produced
adaptation
of "The
dent Prince,"
with Betty
Jayi
the feminine lead. Principal
role will be given to one of
singers, Nelson Eddy, Allan .
Motion picture men from the en- or Gilbert Russell, with a fins
tire film district are aiding the bene- cision expected within the ci
fit. Maurice Wolf, manager of week. Robert Z. Leonard, now
Loew's, Inc., is chairman; Judge pleting "The Girl of the *4
Swift of East Cambridge is honor- West," will be at the direc
and Lawrence Weingarte
ary chairman; and Joe Di Pisa of helm
been named as producer.
Loew's State Theater is in charge
of publicity.

Gerald Rackett Sailin;
Fight for Montreal House

Montreal — A fight for possession
of System Theater, St. Catherine
Antoinette Spitzer, in charge of
Joseph Home has joined the New St. W., Montreal, was launched in
Walter Wanger's eastern exploita- Yoi"k production unit of the Jam injunction proceedings taken by the
tion, leaves for Hollywood Dec. 8 to Handy Picture Service Inc. He will System Theater Operating Co., Ltd.,
join the production staff. Estelle assist George Hoch in handling the against Harry Pulos, George Panos,
Schrott, who has been handling pub- industrial motion picture and slide and George Cockliades before Justice
Surveyor in the Superior Court.
licity, takes over.
film print productions.

Wanger Aide to Coast

MOSCOW— Moscow.

TURKEY— Gem.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

in Theater

TENNESSEE
New TEXAS
Theaters

SAN

FAIRMONT— State.

Change

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

MCINTOSH— Strand, transferred
car Johnson.
MCLAUGHLIN— W.
transferred
to
Oscar
Johnson.
J
Grand, transferred to John Fetzer.
YATES — Movies, transfrred to Osca'
son.
REVILLO — Audit, transferred
Swanson.
OLDHAM — Strand, trail
to Mae Hyde.

London visit
(By Cable)—
Follow i\i
business
of several
F. Rackett, vice- Gerald
here, and
dent
plant manager of Tcii,
color, is scheduled to sail for
York tomorrow. One of the
poses of his trip to England
to personally inspect comp:
newly constructed British laboi'i:
ies, of which he is co-designei.
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IB WOULD HAVE
i TALENT EXCHANGES

The Foreign Field
+

(Continued -from Page

FEATURE-LENGTH AD
FILMS HELD DISTANT

+

News Flashes from All Parrs of the Globe

♦

♦

1)

.1

where he will confer with
er production officials on next
i's schedule for the Teddingtudios. A tentative lineup of
tures has been determined, but
umber may be changed at the
•ence, Asher declared. One of
incipal aims is to work out a
ale which would permit Warontract players and directors
llywood to be sent to England
iritish pictures in return for
er talent in England. He was
ularly enthusiastic over a
sh actress, Aino Bergo, whom
nsiders a "find" and who has
0
ompleted "Thistledown." It is
likely, he said, that she will
ported for a Warner picture.

A angements
are
being
com, Asher said, to send Director
; Bacon to England for a pici He added that Leslie Howard
I ippear in a Warner
English
I e if the right story can be
Hi
Accompanying Asher were
■([English contract players who
illrjo to the Coast for possible
I ican pictures. They are Bruce
, James Stephenson and Miss
I Bouchier.
Asher's wife, the
r Laura La Plante, and their
b laughter made the voyage with
He expects to return to Engn about five weeks.
ither passenger on the Nore was Rouben Mamoulian who
een on a story hunt in Europe.
ai .ulian said he bought two
s while abroad but did not
n! them. He will go to the Coast
to make "Perfect Harmony"
for IKO.
Ik rlene Dietrich, also on the
loi andie, leaves today for Hollywoe ito resume her Paramount con-

Promote French Color Process Paris Notes
Paris — Societe Francaise Cinechromatique has been founded to
promote the new color process invented by the engineer, Rodolphe
Berthon. The process is optical and
no additions of colors on the films
are necessary. The film is black
and only an adequate gofferer is
necessary to reflect the luminous
rays of the projector's lantern. The
gofferer imprints on the celluloid
film imperceptible furrows which
are invisible to the eye. The furrow
and a filter attached to the projector
consisting of a lens separated into
equal parts by the three fundamental colors (red, green and blue), are
the secrets of this invention. It produces natural colors, and it is said
that they are nearer to reality and
nature than any other process invented so far. The negatives are
reproduced with as much speed as
the films in white and black. Due
to special carbon, views can be taken
outside with great facility. The installation of the invention in theaters will not be costly. Germany
has already made a short with the
new process. An important firm
will make a big feature with the
new Berthon process. Two shorts
dealing with aviation have been
shown at the Exposition. The new
process is asserted to have proven
a success.

Theater for WB
West Coast Bureau of THE

Shorts?
FILM
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Paris — The Chambre Syndicale de
la Cinematographie is alarmed over
the departure of French artists for
Hollywood. . The Corsican tenor,
Tino Rossi, who is in London taking up English, has been engaged
by Robert T. Kane. His engagement
calls for the making of pictures in
England and Hollywood. Tino Rossi,
who has finished his role in "Unbaiser de Naples" will also be heard
on the American radio . . Due to high
cost of production here, Abel Gance
will fill an engagement as directorproducer in Hollywood where he is
expected to make a Napoleonic picture for Warners . . Engagements of
Michele Morgan, Blanchette Brunoy
and Jean Gabin by Hollywood producers are announced, the latter by
M-G-M . . Producer E. A. Algazzy
will sail shortly for Hollywood to
close a contract with an American
production concern whereby he will
make English and French versions
of "Katia" with Danielle Darrieux
appearing in both pictures . . Louis B.
Mayer, vice-president of M-G-M,
has been made an officer of Legion
of Honor for services rendered to the
Paris International Exposition. . It
is announced that James FitzPatrick
will produce for M-G-M a short in
Technicolor depicting the beauties of
the French Exposition.

Detroit — Executives of major
commercial studios here see little
hope for the feature-length comdespite recent experimentsmercial
with pix,them.
Bars are two, said spokesmen for
both the Wilding and Jam Handy
studios — adverse audience reaction
to advertising and the definite limitation of production expense.
Automotive companies are largely
sold on the shorter length commercial, although some of their productions run up to five and six reels.
But while advertisers are disinclined to meet the admittedly high
cost of features, a marked trend
towards greater expenditures for
commercial shorts is noted by W.
A. Seward of Industrial Pictures.

FitzPatrick to Confer with
M-G-M on Quota Pictures
(Continued from Page

1)

for the Coast by way of the Panama Canal early in December to
confer with M-G-M officials on the
future quota schedule. FitzPatrick
produced eight quota features for
M-G-M during the past 18 months
in addition to four one-reel band
subjects in Technicolor featuring
the British Grenadiers. The shorts
were made more or less as an experiment, he said, and if they are
approved
he may make 12 more for
M-G-M release.

FitzPatrick said he had renewed
his M-G-M contract for 12 Traveltalks and that he has a deal with
Paramount's "Ebb Tide," in Tech- the French and Egyptian Governnicolor, isrunning ahead of the take
ments for the production of travel
shorts
in Morocco, Algiers, Tunis
on "The Plainsman", "Artists and and
Egypt.
Models" and "Double or Nothing" at
the Paramount Theater here, home
office said yesterday. In its first five
days it played to more than 105,000 Steel Recession Without
admissions and according to present indications will set a new figure
Effect on Canton's B. O.
for the week at that house.
Canton, O. — Business recessions in
the steel industry which have accelerated unemployment during recent
Offering Stock Dec. 1
weeks in the greater Canton area
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
had no reaction on b. o. receipts of
Washington — International Cin- major film theaters, a survey has
ema, Inc. of Los Angeles filed an disclosed. Most all other lines of
amendment with the SEC yesterday business have felt the slump.
changing the date of its offering of
The three downtown first-run
Class
1937. A common stock to Dec. 1, houses, Loew's, Palace and Warners'
Ohio all with a double feature policy report no letdown in patronage.
Same report comes from subsequent
Homewood House Opening run houses. Week-end business in
Homewood, 111. — Jones, Linick & many instances has been capacity.
At the Grand where stock burSchaefer will open the new Homelesque holds forth, business has been
wood Theater tonight. The house
was built by Joe Goldburg and decidedly off week days.
leased to the JLS circuit.

"Ebb Tide" Flows Ahead

Los Angeles — Warners is considering a plan to present two of Vitaphone technicolor short subjects,
"The Man Without A Country" and
"The Romance of Louisiana," in a
theater to be leased by them with<
out the benefit of feature picture
support. The program will be
:-]
fry Richman, who has been in
Em |e for nine months appearing rounded out with supplementary
: 'tion pictures and night clubs, subjects.
'need on his arrival on the
Nor andie, that he has signed a
Hedwig Closes Deal
ran ict with 20th Century-Fox to
Gordon
W. Hedwig, president of
!T)f>i
I a picture tentatively titled, Nu Art Film Co., distributor of 16
While in England, mm. films, has closed a deal with
Ric cwood."
Ian made two pictures for Artcinema Associates for 10 features
> % ■ Film Co. He departs for and seven one-reel musical classics
lol Wood in two weeks, although
formerly issued by United Artists.
lis not to begin on his film These pictures are being distributed
jnt late in February, he said,
on a franchise basis and are not beG er Garson,
English
actress
ing sold.
if Louis B. Mayer
signed on his
t trip abroad, arrived on the
Henie Cleveland Booking
t» oi andie and will leave in a few
iay for the Coast. Miss Garson
Cleveland — Sonja Henie and her
: ever appeared in pictures, but Ice Ballet are booked for a fourlong list of stage successes day engagement here at the new
■o 1 r credit. Her last appearance 8,000-seat sports arena, starting
Jan. 16.
ivas
In "Old Music," in which she
bad ne
leading role.
Increase Capitalization
C
Films
Conference
Friday
Albany
— Green County Amusejl
Dixon,
Paramount
executive
for Jmtinental Europe, arrived on
ment Co., Inc., Catskill,, a William
Youngstown, 0. — The Cinema
tl e jormandie for home office con- Club at Youngstown College will W. Farley enterprise, has filed a
t< r<
ies with John W. Hicks, Jr., hold an all-day conference on films certificate in the office of the Secin
Mrs. Walter Bennett Smith
retary of State increasing its capjarge
foreign Friday.
ment. of Paramount's
will preside.
ital stock from $50,000 to $125,000.

Rules Speedo Byke Illegal
Milwaukee — ■ The Wisconsin Department of Agriculture and Markets advises that a new merchandise
credit scheme called Speedo Byke
and offered to Wisconsin theaters
is a violation of the state trading
stamp law.

,"<M
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42 FILMS IN WORK
IN COAST'S STUDIOS
U.st

3

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Hollywood - - Forty-two pictures
arc in work, with M-G-M and Paramount making six each. Warners
follow with five and 20th CenturyFox, RKO and Columbia with four
each. Universal is credited with
two and Principal a like number.
Goldwyn, Roach, Republic, Monogram and Darmour are making one
each.
RKO has started work on "Radio
City Revels" and the Mervyn LeRoy
production,
"Food
for Scandal," is
the
newest at
Warners.

Coston, Warner Chi. Zone
Head, Lists Promotions
Chicago — J. E. Coston, Warner
zone manager, announces a series of
changes in Chicago personnel. J. J.
Maloney has been advanced to the
management of the Cosmo Theater.
C. C. Farmer goes to the Symphony
Theater as assistant manager. M.
M. Connor moves to the new Rhodes
Theater as managing director, assisted by J. C. Ebersberger, formerly of the Shore Theater. S. P. Fitzgerald becomes manager of the
Grove theater. T. D. Randall is named
assistant manager of the Shore Theater and J. W. Real assistant manager of the Oakland Theater. Waldon Ryan goes into the Grove Theater as assistant manager and Francis Buckles of the Jeffrey Theater
is named chief of staff of the new
Rhodes.
James McNamara is promoted
from chief of service at the Ogden
Theater to assistant manager of the
Lexington Theater. J. T. Mahon is
named chief of service of the Shore
Theater, while F. L. Powell is named
chief of the Lexington Theater service group. Sander Rodkin, doorman of the Shore, is promoted to
the service department at the Avalon Theater and S. E. Stanis goes
from the Avalon to chief of service
at the Hamilton Theater, while J. R.
Chevalier is promoted to service
management at the Cosmo Theater.

n€WS Of THC DAY
Holyoke, Mass.— Maurice Sidman, operates the Alley Theater at
manager of the Holyoke Theater, Groveton, N. H., and the Roxy Thehas been named manager of the
ater at Island Pond, Vt. The theater, formerly operated by Charles
St land Theater in Haverhill, operated by Morse and Rothenberg. He Dowries,
will be completely remodeled by Sharby.
will be replaced by Alden Smith,
who has been managing the Strang
Theater in Haverhill.
Cincinnati — Eddie Dietz, former
booker at Metro, resigned to take
Iola, Wis — Ole Larson, formerly over the managership of the State
operator of the Lyric Theater at Theater, uptown house owned by
Peshtigo, has taken over the Iola George Turlukis.
Theater from Emil Wolfgram.
Cleveland — A. K. Veach has reLeipsig, O. — Floyd Hiegel has
signed from the Warner Theater
sold his Ohio Theater to C. M. Kahn
and the management of the
who also operates the Rex Theater staff
Lake Theater here, to manage the
in Toledo.
three houses in Uhrichsville recently acquired by Irving Candall of
Chicago.
Island Pond, Vt. — The name of the
Star
Theater
has
been
changed
to
the Roxy.
Cleveland — Nat Wolf, Warner
zone manager, has promoted George
Brookline, Mass. — The Village Fraser from assistant manager at
Theater, new 1,200-seat first-run, the Uptown to manager of the
double bill house, will be opened
Lake, succeeding A. K. Veach, reshortly as part of the Levenson Cir- signed.
cuit.

8 DETROIT SUBURBAI
HOUSES TO GET VAi
Detroit — A definite blow ati
the United Detroit Theaters is
ning to install vaude in apj
mately eight suburban house
was disclosed yesterday by ]
Duggan, of Artists Service Bv.
Policy will be seven day;
vaudeville, three to four acts,
ning on either full or split
bookings. This will be the la
number of vaudeville booking:
city has had in several years

Credit Vaude With 100 P.
Biz Gain in L. I. Theal
On trial at the b.o. of the
Moss Central Theater, Cedar!
L. I., vaudeville advanced its i
for the second consecutive weel
by bettering a mark of 100 p.c.
normal Friday and Saturday
ness, a checkup showed yester
Policy change on Nov. 12 brc
vaudeville to the house and f
fying results were accompanie
announcement from B. S. Mos
fice that continuing favorable
ception would find vaudeville
stalled in five additional Moss
trolled houses.
Single feature and straight vj
ville
no "na
on thepresentation
bill comprisewith
program,
lowing outcome of next week-<
business, a definite decision or
pansion is expected.

la. — Lee Henry has built
Cincinnati— J. C. Newbold Circuit an Stuart,
addition to the Stuart Theater.
has taken over the Mayfair and the
New Theater, under construction at
Manson, la. — W. H. Smith of
Oakhill, W. Va., Steve Morton was Princeton,
111., has taken over the
former owner. The Mayfair is ex- Manson Theater from L. J. La Qua.
pected to be opened in 30 days, the
other house within the year.
Cincinnati — Irving Koppleman,
Famous Music, has returned to the
Roy, N. M. — Jim Anstey, who re- local Paramount offices. Sylvan
cently sold the Real Theater here
to Harley Butler of Mountainair, Spira, attached to the local Paramount Music Co., has been trans- State-Lake's Doorman
will reopen a Melrose house which
ferred to Chicago offices.
has been closed for some time.
Cleveland — Martin Polster of
Community Circuit Theaters is now
managing both the University and
Circle Theaters. Dave Marmorstein,
manager of the house for the past
three years, has resigned.

Oskaloosa, la. — Ernest Kammrer,
who has been assistant to Earl
Kerr in operating the Broadway at
Council Bluffs, is to manage the
Princess here, recently added to the
Kerr group. The Princess is to be
remodeled.

Cleveland — Jerry Stein, who reColumbus, O. — Clark Rader, opcently sold his Grand Central Theerating a chain of theaters in sevater to M. Fazzio, leaves the first
eral central and southern cities of
of the year for Chicago where he
Lawrence D. Stanley, Cowill go into the manufacture of Ohio, and lumbus
attorney, have formed
leather goods.
Stan-Rad, Inc., to engage in the
Towle Sues for Fees
motion picture theater business.
Portsmouth, Va. — Leo Greenwood The new firm has acquired the La
Lincoln, Neb. ■— Max G. Towle,
who represented J. H. Cooper, the has been appointed by William S. Max Theater, Wilmington, O., to be
Lincoln Theaters Corp. and Par-Pub Wilder to the management of the operated under the name of the
in the $1,797,000 suits of Independ- Gates Theaters here, succeeding Sid- New La Max.
ent Theaters and State Theaters
ney Gates, resigned.
which charged the former with colOklahoma City — M. K. Brooks has
lusion and conspiracy in restraint
South Boston, Va.— The new Hal- been
added to the shipping departof trade, has filed suit to collect
ifax Theater has opened. Operated
staff of M-G-M distributing
$2,500 attorney fees. Case was dis- by Neighborhood Theaters, Inc., the branch menthere.
missed in April, 1935. Towle is house is managed by Clyde Causey.
Lancaster County attorney hei'e.
Charlotte, N. C— J. V. Benfield,
Crescent City, Fla. — L. C. Preston
and Frank Farmer have taken over owner of the Colonial at Valdese,
has taken over the Lyric at Granite
the management of the Via Thea- Falls from E. S. Sherrill.
lATSE-Yale Pact
ter,
succeeding
C.
H.
Preston.
Frank
New Haven, Conn. — IATSE reports a
contract with Yale University in the
Farmer comes from a similar position in Palatka.
making. The Department of Drama
Kansas City, Mo. — Elmer Dillon,
students have in late years been athead booker here for Warner Bros.tacking all details of backstage management, and the union has objected
Portland. Me.— The Bijou Theater First National, has resigned to join
to this condition.
at Lisbond Falls has been taken the staff of Glenn W. Dickinson
over by Arthur Sharby, who also Theaters, Inc.

Shot

Averting Hold-Up at Theati

Chicago — Joseph Shoreen, doH
man at the State-Lake, was shot)»
a bandit who attempted to rob l!
house last night. Shoreen and!
policeman who tried to capture !
hold-up man were both taken to «
hospital for emergency operation*

306 Officials Meet Alone
Officials of Local 306, motion m
ture projectionists' union, met li
night of
at expediting
headquarters
to dev't
means
agreement
w
Broadway theater operators on wa!'
scales. Sepai'ate meetings of be
parties are slated to be followed '
two-sided parley in final effort i
wind up lengthy sessions.

Radin Joins UA
Paulas Radin,
whoadvertising
resigned
week
assistant
publicity director of Republic
tures,department.
yesterday joined United
tists

Band

k'
a,
P
£

Versus Band

Chicago — Balaban and Kafz's Oriental Theater will pit Louis Panico's band
against the all-femme Rita Rio ork on
the stage the week of Nov. 27.
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IMPTOrr0S^es 6-Point "Permanent Peace" Program

KO PLANGETS 0. K.; ROCKEFELLER CLAIMCUT 40%

American Distributors Confer to Map Policies on Quota
Thanksgiving

, . . and with cause
|== By CHESTER B. BAHN

=

American journalism, a Thanksgiving
iv editorial is as traditional as turkey
he dinner menu. And so —
te film industry in these United States,
ite present financial worries occasioned
he autumnal "recession" and others, in
perennial category, has much for which
: thankful if it cares to take stock and
i a few pertinent comparisons,
r instance, it remains essentially selflared and self-governed despite the
stent activities of some pressure groups.
> State does not presume to exercise
ordship, dictate its policies, restrict
al competition, apply racial and relights.
]ir at this particular moment is the
nal legislature engaged in formulating
■year "protective" statute for it while
'ms engage in a tug-of-war. Neither
' the industry look to the State for sublition, directly or indirectly.

0

|AIN, the domestic picture reflects no
lash of arms. There are no sandbags
IE U. S. picture houses, nor are exiles deserted. Rigid restrictions on
]mports are not in effect. And remit3 may leave the country without re|) after all, why fret too much about
ml:, premiums, radio, score charges and
■farther standbys? As for duals — just
sui
se this were Argentine where three to
Bv features comprise
the average
pro

Resentment
Against
British
Films Bill May Bring
United Action
Representatives of major producer-distributor companies met yesterday in order, it was reported, to
both review the recent steps taken
in the United Kingdom with respect
to present provisions of and suggested amendments to the proposed
Films Bill (Quota Act) now being
considered(.Continued
by Parliament's
on Page 4) standing

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Four pictures taken off
his 1937-38 list for United Artists by
Alexander Korda will be delivered for
the subsequent season, it was stated
here yesterday by the English producer.
Korda previously had said he would
make a total of six for UA for 1938-39
under the provisions of the pending
Goldwyn-Korda
deal.

ERPI WILL DISPOSE
WARNER SEES DANGER OF T STOCK-DRAKE
Erpi plans to dispose of the $2,interest it holds in UniverIF COSTS GO HIGHER 800,000
sal, it was indicated yesterday by
Whitford Drake, president of Erpi,
upon his arrival from England on
Hollywood — Production
costs are the Berengaria. Drake would not
now at a peak beyond which they sty when the disposition of the stock
can not go without danger, in the interest would take place, remarking that "there was no hurry about
opinion of Jack L. Warner, Warners'
vice prexy in charge of production. it" and adding
Erpi 10)had never
(Continuedthat
on Page
Warner, recently back from EuWest

Stirn,
MacPherson,
Hickey
Claims Disallowed in
Alger Report
Recommending a reduction of approximately 40 p. c. in the Rockefeller Center claim and disallowing
certain other claims, Special Master George W. Alger yesterday forBondy. mally submitted his report on the
RKO reorg. plan to Federal Judge
The Special Master, subject to
various changes which he made, approved the plan which he found nondiscriminatory, feasible and not to
the detriment of any stock or bondholder.
Disallowed claims were those of
Edward W. Stirn of Milwaukee; Iva
(Continued on Page

12)

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

(Continued

on Page 4)

Four Big Circuit Deals
Closed by Levy for RKO

N. J. ALLIED MAY WAR
ON STUDIO AIR SHOWS

"U's" Program More Than
Newton, N. J. — A formal protest
against producer-sponsored radio
50 P.C. Complete — Rogers shows is being considered by Allied

Theaters of New Jersey. At a meetUniversal, with 22 pictures aling held at the Cochrane House here
Closing of circuit deals with the
ready completed, three more fea25 members of the organMinnesota Amusement Co., the
tures in production and four others yesterday,ization
unanimously voiced what
Harry David Publix circuit, Balaban scheduled to go into work next Mon& Katz and the Interstate Circuit
first "squawk"
day, is hitting a fast studio pace, against
they called
radio their
competition.
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)
According
to
Irving
Dollinger,
(Continued on Page 10)

It's that.

End of 40 P. G Pix, Fewer Percentage

M one source or another, you hear a
rsistent suggestion that Hollywood go
jfic and blend Americanism and enterpnt as an antidote to sundry "isms".
se responsible for such advice would
to be slightly behind the procession.
ndustry quietly has been doing that

Philadelphia — A new six-point than ever before, Andy W. Smith,
Wilcox-RKO 10- Year Pact
program, topped by a demand for
manager, said yesCalls for 3 Pix Annually the abolition of 40 p.c. pictures, is UA generalterday.sales
Smith asserted that there

Shows Top UMPTO's

■ne time. Warners, for example, have
xcellent new
patriotic films in the
icolor shorts, "The
Man Without a
7," to be released
tomorrow,
and
Romance of Louisiana," scheduled for
938 release.

Herbert Wilcox's 10-year world
distribution deal with RKO Radio
calls for three productions annually, it was said here yesterday bv
the producer, following his arrival
from
the Coast. This confirms an
former, of course is based on the
(Continued on Page 2)

„

Korda Pix Deferred
West Coast Bur., THE

(Continued on Page 10)

Peace Progran

presented by the UMPTO as the
path to "a permanent peace."
Program, outlined in the current
issue of Contact, organ of the
strong exhib. group, comes as an
aftermath to its recent dispute with
Paramount,
settlement
of which
(Continued on Page 12)

UA Percentage Contracts
Set New High, Says Smith
United Artists has more percentage contracts on its books today
(Continued on Page

10)

Holiday
Observance
In observance of Thanksgiving Day,
national holiday, there will be no edition of THE FILM DAILY tomorrow.
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Thanksgiving
. . . ami with cause

Lewis Weighs $60,000 Bid
Made for Kromocolor Lab.

Paterson, N. J. — Decision on acceptance of bid of $60,000 by Border
Edward Everett Hale classic, the latter on Realty Co. for Kromocolor Laborathe Louisiana Purchase. Both are the sort
tory at Paramus, N. J. is expected
from Vice-Chancellor Vivian M.
of shorts that lend distinction to any program. Continuing this patriotic series, Lewis today. He reserved decision
yesterday in Chancery Chambers.
Warners plan "Clara Barton," "Monitor
If the $60,000 bid is accepted, as
and Merrimac," "Seward's Folly" and
seems likely, property will be signed
"Rose of Monterey."
over on Nov. 30, according to William Krimsky, Newark attorney and
co-receiver for the property. Court
Court of Appeals Scores
also reserved decision on refunding
Trial Judge in Dog Case of $21,000 deposit on a former bid
Albany — The Court of Appeals of $105,000 by Joseph O'Donnell,
yesterday unanimously held the said to represent William Fox. ViceLewis is expected to anPeople have no statutory right to Chancellor
nounce his findings within 10 days
appeal the dismissal of the indict- in this matter.
ment against Percy Campbell Reed
Reports that William Fox was inand Richard P. Roberts in Nassau
terested in Border Realty Co. were
County for dog race gambling. An
denied
in
court yesterday by his atopinion written by Chief Judge
torney, Joseph Keane, of the office
Crane takes the Trial Judge se- of Milton,
McNulty and Augelli.
verely at task for nullifying the
gambling provisions of the penal
law "in a way which has prevented
the courts from reviewing his deci- Analysis of Allegations

cominc firm coin

(Continued from Page 1)
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Indianapolis — Judge Robert C.
Baltzell yesterday, following oral arguments, granted the Gary Theater
New newsreel theater to serve Co. of Gary five days in which to
file
an
analysis
of allegations set
travelers using Penn Station will be
erected by the Hotel Statler Co., out in its bill of complaint seeking
Inc., and operated by Newsreel The- to enjoin clearances imposed by major producers on behalf of Balaban
aters, Inc., it became known yes- & Katz
of Chicago.
terday. Theater and commercial
The action
Gary Theater
Co.'s Federalto
building's plans will be prepared by Court
against Paramount
John Eberson, architect. Site is on
the south side of 34th St. west of compel delivery of 10 pictures al7th Ave. and extends through to
sold on postponed,
last season's
tractslegedly
has been
withconno
33rd St. and connects with the Penn
Station open arcade. House will date set.
seat 600.

HERBERT
WILCOX.
British
producer
AM
NEACLE,
F. A. YOUNG,
cameraman, and M I
RILL
WHITE,
film
editor,
sail today
ab
the
Normandie.
LOUIS
DENT,
and
days. Nebraska,
WHITFORD
turned
on
the

SIDNEY

DRAKE,

in Color!
for a

president
a

of

European

LITVAK,
Warner
on the Normandie

HARMON,

has
just
yesterday
JON
New

theater
operator
in
New
York

yesterday
from
Berengaria.

ANATOLE
leaves today
vacation.

in

is

young

Erpi,
survey

Bros,
for a

play

producer <l

HALL, star of "The Hurricane,"
York today from the Coast.

SEYMOUR

MAYER,

Loew

Brooklyn, has returned
tion in Miami.
MARLENE

DIETRICH

Thursday
for the
J. S. HUMMEL
for Australia.

district mamgerl

from

a two-week

is scheduled

Coast.
sails from

the Coast

LIAM
O'FLAHERTY,
the
noted
leaves
New
York
next
week
for
he will complete a new novel.
KEN has MAYNARD,
star,
returned
months' tour with
GILBERT
New

York

RICHARD

Dec.

1501 BROADWAY
New York City
Tel. PE-6- 8367

In tirffww

Dec!

National's
toCrand
Hollywood
after West
a
Cole Bros. Circus.

MILLER
on

val

to lei

Irish auti I
Cuba w

sails
1

ROGERS,

from

aboard

England

the

Normandie

composer;

MATHIEU,
veteran
international
RUTH
DRAPER,
also
leave
New
for
Europe
on
the
Normandie.

ANt
pianist;
York
ti

Children's Pix Series
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI

Washington — The Junior Ciner
Guild will present a series of
Saturday morning motion picto
Warner Bros.' board of directors
Further demonstration of use of
programs for children at the Ria.
meeting,
which
was
scheduled
for
coaxial cable in television was staged
Theater, through the cooperation
yesterday in New York, has been the
theater's civic Sponsoring Coi
at Bell Telephone Laboratories yespostponed because of the absence mittee. The guild presented fo
terday. Exhibition of motion picture of
several members of the board. A
experimental films for boys
film in New York was sent to Phil- new date will be set later.
adelphia and back by engineers.
girls last winter.
Image was scanned by 240 lines.

Demonstrate Coaxial Cable

Ritter

Defer WB

Board Meet

Pix at Central

"Tex Rides with the Boy Scouts,"
Grand National musical western produced by Edward Finney and starring Tex Ritter, opens at the Central Theater Friday.

»««i*.>

w/V once
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}. F. PERKINS, Paramount's manager I
Shanghai, returns to San Francisco Saturday I
will sail for the Orient late in Deccmb.r
I

1st '36...
1st '47
5s '43...
1st '43...

Continental film industries, inc.

direc
Europlj

signed
a
Paramount
contract,
by motor car for the Coast.
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U. S. DISTRIBS TO MAP
POLICIES ON QUOTA

4L€N(3

DAILY ■

WARNER SEES DANGE
IF COSTS GO HIGHE

THE

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

committee, and to map policies in
the event of measure's passage by
that body.
Resentment against the Films Bill
by American film circles is likely to
influence production and distribution
interests on this side of the Atlantic
to united and firm action instead of
the verbal objections and representations which have been made to
date, it was indicated by sources
close to yesterday's discussions.
Well-informed channels told THE
FILM DAILY that while there is
virtually little hope that a modified
quota law, lightening the burden
that is in the offing for American
companies, will be forthcoming in
Parliament, nevertheless there is
considerable hope that that body
may not pass the Films Bill at the
present session which is scheduled
to conclude Dec. 23.
In substantiation of this expressed
hope stands the fact, it is pointed
out, that the confusion which exists
in Britain's film and labor circles
regarding what should be included
in the bill and what should not, plus
the overwhelming number of suggested amendments by the various
factions interested, will possibly not
be able to be "unscrambled" by the
standing committee prior to adjournment time.

Hughes Re-issues Abroad
First foreign distribution rights
on re-issuing of six Howard Hughes
productions have been acquired by
Ace Film Co. of London from Atlantic Pictures Corp., it is announced
by R. M. Savini, Atlantic chief.
Ace Film Co. is reported have
advanced $20,000 against a 50 p.c.
division of returns. Savini reported.
Pictures involved in the deal are:
"Age for Love," "Cock of the Air,"
"Sky Devils," "Front Page," "Scarface" and "Hell's Angels."

DALY

•
•
IT WAS
the day before Thanksgiving
the President
the big major producing company had just previewed its Big Epic
the year
a $2,000,000 super-colossal
and it was Lousy
the lights went up in the studio projection room, the President stood
and addressed the assembled studio staff including all those Important People who had had a part in the Colossal Flop

T

T

T

• • • THE PRESIDENT spoke right from the heart
he was a very outspoken guy, anyway
"Ladies and Gentlemen: Tomorrow is Thanksgiving. My heart goes out in heartfelt
thanks for all the blessings I have received
including this
Colossal Flop
it will probably ruin the company
so 1
want to take the opportunity on this happy occasion to give all
the credit and thanks to my Executive Producer for this marvellous Stinko he has turned out."

T

•

THE ASSEMBLED

T

T

•

•

gang called upon the Executive Producer

with
and
him
The

great hand-clapping: "Speech!
Speech!"
and the E. P. arose
said: "I want to give thanks to my Associate Producer. Without
we could never have done it. He gels all the CREDIT!"
Associate Producer bowed modestly, and waved his hand toward

the Director
"Believe me, folks," he said, "this is a real Thanksgiving for me, with a Director like this to be thankful for. To him belongs all the glory."
The Director took a bow
"Let me introduce the Author," he said. "Without his amazing story, God knows
what would have happened.
We might have had A Picture."

T

▼

• •
• AND SO it went all down the line
everybody
giving thanks on this happy Thanksgiving occasion
everybody thankful because some other member of the studio staff
had the Honor of taking Credit for the Flop
and they gave
the credit generously to the other guy
from the Author to
the Scenarist
to the Cameraman
the Sound Recorder
the Musical Director
the Art Director
the Costurner
the Set Dresser
the Editor
the Cutter
▼
Y
▼
• •
• WHEN THE Editor reached the Cutter, the gang called upon
the Cutter for a speech
he was missing
suddenly he burst
into the room
"Folks," he announced, "a msitake has been made.
We showed the wrong print.
Step in the projection room and look

originally
"Folks," cried the Cutter, 'let's all give thanks to !his
li'l Extra.
She's made the production."
but everybody was now
yelling at once
ALL giving thanks because they personally had
made it possible for the Extra to do a swell job
(And your kolyumist gives thanks to Maury Ascher of National Screen for this suggestion
for a Thanksgiving kolyum)

tftTHV
~zJ<@)
wishes from The Film Daily to
following
on
their
birthday:
24

I'HILM.

at the right print"
they did so
an hour later they came out
raving
the picture was MARVELLOUS
the cutter had taken
out the scenes with the femme Star, and put in the scenes with that
gorgeous new Extra which had been thrown on the cutting room floor

*TP)t-

NOVEMBER

•
of
for
as
up

T

Ace Films to Distribute

Best
the

WITH

NOVEMBER

25

Alex Moss
Margaret
Livingston
E. V. Du Par
Lincoln Quarberg
Arthur E. Christie
Vera Reynolds
John F. Netteford
Louis D. Lighton

▼

▼

▼

• • • WE HOPE that each one of you kind readers has
cause for thanks to blame somebody for something at this happy
Thanksgiving Season

«

«

«

»

»

»

rope and New York, warns tl
mounting costs must level off \
with no curtailment of the stea
improvement of quality. He dr.
a comparison between produc
vieing with each other on outl
and world powers indulging in
armament race. Both, in his op
ion, could end, if not halted, only
disaster.
"No picture costing $2,800,001
he declared, "can become a financ
"Hollywood enthusiasts," he ac
ed, "must not lose sight of com
tions
in the rest of the world. P
success."
tures are made not for Hollywo,
own amazement, but for sale to t
world at large. And sales outk
under present world conditions
not warrant over-expansion."

A F of L "White Collar"
Union Organizes at "I

Claiming an enrollment of a rr
jority of Universal home office e:
ployes, the American Federation
Bookkeepers, Stenographers and A
countants, an American Federati
of Labor affiliate, will present i
demands to Universal executiv
Friday, according to union officia
who declared they would have an
p.c. membership by that time.
It is expected demands will i
elude 35-hour week, time-and-a-h*
for overtime, closed shop, vacatio:
with pay and substantial wage i
creases.
Universal thus becomes first m
jor to be called into session to de
with home office workers. Orgar
zation work by B S & A U, CI
jurisdictional group, has not be>
dropped, it was learned.

SICK REPORT
F. Wynn-Jones, distribution e:
ecutive and former president of Ul
Films,
is ill
at St.
pital, New
York
City.Vincent's Ho
Hattiesburg, Miss. — Condition <
Dexter Fellows, was reported t
"extremely poor" yesterday,
veteran circus publicity man ».
been ill of typhoid fever since 0<
tober and a relapse was caused b
ment.
complications from a kidney ai'
Daniel Frohman
his home
suffering
received in a subway
able.
tails of the accident

is confined
from injuric
accident. 1
were not avai.1

Indianapolis — Bob Heseldens
Uptown Theate)
manager of Bair's
Methodi
is confine
on.st Hospi
followdingto anthe operati
tal
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THE NEW UNIVERSAL PRESENTS;

D E A N N A

"MAD

ABOUT

HERBERT

MUSIC"

MARSHALL
Directed by NORMAN
Produced by

JOE

PASTERNAK

who produced

TAUROG
"3 Smart Girls" and

"100 Men and a Girl"

T HE
presents

NEW

UNIVERSAL

RENE

DUNNE
in a Screen Play by

VINA

DELMAR

> wrote "The Awful Truth"

JOHN M. STAHL

*v

R 0 D U C T I 0 N
with

EDGAR BERGEN
and his

Charlie McCarthy

"THE RAGE
OF PARIS
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WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Songs in Disney Pix
ALT DISNEY is putting eight
musical numbers into his first

u-e, "Snow "White and the Sevhvarfs."
All of the numbers
written by Frank Churchill
Larry Morey of the Disney muepartment, and will be publishr Irving Berlin, Inc. They will
be translated into French,
ish, German, Italian and the
hnavian languages.
•les of the numbers are: "The
'ing Well Song," "One Song,"
1 a Smile and a Song," "Whis»Vhile You Work," "Hi-Ho,"
. Washing Song," "Some Day
prince Will Come," and "Isn't
[a Silly▼Song."
T
▼
Previews for "Buccaneer"
:il B. DeMille will preview
1 Buccaneer" in large cities in
is parts of the country before
>ilm is nationally released by
nount in January.
Mille will leave Hollywood afis radio broadcast on Jan. 3
>allas, where the pix will be
its first public screening. The
: d premiere" will be staged in
Orleans on Jan. 7. One-night
( lings in Atlanta, Washington,
\ York, Boston, Chicago
and
is City will follow.
Is national preview
of "The
| Ineer"
is
similar
to
the ago
one
DeMille arranged a year
Plainsman."
{(The
e Buccaneer" will be nation. eleased on Jan. 26.

•

•

•

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.
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is Hummel's
third
trip
these
territories,
where
have operated their own
for years.
He expects to
about five months.

ille Manager Resigns
iso Valadez, manager of the
office of Radio Films, S. A.
ich is RKO Radio's Spanish
I has resigned.

mi-Davis Re-issue
rners are planning to re-issue
,'ertown." in which Paul Muni and
i Davis co-starred,
it was learned
day.
Release will be during the
months of the new year.

•

•

•

A.

EDWARD SUTHERLAND. Director. It was January 5, 1897, on a foggy
morn in dear oP Lunnon that the Sutherland prodigal increased the
population. Followed the family tradition on the stage in vaude, stock and
musical comedy, and first screen experience was
in 1914 as an actor in a Helen Holmes serial.
Then was a Keystone copper and a romantic
juvenile. Went to Canada to serve in the war
as a lieutenant in the Royal Flying Corps. Returned to Hollywood as an assistant director
for Charles Chaplin, and soon after had his
own first assignment, "Comin* Through," starring Thomas Meighan. Since then has made
almost 50 films, including "Palmy Days," "Too
Much Harmony," "Mississippi," "Diamond Jim,"
"Poppy" and "Champagne Waltz." Current assignment at Major studios directing Mae West
in "Every Day's a Holiday." Height, 5, 8;
weight, 160; brown hair, hazel eyes.

Roach Signs Ed Sullivan
Ed widely
Sullivan,
one of newspaper
America's
most
syndicated
columnists, has been signed to a
long-term writing contract at the
Hal Roach studios. Sullivan will
continue to write his column in addition to his new duties.
▼
V
T
Jan. 7
Finish "Robin Hood''
Warners' "The Adventures of
Robin Hood," new Technicolor production co-starring Errol Flynn and
Olivia de Havilland, will finish production on Jan. 7, and on that date
will have been before the cameras
for a total of eighteen weeks.
To-

u mel Will Sail Dec. 8
Warners Set Big Pictures
for Sears Drive Release
for Sydney and Far East
3. Hummel, general foreign
manager for Warners, sails
the Coast Dec. 8 on the Mari"or Sydney, Australia, on an
jed business trip which will
lim to New Zealand, Dutch
ndies, Singapore, and the Far

176

Music Hall Holds Gains
In Biz, Says Van Schmus

"Business for the last six months
has been decidedly better than during the corresponding period of
1936, and despite recent stories
about a general b.o. recession, our
attendance has maintained a consistently high average," W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director of Radio City Music Hall, told The Film
Daily yesterday.
Starting with "Tovarich", the
Present programs of pictures beline-up continues with "Swing Your
ing released by Coast studios proLady," "Hollywood Hotel," "Girls
vide an entertainment value that
On Probation," "Gold Is Where You
justifies
a raise of admission prices,
Find It" in Technicolor; "The Kid Van Schmus
said.
Comes Back," "Penrod and His
Music Hall's bookings are set into
Twin Brother," "A Slight Case of
Murder," "Jezebel," "Larger Than February. Selznick's "N o t h i n g
Life," and "Bordertown." Releases Sacred," which opens tomorrow,
for the last two weeks of the Drive
will be followed by Columbia's "I'll
will be announced later.
Take Romance."

A contract covering distribution
of RKO Radio pictures for the Baltic States of Lithuania, Latvia and
Esthonia has been closed by RKO
Radio Films International, Ltd.,
with Ligo Film K-G. The new distributor replaces Lietfilmas.

M-G-MEddy
will for
film"Balalaika"
"Balalaika," London musical success by Eric Maschwitz, with Nelson Eddy and Ilona
Massey in the leading roles. George
Oppenheimer and Ernest Vajda
have been assigned by Lawrence
Weingarten, producer, to write the
screenplay. Also announced for
roles are Ray Bolger, Edna May
Oliver and Una Merkel.
T

Y

T

"Ebb Tide" Clicking

Fox West Coast Theaters yesterday reported to Charles Reagan,
morrow the entire company, under Para. Western Division sales manager, that "Ebb Tide," the Robert
the direction of William Keighley,
Stevenson Technicolor producwill move onto the gigantic Not- Louis tion,
had come within $32 of the
tingham Castle set on the Warner
high
mark
set by "Artists and
lot, which cost over $100,000. Se- Models" in the
four-day week-end
quences to be filmed on that set will business at the Oakland
Paramount
cost an estimated $500,000 since it Theater.
was found necessary to acquire an
Y
T
Y
additional $120,000 worth of Technicolor lighting equipment.
Ritter To Make P. A.'s
Tex Ritter, Grand National singt
t
y
ing western star, leaves Hollywood
M-G-M Adds to Casts
Jan. 8 for a personal appearance
Texas, Arkansas, MisAdditions to the casts of four pic- tour through
souri and Illinois. His company
tures are announced by M-G-M. Ted
includes
Snub
Pollard and others.
Healy, Virginia Weidler and Ralph
Ritter returns to Hollywood to reMorgan will appear in "Love is a
sume picture work Jan. 16.
Headache"
in support
of Gladys

During the period of Warners'
Sears Drive, which runs a 16-week
period from Dec. 26 to April 16,
the sales organization will have the
advantage of "the most important
line-up of feature releases by the
company
planned
season,"
Gradwell L.
Sears, this
general
sales
manager, said yesterday.

Set Baltic Distribution

George and Franchot Tone; Henry
Hull and Walter Kingsford have
joined "Three Men in the Snow";
Nick Thompson has been assigned
to "Girl of the Golden West," and
Robert McWade and Leona Roberts
will be seen in Walter Huston's
"Benefits Forgot."
T
T
▼

World Tinting Trailers

World Pictures announces that
not only will its pictures be released with tinted and tone effects, but
also that trailers will also have this
treatment. The first tinted and toned
trailer will be on their release, "The
Life and Loves of Beethoven."

MPPA

Decides Against
SESAC Representation

Music Publishers' Protective Association decided yesterday not to
represent the Society of European
Stage Authors and Composers which
recently asked MPPA about an arrangement whereby the MPPA would
clear motion picture synchronization and transcription rights accordingly. MPPA is to continue its
policy of clearing such rights for
its publisher-members and a few
other copyright owners.

Para.-Newark Books Acts
Newark, N. J. — Increasing popularity of stage shows in downtown
houses here has led the ParamountNewark to book acts.

90-Minute Giveaway
Des Moines — It took approximately
90 minutes' continued drawings to produce a giveaway winner at the Strand
Theater here, with the result that police
were called to curb a disturbance,
largely created by persons waiting in
near-zero weather outside the house.
Three minutes were allowed for the
nominal winner to appear after each
name was called.

w
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N. J. ALLIED MAY WAR
ON STUDIO AIR SHOWS
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Chicago — Jack Katz has been
Oklahoma City — Max Sexton has
named manager of the B and K been transferred from the booking
Century Theater, coming from the department of the Paramount DalCovent Theater where he was suclas office to become ad sales manaceeded by Hector Bishop. Harvey
ger for the same exchange here.
Shapiro, chief of service of the
Uptown Theater, has been named
Chicago — Julius Derge has been
assistant manager of the Terminal named manager of the Peoples Theater of the Schoenstadt Circuit.
Theater. Adolph Eisner has been
placed in charge of the B and K
Pantheon Theater.
Chicago — Morey Zimmerman has
reopened the Eagle Theater at 3325
South
Morgan St.
Osage, la. — The Osage Theater is
the new name for the former Colonial here, reopened by Ed Mason
Oklahoma City — New employees
after extensive remodeling and re- added to the Universal exchange
decorating. The former owner was staff here include Miss Florence
George Schwenneker.
Mellin as cashier, Miss Leva Louzader as booker's assistant.
Indianapolis — Guy Craig, who has
been acting as temporary manager
Roanoke,
Va. has
— Elmer
Hein's
Theater
set a policy
of
at Columbia branch during the ill- Roanoke
ness of Martin Solomon, manager, four days double features and three
has been named manager of Colum- days vaudeville and pictures.
bia's local exchange.
Denver — Lloyd Kirby, manager of
UA Percentage Contracts
Noblesville, Ind.— The State The- the Plaza Theater, has been transSet New High, Says Smith
ater, operated by Harry Vonderferred to the Alpine, a neighborhood house He is succeeded at the
schmitt, circuit operator, has closed.
(Continued from Page 1)
Plaza by Joe Gundy, long assistant
has been a tremendous increase in
Indianapolis — The Roosevelt The- to Harry Huffman. Both houses
the number of percentage deals this
ater, partly destroyed by an explo- are owned by Dave Cockrill.
year over last season and that the
sion and fire about a year ago, will
even greater num- be taken over by Mannie Marcus,
trendber topoints
San Francisco — Redwood Theacome. to an
it is reported along Film Row.
ters, operating some 40 houses in
northern
California, has acquired
Smith said that "Nothing Sacred"
the
500-seat
Solano Theater in
Monroeville, Ind. — Willard Kamopens in 14 first-run houses tomorminer has reopened the Monroe Fairfield from C. J. Stanley and
row. They are the Vendome, Nash- Theater
here.
Joseph Malm.
ville Loew's Syracuse; Albee, Cincinnati; Loew's, Toledo; State, Oklahoma City; Loew's, Houston; IndiWilcox-RKO 10- Year Pact
ana, Evansville; Music Hall, New Four Big Circuit Deals
York; Albee, Philadelphia; Penn,
Calls for 3 Pix Annually
Closed
by
Levy
for
RKO
Pittsburgh; Broadway, Portland,
(Continued from Page 1)
Ore.; Loew's, Reading, Pa.; Loew's,
(Continued from Page 1)
Wilmington, Del., and the Strand, of Texas was reported yesterday by
exclusive Film Daily story of the
Atlantic City. The picture is now
Levy, RKO Radio's general 10-year pact.
playing at the Roosevelt, Chicago. Jules
sales manager, following his return
In Hollywood, Wilcox came to
to
the home
Western
trip.office from a six weeks' terms with Alexander Korda for use
Levy attended the regional meet- of London Films Co. studios at DenBalaban Denies "Fabulous
ing of the RKO Western managers ham. Wilcox studios have burned
Offer" Made to Producer and district managers at Frisco and down.
that of the Midwestern managers
Two of his next three films will
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and district managers at Chicago.
star
Anna Neagle, Wilcox said, and
Hollywood — A published report
He also spent some time at the
that Paramount had made a "fabu- West Coast studio, watching work she will be supported by English
lous" offer to a well known pro- on half a dozen pictures, and ex- players who have made reputations
in Hollywood. He announced that
ducer was emphatically denied yespressed himself as "elated" at the he would confine his production to
terday by Barney Balaban, Parahis RKO commitment.
mount president. Declaring that prospects.
the
story
was
"pure
fabrication,"
Before going to actual producBalaban stated that there had never
"IT Closes Circuit Deals
tion, Wilcox is to huddle with Ralph
been any discussions that would
Universal closed product deals re- Hanbury, managing director of RKO
change Paramount' s production decently with the Interboro circuit, op- in England, on his tentative propartment.
erating 30 theaters in Brooklyn and
gram. Three stories have been selected he said, and negotiations for
The statement, as issued by Bal- Long Island, the Leff-Meyers chain,
aban, read:
operating 10 theaters in the Bronx, two Hollywood "names" are almost
and the Morris Lane Theaters in completed.
"This morning a trade paper published a statement that Paramount New York, for its 1937-38 output.
Wilcox stated that he would have
had made a fabulous offer to a moto study carefully the quota question picture production executive.
tion before making definite anClub Merger Is Off
This story is pure fabrication. No
nouncement of his properties and
offer of any description has been
Boston — Negotiations for the their budgets.
made to this or any other Droducer. merging of the Cinema Club and
Together with F. A. Young, his
Neither Adolph Zukor, Stanton Grif- Motion Picture Salesmen's Club chief
cameraman, Merrill White,
fis, myself nor any other company with the Friar's Club have definitely
executive has had any discussions fallen through, according to Charles film editor, and Miss Neagle, Wilcox sails tomorrow aboard the Northat would involve any change in Repec,
president of the Cinema mandie.
Club.
the present production
setup."
(Continued from Page 1)

New Jersey Allied president, with
the theater business off, the situation is not being helped any by the
opposition imposed by M-Gadded
M's radio show and the impending
Lucky Strike air program sponsored
by Warner Bros.
It was indicated that Allied of
New Jersey may invite other exhibitor organizations to join in a campaign against the radio shows. The
situation, it was said, likely will be
discussed next Monday when committees representing ITOA and Allied of New Jersey will hold their
first joint meeting to discuss mutual
exhibitor problems.
The next meeting of the New
Jersey unit is scheduled for Dec. 7
in New York.

ERPI WILL DISPOSE
OF "U" STOCK— DRI
(Continued from Page

1)

intended to keep its interest ii
versal permanently.
Drake declined to comment
tail upon the proposed new
pany which plans to take over
theater service contracts.
Hi
that he would "know more ab
in a few days." He declared,
ever, that Erpi would contint
practice of licensing in foreign
tries and in Canada.
The nev
vice corporation
which repo
will be headed by L. W. Conn
scheduled to start operating
About Dec. 1.
Commenting on foreign tions, Drake said that busini
Europe
was "very
good" with
land showing
the greatest
pre
ity. He described his journey a
as his annual survey trip,
had
weeks.been gone from New Yoi

"U's" Program More Tha
50 P.C. Complete— Re;
(Continued from Page 1)

it was

said here vesterda

Charles upon
R. Rogers,
"U's" prodi
chief,
his arrival
fron
Coast via a Boston stopover,
versal, which announced a tol
40 for 1937-38, will deliver the
it was added.
On the serial side, progres:
been even more rapid, Rogers
ed. The studio's last of four s
uled serials, "Flash Gordon's
to Mars," starts this week.
The Universal exec, said he
three major objectives on the
East — to find a suitable vehicl
Ronald Colman who has agrei
make one or more pix pro
proper stories can be found, to
a player for the role of Deatina
bin's mother in "Mad About Mi!
and to attend the Roxy premie
"Merry Go Round of 1938" tcj
row and to huddle with the
office on exploitation for "Yl
a Sweetheart," holiday release
he expects t<!
allBetween
Broadwaytimes,
plays.

Pathegrams Distribution
on West Coast is Pla^
plans
Pres'i
O. After
Henrysetting
Briggs,
for with
increase*
tivity on the Coast. John D. j
lace, Pathe's western represents
today leaves for Pennsylvania
the Thanksgiving holiday. 0n>
day he entrains at Chicago for
lywood.
Distribution
16 mm. for]
P*!
grams
will be of
undertaken
first time on the Coast, Wallace i
yesterday, and plans for Pal
proposed Coast laboratory have |
furthered during his home office
ferences.
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"Thoroughbreds

red"
hing Sac
Not
Carole Lombard,
Fredric March,
arles Winninger, Walter Connolly

it Artists-SI
lltSH BOX-OFFICE
GREAT
STARS,
' AND

A

FINE

74 Mins.

COMEDY
WITH
A
BRILLIANT
CAST.

uced in Technicolor, this new Selzicture will delight any audience with
perb cast, side-splitting story and
ul photography. March is a refor the New York Morning Star, a
owned by Walter Connolly. He is
ed to the obituary department, althe greatest reporter on the paper,
he uses a Harlem bootblack as an
Sultan and the hoax is discovered,
ads with Connolly to let him cover
>ry of a girl dying of radium poisonVermont. Finally he meets Carole
d, the supposedly dying girl, and her
a country practitioner, Charles
ger. Lombard learns that there is
wrong with her, and the money
s to get from the company for a
New York will be lost, so she grabs
offer March makes to have one big
efore she dies. Afraid to leave
ger behind, as he is slightly bibulous
t to talk, they all go to New York
a series of hilarious gags are used
meets the Mayor and all sorts of
Her plans go haywire when she
love with March, and she decides
r only out is to fake a suicide,
han being exposed. She is about
j in the river where Winninger is
under the dock in a rowboat, when
tears down the pier and after shouter not to jump, he knocks her into
r. He asks her to marry him in a
case, and they ride back to the
a fire engine. Still unaware that
not dying, he arrives at the paper
loming to find Connolly having
ic fits as he reads the report that
reign doctors have made of her
ich clearly proves that nothing is
th her. Several other people, inthe Mayor, discover what has haput they all agree to keep quiet,
that the doctors are coming for
examination, March beats her up
ishe will be perspiring to simulate
ia when the doctors arrive. Seethis won't work, she writes anicide note, and she and March get
and ship out on a freighter with
er locked up in a cabin. Winomes to and screams that the hotel
to- d when he looks out the porthole,
fowling laugh climax. The fight
between March and Lombard is
J. gly funny, as is the scene at a
M ! match. This pix will definitely
ash hit, as it not only has a great
f t the screenplay that Ben Hecht
c :octed has a continuous series of
ags and witty dialogue running
it. March and Lombard are splen■ ar turn in great comedy performances
narlie Winninger and Walter Conjust as funny in their parts.
■ryi. 7; connected
with the picture de| great deal of credit. Frank Fay
in a bit.
CA
Carole Lombard, Fredric March,
lark Vinninger, Walter Connolly, Frank
y,S Rumann, Maxie Rosenbloom, Aileen

tiii

with

Don't Cry"

Mickey
Rooney,
Sophie
Tucker,
Ronald Sinclair, Judy Garland
M-G-M
80 mins.
GRAND RACETRACK DRAMA WITH
EMPHASIS ON YOUTH AND HEART
THROBS AND SUSPENSE.
Here is a racetrack meller that gets away
from the hackneyed plots concerning the
turf. With Mickey Rooney, Ronald Sinclair and Judy Garland featured, the story
has a distinct appeal to youth, but it is
not to be set down as a production with
strictly juvenile appeal. The story is grown
up, and will register with the adults as
well as the younger elements in your audience. Ronald Sinclair, the juvenile who
subbed for Freddie Bartholomew, does a
grand job as the nephew of the English
Sir Peter Calverton (C. Aubrey Smith)
over from England with a racehorse to recoup his fortunes. Mickey Rooney, playing
the part of the leading American jockey,
is persuaded by Sir Peter to ride the horse.
But Rooney's dad, a scoundrel, puts over
a trick on the jockey by which he deliberately throws the race, believing that

he is thus helping to save his father's life
by securing funds for a serious operation.
There is a lot of fine human interest material in sequences in a boarding house
where the jockeys live, run by Sophie
Tucker. The big punch comes with the
important race, with the elder Rooney and
his racketeers ready to make a killing on
another horse after they have put the English favorite out of the way. This they
think they have done when they have
Mickey ruled off by producing evidence
he threw the former race. But young Sinclair qualifies as a jockey, and goes in to
win in a race that is crammed with thrills.
Mickey Rooney delivers one of the finest
performances of his career as a hardboiled
jockey. Ronald Sinclair is a great foil with
a "little gentleman" role. Judy Garland
scores with some singing interludes. Sophie Tucker lightens things up with her
comedy lines. C. Aubrey Smith adds
weight with his mature performance as an
old English aristocrat. The direction by
Alfred E. Green is of the finest, mixing
the thrills and the heart stuff in grand
style.
crowds. It's a pop number that will get the
CAST: Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney,
Sophie Tucker, C. Aubrey Smith, Ronald
Sinclair, Forrester Harvey, Charles D. Brown,
Frankie Darro, Henry Kolker, Helen Troy.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Rapf; Director, Alfred E. Green; Authors, Eleanore
Griffin, J. Walter Ruben; Screenplay, Lawrence Hazard; Editor, Elmo Veron; Cameraman, Leonard Smith.
DIRECTION, Very
RAPHY, Excellent.

Good.

PHOTOG-

Pringle, Margaret Hamilton, Troy Brown,
Hedda Hopper, John Qualen, Olin Howland,
Art Lasky.
CREDITS: Producer, David 0. Selznick;
Director, William Wellman; Story idea from
a book, by James A. Street; Screenplay,
Ben Hecht; Editor, Hal Kern; Cameraman,
W. Howard Greene; Color Supervisor, Natalie Kalmus.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS
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PARA. SPANISH BIZ
GOOD DESPITE WAR
Despite
the civil
war, has
Paramount's
cash
business
in Spain
shown a
steady improvement, according to
Carl Dixon, treasurer for Paramount in Continental Europe, who
has just arrived in New York for
conferences with the foreign department.
Dixon said that the Paramount
organization in Spain is intact and
is operating on its own resources, as
it has been impossible to get money
into the country or take it out. Theaters are showing only those pictures which were on hand when the
war broke out.
Theater business all over Europe
has shown a steady improvement
during the last year, Dixon said.
Currency restrictions in most countries have been eased to such an extent that it is now possible to make
deals for the exportation of currency. There are no restrictions,
Dixon said, in the Scandinavian
countries, France and Holland.
American pictures are getting a
good break in European countries,
Dixon asserted, because dubbing has
been elevated to to fine art. There
is a good demand, he said, for American films in Germany, France and
Italy.
thatnow
Paramount's
studios Dixon
in Parissaidwere
idle, with

"Hurray for Hooligan"
with Buster West and
Tom Patricola
Educational
17 VS mins.
Amusing Slapstick Comedy
West and Patricola pick up a
prizefighter with a terrific wallop
and the physical proportions of a
good sized hill, but their battler
won't up a fight unless he is mad.
Finally, they solve this knotty problem when they discover that their
slugger turns into a homicidal maniac at the sight of a beard. They
match him with the world's champion and get terrific odds as their
battler's sparring partners slap him
around unmercifully. They have a
couple of dance routines that are
very good, and then the day of the
fight arrives. Confident of success,
as they have a nice bearded gent
with a first row seat, they appear
for the fight. The bearded man has
shaved and their fighter is hitting
the floor with every punch, but the
day is saved when they steal two
toupees from a couple of ringside
spectators and appear in the ring.
Their fighter knocks out the champion, the referee, a number of po- the exception of the dubbing activilicemen and himself before the
ties, but that production may be resumed after the first of the year.
melee is over. West and Patricola
Dixon plans to remain in New
can't get the toupees loose from York about three weeks.
their chins, and when they use a
hair remover they also lose their
hair along with the utility beards. Finch Patent Suit Names
William Watson directed from a
Int. Research Lab., Howey
story by Parke Levy. George Webber filmed the picture.
Wilmington, Del.— G. H. Finch of
New York City, filed a bill of com"Calling All Crooners"
plaint in the U. S. District Court
Educational
10'/fc mins.
Entertaining Song Fest
here yesterday against the International Research Laboratories, Inc.,
An alderman's wife demands that
York, a Delaware corporathe police calls be pepped up with of New
tion, and Walter Howey.
some programs that are entertainThe bill alleges the defendants are
ing. The alderman goes to the police
chief with a petition and the police jointly and severally manufacturing,
department is forced to put on a operating or causing to be operated
show in between their regular radio telepicture apparatus and systems,
calls. The Three Orchids sing a and are committing and threatening to commit acts of patent inpleasing number and the Octette
fringement. The plaintiffs are encontributes another good number.
gaged in the manufacturing and
Lester Cole sings a pleasing song
engineering information
and Buddy Page and his orchestra providing
contribute a few tunes as well as for telepicture transmitting.
The bill asks that the defendant
doing the accompaniment for the
singers. The chief believes that a pay the plaintiff all such gains and
few hours of this will fix the alder- profits that have been received from
the alleged unlawful acts, and also
man's wife so well that she won't
even want to listen to the police pay the costs, disbursements, and
calls in the future, but when a call all charges of the suits. It also asks
that a temporary injunction be
from the mayor's office comes in and
he expects that it will mark the issued against the defendant during the course of the suit.
end of the police department as an
Bill alleges defendant infringed
entertainment bureau, he gets the
surprise of his life as the mayor and contributed to the infringement '
letters of Patents Nos. 2,047,863,
tells him that the program has gone of
over with a bang and he expects 2,048,604 and 2,066,463, by selling
them to keep on with the show. and or leasing and offering for sale
Walter Graham directed from a and or lease and supplying in the
ing.
story by Marcy Klauber and Arthur U. S. Telepicture Transmitting systems embodying aforementioned letJarret, with George Webber filmters of patents.

t...
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UMPTO'S PERMANENT RKO Reorg. Plan Gets Alger's Okay;
6-POINT PEACE PLAN Rockefeller Claim Cut to $4,930,000
(Continued from Page 1)

provided a formula for similar
"peace pacts" in other territories.
Feder percentage shows, adjustment of oversold situations, greater
autonomy for branch managers, protection for established runs and a
fair percentage deal for last runs
are other cardinal points in the proposed program.
Elaborating upon the six points,
the UMPTO holds:
"Abolish 40 p.c. Pictures — Of the
five or six hundred features released
annually not more than one or two
justify a 40 p.c. gross. Yet the forty
percenter is a red flag in the face of
the exhibitor — a constant source of
irritation between seller and buyer.
In nearly all cases the 40 percenter,
after being played, must be adjusted
downward to 35 p.c. or 30 p.c. —
sometimes even to 25 p.c. Few pictures today justify a 35 p.c. gross
— none a 40 p.c. take.
"Fewer Percentage Shows — Exhibitors resent the annual increase
in the number of percentage pictures with their accompanying
checking, snooping and prying into
the business of the theater owner.
The resentment is directed _ against
too much 'governmental interference' by the distributors rather than
against any attempt by the film
company to obtain a fair return for
the picture. 'Blind checking' has
made every exhibitor's business an
open book. Every branch manager
knows precisely what flat rentals
the theater can afford to pay. Even
the occasional 'sleeper' has been
eliminated by the distributor's right
to re-allocate pictures.
"Adjust Oversold Situations — So
long as distributors continue to sell
'numbers' instead of pictures adjustments in oversold spots will be
a necessary prerequisite to peaceful
relations in the industry. Every exhibitor is entitled to a legitimate
profit on his contract and the film
company that refuses to recognize
that basic principle of fair trading
is inviting a load of grief.
"Greater Autonomy for Branch
Managers — The fat-salaried swivelchair executives in the home office
should lend an ear to the men in
the field before setting their annual
sales policies and quotas. Few
branch managers have the guts to
tell their bosses at convention time
what they all know — that the breaking point in film rentals has long
since been reached and that the exhibitors who are 'striking' and organizing are not 'radicals' and 'bolsheviks' but that their organized
protests different
are consumers'
strikes
in
nowise
from the
strikes
against high meat prices or other
commodities.
"Protect Established Runs — In the
absence of arbitration machinery to
adjust disputes in the industry the
distributor remains the lone protector of the independent's clearance.
To yield to the pressure of a circuit
competitor and 'take from the in-

(Continued from Page 1)

MacPherson of Boston; and Edward
J. Hickey of Washington, all of
whom are holders of the former
Class "A" stock of RKO, which was
not transferred into common stock
in 1931. Stirn had asked a separate
classification
for his MacPherson
Class "A" stock.
This
was denied.
had
charged alleged transfer by RKO
to RCA. Special Master found that
transfer was justified and that there
is no domination of RKO by RCA.
Lastly, he expugned the claim of
Hickey who had same grounds as
Stirn, plus the fact that he challenged constitutionality of the plan
as it was in violation of the 5th
Amendment. Alger found no cause
of action for Hickey and also found
he was guilty of laches (filing a
suit or action too late).
First change recommended by
Special Master was in the Rockefeller Center settlement. This claim
had been allowed by Special Master
Thomas D. Thatcher at $9,150,628.
This was taken care of in the plan
by giving Rockefeller Center 500,000 shares of the new common stock.
The Special Master computes that
this stock will sell between $10 and
$12 per share, thus making settle-

ment as provided in the plan approximately $5,000,000 to $6,000,000.
He finds this amount excessive
and estimates the maximum that can
be allowed to Rockefeller Center at
$4,930,000. This he does by reducing the number of shares of common stock to be received by Rockefeller Center from 500,000 to 400,000, making an approximate reduction of 40% from Thatcher's original
allowrnce, or a grand total of $4,220,628 being lopped off Rockefeller
Center's claim.
The Special Master found that
RKO Radio Pictures and the RKO
Distributing Corp. of Canada, Ltd.,
had ample working funds which he
estimated at $12,039,341.
Then
Specialthat
Master
stated: "I
feel,
therefore,
the provision
of
the plan, with reference to the sinking fund, should be deferred for
three years from the date from which
the plan becomes effective, and that
application of income to this fund,
during such period, should be entirely optional to the company so
that the income may be entirely
free to meet possible demands from
subsidiaries and the possible need
of supplementary working capital
from income."

"Prof. Quiz" Air Program
Quebec Censor to Hear
"Zola" Ban Objections
Adapted for Pix Theaters
Montreal — Eugene Beaular, head
of the Quebec Board of Censors,
agreed yesterday to receive a committee of five members from McGill
University's Social Problems Club
who will present resolutions protesting against the proposed banning of "The Life of Emile Zola."
McGill students last night expressed
indignation at the refusal of the
board to receive a larger delegation
as the club intended to go in a
body. Censors explained that a mass
attendance of the organization
would cause a traffic tieup.

Eron Signs Olshanetsky
Arthur Block, president of Eron
Pictures, has signed Alexander
Olshanetsky as musical composer
and director. Eron will make six
Jewish features at the Film Art
studios, one of which has been completed titled "The Cantor's Son."
dependent' establishes a dangerous
precedent and calls for mass protest against the offending film company by all exhibitors.
"Fair Percentage Deal for Last
Runs — To charge the same percentage terms for last run as for first
is clearly unfair yet many important theaters are faced with alternative of submitting to this unjust
sales policy or doing without. In
most cases the overhead of the last
run is the same as that of the prior
run and it would seem only fair to
take this factor into consideration
when deals are made."

6KPL0ITETT
New York Campaign
For "52nd Street"
RAKING
advantage
of thepi
ploitation
and tie-up
bilities in Walter Wanf
"52nd Street," United Art
publicity department, under
direction of Monroe Greenf
gave the picture at its R
first-run New York engager
a fine send-off. With all
famous night-clubs of
York's "Swing Lane" partici
ing, a page-monopolizing,
operative
ad was run in
Journal-American urging al
see "the greatest story of s\\
street." The clubs bolstered
by
bam
over displaying
their doors9x3-foot
in advance
during the run of the pict
A spectacular plug was garnt
by having two of the sr
played over the public acid
system during the halves of
New York Giants-Detroit L
professional football game
the Polo Grounds with 35
listeners. Repeated plues
the film were obtained with
hit songs being played on
local stations. Macy's took
vantage of a tie-up with in
ior and window displays, ca:
ing the line "52nd Street" is
— Rivoli,
far from Macv's
34thNewStreY

U. P. R.R. Sells Sun Valle
Theater to Fox Ci

With Walter J. Price as general
sales manager, Quizzical Questions,
Inc., has been organized here to
market an adaptation of the CBS
"Professor Quiz" program for pix
house use. Offices have been established at 551 Fifth Ave.

Boise Ida. — It is announce
Harold Jones that the Union I
has sold its theater at Sun A
to Fox-International Theater j
The deal was arranged in New
and the amount of the conside
has not been disclosed. The til
is a part of the Challenger Inr]
theater will be managed throug
Plan for theaters features a $10,- Nampa office of Fox-Internati
000 national prize contest, to be su-

pervised by "Professor Quiz" who
will plug it over the air. Running
26 weeks, it will start Jan. 17. According to Price yesterday, more
than 600 theaters throughout the
country will participate.

Okla. Tax Receipts U

Oklahoma City — L. D. M
state tax commission researc
rector, has announced that of

000,000taxspent
upon i
sales
was last
paid year
$7,580,000
to the amusement business in
homa.
He also stated that
As adapted for theaters, the "Pro- test period for which figures
fessor Quiz Battle of Wits" includes kept over an 11-month period
(1) local half hour theater question 802 was received from theate
bees between
five patrons weekly the old 1 per cent sales ta.
(2) elimination contests for local $147,088.36 during a similar j
sales tax.
the now present 2 per I
theater winners in convenient cities under
in various sections, and (3) a final
contest including 10 or more contestants in New York or Hollywood.
Loew Plays
Field
Roman
Rebush,"Green
of New
Quizzical Questions guarantees all Films, Inc., distributors of F
expenses of finalists, including the
Hirshbein's
"Green
Fields,"
trip and the necessary expenses dur- rently in its seventh week a
ing the final contest. These finalists will share the $10,000 award.
Squire Theater, has booked thi
ture
with Loew's, RKO and th'
All questions and their correct cot Theaters for first runs in r
answers for the local contests will be borhoods.
The pix will open s I
taneously on Thanksgiving D; j
prepared by "Professor Quiz," for- Loew's
Ave.
B, Loew's
warded by registered mail and open- Loew's Boston
Road and at th«
cot.
ed before the respective audiences.

jtimate in Character
iternational in Scope
(dependent
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nited Artists Board Meeting on Deal Is Postponed

i'ARNERTET FOR YEARJHOWS $2,698,870 JUMP
Agnew, Yamins, Myers to Address 6-State Allied Meet
jfcs and
Regional
Parley
Program of Speakers
Announced
< umbus, 0. — Neil F. Agnew,
a) nount general sales manager,
il :>e one of the speakers at the
i day convention of state and
!g lal Allied
members
which
e here Dec. 6, it was announced
'e
the six
ITO states
of Ohio.
te. esday
iwners byfrom
willTheat-

Copyright Treaty Gets Senate Com. Okay
Washington

Bureau

of

Hfed
Artists'
recently
an:d policy
of selling
away
Famous
Players
Canadian
rs has proved to be a "pro'e" move, it was learned Wedin New York.
Opposition
•s in(Continued
every on
city
in
which FP
Page 2)

au )ulze!l Reconsiders;
V
I Remain Equity Officer

k

(Continued on Page 7)

Super-Colossal!
ywood may have to look to its
as well as its international repufor conceiving the grandiose and
ing the gargantuan, if plans of
.ipanese Government
for the New
{World'sFair materialize. Herbert
uston, the Fair's Commissioner to
r East, reveals that the Nipponese
jTobably build a reproduction of
loted mountain, Fujiyama, in naexhibir on the Flushing meadows,
now
motion pictures inside the
lin.

DAILY

Earnings for 12 Months Ending Aug. 28 Placed at

Warner Bros,
reports an increase
$5,876,182
of $2,698,870.22 in its operating
profit for the fiscal year ending
Aug. 28, 1937 over the preceding
12 months, according to the annual
statement released today.
The operating profit for the year,
after provisions for Federal income
taxes, including surtax of $310,000
on undistributed profits and after
Chicago — To partially defray a deducting all other charges, was $5,wage boost for city employes, the 876,182.95, compared with $3,177,Revenue Committee of the City 312.73 for the corresponding period
Council now favors a one cent ad(Continued
on Page Last
6)
29, 1936.
year's
mish tax, estimating the levy will ending Aug.
yield
$600,000
annually,
it
is
understood.

plan.
Committee, of which Alderman
Respects in which the plan is suggested for amendment are (1) Roger Kiley is chairman, is schedRockefeller Center to get 460,000
uled to meet Monday for further
(Continued on Page 7)
shares instead of 500,000; (2) that
stockholders will have first right to
(Continued

on Page

10)

Mosque Theater "Squawk"
is Studied by Attorneys
Attorneys for major distributors
are studying the complaint of the
Mosque Theater, Irvington, N. J.,
which contends that it has been
unable to obtain second-run pictures, itwas learned Wednesday. No
(Continued on Page

| Dulzell, executive secretary
I basurer of Actors Equity As'B >n, has announced that on rering his resignation he has
to serve his full term of of-

FILM

SEEK FOUR CHANGES FAVOR ADMISH LEVY
IN RKO REORG. PLAN
FOR CHI. THEATERS

€ ers scheduled to address the
Four amendments to the recomns include
Nathan
Yamins,
mendations ofSpecial Master George
Wient of Allied States; Abram W. Alger were submitted Wednesday
(Continued on Page 7)
in Federal Court by H. C. Rickaby
as attorney for Atlas Corp., proponents of the RKO reorganization

FINDS CANADIAN
JLICY PROGRESSIVE

THE

Washington — The
Foreign
Relations
Committee
of the Senate
Wednesday
reported
favorably on the international
copyright
treaty, signed in Rome
in 1928, guaranteeing
American writers the same copyright protection
in foreign countries afforded to foreign
writers in this country. The treaty was signed by 42 nations.

10)

Order Brandt, Manheimer
To Appear in Pact Action
Harry Brandt and John Manheimer were ordered yesterday by Supreme Court Judge Aaron Steuer to
appear for examination on Nov. 29
before trial of the action brought
against ITOA, Allied, and Local 306
by Gotham Amusement Corp., H. M.
Amusement
Corp., onLaPageSalle
(Continued
6) Amuse-

LOCAL 54 TALKS PACTS
WITH LOEWS AND RKO

Negotiations are proceeding simultaneously with both RKO and
Loew circuits and Broadway theater
operators by Local 54, Building Service Employes, A F of L affiliate,
with a meeting between union officials and C. C. Moskowitz, of
Loew's, scheduled for today, The
Film Daily learned Wednesday.
Broadway
de-luxers
to be
(Continued
on Page are
10)

UA General Sales Manager
Fabian Dinner Toastmaster

Goldwyn Silent on Report That He's
Losing Interest in Pending UA Deal
20th-Fox to Pay Dividends
on Preferred and Common
The Board of Directors of 20th
Century-Fox Film Corporation at its
meeting Wednesday declared a cash
dividend of 37 Vzc per share for the
fourth quarter of 1937 on the outstanding preferred stock of the corporation, payable Dec. 15, to stock( Continued on Page 10)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

Albany — Andrew
W. Smith, Jr.,
general sales manager, will be toastmaster at the dinner to be given for
Si Fabian,
son ofon the
of
(Continued
Page president
10)

DAILY

Hollywood — Meeting of the Board
of Directors of United Artists,
scheduled for Wednesday and regarded as having an important bearing on the pending Korda-Goldwyn
deal, was postponed without explanation.
There were some indications that
it may not be held until next week.
Goldwyn (Continued
on Wednesday
refused
on Page 2)

Counsel at Hearing
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Alfred Wright, Walter
Tuller and Milton H. Schwartz will
represent the producers, Neil S. McCarthy, the SP, and Leonard S. Janofsky, the SWG, as counsel at the NLRB
hearing on the bargaining representative controversy here Dec. 1. All will
come on from the Coast.
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(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

to comment on a current report that
he is losing interest in the deal and
that he may not go through with it.
Commenting on a London cable
that the UA board, under the setup
outlined should the deal materialize,
would comprise nine members, with
British interests represented by six
until the repayment of the loan, authentic sources told The Film
Daily:

1)

has houses have bought the UA program, it was said.
All theaters playing UA product
have more than doubled their advertising budgets, it was announced, and UA is sending exploitation men into Canadian towns that
have never been covered before.
Twenty-four sheets are being supplied gratis to first-runs.

Federal Lottery Measure
"The report is not quite correct".
Further, the sources affirmed that
to Get December Hearing
all reports referring to the pending
deal have contained "some truths" Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
but "many untruths" and, in the
Washington — Hearings on his bill
main, had been "badly garbled".
to legalize Federal lotteries to ease
the tax burden and to reduce relief costs will be held early in DeTwin City Theater Co.
cember, Rep. Edward A. Kenney,
Sells Ohio Properties New Jersey Democrat, and father of
the measure, told The Film Daily
Uhrichsville, O. — Announcement is Wednesday.
made here of the sale of the Twin
Hearings will be before a House
Ways and Means Sub-Committee
City
Theater
Co.'s
properties
to
the
Tuscarawas Amusement Co., a new headed by Rep. Lamneck, Ohio Demcorporation composed of Cleveland ocrat.
and Chicago capitalists. The sale
includes the real estate and chattels
Revive First Mickey Mouse
of the State theater here and the
(.QUOTATIONS AS OF WEDNESDAY)
Lincoln
at
nearby
Dennison.
The
"Plane Crazy," Walt Disney's first
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
new firm also has purchased the Mickey Mouse which he designed
High
Net
Vi lease of the Twin City concern on and directed for Columbia in 1928,
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat.
the Ohio theater in the Elks build- and "The Last Command," directed
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
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the same year for Paramount by
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For Music
the first Hall
time "Firs
in itst"history,
Radio City Music Hall presents its
audience with an uncut newsreel.
This is current RKO Pathe News,
issue No. 36.
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ALEXANDER
KORDA
arrived from the
yesterday.
few days. He will sail for England in the|

RUSSELL
BIRDWELL,
Selznick
Interna
pubiliciry
head, arrived in New
York Wi
day,
accompanied
by JACKSON
PARKS ■
of his assistants,
who
will take over ti i
publicity duties in New York.
ARTHUR
GREENBLATT,
CB eastern di
manager, returns today from a two weeks I
through
company
exchanges.

CHARLES R. ROGERS, Universal vic*>|
dent in charge of production, and MRS. f
ERS, are staying at the Waldorf Towers, j

JOHN D. WALLACE. Pathe's western il
sentative,
leaves Chicago
for Hollywood i\
bINNIE
BARNES,
left
New
York
foi
Coast
yesterday.
day.
PECCY CONKLIN stage and screen a<
arrived in New York from the Coast y
ANTHONY
NOVOTNY,
Czechoslovakian
recently
signed
by M-G-M,
and MARY I
American
actress,
arrivod
yesterday
on
Manhattan.
of "The
Hurricane,"
NewJON YorkHALL,for star
a visit.
ROUBEN MAMOULIAN is staying at the
dorf Towers.
ANNA NEACLE, star of "Victoria the G
and the producer of the picture, H
Wednesday. sailed for England on the Norrr
WILCOX,
LINA

BASQUETTE

is in New

York fror

Coast.
IRVINGleft ASHER,
British prod,
head,
for the Warners'
Coast
yesterday,
panied by the three new Warner players
he
brought
from
Europe
with
him,
BOUCHIER,
BRUCE LISTER and JAMES SI
ENSON.
H_kB CROOKER. publicity director for
ners, leaves for the Coast today to confer
S. Charles Einfeld, director of put
and advertising. DONN WERMUTH, o
Cincinnati
office,
accompanied
him.
theHENRY
Coast. MOLLISON is in New York
treday.
MARLENE DIETRICH left for the Coast
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HIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

ROBIN HOOD

GREETS

HIS LADY. Errol Flynn

welcomes co-star Olivia de Havilland on her return to location where Technicolor 'Adventures
of Robin Hood' is rapidly nearing completion
as the most important of a II Warner productions.
) \R'S BIGGEST OPENING CROWDS stormed the Strand
f New York's first popular-price engagement of Muni's
Ij'e of Emile Zola', after other new bookings go to
t ;e-week holdovers in Chicago, Detroit and Denver.*

HOW TO BECOME A 'FIRST LADY' will be subject of exposition by Kay Francis at special
Washington preview for wives of U. S. Cabinet members. Film was adapted from last
season's comedy

hit by Katharine Dayton and George S. ('I'd Rather Be Right') Kaufman.*

K E IS AN EXPLOITATION NATURAL', said m. p. Daily
taphone's 'Attic of Terror', a Floyd Gibbons 'Your
Adventure' two-reeler, so the Rialto Theatre in N.Y.
ted almost its entire front (above) to this unique bally.
NER BRITISH

PRODUCTION

CHIEF

e. m. Asher

, and wife Laura La Plante, brings trio of his disies, Bruce Lister, Chili Bouchier, James Stephenson,
tellar grooming in forthcoming films at Burbank.
A Warner Bros. Picture

M

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

n

I
1%

A

•

•v

i
&

* a

5
Held over in Chi (3 weeks!), Philly, Frisco, New Yon
and 'Bullets or Ballots' in Boston, Albany, Sprit

Is Warner Bros.' 1937 Example

Exploiting itself to bigger grosses than 'Galahad'
t, Worcester and every other early engagement!

ii

What Showmanship Can Do!

A First National Picture
A Cosmopolitan Production

Friday, Nov. 2(1
: &*\

DAILY

ITOA, JERSEY ALU
TO MEET MO !

WARNERS YEAR'S NET
ADVANCES $2,693,870
(Continued from Page

J

1)

profit was not subject to the Federal surtax on undistributed profits.
The current year's operating
profit, after providing for the current year's dividend on the preferred
stock, is equivalent to $1.48 per share
on the common stock, after deducting the shares held in treasury. For
the year ending Aug. 29, 1936, the
profit was equivalent to 75 cents per
share on the common stock, figured
upon a similar basis. No dividends
have been paid on the preferred
stock since March 2, 1932.
The report states that in the opinion of counsel, Warner Bros., for the
fiscal year ending Aug. 28, 1937, is
not liable for any Federal surtax on
more than 82,084,050.24. of its undistributed profits, which is the
amount of accumulated and unpaid
dividends to and including June 1,
1937 on the preferred stock outstanding.
Although an accurate estimate of
the earnings for the current quarter ending Nov. 27 could not be
given, the report indicates that WB
officials believe the earnings will be
in excess of $1,500,000 after all
charges other than the surtax on
undistributed profits.
In addition to the operating profit
for the current year, the report
states, there has been a net credit
to Deficit Account in the amount of
$404,920.73 and Capital Surplus has
been increased by $269,812.08.
Capital surplus on Aug. 28, 1937
was $57,044,330.74, compared with
$56,774,518.66 on Aug. 29, 1936.

Heir to Hallams
A seven-pound baby boy was
to Mr. and Mrs. Ken Hallam
nesday. Father is handling
and special exploitation for
Radio.

born
Wedradio
RKO

DEATH RECORD
Alfred Solman
Alfred Solman, 69, composer of
many popular songs and ballads,
died Nov. 15 of dropsy at Mount
Sinai Hospital, Fifth Ave. and 100th
St., it was announced this week. He
is survived by his son, Curt of Long
Island City and a grand-daughter,
Jean Abbott of Bronxville.
Tell Taylor
Chicago— Tell Taylor, 61, author
of the ballad, "Down by the Old
Mill Stream," died suddenly of a
heart attack. He operated a farm
and golf course near Findlay, Ohio,
and arrived here for a visit two
weeks ago.
Dr. Louis V. Saar
St. Louis — Funeral services are
pending here for Dr. Louis Victor
Saar, 69, internationally known
composer and pianist, who died at
a hospital here on Tuesday.

T

T

T

• •
•
TALKING to a practical showman
who emphasized
the value to him through the years
of the revamp ads in the
pressbooks of the different producers
he claimed that they were
the most important thing in the pressbook
for they enable him
to readapt the newspaper ads of different sizes to suit his requirements
on the booking in question
T
• •
years

•

T

T

THE STORY of the "Revamp" goes back for many
as far as we have been able to trace
the pioneer

effort started early in 1925
cent Trotta, then director

with an article written by Vinof advertising for Famous Players-

A joint luncheon meetii
tween committees represent:
ITOA and Allied Theaters i
Jersey, scheduled for Monday
Hotel Astor, is regarded as t
step towards a merger of t
organizations, it was learne<
nesday.
first
to be Monday's
held sincesessions
each or i
tion appointed a group to re
it in working out mutual pr
jointly.
One of the first problems
tackled, it is understood, will
dio competition. Several sugg
to combat the producer-spc
air shows have been submitt1
these suggestions will be con;

Order Brandt, Manheim

Lasky, for the company house organ "The Close-Up"
Vince
used the revamp idea for newspaper ads for the first time on
"The Swan"
a Buchowetzki Production
(.remember him?),
with Adolphe Menjou, Ricardo Cortez and Frances Howard
T
T
T
•

• • TODAY we pick up a Paramount pressbook on "The Barrier1" and find a page devoted to the Composite Mat with Suggested Revamps
the art and lettering in the mat,
combined
with elements from the regular ad mats, enable the exhibitor to prepare a variety of new ad layouts to suit his particular needs
the suggested revamps dramatically visualize for the showman a fine
variety of adaptations
practically all the big pressbooks
of the
major companies carry this important service
which has survived continuous application for over twelve years
so 4t must
be good
T
T
T
• •
•
PIE-THROWING
in Hollywood
according
Story mag for November

from the screen has been banished
to an article in M-G-M's
Shorts
this is taken as cause for Thanks-

To Appear in Pact /
(Continued from Page 1)

ment Corp., Hancock Theater
BBC
Amusement Corp., H
Amusement Corp. and
Amusement Corp. Plaintiff
to enjoin contract made in Js
last, with the defendants, sa
tract growing out of interven
Mayor LaGuardia.

Richlands House Burn
Richlands, Va.— The Star 1
here was completely destroy
fire. R. G. Flanery, manage)
mated loss of building and
ment at $40,000, partly cove
insurance. The theater buildii
owned by Dr. W. R. Wi
brother-in-law of Governor P

SICK REP0R

giving so the pub dep't sent us a custard pie in celebration
if we don't show up after the holiday
here is our alibi.
T
T
T
• •
•
ANNUAL message from Uncle Sam
"Shop
Early"
and the Postmaster General will thank you
clerks will thank you
also the postmen
and their
little ones
this message refers to the Xmas Shopping,
you don't expect to do any Xmas shopping?
isn't it?but it's nice to recall those good old customs
T
•

•

•

ONE

OF

T

and Mail
the postal
wives and
of course

neither do we
of other days,

T

the energetic pub lads

Herb Berg of

Paramount
just high pressured us for a squib on "True Confession" starring Carole Lombard
and Fred MacMurray
"Why, Herb," we protested, as we looked over the twopage blurb, "this is nothing
but pure pressagent stuff"
"What can we comment on but the fact that the Fawcett Publications, publishers of True Confessions mag, will exploit the
picture with a four-month advance publicity campaign in their
Screen
and Romantic
group
of publications?"
and Mister
Berg said: "That's all the comment Paramount
can ask
unless you want to add that we have turned out a marvellous
novelty trailer featuring Edgar Kennedy in a very funny skit."
(well, this is one way of taking the curse out of a pressagent story)

«

«

«

»

»

»

Chicago — Louis
Morris
Marbro Theater has returned:
home from the hospital to
convalesce from a heart attaii
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Hollywood — Helene Cost
hospitalized with a serious \\\
fection resulting from the fli!:
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILMi

Hollywood — George Archa:i
director, was wounded in the
der by a knife thrown by a
Lamour for a scene in "Her
Love." Actress lost balance1
bare-footed, she stepped on ai,
stone as she tossed the wear,'
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM\

Hollywood — Wylann Fielt
dio make-up artist, is in Hoi
Hospital recovering from an
ency operation performed for
tured appendix.
Bing CroslJ
turning to his dressing room
afternoon after completing thj
work
in "Doctor
Fieltz floor.
unconscious
room

Rhythm"
on the dil

iday.Kiov.26, 1937
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0 ADDRESS 6-STATE
ALLIED CONVENTION
(Continued from Page

nuns
nEiu
of
ews
revi
!
t
"Thank You, &

1)

l, and WalMyers, general counse
Mitchell, a member of the Ohio
ngs will be
.
Meeti
ssion
x Commi
Id at the Neil House with MarG. Smith, regional vice-president,
;siding.
sessions
The regional conference
i scheduled to open at 1 p.m. Dec.
with a banquet the following eveig and the closing meeting slated
The
start Wednesday afternoon.
ird of the state organization will
Special arivene Monday night.
made to enbeing
are
s
igement
. tain wives of delegates,
i. feature of the convention will
a theater building show, spon: ed by the F & Y Design Service
This exhibit will inColumbus.
jie a display of practically every
i! e of material for building or re• deling a modern theater.
dealers and
Eighteen equipment
: lufacturers also will exhibit their
National
include
They
a ducts.
Seating
F een Service, American
F & Y Construction Co., Amer,1 Theater Supply Co., National
Co., International
ater Supply
ting Co., Midwest Theater SupCo., Oliver Theater Supply, Inc.,
. ional Carbon Co., Theater Poster
Manufacturing
fply Co., RCA
Wagner Sign Service, Inc., InCorp., Ideal
ational Projector
;ing Co., General Air ConditionCorp., Exhibitor Poster Service,
Burch
Co. and
eral Register
lufacturing Co.
on-members of Allied are ind to attend the convention, the
announces.

jfijder Realty to Get Title
Kromocolor Lab. Tuesday
iterson, N. J. — Sale of KromoK Laboratory at Paramus, N. J.
rl $60,000 to Border Realty Co.,
i confirmed by Vice-Chancellor
sin M. Lewis here Wednesday
n: he had allowed one day fol\\g a session in Chancery Chamfor possible presentation of
bids.
Title is to close Tuesposit of $21,000 against a bid
105,000 by Joseph O'Donnell,
to represent William Fox, which
nnell seeks to have returned,
ected to be disposed of before
day.

"Zola" Starts Big

After 12 weeks at the Hollywood
;ater as a roadshow "Life of Emile
a" opened Wednesday at the Strand
popular prices to one of the biggest
t day grosses in the history of the
ise, it was reported yesterday. Up
j 5 P. M., 8,155 tickets had been
I, after the SRO sign had been up
:e 10:15 A.M. The opening, it was
'I, exceeded the first day of "Anny Adverse" and was the best since
Men" three years ago.

Mr. Moto"

with Peter Lorre, Thomas Beck,
Pauline Frederick
20th Century-Fox
66 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ENGROSSING MYSTERY SHOULD ADD
MUCH PRESTIGE TO MOTO SERIES.
The latest of the Motos should add
much prestige to the series, for it is a
very engrossing mystery that makes top
flight program fare. Willis Cooper and
Norman Foster contributed a screenplay
from a story by John P. Marquand which
carries suspense, action, and gives the
clever little Mr. Moto plenty of opportunity to do his stuff. Norman Foster
also directed. This phase of his work
shows sureness of purpose and a complete
understanding of his material. As Mr.
Moto, Peter Lorre is the personification of
that wily, self-confident, Chinese detective. Thomas Beck, Sidney Blackmer, Pauline Frederick, Philip Ahn, John Carradine
and William Von Brincken all have good
roles which they handle well. Sol Wurtzel's production is a worthy number in
the 20th Century-Fox lineup. Madame
Chung (Pauline Frederick) and her son
Prince Chung (Philip Ahn) possess six
scroll's which have been handed down from
generation to generation for twelve centuries. A seventh has been stolen and
its present owner is Mr. Moto (Peter
Lorre). Sig Rumann tries to buy these
Chung treasures, but even though they
need the money, the Chungs refuse to sell
since it would be an insult to their ancestors. Rumann is about to use his gun
on Ahn when Lorre steps in and kills
the former. Sidney Blackmer and his
henchman, William Von Brincken are very
anxious to annex the scrolls and by inflicting physical punishment on Ahn, try
to get them. They succeed when they
threaten the same treatment on his
mother. The reason that the scrolls are
so important is when all seven are put
together they form a map leading to hidden treasures in the Gobi desert. In
attempting to kill Blackmer, Miss Frederick herself is killed and her son commits suicide when he sees what an injustice he has done his father by revealing
the scrolls. Just as Blackmer and his
gang are making their getaway, Lorre
traps them and by a clever ruse, Blackmer shoots Van Brincken and Lorre finds
it necessary to kill Blackmer. A romance
has been running along between Thomas
Beck and Jayne Regan. So that the scrolls,
even though priceless as art, do not cause
further trouble Lorre burns them.
CAST: Peter Lorre, Thomas Beck, Pauline Frederick, Jayne Regan, Sidney Blackmer, Sig Rumann, John Carradine, William
Von Brincken, Nedda Harrigan, Philip Ahn,
John Bleifer.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sol M.
Wurtzel; Director, Norman Foster; Author, John P. Marquand; Screenplay, Willis Cooper, Norman Foster: Cameraman,
Virgil Miller, ASC; Art Directors, Bernard
Herzbrun, Albert Hogsett; Editor, Irene
Morra, Nick De Maggio; Sound, Joseph
E. Aiken, William H. Anderson; Musical
Director, Samuel Kaylin.
DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

*

SHORTS

*

The March of Time
(Issue 4— Vol. IV)
RKO Radio
20 Mins.
Lively Issue
The gigantic operations of the
British football pools is covered
uramatically, showing the enormous
ramifications of this, the greatest
gambling industry known to nistory.
ihey gee around the lottery law by
a technicality — they accept no
money until aicer tne results of the
games are known. The government
evidently winks an eye at the evasion, for the revenue to tne government irom the postal money orders
is enormous. The Human Heart is
the second subject, ana it looks like
a gratuitous bit of propaganda to
heip tne insurance companies. Certainly, many people will not take
kindly to having a scare thrown into
them by tne dramatic presentation
of peopie being knocked otf by heart
lanure. However, the subject shows
the steps being taken to combat and
control
heartnowailments.
Alaska's
saimon war
in progress,
with
the American interests hghting the
encroaenment ot the Japanese fishing lleets, which are legally immune
as they nsh outside the twelve-mile
limit. But the situation has stirred
Congress, the Navy and the State
Department, as well as upset practically everybody in Alaska. If
something is not done, it threatens
to ruin tne entire industry through
the underselling methoas of tne
Japs. Tnis is one of the best presented subjects seen in the Time
reels for a long period.

20th Century-Fox Is Sued
By Rocke on Radio Charge

FAVOR ADMISH LEVY
FOR CHI. THEATERS
(Continued from Page

1)

discussion. Counter proposal by Alderman James McDermott would
levy
a 3 p.c. tax on theater gross
receipts.
Local operators and exhibitors are
waging a determined fight against
the new tax attempt.

Paul Dulzell Reconsiders;
Will Remain Equity Officer
(Continued from Page

1)

fice expiring
in 1940.to Dulzell's
decision was conveyed
the council
by E. J. Blunkall, Equity councilness. lor, in Dulzell's absence due to ill-

Decision on Para.'s Appeal
in UMPTO Writ Case Nears
A decision on Paramount's appeal
from the
S. District denying
Court's the
decision in U.
Philadelphia,
company an injunction against the
boycotting of Paramount by the
UMPTO, is "expected any day," according to Louis Phillips, of Paramount's legal department. Although
the dispute between Paramount and
the UMPTO has been settled, the
appeal remains on the court books
and the issue must be clarified, Phillips said Wednesday.
Decision was reserved when the
hearing on the appeal was held before Federal Judge Dickinson on
Oct. 6. At that time, counsel for
Paramount sought to have the U. S.
Court of Appeals upset the refusal
of Judge Dickinson to restrain exhibitors in the Philadelphia zone
from carrying on a boycott against
Paramount pictures.

To Distribute French Pix

French Cinema Center (Centre de
Rocke Productions, Inc., filed suit la Cinematographie Francaise) has
yesterday in Supreme Court against been organized here for the distribution of French films in the U. S.
20th Century-Fox Film Corp. Plaintiff claims violation of a contract according to Andre Heymann. Ofwith it by the defendant. Rocke
fices will be established at the Maialleges that 20th Century-Fox Film son Francaise, Fifth Avenue.
Corp. was to furnish without charge
five minutes of sound track to be
broadcast on a half-hour radio program for which Rocke was to obtain a sponsor and supply the remaining 25 minutes of entertainTheresa M. Hogan, secretary to
ment. There were to have been 26
such broadcasts, the complaint George V. T. Burgess, general manstates.
Plaintiff seeks damages.
ager at the General Service Studios
at Astoria, L. I., was married
Thanksgiving
Day to
A. O'Connell, associated
withJames
the Rogers

WEDDING

BELLS

British Technicolor Adds

Peet Company.
Following a week's
in Washington,
D. C,
$100,000 to Its Capital honeymoon
Terry will return to her duties at

the studios.
London (By Cable) — Nominal capital of Technicolor, Ltd., has been
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
increased by £20,000 beyond the regHollywood — Betty Furness and
istered capital of £410,000 in 10,000 "A" and 10,000 "B" shares of Johnny Green, the orchestra leader,
are to be married today.
£1 to £430,000.
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SEEK FOUR CHANGES
IN RKO REORG. PLAN
(Continued from

Page

1)

subscribe to new issue of stock,
whereas under the plan as it now
stands general creditors have prior
privilege; (3) that members of the
board of directors be elected by cumulative voting', and (4) that the start
of the sinking* fund may be postponed by RKO at its option for the
first three years.
Judge William Bondy, before
whom the hearing was held, set Dec.
21 as date for hearing on Special
Master George W. Alger's report.
Court ruled that all objections to
the plan must be filed before Dec.
16, next.

UA General Sales Manager
Fabian Dinner Toastmaster
(Continued from Page

1)

Fabian Theaters, Inc., the night of
Dec. 13 at the De Witt Clinton Hotel. Phil Fox, Columbia branch
manager, is committee chairman of
dinner which will celebrate Fabian's
20th year in pictures.
Norman Ayres, WB theaters;
Peter Dana, Universal; Clayton
Eastman, Paramount; M. A. Grassgreen, Fox; Ralph Pielow, M-G-M;
Arthur Newman, Grand National;
Bernard Krantz, RKO, and Bernard
Mills, Republic, are assisting Fox.
There are more than 250 reservations to date.

...Save 25%
Now — -"Fare and a half" on round trip
excursions over the Lindbergh Line!
Bringing air travel down to the same
general cost range of other forms of
transportation, these new TWA rates
permit everyone who travels — to fly
. . . Excursions begin on Saturday or
Monday; are effective for 15 days; and
apply on any schedule, any day, returning . . . Fly TWA, on the nation's finest planes — you save valuable
hours, even days and TWA's complimentary meals en route and rigid "no
tipping" rule, save you many extra
dollars.
f
COMPARE
THESE
SAVINGS
New York 2 OneExcurYou
to
Way Fares sion Save
Los Angeles $299.90 $224.92 $74.98
Chicago 89.90 67.42
22.43
For Information Call TWA
Times Square Office, Paramount Building,
Tel. MUrray Hill 6-1640
70 E. 42nd St., Tel. MUrray Hill 6-1640
or any Hotel,
Travel Bureau,
Postal
Telegraph
or Western
Union
Office.
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A "JCMe." hom "lots

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
McCarey
Signs Aerialists
Lloyd Starting Tomorrow
Leo McCarey, Hollywood producer
A FTER more than a year and a and director, who is now touring
half of preparation, Harold Lloyd Europe on a vacation after completing the new Columbia comedy hit,
will step before motion picture cameras tomorrow for the filming of "The Awful Truth," has put under
the first scene in his next Para- personal contract the Branzon Sisters and Brothers, an act of four
mount starring picture, "Professor aerialists who have been amazing
Beware." Lloyd will work on an in- audiences in Austria and Germany
terior scene in Hollywood for one for the past two years.
day and Sunday morning will beT
T
T
gin exterior scenes at Kernville,
Calif., where he will be at work for
"Wide Open Faces" Set
more than two weeks with a comDavid L. Loew will place "Wide
pany of 100 players and workers.
Open Faces," first Joe E. Brown for
T
T
T
Columbia release into production
"Wells Fargo" Handicap
Nov. 27. The Three Stooges will be
The "Wells Fargo" Handicap, in the cast and Kurt Neumann will
named in honor of the motion pic- direct. Paul Vogel will handle camera work.
ture, "Wells Fargo," produced and
T
T
T
directed for Paramount by Frank
Lloyd, will be run at the Santa AniMagnet Drawing Plans
ta, track on Jan. 4, marking the
Magnet Pictures has been organfirst time that a racing event at
this course has been named after a
ized by C. Earl Bartlett, John Allen and Hal Hoadley. The company
picture. The handicap, seventh on
is
located
at International Studios
the January 4 program, will be for
4-year-olds over a mile and one- and is preparing eight comedydramas for the independent market.
sixteenth for a $1200 purse.

LOCAL 54 TALKS PAG!
WITH LOEWS AND R
(Continued from Page

1)

called into session within the
few
days
following
prelimiil
dickering.

Local 54 concluded a one-l
strike of the Cinema Circuit \\\
Max Cohen, circuit chief, sign<i
contract providing wage increaj
closed shop, 42-hour week of I
seven-hour days, time and a half I
overtime and vacations with pa.'ji
one
two week
weeksforforonetwoyear's
yearsservice
or m Ij
Same demands are to be preset]
to Moskowitz, it was reported, \|
wage increase set at 25 p.c.
Picketing at Tompkins Thea
Brooklyn, continued Wednesday J
lowing a breakdown of negotiat I
it was said. Membership of LI
54 includes superintendents, rj
rons, utility men, porters, charl
men and watchmen.

Essanees Cuts Sheridan
Scale From 40 to 25 C

Chicago — The Essanees circuii
reducing the matinee and even
prices at its ace North Side Sh
dan Theater from 40 cents to
cents
for evenings and 15 cents
(Continued from Page 1)
holders of record at the close of matinees. New schedule will t
business Dec. 3.
effect after run of "Prisoner
The Board also declared a cash Zenda," current.
The circuit has also added wt
dividend of $1 per share on the outstanding common stock of the cor- end vaudeville of five acts to
recently acquired American The;
poration,
payable Dec.
15, toclose
stockholders
of record
at the
of on the West Side.
business Dec. 3.

20th-Fox to Pay Dividends
Mosque Theater Squawk
on Preferred and Common
is Studied by Attorneys
(Continued from Page

1)

suit as yet has been filed, it was
said, but "rumblings" have been
heard.
Meanwhile, reports from Washngton indicate that the Department
of Justice has received a complete
report of the case, following Federal investigation, and that it is now
in tbe hands of Assistant Attorney
General Robert Jackson of tbe Anti-Trust Division.
Chester L. Ligham, counsel for
the Mosque, would not comment.

Four Majors Negotiate
For Louis Pix Release

GB Adds to Sales Staff

Further additions to GB's ss
staff, which has steadily been g.J<
ing
manpower in the past
Four major distributing companies are reported negotiating for weeks, are announced by Arthur
the new Globe Picture, "Spirit of Lee, Vice President and Gem
Youth," starring Joe Louis, which Manager. John Dickson is a )
is now in the cutting room. Martin salesman in GB's Los Angeles
Luise Sillcox Remains
Finkelstein, vice-president and sales change. Grant Lovegren has b<
manager of Globe, who is in New appointed booker in the Seattle
In Authors' League Post York arranging for distribution, fice where Leonard Raatz, form<
has been promoted to sa|
stated that "Spirit of Youth" would booker,
man.
be
released
through
a
series
of
roadLuise executive,
Sillcox, Wednesday
veteran Authors'
shows late in December and nationLeague
spiked
5
ally after Jan. 1. Louis is contracted
reports that she had offered her
resignation as treasurer of the for p. a. in several eastern cities.
Screen Writers' Guild to the council of the League at a Tuesday meet- Universal Prexy to Meet
ing. Miss Sillcox declared in the
Union Delegation Monday
first place there had been no meeting of the council, she never had
At the request of Universal offiheld the post of treasurer of tbe
cials, the American Federation of
Screen Writers' Guild, and never
had tendered any resignation to the Bookkeepers, Stenographers and Accountants, A F of L affiliate which
council at any time.
claims an enrollment of a majority
The facts of the case, she said, of Universal home office employes,
Best wishes from The Film Daily to
were that she had asked, previous has agreed to defer presentation of
to the nominating of the secretary its demands until Monday, it was
the
following
on
their
birthday:
NOVEMBER 26
of the Authors' League to be re- learned Wednesday.
Frances
Dee
The union is to be represented by
lieved of 'that post. Inez Haynes
Philip Longdon
Irwin, the record shows, was subse- Edward K. Flaherty and Miss GeJulian Johnson
quently named and elected. Miss
neva Marsh, organizers. R. H. CochLeon Holmes
Sillcox remains treasurer of the Aurane, president of Universal, will
represent the company.
thors' League.

IVkoi Sehind That £i9kt Sail?

YOU'LL

NEVER

KNOW!
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But Your Contribution
Will Help a Good Man
to His Feet.

IDE

If you knew the type of men
and women of the Industry
who draw upon this fund for

I

dignified assistance, you'd be
thankful for the opportunity to
send in your check right no1
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LOVE AND
KISSES at the
BOX-OFFICE!
a
NAVY BLUE
AND GOLD

11

(Doing swell in all opening engagements and please ask yourself are yoi
getting every thin dime that this rousing M-G-M entertainment can bring /o|
with rousing promotion!)
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Of Motion Pictures
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International in Scope
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in Thought
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lelznick Deal With M-G-M

Reported Ready to Sign

IEP0RT ATLAS-LEHMAN iWJLL EXERCISE RKQ OPTION
Holiday Grosses in N. Y. and Nation Overcome Slump
take Equals or Surpasses
the Grosses of 1936,
Checkup Shows
SVell-fed legions gave theater optois something to be thankful for
Turkey
Day
as b.o. receipts
lalled or surpassed those of the
holiday, a checkup of national
1 New York pix biz showed yesi day. The recent drops, reflecting
ine."recession" largely were overjeading
circuits
reported
inases in almost all situations, with
. ;w particularly enthusiastic over
{Continued on Page 4)

TARS ON AIR HURT,
CLAIM NEB. EXHIBS.

10,000,000 See Brit. Non-Commercial

Pix

London (By Cable) — Film shows outside the regular exhibition channels in the United
Kingdom play to 10,000,000 annually, it is estimated. While the estimate given by
the analysis includes film societies and educational and various types of private shows,
it also covers the vast field of outside performances which form unfair competition
to exhibitors. Recent events have made it ciear that such shows are again on the
increase, and branches of the CEA are already taking active steps to meet this latest
threat.

Capra and Columbia in Peace Pact;
Director Returns to Coast Studios

Last of RCA's

Holdings
pected to Bring

$6,000,000
Option held
by Atlas Corp. and
Lehman Bros, on last of RCA's holdings in RKO is expected to be picked
up for $6,000,000 before Dec. 31,
1937, expiration date, it was deterday. clared by an informed source yes-

Only half of RCA's original holdings in RKO remain; Atlas Corp.
and Lehman Bros, acquired the balance for $5,000,000 in 1935 while the
"Harry Cohn, president of CoSettlement of Frank Capra's disproceedings for reorganizapute with Columbia, including an aclumbia Pictures, and Frank Capra, present
tion of RKO were pending.
tion brought in August to recover director, jointly announced today
$100,000 alleged due as back salary
and for the termination of his con- that all differences and litigation
tract, was announced in New York arising therefrom had been comyesterday.
pletely and satisfactorily adjusted.
Announcement followed home ofFrank
Capra
returns to Columbia
fice receipt of a telegram from the
studio which read:
Studios today".

STANLEY ASKS TRADE

iincoln, Neb. — Concerted protest
iia here by all exhibs that movie 350
Will Attend A. H.
:s on the air are hurting biz very
!:h. Bob Livingston, Capitol, says
iday and Thursday biz is off 15
Des Moines — Acceptances to date
!5 per cent. Walter Shuttee, city indicate an attendance of approxihager of the Lincoln Theaters
mately 350 at the 25th anniversary
{Continued on Page 3)
congratulatory banquet to be, tendered A. H. Blank at the Hotel Fort
Des Moines on Dec. 9. Hollywood
kor Payments Schedule
contingent will embrace industry
Receives Okay of Court notables, Joseph M. Schenck and
Darryl Zanuck among them. New
jfederal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yes- York home offices of all major companies will send representatives, it
■l!lay authorized a schedule of payi its due from Adolph Zukor and
Ijfene Zukor under the terms of
I recent settlement
of the suit
lght by Charles D. Hilles, trusagainst former officers and diors of Paramount Publix.
(uling by Coxe provides that the

TO "GET TOGETHER"

Blank Testimonial Dec. 9
is understood, with the largest delemount. gation, naturally, that of ParaTentative acceptances have been
received from:
Charles S. Chaplin, Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor, Stanton Griffis,
N. L. Nathanson, Dr. A. H. Giannini,
Samuel Goldwyn, Louis B. Mayer,
Samuel Katz,
Leo Spitz, Baron Carl
(Continued on Page 4)

Selznick Understood Slated to Make
18 Pictures for M-G-M in 30 Months

London (By Cable) — Appeal was
issued here yesterday to the film
interests of the United Kingdom by
Oliver Stanley, head of the Film
Board of Trade, in which he expressed the hope that all factions in
the Films Bill (Quota Act) fight
would "get together by Tuesday"
on their present widely divergent
views with
respect to what provi{Continued on Page 3)

Agnew to Coast for Meets;
Cancels ITO Speaking Date
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount general sales manager, has cancelled
his scheduled appearance as one of
the speakers at the ITO of Ohio
convention in Columbus, set for Dec.
{Continued on Page 4)

{Continued on Page 3)

Griffith, Oil Man

If

Oklahoma City— L. C. Criffith, presient of the Griffith Amusement Co.,
nd Eddie Kadane, independent exhibitor
r Frederick, recently went into partership on drilling an oil well. It
came in," even better than they had
oped.

;

Ex-

Newark Amusement Co. Asks
Arbiter in Paramount Suit

By RALPH WH.K
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — It is strongly reported here that the David O. SelznickNewark Amusement Co., Inc., M-G-M deal is ready for signatures.
filed a petition in Supreme Court It is understood that Selznick is to
yesterday asking Justice Peter make 18 pictures for M-G-M during a period of 30 months, with
Schmuck to hear a motion next Monday seeking the appointment of an "Gone With the Wind" as the first
and to be sold as a special.
{Continued on Page 3)

Talk 1938 Budget
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood budget
— Twentieth
production
for 1938 Century-Fox's
is the major
subject on the agenda receiving attention of Sidney R. Kent, Joseph M;
Schenck and Darryl Zanuck during their
present studio conferences. Kent returns to the East in about three weeks.
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▼
OF Merit has been awarded to Monogram for its

production, "Boy of the Streets," by Parents' Magazine for January
the film features Jackie Cooper
Ray Johnston thinks so well of it.
that he is giving a luncheon and private showing at the Waldorf-Astoria
next Wednesday
▼
T
T
• • • WHAT IS probably the greatest write-up the Warner Brothers has ever received
appears in the current issue
of Fortune mag
the article traces the history of the company
from its inception, gives a detailed summary of the coporate setup
and contains a lot of personal anecdotes contributed by
Harry and Jack Warner
T
T
T
• • • A PROUD lad is Jimmie Clark
head of Horlacker Delivery Service
his truck, entered in the parade
of the National
Truckers Association at its annual convention
in Louisville, won first
prize
proving that the film biz knows how to put over the ole
Showmanship
T
▼
T

f in a n c in l

• • • AT THE opening of Paramount's "The Barrier" at
the Criterion theater last nite, author Rex Beach was on hand
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and San Jose, the band spelled out "ED" as they marched down
the field between the halves, playing the music that introduces
the sports section of the newsreel
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CRAD L. SEARS leaves today on a hunting
trip that will take him to North Carolina
and Ceorgia.

ROSALIND RUSSELL
for a vacation.

NEIL F. ACNEW left for the Coast yesterday
to join other
Para, top men
assembled
there.

COLVIN W. BROWN,
treasurer of the Quigley
trip.
MRS. BROWN, the former
Hvass, sail on the Vulcania

+ y*

+ iy2

ADD GOIDG

MARLENE DIETRICH entrained for Hollywood
yesterday.
CHARLES KAUFMAN, RKO scenario writer,
left for the Coast yesterday after a short
eastern vacation.

lVs
1%
+
1%
18
3

with a party of friends. . . % Ed Thorgersen, sports commentator for Fox Movietone, had a unique honor bestowed on him
at the recent football clash between Redlands University
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Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43

Ezell Handling Atlas Radio
Electrical Transcriptions
Denver— Claude C. Ezell, "Bank
Night" sales manager, has taken
over distribution in this territory of
electrical transcriptions for Atlas
Radio Corporation, production and
distribution organization which is
introducing motion picture methods
to radio.

LARRY BLAKE, Universal player, arrives in
New York from the Coast tomorrow.
MRS. CLARENCE BUDINCTON KELLAND,
wife of the writer, sails for California today
on the Pennsylvania.
SHEPPARD STRUDWICK and his wife, HELEN
WYNNE, sail today for California on the
Pennsylvania. Strudwick is under contract to
M-G-M.

is in Waterbury, Conn.,
vice-president and
Publishing Co., and
Mrs. Regina Louise
today for a wedding

JAMES R. CRAINGER, Universal general sales
manager,
returns from Washington
Monday.
BEN KALMENSON, eastern district manager
for Warners, and ROY HAINES, eastern sales
manager for Warners, sail on the Shawnee
today for a three weeks'
vacation
in Florida.
TINO ROSSI, continental star who is under
contract to New World Films, is in New York.
He plans to stay in the U. S. three months.
TED BERKMAN, Hollywood writer, left for
the Coast yesterday.

TED FRIEDMAN, Suffern, New York, exhibitor, is in town for a buying trip through the
exchanges.

- GEORGE
BANCROFT and his wife are staying
at the Warwick.
LAWRENCE TIBBETT returned to New York

JERALD F. RACKETT, vice-president and
plant manager for Technicolor, is en route to
New York from England on the Queen Mary.

WESLEY RUGGLES, who arrived yesterday
from Hollywood, sails for Europe Dec. 8 on
the Normandie.
for

JOSEPH MANKIEWICZ
two weeks.

is vacationing here

gage, $51,333; amounts due ot
creditors, $999,379. This last np
is made up predominantly of $9
095 which is owed to Orpheum
cuit, Inc. The sum of $5,316 is o
to Electrical Products of Califor

Smith Off for Memphis
and RKO District M
Cresson E. Smith, RKO R:
western and southern sales rr
ager, left New York yesterday
Memphis where a meeting of soern district
is schedtomorrow
at managers
the Peabody
Hotel
Southern district manager F
Maclntyre heads a contingent
eluding: H. M. Lyons, Atlanta
M. Sachs, Dallas; R. C. Price, CI
lotte; C. W. Allen, Jacksonville
M. Baker, Memphis; G. C. Brc
New Orleans; and R. B. Willf
Oklahoma City.

McGrady on RCA Boarc

Edward
F. McGrady, directoi
labor relations for RCA, was ele>
a director of the RCA Manufac
ing Co. at a meeting of the b<!
yesterday.
WILLIAM GERMAN, vice-president and
eral manager of J. F. Brulatour, Inc.. ha
rived in Los Angeles from New York.

ALEXANDER KORDA, who was schedule
arrive here Thursday, deferred his depa
from the Coast until this week-end.
LEON PRENSKY, representative for fj

Schulberg, is in New York after closirr1
studio on wind-up of season's contract.
TEX
RITTER,
Grand
National
cowboy 1
leaves Hollywood around
the first of the
for a tour of a large number
of state?
companied
by several members of the ca 1
his pictures.
AL SHERMAN
has left on a nine-day
to Havana.

I

MYRON SELZNICK and DANNY WINKLER
left for Cincinnati yesterday. They return to
New York Wednesday.

MRS. BOAKE CARTER sails for Bermuda today on the Queen of Bermuda.
MARIA GAMBARELLI arrived in New York
on the Vulcania after completing a part in
a new
Italian film.
SIDNEY BLACKMER arrived from the Coast
yesterday for rehearsals of a new play.
MR. and MRS. CARL F. DIXON, of the
Paramount Theater, Paris, France, are staying
at the Warwick.

Thursday
on the Europa after a seven months'
concert
tour.

Seattle Orpheum Corp., purst
to its recent riling of a bankru]
petition, submitted in Federal d
yesterday an itemized list of liai
ties and assets. Former total
117,855, while assets were listec
only $10,474, and of this amount
643 is in cash and $6,831 is due
a debt owed by RKO Service G
Liabilities are set forth as $1,0
666 on first mortgage of the Oi
eum Theater, Seattle, operated
Seattle Orpheum Corp.; second m

RUSSELL BIRDWELL, Selznick International
terday.
publicity head, returned from Washington yesthe

MOE SIEGEL, Republic executive, leaves for
Coast the first part of next week.

W.

F. RODGERS, M-G-M general sales manager, is due to arrive in Hollywood tomorrow.
PAUL MUNI and his wife, who will reach
London on Monday, will be abroad six months.
FRED ASTAIRE, before going back to the
Coast,
Florida. intends to spend several weeks in

Best wishes from The Film
the
following
NOVEMBER
27
Astrid Allwyn
JohnMadge
HunterHunt
Booth
Herbert J. Ochs

on

their

Daily to
birthday:1

NOVEMBER

11

Melville
Shai j|
Arthur A. Stone
John Millard I
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Yor.
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IRS ON AIR HURT,
CLAIM NEB. EXHIBS.
(Continued from Page

1)

j , says his houses are also beg lipped. Situation is also acute
lall towns of this area, having
t hit hard by crop-shortage any-

;or Payments Schedule
Receives Okay of Court
(Continued from Page 1)

of $450,000 due Paramount
the Zukors shall be liquidated
iolph Zukor paying $45,000 in
with balance to be taken up
i notes, each in the amount of
10. Two of these notes will
je Dec. 31, 1938, and two every
thereafter until the final ones
resented at the end of 1946.
these notes, Adolph Zukor will
» with his name alone, and the
ning 9 will be signed both by
nd Eugene Zukor.

ark Amusement Co. Asks
biter in Paramount Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

i' in its action against ParaPlaintiff claims that a conit made with the defendant
Sept. 22, 1936, and expired as
y 31, 1937, has been violated
ach as Paramount failed to defor exhibition its recent pro"Artists and Models."
This
Newark
Amusement
claims,
nished and should have been
1 2d, as one of the 65 features
lider the contract terms. Parana turn, stated that there
:>thing to arbitrate, since "ArEJnd Models" is on its 1937 line-

IEATH RECORD
Lilian Baylis
iion (By Cable) — Lilian Bay, who as director of the Old
|,d Sadler's Wells theaters was
ffily responsible for the reLof interest in Shakespearean
, is dead here of heart trouicford University, in 1924, con. on her the degree of Master

WU

REVIEWS Of nEUJ flLfllS
with

"Headin'
East"
Jones, Ruth Coleman,

Buck

Howard

Columbia
(HOLLYWOOD

Shemp
66 mins.

PREVIEW)

SLAMBANG ACTION PIX WITH SPECIAL ANGLE APPEALING TO THE KIDS.
Using a Western formula in a layout that
has to do with racketeering in produce
makes this a slam-bang action number. The
Buck Jones fans won't see much of him in
boots and saddle, but they will go for his
tactics in running down and overcoming
the outlaws who this time wear civilian
clothes and are engaged in exacting tribute
from produce dealers which, in turn, affects the growers. A group of kids figure
in subduing the outlaws, and their work
should do a lot in putting the picture over
with the younger generation. Buck makes
good use of his robust physique to fight two
and three opponents at a time. A good
deal of footage is given to comedy which
helps to diversify the bill with Elaine Arden
doing a Greek stenographer for a lot of
solid laughter and Shemp Howard using
his comical ways to score well. Ruth Coleman, Donald Douglas, Earl Hodgins and
John Elliott carry the other important parts
capably. Joseph Hoffman and Monroe Shaff
supplied an interesting original story which
logically allows for a cowboy to work in
an out-and-out action melodrama. Ethel
La Blanche did the screenplay. Under
Ewing Scott's direction there is always
something doing with action and laughs
nicely handled. L. G. Leonard's production
shows off to good advantage. Buck Jones'
father, John Elliott, has gone in for raising
lettuce. When shipment from the growers' association to which he belongs are
continually spoiled in transit, Buck is commissioned to go East and find the reason
why. There he finds racketeers are at
the bottom of the thing, their leader being
Donald Douglas a produce merchant who
is a competitor of Earl Hodgins, the association's dealer. Douglas is supposed to
be in love with Ruth Coleman, Hodgins'
daughter. It seems as though he wants
the girl and her father's business too. Buck
gets Douglas' number and is fighting a
losing fight to a group of Douglas' henchmen when a bunch of kids and the police
gathered by Shemp Howard rescue him.
The lettuce business is left free from obstruction and Buck also wins the girl.

"Danger Patrol"

with Sally Eilers, John Beal, Harry Carey
RKO Radio
60 Mins.
NEATLY DONE PICTURE WITH SUSPENSE, EXCITEMENT, DRAMA AND A
CAST.

CAPABLE

John Beal comes to Texas to work for
an explosive company as a "soup handler,"
one of the crew that transports nitroglycerine to the oil wells. He meets Sally
Eilers and falls in love with her, but her
father, Harry Carey, who is the boss of
the nitro crew, forbids their marriage as
he knows too well the possibility of sudden death breaking up their lives. Frank
Thomas, the manager of the company,
learns that there is a big well on fire in
Mexico and there is a chance for the
company to make a big bonus if they put
the fire out. He offers a thousand dollar
bonus to Beal to fly a load of nitro to the
site of the burning well. Beal loads his
ship and is all set to go when Carey, who
realizes how much his daughter is in love
with this young man, arrives at the airport, and after tricking Beal into a hangar
he knocks him out and takes his place in
the plane. The plane is wrecked and
Carey and the load of nitro are blown sky
high, but he manages to live long enough
to give his blessings for his daughter's
marriage to Beal and exact a promise that
Beal will stay away from the nitro handling
business in the future. There is plenty
of action and drama in the picture and
the extremely capable principals are well
supported by such players as Paul Guilfoyle, Ed Gargan and Frank Thomas, who
add to any picture. The story has a fast
pace and the direction is good.
CAST: Sally Eilers, John Beal, Harry
Carey, Frank M. Thomas, Crawford Weaver, Lee Patrick, Edward Gargan, Paul Guilfoyle, Solly Ward, Ann Hovey, Richard
Lane, Walter Miller, George Shelley, Jack
Arnold, Herman Brix.
CREDITS: Produced by RKO Radio; Director, Lew Landers; Story, Helen Vreeland and Hilda Vincent; Screenplay, Sy
Bartlett; Editor, Ted Cheesman; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Hold Mannix Rites
Boston — Funeral services for Mrs.
Edgar
Mannix,
thea M-G-M
exec, who
met wife
deathof in
motor

STANLEY ASKS TRADE
TO "GET TOGETHER"
(Continued from Page

1)

sions the measure should contain as
well as what amendments.
Stanley's action is interpreted
here as a move to rally the "hopelessly split" camps into some semblance of unity so that the interests
of all concerned can be served, and
also to make it posible for the standing committee of Parliament to devote itself to consideration of the
Quota Act unfettered by an avalanche of deviously worded objections and suggested changes.
C. M. Woolf also sounded a warning in the press against the current
confused status of Britain's film and
labor interests by calling attention
to the fact that not a single wing of
the industry thinks the same thing
two days in succession.
Further consideration of the Films
Bill is expected to materialize next
Tuesday. Observers are inclined
toward two conclusions, either that
Parliament will enact the measure
in much the same form as it was
submitted to the standing committee and take up factional amendments thereafter, or that it might
adjourn on Dec. 23 without taking
any action because "everybody wants
something different."

Permission to Submit Books
Asked by Indianapolis Co.

Indianapolis — A motion to permit
the Indianapolis Amusement Co. to
submit its books to six major distributors for inspection in its damage suit against the film companies
has been filed in Federal Court by
the amusement firm. The distributors had demanded that the Indianapolis company give answers to interrogatories rather than obtaining
their information from the books.
Distributors involved are M-G-M,
United Artists, 20th Century-Fox,
Universal, Vitagraph and Educational.

SICK REPORT

accident at Palm Springs, Calif.,
were held yesterday at the
(By Cable) — Otto Kruger
home of her mother, Mrs. James wasLondon
cut about the face and head
Maurice, in nearby Somerville, with
his carfog.crashed ina subsequent solemn requiem mass yesterday
to another when
in a heavy
in St. Catherine's Church.
CREDITS: Producer, L. G. Leonard; DiBlair Meanley
Hartford, Conn. — Frank Abrams,
rector, Ewing Scott; Authors, Joseph HoffDanubia Pix Opens
47, manager of the State Theater
DJjmond, Va. — Blair Meanley,
man, Monroe Shaff; Screenplay, Ethel La
*ffi theater manager, who was
"Viki Megyebal" ("Vicky-County here, slipped on an icy crosswalk
o '.ted with the late Jake Wells Blanche; Cameraman, Allen Q. Thompson,
and fractured his left ankle. Abrams
Ball"),
musical starring Paul Javor was taken to Hartford Hospital.
number of years, died here ASC; Editor, Robert Crandall; Art Director, and Rose
Barsony, opened at the
BjJ2, after a prolonged illness. Lewis J. Rachmil; Musical Supervisor, EdModern Playhouse yesterday. Danuward Kilenyi; Sound, George D. Ellis.
a: % in recent years, had been
bia Pictures distributes in the U. S.
York, Neb. — Carl Rose, city manted with Charles A. Somma
ager of General Theaters, Inc. here,
DIRECTION, Lively. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Virginia State Fair Associa Good.
is in Clarkson Hospital, Omaha,
Kohn Sells to Schulberg
where he was operated on Monday.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Is doing nicely.
"U" Greater N. Y. Deals Set
Arthur
D. Goodrich
Hollywood — Ralph Kohn has sold
Universal announced yesterday his interests in Schulberg Pictures West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
low, N. H.— Arthur D. Good7, a member of the Keith-Al- that the company has closed all cir- to B. P. Schulberg. Kohn is exHollywood — Ralph Lewis, 65, vetbater orchestra in Providence,
pected to announce a major studio
eran film actor, was severely incuit deals for the 1937-38 product
connection shortly.
in the greater New York area.
jured in an auto crash.
'or 27 years, died here.
CAST: Buck Jones, Ruth Coleman, Shemp
Howard, Donald Douglas, Elaine Arden,
Earl Hodgins, John Elliott, Stan Blystone,
Harry Lash, Frank Faylen, Dick Rich, Al
Herman.
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350 TO ATTEND BLANK Thanksgiving Day Biz in N. Y., Nation BRANDTS BUY APOI
DUALS POLICY
TESTIMONIAL DEC. 9 Equals or Surpasses Grosses for 1936
ntintied from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

Yon Ausyerdich, H. M. Warner, Herthe showings of "Firefly" and
bert Yates, Mary Pickford.
Announcement of the acceptances "Nothing Sacred" which opened in
several spots midnight Wednesday.
was made yesterday by G. Ralph Warner
Bros, and RKO records were
Branton, general manager of Trion the brighter side with strength
States.
apparent
in small neighborhood
houses.
Omaha To Send Big Party
On Broadway, all managers vied
to Blank Silver Jubilee in claiming highs. Capitol's "Firefly"; Strand's "Zola"; Astor's "HurOmaha — At least 17 theater manricane" roadshow; "Rivoli's "Damagers and officials, 10 film exchange
sel in Distress"; Paramount's "Ebb
managers and a half dozen public Tide"; Globe's "Dr. Syn"; Music
officials and newspaper representa- Hall's "Nothing Sacred"; Roxy's
tives will represent Omaha at the "Merry-Go-Round of 1938" all rang
A. H. Blank silver jubilee banquet the bell at the box office. "Life of
in Des Moines, la., on Dec. 9, it was Emile Zola" was reported to have
said yesterday by Evert R. Cum- reached highest day's business at
mings, district manager for the the Strand since "G-Men". Likewise
Tri-States Theater Corp.
a six-year holiday record was claimHeading the list are Governor R.
for "Nothing Sacred" at Radio
L. Cochran of Nebraska and Mayor Cityed Music
Hall with 21,000 admisDan B. Butler of Omaha. Also exsions claimed for the day and 20,000
pected to attend are Henry Doorly, for its second day.
publisher of the Omaha World-HerIndependent nabes declared busiald; Walter E. Christenson, Worldness was uniformly good and slightHerald managing editor, and Keith
ly stronger than last year's ThanksWilson, World-Herald pix critic.
giving.
Ted Emerson, Tri-States publicity
man here, Ed Forrester, Omaha Vermont Theater Testing
manager, and William Miskell, Orpheum manager, will go with CumState's Old "Blue Laws"
mings from Omaha.
Harry Schiller, Tri-States city
Bellows Falls, Vt.— Raymond A.
manager; Breck Fagan, Grand man- Kiniry, manager of the Opera House
ager; W. R. Kemp, Capitol, and Jim- and Park Theater with four of his
mie Pickett, Majestic, will go from
submitted
"voluntary"
Grand Island, Neb. Jack Beachley, employees,
arrest in an
attemptto to
obtain a
Strand, and • Orville Rennie, Rivoli final showdown on an old Vermont
will represent Hastings, Neb.
The following managers of film "blue law" outlawing Sunday moexchanges in Omaha will attend the vies.
Kiniry was released in $50 bail
affair: Roy Miller, Universal; Izzie and Al Hawks, Albert White, Charles
Weiner, Columbia; Harry Shumow, Gillis and Chester Silver were reM-G-M; Clarence Olson, Warners;
leased in $25 each after Municipal
A. Mendenhall, Paramount; D. V.
McLucas, United Artists; A. M. Judge A. T. Bolles declined to acpleas and continued the case.
Avery, RKO; Joe Scott, 20th Cen- They cept
appeared in municipal court
tury-FoxJoe
;
Rosenberg, Grand Na- for arrest
on warrants issued by
tional; M. L. Stern, Capitol.
L. E. Davidson, city manager for State's Atty. Ernest F. Berry after
Tri-States, and the following the- they presented motion pictures last
ater managers will go from Sioux Sunday despite warning such action
City, Iowa; Ira Crain, Loop; C. W. would violate the old statute.
Kiniry, meanwhile, reiterated his
Peterson, Princess; Bernard Pollock,
Hippodrome; Jim Schlatter, Capitol; determination to present shows at
A. B. Friedman, Iowa; Harold Mc- the two theaters he manages here
tomorrow, drawing from Berry the
Kenna, Rialto.
declaration:
"More shows, more warrants."

A slightly perceptible slowing of
b.o. flow was noticed during afternoon hours in New York when two
largest department stores were staging annual showmanship stunts —
parade and circus.
In addition to breaking all previous records at the Music Hall
Selznick's "Nothing Sacred" according to UA, set new all-high figures
for both opening and Thanksgiving
Days in the following key spots: the
Aldine in Philadelphia; the Penn in
Pittsburgh; Lo'ew's in Houston; the
City. in Cincinnati; Loew's in SyraAlbee
cuse; and the State in Oklahoma

Harry and William Brand
purchased the Apollo Theatei
erty on 42nd Street and wi
over active operation Dec. 1
Ham Brandt said yesterday.
Apollo will be operated on a I
picture policy, showing two f<
at all times.
At the same time it was an
ed that the Minskys have
their Oriental Theater on Brc
with no plans for reopenir
house as a burlesque theater,
of the Oriental and Apollo f»
burlesque field leaves onl.
"strip-tease" theaters in Nef
— the Eltinge and the Republic
ever, "strip-teasing" has bee
tailed so much by city ruling
burlesque has ceased to be a
able attraction, Morton Minsl
yesterday.

Business yesterday generally was
good. The Rivoli, New- York, reported RKO's "A Damsel in Distress"
rolled up a 40 p.c. b.o. increase yesterday over Thursday, predicting a Agnew to Coast for Mee
Cancels ITO Speaking
four-week run. RKO home office reports spoke of exceptional biz done
(Continued from Page 1)
by the pix in Chicago, Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, St. Louis, Baltimore and 6, 7 and 8, because of his
Oklahoma City.
departure for Hollywood yes
Agnew left last night for the
Warner Eastern Managers
on the Century for conferenct
Balaban,
Stanton
Return After N. Y. Parley Barney
Adolph Zukor and other Par;
officials. The nature of the (
Warners' eastern division branch was not revealed.
Agnew sent his regrets t
managers returned to their respective exchanges yesterday after at- would be unable to attend the
tending a meeting at the home of- regional and state conventic
in a letter to Pete Woe
fice called by Ben Kalmenson, East- terday
retary of the Ohio unit.
ern District manager. Those departing were Charles Rich, Metro"Monastery" Tintet
politan branch manager, Harry
World
Pictures will release:
Decker, New York-Brooklyn branch
astery", in tinted and toned
manager, Harry Hummell, New Jer- Film, directed by Robert Ale?
sey Branch manager, Gus Solomon,
was narrated by the Rev Mic
Sam Lefkowitz, Norman Ayers, Al- Ahearn, S. J., of Weston (
bany branch manager, Nat Furst,
Boston branch manager, R. S. Smith, The American premiere \vi!
Buffalo branch manager, and John place in Boston at the Fin
Theater on Dec. 9 at a $10 I
Pavone, New
Haven
branch man- which
has already been so
The entire receipts of the pi
will be given to the Father
Fellowship of Seismography

Commons

See M of T

London (By Cable)— The first film
Theater Curfew Looi
ever to be shown in the House of
Detroit— The City Council
Commons was an issue of "The tramck, northeast suburb of
"Syn" Twice In Boston
March of Time", shown on Thursday has instructed its City Co
GB's "Dr. Syn," has been booked
for Sir Archibald Sinclair and other
for simultaneous showing at the Trans-Lux-Moss to Open
Scottish members of Parliament. prepare a theater-curfew oi
Paramount and Fenway Theaters,
New Newsreel Theater The issue dealt with social and ecoBoston, starting Dec. 9.
nomic conditions in the Highlands
Trans-Lux Theaters Corp. in as- of Scotland.
sociation with B. S. Moss will open
Two-Word Synopsis
a new Trans-Lux house at the corWest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
ner of 49th St. and Broadway on or
Oshkosh, Wis. — Harry Vos^
Two Set for the Roxy
Hollywood — "Alcatraz Island," which
broke a five-year box-office record at
about Jan. 1, it was announced yesprojectionist,
was married ri
terday.
Warner Brothers Downtown Theater, was
"Forty-Five Fathers", new 20th- in Pickett, Wis., to Miss Cec;J
written from a synopsis of two words.
Fox
pix
starring
Jane
Withers,
was
New house is to replace that sitWegner.
Bryan Foy walked into Crane Wilbur's
uated at 1610 Broadway which site tentatively set to open at the Roxy
office and said, "Write me a story on
Alcatraz Island." "What will I base
has been taken over by backers of Dec. 24 yesterday, while "Dinner At
Richmond, Va. — George
the story on?" Wilbur queried. "AlJack Dempsey for restaurant pur- The Ritz", another Fox Pix, with Lucas, house manager of tl|
catraz Island," Foy cracked as he
breezed out.
poses. Newsreels and shorts com- Annabella, was announced for the Ginter Theater, was married j
10th at the same theater.
leden Christina Vangol.
prise policy of new theater.

WEDDING

BEL!
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inti-Ascap Measure Will Be Demanded

by Ohio *s ITO

EDERAL LICENSING LEGISLATION DRIVE IMPENDS
uilding, Modernization in St. Louis Area
Tiarrical Biz Prospects Held
Good
Despite
"Recession"
By DAVID

ILM

DAILY

F. BARRETT

Staff

Correspondent

Sees Film Industry Tahiny Over Radio
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — It's radio that is being taken over by the film industry, and not vice
versa, if Fenton W. Earnshaw, radio columnist, is right. Earnshaw, sizing up the
effects of the studios' aid shows for commercial sponsors, sees the "guest star" system,
"pulmotor for network programs," doomed, and radio likely to awaken some morning
to find "the entertainment side of broadcasting exclusively in the hands of motion
picture producers."

'. Louis, Mo. — Generally speak1937 has been the most active
in the way of the construction
;w theaters and remodeling and
jinization of existing structures
astern Missouri, Southern IlliSoutheastern Iowa, NortheastArkansas and Northwestern
ucky since the advent of sound,
lile the outlook for theater con- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tion for 1938 has been dimmed
Hollywood — Research Council of
Iwhat by the recent "recession", the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts
and Sciences announces a
very probable that a number of
(Continued on Page 12)
standardization of nomenclature for
release print sound tracks which
will be of widespread value to every
studio sound technician, theater
projectionist, theater manager and
exhibitor.
Developments in sound recording

STANDARDIZE NAMES PARA. NAMES PERKINS
FOR SOUND TRACKS COCHRANE SUCCESSOR

TO BATTLE DAVEY

TAX "EAR MARKING"

lumbus, 0.— The ITO of Ohio
reparing to oppose Governor
y's proposal to have the re3 from the 3 p.c. tax on theaadmissions "ear-marked" for
relief. In an ITO bulletin is! Saturday, Pete Wood, secre(Continued on Page 3)

T-

(Continued on Page 13)

THE

WEEK

J. E. Perkins has been appointed
Paramount's general manager for the
Orient to succeed the late Tom Cochrane, it was announced Saturday.
Perkins, who has been in the Orient
for Paramount since 1924, has been
manager
of the Shanghai office since
1933.
With headquarters in Tokyo, Perkins will have
supervision over Para(Contmued en Page 3)

IN REVIEW

Warner Profit Soars — Swiss Film Chamber Urged

DOMESTIC

■By GEORGE

H. MORRIS -

FOREIGN

Hits High

Borah

and O'Mahoney
to Merge Measures
Into Single Bill
By PRESCOTT

Washington

Bureau

of

DENNETT

THE

FILM

Plan

DAILY

Washington — Drive to enact Federal licensing legislation which will
directly affect the film industry impends in Congress.
Sen. William E. Borah, Idaho Republican, dean of the upper house,
Saturday confirmed to The Film
Daily the report that he and Sen.
Joseph C. O'Mahoney, Wyoming
Democrat, (Continued
are planning
to merge
on Page 3)

REPEAL OF NUISANCE
TAX FINDS SUPPORT
By GEORGE
MEHRTENS
Washington
Bureau
ofW. THE
FILM DAILY

Washington — While a majority of
the members of the special taxation
subcommittee of the House Ways
and Means Committee favor outright
repeal of all nuisances taxes, including the theater admissions levy,
there is slight chance of action at
the special session of the Congress.
So The Film Daily was informed

Zurich cable advised of introducWarners reported increase of $2,698,870.22 in operating profit for
(Continued on Page 3)
tion into Switzerland's National Asp Further Depositions
the fiscal year ended Aug. 28, 1937,
sembly of bill providing for the est
a
b
l
i
s
h
m
e
n
t
o
f
a
Film
Chamber
with
■lub Trust Case Tomorrow over the preceding 12 months, acand supervisory incording to company's annual state- wide advisory
First Quarter
dustry functions. Passage of the Columbia's
dng of depositions will be rement released last Friday. OperatNet
Shows
$18,053 Gain
measure
is
believed
certain,
its
1 tomorrow in New York on
ing profit for the year, after provi- on Page 13)
anti-trust suits filed against
( Continued
Net profit of Columbia Pictures
' distributors by the Morse &
and its subsidiaries for the first
nberg circuit of Boston and the
quarter ended Sept. 25 amounted to
W Amusement Co. of Provi{Continued on Page 12)
$147,311.26 after all charges and provisions for federal income and other
taxes before providing for surtax on
undistributed
profits, according to
gentlemen of Jury"
(Continued on Page 12)

Ohio ITO Wants Anti-Ascap Measure
Patterned After Nebraska s Statute

klahoma City — C. B. Akers, a dis|t manager for the Griffith Amuseiit Co. circuit is the latest local
liter man
called
for jury
service.
i row is being hit hard in current
Is with
Manager
Paul Ketchum
of
, K. Lee Williams
of Williams
Exchange,
Sam
Caporal
of Yale
ater all having
received
jury calls
tin last four weeks.

Columbus, O. — Music tax legislation will be one of the most important topics for discussion at the
annual convention of the ITO of
A request by Ed Kuykendall, Ohio, scheduled for Dec. 6, 7 and 8
MPTOA president, for a change in at the Neil House here, Pete Wood,
date of the proposed meeting to dis- secretary, announced Saturday. ITO

Kuykendall's Request for
Early Parley May Be Met

(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 12)

Columbia Ad. Slant
Columbia's controller's report of earnings for the firstfigure-full,
quarter, otherwise
'a
strictly-business,
impressive
booklet, devotes its last page to an
adv.

for
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TWO-A-DAY
The

Hurricane

YORK

(QUOTATIONS
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Piers, vtc
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .
Paramount
2nd pfd..
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW
YORK
Keith
Loew

A-0 6s 46....
6s 41 ww

Para. B'way 3s55
Para.
Picts.
6s55
Para. Picts. cv.3l/4s47
RKO
6s41
Warner's 6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand National
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
N.
Pathe

Artists-Goldwynl — 3rd

♦ FOREIGN

RUN

week

LANGUAGE

Mayerling
(Pax Films) — 11th week
Life and Loves of Beethoven
(World
Pictures) — 2nd
Conquerors
of the Arctic
(Amkino) — 2nd week
Madame
Bovary
(Tapernoux)
Mademoiselle
Mozart
(French
Films)
Maedchen
in Uniform
(Krimskyl
(a-b)
Thunder
Over
Mexico
(Principal)
(a-b)

♦ FUTURE

Rialto
Globe
Central
Central
Criterion
Palace
Talace

Astor

FEATURES
week

55th

(b) Subsequent

run.

OPENINGS

(c) Follows

St.

Cinema

current

Filmarte
Playhouse
Cameo
Belmont
de Paris
World
World

♦

Portia on Trial
(Republic
Pictures) — Dec. 2
Blossoms on Broadway
(paramount
Pictures) — Dec. 3
Victoria
the Great
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)— Dec. 3 (a-b)
It's Love I'm After
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Dec. 3 (a-b)
Barbara
Radziwillowns
(J. S. Starczewski) — Dec. 3 (a)
Love or a Kingdom
(Central Polish Films) — Dec. 3 (a)
Pushkin's
Youth
(Amkino) — Dec. 4
Thrill of a Lifetime
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
Submarine
D-l
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)
(c)
The Last Gangster
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
Dinner
at the Ritz
(20th
Century-Fox)
(c)
The Affairs of Maupassant
(European Films)
bill,

♦

55th

Rialto
Criterion
Palace
Palace
Belmont
Belmont
Cameo
Paramount
Strand
Capitol
Roxy
St. Playhouse

bill.

STOCK
MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)
High
13'/4
161/2

Low
13
161/2

Net
Close
Chg:
131/4 +
5/g
I6I/2 -f 1

1%
l'/2
1%
7
63/4
7
1503/4 1491/2 150
160 160
160
141/2 121/2
133/4
141/2
131/4 491/2
51
503/4
95
61/2 6Vs
131/8
12V8
95
113/4
95
5i/4

23

213/4
5

33

+
Va
+
l/2
+2
— 1
+

33

11/8
1/2
Va

+2

83/s
40
BOND

33
8
83/3
40
40
MARKET

85!/2

85y2

85 Vi +

74

74

74

CURB

25/8

+ 1
+5

12'/g +
65i/8
1/2 ++

23

+
+

1/2
3/4

1

MARKET

lVs

V/a

1 Va

I8V2

177/8

I8V2

Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Film

(United

H

Theater
Paramount
Capitol
Music
Hall
Rivoli
Roxy
Strand

Thoroughbreds
Don't
Cry
I Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)
Non-Stop
New
York
(Gaumont
Britishl
Tex Rides with the Boy Scouts
(Crand
National!
(a)
River of Unrest
(Gaumont
British)
(al
The
Barrier
( Paramount
Pictures)
Ali Baba
Goes
to Town
(20th
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Lancer
Spy (20th Century-Fox)
la-b)

(a) Dual
NEW

Parade

Picture
and Distributor
Ebb Tide (Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd week
The
Firefly
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)
(b)
Nothing Sacred
(United
Artists-Selznick)
A Damsel
in Distress
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
Merry-Go-Round
of 1938
(Universal
Pictures)
The Life of Emile Zola (Warner
Bros.)
(bl

STOCK

+

1/2

MARKET
Bid
Asked

7 pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/2s 1st '36
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43....

51/2
86y2
62
45

61/2
88
64
47

Judell Sets 4 Exchanges
Sears Promotes Kalmenson,
Schnitzer Joining Warners
To Handle Progressive Pix
Ben N. Judell, independent exchange operator who has announced
plans for production of 44 features,
told The Film Daily Saturday that
he had already organized four newexchanges to distribute releases next
Judell organized branches in Deyear. troit, Kansas City, Los Angeles and
San Francisco. These become part
of a string which includes exchanges
in Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis
and Indianapolis. Before production begins, Judell declared, he will
have thirty exchanges set for his
program.
A meeting of branch executives
has been set for Dec. 7, and cameras are to roll after Jan. 1. Foreign distribution set-up comes up
on
stated.next week's agenda, Judell

Discussing financial details, Judell
announced that Progressive Picthis year he was protures, the name under which he will in May moted of
to eastern district manager.
operate, is a closed corporation. Judell has spent almost two years on
New England Closings
the Coast studying production methBoston — Area theater closings inods, and said he had "discovered
clude: Rialto, Providence; Sea
what exhibs want — and thev will
Breeze, Oak Bluffs, Mass.; Apollo,
Nantucket; Opera House, Alton, N.
H.; Casino, Hampton Beach, N. H.;
and Perkins Hall Theater, Meget it!" s to See "Sacred"
chanic Falls, Me.

SenatorBureau

Washington

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
00 9th Ave.. N. Y. C

ADOLPH
General

POLLAK
Mgr.

Ben Kalmenson, eastern district
manager for Warner Bros., has been
promoted to the post of southern
and western sales manager, it was
announced over the week-end by
Grad. L. Sears, WB general sales
manager. At the same time, it was
learned that Edward Schnitzer, eastern district manager of Republic
Pictures, had resigned to join Warner Bros, as a successor to Kalmenson.
Schnitzer will terminate his association with Republic on Dec. 20.
After a short vacation, he will assume his WB post about Jan. 1.
Kalmenson replaces Herbert J.
Ochs who is remaining with WB in
another capacity. Kalmenson has
been in the motion picture business
since 1927 when he joined the First
National sales staff in Pittsburgh.
Last year,
menson centralSears
districtappointed
manager Kaland

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Senator William
Drive-In for Miami
Gibbs McAdoo of California will be
host at a special preview of SelzMiami, Fla. — The Miami Drive-In
nick's "Nothing Sacred" for the 96 Theater, Inc., has been chartered
members of the U. S. Senate at the here with 100 shares of no-par-value
National Press Club at 8:30 p.m. stock. Directors are Peter Laudati,
G. T. Mann and M. Gordon.
Wednesday.
It's a "first."

cominc MID GOI!
LOLA LANE is due in New
from the Coast.

York this 1

GUS SCHAEFER sails from England c
Washington
Dec. 2 for New
York.
JACK
for this

ROBBINS'
week,
has

trip to the Coast, pi
been deferred.

JACQUELINE
LAURENT,
French actress'
contract
to
M-C-M,
arrives
here
tod
the Queen
Mary.
WELDON
new play.
to stay in

St.

RICHARD
Moritz

HEYBURN
New
York

cancelled
his Coa
and fake a partj

A. ROWLAND
while in New

is stopping
York.

COL.
JACK
ALICOATE.
publisher
FILM
DAILY
and THE
RADIO
DAILY
from Florida today.

.

CERALD F. RACKETT, vice-presiden
plant manager for Technicolor, and
RACKETT
arrive today on the Queen
K
SHIRLEY
New
York
the Santa

ROSS,
Paramount
tomorrow
from
Paula.

player, am
the
Coast
|

TIM DURANT, Hollywood writer, arri
New route.
York Saturday from the Coast v
air
MYRON SELZNICK and DANNY Wlr
who are in Cincinnati until this Wed*
leave for the Coast
in about a fortnigh

RUDY VALLEE is due in from the j
tomorrow. He goes back to Hollywoc \
second
week
in January.

JULIAN JOHNSON, Hollywood story l
for 20th-Fox, is in New York for a I
vacation.
He returns to studio this wee I
ERIC

LINDEN

is in New

York for a 1

tion.
SHIMEN RUSKIN has arrived in Ne* I
for rehearsals
in a new play.
OTTO INDIG, the Hungarian playwrigH
arrived in Hollywood.
CARROLL
STROUD,
publicity
department,
weeks'
vacation.

is of in Paramount's
Mexico on a

BILL DOZIER. of the Berg Allenberg a
is back in Hollywood after business t
New York.
TONY SANFORD, producer of the Rud
lee air shows, and MRS. SANFORD arr
New York today from the Coast.
GUS SCHAEFER has booked passage c
Washington
for New
York on Dec. 2.

G/Phh

HERBERT
ROSENTHAL,
new
general
ger of Columbia
Artists, Inc., has arrr
Hollywood where he takes over post on J
S. BARRET McCORMICK, RKO Radio
licity York
and today.
advertising head, is expect
New

tRTHj
_^i<@)
Best
the

wishes from The Film Daily ti
following
on
their
birthday
NOVEMBER

29

Kay Johnson
Genevieve
Tobin
Mildred
Harris
Louise J. Reider
Rod La Rocque
Harold
Beaudine
Naomi
Ruth Stevens

bnday, Nov. 29, 1937
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FEDERAL LICENSING
DRIVE IS IMPENDING

10 TO BATTLE DAVEY
tJ TAX "EAR MARKING"

(Continued from Page 1 )

(Continued from Page 1)

t y, states that the organization
i: ;'opposed to this for the reason
t t, as the need for additional re: money increases, it would be a
s pie matter for the legislature to
e! ntually increase
the admission
;; back to the old 12 p.c. rate."
ifood urges all Ohio exhibitors
t get acquainted with their state
s ators and representatives and to
e lain their side of the story. In
o er to further assist exhibitors in
ti : matter, the ITO has invited
n nbers of the legislature to atti 1 the organization's annual bano t on Dec. 8.

P amount Names Perkins
As Successor to Cochrane
(Continued from Page 1)

mt's activities in Japan, China
the Philippines. No successor
his post in China will be apited until after Perkins returns
he Orient after Christmas,
erkins left New York for Caliia yesterday by motor car to
me his vacation which was cut
t by the sudden death of Cochi on Nov. 9.

I. IEATH RECORD
Dexter Fellows

attiesburg, Miss. — Dexter Fel, 66-year-old
dean
of circus
s agents, died under an oxygen
at the South
Mississippi
Inary Nov. 26 of pneumonia, folding a 60-day
siege of typhoid.
Iving in New Britain, Conn., he
i been press agent for Buffalo
i for 10 years
before
joining
Ri ilings for whom he was general
s agent for 33 years.
His wife
jby his bedside at time of death.
Mrs. Edna Hancock
Jianapolis — Mrs. Edna Hancock,
?wife of Guy
Hancock,
RKO
man, died Nov. 24 in Methodist
rital after an illness of two
s. Survivors are the husband,
I sons, John, 8, and Stewart, 3,
L her parents. Burial was in
siington Park cemetery.
Mrs. Henrietta Coyle

ke Hiawatha, N. J. — Mrs. Heni Coyle, 48, former actress, is
:jhere.
She is survived by her
md, Jack Coyle, actor, who has
be< appearing in a Detroit stage
Pr< iction.
Mrs. Mary M. Coogan
racuse, N. Y. — Funeral servMr Iwere held here Saturday for
t Mary M. Coogan, mother of
the
mo late Jack Coogan and grander of Jackie Coogan.
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▼
T
T
is the richest boon that Hollywood has to offer the

HUMOR

public

everybody wants to laugh
to forget their heartaches and petty annoyances
there is no sound in the world
so delightful, intriguing and satisfying as Laughter
and when
you hear it engulfing an entire audience in a motion picture theater
it's a Pleasure
for it spells SUCCESS
all caps
for every one of us identified with the picture biz
T
▼
T
• • • THAT DELIGHTFUL sound of bubbling merriment
can be heard any time of the day or evening that you walk into
the Roxy
theater
when
the film attrack,
Universal's
"Merry -Go-Round
of 1938," is on the screen
it comes
as close to laying the cash customers in the aisles as any Funfest
we have lamped in a thousand moons
T
T
T
• • • THEREFORE we were set back on our heels after perusing
some of the critiques written by several of our metropolitan reviewers
who took cracks at the production as a carelessly engineered
bit of screen-fare construction
that may be true
no giant
mind conceived the rambling story
but some Smart Mind chucked
in a quartet of real comics
and some other clever writing lads
fed 'em the funny business
and the Only Answer
is the
Laughter that sweeps through the Roxy audience every time Bert Lahr,
Jimmy Savo. Billy House and Mischa Auer do their stuff
if it's
Laughs your audience wants
look no further
book "Merry Go-Round
of 1938"
and thafs about as neat a Holiday Gift
as any showman can present his patrons
▼
T
T
• •
•
A WORD
about those four comics
have a quartet of funsters of the first water

here we
each one with

his own original technique
that Woodchopper's Song that
Bert Lahr does is the Screen Scream of the month
and
the levitation stunt of Mischa Auer as the Swami gets belly laffs
and when a gag gets belly laffs, the picture is over regardless of its other shortcomings
some
smart
writing
team like Gene Towne and Graham Baker should turn out a
Laugh Special written around the individual and unique talents
of these four prize comics
it would gross over a million
T
T
T
• •
•
THE FIRST of the AMPA luncheon "Company Days" takes
place Thursday
it will be Columbia Broadcasting Day at the
International Casino
W. B. Lewis, vice-prexy in charge of programs will speak on the subject, "Radio In Relation to Motion Pictures"
and that is a subject that should intrigue all of us
Ted
Husing, CBS sports announcer, will introduce the personalities and act
as master of the revels
among the entertainers expected are
Kate Smith, Al Pearce and Arline Harris, Buddy Clark
and others
to be announced later
better get there promptly at 12:45 for
a ringside seat
T
T
T
•

• • OVERSUBSCRIBED its quota
the motion picture division of the Community
Fund in Cleveland did that
and the indie theater owners assumed the obligation of
their employees because of the fact that employees in the nabe
houses are on part time
and that was a very fine thing
to do

«

«

«

»

»

»

their two Federal licensing measures
into a single bill.
It is considered probable that the
joint bill will be reported favorably
to the Senate Judiciary committee in
early December by a special subcommittee of which Senator 0 'Mahoney is chairman. The strategy
then will be for the sponsors to press
for approval by the full committee
before the bill is brought out for
debate.
Borah declined to state whether or
not the joint measure would carry
Administration support. It is understood, however, that the President
has discussed the proposed legislation with the Idaho senator and that
Vice President Garner and Secretary of the Interior Ickes have interested themselves in the proposal.
It is believed that the Administration's final decision will depend
largely upon the outcome of antitrust actions in progress or projected. The Administration is expected to embrace the incorporation
principle for corporations operating
in interstate commerce if it deems
the anti-trust statute has become a
"dead letter."

Repeal of Nuisance Tax
Finds Support in Congress
(Continued from Page 1)

by Chairman Robert L. Doughton,
Democrat, North Carolina, who declared that revision of the undistributed surplus tax and changes in
capital gains would have right of
way incatedhis
committee.
He indiwork on
nuisance taxes
as
special session would be exploratory.
that the government's
He declared
present
need for this tax revenue
was serious and that "Now is a bad
time to talk excise tax reduction"- —
despite the committee majority's
viewpoint.
President Roosevelt has sent to
the Senate the name of Rep. Fred
Vinson, Kentucky Democrat, and
chairman of ways and means taxation sub-committee, to be Associate
Justice of the District Court of Ap-

peals.

SICK REPORT

New Haven, Conn. — Maurice
Bailey of the Whalley Theater here,
is
confined
broken
toe. to his home with a
Irving Bonoff of the Bonoff interests in Madison and Saybrook is
still too ill at home to return to
theater operation.
Joseph Green, president of Sphinx
Film, is confined to his home with
a severe cold.

Monday Nov. 29,1 ']
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V k REVIEWS Of THE DEW FILfllS ik
"She Shall Have

*

Music"

Produced in England with an all-American cast, with the exception of Jack Hylton and his English orchestra, this picture
will make an entertaining filler for the
program theaters. Millionaire shipbuilder
Edmund Breon decides to publicize his
ships by hiring Jack Hylton and his band.
Brian Lawrence, the ship magnate's son,
entertains a distinct aversion to jazz music and refuses to make the initial trip
with the band. However, his father enters into a conspiracy with June Clyde to
get him on his yacht, where the broadcasts will be made. Lawrence falls in love
with her, but calls it all off when he sees
her dancing and singing at the Paris Opera with Hylton's band. Not to be put
off this easily, Miss Clyde induces three
members of the band to shanghai Lawrence
when the yacht sails. A rival shipowner,
determined to stop the broadcasts from
the boat, bribes the crew to desert the
ship and they are left stranded in midocean on the yacht. The band extricates
them from their predicament and they get
back to London where Hylton is acclaimed,
and Lawrence marries Miss Clyde. The
picture centers around Hylton and his orchestra, with the rest of the cast adequate.
CAST: Jack Hylton, June Clyde, Marjorie Brooks, Gwen Farrar, Brian Lawrence,
Claude Dampier, Edmund Breon, Felix
Alymer.
CREDITS: Producer, Julius Hagen; Director, Leslie H. Hiscott; Original Story
and Screenplay, Paul England, Arthur Macrae, H. Fowler Mear, C. Denier Warren.
DIRECTION,
PHY, Fair.

Adequate.

PHOTOGRA-

Manasquan's
Monopolistic
Ordinance Action
Deferred
Manasquan, N. J. — Final action on
an oi'dinance which would assure a
monopoly on theater operations in
this resort to a company headed by
Harry Stock, Seaside Park amusement casino operators, has been deferred as a result of objections from
representatives of Lee Newbury,
shore theater circuit operator, who
seeks to build a theater here but
has been refused a permit.
Stock secured a permit for a new
theater in Union Avenue Nov. 9 and
that evening the ordinance, prohibiting more than one theater for each
3,000 population, was passed on
first reading. The next day Newbury secured a license to operate a
theater but was refused a building
permit. Newbury's attorney notified
borough officials legal proceedings
will be instituted if the ordinance
is adopted.

*

i

' SHORTS

with members of the Russian Polar

with June Clyde, Jack Hylton,
Marjorie Brooks, Brian Lawrence
Imperial Pictures
78 Mins.
FAIRLY ENTERTAINING MUSICAL
THAT SHOULD PLEASE AUDIENCES IN
THE PROGRAM
SPOTS.

fOREIGI)

"Conquerors of the

V

"The Inspector
with

Vlasta

Burian, T. Tregi,
Z. Baldova
Garrison Films Inc.

General"

J.

Expedition
Amkino

Marvan,
72 mins.

SATIRICAL FARCE WITH EXCELLENT
CAST SHOULD AMUSE AUDIENCES UNDERSTANDING CZECH LANGUAGE.
This new foreign importation has a well
done story, capable direction, a good cast
and good photography, but its audience
values are restricted to those understanding the Czechoslovakian language. Vlasta
Burian appears in a town of Czarist Russia
impersonating
fice that was
is entertained
and officials
Burian goes

an Inspector General, an ofimportant in those days. He
lavishly by the local peasants
who seek to curry his favor.
through a series of comical

situations and antics in his imposter's
role, as he portrays the grafting official
who takes everything he can get his hands
on, while the poor people who make pleas
for a betterment of their condition are left
out in the cold. The picture clings to the
early eighteenth century costumes and customs, and Burian makes his escape from
the town just as the real official is about
to appear. The story is an adaptation of
the book written by Nikolai Gogol, titled
"Revizor," which appeared in 1836, and
proved to be a sharp satirical indictment
of the Czarist regime which blasted wide
open the abuses, bribery and political
vices that were rampant throughout the
country. The story drags in spots, but as
a whole it is a good production, with the
capable cast handling their assignments
well.
CAST: Vlasta Burian, T. Tregi, J. Marvan, Z. Baldova, T. Grosslichtova, J. Rovensky, Fr. Hlavaty, Fr. Czerny, Josef Vosalik, A. Dvorsky.
CREDITS: Produced by Meissner Films;
Director, Mac Fric; Story, Nikolai Gogol;
Screenplay, V. Solin, V. Menger and Prof.
Mathesius; Cameraman, Jan Stallich. Presented at the Squire Theater with Czech
dialogue and English subtitles.
DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Suits vs. Union Dismissed
St. Louis — The suits filed by the
managements of the St. Louis and
Missouri theaters against the
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
Local Union No. 1, about a year
ago to prevent interference with the
operation of those houses by union
pickets have been dismissed in the
Circuit Court.

"Mayerling"

Plays On

"Mayerling," distributed by Pax
Films, Inc., is entering its 4th month
at the Filmarte theater in New York
and its 3rd month at the Europa in
Philadelphia. It will also have simultaneous openings shortly in Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

68 mins.

EXCELLENT DOCUMENTARY FILM OF
HARDSHIPS FACED BY RUSSIAN EXPEDITION AT POLE.

Arctic"

This new Russian picture was the prize
winner in the documentary film class at
the Paris Exposition recently. The picture
declaims heroism by the expeditionary
party, and unemotionally records the hardships that are endured by the men who
are now on a drifting ice flow somewhere
near the North Pole. Chillblains, frostbite, incredible toil in the teeth of howling
blizzards, and the difficulties of life in
this region, are all set down for the audience to shiver at. Led by Otto Schmidt,
noted Russian Polar explorer, the expedition is shown from their arrival, until the
time the rest of the party left, with the
four men that are staying, in their drifting camp, bidding them farewell, with
the thought put on the screen that maybe
they will never meet again. The hard work
connected with even the most menial of
tasks in this place is unbelievable. Drums
of gas for the planes must be buried, and
then uncovered when needed, and the
planes were a source of trouble to the men
as they had to have the wheels removed
and skis put on in order that they could
be used. There are some fine shots made
from the air of the tiny fur clad figures
struggling through the snow far below and
the whole picture is pictorially well worth
seeing as it has been well done. The high
spot of the picture is when they raise a
flag, with the face of Stalin emblazoned
on it, near the pole. The men in the
picture are not actors and therefore the
scenes that are set down are natural, as
all the men go about their work without
any
thought of posing for the grinding
cameras.

"Getting Your Money's Wortr

Lenauer

International 9 '/z »
Interesting Short
Misrepresentations
practiced
the public by unscrupulous manul
turers is the subject of this -<
The opening
sequence
shows
difference between well made si
of all leather construction and i
cheaper imitations that employ
per and paper compositions in pi,
to imitate the better product,
various methods used to test m|
rials are shown as well as the
struction of several pairs of sli
and their flaws.
Milk is the o
subject used in the picture. Nurj
ous tests are made in a laboia
to show the amount of bacteria
butter
fat in milk
of diffe
grades.
When
all tests had 1
made the difference between g
"A" and grade "B" milk of onjl
the important distributing firms
negligible. The better grade of il
had slightly more cream and
was the only difference with
point just
proved
that gradeas "B"
was
as nourishing
the n
expensive brand. Arthur Kallet
his
associates
Consumer's U 1
assisted
in theof supervision.
and Photo League produced.
"Popeye the Sailor Meets Ali Ba

(Popeye Cartoon) 18 n
Paramount
SwellForty
Holiday
Special
Thieves"
Here is a grand two-reel spi
cartoon in Technicolor, that is
feet for the kids during the hoi
trade.
It is done with class
moves very fast. Popeye is in
CAST: Members of the expedition led by
Coast Guard service, with Olive
Otto Schmidt and I. D. Papanin.
and his pal nearby, when a
CREDITS: Produced by the Soyuzkino comes to get Ali Pluto and his
News Agency. Presented at The Cameo dit gang who are riding across
Theater with a narration in English.
desert to loot a town. Popeye t;
off in his plane, has a breakd<
DIRECTION, Interesting. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
and they trudge through the de
to the town.
The Forty Thieves
rive, loot the town and kidnap 0
New Post For Parks
Popeye enters the bandit cave, !
Russell Birdwell, Selznick Inter- the bandits with his spinach anc
national publicity head, here from turns in triumph with the capt
the Coast announces the appoint- gang and the rescued Olive tci
ment of Jackson Pai'ks, one of his made a hero by the town.
Coast assistants, to the post of
Eastern publicity representative for
"Magic
on Broadway"
SI, but Parks may be called back to
(Screen
Songs)
the studio "at any time we need Paramount
him," Birdwell said. Parks was
Novelty Cartoon
formerly the managing editor of the
This series is a combination
San Francisco Bulletin.
cartoons and band music.
In i
present number,
the cartoon
New China Short Booked
shows a gent who tries to c
the machines in the penny arcadi
"China Strikes Back," three-reel tying a string to the penny
featurette, has been booked by GarBut the
rison Film for first-runs in Seattle, pulling it out again.
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chi- chines all gang up on him anc
pretty rough treatment f
cago and Cleveland, it was an- gets
The second half pres
nounced yesterday by Garrison Film them.
Distributors, Inc.
Jay Freeman
and his ork in
selections. Johnny Russell vocal

L
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Lloyd Nolan • Henry O'Neill • Porter Hall • Robert Cummings
Ralph Morgan • Mary Nash • John Mack Brown
• Barlowe Borland
M*
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 'PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY PRANK LLOYD I• ASSOCIATE
PRODUCER. HOWARD ESTABROOK
SCREEN

HAY

f>V PAUL SCHOHgUR.

GERALD

OERACSHTY

AND

FRBBEWCK

JACKSON

•

BASED ON A STORY

BY STUART

N, LAKE

i

1
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o take toe epic sweep

Wa^on"

or "Tne> Covered

add to it the flaming adventure

Rangers," tne thundering power

or "The

or "The Texas
Plainsman"

and

top it all oil with tne poignant heart interest or Frank
Lloyd's " Cavalcade," is a master

achievement.

Vet, critics

and preview audiences alike insist that in " Wells Fargo,"
Frank Lloyd has done just this "— ■has huilt an even greater
triumph

for himself than his glorious "Mutiny

On

Tke

Bounty," his never-to-he-forgotten "Cavalcade"~- has huilt
for Paramount
of mighty
has keen
first

started
..

the greatest of all that historic sequence

Western

romances

justly famous
its

epic

inarch

for which

since "The
into

the

Paramount

Covered
hearts

We//s Fargo
will be released
tne entire nation on December

to
31.

Wagon"

of America.

TOE
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A "JUUU" WHO'S
fco*»
UoUuw
ood. "JMs
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Sutherland Air-Minded
. EDWARD SUTHERLAND, who
L has just completed direction of
ae West in "Every Day a Holiy," a Major Picture production for
lease through Paramount, will
ive from San Francisco Dec. 12
the China Clipper and arrive in
ndon in time for Christmas dinr with a group of friends.
Sutherland will fly almost all the
iy around the world. The trip
>m Hollywood to London will be
tirely by plane and he is now try; to make arrangements to make
? westward passage over the Atitic on one of the new commer1 planes. Regular service has not
n\ inaugurated, but Sutherland
s asked permission to fly on one
the route-pioneering planes.
T

T

t i.

r

A

•

•

NATOLE

Introducing
LITVAK.

Interesting Personalities: No.

Warner

Bros, director.

Born

177

•

in Petrograd.

•
Got

•
his

*»

start in the theatrical profession at 13 when he entered the state dramatic school there, At 24, he had had every phase of stage experience from
directing to operating the lights and helping write the plays.
Participated in
the revolution but refuses to tell what part he
&

ani'ffli

played.

Became

a

screen

director

under

the

Soviet regime at the Nordkino Studios. "Hearts
and Dollars" being his first feature. Ufa studios in Berlin lured him. Then he went with
Pathe

in Paris. Gaumont-

do "Be

Mine

Tonight."

British signed him
Returning

to

to Paris he

directed "Mayerling," "Calais-Dover," "Sleeping
Car," "Escadrille." Went to Hollywood to do
an English version of "Escadrille" for RKO. Contract with Warners followed. First production
for company is "Tovarich." Stockily built.
Short in stature. Blond hair is graying prematurely. Blue eyes have an electric quality.

t

Adele Buffington Back
alele Buffington has returned
f n her vacation and is working
I an original at Republic for AliSkipworth and Polly Moran,
» ch is being titled "Hollywood
E idwagon."
Carl Gass is collabting with Miss Buffington and
■; -old Shumate
will be the proRoder, Antheil Scoring
^ilan Roder is working with
; rge Antheil on the musical score
"The Buccaneer," the Cecil B.
lille production.
He also did
musical score with Franke Hari for "Souls at Sea."
Ordway's Original
;ter Ordway is working on an
inal story at M-G-M.
Previously was in charge of the Walter
iger story department.

Raft Weighs Radio
'est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Raft, who has
-en a holdout against a number of
tractive radio offers, may join the
g parade of Hollywood stars and sign
i a series of broadcasts. If Raft
fays the plan it will mean one more
ansconfinental network show originatg from Hollywood and will bring to
|e air audiences several famous baseill, boxing and other sports figures in
pport of the star.

In "Merrily We Live"
Ann Dvorak, Marjorie Rambeau
and Theodore Von Eltz have joined
the
of "Merrily
Wedirecting
Live,"
whichcast
Norman
McLeod is
at the Hal Roach studios. The film,
based on a story by E. J. Rath, costars Constance Bennett and Brian
Aherne, and the cast includes also
Billie Burke, Alan Mowbray, Bonita Granville and Tom Brown.
T

Seller Directs Mauch Twins
Para. Signs Reginald Denny
Reginald Denny and Nydia WestLew Seiler will direct "Penrod's man
have been signed by ParaDouble Trouble" for Warner Bros.
mount for roles in the next of the
The Booth Tarkington story will
popular Bulldog Drummond series
star Bobby and Billy Mauch.
of detective-mystery film dramas,
T
T
T
"Bulldog Drummond Interferes."
Ahearn, Grant Collabing
James HoganY willYdirect.
▼
Thomas Ahearn and Morton Grant
are doing an original screenplay,
Record "Wells Fargo" Music
which Warner Bros, will make with
The work of recording background
Johnny Davis the featured player.
music for Frank Lloyd's new ParaIt is titled "College Band." Ahearn
mount picture production, "Wells
was co-author of "Behind the Mike," Fargo," has started under the supervision of Boris Morros, Para"The Big Shot" and authored "Bemount's music director.
hind the Headlines."
T
T
T
The running time of "Wells FarBuck Talks New Film
go" will be approximately one hour
Frank Buck and Mrs. Buck are and 50 minutes and there will be
of music in the 57 sestaying at the Knickerbocker Hotel. 95 minutesof the
film which deals with
They are here to lay plans for the 25 years quencesof
the most exciting part
building of their ranch in San Fer- of U. S. history.
nando Valley. While here Frank
Y
Y
Y
will also confer with Columbia Pictures on another film.
Appears George,
in "College
Florence
radio Swing"
and opera
T
T
T
star, and Skinnay Ennis, vocalist
with Hal Kemp's band, have started
Young Scripting "Tarzan"
Carroll Young has been signed to work at Para, in featured roles in
"College Swing" in which they will
script "Tarzan and the Woman," make
their film debut.
Principal production which Sol LesT
T
T
ser will produce.
Two Newcomers Start
Cy Kendal has been signed by Sol
Two newcomers to the screen — ■
Lesser for the role of the policeman
Dorothy Howe and Archie Twitchell
in "Hawaii Calls."
— have been added to the cast of
Y
T
Y
the Dorothy Lamour-Ray Milland
3 More for Anna May Wong
picture, "Her Jungle Love," being
Anna May Wong, who returned to produced by Paramount in TechniHollywood several months ago uncolor. Miss Howe is a recent disder a one-picture contract with Parcovery of Oliver Hinsdell, Paramount talent director. Twitchell,
amount after a two-year absence
from the screen, has signed an employed as a technician, was given
agreement to appear in three more a player's contract after appearing
Para, productions. First picture un- club.
in a comedy produced by the studio
der her new contract will be "DanT T ▼
gerous to Know," which will go before the cameras within a few days
In "Headline Huntress"
with Gail Patrick, Akim Tamiroff,
Jane Darwell has been assigned
Anthony Quinn and Lloyd Nolan in a featured role in "Headline Hunleading roles under direction of
tress," now in- production at 20th
Robert Florey. Following this Miss Century-Fox studios with Gloria
Stuart and Michael Whalen in the
Wong will play the lead in "Releading roles.
venge at Night."

T

T

"Swiss Cheese"
in 1938
"Swiss Cheese," co-starring Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy in their
first
picture
since "Way
will start
production
soon Out
afterWest,"
New
Year's Day, according to announcement by the Hal Roach studios.
John Blystone will direct the film,
comedy.
which is described as a musical
Y

T

Boles on Hunting Trip
Fohn Boles, who has just finished
i work opposite Gladys Swarthout
Paramount's
"Romance
in the
ik," will leave within the next
i ek for Canada on a two weeks'
i ling and hunting trip. If his stucommitments
will permit him
> ficient time, he will give one: ht concerts in Portland and Seat'. after his vacation and will then
f to Greenville, Tex., his old home
i n, to sing at the annual interi ominational
Christmas
eelebrat

•

t*

▼

▼

Nesbitt on Metro Series
John Nesbitt has signed to write
and narrate a series of pictures for
Metro to be produced by Jack Chertok. This will not interfere with
his radio assignments. The first picture, "The Man Who Would Not
Die," is ready for production and
Jacques
Tourneur
will direct. 0e01*&e
Sayre wrote
the screenplay.
Y

Y

Y

It's "Accent on Love"
Its title changed to "Accent on
Love," the 20th Century-Fox picture co-starring Tyrone Power and
Loretta Young, originally scheduled
as "Her Masterpiece," will go before the cameras early in December,
the studio announces. Mischa Auer
heads the supporting cast. Gene
Markey is associate
Y
Y producer.
Y
Buyson "Corn
on the an
Cob"original
"Corn
the Cob,"
story by Homer Croy. has been purchased by 20th Century-Fox. No
production date has been set. Croy
is the author of "They Had to See
Paris" and "Down to Earth," and
collaborated on the screenplays for
"David Harum" and "The HarvestSeek Jackson Play Rights
Although "Yr. Obedient Husband," Horace Jackson's new stage
play, will not open for its Broadway run until Christmas Day, almost every major studio in Hollywood has already submitted a bid
for screen rights.. Jackson, so far,
has made no decision on sale of the
script for picture purposes.

Play for Broadway
West Coast Bur., THE FILM
Hollywood — Lee Shubert has
deal with Betty Laidlaw, Grand
writer, and Allan Dinehart to

DAILY
closed a
National
produce

their new play, "Invitation by Design,"
on Broadway this winter. Miss Laidlaw
is currently collaborating with Robert
Lively on the screenplay of Grand National's "Honolulu Honeymoon," which
Bud
Barsky
will produce.

u
Universal* s "MERRY-GO
OF 1938" opens to bigge
than "100 Men

and a

"Three

Girls

Roxy

Smart

Theatre,

Net

i
i

OUND
usmess

irl" and
%t the

I

orn!

CRASHES TOP IN OPENINGS AI

MONEY REVIEWS EVERYWHE1
-LIKE THESE IN NEW YOR1
"Swell entertainment . . . Fred's drum dance rates the spontaneous burst of applaus
. . . Burns and Allen have never been funnier on screen or radio."- Kate Cameron, N. y
Daily News . . . "Refreshing! . . . Captivating tunes and striking dance routine:
. . . highly entertaining."- Howard Barnes, N. Y. World-Telegram . . . "Elements
fresh, glib and agreeably presented . . . What more can one ask of an Astaire show?'
- Frank s. Nugent, N. Y. Times . . . "Score includes hit material . . . fans wil
cheer drum dance . . . sportive and frolicsome . . . highly entertaining."- Bland Johane
son, N. r. Daily Mirror . . . "The whole thing moves with a lively and genial swing
its Gershwin tunes are among the best he ever composed . . . wittily authored and extreme!)
well acted against a superb production . . . Ingratiating and charming."- William
Boehnei, N. Y. World-Telegram . . . "This 'Damsel' is in no distress at all . . . whal
with Astaire dancing, Gracie Allen and George Burns cutting capers, Reginald Gardiner and Ra)
Noble spoofing along, a Berman production and a Gershwin score."- Regina Crewe, n. y.
Journal & American . . ."A happy musical . . . with a corking score
— one of those certain to haunt the ballrooms for months . . . Fred's tapping sparkling,
delightful."- Eileen Creeiman, N. Y. Sun . . ■ "Excellent ...
Fred Astaire
is at his nimble and most engaging best . . . picture boasts the jjfc/ %fak. choicest
musical score and the most truly amusing plot yet to be > J*^»# V62&* offered
in an Astaire vehicle . . . _^
—us*Irene -Ultra,
T hirer,

R K O
RADIO

It's all O- K- with fg

J$**^
^^:

super
N. Y.O.K.l"
Post

YtK THE COUNTRY!.

FRED ASTAIRE
BURNS
ALLEN
GEORGE

GRACIE

mam cnwTAiui:
JOAN
FONTAINE
REGINALD
GARDINER • RAY NOBLE
CONSTANCE COLLIER • MONTAGU LOVE • HARRY WATSON
music by GEORGE GERSHWIN

• umcs by IRA GERSHWIN

From the story by P, 6. WODEHOUSE

A PANDRO S. BERMAN PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY GEORGE STEVENS
W

SCREEN PLAY B! P. 6. WODEHOUSE, ERNEST PAS&NO, S. X. UUHEN
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RKO RADIO PLANS SIX
FRENCH PIX ANNUALLY

cW

D6UJS Of TH€ DflV
New Haven, Conn — Local No. 273
of Motion Picture Operators has
elected M. J. Moriarty, president,
and Matthew Kennedy, business
agent, to be delegates at the IA
convention in Springfield Dec. 5,
Kennedy has also been made business manager of unit No. 41B of
exchange employees.

Cleveland — George Kendis has resigned as accountant for Exhibitors
Poster Service Co. to devote his entire time to his recently organized
Kay and Gee Exchange distributing
independent pictures in Ohio and
Kentucky. Carl Laufer is his sucCo.
cessor at Exhibitors Poster Rental

Norfolk, Va. — A. B. Craver, former manager of the Cavalier here,
be
manager of Hofheimer's Vis"From Midnight to Dawn," by will
Georges Kayser, is also set, and ulite in Charlotte, N. C.
Sti will direct both. Producer for
the latter, however, will be Robert
Lynchburg, Va. — The Highland
Wiene.
Theater, L. Soleather, owner, has
been closed.
In New York, RKO Radio officials
would not confirm reports of French
Ga. — Lamar Swift is the
production Saturday. However, it newMacon,
was recalled that Phil Reisman, here. manager of the Rialto Theater
vice-president of RKO Export Corp.,
stated on his return from a trip
Chicago — "Chic" Tompkins of
abroad last month that "Sky Pris- Owensboro,
has been named
oner" is one of five or six films city manager Ky.,
at East Chicago for
which RKO would distribute inter- the Indiana and
Illinois Theater
nationally according to a deal set
circuit.
He
will
make
his headin France during his visit. An offiquarters
at
the
Vogue
Theater.
Bill
cial announcement is expected shortSparr has been named manager of
ly.
the
cago. Forsythe Theater at East Chi-

Cleveland — Harry Brown, Jr., has
been appointed manager of the
Memphis,
an Associated
Theaters

Paris (By Cable) — RKO Radio's
French production plans contemplate six features annually, it is announced.
Studio setup, it is reported, may
be headed by Rene Sti.
First to go before the cameras
will be "Prisoner of the Sky," from
the novel by Jean Michel Renaitour,
member of the French Parliament.
It will have a December starting
date.

Conway Managing New NSS
Memphis Territory Branch
Memphis — Local branch of the
National Screen Service Corp., newly opened to serve exhibs. in the
Memphis exchange territory, is in
charge of R. H. Conway as manager.
Conway comes from Atlanta where
he was with NSS for five years.
He has as his secretary and assistant Mrs. Alma Walton, formerly
Film Board of Trade Secretary
here. George Joeckel, formerly with
RKO in Memphis is Chief Accountant and Office Manager. Mrs. Ruby
Home, formerly with Fox Film Corp.
is in charge of the Booking Department. Mrs. Celia Wells, formerly
with NSS in Atlanta, is in charge
of book-keeping and has as her assistant, Dorothy Head. Others on
the staff include: Miss Jimmie Lee
Pitts, billing; Mrs. J. M. Robinson,
in-and-out control; Mrs. Anne Martin, inspectress; Bob Simril and A.
D. Hickel, poster and shipping; Mrs.
Milton Linder, salesman.

Minneapolis — Series of changes
on Film Row which resulted in Don
Wood's
moving from
Grand manager,
National to Paramount
as sales
succeeding George Henton, apparently ended with the appointment of
William Schartin to the empty
Grand National managership. Henton goes to Omaha to take charge
of a Paramount zone, while Schartin comes from the GN Cleveland
exchange.
San Francisco — Robert Shover,
National Theater Supply Co. salesman here, announces with pride the
birth of Susan Jane, his second
daughter.

Columbia's First Quarter
Kuykendall's Request for
Net Shows $18,053 Gain
Early Parley May Be Met
{Continued from Page 1 )

controller's report made public Saturday. This is a gain of $18,053,
comparing with $129,258.09 for the
corresponding period last year. Columbia last week predicted the
amount.
Profit for the three months ended
on that date, calculated on the same
number of common shares as were
outstanding on date of announcement, is about 27 cents per share.
Profit per share following last year's
first quarter was 22 cents.
Figures were reached following
deductions equal to dividend requirements of present outstanding preferred stock, it was announced.

{Continued from Page 1)

cuss a fair trade practices program
probably will be granted, it was indicated Saturday. Although Harry
Brandt, who suggested the conference, had request
not received
Kuykendall's
reported
Saturday,
it was
learned that efforts will be made to
accommodate the MPTOA president.
The proposed meeting was set tentatively for Dec. 14, but it is understood that Kuykendall's previously
made plans will prevent him from attending on that date and that Dec.
8 would be more convenient. The
meeting was to be attended by
Nathan Yamins' Allied president,
Brandt, head of ITOA, and Kuykendall.

Take Further Depositions
"Spanish Earth," produced in In Hub Trust Case Tomorrow

"Spanish Earth" Rights Sold

Spain by Joris Ivens and Ernest
(.Continued from Page 1)
Hemingway, has been sold by
"Nothing Sacred" biz in the 15 Prometheus Pictures for the British dence, R. I. George Ryan, attorney
Isles.
keys in which the Selznick pix
for the plaintiffs, said Saturday that
opened over the holidays and weekPicture's Spanish version opens he would call additional witnesses,
end went 25 p.c. ahead of that of the Fla.
Nov. 29 for its first-run in Tampa,
including those previously heard durproducer's last two releases, it was
ing the proceedings in October.
reported Saturday by SI.

"Sacred" Biz 25% Ahead

Industrafilm N. Y. Office
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Gordon Knox, of Industrafilm, Inc., is now in New York,
where he will establish a branch
sales and service office. Industrafilm is the successor to the Robinson-Neeman Prods.

BUILDING HITS HIGH
IN ST. LOUIS Af
(Continued from Page 1)

new houses will get under way
next year.
There are a numb
obsoleteinhouses
in St. territory,
Louis and'
where
this trade
the cash customers
will force
owners to modernize or close.

for optii
there are basic reasons on's"
"recessiprospect
the general
Despite
ing the
concern
Aside from the cotton p
1938.
ers, the farmers of this general
ritory are better off financially
Fall than in any year since 1&
1921. It is certain that most of
will attend picture shows more
than di
quently this Winter
1936 and earlier years. The oil 1
in the vicinity of Noble and
tralia, 111., similarly is doinj
for that section of the Prairie £
Several industries both here
across the river in St. Clair
Madison counties, Illinois, havi
already started to call back
ployes laid off a few weeks ago.
steel plant alone put back
workers the past week, and is
almost back to the peak of em]
ment.
One effect of the business r«
sion here will be to eliminate
some time to come all thought o
creased admission prices. St. I
admission scales have been s
for many months, but out in the
ritory there were some increas>

Anti-Ascap Bill Will Be ,
Demanded
by Page
Ohio's
H
(Continued from
1)

wants
state legislation simila
that enacted in Nebraska to
Ascap in its collection of lid
fees. Wood said.
At the present time, Wood
theaterfee into Nebrask1'
plained ano license
Ascap, I
paying
it is the aim of the ITO to iel
Ohio exhibitors of the annual
sessment.

Plans for the convention, v
will include a regional Allied cor
ence, are rapidly nearing comple

Selznick at Play Openini
Myron Selznick, in Cincinnati,
"i
openin
stage ofplay
day for
t,"g there
enttheServan
Obedi
Floand
March
c
Fredri
which
co-star,
March) early
Eldridge
in
New York
to (Mrs.
turns
sh^
establi
the
te
comple
to
week
He departs for-!
weeks.
in two
Coast
here.
of offices

Pass "Bribery" Question Ip at Forum
San Francisco— Film Row here is still snickering over the discussion of the pass
question at a Motion Picture Forum held by the Federation of Women's Clubs. Aimed
at the granting of courtesies to legislators, educators, clubwomen, etc., snapper on the
question was: "Is this practice to be considered a form of bribery to head off social
control? If not, what is the justification for the practice?" Film Row's smile angle
rests in the recent application by representatives of the Motion Picture Research
Council
for such courtesies.
Council
is strong for Federal
pix control.

Fabian

Fete Train Servi«i

d to!
attache
carsbilt,
specialVander
Two dore
leaving
Commo
4:2Q p.m., will carry the New
delegation to Albany for the Si I
ian testimonial dinner on Dec.
Andy Smith, UA general sales n
ager, will function as toastmast
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\N0AR0IZE NAMES
FOR SOUND TRACKS
(Continued from Page 1)

mient and technique during
/ear have lead to the appeared a number of various new
different types of sound track.
Council recently undertook to
inate practice in the studio,
;heater, and the sound equipfield. As a result, in the fuvarious sound tracks will be
nated throughout the industry
le standard names adopted by
Council.
a bulletin just mailed to each
e 17,000 theaters in the U. S.,
da and
Alaska, the Council
the following standard names
sound track, illustrating each
and pointing out the differwhich make each easily disishable from the other:
I gle variable density track, sinle' ariable density squeeze track,
in ; variable
density
double
31 ze track, unilateral variable
I track, bilaterial variable area
ra , duplex variable area track.,
us pull variable
density
track,
us pull variable density squeeze
ra , push-pull variable area track.
I| letin also includes a paper
• letely outlining the procedure
ji
"Hi-Range"
in
lie rojecting
heater.
Because
of prints
the fact
a some
productions
will now
the theater
on "Hi-Range"
ri > while
others will
be released
I e "regular" type print, it be; i necessary for the studio to
| late each print as to its type.
iquently, the Council has adopt"
Standard
Fader Setting In;ion Leader which, commencing
1, will be included in the AcadResearch Council Standard ReIPrint Leader.
s Standard Fader Setting In;ion Leader will designate the
of print, the type of reproducquipment necessary to project
print, and the general fader
g to be used in each theater
ied in relation to the average
setting in that particular the'or the productions of the parjr studio under consideration.
Leader will also be of assis' to the exchange in that it
'acilitate the special handling
-ed in the exchange for the
»r|ns types of prints.

ilbert Roland
brmer school
,-lJ. Texas.

still corresponds with
teacher
of his in El
—PARAMOUNT.
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IN EEVICH

Warner Profit Soars — Swiss Film Chamber Urged

DOMESTIC
(.Continued from Page 1)

sions for Federal income taxes, including surtax of $310,000 on undistributed profits and after deducting all other charges, was $5,876,182.95, compared with $3,177,312.73 for the corresponding period
ended Aug. 29, 1936. Last year's
profit was not subject to the Federal surtax on undistributed profits.
Jump in company's revenue was
held by observers to be index of
industry's rugged health during
1936-37, and a vindication of the
policy
calling
for production
of
large-scale film
* attractions.
*
*

i{< business, — actual cash in£earned
take,—for the 11 weeks of the 193738 season shows an increase of 131
p.c. over the *same * period^ of 1936-37.

Theater owners from six states
will attend the three-day convention
of state and regional Allied members which opens in Columbus, O.,
Dec. 6, it was announced by the
ITO of Ohio. Nathan Yamins, Allied States' prexy; Abram F. Myers,
general counsel, and Walter Mitchell
of the Ohio Tax Commission are set
as speakers.

SHORT

SHOTS

From Eastern Studios
By SID WEISS

^L latest
CHRISTIE
completed the
of thehasTimberg-Rooney
series for Educational titled "Dates
and Nuts." Parks Levy wrote the
script and Warren Murray and
Johnny Graham
assisted Edin Garvey,
the direction. Cast includes
June Allyson, Barry Sullivan and
John Most, the latter a new find
recruited from the legit stage where
he is appearing in "Brother Rat."

Harriet Hutchins, well-known
vau.de single, has had her option
taken up by Educational and is currently making a two-reeler under
In Philadelphia, a new six-point
Bill Watson's direction. It is a MarRKO's reorganization plan re- program, topped by demand for cy Klauber-Art Jarrett script tagceived the o.k. of Special Master abolition of 40 p.c. pix, was preged "Hollywood Holiday" and feasented by UMPTO, and in WashGeorge W. Alger, whose report to
tures Hugh Cameron, Lola Pierce,
ington, itwas stated, FCC was con- Jack Harwood,
Federal Judge Bondy recommended
Mary Louise Harper,
sidering increasing to 27 the num- Margaret Johnson
a reduction of 40 p.c. in the Rockeand Tiny Kaye.
feller Center claim and disallowed
ber of experimental television sta- Chris Beute assisted Watson.
tions in the U. S. Commission to
certain other claims of holders of
date19.has granted operating licenses
former Class "A" stock of RKO, to
which was not transferred into
Another vaude star is making his
common stock in 1931. Subsequent
debut in pictures in the person of
to Alger's formal approval of the FOREIGN
Frank Libuse who is working in a
plan, four amendments were sub(Continued from Page 1)
mitted to him by Atlas Corp., plan
Lloyd French gaiety at the Vitaproponent, — (1) Rockefeller Center framing having resulted from a re- phone studios. Eddie Forman did
port of a special Swiss commission, the story and cast includes Shea
to get 460,000 shares instead of
Raymond, the Stanley Twins,
500,000; (2) that stockholders will appointed by the government, which and
have first right to subscribe to new studied the film situation there for Joan Merrill and Jack Goldie.
stock issue, whereas under plan as 10 months. Body is expected to
it now stands general creditors take early action on the new theater construction situation by banSam Sax lined up an impressive
have prior privilege; (3) that memning such building since Switzerland entertainment bill for the Milk and
bers of board be elected by cumulative voting, and (4) that start of is suffering from overseating via its Egg League at the Waldorf Sunday,
among the performers being Cross
sinking fund be postponed by RKO 354 pix houses.
* *
*
and Dunn, Bernice Claire, Frank
at its option*for *first *three years.
Observers in London forecast pas- Libuse, Shea and Raymond and
sage of the new Films Bill (Quota Josephine Huston.
Reports persisted in Hollywood
•
that Rockefeller interests in A T & Act) with several amendments, inT will build a circuit of 300-seat
cluding those providing for a Films
Addenda . . . The Educational
theaters in key cities throughout the Commission and separate distributor and exhibitor quotas. The act, gang tossed a little surprise party
country. Sponsors of the idea are
said to feel that such step will solve which is in standing committee, last Monday nite for Terry Hogan,
the dual feature problem, since pro- week split into widely divergent secretary to George V. T. Burgess,
posed houses would be operated on camps virtually the entire British a few days prior to her marriage
single feature policy.
industry. This lack of concert was to James O'Connell . . . Terry was
He
afc
sfi
viewed by American interests as so touched by the gesture that she
It was also reported from Holly- pointing to a possible failure on burst out in tears, making the parwood that Alexander Korda now the part of Parliament to pass the
ty a complete success . . . That old
plans to deliver a total of only five Films Bill at the present session, feelin' must have been catching befeatures to UA during 1937-38. He which concludes Dec. 23. Meanwhile
cause actor Tiny Kaye and Blanche
was originally scheduled to supply opposition by U. S. producers-disAxelrod announced their wednine, it is understood. No explanatributors was taking form of defi- Gaye ding the same day . . . Lloyd French
tion was forthcoming for the change
nite action, in place of the previous all but wrecked his new Buick when
in plan. Coincident with this news tack which relied on mere verbal it came out second best in a traffic
came word of the postponement of disapproval.
snarl but luckily suffered no injur* *
*
UA's board meeting to have been
ies .. . Eddie Forman, the Warner
held on the Coast last Wednesday.
Paris flashed news both of alarm writing ace, is readying a script for
Filmland heard with decided inter- there of film industry at the grow- Cherry and June Preisser.
est a report that Samuel Goldwyn
ing tendency of French stars and
Phil Coscia, who placed Harriet
was "losing interest" in the big players to migrate to Hollywood; Hutchins with Educational, has sedeal. He was silent on the subject and also that the Societe Francaise
cured an M-G-M screen test for
when verification
of
*
# this* was sought* Cine-chromatique has been founded nine-year-old Betty Ann Nyman,
to promote the new color process
. . . Al
George J. Schaefer, in Atlantic invented by the engineer, Randolphe singing and dancing star
's next two will be "The
Berthon.
Christie
City, announced
UA's played and
Shag" with the Arthur Murray
dancers and another Charlie KemBank Night Returns
per comedy . . . Incidentally, Marcy
Daley Gets His Deer
Detroit— Johnny Daley, head of Klauber and Art Jarrett have been
Danbury, Conn. — Warners have
renewed the Palace Theater con- Affiliated Theatrical Offices of Amer- spotted taking shag lessons on the
tract for Bank Night. The same
ica, returned from a hunting trip in sly . . . Nan Blair is in town from
was discontinued at this house for northern Michigan, with a 180-pound Hollywood and was no sooner off
the plane than she sold a story for
deer.
some time.

*

*

*

Shirley Temple.

.
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few Industry Revenue High Claimed by 20th Cent -Fox

EPORT JLUMBERG SLATED AS UNIVERSAL PREXY
wer Million Dollar Pictures Are Expected Next Season
jor Studios

Move

to Cut

Costs;
Eye
Stars'
B. 0. Strength
By RALPH WILK
Coast Bureau of THE FILM

How

They

Started

DAILY

llywood — With major studios
making exhaustive surveys in
neral move to reduce their overs, it was indicated yesterday
there will be fewer million dolictures made for next season's
se.
oduction costs have increased

s%

t ITT -A- k ^

>"\

v-^.4-< / %| MAT* IT UP/

~ ~L 1

(Continued on Page 3)

I UNSETTLED FOR
IDE PRACTICE MEET

(Continued on Page 4)

Si (Silas F., if you must be formal) Seadler, advertising manager of Loew's, Inc., broke into the
industry as a free lance press agent, with results as graphically depicted by Artist Hap Hadley.
Eventually,

rographic, Projection
Exports Rise $1,658,000
Ington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

|ishington — Exports from the
pd States to foreign countries
photographic and projection
s for the first 10 months of
|amounted
to $18,963,000, com(Continued on Page 4)

"Recession"?
Cleveland. O.— Who said "recession,"
I'way? Cleveland downtown theaters,
ally finding breathing time, checked
ir the records yesterday and reported
t the 1937 Thanksgiving Day biz
s tops for five years. Nabe houses
> reported biz was good.

Nate Blumberg, veteran theater
executive at present vice-president
in charge of theater operations of
the RKO theater companies, is
scheduled to be elected president of
Universal at a meeting of the company's board of directors today, it
was reported last night. Efforts to
availing.
reach principals last night were unR. H. Cochrane, who has- been
president of the New Universal
since the company's reorganization,
is retiring, it is understood, but will
retain his(Continued
intereston inPagethe 3) company

ITOA, ALLIED DRAFT
ANTI-RADIO STRATEGY

atus of the proposed meeting
lg Nathan Yamins, Ed Kuykenland Harry Brandt for the pur" of
discussing
a fair trade
pracprogram
remained
somewhat
[in
air" last
Cause
the the
situation
was night.
due allegedly
[mixture of interpretations of a
received by the ITOA
office
Kuykendall.
fording to the MPTOA
office,

"U" Interest
Board Scheduled to Elect Today; Cochrane Keeping

Leo the

Lion enticed Si into the

M-G-M

zoo

20th-Fox New Industry Sales Record
For Week Reported to be $1,800,000
Hays Organization Clamps
Down on Air Commentators

Ways and means of combating radio competition were discussed yesterday at the first joint meeting of
committees representing Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey and the
ITOA. Strategic suggestions offered (Continued
by members on ofPageboth
14) commit-

A new one week's revenue record
for the motion picture industry was
claimed for the distribution department of Twentieth Century-Fox last
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Presentation of week, on the basis of figures compiled at the company's home office
MPPDA cards, signed by Tom S.
Petty, chairman of the studio pub- yesterday.
While officially no figures were
licity committee, became mandatory
here yesterday, and without such available, it is understood that the
credentials admittance of radio com- 20th-Fox new high is approximatementators and reporters to studios
ly $1,800,000,
said onto Page
be an
(Continued
4) increase
(Continued on Page 4)

Lichtman Due in N. Y. Next
Monday After Brit. Survey
After an extensive survey of the
British production situation with the
view of establishing a permanent
M-G-M production unit in England,
Al Lichtman,
Loewon Page
vice-prexy
and
(Continued
4)

Films Eye 5 Plays
Most likely prospects for motion picture purchase in the Broadway theater manuscript mart, according to story
dept. execs, are "Star Wagon," "Golden Boy," "I'd Rather Be Right," "Of
Mice and
"Susan playing
and God."
These
fiveMen"
are and
currently
to
capacity

audiences.
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Appeal against
Government's
anti-trust
decision the
in Dallas
will be
filed shortly after attorneys for the
defendants return to Texas, it was
learned yesterday. Finishing touches to the appeal are being completed in New York by John Moroney,
counsel for the Hoblitzelle Circuit,
George Wright, attorney for the defendants, and members of Paramount's legal department. Louis
Phillips, of the Paramount staff,
said the attorneys would be in New
York for several days preparing the
details of the appeal.
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Harley, Miggins Sailing
for New York on Dec. 18
Francis L. Harley, managing director for 20th-Fox in the United
Kingdom, and Ben Miggins, 20thFox general manager on the continent, sail for the United States Dec.
18 on the Normandie. They will
confer with Walter J. Hutchinson,
general foreign manager, and other
company executives, as well as take
a trip to the West Coast studios.
Mrs. Harley and Mrs. Miggins will
accompany them.

Rep. to Fill Schnitzer
Vacancy After Jan. 1

Take-Over of Erpi Service
Republic Pictures will not name a
Pacts by Conrow Co. Near successor to Edward Schnitzer, eastern district sales manager who joins
Warner Bros, next month, until after Jan. 1, it was officially stated
yesterday. Schnitzer becomes eastern district manager for Warner
Bros, succeeding Ben Kalmenson,
who has been promoted to the post
of southern and western sales man-

Active operation of the new corporation which is scheduled to take
over Erpi's presest theater service
contracts will be launched within a
few days, according to L. W. Conrow, who is slated to head the new
company. Conrow said yesterday
that a name for the new firm will
be announced simultaneously with ager.
Gary Suit Dismissed
inauguration of the company's activities.
Indianapolis — Judge Robert C.
Baltzell yesterday sustained a motion to dismiss without prejudice,
"Sacred" Draws 110,000
and with costs to the plaintiff, the
YORK STOCK
MARKET
to Music Hall in 4 Days bill of complaint filed by the Gary
Net
Chg.
Close
IVz +
Theater Co. seeking to enjoin clear5/8
High
Low 13%
—
ances imposed by major producers
137/, 133/4
Vb
Selznick's "Nothing Sacred" in its
— 1
on
behalf of Balaban & Katz of
vtc.
first
four
days
at
Radio
City
Music
16%
16
'l%
Chicago.
V/
2
pfd.
16
——
% Hall played to 110,000 paid admis7
7
sions, United Artists reported yes7
pfd.
— 1
149
1 50 148
terday. Music Hall, for the first
160
Columbia In Saenger Deal
60
160
1
493/4
time, found it necessary to permit
12V7
14V, 133/4
Columbia has sold its 1937-38 line133/4
standees to use the theater's chorus
503/4 49
runways.
up to Saenger Theater Circuit for
123/,
1H/,
95
95
17 Saenger towns, 31 affiliated
4%
13
11 V?
47/,
towns and 18 UA houses, it was repfd.. . 95 V,
51/4
221/2
63/,
pfd.. 115/,
ported yesterday.
United Artists' Board
6
6
221/2

f inn num.
NEW
Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts.
Columbia Picts.
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq

L^ew's.
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st
Paramount
2nd
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Centurv-Fox
20th Cpntury-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW

YORK

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew
6s 41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
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6s41
Warner's
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Vz
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85 Vz
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YORK
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Picts. vtc
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....
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Trans-Lux
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MARKET
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79Vi
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IV,
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Vz
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SIGNING

11/4 +
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A LEASE SEE THE

OFFICES OR FLOOR AVAILABLE AT
REDUCED

RENTALS

Plagiarism Charge Denied

723 SEVENTH
or

AVENUE

Inquire Superintendent
Telephone
BRyant
9-6069

V,
VB

"U"

LICHTMAN
nextAL Monday.
SID SAMUELSON
attend
lumbus

is due

In Saenger Deal

New Orleans — Universal has
closed a selective deal with the Saenger Theaters Corp., Affiliated Theaters and United Theaters for product in this territory.

»>9ov

^ ^e\\ iAA.e
,-tvA»s **d

back

cf New

from Er ,

Jersey Allied |

the ITO of Ohio convention in "|
next Monday,
Tuesday and Wedm i

CEORCE
RYAN,
attorney
for Morse & J
enberg
circuit of Boston, arrived in New \
last night to resume
taking depositions if j
tors.
M & R anti-trust
suit against
major disl
JULIAN
JOHNSON.
20th-Fcx
West
scenario
head, and MRS.
JOHNSON,
are
ing
at
the
Plaza.
He
returns
to
the
next Monday.
REG WILSON,
CB special home office r.
sentative,
goes to Boston
in the near fij
Dallas has been his headquarters for past
months.
HARRY GOLDBERG. Warner Theater a
tising head, returned yesterday from Clev
where he held special ad meetings.
BETTY FURNESS, M-C-M player, and
husband, orchestra leader, JOHNNY GF
are in New York for two weeks.
E. C. MILLS, Ascap administrative cor
tee chairman, left yesterday for a two »
vacation.
MIKE SIMMONS, Columbia
terday for the Coast.

writer, left

JOE WEIL', Universal exploitation chief
turns to New York from Hollywood torm
after having set campaign on "You're A %\
Thursday.
GRACE MOORE arrives in New Yorl
SHEP FIELDS and his orchestra are bac
New
York
after appearing
in several pic
RUSSELL BIRDWELL, Selznick Internal,
publicity head, flew back to the Coast yi
dayheart."
afternoon.
JACKSON
TARKS, Selznick International
em
publicity
representative,
left for Was
ton yesterday to officiate at press club sc ,
ing of "Nothing Sacred"
Wednesday nigh
members of the Senate.
CLINTON
M. WHITE,
GB assistant ge,
manager,
left last night on a trip to th.
exchanges
in Chicago,
Milwaukee
and
neapolis.

DAILY

Hollywood — Status quo seems to
persist in the Goldwvn-Korda-TJA
deal. The UA directorate did not
meet vesterday and has no session
carded for today, giving color to the
reports
that nrincinals
the deal isn't
so simple as its
concluded
at
their New York discussions.

Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,
M. Witmark — Sons, and First National Pictures filed general denial
V4
18Vz
vesterday in U. S. District Court in
3
18V, —
2%
..
the action recently brought aerainst
them by Irving Gielow. Latter
N Y OVER-THE-COUNTER
STOCK
MARKET
claims his two musical compositions
Bid Asked
"Flirtation Walk" and "Mr. and
Pathe
Film 7 pfd
93
97
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6V2s 1st '36
5V2 6V2 Mrs. Is The Name" were plagiarized
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
86V2 88
and used in the feature film, "FlirMet.
Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
62
64
tation Walk" and two short sub"
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43.... 45
47
jects. Gielow is asking $1,500,000
17
damages.
1 V4
1V2

cominG nriD goii:

novo, a?,
£qs
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1PORT BLUMBERG TO
B UNIVERSALE PREXY

FEWER $1,000,000
PIX NEXT SEASON

TOE-

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

probably will continue in some
al capacity.
was learned last night that the
ersal directors have been holdday and night sessions for a
id of days, the meetings being
1 over largely to the framing
le Blumberg deal, it is underI. According to report the final
: of the proposed contract was
ired yesterday for submission
ie board formally today,
.imberg has had long experience
ie industry. In business for
elf several times, he once was
ral manager for Universal Thein Wisconsin. He joined RKO
ssume charge of theaters hanfrom Chicago, later coming to
York as assistant general manof the circuit, and subsequentcoming New York theater divimanager. Upon the bankruptcy
e Orpheum circuit, he returned
aicago in charge of operations,
y coming back to New York as
oresident in charge of opera'sfor the RKO
theater
corn-

Para. Board Meet Off
] eting of Paramount's board of
tors, scheduled for today, probwill be postponed to a later
because of the absence of sevParamount officials, a spokesa said yesterday. However, no
■onement had been announced
< late last evening.

EATH RECORD
Mrs. Silverberg
!ther of Herbert T. Silverberg,
ndustry attorney, died Sunday
an illness and was buried the
i day. Silverberg, who now has
s in Hollywood as well as BufI came Bast in the hope of
ing his mother back to Califorjrith him. He returns to the
I tomorrow by way of Buffalo.
Arthur

G.

Williams

Jieral services
were
held
at
yesterday
at the Walter B.
s Funeral Home, 117 West 72nd
St., for Arthur
G. Williams,
75,
i/patrical representative
for 50
He died on Friday, last, at
Poi linic Hospital.

with I I II H. DALY
▼
T
T
• •
• GOOD
STUNT
to increase theater biz during the
holiday season
being carried on by the Fabian
Theaters
up
Albany way
in cooperation with the Knickerbocker News of that
city
motion pictures of the exciting plays in the various high school
and prep school football games played in Albany during the season
were taken and made into a special composite reel
T
▼
T
• •
• THE REEL is being shown at the RKO
Grand, a
Fabian theater
and the various schools are attending
en
masse on different evenings
Manager Oscar Perrin, who has
been managing theaters in Albany for more than a quarter of a
century, is making the stunt a huge success
his personal
following among the students is tremendous
the special film
is shown between the regular double bill program
the cheer
leaders of various schools are brought onto the stage
on one
nite, a 100-piece band from one of the local schools gave a concert here is a stunt that could easily be duplicated in scores
of large cities

it's a sure-fire goodwill builder
T
T
T

• •
• A CARTOON appeared on the front page of the Chicago
Tribune about a week ago
taking a slam at the fact that Chicago
had to sit back and wait six weeks till Christmas day for the first
showing
of Sam
Philadelphia and

Goldwyn's
'The Hurricane"..
San Francisco were favored

while New
York,
Cartoonist McCut-

cheon labeled Chicago as "Mr. Hick"
and that burned up a lot of
Chi citizens, who wanted to know why their fair city had to take a
back seat
so John Balaban, the local theater man, comes out in
the papers with an explanation
he says Balaban & Katz refused
to book the picture at roadshow prices .t
by waiting six weeks the
Chi citizens will see it at regular prices
and Mister Balaban concludes: "So Chicago
is not the sucker town"
this newspaper
"controversy" is a swell stunt, at that
it grabs the publicity
and that was the general idea in the first place ......
T
T
▼
• •
• COLUMBROADCASYSTEM
to boil it down to
one word
will take over the AMP A luncheon on Thursday
with the entire CBS exec staff on hand
including viceprexies M. R. Runyon, H. V. Akerberg, H. K. Boice, L. W. Lowman
with vice-prexy W. B. Lewis acting as their spokesman
the headliners will include Ted Husing, Kate Smith,
Kay Thompson, Buddy Clark, the Symphonettes, Al Pearce and
Arline Harris
looks like an Overflow
T
T
T
• •
• A DAY in a theater manager's life
Wally Caldwell,
manager of Loew's Valentine at Toledo, Ohio
went to the Civic
Auditorium to confer with the boxing commission for permission to put
on a mixed man- woman boxing act to ballyhoo his current attrack
the commission members were in the Auditorium, with ringside seats
as they watched a wrestling match...... so Wally gave 'em his sales
talk as the wrestlers thumped each other and groaned
suddenly
one wrestler picked up his opponent and tossed him right out of the
arena
right on top of Mister Caldwell
who was flattened
out on the concrete floor
the Commissioners stood the dazed Wally

| Mrs. Margaret Fitzgerald
waukee, Wis. — Mrs. Margaret
itzgerald, 68, mother of H. J.
Pit: braid, general manager of FoxWis
nsin Agency Corp., died here,
0th survivors include another son

on his feet, and the Chairman said: "Okay, you've earned our authorization for your mixed bout. What's the name of your picture?"
"Nothing Sacred," mumbled Wally
"You're darned tootin'." agreed
the Commissioner

:■

George Case
t William, Ont.- — George Case,
'ie of the first moving picture
tors in Winnipeg, and veteran
ger, is dead here.

mhJ'jjto sisters.

i

«

«

«

»

»

»

approximately 41 per cent during
the past two years, with the rise
for 1937 authoritatively placed at
from 20 to 30 per cent.
Orders to cut overhead of production costs have come from the home
offices. Rise in production outlay
has been due to the higher cost of
materials, wage increases for crafts,
"white collar" workers, and lower
bracket actors.
Home office officials have brought
figures showing that some of the
pictures costing more than a million
dollars failed to make money and
that a few were heavy losers. Already a few big productions scheduled for shooting soon have been
shelved.
Box-office returns on stars are being closely studied and luminaries
showing waning power will be dropped or forced to accept readjusted
contracts when option time comes.
Options of many high-salaried principals whom studios feel cannot be
developed into star material already
have been allowed to lapse.
Box-office returns showing an upturn during Thanksgiving Week,
however, have cheered the officials
assembled here for production costs
conferences.

SICK REPORT
Kansas City, Mo. — George Hartman, operator *»f the Armour Theater in North Kansas City, was injured when his car ran against a
support on the A. S. B., bridge during a fog. He is in Research HosKansas City, Mo. — R. R. Biechele,
secretary and treasurer of the Kanpital.
sas-Missouri Theater Owners Association, has been confined to his
home the past week with a severe
cold and throat infection.
Richmond, Va. — ■ Walter Coulter,
theater owner and operator of Tantilla Garden, is recovering in Johnson Willis Hospital from injuries
received when his car was in collision with a truck.
Winchester, Va. — Elizabeth Oates,
cashier, Capitol, recently underwent
an operation for appendicitis at the
local hospital.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Sylvia Luce,
cashier at the Whitehouse Theater
tion.
here, is recovering from an operaBuffalo— Ralph W. Maw, M-G-M
manager, is recovering from a
severe cold that kept him home a
week.
Detroit — W. R. Stebbins, manager of the Film Exchange Building, has returned to the office after
a week in the hospital.

,
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NEW FILM REVENUE
HIGH FOR 20TH-FOX
itinued from Pain

1i

over the previous industry record of
about 17 p.c.
The new record set an all-time
high both in film rentals and number of bookings, it was said. During last week more than 18,000 theaters throughout the United States
and Canada played some part of
Twentieth Century-Fox product,
either features, short subjects, or
Movietone News. Thousands of theaters played all three units.
The figures were piled up by the
company's sales force in the final
week of the Fifth Anniversary S.
R. Kent Drive, which the sales' department dedicated to Darryl F.
Zanuck and his studio production
force. The week also was in celebration of John D. Clark's fifth anniversary as general manager of distribution for the company.

Lichtman Due in N. Y. Next
Monday After Brit. Survey
{Continued from Page

1)

director, is due back in New York
next Monday, it was learned yesterday. Lichtman sailed for London
on Oct. 15, after announcing that
M-G-M would move slowly and conservatively in its plans to set up a
producing organization in England.
Reports from England last week
indicated that M-G-M might not produce more than two pictures on the
other side because of high production costs.

Acquits

Winnipeg

Operators

Winnipeg — Holding the accused's
conduct created no nuisance, was
not trespass and not wrongful or
without legal authority, Magistrate
R. B. Graham in Winnipeg police
court yesterday acquitted 14 International Union motion picture projectionists on a charge of intimidation preferred by Rudolph Besler,
proprietor of the Park Theater
which was picketed three successive nights after Besler had dismissed a projectionist.

REVIEWS Of REUJ FILfllS
"The Adventurous
with

Glcnda
Farrell. Barton MacLane,
Anne
Nagel, Tom
Kennedy
Warner
61 Mins.
ENTERTAINING MURDER MYSTERY
WITH PLENTY OF SUSPENSE, ACTION
AND COMEDY.

Blonde"

The latest of the "Torchy Blane" series
from the Warners studio has all the necessary elements to be an entertaining picture. Glenda Farrell, in her reporter's
role, is scheduled to get married to Barton MacLane, the detective, but reporters
on
rival ridiculous
paper frame
"murder"
her a look
for a beats
that to
shemake
has
scored in the past. Glenda goes to the
scene of the supposed murder and phones
her paper, with extras coming out about
the murder the same time the rival paper
says that it is a hoax. However, the murder actually is real, and the rival reporters
are completely confounded. Charles Wilson, the publisher of the rival paper extracts a fake confession from Andy Lawlor, who makes the confession to get
enough money to defend himself, as he
is suspected of the crime and arrested.
MacLane falls for this, but Glenda suspects that there is much more than appears on the surface, and discovers that
Wilsons wife had been enamored of the
murdered actor and had been near the
house at the time of the crime. She

NOVEMBER

30

Reginald Denny
Karl Struss
Jacqueline Logan

« fOReicn a
"Meet
Miss Mozart"
Danielle Darrieux, Pierre Mingand,

with

French

Pauline

Carton,

Motion

Picture

Baron
Corp.

Fils
80

Mins.

GAY AND AMUSING COMEDY WITH
CLEVER CAST AND STORY MAKING PIX
GOOD
ENTERTAINMENT.
An unpretentious and gay comedy, this
new French picture starring the attractive
and capable Miss Danielle Darrieux, in her
last picture for the French studios, should
amuse almost any audience as the sound
is exceptionally clear, and the Pathe Laboratory has dubbed in a complete set of

English sub-titles with a new "wiping"
process that is very easy on the eyes. Miss
Darrieux is the owner of a bankrupt muic store, which will shortly have to be
sold to pay her creditors. Pierre Mingand,
a wealthy youth attracted to Miss Darrieux
regardless of the handicap of already having a fiancee, purchases the store secretly
with the provision that he must be employed in the store. Miss Darrieux discovers he has bought the store and makes
him work all the harder to atone for his
deception. Finally, Mingand wins a bet,
and not knowing that his boss knows he
is wealthy, he proposes they celebrate.
tracks Natalie Moorhead, the publisher's
wife, to a hotel and forces her to appear The party leads to one thing and another,
at the police station while her paper comes and Miss Darrieux decides that he is really the mar, she has been looking for, and
out with a sensational story that she is
accused of the crime. Wilson is at the as his financee has quietly departed the
station house and demands an apology and scene, everything is set for their marriage.
retraction for the story, but when his wife Baron Fils in the role of Mingand's friend,
breaks down under the strain, and attempts who helps him with his scheme, and Pausuicide, he confesses to the crime himself
line Carton, as Miss Darrieux' maid, are
as he had been jealous of the dead man. ideal in their parts. There is an infectious
The case is solved, and everybody exon- gayety throughout the picture which is
erated, with the marriage scheduled to quite in keeping with the light comedy
take place, but Miss Farrell is sent on an nature of the story. The average American
assignment to Cleveland and MacLane ar- audience, regardless of how much French
rives at the airport just in time to see her they understand, will not have any difficulty in following the dialogue in this
take off with promises that they will be
married as soon as she gets back. Miss picture with the aid of the English titles.
Farrell and MacLane play their roles with All in all it is a thoroughly enjoyable bit
the usual gusty character that is associated of screenfare.
with the parts, and the rest of the cast
CAST: Danielle Darrieux, Pierre Minsupports the principals admirably. Tom
gand, Baron Fils, Pauline Carton, Pierrette
Caillol.
Kennedy
is funny as MacLane's assistant.
CAST: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane,
CREDITS: Produced by United Artists;
Anne Nagel, Tom Kennedy, George E. Stone, Director, Yvan Noe; Original Story and
Natalie Moorhead, William Hopper, Ander- Screenplay, Yvan Noe; Associate Director,
son Lawlor, Charles Foy, Bobby Watson, J. Faurez; Cameramen, Robert Lebvre,
Charles Wilson, Virginia Brissac, Leland Charlie Bauer, Billy Elsom. Presented at
Hodgson, Raymond Hatton, Frank Shannon, the Cinema de Paris with French dialogue
James Conlon, Granville Owen, Walter and English titles.
Young, George Guhl, Al Herman.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
CREDITS: A Warner Production; Director, Frank McDonald; Original Story and
Screenplay, Robertson White and David
"Ebb Tide" Action Dropped
Diamond; Editor, Frank Magee; Cameraman, Arthur Todd.

Stipulation of discontinuance was
filed in Supreme Court yesterday in
suit brought by Artmart Productions, Inc. against Publix Theaters
Will Test New Game
Corp. and Paramount Pictures Inc.
Ad- Ventures, a new game for the- Plaintiff had alleged that it had
ater audiences developed by Leonard
use of the title "Ebb Tide," but
F. Winston and Julius R. Young, is prior
the action was dropped when defensoon to be tested in several houses
dants demonstrated that they had
in New York, it was reported yes- used this title first some 15 years
terday.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Best wishes from The Film Daily to
the following
on
their birthday:

DAILY :

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

ago.

DATE UNSETTLED FO
TRADE PRACTICE MET
{Continued from

Page

1)

Kuykendall informed the ITOA
inasmuch
as Brandt had not
firmed Dec. 10 as the best time
the MPTOA president to attend
meeting, Kuykendall had filled
date
and
all others
until a
Christmas.
However, ITOA offic
interpreted the message
as m>
ing that Dec. 10 was suitable bu
date after that would be coir
ient.
Another wire was rushet
Kuykendall asking for clarificat
but up to late last night no ans
had been recived.
In all probability, according to
liable sources, the sessions will
be held until after the holiday-.

Hays Organization Clamps
Down on Air Commentati
{Continued from Page

1)

was refused. Move is in conforr y
with newly instituted policy of I
Producers' Association todiscouii
and regulate on air programs 1
dissemination of material held t<*
detrimental.
Over the week-end, Darryl F. A
nuck, WB chieftain, issued a b
warning that swift action wouk
taken to eradicate injurious st
ments from the airwaves if "cer
Hollywood radio commentators
tinue their flagrant attacks on
tion picture players."
Zanuck, who, with the full coo
ation of the Hays Office, has
leading the fight for cleaning up
ether as far as filmland is conc<
ed, added "We are keeping a si
vigilance over the remarks of He
wood air gossipers and will ir
immediately should they furt
flaunt the tenets of decency."
What the character of supplenj
tary moves will be, should furt
violations be charged against
aircasters, was not announced,
well-informed sources told The Fi
Daily that any further spread
of harmful comment will resultj
first in the withdrawal of the c£
of admission from those now
lowed to use such cards and fo
guilty of abusing the privileges t
accord, and, should this step pr
ineffective, strong representati
will be made by the film indvv
directly to sponsors of programs
on which the violation or violati

Photographic, Projection
Exports Rise $1,658,(
{Continued from Page 1)

pared with $17,305,000 for the
period in 1936, according to a
port issued by the department
commerce division of foreign tr
statistics.

Xmas Lesson No. 2:

A Xmas Natural Like

omes

ifetime!

i.

Warner Bros. can prove it easti

Is there
a brave
man in the
audience?
3£:

V

f
W

//

We dare anyone to face these
facts and not admit that this is
the biggest pre-proved box-office
value ever offered the Christmas
public by the picture industry!

was called the gr

le million dollars on the stage in New York alone!

has been running for four solid years!
(A 100% sellout in Boston this very minute!)

i w attendance records in 25 different countries!

i comedy of this generation by 265 of the world's leading critics!
11

rich on the stage didn't have*

Warner Bros! S

nning Xmas Cast!

L

And

5ASIL RATHBONE
ANITA LOUISE
MELVILLE COOPER • ISABEL JEANS
MORRIS CARNOVSKY • VICTOR KILIAN
An ANATOLE LITVAK Production
Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Adapted from the Play by Jacques Deval
English Version by Robert E. Sherwood • Music by Max Steiner

mm

I
Hoarse
From
Yelling!
How could we help
it with so much swell
stuff to shout about!
You'll love what's on
the very next page

CI

6tU£&

I U lD

Galore!
From coast to coast and back again they'll
blanket the widest area in our 24-sheeting
history. The paper is one of the most

*•

'4 truh

'vital

unua&£

striking jobs we've turned out and was
designed by the man who won last year's
award for the Best Motion Picture Poster.

. . . And Use More Magazi

BOYE
TOYARICH
UISE
Mtfviui coopgn

iSASgi jeans *«ANATOLE

LITVAK. TW^aS**
PICTURE

Space Than Ever Before!

L

Warner Bros.
are very proud of the whole thing!

And so will YOU

be when you play

TOVARICH
XMAS
(accent on the rich!)
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X "£Mi" fro**, Utftywood "Ms
By RALPH WILZ
HOLLYWOOD
3-M has awarded a new contact to Myrna
Loy.
Other
Ws who were signed include
Beal, Phillip Terry and Mary
i 'is. In addition, contracts were
Wed to Eleanor Abbey, warddesigner, and Walter
Ferris,
r who was borrowed from 20th
ny-Fox.

▼

TV

Woods, Grey in Leads
laid Woods, Nan Grey have
assigned the leads in UniversThe Black Doll" which went
production Monday. The supig cast includes Edgar Kenand C. Henry Gordon. Otis
,. tt will direct. Irving Starr is
be producer on the Crime Club
ction.

WHO'S
WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 178
• • •

MAX GOLDEN. Studio manager and associate producer at 20th CenturyFox Hollywood studio. Born in New York City — a Christmas gift to the
family. After a year at CCNY, where he studied accounting and foreign exchange, went to work, in 1914, as an assistant bookkeeper for the Greater
New York Film Rental Co., headed by William Fox. Corporation successively became Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co. and Fox Film
Corp. In latter, he was made traveling auditor.
Returned to Fox Film and in 1919, with the organization of Fox News became its business
manager. Eventually, in 1924, Golden spent six
months in the foreign department and then was
sent to Hollywood. During the last 12 years
he has held a dozen positions at the studio,
from head of the purchasing department to
production manager. In 1935, was made studio
manager and also was appointed associate pro-

f*

a hundred young supernumeraries.
Many settings were assembled and
a musical score composed for the
"Follies," which will provide a rather startling change of locale for the
young Roach favorites. They will
appear as musicians and entertainers in a modern night club patronized by sophisticated young guests
in evening dress.
T ' ▼
T

Lahr Signs Contract
Bert Lahr, radio and screen comic
whom 20th Century-Fox signed for
a featured role in "Love and
Hisses," starring Walter Winchell,
Ben Bernie and Simone Simon, has
signed a long term contract with
that studio.

▼

▼

▼

Van Keuren Adds Duties
ducer in charge of "Every Saturday Night," first
S. S. Van Keuren has been made
of the Jones Family series. Mrs. Golden is the
former Miss Rose Weinberger. They have one
associate producer to Hal Roach on
child, Robert, 15. Chief recreation, walking,
all "Our Gang" productions. Van
Snow White's" Premiere
also likes reading, golf, badminton, tennis and
Keuren was general manager of
ow White
and
the
Seven
the studio for the last five years and
bridge. Stands 5, 10. Hair, brown. Eyes,! blue.
to
Walt Disney's
first fullwill continue in that spot and will
in fs,"
i feature
to be released
by
also be associate producer on the
K Radio, is to have its premiere
Laurel and Hardy pictures.
Stardom for Two at WB
"Our Gang" Goes Clubby
i Carthay Square Theater, Hoi▼
▼
V
It is being whispered around the
id, Dec.
21.
Following
its
"Our Gang Follies of 1938," a
Grauman To Be Grauman
Warner
Burbank
lot
that
Anthony
two-reel
musical
comedy,
has
startX[\g it will be released national- Averill and Willard Parker, two
ed production at the Hal Roach
Sid Grauman has been signed by
ist night tickets are to sell
with a $1.50 top thereafter young contract players, are definite- studios with a cast including the Universal to play himself in "Mad
regular members of the Gang and
ration of run.
ly headed toward stardom.
About Music."

rial Pix of Mich.

Closed by Raoul Cleaver

Deny Hitch In Doyle's
' UA South African Deal

oit — Imperial Pictures of
ic ran, managed by Raoul Cleaas closed its doors.
Cleaver
eported planning to join the
i booking staff of another exai> here, while plans were be% ' ide by Metro Premium Comoro take over the vacated space
t Film Exchange Building.
Scjcity of bookings for indepennivxchanges was given as the
for Cleaver's decision.
Same
on has affected at least two
ow independents
who
have
d out of the feature booking
me to sell equipment, and the
to concentrate
on one and
;lers.

London reports to the effect that
Stuart Doyle's pending deal with
United Artists for the operation of
theaters in South Africa would not
materialize were denied yesterday
by Arthur W. Kelly, in charge- of
UA's foreign department. Kelly told
The Film Daily that the contract
was drown up and that in all probability Doyle would sign it when he
arrives from England this week.
Doyle is now en route to his home
in Sydney and is expected to go to
South Africa early in 1938. UA's
plan calls for the erection of four
key city theaters in Capetown,
Johannesburg, Durban and Port
Elizabeth.

iungary Bans "Zola"

Barret McCormick

Returns

Italy Wants Gambarelli
For Three More Features

Texas House Goes Duals;
Blame Shorts Shortage

"Doctor Antonio", Italian picture
in which Maria Gambarelli appears,
may be made in an English version
as well, the premiere ballerina and
screen actress said yesterday. Miss
Gambarelli, just back from Rome,
also announced that tentative plans
call for her making three more Italian films, two of which will be made
in both Italian and English, and another in England.
Policy of two versions of Italian
productions should considerably
heighten chances for success of industry there, Miss Gambarelli stated.
Dubbing has reached high point of
technical perfection, she added, with
technical crews attracting American talent.
Several American picture offers
are under consideration, Miss Gambarelli stated, and she is expected
to make a decision this week.

Ft. Worth, Tex.— The Palace, one
of the three first-run theaters in
Fort Worth operated by Interstate
Circuit, goes on a double feature policy today. Management says the
reason for the change is lack of
shorts.

pest (By Cable) — Censors
S. Barret McCormick, RKO Radio
inned Warners "The Life of advertising and publicity chief, arZola" on the ground that alrived in New York yesterday folDeclare 60 Cents Dividend
the film has artistic qualities
lowing Coast conferences on the
ot be allowed when present campaign for "Snow White and the
Montreal — Directors of Famous
ms are taken into consideraSeven Dwarfs," Walt Disney's first Players Canadian Corp. have defull-length product.
clared a quarterly dividend of 60
cents a share on the common stock,
>nes Joins Republic
payable Dec. 15 to shareholders of
Warner Denial Filed
record Dec. 6.
Ch.es Reed Jones has joined
Warner
Brothers
filed
a
general
Kc's advertising department
P jluction manager.
denial in Federal Court yesterday of
$1.75 Pathe Dividend
Board of directors of Pathe Film
the allegations of Select Theater
Corp. have declared the regular
len's League Convenes Corp. Plaintiff, asking $10,000 dam- quarterly dividend of $1.75 per share
go — The Showmen's League
ages, claims its play "The Audition" on the $7 convertible preferred stock,
u Hca is holding its annual con- was pirated by the defendant company which used the material in its payable Jan. 3, to stockholders of
ntij at the Sherman Hotel this
sek
feature "Ready, Willing and Able." record Dec. 23.

"Dr. Syn" for Sparks
The Sparks Circuit has booked
"Dr. Syn," GB's new George Arliss
starring production, for its entire
chain of theaters in Florida, it was
announced yesterday by Clinton M.
White, Assistant General Manager.

"Mark Twain" Pilgrimage
Hannibal, Mo. — Victor Jory and
Cora Sue Collins of the cast of "The
Adventures
of Tom today
Sawyer"
here
from Hollywood
for are
the
local
of Mark Twain's
102nd observance
birthday anniversary.

Jerald

F. Rackett

Returns

Jerald F. Rackett, vice-president
and plant manager of Technicolor,
returned from Europe yesterday on
the Queen Mary. While abroad,
Rackett inspected the new English
plant of which he was a co-designer. Rackett was accompanied by his
wife.

"Bordertown"

on Jan. 29

Warners yesterday set Jan. 29 for
the re-release of the Paul MuniBette Davis "Bordertown".
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ITOA, ALLIED DRAFT
ANTI-RADIO STRATEGY
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lotva Exhib. Knows Hi* Exploitation
Davenport, la. — "Greater love hath no manager than this": With "Double Wedding" booked for the Capitol Theater here, manager Dale McFarland has persuaded
his fiancee and two friends, also engaged, to walk up the church aisle on the opening day, Dec. 2. McFarland will wed Vivian Benshoof, WOC radio singer. Clifford
Wildman and Dorothy Zimmerman
are the others to marry.

1)

tees will be considered at the next
De Luxe Lab. Prexy Says
meeting' of each organization.
It was decided that joint meetings
Strike Talk is Baseless
of the committees would be held on
the first Monday of each month. PurPossibility of a tie-up of the De
pose of the group sessions will be
to work out mutual exhibitor prob- Luxe Laboratories was scouted yeslems.
terday by Alan Freedman, Laboratory president, who told The Film
Daily that any strike talk was utterly without basis of fact as there
Barry Again President
had
been
of Stage Hands Union contract. no breach of the "union's
Employes recently dismissed were
New Haven, Conn. — William P. laid off and not "fired," Freedman
Barry, president of A F of L stage pointed out, adding they will be rehired as soon as business warrants.
employees in the New Haven territory periodically for the past 25
years, was again re-elected. Other
Motion Picture Laboratory Techofficers elected were Charles Mcnicians Local 702, meets tonight,
Bride, vice-president, Samuel Was- with strike action against De Luxe
serman, secretary-treasurer, Frank Laboratories to be discussed as a
Kelly, recording secretary, and Har- means of causing reinstatement of
ry Feldman, business agent, reelect- about 80 employes discharged last
ed for his third censecutive term.
week, Bill Vermont, union's general
William P. Barry and Harry Feld- secretary-treasurer, said yesterday.
man were elected delegates to the
IATSE convention in Springfield on
Dec. 5.
AFRA Defers Film Star
The ATSE negotiations with Yale
Free "Air" Appearance Issue
have been completed and a crew
from New Haven will accompany
No official action is planned by the
the Yale Dramatic Association on
American Federation of Radio Arits tour of 10 cities in 15 days, betistes to forestall free air appearginning with St. Louis on Dec. 19
ances of film stars, according to ofand ending in Cleveland. The play
ficials, who yesterday said it is
". . . And For Yale" will be given. probable that matter will be held
in abeyance until AFRA shops are
established in New York and Los
N. J. Warner Houses Aid
Angeles.
Mrs. Emily Holt, AFRA executive
Purchase of "Iron Lung" secretary, is on the Coast conferring
Irvington, N. J. — Wide publicity in- with officials there on this and several other matters. She is expected
terest in the "iron lung", life saving respiratory devise, is making to return to New York soon.
many friends for the Castle and
Sanford, local Warner houses. TheUnion-Universal Talking
aters initiated a move to secure one
American Federation of Bookof the devises for the local hospital.
It will be the first in the area. The
keepers, Stenographers and Accountants, A F of L affiliate, yesterday
needed $2,500 is being raised
opened negotiations with Universal
through rebates to a general com- Pictures
executives for a contract
munity committee on b.o. receipts
from now until Christmas. Com- for home office employes. According to union officials, talks will probmittee gives out slips to all interably continue over a period of two
ested in the project, and when these
weeks
before an agreement is
are handed in with a theater ticket
the management turns over 35 per reached.
cent on adult admissions and 50 per
Detroit V C to Elect
cent on children's.
Detroit — Detroit Variety Club held
its first "outside" luncheon yesterBullseye Revived
day at the Highland Park plant of
Bullseye, screen game tried out the Chrysler Corp. Meeting next
last season by Loew's and dropped Monday will be the annual evening
when circuits agreed to ban all give- session for election of officers.
aways, has added several new features and is being marketed again
Columbia Promotes Two
by Don Herman, its creator.
In line with its policy of promotion from the ranks, Columbia has
It's Cold In Kansas
appointed Harry Wineberg to the
Burlingame, Kan. — Cora Turner, branch managership of the Los Anoperator of the Panama Theater,
geles office and W. Guy Craig as
has closed the house on account of branch manager of the Indianapolis
office.
the cold weather.

Local Radio News Flashes
Augment Regular Newsreels
Kansas City — Radio news flashes
of local happenings are to augment
regular newsreels at the first-run
Newman Theater here in what is
believed to be first instance of its
kind.
Beginning Dec. 8 when Station
KCMO pipes the first of four daily
five-minute news periods, news will
be fed over the theater's p.a. system during showing of a special
trailer of Tom Kelly, KCMO news
editor.
Theater pays line charges.

Dec. 3:
Cleveland
Variety
Hotel Ballroom.
Dec.

Club

ball, f,

6: Testimonial
dinner
for Ira
William
Penn
Hotel, Pittsburgh.

H.

Dec. 5-7:
Silver
jubilee
convention
o
MPTOA
of the Carolinas,
Pinehurst,
Dec. 6:

National

Allied

regional

conv

Columbus.
Dec. 7-8:
ITO of Ohio annual convention
House,
Columbus.
Dec. 9: A. H. Blank anniversary dinner,
Fort Des Moines, Des Moines.
Dec. 12: Philadelphia Variety Club annua
quet,

Bellevue-Stratford.

Dec.

13:
Warners stockholders' meeting
mington,
Del.
Dec. 13:
Testimonial
dinner for Si Fabi.
Witt Clinton
Hotel, Albany.
Dec. 17:

Brooklyn unit of Warner Club,

Merchants Sponsoring
Saturday Kiddie Shows

masque and civic affair, Hotel St. '
Dec. 18:
New York Warner Club Kiddie
club rooms.

Des Moines — Several theaters over
the state have started a Christmas
business promotion feature for
school children on Saturday afternoons. The merchants of the town
sponsor the show and invite all children of school age free. Among the
towns reporting good crowds are
Sumner and Sigourney.

Jan.

Dec. 28:
dance,

Rocky Mountain Screen Club
Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver.

9:
New
York
Film Critics award;
entation,
Rainbow
Room,
Radio Cit

Jan. 27:
Mid-winter convention
of Virginia, Richmond.

of the

"Sub D-l" Going Big in
First 22 Key Situat

Premiums Get Okay
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Theaters
giving away sets of dishes to women patrons are not violating the
state gambling or lottery laws, according to a ruling from the state
attorney general's department. The
ruling was asked by local officials
who were advised that since there
was no drawing of lucky numbers,
there was no element of chance involved in the chinaware gifts.

In 22 key spots heard fro
D-l" isWarner
doing a Bros.'
landoffice
b«
date,
"Subm

topping
previous
grosser.the company
in big
every
situ.
home office reported yesterday
picture opened over the Thank
ing
week-end. The the
are holiday
as follows:
Fox, San Francisco; Ritz, Al!
Avon, Utica; Palace, Cleve
Strand, Akron; Ohio, Canton; ]
son, Mansfield; Strand, Hart
New K. C. House Folds
Roger Sherman, New Haven; C;
Kansas City, Mo. — Stanley Bridgeport; State, Waterbury;
Schwartz and W. D. Fulton, closed ace, South Norwalk; Empress,
their Brookside Theater Sunday
night. The 1,100 seat house which bury; Warner, Worcester; St
was opened in March is the only Newburyport; Fox, Philadel
southside house built here in the last Astor, Reading; Stanley, Pittsb;
Warner, Morgantown; Ritz, CI
ten years.
burg; Capitol, Steubenville;
Cambria, Johnstown.

Newsreel Flight, A Record

Montreal — Newsreels which had
missed the train were flown to SudSchoen Named Refere
bury theater last week-end from ToSupreme Court Judge Aaron
ronto by Pilot Jim Bell, of Austin
Airways. No Toronto airplane had uer yesterday appointed Willia
previously made a flight northward Schoen as referee to determino
later than Nov. 20.
ages in the suit originally br«i|
by Edjomac Amusement
against Empire State Thea
Single Feature for Belmont
Starting Dec. 3, the Belmont The- Stage Employees Union. Pla
ater will show a single foreign fea- prior to a ruling by the Cou
last April, had been a1
ture in Polish, "Love or a Kingdom", Appeals
with Jadwiga Smosarka in the role ed successively both a temp*
and permanent injunction ag
of Barbara Radzwellowna.
picketing activities of the defeii
before plaintiff-owned theater.
Defer Chi. Tax Action
the Court of Appeals reverse*
Chicago — The city council meet- findings
of the lower courts, Ei
ing to take up theater tax situation State filed
suit for damages r
was postponed yesterday until later ing from suspension, during I,
in week.
tion, of its picketing.

f.

""'MARY ELLIS
OTTO KRUGER • VICTOR JORY
BARRY MACKAY
adapted- from the Ivor Novello
Hugh Brooke, William Freshman

Drury Lane play by Dudley Leslie
IK
directed by Bri
K ATI
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"Beg, Borrow or Steal"
(M-G-M)
Hollywood, Nov. 28. — Down New Orleans
called "lagniappe." In the north it is known as
mean the purchaser gets an extra doughnut or
it is a gracious gesture. It is not recalled that

way they have a custom
the baker's dozen. Both
cookie. In either place
any great emphasis was

placed on "Beg, Borrow or Steal" in the company's annual announcement. But it seems that M-G-M has adopted the "lagniappe" practice.
Like "Navy Blue and Gold" and "You're Only Young Once," it is first
rate, audience pleasing entertainment. Like a doughnut it is not very
much, but there is a whole lot around it. As it delivered one emotionstirring sock in the climax it had no difficulty in causing the preview

II

**-<*$

u

crowd to smile, giggle and guffaw1 ffbm 6flening fr'ame W faTfgrJTTF
Based on a William wnite story, tne screenplay Dy Leonard Lee,
Harry Ruskin and Marion Parsonnet is a frothy, bubbling concoction of
clever dialogue and intriguing situations that make sparkling character
performances automatic. Actors like Frank Morgan, Janet Beecher,
Herman Bing, Erik Rhodes, George Givot, E. E. Clive, Cora Witherspoon, Reginald Denny, Vladimir Sokoloff and Harlan Briggs know
exactly how to handle that type of material and the way they handle it,
in this instance, leaves nothing to be desired. As this group indulges
in its round of tomfoolery, Florence Rice and John Beal, the second leads
in "Double Wedding," with the aid of Tom Rutherford, a newcomer,
take excellent care of the romantic angle.
Morgan, a gentle grafter, the pal of Bing, Rhodes, Givot, Denny and
Sokoloff who prefer to live otherwise than by laboring, persuades Beal
to loan him a chateau as a wedding place for his daughter, Miss Rice.
Cussell
Dunces.o- The deception is carried out in grand style to the amazement of suitor
Intr
rining Rutherford and his parents, Briggs and Miss Witherspoon. All goes
well until Beal falls in love with Miss Rice and the gang refuses to
Imorous
fh andtra.believe that Clive is a real nobleman. At the point where one of his
ps
jsoms shady deals and the police catch up with him, Morgan reveals his true
identity to Beal. It would not be real romance did not the latter also
|jnging prove to be a Prince Charming to take Miss Rice into his arms after
Miss Rutherford, Briggs and Miss Witherspoon depart homeward.
Showmen have a show here that they can present to their patrons
with the full confidence that it will meet with their approval. If "Beg,
Borrow or Steal" is anything but a class A attraction the alphabet is
all wrong.
Producer .Frederick Mephani and .Director wniiam lineie
here nave given a conclusive demonstration that only a good story,
capable players and the application of a little common sense are necessary to make a good film, high in entertainment and commercial value.
"Running time, /Z minutes.

"Li. "

"

"You're Only Young Once"
ise

{M-G-M)
Hollywood,

Nov. 28. — This unostentatious production is pointed

straight
the practically
great middle
class
which still
pays most
of the nation's
taxes
and atdoes
all of
its voting.
It strikes
the common
people.
the number of which the Great Emancipator is said to nave commented
upon eloquently, right where they live — in their homes, hopes, ideals
and emotions. If this preponderant majority oi tne population has undergone no vital change since compilation of last week's grosses there can
be little question that the film will give an excellent box-office account
ot itself, more than possibly embarrassing most of tne costlier produc
tions alongside which it may be programmed.
The central character, a small town judge, is played by Lewis Stone
in a manner arguing long and prosperous employment for the widely
beloved veteran if this turns out, as expected, to be the first of a series
built around the affairs of the Hardy family, plain people. Fay Holden
plays the wife, Mickey Rooney and JjTecilia Parker, the adolescent children, and Sara Haden, their aunt. Trie screenplay, by Kay Van Riper,
using characters accredited to Aurania Rouverol, takes the family from
a small town somewhere in mid-America to Catalina Island on vacation.
At that place both youngsters incur romantic attachments of dubious
common sense
father's difficulty.
by their
speak, from
so tohimself
are herescued,
promise and
counsel.
Later,
extricates
a financial
As directed by George B. Seitz and played by those named, plus
hok

Eleanor Lynn, Frank Craven, Ann Rutherford and others, "You're
Only Young Once" moves smoothly along from plausible cause to logical
effect, employing situations, dialogue and relationships snugly within the
experience of perhaps 80 per cent of the 90,000,000 Americans who,
unless the figure be down a bit just now, attend picture shows weekly.
It's a pretty fine piece of plain bread-and-butter product.

Running time, 76 minutes.

' ■
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OARD OP U" CONFIRMS BLUMBERG PREXY REPORT
lewark Theater Sues Majors on Anti -Trust Charges
smos Co. Demands Triple
Damages of $3,525,000
in Action
it was filed in Federal Court
■ewark, N. J., yesterday by QueTheater Co., Inc., operators of
Mosque Theater, charging
42
companies
and
individuals
jeof with conspiracy
and mon. y in the exhibition of motion
,'jres.
incipal defendants named in the
(Continued on Page 7)

SE BOARDMEETS
IN AUTONOMY ISSUE

Prochet In «I7» Post
Dr. A. H. Giannini has resigned as a
member of the voting trust controlling
Universal and has been succeeded by
Ottavio Prochet, THE FILM DAILY
established last night. Prochet joins
four others including J. Cheever Cowdin,
Charles R. Rogers, Paul Brown and
George Armsby.

iposed confab of MPTOA, Aluid ITOA leaders to discuss a
rade practice program probably
; be held until after the first
e year, it was learned yester(Contimted on. Page 4)

Defer Hour Law
larrisburg, Pa. — Enforcement of the
ieral 44-hour week law, effective
ay, has been postponed until Jan. 3.
•' state industrial board in the means' will study probable effect of the
'lication of the law and will pervariations in cases where it works
dships. Oregon is the only other
'e having a similar law.

1

The Universal executive revamp story, varying reports of
which have held the interest of the industry for several days,
"broke" officially and climactically yesterday following a meeting of the board of directors of Universal Pictures Co., Inc.

BANK NIGHT DECISION RENAME JOS. SCHENCK
IN NEB. UNDER FIRE TO UA CIRCUIT POSTS

J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman
of
the
board
and
the
company's
senior
executive, announced following the
session that Robert H. Cochrane,
president since April, 1936, had been
elected chairman of the executive
committee and Nathan J. Blumberg
Lincoln,
Neb. — which
Citing found
Minnesota's
named Cochrane's succesrecent
decision
Bank
All officers of United Artists The- had sorbeen
in the presidency, effective Jan. 1.
Night no lottery, counsel for Bank
ater Circuit were re-elected yesterThe action of the directorate imNight yesterday asked the Nebraska
day at a meeting of the board of
mediately was challenged
both by
(Continued on Page 8)
Supreme Court for a re-hearing of directors. The panel includes Josthe Fox-Beatrice Theaters Corp.
eph M. Schenck, president and chaircase in which the game was ruled a
man of the board; Lee Shubert, viceviolation of the state's gambling- president; Dennis F. O'Brien, vicelottery statute.
W. P. Philips, vice-presiIn the (.Continued
motion for
the re-hearing, president;
dent and treasurer; Bertram F. Nayon Page 4)
fack, secretary, and A. M. Georger,
comptroller.

Hroit — Local autonomy for cerWest Coast studio crafts and
situation arising from the Calia State Assembly committee's
it IATSE probe will come up at
fecial session of the IATSE 's exve board here today.
Court Dismisses $185,000
11 membership of the board is
Hart Action Against UA
luled to attend the meeting
p for the Hotel Book Cadillac at
An action brought by William S.
m. Parley will be closed, it is
Id.
Hart and Mary Hart, operating under the name William S. Hart Co.,
Jorge (Continued
E. Browne,
IATSE presion Page 8)
against United Artists for alleged
withholding by the latter of $185,000, alleged to be due them as their
feet Trade Practice
share of the gross accrued from the

Conference After Jan. 1

R. H. Cochrane and Counsel Question Legality
of Action; Grainger Contract to be
Settled; Scully Pact Confirmed

(.Continued on Page 4)

'CONNOR IS LIKELY
LUMBERG SUCCESSOR

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Geo. Schaefer Called For
Hollywood — Leo Spitz, president
Anti-Trust Hearing Today of RKO and K-A-O, declared yester-

day that he would not make any
decision concerning a successor to
Depositions in the Morse & Roth- Nate J. Blumberg as vice-president
enberg anti-trust suit against major in charge of RKO theater companies
(Continued on Page 8)
distributors were resumed yesterday
in the Bar Association Bldg. with
Leon D. Nutter, of the Paramount Successor to Wm. Scully
(Continued on Page 4)

May be Announced Dec. 11

Films Commission Plan for Outside
Industry Control Rejected in Britain
London (By Cable)— The ParliaBrandt Theaters to Try
mentary standing committee now
Vaude Policy After Jan. 1 engaged in considering amendments
Plans for the establishment of a
vaudeville-picture policy in 14 theaters of the Brandt Circuit are being completed, William Brandt said
yesterday.
The policy will be tried
(Continued on Page 8)

to the pending Films Bill (Quota
Act) has decided in favor of the
provision for a Films Council with
trade representation.
Proposal for a Films Commission,
which would have placed control of
(Continued on Page 4)

Successor to William A. Scully,
eastern district manager of M-G-M,
who has resigned to become general
sales manager of Universal, is expected to be
announced
(Continued
on Pageat8) a meeting

AH

or None

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — It's all or none in the
matter of fingerprinting insofar as the
SAG is concerned. Aubrey Blair, SAG
business manager, yesterday said the
Guild would sanction fingerprinting of
its members if producers agreed to supply their prints, too.

\ r__
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Fixed charges that have Lo< j
picture budgets to their present
level can't be cut substantial^
this time,
Wesley
Ruggles, f

88
64
47
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OVER 20 MILLION FEET OF
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$507,500 Claim Against
RKO Trimmed to $3,737

cominG DIID GOMG

tures, sails today on

the Queen

Mary

for a

playwright.
W. RAY JOHNSTON, president of Monogram
Pictures, is scheduled to leave Hollywood Friday for New
York.
C. C. PETTIJOHN,
MPPDA. has returned to
ington.

general
counsel
for
New York from Wash-

RICHARD DE ROCHEMONT, European production director for the March of Time, remains
New
York for two weeks.

DR. FRANK
BLACK
is back
after
quick trip to the Coast.
RICHARD
SKELTON
is due in
morrow
from the Coast.
the

JOE
E.
Coast

BROWN
i
tomorrow.

BUDDY

ROGERS

and

due
his

in

in

New

New

New

"ork"

York

York
York

leave

to-

FILMACK
TRAILER
E« 5. WSBtSF

CO.

they open
PORTER
for LEO
a look

week.

Holly-

at College
Inn Christmas
HALL
flies to New
York
at new
plays.

McCAREY

FRANK
from the

leaves

FORREST
Coast.

London

arrives

in

for
New

Day.

tomorrow
Egypt

this

York

today

LUIS CESAR, Argentine producer and theater owner, arrived in Hollywood yesterday for
inspection of studios and production methods.
He was accompanied by ALICIA VICNOLI,
Argentine
film player.
HERMANN ROSENFELD, of Vienna, arrives in
New York tomorrow on the Rex.
LEON SCHLESINCER arrived
terday, and, after short stay,
Coast.

in Chicago
yesgoes on to the

WINFIELD SHEEHAN and his wife. MARIA
JERITZA,
are staying at the Ambassador.
JUNE CLYDE has arrived from the Coast to
take a part in the new Ed Wynn show.

from

SEND
US
YOUR
NEXT TRAILER ORDER
WORLD

other
details,
said."
Conrow would
could
not say
whenhe the
company
start active operation.

mount director, asserted yeste>!
With his latest picture, "True
fession," starring Carole Lorn!
and Fred MacMurray,
opening
the Paramount
Theater tomoi
Ruggles
is in New
York on
lap of two months' vacation
He sails for Europe on the Nori
die Dec. 8.

Ruggles, whose present cont
runs to next July 16, said th:
new ticket had been offered foi
signature before he left the C>
under our own name", Warner said.
He has one more pix to do for
Federal Judge Samuel Mandel- dio, an original story written
Darryl F. Zanuck subsequently
baum yesterday ordered the claim Claude Binyon and himself,
issued this statement:
of Fort Worth Properties Corp., in will star Bing Crosby, Fred ]
"I am the executive Harry Warner connection with the RKO reorgani- Murray and Mickey Rooney.
must have referred to in his statezation plan, reduced to $3,737 in acThe print of the picture Ruj
cordance with the previous ruling
ment about my criticism of air comto New York goes to
mentators who make unwarranted by the Circuit Court of Appeals brought
land on the Queen Mary today,
attack- on the screen industry and that this reduction be made. Spe- London opening scheduled for :
cial Master Thomas D. Thacher had die of December.
its people. I voiced my personal
Ruggles exp
opinion and that of the company recently allowed the claim at $17,- to return here in early Februai
with which I am associated. I ven- 139. Fort Worth Properties Corp.
ture to suggest that I also spoke originally had filed against RKO a
the sentiments of most producers, claim for $507,500.
NLRB Tackles SWG-SPRo
and all constructive thinking people
at Public Hearing To
both within our industry and out"Lost Horizon" Influence
side it. I now ask Mr. Warner if
he favors those people who are
Denver — That "Lost Horizon" in- Washington Bureau of THE FILM D.
antagonistic to our industry. Let
fluence has gripped Harry Huffman,
Washington — National Labor
him say what he thinks of these city manager for Fox here. He will lations
Board will open public h
unwarranted attacks on Hollywood
pattern his new home after "Shan- ings here today in the screen v.n
gri-La"
and
so
dub
it.
jurisdictional dispute, parties
and its industry".
which are the Screen Writers G
and the Screen Playwrights.
derlying questions raised are fui
mental and precedents finally es
lished may govern the applicab
of the Wagner act to the pix in>
try. Array of counsel is here f
HARRY COHN, president of Columbia Pic- wood Dec. 15 for engagement in Chicago, where
the Coast.

in

MARKET
Bid
Asked
97
93
53
86
62
45

Complete details regarding the
new company which will take over
Erpi's theater service contracts will
be made public tomorrow, L. W. Conrow, who is slated to head the firm,
said yesterday. The name of the
proposed concern has been cleared
in all 48 states and the registered
title will be announced with the

1 II M DAI) V

Hollywood ■— President Hairy M.
Warner of Warners yesterday called
attention to the fact that a recent
warning to radio commentators issued by an executive of another company was not issued either on behalf of the Motion Picture Producers Association or the Warner organization.
"If it is ever necessary for this
company to issue any opinions, we
will do so on our own behalf and

|/8

\lfa
19l/4

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met.
Tlayhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43...

West 1 oast Bureau 0) THl

WILLIAM J. GERMAN, vice-president and
general manager of J. E. Brulatour, Inc.. returns to New York from the Coast on Dec. 12.

+ 63/4
l'/4
STOCK

Ruggles Sees Little Hope
for Cuts in Pix Bud I

MRS. H. T. KALMUS. MRS. ETHEL BUTTERWORTH. KATHARINE CORNELL, GUTHRIE
McCLINTIC and IAN HAY. the novelist and

43

63
90

Conrow to Reveal Details
of Service Co. Tomorrow

"
trip. Also sailing on the liner are:
33/4153European

42 V,

971/s

Warners Not Associated in
Radio Commentator Warning

EMIL

JENSEN,

president of Artcinema

Corp.,

returned yesterday from a four weeks' pleasure
trip to Florida.
ROSALIND RUSSELL. M-G-M star, arrives in
New York toady, from her New England home,
to spend short vacation before returning to
Coast.
LOLA LANE, arrives in New York latter part
of this week for vacation and shopping expedition.
NORTON V. RITCHEY, foreign export manager for Monogram, and MRS. RITCHEY sail
for the United States from London, on the
Manhattan,
Dec. 3rd.

CHICAGO.

the

JON
HALL,
star
Coast
tonight.

of

"Hurricane,"

leaves

for

...Save 25
Now — "Fare and a half" on round trii
excursions
over the Lindbergh
I
Bringing air travel down to the saint!
general cost range of other fornix ol
transportation, these new TWA
rates
permit
everyone
who
travels — to fiy
. . . Excursions begin on Saturday n<
Monday; are effective for 15 days; an
apply on any schedule, any day, re
turning . . . Fly TWA,
on thi
tion's finest planes — you save valuable
dollars.
hours, even days fand TWA's complirigid "nc.
lipping" mentary
rule,meals en
save route
you andmany
COMPARE
THESE
SAVINGS,
New York
2 OneExcur- You
to
Way Fares sion S«ve
Los Angeles $299.90
$224.92 $74.98i
Chicago
89.90
67.42 22.48
For

Times

Information

Square

Office,

Call TWA

Paramount

Building.

Tel. MUrray Hill 6-1640
70 E. 42nd St., Tel. MUrray Hill G-164H
or any Hotel, Travel Bureau, Postal\
Telegraph
or Western
Union Office.

-r

•COUNTY FAIR* FINE
COMEDY-DRAM
'COUNTY

FAIR"

(Monogram)

FOLKSY/

County Fair'

with John Arledge, Mary
Lou
Farrell MacDonal
d Lender

J

IS mins
(HOLLYWOO
PREVIEW) ,,
MonogrDam
HOMESPUN,
WHOLESOME
TALE

SHOULD
PROVE
GOOD
ENCE ENTERTAINMENT.

FAMILY

This is a homespun, wholesom
e taleAUDI
that
should prove good program fare.
It j' we|
who outw.ts a gang of race
track sharps
who
Ar'edge a ""vincing hero
tracks. W?\J°hn
Mary Lou Lender, a newcomer
is
excellent ,„ the role of
a farm girl whose
tyrannical father j. Farre
ll MacD
on Id, '£
tTacks VM° ^^ ,ki,,i:8S
3t CounfV
re
lents in the end.
Fuzzy Knight supples

This folksy tale of a motherless
farm boy with a beloved racehorse,
and a father whose bereavement has
put him out of sympathy with his chilfor
entertainment
first rate ig
is ,
n
r
Id
ns
lletow
and ne hborhoods. It is
sma
a simple story, well told, and has
strong sympathy appeal and a wholesome atmosphere that will commend
it.
The reconciliation of the father and
his son and daughter is brought about
by the entrance of a clean, young
American jockey who sees the human
and equine possibilities and manfully
undertakes to cut the knot. In doing
so he brings the horse to victory, foils
a gang of crooked track followers, and
ter.
Iwins the hand of the daugh
The highly competent cast is headed
by that attractive young juvenile,
John Arledge, who wins admiration
and sympathy. Playing opposite him
is Mary Lou Lender, a newcomer who
at once earns recognition for ability,
'sweetness of personality and a good
measure of unassuming good looks,
j. Farrell MacDonald is the hard-bitted father, whose grief is spoiling all
their lives, but who melts convincingly
when the youngsters defy him, and
his boyish son, Jimmy Butler, rides a
winning race.

does
most

good
c as
of the work

" whj|e

£t wpp

«

\ ,_

Fuzzy Knight as Arledge's stableboy companion, carries the comedy,
making the happy-go-lucky roughneck
3 likable and 'amusing lad. The plotting opposition is tellingly headed by
Harry Worth, whose tough aides are
Lynton Brent, Matty Roubert and
iVilliam Hunter. Minor but essential
■oles are well filled by Henry Hall,
Edwin Mordant, Horace Murphy and
"Zharles Murphy.
The story and script by John
T.
Neville is an excellent
example
of
!.ound play-building, with every scene
idvancing the story, and it is dialoged
ivith
telling
simplicity.
Howard
'Bretherton has directed with excellent
aste and judgment to capture human
'alues without
losing suspense,
and
\rthur
Martinelli
photographs
well
he characterful
investiture
provided
>y Producer E. B. Derr and his assoiate, Frank Melford, who raise their
tanding
several
notches
with
this
leasing

piece

of

popular

PRf«Nrf

0 8y

1 tounet

entertain-

lent.
Brisk musical
trimmings
by
\be Meyer add a final effective touch.

FUZZY KNI
GHT

' and «,.._
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BANK NIGHT DECISION
IN NEB. UNDER FIRE

4LCN6

DAILY

THE

QUOTA ACT PROVIBI
FORAF
(Continued from

1 I i ntinued from Page 1 )

attorneys for Bank Night contend
that two rules of law have been
made, that in an Omaha case in
June, Bank Night was called a lottery if in a majority of cases there
is actual payment of money for a
chance of winning a prize, while in
the Beatrice case, stipulation of
facts does not justify that conclusion.
The Supreme Court in Pox-Beatrice action concurred in a District
Court decision.

Court Dismisses $185,000
Hart Action Against UA
(Continued from

Page

1)

distribution of the film "Tumbleweed," was dismissed yesterday by
Federal Judge John W. Clancy.
The Harts had claimed that UA
had block-booked their feature with
"Wild Justice," and, as a result, the
revenue they claimed was due them
was cut down. The Harts still have
another suit pending in the amount
of $500,000 against UA in Supreme
Court, but this is not affected by
Clancy's ruling of yesterday.

Form IATSE County Local
New Philadelphia, O. — Formation
of a Tuscarawas county local of the
IATSE has been completed. Kenneth Dick here has been named
president. Other officers are: Earl
Salmon, Uhrichsville, vice-president;
Homer Ross, Dover, recording secretary and William Hevlow, also New
Philadelphia, financial secretary and
treasurer. Edward S. Kinney,
Youngstown, international representative of the union, which is an A F
of L affiliate, assisted in the installation.

Ban

Marquee Banners

Denver — Silk banners flying from
marquees, inflammable easels and
such displays used in lobbies and
foyers, have been banned in all local
theaters according to notice given
out by the Denver fire department.

Starsmore In New Post
Denver — Larry Starsmore has
been made general manager with
Denver offices for Westland Theaters, Inc., according to announcement by L. L. Dent, president.

DEATH RECORD
Alphonse L. Couture
Manchester, N. H. — Word was received here Nov. 28 of the death at
Miami, Fla., of Alphonse L. Couture, 56, for many years prominent
here as a theater owner. He went
South for his health. Mr. Couture
was a native of Worcester, Mass.

with
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LOW COST motion pictures
this is the beautiful dream
that is launched every so often by optimistic souls
but it looks
as if it might become
a reality in England
where a gToup of
unemployed screen actors have produced a five-reeler titled "Derelict"
for less than 10 grand in our money
but there was a trick in it
the Gaumont British studio came to their aid in providing skilled
technicians and regular studio equipment
however,
an enterprising group has taken the picture over and figures they can book it for
a neat profit
and have contracted with the unemployed players to
produce five more films
IF the studio will still play along with
them
sounds screwy
but this is a screwy biz
T

▼

T

• •
•
NOISY
STILLS
that is, they are noisy in the
sense that they are jammed with publicity values
and what
is more, they are carefully listed and cross-indexed by Barret
McCormick's pressbook dep't
so that the exhibitor can make
his selection
quickly and intelligently
for any variety of
requirements

given in the pressbook for Lily Pons' "Hitting A New

High"

• •
•
A GENT walked in on David Berk, the theater broker
he told Dave he was in the market for a theater on upper Broadway
or the Bronx
or a good neighborhood
house in Brooklyn
he wasn't fussy, just so long as it was a good modern theater
in a good neighborhood
price didn't seem to be any object,
either
"If that's the case," said Mister Berk, "I think I have a
couple of propositions that will interest you."
he started to line
them up
"Oh, there's just one thing I overlooked," said the prospective purchaser
"What's
that?" asked Mister Berk
"The
deal must guarantee
me pictures ahead
of Loew's."
when
his
secretary revived Mister Berk, the stranger had gone
it was probably just as well

▼

T

bration of his first year's engagement
Cocoanut Grove of the Park Central

•

ON HIS first visit to New

tomorrow

nite at the

York, the featured player of

"The Hurricane"
Jon Hall
will make his only radio appearance in this hamlet on Radie Hams' program over WOR this eve. . .
• Douglas Rothacker, finding himself a proud grandaddy as his dofter
Ruth Stewart gave birth to a bouncing
girl, was passing out cigars
all day as the news got around
the news that Doug was passing
out very good cigars
he says he never realized he had so many
personal friends

«

quotas.

Geo. Schaefer Called For
Anti-Trust Hearing Tci
(Continued from

Page

1)

Theater Service Co., as the only
ness. George Schaefer, general
manager of United Artists, is s«
uled to appear today.
Morse & Rothenberg, operati
circuit in New England, charges
it was unable to obtain picture
any run in several of its housescording to George Ryan, attc
for the plaintiffs.
The present hearings will
Thursday and may be resumed
in the month.

«

«

Expect Trade Practice
Conference After h
(Continued from Page 1)

day. Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA i
informed Harry Brandt, ITOA
ident, that he would not be ab
be in New York on Dec. 10,
had been the last tentative dat
the conference.
Kuykendall,
previous wire, said that he had
all other dates until after the CM
mas holidays.

Hungarian Pix Strong
"Vicky-County Ball," new
garian importation released by
ubia Pictures, which opentd at
day.
Modern Playhouse last week, e
new first-day attendance recor
the theater, it was reported ye

T

• •
•
SONG
PLUGGERS
get a break
for the first
time in the history of the music publishing biz, the hard working gents who spend their lives getting ork leaders and radio
stars to do their songs, will have a party in their honor
given by Jerry Blaine and his Streamline Rhythm gang in cele-

•

the industry in the hands of <
parties, was rejected.
The
Board
of Trade
toe
scheduled to receive a further
tation
from
the producers
which
is agitating
for
si-

in the pressbooks on the more important pro-

ductions, one or two pages are devoted to these "Exhibitor Still
Sets"
stills for window
display
tie-ups
display
effects
lobby or house front stunts
the stills are listed
by number in each set
making selection and ordering very
simple
a striking illustration
of this showman
system
is

•

Page 1)
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SICK REPORT
Cincinnati
—
Warners'
Davey is on the sick list.

Dc

Michigan
City, Ind. — M<
Rubin,
president, Associated
ter Owners of Indiana, is suff
with
a severe cold and confin
his home.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Joe Sul
Warner
Bros,jaw.
ad sales manage)
an
infected
Cincinnati — Maurice Strai
pioneer in the movie industry,
connected with Big Features
one time manager for Univ*
arm.
fell on the ice here and brokt

-
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and you Ve brought courage
and hope to someone who
needs it more than you do!
t
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Page One Inspires Four
]70UR films based on news stories
which have attracted nation-wide
attention in recent months will be
produced by Paramount as part of
the 1938 production schedule.
"Midnight Cargo," dealing with
truck piracy on highways, will be
the first of these topical pictures to
go before the cameras.
The other three films will be
"Prison Farm," based on facts which
came to light in a recent sensational
jail break; "Cocoanut Grove", dealing with the film industry's constant
quest for new talent, and "Gamblers Maxim," suggested by a widely
lead news story of several months
ago.
T

M-G-M
Metro
Trouble",
Robinson

T

T

Buys "Double Trouble"
has purchased "Double
an original by Bertrand
and Arthur Pierson.

WHO'S
• • •
DOBERT

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting Personalities,: No. 179 • • •
FLOREY. Paramount director. Born in Paris, Sept. 14, 1900. Has

'^ never worked at anything but movies. After groundwork at Pathe, in
Paris, and Gaumont in England, Florey went to Hollywood, in 1921, as technical
director of "The Count of Monte Cristo." He
subsequently became assistant to Henry King,
Josef von Sternberg, Robert Z. Leonard, William Beaudine, Alfred Santell among others.
Talents recognized by producers, he was made
a director, working at Columbia, Sterling, Tiffany. and
With sound's
by
Paramount
directed advent,
the firstwas
Marxsigned
Brothers

▼

T

55 Indie St. Louis Houses
Sign Projectionists' Pact

Distribs Awarded

For Shorts' Extra Time

Actions brought in Federal Court
by M-G-M Corp., M-G-M Distributing Corp., and 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp., together with three of
the latter's subsidiaries, against
Benjamin M. Rossassy, president of
C & F Amusement Corp., operators
of the Adelphi Theater, Brooklyn,
terminated, it was announced yesterday, with return of a verdict
awarding $6,750 to the plaintiffs
who had charged the defendant with
showing short subjects during extra
time for which they had not been
contracted in violation of the copyright law.
20th-Fox received $4,500 and MG-M $2,250 respectively from two
juries before whom the cases were
presented, with Federal Judge Grover M. Moscowitz presiding at both
trials. Rossassy, according to the
plaintiffs, exhibited Terry-Toons on
Defer Current Switchover
18 occasions without having conChicago — The proposed switchtracted for them, and Happy Harover of the Commonwealth Edison
monies on six occasions.
Co. Loop electric current from diArthur B. Krim, film attorney of
rect to alternating current will not
1501 Broadway, represented the
take piace for some time to come.
plaintiffs. The defendant, it is said,
Loop theaters have been assured could
have rented the films for some
full co-operation from the company,
when the time comes for the $9 for the extra time showings.
change.

Wrisley Has Bank Roll

Seattle — "Ski Chase," released by
World Pictures, stays a third week
at the Montlake Theater.

New Haven — N. C. Wrisley is now
Connecticut distributor for Bank
Roll, new game, and is also promoting a coffee giveaway in theaters.

T

T

Diggers in Paris" starring
Vallee; and "The Amazing Dr.
Litvak.
terhouse,"
to be directed by Ar

Buy Parker's Story
"She of the Triple Chevron" story
of the Northwest Royal Mounted,
has been purchased by Metro. Story
is by Sir Gilbert Parker.
T

T

T

Keene Behind Camera
Tom Keene, who is an amateur
motion picture photographer in ad-

$6,750

St. Louis — Managements of 55
independently-owned film theaters in
St. Louis and St. Louis County, have
entered into a new agreement with
the local projectionists' union that
will grant increases of from $2.50
to $5 a week. The new schedules
are on the basis of a 40-hour week
compared with the old arrangement
of 38^ hours per week.
The wage rates depend on the
classification of the theater, there
being five different classes. In the
case of two small houses the final
wage scales have not finally been
fixed and will depend upon studies
to be made by officials of the union.
The theater owners negotiating
committee included: Walter Thimmig, Clarence Kaimann, Sam Komm,
J. Pappas, Tommy James and Fred
Wehrenberg.

Skiing Pix Is Held

T

WB
Start Two
Dec. 6
Warners will start work or
more pictures Dec. 6. Thes*
"Men Are Such Fools," with \N
Morris, Joan Blondell and Hum]
Bogart, directed by Michael C
and "Penrod's Double Trouble,'
Billy and Bobby Mauch, Spring
ington, and Frank Craven, dir
by Lew Seiler.
Productions to start in the
future include: "For The Deft
featuring Ronald Reagan;

picture, "The Coconuts." Later returned to Europe to direct France's first talking film, "The
Beautiful Road." Assignments in Spain, Germany
and England followed, but in 1931 Hollywood
called again and Florey returned for pictures at
Universal and Warner Bros. He did 14 pictures
for Warners, and then was brought back to
Paramount. Avid photographer. Collects Japanese
dance works, medals, pipes. An author, now
working on seven-volume
cinema
history.

Frances Robinson Fern Lead
Frances Robinson has been set for
the feminine lead opposite Noah
Chertok Okays Series First
Jack Chertok has okayed the first Beery, Jr., in "Mountains Are My
script of the series of pictures to Kingdom." Wyndham Gittens will
be directed by Nat Ross. Title is direct, and Henry MacRae wlil produce. William Lundigan, Stanley
"Stroke of Genius" and it goes into Andrews and Fred Kohler, Jr., are
production today with Cecilia Park- also in the cast.
er and William Henry in the leads.

T

dition to being the star of
gram's western historical roi
films, has completed a 16 mm
of fancy riding and roping. A
specializing in sales and relea
16 mm. film is trying to get ?
gram's okay to put the comt
film on the market.

T

T

T

Daniel Frohman, 86, veteran
atrical producer who fell down
way stairs at 42nd St. and B
way last Saturday, was rep
yesterday to be greatly impr
He is expected to leave his be
morrow or Thursday. He i
the Dorset, 30 West 54th St.

Loew Canadian Firms
Interior
Dept. FilmsIckes
"Play"
to 8,809,000,
Says
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — During the year
three new film subjects were added,
7 revised and 594 additional reels
were obtained for circulation by the
U. S. Department of Interior, it was
revealed yesterday in the annual report released by Secretary Ickes for
the fiscal year, 1937.
On June 30, the report states, the
Bureau had 1,981 sets of films, totalling 3,775 reels, aggregating 2,098,000 feet. During the year the
films were shown on 100,342 occasions, before an estimated audience
of 8,809,000. The attendance was
31 per cent higher than last year.

Birmingham Deal Set
Detroit — Sol Krim, head of the
Krim Theatrical Enterprises, announces the completion of a deal
with the King-Trendle interests,
whereby the contemplated new Birmingham Theater will be built for
the Krim Theatrical Enterprises,
and the United Detroit Theaters will
take a 10-year lease.

Report

Higher Pr

Montreal — Substantial imp
ment in net profits for the year
ed Aug. 26 was shown in the ai
report of Earnings
Marcus Loew's
Toronto.
after allThe;
ehi
were $111,730, compared with
795 in the preceding year.
After preferred dividend
ments "covering the period to .
1931," surplus account was inert
from $699,416 to $753,930. Cu
assets of $291,179, left working
ital of $264,998, against $16
at the end of the previous yearj
Loew's
London
(Ont.) Thet t
reported net profit of $15,596 i
pared with $11,105 and surplu
count and working capital wen
proved.

Richmond

IATSE Elect

Richmond,
Va. — At
the
election
of officers
of Loca,
IATSE,
T. N. Jones
was elpresident;
C. C. Colgin, vice-p
dent; S. H. Atkisson, recordingretary; J. P. Leary, financial s,
tary; H. L. Jarvis, business a;
C. N. Wilson, treasurer, and F i
Mathews, Sergeant at Arms.

Hoyts Best 7-Year Net
Sydney (By Cable) — Annual
statement of Hoyts Theaters circuit
gives the net profit for the past
year at $406,525, its highest since
1930, and an increase of $101,000
over the previous year.

Banquetthe Place;
Change— Because
Cleveland
Ma;
Casino is in bankruptcy, the an
Variety Club banquet on Dec. 3. ;
be held,
instead, in the Allertonlft
tel
Ballroom.

mJ
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iWARK THEA. SUES
ON TRUST CHARGES
(Continued from

Page

Street's Past
St. Louis — Charles "Cabby" Street,
newly appointed manager of the St.
Louis Browns of the American League,
is an ex-doorman at the old Jefferson
Theater,
Springfield.

1)

ilaint include Warners, Loew's,
mount, United Artists, RKO
>, Universal, Columbia and
d National, together with these
icer-distributor companies' affiled each of the organizations'
managers. Action was in:ed under the Sherman and
on anti-trust laws.
pie damages
sought bv the
tiff total $3,525,000.
intiff charges that the Mosque
not obtain first-run product
ise such features were allotted
to four downtown Newark
is owned or operated by some
te defendants. It is further
nded that the Mosque was also
i, through suppression by the
dants of certain available secun films, the opportunity of
ing on its programs. As a re}f the alleged conspiracy and
poly, Quemos claims it was
forced to operate the theater
fitably, thereby losing its lease
11, last.

Six New Industry Firms
Get N. Y. State Charters

Albany — Six new industry companies have just been chartered by
the Secretary of State, as follows:
Home Theater Corp., New York
City; to operate motion picture
theaters. Eva M. Chadnow, Sylvia
Whitman, Anna Rosenfeld, incorporators.
Biltmore Pictures Corp., to deal in
picture films and produce motion
pictures. Pearl Portnoy, Henrietta
Schwartz, Bernard Miller, incorporators.
Chanin Theaters Enterprises, Inc.,
New York City; to operate motion
picture theaters.. Rose Meyers, Rose
Henkind, Mollie Eggert, incorporators.
Musart Film Productions, Inc.,
New York City; to distribute motion
picture films; Eli E. Lesser, William
Weiman, Sylvia Greenberg, incorporators.
Reg'lar Fellers, Inc., New York
City; to distribute motion pictures.
B Adds To Sales Force
Eugene V. Weissman, Anna Leitman,
t hur A. Lee announces further Rose Brown, incorporators.
Gallic Films, Inc., New York City;
dc 'ons to GB's sales staff, with
le igagement of Louis Jarodsky to distribute motion picture films.
>r le St. Louis exchange, and H. Ann Victor, Florence Abramson,
. assendorfer for the Indianapo- Peter Lewis, incorporators.
t , :hange. The GB sales organi, according to Lee, has been Court Orders Affidavits
sed by 25 per cent during the
is wo months and further addito Back Roxy Reorg. Claims
01 are indicated.
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
handed down opinion yesterday in
the matter of the Roxy reorganization claims, which total $612,000,
that everyone who has applied for a
fee must submit an affidavit to the
eland— Bill Twig, Grand Nas salesman, was married on effect that no private arrangements
sgiving Day to Miss Sally for fees have been made, and that
?er at the home of the bride failure to submit such affidavits will
fton Boulevard. A bridal din- result in outlawing claims.
: Lake Shore Hotel followed
Springer Suits Settled
emony, after which was a reTwo legal actions brought by Rel for friends at the bride's
public Film Exchanges, Inc., and
The newlyweds are honeyMascot Pictures Corp. against Cora
iig in New York.
Springer, as executrix of the Jack
land — Miss Mildred London, W. Springer Estate; Soteros Cocalis
mry to Warner publicity head and Trio Manhattan Corp., were setDannenberg has resigned to
tled yesterday in Federal Court befried Dee. 19 to Milton Gurian,
fore Judge Robert Patterson.
*],anoffice.
in the She
Cincinnati
will beUnited
sucSamuelson to Ohio Meet
f by Jane Meisel.
Sid Samuelson, of Allied Theaters
of New Jersey, will attend the ITO
ast Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY
of Ohio convention in Columbus,
fj/wood — Marriage of Virginia Dec. 6-8, he announced yesterday.
•™,'. actress, and J. Walter Ru- Samuelson will attend as a member
!V rector, is set for Dec. 18.
of the executive committee of Allied
States.
nnati — Howard
Minskey,
of Joe, of the local War"Flesh" In Miami
/ersonnel and now stationed
Miami, Fla. — Jonas Perlberg,
'ihington, D. C, will marry
I lylvia Shear of Pittsburgh on manager of the Paramount, announces road shows as a regular
HI1.Va They will reside in Richloml
.
feature starting about Dec. 10.

EDDING BELLS

...
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TOMORROW
AMPATakes the Air-By Storm!

C.B.&DAY
AM PA
Guests of Honor
TED HUSING
Master of Ceremonies

KATE SMITH
AL PEARCE and HIS GANG
KAY THOMPSON
ARLINE HARRIS
MARK WARNOW
BUDDY CLARK
THE SYMPHONETTES
and
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"IT BOARD CONFIRMS
BLUMBERG AS PREXY
(Continued from Pay,- 1)

Cochrane personally and his counsel,
Saul E. Rogers.
Cochrane took the position that he
remains Universal's president when
asked by The Film Daily as to his
status, and his attorney seconded it
with a formal statement which contended the board action was "without authority and illegal" and that,
further, "Cochrane's contract is unimpaired and in full force and effect".
Cowdin, who heretofore has held
the post of chairman of the executive
committee, declared that the Cochrane contract did not specify the office of president.
Scully New Sales Head
Cowdin's official announcement of
the board's action at its special meeting also included the appointment
of William A. Scully as general sales
manager of the company, effective
Jan. 1. Scully, now eastern district
manager for M-G-M, succeeds James
R. Grainger, who has been with Universal since 1933.
It was also disclosed that the
board had approved the employment
contract of Louis Weinberg as assistant sales manager, also effective
as of Jan. 1.
Weinberg, circuit sales manager
since 1932, told The Film Daily
that he had not as yet signed the
contract, that he considered the Universal offer "flattering", but that his
decision must wait upon conferences
with Abe Montague, Columbia general sales manager, who returns to
New York Monday from the Coast,
cutting short a visit. In Universal
circles, the Weinberg contract was
described as "initialed".
Cochrane's
$1,750 Weekly
Cochrane's employment contract
with Universal, it is understood, has
more than three years to run, and
is said to call for $1,750 weekly. It
is reported, further, that it is a
straight agreement without options.
No overtures have been made to
settle the contract, it was learned,
and it is understood that should
Cochrane accept the committee
chairmanship, no change in his salary is contemplated.
Rogers stated that Cochrane owned approximately 20 p.c. of the common stock of Universal Corporation, parent company, and in response to an inquiry, added that no
sale of the holdings is contemplated.
According to Rogers, Cochrane's
decision on acceptance or rejection
of the tendered new post is "being
held in abeyance". Asked what
course of action he would pursue on
behalf of his client, Rogers said, "I
haven't decided".
Grainger's Universal contract,
which extends until July, will be
settled in full, it is understood.
Grainger, upon leaving Universal,
plans to take a trip — probably to

O'CONNOR IS LIKEL
BLUMBERG SUGGESJ

Cochrane Counsel's Statement
Saul R. Rogers, counsel for R. H.
Cochrane, issued the following press
statement last night:
"It is Mr. Cochrane's preference
to issue no personal statement concerning the new management of the
Company
at the present time.
"In his behalf and as his attorney,
however, I desire to state that the
negotiations in connection with engaging the services of Mr. Nate
Blumberg and Mr. William Scully
were carried on and consummated
entirely without his knowledge and,
naturally, came to him as a great
shock and surprise. It was not until
he was present at the Board Meeting today that he was apprised for
the first time of the terms and conditions of their respective proposed
contracts.
Europe — and will make no decision
as to a future connection immediately, it was said last night.
Two Pacts for 5 Years
The Universal employment pacts
of both Blumberg and Scully are for
five year terms, it was learned. The
pending pact of Weinberg is for
three years, it is understood. Blumberg's agreement is said to provide
for stock options in addition to a
four-figure weekly salary.
Blumberg's
election
Universal board is
slated toatthe
a later
date, Cowdin told The Film Daily.
Blumberg, Cowdin added, would
"have a good deal to say" about the
type of pictures to be made.
Questioned concerning the persistent reports new money was coming
into Universal, Cowdin said an announcement would be forthcoming
"all in due time". The reports have
mentioned the Rockefeller interests,
among others.
No Merger, Says Cowdin
Cowdin said there was "no foundation" for other reports that Universal might merge with another
company whose name has figured in
industry speculation. He added he
had not conferred with M. J. Meehan or any of his representatives,
and asserted he planned to float no
new stock issue.
There will be no further changes
made in the East, Cowdin declared,
m response to a question, and he
further said that none are contemplated in Coast studio personnel.
Charles R. Rogers, who has been
in New York for the discussions inHdeit to the executive revamping,
continues as vice-president in charge
of nroduetion, it was stated.
Frank J. A. McCarthy remains as
Universal's eastern sales manager.
Directors at Meeting
Boards of both Universal Corp.
snd Universal Pictures Co., Inc.,
held sessions. Members attending
were :
Universal Corp. — J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman; Paul G. Brown, R. H.

"I regard the action taken today
by the respective Boards superseding Mr. Blumberg as President in
the stead of Mr. Cochrane as without authority and illegal and, in
addition thereto, bad from a business point of view.
"Thirty years of the kind of executive experience in this industry
that has been acquired by Mr.
Cochrane cannot be disregarded by
the gesture of a board, particularly
at a time when the Company is in
great need of the guidance of such
mature experience.
"Mr. Cochrane's contract is unimpaired and in full force and effect
and he is prepared to render his
services in accordance therewith.
His future course of conduct will
depend entirely upon the policy and
attitude of the new management."

IATSE Board Meets Today
on the Issues of Autonomy
(Continued from Page

1)

dent; Harlan Holmden, vice-president, andrepresentative,
William Bioff, are
Browne's
personal
here
from the Coast. They will remain
in the East for about two weeks, it
is understood.
Meeting was deferred to today
due to the absence of Roger Kennedy, IATSE vice-president, called
to Lansing for a meeting of the
Michigan State Prison Commission
of which he is a member.

{Continued

from

Paiic

1)

until he arrives in New York
will not be for two or three
In buyer
New York
John J.
chief
and booker
for O'C
the
circuit, was held to be most
candidate for the position le
cant by departure of Blut
Home office officials stated thai
Blumberg will continue in his
ent post until the first of the
no immediate appointment
quired or expected.

Successor to Wm. Scully
May Be Announced De
(Continued from Page 1)

of M-G-M district managers i:
cago Dec. 11, it was learned
day. E. K. "Ted" O'Shea, wh
appointed to fill Scully's post
porarily, probably will can
O'S
apermanently,
veteran in theit was
M-G-Msaid.
organi:
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Hollywood— William F. Re
M-G-M general sales managei
yesterday
that
he would
whether
the appointment
"Ted"
O'Shea
as eastern of d
manager would be permanent
his
York i
weeks.return to New

Steinbuck, Safety Aid
Cleveland — Everett Steinbuck,
manager of Loew's State Theater,
was appointed head of the movie
division of the Cleveland Safety
drive by Safety Director Eliot Ness.
Under Steinbuck's supervision, a 500foot safety reel has been produced
by Tri-State Picture Company, to
be shown at all downtown movie
houses during Safety Week.
Cochi-ane, D. C. Collins, of Erpi; J.
Arthur Rank, Budd Rogers, Charles
R. Rogers, D. M. Sheaffer and W. H.
Taylor, Jr. Adolph Ramish and J.
Arthur Rank are other directors.
Universal Pictures — J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman; Paul G. Brown,
R. H. Cochrane, D. C. Collins, of
Erpi; William Freiday, Willard S.
McKay, Budd Rogers, Charles R.
Rogers, J. Meyer Schine and D. M.
Sheaffer.

"U" English Financing
Report False — Giannini
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Dr. A. H. Giannini
yesterday declared that the report
that English interests had approached him and had offered money
and an office in Universal is entirely groundless. He said the Bank
of America still has a loan against
certain Universal
negatives.

Brandt Theaters to Try
Vaude Policy After J
(Continued from Page li

out in two theaters after th«
of the year, and, if the plan i
cessful, two more houses w
added, with the view of pi
stage shows in 10 other Branr
aters if the public reaction is
able. First of the circuit's thil
to adopt vaudeville will be the 1
sor, The Bronx, and the Au>.l
Washington Heights. These \
followed by the Flatbush anc |
sey Theaters
in Brooklyn, f
move warrants it, Brandt sai
Adoption of a vaude policy
garded as the first step in the I
nation of giveaways in the 1 1
circuit.
All houses in which
acts are placed will drop Bank
and other games, Brandt as
It is possible, Brandt added
vaude will be booked into th ?(
cuit's 42nd Street houses. The ,)
lo Theater, former burlesque J
recently acquired by the Bran< ■;■
undergoing a redecorating jolt
will start operating Dec. 15 ,i
straight picture policy, but ma i
vaude later.
Brandt indicatec *
Broadway.
used :'*
may beTheater
also
stage shows
Central
and
Globe

Fund Is On
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old
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reen Wrifers^^uild Status Is Issue at NLRB Hearing

10 GREAT CHANGE" PLANNED AT "U "-- BLUMBERG
deral Licensing
Bill ProvidesGamesfor
FTC's R. Enlargement
Drastic Regulation Is Keynote
H. Cochrane Marks Time;
Fading Out

Aid the Fund

of Borah-O'Mahoney
Measure

send that check

Washington
- By CHESTER
I

editorial

B. BAHN

is addressed

| you . . . AND

to

you

. . .

YOU.

sence, it is a strictly personal comrion from
The
Film
Daily
Relief
those
«'y

which

have

come

for the
last 11 years,
request that you extend

|to the

less

fortunate

in

to

you

it

is an
a helping
your

own

11'— those who, through the force of
tances,
are unable
to help
themof the industry's own urgent need
nedium through which material ascould be given quickly, quietly,
tly and directly, The Film Daily
und since its establishment in 1926
ijn of dignified service to thousands.
CONTINUE

its activities during 1938,

IR contribution
is essential,
and
Christmas,
the
Fund
committee,
the columns of this paper, will ask
can do so to give.
ubscription
pledge
will be placed
you, for the Relief Fund participa|wholly voluntary.
And
you
alone
judge of the size of your gift.
A
not too little, nor is a hundred
oo much if you can afford it.
assured
that
there
is no
charity
more
important.
Rest
assured,
that no charity
agency
provides
relief, dollar for dollar.
There is
nistrative overhead
to be charged
the last penny, your contributions
financial succor.
lecessary printing is donated by
ies Printing Co., The Fund books
ed periodically by Jacob L. Cooperthout fee.
o
I, the Fund

to date has met

quests for aid.

These

about

individual

Ifleet a wirfe variety of urgent
Misfortune, distress, illness are no
le" s of

person

. . . and

there

are

!mesj en the way from top to bottom is
"ort |eed.
So generously. AND GIVE NOW. No
(.Continued on Page 2)
(

Bureau

of
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Washington — All film industry
companies engaged in interstate
commerce would be required to secure Federal licenses to continue
operation, under the provisions of
the Borah-O'Mahoney bill now betee. fore the Senate Judiciary Commit• Drastic (Continued
regulation
of 6)large
on Page

cor-

UA BOARDMEETING
IS AGAIN POSTPONED
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — United Artists' board
of directors' meeting scheduled for
yesterday was again postponed.
Alexander Korda plans to leave for
New York Friday. A session of the
board may be held today.
Korda could not be reached for
(Continued on Page 4)

Oklahoma City — Carries in most Oklahoma spots have begun the toboggan
to oblivion. In 0. C. first-runs have
eliminated Bank Night and similar giveaway stunts but nabe houses are still
featuring Bank Nights one night per
week. They, however, have changed
idea to award cash to persons in the
theater.

SEC REVEALS HEAVY
FILM STOCK TRADING
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Although yesterday was the proposed deadline for the elimination
of giveaways in New York City,
checkup established there were more
'-■{Continued on Page 4)

BLUMBERG WILL URGE
O'CONNOR'

Albert Warner reported disposition of 800 shares of Warner Bros,
Nate J. Blumberg, who is to recommon stock and a later acquisitire as RKO vice-president in charge
tion of a liquidating dividend of
of theater operations on Jan. 1 to
5,988 shares to give him a total
holding of 64,448 shares of common. become president of Universal Pictures, yesterday told The Film
Jack
L. Warner
reported
he held
Daily that he will recommend the
(^Continued on Page 8)
(Continued
on PageJ. 4) O'Connor,
appointment
of John

Majors' Counsels Study

Long-anticipated announcement of
Mosque Trust Complaint
a new studio head for RKO may not
materialize, according to reports
Attorneys for major distributor
here
that
present
arrangement defendants in the $3,525,000 anti(Continued on Page 4)
trust suit filed by the Mosque Theater, Irvington, N. J., yesterday received copies of the complaints.
Answers (Continued
are returnable
in 20 days
on Page 6)

SWG's Claim Writer is an Employe
Challenged at Hearing Before NLRB
ITOA Gives Hint of Mass
Giveaways by Independents

Nate J. Blumberg, elected by the
Universal board to succeed R. H.
Cochrane as president of the company, effective Jan. 1, yesterday declared that he would not "pre-judge
any of the personnel" and contemplated "no great change."
Blumberg announced that Matthew Fox, Skouras film buyer and
booker, whom he is taking with him
to Universal
as his assistant, would
(Continued on Page 6)

DAILY

Washington — Heavy trading in
film securities and stocks occurred
during the past two weeks, the
semi-monthly SEC report of security vealed
transactions
and holdings retoday.

Bank Night Ruled Lottery
Report Permanency Likely
In Connecticut Test Case
for Berman-Marcus Setup
Middletown, Conn. — Judge Edward
J. Quinlan of the Superior Court for
Middlesex County yesterday ruled
bank night a lottery in the test case

Two
Offers Reported
Made to McCarthy

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY

Washington — In a bitter jurisdictional battle to determine the proper
bargaining agency, representatives
of the Screen Writers Guild and the
Screen Playwrights, armed with a
mass of testimony, records and pre(Continued on Page 8)

Censor Move Fails
Kansas City, Kans. — Exemption of
newsreels from censorship under Kansas
state law stands between Governor Walter A. Huxman and the elimination
of all scenes showing winners of sweepstakes and lotteries, it was said yesterday by Miss Mae Clausen, chairman 6f
the State Board of Review. Huxman
in a letter had requested the board to
delete such scenes in the event authority existed.

i
I
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time like the present, you know. Tell
your secretary to prepare the check today.
Make it payable to The Film Daily Relief
Fund. You'll like the warming feeling about
the heart as you affix your signature.

Shortly, the first Honor Roll of conPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays
it 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
tributors will be published. You'll want
by VVid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. your name inscribed upon it. Thus, no deDonMicoate, President and Publisher;
lays, please.
ald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer; En
Serving upon the 1938 committee to
tered as second class matter. May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y. under administer the Fund are: Don Mersereau,
ihe act of March 3, 1879. Terras (Postage
"Red" Kann, Lou Nizer, Ralph
free) United States outside of Greater New secretary;
Rolan
and Jack Alicoate, chairman.
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
Subscriber
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00.
Address all comshould remit with order
munications to THE FILM DAILY 1501
Phone, BRyant Bank Night Ruled Lottery
Y.
N.
Broadway, New York,
9-7117 9-7118. 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable
In Connecticut Test Case
Hollywood,
York.
Address: Filmday, New
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd Phone Granite 6607. London— Ernest
(Continued from Page 1)
W Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St , W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne, of State vs. Ernest Dorau, manager
La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,
of the Capital Theater here. The
phic Francaise, Rue de la LourCinematogra19.
des-Noues,
matter originally came up before an-

Clarification of Contract
to be Sought by the ITOA
Alarmed by the large damage
award granted in a Brooklyn Court
to M-G-M and 20th Century-Fox for
the holding over of shorts without
permission in a Brooklyn theater,
the ITOA yesterday appointed a
committee to meet with distributors for the purpose of clarifying
certain
tract. clauses in the standard conAccording to the contract, an exhibitor must get permission from a
branch manager if the ^exhibitor
wants to hold a picture an extra
day. However, the custom has been
to notify the booker, who in turn
sends a confirmation. In order to
avoid possible law suits, the ITOA
seeks to reach a mutual agreement
on the question of holdovers. The
committee, which will meet first
with Louis Nizer, counsel for several distributors, includes Dave
Weinstock, Jack Hattern and John
Manheimer.

other judge, who failed to act on it,
and it was the hope of the attorneys Call McKay for Deposition
in Boston Anti-Trust Case
that Judge Quinlan would not decide, but send the case to the Supreme Court on the stipulation of
Willard S. McKay, general counsel for Universal, is scheduled to
the parties. State-wide application
could thus have been made of the appear today for depositions in the
case without necessitating appeal. anti-trust suits brought by the
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Dorau is expected to appeal to the Morse & Rothenberg Circuit of BosNet
High
Low Close Chg.
ton against major distributors and
Supreme Court.
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ANN
HARDINC,
film actress, accoi ■
by
lea
East.her daughter, JANE BANNISTER,
Coast this week for a five-month's stay

SHIRLEY ROSS, Paramount player, has I
in
New York from Los Angeles aboard th i
Paula.

KIRSTEN FLACSTAD arrived in St. Lo> i
terday from New York.

JOE
WEIL,
Universal's
director of e
tion, arrived in New York
yesterday b I
from
Universal
City.
ORRY
KELLY,
Warner
designer,
lea* J
lywood Sunday for New York, and will
the Ritz Tower while here.
CRACE
MOORE,
arrives here from

operatic
and
scree i
concert
tour tomorrc

will stay at the Waldorf-Astoria.
JOHN LODER, and his wife, MIC
CHEIREL, are on their way back to Nc
after an automobile trip around the
They Wednesday.
arrive here Saturday, and sail for
next
AL LICHTMAN, M-G-M
yesterday
on the Normandie

executive i
for New
i

FRANK LLOYD, Paramount director, i
here Monday from the Coast, accompa I
CLIFF
manager. LEWIS, Paramount studio ad< i
ELSA
after

six
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months'

is back
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Autry, Four Others Hurt
as Mob Fight Is Filmed
West

Coast Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Gene Autry, western
star, suffered a wrenched back, it
was learned here yesterday, during
the filming of a mob fight on the
Republic lot, and four other film actors were sent to an emergency hosLoew's To Pay Extra $1
pital for treatment. Casualties were
A dividend of 50 cents a share
on the common stock and an extra Smiley Burnette, comedian, who
dividend of $1 were declared yes- sprained his wrist; Robert Hoag suffered abroken leg; Nadine Spencer,
terday by the board of directors of
Loew's, Inc. Dividends are payable contusions when hit by a flying
Dec. 31 to stockholders of record chair, and Buck Spencer received a
hand sprain.
on Dec, IX.

in He i

absence.

SPYROS SKOURAS, president of I ■
Theaters, arrived in Hollywood yesterd; f
New York.
CARL LAEMMLE, JR. is expected to It
New York shortly to discuss new deal <
on

FORD BILLINGS, former Hearst radi ■
Coast, arrives in New York tomorrc

ROBERT BROWN,
agency,
is on Coast

of F. Wallis Ar i
for series of conf I

Fox.RIAN JAMES has returned to Coast I
he starts on new ticket as scripter fo C

GRANT negotiations.
MILLS is in Hollywood for I
contract

'^%%'TtoSAL^

Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
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LOVE & KISSES
AT THE BOX-OFFICE!
Los Angeles
{Day and date at State
and Chinese theatres)
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Detroit
Washington
Evansville
Atlanta
The First Nine.'
All Fine!

biggest surprise
hit of many
seasons is
M-G-M's thrilling
heart-throb show
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GOLD"«-(at the box-office!)
at* * U°\ S.
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(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

comment on a London report that
his British financial interests had
notified him that they will not exercise the option to buy the Chaplin-Fairbanks-Pickford control in
UA.
Samuel Goldwyn maintained the
policy of remaining silent on all reports pertaining to the deal.

ITOA Gives Hint of Mass
Giveaways by Independents
(Continued from Page

1)

games

in use than when the campaign against them was launched.
Several circuits, including RKO,
have installed Bank Night in additional houses.
Blame for the failure of the crusade is being shifted between the
major circuits and the ITOA, the
latter organization having sponsored the drive. Both sides have
declared repeatedly that they would
eliminate the games "if the others
would," but apparently neither side
has been able to get together on a
general agreement.
In the current issue of The Independent, ITOA house organ, a
veiled hint that the ITOA houses
may sponsor a huge giveaway to
end all giveaways is indicated. The
article reads, in part:
"When are Loew's and RKO going
to sit down and really work this
matter out? If they don't follow
the ITOA lead, what are they going
to say when the independents get
together and have a tremendous
mass giveaway that will knock the
spots out of every previous large
giveaway, including Loew's $2,000
a day?"
The next step is up to Loew's and
RKO, the article continues. "If nothing is heard from that direction," it
states, "the ITOA's course of action
is clear."

WITH

I B IL ,U. DAI_y

▼
T
T
• •
•
IF YOU happen to have been raised on (he sidewalks of
New York
and know the Old Neighborhood Gangs and ths Family
Life of the Flats and all that pungent flavor that went with them
then you are in a position (o fully appreciate Monogram's "Boy of the
Streets"
a story of city life with characters and incidents so true
that you forget you are looking at a motion picture
'which is as
high a meed of praise as can be given
for how often have you
been able to forget that you are just looking at a picture?
T
▼
▼
• • • THEY DO human, natural, BELIEVABLE things all
the way through this picture
no theatricalism
no straining for effects
every
member
of the Gang
of both
gangs
is a natural slum type
Real Boys
as all of
us know them if we were ever brought in close contact with
youngsters of the streets in any large city
▼
▼
▼
• •
•
DON'T KNOW who to praise
Cast
all are superb
and can
act!
it is our well considered opinion
boy performance we have ever seen on

most
Author, Director or
that youngster Jackie Cooper
that he gives the most natural
the screen
the two Irish

Pals
Jackie's
dad
and his crony
are delightful
the
mother is superb
the Naborhoods will eat this one up
so will
the Class Spots
for it will be such a Novelty for the Better Elements
to get a real Bite of Life that they will go out of the ritzy theaters with
a look of delighted surprise on their jaded muggs
Monogram
dressed up the Preview at the Waldorf-Astoria with a ritzy luncheon to
the Trade
• •
here

here's one production that doesn't need a luncheon

▼

•

TV

got it back

'sfunny

▼

▼

how he loaned Frank
Europe
and what
that is, he almost
▼

• •
• SEEN AT "21" Club yesterday
Deac Aylesworth. Jack
Davidson, Major L. E. Thompson, Phil Reisman, M. E. Schlessinger
Sam Dembow, Maurice Kann, Bill Jaffe, Nate Spingold, Jack Cohn, Scott
Farrand. ...»
Don't forget that it is "CBS Day" at the AMPA
luncheon today at the International Casino
the Columbia Broadcasting bunch will be there with execs and talent and everythin'
▼
▼
T
• •
• RETURNING aboard the S.S. Lafayette today is Ann
Greenway
singing star of stage, screen and radio
after
ten weeks of appearances in London and Paris
her first ap-

•

pearance will be as headliner of a Loew's State stage program
T
▼
T
• ON THE recent visit of the G. M. of this paper to Hollywood,

in conversation with a studio exec he mentioned the "unusual" shakeup
in studio personnel going on everywhere
"Nothing unusual," said
the exec nonchalantly, "except that it's happening a month earlier this
Best
the

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER

Daily to
birthday;

2

Earle W. Hammons
Julian
Arthur
Alfred
Lewis
Werker
Alfred
Reeves
Frank
Reicher
Otto Brower

year."
• •
screen

•

Report Permanency Like
for Berman-Marcus !
(Continued from Page 1)

which has Pandro Berman

get

in charge of "A" product ar
Marcus handling "B" produ<
finally become permanent.
It is understood that prese:
up is agreeable to all other top
Leo Spitz, RKO presiden
been on the Coast for som>
following resignation of
Briskin as studio chief.

Single Features Clic
Chicago — The single featui
icy of the new Rhodes the!
meeting with success accord
the Warner circuit executive:

DEATH RECOI!

BEST
YARN
of the week
too long to tell
but ask Nate Spingold to lunch and have him tell it to

you
it's worth the price of a lunch
Capra his Rolls-Royce to jaunt around
happened before Nate got his bus back

•

chief buyer and booker for tl
cuit, as his successor.
Blumberg's sponsorship is
recorded official support for i
nor, who has been called the
choice. Blumberg said he woul
the matter up with Leo Spitz,
ident of RKO and K-A-O, on
return from Hollywood, which
pected in two or three weeks

▼
▼
▼
BRAND NEW idea for the main titles on the
our thought is that they can be made up like a book-

keeper's ledger
the Debits

«

one side for the Credits, and the other for

«

«

»

»

»

Robert Strahle
Oakland, Cal.— Robert Strai
manager of the Follies and
Rouge Theaters here, died las
from a streptococci infection
sociated
with
Gate
throat.
StrahleGolden
was formein several East Bay houses.
Mrs. Henry B. Walthall
Hackensack, N. J. — Mrs.
Walthall,
64, actress
and
wife of the late Henry B. W
is dead here. She was known
stage as Isabel M. Fenton ar
parts in Broadway
and stoc
ductions after coming to the
States
from
Dublin.
Late
wrote stage and screen plays
Carlton Glidden
Carlton
Glidden,
62, pla
is dead
at his home,
601
Broad St., Elizabeth, N. J.
ing an illness of several rjj
Guernon.
His
best name
know
He
wrote under
the
of '
"Eyes of Youth," ran for a
New York and for a like 1<
time in London.
Oscar H. Johnstone
Chicago — Oscar H. Johnsto
former owner of the Americai
attack. Agency, is dead from <
atrical
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"NO GREAT CHANGE"
IS PLANNED AT "U"
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be only new blood he would inject.
Fox's successor is expected to be
named by the end of the week, it
was said.
At the Universal home office, however, it was felt that there would
be further switches, voluntary or involuntary. Out of a welter of speculation arose these established facts:
R. H. Cochrane, continuing to
maintain that he remains president of
Universal despite the removal resolution of the board, through his attorney, Saul E. Rogers, stressed the
fact that his next move will depend
on "day-to-day developments."
Contract of James R. Grainger as
sales manager had not been settled
yesterday. Grainger, it was pointed
out, had not received legal notification of termination of his services;
but it is expected that this formality will be consummated by tomorrow when Grainger is slated to leave
on an extended vacation.
Frank J. A. McCarthy, Universal's
eastern sales manager, is not under
contract and has not been informed
of his future duties, it was learned.
It is understood that among his alternatives, inthe event he does not
continue with Universal, are two offers of posts in the sales departments of major distributors.
Louis Weinberg, who has been offered the post of assistant sales
manager under William A. Scully,
has made no decision on the matter
and reaffirmed his statement that he
would confer with Abe Montague,
Columbia sales manager and his superior.
Scully, who becomes general sales
manager Jan. 1, declared meanwhile
that he plans no changes in the Universal sales staff. He said that the
business."
"knows
department
He stated that
he willitscontinue
as

#i*

BILL PROVIDES FOR
FTC'S ENLARGEM!

nCUJS Of TH€ DflV
Chicago — H. S. Turner has been
appointed manager of the order and
distribution department of the Nash
Kelvinator Corp., succeeding H. K.
Lyons who resigned due to ill health.
He will make his headquarters in
Detroit.

Wilmington, O. — The La Max
Theater here has been acquired by
the newly formed Stan-Rad, Inc.
Identified with the new concern is
Clark Rader, operating a circuit of
theaters in several central and
southern Ohio cities and Lawrence
D. Stanley of Columbus.

{Continued from Page

1)

porations is the keynote of th<J
posed legislation, which call d
the enlargement of the F i
Trade Commission from five t< t
members to administer the kj

Detroit — Jack Waugh, service
Oklahoma City — Virginia Nelson
manager of the Detroit branch of
RCA Manufacturing Co., has been has been named motion picture
critic
for the Daily Oklahoman and
transferred to Camden, N. J.
Oklahoma City Times.

Thethebillpower
wouldto further
giv'\
passed.
FTC
make recor.S
dations to Congress for the si
zation of basic industries, to c|
industrial conference and, wrl
Akron, O. — The Portage here, a
Milwaukee, Wis. — Articles of in- finds that abuses in the form (I
suburban movie house, completely
corporation have been filed here by wages exist, to recommend tol
modernized, has been reopened un- the Oakland Theater Corp. Capi- gress minimum wage legislat
der the name of the Five Points
talization is$500 and incorporators
The licensing provision extei i
Theater. House, during a brief pe- are R. J. Patterson, L. I. Dennison
and
G.
Hinkley.
any person or holding cori
riod of darkness, was remodeled
which by control of stock exeijl
and re-equipped.
Oklahoma City — Community sing- fluence on such corporations. |
ing led by Jack Caldwell, organist are many papers which the coi|
Columbus, O. — Completely modtion must file giving intimat i
ernized, the Exhibit Theater here at the Tower, Standard first-run tails
of its corporate structur)
is meeting with considerable
has been reopened under the man- here,
relationships. If the comml
success in building b.o.
agement of Charles Justus.
believes the corporation is vio i
the anti-trust laws it may wr 4
Camera Award Rule Changes its license.
Raoul Cleaver Continues

In Indie Exchange Field Before Committee Tomorrow

Detroit — Raoul Cleaver, indie film
exchange operator, moved into new
quarters at 442 West Vernon Highway this week, following closing of
his offices on the seventh floor of
the Film Exchange Building. Cleaver, despite reports, is retaining all
present connections, which include
distribution for Imperial Distributing Corporation of Michigan, Powers Pictures Company of Michigan
and Master Art Products. In addition, Cleaver is head of Junior Air
Aces & Manufacturing Company,
theater premium organization, which
M-G-M eastern district manager un- was recently active on a national
scale.
til latter part of December.
J, Cheever Cowdin, senior exNew Company is also being orecutive officer of Universal, yesterganized by his son, James Cleaver,
Daily's who has recently been assistant to
Film
day confirmed
exclusive
story The
of the
resignation his father, and was formerly head
of Dr. A. H. Giannini as a member
Cleaver-Jones Displays. New
of the voting trust controlling the of
company, which will share office
company and the appointment of
space with the enlarged Cleaver ofOttavio Prochet as his successor.
fices, will be known as Clevesign
and will be a division of the Powers Pictures Company.

West
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Hollywood — Ray June, chairman
of the Photographic Section of the
Technicians' Branch of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
has announced the appointment of a
committee to consider any changes
in the rules governing the Camera
Award which may seem desirable for
this following:
year's award, and consisting of
the
Ray June, chairman, John Arnold, Joseph August, Norbert Brodine, Edward Cronjager, Arthur
Edeson, George Folsey, Fred Gage,
Merritt Gerstad, Byron Haskin, C.
Roy Hunter, Thomas Ingman,
Charles B. Lang, Jr., George B.
Meehan, Jr., Virgil Miller, Victor
Milner, Ira Morgan, J. M. Nickolaus,
L. William O'Connell, George Robinson, Roy Seawright, George Seid,
Karl Struss, John Swain, Allen
Thompson, Joseph Valentine, Joseph Walker, Vernon Walker, Ray
Wilkinson and Gordon S. Mitchell,
manager
Bureau. of the Academy Technical

Whenever the commission t
reason to believe that any coij
tion was not conforming to th i
ditions of fair competition it I
have the right, under the b |
summon such corporation and 1
it subject to the act, espel
where it was shown that the <
conforming company was takl
substantial advantage over con 1
ing companies. After provis I
made for revoking a iicens i

"violating
effective
conditi'
its license,"an the
bill stipulate^
method of reissuance or of rl
by the courts.
The bill's second title cor 1
protection of investors.
It il
every director a trustee foj
benefit of his stockholders.
Ii|
provides for the creation of 1
tern of accredited corporation ;
sentatives, or experts who m
called in to represent the
stockholders
at stockholders' a:
rectors'
meetings.

Majors' Counsels Study
Mosque Trust Comp
The committee, appointed in accordance with the customary procedure under which nomination

{Continued from Page 1)

"U" Defers Consideration
rules for each of the Academy Tech- to the District Court, Trentor
of White Collar Union Pact A F of L affiliate claiming more than
nical Awards are gone over each will be prepared
as soon a.
Presentation of a contract by
American Federation of Bookkeepers, Stenographers and Accountants,

Two-Scale Admish
Toronto — Famous Players Canadian
Corp. is introducing a two-scale admission system for some of the larger
neighborhood houses, seating 1,500 or
so. Seats in front half of theater are
25 cents, while patrons sitting in rear
half pay 35 cents. Price scale applies
to both first and second evening shows.

can be studied,
a majority of Universal home office year by a committee representing complaint
employes, was greeted by company each professional group, will hold Phillips, of Paramount's lega
partment, said yesterday.
officials with advice to "watch the its first meeting tomorrow.
terday.
trade papers," it was learned yesStatement was interpreted as
meaning more important things concern Universal officials at this time,
and huddle between union and company is in the distant future.
It is not likely any signatures
will be affixed until after Jan. 1,
it was stated yesterday by company
officials.

New Glass Front
Sharon, Pa. — Dark for several
days,
Stahl
Bros." after
NuLuna
here
has been
reopened,
extensive
remodeling. Entire new structural
glass front has been installed and
the seating capacity increased. William Nadenoff, Pittsburgh theater
decorator, executed the redecorating.

Relax Tokyo Code

Toyko (By Cable)— Sex segregal: j
for unescorted women and indivic
male patrons in Toyko pix theati,
heretofore a provision of the mora;
code of the Metropolitan Police Bo;i
is no longer enforced. Board inst:
merely specifies that there shall I
"proper of lighting
conditions" for
mixing
the sexes.
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w or Steal'
Borro
>g.
fh Frank
Morgan, Florence Rice,
John

Beal
70 Mins.

M

(hollywood preview)
ightful comedy,
skillfully
:ted. should get b.o. biz.

"Boy of the Streets"
with Jackie Cooper, Maureen O'Connor
Monogram
75 Mins.
FINE DOWN-TO-EARTH HUMAN INTEREST DRAMA OF SLUMS HAS APPEAL
FOR ALL CLASSES.

* fORflGR

*

"Aus Liebe zum

Here is a production that you can shout
about without fear of any unfavorable re("For Love of Country")
actions. The story is so appealing and
is a delightful comedy that has
.skillfully
Renate
Mueller,
Georg
Alexander
directed by William Thiele. human that it hits right home to all classes. with
Walter Franck, Harold Paulsen
ick Stephani rates credit as producer, It has been expertly directed by one who
Leonard Lee, Harry Ruskin and knows his boy psychology, and as expert- American Tobis Films
93 Mins
ly authored by a chap who has some firstn Parsonnet
turned
in an amusing
hand
knowledge
of
life
as
it
is
really
lived
ROMANTIC
INTRIGUE
WITH
LIBERAL
play. A small army of comedians,
in the poorer sections of our big cities. SPRINKLING OF COMEDY MAKING AN
i by Frank Morgan, aid in the funThe action revolves around Jackie Cooper, ENTERTAINING PIX.
g. The laugh-provokers include HerDing, George Givot, Erik Rhodes, E. who is the leader of a gang of boys who
Here is a picture with a serious theme
ti
ive, Reginald Denny and Vladimir are not tough or vicious, but are on the that has been turned into a broad comedy
way
to
being
both
due
to
the
natural
iff. John Beal does splendid work as
in many places by the German producers
, but successful suitor for the love poison of their environment. This is ex- without ever becoming slapstick at any
pertly
brought
out,
and
thus
is
created
a
orative Florence Rice. Tom Ruthertime. Renate Mueller, the attractive and
taut suspense as the story progresses,
s well cast as Florence's stodgy and wondering if the youngsters are going to extremely capable star of the picture,
less fiance. Janet Beecher, Cora
achieved a new high level in this picture,
rspoon and Harlan Briggs round out wind up behind prison bars or worse. But but unfortunately for the film world, died
through
the
kindly
offices
of
a
young
clinjoy able cast. Morgan, who lives by
shortly after completion of the picture.
ical doctor, a girl from the Park Avenue
its, "steers" wealthy Paris visitors set who has inherited the tenement house Miss Mueller plays the part of a Polish
lers of fake paintings, and the like.
patriot, in the employ of the Polish gov■id his wife, Janet Beecher, have in which Jackie's family lives, and an Irish
ernment as a secret agent, searching for
police officer, everything works out all
eparated for 15 years, but he promsome method of making a safe entry into
!o give his daughter, Florence Rice, right for the "gang," and the young hero Russia in order to help her imprisoned
is led into a useful life of service as he
ish wedding at "his chateau" in
friends. Meeting Georg Alexander, a trav!, He finally induces Beal, caretaker joins the Navy. Interspersed throughout
eling American, she implores his aid to
the
script
are
delightful
bits
of
life
as
it
hateau, to allow his country place to
get her into Russia. He allows her to
is
really
lived
in
the
poor
tenement
secsd for the wedding. The wedding
travel on his passport as his wife, but
tions, and some first-rate acting that is a
arrives, and Beal falls madly in love
after they have crossed the frontier she is
delight.
The
characterizations
of
Marjorie
iorence. Just as Florence and Rutherspotted by Walter Franck, an agent for the
are to be married, Morgan Main as Jackie's mother, Robert Emmett
,Cercesfiance,
he is a fraud and that his O'Connor as the cop, Guy Usher as Jackie's Russian government. Numerous complications follow, many of which are extremely
Bing, Givot, Rhodes, Denny and shiftless dad, and George Cleveland as funny. Miss Mueller achieves her end
If are crooks. Rutherford stalks "flannel-mouthed Farley" are simply swell.
when she gets an audience with the careaving Florence to Beal, whom she Some unusual camera treatment and lightfully guarded Grand Duke and he promises
ing effects are among the major assets of
loves. To add to Florence's hap- a production that will please any type of clemency for her compatriots. The picture
Beal reveals that he is a real Count
audience. The direction is in the first ehds happily with the return of Alexander
d simply posed as a caretaker.
and his alleged wife to Poland, where
division.
T: Frank Morgan, Florence Rice,
they vow to make their relationship authentic. The setting of Czarist Russia is
CAST: Jackie Cooper, Maureen O'ConBeal, Janet Beecher, Herman Bing,
nor, Kathleen Burke, Robert Emmett authentic and well done, and Director
'nodes, George Givot, E. E. Clive,
Marjorie Main, Matty Fain, Erich Waschneck has kept the picture
utherford, Cora Witherspoon, Regin- O'Connor,
George Cleveland, Gordon Elliott, Guy
moving throughout, without allowing his
jnny, Vladimir Sokoloff, Harlan Briggs. Usher, Paul White, Don Latorre.
comedy situations to detract from the main
)ITS: Producer, Frederick Stephani;
CREDITS: Producer, George E. Kahn; Di- theme of the story. The performance of
r, William Thiele; Author, William
rector, William Nigh; Author, Rowland all the cast is praiseworthy.
ite; Screenplay, Leonard Lee, Harry Brown; Screenplay, Gilson Brown, Scott
CAST: Renate Mueller, Georg AlexanMarion Parsonnet; Cameraman, Darling; Editor, Russell Schoengarth; Camder, Walter Franck, Harold Paulsen, Grete
i Daniels; Editor, Conrad A. Nereraman, Gilbert Warrenton.
Weiser, Martha Kossoatski, Franz Zimmerusical Score, Dr. William Axt.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
man, Paula Denk, Paul Otto, Harry Hardt,
The Best.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
CTION, Skillful.
Ernst Rater.

Vaterland"

iood.

"River" Premiere Dec. 7

i-Lux to Open House
pn Madison Ave. Jan. 15

Washington

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Washington — Official premiere of
"The River", new Farm Security administration movie will take place
at the Rialto Theater Dec. 7. The
| is-Lux will open another
'V-el house at 52nd Street and film, a successor to the widely acclaimed "The Plow That Broke the
a mi Avenue on Jan. 15, it was
economic and agri"1 yesterday. New theater will Plains" pictures
cultural phases of the Mississippi
v 500 seats, with a mezzanine
I loking. Price for the smok- River. It was previously shown in
five Mississippi Valley cities.
-' ?es will be 35 cents, with the
aVin the balance of the house
Agents.
Vaude Plus Duals
ft as also learned that the new
Chicago — The Ogden theater of
f»i|\Lux theater
at 49th
and the Warner circuit is now using
"Oilvay will open Jan. 5. More seven acts of vaudeville for week
lousl are contemplated,
shows, which also include double
it was end
laid
film bills.

CREDITS: Produced by Fanal Films; Director, Erich Waschneck; Screenplay, Theo
von Harbou; Cameraman, Friedl BehnGrund. Presented at the Casino Theater
with all German dialogue and titles.
DIRECTON, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

("Count
Michorowski")
with Franciszek
Brodniewicz, Tamara
Wiszniewska,
Mieczyalawa Cwiklinska

Michorowski"

Star

Films

77

Mins.

INTERESTING STORY AND CAPABLE
CAST WILL MAKE PIX APPEALING TO
POLISH AUDIENCES.
This picture does not have the convincing emotional appeal that its predecessor, "Tredowata," had, but it will provide
Polish audiences with good entertainment.
Brodniewicz, carrying on in the role of
Count Michorowski, leaves his recluse existence to help rescue the victims of a
great fire. Suffering severe injuries, he
believes in his delirious state that he is
being taken care of by his dead wife.
Tamara Wiszniewska, who is nursing him,
believes that his protestations of love are
meant for her. Brodniewicz is subsequently forced to disillusion the girl when he
again becomes normal, and she drifts into
a temporary love affair, but finally falls
in love with the Count's nephew, Wojciech
Wojtecki. The picture comes to a climax
when the Count takes his nephew's place
in a duel with the suitor that Tamara has
rejected in favor of his nephew. The picture ends happily and evidently appealed
to the Polish audience tremendously. The
cast is capable and they handle the not
too strong story well.
CAST: Franciszek Brodniewicz, Tamara
Wiszniewska, Mieczyalawa Cwiklinska,
Wojciech Wojtecki, Kaz, Junosza Stepopski, Antoni Szczerba, Zygmunt Chmielewski, Leon Luszczewski, Wladyslaw Grabowski, Zofja Lindorfowna, Ludwik Fritche.
CREDITS: Produced by J. S. Starczewski
in Poland; Presented at the Belmont Theater with Polish dialogue and titles.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Vt. Ban on Sunday Films
Reviving Old "Blue Laws"
Bellows Falls, Vt.— State's Attorney Ernest F. Berry threatens general enforcement of Vermont's "Blue
Laws" which, if effective, will prevent even the sale of gasoline and
newspapers.

State's Attorney Berry's declaration came after he received a petition bearing 1,000 signatures and demanding he enforce all blue laws as
he enforced the one banning Sunday
movies at the two theaters here.
Berry said similar petitions had
been received by Attorney General
Kimber Fills New Post
Lawrence Jones. He declared offiKansas City, Mo.— Glenn W. Dickcers will be assigned to 23 towns
inson, president of the Dickinson next Sunday to enforce the old stacircuit operating in Missouri, Kan- tutes.
sas and Iowa, has announced the apHere, where the controversy arose,
pointment of Vint Kimber as head
of a newly created department of Theater Manager Raymond Kiniry
four of his employes have been
Finance and Public Relations. Kim- and
ber, who will make his headquarters arrested twice in two weeks and
here, was formerly connected with are free in bail for hearing tomorrow on charges they violated the
the Kansas City Better Business Bublue law by operating shows.
reau as public relations counselor.

J
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SWG STATUS ISSUE
AT NLRB HEARING
(Continued from

Page

1)

vious judicial decisions, argued thencases before the National Labor Relations Board yesterday.
The battle centers around the
SWG's attempt to seek representation in any negotiations with the
producers, notwithstanding the fact
that the SP have already closed a
contract which gives that body official recognition as bargaining body
for the screen writing profession.
In presenting the SWG's case
before the board, Leonard Janofsky,
repeatedly urged that the association of Motion Picture Producers,
Inc., would be the proper bargaining
unit and stated that any corporation not a member must bargain
separately.
Janofsky stated that screen writers were definitely employees and,
as such, were entitled under the
Wagner Act to the right to bargain
collectively.
"The these
contracts
producers for whom
writersof work
refers to them repeatedly as employees," Janofsky told the board.
"When the Wagner act was passed
the screen writers did not file a petition chiefly because of rumors that
the act would be declared unconstitutional, and attempts of the screen
writers to organize were met with
the strongest opposition.
"In 1936, the Screen Writers
Guild held a meeting and voted on
two important matters. One was for
amalgamation with the Authors
League and the other was for a
protracted strike order."
Immediately following this action,
Janofsky said, there was held a
meeting of producers. Directly after this meeting, the membership of
the SWG fell off considerably due
primarily
pressure"
and
becausetoa "producer
small number
of the
writers claimed that the Guild was
under communistic leadership, Janofsky said.
"In 1937, however, the Wagner
Act was held unconstitutional and
the membership of the Screen Writers Guild was revitalized," Janofsky said, "because they no longer
feared the producers."
In developing his contention that
screen writers are "definitely employees", Janofsky contended that
screen writers are "in no sense independent contractors, and since
they give all their time to the producers and work under contract they
are employees in practically every
sense of the word."
Barry Brannon, representing the
screen directors, followed Janofsky
by denying the assertion of the
Screen Playwrights that motion picture producers are involved in interstate commerce. Brannon also
added that contract classified screen
writers as employees.
Attacking the assertion that
screen writers receive "enormous
sums of money" Brannon said a sur-

ft

A "MtU" iMm "Ms
By RALPH
HOLLYWOOD
Irene Rich to Speak

WILK
Jungle Film in Seattle
"African Holiday," Harry C. Pearsons' jungle film, will play a first-run
JRENE RICH, radio and film star, at the
Colonial, Seattle. Sterling
will be the featured speaker at the
International Beauty Congress in Theaters, owners of the Colonial,
San Francisco, to be held the sec- will also play the picture in three
otherState.
SeattleT houses,
Florence,
Star
ond week in January. Miss Rich and
T
T
will address the gathering on the
Tested for Singing Roles
subject, "Always Be Young."
T
T
*
Charles Igor Gorin, Illenna, Inez
New "Tom Sawyer" Ending
Gorman, Delia Lind and Ray Mid"The Adventures of Tom Saw- dleton have been given tests for
singing
roles in the untitled Laurel
yer," new Selznick picture, will not
be ready until early February, it and Hardy musical extravaganza to
was stated yesterday. Selznick in- be produced by Hal Roach, but no
ing. tends to give the picture a new end- selections have been made. John
Blystone will direct.

vey disclosed that the average received no more than $2,000 annually.
Often, he added, the writers income
was less. He then added:
"On the other hand to assert that
just because a man receives a large
sum of money for his work he should
be denied the right to bargain collectively, isnot in our opinion a very
persuasive argument."
Neil S. McCarthy, Screen Playwright's counsel, opposing the attempt to designate SWG as bargaining agent, asserted: "We feel there
is no reason for a collective bargaining agency in this instance. By
designating one they are simply
working to their own disadvantage.
Screenwriters today are making an
extravagant living and there is no
control over their activities."
Following McCarthy, Alfred
Wright, representing 20th CenturyFox, explained to NLRB Chairman
Maddon that screen writers were
paid by the producers even though
their work was turned down and
that the producer availed himself
of their services with the idea in
mind that some day they would
write a hit.

Wilmer fir Vincent Sign
Harrisburg Union Pact
Harrisburg, Pa. — An agreement
on wages and working conditions
for the present year and also 1938
has been signed by Wilmer & Vincent interests and the recently organized Theatrical Employees Protective Association of Harrisburg.
Members of the association include
doormen, cashiers, usherettes, ushers, cleaners and sign men.
Officers elected are: Henrietta Arnold, president; Henry Houck, vicepresident; Mary E. Hatfield, secretary; Estella Hicks, tresaurer, and
Charles Eslinger, business agent.

SEC REVEALS HEAV\
FILM STOCK TRAD i
(Continued from

Page

1)

88,060 shares of common.
A
and Jack L. Warner both hel<
same amount
of $3.85 cumuli1
preferred stock, reported at lj
shares,
and
an
additional
shares through holding comp;
Further
acquisition of liquid
dividends in optional 6 per cent
vertible debentures were report
the brothers, with Albert rece
264,000 for a total of 1,794,0(
the month end and Jack L. W.
acquiring 214,000 giving him
tal of 1,288,000 at the month e
Chase
National
Bank
of
York City continued its sale of
Century-Fox
Film stock, disp
of a further 2,590 shares of
mon and 5,180 shares of $1.50
ulative preferred.
Bank now
340,858 shares of common and
916 shares of the $1.50 cumu!
preferred.
Kirk W. Todd of Grand Nai
Films disposed of 2,550 shan
$1 par common holding 5,050 s
at the month end. He had previj
held 7,600 shares at the end of j
tember, it was reported.
Disposal of 2,000 common \
trust certificates of Columbia
tures Corp. was reported by
Cohn. At the month end he
37,707 in this class and 529 s
of common stock. Abraham Scr
er
100 of Columbia's
ing acquired
trust certificates
represe
his total holdings.
Loew's, Inc., acquired anothc

Award to "Western Holiday" shares of Loew's Boston The
Editors of magazine Movie Mak-

ers yesterday announced in that
publication their selection of a color
film, "Western Holiday," made by
Hamilton R. Jones, of Buffalo, as
winner of the first Hiram Percy
Maxim Memorial Award for the best
of the 10 outstanding non-theatrical
films of the year. Award consists
Maddon
then
asked
Wright:
"If
screen writers are not employees, of $100 and a replica of the memorial which is in the headquarters of
what are they?"
Cinema League, 420 Lexington
"I would describe them," said the
study.
Wright, "as co-workers in the pro- Ave. Film is trans-Canada scenic
duction of literary material in the
studio. They are people who sell
ideas to the studio."
Declaring that neither himself or
Sues Shuberts for $4,000
his clients were represented at the
Suit was filed yesterday in Fedhearing as enemies of labor, Major
eral Court by Keith Massachusetts
Walter K. Tuller, speaking for ParCorp. against Jacob and Lee Shuamount, told the board that Para- bert.
Plaintiff claims the Shuberts
mount was acting under the principle of the Wagner Act long before made a promissory note in 1931 for
Congress or anyone else ever $35,000, due in Jan., 1932, and that
to date they have paid $31,000. Acthought of it.
tion is to compel payment of balance.
"To carry over the very principle
of the Wagner Act into a field which
is totally alien," Tuller said, "would
only be detrimental to the interests
"Zenda" Clicking Abroad
of these writers."
"The Prisoner of Zenda" is doing
Tuller explained that when entering this particular phase of the mo- a big business abroad, as well as in
the
U. S., according to Arthur W.
tion picture industry the board was
dealing with a distinctly unique sit- Kelly, vice-president in charge of
uation. The federal government reg- foreign distribution for UA. Heavy
ulation, he said, did not apply to the grosses are reported from London,
producer in a state and the writer Paris, Bombay, Havana, Singapore,
of a motion picture story.
Johannesburg, Sidney and Manila.

to total 97,760 shares. Sam
added 650stock
shares
common
to of
the Loew's,
100 s
previously held.
Joseph A. Sisto reported no e
securities in Monogram Pic
Corp. after disposing of 2,267 s
of common stock through J. A
to and Co. Trem Carr an
Henry Briggs, directors of ?
gram,
both 30.
reported no holdin
of October

After acquiring 200 share
Paramount Pictures, Inc., cor
stock through Hallgarten anc
and later disposing of the
amount, Maurice Newton rep
he held 8,118 shares of Paramc
common stock and 2,813 shar
ferred.
6 per cent convertible second I
Robert R. Young disposed v
000 shares of Pathe Film
common
stock, leaving a tot;
9,715 shares at the month enc
additional
10,283 shares thi|
aan holding
company.
Nathan L. Cohn added 600 I
shares of Majestic Radio and 1
vision's $1 par common stock t j
holdings for a total of 2,600 s
and
an
additional
7,550 B
through a holding company.
R. B. Larue acquired 100 s
of General Theaters Equip
Corp. amount
on Oct. 4onandOct.disposed
same
20 to ro
no
holdings.
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DIRK-STRAND ANTI-TRUST SUITS TO BjPRESSED

fcston Stockholders File 47 Objectiofl^o
RKO
~
MacPherson
Group
Charges
That Stock Was Issued
Illegally

Free Speech

. and the nercsreels
; i| By CHESTER

B. BAHN

miel came to judgment ' in Philahia the other
day.
in Common Pleas Court No. 6,
ouis C. Levinthal ordered lifted
nsylvania Board of Censors'
>ain in Flames." The censors
•ibition of the film in February
IV.
.vernor Earle had termed it
ruuiting propaganda.

■ was more

ban
forlast
Loy-

at stake, however, than

- to exhibit "Spain in Flames" in
stone State. Actually, the ex■ of newsreels from censorial diclas the underlying point at issue,
opinion of Judge Levinthal took
ce of that fact.
sion of a picture of "current
the Court ruled, would be akin
iippression of the right of freedom
h, adding that a censorship which
ay be used to curb our enemies'
may be utilized tomorrow to supr own most treasured convictions,
illy interesting, in the light of
: transpired in some other states,
sentence from Judge Levinthal's
"Narration and subtitles are even
entiai to newsreels than are headI editorials to newspapers."
firmation to that effect by an
i court had been long over-due, to

.

dly

mil
1
1C

inA

Prior to the scheduled Dec. 21
hearing on the RKO reorganization
plan before Federal Judge William
Bondy, Iva MacPherson and other
Boston stockholders, complying with
the ruling that any objections to the
plan must be filed by Dec. 16, next,
yesterday formally listed 47 objec(Continued on Page 4)

Studios?

WARNERS
PLANS ARE SET BACK

OFF TO FINE START
WITH RELIEF FUND

on

Page

9)

(Continued

on

Page

9)

.

thus far there seems

quarters —
to be

ition that a fan can't be at
front of the radio and in the theone and the same time, it is at
sible that such a condition might
h ways. That, of course, is on
iption that there is definite adverue in film star appearances,
:., over the air.

song

ly, it is as important to know
y radio listeners are lured away
ir sets to the film theaters as
3.

ds

Thus far, however,
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there

Provision for Industry Voting Power

no

rejoinder to the familiar exhib-

has

Orange, N. J. — Anti-trust actions,
started in 1935 by the Ledirk Amusement Co., owner of the Palace Theater, and the Grand Theater Operating Co. of this city against five
major distributors finally will be
pressed, with a hearing set for late
this month, it was reported yesterday. The cases have been in and
out of court at intervals for two

UA BOARD MEETiNi
SET FOR WEDNESDAY

»s and cons of the radio argument
lue merrily, if— in some

ring in Two- Year-Old Jersey
CasesMonth
Due Late
This

Warner Bros.' recently announced
plan to bring over six English plays years. Hearing was put off indefinitely on Dec. 13, 1936, after sevfor production on Broadway has
eral delays. Suits contend inability
been halted, temporarily at least,
(Continued on Page 4)
by the success in England of
"Blondie White," the first of the
We are off to a flying start with announced plays to be imported, it
was
learned yesterday. The play
the Film Daily Relief Fund. The
was originally scheduled to open in
opening gun was fired in yesterday's New York in about six weeks after
editorial appeal. Already the Reg- the arrival of Jack Warner from
ular Fellows are responding. Their
England on Nov. 1.
names are listed below.
Warners are interested financial- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Every day till Christmas this list
will be published.
You are probly in "George
andon Margaret"
curHollywood — United Artists board
(Continued
Page 4)
(Continued on Page 9)
of directors, after several postponements, has set next Wednesday as
the time for the delayed meeting.
Kent to be Major Speaker
Quick Appeal Planned in
It is expected that Alexander Korda
Connecticut Games Test
at A. H. Blank Testimonial will
remain for the session.
Cause for the repeated postponement was not disclosed, but it is
Des Moines — Sidney R. Kent,
Middletown, Conn. — Superior Court
(Continued on Page 4)
ruling that Bank Night is a lottery, president of 20th Century-Fox, is
made in the Ernest Dorau Capitol slated as principal speaker at the
Theater test case here, will be ap- testimonial dinner to be tendered
pealed immediately, it is announced, A. H. Blank, here on Dec. 9. Blank Next U. S.-Brit. Treaty
(Continued

n*.

«.n

Canadian

Toronto, Ont. — Establishment of production studios in Canada for the making of Canadian quota pictures is embraced in the plans of Richard Vernon,
formerly associate producer with Atlantic Films of London, due here shortly.

Plan

In Films Council Carries After Fight
Myron Selznick Talking
Deal With Herman Bernie

London (By
Cable) — Parliament's
standing
committee,
which this
week determined the advisability of
including in the Films Bill (Quota
Myron Selznick will open his east- Act) a provision calling for a Films
ern offices at 630 Fifth Avenue be- Council whose membership would infore his departure for the Coast in
clude representatives of the trade,
two weeks' time. Selznick has made yesterday witnessed a bitter debate
no announcement as yet regarding on the proposal as to whether such
who his eastern representative will trade representatives would have a
(Continued

on Page

9)

(Continued on Page 4)

Move Expected in Month
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Second stage of the
projected Anglo - American trade
treaty, when both nations issue
their formal notice of intention to
(Continued on Page

Sponsored

4)

Operetta

New Haven, Conn. — A new idea in
commercials was the Italian Operetta
with Carlo Buti at the Loew-Poli-Bijou
for two shows this week, with prices
at 55c-$1.65. Connecticut Macaroni
Co. sponsored and introduced advertisplugs. Loew's and
recently
the
Lyric,ing Bridegport,
Palace,leased
Hartford,
as well for similar engagements.
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Motion comes up today in Federal Court for examination before
been no attempt made by either party to
trial
in the action of John J. Tipthe dispute to provide figures.
pett, Inc., against Universal PicRadio itself is not without its own wortures Corp., Eastman Kodak Co.,
ries as it finds itself more and more dependent upon film talent to embellish its Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
C.
programs with "names." For one thing, Print Stock Corp., Maurice
those "names" cost money. For another,
Fleckels,. Jules E. Brulatour and J.
there's the very real fear that the film E. Brulatour, Inc. Tippett is suing
industry eventually may control the enfor $600,000, claiming he had a
tertainment side of broadcasting through
five-year contract extant to 1937,
its hold
upon
talent.
with Universal by the terms of
which he was to supply film raw
stock to that company, and this
Expect SAG Will Reach
agreement was broken as the result
M of T Decision Monday of the defendants named having induced agreement's termination.
A screening- of several issues of Herbert J. Yates, president of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., and
"The March of Time" tomorrow will
be judged by Mrs. Florence Marston today.
I.arePoucher,
and Aubrey Blair, secretary of the Ralph dent,
expected firm's
to be vice-presiexamined
junior guild of the Screen Actors
Guild, and a decision rendered by
them on second appeal of the reel
to be classified as a newsreel.
Blair, who arrives today, and Judell Going to Coast
to Start Work on Two
Mrs. Marston, SAG eastern representative, have been vested with
power to decide the matter, it was
Ben N. Judell, veteran exchange
declared yesterday at SAG head- operator who has organized Proquarters. Louis de Rochemont, Roy
gressive Pictures Corp., leaves for
E. Larsen, C. D. Jackson and John Hollywood tonight to arrange deR. Wood, Jr. are to meet the two
tails preliminary to production of
SAG officials following the screen- two exploitation features.
Judell declared contracts are
ing Saturday for conference. A deMonday. cision is expected to be reached signed with a leading director and
several modest box office names.
It was also learned that Pathe Stories are on controversial subCommercial had agreed to contract
jects, he added, and cameras will roll
terms, and, although the contract next month. Judell has lined up sevhad not been received yesterday, its
eral exchanges for product, he reacceptance is confidently expected by
ports, and plans a return to New
SAG.
York in about three months, with
two films finished and other exchanges signed.
No Settlement as Yet
(Continued from
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Announcement

Due

Announcement of details in connection with the new company which
will take over Erpi's theater service
contracts, which was scheduled to be
made yesterday, has been postponed
until today, according to L. W. Conrow, who is slated to head the new
organization.

cominc nno c<

1)

The contract of James R. Grainger, Universal general sales manager who has been superseded by
William A. Scully, effective Jan. 1,
had not been settled up to yesterday,
it was reported. Grainger plans to
leave for a vacation shortly after
expected early announcement of settlement.

1/4

i" "% i" ::.::

Page

of Grainger's "U" Pact

%

MARKET
85%
97%

Would Question Yates and
Poucher in Tippett Suit

*

SIDNEY R. KENT, president of 20ti
train.
rives in New York today from the
WILL H. HAYS, film industry adir
returns to his desk at the New Yi
quarters of MPPDA
Monday from the
NED E. DEPINET,
leaves for Hollywood

RKO Radio vicetoday.

BEN N. JUDELL, president of Progrc
tures, leaves for the Coast today w.
day stop-over
in Chicago scheduled.
ROBERT TAYLOR, MADELEINE I
LIONEL
BARRYMORE,
HAROLD HOLJ.
VORHAUS
and AL LICHTMAN
an
on the Normandie Monday.
GLADYS

SWARTHOUT

arrives from

this week-end.
MAUREEN OSULLIVAN
the Normandie.

arrives M

JACK CONWAY, M-G-M director,
expected
on the Normandie.
vacation.
THORNTON WILDER is in New Yc|

FRANK McHUCH, Warner player, ;l
McHUCH, arrive next Tuesday on tl
tania, and leave for Hollywood
imm
SPENCER TRACY and his wife an
in New York on a short vacation, wi
to studio scheduled for next week.
RALPH ROLAN, of RKO Radio ad
ment, is back in New York from \
via the airways.
today.
EDDIE SOBOL, former RKO Radi
scout, is scheduled to arrive in ft
GUS SCHAEFER, Universal foreign sa
ager, sailed yesterday from London
Manhattan for New York.
LAWRENCE
soon.

TIBBETT

leaves for til

FRANK LLOYD, Paramount direct]
CLIFF LEWIS, studio advertising man; l
scheduled to arrive in New York Mon.i
ANTOINETTE SPITZER, of Walter
e-r's exploitation and publicity det
leaves Wednesday for the Coast.

a flenrY

j

A

Theater Limitation Move
In Jersey Town Killed
Manasquan, N. J. — The Borough
Council has reversed itself by tabling an ordinance to limit theaters
here to one for each 3,000 permanent population. This action came
this week after threat of suit had
been made by counsel for Lee Newbury, shore theater circuit operator.

Para. Board Meet Dec. 14
Next meeting of Paramount's
board of directors is set tentatively
for Dec. 14, providing the top officials have returned by then from
the Coast, it was learned yesterday.
The Friday.
meeting was postponed from
last

22
DAYS
MORE

"

HP

MIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
"IT'S THE BEST SERVICE

PICTURE EVER MADE and is ear

marked for heavy business", said Variety Daily, and 'Submarine D-l\ O'Brien-Morris- Brent starrer (below), lives up to
rave predictions by holding over at Fox, Frisco, after shattering every previous Warner record in that house's history. t

CELEBRATED 'ORCHID ROOM' OF THE AIR (behw) is brought
to Warner cameras for 'Hollywood Hotel', and so are its
stars Louella Parsons, Frances Langford, Jerry Cooper,
etc., as part of elaborate cast which includes Dick Powell,
Hugh Herbert, Ted Healy, Benny Goodman
PI l/IEW OF THE SEASON was Warner Bros.' Hollywood screening this
*• of 'Tovarich', the Claudette Colbert-Charles Boyer version of the
i- u stage sensation.opening Xmas at Radio City and other key points.

W
*

ROBIN HOOD AND HIS MERRY
MEN (left) were never merrier than
Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havilland
and their carefree cast of 1025
in the grand joust that marks
finish to 56 days of outdoor
shooting forWarners' Technicolor
'The Adventures of Robin Hood'.
BACK TO 'BORDERTOWN' go
Warner Bros, in response to demands for re-release of only picture to star Academy Award winners Paul Muni and Bette Davis.
' *"* B ih'ono.1 Picture

|A Cosmopolitan

Production

Viiagraph, Inc., Distributors

and Swingsters.0

J
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TO PRESS THE LEDIRK
ANTI-TRUST SUITS
(.Continued from Page

Louis Phillips, of Paramount's
legal department, s?id yesterday
that he had received no word of
the scheduled hearing on the StrandLedirk suits.

United Artists Set Board
Meeting for Wednesday
Page

BRITISH INDUSTRY
WINS VOTING PQI

THE

(Continued from Page

1)

to obtain pictures until after they
had been shown in other theaters in
Orange and vicinity.
The plaintiffs ask damages
amounting to $1,060,000. Defendants
are Warner Bros., Paramount,
United Artists, Columbia and RKO.
Disclosure of the impending hearing in the Ledirk-Strand suit comes
on the heels of the action filed this
week by the Quemos Theater Co. of
Newark, operators of the Mosque
Theater, asking $3,525,000 triple
damages, charging inability to buy
first-run
product.

(Continued from

DAILY

1)

reported that the proposed KordaGoldwyn deal for the control of
United Artists has run into difficulties and that a meeting would be
useless until some sort of an understanding has been reached.

Warner Bros. Stage Play
Plans Have Been Set Back
(Continued from Page 1)

rently at the Morosco Theater.
Plans for the importation of other
plays remain unsettled. It is not

with PHIL/Vi. DAI_y
T
▼
T
• •
•
AUDITION
a neat novelty
given by the Screen
to Radio
at the AMP A luncheon
yesterday
at the International
Casino
the AMP A luncheons have become
famous
for all sorts
of tryouts
anybody with promising talent in the amusement world
can get a chance to do their stuff at these luncheons
we know
we've attended them in the line of duty for years
so by way of
novelty they gave Radio a chance to show the Screen what they've
got
fair enough
Radio has been very kind in giving auditions to the Screen
T
•

•

•

AS SOME

T

T

great mind once said in words of similar

import
"Some
are born
to the Screen
and Radio,
some
achieve one or the other or both, and some have one or the other
thrust
'em

upon
them."
the AMPA's
had Radio
thrust upon
coming to them through the courtesy of Columbia Broadcasting System
and when the gong strikes, it will be after

two o'clock and the end of the program, and you wage slaves
better hustle back to your coops or else
T
T
T
• • • LOOKING BACK upon the whole thing in calm retrospect (we were all a-flutter after the end of the Auditions and sort
of swept away by the terrificness of it all)
it seems to us that
instead of Auditions the AMPA should have remained in character and
made it Screen Tests
we are sure those three Sy mphoneltes, for
example, would take a nice screen test
as lady harmonizers go,
very good looking
and if lady harmonizers go, who is there to
stop 'em?
who indeed
T
T
T
• •
•
THE AUDITIONS were preceded by the introduction
of several CBS execs by Ted Husing
the execs stood up for

voting power in the Council
lowing debate, decision wasn
in the affirmative.
Observers here, in light
terday's discussion of the q
called attention to the appart
that this provision and others
Films Bill are splitting the
involved along party lines, w
servatives lining up against
who are championing the c;
British labor.
Despite the degree of p
which the standing commitl
made in the past few days
efforts to unravel the knott;
lems attending the framing
Quota Act, even the presl
is held entirely too slow and
ments too involved to assur
age during the present ses:
Parliament. Should that be
journ on Dec. 23, as is virtua
tain, the quota cannot be c
considered again until Feb.
on which date Parliament is
uled to reconvene.

Boston Stockholders Fil
Objections to RKC
(Continued from Page 1)

tions. Principal contention
group is that RKO illegally
500,000 shares of its presen
to RCA, and another 1,740,00C
to other channels.

full-face and profile angles without taking the voice test

likelyner that
"Hide
and Seek,"
a "Warplay now
appearing
in London,
will be brought to New York because of its strictly British theme,
it was learned.

either they have passed their voice tests, or Ted wasn't taking
any chances
then Al Pearce took over, and handled the
Auditions in rapid succession
first came the Symphonettes,
harmonizing as noted
Arlene Harris, a monologue of a visit

Next U. S.-Brit. Treaty
Move Expected in h

Cut In Weekly Changes
From 3 to 2 In Oregon

to a movie
Buddy Clark, who sang "Rosalie"
a Sketch
by two radio artists, about a film salesman and an exhib
Olive Wakefield, in clever comedy chatter
T
T
T

negotiate the treaty, will tak
in about one month, accord
informed advices at the Sta
Commerce Departments. It i
sumed" that motion pictures
pear among the list of Ar
products as subjects for n
tion under the treaty, THE
Daily was advised yesterday

Portland, Ore. — Poster and supply
men advise that a number of Oregon exhibitors are now using but
two changes weekly in their houses,
where up to some 30 days ago they
used three changes.

• •
•
A MESSAGE was brought to the film folks by W. B. Lewis.
vice-prexy of CBS
he cited some interesting data to show that the
Screen really has nothing to fear from Radio
the guests seemed
to agree heartily
for Mister Lewis got a great hand as he finished the Screen and the Radio are still the two main amusement
fields
the screen players are appealing mostly to the eye
the radio players to the ear
and never the twain shall meet
it would be most inconvenient if our Ears and Eyes met, wouldn't it? ... .
T
T
T
• •
•
SPLASHES
in the public prints
appearing
in
newspapers in the big cities, a story planted by Russell Birdwell
for Selznick with the aid of Monroe Greenthal's staff at United
Artists
dedication of the new Mark Twain Memorial Museum
next door to the home in Hannibal, Missouri, in which he lived

Best
the

wishes
from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
3
Monty
Marion
Basil

Collins
Shilling
Smith

Daily to
birthday.

when a boy
celebrating the great author's 102d anniversary the building was opened by Cora Sue Collins, the 9year-old child who plays "Amy
"Adventures of Tom Sawyer"

«

«

«

Lawrence"

»

»

in the production,

»

(Continued from Page 1)

SICK REPOR
Emil Rosenbaum, preside
vance Film Exchange, Inc.
at his office after an abser
weeks, due to illness.

Fostoria, O. — Weldon Ro
theater operator and airplai
of this city, with his com
Richard Thomas, 26, an offici
er, are in a Manchester, Ten
pital following the crash o
small monoplane from a he
there. The;
feet tonear
100 route
Florida.
en

J

.

What

does

Kennedy

confess?

That he's in love?
That he needs
a handkerchief?

NO ... NO ... A THOUSAND

RN

THE

PAGE

AND

READ

EDGAR

K

TIMES NO !

I

Binyon ... .Based *n
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V v REVIEWS Of THE DEW flLfflS
'Hitting a New High"
jvirh Lily Pons, Jack Oakie, Edward Everett
Horton,

Eric

Blore,

John

Howard

i:KO Radio

85

Mins.

ENTERTAINING AND AMUSING MUICAL WITH FINE CAST AND FASTOVING STORY.
Here is a picture that should
udience, with a good story,
orgeous coloratura soprano, and
ert comedians supplied
with
unny gags and situations
to

please any
Lily Pons,
three explenty of
make
the

lost of full tonal qualities of the diva's
rilliant voice which have been faithfully reorded, assuring a melodic feast for filmgors. Edward Everett Horton, eccentric Amerian millionaire operatic patron, is in Paris
reparing for an African hunting trip and
arching for an operatic discovery
that

"The Duke Comes

"A Vitaphone

*

Republic

Back"

64

Mins.

FIGHT PICTURE WITH PLENTY OF
ACTION AND PUNCH MADE CONVINCING BY ABLE CAST.
Allan Lane, after winning the world's
heavyweight championship, retires from the
ring and marries Heather Angel. Her
father, Frederick Burton, opposed the marriage but has become reconciled to it as
Lane promises never to fight again. Lane
is now in the publishing business with his

wife's sister, Genevieve Tobin, and has
a four-year-old son, John Russell. Burton
becomes financially involved and must
have $200,000 in a hurry. Lane gets a
ill prove to the opera company's
manafight offer and ships his wife off to Peru
r, Eduardo Ciannelli, that he knows tal- in search of a missing authoress. He
t. Jack Oakie, Horton's
high pressure starts training as soon as she leaves, not
ess agent, finds Lily Pons singing in a
knowing of the fight, but he is threatened
baret, but Horton
won't listen to anying of that kind.
Oakie frames a hoax by gambling ring that thought he would
that Horton
finds Lily Pons in the oe a pushover and have bet heavily on the
champion, Art Lasky, only to discover that
frican jungle and thinks she is a "bird Lane is better than ever. They tip off
rl."
The
American
press is plastered his wife and she hurries back. After a
ith announcements of his find and after
row with Lane she takes their son and
ing trained by a great coach she makes
sensational
radio broadcast.
However, disappears on the eve of the fight. Two
e band she played with in Paris, led by gangsters guard her as well as the boy
hn Howard who is in love with her, is and her father in Burton's apartment as
the fight starts after threatening Lane
ening in New York on the strength of
with their death unless he loses. Miss
r reputation in Europe.
Howard recogzes her voice over the radio and goes Angel learns of her father's trouble and
see her.
Unknown to Horton she also hoaxes one of the gangsters into letting
her call her husband, and she tells him to
ngs with the band at night.
Horton arnges a recital to introduce his find and go in and win as she knows all about it
vites Ciannelli.
Ciannelli
immediately now. One of the gunmen leave to shoot
cognizes her as the cabaret singer, but Lane in the ring but she smuggles the boy
akie implores him not to say anything, out of the building in the dumbwaiter
orton is puffed up with his success and and he gets the janitor to call the police.
;rees to now
hear the cabaret
singer The gunmen are rounded up and Lane
id leaves
before
Oakie
and
Ciannelli wins the fight, with everybody happy. The
cast is adequate and there is plenty of
low he has gone.
They rush to the cabaction and the fight scenes are good.
let and meet Horton, who has been imCAST: Allan Lane, Heather Angel, Geneping freely. Horton
recognizes
Eric
ore, playing an oboe in the ork, as the
vieve Tobin, Frederick Burton, John Russell, Joseph Crehan, Ben Welden, Selmer
pposed father of the shipwrecked
girl
d then Miss Pons unexpectedly appears Jackson, Art Lasky, George Lynn, Victor
really spill the beans.
Despite the op- Adams, George Cooper, Byron Foulger,
atic offers that she has longed for she Snowflake, Clyde Dilson.
xides to marry Howard
and stay with
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Herman
e band.
The picture is filled with funny Schlom; Director, Irving Pichel; Screengs, one with a lion when Horton is posplay, Adele Buffington and Edmund Sewfor a fake picture of his hunt that is
ard, from Lucian Carey novel; Editor, Ray
wlingly funny. Miss Pons delivers sev- Snyder; Cameraman,
Harry Neumann.
I pleasing numbers
with the orchestra
DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
d also sings several operatic arias. Hor- Good.
is his usual funny self and Oakie clowns
rough the picture ably abetted
by Eric
re. The whole
cast is good and pix Suspend Taking Depositions
s thoroughly enjoyable.
A possible critIn Boston Anti-Trust Case
m would be that there is slightly too
ch aria work by Miss Pons.
Taking of depositions in the Morse
CAST: Lily Pons, Edward Everett Horton,
Circuit's
anti-trust
k Oakie, Eric Blore, John Howard, Edu- &
suit Rothenberg
against major
distributors
and
io Ciannelli, Luis Alberni, Vinton
Ha- two affiliated circuits ended tem>rth, Leonard Carey.
CREDITS: Producer, Jesse L. Lasky; Diptor, Raoul Walsh; Story by Robert
irari and Maxwell Shane; Screenplay,
|rtrude Purcell and John Twist; Editor,
jsmond Marquette; Music Director,
dre Kostelanetz;
Cameraman,
J. Roy

to

ID1RECTION,
od.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

SHORTS

*

with Allan Lane, Heather Angel, Genevieve
Tobin, John Russell, Joseph Crehan

porarily yesterday with the testimany of Willard S. McKay, general
counsel for Universal. Proceedings
will be continued tentatively on
Dec. 14, it was stated yesterday.
Morse & Rothenberg, operating a
circuit of theaters in New England,
charged that it was unable to get
pictures for any run in several of
its houses.

"Jan

Rubini And His Orchestra"
(Melody Master)
with Lillian Dawson, Rosalean and
Seville
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Entertaining Musical Number
Jan Rubini, well known violinist,
and his orchestra are featured in
this one. Rubini plays several solos
on his violin and the orchestra plays
several good numbers. The dance
team of Rosaleen and Seville provide the picture with one good routine. There is a vague story connected with pix. At opening, Rubini is refusing offer for his Stradivarius. He tells buyer that some
time previous violin had been delivered by mysterious female admirer after performance with a
note saying that in the hands of a
master violinist it would receive
worthy attention. He relates using
Stradivarius next night and the
mysterious lady appears, but after
finishing number, when he goes to
thank her she has disappeared and
he is waiting to return it. Joseph
Henabery directed.

"The Headline Hunter"
(Your True Adventures)
with Floyd Gibbons narrating
Vitaphone
14 mins.
Fine Dramatic Short
Gibbons opens pix by pulling
power switch in lighting plant. After examining machinery he tells
men that he knows a story about a
lineman which will top any yarn
they have ever heard. Charley Boulton, a lineman, is shown leaving his
home in Kansas City for day's work.
Just before quitting he climbs to
repair broken insulator on top of
pole. Power wires on the pole are
supposed to be dead until an hour
after he will be through, but unusual demand for power causes
switch to be thrown at plant. Boulton is believed dead as 2,300 volts
have passed through his body. A
doctor pronounces him dead. But
Boulton, although dead to all appearances, with every operation of
his body paralyzed, is able to hear
men discussing his death although
unable to open his eyelids. He is
taken to a morgue where coroner
also pronounces him dead, and his
wife comes in to bid him farewell.
Just as undertakers are about to
start their job he makes a supreme
effort and moves his eyelids. They
send for doctor and Gibbons then
introduces him as picture fades
back to power plant where he is
telling story. Gibbons builds up
plenty of suspense and occurrence
is unusual in annals of medicine.
A number of people are used in picture to play parts. Joseph Henabery directed.

Pictorial

Revue

(Pictorial Revue)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Excellent Human Interest
The short starts out with a sequence devoted to Georgia Wilkinson, an armless artist of wide renown. She is shown at work, both
with models and without their aid.
Her use of pencil and brush between
her teeth is amazing
No. 4" in its fine
sense of feeling. Some of Miss
Wilkinson's finished works are
shown as well as the development
of a new picture. Alan Kent narrates. The second sequence is
devoted to a trip through the
training camps of Marcel Thil,
Pedro Montanez and Ceferino Garcia, with Clem McCarthy narrating. Road work, rope skipping,
actual sparring as well as shadow
boxing, and all the other work that
a boxer goes through in order to
keep in physical condition are
shown. Alan Kent narrates the
third sequence, which shows the
making of a doll from a block of
crude rubber. This part is filmed
in natural color. The processes from
the rolling and milling of the rubber right through to the wrapping
up of the doll, ready for delivery,
are shown. The processes are extremely interesting and should appeal to children particularly.

"Here's Your Hat"

(Broadway Brevity)
with Charles "Cookie" Bowers, Phil
Silvers, Ted Adair, The Twelve
American Rockets
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Good Entertainment
A night club hat check girl is
warned by the head waiter not to
watch the show so Cookie Bowers
arranges a mirror where she can
see what is happening. The head
waiter fires her and Bowers and his
waiter decide to get even. Bowers
engages the head waiter in conversation while the waiter changes all
the numbers on clothes in the check
room. The owner arrives and fires
the head waiter with the result that
the girl is rehired and allowed to
see the show. Bowers does an
amusing skit where he does several
very funny imitations and the Rockets go through several intricate
dance numbers. Ted Adair does a
fast routine on the stage and the
whole short is well put together
with entertaining results. Roy Mack
directed.
"Snow Fun"
Criterion Films
10 Mins.
Very Interesting
Composed of clips of winter action sports taken from all parts of
the world, this one-reeler is packed
with thrills and spills and should
satisfy patrons of any theater. Reel
was edited by Milton Salzburg and
narrated by Hal Baumstone. Photography is very good.
(For

additional

reviews

turn

to Page

9)
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HOLLYWOOD
Fairbanks, Dunne Together

WHO'S
•

"QOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS,
work finished
as leading JR.,
man his
to
Ginger Rogers in RKO Radio's film
version of "Having Wonderful
Time," has been selected to play
opposite Irene Dunne in this company's "The Joy of Loving."
This will mark Fairbanks, Jr.'s
third appearance on the RKO Radio
lot. His first was opposite Katharine Hepburn in her outstanding
screen success "Morning Glory."
"The Joy of Loving," will have
music by Jerome Kern. Felix Young
will produce and Tay Garnett direct it.
T

T

•

TARL

•

WHO

Introducing

CARROLL.

IN HOLLYWOOD

Interesting Personalities: No.

Associate

producer

180

for 20th Century-Fox.

•

•

•

Born Sept. 16,

■■ 1893, in Pittsburgh. Dropped out of school in the eighth grade; never returned. Worked as program boy at the theater until 1909 when he became
restless and made his way to San Francisco where he signed aboard a ship as
cabin boy on a trip around the world. In Shanghai, became editor of an American newspaper. Back in U. S. landed his first job with the Leo Feist music
house.

Did

lyrics

for

"Pretty

Mrs.
Smith,"
with
Fritzi Scheff
Gleason for Oliver Morosco. Next

and
Jimmy
both words

and music for "So Long Letty," "Love
"Canary Cottage," and "Florabella." Then
the World War and served in infantry and
tion. Returning to writing again, Carroll

Mill,"
came
aviawrote

"Lady of the Lamp," a Chinese fantasy, which
was the first show he ever produced. His success in this new field caused him to produce
actively from then on. He built his first theater,
the Earl Carroll, in 1921, and his second, by
the same name in 1931. While on the stage,
Carroll was either author, composer or producer of some 50 plays, among which were 12

r

Family" series, Shirley Deane h
just started work with Jed Prou;
and Russell Gleason in "Love on
Budget," at the Western Ave. st
dios of 20th Century-Fox.
T

T

T

Lundigan in Two Pix
William Lundigan, young Syr
was discovered
for Hollywood
cuse,
N. Y., radio
announcer by
w'
roving talent scout, is now definit
ly established
one of men.
Universa'
most
promisingas leading
Tr
week his career reaches a new hig
He has been cast in two roles
once, drawing assignments in t
Stuart Hardy novel, "Mountains A
My Kingdom" and the secoi
Doubleday Doran Crime Club pr
duction, "The Black Doll."
T
T
»
Farrell Nixes British Offer
Charles Farrell has declined t
one-picture deal of British Intern
tional to return to London to st
in Lord Reginald Havenswortl
novel, "Handsome Fellow," and w
remain at Palm Springs for the wi
ter, where he is co-owner of t
Racquet Club.

Glorifying "Western Union"
Ward Wing and Wilford Rothschild are at Paramount doing a
editions of the famed "Vanities", two editions
treatment of Wing's original story,
of the "Sketchbook," and two editions of "Palm
"Western Union," which deals with
Island," all revues.
the famous telegraph system. Wing
just returned from India, where he
produced "Tea Leaves in the Wind,"
released as "Wise Girl." Edward Frank Wead, scenarist now under
starring Nils Asther, and "Jungle be
Kaufman produced and Leigh Jason contract to RKO, and published by
directed.
Dodd Mead, has just gone into its
▼
▼
T
Love."
"Easy Millions" (as it was filmed) second edition. It is the biography
Two Films Get New Titles
will become "Everybody's Doing It." of the "Barkentine Baer," famous
Final titles have just been an- Preston Foster and Sally Eilers ship operated in the Arctic and
nounced for two new RKO Radio have the top roles.
Antarctic regions.
features.
T T ▼
T
T
T
The Miriam Hopkins-Ray Milland
Wead
Book
in
Demand
starrer, filmed under the tentative
Stays in "Jones Family"
"Gales, Ice and Men," written by
title of "Women Have a Way," will
Her seventh picture in the "Jones

Penny Singleton Gets Role
Penny Singleton, who until ve
recently indeed was known on t
screen as Dorothy McNulty, hi
been assigned to one of the leads
Warners "Gold Diggers in Pari;
of which Rudy Vallee will be ti
central star.

Admish Tax Renewal Bill
Before Ohio House Com.

T

▼

T

Kincey Interests Acquire
Craver Charlotte Theater

Appeal to Further Test
Canadian Copyright Act

General Electric Orders
Seen As Second Highe

Charlotte, N. C. — Purchase of the
lease and equipment of the Criterion
Theater by North Carolina Theaters, Inc., from the S. W. Craver
theater interests is announced, the
transfer to become effective today.
This purchase by the Kincey interests completes for the present
that company's reorganization program in Charlotte, the Broadway
having been purchased recently
from Warner Brothers. The Criterion, a second-run house, is to
take the place of the State, which
will be closed out Dec. 31, when the
"Ebb Tide" Big, Says Para.
lease on the building expires.
The Kincey organization operates
Paramount's Technicolor production "Ebb Tide", is running ahead of the Carolina, premier house, and
the average weekly business in 10 the Imperial, a first-run theater, as
key city engagements from 25 to well as the Broadway. The only
85 p.c. and from present indications independent theater for whites in
will receive extra playing time, home the city is the popular-priced Charlotte.
office said yesterday.

Twentieth Century-Fox Corp.,
Ltd., and Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Ltd., are to appeal decision
of the Dominion court which granted Francis, Day & Hunter, Ltd., an
award of $1,046.35 as a result of
defendant's use of the title, "The
Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte
Carlo," for a motion picture distributed in Canada, according to
Edwin P. Kilroe, counsel for 20th
Century-Fox.
Decision was originally rendered
Nov. 23, in a test case. Defendant,
Kilroe said yesterday, had offered
settlement of only $46.35 less than
the court's award. Purpose of appeal, it was reported, is to test
further the strength of the Canadian Copyright Law made in 1931
which grants copyright protection
to a title as part of the work if
the article is original and distinctive.

Orders Co.
received
Gener
Electric
during thebyfirst
eig '
weeks of the final quarter of 19
indicate that company's total booi
est
record,
on
ings onthis
year being
will beexceeded
second lar'
by 1929.
the record high level of orde
of

Columbus, O. - — At the opening
session of the Ohio Legislature,
called into special session to consider relief problems, House Bill
No. 741, to re-enact the utilities excise, beverage, malt, and admissions
taxes and to place receipts in the
poor relief fund, was introduced and
referred to the House Finance Committee.

Mutti Witts Fait Poll
San Diego, Cal. — Film player popularity poll, just conducted by the San
Diego Sun, saw Paul Muni taking top
honors, drawing 13 p.c. of all votes
cast. Spencer Tracy was second, Nelson Eddy, third, Ronald Colman, fourth,
Cary Cooper, fifth, and Bette Davis,
sixth. Masculine votes were factor in
Muni's victory, feminine ballots in the
Davis rating.

Gotham

Complaint

Stands

Supreme Court Judge Edgar J.
Lauer yesterday refused to dismiss
the second amended complaint in the
action brought by Gotham Amusement Corp. and seven others against
Local 306; the Allied Motion Picture Operators Union and ITOA.
Counsel for the defendants made the
motion for dismissal.

McManus
West

Coast

Bureau

Lamping Films
of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — John T. McManus,
motion picture critic of Time Magazine, is on the scene to take in
several previews. He is expected to
leave next week by plane or train
in time to arrive in New York
Thursday.

Store Owners Asks Writ

Jennie
Leshay,
operator
of
candy store on the premises occ
pied
by
the
Tyron
Amuseme)
Corp.'s Loyal Theater on St. Nic
olas Ave., Manhattan, filed suit
Supreme Court yesterday for a pe
manent injunction against the T
ron organization, which, she claip
despite provisions of her lease,
stalled automatic candy machines
the theater.
She had previous
been granted a temporary injunction

Renamed

by Expert

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

and a Webster's
Euphonies consultant
Hollywood —editorial
Dictionary
were
brought
into play
Studiosis |
and
a new
star by
wasColumbia
born. She
Lilli Marlowe, the erstwhile Dorothy
Haas. Name was selected by Dr. Ray
Keeslar Immel, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., dean
of the University of Southern California i
School of Speech and consulting editor
of Webster's
International
Dictionary.
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IFF TO FINE START
WITH RELIEF FUND

cPfe
REVIEWS Of DEW flLfllS
(Continued from Page

7)

"Porky's Hero Agency"
(Continued from Page

1)

bly one of the fellows whose name
as appeared on this list for years,
ou will want to be there this year.
Sure. You have something to
ive to those of the film lads who
:3ed it. The funds collected at this
cliday season must last till next
hanksgiving. It's a long twelve
onths. And throughout the year
le Committee has constant appeals
ir help in sickness and financial
stress.

(Looney
Tune
Cartoon)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Diverting Cartoon Reel
Porky falls asleep while reading
a book on Greek Mythology. He
dreams that he runs a Hero Agency
for the use of people oppressed by
anything. The emperor summons
him and sends him on a mission to

get the "life restorer" possessed by
the wicked Gorgon, Medusa, who
has turned most of the population
into stone statues with her evil eye.
The calls on the Fund the past Porky is aided by Mercury's winged
;ar have exhausted the treasury. spats to reach Medusa's hideout,
ot months the Committee found it where she is turning all her prisoners into statues. He disguises him■cessary to cut requests in half,
self as Adonis and gets the old witch
i many urgent cases — yes, even
tiful cases — it was necessary to to fall for him. However, she disiss out a five-dollar bill where ten
covers who he is after he grabs the
as needed.
magic restorer. He returns the
statues to life as he flees, but as
Don't look upon this appeal as one he is about to be caught he wakes
those things that you have to go
rough with, fellows. You who up, with everything all right. Leon
ive it should feel glad of the Schlesinger produced this one.
ance to help those of our gang
10 are in such dire need. We are
it asking you to make a sacrifice, Quick Appeal Planned in
Connecticut Games Test
ve that which you feel you can
ford. Anything from one dollar
(Continued from Page 1)
> is gladly accepted. You make
i your charity budget each year making a Supreme Court decision
this time. Surely you can find likely by the February term at the
om for a donation to the unf or- latest.
nate fellows in our own industry.
Meantime, the Middlesex County
Shoot that check in today. Why decision will not affect Bank Night
t pass along your memo RIGHT operators, nor operators of other
)W to your sec to see that a theater cash giveaways, and it is
eck is drawn for the Relief Fund? believed the present local arrangements with authorities in most
will be nice seeing YOUR name
counties of the State will continue
the Honor Roll tomorrow.
pending the final Supreme Court deHarry Cold
', Alicoate
cision.
Mersereau
ster Bahn
sson E. Smith
ard McNamee
J. Schlaifer
Weiss
y Gruen
rge F. Dembow
E. Depinet
res C. Moskowitz
lard Brady
ert Golden
! Jackter
i Bamberger

George Barnett
Moe Streimer
Max
A. Cohen
H. D. Buckley
Paul Lazarus
Arthur W. Kelly
M. J. Weisfeldt
A. J. Moeller
Anonymous
Charles
Alicoate
A. J. Dash
Jack Harrower
Frances Cross

Judge Quinlan quotes the Supreme
Court of the U. S. in Phalen vs.

ITS THE TALK OF

"Little Red Walking Hood"

(A Merrie Melody
Cartoon)
Warners
7 mins.
Amusing Short in Color
The wolf, with a high powered
car, attempts to pick up Miss Little
Red Walking Hood, but she will
have none of him with an amusing
Hepburn imitation. A mysterious
character keeps popping up in the
picture and he advises the wolf that
she is bound for Grandma's. He
races there and steals the old lady's
clothes after locking her in a closet.
When Little Red arrives and discovers that the wolf is in bed, in
place of Grandma, there is plenty
of action. The same mysterious
character pops up again and pops
the wolf on the head to rescue our
unusual heroine. There are several
very amusing gags and the whole
short is thoroughly entertaining. It
was produced by Leon Schlesinger
in Technicolor.

Myron Selznick Talking
Deal With Herman Bernie
(Continued from Page

1)

be, but Herman Bernie has been reported, by informed sources, as Selznick's choice if he will merge forces.
Bernie had no statement to make,
save the fact that deal would depend
largely on whether or not he could
reach an amicable working agreement with Selznick.
Construction work on the offices
has been started, and extensive redecorating and changes are scheduled, with Selznick hoping to open
offices at end of next week.

Virginia
Howard:
"Experience
has shown & that
the common
forms
of gambling — are comparatively innocuous when placed in contrast Kent to be Major Speaker
with the widespread pestilence of
at A. H. Blank Testimonial
lotteries. The former are confined
to a few persons and places, but
(Continued from Page 1)
the latter infests the whole comwill
celebrate
his 25th anniversary
munity; itenters every dwelling; it in film biz.
reaches every class; it preys upon
the hard earnings of the poor; it
risdictional Dispute
Sidney R. Kent, 20th-Fox prexy,
the ignorant and simple."
0 be Aired by AAAA Board plunders
He concludes, "There is certainly arrives here today from the West
an indirect consideration. The aim Coast by train. Kent has been at
urisdictional issue arising out of is to fill the theater and the ele- the studio for the past three weeks
ment of time inserted in the rules for conferences with Joseph M.
,Jine of burlesque in New York
fly will be heard by the interna- governing this particular Bank Schenck, board chairman, and Dar! lal board of the Associated Ac- Night to enable one to reach the ryl F. Zanuck.
s and Artistes of America, the- stage from the outside doesn't accomplish the attempted evasion.
J cal parent body, today at 2 p.m.
There has been an increase in ref che office of Actors Equity,
ceipts and the benefit in the way Iowa Circuit Tries Out
he American Federation of Acof
increased
gross receipts for paid
i, according to Harry R. Calkins,
Foreign Picture Policy
chief organizer,
is to demand admissions is sufficient consideration
coming
directly
or
indirectly
from
trding of present charter held by
Central States Theaters CorporaBurlesque
Artists
Association. those entitled to chances."
tion of Iowa is trying out a foreign
policy in some of its houses, it was
AA has already
awarded
ternannounced yesterday by General
ary jurisdiction of former "strip
"Tovarich" BB Campaign
Foreign Sales Corporation. GFSC
ie" houses to AFA in New York.
Warners will start posting 24 stated that first picture to be used
t field requires complete jurisdicAFA argues, since BAA can- sheets in 1,500 cities, starting Dec. would be "An Orphan Boy of Vienprotect
its members
on the 15 to give "Tovarich" a buildup bena," released in this country by
fore general release Christmas Day. them.
1 under the present set-up.

RCA Photophone Recording of Musical Numbers
in "100 Men and A Girl"
called a new high in sound
recording perfection!

EDITORIALCOMMENT...WoWywood Reporter, Sept. 17, 1937 . . .
"The chief topic in Holly wood.. .is
regarding the recording of the
show's big musical numbers.. . No
music has ever been given such perfect treatment on a sound track. All
the big numbers in the picture were
recorded in the east at the Camden
plant of the Victor Company, an
RCA subsidiary.
"This column has always yelled
the praise of the technical ad vance in
pictures.. . this achievement at Camden is something else to yell about."

Follow the Lead of the Studios!

Boost your box-office with
the perfect sound of RCA's
"Magic Voice of the Screen"
Most of the big studios are now recording with RCA Photophone
equipment. Because they realize the
great importance of perfect sound
. . . and know that this equipment
will give it to them.
Better sound in your theatre means
better box-office. Made by the same
engineers who create Photophone
recording apparatus for Hollywood
studios, the Magic Voice of the
Screen mentwill
prove
"sound"
investfor you.
Get adetails
today!
When
tubes in
sayGlass
"RCA".
First inbuying
Metal radio
— Foremost
—
Finest in Tone.
Listen to the "Magic Key" every Sunday 2 to
i P. M., E. S. T., on NBC Blue Network

i
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BRIT. LAND LINE TELE
SETS DISTANCE RECORD
London (By Cable) — Record for
distance reception of television, previously held by Germany with 300
miles, has been broken with recent
British experiments in land line
transmission. Research experts here
have shown in the laboratory that
pictures of superior quality to the
German results can be transmitted
and received over 400 miles of land
line.
Program problems when provincial transmitters are built will be
simplified considerably by this
achievement, for no local studios will
be essential, the programs being relayed by land line from London.

nCUJS Of TH6 DflV
Milwaukee, Wis. — Jack Conroy
Milan, Ind. — Francis Haney is
has been named in charge of pub- building a new 350-seat theater
licity for Fox Wisconsin Theaters hex-e.
succeeding Jack Jaster.
Gosport, Ind. — The Gosport Theater, operated by Guy Keller has
New Haven, Conn. — "Club De been closed.
Femmes" film was held at the Lincoln Theater for a second week.
Indianapolis — The Fox Theater,
Sherburne, Minn. — George Ehlers formerly known as Colonial will reopen about Dec. 1. The house has
has bought the Sherburne Theater
here.
been re-equqipped and renovated.

IATSE PREXY SILENT
ON DETROIT ACTIO!

Detroit — George E. Brown
IATSE prexy, clamped the seal
executive secrecy on the sessioi
here
of beyond
the organization's
Browne,
admitting thatboarj
trj

parley
was studio
given over
whollydeclintf
to tl'
Hollywood
situation,
to make any statement.

Four New Schine Companies
Given Ohio State Charter

Riverside, 111. — Fred Breitling is
Columbus, O. — William J. Kei
planning the erection of a theater
nedy, Ohio secretary of state, n
here.
Town is without one.
vealed the incorporation of foi
companies, as follows:
Chicago — Dinner dance of the B Schine
The Schine Kent Theater Corj
Bastrop, Tex. — M. S. Mozola of & K Employes Association is set for
Smithville has sold the Strand The- Dec. 17 at the Palmer House. Ben the Schine Kent Improvement Corf
French M P Corp. Gets
the Schine Ravenna Improvemei
ater here to Jack Wright.
Bloomfield heads the committee.
Corp., and the Schine Ravenna Th
Rights to Five French Pix
Corp., all at Cleveland, 0., eac
East Greenwich, R. I. — John J.
Chicago — First of a series of ater
Acquisition of American rights to Dunnigan, manager of the Green- trade and distributor meetings will for 250 shares of no par value, wii
principals in each corporation nam*
five new French films by French
wich Theater here for the past six
air-con- as Peter E. Klein, Roger A. Zuckt
Motion Picture Corp. was an- years, has been replaced by Arnold be held byditioningWestinghouse's
sales
department
at
Kanand
Marie Boehm, with offices
sas City today.
nounced yesterday by John S. Tap- Berger of Reading, Mass.
the Union Trust Bldg., Cleveland
ernoux, president.
Toronto Conciliation Com.
Shortly to be released, the films
1936 Local "10 Best"
are: "Feu Mathias Pascal"; "Meet First
Plans Monthly Meetings Blumberg Secretaries
Contests Set in Conn. Neb.
Miss Mozart," starring Danielle
Will Move to Univers
Darrieux; "Merlusse," by Marcel
— Conciliation Committee
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Bridge- of Toronto
Pagnol; "Helene," selected by
the Film Section of the Toronto
French Minister of Fine Arts to
port Herald has launched its annual
Larry Waterman, executive seer
represent the French film industry Ten Best Pictures Contest, choosing Board of Trade, given a new lease tary, and Miss Mona Reilly, seer
of
life
recently,
plans
meetings
at
at the recent Biennial Exposition as the winner the person whose list
tary, are to accompany Nate
tallies most exactly with the results least only monthly to tackle exhib. Blumberg, when he retires as RK
in Venice; and "Un De Baumugnes," of official Film Daily poll of editors problems in Ontario.
originally "Angele."
Committee has no affiliation with vice-president in charge of theate
and critics. Winner and companion
the
Distributors Association or the to assume presidency of Univers J
get a free trip to New York, acM-G-M British Contest
commodations at the Hotel Taft, Film Boards of Trade, and its per- Jan. 1, it was learned yesterday.
Winners Returning Home dinner, Glen Gray, and the Ice Show
sonnel is wholly constituted of members of the Toronto Board of Trade,
Yiddish Pix to Start
at the Hotel New Yorker, "Yes, My
T. A. Connor and A. F. Gibson Darling Daughter," and a visit to city's No. One business organization.
"Der Purimspieler" (The Jester
As now set up, it will be within
of M-G-M's British sales staff, who the Empire State Building obserwon a sales contest which gave
the scope of the committee not only Sphinx film starring Miriam Kre
vatory tower.
syn, Hymie Jacobson and Zygmu<
to consider suggestions, problems Turkow
them a trip to Hollywood, arrive in
is to have its world pr|
Lincoln, Neb. — Sunday Journal and grievances, to gather such in- miere tonight at the Cameo.
New York today from the Coast
Fi
and
Star
here
will
go
along
with
formation as may be available, and time a Yiddish picture has plaj
and will sail tomorrow for home on
the Lafayette. They have been the Film Daily's 10 best film selection. request the parties interested to ap- the house.
Joseph Green, distril
pear before the committee for a
Paper has announced an invitation
guests of the studio for two weeks. for
all readers to send in a 10 best general hearing but also it will have tor of "Yiddle with his Fiddle J
Connor, whose home is in Manches- selection, the final winners to be authority to consider such matters
Molly Picon starrer, produced "D ,
ter, Eng., and Gibson, who hails
as his second Eeleas]
from Glasgow, were top men in a judged on the basis of Film Daily's as premiums, games, contests, chil- Purimspieler"
Returns
from Philadelphia indica
recent sales drive.
dren's matinees, length of programs a nationwide release schedule, it
critics' poll. Paper is getting the
cooperation of the Stuart, Orpheum, and
industry.
all matters pertaining to the
reported.
Lincoln, Kiva and Capitol theaters
Industrafilm Opens Office
which will each give a medallion,
Industrafilm, Inc., producers of good for three months' admission, Equity Delays Replacing
CPC Gets Shorts Rights
motion pictures and headed by Gor- to the five places. Judges in the
MacKenna on Council
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.,
don Knox and Dean McWethy, with contest will be Walter F. Shuttee,
a deal with Mack Sennett has a
production headquarters in Holly- city manager, Lincoln Theater
No immediate replacement for quired exclusive 16 mm. distributi<|
wood, has opened sales and service Corp.; Howard Federer, general
offices at 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New manager, L. L. Dent Enterprises; Kenneth MacKenna on the council rights in the United States and Ca
York City. Knox is now in New R. R. Livingston, owner-manager, of Actors Equity is expected, ac- ada for two Bing Crosby shor.
cording to organization officials. "Blue of the Night" and "Sing, Bin
dis- Capitol Theater; and Barney OldYork completing
tribution facilitiesthe
andcompany's
reports there field, Sunday Journal and Star MacKenna, who left to assume post
is much interest among businessmen movie editor. Theater cooperation as M-G-M eastern story editor, was Sing" and two Donald Novis short1
"Singing These
Plumber"
"Singii*
in films of this type.
is to the extent of providing lobby one of a large council whose number Boxer".
films, and
formerly
dw
boxes in which the selections may does not require prompt appointment
tributed
by
Paramount,
are
now
of a successor, it was said.
be placed.
ing re-issued for the independe b1)
market
by Mack Sennett.
Nazis' Heavy Red
Berlin (By Cable)— Deficit of 10,500,000 reichsmarks in German film production for the 1936-37 season is reported
despite a two per cent increase in attendance at picture theaters and an
increase of around 85,000,000 marks in
receipts. To offset this deficit it is
proposed to increase renting rates and
film exports.

Slayton, Minn. — The Murray Theater has been sold to Herman
Joachims.

Peterson Gets U. S. Medal

Frank Lloyd Here Monday

Carl Peterson, Paramount News
Frank Lloyd, director of Para.'s
cameraman, received another decora- "Wells
Fargo," is scheduled to artion yesterday when Mayor LaGuarrive in New York Monday. Para.'s
dia presented him with a Congres- publicity department is planning a
sional Medal. The award was made reception for him, to be attended
in recognition of Peterson's service by representatives of the trade
with the second Byrd expedition.
press.

Lombard

Plaque

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Carole Lombard,
who was born Jane Alice Peters, in
Fort Wayne, will be honored with a
plaque
to be St.placed at her birthplace,
704
Rockhill

iw
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""(/// Obligdfi&ffs'' Met in Grainger Pact Settlement

!PI SERVICING BUSENESTPASSES TO ALTEC CORP.
. Louis

Exhibs. Organizing

;zing" of Present Clearce Regulations Among
Objectives

Protective

Will Your Name

Be There?

Atter Christmas Day, the Committee will fold up the Honor Roll containing
names of the Regular Fellows who have contributed to the Film Daily Relief Fund.
a few days in which to replenish the Fund so that some very needy cases in our
industry can be taken care of at this Holiday season. Come, feller! Make sure
name is on that Honor Roll.
Send your contrib NOW!

Louis, Mo. — A protective buybol designed further to mainlie status quo in the clearance
tions in the various motion
e theater zones of St. Louis
t. Louis County is being prei by indies here,
understood that Clarence KaiNorth St. Louis exhib will
the new organization,
to be
First of major company executives
n 1 by 50 theater men.
Others to return from Coast studio conferictive in the pool movement
ences, reported generally as result(Continued
on Page 7)
ing from the production cost situation, Sidney R. Kent, president of
20th Century-Fox, arrived in New
York yesterday.
Kent told The Film Daily that
insofar as his company is concerned
there had been no changes made in
present production plans and that

the
Just
own
your

Buying

Pool

Deal Closed with New Delaware Corp., Headed by
L. W. Con row

Altec Service Corp., chartered in
Delaware, is the name of the new
organization, headed by L. W. Conrow, which will carry on the sound
equipment servicing activity formerly conducted by the operating department of Erpi, it was announced
yesterday. Whitford Drake, president of Erpi, also revealed that an
agreement between Erpi and Altec
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
had been signed.
Hollywood — Authentic sources deDrake pointed out that although
clare it has always been understood
that no extension of the option to Altec is a separate corporate entity
Erpi has on
no Page
financial
interKorda and Goldwyn beyond Dec. 23 in which (Continued
7)
would be granted and it is believed
that no such extension will be granted if it is asked for. It is reliably
reported that Dr. A. H. Giannini will
ask to be relieved of the presidency
of United Artists in the event the
Korda-Goldwyn deal is carried out.

KENT SAYS 20TH-FOX NO EXTENSION LIKELY
ADHERING TO PROGRAM FOR CLOSING UA DEAL

5TI0N ORDER FOR
F M WRITERS LIKELY

(Continued

hast Bureau of THE

FILM

Page

7)

DAILY

'ywood — It is reported that
'tier
Wm. Relations
R. Ringer
of has
the
al Labor
Board
nended the naming of a bar; group for screen writers
ordering an election. Screen
s' Guild and Screen PlayIs, Inc., claim they should be
ited as the bargaining group.

|:t Picquet Will Be
Renamed by Car. Exhibs
lotte, N. C. — Re-election of
5 W. Picquet as prexy of the
r Owners of North and South
1a for a fifteenth year is inas the silver jubilee conventhe pioneer exhib organizaars.
ons
will be held at Pinehurst,
■ ? tomorrow
when the retiring
(Continued on Page 7)

»r
Charity's Sake
cago — Three hundred local thewill hold special matinee shows,
roeeeds to be turned over to the
;o Christmas Fund.

u

on

ERIKSONROXY CLAIM
DISMISSED BY COURT

Ask Directed Not Guilty
Verdict in Games Case

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey,
New Eng. IATSE Meeting
Tomorrow to Attract 150 presiding at yesterday's hearing in-

volving fees attending the Roxy Theater reorganization, dismissed the
Newark, N. J. — Sitting in Common
Springfield, Mass. — The semi-an- $50,000 claim entered by Carl Eriknual convention of the New England
Pleas Court yesterday, Judge Brennan reserved decision on the motion district, IATSE, will bring about 150 son who asked that amount as brokerage on the contention that he had,
of Attorney Milton Unger to direct delegates to this city tomorrow through Walter Reade, secured 20th
(Continued on Page 7)
a not guilty verdict in this city's when an all-day session is schedfirst Bank Night case, resulting from
uled to be held at the Clinton Hothe arrest of Martin Horn of the
tel. The convention marks the 25th
(Continued on Page 7)

t

(Continued on Page 7)

Wisconsin-Michigan
"Strike"
Against Paramount
Ends
Exhibitors' "strike" against Paramount in the Wisconsin and northern Michigan territory has been
amicably settled along the lines of
the agreement reached some time
ago in the Philadelphia territory,
James R. Grainger, who was in- Charles Reagan, Western Divisional
Columbia Will Reorganize
(Continued on Page 7)
formed by the Universal board of directors Wednesday that he was to
Eastern Story Department
be supplanted as general sales manForm of reorganization of the Coager by William A. Scully on Jan.
Market Stronger
lumbia eastern story department 1, told The Film Daily last night
Plus
signs ruled generally in the inthat
the
company
had
settled
his
with a pared staff concentrating on
stances of amusement stocks and bonds
special vehicles for roster stars is contract and "respected full obligayesterday, with Eastman Kodak up nine
points
for
the biggest gain of the day.
to be determined by Harry Cohn,
Loew's preferred was up four and ParColumbia head, and D. A. Doran, Jr.,
Grainger cheerfully declared that
amount preferred, 31/2- Other gains
largely were fractional.
story editor,
it was learned yester- he left with "the friendliest of feel(Continued on Page 7)
tions." (Conlinued on Page 2)

Grainger's Contract Settled in Full/
Exec. Committee Personnel Revealed

' Y.
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"Full Obligations" Are tv
In Grainger's
'U' Page
Settle*
(Continued from
1)
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STOCK
High

Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd..
Paramount 2nd pfd..
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
..
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW

YORK

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww . . .
Para. B'way 3s55.
Para. Picts. 6s55. .
RKO
6s41
Warner's 6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts.
vtc
Grand
National
....
Monogram
Picts. ...
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts

16137/s

Low

Net
Chg.

Close

1613% —+

Va
14

8 1/4

22

37

211/2
7%
5

4- 9
+ %

1/4
1/2
1/2

77/s —

1/8

37

37" + i"
BOND

MARKET

84Vi
98
63

84l/2
975/8
63

84i/2 —
977/8 +
63

783,4
CURB

783/4
78
MARKET

1
1%
1%
20
3y8
4i/2

1
1
1%
13/4 +
13/4 17/g +
191/2 191/2 +
3%
31/s +
41/4 41/2 +

+

1

3/8

Artists
of directors' ml
scheduledboard
for Wednesday.
SIDNEY R. KENT, president of 20th-Fox, and
MRS. KENT, arrived in New York from the
Coast
yesterday
morning
on the Century.

a

E. H. CRIFFITH, 20th-Fox associate producer, is staying at the Warwick while in
New York on short vacation.

"LITTLE HELENA," 10-year-old "find" whom
Al Lichtman signed in Europe to an M-G-M
contract, sails for New York from Genoa Monday on the Conti de Savoia.

NEIL F. ACNEW, Paramount general sales
manager, returned by plane yesterday from the
Coast, after conferring with Paramount officials.

GEORGE ARLISS and MRS. ARLISS sail
from
New York today on the Santa Paula for
California.

FRANK LLOYD, ace Paramount director, will
arrive in New York Monday morning on the
Century, with print of his latest picture,
"Wells
Fargo."

on

JOHNNY MERCER, well known lyricist, arrived in New York yesterday for a vacation.
JOHN FARROW, Warner director, will reEurope.turn to this country early next month from

ETHEL MERMAN arrives in New
week
from
the Coast.

1/2

%
1/4
%
%
3/4

Bishop Joins NTS
Edward W. Bishop, for the past
several years in charge of sales for
Erpi in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin, has joined National Theater
Supply Co., effective as of Wednesday, last, according to an official announcement by that organization.
He will have supervision of Mirrophonic Sound sales for NTSC in its
Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Milwaukee and
Minneapolis branches, with headquarters in the Chicago Branch.

Korda Sailing Dec. If

Alexander Korda is schedtiil
return to New York by the t\
next week and has tentative
for returning to England o|
Queen Mary, Dec. 15, it was 1<||
yesterday. Korda is remaini
the Coast to attend the h

comsnG mid Gome

+ 2
+ 4
+ l/4
+
%
+ 31/2

63/g +
5% +
+
21%

by Meanwhile
R. H. Cochrane.
an
official
coi
communique
was
circulated ;
Universal home office informbt
personnel of the changes.
Th<|
munique stated that Frank J. 1
Carthy "will add to his prese ,
ties those of acting general 1
manager."
It was further anil
ed that "Mr.
Grainger retirj
sales manager as of Nov. 30.' j
notice was signed by Willard , I
Kay, secretary.

• •
• IN THAT always interesting "Dialing With Doyle" kolyum
in the N. Y. Journal, "Dinty" notes the novel 'letters from remote places"
as read every Sunday morn on the ether by Tom Terriss
a gent
with a Dramatic Voice who should be on a big program

HI/4
158

162
143/4 158
160
158
14%
158
61/4
105
'A
105 6 51
121/2
52%
13 % 98i/2 105
98
1/2 11 y*
11%
125/8
545%
ll3/4
981/z

▼

in the constructive division, Editor A. J. Richard of Paramount Newsreel has selected the Ten Outstanding Screen News
Stories of the year
here might be a swell stunt to extend to
the theater patrons for their news selections, with passes for
prizes
T
T
T

MARKET

1613%

▼

At. DALY

years ago
the craze for "ten bests" has spread to all sorts of
propositions
we hear of a new society game in which the
dames sit around and make lists of their Ten Best Husbands
some studios could compile nice lists of their Ten Best Production
Managers
some major producers could swap selections of
Ten Best Sales Managers they have had over a period of years

nnnncinL
YORK

I Bill

• •
•
OF INTEREST lo all publicity lads
Alex Gottlieb, the
ad writer for the major companies who went Coastward a short time
ago
has just been assigned to his third screenplay ior Republic
which raises the point we have touched on before
that
mebbe the studios have been overlooking a fertile source of talent right
in their own home office setups
it really would seem logical that
the gents who have made a career of motion pictures know a great
deal more of inside angles and preferences of the public than a lot
of writers who happen to get a story published in a mag or book form
but lack an industry background
T
T
▼
• •
•
SINCE this paper started the Ten Best Pictures some
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ings," and would leave in a fev
on a vacation.
"No plans," hi
"I feel as free as the birds!"
Grainger, it is understood,
contract expiring on May 18,
According to report yesterda
agreement provided for a boi
$10,000 to be paid him on M;
1938 in the event the pact w;{
renewed.
Complexion of the revamp^
ecutive committee, to the chaij
ship of which R. H. Cochran
elected by the board this wee]
learned yesterday. Other me
include, it is understood, J. CI
Cowdin, Charles R. Rogers, W
Freiday, D. M. Sheaffer and
Rogers.
Employment
contract
withi
than J. Blumberg, new presid
Universal, is now said to en
terms identical with that nov

10 Cents
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JOHN STONE, associate producer for 20thFox, arrived in New York yesterday for a vacation. MRS. STONE accompanied him; they are
staying
at the Savoy
Plaza.
SAM E. MORRIS, vice-president in charge
of foreign distribution for Warners, left yesterday on the
Century for a two weeks' studio
conference
session.
EDDIE SOBOL arrived in town
direct a new Max Gordon play.

yesterday to

CLINTON M. WHITE, CB assistant general
manager,
arrives today
in Milwaukee.
DERRICK DE MARNEY, English stage and
screen star, sails for England next Wednesday on the Aquitania. He will return to New
Vork after holdiays.
on HAL
the
MYER

HORNE left last night for the Coast
Century.
BECK,

of United

Artists

publicity

de-

vacation.

partment, is flying

to

Bermuda

Wednesday

for

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN returns from England
Monday aboard the Normandie.
FRANK McHUGH and his wife arrive in New
York from England next Tuesffay on the Aquitania.

HERMAN
morrow.

A. DeVRY

Stars Delay Sailing

Taylor, Lionel
Ban1i<
andRobert
Jack Conway,
who were
ed arriving Monday on the Nc
die, were not aboard when th
sailed, the M-G-M home offii
nounced yesterday. They will ti
at a later date, it was said.

York next

ZfPX- ,

arrives from Chicago to-

NED E. DEPINET, RKO Radio vice-president,
left for Hollywood yesterday.
RALPH ROLAN, of RKO Radio ad dept., is
expected
to leave for the Coast Wednesday.
W. RAY JOHNSTON'S arrival in New York
from Hollywood has been delayed until early
next week.
SUZANNE KAAREN, CN contract player, arrived yesterday from Hollywood.
FREDERICK ULLMAN, JR., Pathe general
manager and vice-president, leaves for Miami
today with TOMMY
HOCAN,
cameraman.
D. A. DORAN, JR., Columbia story editor,
departs Wednesday for the Coast.
CLAIRE DODD, Hollywood actress, arrives
this week-end, and will stop at the Sherry
Netherlands
until she sails for Europe.
GEORGE
WHITE
is staying at the Warwick.
ABE MONTAGUE, Columbia general sales
manager,
arrives here Monday.

tRT
Best wishes
the
Lloyd
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T-H-E-A-T-E-R-S
Construction — Modernization
Maintenance

H1GAG0 MTS FINDS
BUSINESS AT PEAK
Chicago — Midwest Theater Supiy Co. reports record business for
'ist two months, according to L.
. Kuttner of that organization,
mong jobs recently completed are
any Lorch's Harvard which has
ivr porcelain and stainless steel
ont, including Whiteway canopy;
le South Chicago, operated by Inana and Illinois circuit, which was
odernized throughout at cost of
50,000, increasing seating capacity
i 900, installing Kaiser ventillating
-stem; Roxy, La Porte, received
3W Ultraphone sound and Midwest
=ablic address system; and same
rcuit's Lake and Ritz theaters,
'ichigan City, also got Ultraphone
mnd.
Cooper Bros.' Gold theater revived complete overhauling, inuding new lounge, lobby, porcelain
ont, Whiteway canopy, air-condioning, carpets, draperies, and 1000
;; luxe seats. Entire job cost $75,)0.
Improvements by Reinhimer cirIiit to Calumet theater included
ide-scale modernization, — new
ont, screen, lobby, rest rooms and
eamlac carpets, — costing $15,000.
Edward Grady and Stanley
hiitz's Hegewisch theater imovements consisted of Ultraphone
mnd, Macotte and porcelain front,
test type electric fixtures, new
mating and air-conditioning sysms, Neon signs, Whiteway canopy
id 200 de luxe seats.
Another job recently finished was
oraine theater, for A. B. McCalm circuit at Hoopestown, 111., at
cost of some $50,000. Latest type
ats were installed, raising capaty to 900.

EQUIPMENT
New Camera Doubles as Projector
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — U. S. Patent Office has granted its 2,100,000th patent since the establishment on July 4, 1836, of the modern patent system by act of Congress. The
patent was awarded to Charles E. Hillery-Collings of Mitcham, England, for a motion
picture camera that can be used not only to take pictures but also project them on
the screen once they have been taken and developed.

Winter Months Seen As Offering Best
Buyers Market for Air Conditioning

FILM

DAILY

S-T-U-D-I-O-S
Technical — Supplies
Furnishings

NEW TICKET CHECKER
TO HALT COLLUSION
Newman Bros., Inc., of Cincinnati,
has just put on the market its
new Newman-Budd Ticket Checker,
which, the company claims, is a
positive guarantee against collusion
between theater ticket taker and
ticket seller, as its use removes any
possible temptation among such emMachine is electrically operated.
ployees.
It has eight compartments, each
of which can be set for any desired
time. Thus the theater owner or
manager has eight daily checks
under padlock.
Each one of the eight compartments moves automatically into
place to receive tickets at regular
designated hours of the day. An
arrangement has been provided,
whereby, if so desired, a buzzer will
ring in the manager's office and the
box-office, so that the cashier can
record the number of the last ticket sold.
In this manner it is therefore
possible to check whether any tickets have been dishonestly palmed,
and resold by the ticket seller.
If these tickets are resold and
used at a later hour, it is possible
to detect them. They will naturaliy
fall into a compartment for a later

Cold weather months present a
real opportunity for smart air conditioning prospects, according to J.
J. Donovan, manager of the General Electric air-conditioning department, and he suggests that now,
and not next summer, is the time to
do some serious thinking about the
installation of cooling equipment.
The advantages to the industry
in spreading the season and eliminating the summer peak are obvious,
of course, but the advantages to the
buyer are equally real, in Donovan's
opinion, and he believes that those
who intend to install summer cooling eventually are doing themselves
no favor by waiting until hot
weather rolls around once more.
"Special discounts and lower
mark-ups on condensing and conditioning equipment during the fall
and winter months are direct incentives to buying at this time," Donovan says, "but lower installation
costs, more adequate engineering
surveys, and more time to do the
job constitute the really important
arguments. Those factors are just
as important to the domestic as to
the commercial prospect. Installing
air conditioning equipment requires
time, skill, and patience, and the
buyer who wants to obtain the most
for his money will not wait until the
rush-season is on. Any commodity
is most expensive when it is most
associated Theaters Plan
in demand.
Two New Detroit Houses
"The engineering design of an air
conditioning system has a direct
Detroit — Plans are now under con- bearing on its cost. If ample time
deration for the construction of
vo new theaters for the Detroit
fea by Associated Theaters. One Novelty Scenic Studios
rase will accommodate 1,700 peoComplete Two Contracts
e and the other 1,200.

is allowed for a careful analysis of
the job, a design can often be
worked out which offers inherently
lower costs than that which has
been prepared in a hurry. Also, by
installing a system in the winter a
business can arrange the schedule
of installation wiork to minimize
interference with its regular activities and save money by eliminating overtime. When ample time is
allowed, the customer is assured of
better quality work and better
workmen. When contractors are
overburdened, as they are in the
spring and summer, sheet-metal
work, plumbing, and wiring are certain to cost more."
"During the winter, also," Donovan declares, "contractors have
more time to give accurate cost
estimates, and in many cases subcontractors are willing to quote
lower prices in order to keep their
men busy. The installation is properly scheduled and workmen are^
sent to the job only when the necessary equipment is there.
"Finally," he concludes, "liberalized financing plans are now in existence which do not penalize the
buyer of air conditioning for taking advantage of the slack season.
Our own organization for example,
makes it possible for a commercial
air conditioning customer to enjoy
the advantages of an installation
in the winter and yet postpone time
payments until such time as the air
conditioning system has begun to
increase his profits."

A. I. Kessler, manager of the
Somma Building House
Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc., of New
Highland Springs, Va. — Ground
City, has finished complete reis been broken for the new 800- York
decorations and modernization at
,at Henrico Theater to be built the Whalley Theater in New Haven,
j Charles Somma of Richmond and
id operated by Ben Somma.
Conn., and
at Fred
Colony
theater
at Wheeler's
Gallipolis,New
O.
Work included decorative painting,
draperies, stage curtains and lightTrue Western
ing fixtures.

Chicago — United States Gypsum
Co. is starting drive on use of its
Hold Service Schools
weatherwood Blendtex for interior
Chicago — Nash Kelvinator is confinish for theaters and other public
ducting factory service schools in
buildings. The new line has various
color combinations, is durable with keys for refrigeration systems under the direction of E. R. Legg, naintegral colors clear through the
tional direct sales manager of the
material, and predecorated surface company.
saves cost and time in painting.
Improved acoustics is another important claim for the new line.

Pawhuska, Okla. — Arthur Abbott's
new Circle A theater, one of the most
unusual in the state, has opened here.
The theater is finished in true Western style, with much of the lobby
having been treated to give it a rustic
wood effect. Fred B. Pickrel of Ponca
City is interested in the house with
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott.

Klein In Lumini Post

U. S. Gypsum Co. Starts
Blendtex Theater Drive

Wittenmier Installation

Cleveland — Harry Klein has been
Chicago— The Singer RKO theanamed local sales manager for Luter circuit is installing Wittenmier
mini Displays, manufacturers of
theater marquees. He has opened air-conditioning system in the
Orpheum Theater at New Orleans.
an office in 728 Film Bldg.

hour
have
when
stubs

than
in which into
theythewou'd
fallen one
if dropped
hox
originally sold. The ticket
are not marred, and the compartments, which are under lock and
key can be removed, so that the
tickets can be checked quickly and
conveniently.

Hartford Theater Facade
Built Solely of Glass Brick
Hartford, Conn. — The new 900seat Webster Theater boasts of a
facade entirely of glass brick,
pierced by doors faced with stainless steel. The theater is owned
by the Webster Co., of which Joseph
L. Shulman is president and Maurice W. Shulman vice-president and
manager. Associated with the company is Max Shulman who built the
Rivoli Theater in Hartford in 1925.

I

Cassidy's Center

Detroit — Plans for a huge recreation
center, involving about every type of
entertainment appeal as well as a new
theater, at Midland, Mich., by William
next spring.
A. Cassidy, are expected to materialize

;
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THEATERS WIDELY USE
'ZIPPER' GHANGEOVERS
More than 15,000 of the new
Strong "Zipper" Changeovers ai-e
in daily use in theaters all over the
world, it is stated by the Essannay
Electric Mag. Co., of Chicago, makc is of the systems which are adapted for use in connection with either
Simplex
or Motiograph
projectors.
In Simplex model, Changeover
shutter operates at the aperture;
cuts light at the smallest beam, and
provides additional fire protection.
Shutter can be released instantaneously as emergency fire shutter.
There is only one moving part; no
complicated rods, and no lubrication needed. Its operation is so
quiet that it cannot be heard outside the projection booth. Unit is
compact; weight is light, 1 lb. 4
oz. complete. Shutter is one-piece
rigid construction of "Guillotine"
type.
Motiograph model has built-in
Fire Shutter lever; adjustable
Changeover speed regulator, easy to
adjust changeover speed to compensate for current variations.
Three-way polarized plug connection
makes it easy to disconnect power
conduit. Unit is trouble proof and
features Mercury Foot Switch for
instant action. It also has optional
built-in Sound Changeover. Sound
and picture changeover presents
perfect synchrony.

New

I First
"Crying Room"
Buffalo — Dewey Michaels, preparing
to build the 1000-seat Colvin, on the
city line of Buffalo and Kenmore, has
arranged for a glass-enclosed, soundfitted and air-conditioned room where
mothers with crying babies may quiet
their off-spring and also see and hear
the pictures in comfort. It's the first
adaptation of the idea here.

Timeter Theater Sales
Show Sharp Increase
Detroit — Unusually sharp increase in sales of the Timeter, new
combined schedule clocks and marquee or box-office signs, manufactured here by Timeter, Inc., was reported this week by company's general manager, Ben Fink. More than
50 theaters in all parts of the country recently placed orders.
In addition to these direct sales
by the parent organization, distribution of the Timeter will hereafter be
made through theater supply dealers, and a sales organization has
just been completed for territories
in more than a dozen states.

NTS Moving In Chi.

Publix-Bamford
N. C.
House Opens on Dec. 25

Asheville, N. C. — The new West
Asheville motion picture theater,
erected by Publix-Bamford Theaters, Inc., will be named the Isis
and will be opened for business on
Christmas Day, according to Carl
R. Bamford, president of the theater organization. The Isis was designed by Charles Burton, New
York City architect, and is being
erected
L. L. Merchant, Asheville by
contractor.

Frisco Milano, Rebuilt
Following Fire, Reopens
San Francisco — Rechristened the
Palace, Golden State's Milano Theater was re-opened here after rebuilding and re-equipment costs in
excess of $100,000. The house was
almost totally destroyed by fire
some months ago. Seating capacity
has been increased to approximately 1,200.
Located
in the populous North
Beach section, heart of the Spanish
and Italian-speaking colonies, the
house will be managed by Joseph
Schwartz. Morris Klein and Harry
Sacks are associated with Golden
State in operation.

Chicago — The National Theater
Supply Co. will move its Chicago
headquarters to 1315-1325 South
Wabash Avenue, where the building owned by the Cook estate will
New RCA Installations
be modernized for the new tenant.
Allied Theaters will take the secChicago — A. E. Klein of the
ond floor of the building, according RCA Photophone department reto the rental agents. The building
ports new installations for the Sidwill be renamed the Exhibitors
ney Harrison Armitage Theater, the
Building.
Shakespeare Theater of the Schoenstadt circuit, the Majestic Theater
Ray-O-Lite In S. L. C.
Improve Taunton House
of the Ellis circuit at Beloit and the
Salt Lake City— The Ray-O-Lite
Taunton, Mass. — Grand Theater, Premier Theater of the Shauer's
Electrical Sign Co. has opened of- now under the management of Syd- circuit
at Valparaiso.
fices here. Mont E. Sudbury is in
ney Solomon, has been completely
charge of the art work here and remodeled and equipped with new
Max Allen to Build
W. A. Dunn is manager.
seating, screen curtains and other
Detroit — Max Allen, owner of the
equipment at an estimated cost of
Lincoln Park Theater on West Fort
$15,000.
St., Lincoln, Park, southwest suNew House for Port St. Joe
burb of Detroit, will build a new
<^v cMotion Picture Engineers
*(+.
Port St. Joe, Fla. — A motion theater not far from the present
Complete Repair Service
picture theater is to be constructed house. Plans are now being preEquipment
6~ Studio
Laboratory
pared by Leslie L. Larkin. Allen
on Third Ave. here by the Martin
Re
states the house will have at least
Printers. Deielopers . Animating. Cameras.
and Davis theater interests.
v
CIRCLE 6-0595
362 W. 45"^ ST .NYC.
1,000 seats.
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Hiis Problem
C. E. WEITZ
Electric Co., Cleveland
with theater lighting as this
' architectural advances, and
ibility in achieving practical
tive combination for distrinings of only several inches
King the equipment so that
the ceiling opening.
ctural lighting schemes dif>rhod only; that is, the sur;r than interposing a trans;iod is to conceal lamps in
Other methods employ silproach in technique the use
es. The principal influence
chitectural design, in which
and location of lamps, repiency, and acceptable light
surfaces.
ed to mobile color and paintural-colored bulbs in white
surfaces up to four or five
ficiency, individual reflectors
s to facilitate maintenance.
a means of superimposing
ition or mixing. Reflecting
value by using corrugations
; by lighting from two direcon a colorful textured apfinished reflecting surfaces
red surfaces or glossy paints
inted designs are oftentimes
I surface; a good expedient,
Kjj) restrictions imposed upon
ly those designed for pleasnd intriguing.
The term,
'idless variety in decorative
wall and ceiling areas,
interest points and should
adjacent surfaces. Silhouisplays; in others the backatmosphere with the object
•Pa
ge 6)

CHARLES
WE

ROSS, INC.

Early American Design
for Peck's New House

New Seat Spring
Detroit — Detroit Spring Seating Co.,
recently organized, has designed and
will place on the market shortly a new
type spring, designed tor use in the
construction of theater seats. Henry
C. Hosbach, partner in the company,
states the new spring is of the no-sag
type, and not a coil.

Detroit- — J. C. Peck, owner of the
Rowena Theater, Fenton, Mich., and
vice-president of American Theater
Science, Inc., has taken over a new
theater site at Fenton, following
failure of negotiations to secure
property adjoining his present house.
The new house will be of early Celotex's Net for Year
American design, seating about 500,
Shows $529,986 Advance
in contrast to the present 350-seat
house. Bennett and Straight, DearChicago — Preliminary report of
born, Mich., theater architects, are
completing plans, and work will be Celotex Corp. for fiscal year ended
started immediately. Peck will con- Oct. 31, 1937, shows net profit of
$1,266,000 after interest, depreciatinue to operate both houses.
tion, normal Federal income taxes
and surtax on undistributed profits,
Fort Myers Theater Will
equal after dividend requirements
5 per cent preferred stock, to
Have Capacity Doubled on
$4.17 a share on 268,685 shares of
This compares with actuFt. Myers, Fla. — Manager Charles common.
al net profit of $736,014 or $2.19 a
Kirkconnel of the Arcade has an- common
share in year ended Oct.
nounced a postponement of the re- 31, 1936.
modeling plans for this theater. Delay in obtaining the necessary air
Colonial Is Renovated
conditioning apparatus is responsible for the postponement. Work
Southington, Conn. — Samuel
will be started in the early spring, Grand will complete the renovation
and the property will involve an ex- of the Colonial Theater operated by
penditure ofapproximately $100,000. Joseph A. Davis before Christmas.
Seating capacity will be increased
from 600 to 1,200. This is a Sparks
house.

GENERAL
REGISTER'S
SALES MAINTAIN
PACE
Chicago — D. H. Finke, vice-president of General Register Corp.,
states here that company's sales are
maintaining strong momentum, and
that purchase by exhibition interests throughout the country of
Automaticket registers and Model
H machines is "surpassing every
expectation." Recent installations
include: Varsity, Milwaukee; L.
Reinheimer Circuit; Homewood,
Homewood, 111.; Community Circuit
Theaters, Cleveland; Quilna, Lima,
O.; Capitol, Fort Wayne; City Theater, Chicago; Olympic, Chicago;
Mont Clare, Chicago; Circle, Detroit; Indiana Theater, Indianapolis,
and many others.

Art Flag's Warner Order

Art Flag is making all the banners for the Warner Brothers new
Sears Sales Drive and is supplying all the Warner exchanges with
an entirely new type of banner.
They are also readying a new set
of six gala holiday silk bannerettes.

Liberman Advances Rubin
Cleveland — Bernard Rubin has
has been appointed general sales
manager of the motion picture theater division of Liberman Flag and
Valence Co., having been promoted
from a salesman. Tom Sample, Sr.,
is general salesman for the non-theatrical division of the company.
Both maintain offices in 502 Film
Building, Cleveland.

Improve Atoka Theater

Oklahoma City — Mrs. Earl H.
Barnett has purchased new lighting
fixtures and foyer furniture from
the Dwyer Theater Supply here for
her Atoka Theater at Atoka. A
new neon sign has also been installed on the house.

"A DAMSEL

IN DISTRESS"

You'll never find yourself out on a

T

limb with your patrons if you cover
your floors with Alexander Smith Carpet. Young and old appreciate the
richness and beauty of this famous
floor covering — which is why you will
find it in the majority of the country's
most successful theatres.
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THEATER SUPPLY BIZ
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Further Aspects of This Problem
(Continued from Page 5)

V

Detroit — Steady advance in the
theater supply biz in this territory
is reported by W. J. Turnbull manager of National Theater Supply
Co. Week brought the biggest list
of installations in several years; it
includes:
Rogers Theater, Rogers City,
Mich., for Walter A. Kelly. This is
a new 550-seat house. Equipment
installed embraces Super Simplex
projectors, Peerless lamps, Irwin
chairs, Crestwood carpeting, Walker
sound screen, Tiffn drapes, and
Lloyd fixtures.
Marr Theater, Saginaw, for
George E. Marr. Contract was let
for this new house, to open about
Dec. 20. Equipment includes: Super
Simplex projector with Super Simplex bases; Western Electric Mirrophonic Sound, the first installation
sold by National since taking over
this distribution; Magnarc lamps;
General Electric copper oxide rectifiers; Crestwood carpeting; Walker
Daelyte screen; and all miscellaneous booth equipment.
Harbor Beach Theater, Harbor
Beach, for B. B. Shipley. New Simplex projection.
Roxy, St. Charles, Mich., for G.
A. Galston — new Walker Daelyte
screen.
Vogue, Detroit 1,500-seater for
United Detroit Theaters. Equipment includes Super Simplex projectors with new style heavy duty
bases, and Walker sound screen.
Seats were separately sold by International Seating Co.
Senate, Saginaw, for Joe Dubeck
— new Walker sound screen.
Michigan Theater, Ann Arbor, for
Butterfield Michigan Theaters Circuit— Super Simplex projectors.

Page Builds In Hanford
Hanford, Calif.— George W. Page,
operator of the Ritz Theater here,
is building a new 800-seat house, to
be opened some time early in 1938.
Beside the Ritz, two other theatres
operate in this town of some 12,000
population. They are the 400-seat
Royal, owned by Arthur Fukado;
and the 1200-seater Tulare, a Golden State chain property.

Hartley In Raleigh
Cincinnati — W. A. Hartley, who
operates a theater at Hot Coal,
W. Va., is opening the theater at
Raleigh, which, closed for some
time, has been completely remodeled
and renamed the Virginia.

New House for Flora
Springfield, 111. — Carl Myer,
architect, is completing plans for a
new 500-seat movie theater for the
Flora Amusement Co., at Flora.

sharply spotlighted in white light. In other instances, strong directional
light in various colors will create striking color shadows.
PICTURES — Good paintings and wall hangings deserve good lighting. The principal problem is to get an even distribution of light over
the display, at the same time avoiding reflections from glossy surfaces
or glass facing. With overhead lighting from either bracket type or lens
piate units, a concentrating distribution is necessary both for uniform
coverage and to avoid reflections; the units should be so directed that
the highest candlepower falls on the lower quarter of the picture. Lighting from below inherently avoids glaring reflections, but is not practicable in some locations, particularly where the units are within reach
and likely to be disturbed. Conventional floodlighting equipment may
oftentimes be employed where it can be concealed.
MIRRORS — The requirement is merely that of low brightness
sources, panels, luminous recesses, attached fixtures or portable units,
so placed as to direct the light to the patron or observer.

Youngstown Theater, Dark
Wiederhold and Hubbard
For 6 Years, Is Reopened |
Establish New Quarters
Youngstown, 0. — The Cameo,
dark since 1931, has reopened after
extensive remodeling.
Remodeling was both interior and
exterior. A former storeroom was
removed to make a larger foyer.
Entrance has been moved six feet
closer to the sidewalk, and five rows
of seats were removed to enlarge
the depth of the foyer, done in
ultra-modern style. Marsh tile in
Pompeian red, blue, and silver, with
a black base, covers the walls of
the lobby, while the floor is of terrazza. Indirect lighting is used.
Western Electric sound is installed.

Wiederhold and Hubbard, motion
picture engineers, are established in
their new quarters at 362 W. 45th
Street, specializing in the servicing
of film laboratories and building as
a standard product 16 mm. printers,
both step and continuous.
They are also building developing
equipment for 16 and 35 mm. of
standard inter-changeable type, enabling the smaller labs to purchase
suitable equipment such as developwork ing
andnegatives,
toning. positives, reversal

S-T-U-DI-O-S
Technical — Supplies
Furnishings

ADAMS SWITCHBOARD
FIND INCREASED US
Pre-selective remote control, mo
ified type of stage switchboar
manufactured by the Frank Ada
Electric Co. of St. Louis, is gainir
deserved recognition from operato
of small picture houses. It is equi
ped with manually operated switch
for each control unit and with r
mote controlled switches for ea(
color row and for the auditorium
In this way the heavier curie;
capacity for the color rows and U
auditorium is switched at a remo
point and only the small, not to e
ceed Amp. circuits are switched ((
the stage switchboard.
This modified control type is bu:\
in the standard Frank Adam Maji,
composite design and constructk
of switchboard dimmer bank. It
equipped with standard FA maji|
switches, pilot lights and dimnu
operating individual and color ma<
ter levers. Each control unit h:
a 30 Amp. single or double pole th
ater switch that directly contr&j
the full capacity of the illuminatic
on the control unit.
In the down position the switci
operates individually the contr
unit; in the up position it transfe:
the control of this control unit ',
the color master. The color mast*
switch is a pilot switch operatin
one or more remote control switchii
of the necessary capacity for tc]
color row.
Color master switch in the dow
position operates any or all of tlj
control units with the switches

North Adams' Paramount
master
switch isand
in the
positic
colt'
whenup the
the up position
Closed for Renovation it
transfers the control to the ma.
North Adams, Mass.- — The Paramount Theater has closed for four
weeks during which it will be renovated by the Western Massachusetts
Theaters Corp. The house will reopen on Christmas Day, virtually
a new theater.
A day and night schedule will be
followed by the workmen in the laying of a new floor in the orchestra
to eliminate the present steep pitch,
reflooring of the stage, laying 2,000
yards of new carpet and installation of new seats throughout the

Ceiling
is done
in "World's
Fair"
blue,
girders
in cerise
and silver;
walls were covered with rust silk
damask, which shade was repeated
in velour draperies hung at the
windows between the foyer and the
auditorium proper. Carpeting is in
rust and brown. House has a mezzanine floor, and total seating capacity of 625. Projection room is
in rear of the mezzanine. Ceiling
fixtures in filigree work are used
for lighting.
William F. Heid, formerly chief
■
of service at the State Theater, is house.
Emanuel Changes Plans
house manager at the Cameo, which
will
Harrisburg, Pa. — Original plans
a.m. operate continuously from 11
for the new Senate Theater, which
will be constructed by Jay Emanuel,
Philadelphia theater exhibitor and
Chase Contract Is Let
trade publication publisher, will be
Hollis H. revised to provide a few hundred
Lake Odessa, Mich.
more seats than the 1,000 formerly
Chase, owner of the D
contract Thefor
ater here, has let the iamond
the construction of the new theater, planned.
Darlington House Reopens
The building will be 40 x 100 ft., of
Darlington, Wis. — After being
cement block and steel construction, dark
for six weeks for remodeling,
and two stories high,
Day reopened his Town TheThe audi- Harry ater,
torium will seat 420.
formerly the Orpheum.

ter switch, either the stage or aud
torium.

In this way only the small u
pacity individual control unit is
manual and local operating switc
the larger capacities being coi
trolled by remote switches locatt
on the remote control switchboar
which should always be placed awa,
from the stage to prevent the noi;
of the remote control switch open
tion interfering with the show.

Ragsdale Will Build

Brookhaven, Ga.— Irvin T. Rag*
dale is planning the construction C
Peachtre*
on 48.
a $25,000
Road
near film
Basetheater
Hospital
It wi
be of structural steel constructio
with brick walls and stones an
carrara glass trim.

New United House In N. 0
La.— United Thea
NewwillOrleans,
ters
increase its circuit of 1'
cal neighborhood houses by on
shoi'tly when a new theater is coi
structed on Almonester Ave. Tl
new house will oppose the AvenU
and the Famous, both independents
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il'l SERVICE BIZ
IPASSESTO ALTEC
1 |-

(Continued from Page

That Intriguing Michey Mouse!
Belgrade (By Cable) — Walt Disney's famous cartoon character, Mickey Mouse, has
precipitated a political "crisis" here, because the comic strip in which the renowned
rodent has been appearing as a daily feature of the newspaper "Politika" showed
Mickey involved in a conspiracy to overthrow a young king. Government censors
promptly
II. Nationoverthrew
is under Mickey.
a regency. It happens that Yugoslavia's king is 14-year-old Peter

1)

ihe complete technical cooperar and engineering
information
r| be extended by Erpi on a conuj ig basis.
iider the arrangements, full reft ibility for the administration of
xi ing service agreements will
D to the new organization, inig collections and furnishing of
,rs and replacements.
emergency stock inventories
be maintained completely and
the arrangement be under the
fiction of the new enterprise,
reviously disclosed, Altec will
iffed by former Erpi personnel.
commenting on Erpi's reason
ivesting itself of sound equipmaintenance activities, Drake
"The service function is vitaliportant to the motion picture
try and, as Erpi is reducing its
ty in the sale of sound reprog equipment in this country,
ir expansion would be difficult.
3, it is believed the best interjof both the industry and our
oyees are served by the creaof this new enterprise."

Carl

Kent Says 20th Century-Fox
is Adhering to Its Program
Claim Dismissed by Court
Erikson's Roxy
(Continued from

Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Century-Fox as the purchaser of the
Roxy.
Following testimony, climaxed by
that offered by Reade, Caffey ruled
that there was no direct testimony
to uphold the contention of Erikson.
Majority of the session's time was
expended on exposition by representatives of the Pounds Committee,
proponents of the plan, and the Tipton Committee, bondholder group.
Former recited the merits of the reorganization set-up and how the provisions had been framed.
Hearing will be continued today
when, it is expected, the $120,000
claim of Howard S. Cullman, Roxy
trustee, will come under judicial consideration.

Expect Picquet Will Be
Renamed by Car. Exhibs
(Continued from

Page

1)

board of directors convenes. Business meetings of the convention
.ouis Exhibitors Are
proper will be held on Monday and
Forming a Buying Pool Tuesday, the annual elections taking
place on the latter day. Golf tour(Continued from Page 1)
ney and banquet are set for Monday.
Salter Kalbfeld of the Fauline
Principal speakers before the convention will be Ed Kuykendall, prexy
ier, Walter Thimmig of the McTheater and Vic Thein of the of the MPTOA; Walter Vincent, and
Theater.
Martin Quigley.
; buying pool will not confine
to pictures, but also plans to
ase fire, windstorm, use and
in-Michigan "Strike"
ancy, and liability insurance, Wiscons
Against Paramount Ends
sories and theater supplies on
)lesale basis.
(Continued from Page 1)
, ; is said authoritatively that
Sales
Manager
for Paramount, anjwill be no concerted movement
nounced yesterday.
at down film rentals, but that
Negotiations were conducted by
hief purpose of the pool is to Allen Usher, Paramount district
!e" the clearance regulations manager, and a committee appointed
jy have prevailed prior to this
by the Independent Theaters Protective Association of Wisconsin and
northern Michigan.

iVry Coming Tomorrow

New Eng. IATSE Meeting

the schedule for 1937-38 will be carried through as originally planned.
"The company is making no plans
for budget reductions past the usual
policy of making the best pictures
the studio is capable of turning out
at the least possible cost," Kent said,
adding that no studio personnel cuts
are contemplated at this time.
The 20th-Fox prexy stated that
the company's present British production plans, calling for four or
five pictures, will go through as
scheduled if the British Films Bill
passes in satisfactory form.
Release date for "In Old Chicago"
is yet to be set, Kent stated. Enthusiastic about the pix, he called
it "the best picture the studio has
ever made". Kent said studio execs
were "tremendously pleased" with
the results of the sales drive just
closed.
Greater part of his time on the
Coast was given over to routine studio business and conferences with
Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl F.
Zanuck, Kent remarked. As to his
own relationship with the company,
he said he had "never been happier".

Columbia Will Reorganize
Eastern Story Department
(Continued from Page

1)

day. Doran departs for Hollywood
Wednesday for conferences.
An attempt will be made to readjust the departments both in New
York and on the Coast to specialize
the work in such a way that more
attention is paid to the type of material the producers are demanding,
and less time is spent in a general
coverage of all literary fields.
While Doran isl on the Coast, the
question of Columbia's Broadway
stage activities is expected to come
up for discussion. As time elapses
and more lucrative legitimate season slips by, chances for production
of three scheduled plays grows slimmer, it is agreed.

«RE¥I€UJS»
with Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer
Warners
94 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
THOROUGHLY DELIGHTFUL COMEDY
SHOULD DO EXCELLENT BUSINESS AT
THE B. O.

Tovarich'

With the names of Claudette Colbert
and Charles Boyer decorating the marquee
this thoroughly delightful comedy should
do excellent business at the box-office.
The Deval stage play has been given greater scope on the screen, due to skillful
direction, and clever script, able acting and
capable production. Director Anatole Litvak
has overlooked no opportunities in winning
laughs, while Casey Robinson's scenario is
an able writing job. Robert Lord rates
credit as associate producer. Boyer, usually cast in dramatic roles, proves equally
at home in light comedy, while Claudette
is her capable self opposite Boyer. An
important factor in winning laughs is Melville Cooper, playing the part he created
on the stage. Basil Rathbone, Isabel Jeans,
Anita Louise, Maurice Murphy, Morris
Carnovsky, Fritz Feld, Gregory Gaye, May
Boley and Curt Bois are among the other
important principals who do excellent work.
Boyer and members
ClaudetteofareNobility,
"white" living
Russianin
refugees,
poverty in Paris. Boyer has been entrusted
with a huge sum of francs by the Czar, and
he will not touch one "sou" thereof. Boyer
and his wife, Claudette Colbert, become
servants in the home of Melville Cooper
and Isabel Jeans, parents of Anita Louise
and Maurice Murphy. The members of
the Cooper family become very fond of
them and it is not until the night of the
Coopers' dinner in honor of Rathbone,
Soviet Commissar, that the Coopers learn
their servants are members of Royalty. Although Rathbone had persecuted Boyer and
insulted Claudette, he pleads with Boyer
to turn over the francs to the Soviet so
that valuable Russian oil fields should not
have to be leased to foreigners. Their
love for their mother country is so strong
that they turn over the money to him.
CAST: Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer, Basil Rathbone, Anita Louise, Melville
Cooper, Isabel Jeans, Morris Carnovsky,
Maurice Murphy, Gregory Gaye, Montagu
Love, Reine Riano, Fritz Feld, Heather
Thatcher, Victor Killian, May Boley, Doris
Lloyd, Curt Bois, Ferdinand Munier, Grace
Hayle, Cliff Soubier, Christian Rub, Tommy
Bupp, Delmar Watson, Jerry Tucker, Alphonse Martel, Torben Meyer, Leo White.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Hal B.
Wallis; Associate Producer, Robert Lord;
Director, Anatole Litvak; Play, Jacques
Deval; English version, Robert E. Sherwood;
Screenplay, Casey Robinson; Cameraman,
Charles Lang; Dialogue Director, Rowland
Leigh; Art Director, Anton Grot; Editor,
Henri Rust; Music, Max Steiner; Musical
Director, Leo F. Forbstein; Recording Engineer, Dolph Thomas; Technical Advisor,

■man A. DeVry, president of
Tomorrow to Attract 150
an A. DeVry, Inc., of Chicago,
!S in New York tomorrow to
(Continued from Page 1)
iir the organization of the Deanniversary of the organization, and
Deal 16 mm. newsreel plan.
hence has more than ordinary sig- Ask Directed Not Guilty
nificance.
Verdict in Games Case
John F. Gatelee, New England
What's In A Name?"
representative,
is
expected
to
pre(Continued from Page 1)
ary Morris, American actress, apBernard Deroux; "Chto Mnie Gore" origside at the session, scheduled to
ed this week to Equity for cooperinal Russian song by Samuel Pokrass.
American theater early last spring.
open at 10:30 a.m.
n in distinguishing herself from
DIRECTION, Skillful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
y Morris, English actress. Under a
The
Court
gave
Assistant
Proserule guaranteeing
to its members
cutor Conlon an opportunity to file Very Good.
: exclusive use of a stage name, pro
O'Hara Rites Held
ig priority can be proved,
Equity
an answer to Unger's contention that
Disney Celebrates
1 agreed to take the matter up with
Montreal — Walter O'Hara, Canad- Bank Night was not a lottery be- WestWalt
, its
Hollywood
affiliate. On
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cause of the fact no charge is made
ian salesman for 20th-Fox, was bursday night, last, home office of
ied yesterday. He is survived by his or tickets required to register.
-M, which signed the English Miss
Hollywood — Walt Disney's celeris, admitted that it thought the
wife and five children. W. C. Gehbrating. "Snow White and the
Police public morals squad arrestrican Miss Morris had been signed.
ed
the
theater
manager
on
March
24
Seven Dwarfs" finishes today and
ring and J. P. O'Loghlin. of 20thFox, attended the funeral.
and made the formal complaint.
tomorrow's Disney's 36th birthday.
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EXCEPTIONAL

ONE

step removed from the original negative used to mean definite loss of quality.

Eastman

Fine-Grain Duplicating Films

break this rule . . . break duplicating records. These exceptional films are capable
of producing master positives and duplicate negatives that are actually equal to
the originals in photographic quality. . . .
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort
Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
DUPLICATING

Fine-Grain
FILMS
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\izarus a Para. Exec. Producer/ Expect LeBaron to Renew

IAX PROBLEMS ALONE DELAY CLOSING OlUA DEAL
ogers Back to Coast After Blumberg Product Meets
i versal Program
Revision,
If At All, Will Be
Upward

"Marco

Polo" and Admish

Boost Set Bach

Release of "Adventures of Marco Polo" to the accompaniment of a simultaneous
national rise in first run admission prices has been set back from Christmas week
to the week of Jan. 21, Andy W. Smith, UA general sales manager, said Saturday.
A re-arrangement of bookings is now under way, inasmuch as approximately 125 first
run theaters had scheduled the picture for holiday showings, with the intention of
raising their price scales 10 to 25 cents.

vision of Universal's current
I uct program will be upward if
to be revised at all, Charles R.
< ts, vice-president in charge of
r uction, revealed Saturday folI lg conferences with Nate J.
1 iberg, who is to assume Univeri presidency Jan. 1. J. Cheever
c lin's office concurred.
liversal's announcement which
• I 26 B's and from 8 to 12 A's
Hitting the high spots with the
i be adhered to, it was stated,
i the possibility that more than Eleventh Annual Film Daily Relief
. ninimum A's will be produced. Fund Drive, the list of contributors
: act obligations on westerns and is growing daily, as you will note by
(Continued on Page 7)
consulting the Honor Roll at the end
of this little chat to YOU. We emphasize "You," for after all, you're
the gent who makes this Relief Fund
possible.
Every penny donated goes direct

Without Basis, Says
Current Reports of "Hitch"
Counsel Here

Current reports that there is a
"hitch" in the Korda-Goldwyn deal
for the control of United Artists
which may upset the entire option
purchase were discredited Saturday
by Charles Schwartz, counsel for
Korda and Goldwyn.
Delay in the consummation of the
deal has been due to intricate matters in connection with taxes, but at
no time has there been an indication
Pinehurst, N. C— Ed Kuykendall, that the deal would fall through,
MPTOA prexy, carries his drive for Schwartz told The Film Daily.
a 10-point trade practice program to
Schwartz also confirmed the coast
the silver jubilee convention of the
(Continued on Page 3)
Theater Owners Association of
today.
North and South Carolina, Inc. here

HAVE YOU HEARD
TEN-POINT PROGRAM
BEFORE CAR. EXHIBS
THE GALL TO ALMS?

llNKFETETOlRAW
13USTRY EXECUTIVES

> Moines — More than 300 film
try executives from coast to
have now sent definite acnces of invitations to the A. H.
: anniversary banquet, to be
n the grand ballroom of Hotel
1 Des Moines, next Thursday.
executives have sent accept-

(.Continued on Page 7)

THE

WEEK

Kuykendall's address on "The
Program for Fair Trade Practices"
is the first
of eight
on 7)the day's
(Continued
on Page

IN REVIEW

Universal Executive Changes — Quota Act Problems
■By GEORGE H. MORRIS-

DOMESTIC

FOREIGN

Parliament's standing committee
Sweeping changes in Universal's held
sessions on both Tuesday and
executive personnel led week's interesting developments. Board of Thursday, giving further considerahinson Will Visit
directors met Tuesday confirming
tion to the knotty problems attending framing of the highly controCentral Am. Exchanges choice of Nate Blumberg, vice-presiversial Films Bill (Quota Act). Two
dent in charge of RKO theater comdevelopments
occurred,
panies, to succeed R. H. Cochrane as onimportant
Page 4)
'ter J. Hutchinson, general f ormanager for 20th-Fox, will
(Continued
for a tour of the Central Amer| xchanges shortly after the first
2 year, according to present
It is possible that he may
e the South American exes on his trip, although not
ely scheduled at this time.

BRITISH TRADE SPLIT
ON QUOTA IS WIDENED

London (By Cable) — On the eve
of tomorrow's session of Parliament's standing committee which
will continue its endeavors to so
frame the proposed Films Bill
(Quota Act) that provisions thereof
will be acceptable in most essentials
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

A. M. Bofsford and Bogart Rogers
Become Assistants to Wm. LeBaron

tames9 Ban Stays
[licago — Ban on Bank Night and
r games here will not be lifted
|ite reports to the contrary,
it was
Saturday at the Corporation Counoffice.

West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
N. Y. Film Board to Name
Hollywood
—
Jeff
Lazarus, ParaNew Officers on Dec. 15 mount's story head,H. has
been pro-

moted to executive producer to work
The New
York Film Board
of with William LeBaron, general manTrade, the only remaining board in
ager of production.
the industry, will hold an election of
LeBaron,(Continued
whose on contract
Page 3) expires
(Continued on Page 3)

Foreign Sales High Claimed
For 20th Cent.-Fox $700,000
New company record for one
week's revenue by the 20th-Fox foreign sales department, and possibly
an industry record, was believed to
have been set last week, when compilation of incomplete returns by
company executedives indicated that
(Continu

on Page 4)

GE Promotes
i. W.

Dunbar

Dunbar, formerly in charge of

magazine descent
advertising
for the
incanlamp department
of General
Electric Co. at Nela Park, Cleveland, is
transferring to New York as assistant
to C. H. Lang, advertising manager of
C. E. Dunbar will devote his principal
attention to selection of media.
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f in n n c in l
NEW

YORK

STOCK

TWO-A-DAY
The

Hurricane

SATURDAY)

High
Low
Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Fm. Ind
Con.
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd..
63/4
63/4
East. Kodak
160% 158
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
14%
14
Loew's,
Inc
53%
52l/4
do pfd
Paramount
125/8
12%
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 11%
"%
Pathe
Film
63/8
63/8
RKO
5%
4%
20th Century-Fox
. . 22'/4
22
20th Century-Fox pfd. 27%
27%
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
35
35
Warner
Bros
8
7%
do pfd
NEW

YORK

BOND

Net
Chg.
-,- ■ •

Close

6%
159

—
-

14
—
53 1/4 +

■•
'/4
1
■•
%
%

15%
••
"% —
%
63/8
.....
5
—
Va
22
+
%
27% —
3^
35
— 2
7%

MARKET

Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew

6s 41 ww

Par.
B'way
3s 55.. 62%
Par. Picts. 6s 35
Par. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 75
RKO
6s41
Warner's
6s39
.... 79
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
....
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
N.
Pathe

Y.

62%

62%—

%

75

75

—

%

79

79

+

%

CURB

MARKET

1

1

1%
193/8

1%
183/4

OVER-THE-COUNTER
Film

(United

Artists-Coldwyn) — 4th

♦ FOREIGN
Mayerling
(Pax
Film) — 12th
Meet
Miss Mozart
(French
Life and Loves of Beethoven
Purimspieler
(Sphinx
Film )
Klart Till Drabbning
(Love
Club de Femmes
(Mayer
&
The Wave
(Carrison
Film)

(Central

Astor

FEATURES
week
Polish

Dual

bill.

(b)

Film)

OPENINGS

Subsequent

run.

(c)

♦

Filmarte
Cinema
de Paris
55th St. Playhouse
Cameo
Belmont
World
World

♦

Thrill of a Lifetime
(Paramount Pictures) — Dec. 8
The
Last Gangster
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Dec.
Beg, Borrow
or Steal
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Dec. 9
Ready
for Action
(Scandanavian
film) — Dec. 9
The Missing Witness
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — Dec. 10
Forty-Five
Fathers
(20th
Century-Fox) — Dec. 10
Heidi
(20th Century-Fox)
Dec. 10 (a-b)
Danger — Love at Work
(20th Century-Fox) — Dec. 10 (a)
Submarine
D-l
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Dec. 15
The
Big Town
Girl
(20th Century-Fox)
(c)
The Affairs of Maupassant
(European
Film)
(c)

9

Follows

Paramount
Capitol
Rialto
Cinema
de Paris
Criterion
Roxy
Palace
Palace
Strand
Globe
55th St. Playhouse
current

bill.

STOCK

1
1%
183/4 —

Bid

3/4

MARKET
Asked

Allied Leaders Assemble
Altec Corporate Setup
To Be Announced Today
In Columbus for Parleys
Complete details relative to the
corporate setup of the Altec Service
Corp., which
is taking
overwill
Erpi's
theater
service
contracts,
be
made today at a special press
luncheon at the Hotel Astor. It is
understood that an announcement
of interest to the entire industry
will be made.
The signing of an agreement between Erpi and Altec was announced
Friday by Whitford Drake, Erpi
president.

Singer Circuit Business
Running Ahead of 1936
Chicago — Morgan Ames of the
Mort Singer circuit says the business of the circuit is ahead of the
same period last year. The circuit
is using banknights in the Iowa district alternating with other theater
circuits in holding weekly drawings
in the various key cities. Vaudeville is also being featured in several
Iowa cities.

7 pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43..
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43

EVERY

RUN

LANGUAGE

♦ FUTURE

Paramount
Music
Hall
Capitol
Strand
Rivoli
Roxy
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
Central
Palace
Palace

week

week
Films) — 2nd week
(World Pictures) — 3rd
or a Kingdoml
Burstyn)
(a-b)
(a)

H

Theater

MARKET

OF

AS

Parade

Distributor

Ebb Tide (Paramount
Fictures) — 3rd week
Nothing
Sacred
(United
Artists-Selznickl — 2nd
week
The Firefly (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — 2nd week
The Life of Emile Zola
(Warner
Bros.) — 2nd week
(b)
A Damsel
in Distress (RKO Radio Pictures) — 2nd week
Dinner
at the Ritz (20th-Fox — New
World)
Blossoms
on
Broadway
(Paramount
Pictures)
Portia
on
Trial
(Republic
Pictures)
Paid to Dance
(Columbia
Pictures)
Idol of the West
(Universal
Pictures)
Victoria
the Great
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(a-b)
It's Love I'm After (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)

(a)

(QVOTATIOMS

and

PICTURE

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
630 9th Ave.. N. Y. C.
General
Mgr.

Paulson, Spring Visitor
Larry Paulson, 20th-Fox manager
in China, will arrive here in the
spring for a three months vacation.
Mrs. Paulson, who has remained
with her husband in Shanghai, will
accompany him.

UATC

Report Due Today

Annual financial report of United
Artists Theater Circuit is expected
day.
today or Tuesday, it was said Satur-

Columbus, O. — Allied leaders
from a half dozen states assemble
here today for an Allied States regional meeting, preceding the ITO
of Ohio convention tomorrow.
Nathan Yamins and Abram Meyers
top the speaking roster.

cominc mid goi
CHARLES
R. ROGERS.
Universal
v.cc
dent
in charge
of production,
entr.nn
Hollywood
Saturday
night, accompanied
executive
assistant.
WILLIAM
PIERCE.

SPYROS
SKOURAS.
operating
head oj
tional Theaters, is due back in New Yor
19, along with EDWARD ZABEL, A. S. C/
and JOHN
HEALY. who have accompam
on his business
trip around
the country
STANTON
New York

CRIFFIS
is expected
today from the Coast.

LOUIS
DE
ROCHEMONT,
March Of Time,
is back in
trip to Boston.

to ret

producer
i ■
New York i

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, WILLIAM C. GEH
WILLIAM J. KUPPER, WILLIAM J. C
JACK SKIRBALL, HARVEY DAY, EDCAR J
GEORGE ROBERTS, SAM
CROSS. (
WHEELER, SIDNEY SAMSON, I. J. SCHr. |
and J. J. GRADY, of 20th-Fox and Educ i
are in Pittsburgh for dinner tonight K j
IRA territory.
H. COHN, 20th-Fox branch mana
that

NORMAN H. MORAY, Warners short I
sales manager,
leaves
today
for Wash I

trip.
ALFRED WRIGHT, attorney for 20th-F |
rived in Hollywood
by plane yesterday, j

THOMAS ORCHARD, associate produ I
the March Of Time, is in Washington on i
MADELEINE
mandie
today.

CARROLL

arrives on th I

MAX FACTOR, president of Max Fa]
Co., arrives on the Normandie
today. I
ORRY KELLY. Warner
the Coast tomorrow.

designer, arrive

ARTHUR HORNBLOW arrives on th
mandie today from Europe.
vacation.
HELEN

GLEASON

is in New

York for

OSCAR HOMOLKA, foreign screen st
his new wife, VALLY HATVANY. are c
way to New York, with Hawaii the r i

he

LEE TRACY leaves for New York as
finishes part in new RKO Radio pict

goal.
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TOE

X PROBLEMS DELAY

ALCNG

DAILY

JEFF LAZARUS IS MADE
PARA. EXEC. PRODUCER

THE

UA DEAL'S CLOSING
(Continued from Page

itch to this paper that there is
likelihood that an extension of
iption would be granted to Korda
Goldwyn beyond Dec. 23, the
line for exercising the option,
hwartz said that his staff was
:ing "day and night" on clearinghe final details of the deal relato tax matters and that the task
expected to be completed well
lvance of the expiration date of
pption.

ish Statement Near
On United Artist Deal
ndon (By Cable)— With varyeports rife here as to the status
ne Korda-Goldwyn deal for conof United Artists, E. H. Lever,
tary of Prudential Assurance
said Saturday that an official
ment would be forthcoming
week.

spite the denials that Pruden,vas to finance the deal both in
;ica and here, there is every inion that Prudential is directly
ested, if not actually the potensource. Lever's activity
noney ed
since his return from
continu
York where he participated in
discussions with Korda and
vyn.
litish barristers are reported to
found some disturbing angles
e initialed contract, and their
igs have been communicated by
to Korda in Hollywood. Ameridvices to this side, on the other
stress a knotty tax problem
1 the deal involves.
Ler's promise
of a statement
week is linked here with the
mcement in the U. S. that the
>oard finally will meet in HolJid on Wednesday, presumably
D ansact deal formalities.

)levin Action

Dismissed

n-eme Court Judge Louis A.
te late last week dismissed
an cause of fiction brought by
Pictures Corp. against HER
•atories, Inc., Aladdin Pictures
and another defendant. Plaintiff
lought up, it is said, the film
of the bankrupt corporation
pg Picture
Epics.
Harold
J.
j lan, of the law firm of Fiteli Meyers, counsel for the de;nts, personaLy argued the moand engineered the briefs in
Ition.

EATH RECORD
0. G.

(.Continued from Page

1)

Blakeslee

jlford, Wis.— 0. G. Blakeslee,
imotion picture theater owner
ity clerk for more
than
10
was killed when struck by a
bullet while deer hunting.

with PHILM.
•

•

•

TWENTY

▼
YEARS

T
T
of continuous service in the trade paper

field is a career in this industry
distinguished, outstanding
we
lad started with the li'I
porter to editor in 1926,
he was editor of M. P.
the editorship of the M.

DALY

Maurice Kann's career has been
of FILM DAILY know
for the

A. M. Botsford and Bogart Rogers
N. been made personal assistants
have
to LeBaron.

ole paper back in 1918
progressed from recontinuing through 1929
the following year
News. .. .from 1930 till the present he has held
P. Daily
T

T

▼

• •
• AND NOW "Red" switches over as editor-in-chief of
Box-Office on January 3, as associate of Ben Shlyen
so we
of Film Daily who have worked side by side with him for many
years, extend to him our hearty well-wishes in his new post
in fact we will take the liberty of saying "Good luck" to him for
the entire industry
for we are quite sure that everybody in
the film biz feels that way about "Red"
T
T
T
• •
• ANNUAL PLUG for the Bible of the Industry
the FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK
and the plug was handed to us in a very
interesting way
we had taken one of our periodical trips to
Heaven
meaning the Salon of Beaufifuls presided over by John
Robert Powers
who supplies those Gorgeous Girls for the motor
car, cigarette and every other important national advertising account
this Mecca
of Marvellous
Models
causes your Mohammedan
kolyumist to make his annual pilgrimage to Park Avenue in bi-monthly
instalments
why wait a year?
it's probably the closest we'll
ever get to Heaven
▼
T
T
• •
•
WE FOUND the rooms of the Salon bathed in Beauties
as usual
we pushed our way through 'em gently, rubbing
elbows
with titians, blondes,
brunettes
lovelies who were
vivacious,
dreamy-eyed,
coy, cute, daring, dazzling,
delirious,
haughty, entrancing, devastating . .... .at last, dizzy from sniffing
all this succulent sensuousness, we stumbled blinded and dazzled
into the inner temple of the High Priest of Beauty
and found
Mister
Powers
sitting at his desk
consulting
our Year
Book
T
▼
T
• • • HE WAVED a paper at us excitedly
"Look! Eightyseven!" he exclaimed
"Eighty-seven what?"
then Mister Powers explained that he had just checked the Year Book list oi screen players
and had written on the list the names of eighty-seven of his
Discoveries who had made
good in films
it sounded incredible
but he proved it to us by giving us the case history of several
Hollywood film celebs whose names on his list we questioned
T
T
T
• «
9
THIS EXPERT John Robert Powers has an uncanny
skill in picking Talent. .... .over a period of ten years he has
been picking 'em for the toughest buyers in the world
magazine illustrators, agencies and photographers who demand Ultra
Types who are Perfect for the Ad Appeal they want to get over
look at just a few of the eight-seven he picked for modelling, who have made good later on the screen. .. .Joan Bennett,
Joan Blondell, Constance Cummings, Allan Curtis, Dolores Costello, Allan Bruce, Brian Donlevy, Vicki Lester, Betty Furness,
Anita Louise, Barbara Stanwyck
then Mister Powers outlined A Plan he has for making every girl "find" for a studio prove
herself on a six-month basis
they being trained by him before they even start to the Coast
it's Producer Insurance that
will save a fortune in talent development

1)

next June, has made a tentative
agreement to renew his contract.
Harold Hurley continues in charge
of Paramount's limited budget pictures.

Y. Film Board to Name
New Officers on Dec. 15
(Continued from Page

1)

officers for the new year on Dec. 15,
Louis Nizer, attorney for the Film
Board, announced Saturday. The annual report will be made at the same
time, he said.
Nominations were made at a meeting last Wednesday, but names of
prospective new officers were not revealed. However, several of the present officers are expected to be reelected. Leo Abrams, of Universal,
is president of the current board.
At the meeting last Wednesday,
the board passed a resolution congratulating William Scully and Nate
Blumberg on their new posts with
Universal. Congratulations also
were extended to Louis Weinberg,
circuit sales manager for Columbia,
who has been mentioned as becoming assistant
sales manager
for "U,"
although
Weinberg
has not officially
accepted the post. Weinberg, Blumberg and Scully were referred to as
"alumni" of the Film Board.

Fidler's Air Defense
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jimmy Fidler, network radio commentator, will publicly defend his methods and ethics
against charges leveled at air chatterers by film industry leaders when
he faces the microphone tomorrow
£.t 10:30 p. m. EST on the NBC red
network, it was announced following
his last broadcast.
- J

Best
the

wishes
from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER

6

Elissa Landi
E. Mason
Hopper
Jack Henley
Kathryn
McCuire
HarryDotG. Farley
Lonsdale
Sammy

Cohen

Daily to
birthday:

Monday, Dec. 6, 1
V

BLANK FETE TO DRAW
INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES
(Continued from Page 1)

ances, depending on last minute
schedules.
As announced Saturday by Blank's
office, the acceptances indicate an
impressive attendance on the part
of New Yorkers.
Among those who will make the
pilgrimage to Des Moines are:
From Paramount, New York:
Barney Balaban, Robert H. Gillhan,
Sam Dembow, Jr., John Fitzgibbons,
Leon Netter, Austin C. Keough,
Frank Freeman, Neil F. Agnew,
Charles Reagan, Joe Unger; also
from Paramount — N. L. Nathanson,
partner from Toronto; M. A. Lightman, partner from Memphis; Ralph
LiBeau, Kansas City; R. B. Wilby,
Atlanta.
From RKO, New York: Nate J.
Blumberg, Max Fellerman, Ned Depinet; also Walter Branson, Chicago; and Moe Levy, Minneapolis.
From 20th Century-Fox, New
York: Sidney R. Kent, president;
WilJohn D. Clark, W. J. Kupper,
liam Sussman, William Gehrmg;
also Clyde Eckhardt, Chicago.
From National Screen Service:
Herman Robbins, New York; J. R.
McPherson.
„
„
From Universal: E. T. Gomersall,
Chicago.
From United Artists: George J.
Schaefer and Jack Schlaifer, New
York; J. D. Goldhar, Detroit.
Herbert Yates, Republic Pictures;
George Dembow, Harvey Day, Educational; William F. Rodgers, M-GM-G-M,
M; Edward M. Saunders, expected
.
Yorkers
are other New
From Balaban and Katz, Chicago:
John Balaban, W. H. Hollander,
Jules J. Ruben.
Others sending acceptances include:
Leo Blank, Vitagraph, Chicago;
Phil Dunas, Columbia, Chicago;
Harold Field, exhibitor, St. Paul;
Lou Hunt, National Theater Supply
Co., Chicago; Samuel Pinanski, M.
& P., Boston; Eddie Ruben, Pantages, Minneapolis; Max Roth, Chicago; Theodore Hayes, Minneapolis,
Minneapolis Amusement Co.; Stan;
ley W. Hand, Erpi, Chicago; Louis
Finske, Denver; and L. Ludwig,
Minneapolis; E. V. Richards, Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans;
James R. Grainger.
Governors R. L. Cochrane of
Nebraska and Nels Kraschel of
Iowa will be honored guests. On
the guest list as well are 54 TriStates managers, 26 representatives
of Central States; 22 film managers
from Omaha and Des Moines, 55 invited guests from Des Moines.

7]/2 P. C. Wage Report

%\ DAILY

THE WEEK

IN REVIEW

Universal Executive Changes — Quota Act Problems

DOMESTIC

try also interestedly eyed the nation's capitol where provisions of
U prexy, and announced selection of the new Borah-O'Mahoney bill, now
William A. Scully, M-G-M eastern before the Senate Judiciary Commit"
district manager, for post of general tee, were reported to require all
sales manager, replacing James R. film companies engaged in interstate
Grainger, whose contract was set- commerce to secure Federal licenses
tled in full before the seven-day to continue operation.
*
*
*
span ended. Louis Weinberg, CoErpi servicing business, as week
lumbia's circuit sales manager, was
offered assistant sales managership, drew near close, formally passed to
but only, it was said, initialed U's the new Altec Service Corp. which
proffered contract pending return is headed by L. W. Conrow, former
from the Coast today of Abe general operating manager of Erpi.
Montague, his present chieftain. The . . . St. Louis exhibs began organizing a protective buying pool. ... In
Blumberg and Scully pacts were reported as five-year agreements, and Federal Court, New York, Boston
stockholders, led by Iva MacPherson,
Weinberg's
in case
latter
decidesforto three
move years,
over from
the filed 47 objections to the RKO reColumbia fold. F. J. A. McCarthy
organization plan. ... A new one
remains as U eastern sales man- week's revenue record for film industry was claimed by distribution
* *
*
ager.
department of 20th-Fox . . . and
Casting of the Universal net for Ohio ITO, at its three-day conclave
new manpower in the top spots opening today in Columbus, was renaturally affected the setups of
ported set to demand an anti-Ascap
RKO and M-G-M. John J. O'Con- measure similar to that passed by
nor, chief buyer and Booker for the Nebraska's unicameral legislature.
RKO circuit, was held to be Blumberg's likely successor, but Leo FOREIGN
Spitz declared from Hollywood that
(Continued from Page 1)
no action will be forthcoming on any
namely,
decision to include in the
appointment until he returns some
time this month to the home office. measure a provision for a Films
M-G-M announced it would probably Council. No sooner had this step
proclaim a successor to Scully by been decided than industry factions
engaged in bitter warfare aimed at
Dec. 11. E. K. "Ted" O'Shea, tem- gaining power to vote in the proporarily "filling-in" for Scully, is
posed council. Right to do so was
looked upon as most logical candi- declared at the Thursday hearing.
date for permanent designation.
While some degree of progress was
noted
in the committee's deliberaOther sidelights of the Universal
tions, the British industry as a
whole
was declared to be almost
shake up, were (a) Film Daily's
exclusive story, verified by J. Chee- hopelessly shattered and without
ver Cowdin, that Dr. A. H. Giannini any semblance whatever of unity
had resigned as a member of the with respect to agreement as to
voting trust controlling Universal what the Films Bill should contain
and is replaced by Ottavio Prochet, and what it should not.
and (b) that Mathew Fox, Skouras
* *
*
film buyer and booker, will go over
Also from London came word that
to Universal as Blumberg's assis- the record for distance reception of
tant, when the new president takes
television, previously held by Geroffice as of Jan. 1, next.
many with 300 miles, had been
(Continued from Page

*

*

1)

*

Suit was filed on Tuesday in Federal Court, Newark, N. J., by
Quemos Theater Co., Inc., against
42 film companies and individuals
thereof whom the complaint charged
with conspiracy and monopoly in
film exhibition. Principal defendants
are Warners, Loew's, Paramount,
United Artists, RKO, Universal, Columbia and Grand National. Plaintiff
seeks triple damages
totaling $3,-

broken with recent British experiments in land line transmission.

(Continued from Page

1)

to the various wings of the U
Kingdom's film industry, anta
ism of each of the interests invo
appears here to have increased
the week-end rather than rect
There will be two committee seas
as usual this week, that of toi
row and Thursday.
Exhibitor organizations are
cated to a "finish fight" to pre
the measure's passage with the •
quota clause inserted, while the i
well-Ostrer-Woolf alliance, cb
pioning a reciprocity provision,
Labor proponents, who are held
sponsible for having insisted t
several of the current features
the bill most detrimental to Ai
ican producer-distributor groups,
adamant in their respective dema
Observers here, following stud
published accounts in the Ame
press dealing with the confusio:
Britain's film world which has ar
since the Films Bill went to
standing committee of Parliam
describe the accounts as "conse
tive and moderate" compared to
true extent of the friction and o
controversial aspects of the exis
situation.

Foreign Sales High Claimer
For 20th Cent.-Fox $700,(
(Continued from Page

1)

sales would go over the $700
mark. English sales alone have
ceeded $300,000.
Leadership for sales in the 2'
Fox foreign department was «!
ceded to the European division
rected by Ben Miggins. Weekly
eign revenue for the company
been boosted this year close to
$500,000 mark, which is an inert
of almost 20 per cent over last J
Expected sales total for thj|
"high spot" weeks of the rece:
concluded Kent drive will come c
to a figure of $2,500,000, vhicl
said to be an all-time industry rec

71 Additional Dates Give
"Tovarich" Total of i
Paris cabled that RKO's French
*

*

*

production plans contemplate six
features annually. Studio setup
may, it is said, be headed by Rene
Sti. Two films were reported set
for shooting on the newly-planned
schedule, "Prisoner of the Sky" and
"From Midnight
* to* Dawn."
*

* *
*
In Budapest, Hungary, censors
Screen Writers Guild and the banned Warners "Life of Emile
Screen Playwrights waged in Wash- Zola" on the ground that although
ington, before NLRB, a bitter juris- the film has artistic qualities it candictional battle to determine which
not be allowed when present conditions are taken into consideration.
is proper bargaining agency. Indus"

525,000.

BRITISH TRADE SPLI1
ON QUOTA IS WIDEN!]

Milwaukee, Wis.— The local AFL
projectionists' union has signed a
Cut Prices in Chi. Houses
Boston Met. Cuts Prices
two-year contract with Milwaukee
county exhibitors calling for a IVz
Boston — The Metropolitan TheaChicago — Balaban and Katz have
ter has sliced admission prices a changed the Cine and Will Rogers
per cent wage increase, effective Dec.
4. The former two-year agreement dime for both matinee and evening Theaters to "C" week releases and
expired Nov. 1 and the new contract performances, making tops 40 and reduced the admission prices five
was declared not to be retroactive.
65 cents, respectively.
cents.

Unprecedented
exhibitor den)
for
bookings
Warner
Bros.'
varich,"
which onwill
be nationally
leased on December 25th, has ,
suited in the home office setttingl
additional holiday dates for the
in key situations throughout
country. These dates are for Chimas andto New
Year's, set
andonarethein 4dition
150 dates
previously.

A short subject showing
"Special"?
trick
madeFitzPa
at the
Paris exposition
James A. FitzPatrick may be
leased by M-G-M as a two-reel i
cial instead of in the regular Tk
Talk series, it was learned Sat
day. FitzPatrick is completing \
cutting of the picture in New Y<|

m
MOUNT'S THUNDERING ROMANCE

OF THE WINNING OF THE WEST!

Frank Lloyd's
A Paramount "WELLS
Picture featuringFARGO
JOEL

McCREA

• BOB

BURNS

* FRANCES

DEE

with Lloyd Nolan, Henry O'Neill, Porter Hail, Robert Cummings
Ralph Morgan, Mary Nash, John Mack Brown, Barlowe Borland
Produced and Directed by Frank Lloyd
Associate Producer Howard Estabrook • Screen Play by Paul Schofield
Gerald Geraghty and Frederick Jackson • Based on a story by Stuart N. lake

HALL)
who isa shady
born tocharacrer
hang.

Frank Lloyd's "WELLS FARGO,"
Thundering Romance of the Winning
of the West, is available for Christmas
and New Year's play dates !

nday, Dec. 6, 1937

{•*'

HDIO PROBLEM WILL
OLVE SELF-VINCENT
roducer-sponsored
radio
shows
[not necessarily constitute a b.o.
lace, in the opinion of Walter
cent, treasurer of the MPTOA. If
shows are bad, Vincent points
they will be of no benefit to
i sponsors.
On the other hand,
! he shows are good and have a
|e public appeal, they will hurt
: producers, he said,
ssuming that the new producerjisored air programs
attract a
ng following, patrons will stay
y from the theaters on the
|its that the shows are on, Vinexplained,
thereby
cutting
nly into the percentages derived
la the theaters by the producers.
t that reason, he said, whether
[shows
gooddie ora natural
bad, it isdeath,
likepat
theyarewill
i problem thus solving itself,
pncent was
chairman
of the
TOA committee on radio condition which met with major props last summer.
At that time,
|producers reportedly agreed to
ect certain "evils" in connection
the appearance of screen playIon the radio, especially those
se personalities did not lend
iselves to the air.
|(ncent, who left early Saturday
"Pinehurst,
told believe
The Film
LY
that he N.didC, not
the
ent wave
of producer-owned
shows was a violation of that
ement.

By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
Jules Styne Is Busy
CIMONE SIMON'S vocalizing in
"Love and Hisses" was so well
received that an additional number
was added, titled, "Just a Little
Love, a Little Kiss." Jules Styne
did the vocal arrangement and has
been assigned to the vocal arrangements of "Josette," in which Simone
Simon will be starred. Shooting
starts in about 10 days. At present,
Styne is handling the singing on
"Sally, Irene and Mary" and will do
the same work on "Moon Over Kentucky," starring the Ritz Bros.

1)

' Sen. A. F. Sams, Winstona charter
member;
"The
for a Strong Theater Owners'
jnization," Martin Quigley, New
"Black and White
in Pic|,"Theaters,
M. S. Hill,Greensboro.
district manager,
|(iehurst was
selected as the
Bring place for the silver jubilee
|igesture to Charles W. Picquet,

'Radio? — G-r-r-r-r.f
•Lincoln, Neb. — So pronounced is Bob
1'ingston's stand against movie stars
Jpearing on radio, he announces he
Tends to refuse to play any pictures
Jiich have been used for radio scripts,
Id hopes other exhibs will follow his
Sample.

WILK

Dr. Meyer Returns
Dr. Herbert Meyer of the C. King
Charney, Inc., has returned from
New York and the Agfa factory in
Binghamton, N. Y. The trip was
made in connection of introducing
the new super-speed Agfa negative,
which will be available to producers
the latter part of December.

HAVE YOU HEARD
THE CALL TO ALMS?
(Continued from Page

1)

to help some case of distress right
within our own industry ranks. Film
Daily assumes all the cost of administration expense. The committee is perfectly willing to undertake
the work connected with the Drive
and the administration of the Fund
throughout the coming year. But
they have to depend on You to kick
T
T
T
in with your contrib.
Columnist Collaborates
There are at present on the list of
Aleen Wetstein, columnist for the needy cases several that are really
Pittsburgh Press, is at Universal, pitiful. We are not going to make
where she is collaborating with Eli- you feel depressed by citing the deott Gibbons on an original story for
tails of their suffering. The ComDeanna Durbin.
mittee takes that burden from you.
▼
T
T
We
know that you want to do your
T
T
T
share. We do not ask for a dollar
Louis King's Assignment
Sonja Henie's Schedule
more than you feel you can afford
Louis
King,
who
directed
two
Sonja Henie, on the completion of
from your yearly budget of charities.
for Parawill start direction
on But we know you will want to inher part in "Happy Landing," this "Bulldog mountDrummond's"
week, will complete plans for her "Prison Farm" at Paramount next
clude a check for the Needy Cases in
tour of the United States, which week.
our own ranks. Outside organizawill open in Chicago on Christmas
tions call upon you for donations,
T
T
T
and you respond cheerfully. Surely
Day. On January 4-9 she will apPopular
Science
Award
pear in Detroit. Next, on Jan. 18-22
the same for the unScientific Films won the Novem- you will dofortunates
among ourselves.
will come Cleveland. She will perber
award
given
by
Jay
Emanuel
sonally headline at Madison Square
Publications
for
Popular
Science
So
.
.
.
GIVE!
Now. Don't
Garden in New York on Jan. 24-29,
off. Obey that impulse.
Send put
yourit
and the following week, Feb. 2-5, at No. 2. Jerry Fairbanks and Robert check forward in today's mail. Time
Carlisle are the producers of this is short. The Drive ends on Christthe Madison Square Garden in Bos- series.
ton.
mas Day. Every dollar is a Godsend
to some unfortunate depending on
the Relief Fund.
Jack Harrower

ROGERS BACK TO COAST AFFILIATED CIRCUIT
ADDS 7 KY, HOUSES
AFTER PRODUCT MEET
said.

(Continued from Page

ft

A "JUUU" from "Ms

■Point Program to Come
(Continued from Page 1)
lefore Carolina Exhibitors other product will be met, it was
tarn. Walter Vincent of New
n will discuss, "Problems of the
pendent Exhibitor" and Ed Levy
jKew Haven, Conn., "What
Is
Iress Preparing for Us?"
iher speakers and their subjects
I "Organization Problems," Mil|C. Moore, president SoutheastTheater
Owners
Association,
bonville, Fla.; "How to Get the
lorn Evers' Interested in ComIto the Theater," Roy Smart,
let managers, N. C. Theaters,
fllotte;
the Theater
?rs of "History
North andof South
Caro-

DAILY

Rogers left for Hollywood Saturday night on the Century, accompanied by William Pierce, his executive assistant.
Meanwhile today at Columbia,
Weinberg, circuit sales manager, is
to take up the question of accepting
or rejecting a proffered three-year
contract as assistant sales manager
of Universal. Abe Montague, Columbia general sales manager, arrives
from the Coast to discuss the move
with Weinberg.

Indianapolis — Seven theaters in
six Kentucky cities have been acquired by Affiliated Theaters, Inc.,
of Indianapolis, according to T. C.
Baker, vice president of the com-

Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau
Chester B. Bahn
Cresson
E. Smith
Edward McNamee

L. J. Schlaifer
Sid Weiss
Toby
Gruen
George F. Dembow
Ned
E. Depinet
Charles
Moskowitz
Richard C.Brady
Gilbert Golden
Rube Jackter
Leon Bamberger
Harry Cold
George Barnett
Moe Streimer
Max
A. Cohen
H. D. Buckley
Haul Lazarus
Arthur W. Kelly

Frances

Cross

Joseph A. McConville
Jay
Emanuel
Pub.
Emanuel
Silverstone
Reuben

Samuels

George
Borthwick
Irving Samuels
Jean H. Lenauer
Norman C. Nicholson
H. J. Ochs
Kenneth Aneser
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.
Quigley
Publications
William
A.
Downs
Winfield Andrus
Hollis Kennahan
Ceorge
Cerhard
Wm.
R. Ferguson
Davis Weshner
Dennis
R. Smith
Anne
Unger
Lester J. Sack
Harold F. Handee

pany.
The acquisition makes the company the largest circuit operating in
Indiana and Kentucky, with 35 theaters in 23 cities of the two states.
The houses are located in Cave City, A.M. J.J. Weisfeldt
Moeller
Anonymous
Glasgow, Horse Cave, Lebanon, Rus- Charles Alicoate
S. C. Einfeld
sellville and Scottsburg.
A. J. Dash
S. K. Kohler
Affiliated Theaters was organized
three years ago by a group of exMcLeod Joins Stober
hibitors who are now directors;
Percy
H.
Dixon,
Wabash;
H.
H.
Portland, Ore.— H. McLeod, forowner and operator of the Carolina
Theaters of Southern Pines and Johnson, Madison; Roy E. Harrold,
merly manager of National TheaPinehurst, who for 14 years has Greensburg; Paul H. Meloy, Shelbyter Supply Co., Seattle, has become
ville;
Frank
Carey,
Lebanon
and
associated with William Stober, and
served
as president of the organization.
T. C. Baker.
announces opening of Theater Utilities Service Co.
Two new theaters are now under
Federal taxes, radio competition
construction
in
Madison
and
Lebby picture producers, trade pracanon, Ind.
tices, and other problems will come
before the business sessions today
and tomorrow it is understood.
Resolution will be voted tomorWill Film Pinski Classic
row and officers elected. A golf
Oklahoma City — Marriage is antournament will be played this afternounced of L. J. Moeller, formerly
Collective Film Producers, Inc.
non and the annual banquet and have acquired the film rights to with the Midwest Theater here, to
ball will be held at night in the
David Pinski's classic of Yiddish life, Miss Charlene Jerome.
Carolina Hotel.
"Jacob the Blacksmith." This will
London (By Cable) — Oscar L.
The exhibitor organization's re- be the second of its series, the first
tiring directorate met last night. A being "Green Fields." Production is Homolka, 39, film actor, and the
preview of Selznick's "Nothing scheduled for Jan. 15, at the Pro- Baroness Vally Hatvany, 34, actress, have filed notice of their inSacred" at Carolina theater folducers' Service Studios at Ridgelowed.
tention to wed.
field, N. J.

WEDDING

BELLS

CRASH WAI

;

PAT O'BRIEN WAYNE MORRI
GEORGE BRENT
FRANK McHUGH

I!

• DORIS WESTO

Screen Play by Frank Wead, Warren Duff & Lawrence Kimble «Fr
Story by Frank Wead* Music by Max Steinen A First National Pic

jiolds over at the Fox Theatre,
rriscof after crashing all the
ecords of every Warner picure that ever played there!
fake the tip . . take the extra
MORE RECORDS TO THE
BOTTOM OF THE SEA!
See those tremendous returns in
Albany, Worcester, Buffalo, Akron, Pittsburgh, Louisville, Hartford, Bridgeport, New Haven!

time you'll need!
LLOYD BACON of 'Here Comes The Navy'
and 'Devil Dogs' fame directed this Cosmopolitan Prod'n for WARNER BROS.

MARY

PICKFORD

Winner of the
award
for her

1929 Academy
performance
in

//

Coquette
— An

achievement for Miss Pickford.

A grown - up role, her first talkie and
very definitely a success
FILM DAILY
APRIL 14th, 1929

"THE 1929 FILM YEAR BOOK"

FILM DAILY NEWYORK

NY

"SCARCELY BELIEVED YOU FELLOWS COULD SO IMPROVE YOUR LAST YEARS
BOOK AS A GLANCE THROUGH THE PAGES OF THE NINETEEN TWENTY
NINE INDICATES STOP (IT INSTANTLY ESTABLISHES ITSELF AS A BUREAU
OF VITAL AND RELIABLE INFORMATION ON MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION EXHIBITION AND STATISTICAL RESEARCH OF AFFILIATED
BUSINESS WHICH NO PERSON IDENTIFIED WITH THIS TRIUMVIRATE OF
AMUSEMENTS CAN WELL AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT) STOP
HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR REALLY GREAT PUBLICATION
NT" D VANOSTEN
ACHIEVEME
THOS
SECRETARY MANAGER

ALLIED AMUSEMENT

ORGANIZATION
FEB. 7, 1929

THE 1938 FILM YEAR BOOH
The

Standard

1501

Reference

Book

of

BROADWAY

the

Motion

Picture

Industry.

Bigger

and

Better

Than

NEW

Ever.

Now

YORK

in

Preparation

CITI

mm

You Have a Date—to Write Your Relief Fund Check *
"
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

ntimate in Character
nternational in Scope
dependent
in Thought

NEW
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hiladelphia Duals Case Is Again Before Circuit Court

CHENCK SAYS MAYER ffiSIGN NEW 5 YEAR PACT
arrington to Serve Altec Corp. as General Manager
B-t Sanford, Jr., Named
rector of Sales for
New Company
I

■
I
■I
I

Cleveland Bans Banho, Beano, Bingo
Di-

New

Cleveland, 0. — Banko, Beano and Bingo went under a police ban here yesterday,
with all theaters directed to eliminate them at once. Order of Police Chief Matewitz
did not mention either Bank Night or Movie Sweepstakes.

, W. Conrow, president of the
ly formed Altec Service Corp.,
ially announced at a luncheon
erday at the Hotel Astor, atled by representatives of the
e and general press, the plans,
eies and personnel setup of that
mization which
formally
took
rts Erpi's
theater
conPinehurst, N. C. — Sharp criticism
as of the
end ofservicing
the business
of film radio activities was voiced
Dec. 4, last.
xecutive staff, Conrow
said, in by both Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
(Continued on Page 7)
prexy, and Walter Vincent, president of Republic Theaters and theater silver
operator, jubilee
at yesterday's
session
of the
convention
of
the Theater Owners of North and
South Carolina, Inc. The convention
continues today, Charles Picquet
presiding.
Said Kuykendall:
"Most
of the
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

West

Loew Contracts Negotiated With Mannix,
Katz and Thau
Coast

By RALPH

Bureau

WILK

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Kuykendall, Vincent Rap Film Radio
Activities Before Carolinian Exhibs.

2BIG PIX MONTHLY
:0M PARA.--BALABAN

Hollywood — Nicholas M. Schenck,
president of Loew's, Inc., announced
yesterday that Louis B. Mayer had
agreed to sign a new five-year contract as head of the Metro-GoldwynMayer studios.
At the same time, Schenck disstars of pictures who appear on raclosed that new contracts had been
dio programs are unfitted. Some of
the singers sound like dying calfs negotiated with Edward J. Mannix,
in a thunder storm. They seem to Sam Katz and Benjamin Thau whose
current (Continued
agreementson Pagewere12) nearing
be eager to do anything for money".
Vincent:
pictureA stars
areSaid
suitable
for "Few
the radio.
few
have added to their drawing power
at the theaters but a much larger
number, who do not have proper
broadcasting talent and personality
(Continued on Page 6)

bllywood — "Paramount is in the
tion of being able to assure two Paine Quits
U Post; Weinberg Still Undecided
•tanding b.o. attractions every
th from now on during the balIn the wake of the Universal ex- he joins Universal as assistant to
; of the 1937-38 release season,
ecutive shakeup of last week, Charles Nate J. Blumberg, Jan. 1.
ng in September next", Barney B. Paine, assistant to the president,
ban, company prexy, declared
Meanwhile, Louis Weinberg, Coyesterday tendered his resignation,
lumbia circuit sales manager who
yesterday
prior and
to New
his depar!j'for
Des Moines
York, effective immediately, it was reveal- has been offered the post of assised yesterday. Matthew Fox, Skouras
tant sales manager of Universal,
ilaban, here for a series of ex(Continued on Page 10)
chief booker and film buyer, is ex- reported that he had reached no de(Continued on Page 12)
pected to assume Paine's duties when

ist Off Lethargy", Plea
Myers at ITO Convention
'lumbus, 0. — Abram F. Myers,
•.'man of the board of National
id, in a message
to the fifth
(Continued on Page 12)

Nichols Declines
'est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dudley Nichols will not

a candidate for re-election as Presint of Screen Writers' Guild as he
ans to spend much time in the East
xt year. However, he will seek elec>n on the Executive Board. Charles
ackett and Albert Hackett have been
minated for presidency.
Election will
held tomorrow.

Perelman Duals Case is Again Heard
Before U. S. Circuit Court at Philly
Philadelphia — Re-hearing, for the
Apportionment Essential
third
time,
of Harry
acin Roxy Reorg. Claims
tion against
majorPerelman's
distributors,
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey,
in the course of handing down two
opinions yesterday in connection
with the Roxy reorg. plan, stated
that he intends to dispose of each
claim as it comes along and that
each such claim will have to be ap(Continued on Page

6)

charging anti-double feature clauses
in distributors' contracts are illegal,
opened yesterday in the U. S. Cirtoday. cuit Court and will be continued
The case has been one of the most
unusual in the history of the industry, inasmuch
as on
thePage
Circuit
Court
(Continued
7)

METRO PLANNING NO
BRIT. PROGRAM CUT

M-G-M has no intentions of curtailing its British production plans,
despite recent reports to the contrary, Al Lichtman, M-G-M executive, said yesterday upon his return from abroad on the Normandie.
Lichtman admitted that production
costs would be in excess of original
on Page
plans, but( Continued
he insisted
that10) the com-

Will Hays Back in N. Y.;
Defer MPPDA Board Meet
Regular quarterly meeting of
MPPDA's directorate, scheduled
to be held tomorrow, has been postponed indefinitely, it was stated yesterday,(Continued
and will probably
on Page materialize
6)

Are You There?
We just thought we'd give you a
buzz. You know. The annual Gettogether on that Relief Fund Drive.
We need your name among those present to make the party complete. S-o —
send in your name on A Check. Make
the check out for whatever you feel
you can afford.
Thanks.

■
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Trans-Lux Corp. Planning
for Expansion of Circuit
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Washington — The U. S. Supreme
Court yesterday denied the petition
for a writ of certiorari filed by Irving Trust Co., trustee of RKO in its
appeal against W. Gordon Burnett
in a case involving guarantee of a
contract.
Burnett claimed rent due and to
become due in the reorganization
proceedings of RKO under a lease
of the Ritz theater in Birmingham,
Ala. The lease was sub-let to RKO
Southern, a subsidiary of RKO
which Burnett claims guaranteed
the contract.
The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
upheld the claim for rent in its decision of July 28, 1937, the amount
allowed by the lower court was $47,172.81. The Circuit Court decision
reversed a previous decision of the
District Court of the United States
for the Southern District of NewYork, which upheld RKO disallowing the claim.

Jack Harris Transferred
to Skouras Booking Dept. SAG, M of T to Continue
Contract Parleys Today

Screen Actors Guild officials yesterday denied reports that any supplementary draft would be attached
to the contract currently being negotiated writh "March of Time," declaring that the producer will be
required to sign only the basic
agreement. Sessions continue today
with Aubrey Blair, secretary of the
Junior SAG, and Mrs. Florence
Marston, eastern representative, acting for the union, and Louis de
Rochemont, Roy E. Larsen and John
R. Wood, Jr., for "March of Time."
Ben Cohen Will Manage
Hearings stem from reel's second
New Loew House in India appeal to be classified as a newsreel, and are expected to end today.
Mrs. Marston announced yesterBen Cohen, now manager of the
day that the first membership meetCollege Theater, New Haven, will
ing of SAG in the East would take
be sent to Bombay, India, to operplace Monday at the Hotel Astor
ate the new 1,800-seat Metro which with
Blair presiding.
Loew's is erecting there. Cohen is
expected to sail in March; the house
will open in June. Cohen has been 8 Chicago Area Houses Test
in New Haven for about four years.
DeVry Local Newsreel Plan

12ig
52
l'3s
97434

98!2
9034
75

Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

Pathe

12' 5
97

84'/7

1%
19ft
2%

Washington

Jack Harris, one of the twTo district managers in Long Island for
Skouras Theater Circuit, has been
shifted to ]the
booking department
2
15
—
— 1 Vs in New York. Reports that he would
MARKET
replace Matthew Fox as film buyer
13
1 14 Chg.
Close
and booker for the circuit could not
Net
Low
13
be confirmed. Fox has resigned, ef15
fective Jan. 1, to be assistant to
Nate
Blumberg,
of
7
159U
V* Universal. Harrisnewhaspresident
7
been with
15834
— 1H/4
%
Skouras about a year, having form1334
erly been with Loew's.
1334
52

98MARKET
— 1
841/2
841
98 2

CURB

Trans-Lux Corp. is planning expansion, with theaters waiting to
rise wherever careful investigation
reveals ventures might be profitable,
it was learned yesterday following
officially confirmed reports from
Cleveland that the corporation has
decided to erect a house there at
Euclid Ave. and East 14th St.
New York shortly will harbor
four Trans-Lux theaters; three are
operating now and one is to be
opened soon at 52nd St. and Lexington Ave. There is one in Washington and another in Philadelphia.
New building to be built in Cleveland is reported to cost about $150,000. Designed by Walker & Weeks,
Cleveland architects, and Thomas
W. Lamb, New York, it is to be
modernistic. Structure will be 22
by 100 ft., according to plans, with
5y2 seats. Lease is reported to be
lor 12 years on percentage with
minimum
guarantee.

RKO Trustee Denied Writ
in W. Gordon Burnett Case

1

MARKET
Bid
Asked

93
5 1/4
86ft
62

97
6
87ft
64

44 ft 461/2

commG nno com
WILL H. HAYS returned to his desk in I
York yesterday
morning.
JOHN HAY WHITNEY, chairman of the S
nick International
mandie
yesterday. board, arrived on the *
JAMES R. CRAINCER, former general s
manager for Universal, is on his way to
Coast.
AL LICHTMAN. M-G-M executive who
rived yesterday on the Normandie, left inn
diafely for the Coast.
JEAN LENAUER. director of the Film.
Theater, leaves for Washington today to itt
opening of new Government documentary t
"The
River."
LILY PONS is in Detroit, to sing with
Detroit Civic Opera
Company
tonight.
MAX KRAVETZ, of National Finance, a
New York from the Coast for a three ««.
vacation.
CRESSON E. SMITH, RKO western and son
ern sales manager, returned yesterday froe"
trip which took in Dallas, Denver and MWALTER J. COSDEN.
New York yesterday.

RKO

player, arrived

ABE MONTACUE, Columbia general u
manager
arrived from
the Coast yesterday.
ARNOLD VAN LEER, and HARRISON
phis.
COWAN,
of the Cowan-Van Leer ad agency 1
New York last night for Washington on b.
ness.
GRACE
MOORE
leaves
this afternoon
Chicago
to
in "La the Boheme"
Chicago
OperaappearCompany
night offor D
11.
She goes to Hollywood the next day.
JAMES BASEVI, special effects expert,
rives in New York today on the Aquitama.
MR. and MRS. FRANK McHUGH arrive
the Aquitania today. He leaves for the Co
tomorrow
or Thursday.
MR. and
the Waldorf

MRS. WILLIAM CARGAN
for a short stay.

are

JOHN LODER, and his wife, MICHEL:
CHEIREL. arrive in New York today after to
tomorrow.
ing the country, and sail on the Aquiti
CLINTON M. WHITE,
manager,
is in Chicago.

GB

assistant gene

STANTON CRIFFIS, Paramount executive,
rived from the Coast yesterday.
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN arrived from Er
day.
land
yesterday
on the Normandie.
CLIFF LEWIS, Paramount studios advert
ing director, arrived from the Coast yest
HARRY ENGLANDER, assistant supervisor
UA studios, arrived from the Coast yesterday.
GLORIA SWANSON, Columbia star, leaves
the Coast this afternoon.

Say Reade and Justin
" Pooling In Morristown
35

Eight theaters in Chicago territory are putting Herman A. DeVry's local 16 mm. newsreel plan
through
a test period which has
Morristown, N. J. — Product and
progressed successfully thus far,
profit pool involving Walter Reade's DeVry said yesterday following his
new Community Theater and Leo G.
arrival
deals. in New York to set further
Justin's Jersey and Park Theaters
is to go into effect on opening of the
Set-up on a national scale is curReade house before Christmas, it
rently being negotiated, DeVry dewas reported here yesterday.
clared, and Jan. 1 should see plan
day.
in full swing. DeVry expects to re"Nothing Sacred" Gets 3rd
turn to Chicago tomorrow or ThursSelznick's "Nothing Sacred" will
stay a third week at the Radio City
Music Hall, going well above the Rodgers and Saunders
necessary figure, it was said yesterto Attend Chi. Meeting
day bv S-I.

Feb. of7
Suit Up"
Trust
Trial
of anti-trust
action
Vocafilm Corp. of America against A. T.
& T., Western
Electric and Erpi
was
adjourned
yesterday
Court to Feb. 7.in Federal

MG-MChicag
general
Rodgers, and
iam S.manager,
o-Willsales
E. M. Saunders,
western
division
manager
will stop off in Chciago
next Saturday to preside at a districtthemanagers'
meeting to be held
at
Palmer House.

You'll get your job
when

you want it . .

as you want it. Our
facilities make service
a matter

of routine.
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THE PRESIDENT
HAS THE FLOOR!
(Listen/)

i

An unsolicited letter from Charles W. Picquet, President of
the Theatre Owners of North and South Carolina and
noted Southern showman:

((We have given 'NAVY BLUE AND GOLD' the best booking
possible and any further word of commendation from me is
superfluous. However, I cannot refrain from stating that it is the
finest college picture ever made. In fact, it is the only one which
I have seen that measures up to what such a picture should be.
i

That picture should certainly be shown in every theatre in America.
I am sure every exhibitor who has had the fortune to have it dated
will be grateful to you for making 'NAVY

BLUE

AND

GOLD'! »
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TU New UNIVERSAL

ALICE
present?

FA YE
YOU'RE A
SWEETHEART

GEORGE MURPHY • KEN
MURRAY and his stooge Oswald
CHARLES WINNINGER
ANDY DEVINE • WM
GARGAN • FRANCES
HUNT • FRANK JENKS
CASPER
REAR DON
Directed by

DAVID

BUTLER

Screen Play by Monte Bnce and Charles Grayson
Original Songs by Jimmy McHugh
and Harold Adamson

B. G. De SYlVft
CHARLES R. ROGERS
INCWARGE

_

txecutive

V ice-l— 'fesiaent

OF

PRODUCTION
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KUYKENDALL, VINCEI
SCORE STARS ON I!

MUST APPORTION ALL
ROXY REORG. CLAIMS
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

portioned because the total of all
claims, amounting to $636,788, is
greatly in excess of the $287,000
available to liquidate them.
The Erikson claim for brokerage
in the negotiations which led to the
acquisition of the Roxy Theater by
20th Century-Fox, was formally dismissed, after which Caffey allowed
to Barrow, Wade & Guthrie, accountants for the trustee, two of
four claims. Those allowed were
$3,671 for service to H. S. Cullman,
and $3,263 for services rendered to
Special Master Addison S. Pratt.
The disallowed claims were for
service to the Pounds Committee in
the amount of $4,000, and $2,500
asked for work not yet completed.
Judge Caffey also allowed disbursements including $119 to Special Master Pratt; $87 to Marshall,
Bratter & Seligson, attorneys for
the Tipton Bondholders Committee;
$73 to the attorneys for the 2d
Gold Note Holders Committee;
$1,386 to White & Case, attorneys
for the Pounds Committee, and $98
to H. S. Cullman's attorneys, Proskauer, Rose & Paskus.
Hearings on the Roxy reorg. plan
ended last Saturday, with Caffey
reserving decisions. At Saturday's
windup, White & Case, Pounds Committee's counsels objected formally
to the claim entered by H. S. Cullman, contending that while he had
performed valuable service, there
were not sufficient funds to warrant his being reimbursed in the
amount asked.

Will Hays Back in N. Y.;
Defer MPPDA Board Meet
(Continued from Page

1)

next week, but not before. Although
Will H. Hays arrived at his desk
yesterday as planned, a considerable number of the MPPDA directors are on the coast and their
presence at the quarterly meeting
is held essential.
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Lloyd
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• HE HAD to re-create the authentic atmosphere of cities of
yesterday like Buffalo. San Francisco, St, Louis
the days of the
Overland Mail that followed hard on the Pony Express
this called
for free spending of the coin of the realm
and Mister Lloyd admits
with gratitude that Paramount
did not pinch the pennies
they
allowed him to SPEND
and he believes the result shows in the
production

T
•

•

T

T

• ON THE subject of Films On the Radio
rector has some very worth-while
thoughts
for

this diinstance,

"Wells Fargo" will be presented to the ether-inhalers in a way
that no picture has ever been handled on the radio before
it will be in the form of an original musical score
an atmospheric piece done in the technique of "1812"
a brief
introductory talk by the announcer covering the highlights of
the period of the Overland Mail
the Civil War, the Indians,
etc
then a fine atmospheric score will carry the program
in terms of music
with very short interludes of highlights
from the production done in character by the featured players
here is an advance plug on the air that should help the
exhibitor and his box-office

•

•

•

ABSENCE

of Howard

•

BREAKING

▼

T

into the big-time by-line division

Tom Waller, of Paramount pub dep't
Tom has just had published in the Saturday Home Magazine
the newspaper supplement that appears in the Hearst papers and other big dailies
an article titled "The Movies Are Calling You"
which
includes a home movie test for the reader to judge his or her
screen appeal
a pip article that will intrigue thousands

«

«

«

pulling

1)

powt ,

against
regulatio
any
sort.governmental
He also pointed
out '«
ii
although the industry was not >■
posed to labor, at present "labor
pears to be moving too fast and
coming
too radical".
cha
were declared
unfair andScore
on the
who

>
s»«

like •

predicted a modification in the i'«ing of the buying of short subji'i.
Vincent was critical of Hollyv.d
executives.

"These Hollywood executK "
said Vincent, "build a Chinese l|l
about themselves. They only k *
Hollywood, Palm Springs, Me) I
Honolulu and perhaps New ^ k
and London". This explains wh; o
many pictures which do well in ! I
York, die like a dog in Painted I .
which spot is so important to I
hibitors.

A. F. Sams, of Winston-Salem a I
charter member, spoke of the v k
the organization had done in I
venting the enactment of bills.l
Washington and Raleigh w i
would have been unfair to the I
ater owners. Martin Quigley i
New York, pointed out that the
tion picture was the only agenc;
great influence upon public opi:
that had escaped the blight of
try.
tremist propaganda and that
use for such purpose would re
in a bedlam of argument #1
would be destructive to the in*

•
f
I
•
i
t
1
-

Addresses of Montgomery S. ,1
of Grenesboro and Ed Levy of I
Haven, Conn., were postponed i
today.
Golf tourney
was sta
yesterday
afternoon.

DEATH RECORE

Dietz and several other important

people from New York has forced postponement of "M-G-M Day" at the
AMPA luncheon this Thursday
Billy Ferguson is lining up one of
his Super-Colossal Shows
and of course he would not think of going to town without Mister Dietz as master of the revels
so the
Big Show will be scheduled
some week in January
meanwhile
Billy tells us he is after a Big Attraction for Howard to introduce and
put the show over big
we tried to guess all the Big Names we had
ever heard of and Billy kept shaking his head
•

the

out by Kuykendall,

it on the word of Frank Lloyd himself

T

injured

pictures in which they appear".
Kuykendall spoke at It 1

that his latest, "Wells Fargo," is the most important production
he has made
that's exactly what he said
"most important" coming from the producer of "Cavalcade" and
"Mutiny on the Bounty"
and from a gent who for two decades to our personal knowledge has not been given to overstatement you are therefore safe in assuming that this Paramount production he has just turned out is Some Picture

•
wishes
from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
7
Lee Marcus
Marcella
Albam
Elsie Allen

vt. DALY

in his hotel suite at the Savoy-Plaza talked on many subjects touchin'
on and appertainin' to the films in a very interesting manner
while the trade press lads listened and absorbed

T

Bp«»
'hi-

have

»

»

»

West

Coast

Ralph Lewis
Bureau of THE

FILM DA{

Los Angeles — Funeral serv |
were
pending
here yesterday
Ralph Lewis, 65, stage and sii :
film actor who
died on Saturc
last, of injuries suffered in an
tomobile accident on Oct. 24.
automobile collided with that di >
and trai t'
valetvice-piesid
Maljan,
by Abdul
for
Jack L.
Warner,
War« '
for
Bros.
He ofis actress.
survived by his
production
in charge
Vera
Lewis,
Lucien P. Locke
St. Louis — Funeral services '
be held here today in St. Luke's |
man Catholic Church for Lucien,
tery.
Locke, vice-president of OutaV
Advertising, Inc., who died li
Thursday in Jacksonville, Fla.
terment will be in St. Peter's Cer

?i day, Dec. 7, 1937

KINGTON NAMED
ALTEC CORP. G. M.
(Continued from Page 1)

c ion to his post, comprises G.
arrington, vice-president and
u al manager; H. M. Bessey, sec>fc f and treasurer; E. Z. Walters,
n broiler; Bert Sanford, Jr., disc: of sales; Stanley W. Hand,
a: representative, and that Rosi :. Tripp, W. J. Alford and Mate Robinson, who are actively ena| I in industrial finance are
m> ? the backers of Altec and infi ed as individuals in the enterConrow accredited Tripp as

O^xSS

ft

A "JUUU" fmn "Ms

By RALPH WILE
HOLLYWOOD leading roles in Darryl F. Zanuck's
Jackson Assigned
spectacular production, "In Old
Chicago," have been assigned to the
FREDERICK JACKSON, who co- stellar cast of "Alexander's Rag
scenarized "Wells Fargo," has Time Band," Irving Berlin's second
been assigned to write the scenario
film for 20th Century-Fox.
for the next Frank Lloyd picture, as musical
In the same picture, Ethel Merman
yet untitled. The deal was set by
and Jack Haley play principal roles.
Laura D. Wilck.
Henry King, will direct.
T
T
▼
T
▼
T
Douglas for Stardom
Morley with Norma Shearer
Coronet Pictures will groom Don
Robert Morley, English actor and
Douglas, a baritone, for stardom.
He was recruited from the New playwright, has been selected by
York stage and has played heavy Hunt Stromberg to play the role
leads in Buck Jones' westerns. He of Louis XVI in M-G-M's "Marie
which will mark Norhas been cast in Coronet's next Antoinette,"
ma Shearer's return to the screen
Jones' production.
after an absence of a year. Morley,
T
T
T
who has had no previous motion
"Chicago" Trio In Musical
picture experience, is author and
Tyrone
Power,
Alice Faye and star of the British stage success,
Don Ameche, who played the three "Goodness, How Sad."

|>a .isible
bringing
Altec sour"into
:t withfor other
financial
et
I trict and branch officers of the
•» my, which is a closed corpoit i with no public sale of stock
■ extant or contemplated, total
which eight are divisional oft Division managers are: W. W. Chicago Para. Pep Club
ia is, division
manager,
New
fro Hold Parfry Dec. 24
L. J. Hacking, Boston; E. 0.
rB like, Philadelphia;
A. Piore,
tl ta; F. C. Dickley, Detroit; R.
Chicago — The Chicago Paramount
il 1, Chicago; O. Hunt, Kansas Pep Club, of which Herman Busch
t and H. W. Dodge, Los An- is president, will hold its annual
holiday party on Dec. 24 at the
E nch managerships in these di- Paramount Exchange.
i s are invested in A. J. RagaI ;r and A. F. Lyman, New
! J. A. Cameron, Boston; WarNew Haven, Conn. — Many Christi 3onnor, Philadelphia; Henry
mas parties are being planned in
Atlanta; E. C. Schriber, DeD. L. Turner, Chicago; C. J. the film center. Unit B-41 of AF
r Kansas City; and S. M. Pari- of L exchange employees will stage
i Los Angeles. Walter Wood- its first party at the Hotel Garde,
i will act as regional manager with dinner, dancing and floor show,
southeast.
on Dec. 21. Managers of exchanges
\ ic is controlled by the manage- and leading union officials have been
i with the majority stock inter- invited to be present at patrons.
Id by Conrow and Carrington. M-G-M staff will have its annual
e, oard of directors is comprised party at one of the night clubs.
inrow, chairman, Carrington, Warner's Theater Department will
s '11 C. Tripp, W. J. Alford, Mat- celebrate the season at the office,
Robinson, H. M. Bessey and and 20th-Fox will have its opening
. Dodge.
and party on Dec. 28, the date set
! Sanford, in addition to his for the completion of the new buildas sales director, will also St. ing under construction on Whiting
advertising activities, while
y Hand, with a record of 25
in the film industry as east- in addition to that offered merely
snsion manager of World Film in connection with sound equipment;
and subsequently assistant to (b) that exhibition interests have
te Felix Feist in that com- pressed for such a service organiza( New
England
manager
for
tion; (c) that company will not manNew York exchange
manufacture any type of theater equipor First National, and for 10
ment; (d) has a working agreement
with Erpi, rising to the as- with National Theater Supply Co. to
general sales managership act as its servicing and installation
the past year, will play a agents; (e) has offered service to
tent role in the sales setup,
Motiograph and that firm's agents.
irding policy, Conrow declared
He also pointed out that the sup.ltec (a) came into being beport vital to Altec's success insofar
of the industry's need for a as data, information and research
ly which could extend service are concerned has been arranged for
with Bell Telephone Laboratories,
and that Altec is dedicated to the
task of cutting down the time exphencU, Polio Foe
hibitors are without sound due to
Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
failures in equipment. No conflict,
llywood — Joseph M. Schenck, chair, of the board of 20th Century-Fox
Conrow added, will exist between orI Corp., has accepted chairmanship
ganized labor and his new company,
he southern
California
campaign
as the latter is operating only as
, ght infantile
paralysis, it is anj:ed here.
a consulting body in the matter of
physical installations.

Silver Spring Community
Includes New Theater
John Eberson, New York architect, has been awarded the contract
to prepare plans for a large community development in Silver
Spring, Md., adjoining Washington,
D. C. Development will include a
1,000-seat theater which has been
leased to William Wilcox who now
operates the Seoo Theater in Silver
Spring. It will contain a group of
26 stores most of them leased to
nationally known chain stores, —
built on a plan developed by Eberson offering parking facilities for
more than 500 cars. The development is owned by Alexander Realty
Corp. of Washington.

Spanish
Pix for Columbia
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

West

PHILLY DUALS CASE
AGAIN BEFORE COURT
(Continued from Page

1)

decided on March 4 that the dual ban
was illegal and then withdrew the
opinion the following day.
Perelman, an exhibitor of West
Allegheny and Lehigh, brought the
test action on May 28, 1934, against
Warner Bros., Paramount, Fox,
RKO, United Artists and M-G-M.
On Jan. 16, 1936, the Circuit Court
of Appeals affirmed the lower court
decision and in the following April,
application for re-hearing was granted with the case subsequently argued in October, when decision was
reserved.
After declaring the rental contract provisions banning double features illegal on March 4, the Circuit Court nullified the opinion and
ordered a new hearing.
Ben Golder is the attorney for the
plaintiff, while Morris Wolf is representing the defendants in the current re-hearing.

Hundreds of Warrants Loom
in Vfr. Fight on Blue Laws
Bellows Falls, Vt. — Several hundred warrants are expected to be
served this week for blue law violations here Sunday, the aftermath of
an attempt to prevent Sunday pix
shows in Windham County.
Invoking of all the blue laws came
as a result of a petition when citizens became roiled over States Ataters. torney Berry's singling out of theOne of the amusing things brought
out in the Vermont light is a blue
law which stipulates that a man
"must carry a musket and seven
rounds of ammunition on his way to
church or be subject to a fine of
$50." The law further states that
he can call upon the Governor for
ammunition and the Governor must
provide it. Several local citizens
tried to get ammunition from the
Governor and failed.

Hollywood — Skarbo Prods.' initial
Spanish picture for release through
Columbia will be "El Cantor del
Pueblo", a musical starring Carmen
Morales, singer and dancer, who is
from the Argentine and who appeared with the International Revue in
Paris. Carlos Borcosque will di
rect the picture, which will be the
first of a series of three Spanish fea
Drive Quota Exceeded
tures Skarbo will make for release
Chicago — Clyde Eckhardt, 20th
through Columbia. J. H. Gallagher Century-Fox exchange manager and
will be the producer.
chairman of the amusement committee of the Community Fund
French Casino fro Rose
drive for Chicago, reports the quota
Louis F. Blumenthal and Jack of $24,000 has been exceeded.
Shapiro, members of the French
Casino syndicate, announced over
the weekend conclusion of a deal
Service a la Cart
which gives Billy Rose, producer, a
W est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
six-year lease on the French CaHollywood — Deputy U. S. Marshal
sino, Seventh Ave. and 50th St.
James P. Lavelle, who rented a laundry
cart
and drove up to the rear door of
Rose, it is stated, will operate the
Charlie Chaplin's Beverly Hills home in
spot as a night club with formal
the hope of serving a subpoena on the
opening set for Christmas
Night.
star in an action brought by Films

Acquires
'Old Curiosity
Shop'
Charles Dickens'
"Old Curiosity

Shop", in feature-length size, has
been acquired by J. H. Hoffberg Co.
Inc., for distribution. The picture
will
be released in time for the
holidays.

Sonores Tobis Societe Anonyme, was
sent scurrying from the Chaplin residence by an irate maid. Lavelle had
previously tried to gain admittance via
other disguises, but the same servant
slammed a door in his face. The Marshal is said to have become permanently discouraged.
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METRO PLANNING NO
BRIT. PROGRAM GUT
(Continued from Page

1)

pany intends to go ahead with its
schedule.
Lichtman denied current rumors
that he would become associated
with another company in the near
future. Told by reporters that his
name had been linked with several
other companies during his absence,
he replied that there "was nothing
to it." He left immediately for the
Coast to confer with Nicholas M.
Schenck on production matters.
M-G-M's first British picture, "A
Yank at Oxford," has been completed and was given a "Hollywood
preview" in the town of Luten last
week, Lichtman said. Reaction was
excellent he asserted, and M-G-M is
confident that it has a hit. The
picture will be released in this country late in January. Four more pictures for English production are
now in preparation, Lichtman pointed out.will
First
willElizabeth
be "The Citadel,"
which
have
Allen in
a starring role. Others to follow are
"So Victoria," "Good Bye, Mr.
Chips" and "Finishing School."
Lichtman said that Jack Conway,
who directed "A Yank at Oxford",
Robert Taylor and Lionel Barrymore
would return to the U. S. on the
Queen Mary next Monday.
Mrs. Lichtman returned with the
Loew exec.

Selznick to Up Program
Under M-G-M Deal — Whitney
Should David 0. Selznick finally
sign the pending Metro agreement,
production schedule of Selznick-International in all probability will call
for seven or eight pictures a year
instead of current plans for four or
five features, according to John Hay
"Jock" Whitney, S-I board chairman, who returned yesterday from
Europe aboard the Normandie.
Whitney confirmed that the proposed deal provides Selznick-International shall remain an independent
company but will have a liberal call
on M-G-M talent.
Television development in England, Whitney said, is in an "interesting stage" but as yet offers no
threat to pictures insofar as com
petition is concerned with the public apathetic in its reaction. In London there are two television broadcasts aday, but home receiving sets
at $300 and up are still at a prohibitive price for popular use.
Whitney said that S-I was interested in television and would explore
it when development had reached a
stage where it could be of some
practical use.
Whitney said that in his opinion
color ultimately would replace black
and white in all productions but that
such an advancement would not be
completed for at least five or six
years.
No appointments in personnel
were made during Whitney's visit in

He Likes l*ix

Barney Oldfield of the Lincoln, Neb.,
Sunday Journal and Star evidently likes
motion turespictures.
HisTHE
"TenFILM
Best"DAILY
Picballot cast in
annual poll carried a note that he had
seen 504 of the 517 eligible pictures
and that he had seen 413 of the 427
pictures listed for the 1936 poll.

Tuesday, Dec. 7, 1 '
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2 BIG PIX MONTHLY
FROM PARA.--BALABAN
(Continued from Page
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ecutive confabs at the studio, asserted that Para.'s last half of its
releasing season will "be even
stronger
the first
half". TurnAdopts Trade-In Policy
ing to thethan
future,
he said:
Ray Duport, sales manager of
"Adolph Zukor and William Le
Forest Manufacturing Corp., announces the adoption of a trade-in Baron have planned a most ambitious program for 1938-39. After
sales policy. Circular letters have
been mailed to all theaters now us- reviewing these plans with them I
ing the old Forest Copper-Oxide am convinced that the 1938-39 program will enable Paramount to conrectifiers offering trade-in allowtinue its upward progress in quality
ance through their supply dealer on
the new Forest Magnesium-Copper and box-office value."
Sulphide Rectifier up to and including April, 1938.

IATSE Drops Assessment

Europe, but he plans to return in
to Build Emergency Fund
March at which time he will name
new representatives in various caSpringfield, Mass. — George E.
pacities. Whitney will go to the Browne, international president of
Coast about Jan. 1.
the IATSE,
addressing
the 25th
annual convention
of the third
district
of the union, here, announced that
British Exhibs, in Clover,
the two per cent assessment for
View of Joseph Seidelman building an emergency fund has
been repealed.
The delegates did what they termJoseph Seidelman, foreign sales
ed their most important piece of
manager for Columbia Pictures, re- business when they went on record
turned from Europe yesterday on
the Normandie, expressing the opin- as opposed to pari-mutuel betting
ion that British exhibitors are mak- in New England "because it hurts
ing more money than any other the- seriously the business from which
ater men in the world. Although we make our living."
Browne in his address dwelt chiefly
prosperity appears to prevail in
most of Europe, England is getting on the conditions existing on the
Coast.
a greater share of it, he said.
John F. Gatelee, representative
While abroad, Seidelman established new Columbia branches in from the third district, and president of the Massachusetts State
Brussels and Cairo. He also appointed Jay Schiller, formerly with Branch of the A F of L urged unions
organize to combat non-union
RKO as district manager for cen- houses.
tral Europe with headquarters in
One resolution adopted asks that
Prague. Seidelman said he also took
options on a few stories but did not the various legislative committees
name them.
attempt to get managements to postpone opening on Christmas Day unAnother passenger on the Nortil 2 p.m. A committee of six was
mandie was Leo Berger, manager of
central Europe for M-G-M, who appointed to draft a suitable memorial to the late Secretary-Treasurer
ranked first in a "result contest"
which gave him a trip to New York Fred J. Dempsy. The committee is
and Hollywood. With Mrs. Berger headed by Gatelee.
The delegates also indorsed a reshe is making his first trip to Amerolution calling upon the Advisory
ica.
Council to draft a new constitution
Pierpont Morgan Hamilton, of Du- and by-laws to govern conduct of
fay Color, returned on the Norman- the meetings of the district.
die after investigating a new color
New committee chairmen appointprocess recently developed in Eued were: Finance, Gerald Payne of
rope.
Rhode Island; resolutions, James J.
Others on the Normandie were
of Massachusetts; credenMadeleine Carroll and Maureen O'Brien,
tials, George Brazil of Connecticut;
O'Sullivan. Miss Carroll has been Legislative: Massachusetts, James
vacationing abroad and is returning J. O'Brien; Connecticut, William P.
to Hollywood to start work on "The Barry; Maine, Chelsea Walden;
River is Blue" for Walter Wanger. Rhode Island, Herbert F. Slatter;
She also is scheduled for three radio New Hampshire, Arthur Smet; adbroadcasts between now and the first
visory committee, Herbert F. Slatof the year for International Silver,
ter, Rhode Island.
Lux and Chase & Sanborn.
Richard F. Walsh, 4th vice-president of the International and James
Miss O'Sullivan has just completed
her role in "A Yank at Oxford" and J. Brennan, 7th vice president were
is leaving for the Coast to appear,
she believes, in "Marie Antoinette." present.
The New England regional convention next June will be held in the
With her was her husband, John Farrow, who has just signed a seven- same city with the International
year contract with Warner Bros, as convention; the city is yet to be
a director.
named.

«REVI€UIS
"Wells Fargo"
with Joel McCrea, Bob Burns, Frances

i

Lloyd Nolan
Paramount
115
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

THRILLS,
ROMANCE,
HISTORY
COMEDY
BLENDED
INTO A FINE ! I
DUCTION WITH DISTINCT B. 0 VA |
Frank
Lloyd's newest
production, •,
its thrills, romance,
history and con
has distinct box-office
value.
Alth
the picture covers a period of 26 ye. from
1844 to 1870 — interest never .
due to Lloyd's skillful direction, and t
sweep
and scope of the production <,
not dwarf the love story of Joel Mc i
and Frances Dee.
Howard Estabrook ,
much
credit as associate producer, i >
Paul Schofield, Gerald Geraghty and F
erick Jackson turned in an excellent ;
McCrea does splendid work as the stal t
representative of the Wells Fargo »| |
company,
blazing new
trails and can
out the honest, pioneering purposes of r
organization.
Frances
Dee is ideally t
as the love interest opposite McCrea
Henry O'Neill does fine work as the shr
far-sighted Wells.
Bob Burns is delig I
as McCrea's faithful companion during e
pioneering days, while Bernard Siegel I
convincing Indian pal of Burns. Mary r

Ralph Morgan,
Lloyd Nolan, Porter |
Johnny Mack
Brown, Clarence Kolb.
ert Cummings, Jane Dewey and Frank
Glynn are among the principals who
excellent performances. Theodor Spark s
photography is high grade. The story m s
from Batavia, N. Y., which marked the :
of the railroad line in 1844, to St. I.
then to California and back again. Mc a
wins the confidence of the gold miners i
his company's

express

and

banking o e

pays off to its customers when the fa of a crooked banking firm causes a ru n
San Francisco banks.
During the Civil '
President Lincoln calls on the Wells F o
company
to rush gold East, and Mc heads the outfit carrying the gold. Br
his old rival for Frances Dee, leads I
Confederate

soldiers,

who

try to pre '

the shipment from coming through, bi '
a bloody battle, McCrea and his men
Frances' brother has been killed fig* »
for the South and she resented McCrea
ing the gold East for the Union c;
However, after a separation, their daus I
brings them together for a happy eni
CAST: Joel McCrea, Bob Burns. Fra s
Dee, Lloyd Nolan,
Henry
O'Neill, 1 1
Nash, Ralph Morgan,
John Mack Br
Porter Hall, Jack
Clark, Clarence r
Robert
Cummings,
Granville Bates, H
Davenport,
Frank Conroy, Brandon Ty
Peggy
Stewart,
Bernard
Siegel. 5
Fields, Jane Dewey, Frank McGlynn.
CREDITS: Producer, Frank Lloyd; A
date Producer, Howard Estabrook; Di
tor, Frank Lloyd; Author, Stuart N. L
Screenplay, Paul Schofield, Gerald Geras
Frederick Jackson; Cameraman The i
Sparkuhl; Special Photographic effects, '
don Jennings; Musical Score, Victor Yo
Musical Director, Boris Morros; Art D
tors, Hans Dreier, John Goodman; Ed
Hugh Bennett; Staff Director, John Bol
Recording
thur
Freed. Engineers, Harold Lewis, •
Cope; Music and Lyrics, Burton Lane,

DIRECT
d. ION,
Splendi

Skillful.
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MAYER TO SIGN NEW
LOEW PACT--SCHENCK
{Continued from Page

West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Quinn
Martin
has been
made
head
of the Paramount
studio editorial
board, it is reported from reliable sources.
Martin was film critic on the old New York
World
before coming to Hollywood.

1)

completion.
The
trio
comprise
Mayer's executive staff.
(Schenck in a telegram to The
Film Daily last night personally
advised of the new agreements.)
Mayer coincidentally with Schenck's
statement declared that current rumors of his contemplated resignation which were printed in the daily
press yesterday, were untrue and
stated that he was happy to continue with M-G-M and Schenck.
The official studio statement,
issued late yesterday, read as follows: "Nicholas M. Schenck announced that Louis B. Mayer had
agreed to sign a new five-year con-*
tract as head of Metro-GoldwynMayer studios. At the same time it
was also announced that new contracts had been negotiated with
other executives whose contractual
terms were nearing completion. Included in these contracts are extended terms of Edward J. Mannix,
Sam Katz and Benjamin Thau, continuing the same executive staff associated with Mayer in recent years.
Previously it had been reported that
Mayer was contemplating resigning
at the termination of his contract
has another year to run. 'I
which
am happy to say that rumors of my
contemplated resignation are untrue', Mayer stated. 'After discussions with Mr. Schenck, I have decided to remain with the organization of which I am so proud and
to continue my very happy association with Mr. Schenck. At no time
has there been any question of friction between myself and any member of the executive staff and
rumors of the same are entirely
without foundation'."
Mayer's present five-year contract
does not expire until Dec. 31, 1938,
it is understood.
Schenck, who has been here conferring with Mayer and others on
company plans and policies, now
plans to leave for New York on
Friday.
Announcement of the signing of

WEDDING

Martin Heads Para. Studio Editorial Board

BELLS

Englewood, N. J. — Wini Shaw,
film player, and Fred Fosberg, wellknown in racing circles, were married here yesterday.

"Cast Off Lethargy", Plea
of Myers at ITO Convention
{Continued from

Page

1)

annual convention of the ITO of
Ohio here today called upon the exhibs to "cast off their lethargy" and
bend their efforts "towards perfecting an organization adequate to
cope with the highly organized interests opposed
to them."
Convention
business
session starts
at 1 p.m. with President Martin G.
Smith presiding. In addition to
Myers, speakers will include Nathan
Yamins, prexy of Allied States, and
Ralph W. Wilkins, member of the
Ohio state tax commission.
The convention banquet will be
held tonight, with a special Hollywood broadcast scheduled at 9:45
p.m. Tomorrow's session will hear
committee reports, adopt resolutions
and elect officers and directors.
At an Allied regional meeting
yesterday discussion centered upon
the proposal for a national sales
survey, the effect of air shows on
theater biz and National Allied's
drive to raise the U. S. admish tax
exemption to 50 cents.
Attending the parley yesterday
were:
Nathan Yamins, A. F. Myers,
Arthur D. Price, Martin G. Smith,
W. A. Steffes, Sidney E. Samuelson, Ray Branch, president of
Michigan Allied; Fred Herrington,
Pittsburgh, I. H. Holycross, Indianapolis; Frank Sanders, and
Arthur Howard, Boston; Jack
Whittle, Baltimore; Ernest Swartz,
president of Cleveland Independent
Exhibitors Union and the following
ITO directors: Henry Greenberger,
John Kalafat, Cleveland; Nat Charnas, Toledo; Harold Bernstein, and
Frank Huss, Jr., Cincinnati; Max
Stearn, and J. Real Neth, Columbus, and Robert Menches, of Akron.
David 0. Selznick's agreement with
M-G-M may precede Schenck's departure for the East, it is reported.
Mayer's new employment contract,
with salary and stock option provisions, if signed prior to Dec. 21 will
be presented to the annual stockholders meeting on that date for formal ratification.

New Loew's, Inc., contracts with
David Bernstein, company's treasurer and vice-president, and J. Robert Rubin, vice-president ,and counCleveland — The girls of the Warsel, are understood also to be in the
ner theater department gave a crystal shower at the Lotus Gardens in discussion stage. As in the instance
of Mayer, present pacts extend to
honor of Mildred London who ends Dec.
31, 1938.
a seven-year connection with the
publicity department to be married
on Dec. 19 to Milton Gurian, United
Will Add Stage Shows
Artists salesman in Cincinnati.
Indianapolis — The Circle Theater
Chicago — John Field, manager of is adding stage shows during the
the Stratford Theater of the War- winter months. There will be no
ner circuit, will wed Miss Margaret increase in the admission prices, acAhearn.
cording to Art Baker, manager.

General Electric Brings
Out New Exposure Meter
Schenectady — Designed for use
over a wide range of illumination
levels, a new exposure meter is announced by the General Electric Co.
The new meter is a compact, precision instrument for use in taking
either still or motion pictures under all sorts of conditions. The
light-sensitive cell used Is the same
type which has proved its permanence in the General Electric light
meter.
One of the outstanding features
of the new instrument is the use of
a hood to limit more effectively the
angle of the light received to approximately that of a camera. The
particular shape of the opening in
the hood is advantageous because,
when pointed at a normal scene, the
full angular width of the camera
is included in a horizontal direction,
but in the vertical direction a much
narrower angle is used. This lessens the error of indication caused
by strong sky light.

PAINE
QUITS UNDEGIIi
'IT POS1;
WEINBERG
(.Continued

from

Page

1)

cision on the move following ;jj
ference with Abe Montague, CI
bia general sales manager. C<l
ences continue today.
Reports and rumors of addi i
shifts in Universal personnel, J
credited in informed
circles,
denied
J. Ch'
Cowdin byandspokesman
by Nate J.forBlumb('
Charles B. Paine joined Uni\
in 1923. After eight months i
export dept., he became assists
the treasurer, E. H. Gold
Paine continued assistant trea
through two other shifts, and
elected treasurer in 1928, coi
ing in that capacity until earb
year when he was named
to the president.

Ira Cohn Dined

Pittsburgh — Film industry
tendered a testimonial dinner t
H. Cohn, 20th-Fox branch ma;
last night at the William Penn li
Among William
20th-FoxJ. Kupper,
represent;W I
were:
Sussman,
Harvey
B. Day,
Bloom, Martin Moskowitz, Cla
A. Hill, Harry Mersay, George

A. C. Boardwalk Theaters
man York
and William
J. Clark,
New
office. Dinner
celeho'
Closing for Supper Hour Cohn's 20th year with the 20tl
organization.
Atlantic
— -All Boardwalk
the"
aters
have City
adopted
a new winter
schedule with supper hour closings.
This arrangement, according to
Harvey Anderson, manager of the
Apollo Theater, will be for the winter months only, with continuous
showings on Sundays and holidays.
The Steel Pier will keep open
Sundays for pictures and vaudeville
for the rest of the winter, according to announcement of Edward
Sherman, New York booking agent
who has taken over the pier for
these week-end presentations.

CIO For Theater Game

Fort Wayne, Ind. — The I
Wayne Joint Council of the CIiJ
passed a resolution opposing a (
posed municipal ordinance
would prohibit theaters fro
ing Bank Nights and outlaw J
games.

Italian Producer in U. S.
New Haven, Conn. — Mr
to Perfect Releasing Deal Pickus, wife of the Stratfor
hibitor, is ill with pneumonia

Perfecting of a distribution setup in effect with Universal for the
past three years is being undertaken by Commandatore G. D. Musso,
the controlling factor of Industrie
Cinematograficke Italiane, now in
New York with his Managing Di
rector, Edward Fenton.
This Italian production organization has completed three features
which will be released in the United
States with English titles superimare "Cavallieri,"
"Countess posed.
Dei They
Parma."
and "Doctor
Antonio." The latter features Maria
Gambarelli, the American ballerina,
who has an acting part throughout
that does not call upon her dancing
technique. Her production is now
playing in Rome and is reported as
the finest Italian feature yet produced, breaking all previous records
there for a home product. The company is producing strictly entertainment films without any political
propaganda, it is claimed.

Maurice
Bailey of the Wl
Theater, is having his cast
graphed by all the local film p
Bailey is in Grace Hospital s
ing from a back injury.
Cleveland — Abe Schwartz,
owns theaters in Cleveland
Painesville,
heart
attack isat convalescing
Lakeside HosiiCleveland — Sam P. Gorrell
public sales manager, is on th
ing undetermined
list, suffering origin.
with foot t
of
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM I

Hollywood— Eric Hatch, wl
doing the screenplay of J
show" in collaboration with A
dislocated his sacro
Belgard,
and
will be confined to his
"Roadshow''
for a week.
Roach, withw 1
by
Milestone
as Hal
director.
produced
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iear ArlilSefcs Clarence Brown as RKO Studio Head

HILLY DUALS CASE DECfON IS AGAIN RESERVED
Yeinberg
Turns Brishin
DownDenies"U"
Post, Stays With
Columbia
rms
of
Universal
Offer
Distribs. Contend Restrictive
He's Joining Paramount
Reported Met by Present
Affiliate
Louis Weinberg, Columbia circuit
es manager, yesterday rejected
: three-year contract as assistant
es manager of Universal approv| by the Universal board at the
tie meeting which elected Nate J.
jimberg president and approved
3-year pacts for Blumberg and
illiam A. Scully as general sales
nager.
it is understood that terms of the
(Continued on Page 3)

E COUNT ON YOU
TO DO YOUR SHARE
Is the festive Spirit of the Holirs upon you? If you have got a
j and your health, we can see no
ison why you shouldn't be feeling
|tty spry, considering everything.
lut how about those fellows who
'e no jobs — who are in such poor
lth that they can't very well hold
\m a job? Sure, we have such
'it in our midst. Probably you
w some(Continued
of them.
They don't
on Page 8)

peal in Dallas Trust
Case May be Filed Today

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Clause Not Law
Violation

Hollywood — S. J. Briskin declared
yesterday
that there was
no truth in the report
that he would join Paramount as vice-president and general manager
of the studios.

Philadelphia — U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, following a third rehearing, yesterday reserved decision in
Harry Perelman's action against
major distribs, charging anti-duals
clauses mentsinare invalid.
distributor sales agreeMorris Wolf and Ed Eisl, appealFrank Gillmore, for nine years
ing for the distributors — Warners,
president of Actors Equity AssociaPara., Fox,
and first,
M-G-M—
tion and for 20 years its chief ex- brought
out RKO,
two UA
points,
that
ecutive officer, suddenly resigned the clause in the contract with exyesterday at a meeting of the exhibitors restricting use of features
ecutive council at its headquarters
for
duals
is only on "reasonable
re(Continued
Page 3)
in New York. Gillmore attributed
his action to the condition of his
health and the increasing work required of him as president of Associated(Continued
Actors and on
Artistes
Page 6) of Amer-

SLIM "POINTS" HOPES GILLMORE RESIGNS
ARE HELD BY MYERS
AS EQUITY PREXY
FILM

By DAMAN
DAILY

FENWICK

Staff

Correspondent

Columbus, 0. — Holding that "the
chances that any program of
'points' will be adopted by the industry are disappointingly slim",
Abram F. Myers, of Washington,
board chairman and general counsel
of Allied States, told the ITO of
Ohio convention yesterday that
"there is (Continued
only one oncourse
for exhibiPage 8)

White

Named Film Buyer
and Booker for Skouras

Kent Unable to Keep Date

William A. White, general manto Speak at Blank's Fete
ager of Skouras Theater Circuit, has
Sidney
R. Kent, 20th-Fox presibeen appointed to succeed Matthew
dent, who was slated as principal
Fox as film buyer and booker, it speaker at the A. H. Blank dinner
was learned yesterday. Jack Har- in Des Moines tomorrow night, will
to attend,
Film
Daily
ris, one of(Continued
the two on Long
Island dis- be unable (Continued
on Page 6)
Page 8)

Atlas Overtures to Clarence Brown

(.Continued

on

Page

6)

West

Coast
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Hollywood — Pending GoldwynKorda deal for control of United
Artists may be in such shape as to
permit a formal announcement of
company's organizational set-up,
etc., following
today's it scheduled
meeting
of
the directors,
was said
(Continued on Page 6)

Carolina Exhibitor Unit
Names Stevenson Prexy

To Head RKO's Production Reported

'.ppeal by the Interstate Circuit
several major distributors
inst the Dallas anti-trust decis- Sign or Face Court Fight,
is expected to be filed tomorSPA Publisher Ultimatum
;, or possibly today, Louis PhilI, of (Paramount's
legal departIn effort to end the impasse exContinued on Page_ 6)
isting between the song writers and
music publishers on the question
of new contracts which are mainIt's a Gil me
ly intended to give the writers a
A FILM DAILY reporter walked into
better break on electrical transcriphe office oft- a major company execution, motion picture synchronizate yesterday and before a question
tion and other mechanical rights,
ould be asked, the exec demanded,
Well, what xcan I deny for you to-,
the Songwriters Protective Association yesterday sent wires to all pubay?"

SEE UA DEAL ACTION
AT BOARD MEETING

DAILY.

Hollywood — Overtures by Atlas
Corp. interests to Clarence Brown
to take complete charge of RKO Radio studios are the subject of reports here.
The proposition said to have been
submitted to the director, now with
Metro,
is describedthat
as "tempting".
It
is understood
Brown has
made no decision as yet.
President Leo Spitz at present is
temporarily in control at the studio, following
resignation
in
(Continuedthe
on Page
6)

Pinehurst, N. C. — S. S. Stevenson
of Henderson, was elected president of the Theater Owners of North
and South Carolina, Inc., here yesterday(Continued
when Charles
Picquet
of this
on Page
3)

Circuit

Tax

Okayed

Augusta, Ca. — Booth Assembly bill
providing for a graduated tax on circuit theaters in Ceorgia has been approved and
by the
Tax reading
Committee
will legislative
have a first
shortly. Measure, if passed, will slap
a tax of from $50 on one house to
$200

on

16.

Wednesday,

IN*
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Reported budget cuts and their
possible effect on product were discussed yesterday at the regular
meeting of the Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey at the Hotel Lincoln, New York. Members who have
not yet bought product for the new
season were advised to buy cautiously inasmuch as distributors reportedly were** asking higher prices on
the grounds that more money was
being spent on production.
Radio competition also was discussed and definite plans were formulated to combat the air shows but
the details were not revealed.
The changeover of Erpi's service
contracts to the Altec Service Corp.
also came in for consideration but
no official sentiments were announced.
No date was set for the next meeting of the organization.

Dividend of 25 cents per share on
the issued and outstanding stock of
Technicolor, Inc., was declared yesterday at a meeting of the board of
directors. The dividends are payable
Dec. 23 to stockholders of record as
of Dec. 16.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
and general manager of Technicolor,
is scheduled to sail for England next
Wednesday on the Queen Mary in
connection with company business
at its London factory.

Television, ready for public
"within a few months", was f
dieted yesterday by research er
neers of Kolorama Laborator
Irvington, N. J., following a set
of demonstrations of its newly
fined system of transmission.
Tests,
continuing
through
week, show marked improvement]
definition and clarity over the ji
tures televised last summer.
Emil A. Kern, executive vice-pr
Anti-Ascap Measure Now
ident,
predicted a "reasonable deg
Before Georgia Salons of perfection"
without radically
tering
present
methods.a mechani
Kolorama utilizes
Savannah — An anti-Ascap bill was
introduced in the Georgia state rather than the usual electronic si
legislature yesterday. Measure is tern and presents images on a sen
patterned after similar bills and
laws in nearly a score of states up to 5 by 6 feet.
throughout the country.
20th-Fox to Give Dinner

To Kent Drive Winnt

COmiRG ADD GOMG
EARLE W. HAMMONS, Educational president, JACK SK1RBALL, of Educational, WILLIAM CEHRINC. WILLIAM J. KUPPER, W1L! 1AM SUSSMAN, WILLIAM J. CLARK and
HARVEY DAY, of 20th-Fox, leave tonight in
special car for Blank dinner tomorrow night
in Des Moines. CLYDE ECKHARDT. 20fh-Fox
Chicago manager,
joins party there.
MEYER BECK, UA publicity director, leaves
today by plane for an eight-day stay in Bermuda.
WALTER
tomorrow.

HUSTON

arrives from

the Coast

KOLORAMA ENGINEER
SEE TELE BOW NE

on the Normandie
and ABBE
ERNEST

for England.
EMIL LUDWIC
DIMNET
are also sailing.

W. RAY JOHNSTON. Monogram
week.
delayed his arrival in New York

prexy, has
until next

ROBERT TAYLOR, LIONEL BARRYMORE, and
director JACK CONWAY, having completed
work on "A Yank At Oxford," new M-G-M
British made pix, sail for the U. S. on the
Queen
Mary tomorrow.
A. E. MEYER, sales manager of the International Projector Corp. is at the Independent
Owners of Ohio, Columbus convention.

Theater
JOHN STONE and his wife, he is 20th-Fox
associate producer of the "Charlie Chan" series,
'eave for the Coast today.

JOHN SLOAN, production manager at Warners, English studios, is scheduled to arrive in
January.
Hollywood Dec. 24, with return to England in

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, head of Paramount
Theater department, and AUSTIN KEOUCH,
Paramount general counsel, left last night on
the Century for Chicago, and will go from
there to Des Moines for the A. H. Blank dinner tomorrow night.

VIRGINIA VAN UPP, Paramount scenarist, is
due in New York for a vacation, and will also
go to Bermuda
for a short stay.
ABEM FINKEL, Warner writer, has returned
to Hollywood after New York vacation.

Executives of 20th-Fox are to g
a dinner for Francis
L. Har!1
United Kingdom manager, and I,
Miggins, European division manap
night of Jan. 3 at the Plaza Ho
New York.
Sidney R. Kent, 20
Fox president, Walter J. Hutch
son, general foreign manager, e
John D. Clark, general sales mi'
ager,
execs will
who top
will list
attend.of home
Kent ofl'
\
award to Miggins the Kent Dr
prize, which he won during recent
concluded sales drive.
A print
"In Old Chicago" will be shown
fore the dinner.

Cooper Leaving Sterling
Seattle, Wash. — Roy Cooper, gieral manager and secretary for <'
Sterling circuit, has resigned,
fective Jan. 1.

FRANK LLOYD, ace Paramount director,
leaves tonieht for Boston. He will preview
print of "Wells
Fargo"
there.
GLADYS SWARTHOUT arrives tomorrow from
New
Orleans.
BEN

BERN1E

is staying

at

the

Savoy

Plaza.

RONALD REACAN, Warner player, has left
the Coast for a personal appearance tour in
the middle west.
W. E. CALLAWAY, Warners' Coast sales
ness trip. has left the studio on a week's busimanager,
LEONARD G. LEONARD, production head for
Coronet Pictures, is in New York from the
Coast for a two weeks' stay.
RICHARD "RED" SKELTON after finishing
role in new RKO oicture is playing at the
Earle Theater
in Philly.
SOPHIE STEWART, co-star in "The Return
of the Scarlet Pimpernel." new London Films
pix, sails for England
today on the Aquitania.
MADELEINE CARROLL will entrain for the
Coast within a week to appear in new Wanger
picture.
FRANK McHUGH and his wife have delayed
their Coast
departure
until next week.
CLAIR HACUE
is in town from Canada.
IKE KATZ, Atlanta, Georgia exhibitor, is in
town at the Edison for a few days.
JOSErH SEIDELMAN, foreign sales manager
for Columbia, LEO BERCER. M-C-M central
European manager and PIERPONT MORCAN
HAMILTON, of Dufay Color, have arrived in
New
York
from
Europe.
WESLEY RUGGLES. S. C. SKOURAS, MR. and
MRS. JOHN LODER. LOUIS DREYFUS, British
producer, HENRY SHEREK, British director, and
JEAN
LEVY-STRAUSS,
of M-G-M,
sail today

17 DAYS
MORE!

X*
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WEINBERG TO STAY
WITH COLUMBIA

CfSION RESERVED
IPHILLY DUALS CASE

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

with I I II

int" and not a violation and, secly, that there is no evidence to
n conspiracy.
en Golder appeared for the plaina West Allegheny and Lehigh
ibitor, who stai-ted the test case
934.
here is no indication as to when
Circuit Court's decision may be
?cted.

C'olina Exhibitor Unit
Names Stevenson Prexy
(Continued from Page

1)

declined re-election after serv'for
A presentation to
uet 14
wasyears.
authorized.
;her officers named

were: H. R.

•y, Hartsville,
S. C, first-vice;
Wilson, Roanoke Rapids, secvice; Directors elected include:
!. Buchanan, Hendersonville; AlScottile, Charleston, S. C; R.
Bryant, Rockhill, S. C; W. H.
irix, Reidsville; J. F. Miller,
ory; H. F. Kincey, Charlotte;
V. Picquet, Pinehurst; Roy L.
e, Burgaw; J. E. Masse, Wayille; Boyd Brown, Winnsboro,
; George Parr, Lancaster, S. C;
[. Beddingfield, Charlotte; FulSams, Statesville and William
i, Gastonia.
lton C. Moore of Jacksonville,
president of Southeastern TheOwners Association, started the
argument the convention develwhen he sought support for a
ution of his organization favorn; Federal regulation by the ap>o ment of boards to consider comts of exchange men and exhibincey, Charlotte, Ed Kuykendall,
OA president and Ed Levy,
OA general counsel all protestly sort of Federal regulation on
round that the government was
npetent and any sort of federal
ference would be of a political
\?e, and costly to the industry.

• •
seen

•
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T
T
▼
ONE OF the smartest pieces of publicity writing we have
it is a booklet of some forty facsimile typewritten pages

titled "The Story of Great Entertainment" by Samuel Goldwyn
prepared for use in out-of-town papers in chapter form
basing its appeal on the story of a great Hollywood name, and the
behind-the-scenes flavor of picture making
▼
T
T
• • • WHAT MAKES this a smart piece of writing is the
manner in which Samuel Goldwyn has been presented to the
public
Mister Goldwyn is talking in the first person
he talks very simply
very humanly
very much as we
who know him personally find him
T
▼
▼
• •
•
ONE BIT describes how the boy actors who appeared in
the stage version of "Dead End" arrived from New York
they
refused to go to work with Director Wyler till they met Gary Cooper.
Miriam Hopkins and Greta Garbo
it seems they had promised
the gang back in New York that they would get the autographs of
these players
so Mister Goldwyn
produced
Gary Cooper
and
Miriam Hopkins for them
but he had to admit that he couldn't
get Greta Garbo. as he had never met her himself
and he wound
up by telling those kids that if they contacted Garbo. he would like
to have them introduce him to her
because he also wanted her
autograph
that, to us, is Smart Writing
it makes Sam Goldwyn a very human person to thousands of picture-goers who will read
that article in scores of newspapers everywhere
T
T
T
• •
•
BIG TIME
at the AMP A luncheon tomorrow at
the International Casino
the guest of honor will be James
W. Gerard, former Ambassador to Germany
during the World
War
other honored guests include Rudy
Vallee, Rosalind
Russell, Wallace Ford, Al Shean, Nick Lucas, Alexander

T

T

• •
•
OLD STORY
Broadway gent with Ideas clicks strong
in another town
Tommy Roylle, the Gotham dance director, has
walked into something big in Baltimore
where Ted Routson. general manager of the Hippodrome Theater there, decided to stage a
Baltimore Follies, sponsored by the two local newspapers, with local
talent exclusively in the cast
so Tommy Roylle was given the
job of producing the show, with a free rein to express his own ideas
crits who have watched the show are yelling that Roylle has
something
sen-say-shu-nal
a REAL
innovation in the production
of dancing and musical ensembles
when the show opens on December 17, it is predicted that movie scouts will witness the demonstration of that "something different" which is so essential to producing spectacular screen entertainment with new and novel slants
T
T
T

•est
|he

tt

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
8
William
S. Hart
Bryan
Foy
Wallace
Worsley
Paul Cavanagh
Fred Herkowitz

Daily to
birthday

• •
•
THAT LAD David Selznick is sure hitting 'em right
on the nose
"Nothing Sacred" goes into its third week at the
Music Hall starting tomorrow
the three-week record also
having been scored this year
Prisoner of Zenda" at the de
Educational talked last nite
sion student class at Hunter

«

«

«

by his "A
luxe spot.
before the
College on

»

Star Is Born" and "The
. . • Gordon White of
Motion Picture Extenadvertising in the films.

»

»

Brandt's Vaude
Experiment
Debuts Dec. 24 in Bronx
Brandt Circuit plans to inaugurate
its vaudeville experiment Dec. 24 at
the Windsor Theater, The Bronx,
William Brandt said yesterday. If
the move proves to be successful,
stage shows will be launched at the
Audubon, Washington Heights, and
in other theaters of the circuit as
quickly as public reaction appears
favorable.
Under present plans, Brandt said,
vaude will be presented seven days
a week with double features. Games
and giveaways will be eliminated in
houses in which vaude is placed.

UA Handling
United
Artists "Mayerling"
will distribute
"Mayerling" in the Philippine Island
territory as a result of a deal closed
by I. E. Lopert of Pax Film, Inc.,
and Arthur Kelly of UA.

Kirk-

land, Flora Campbell of "Many Mansions"
Imogene Coca,
June Sillman of the forthcoming stage musical
"Who's
Who''
with Leonard
Sillman,
the play's producer
Arthur
Kent and Ruth Bond, radio favorites

T

1)

Universal offer were met by Columbia officials, who conferred with
Weinberg yesterday and Monday
following the arrival of Abe Montague, Columbia general sales manager, from Hollywood.
Selection of another candidate for
the post refused by Weinberg was
placed squarely up to Blumberg by
J. Cheever Cowdin, senior executive
of Universal.
Until a late hour last night, Blumment. berg could not be reached for com-

SICK REPORT
Ed Finney, Grand National director of advertising and publicity and
producer of westerns, is expected
to return to his desk today following a two-day siege of grippe.
Dayton, 0.— Phil Semelroth of the
Semelroth Circuit, is in a local hospital, following injuries received in
an auto crash.
Betty Marks, secretary to Milton
Schwarzwald, is reported recovering in Jewish Memorial Hospital
from an emergency appendicitis operation performed this week.
Cleveland — Frank Boyd, American Seating Co.'s local sales representative, has graduated from
crutches and is now using a cane
to facilitate getting around with a
broken bone in his foot.
Oklahoma City— T. B. Noble, Jr.,
manager, State Theater here, is ill

with the flu.

Jersey City, N. J. — Morris Hatoff
of the Rialto managerial staff is
recovering from a severe cold.

\

First Lady
is the First Comedy

of the Land !%, iv

There's never been a story slant like this hilarious "inside" on
the gals who make the men who make the laws. It's written
by Katharine Dayton and none other than George S. Kaufman,
the never-wrong co-author of Td Rather Be Right', 'Stage
Door', fOf Thee I Sing', 'The Royal Family' and a dozen
more as successful. It was the big laugh of Broadway last season and is ready now to do as much for you, advertised by
<i

WARNER

BROS, and played to the hilt by a great cast!

d

She Has What It Takes To Take Washington!

KAY FRANCIS

Fi rs t Lady
in

_

with

PRESTON

FOSTER
VERREE

• ANITA

LOUISE

TEASDALE

• WALTER

• VICTOR

CONNOLLY

JORY

Directed by Stanley Logan • Screen Play by Rowland Leigh

g
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GILLMORE RESIGNS
AS EQUITY PREXY
(Continued from Page

1)

ica, parent theatrical body. He will
remain as head of AAAA.
The council is scheduled to hold
a special meeting on Dec. 17 to
consider the matter of appointing
a successor. Gillmore said that he
would serve until a new president
was named.
Paul Dulzell is held to be one of
those favored for the post, although
this is not assured. Dulzell has been
with Equity more than 18 years as
its executive secretary.
Since Equity was organized May
26, 1913, Gillmore, then one of the
outstanding leading men of the
American theater, has been active
in Equity affairs. He was elected
to the first council and has held
office ever since.

Sign or Face Court Fight,
SPA Publisher Ultimatum
(.Continued from

Page

1)

lishers giving them until 1 p.m.
today to sign a new pact or face
a court action to acquire a clarification judgment on all small
lights including those of Ascap.
Also scheduled for today is the
general meeting of the SPA membership at the Hotel Astor for the
purpose of determining whether the
SPA should make changes in its
by-laws (particularly Article IX)
which is the chief objection of the
publishers who are against signing
the new proposed form of contract.
The so-called Coast writers, who
have film contracts as well as the
music houses affiliated with film
companies, feel that they do not
have the same things in common
with the non-affiliated writers or
publishers. On the strength of the
latter situation, it is reported that
Jerome Kern and Sigmund Romberg lead wholesale resignations
from the SPA.
Romberg has been an official of
the SPA ever since it was organized. Other important writers reported as having resigned include:
Irving Berlin, Dorothy Fields, Gus
Kahn, Cliff Friend, Oscar Hammerstein 2nd, Dave Franklin and
others.
West Coast Bureau of THE

Opposes "JVur series9'

Youngstown, O. — A campaign to keep
theaters from becoming "cheap day
nurseries" was urged by Mrs. Christian
Gross of Columbus, state president of
the Ohio Motion ' icture Council, when
she spoke before the Institute of Photoplay Appreciation.
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Kent Unable to Keep Date
to Speak at Blank's Fete
{Continued from Page i)

learned yesterday. William Gehiing,
William J. Kupper, William J. Clark,
William Sussman and Harvey Day,
jof 20th-Fox will leave via special
be attached to the CommoJ car to dore
Vanderbilt this afternoon.
Clyde Eckhardt, 20th-Fox Chicago
manager, will entrain there. Earle
W. Hammons and Jack Skirball, of
Educational, and Jack Cohn, of Columbia, will also be aboard the Fox
car.
Those who will be passengers on
the special Paramount car attached
to the same train include: Sam
Spring, attorney; Carl Leserman,
Warner Bros.; Charles Reagan,
Paramount; J. J. Unger, Paramount;
Harry Royster and Leon Netter,
Paramount theater department;
Andy W. Smith, United Ai'tists; Sam
Dembow, National Screen Service;
Mike Vogel, Motion Picture Herald;
Nate Blumberg, Max Fellerman and
Ned Depinet, RKO.

DAILY

ATLAS SEEKS BROWN
AS RKO STUDIO HEAD?
(Continued from

Page

Reports of negotiations by Atlas
Corp. and Lehman Bros, seeking to
extend options on the remainder of
RCA holdings in RKO were officialterday.
ly confirmed for the first time yesExact terms of the impending
deal could not be officially told, but
it was stated on high authority that
six individual payments of one million dollars each would be spread
over five years following initial paytionment
date.before Dec. 31, option expiraOptions, officials disclosed, call for
purchase of 23^ p.c. of RKO common stock and 42 p.c. of ten-year
debentures for $6,000,000. Original
half of RCA holdings were purchas1935.ed for $5,000,000 in the Autumn of

Action Expected on UA Deal
at Today's Board Meeting
(Continued from Page

Appeal in Dallas Trust
Case May be Filed Today
(Continued from Page

1)

ment, said yesterday. George Wright,
Interstate attorney, is due in Dallas
from New York tomorrow and is expected to file the appeal immediately
upon his arrival. Phillips said, however, that Wright's office has the
notice of appeal and it may be filed
before Wright reaches Dallas.
Phillips pointed out that the case's
record will be sent to the U. S. Supreme Court but there is no way of
telling when it will be called for
hearing. A report from Dallas yesterday indicated that action may
take place late in May.

Warners' Lucky Strike Air
Show to Make Bow Tonight
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners' Lucky
Strike-sponsored radio show debuts
tonight over the NBC Red network,
with WEAF the New York outlet
at 10 p.m. EST. Broadcast calls for
a radio version of "It's Love I'm After", played by Bette Davis, Olivia
de Havilland, Basil Rathbone, Patric Knowles, Eric Stanley; Gary
Cooper in a dramatic skit, Rufe Davis in a comedy spot, and songs by
Dick Powell, emcee, and Rosemary
Lane. Leo Forbstein's ork will play.

Hollywood — Meeting of the western branch of the Songwriters'
Protective Ass'n to have been held
today to consider the question of
whether the life membership by-law
in constitution of the association
should be changed to require only a
25-year membership has been postponed inasmuch as Attorney H.
Reinheimer of New York, representing Jerome Kern, Sigmund
Romberg, Otto Harbach and Oscar
Cinecolor Dividend
Hammerstein 2nd, has quesCinecolor, Inc., will pay its initial
tioned the legality of life membership and contends an amendment dividend of 2l/2 cents next Friday, to
stockholders of record Dec. 6.
would also be illegal.

1)

early
November
of Sam
Briskin,
vice president in charge of production. Briskin had been offered a
three-year contract but declined.

1)

last night. Deal's actual closing,
however,
is still expected to have a
British setting.
On the eve of the UA board meeting, it backers
was reported
that Korda'sto
British
were attempting
urge Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks to accept a change in the
original cash offer.
According to the report, the British financial interests want Miss
Pickford and Fairbanks each to accept $1,500,000 in cash as payment
in full instead of $1,250,000 cash
and $750,000 in preferred stock.
Miss Pickford reportedly wants $1,250,000 cash and $750,000 worth of
preferred stock or $2,000,000 in
cash. On the other hand, Fairbanks
reportedly is agreeable to accepting
ment.
$1,750,000 in cash in full settle-

«REVI€UJ
"Checkers'
with Jane Withers, Stuart Erv
Una Merkel, Marvin Stephen

20th Century-Fox
7
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
STAR HAS A FIELD DAY IN AN I
VEHICLE, EXCELLENTLY
DIRECTS f
This is an ideal vehicle for the
little star and she has a field day inl
ing home two winners — a horse andT
Erwin, the latter for the hand

Merkel,
"Checkers'
the
stage Jane's
play, aunt.
but a new
and ho |
story by Lynn
Root and Frank
who also collaborated with Robert
and Karen
DeWolf on the screenp
Bruce Humberstone has done an e>
job of directing and has kept the i
sustained from the start.
John St:credit as associate producer.
Stuart
does splendid work as a racetrack f<!
whose love for horseflesh is so stroi
he does not propose to Una Merkel
Andrew
Tombes,
a scheming
sma I
banker,
tries to win her.
Una, I
Stephens,
a young
jockey, June (.1
Minor
Watson
and John Harringto I
in fine performances.
When
theii I
breaks
a leg in a claiming
race j
about to be shot, Jane persuades I
to return the claiming
price to H
ton, the buyer.

Jane, Erwin and St

take the horse to Una's ranch, an
the help of Watson, a dentist, who
a cast on the nag's leg, bring the
back in shape to race again.
Of
the horse wins the race, on which
is at stake, but only after Jane has
it astride an unentered horse. An a
twist at the end has Una winning
money on the race, with Erwin havin
$10 on the winner.
CAST: Jane Withers, Stuart Erwii
Merkel, Marvin Stephens, Andrew T
June Carlson, Minor Watson, John
rington, Spencer Charters, Francis F
CREDITS: Associate producer,
Stone; Director, H. Bruce Humbei
Authors, Lynn Root, Frank Fenton; S
play, Lynn Root, Frank Fenton,
Chapin, Karen DeWolf; Cameraman,
iel B. Clark; Editor, Jack Murray; K
Director, Samuel Kaylin; Art Dir
Bernard Herzbrun, Chester Gore;

I

I
I
■
*
■
■

■
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E. Clayton Ward, William H. Ander
Good.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGR. I

GoldenBureauas of Co-ordinati
THE FILM I

Washington

Court's Copyright Decision
Held Important to Screen
Holding for the first time that
copyright secured for any kind of
film, dramatic or documentary, includes exclusive right of exhibition,
United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the
circuit
has established ansecond
important
precedent,

Washington,
D. C.C. —Roper
Secrete)
Commerce
Daniel
ha
proved the request of George .<
Commissioner of the United ? *
Golden Gate Exposition Commit!
for the services of Nathan D. I
den as co-ordinator for the Fe i
motion pictures to be exhibit* •
the Exposition.
Golden is chi:j
the Motion Picture Section oil
Department of Commerce.
I
A Federal theater at the ExPj
tion for the exhibition of Fe'P
pix is proposed.

according to industry executives.
Opinion was handed down Monday
in affirmation of the piracy infringement judgment granted on Mar. 27
to Frederick Beck Patterson, plainJohnston Delays Return
tiff, against Samuel Cummins, CenKansas City— W. Ray John ■
tury Productions, Inc., Empire Laboratories, Inc., Richard Fiedler and Monogram head, is to delay hi e
Bob-Ed Theaters Corp.
turn to New York because ofjJ
ther business in the Midwest.

r
*
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LEWIS MILESTONE
Winner
award

of
for

Front"

The Western

All Quiet On
— Genuine

the 1930 Academy
his
direction
of

contribution

to

Powerful document against war.
direction by Lewis Milestone.
amazing

i.
in realism.

screen.
Masterly

Battle scenes

a
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THE 1930 FILM YEAR BOOK
"WITHOUT A DOUBT THIS IS THE MOST COMPLETE AND MOST
PRETENTIOUS OF ALL THE YEAR BOOKS YOU HAVE EVER PUT OUT.
IT COMPLETELY COVERS EVERY BRANCH OF THE INDUSTRY AND WILL
BE A GREAT HELP TO ANYONE WHO DESIRES INFORMATION AND
KNOWLEDGE

OF THE BUSINESS OR ANYONE

CONNECTED WITH IT."
JULES BRULATOUR.
FEBRUARY

19, 1930

\

HE 1938 FILM YEAR BOOK
»i Standard

I)D1

m\

Reference

Book

of

BROADWAY

the

Motion

Picture

Industry.

Bigger

and

Better

Than

NEW

Ever.

Now

YORK

in

Preparation.

CITY
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SLIM "POINTS" HOPES
ARE HELD BY MYERS
• ■: Pa u I I

A "JUM' fam "Ms

By RALPH WILK
title
role
of
HOLLYWOOD appeared
in the
Freund Asks Patent
/^ALLED one of the most impor- "Lightnin'."
tant developments in automatic
"Hymn to Santa Claus"
focusing in the past several years,
"A Hymn to Santa Claus," new
song
written
by Lew Pollack and
Karl Freund, veteran M-G-M directoi -cinematographer, has just ap- Sidney Mitchell as a theme for Holplied to the U. S. Patents Office for
lywood's annual Santa Claus Lane
recognition for the filming device festival, will get a world-wide introduction through a special Christmas
which he has just perfected after
"trailer" to be made for use in thelong time experimentation.
aters.
Freund, whose idea for simplifyThe song was originally intended
ing and speeding up focusing has
been a pet idea ever since he came only for local use, but after it was
at 20th Century-Fox studios,
from Europe where his camera tech- heard
nique for the old UFA company Pollack and Mitchell were asked for
in Germany won him international permission to use the tune on
repute in filming circles, was able Christmas trailers which are an annual feature in theaters throughout
to complete the invention on his re- the country.
cent trip to Vienna, where the speT
T
T
cial lenses required could be ground.
Col. Borrows
Jane Wyman
T
T
▼
Jane Wyman, borrowed from
It's aW.Bo>'
A son, Frank
Bacon 2d, was Warners, has been engaged by Columbia Pictures for the feminine
born to film director Lloyd Bacon
and Mrs. Bacon on Sunday night, lead in "Wide Open Faces," Joe E.
last. The proud daddy is the son Brown's starring picture, which
of Frank W. Bacon, stage actor, who Kurt Neumann is directing.

tors to pursue, and that is to press
for industry reforms by legislation
and litigation".
Myers, critical of the "point programs" suggested, asserted that
"they all contemplate voluntary relinquishment by the producer-distributors of rights enjoyed under
existing laws or of special privieconomic power"
leges derived
and that
"no from
method is suggested
whereby the points may be made to
prick the conscience of the distributors".
For an outline of the essentials of
an acceptable "concrete program of
exhibitor relief", Myers referred to
December, 1929, arbitration proposals of National Allied.
Discussing block booking, Myers
asserted all that can prevent the
eventual passage of the Neely-Pettengill bill is "the working out within the industry of plan which will
grant to exhibitors such degree of
selectivity as will enable them to
respond to the demands of their which would ordinarily bring it into
the 1938-39 release season).
patrons".
The problem of "undue theater exAs to "point programs" for the
pansion" challenges "the best brains industry, Myers, in conclusion, exin the business", Myers asserted,
pressed the view that "it is perfectadding that "something is to be
ly apparent that unless Sidney R.
done if the industry is to prevent Kent, or some other executive of a
a greater disaster than befell it be- major company of equal standing in
tween 1930 and 1934". Indies as
well as circuits were charged with producer and exhibitor ranks, undertakes personally to call a conferbuilding feverishly.
ence and head the movement, there
Solution of the "right to buy" is little likelihood that any program
problem would "relieve the growing of points will receive consideration".
prejudice against theater chains in Hence, he declared, "as the legislatures reconvene and the constituquarters outside the industry",
Myers affirmed. As to contract retional principles are clarified, exhibitors should be prepared to renew
vision, he said "Allied would like to
see a new, clearer, briefer standard activities in a more effective way
form, but not at the expense of
than ever before".
more important reforms".
Nathan Yamins, in his address,
Myers also touched on the matters advocated federal control of the film
of designated playdates, unfair al- business, and suggested some form
locations, non-delivery of pictures of police power to keep the great
and radio competition. Revealing economic power in the hands of the
that 20th Century-Fox would deliver film companies from crushing ex"In Old Chicago" to any holder of
hibitors. He advocated stronger nathe 1937-38 season contract regardless of the date of its release, Myers tions. tional and local exhibitor organizadeclared the company set "an examPete Harrison warned the exhibple for some of its competitors
itors of an acute shortage of picwhich, if followed, will do much to
tures and suggested that they
elevate the industry's standards to
their runs. Tax Coma plane commensurate with its great- spread out missioner
Wilkins warned that a
closer check would be made on reness".
(Twentieth-Fox will roadshow "In
ceipts to prevent chiseling, and that
Old Chicago", starting in January, exhibitors must make reports every
and anticipates such roadshowing month.
may continue beyond Aug. 1 next,
The exhibitors voted unanimously
against air shows, holding them injurious to the film industry.
Knight and a Star
Pete Wood touched upon the effort
Oslo, Norway (By Cable) — Sonja
Henie, film star, has been made a
being made to raise the admission
Knight of St. Olaf by King Haakon, it
tax exemption from 40 to 50 cents,
is announced here. The insignia will
be presented to her by a Norwegian
thus making possible an increase
consul, probably at San Francisco or
in admission prices. Eddie Golden,
Los Angeles. The Knightly Order of
Monogram sales manager, was unSt. Olaf was instituted in 1847 by
able to attend the convention which
Oscar I as a general order of merit,
both civil and military.
attracted 125 theater owners representing 300 theaters.

White

Named Film Buyer
and Booker for Skouras
(Continued from

Page

1)

trict managers, has been named
White's assistant. Fox is leaving
Skouras the latter part of this month
to become assistant to Universal's
new president, Nate Blumberg.

'A' House Pacts Signed
New Haven, Conn. —
nedy, business agent
273 of Motion Picture
cluding New Haven,

Matthew Kenfor Local No.
Operators, inAnsonia and

Derby,concluded
reports that
all "A" for
houses
have
agreements
the
next three years. An increase of
$4 for the first year, $3 for the second, and $2 for the third has been
negotiated. "B" and "C" house
pacts
to be concluded
within are
the expected
next week.

Cardinal at Premiere
Boston— William Cardinal O'Connell, Archbishop of Boston, will attend the U. S. premiere showing of
"Monastery" at the Fine Arts Theater tomorrow. Pix, which is released by World Pictures Corp., is
dedicated, with permission, to Cardinal O'Connell. The opening night
at $10 per seat, which is a tribute
to Father Michael J. Ahearn, technical adviser and narrator of the
film, has been completely sold out.

SMPt
West

Coast

to Hear Papers

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Pacific Coast section
of the SMPE will meet at Sunset
Arbor Cafe auditorium tomorrow to
hear four outstanding papers delivered at the recent New York convention.

WE COUNT ON YOUi
TO DO YOUR SH
i ( ontinued from

Page
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come around and let you know
it. But the Relief Committee
them.
Some are in very des
need.
Make it a point to shoot
check to the Committee
That's the spirit! Make a n
your desk memo pad to send i
out
needn't
be
rassedfail.
if theYou
amount
is smalle
you'd like to send. We kno\
your charity budget covers
of other causes. But the Ca
Our Own Crowd is somethii
look.
are sure you don't want to
Is your name on this Honor
Jack
Aiicoate
Don Mersereau
Chester B. Bahn
Cresson
E. Smith
Edward McNamee
L. J. Schlaifer
Sid Weiss
Toby
Gruen
Ceorge
Dembow
Ned
E. F. Depinet
Charles
Richard

C.Brady
Moskowitz

Gilbert Golden
Rube Jackter
Leon Bamberger
Harry
Gold
George Barnett
Moe Streimer
Max
A. Cohen
H. D. Buckley
Paul Lazarus
Arthur
W. Kelly
M. J. Weisfeldt
A. J. Moeller
Anonymous
Charles
Alicoate
A. J. Dash
Jack Harrower
Frances Gross
Joseph A. McConville
Jay Emanuel Pub.
Emanuel Silverstone
Reuben Samuels
George
Borthwick
Irving Samuels
Jean H. Lenauer
Norman C. Nicholson

K. C.

H. J. Ochs
Kenneth Anesei
Paul N. Lazarus

William A. Do
Quigley Public
Winfield
Andn
Mollis Kennaha
Wm.
Fergus
GeorgeR. Cerhar(
Davis Weshncr
Anne
Dennis linger
R. Sm;
Lester J. Sack
Harold F. Henc
S. C. Einfeld
S. K. Kohler
Ceorge
Morris
Lester Pollock
H. J. Yates
Alan E. Freedi
John A. Schw;
Bill La Porres
Jerome
J. Cohi(
Jack Clucksm.
Joseph R. Vog
Alan F. Cumn
Albert Margoli
W. H. Clark
C. C. Pettiioh
Rutgers Neilso
Gabriel Hess
William F. Ba
Benjamin W.
Dave O'Malley
Budd Getschal
Joe Weil
Douglas
D. R<

Journal-Post Agai

Holds "10 Best" Co
Kansas City, Mo. — Lowell
ranee, motion picture editor
Kansas City Journal-Post, is
sponsoring a contest for lota
ers in connection with The
Daily selection of the year's
pictures.

Enters Trailer Field

Cincinnati — Lee Goldberg
Feature
Rights
has
secure
agency for Theater Trailer S
for Ohio, Kentucky and Ter.
marking the advent of BFR
trailer biz.

WB Seeks Rockett*

West Coast Bur., THE FILM PA
Hollywood — Warner Bros, is negoj
chorus
at the
City famous
Music i*
Rockettes,
the Radio
ing to sign
New York, to work in "Cold Dif
in Paris,"
musical.
«•
choff.
who the
willbig
produce,
plansSamtofl
the picture in work the first weeM
January, with Rudy Vallee in a IH
ing role.

M

Don't Procrastinate —Send
hmate

That Relief Fund Check *

in Character

ternarional in Scope
Jependent
in Thought
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i/rcf, Scophony Showing Large-Sized Television Pictures

\ DEAJTCOLLAPSES; GJANNINI STAYSlS PREXY
taster Exchange Pact to be Drafted at Meet Tuesday
Pix vs. Radio
. . Vincent's thesis
■— By CHESTER B. BAHN
!NG the situation from the comparae safety of the editorial sidelines, it
that the most persuasive comment
e films versus radio controversy to
was made
the other day by Walter
the MPTOA's
Int,
rer. theater operator and
The
in substance:
erved Vincent
im arising from the studio-produced
ercial broadcasts eventually will solve
anding the thesis, he points out that
broadcasts are not entertaining, the
on theater businses will be slight,
f entertaining,
the producers
stand
;e through
the certain shrinkage
of
htage returns.
In either event, Vin\concludes, the broadcasts
likely will
out.
tainly, that seems
to make sense.
o
1AY be accepted
as fact that the
ributor is as sensitive to receipts as
*nhibitor. If the latter, playing a per?e picture, takes in less at the b.o.
e night that a studio show is on the
he return to the distributor will rethe drop — definitely.
i! exchange may be counted upon to
]' to the home office, and the home
to place the report where it will get

and contents
"yours received
Bthan
attention.
er all, the sum paid to the studio by
ommercial
sponsor is just a drop in
roverbial bucket when compared with
.rentage picture's earnings.
for yourself.

So figure

ENTHETICALLY, from the broad inJStry standpoint there are well-deadvantages in the studio air program
For one thing, it permits the studio
ercise some control over the air acs of their players . . . and the adlity of such control must be obvious,
nother, it logically may be expected
to I suit in some concentration of this

I

lied film-radio "opposition" to films.
if radio is really wise, it will proto develop its own talent.
Security
rcely to be gained by relying upon a
il competitor.

Majors
and
Unionists
Write National WageHour Agreement

Sales managers of eight major
companies will meet next Tuesday
afternoon at 1 o'clock in the Warner Brothers Building, 321 West 44th
St., with Louis Krause and John
Gatelee of IATSE and representatives of several exchange locals, to
{Continued on Page

4)

SEE PARTIAL RELIEF
IN MPTOA PROGRAM
The MFTOA's
plan but
offersit
some
relief to 10-point
exhibitors
doesn't go deep enough into exhibitor problems, Nathan Yamins, president of Allied States, said yesterday in New York. However, Yamins said he was ready and willing to
(Continued

on

Page

Thanhs — So Much!

to

10)

Fabian Testimonial Monday
is Expected to Draw 400

j
1
|
I
1

Move

To you gents with a heart who have
responded to the annual appeal for
funds to replenish the Relief Fund, the
Committee says gratefully: "Thank
you!" A lot of you fellows are getting ready to kick in with your contrib, we know. Why not do it today?
The Fund Drive closes on Christmas.
Time's short.
Let's go!

GOL. DROPPING PLANS
TO DO B'WAY PLAYS
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
— Columbia
Pictures'
plans
to produce
three plays
on
Broadway this season have been discarded, according to reliable sources
here.
Although Columbia announced approval of terms of the new Dramatists Guild contract, it was recalled
(Continued

on Page

10)

to Cut Purchase

Blamed;
West

Coast

Price

Merger Proposals Expected

By RALPH
Bureau
of THEWILKFILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ■ The Goldwyn-Korda
deal for the purchase of United
Artists control collapsed here last
night.
Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander
Korda failed to exei-cise their option to take over the holdings of
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford in United Artists.
The announcement was made follow(Continued
on Pageof 7)stockhold"
ing the annual
meeting

PETTIJOHNlSBLANK
DINNER TOASTMASTER
Des Moines — C. C. Pettijohn, of
New York, general counsel of the

Marking Time on Naming
MPPDA, will be toastmaster at the
of Sales Aide to Scully A. H. Blank 25th anniversary ban-

quet tonight, to be attended by 300
picture executives and inNo appointment as assistant sales motion dustry
affiliates.
manager of Universal will be named
Barney
Balaban,
presAlbany— Four chartered planes as for several days, Nate J. Blumberg,
. (Continued
on Paramount
Page 8)
well as a special section of the New new "U" president, said yesterday
York Central's Commodore Vander- as he departed for Des Moines to
bilt will bring film industry execs. attend the A. H. Blank dinner. Blum- Whitney Says Selznick
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 4)

I

Signing Within 10 Days

British Televising Large-Sized Pix
With Marked Clarity and Brilliance
Martin G. Smith Renamed
President of Ohio's ITO
Columbus, O.— Martin G. Smith of
Toledo was re-elected to the presidency of the ITO of Ohio at the closing session of the annual convention here yesterday.
Smith, in his convention message,
had indicated his expectancy of re(Continued on Page 8)

David O. Selznick in all probability will close his pending Metro deal
"within the
next on10 Page
days",
it was
(Continued
4)

Solicitous Bandits
London (By Cable) — Development
of commercial television takes a
giant's stride forward here as the
result of remarkable progress disclosed by Baird and Scophony.
Both are showing large-sized pictures on screens eight by six feet
and six by five feet, respectively,
with market clarity and brilliance.
Gaumont British, it was learned
(.Continued on Page 4)

Monroe, Mich. — Bandits who looted
the Family Theater here and fled with
$3,000, representing its receipts and
those of the co-owned Dixie, were
solicitous of their victims' comfort. In
turn as they arrived, Clarence Sheldon,
janitor, Albert Carley, electrician; Lester Clark, meter reader; C. A. McFarlane, carpenter; Arline Barr, secretary,
and Joseph R. Denniston, manager, were
bound, their mouths taped, placed on
the floor and thoughtfully provided with
a pillow apiece for their heads.

m

m
Maw

to Fill Metro Buffalo

Exchange
Vo!
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St. Louis County Moves
To Enforce Licensl

Bernie Set to Manage

Permanently

Ralph W. Maw, who has been the
acting manager of M-G-M's Buffalo
exchange, will fill the post permanently it was learned yesterday. E.
K. "Ted" O'Shea, former Buffalo
manager, will take over the reins of
William A. Scully, eastern district
manager, who becomes Universal
sales manager
appointment hasJan.
not 1.
yet O'Shea's
been made
permanent but it is expected that
an announcement to that effect will
be made shortly.

Steiner Syndicate Plans
Indie Newsreel Circuit
Announcement was made yesterday that Joseph Steiner, veteran film
man, and a syndicate of which he
is a member, will open a new short
subjects and newsreel theater at 219
West 34th St., opposite Pennsylvania
Station. House is to be an independent enterprise and the first of
a circuit of such theaters which the
syndicate intends establishing here
and in other cities. Brokers in the
deal were Al Strauss and Ben Thanhauser. Premises, it was said, will
have a second entrance on 35th St.

Standing Com. to Tackle
Proposal for Two Quotas

Selznick

Agency's

Office

Herman Bernie has joined Myron
Selznick agency as general manager
of New York office, it was announced
yesterday. The new office in the
International Building', Radio City,
opens next
effective Jan.Thursday.
1. Both Deal
Bernieis and
Danny Winkler, Selznick aide, denied
that Bernie's clients would be
merged with the Selznick accounts.
Bernie will manage office, but will
handle his own clients separately, it
was stated. Selznick goes to the
Coast today, and Winkler stays here
until the first of February.

Labor Booth
WantsStatute
"Full Enactment
Crew"
Albany — The executive Council of
the New York State Federation of
Labor yesterday passed resolutions
advocating support of legislation at
the 1938 session of the State Legislature to require a "full crew" of
motion picture operators in projection rooms, and to make stockholders in theaters liable to employees
for wages.

State Cool to St. Louis
Local Sales Tax Proposal

St. Louis — Governor Stark is cool
London (By Cable)— The Parlia- to the suggestion of Mayor Dickmentary Standing Committee en- mann that this city be permitted to
gaged in whipping the Films Bill levy a local sales tax for unemployment relief. Legislative action
into final form will discuss the septoday. arate quotas proposal at its session would be required, and Dickmann
urged a special session of the State
John Maxwell, Charles M. Woolf, General Assembly.
Isidore Ostrer and Herbert Wilcox
are strongly opposed to the proposal and are sending a protest to KRS, CEA Will Confer
the Board of Trade.

St. Louis — Discovery that i
the 22 pix houses in St. Louu
ty have been operating under
license has resulted in Counb
notification to their owners
one pronto. Fee is $50 for
with less than 500 seats, $
those with more.

Glazer to Make Si
West Coast Bureau of THE

I- 1 1 V,

Hollywood — Six producti
be made by Benjamin Gla;
Warner Bros, during the yeai
Glazer is now developing h
story, the title of which has
yet been determined.

"Green Fields" Book.
Additional bookings for
Fields," first of the Yiddish
produced by Collective Film
ers, Inc., include the Rio, Co
land, Boro Park, Apollo, Delat
Elsmire of the Loew circuit,
has booked it for the Yorktow
town and Empire.

NBRMP

Elects Tw

National Board of Review
tion Pictures announces the
of the Rev. John F. Kelly
Church of the Transfigi
Brooklyn, and of John M.
ran, principal of the Samuel
den High School, Brooklyn,
General Committee of the B
West

Alperson
on Coast
Bureau
of THE
FILM

Coast

Hollywood — Edward L. Ai
president of Grand National,
yesterday after several wee!
lay caused by business in Nev
Alperson is to make his he<
ters here.

on Film Rental Dispute

Montedoro

Lectures

London (By Cable) — Chances for
Marco Montedoro, Radio City Mu- a settlement of the film rental controversy yesterday were deemed
sic Hall head designer, lectured at
Fashion Academy, Rockefeller Cen- brighter.
ter, yesterday. His subject was
The KRS and the CEA are getting together on rentals, and an
World's Fair theatrical design
trends.
early conference is expected.

COmMG

ADD GOIHG

BARNEY BALABAN. Paramount president, has
stopped over in Des Moines for Blank dinner
tonight, and will arrive in New
York Saturday.
W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram president,
has also delayed his eastern trip to attend
he A. H. Blank
dinner
at Des Moines.
EDWARD L. ALPERSON. Grand National
-resident,
arrived
in Hollywood
yesterday.
FRANK PHELPS, executive in charge of lab->r relations for Warners, leaves the home
"'fice today for a trip through New York
State and Ohio, returning early next week.
MRS. LOUIS B. MAYER is staying at the
'herry Netherland.
STUART F. DOYLE, Australian film exec, arrives here tomorrow
on the Washington.
MANNY SEFF, Hollywood scripter, has arr:ved in New York from the Coast.
DOUGLAS D. ROTHACKER, accompanied by
MRS. ROTHACKER, leaves tomorrow on a six
weeks'
vacation
to Mexico
and California.

IRVING
night for

SHAPIRO
Boston.

of World

Pictures left last

V. I. VERLINSKY. president of Amkino Corporation distributors of Soviet films, sailed
on the Normandie
trip to the USSR.

for a two months' business

CAS'ER
RFARDON.
Coast
yesterday.

harpist, arrived from the

DERRICK de MARNEY, English actor, cance'led his passage on the Aquitania, and
sails on the Queen
Mary next week.
W. R. COSDEN. dancer who appeared in
new
RKO
picture, is back
in New
York.
SABIN W. CARR. one of the "Harlem On The
Prairies"
is en route to New York
from
the producers,
Coast.
WILLIAM KEIGHLEY, Warner directcr, arrived in New York from the Coast yesterday,
and will make his headquarters at the Waldorf
until he goes to Florida.
BRUNO
FRANK has returned to the Coast.

. . . Save 255
Now — -"Fare and a half" on round'
excursions
over the Lindbergh
I
Bringing air travel down to the
general cost range of other form:
transportation, these new TWA
r
permit
everyone
who travels — to
. . . Excursions begin on Saturday
Monday; are effective for 15 days;
apply on ...any Fly
schedule,
turning
TWA, anyon da;,
the
tion's finest planes — you save valu
hours,
corr
mentary even
mealsdaysen and
route TWA's
and rigid
dollars.
«
tipping" rule, save you many e: t
COMPARE
THESE
SAVIN
New York
2 OneExcur- V
to
Way Fares sion Si
Los Angeles $299.90
$224.92 $7.
Chicago
89.90
67.42 Z
For Information Call TWA
Times Square Office, Paramount Buil
Tel. MUrray Hill 6-1640
70 E. 42nd St., Tel. MUrray Hill 6-1
or any Hotel, Travel Bureau, Po.i]
Telegraph
or Western
Union Offic\\

rrww

V

AN UNUSUAL
BOX-OFFICE
ATTRACTION!

u

PERSONALITY PARADE

99

A Unique Short Subject

Released by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to a waiting public of Fidler
fans, estimated to be one of the largest audiences in America
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WILL DRAFT MASTER
EXCHANGE PACT TUES.

DAILY

-S
ING
SHOW
ISIONLARGE
PIGTl
TELEV
(.Continued from

H tinned from Page 1)

formulate a master agreement governing both the question of wages
mid hours for film exchange employees nationally.
The now agreement will take the
place of the temporary pact which
was effected last Spring and expired several weeks ago.

Whitney Says Selznick
Signing Within 10 Days
(Continued from Page 1)

with
▼
•

•

•

screen has
and Grand

AS

DELIGHTFUL

seen
Duchess

PHIL
▼

an

"Tovarich"
who became

M.

DALY

▼

example

oi

smart

comedy

the story of the Russian
butler and maid respectively

Warner

Marking Time on Naming
of Sales Aide to Scully

the other exhibs' audiences echoing the phrase when

(Continued from Page 1)

berg said there was no hurry about
making the appointment. Louis
Weinberg, Columbia circuit sales
manager, rejected the post Tuesday.
Both Blumberg- and William A.
"U's" genis to become
whomanager
Scully,
eral sales
Jan. 1, have been
contacting the company's leading exchanges by telephone, it was reported vesterdav.

Charlotte, Atlanta Biz
Reported Off 15-30 P.C.
Theater business in the Charlotte
and Atlanta territories is off 15 to
.'50 p.c, according to Ike Katz, independent exchange and theater owner
of Atlanta, who is in New York with
his brother, Harry.
Katz said yesterday that the low
price of cotton and the below-normal
employment in the southern cotton
mills have had a disastrous effect
on theater grosses. Business is off
25 to 30 p.c. in the Charlotte area
and 15 to 20 p.c. in the Atlanta territory, Katz said.
The Katz brothers are here to buy
pictures for their exchange.

\RTHJ5
wishes from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER

Douglas
Mark

room

breathe
T

TREAT!"

this choice

it's
is flashed on the screen
offering of Gracious Comedy
a dainty dish to set before any audience
filled with choice
morsels
fine sentiment
a charming
love story
comedy that bubbles and sparkles
comedy that is not too
subtle for the crowd
a very human
story
an expert
blending of writing, directing and acting
T

T

T

•

• • COMMITTEE formed yesterday at the Hotel Astor by theater owners of New York on behalf of the Federation of Jewish Charities alter pledging their own support for the annual campaign,
the theater owners present arranged a meeting to be held next Wednesday at the Astor theater at 10 a.m.
managers
and assistant
managers of theaters will be invited to attend
plans will be outlined for their active participation in the campaign
speakers at
yesterday's meeting were Judge Algernon
Bernstein and Harry Brandt
speakers
ing will include in addition to the above
vice-chairmen of the New York division
Schenck, Leo Spitz
T
T

I. Nova, Paul Moss, David
at next Wednesday's meetMajor Albert Warner
are Jack Cohn. Jsoeph M.

Daily to
birthday
J. Dowling
Sprotte

Bank Night Ruled lllega
Frankfort, Atty.-Gen'l's
By Ky. Ky. — Joining thC
bank night procession of
Kentucky has ruled the ga
legal, opinion being given by
tant Attorney General J. K.
to Sam Levin, St. Louis at'
Opinion was based on the p
that the bank nights consti
gift enterprise and other el>
of a lottery in that they 1
prize,
a chance and a considi
involved.

United Artists Circuit
Earnings to Show
Annual report of United
Theater Circuit will show
crease in earnings over last
figures, it was learned yes
The percentage of increase v
revealed. The report, which v
pected to be completed this
has been delayed but probab
be released next week.

Studio Club Staging I
W est

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Hollywood — Elmer Rice's
sellor at Law" is to be preset
the Universal Studio Club wi
ian Blaustein and Edward Mu
ducing and Paul Huston as d

SICH REP0R1

T

with
the Railway
Express
Company
by
production. "Wells Fargo"
starting the
the express company will unfurl a national
its entire fleet of 10,000 trucks throughout

Merritt Crawford, Grand
al publicity man, is ill at hi
40 Lincoln PI., Brooklyn.
H
pectedweeks.
back
at his desk ii
two

the nation, bannered with a special "Wells Fargo" poster
these moving billboards will remain on the trucks for several
weeks
in addition, special 25 by 33 inch window cards in
color bearing a picture of a pony express rider and modem
Railway Express service, carrying copy on the production, are
ready for theater fronts
special giveaway folders ivill be
available to exhibs at all Paramount exchanges

Ed Finney, Grand Nations
ducer and ad and pub chief,
return to his desk yesterday
ing an attack of grippe.
He
pected to resume his duties U

• •
•
TIE-VP
Paramount for their
day after Christmas,
poster campaign on

T

T

•
OVERFLOW
CROWD
expected at AMPA
luncheon
today
at International Casino
James W. Gerard, Rudy Vallee and
Rosalind
Russell
head
the honor
guests
others
scheduled
to
appear are Wallace Ford, Al Shean, Nick Lucas, Alexander Kirkland,
Flora Campbell, Imogene Coca, June Sillman, Leonard Sillman, Arthur

9

Fairbanks, Jr. Edward
Hamilton
Bert
R. M. Blumcnthal

ecstatically: "A
T
T

1

the

Prince
in the

• •
•
THAT'S THE complete and all-inclusive summation
o.l the delights of "Tovarich" in two words
A Treat
and there will be thousands of femmes in your audiences and

•

zJ<j®>
Best
the

projection

T

ktfpu.

as

home of the banker in Paris"
nothing more debonair or suave has
been portrayed in films than the butler of Charles Boyer
we cannot recall any feminine part that tops the maid of Claudette Colbert for
sheer charm and bewitching
grace
ihey played royalty with a
with a tongue-in-cheek manner
regal air in lowly stations in life
and a light comedy touch that made some femme observer in the

said here yesterday
by John
Hay
•Mock"
Whitney,
chairman
of the
Selznick-International board.
Whitney said his Coast advices
were to the effect that the discussions there were "progressing satisfactorily", with the primary contract
drafted.

Pain

yesterday,
is considering
i
television in some theaters.
Scophony, it is said, will
equipment ready for newsre«
aters
months.and small film houses ir

•

Kent, Ruth Bond. . . • Mel Heyman of the M-G-M pub dep't has a
second dotter, who arrived at the Presbyterian Hospital yesterday,
named Barbara Ann

«

•:< «

»

»

»

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Hollywood — Martha Rayi
has been suffering from lar
for a week left yesterday foi
Springs in the hope that the;
ailment.
sun and air would aid in cur'
San Antonio, Tex. — Miss
Kryzvosinsky, Palace Theatei
ier, is given an even chance
cover
from
auto
injuries i
Santa
Rosa
Hospital.
Tom
also an Interstate
Theater
employee and driver of the l
which
Miss
Kryzvosinsky w
jured, suffered only bruises.
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NO...NO... BUT DEFINITELY NO . . .
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AND
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Adolph Zukor presents

Carole Lombard • Fred MacMurray • John Barrymore

"TRUE CONFESSION"

a wesley ruggles production with UNA MERKEL • LYNNE OVERMAN • PORTER HAL
EDGAR KENNEDY • produced by albert lewin • directed by wesley ruggle
SCREEN PLAY BY CLAUDE

BINYON

• BASED

ON

A PLAY BY LOUIS VERNEUIL

AND

GEORGES

BERR • A PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

HP
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A DEAL COLLAPSES;

RE-ELECTED

(.Continued from Page

1)

s which lasted three hours and at
hich Dr. A. H. Giannini was reected president of United Artists
id chairman of the Board of Dictors. Had the option been excised, Giannini would have withawn from the presidency.
The following formal statement
Goldwyn and Korda was given
|it late last night:
"Owing
to insurmountable
legal
mplications, we have decided not
exercise our option for the purase of three units of United
itists Corporation stock owned by
ary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks
id Charles Chaplin and accordingaie returning the option today."
Chief reason for the collapse of
le deal is reported to have been
e refusal of Miss Pickford and
iirbanks to each accept less than
,750,000 cash for their holdings
ithough Goldwyn and Korda were
I'epared to pay each one of them
1,500,000.
It is believed the majority memir owners will seek to have United
Irtists merged with either Paraount or RKO Radio Pictures. Hower, it is thought that Chaplin will
isist that United Artists make no
ich deal and will maintain the
and he took a few years ago
|hen he blocked the proposed mergof United Artists and M-G-M.
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TO PRESS PLAN
FILfSIS STOA
FOR FED. REGULATION
"Partners of the

REVIEWS Of HEW
"Dinner
at the Ritz"
Annabella,
Paul Lukas, David Niven

with

20th Century-Fox

60 Mins.

JUMBLED MELODRAMA IS TOO INVOLVED AND LACKING DEFINITE PURPOSE TO SCORE.
A British production from the New World
program, this one falls in the programmer
classification with a very confusing script
and indifferent acting of a meller plot
that cannot be saved by its ritzy atmosphere. Annabella is starred. Her father
is a continental banker who is shot by a
financier of Paris when he discovers the

with William Boyd, Harvey
Russell Hayden
Paramount-Sherman

Clark,
68

Mins.

Plains"

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
TOP-NOTCH
HOPALONG
CASSIDY
MAKES COMEDY THE KEYNOTE OF INTERESTING PLOT.

Comedy is the keynote of this top-notch
Hopalong Cassidy. The beautiful scenery,
gun play, hard riding, action and other
qualities which characterize the Hopalongs
are well interwoven into an interesting
latter's complicity in a big financial plot, and with a lot of laughs the picture
swindle. Later Annabella meets David
Niven, and they fall in love. The girl is is one of the most entertaining of the series. The story is quite a bit different
employed by a big jeweller to go to Monte
Carlo and sell jewels by a clever scheme. from the usual western, villainy is more or
All the time she is masquerading as a less minor, instead the plot is a battle in
Spanish emigre, on the trail of the swindler which a strong-willed, spoiled, beautiful
and his gang who did away with her father young lady and a determined cowboy with
a mind of his own battle it out to subdue
and tried to make it appear a suicide.
The plot shifts to England, and aboard a one another. In the meantime, love gets
yacht where there is a lot of scurrying mixed into the proceedings and the male
around and much excitement to no definite comes out the winner. William Boyd's
purpose. Finally in a very meller climax (Hopalong) role calls for a lot of dramatic ability which he puts over in the same
the girl and the hero (David Niven) man- sure manner that he uses his guns and
age to straighten everything out, save the
jewels, expose the gang that remains after rides his horse. When there are laughs
one or two have been bumped off by each to be had Bill knows how to get them,
other, and so the happy ending. It is all too. Gwen Gaze gives a very good performance as the girl, who at last admits
very confusing and of little entertainment
she's willing to take orders from Hopalong
value any way you look at it.
and like it. A good share of the comedy
CAST: Annabella, Paul Lukas, David is entrusted to Harvey Clark, who puts
Niven, Romney Brent, Francis L. Sullivan, over the lines for good returns. Russell
Stewart Rome, Norah Swinburne, Tyrell
Davis, Frederick Leister, William Dewhurst, Hayden does nicely as Hopalong's sidekick
and the rest of the cast consisting of HilVivienne Chatterton, Ronald Shiner.
da Plowright, John Warburton, Al Bridge,

CREDITS: Producer, Robert T. Kane; DiThat any attempt by British inrector, Harold D. Schuster; Screenplay, Roests to reduce the purchase price
land Pertwee, Romney Brent; Cameraman,
' the option figure was certain
fail was first exclusively revealed Philip Tannura.
The Film Daily on Oct. 25. At
DIRECTION, Poor. PHOTOGRAPHY,
at time it was authoritatively Good.
ated that the $6,000,000 purchase
ice must be fully met and that
.rgaining was "out." The reported Academy Awards Committees
:ort to lower the price came as
Named; Banquet March 3
late development in the deal and
le not anticipated in New York, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lose close to the situation here
Hollywood — Annual Academy
id concerned themselves with tax
banquet will be held March 3 with
id legal problems and were in- the general awards committee constent that no "hitch" had desisting of Frank Capra and Howard
loped.
Estabrook representing the Academy; Alan Mowbray, Larry Steers
and Regis Toomey representing the
Post Leaving Powers
Screen Actors Guild; George Cukor,
Harry A. Post, vice-president of Rowland D. Lee and Irving Pichel
ilebrity Productions, Inc., and an of the Screen Directors Guild;
ncer and director in charge of David O. Selznick, H. M. Warner
mncial and related matters in and Darryl Zanuck representing the
her corporations organized by Pat producers; Bernard Herzbrun, Vic>wers during the past 14 years, is
tor Miller and Major Nathan Levinsigning about Jan. 15. His most son the technicians; Claude Binyon,
imediate plan is a brief vacation, Oscar Hammerstein 2nd and Dwight
;st in several years.
Taylor the Screen Writers.
Screen Actors Guild will be asked
to work out a voting system for
unphy to Para. Home Office acting awards. It is expected that
?rt Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY with all organizations represented
Hollywood — J. Christopher Dun- 15,000 ballots will be cast instead
y will leave his position as as- of the usual 1,000. All productions
itant to Adolph Zukor on Jan. 1 released during 1937 will be on the
d will depart for New York to as- ballot with 10 pictures to be nominated from which number the best
me duties at the Paramount home
ice.
picture will be selected.

Al Hill, Earl Hodgin and John Beach perLesley in
Selander's
shows form
hisadmirably.
capabilities
handling direction
comedy
as well as action, thrills and suspense development. The screenplay and dialogue
were Harrison Jacobs'. Harry Sherman has
given the piece the high-grade production
which is so noticeable in these pictures.
Eugene Strong served as production manager, and the noteworthy photography was
the work of Russell Harlan.
CAST: William Boyd, Harvey Clark, Russell Hayden, Gwen Gaze, Hilda Plowright,
John Warburton, Al Bridge, Al Hill, Earl
Hodgin, John Beach.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman;
Production Manager, Eugene Strong; Director, Lesley Selander; Author, Clarence
E. Mulford; Screenplay, Harrison Jacobs;
Cameraman, Russell Harlan, ASC; Editor,
Robert Warwick; Art Director, Lewis
Rachmil; Sound, Earl Sitar.
DIRECTION, Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Noteworthy.

Steadman Heads Union
Youngstown, O. — Officers and
members of the executive board of
the
Picture here
Operators'
Union
388 Motion
were elected
as follows:
Joseph M. Steadman, president;
Earl Hartman, business agent, secretary, and financial secretary; and
besides these two the executive
board includes Edward Collins, C.
H. Steadman, Albert Amerhein, and
Ollie Myers.

Pinehurst, N. C. — Although rebuffed by execs, of the MPTOA at
the convention of the Theater Owners of North and South Carolina,
Inc., here, President Milton C.
Moore of the Southeastern Theater
Owners Association told The Film
Daily that his organization will
press its proposal for Federal regulation of the pix industry through
the medium of complaint boards.
The STOA resolution was adopted at its recent Birmingham, Ala.,
convention, and Moore appeared before the Carolina meeting to ask
support from individual theater
owners.

SPA To Sue to Establish
Ownership of Their Songs
At the meeting held yesterday at
the Hotel Astor by the Songwriters' Protective Ass'n, it was decided to take court action immediately
in an effort to get a decision on
who actually owns the rights to
compositions as administered by the
Music Publishers' Protective Ass'n
and the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers.
The former organization has been
issuing licenses for electrical transcription and motion picture synchronization rights and Ascap the
performing rights.
After the meeting Irving Caesar,
president of the SPA, stated that
despite the resignations on the
Coast, the SPA would go ahead and
once and for all have a legal adjudication and clarification of the
writers' status and ownership in
songs after having placed them with
a publisher. Whether or not the
publishers agree to a pact, or definitely decide to stick with Ascap
at least until 1950, one important
publisher would be served today
through John Schulman of the
Arthur Garfield Hays offices. This
will be the first suit, and among
the items in the complaint will be
the request that the 10 per cent
deducted by the MPPA be returned
on a retroactive basis on all transcription and movie synchronization
license fees.
Included in the open break between song writers and publishers
is the intention of the writers not
to co-operate with the publishers
on copyright matters. From now
on they will seek a copyright measure of their own, or back one that
is intended for their sole interest.

Defer Plagiarism Trial

Trial of the $1,000,000 plagiarism
suit brought by Mort Eisman, Clara
Dellar and Robert Lewis Shayon
against Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., Eddie Cantor and United Artists Corp.
was adjourned yesterday by Federal
Judge C. Knox to Feb. 25, 1938. The
trial was scheduled for today. Plaincontend their
"Oh picture,
Shah,"
was tiffs
infringed
uponplay,
in the
"Roman Scandals."

K
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PETTIJOHN IS BLANK
DINNER TOASTMASTER

//

All Aboard for the Blank Dinner

//

FABIAN TESTIMONIAL
MONDAY TO DRAW 40(

By AL STEEN
Itinutd from Page

1)

(Continued

itleiit. will head the list of speakers. N. L. Nathanson, of Toronto,
ami E. V. Richards of New Orleans,
Paramount partners, Y. Frank
Freeman of New York, and Governors R. L. Cochran of Nebraska and
Nelson G. Kraschell of Iowa also
are on the speakers' program.
The eastern delegation is due to
arrive on a special train over the
Rock Island Railroad at 6 p.m. tonight. Other executives are expected from the West Coast.
A midwest blizzard is cutting the
attendence at the banquet, but 350
reservations have been made at the
hotel, including 70 from New York,
Chicago, Kansas City, Denver, Minneapolis and Hollywood.
Blank himself and the entire organization are making last-minute
preparation tonight, greeting early
arrivals and receiving messages
from those delayed by the storm.
Bob
plane was forced
down Gillham's
in New Mexico.
Additional speakers announced,
include Ralph Branton, Paramount
manager in Des Moines, M. A.
Lightman, Paramount partner at
.Memphis, George J. Schaefer of
The Broadway "gang" is scheduled
United Artists' home office, Bishop
One of the first on board was Sam to leave Des Moines for New York
Bergen of Des Moines and John
Cowles of the Des Moines Register Spring, who, upon seeing the empty at 5:20 tomorrow morning, but they
and Tribune.
compartments, wanted to know if he are expected to be sleeping soundly
on board before the train pulls out.
The
contingent is due Saturday
morning.

Martin G. Smith Renamed
President of Ohio's ITO

4?

(Continued

they want to find out what a
director has done during the
past two years that they first
turn to the "Directors and their
Work" section of —

THE
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1 938 Edition Sow in Preparation
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tirement, but was persuaded to accept another term to complete what
he had described as "the unfinished

Producers tell us that when

^

from Page

1)

was going to be all alone in the car.
"NJKW
YORK'S
delegationdinner
to A. H.
Blank's
testimonial
in However, just as he said it a parade here next Monday for the Si FabiaJ
Des Moines left New York yester- of Red Caps came bouncing along testimonial dinner at the De Wit
day afternoon on two special Pull- the aisle and in their wake came Clinton Hotel, it was announced yes
mans attached to the Commodore Andy Smith, Carl Leserman, Red terday. Reservations have passej
Kann and others.
Yanderbilt.
the 300 mark, and more than 40fl
are expected.
Although most of the Westward
Bill Clark, of 20th-Fox, after finalFour planes have been charterer
Ho boys regarded the trip as a brief
ly collecting his luggage, voiced re- on each from Pittsburgh, Boston I
gret that Prexy Sidney R. Kent was
respite from their daily routines,
Xate Blumberg had no sooner unable to attend the dinner. Bill Buffalo and another from New Yorkjl
reached his compartment than he Sussman, Bill Gehring and Bill Kup- leaving Newark next Monday after!
opened his brief case and began go- per, trailed in on his heels, with noon. The New York delegation
ing over a sheaf of important look- someone demanding "Where are the travelling by train will occupy si*
ing documents. However, most of
the bovs settled back and read or
coaches, it is stated. Tony Ryan oi
re-read THE FILM DAILY copies
Sizeable
delegation
of
Chicago
Monogram
is in charge of transporof which were on each cushion of cards?"
and mid-Western film folks will oc- tation.
the train.
The committee of branch manag
cupy other cars to be attached to
the train at Chicago. Included will
by three
Columbia's
E. W. Hammons, president of Edu- be Max Roth, E. T. Gomersall. Phil ers,
have headed
engaged
bands Phil
for Fox
th(
cational, found that he was bunking Dunas.
occasion,
with
a
40-piece
outfit
in the next compartment to Jack
scheduled to meet the Si Fabian speCohn. Hammons remarked that if
Others to board the train further
cial section of the Commodore Vanthe trade paper boys were looking along will be Henry Novitsky, H. P. derbilt on its arrival from NeW
for statements, he'd like to say that Wolfberg, F. C. Henslar, W. E. Ban- York.
Educational was merging with Co- ford, H. J. Shumow, Bob Ringler,
lumbia Theaters, or whatever the R. C. Libeau, R. M. Weiner.
Andy Smith, general sales man-H
ager of United Artists, is the toast
name of the company was that Jack
master.
Seated with him on the
worked for.
dais will be:

YORK

CITY

Other officers elected were:
First vice, Sam E. Lind, Zanestask".
ville; 2nd vice, F. W. Huss, Jr., Cincinnati; treasurer, M. B. Horwitz,
Cleveland; secretary, Pete J. Wood,
Columbus; Directors, Henry Greenberger, Cleveland; John Kalafat,
Cleveland; Robert Menches, Akron;
Max Stearn, Columbus; Joe Stearn,
Ironton; J. W. Tr-unk, Youngstown;
J. Real Neth, Columbus; Hoy Simons, Washington Court House; L. F.
Eick, Martins Ferry; Nat Charnas,
Toledo; Dwight Jones, Jackson; Harold Bernstein, Norwood; Jerry Steel,
Oberlin.
The nominating committee was
Ernest Schwartz, Cleveland; A. G.
Hettesheimer, Norwood; W. C. Pullin, Columbus; Abe Kramer, Cleveland; John Huebner, Marion; Virgil
Jackson, Columbus; Peter J. Zehnder, Dayton.
Charles Weigel was dropped as
vice-president, having sold his theater interests. He was made an honorary member. R. E. Myers was
dropped from the board of directors
because he moved to California,
John Pekras because of ill health.

Jack Alicoate, publisher of The
Film Daily; Attorney C. Frank
Raevis, Herman Robbins, National! I
Screen Service; George Schaefer
general manager of United Artists;
Bill Sussman, eastern division, manager, 20th Century-Fox; J. Meyei
Schine, Schine Theaters, Gloversville; Peter T. Dana, Universal Filrn
Exchange; Mayor John Boyd Thacher, 2nd, of Albany; Sam Rosen,
treasurer of Fabian Theaters; Phi
Fox, Columbia; Joseph Bernhardt,
general manager, of Warner BrosJ
Theaters; Nate J. Blumberg, newly;
elected president of Universal; Sarr.
Dembow, Paramount; F. J. McCar-:
thy, Universal; Jules Levy, genera,
sales manager of RKO; Joe Unger.
Paramount; Abe Montague, general
sales manager of Columbia; Herbert J. Yates, Consolidated Films;
William F. Rodgers, general sales
manager of M-G-M; J. A. McConville, Columbia; Tom Connors, division manager of M-G-M; Frank
Freeman, Paramount; Spyios
Skouras, Skouras Theater; Attorney
Louis Nizer, and the honor guesc.

WEDDING

BELLS

1

M. —Mesa
Marriage'
of Albuquerque,
Lala Varela N.
of the
Thea-!
ter staff to William K. Algire of
Toledo, O.,
is being followed by a
Mexican
honeymoon.
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Nap Harrison, RKO
Radio's publicity planter, and Peggy
Anson, secretary at the same studio,
have just returned from Tacate,
Mexico, where they were married.
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COL. DROPPING PLAN:

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Publish Longworth Stills
(Continued from Page 1)
Warner Execs. Huddle
Hollywood is all agog over "Hold
yesterday, the pact has iv
Still, artistic
Hollywood,"
book comprising
CAM E. MORRIS, vice-president in very
still pictures
made by signed.
D. A. Doran, Columbia story
Buddy
Longworth
of
Warner
Bros.
charge of the Warner Bros. -First
National foreign department, and Virtually every Hollywood "big tor, is due here Saturday by t
with Harry C
Joe Hummel, general foreign sales shot" has bought the book, and for conferences
manager, who have arrived from Buddy has received congratulatory concerning revamping of story
New York for conferences with H. wires from Ernst Lubitsch, Pat partment.
Doran is expected
M. Warner and Jack L. Warner, O'Brien, George Brent and Dick to discuss legitimate theater sit
tion wilth Colin with a policy st
will spend several weeks in Holly- Powell, among others.
T
▼
T
ment anticipated following talk
wood. Irving Asher, head of Warners' studio at Teddington, England,
also remains here, conferring with
Wellman
on "Light"
William
A. Wellman
has been asII. M. and Jack L. Warner and Hal
Wallis.
signed to direct Paramount's film Film, Equipment Exports
For Oct. at $1,040,1
version of Rudyard Kipling's story,
"The Light That Failed" with Ray
Milland portraying the central char- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DM
Columbia Signs Four
of the novel. ''The
Washington — U. S. exports
Joan Blondell, Melvyn Douglas, acter
Light That Failed" is scheduled to motion picture equipment and fi
Mary Astor and Frances Drake, go into production following com- reached a total of $1,040,179 in
have been engaged by Columbia for
pletion of "Men With Wings," Tech- tober, according to a report yes
nicolor aviation picture which will
the leading roles in "There's Al- go before
the cameras in March day by the Dept. of Commi
ways A Woman," based on the
made public by Nathan D. Gol
American Magazine story by Wil- with Wellman directing and Milland chief of the motion picture divis
son Collison. It will be directed by roles.
and Fred MacMurray in co-starring
Al Hall.
Exports to to
Puerto
Rico the
and bull
Ha'
amounted
$24,286,
revealed.

sit down with Ed Kuykendall
and
Harry Brandt and listen to what
they have to offer in the way of a
genuine solution to current problems.
Declaring that what he had to say
were personal views and not essentially Allied sentiments, Yamins reiterated his stand in favor of some
sort of government regulation of the
more "teeth" in its
industry, with
provisions
than were embodied in
the NRA. The independent exhibitors, he said, need something more
fundamental than the 10-point plan,
despite its good qualities.
Yamins said that the New England exhibitors had started to buy
Paramount product, following- the
recent termination of the "buyers'
strike," but that the indies in that
territory were not entirely satisfied
with the basis of settlement in Philadelphia and Minneapolis even
though they were willing to accept
it.
Yamins stopped off in New York
en route to his home in Fall River,
Mass., from the ITO of Ohio conven- Detroit, Buffalo and K. C.
tion in Columbus. He was unable
to remain for the conclusion of the
Variety Clubs Name Slates
sessions because of other business.
Detroit — New officers for Detroit
Variety Club are: president, William
20-Cent Seating Levy
Carlson, Carlson Sign Co.; first viceProposed in Cleveland president,
Alex Schreiber, Associated Theaters; second vice-president,
Cleveland — Local movie and vau- Harold Robinson, Film Truck Serdeville bouses will be asked to convice; secretary, David Newman, part
tribute $24,000 annually, if a plan owner of the Pasadena Theater;
to charge a license fee of 20 cents treasurer, Jack Saxe, Monogram
a seat per year proposed by City
directors, William FelLicense Commissioner Joseph E. Cas- Pictures;
mion, Monogram; Carl Buermele,
sidy materializes. Cassidy suggests Cooperative Theaters of Michigan;
imposition of license fees on prac- Ray Moon, Cooperative Theaters of
ticallv every type of activity in or- Michigan; Charles Perry, manager,
der to raise $500,000 for city op- Adams Theater; Jack Stewart, Unierating funds.
versal Pictures; Phil Kaplan, Theatrical Advertising Co. Installation
Gable, Broadcast Star
will take place in January.

TO DO B'WAY PLA1

Foreign exports of standard
DeVry, Biz Up, Expanding
substandard
motion
picture c
eras
accounted
for $76,402 of
Sales, Advertising Staffs
Chicago — Herman A. DeVry, Inc.,
reporting one of its biggest sales
years in its 25 years of existence,
yesterday announced addition of 11
men tc its sales and advertising departments. Steadily increasing volume of business plus advent of the
DeVry 16 mm. local newsreel plan
are said to have required added
force.

Western territory under D. T.
Haines has been assigned five new
men to cover Texas, New Mexico
and southern Oklahoma. In the
16 mm. newsreel department, five
new representatives were added under the management of Hugh Elsasser. John K. Crippen has been
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
named assistant to A. P. Hollis, in
Hollywood — Clark Gable heads
charge of advertising and sales prothe cast and Freddie Bartholomew
Kansas City, Mo. — Local Variety
motion. Company has purchased
Club
has
elected:
president,
R.
R.
additional space in Chicago to house
appears as emcee on the M-G-M
Maxwell House sixth weekly pro- Biechele; first vice-president, Finton new personnel, it was declared.
gram tonight at 9 p.m., EST, over Jones; second vice-president, George
the NBC network. Other studio Hartman; treasurer, Sam Abend,
Herman A. DeVry leaves New
players will include Alan Jones, and secretary, Douglas Desch. OfFannie Brice, Lewis Stone, Mickey
ficers double as directors with El- York today for Philadelphia, from
he is expected to depart for
Rooney, Betty Jaynes and Helen
mer Rhoden, Frank Hensler, George where
Chicago tonight.
Troy. Ed Sullivan, newspaper col- Baker, Arthur Cole, Earl Jameson
umnist, will speak and Meredith and Norris Cresswell, past presiWillson and his orchestra and Max
dents of the club. Biechele, the new secretary-treasurer for the fourth
president, is a Kansas City, Kan., year. New among the officers is
Terr's chorus will be featured.
exhibitor and secretary and treas- Sidney Lehman of United Artists,
urer of the Kansas-Missouri Thea- named as second assistant chief
Hoffberg Moves Dec. 12
ter Owners Association and suc- barker. The directors are Albert
J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., on Dec.
ceeds Elmer Rhoden, Fox-Midwest Becker of Becker Theater Equip12 moves to larger quarters on the
Theaters general manager.
fifth floor at 729 Seventh Ave.
ment, Jack Berkowitz of Republic
Pictures, George W. Ferguson of
Buffalo — Jacob Lavene, manager Columbia Pictures, Stanley KonScore for Trailer
of the Academy Theater, has been zanowski of the Rivoli Theater, Carl
elected chief barker of the Variety W. Kempke, master of properties of
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Club here for the third consecutive the Buffalo Shrine; Ralph W. Maw
Hollywood — Claimed to be the first
time that such a step has been taken,
year. Robert T. Murphy of the of M-G-M, and John M. Sitterly of
a special score has been composed for
Shea Theaters is first assistant Pyramid Exchange. Kozanowski,
the trailer of Warners "Tovarich." It's
by Max Steiner who also scored the
chief for the third year, and W. E. Kempke and Maw were re-elected.
feature.
J. Martin, motion picture editor of Sitterly formerly was second assistant chief barker.
the
Courier-Express,
was
chosen

sum, and sound equipment exp
included in the analysis were
ned
at $211,292.
Cameras
sound Puerto
equipment
shipped $4,340.
to Ha'
and
Rico totaled
ance of the commodities compr
film, exposed and unexposed, r
tive
sound. and negative and silent

Court Confirms Referee
Report in Sherman C
Supreme Court Judge Samuel I
stadter yesterday confirmed the
port of Referee George Broi
Compton, ordering a judgr
against Harry Sherman, for
president of Local 306 for $150
The report was handed down •
14, 1937. Suit was brought by
ing Schleifer, William Greene
Harry Scherl, all as members of!
cal 306, who sought to have Sher
account for union funds which i
without acco1
allegedly
ing
to theconverted
union.
Judge Hofstadter ordered Jo:
D. Basson, president of 306, to
attorney fees of $12,500 for pi i
cuting the action and $491 fov
bursements.
The union contested
order on the grounds that judgr
does amount
not benefit
organizatiothe
was the
uncollectable.

Circus for Keene?
Tom Keene, Monogram cowboy sta
is seriously considering taking his o\n
circus on the road next season. He j
coming to New York to confer wit
Oscar Knively, trustee for a 30-earshoii
now wintering in the south. If tn
deal goes through, the circus will £j
on the road next spring under Keenel
name.

l/rite That Check— Put theRelief Fund Over the Top
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Iitimate in Character
iternational in Scope
in Thought
idependent
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TEN CENTS

Contract Tomorrow

ILL SEPARATE QUOTAS PROPOSAL FOR FpIS RILL
Varners Planning New National Trade Shows in March
Least 7 Features to be
Shown in all Exchange
Centers

Greater Co-ordination Promised by Freeman
Des Moines — Y. Frank Freeman, Para, vice-prexy and theater operating head, addressing a conference of 38 Tri-States managers here yesterday, pledged greater coordination of studio and theater managers. Conference, a curtain-lifter for the A.
H. Blank jubilee dinner, was presided over by C. Ralph Branton. Managers present
recommended
changes in types of pix to be presented
in the Middle West.

Earners are shaping plans for naal ti-ade shows in all exchange
;ers in March, it was disclosed
;erday. At least seven producs, currently in work or editing,
be presented, it is planned,
ecision results from the reaction
the company's
national
trade
,vs held last August.
Previews
Des Moines, la. — The film indusdesigned for exhibs and educatry with which he has been associal and civic bigwigs. Immedated for a quarter of a century last
ly following, pix shown will be
ased through April, May, June night feted A. H. Blank, president
of Tri-States Theaters Corp. and
July.
at a gala tesrad Sears will designate the Paramounttimonialpartner,
dinner at the Hotel Fort
s to be previewed; pix ready will
Des Moines, attended by 400.
(Continued on Page 4)
Company executives from East
and West Coasts, the Governors of

Production Protective Amendment Now Expected in
Britain

London (By Cable)— The Parliamentary Standing Committee entrusted with whipping the pending
Films Bill into final form yesterday
killed the proposal for separate quotas.
As the committee ended its session, it was reported that Oliver
Stanley, president of the Board of
The post of assistant sales man- Trade, was preparing to submit
ager of Universal will be filled by a an amendment that would
man within the ranks of the com- give the projected Films
(Continued on Page 4) Council
pany, William A. Scully, sales manager-elect, said yesterday. Nobody
will be appointed, Scully said, until
he has had the opportunity to study
the personnel.
Louis Weinberg,
circuit
(Continued on Columbia
Page 6)

BLANK SILVER JUBILEE SCULLY TO PICK AIDE
DRAWS FILM NOTABLES
FROM RANKS OF "U"

0 BRITISH PIX MAY
BE RELEASED BY "U"

ondon (By Cable) — A number of
;ures distributed in England by
leral Film Distributors, Ltd., of
ch C. M. Woolf is managing di:or, are reported to be set for re(Continued on Page 6)

Griffith-Grey Joining
Allen-Hall as Vice-Prexy
^Griffith-Grey,
of D. W.
fith has just brother
been appointed
president
of Allen-Hall
Co.,
of New
York, printers and

(Continued on Page

NEW ENG. ALLIED UNIT
PLANS ALBANY OFFICE

5)

Film Censorship Proposed
In Massachusetts Measure
Boston — Film censorship measure
has been introduced in the Massachusetts legislature. Bill provides
for the creation of State Motion
Picture Commission of five to pass
on all films within the state, with
ban to be imposed on those deemed
immoral, indecent, sacrilegious or
tending to incite to crime.

Penn. 44-Hour Week Law
Attacked in Court Move
Harrisburg, Pa. — Suit has been
filed in Dauphin County Court to
restrain the state from enforcing
the 44-hour week law by the Holgate Bros. Manufacturing Co., Kane.
Although effective Dec. 1, the law
will 3.not be enforced until after
Jan.
The

law

was

declared

(Continued on Page 4)

unconsti-

Believe Selznick's M-G-M Deal Set/
Mary Pickford Issues UA Statement

(.Continued on Page 4)

Hear Hays Abroad
Vash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Address by Will Hays,
vIPPDA prexy, on films, to be broadcast
>ver CBS Coast-to-Coast hookup on the
I. S. Department of Commerce pro:ram Dec. 28, 4:30 to 5 p.m., EST, will
e sent short wave to foreign countries
y W2XE, New York, and W3XAU,
hiladelphia.

GTE Reorg.
Committee's
Dissolution
is Ordered

West

Coast

By RALPH

Bureau

of

WILK

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Authoritative sources
firmly
believe that David O. SelzWilmington, Del. — Chancellor Josiah 0. Wolcott handed down an or- nick will tie up with M-G-M despite
der yesterday calling for the disso- collapse of the Goldwyn-Korda option deal to acquire control of
lution of the Reorganization Committee of General Theater Equip- United Artists. In fact, it is bement, Inc.
lieved the Selznick agreement with
will
be signed tomorrow
The assets
of the company ac- M-G-M
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 6)

mm mr

Boston — More than 30 new members have been added to the Allied
ranks in Upper New York State,
according to Arthur K. Howard,,
business manager of Independent
Exhibitors, Inc., Allied New England affiliate. The plan is to establish an Independent Exhibitors' office in the New York state capital.
Move is experimental, it is stated.

KAO Declares Dividend
Payable Out of Surplus
The KAO Board of Directors has
declared a dividend, out of capital
surplus, of $5.25 per share on the
7 per cent Cumulative Convertible
Preferred(Continued
Stock on
forPagethe6) quarters

Short Subject Plug
Timely short subject for the Holiday Season. The script is written on
a blank check. In a few words: "Pay
to the Order of Film Daily Relief Fund
Dollars."
YOU
are signed
up
right now as Director and Author and
Cast
of
this
Short
Subject.
And
that
ment.
should prove a very pleasant assign-
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BEN KALMENSON. Warners' new western
and southern manager, accompanied by ROY
HAINES. Warners' eastern sales manager, leave
Florida Monday for New York, and expect to
arrive next Thursday.
CECIL B DeMILLE. leaves Hollywood on
Jan. 3 to start on national preview tour with
his latest pix, "The Buccaneer," with first
showing
scheduled
for New
Orleans.
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Harry Blair Resigns GN
Post, Effective Today

production

arrives in Hollywood to-

CRETA CARBO is on her way to Sweden
aboard the Cripsholm. with no date announced
for her return here.

RALPH ROLAN.
Coast
last night.

WILLIAM CARCAN
Coast yesterday.

and his wife left for the

ETHEL MERMAN, 20th-Fox singing star, arrives in New York Monday morning from the
Coast for a vacation. She goes back to Coast
after first of year.
SIC

WHITMAN, district manager for Universal, goes to Fh illy Sunday night for Variety
Club
dinnerMonday.
and then goes to Fabian dinnein
Albany,
MARTA
GUS
arrives

ABBA

is at

the

Ambassador.

SCHAEFER, Universal foreign manager,
in New
York Monday.
MACKAILL

is in Chicago

for a

ANN HARDINC (Mrs. Werner Janssen) is
in Baltimore with her husband, where he is
conducting
the symphony
orchestra
for season.
JANE FROMAN
new
pix.
JOE
terday

is in Hollywood for work

in

MANKIEWICZ left for the Coast yes
to resume
his duties at M-G-M.

EMIL LUDWIC, writer, after missing trre
'
Normandie
this 2week,
sailed on the Aquitania.
CLEMENTS RIPLEY, Warner scripter, has
left Coast for vacation
in South
Carolina.
ROY

ROWLAND, M-G-M shorts director, arrives here tomorrow from Coast to start work
new Benchley pix, which will be made here.
ROBERT LEES and FRED RINALDO leave next
week
with scripts, and producer
JACK
CHERon

RKO

executive, flew to the

DAVE RUBINOFF returns from Cleveland today, accompanied by BILL GREEN, his representative.
ADELE GIRARD, well known harpist, left
last night for the Coast to start work on
new
M-C-M
contract.
JOHN

WOLFENDEN, M-C-M press representative; JOE NEWMAN, assistant director on "A
Yank At Oxford," new M-G-M British made
pix; ROBERT TAYLOR, and DON MILO, Taylor's secretary and stand-in, are also among
members
of M-C-M party arriving on Queen
Mary
Monday.
EDWARD FENTON, new managing director
Id. leaves for Hollywood
today.
TONI SPITZER, of Wanger eastern publicity
office, is on his way to the Coast to join
Wanger
staff there.
MADELEINE CARROLL, who will star in next
Wanger pix, "The River Is Blue," leaves for
Hollywood
tomorrow.
JAMES BASEVI. special effects expert, is
Coast-bound today, with a stop at New Orleans scheduled.
of

NOEL MADISON, Hollywood player, after
finishing recent English pix, cancelled his return to U. S. for more picture work there, with
return now indefinite.
H. C. POTTER, Coldwyn writer, is in New
York on a ten-day visit.
PHIL REACAN, Hollywood actor and singer,
leaves the Coast on a personal appearance tour
the day after Christmas.
JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, former film exec and
new Ambassador to England, goes to Florida
this week-end. On his return he resigns from
Maritime
Commission
and sails for London.

H. Hays, president of MPPDA
Charles C. Pettijohn, general
sel of MPPDA, in an attempt to
out Italian restrictions on U. S
imports, it was learned yester
Musso is to invite Hays ami I
John to return to Italy to di
the problem again with lea
Washington and Hollywood are
on Musso's itinerary. Edward
ton, new managing director oi
who is accompanying Musso, 1<
today for Hollywood.

Kennedy as Envoy
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

FILM

Air Conditioning Meetii
Chicago — More than 75 distl
tors and executives of the air-c
tioning department of the Wes
house Electric and Manufacti
Co. were guests of the compar
a dinner at the Hotel Sherma
connection with a sales meetin;
A. Dostal, district merchandise 1
ager, presided.

u'et ruece j.

DAILY

Washington — The registration
statement of International Cinema,
Inc. has been approved and become
fullv effective, it was announced yesterday by the SEC.
The motion picture film developing' company's statement covers 50,000 shares of $5 par, 7 per cent cumulative convertible class A common
and 100.000 shares $1 par common,
reserved for conversion.
Proceeds of the stock offerings
will be used for debt, equipment and
working capital. Champan and Co.
are the underwriters.

Doyl<e Arriving Dec. 18

Stuart Doyle, Australian film executive, who reportedly was scheduled to arrive tomorrow from EngHarry Blair, assistant to Ed Finland on the Washington, is not
ney, Grand National's director of aboard, it was learned yesterday.
advertising and publicity, has re- Doyle is understood to have sailed
on the President Roosevelt, which
effectiveoftoday.
" Blair and
has left
been in signed,
charge
exploitation
Southampton this morning and
trade paper publicity.
is due in New York on Dec. 18.

I

Washington — Joseph P. Ken
Maritime Commission head and
mer film executive, has been se
ed by President Roosevelt, it i
liably stated here, to be Amb
dor to Great Britain, succeedinj
present envoy, Robert W. Bing
Kennedy is reported leaving for
rida this week-end, and, on hi
turn, is expected to resign froi
present post.

SEC Approves Statement
of International Cinema
Washington Bureau of THE

1

start

on new Gracie Fields pix, entitled "He Was
Her Man," produced by Fox in England. MISS
FIELDS
arrives here late in January.

JEAN HERSHOLT is scheduled to arrive in
New York soon, and will return to Hollywood
after first of year.
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BOND
MARKET

SWANSON

to

GLADYS SWARTHOUT arrived in New York
yesterday morning from New Orleans, and after
a ten - day stay will return to Hollywood for
holidays, accompanied by her husband, FRANK
CHAPMAN.

EILEEN ARDEN and COLLETTE LYONS are
staying at the Warwick while here from Hollywood on vacation.

MARKET

CLORIA

15

SAM ENGEL. 20-Fox associate producer,
VICTOR McLACLEN and BRIAN DONLEVY, sail
for the U. S. Dec 18, after completing work

DOROTHY
visit.

f mnnciRL

TOK,
leaves
January
on short series.
day.

Commendatore G. D. Musso,
owner of Industrie Cinematogri
Italiane, following conferences
J.
Cowdin,
exec'
of Cheever
Universal,
is to senior
meet with

Y*of<2 /

THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

JERRY XMAS

FOR SALES

CHIEF SEARS

is assurec

y Warner studio's schedule of productions readied
>r Sears Drive, Dec. 26 to April 16. In-person feliciitions were delivered by Dick Powell and Jane Bryan.
"THE
STUFF
FOR SMASH
SUCCESS" was found by Variety Daily in
"Warners' production of 'Tovarich' and brilliant acting of Colbert
and Boyer" and confirmed by other reviews; "smash hit!" (Hollywood
Reporter), "destined for important moneyl'^Variefy), "should do excellent
business!" (Film Daily), "grand from fade-in to fade-out!" (The Exhibitor).
'GOLD IS WHERE

YOU

FIND IT' (right), says title
of Warners' Technicolor special, and indications are that exhibs
will find it aplenty in
this filming of the bestseller by Clements
Ripley starring George
Brent, Olivia De Havil!and,

Claude

Rains.0

FOOD FOR SCANDAL'
S FOOD FOR THOUGHT
.,«or Carole Lombard and
ernand ('The King')
Sravet (above) in this first
cene of the Rodgers and
lart musical brought
iefore Warner cameras
his week by producerdirector Mervyn LeRoy.
flUNI DEPARTS

BUT

ZOLA' STAYS for a 3rd
popular - price week at
|he Strand, N. Y., after
its 14-week $2-top run!*
*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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ALONG

TWO-QUOTA PROPOSAL
KILLED IN PARLIAMENT

WARNERS PLAN NEVi
NAT'L TRADE SHO i

THE

[Continued
(Continued from Pag*

to review the industry's position in a year's time.
Further, it was felt that Stanley
was certain to introduce an amendment that would assure greater pronation for British production.

with PHIL/U.

power

Penn. 44-Hour Week Law
Attacked in Court Move
(Continued from Page

1)

tutional in the suit because it is an
unlawful attempt to delegate legislative power to the Labor and Industry Department and the Industrial Board; it is an improper exercise of police power; it is an unwarranted interference with the
firm's business; enforcement will deprive plaintiffs of their liberty and
property without due process of law
and just compensation, and impair»
the obligation of the contract between the company and employes.
Attorney General Charles J. Margiotti, who will attempt to take the
case to the Supreme Court for an
immediate ruling, welcomed the test
because "it has a widespread effect
on the economics of the people" and
"the
public
know definitely
whether
the should
act is constitutional
or
unconstitutional before their rights
are affected."

M-G-M, Dolan File Denial
In Rose's Plagiarism Suit
M-G-M Distributing Corp., Loew's,
Inc., Culver Export Co. and Frank
Dolan yesterday filed a general denial in Federal Court to the suit of
Henry Rose, author, charging plagiarism of his unpublished play, "Burro Burro" in the M-G-M picture,
"Man of the People." Rose is seeking an injunction and an accounting
of the profits.
M-G-M in its answer stated that
the plaintiff has no valid copyright
on the unpublished play and the section under which he claims to have
received copyright protection is in
violation of the U. S. Constitution,
Art. 1, Sect. 1, Clause 8.

DECEMBER
10
Victor McLaglen
Sidney Fox
Una Merkel
George Lewis
Syd Weill

▼

T
T
Ed Finney's western bangfrom
stills
• • • SMASH LAYOUT of
With the Boy Scouts"
Rides
bang-bang shoot-and-sing opera. "Tex
planted with the New York Post
occupying almost an entire page
the captions
were
especially good
written in a breezy
style and at the same time tipping off some interesting inside stuff about
the making of Westerns
T
T
T
• • • AT THE AMPA luncheon James W. Gerard, former
Ambassador to Germany, gave a neat demonstration of how to
deliver a pithy address in a few words
another attraction
was Marshall Montgomery
and his ventriloquist
dummy
the dummy did a swell souse act while attempting to sing
Wally Ford, star of "Mice and Men," gave a friendly chat
At the luncheon on Dec. 23 a case of Ballantyne's whiskey
donated by "21 Brands" will be raffled on behalf of the Relief
Fund
T

T

T

•

• • WE WALKED in on Exhibitor Mike Schmalz in his pigeonhole that he kids himself is an office
and found him gazing out
on Main Street of his town
he motioned to a chair piled high with
pressbooks
"Throw 'em out of the window and be seated," he
chirped courteously
"I am filled with alarm, Phil," he continued
"Here is an item in your reliable paper that sez a major producer has had an original score written for a trailer
Next thing
ya know they'll have main titles on all these de luxe trailers, giving
credit to the special trailer director, author and so forth
I can
see the day when the trailer will be so Important that it might be good
showmanship to run the feature as a trailer for the trailer
Or
better still, the producer can sell the weak features to the opposition
across the street and run the strong trailer in his own house
This will automatically put the opposish out of biz
Then the producer can devote full studio time and facilities to making nothing but
these super-super
trailers
Why
bother with features?
Especially Class B's?
It's just an idea, of course
Thank you
for dropping in, Phil"
Exhib Mike Schmalz had fallen fast asleep
or had he been talking in his sleep all the time?
we wonder.
T
T
T
• •
• REPORTS from Bosion are that Howard Dietz's stage
show, "Between the Devil," is a smash
local sheets filled
with publicity blurbs
it opened the other nite at the Wilbur
Theater in Beantown. . . • Clever teaser poster campaign under
way in the metropolitan area by ad chief Charles McCarthy of

▼

T

T

• •
•
BIGGEST BREAK ever for an indie producer
to listen
to led Buell of Associated Features tell it in his wire from Hollywood

tRTHV
wishes from The Film
following
on
their

DALY

20th Century -Fox on "Love and Hisses"
the 24-sheets splash
the teaser message in big type across the paper: "Simone Simon
Sings"
then the title of the picture in small type in one
corner

VfPJfsX

■est
the

from

Page

1)

l)

Daily to
birthday:

with March of Time dramatizing on the airlanes last nite "Harlem
On the Prairie," the company's all-Negro western
to be followed
by a layout in Time and Life mags
T
▼
T
• •
• NICE BREAK
for the feature, "Monastery,"
being
distributed
by World Pictures
with the Jewish Advocate
going to bat with a story about the special preview showing at
the Fine Arts theater in Boston, sponsored by Catholic, Protestant and Jewish friends of Father Ahem, the noted humanitarian

include:
"Adventures
of
1
Hood", "Food for Scandal",
i
wood Hotel", "Gold Is Where
Find It", "A Slight Case of i
der", "Jezebel", "Swing Your 1:1

A Griffith-Grey Joining
Allen-Hall as Vice -P *
(Continued

from Page

1)

lithographers
to
advertisers
advertising agencies.
Grey was vice-president and
eral manager of D. W. Griffith
for many years. He also was t
ecutive with the Paramount
tures Corp. in charge of its
show department for abom

years.

Name F. C. Gilbert Chief
Engineer of Altec C p

Assignment of several former J
engineers to the staff of the
neering
department
of Altec
vice Corp., was
announced
yej
day by the latter companypresident and general manageil
L. Carrington.

F. C. Gilbert is appointed All
chief engineer,
withE. H.
S. M -i
acting
on his staff.
S. Seeleyl
direct a special group of inves 1
tors concerned with photo-elei
and circuit phenomena, vacuum-l
performance, transmission and 1
tro-acoustic problems. A giou'l
handled mechanical problems wil
headed by T. H. Carpenter, an J
J. Patton will act as liaison marl
tween the engineering group of j
tec and the film industry nation 'J
Altec's engineering departnf
Carrington declared, will remail
250 West 57th St., New York, pj

ing the completion of a new lat I
tory now under construction in i
Newark, N. J.

DEATH

RECOR

Frank Jeffers
Chicago — Frank Jeffers, 63, v< I
an North Chicago theater own i
real estate dealer, is dead follov \
an operation in St. Therese Hc.i
tal. His widow, three sons
three daughters survive.
Laddie Cliff
Montana, Switzerland (By Ca
—Laddie Cliff, 46, comedian and
ducer of numerous London si
shows, died here on Wednesday
the British Sanitarium after a I
illness. He was a member of
Lambs, Adventurers and Fr
Clubs of New York. Surviving is
wife, Phyllis Monkman, actress,

rm
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!iZNIGK IS EXPECTED
A. H. Blank's Silver Jubilee Calls
0 SIGN M-G-M DEAL Film Industry Execs, to Des Moines
(Continued from Page

1)

li Nicholas M. Schenck remaining
r for the signing of the pact.
'o clarify his connection with
ted Artists because of any misrehension arising out of the deon not to exercise the option to
uire UA, Samuel Goldwyn issued
following statement: "United
ists is a distributing corporai. My only relationship with
ted Artists is that I own one-fifth
this corporation and I am disuting my pictures through
ted Artists at the present time,
ted Artists does not ow» any
t of Samuel Goldwyn Products. I am sole owner of my protion company and have been for
past 15 years during which I
duced pictures independently."
/alter Wanger, who has a 10r contract with United Artists,
resume production shortly after
new year for the current seaand next season's productions,
efore winding up his contract in
:ch, Selznick is to deliver "The
ventures of Tom Sawyer," "Mer; We Live" and "Freedom of the
iss." Goldwyn will furnish "Hurl.ne," "Marco Polo" and "Gold1 Follies." Korda is reported to
e three pictures completed for
ribution.
arying reports of the cause of
collapse of the deal brought a
nal statement late yesterday
n Mary Pickford. The text fols: "This is the first statement
; has been made by me since the
,on for the purchase of United
ists stock was given last May.
Fairbanks and I have conntiously co-operated with our
tners, the holders of the option, to
jet a successful consummation of
of makthe extent from
even toconcessions
deal,drastic
|too
the
;inal agreement.
jfri the first instance, we agreed
;ake $1,500,000 in stock instead
jail cash and, in the second, to
less in cash and no
\i
k.$500,000
I take definite exception to
rinted statement that I am relsible for the failure of Mr.
i da and Mr. Goldwyn to exercise
I option. The statement that_ I
iht trade my franchise of six pic:s annually to the detriment of
ted Artists is absurd and utterIjvithout foundation,
yrhe creation of United Artists
'inated with me and it has been

She Knew
Vest Coast Bur., THE

Burns!
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— When Crane Wilbur was
nnounced as the director of "The Rolance of Robert Burns" some time ago,
e received a letter from a woman livig in the Ozarks who said she peronally knew Bob Burns and wanted to
lay a hillbilly part in the picture,
/ilbur later turned the letter over to
.ay Enright, who was making "Swing
I our Lady" for Warners, and the dam,51, one Cwendolyn Harass, got a small
>le in this hillbilly production.

(Continued from Page
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two states, distinguished churchmen,
newspaper executives and leading
exhibitors were among those assembled to honor Blank.
C. C. Pettijohn, of New York, general counsel of the MPPDA, presided
as toastmaster.
Official speakers who extended
the congratulations of the film industry to the guest of honor were:
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount; Y. Frank Freeman of the
Paramount theater department;
George J. Schaefer of United
Artists, N. L. Nathanson of Toronto; E. V. Richards of New Orleans, and G. Ralph Branton, manager of Tn-States circuit. Seated
with them at the speakers' dais were
Gov. R. L. Cochran of Nebraska,
Gov. N. G. Kraschell of Iowa, the
Most Rev. Gerald Bergen, Bishop
of Des Moines,
John Des
Cowles,
associate editor and
of the
Moines
Register and Tribune.
The program was broadcast over
stations KSO and KRNT from 10:30
to 11:30 CST.
Look magazine carried scenes of
Blank's life and pictures of film
celebrities present.
Climaxing the banquet speeches
was presentation to Blank and his
wife, of a trip to Honolulu, gift of
54 Tri-States managers, and gift of
luggage and hand wrought silver
from Central States.
In speech of acceptance before 400
Coast-to-Coast executives and practically entire managing personnel of
the two theater circuits he heads,
Blank said:
"To be proud of the motion picture industry means a deep appreciation of the men who make that
industry. No other business is capable of forging the friendly associations that grow stronger with the
years
of entertaining
He referred
to battlestheof public".
producers
and exhibitors, but from "bloodshed
of 25 years", he said he carried no
permanent scars, and called all present, "friends".
In attendance were Blank's first
partner, Abe Fr ankle, Des Moines,
and first manager, Dan Burgum of
San Antonio.
my constant aim to maintain its
high artistic standards since its organization 19 years ago and I certanly would be the last to mar its
glorious past or potentially brilliant
future. It was a part of the deal
that I should have the right to release six pictures annually. United
Artists' distribution contracts contains the 'favored nation' clause and
I simply requested the continuation
of the old contract.
"At no time was the suggestion
made by me that I should be entitled to better terms than other
producers despite numerous and
varied statements that have been
given to the press. The true reason
for the so-called 'flop of the option'

The New York registration list,
as announced by the committee, included: Barney Balaban, Eddie
Saunders, William Sussman, M.
Schosberg, Joe Unger, Robert W.
Selig, A. W. Smith, Jr., Herbert J.
Yates, Pete Mack, Leon D. Netter,
W. Ray Johnston, Charles Reagan,
William F. Rodgers, Nate J. Blumberg, Samuel Spring, Y. Frank Freeman, W. J. Kupper, E. W. Hammons, Austin F. Keough, A. Mike
Vogel, Max Fellerman, Neil F. Agnew, Jack Cohn, William J. Clark,
Sam Dembow, Jr., James R. Grainger, Harvey B. Day, George Dembow, William C. Gehring, Carl
Leserman, Jules Levy, George
Schaefer, Harry Royster, Jack Skirball.

LITTLC h"R0m LOTS
By RALPH WILK —
HOLLYWOOD
"Zola" Big Abroad
'"THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA" is
duplicating its U. S. success in
foreign capitals. Cables to Warners
here state that the Paul Muni pix
attracted the biggest biz in the history of the Orpheum at Athens.
Film is in its fourth sensational
week at the Grand, Stockholm, and
on its first days in the Urania and
Slavia theaters, Belgrade, it is
claimed to have established new alltime records.

Rainer, Beery to Co-Star
Luise Rainer will co-star with
Wallace Beery in "Madelon," adapof the stage
play, announced
"Fanny."
James tation
Whale
has been
Chicago was represented by: J. as director, and Henry Henigson
R. McPherson, James Winn, Mort will produce at M-G-M. The cast
Singer, E. F. Gomersal, J. Rubens, will include Frank Morgan, Jessie
John Balaban, Max Roth, Walter Ralph and Cora Witherspoon. The
Branson, A. J. Balaban, Dave Bala- play, "Fanny," by Marcel Pagnol,
ban, Jim Christie, Phil Dunas, Clive was an international stage success.
Eckhardt, Buck Buchanan, Leo
T
T
T
Blank, Stanley Hand, W. H. HolSubway Nets Film Title
lander, Lew Hunt.
The Minneapolis contingent in"Queens Local," an unproduced
cluded: John Friedl, L. J. Ludwig, play by Albert Duffy and Marian
Moe Levy, Eddie Ruben, T. Hays.
Grant dealing with cafe racketeerFrom Kansas City came: Ralph
ing, has been put on the list of films
scheduled
for early production by
Labeau, L. J. Navern, Harris Wolfberg, Morty Scott, William Elson, Paramount. Gail Patrick, Anthony
Elmer Rhoden, W. H. Hendren, Jr.,
Quinn,andPorter
Hall,Naish
Charles
F. C. Hensler, Michael Katz.
ford
J. Carrol
will Bickhave
Omaha was represented by: D. featured roles in the picture. The
V. McLucas, H. Novitsky, Joe
title, "Queens Local," refers to the
Rosenberg, Ted Emerson, Eddie subway
serving the Borough of
Forrester, Everett Cummins, Eugene Glazer, Harry Sherman, C. K.
Olsen, Roy Miller, Harry Monsky, Queens.
Collins Back from Tour
M. L. Stern, A. M. Avery.
Others from distant points inClaude Collins, former news edicluded: Al Ruben, Los Angeles; M.
tor for Pathe News, Inc., who reJ. Mullen, Boston; Sam Pinansky,
turned to New York this week from
Boston; Harold Robb, Dallas; Harry Cincinnati, where he completed a
Nolan, Denver; N. L. Nathanson, lecture tour which took him into sevToronto; Louis Patz, Milwaukee;
eral States, said yesterday that there
George W. Trendle, Detroit; Ed- is no truth in the report circulated
ward Auger, Camden; E. V. Rich- in the industry that he has been
ards, New Orleans; Ed Rowley, or is advocating the establishment
Dallas; R. V. Wilby, Atlanta; Wil- of a censor board in New Jersey.
liam Jenkins, Atlanta; J. V. Goldhar, Detroit; Louis Finsky, Denver;
K. C. Critic on Air
Harold Fields, St. Paul; Harry David, Salt Lake City; John FitzgibKansas City, Mo. — Lowell Lawbons, Toronto.
rance, K. C. Journal-Post motion
picture and drama editor, is going
has never been printed but I leave
it to the imagination of the picture on the air this week via a local radio station with three weekly quarindustry and I sum up the situation
ter-hour broadcasts. The program
titled "Behind the Footlights."
in Korda
'two words'."
plans to leave tomorrow is
Similarly, Lawrance also is planning
for New York.
a motion picture gossip series for a
local sponsor.

Lever Silent on Collapse
of Goldwyn-Korda UA Deal

London (By Cable) — Beyond confirming American advices that the
Goldwyn-Korda deal was a dud, E.
H. Lever, secretary of Prudential
Assurance Company and representative of British financial interests
in the New York deal discussions last
day.
month,
declined to comment yester-

Dime

Admish

Wave

Milwaukee, Wis. — Current indications
are that 10-cent admissions several
nights a week are making a comeback in various neighborhood houses in
the county. Time was several months
ago when only one or two houses were
featuring 10-cent nights. Number now
has grown to some ten houses, most
of which report good business.

M
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GFD BRITISH PIX MAY
BE RELEASED BY "U"
• from

I'O'if

1»

lease in America through Universal
Pictures.
Total, it was said, is to depend on
outcome of negotiations now under
way. It could not be learned here
whether the reported releases were
to comprise part of regular Universal contract.
J. Cheevcr Cowdin, chairman of
the Universal board, could not be
reached for comment although he
was informed of the cabled dispatch.
Including those currently before
cameras, Universal has 15 B pictures
out of 2G announced. In the A group.
Universal has finished four and "Mad
About Music," starring Deanna Durbin, is fifth, according to announcement.

KAO

Declares Dividend
Payable Out of Surplus
(Continued from Page

1)

ended June 30, Sept. 30 and Dec. 81,
1934, payable on Dec. 24, to the holders of record at the close of business on Dec. 17.

Republic Announces

Product

Deals Set on '37-38 Lineup
Republic's 1937-38 program has
been set for the RKO Metropolitan
circuit in New York City, it was reported yesterday. First-run deals
have also been set in RKO houses
in Rochester and Syracuse, N. Y.;
Columbus, Ohio; Omaha, Neb.; and
Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Marshalltown and Sioux City, Iowa. Esseck
Circuit, operating in Cleveland, Berea, Galion and Willoughby, Ohio,
has
also puchased Republic's 193738 lineup.
Comerford Circuit has signed for
complete current program for 40
situations in Pennsylvania territory,
it was said. E. M. Loew has signed
for Republic's current program for
1 4 New England situations. Republic's musical, "Manhattan Merrv-GoRound," has Co.
been
set in
Amusement
houses
in St.
St. Louis
Louis
"Portia on Trial" is also to play
this circuit.

Morley In New

Post

REVIEWS

Of

"Courage
of Lois
the January,
West"
with
Bob Baker,
J. Farrell MacDonald
Universal
58 Mins.
FAST-MOVING WESTERN FEATURES
NEW STAR BOB BAKER WHO CLICKS
STRONG.
This new western star. Bob Baker, looks
like a comer in the action films. Baker
has good looks, a pleasing personality, and
seems to have the intelligence to do better acting than most of the western heroes
In addition, he has a pleasing singing voice,
which he uses to advantage in several
songs. The action takes place in the time
of the Free Rangers, while President Lincoln occupied the White House, and was
trying to rid the west of the bandits. J.
Farrell MacDonald as head of the Rangers,
rears the young son of Harry Woods, who
plays the role of the bandit chief, who
escapes from jail where he had been sentenced to be hanged. Years later. Baker is
seen as the "son" of the head of the
Rangers, acting as his main lieutenant.
Then the bandit comes back from Mexico
and is seen under cover acting as the foreman of the girl's ranch, but his real activity is in working with a new gang of
bandits who are terrorizing the ranchers.
As a raid on a herd of horses is planned,
and the bandit plans his revenge on the
Ranger leader, he learns that the younger
man is his own son. Then the rightabout-face as he starts to save the young
Ranger whom he has sent into a deathtrap.
Good sentiment with the father-son angle
as the bandit dies protecting his son, who
never learns it was his father.
CAST: Bob Baker, Lois January. J. Farrell MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight, Carl Stickdale, Albert Russell, Harry Woods.
CREDITS: Director, Joseph H. Lewis;
Author, J. Norton Parker; Screenplay, same.
DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY, Very
good.
45-Minute
Musicals Urged
by Pollard in Hays Wire

"Bud" Pollard, independent producer and director, in a telegram to
Will Hays proposed that 45-minute
musicals to be made in East Coast
studios supplant second features.
Telegram was inspired by Harry
Perelman's pending Philly action
against major distribs charging
anti-dual clauses in sales agreements
are invalid.

Holiday Trailer Sales Top

Chicago — J. K. Morley has reRecords, Dembow Reports
resigned as sa'es promotion manager of the Bell and Howell Co. and
Chicago — Sales on holiday trailhas joined the Advitagraph Corp.
ers are breaking records, according
as vice-president and general man- to George Dembow, general manager. The company will feature
ager of National Screen Service,
commercial films and advertising
was here for a two-day meeting
projectors. Headquarters will be in who
suite 817 at 540 N. Michigan
Ave. of NSS district managers. Herman
Robbins, president of NSS, reported
that business was improving.

Harold Hendee

to Speak

Harold Hendee, director of reV. C. to Hold Party
search for RKO Radio, is to address
Science and Art Club of German- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Variety Club
town, Pa., at the Philadelphia Cricket Club Monday evening on the sub- will hold its annual party on New
Year's
Eve with about 200 expected
ject, '"The Authentication of Motion lo
attend.
Pictures."

REULJ
*

flLfllS

SHORTS

A

"Cover to Cover"
Lenauer International Films Inc.
18 Mins.
Educationally Interesting Short
The pix opens with introductory
narrations by Somerset Maugham,
Rebecca West and Julian Huxley
tracing the history of books back to
days when pictures formed the only
written language. The milling of
paper is brought to the screen in
the second sequence and the pix
traces a sheet of paper from a log
right through the mills until it is
a finished product. The third sequence deals with the actual printing of a book, from the days of
Caxton to present times. An author
is shown at work, and the subsequent submittal of the manuscript to
a publisher. Then the methods and
proceses necessary to put the book
on the street are shown. Proofreaders, presses, jacket designs and
the attendant details before the
actual sale of the first copy is made,
are all shown. The picture has a
definitely interesting subject, well
presented, but the ponderous
methods of British production slow
the film down somewhat. Pix was
produced by Paul Rotha for the
Strand Film Compan\r Ltd., in England.

SCULLY TO PICK AIDE
FROM RANKS OF "U
(Continued

from

Pane

1)

sales manager, had been slated
the position, but he rejected the
fer in favor of remaining with i
lumbia.

GTE

Dissolution
is Order*
Reorg.
Committee's
(Continued from Page 1)

quired by the Reorganization Co
mittee have been turned over to G<
eral Theaters Equipment Corp..
ganized under the plan of reorga
zatioa.
The order provided for the pi
ment to the receiver of the balar
of the purchase price of the assi
of the old company and the distrit
tion of the proceeds of the sale
the assets on the claims.
It provides for the payment
S83.80 by the receiver on each t
000 of all debentures which did
participate in the reorganization.
Former U. S. Senator Daniel
company.
Hastings
was receiver for the

Chi. Exhibs. Favor Bigger
License Fee Over B.O. 1

Chicago — Faced with the thr«
of increased taxation in some fo
or another, the Chicago Exh'bitc
Association favors a higher thea
Screen Snapshots
license fee rather than a propos
(Series 17— No. 3)
Columbia
10 Mins. three per cent tax on admissions
Latter, according to Morris Le<
Fine Parade of Stars
ard of the association, would sea
Twenty stand-ins or doubles for to aggravate the attendance pr<^
well known stars are presented in
lem to
andclose.
possibly force some th>
their make-ups, some of them so ters
good that it is hard to distinguish
from the originals. June Lang on
a stroll with her dog. Jimmie Dunn Cleveland Exhibitor Unit
receiving a commission as an officer
To Hear ITO Parley Repc
in the Los Angeles Air Police.
Chester Morris exercising his skill
Cleveland — Cleveland Motion P
at his hobby of wood turning. Anita
Louise displaying her talent as a ture Exhibitors Association holds
harpist. Finishes with the Santa buffet luncheon and general me
Anita Park raceti-ack, with scores of bership meeting today. Report |
screen celebs picked up by the activities of the ITO convention
camera in close-ups.
Columbus will follow the lunche-i
This will be the final meeting I
"U" Pix on High Seas
uary.
the year. Election of officers tal I
place at the first meeting in J; |
One hundred Universal features
are to be shown on transatlanticships according to terms of a deal
set with Modern Sales Corp. it was Report Doran to Quit Col.
reported yesterday, it was also reTo Produce Stage Pla
ported that 25 Universal pictures
are to be exhibited aboard the Mon- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
arch and Queen of Bermuda.
Hollywood — It is reported til
D. A. Doran, eastern story head
Columbia
Pictures, will resign
RKO Closes Western Deals
devote
his
time to producing sta
Product deals with Gibraltar Circuit, Black Hills Amusement Co. and
Atlas Theater Corp. have been plays.
closed by Cresson E. Smith, RKO
RKO Closes Exchange
western and southern sales manager,
Jacksonville
— RKO Radio local ■
it was announced yesterday, followfield
trip. of Smith from a 10-day change closes today with busin<
ing return
of the branch
Atlanta
office. being taken over

When you're celebrating
Christmas with your family
you'll be glad you gave
that check to the Film Daily
Relief Fund!
Send your check to the Fund
and your thanks to Heaven
that you don't need help but
can give it!

L

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

Every day next year some unfortunate
family in this industry will be thankful for ]
rent, food or medicine which your contri
bution. big or little, helps to make possible

. . . 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C
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FF
Studios Ahead
Major
Discloses
urvey

in Production

'WEIGH MOVE TO FORCE ACTION ON COPYRIGHT BILL
Atlas-Lehman, RCA
Compromise
Point
Rapidly
Being Reached, Says
Negotiator
[ Conversation concerning lifting or
xtension of option on remaining
tCA holdings in RKO held by Atlas
]orp. and Lehman Bros, are proeeding daily with the compromise
■oint rapidly being reached, it was
leclared authoritatively by one of
he negotiators yesterday.
Option-holders are seeking to
pread payments over a period of

Near Agreement on RKO

Report RKO Radio After French Theaters
Paris (By Cable) — RKO Radio is negotiating for the purchase of a circuit of French
theaters, it is reported here. At present the Normandie and the Moulin Rouge Theaters in Paris are showing RKO Radio pictures exclusively, in the original English
versions.

By GEORGE

Blank Quit? JVo! ! !

FILM

DAILY

Theaterless Mich. Peninsular Towns

Now Organized as Series of Circuits

!HECK-UP SHOWS
SEVERAL MISSING

Des Moines — It was all in fun, but
some of the reporters present took it
seriously. And so the story that A. H.
Blank was retiring as president of TriStates and Central States Theaters went
out over the press association wires
yesterday. Announcement of his "abdication" had been carried in a special
edition of a local paper distributed at
the Blank testimonial dinner Thursday
night. Story parodied King Edward's
abdication
address.

W. MEHRTENS

Washington — Move to force action
on pending copyright legislation,
now "buried" in committee in the
House, impends.
Senator F. Ryan Duffy of Wisconsin, disclosing that a discharge petition to take the matter out of the
of the Detroit area; A. H. Biemer, hands of Rep. Sirovich, chairman of
Flint territory; A. H. Schurr, Grand the House patents committee, was
Rapids; Dory Miller, Alpena. All being considered, told The Film
are former road show men.
Daily that
it wason "high
(Continued
Page 3) time the
Major product, including Paramount, Universal, and British-Gaumont will be booked, Norris said.
This new product will be used to supersede the former three to four
year old product used in these territories.

4)

Chicago — William F. Rodgers,
sneral sales manager for M-G-M,
2re to attend a two-day meeting
:arting today at the Palmer House
; which (Continued
the company's
new product
on Page 3)

Discharge Petition May Bring
Measure
Out of
Committee
Washington Bureau of THE

Detroit — Michigan Film Library
has five men out on the road covering the Lower Peninsula of Michigan, organizing a series of circuits
for theaterless towns. Service has
started in the first circuit, near Flint,
where the various small towns have
been especially interested, Alban J.
Norris, general manager told The
Film Daily yesterday.
We have been checking over the
Cameron Walker will be manager
[onor Roll of the Relief Fund. Find
ames missing that have been there
ractically every year since the
und started. Is your name one
f those missing?
Neb. Would Reveal Ascap's Receipts Since 1920
If so, this li'l reminder should be
Lincoln — Leave to file 138 quesTwenty-five questions would be dinough.
Shoot that check in, and
rected at Walter S. Fisher, Gustave
tions, 63 aimed at Gene Buck, pres(Continued on Page 4)
ident of Ascap was asked by Attor- Schirmer and Saul Bernstein.
ney General Hunter yesterday in
Among other things, report of
the suit brought by Ascap to en- gross receipts per year since 1920
Reports Metro Contracts
join enforcement of the Anti-Ascap will be demanded if the Court grants
2,000 Ahead of Last Year bill passed
in the last legislature. the State's application.
(Continued on Page

Deal

4 Major Studios Ahead in Production,
Others Said Meeting Scheduled Pace
Actors Equity Demands
"Cut" in Chi. Benefit

West

By RALPH

Coast Bureau

WILK

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Major studios, instead
of being behind schedule on production, as widely reported, actually are
Chicago — Mayor Kelly, holiday
benefit director, yesterday received either on schedule or well ahead,
a telegraphed demand from Allen checkup established yesterday.
(British trade papers especially
Corelli of Actors Equity for 15 per
cent of the proceeds of the Christmas have been insistent that American
studios were falling behind, with
show.
James
(Continued on Page 3)
(ContinuedPetrillo,
on Page 3)musicians'

LOEWS 12-WKS. NET
ABOUT $1.75 A SHARE

Net earnings of Loew's, Inc., for
the first 12 weeks of the fiscal year,
will be about $1.75 a share, David
Bernstein,
treasurer
of Loew's,
indicated
yesterday. This
compares
with $2.14 a share made in the corresponding period of 1936, which
was a record for the company.
Bernstein
said yesterday that the
(Continued on Page 3)

Grand National Reduces
Office Staff; 12 Are Out
Retrenchment at Grand National
yesterday resulted in the dismissal
of 12 employed in three home office
departments. Sam Shumer, story
editor, and Barbara Day and Margaret(Continued
Bates, of on
the Pagesame4) depart-

Final Title
Taking cognizance of those recent
M-G-M title changes, Mel Heyman of
Howard Dietz's staff yesterday made a
switch in name for that new daughter.
Young
lady Ann.
will be Myrna Jean instead
'if Barbara
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Japan May Impose 20 P. C.
Tax on Motion Pictures

Tokio (By Cable) — The Japanese
Government is considering the imposition of a 20 per cent tax on
photographic apparatus and motion
pictures. Income tax on these imports has already been advanced and
theater owners will increase theater
admission prices proportionately.
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distance
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Twain classic, "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer"
it will give a
step-by-step demonstration of fhe production of a motion picture
T
T
T
• •
• TIE-UP that will garner publicity in ads in national
magazines,
newspapers
and displays in dealer windows
throughout the country
on Warners' "Tovarich"
Distinctive Creations, manufacturers of Lip-Lite, are splurging on
this tie-up

Polish Exhibs "Gang Up"
i M-G-M Takes 10-Yr. Leases
on American Distributors!
on 3 Amsterdam Fix Houses

SCHENCK,

president

of

M-G-M
product
the Coast for f-i

ALEXANDER
KORDA
is scheduled
to It
Hollywood for New York today, with MAUR
SILVERSTONE,
UA
manager
for
the
Uni*
Kingdom,
set to leave there early next wi
for New York.
BOB CILLHAM. Paramount ad and pub hc>
arrives from the Coast today.
C. C. MOSKOWITZ,
assistant
treasurer i
Loew's,
Inc.,
returns
to New
York
Mon
from conferences at the Coast.
Mary.
MERRITT
HULBURD,
associate
producer
Samuel
Goldwyn,
arrives Monday on the Qui

JACK SKIREALL. of Educational, goes to \
Variety
Club dinner
in Philly tomorrow
m.
MARION DAVIES leaves New York sho ,
for the Coast, and sails for Honolulu the \
before Christmas.
CRACE
MOORE
arrives
in Hollywood
15th for conferences
at Columbia
on her rJ
pix for studio.

LESSER
SAMUELS,
G8 scenarist, will tak.
New
York
vacation
before
starting
work {
next picture
for company.
LEE BOWMAN, Hollywood actor, will id
to New York within the next week for a vai
Hon after finishing work
in new RKO picti,
TOM MIX and his daughter, RUTH U
leave month.
for a p. a. tour in Cuba the latter part
this
in

BILL DALTON, organist for the Byrd The.j
Richmond,
is in New
York for a vacat

JOSEPH Dl PESA, Loew's advertising mi)
ager in New England, returned to Boston I
night after New York trip.
VIOLA BROTHERS SHORE. RKO writer. i$
studio.
New York on a month's leave of absence f
EDWARD
C. ROBINSON
will come
to t
York shortly after Christmas with latest V»
ner picture,
ished.

"A

Slight

Case

of

Murder,'

FRANK LLOYD and CLIFF LEWIS
Chicago
yesterday.

arrived

HERBERT SILVERBERG, film industry att
ney, returned to Buffalo from New York tor
Wednesday.
and leaves for Hollywood next Tuesday

3A

Poland (By Cable) — Exhibitors
here are "ganging up" on American
i/g distributors with pre-arrangements
to bargain individually with allotted
companies to the exclusion of others.
% Salesmen are turned away from one
theater with the statement that they
"belong" to another house, and must
2's
Va do business there only. Salesmen
are left with non-competitive situations.

3i2 - 1
93MARKET
Bid
Asked
871/2
851/2
51/2
62

DANCE
Commodore

• • • IT SEEMS that the entire town of Des Moines was
given over to the banquet celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of A. H. Blank, head of Tri-States and Central States Theaters among the speakers were Charlie Pettijohn, Y. Frank
Freeman, Barney Balaban
they even had the local Bishop
there as a speaker
which goes to show that Mister Blank is
a pretty popular guy out his way
The New York delegation
returns this morning
they got their Film Dailys yesterday
on the train at Chicago by special messenger service
T
T
T
• •
• EXHIBITION
titled "The Making of A Contemporary
Film," will open at the Museum
of Modern Art, 14 West 49th St..
on Tuesday. Dec. 21
the exhibit will be built around the Mark
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I/4
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by Wid's Films and Film Folk. Inc. J. W
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Don
■Id M
Mcrsereau, Secretary-Treasurer; En
tercd as second class matter, May 21, 1918.
at the |>u*t-uffice at New York, N. Y. undei
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Posta«r
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $111.(10 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
months. $3,011. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribe!
should remit with order. Address all com
nranicationa to THE FILM DAILY, 1501
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BKyain
9-7117. 9 7118, 9-7119. 9-7120, 9 7121. Cable
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernes!
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 War
dour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, L;.
Cinematographic Franchise. Rue de la Cou'
des-Nouc».
iv

M.

C-M,
and
L. B. MAYER,
head, are expected to leave
York early next week.

Amsterdam (By Cable) — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer has leased for a
period of 10 years the Royal, Corso
and Majestic Theaters here.

Seligman Joins Cinepix

Leo Seligman, it was announced
yesterday, has been appointed to the
vice-presidency of Cinepex Co., 630
Ninth Ave., and will handle distribution of full length foreign features as well as shorts. Company's
Hungarian Duo Coming
includes 18 Polish
Irene Agai, Hungarian actress, current14lineup
Italian and four in the
and her husband, Stephen Szekely, films,
Spanish language.
Hungarian director, sail for the U.
S. Dec. 15 on the Aquitania for premiere of new picture entitled "SegitFirst Divvy In Four Years
seg
Orokoltem"
an
Montreal — Directors of Eastern
Heir).
Miss Agai (Help,
starred I'm
in pix
and Szekely directed. They will Theaters, Ltd., have declared a dividend of 50 cents a share on the
make a tour of the Hungarian cen- common stock — the first dividend
ters and wind up their trip in Hol- since 1933 — payable Dec. 22 to
lywood.
shareholders of record Dec. 15.

"The Hurricane" Staying

Two-a-day engagement of "The
Hurricane" at the Astor, New York,
will be further extended, with the
Goldwyn pix playing through Jan.
2, it was learned yesterday. South
Seas story was originally set for
four weeks.

"Sacred," November

"Hit"

Twenty-four motion picture critics
of the Scripps-Howard newspapers
have voted "Nothing Sacred" as the
"picture hit of November," it was
announced yesterday by SelznickInternational.

Aunt Named
West

Coast

Bureau

of

Guardian
THE

FILM

DM\

Hollywood — - Myllicent Bartho
mew, Freddie's aunt has been i
pointed guardian
of his estate
Judge Eliot Craig.

•est

wishes

the

following
on
their
DECEMBER
11

from

The

Film

Sally Eilers
Cilbert Roland
DECEMBER 12
Karen Morley
Harry M. Warner
Edna Marion
Rube Jackter
Herb Crooker
Owen Moore
J. J. Felder
George M. Lipschultz

Daily
birthday

■m

■ day, Dec. 11, 1937
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ir major studios
;ad in production
(Continued from Page

1)

stories mentioning the total
11 Coast plants at 100).
usual, Warners have several
res ahead of schedule and have
: better progress than at the
time last year. 20th Centuryis also several pictures ahead,
iversal is right on schedule, alrli it lost 10 days in October,
nbia, making 62 pictures as its
it for the year, has lost no time
las been averaging five pictures
nth. RKO is ahead of schedule
its production progress excels
ame period last year.
G-M and United Artists are on
!ule, while Paramount is ahead
ctures.

v's 12- Weeks' Net
is About $1.75 a Share
(Continued from Page

1)

al report for the fiscal year,
i ended Aug. 31, will be issued
bout two weeks. For the 40
s ending June 3, Loew's reportnet income of $11,714,722, which
iitl'inted to about $7 a share on the
!0 aon stock. It is believed that
h> arnings for the 1937 fiscal year
lei be approximately $9 a share.

brs Equity Demands
"Cut" in Chi. Benefit
(Continued from Page

1)

ess agent, warned theater manlents he will order out the muis if they give in to Equity,
cians as well as all acts appear
s, all proceeds going to charity.

SHORT SHOTS fROfll EflST6RH STUDIOS
By SID WEISS
TN the busiest shooting week in a going to have his shoes half-soled
. . . Jack Henley is back at his desk
year, Educational's
company
at Astoria isproduction
finishing after a week's grapple with the flu
camera work on three short subjects . . . Betty Raskin, of the Murray
this week. While Bill Watson di- Phillips office, is plotting a South
cruise . . . Coast reports
rected the two-reeler, "Hi-Ho Holly- American
wood," with Harriet Hutchins, Al reveal that Grand National is enChristie had in production Billy K.
thusiastic about Michael Raymond's
Wells' first two-reel comedy, "The and Dorothe Hoffman's scenario,
Eyes Have It," featuring Charles "Scrap Iron" . . . The Warner Club
Kemper and Danny Kaye. Christie (Brooklyn Unit) will have its annual Masquerade and Civic Ball at
also completed a one-reel featurthe St. George on the 17th ... Ed
ette, "How to Dance the Shag" with Savin is in charge of arrangements
the Arthur Murray dancers.
•
and Roy Mack is stuck for the enBernice Claire, lovely radio star, tertainment.
is currently appearing; before the
Al Christie will spend the holidays in Hollywood . . . He has half
camera at the Vitaphone studios
with Roy Mack at the megaphone. a ticket to spare and Johnny Graham
In the cast are Ray Wilbert, Mar- is trying to puzzle out a way to
jorie Knapp, Eddie Bruce, Eugene get in under the age limit . . .
Louise Massey and her Westerners
Sigaloff and the Gae
• Foster girls.
are making a one-reeler at Astoria
Lloyd French starts another of this week, with Niela Goodelle folthe Warner Gaiety series next week
lowing . .the
. Willie
uled for
week Howard
after . is
. . schedDoris
with Cherry and June Preisser,
Lamberti, Bobby P incus and the Barber, Educational's favorite script
Campus Collegians. Eddie Forman gal, is sporting a Page Boy bob
did the story.
these
days . .on. Dave
column
•
is catching
fast Vine's
. . . Barbara
Caryl Gould, Warner player and Engel, Coast player, is in town takradio star, is taking a few weeks
ing in the sights . . . Carl Hoff and
off from her duties here to make a his ork will do another short for
personal appearance at the May- Warners next week with Joe Henaflower Hotel in Washington where bery directing.
•
she is clicking big.
•
Arthur Boran, popular mimicAddenda . . . Sam Sax's bridge comedian, has been signed by Educational for a series of shorts. Margame is as good as his golf — which
is saying plenty . . . Eddie Forman cy Klauber and Art Jarrett will do
bought his wife a mink coat last the first story which goes into production shortly.
week ... He says next week he's

Rosen Wins Johnston Trophy

in Mono's Playdate Drive
Sam Rosen, manager of the MonDrts Metro Contracts
ogram Philadelphia exchange, has
!,000 Ahead of Last Year won the W. Ray Johnston trophy
for first place in the W. Ray Johnston Playdate Drive, it was anbe discussed, reports his comnounced yesterday by Edward A.
2,000 contracts ahead of the Golden, sales manager.
period last year. Rodgers
Henri Elman, president and mand that no successor to William
ager of the Chicago branch, was
cully as eastern district man- awarded the Scott R. Dunlap trophy
would be named at the meeting
for second place; and D. J. Selznick,
manager of the Pittsburgh office,
took third prize, the Edward A. Golden trophy. Sales drive lasted ten
weeks, and was "very successful,"
said
sults. Golden, highly pleased with re(Continued from Page 1)

EATH RECORD

Austin Webb
Coast Bureau, of THE^ FILM

DAILY

llywood — Austin Webb, 58, acmd former trouper with D. W.
I ith, is dead here.

Italian Technicolor Shorts

Rome (By Cable) — Leonards Firm
has been formed here for the production of Technicolor shorts. They
Mrs. Lula Mae Taylor
will be distributed in America by
Has — Mrs. Lula Mae Taylor, United Artists and in England by
raveling representative of the World Worldown, Ltd.
mder Film Co. here, died in
imey, of injuries suffered when
Moore Pix for M. H.
automobile overturned on the
vay just outside town. PassersColumbia's "I'll Take Romance",
icund Mrs. Taylor in her de- starring Grace Moore, opens at the
jhed
coupe a short time after Radio
City Music Hall next Thursday.
ccident.

~m, "*■

DAILY

WEIGH FORGING OF
COPYRIGHT ACTION
(Continued from Page

1)

copyright situation was brought out
into
the sponsor
open." of a Senate bill, asDuffy,
serted that committee
members and
others in the lower house have expressed an attitude of rebellion
against
Sirovich's
apparent intention to shelve the matter.
Strategy, it is understood, would
be to get a representative, probably
Braswell Dean of Georgia, to introduce a companion measure to the
Duffy bill. Dean is reported sympathetic, assuring Southern support.
"Now that the Senate committee
has passed favorably on the international copyright convention," Duffy
told The Film Daily, "there will be
a necessity for domestic legislation.
I hope to get the treaty bill before
the Senate immediately after we
finish the anti-lynching bill this session. My regular bill will, of course,
have to wait until the regular sesRebellious attitude against Sirovich in the House is largely due to
the fact that as chairman of the
Patents committee he has not called
hearings for two sessions.
sion."
Assessment

Cut Stands

Appellate division of the New
York State Supreme Court yesterday unanimously affirmed the decision of Justice E. E. L. Hammer in
reducing assessments on the Rialto
Theater in Times Square from $2,825,000 to $2,525,000 for 1935 and
from $2,700,000 to $2,400,000 for
1936. The City of New York will
return taxes amounting to $20,000
"U" White Collar Contract
to the Rialto-Times Square, Inc.,
Meeting Set for Next Week lessee of the theater. The lease was
made in October, 1934, for 20 years.
lessees originally asked that the
Following negotiations with Wil- The
lard S. McKay, Universal Pictures assessment be reduced $1,400,000.
secretary, the American Federation
Mobile Tele Unit Ready
of Labor's Bookkeepers, StenographFirst mobile television unit coners and Accountants Union, which is
structed for service in U. S. is to be
attempting to organize the industry's office workers, are to meet with turned over to RCA at a public cereeither Nate J. Blumberg, Universal
mony at Radio City tomorrow, it has
president-elect, or the present ad- been announced.
ministration next week to discuss
Lease Renewal Okayed
signing of contract, it was reported
yesterday. Preliminary discussions
Milton C. Weisman, receiver for
have made progress, union officials Fox Theaters Corp., yesterday was
declared.
authorized by Judge Martin T. Manton to renew his office lease for one
year at 1450 Broadway at a cost of

Marbo Into the Ziegfeld

Miss Chelle Janis, manager of
Loew's Ziegfeld Theater in New
York for several years, who has resigned, effective Monday, will be succeeded by Gilbert Marbo, assistant
manager of the Lexington. Norman
Siegel, chief usher of the Metropolitan, Brooklyn, has been promoted
to the post of assistant manager.
James Shepard, assistant manager
of the Melba, Brooklyn, moves to the
Fairmount, The Bronx, in the same
capacity. Joseph Sloan, formerly at
the Fairmount, has been shifted to
the Lexington as assistant manager.

SSCH REPORT

$2,700.

Chicago — Mrs. Martin Johnson is.
receiving hospital treatment here
for injuries received in a motor
crash.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — William Dieterle, director, and Mrs. Dieterle were
dent.
severely injured in a traffic acci-

Saturday, Dec. 11,
DAILY

check-up
shows reviews of new nuns
SEVERAL MISSING
(Continued from Page

1)

quit stalling around. You know
you're going to send it, anyway.
Your Christmas would be lacking
something if you checked up with
yourself and discovered you had
forgotten to send in your contrib.
The last call is day before Xmas.
Don't wait any longer. We went to
see your name on this list from
now on to the close. Come to think
of it, you want to see it there, too.
So
..
GIVE!
Watch this List of Illustrious
Names grow!
Jack Alicoate
Don Merscreau
Chester B. Bahn
Cresson
E. Smith
Edward
McNamee
L. J. Schlaifer
Sid Weiss
Toby
Gruen
George F. Dembow
Ned
E. Depinet
Ch.irles C. Moskowitz
Richard
Brady
Gilbert Golden
Rube Jackter
Leon Bamberger
Harry Cold
George Barnett
Moe Streimer
Max
A. Cohen
H. D. Buckley
Paul Lazarus
Arthur W. Kelly
M. J. Weisfeldt
A. J. Moeller
Anonymous
Charles
Alicoate
A. J. Dash
Jack Harrower
Frances Cross
Joseph A. McConville
Jay Emanuel Pub.
Emanuel Silverstone
Reuben
Samuels
George
Borthwick
Irving Samuels
Jean H. Lenauer
Norman C. Nicholson
H. J. Ochs
Kenneth Aneser
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.
Quigley
Publications
William
A. Downs
Winfield Andrus
Mollis Kennahan
George
Gerhard
Wm.
R. Ferguson
Davis Weshner
Dennis
R. Smith
Anne linger
Lester J. Sack
Harold
F. Hendee
S. C. Einfeld
S. K. Kohler
Ceorge
Morris

Lester Pollock
H. J. Yates
Alan E. Freedman
John A. Schwalm
Bill La Portes
Jack
Clucksman
Jerome J. Cohen
Joseph R. Vogel
Alan F. Cummings
Albert Margolies
W. H. Clark
C. C. Pettijohn
Rutgers
Neilson
Gabriel Hess
William F. Barrett
Benjamin W. Solomon
Dave O'Malley
Budd
Getschal
Joe Weil
Douglas
D. Rothacker
Dewey
D. Bloom
Samuel
Sax
Edna Sussman
Addie
Dannenberg
Budd
Rogers
Joseph F. Lee
Haskell
M.
Masters
Issac Weinberg
Warren A. Slee
Flora Schikler
David Palfreyman
Charles
"Chick"
Lewis
N. H. Brower
Nathan
D. Colden
Frank
Meyer
Nu-Art
Filmco
A. Montague
Cettinger & Gettinger
Fabian
Theaters
Corp.
A.
Schneider
"Lep"
Friedman
City Photo
Engraving
Co. H. Kinzler
Morris
Emil J. Jensen
J. S. MacLeod
Herman
Bernie, Inc.
William
Massce
William Barnett
Hairy M. Bernstein
In Memory
of Irving
Grant
Thalberg
Hugo K. Kessler
Herbert
Berg

with

"Paid To Dance"
Don

Terry,

Jacqueline

Hayworth,

Arthur

Wells,

Rita

Loff

Columbia

55 mins.

DANCE HALL RACKET STORY MADE
PLEASING ENTERTAINMENT
BY RAPID
ACTION AND CASTS CONSCIENTIOUS
WORK.
The

dance

hall racket

comes

to

trial

again in this one, but plenty of fast action plus a conscientious cast make it
pleasing entertainment. Don Terry, undercover agent for the Governor, is assigned
to track down head of dance hall ring,
after numerous murders have occurred.
With aid of the authorities he has the
dance hall and agency of Arthur Loft shut
down. Terry goes to Loft the next day
and makes a deal, whereby he comes in as
a partner for reopening

the place.

Jac-

Bob Steele, Marion
Hackett

S\K*

Weldon,

Republic

56

Karl
Mins.

PLENTY OF ACTION AND FAST RIDING BUT STORY HAS BEEN DONE CARELESSLY.
There is enough fast riding and gun fighting in this new Bob Steele opus to please
the western fans, but it falls short of the
standard

studio has set with recent

west-

erns, as the story has been done too carelessly to carry much weight. Steele is fired
by his boss, Horace Murphy, when he tries
to get Murphy to leave a saloon where he
has just collected a large sum for a cattle
sale. Murphy gets drunk and leaves, with
Steele trailing him, as he suspects that Karl
Hackett, who bought the cattle, will attempt to rob him. Hackett kills Murphy
and gets away before Steele arrives. Sheriff
Ted

up to Paul Fix, Loft's manager.
ton, the leader of the ring is
about Terry, and gives orders
of him. Ralph Byrd, another

sentenced to hang, but escapes with the
aid of Ernie Adams, the bartender. He
prevents Hackett from murdering Frank
LaRue, whom Hackett is trying to scare off
his ranch. LaRue hides Steele against the
wishes of his daughter, Marion Weldon,
who is sure this action will make more

Paul Stantipped off
to get rid
agent, has

Adams

finds Steele bending over Mur-

phy's body, and Hackett circles back and
accuses him of murder. He is tried and

gotten job in dance hall as Terry's bodyguard. Terry and Byrd are knocked out
after Loft locks up Miss Wells, whom he
also suspects. Fix double crosses Loft, and
bloodshed. Finally, after falling in love
after knocking him out also, puts him in with Steele, she tricks Adams, the crooked
death car. Byrd knocks out the driver of
sheriff, into leading her to where Hackett
the car and they escape their pursuers.
is hiding, and Steele follows her. He forces
Terry makes Loft tell who the leader is,
confession from Hackett as to Murphy's
and they go there in a hurry when they adeath,
and the whole gang is locked up.
return to dance hall and discover that Fix
Steele employs his fists and guns, often
has taken Miss Wells there. Stanton is
and convincingly, with the rest of the cast
killed and Miss Wells is rescued with the
providing plenty of support.
ring broken up and everybody happy. There
CAST: Bob Steele, Marion Weldon, Karl
is enough action to please the most bloodHackett, Ernie Adams, Ted Adams, Frank
thirsty moviegoer and it keeps moving
LaRue, Horace Murphy, Kenneth Duncan,
all the time.
Bud Buster, Frank Ball, John Merton.
CAST: Don Terry, Jacqueline Wells, Rita
CREDITS: Producer, A. W. Hackel; DiHayworth, Arthur Loft, Paul Stanton, Paul
rector, Sam Newfield; Original Story, Harry
Fix, Louise Stanley, Ralph Byrd, Beatrice
F. Olmstead; Screenplay, Charles Francis
Curtis, Bess Flowers, Beatrice Blinn, Jane
Royal; Editor, S. Roy Luby; Cameraman,
Hamilton, Dick Curtis, Al Herman.
Robert Cline.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ralph
Cohn; Director, C. C. Coleman Jr.; Story,
Leslie T. White; Screenplay, Robert E.
Kent; Editor, Byron Robinson; Cameraman,
George Meehan.
DIRECTION,

Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,

"Monastery" Aids

BELLS

"Colorado Kid"

queline Wells, Terry's sweetheart and assistant, isworking in the dance hall where
she hopes to pick up evidence by playing

Fair

Fund

Boston "Monastery", wbich World
Pictures is releasing, at its $10 premiere at the Fine Arts theater
Thursday night played to $5,850,
Staunton, Va. — Fred Routher, total receipts being presented to the
manager of the Strand Theater, will Rev. Michael J. Ahearn by Maurice
marry Miss Edwina Martin, of Wolf of M-G-M, chairman of the
Father Ahearn Fellowship Fund.
Washington this month.
Father Aheam was narrator and ediof the film. It was Boston's
New Orleans — Wedding of Louel- first tor$10
pix premiere.
la Richards, daughter of E. V. Richards, partner in the Paramount
Richards Theaters, president of
Police Claim Confession
Saenger Theaters Corp., and of ra- ,
dio station WSMB, to Elwood Rog^
Chicago — Police yesterday claimed
er Clay will take place on Jan. 3 a confession from Matthew Weiczorec to the effect that he had shot
Milwaukee, Wis. — Sylvia M. Reg- Sheldon Shoreen, State-Lake theater
ner, employed at the local Fox Film exec, and a policeman guarding the
exchange, was married recently to house. Suspect, police said, also
admitted theater robberies.
E. E. Ketchpaw.

WEDDING

with

DIRECTION,

Fair.

Fast.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Mono Sues Kleinerman
Charging infringement of 16 mm.
rights on "A Girl of the Limberlost," Monogram yesterday filed suit
in Federal Court against Morris
Kleinerman, operating as the Export
Film Exchange, Star Safety Laboratories and Screen Attractions Corp.
In its complaint, Monogram contends that it sold the 16 mm. rights
to Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., on Dec. 3,
1937. Monogram asks for an injunction and an accounting of profits.

Unfiled appeal
WithAppeal
Monday Still
the deadline,
of distributor defendants against
the Dallas anti-trust decision had
not been filed up to late yesterday
afternoon, it was learned in New
York.
Released by Advance
Advance Film Exchange is now
releasing "The Screen Travellers"
and Criterion Films' new shorts.

REPORT AGREEMENlj
NEAR MODI
{Continued

from

Page

1)

time, and, it is understood, R'bj

sions
provided
total certain
is bound ccj"I
prepared
to make
deal.
Option calls for payment o'
000,000 for what is reported as
p.c. of common shares outstay
and 42 p.c. of debentures.

Grand National Reduces
Office Staff; 12 Are
(Continued from Page

1)

ment, go. Others departing
Harry Blair, assistant to Ed
ney; Joe Sullivan, Merritt Cra'
; and Lydia Sanko, of the pub
Ihead
department;
Fish, CI
of the artGeorge
department,
Dorsa and Frank Pratt, artists
Kerness,
advertising
prodi
jhead; Beatrice Woollcott and an
{ in the general office.
Edward L. Alperson, Grand!
tional prexy, left New York
this week for the Coast to tall
ancing. A formal announce
from the company yesterday s
that the publicity and story d€
ments
Coast. are being transferred t>

Omaha District Is Victor
in Tri-States Biz C,
Des Moines — Omaha district
the
three months'
for Tri-States
increased business
which
linked with the A. H. Blank
jubilee.
Parallel
Central
S|
drive, now in progress, ends Jv
Theater managers in the 0;'
group to win were: Ira Crain, I
City, la., first; W. R. Kemp, C
Island, Nebr., second; T. J. K
kes, Fairbury, Nebr., third.

Miriam Howell to Become
Goldwyn Eastern Story (

Miriam Howell becomes ea-.i
story editor for Samuel Gold!
Inc., on Jan. 3, it was reported 1
terday. Dorothy Modisett, whcJ
been holding the post on a ten!
ary basis, is remaining as a r|
ber of the story department.
today.
Julius Evans of the Goldwyn I
department has resigned, effe'J

Reopen Brooklyn House

Loew's Warwick theater, Br I
remodeling.
lyn, reopened last night, folic I

Stalin as Critic
Moscow (By Cable) — Joseph Sralii
among other things, is now Soviet Ru:
sia's No. 1 movie critic. Film, "Lenn
in October," is back in the studio f<
revision at Stalin's suggestion, follow
ing preview.

YOU'LL FEEL BETTER WHEN

<END THAT CHECK NOW--KB

YOU'VE

'S^SffSS%£

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

itimate in Character
iternational in Scope
dependent
in Thought
I
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IA Will he "Choosey" in Setting New Releasing Pacts

varnerTplanning tojnter wired radio field
No Film Regulatory Action Seen at Special Session
h )bs Probe Resolution Also
Off Until Regular
Session
By PRESCOTT DENNETT

ashington — Any possibility of
m by committee or otherwise,
ither the Pettengill Block booklegislation or the Hobbs resoluto investigate the motion picindustry definitely faded on
'] ttol Hill Saturday when respeccongressmen concerned anlced they would "press for ac' only at the regular session
year.
There has been no meeting of the
rstate Commerce Committee be{Continued on Page 7)

(EXECS, TO FETE
SI FABIAN TONIGHT
sturned Saturday from Des
ties where they paid tribute to
1. Blank on the occasion of his
;r jubilee, New York film execs.,
industry affiliates will take to
I road again late today, with Alw the newest Mecca.
|iere, at the De Witt Clinton
(Continued on Page 7)

■

j and M of T Agreed
On Programs, Says Blair
lird meeting of representatives
he SAG and The March of Time
Saturday resulted in the anlcement by Aubrey
Blair,
of
(Continued on Page 7)

Author! Author!
In the old days, they used to yell
or the author to take a bow on the
pening night of the new stage show.
1aybe they still do. We wouldn't
now. We haven't been to an opening
ight in years. But right now the
iommittee of the Relief Fund is yelling
Author! Author!" right at YOU. So,
tand up and take a bow, as you pass
s your check for the Fund. Listen to
he Applause!
How can you resist?

te^H

Ohio Exhib. Proposes Parking

Lot Circuit

Cincinnati — Local theater owner who also is active in the real estate field is
canvassing cities of 100,000 or more population for dark and obsolete theaters. Idea
is to raze the buildings and adapt the sites for motor parking lots. Exhib-realtor
points out that these properties are generally centrally located; he's already interested
in 13 different cities as prospects for his parking lot circuit.

Muzak Deal Calls for Country-Wide Development
of Service

Preparing to invade a new field of
entertainment, Warners, through a
deal now in the final stages of negotiation, shortly will launch Muzak,
entertainment subsidiary of Wired
Radio, Inc., on a nation-wide scale.
Preliminary formalities incident
to the deal have been completed by
Harry M. Warner for the company
he heads and Waddell Catchings,
Adolph Zukor's contract, which president of Muzak Corp. SignaSong Writers Protective Associatures, Catchings told The Film
tion has filed two suits against pub- expires Dec. 31, is expected to be
lishers as the first step toward ob- renewed, Barney Balaban, president Daily Saturday, are expected to be
taining a court decision as to what of Paramount, said Saturday. Bala- affixed within two or three weeks.
ban, who(Continued
returnedon Page
to New
York
Catchings has just returned from
rights an author and composer re7)
(Continued on Page 4)
Hollywood where terms of the deal
were fixed at conferences spanning

SONG WRITERS SUITS BALABAN SAYS IUK0R
TO ESTABLISH RIGHTS RENEWAL IS EXPECTED

THE

DOMESTIC

WEEK

IN REVIEW

UA Deal Collapses — Twin Quota Move Killed
■By GEORGE H. MORRIS-

FOREIGN

In the vanguard of interesting
Parliament's Standing Commitdevelopments, the collapse of the
tee, at its Thursday session, killed
Goldwyn-Korda deal for control of the proposal for separate distributor and exhibitor quotas advocated
UA, reported from Hollywood in
for inclusion in the Films Bill
the wake of the company's annual
of the United
meeting of stockholders, stood out, by several wings
(Continued

on Page

7)

Overtures from Stars and Producers
for Release Pacts Find UA
FitzPatrick to Make Shorts
Before Resuming Quota Pix
James A. FitzPatrick will make a
group of Travel Talks in Naples,
Egypt and India before resuming
production of MGM quota pictures
in England, he said Saturday.
Fitz(Continued on Page 7)

Producers when casting pictures refer to the
Year Book regularly. 1938 Edition now in
preparation. — Advt.

Choosey

(Continued on Page 3)

UA TO OPENBETTER
BIZ DRIVE JAN. 2
United Artists will launch a 13week sales drive on Jan. 2, it was
announced Saturday by George J.
Schaefer, vice president and general manager. Campaign will be
dubbed, "The United Better BusiDiscussing
plans for the drive
ness Drive."
(Continued on Page 2)

Dallas Trust Suit Appeal
May Be Heard in March

Dallas— The U. S. Supreme Court
By RALPH WILK
is
expected to hear the distributors'
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
anti-trust appeal, which was filed
in March or April, it was
Hollywood — An authoritative Friday,
learned here Saturday.
source declared Saturday that alThe appeal,
whichon was
as two
though several of the biggest stars
(Continued
Page filed
7)
and producers have made overtures
to United Artists for releasing contracts, the company will be very
Second the Motion
"choosey" and "deliberate" in giving
Al Sindlinger complains that time is
contracts, as it will have ample protoo short in his daily grind, favors a
stop-the-clock movement. Sindlinger is
financially.ductions for a year and is strong
advertising and promotion director of —
"The March of Time!"
The same source asserted that the
(Continued on Page 3)
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9-7117, 97118, 9-7119, 9 7120. 9-7121. Cable
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood,
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone (Jranite 6607. London — Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., \V. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Fried richstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Nouei, 19.
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Studio Union "Home Rule"
Plans Still Incomplete
West Coast bureau of THE

Nothing
Sacred
(United
Artists-Selznicki— 3rd week
The Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros. » — 3rd week
<bi
A Damsel
in Distress
(RKO
Radio
Pictures) — 3rd week
The Last Gangster
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
The Thrill of a Lifetime
(Paramount
Pictures)
Forty-Five
Fathers
(20th
Century-Fox)
The Missing
Witness
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
Beg,
Borrow
or Steal
( Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Trigger
Trio
(Republic
Pictures)
(a)
Swing
It, Sailor (Grand
National
Pictures)
(a)
Big Town
Girl
(20th
Century-Fox)
Heidi
(20th
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Danger — Love at Work
(20th Century-Fox)
(a)

TWO-A-DAY
The

Hurricane

♦

(United

Artists-Coldwyn) — 5th

Mayerling
(Pax
Film) — 13th
week
Life and Loves of Beethoven
(World
Pictures)- -4th
Der Purimspieler
(Sphinx
Film) — 2nd week
Klart Till Drabbning
(Swedish
film)
Love or a Kingdom
(Polish Central
Film)
People
of
France
(French
film)

♦ FUTURE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Reports that plans
for the return of "home rule" to
four studio unions had been completed by the IATSE were denied
here Saturday by Isaac Pacht, IA
counsel. Pacht stated that when
the executive committee, which recently met in Detroit in special
session, finally works out the local
autonomy piogram, a detailed, formal statement will be issued.

El

Theater

Hall
Strand
Rivoli
Capitol
Paramount
Roxy
Criterion
Rialto
Central
Central
Clobe
Palace
Palace

Rl/IV
Astor

FEATURES
week

♦

55th

St.

Cinema

Filmarte
'. layhouse
Cameo
de Paris
Belmont
Squire

♦

True
Confession
(Paramount
Pictures) — Dec.
15
Navy
Blue
and
Cold
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Dec.
I'll Take
Romance
(Columbia
Pictures) — Dec.
16
The Shadow
(Columbia
Pictures) — Dec. 17
Bulldog
Drummond's
Revenge
(Paramount
Pictures) — Dec.
17
Charlie Chan
at Monte
Carlo
(20th Century-Fox) — Dec. 17
The
First Lady
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures) — Dec.
22
Hitting a New High (RKO
Radio Pictures) — Dec. 25
Second
Honeymoon
(20th Century-Fox) — Dec. 17 (a-b)
Adventurous
Blonde
(FN) — Dec.
17 (a)
The Affairs of Maupassant
(European
Film)
(c)
Intermezzo
(Scandinavian
film) — Dec. 24
The Cantor's
Son
(Eron Pictures) — Dec. 23
(a) Dual bil
(c) Follows current
ib) Subsequent run.

Paramount
Capitol
Music
Hall
Rialto
Criterion
Roxy
Strand
Rivoli
Palace
Palace
55th St. Playhouse
Cinema
de Paris
Squire

16

1)

HERBERT J. YATES, head of Consolicl
returns to New
York today.
ALEXANDER
KORDA
again delayed
hU
to New
York to stay in Hjllywood over >j
end.
but is expected
by plane today c
morrow.
SCHAEFER.

foreign manage

Universal, arrived in New York on the \'
him.
ington Saturday. MRS. SCHAEFER accomp'
JOSEPH
HUMMEL.
manager
is on his
the Mariposa.

Warners
foreign
way
to Australia
■

HERMAN MAINCOT. of BWI Colonial I
exchange, has left Hollywood for Bermud
the Canal.
FRANCES FARRAGOH is in New Yorlj
additional work on new play he is preu
for January
opening
here.
CHARLEY
CHASE,
well known
comed.ar
rives here
in January
from
the Coast
I vaudeville
tour.
HARRY
HAM.
European
representative
Selznick
International;
LEO
McCAREY
tor, and
MRS.
McCAREY,
and AURIOL
producer,
arrive
on
the
Queen
Mary toda
Mary.
MAX FACTOR
is also on the incoming

of

WINI SHAW
January
for

leaves New
the Coast.

York the first

bill.

GB Starting in January,
United Artists to Open
To Release One Monthly
Better Biz Drive, Jan. 2
Facie

BARNEY
BALABAN.
president
of Paiarr
returned
to his desk from the Coast Sah
after stop for the A. H. Blank dinner or1
back from Coast.

CUSTAVE

OPEiWiVGS

Saturday, Schaefer said that the
company would release a group of
11 pix representing "an unparalleled
financial
outlay"
during
the 13
weeks which
come in
the middle
of
the selling season.
Andy W. Smith, Jr., general sales
manager,
supplemented
announcement
with the Schaefer'6
disclosure
that for the first time in a sales
campaign, every member of the exchanges in the UA sales organization in the U. S. and Canada would
be enabled to participate in the
awards.
Winners will be judged on played
and earned business as against set
quotas. There will be five national
awards to leading district manager,
branch managers, salesmen; six
bonuses for bookers, and bonuses
for every employee of every branch
which reaches its quota.
Pix to figure in the drive and release dates are:
"The Hurricane" (Goldwyn), Dec.
24; "Action for Slander" (London
Films), Jan. 14; "Adventures of
Marco Polo" (Goldwyn), Jan. 21;
"Adventures of Tom Sawyer" (Selznick), Feb. 4; "I Met My Love
Again" (Wanger), Feb. 11; "Divorce of Lady X" (Korda), Feb. 18;
"Storm in a Teacup" (London
Films), Feb. 25; "The Goldwvn Follies" (Goldwyn), March 14; "The
Gaiety Girls" (London Films),
March 18); "Return of the Scarlet
Pimpernel" (London Films), April
2. Selznick's "Nothing Sacred," already released, is also included.

cominG mid coin

Music

week

I Off IK. \ LANGUAGE

(Continued from
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Keith A-0 6s 46
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Para. Picts. 6s 55..
90
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RKO
6s41
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74
NEW
YORK
CURB
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
1
Monogram
Picts

Universal
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Low

High
Am.
Seat.
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Columbia
Picts.
pfd.
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd.
Cen.
Th.
Eq.
Loew's.
Inc.
do pfd.
Paramount
"aramount
1 st pfd
Paramount
2nd
pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th
Cent-Fox
20th
Cent.-Fox
pfd

Hi

Parade

Distributor

Jury Quickly Frees Vt.
Exhib. in Blue Law C

Bellows Falls, Vt. — A jury
deliberated only 15 minutes ac(
ted Manager
Raymond
A. Ki
and his four employees of a ch.
of violating a 160-year-old
law" by showing
movies
at
Park Theater and Opera House
Kiniry, testifying in his own
fense, contended the shows
legal because the law permi
"charitable" business on th.
bath. He said $33 of the proc
"Sailing Along," Jessie Matthew's was given the Bellows Falls Ro
new musical, has been finished, while Cub for its Crippled Children F
testimony was corroborated
the script on her next picture, "Ask- His
ing For Trouble," is near completion. the Rev. Curry Spiedell, Re
Camera work is winding up on "Bank president, and William I. Mayc
Holiday." Herbert Wilcox's second Westminster, Rotary secretary.
Anna Neagle picture for GB reThe jury, impanelled in five
utes, included President Henrj
lease will be "The Show Goes On."
Grange.
Stoddard
of the Vermont
Lee also announced that "I Was a
Spy" will be re-issued.
Gaumont British will release seven new pictures at the rate of one
a month beginning in January, Arthur A. Lee, GB vice president, announced Saturday. The first of the
new season's productions is "NonStop New York," which will be followed byfor
"Look
Out on
ForDec.
Love,"
scheduled
release
24.
"The Girl Was Young" will be the
first release in 1938.

|Find Copyright Wedge

In Dutch "Wind"
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Educational Pix Discusse
Educational
aspects
Piracy pictures
are discussed
DAILY

Washington — As an added wedge
which may result in forcing Senate
action for early ratification of the
international copyright convention
the State Department revealed that
"Gone With the Wind," has been
pirated by Holland publishers, with
a resultant loss of thousands of dollars to the author. According to
reports the Department's efforts to
aid her have proved fruitless, although the book was copyrighted in
the United States and Canada.

of m«
in the
rent issue of the Journal of
cational
Sociology,
given
wholly to the subject.

A TRAILER ON
EVERY PICTURE
Produced

by Experienced

HOME
OFFICE:
(JO »fh Ave,. M. Y. C.
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IB PLANS TO ENTER
WIRED RADIO FIELD

ALONG

THE

UA 'CHOOSEY' IN NEW
RELEASING DEALS
(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

weeks.
Warner may come East
I the closing, although
Herman
S it, WB vice president, has been
a horized to act for the company.
s contemplated Muzak will supits programs
direct by wire,
e er phone
or electric light, to
h les and places of business from
a entral bureau.
Subscribers will
a wired radio receiving set from
I corporation,
and the monthly
r ;al will cover the service as well,
harge for residential sets at the
8 t, Catchings said Saturday, may
roximate $5 a month. Later, as
I service is expanded,
it is beli ed that the charge will be re• ed to $2.50 or $3.
lans for servicing on a national
fc is are still in the formative stage,
( chings stated. Relative costs will
d >rmine whether to establish cen; transmitting stations in various
les or to transmit from
one or
l master
stations.
Leased
telene lines, now used, are expensive,
chings pointed out, but transmisl over power
lines is contemj oed.
luzak dates back to 1934 and
^ rners are said to have been eyei its possibilities for a year. Duri the last three years, given over
t experimental development, the
t poration has assembled a library
(7500 master transcriptions. These,
i is claimed, reproduce with an
; ao-cycle range greater than most
ti ios and without surface noise.
Vired radio music has been used
(i New York hotels and restaurants
some time, and more
recently,
idential service has been given.
j»2 radio company, Philco, already
1 . designed a special radio cabinet
1 accommodate
both wired
radio
l]l space radio units. Other comIjiies will do so shortly, according
;Catchings.
•'ive types of Muzak programs
i be transmitted over a single
e, it is said, enabling subscriber
ectivity. Educational programs
1 be provided for schools and
leges, it is said.
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Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
• •
•
SCOOP
this kolyum being a sort of Town Crier
all the gossip of things more or less important and also things that
purely piffling that some of you guys think are important because
happened
to be the guiding genius of the event
(and you

for
are
you
get

awfully peeved if we don't run the piffling item with Full Credit)
therefore be it resolved that when we of the li'l ole paper pull a
stunt on our own, we see no reason why we shouldn't brag about it
in print
for if we don't, who will?
T
▼
T
• • • A FILM news service was supplied by Film Daily
to the New York film execs who attended the Blank anniversary
banquet
at
Film Daily
III
it
board, and
paper were
Wednesday
Film: Daily

Des
Moines
a bulletin
digest of Thursday's
was telegraphed to their Rock Island train at Moline,
was posted
by the conductor
on the train bulletin
made one helluva hit
in addition, copies of the
in the staterooms of the execs as they departed last
arriving at Des Moines,
they found
copies of
at the banquet tables
on the return trip, copies

of Friday's paper were delivered to them by messenger
train at Chicago
Help the Relief Fund lo Take Care of Onv Own
•

•

•

ONE

OF

the

most

novel

and

worth-while

on the

Needy
parties

ever

thrown in Hollywood
has just come to our attention
it wasn't
attended
by stuffed shirts and celebs
it was a Thanksgiving
dinner party to about sixty Hollywood newsboys
from the ages of 7
to 70

one

given
of the

by Jack Randall,
boys, who is by

Monogram's
singing cowboy
way of being a poet, wrote

star
two

poems of thanks to lack Randall and Bill Peirce, Monogram's 'west coast
pub head, on behalf of the newsboy guests
it occurs to us that
if the industry sponsored an occasional affair like this to newsboys and
others of the underprivileged, the resultant good will created for Hollywood among the general public would be darn fine publicity at a very
economical cost
but nobody in Hollywood is thinking along lines
of economy,
so the thought will remain
a thought
T
T
T
• #
•
NEWS
ITEM
from
the local news
items in a
recent issue of the Mountainair Independent published in Albuquerque, New Mexico
"Gran Quivira — Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Crist, and Mr. and Mrs. Leo Ramsey, went to the picture show in
Albuquerque last Thursday afternoon."
(Note: Albuquerque
is 102 miles from Gran Quivira, so these folks drove 204 miles for
their picture show.)
•

The Time is Shgrt — Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
•
•
STEPPING OUT
with novel press book cover designs
those Paramount
lads headed
by Alec Moss
assisted by

Moe Kallis and Bob Moriarty
the one for "Daughter of Shanghai"
has a gaily colored fan attached, that opens from the cover proper to
disclose a set of stills carrying the mystery and drama of the film
for "Love On Toast," the cover reproduces a slice of toast, with the
title burnt across it, and at top a heart-shaped cutout showing the heads
lest wishes from The Film
the
following
on
their
DECEMBER
13
Norman Foster
Richard Schayer
.
Burnet Hershey
William R. Fraser

Daily to
birthday:

of the romantic leads
for "True Confession," the pressbook cover
is an exact duplicate of True Confession mag, with a smash illustration
in gorgeous
colors of Carole Lombard
we personally
feel that
Alec, Moe and Bob can sit back for a spell and coast on the achievement of three-in-a-row .... that's seldom been done in the pressbook
field

«

«

«

»

»

»

company at the present time has
"probably the largest cash reserve
of any organization in the movie
industry," has a very profitable European distributing organization
and
has powerful European theater
connections.
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford have no "immediate" plans
for production, but Fairbanks has
cabled that he will take the first
boat for the United
States.
(Miss Pickford, while in New
York in October, told The Film
Daily that, regardless of the outcome of the then pending deal, she
proposed making at least four productions for United Artists release.
Her plans, it was said, contemplated
the ing
organization
of a new produccompany.)
Alexander Korda hopes to sail
Wednesday on the Queen Mary and
has made reservations on that liner.
Marcel Hellman of Criterion Films,
London, who planned to leave with
Korda, flew to New York Saturday
and will sail Wednesday on the
Queen Mary.
At

one of the conferences subsequent to the collapse of the KordaGoldwyn deal Charles Chaplin is reJ ported to have jokingly said that he
j"would make a picture next year if
it took him three years to do it."

Fred Lotto, 83, is Dead
West

Coast

Biccau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fred Lotto, 83, veteran actor and stage director, is
dead at his home here. He directed
Edwin Booth, Nat Goodwin and
Robert Mantell in many productions
and later was associated with the
Charles Frohman office as actor and
director.
He retired in 1924.

SICK REPORT
Omaha — Albert Mendenhall, Paramount exchange manager, is definitely on tne mend, having gone
through an operation for removal of
a bone growth from his collarbone.
He's- been at his desk occasionally.
Omaha — Ernest Epley, an official
of the Western Theater Supply Co.,
severely injured last month in an
auto accident in Iowa, will be in an
Omaha hospital until the first of
the year, his doctor says.
Rushville, Neb. — John Gates, Pace
Theater owner here, was severely
burned
office. when a flipped match ignited
some gasoline on the floor of his

f

m
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song writers suits REVIEWS Of R E UJ fILmS

LITTL6 f ROm LOT!

TO ESTABLISH RIGHTS
i

•■. Pagi 1 1

tains in his composition after turning it over to a publisher whose
practice it is now to vest the copyright ownership in himself.
Papers were served on Irving
Berlin. Inc., and Jack Mills, Inc.,
but it is understood that actual
complaints have not yet been filed
in the Supreme Court. Whether or
not the suits just begun will seek
only a clarification judgment on the
small lights, or will include the demand tor the return of the 10 per
cent deducted from the writers on
royalty statements for collection of
electrical transcription and motion
picture licenses, apparently has not
yet been decided.
The 10 per cent re-distribution
sought is the fee taken by the Music Publishers Protective Association for clearing and administering
the transcription and other licenses.
SPA declares this should be paid
by the publishers, and it is estimated that since 1931 the MPPA
has collected some $1,200,000, part
of which has gone to the writers,
but from which gross the 10 per
cent has been deducted.
Meantime, a meeting is scheduled
for next Wednesday between John
Schulman, of the law offices of
Hays, St. John, Abramson & Schulman, representing the SPA, and
Howard E. Reinheimer and Abe
Berman, the latter two attorneys
representing different factions of
the writer ranks. Meeting will endeavor to arrange a by-law setup
of the SPA which will be satisfactory to all.

Early Agreement on Pact
For Exchanges Expected
Master agreement governing
wages and hours of film exchange
employes throughout the nation is
expected to be reached at an early
date by delegates of IATSE and
sales managers of eight major companies who will hold a first meeting
tomorrow at one o'clock in the Warner Bros. Building. 321 West 44th
St.
Original pact expired several
weeks ago after having served as
temporary guide. Louis Krause and
John Gatelee of IATSE, are to act
for union.

Harris Named Successor
To Fox in Skouras Post
In a last-minute change in plans,
Jack Harris has been appointed film
buyer and booker for the Skouras
Theater Circuit, replacing Matty Fox
who moves over to Universal as
assistant to Nate Blumberg, new
president. William A White, who
had been announced for the post, remains as general manager of the
circuit.

By RALPH

"Exiled
to Shanghai"
with Wallace Ford. June Travis, Dean
Jagger,

William

Bakewell

Republic
FAIRLY
ENOUGH
MELLER"

64

Mins.

ENTERTAINING
PIX, WITH
FAST ACTION TO PLEASE THE
FANS.

Foster. Bourne

*

SHORTS

*

Community Sing

Columbia
10 Mins.
Fine for Naborhoods
With the setting in a barber shop,
The use of television as a newsreel mea
quartet present some of the old
dium provides the plot in this one, with
plenty of skullduggery and stunts by the favorites, such as "Smiles," "Oh
A Girl
Girl Just
Was Like
Mary,"
andGirl
"I
cast helping to make pix a pleasing pro- What
Want A
That
gram offering. The story has plenty of action, although a bit incredible at times, That Married Dear Old Dad." Deane
and the cast is conscientious in its efforts Janis solos with "Some of These
to please. Wallace Ford, cameraman for Days." Robert Paige does a number with a manicurist, "Ain't She
a newsreel syndicate, returns from Spanish
vVar to discover that most of his best shots Sweet?" . . . the finale has the quartet singing "Down By the Old Mill
have already appeared by wirefoto. Dean
Stream." The words of the choruses
Jagger, another cameraman for syndicate
who was cheated out of Spanish assignment are on the screen for the community singers in the audience to join
by Ford, has been made editor of syndicate. in. Directed by Del Lord. Gene
is featured.
He sends Ford out to cover a "sweeps" Morgan
winner. Ford accidentally films June Travis,
who won a slogan contest. Ford is fired,
and he and June try to sell an idea for a
television newsreel without success, until
William Harrigan, a crooked promoter, helps
him out. Harrigan stages a fake demonstration which Ford's old boss sees, and
buys outright for his syndicate. Ford discovers the deception and stops Harrigan
from getting away with money, but is
suspected himself. June is on her way
home, disillusioned, but Ford clears himself and boards train after a parachute
jump.

The television idea is used successfully, Jagger is sent to China and Ford
gets Miss Travis, with everybody happy.

CAST: Wallace Ford, June Travis, Dean
Jagger, William Bakewell, Arthur Lake,
Jonathan Hale, William Harrigan, Sarah
Padden, Syd Saylor, Charles Trowbridge,
Johnny Arthur, Maurice Cass, Minerva
Urecal, Sally Payne.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
Schaefer; Director, Nick Grinde; Original
Story and Screenplay, Wellyn Totman; EdMiller. itor, Howard O'Neill; Cameraman, Ernest

"Cadet Champions"
(Sport Thrills)
Columbia

10

Mins.

Lively Recreation
The West Point cadets are seen
doing their strenuous round of physical activities in the gymasium and
on the field. First comes the Indian
club calisthenics. Precision exercises. The parallel bars for muscle
control. Fencing to acquire grace.
Then boxing, with the boys trading
hard punches. Riding. The rough
game of lacrosse. Also football.
Shows that the life at West Point
is one that calls for some hard work
in the name of recreation. Narrated by Ford Bond.

"Silver Threads"

HOLLYWC )
WTLK
Head Cast

pRESTON FOSTER and Whit f
Bourne, former New York act' i
who has been scoring heavily in \
cent films, have been assigned j
top roles in the RKO Radio in
romance, "The Perfect Alibi," wl I
Maury Cohen will produce and If
Landers direct.

»

▼

»

Allwyn
Opposite
LaRocuue
Astrid Allwyn has been signed
the leading feminine
role oppo i
Rod LaRocque in Grand Nation I
"The Shadow Speaks," second oj
series of four pictures built aro
the
famous the magazine
and isn'|
character,
first of which
currently

released,
T

T

"The

Shai

T

In "Wide Open Faces"
Lyda
Roberti,
Alison
Skipwo
Strikes."
Jane
Wyman. Barbara Pepper, A,
Baxter
and
Stanley
Fields
among the members of the cast
"Wide
Open
Faces,"
starring
E. Brown
and being
produced
David L. Loew.
Kurt Neumann
directing.
T

T

T

It's "Free and Easy"
The Hal Roach picture which '
star Ronald Colman has b
changed
"Free
and from
Easy,""Fancy
originalFree"
by I
Hatch. Schuberts' holding a p
titled "Fancy Free" caused
title change to "Free and Easy. I

We
Conway to Talk Contract
With Majors This

(Strange As It Seems)
Series of strikes directed aga
Columbia
10 Mins. indie theaters is planned for I
Nice Human
Interest
week by Local 54, Building Ser
A heart throb story purporting Employes, an A. F. of L. affiliate,
to tell the real drama in back of cording to Lou Conway, presid'
DIRECTION, Fast. (PHOTOGRAPHY,. the writing of the famous song At the same time Conway announ
Fair.
"Silver Threads Among the Gold." the conclusion of a four-hour sti
The song writer who composed it, Friday resulting in a contract gn
Hart Danks, is seen with his wife ing two employes 25 p.c. wage
Philadelphia Variety Club
at the piano singing it as he first crease; six-day 42-hour week; t
Dinner Draws Many Guests completed it in 1872. Success of the and a half for overtime; and va
song sent him on a spree of wild tion with pay. Settlement was w
living. The couple separated, and Livonia Theater, Brooklyn.
Philadelphia — With civic, state finished their lives in misery alone.
Conway declared that he will m
and national notables present to The moral is pointed that this song
augment the array of industry that has helped so many other cou- with major circuit officials this w<
execs, Tent No. 13 of the Variety
ples proved their ruin. Directed by following postponement caused
other business. Officials of R^
Club held its third annual dinner Leonard Poole.
Loew's, Warner Bros., Brandt .
here last night at the BellevueRandforce circuit are slated to
Stratford. Among the guests of
tend confabs.
honor was Louis Nizer, of the New
York law firm of Phillips & Nizer, Expect Equity's Council
To Approve $40 Minimum
who discussed the duties of charity.
Decency Pledge Taken
Other invited guests included
Council of Actors Equity is exAlbany— Catholics throughout ,
Senators Joseph Guffey and James
pected to ratify establishment of a Albany diocese took a pledge atj
J. Davis, Postmaster General James single minimum wage of $40, enA. Farley, Mayor S. Davis Wilson,
dorsed by official committees of the Masses yesterday to "strength!
Mayor LaGuardia of New York and association at the union's quarterly
fiM
the prod1and immoral
indecentagainst
tion of opinion
District Attorney Thomas A. Dewey. meeting. Standard will bring junior public
and to unite with all who prom
The affair was in the hands of members' $25 wage to new level, in- against them; to stay away fnj
Ted Schlanger, Leonard Schlesinger,
creasing only about one-fifth of normal casts.
whichof sbd '
Ben Amsterdam and Jack Beresin.
houses
indecent
films — as
a matter
moving picture
icy."
I

LISSEN, SOW, YOU KIN TELL THEM
AY-KER

BOYS THAT WHAT

THE-

I DID TO

SINDBAD THE SAILOR LAST YEAR AIN'T
NUFFINK

COMPARED

TO WHAT

DOIN TO ALI BABA AN' THEM
THIEVES THIS YEAR!

I'M AFORKY

rAKAimjum

i^ives tou Again...

The Only 3- Dimensional, 3-Color Technicolor Short Feature Cartoon!

By arrangement with King Features Syndicate,
Inc., and Segar.. . Photographed in Technicolor
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X EXECS. TO FETE
SI FABIAN TONIGHT
(Continued from Page

1)

1 tel tonight, Si Fabian will be
i od at a testimonial dinner. At■ ulance, it is indicated, will ap1 >ximate 400.
^e\v Yorkers generally will travel
M special coaches attached to the
(i'mmodore Vanderbilt although
: ne will fly from Newark.
Toastmaster will be A. W. Smith,
, , UA sales chief, and, barring
i appointments,
24 will speak or
;e bows from the extended dais.

THE WEEK

IN REVIEW

UA Deal Collapses — Twin Quota Move Killed

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

writing finis to the year's most consequential move involving major
film interests. The Goldwyn-Korda
combine's failure to exercise its option to acquire the holdings of Mary
Pickford, Chaplin and Fairbanks,
was attributed in a formal statement to "insurmountable legal complications." Following this announcement, which had as one of
its direct consequences the continuance of Dr. A. H. Giannini as UA
president, industry observers privately expressed the belief that the
laban Says Renewal
majority member owners would
Of Zukor Pact Is Expected seek to have UA merged with either
Paramount or RKO Radio, provided that such a step could win ap(Continued from Page 1)
proval of Chaplin, who, a few years
,ier several weeks on the Coast, ago, blocked
a union between UA
uld not say whether the renewal
and M-G-M. *
*
*
Zukor's contract would be disused at the board of directors
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
eting which is scheduled for toLoew's, Inc.,
quickly that
and decisively
irrow. He indicated, however, that crushed
a rumor
Louis B.
i renewal of the pact was a foreMayer was resigning as M-G-M
ae conclusion.
head by announcing that
Balaban said there would be no studios'
Louis B. Mayer had agreed to sign
luction in personnel at the studios a new five-year contract. Simulin New York. When asked in
taneously, Schenck announced that
at capacity Chris Dunphy would new contracts had also been negoidentified in New York, Balaban
tiated with Edward J. Mannix, Sam
>lied that the matter was entirely Katz and Benjamin Thau.
* *
*
J to Robert Gillham, director of
blicity and advertising. Dunphy
Louis Weinberg, Columbia Circuit
o has been Zukor's aide on the sales manager, rejected on Tuesday
ast, is being transferred to New the three-year contract as assistrk.
ant sales manager of Universal approved by the U board at the same
meeting which lately elected Nate
|tzPatrick to Make Shorts
J. Blumberg president and approved five-year pacts for BlumPix
a
Quot
ming
Resu
e
Befor
I
berg and William A. Scully as general sales manager. Latter then
(.Continued from Page 1)
announced that the post which
(trick plans to leave for the Coast Weinberg rejected would be filled
Ixt Saturday and will remain there by a man
within the present U
ranks.
I til late in January.
* *
*
jFitzPatrick's
reported
deal
to
From the Coast came word that
J ike a group of pictures for ParaHunt release depends on the outline of scheduled conferences with Jeff H. Lazarus, Paramount's story
head, had been promoted to execu^lolph Zukor. He said that he had
tive producer to work with William
;cussed the matter with John W. LeBaron, whose own contract, expiring next June, will be renewed.
cks, Jr., head of Paramount's for,pn department, and the discussions Quinn Martin replaced Lazarus as
111 be resumed in Hollywood.
head of the *story* department.
*
iPitzPatrick
has
completed
the
Iiting and scoring of four subjects
As the week moved to a close
ice his return from England
on with authoritative industry sources
•v. 22. The pictures are "Natural firm in the belief that David 0.
bonders of the West" "Glimpses of Selznick, despite the demise of the
istria," "Beautiful Budapest" and Goldwyn-Korda deal, was about to
iaris Exposition," the latter being sign up with M-G-M. . . Warners
shaped plans to hold national trade
isidered for a two-reel special.
showings in all exchange centers
next March. . . Sales managers of
\G and M of T Agreed
eight majors were poised to meet
with IATSE representaOn Programs, Says Blair tomorrow
tives to conclude a master exchange
pact governing regulation of hours
(.Continued from Page 1)
and wages for exchange employees
i-G, that an agreement had been nationally. . . In Philadelphia, U.
iched for "a mutually advantag- S. Circuit Court of Appeals following a third rehearing, reserved dees program."
Two or three
main
for settlement
and points
have
cision on Tuesday in Harry Perelen referred to the SAG directors
man's action against major distribs,
the Coast.
charging anti-duals clauses in dis-

tributor sales agreements are invalid. . . Hollywood had it that Atlas Corp. interests are advocating
designation of Clarence Brown as
RKO Radio studios head, a post being temporarily filled by Leo Spitz
as result of recent resignation of
Sam Briskin. . . Charles R. Rogers,
U vice-prexy in charge of production,production
revealed that
company's
current
program,
if revised
at all, would be upward. . . and,
official announcement was made of
the exec personnel of the newly
formed Altec Service Corp., — L. W.
Conrow, president; G. L. Carrington, vice-president; H. M. Bessey,
secretary and treasurer; E. Z. Walters, comptroller; Bert Sanford, Jr.,
director of sales, and Stanley W.
Hand, staff representative.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1 )

Kingdom's
film industry
and ended,
associated interests.
As session
it was reported that Oliver Stanley,
Board of Trade president, was preparing to submit an amendment that
would give the projected Films
Council power to review the industry's position in a year's time.
Stanley's decision to offer this
amendment was indicative, it was
generally believed, of the lack of
confidence on the part of many industry leaders that the Films Bill,
as and when it is enacted, will be
in any substantial degree satisfactory to the factions fighting over
its contents.
London cable told of a report
there that a number of features distributed in England by General
Film Distributors, Ltd., of which
C. M. Woolf is managing director,
are set for U. S. release through
Universal. Total, it was said, is to
depend on outcome of negotiations
now under way.

#

*

*

From the British metropolis also
came word that development of
commercial television had taken a
"giant's stride" forward as result
of progress disclosed by Baird and
Scophony. Both are showing largesize pictures on screens eight by
six feet and six by five feet respectively with marked clarity and brilliance. GB, it was learned, is considering putting television into some
theaters. Scophony, it is said, will
have equipment ready for newsreel
theaters and small film houses in
three months.

SEE NO FILM ACTION,
AT SPECIAL SESSION
(Continued from Page 1)

fore which my bill is pending," Pettengill ever,told
Film Daily.
at theTheregular
session "HowI will
press
for
hearing
on
the
measure."
Rep. Hobbs also said he planned
a regular session attack to advance
his resolution to investigate the
Hays Office and the industry. This
resolution still remains bottled within the rules committee.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — No possible chance
remains of consideration of nuisance
or admission taxes at the current
special session of Congress, chairman Fred Vinson of the House Ways
and Means Sub-committee admitted
Saturday. Vinson added that possibility of modification of admission
and nuisance taxes would be considered when the new tax bill comes
up for public hearing after the regular session opens next month.

Dallas Trust Suit Appeal
May Be Heard in March
(Continued from Page 1)

separate documents, contends that
each distributor has the legal right
as owner of a copyrighted picture to
make a contract with a first exhibitor on terms providing that certain
films should not be shown as part of
a double bill or at admissions lower
than 25 cents. A second part of the
appeal sets forth that there was no
evidence of an agreement, conspiracy or understanding among the
distributor-defendants.
The appeal was filed by George
Wright, counsel for the distributors
and the Interstate Circuit.
Report that Assistant United
States Attorney John Erhard had
challenged pleas and had scheduled
a hearing before Judge Atwell are
erroneous. Erhard said the case
would be turned over to B. W. Henderson of the Anti-Trust Division
of the Department of Justice in
Washington who will arrive in Dallas early next week. No writ of
supersedeas in the appeal is expected but may materialize later.

Weis Anti-Trust Charges
Will Be Probed by U. S.

Savannah, Ga. — The attorney general's office has directed an investigation of his anti-trust charges
Chicago — Twelve thousand musicians voted to re-elect James C. against major companies, it was
Petrillo as president of the Chicago said here by Fred G. Weis, owner
Federation of Musicians, Carl A. and operator of the Savannah TheBaumann as vice-president, Edward ater.
A. Benkert recording secretary and
Weis, who appealed to Washington, claimed that his inability to
Charles A. Runge as financial secretary. Henry Kaiser will remain secure suitable pictures had forced
treasurer and Otto Siemers was him to halt plans for a new neighborhood theater at Bull and 40th
named sergeant-at-arms of the ChiSts. He also has retained counsel.
cago association.

Petrillo Re-elected

t

//

HERE IS A PRODUCTION YO
CARRIES A PUNCH ALL Trf

a***»*

e

>

Gives the Most Natural B<|
Ever Seen on the Screen;

AWARDED

THE

PARENTS' MAGAZINE

MEDAL FOR THE BEST
MOVIE OF THE MONTH

AN SHOUT
AY . . . TOP

ABOUT. -Film Daily
FARE.

-Hollywood Reporter

MAUREEN O'CONNOR

KATHLEEN BURKE • ROBERT EMMETT O'CONNOR
MARJORIE MAIN • MATTY FAIN

MONOGRAM
PICTURE

DIRECTED by WILLIAM NIGH
and DIALOGUE by GILSON BROWN and SCOTT DARLING
ORIGINAL STORY by ROWLAND BROWN
RECORDED by WESTERN ELECTRIC MIRROPHONIC SOUND

ADAPTATION
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Chicago Would Outlaw Duals by Municipal Ordinance

ELZNICPlETRO DEAfTOLLAPSE IS REPORTED
— _

Appoint E. K.O'Shea M-G-M
ldnit'tdid - It .Cou
. . hut
=
I
*
c
!

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

=

COULDN'T happen to you, of course.
3u have a job, money in the bank, a
Portable home, and the blessing of
I health.

' es, you are fortunate, indeed . . .
i mldn't happen to you.
st—
ell. a year ago the great majority
0 hose assisted during the last 11 months
ti The Film Daily Relief Fund could have
a aised their future exactly as you might
c today. They, too, had a job, money
i he bank, a comfortable home, and the
r. sing of good health. Reasonably
<f igh,
hem. they felt that it couldn't happen

— • —
1 T it did, in one way or another and in
ach instance
the time
came
when
I e was imperative need of a helping
t I. The Film Daily Relief Fund ex« led it directly and without
publicity.
• all, 175 emergencies have been met
' all possible speed and efficiency dur-

Rodgers Names
cessor as Chi. Scully's
MeetingSucConcludes
Chicago — Appointment of E. K.
"Ted" O'Shea as successor to William A. Scully, eastern M-G-M district manager who is resigning Jan.
1 to join Universal as general sales
manager, was announced here yesterday by William F. Rodgers,
Metro's sales chief.
Rodgers,(Continued
at the on same
time, forPage 6)

Eastern District
Manager
Si's Refusal To Agree To

Merry Christinas!

Cleveland — Nat Lefton, Republic
franchise holder, is giving an extra
week's salary to all employes of his
Cleveland and Cincinnati exchanges.
Detroit— Krim Theatrical Enterprises
plans a Christmas bonus, length of service to determine amount.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Deal between David
O. Selznick and M-G-M has collapsed over the refusal of Selznick
to allow his pictures to be released
in block with other Metro product,
it was reported here last night.
Matter of percentages, length of
deal (18 pictures in 30 months) are
said to have
been agreed upon but
(Continued on Page 3 )

be divided among its five member by Ivan Culbertson who presided at
Despite reports that excessive
stockholders meeting
owners. The earnings of the com- the annual
{Continued on Page 11)
pany for the year amount to $1,costs might curtail M-G-M's production plans in England, "A Yank At
100,000.
Oxford," Metro's first British venAlexander
Korda plans to leave
GTPC's
Appeal
is
Heard
ture, was produced at a figure less
{Continued on Page 11)
by the U. S. Supreme Court than the budget requirements, Jack
Conway, director of the picture, said
Pennsylvania Chain Store
yesterday{Continued
upon his
arrival
from
By MILTON F. LUNCH
on Page
6)

Tax Law Court Test Starts

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

• —

Chicago City Council Committee Will

—

West

DAILY

Washington — Appeal of General
Harrisburg, Pa. — Closely watched Talking Pictures Corp. from a decision of the Second Circuit (New
by circuit operators, the initial attack on the validity of the Pennsyl- York) Court of Appeals in the sovania chain store tax law, which called licensing rights case was ar{Continued on Page 11)
{Continued on Page 3)

?t

Responsible
By RALPH WILK
Coast Bureau of THE FILM

SEE $1,600,000 NET
$250,000 UAOTVIDEND
FOR WB IN QUARTER
FOR FIVE PARTNERS earnings
Wilmington — Consolidated net METRO ENGLISH PIX
of Warner Bros. Pictures
and its subsidiaries for the first
COST UNDER BUDGET
Nov. 28 was estiHollywood — United Artists has quartermated ending
to be in excess of $1,600,000
declared a dividend of $250,000 to

i ;1937.
om several of those thus benefited
: ributions to the Relief Fund for 1938
; idy have been received. They know
h appreciate the value of the industry's
philanthropy, are glad to do their bit
t issure its continuance another year.

j 'that effort, surely, all who now enjoy
ie security of employment, home and
I th will want to share. YOU CAN,
; easily. Just make out a check, payI to The Film Daily Relief Fund, for
I ' sum you wish to contribute and then
1 j'uct your secretary to place it in the
< ; without delay.

Block Releasing Said

Binghamton
Agfareceive
Ansco bonsuses
Corp's
2,300
employees— will
totaling $100,000 tomorrow.

Hold Hearings on Anti-Duals Measure
"U" Subsidiaries Set Up
In Norway and Denmark

Chicago — This city will attempt
to outlaw duals by municipal ordiEstablishment of a subsidiary nance.
Alderman A. G. Lindell has been
company in Norway and another in
Denmark was revealed yesterday by appointed chairman of a Council
{Continued on Page 6)
committee to draft the measure.

\ will place your name on the Honor
'(. published in this paper.
will do more — it will help to make
load lighter for those who, during the
year, will find, unhappily, that it The 1938 Film Daily Year Book will be bigger
and better than ever. — Advt.
happen to them, after all.

Hearings will start next Monday.

Fabian Testimonial Calls
Picture Execs to Albany
Albany — There was a decided New
York aspect to this capital city last
night as film company execs, circuit
officials and
industry figures assem{Continued on Page 11)

T-», Ltd., Bows In
A new organization known as T-B,
Ltd.. was formed by New York film
execs returning Friday from Des Moines
where they attended the testimonial
dinner to A. H. Blank. T-D, Ltd.,
means "Testimonial Dinners Limited to
Florida," implying that the Midwest
cold weather didn't please the visitors.
Officers of the organization are Sam
Dembow,
president,
LeonandNetter,
president and
secretary,
Jules viceLevy,
treasurer.

Tuesday, Dec. 14, In
DAILY

New Dunphy Assignment M
Yet to be Determiil
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Am.
Seat
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Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
,
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd.
Paramount
2nd pfd..
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th
Century-Fox
20fh Century-Fox pfd.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW

YORK

Keith
Loew
Para.
Para.

A-0
6s46
6s41ww
B'way
3s55
Picts.
6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/4s47
RKO
6s41

Warner's

6s39
.....
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Ficts. vtc
Crand
National
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts.
...
N.

MARKET
Low

lU/2
14

lift
13i/2

1/2

lft

Net
Chg.

Close
lift —
13y2 —
lft

160 " 160
160 "
11 %
13%
13%
137/g
113/8
491/4
471/2
48
113/4
10%
10%
4%
6 1/4
90
9043/s 906 1/4
6

—
—
+
—

+

Vi
21/2

3"
%
1

W.

Mary
Yank

98i/4

73

73

71

74
CURB

74
74
MARKET
1

1%
18
2%
3ft

}3/^
17%
2%
3ft

Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

STOCK

Pathe Film 7 pfd

yesterday after completing work on "A
At Oxford"
for M-G-M,
in England.

ARTHUR CREENBLATT, GB eastern division
S3les manager, leaves Albany today to tour
New
England
exchanges.
S. ROSENTOOL, managing director of European Film Distributing Ltd., sails on the Queen
Mary
tomorrow.
LESSER SAMUELS, CB scenarist, sails for
the U. S. Dec. 16, and expects to stay here
five weeks
before
returning
to England.
WESTBROOK VAN VIORHIS, JR.,
of Time on the screen and radio,
WOOD, JR., business manager of
Time, and ALBERT SINDLINCER,
Time director of advertising and
have returned from Washington.

After several postponements, the
board of >idirectors of the MPPDA is
scheduled to meet Friday, it was
learned yesterday. It is believed that
the committee on educational pictures will present its report at the
meeting.

on "Wells Fargo" Program

ft
Va
Va
3/4
%

—

1/2

1
13^
17% —
2% —
3V>

the Voice
JOHN R.
March Of
March Of
promotion,

1
%

MARKET
Bid
Asked
91
94

Fred Waring and the Pennsylvanians will open Dec. 29 at the Paramount, New York, for four weeks.
Pix will be "Wells Fargo".
Coast

5
85
61 1/4
44%

6'/2
86%
633,4
46%

FRANK PHELPS, Warner
from
Cleveland
today.
BILL SHIFFRIN,
scheduled
to arrive

executive, arrives

of Hawks-Volk
from the Coast

agency, is
Dec. 25.

ARCHE MAYERS, general sales manager of
World Pictures Corp., has left for a business
trip through
the middle west.
RICHARD "RED"
this Thursday.

SKELTON

goes to Boston

LEO PILLOTT goes to Worcester, Mass.;
HAROLD MARSHALL to Hartford; HEWRY
SPIECAL, to Scranton; JAMES McFARLAND, to
New Haven; LOUIS RAMM, to Atlanta,
ED BELLEW, to Rochester; and HARRY RICE,
to Akron, from United Artists home office
to assist in exploitation for Christmas opening
of

"The Hurricane."
Also going are: BOB WOOD, to New Orleans;
EDGAR WALLACH, to Harrisburg; CEORGE
ETTINCER, to Reading; MAURY DAVIS, to
St. Louis; ED GALLNER, to Baltimore; E. M.
MILBURN, to Norfolk; STEVE EDWARDS, to
Springfield; M. J. KAVANACH, to Bridgeport;
CHARLES PERRY, to Philly, and CHARLES
BARON,
to Detroit.
ART CATLIN has arrived in Chicago to do
preliminary "Hurricane" exploitation there,
while JAY FRANK leaves New York Thursday
for Milwaukee.

Agnew to Give Deposition
in Hub Trust Case To
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount ;
eral sales manager, is schedule'
give testimony today when ta!
of dispositions will be resumet
the Morse & Rothenberg Circ
anti-trust suit against major di
butors and three affiliated circ
M & R, operating a circuit of ho
in New England, charges that it
been unable to obtain pictures
any run in several of its thea
George Ryan, Boston attorney, is
counsel for the plaintiffs.

Para. Board to Meet

Paramount's board of directoi
scheduled to meet this aftern
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Topics understood to be on
Hollywood — Before leaving for docket
for consideration include:
New York Sunday, Nicholas M. vidends on preferred stock and
Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc.,
stated that his visit to the M-G-M newal of Adolph Zukor's contrs
studios was the "happiest of them
Screen Pools, English Ide
all" and that studios "were the most
strongly fortified organization in the
London
(By Cable) — -British n
execs.
are
organijjj
motion picture industry, built upon industry
Screen
Pools.
Tom Walls wil
a solid structure that depends on no
company's
chairman.

"Ckeev o\o

one man."

Names Aalberg

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollvwood — John O. Aalberg, head
of RKO sound department, has
been elected chairman of Pacific
Coast section of Society of Motion
Picture Engineers. He succeeds
Kenneth Morgan of Erpi, who was
recently elected executive vice president of the organization.
Gordon Chambers of Eastman Kodak was reelected secretary-treasurer of the Coast section, with C.
W. Handley elected to board of managers.

SAG Membership Meeting

First membership meeting of
Screen Actors Guild in N. Y. took
place last night at the Hotel Astor
with Aubrey Blair, secretary of Junior SAG, and Mrs. Florence MarsHuddle on Exchange Pact
ston, eastern representative, in
.
Exchange union officials are to charge.
To Handle Joe Louis Pix
meet today with general sales managers of eight companies to nego- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
tiate a master agreement governing
Hollywood — Grand National will
wages and hours of film exchange distribute "Spirit of Youth," staremployes throughout the nation.
ring Joe Louis. Picture was proLouis Krause and John Gatelee,
duced by Lew Golder with Ed ShanIATSE officers, represent the union. berg as associate producer.
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47....
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43

FRANK McHUGH and his wife are spending
two weeks in Connecticut before their return
to the Coast.

Hays Organization Board
His Visit Was "Happiest
to Hold Meeting Friday
of All", Declares Schenck

SMPE

98i/4

Mono-

HAROLD HAM, European representative for
Myron Selznick, ROBERT BASSLER, story head
for 20th-Fox in London, ROBERT C. LINDERMAN, managing driector of Mole Richardson,
Ltd., and RANDAL TERRANEAU, of Ceorge
Humphries Laboratories, also arrived on the
Queen Mary.

West

1%

RAY JOHNSTON, president of
gram, arrived in New
York yesterday.

ROBERT TAYLOR, LIONEL BARRYMORE and
director JACK CONWAY, arrived on the Queen

MARKET

98i/4

president of Mtomorrow.

% Waring at N. Y. Paramount

10% -

21 1/4 2034 21
4% —
261/2 261/2 26i/2
-•
331/2 33
33—1
7l/4
7
7
—
BOND

ft
13/4

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK,
C-M,
arrives from the Coast

Position in Paramount to be
by Chris Dunphy,
former aidt
Adolph Zukor, has not been de
mined, it was learned yesten
Barney Balaban, president of Pi
mount, said Saturday that Dunp
duties would be decided by Bob (
ham, director of advertising
publicity, but Gillham told The F
Daily
yesterday
that he did
know
in what
capacity
Dun
would
serve.
Dunphy
has 1
transferred from the Coast to
New York home office.

Prosjpevity ,
Clvf is~tw\^s / I

11 DAYe
MORE!

1HF
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PA. CHAIN TAX LAW
COURT TEST STARTS

LZNICK-M-G-M DEAL
ILLAPSE IS REPORTED

(Continued f om Page

(.Continued from Page 1)

releasing arrangement
mbling block.

was the

t is reported that Selznick mainled his pictures should be treat",■ independently
each Selznick
sold on
own merit. and
Neither

;'

his representatives would make
r comment on the report, mainling they had never issued any
tements of negotiations with
tro and it is not their obligation
say anything now.
?he sudden collapse of the deal
s unanticipated. Indeed, it had
in expected that signatures would
affixed to the agreement as late
Saturday. John Hay Whitney,
lirman of the board of Selznick
ernational, on his return to New
rk from abroad last week had
r+;erted in the East that no hitch
the deal was expected. First inations that there was the posility of a hitch came when
^holas M. Schenck, president of
ew's,
Inc., entrained
rk without
a referenceforto New
the
Iznick discussions which had ocpied his attention here for sevk\ weeks. No statements were
thcoming from Metro.
One report here is that Selznick
y try to make a deal to buy con->1 of United Artists. (A spokesm for Selznick, when the Kordaldwyn discussions were in proess in New York, stated that in
a event the UA option deal was
t completed Selznick might make
oid for the holdings of Mary Picked, Douglas Fairbanks and
larles Chaplin. The spokesman
;o stated at the time that the
cessary funds for such purchase
are available. The proposed Kor-Goldwyn deal contemplated a
,000,000 purchase price).

Conn. MPTO

Board Meets

jNew Haven — Connecticut MPTO
lectors will meet this noon at the
ofbrau Haus, with Irving C.
cocks, Jr., presiding.

lest wishes from The Film
the
following
on
their
DECEMBER

14

Frank Campeau
James W. Home
Ray Foster
Jack C Raymond

Daily to
birthday:

with PHIL

M. DALY

Your Check, Small or Large, Goes Entirely to the Relief Fund
• • • EVERY SO often we get graphic proof that we of the
FILM DAILY
are running an international publication and not just
one whose
reader interest is limited to these United States
the
latest evidence is a letter from John A. Schwalm, well known vet exhib
of Hamilton, Ohio
who has struck up a nice friendship with a
gent in the North Kensington section of London
due to the fact
that they

are both

regular readers of the li'l ole paper
T
T
T
• • • IT SEEMS that the Britisher, named P. T. Whittington, learning from The Film Daily that Mister Schwalm is an
Oldtimer
has called upon him by letter to help him locate
certain back
copies of the Universal
house
organ, Universal
Weekly
Mister Whittington is also in the market for some
early issues of the Year Book
and so through the fact that
they are both regular readers of this trade paper, a fine friendship has sprung up
Help the Relief Fund to Take Care of Our Own Needy
• •
• WE RECALL a friendship that we personally struck up
with a Japanese
gentleman from Osaka named Naguki Hirota
who read somehting in the kolyum several years ago that interested
him, so he wrote us a letter about it
we later were instrumental
in bringing him in touch with a Chinese official in Nanking named
Tao Hui, as he wanted to transact certain important business in that
city
today Naguki is one of the big Japanese generals storming
Nanking
maybe General Hirota and the Chinese big-wig Tao can
get together on peace terms as old pals, and end the war ...... it is
possible
and to think it all started through the kolyum run by
your correspondent in this paper
life is strange and wonderful,
if you stop to think, isn't it?
and think
_

but who has time these days to stop
_
_

• •
• AT
LAST
we pick the selections
for "Gone
With the Wind" to end the picking pastime which has become a
regular national social indoor sport
sorry to end the game,
but this is the final line-up passed to us thru the old grapevine
route
Carole Lombard to play the coveted role of Scarlett
O'Hara
as Melanie

Clark

Gable

as Rhett

Butler

Dorothy

Jordan

Get on the Honor Roll! Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
•

•

• CAREER MAN
Arthur Greenblatt
who had devoted his life to specializing on meeting and understanding exhibitors
and cultivating their friendship
after doing this specialty
job for 13 years with Educational as New York branch manager
and now eastern sales manager for GB
Arthur at the age of 37
is a seasoned veteran with a tremendous line-up of friends among theater men
he is headed eventually for a spot as a top exec in
the distributing end of the biz
T
T
T
• • • BRANCH MANAGER gives his sales staff a testimonial dinner
and that's News
it's usually
the other
way
around
J. Edward
Fontaine,
the Paramount
branch
chief at Washington, D. C, gave the dinner last nite at the Occidental Restaurant. . . • Sy Seasonwein, of the New York Republic exchange, is on his own personal merry-go-round
handling the metropolitan ad and pub work on "Manhattan
Merry -Go-Round"
getting ready for the opening at the Criterion on Dec. 31. . . « Today is the 67th birthday of The Great
Sir Joseph Ginzburg
Showman Extraordinary
Sir Joseph says he must have earned the title on merit, because every
time he gets a letter, even strangers address him "Dear Sir"

1)

imposes a graduated levy of from
$1 to $500 per store or theater, depending upon the number in the
chain or circuit, started in Dauphin
County Court here today.
While approximately 12,000 chain
stores, theaters and service stations
are parties to the injunctions proceedings, the American Stores Co.
is the first to test the law, seeking
to make permanent the injunction
previously granted.
Douglass D. Storey, Harrisburg
attorney, who with Morris Wolf,
Philadelphia, will represent three
Warner-controlled theaten companies
in the event the American Stores
Co. loses its case, said yesterday
the theater case will probably be
argued separately. Companies represented by these attorneys are: the
Stanley Company of America, with
approximately 100 theaters; Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc., with about 150,
and Warner Bros. Theaters Inc.,
with about 50 theaters.
Injunctions staying state officials
from collecting the levy, which once
paid, cannot be recovered later providing the law is unconstitutional,
was obtained in August by the Wariaries. ner Pennsylvania theater subsid-

\rgue Validity of Penn.

44-Hour Law on Jan.

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Pennsylvania Supreme Court, assuming
jurisdiction in the suit involving the
constitutionality of the 44-hour week
law, has deferred hearing of the argument until its next meeting on
Jan. 3, the date the act will be enforced, although it became effective
Dec. 1.
Acting Chief Justice William I.
Shaffer, having agreed to hear argument in the suit filed last Wednesday in Dauphin County Court by
Holgate Bros. Manufacturing Co.,
Kane, directed Attorney General
Charles J. Margiotti to confer with
Thomas R. White, Phila., counsel for
about 100 small industries opposing
the law, who unexpectedly appeared in court, asking to intervene.
Secretary of Labor and Industry
Ralph M. Bashore said labor groups
have offered aid in an order to uphold the act.

DEATH RECORD
Adella

Kryzvosinsky

San Antonio — Injuries suffered in
an auto accident a week ago proved
fatal to Miss Adella Kryzvosinsky,
cashier at the Palace theater.
J. J. Cotter
Chicago — J. J. Cotter, 54, partner
of Ruben Levine in The J & R
Company, theater building firm is
dead. He earlier was connected with
Ascher Brothers, National Theaters
and the Orpheum
circuit.

'

getting a thrill out of
"NAVY BLUE AND GOLD"

'

beating fast for
"THE LAST GANGSTER"

registering admiration for
"CONQUEST"

getting excited about
"YOU'RE ONLY YOUNG ONCE"

blood pressure rising for
"THE FIREFLY"

feeling merry about
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN"

throbbing steadily for
'THOROUGHBREDS DONT

CR1"

leaping with joy for
"BEG, BORROW OR STEAL'

//

rarin' to go for a

ROSALIE

(Merry M-G-M Christmas at the Box-Office!)

watch your own
pulse when you
turn the page!
I

I

Tuesday, Dec. 14, IS
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O'SHEA NAMED METRO
EASTERN DIST. MGR.
mally designated Ralph \Y. Maw as
Buffalo branch manager. Maw has
been O'Shea's assistant there, although until called to New York recently, O'Shea had been pinch-hitting as district manager in the midwest, with headquarters in Detroit.
Announcements came as Rodgers
. losed a three-day district managers
meeting here.

"U" Subsidiaries Set Up
In Norway and Denmark
I tilinucd from Page 1)

Gustave Schaefer, Universal export
manager who returned Saturday
from a five-month stay in Europe
during which he visited France, England, Italy. Austria. Hungary, Czechoslovakia. Norway and Denmark.
Tage Neilsen has been named
manager of the Denmark company,
and A. II. Haslund is to supervise
the Norwegian subsidiary. Schaefer
also disclosed signing of distribution deals affecting Jugoslavia, Bulgaria and the Baltic provinces.
Commenting on the altered distribution setup in Europe which has
Ernest Koenig supervisor for Western Europe, and Jean Birkhahn in
charge of Central and Eastern Europe, Schaefer declared the move assures more efficient operation, as
does shifting of European headquarters from London to Paris.
No foreign production to meet any
quota requirements is planned by
Universal, Schaefer declared. Business, he said, although spotty in the
main, was noticeably good in the
Scandinavian countries. He reported construction of a 1,500-seat Neilsen house in Copenhagen.

Price Slash in Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb. — Howard Federer,
city manager of the Westland
houses here, put over a price slash
going into the Christmas doldrums.
Varsity, now 15 cents anytime, has
a 10-cent balcony. The Kiva, 30
cents night time, drops to two-bits.
Latter house also wraps Christmas
packages free as an additional service.

"Awful Truth" Staying On

"The Awful Truth" is in its fourth
day-and-date week at the Palace and
Illstreet theaters, Los Angeles, Columbia home office said yesterday.
In Minneapolis it is said to be the
first film in eight years to hold over
three weeks. Film went five weeks
at the Imperial, Toronto; and four
weeks in Columbus, 0.

A "JUM' fa»» "£ots
By RALPH

kruse Screen

HOLLYWOO
, Plan
„.D
„.lest

WILK

tne
are ever "n
wn0
personalities and
fresh

for
'O°kout
new faces.

J. HENRY KRUSE, cameraman, has
organized Kruse Camera Screen

In "Rangers Roundup"
A I St. John and Carl Hackett have
been signed for featured roles in the
Tests, with
to produce
"A"n screen
tests,
genuine Grade
productio
value. forthcoming musical
western,
Fred Newmyer is director of the "Rangers'
Roundup", starring Fred
outfit.
Kruse is handling photograSt.(,n
which Jed Bue]] is pi.oducing
Pnyfor Stan Laurel Pictures Inc.
This
According to Kruse, over 150 ap- picture will be released by Spectrum.
plications have already been receivRachmil Is Assigned
ed. But as he's anxious to run the
service along strictly legitimate
Lewis Rachmil, who did the art
lines, only six applicants, with work on "Hawaii Calls" starring
proven talent and film possibilities, Bobby Breen for Principal Picture,
will be art director on the next
have so far been accepted.
Kruse further points out that the "Hopalong Cassidy," which is to be
service works two ways; it not only made by Harry Sherman. Rachmil
aids newcomers, but greatly facili- was also in charge of the art work
cates the duties of casting directors, on "The Barrier."

New

IATSE Pacts Call
For Two More on Crews

Cleveland— The IATSE and the
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
Ass'n have negotiated a new contract effective from Dec. 6, to Labor
Day, 1941. However, negotiations
will reopen on Labor Day, 1939, to
discuss the wage scale in relation
to current business conditions.
The new contract provides for the
immediate employment of two additional stage hands, making nine instead of seven, the previous number
employed.
John D. Kalafat, labor committee
chairman represented the Association. Local 27 was represented by
William Finnegan.

60 Candidates Seeking 21
Offices in 306 Election
Sixty candidates for 21 offices^ of
Local 306, motion picture projectionists' union, are headed by Joseph D. Basson, incumbent, and Bert
Popkin, at present business agent,
who are seeking election as president on Dec. 29 at the Palm Garden, 306 W. 52.
In addition to the president, there
are to be elected a vice-president,
recording secretary, financial secretary, treasurer, 13 members of the
executive board and three members
of the board of trustees.

"Awful Truth" Stays Fifth

Springfield, Mass. — Manager Al
Anders of the Bijou has duplicated
the record run of this city when he
held "The Awful Truth" over for a
fifth week. He held the previous fiveweek record with "Mr. Deeds Goes to

METRO ENGLISH PIX
COST UNDER BUDGI
I i oittinucd from Page \)

England on the Queen Mary.
C
way
asserted
that the product
budget
was
set at $1,000,000
that the picture was produced

Arriving with Conway on
$750,000.
Queen Mary were Lionel Barryir.
and Robert Taylor, who appear
"A Yank At Oxford." Conway
yesterday afternoon for Baltim
and from there will continue on
the Coast. Barrymore also plan
leove shortly for Hollywood
Taylor's plans were indefinite. C
way indicated that he would not
to England for another picture
der the present schedule, poinl
out that he prefers to work in C
fornia "where it is warm." He
accompanied by Mrs. Conway
their two children.
Another passenger on the Qu
"Rosalie" As New Year's Eve
Mary was Harold Ham, Europ
Pix in Loew-Poli Houses
representative for Myron Selzn
who is on his way to Hollywood
Robert G. Linderman, manaj
New Haven — Loew-Poli "A" houses
throughout the territory will feature director of Mole-Richardson, 1
"Rosalie" at a special New Year's makers of motion picture electa
Eve midnight show, and continue equipment, and Randal Terran
New Year's week with "The Awful of the George Humphries Lab
Truth," bringing the midnight fea- tories, London, were among the l
ture back at a later date. The spe- sengers. They left last night
cial shows will have a 50-75 cent the Coast.
admission. The College, New Haven,
"Cantor's Son" Booking!
and Majestic, Bridgeport, will also
have midnight shows for the first
time this year.
Arthur Block and Samuel M. '
The Paramount, New Haven, will gal, co-producers of Eron Pictd
Inc.,
have completed the first (
headline vaudeville with reserved
of Jewish features titled "
house at $1.10. The Roger Sherman series
Cantor's Son" and have booke
and other Warner houses will have
into the Squire theater in New Y
regular picture program at midnight,
with regular prices. The Whalley for a Dec. 23 opening. It will <
the Metropolitan in Philadel i
and Howard are the only New Haven at
on Dec. 25. Michael Rosenberg, 1
neighborhoods to announce late dish comedian, Moyshe Oysher
shows, the latter planning vaudeville. Judith Abbarbanel are featureii
the cast.

Col. Victoria Offices

Prelude to Production

Alley's Fate Unknown

Universal's
home
office oflfi
anxiously
awaited last night
Victoria, B. C. — Preparatory to an from government and news chanf
augmented program for making as to the fate of Norman Alley,
versal
Newsreel
cameraman,
quota and other pictures with Cen
tral Films, Ltd., Columbia Pictures, was aboard the U. S. gunboat P'
when it was bombed and sunk in
Inc., has opened offices in the Em
press Hotel here with Jack Fier in Yangtze River 25 miles above I
charge. Two screen plays by a king on Sunday, last.
Canadian are in preparation.
MTEC Reopens Quarrejj
Central Films, which has had
studios for making quota pictures at
New Haven, Conn. — Modern
the Willows for two years, is erect- ater
Equipment Corp. and its
ing another studio there.
necticut manager and new
president, Louis Phillips, will
Radio Prologues to Pix
hosts to the entire film district
today.
to Be Tried Out Tomorrow party
in the newly-rebuilt and
decorated quarters on Meadow
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Radio prologues to
pictures will be tried out over "Your
Hollywood Parade" tom'otfrow.
"Submarine D-l" will be dramaCold Cuts Chi. B. O. Take
Town."
tized, with its dramatization starting before the screen plot actually
Buy Oakhill Theaters
Chicago— The severe cold of the
past week cut into the theater at- j Cincinnati — J. C. Newbold and A. begins and establish the background.
tendance heavily, both circuits and Keesling have acquired the Mayfair No part of its actual picture story
will be disclosed.
independents suffering.
and Oakhill theaters, Oakhill, W". Va.

Shumer, Harrison Stay at
Sam Shumer is to remain in
East as Grand National story
tor, it was announced yesterday
spite concentration of GN storjjp
tivity on the Coast. Helen H
son
is toYork.
act as publicity man
orjlc
lav
in New

llona Massey

■ . >ging
Poirl Cadet

exotic new star

or Powell
as the dancing
Princess

sensation!

King

~3

Frank Morgan
as the henpecked

>v

The amusement world is ablaze ! "Rosalie"
is all that you have heard for months! The
promise of greatness has come thrillingly
true! M-G-M, the lavish producers of "The
Great Ziegfeld" have done it again in a
screen show combining magic of showmanship, wealth of appealing personality, excitement ofstory and rousing Cole Porter songs
that are already sweeping the nation. It is
truly a Merry Christmas and Happy New
of the great"Rosalie
presents
Yearestthat
ns of"one
box-office
all time.
attractio

Reginald
Owen who
hates
revolutions

te
Billy Gilber.
as Oloff,
he's
a riot!and

~~\

y

m

Edna May Oliver
as the eavesdropping
Queen

Ray Bolger
famed star
of Broadway

V \

musicals

%

*;

^

m ^
%

M*lOl>«?
^
P>\

"Ros°l,e
j■"-

.'C\ose

Ij

starring

NELSON
EDDY
ILEANOR POWELL

Hi

featuring

FiANK MORGAN
. EDNA MAY OLIVER
% Bolger • Ilona Massey • Billy Gilbert . Reginald Owen
Screen Play Written and Produced by Wm. Anthony McGuire

(

Directed by W. S. VAN DYKE II

j Core*

..

The Big Ones
are Always

\vk\z\id*\

38s

T

GoldwynMayer

M-G-M's Merry Xmas-Happy New Year!

ROSALIE

and the Holiday Box-Office will spell it

SROSALIE

Tisday, Dec. 14, 1937
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$ 50,000 UA DIVIDEND
FOR FIVE PARTNERS
(Continued from Page

"Missing
Witnesses"
John Litel, Dick Pureed, Jean

with

1)

h end of this week for New York
I ir and will sail on the Normani'i
26. heIt has
is authoritatively
I Dec.
rted that
remained over
<e ing a reduction in distribution
i-h ges on his product which
ax uut to 25 per cent in the United
St es and 30 per cent in England.

F ian Testimonial Calls
Picture Execs to Albany
(Continued from Page

reviews of riEiu funis

1)

1 here to honor Si Fabian at the
t& monial dinner staged at the De
W ; Clinton Hotel. Attendance was
8 nated at 350 by the committee in
cl ge. Three cars carried the conI ent from New York City.
ibian was the recipient of an
ei ossed scroll and a set of diarn d studs during the program over
w :h Andrew W. Smith, Jr., of UA
p ided as toastmaster. Arrangeno ts for the testimonial were made
bill committee headed by Phil Fox
01 Columbia.
mong the speakers were Adji nt-General Robinson, representGovernor Lehman, Meyer
S ne, Sam Rosen, C. Frank ReavI Mate Blumberg, Abe Montague,
F I. McCarthy, William Sussman
i Jules Levy.
show was put on by performe from Proctor's Theater, Troy.
+ I mong those attending the tesmial
dinner
were:
Herman
:kman,
president
of Republic
lange; Nate Blumberg, of Unilal; Jack Cohn, of Columbia;
Sussman, of 20th Fox; Charles
eilly,
president
of
Sanitary
omatic
Candy
Corp.;
Max
en, of Universal;
Red Kann,
;k Lewis, Harry Buxbaum, 20thN. Y. exchange manager; Sig
tman, of Universal, Jules Levy,
tKO ; from Buffalo, Nate Sauber,
ich manager of Universal, and
rlie Hayman of the Lafayette
ater; Boston, Tom
Bailey and
Herman; Pittsburgh, Harry Kale, zone
manager
of Warner
thers Theaters; New York, Sam
zler, C. Rich, C. Casanave,
A.
ch, Frank Miske, Ed Goldstein,
Sholtz, H. Schiffman, John Turlub, Harry Mersay, Harold CarL. Blumenthal, C. Haring, J.
piro, A. Sablowski, J. McGuirk,
n Rosenblatt, J. Benas, E. Goldj J. Dietz, Fred Meyers,
Max
Herman, S. Whiteman, A. Vigard,
irles Stern, G. Skouras, William
Kjlly, Irving Rose, E. Peskay, J.
tjonnor, L. Netter, E. Millen, S.
?!'Donald,
E. McAvoy,
B. F. Moore,
Montague,
H. Michaelson,
Nat
y, Al Lichtman, Sam Lefkowitz,
' Rrugman, M. Jacobs, Leo Jusi j James R. Grainger, H. Gold, R.
I unon, Nat Fellman, Ed Finney,
I.Sttleson, Sol Edwards, Nat Cohn,
dries
Bryan,
Herb
Richek,
J.
Hren, E. Bell, C. Bloom, S. Cocalis,
Epstein, H. Fednrick, J. Horn-

""

Dale,

"You're
a Sweetheart"
with Alice Faye, George
Murphv
Ken Murray

Raymond Hatton
Warners

60

FAST-MOVING COPS VERSUS
STERS PICTURE MAKES GOOD
ENTERTAINMENT.

Mins.

GANGPUNCH

Warners make another successful headline raid with this one. A take-off on
the recent Dewey investigation, it brings
to the screen a well-knit story put across
forcefully by a capable cast. Some clever
prosecuting methods of extracting information from witnesses play a large part in
picture. John Litel, as the prosecutor, is
excellent in his spot, and Dick Purcell, as
the hard-headed detective assigned to the
prosecutor's staff, who is going to show
Litel how to run the investigation, plays
his part for all it is worth. Jean Dale, an
attractive newcomer, provides the feminine
interest. Special Grand Jury appeals to the
Governor to appoint a special prosecutor to
eliminate the racketeers in the city. Litel
gets appointment, and gets Dick Purcell,
a dumb strong arm detective, to head his
investigators. Purcell continually makes
boners during pix by using his muscles instead of his brains. Jean Dale is the only

Universal
(HOLLYWOOD
REFRESHING
SHOULD
OFFICE.

DO

MUSICAL

NICELY

97

Mins.

PREVIEW)
AT

COMEDY
THE

BOX-

This refreshing musical comedy should
do nicely at the box-office. It has a
clever story idea, catchy songs, plenty
comedy, romance and has been expertly
guided by David Butler, who did not miss
a trick in extracting laughs. B. G. DeSylva, a veteran in producing musical
comedies, can go to the head of the class
for his choice of material and supervision.
In addition to putting over her songs,
decorative Alice Faye does some fancy

stepping with light-footed George Murphy, who delivers solidly in his biggest assignment to date. Ken Murray, Charles
Winninger, Frances Hunt, Andy Devine,
Frank Jenks, Oswald, Rene Riano, David
Oliver and Bobby Watson handle the comedy effectively, while William Gargan and
Donald Meek are among the principals
who do good work. Edna Sedgwick, the
Four Playboys, Casper Reardon, Maida and
link they have with identity of gangsters'
master mind, and after being accused of a Ray and the Norvelle Brothers furnish entertaining specialties. Among the songs
murder she tricks Purcell into letting her
go. Finally she is trapped, but as she is are "My Fine-Feathered Friend," "You're
being taken to police headquarters she A Sweetheart" and "Who Killed Maggie,"
identifies Harland Tucker, who is in a a travesty number, by Jimmy McHugh and
railroad station, as the ringleader. Purcell Harold Adamson; "Scraping the Toast," by
trails Tucker and arrests him. Litel and Charles Tobias and Murray Mencher; "So
Purcell pull a clever gag and force him It's Love," by Lou Bring, Mickey Bloom
and Arthur Quenzer. Maxwell Shane, Wilto confess. Gangsters' ring is broken up
liam Thomas and Warren Wilson conand Purcell wins the girl and a promotributed a refreshing original story and
tion. Raymond Hatton plays a small role
as lieutenant in gang with his customary Monte Brice and Charles Grayson an amusing screenplay. When Murray, producer
good interpretation, and the rest of the
cast is adequate.
of "Oh, Oh, Oklahoma," discovers that his
show is to open the same night as the
CAST: John Litel, Dick Purcell, Jean Milk Fund benefit he is in a dilemma until
Dale, Raymond Hatton, Sheila Bromley, resourceful George Murphy, a waiter, sugWilliam Haade, Ben Welden, Harland
gests that he (Murphy) pose as a wealthy
Tucker, Jack Mower, John Harron, Michael oil man who has bought all the tickets
Mark,
Earl Gunn,
Louis Natheau.
for the opening week of the production.
CREDITS: Produced by Warners; Direc- The pseudo millionaire falls in love with
tor, William Clemens; Screenplay, Ken- Alive Faye, star of the show, and she with
neth Garnet and Don Ryan; Editor, Fred him. He finally tells Murray he is tired
of the pretense and disappears. Of course,
Richards; Cameraman, Sid Hickox.
all complications are ironed out, the show
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
goes on and Alice and Murphy are reunited.
Good.

French Lift Pix Ban
Paris (By Cable) — France has
now lifted its ban on Warners'
"Black Legion." Country now wants
to expose conditions similar to the
ones depicted in the production.
stein, Rube Jackter, M. Kussell,
Joe Lee, J. A. McConville, A. Greenblatt, L. Notarius, I. B. Persa, Al
Reid, H. Robbins, Charles Rosenzweig, Al Rogers, C. Reavis, Walter
Reade, Sr., Walter Reade, Jr., Sam
Rosen, George Schaefer, Moe
Streimer, A. Smith, E. Schnitzer,
Moe Sanders, Herman Starr, L. E.
Thompson, L. Weinberg, Bob Wolff,
W. W. Howard, Budd Rogers, M.
E, Kornbluth, Joe Felder, C. A.
Hill, Louis Frisch, Ed Alperson^
Leo Abrams, Nat Bader and Jack
Bellman.

—

CAST: Alice Faye, George Murphy, Ken
Murray, Oswald, Charles Winninger, Andy
Devine, William Gargan, Frank Jenks,
Frances Hunt, Casper Reardon, Donald
Meek, David Oliver, Andrew H. Trimble,
Edna Sedgwick, Bob Murphy, Rene Riano,
Bobby Watson, Four Playboys, Maida and
Ray, Norvelle Brothers.
CREDITS: Producer, B. G. DeSylva; Director, David Butler; Authors, Warren Wilson, Maxwell Shane, William Thomas;
Screenplay, Monte Brice, Charles Grayson;
Cameraman, George H. Robinson; Art Director, Jack Otterson; Associate, Richard
H. Riedel; Editor, Bernard W. Burton; Musical Director, Charles Previn; Dances
staged by Carl Randall; Music and Lyrics
by Jimmy McHugh, Harold Adamson,
Charles Tobias, Murray Mencher, Lou
Bring, Mickey Bloom and Arthur Quenzer.
DIRECTION,
Very Good.

Expert.

PHOTOGRAPHY,
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SEE $1,600,000 NET
FOR WB IN QUARTER
(Continued from Paiic

t)

here yesterday in the absence of
President Harry M. Warner.
This estimate is after provision
for normal Federal income taxes but
before provision for any surtax on
undistributed profits, and compares
with a net of $2,047,936.28 for the
corresponding quarter a year ago.
As forecast, Harry M. Warner,
Jack L. Warner, Major Albert Warner, Robert W. Perkins, Waddill
Catchings and Joseph Bernhard were
re-elected directors for two-year
terms. Catchings is president of
Muzak Corp., Wire Radio, Inc., subsidiary, now negotiating a deal with
Warners.
Present officers of the company
are slated to be re-elected by the
board at an organizing meeting in
New York Dec. 21.

GTPC's Appeal is Heard
by the U. S. Supreme Court
(Continued from Page

1)

gued before the U. S. Supreme Court
yesterday.
Samuel E. Darby, Jr., appeared for
General Talking Pictures Corp. and
Henry R. Ashton for Erpi. Action
involves licensing rights under the
patent pooling arrangement of RCA,
Western Electric, Erpi and the A
T & T.
It is charged by Erpi and Western
Electric that GTPC purchased vacuum amplifiers from the American
Transformer Co., and that despite
the fact license notices limited their
use td amateur and broadcast purposes, they were later used in the
production of talking picture projection equipment.
GTPC contended before the Supreme Court that the owner of a
patent cannot restrict the use made
of a device manufactured under the
patent after the device has passed
into the hands of a purchaser in the
ordinary channels of trade and full
consideration has been paid therefore.

Arkansas, Connecticut
Theaters Swept by Fire
Corning, Ark. — The State Theater,
owned and managed by Gordon Lee
Hutchins and Mrs. Anne Hutchins,
burned with a loss estimated at
$10,000. structedThe
was conless thanbuilding
a year ago.
Putnam, Conn. — Damage done by
the fire which destroyed stage and
stage equipment at the Bradley The-ater*is estimated to total $25,000.
Auditorium of the theater was saved.
Building is owned by Ransom H.
Bradley, Putnam, and operated by
Interstate Theater Corp. of Boston.

\

DeRidder, La.— The Realart Theater, owned by the B. Carrol interests, was completely destroyed by a
$50,000 fire here.

Eft
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PICTURES

Winner of the 1931
for the Best Produced

Academy Award
Picture of the year

CIMARRON

— "Smashing romance of frontier days that should
prove Box-office sensation of big proportions/1
FILM DAILY
JANUARY 18, 1931.

I2H
"THE 1931 FILM YEAR BOOK"
"\ have spent considerable time looking this over
and it seems to be a much more comprehensive
edition than any you have put out in the past. You
are certainly to be congratulated for the amount
of research work and time that your organization
has put in on it as it is invaluable to the people in
RAY JOHNSTON,

the industry/1

FEBRUARY 21, 1931.

THE 1938 FILM YEAR BOOK
The Standard

VI

Bigger and Better Than

1501

BROADWAY

Reference Book of the Motion

Ever

Picture Industry
Now

in Preparation

NEW

YORK

CIT

IW

Don't Delay Longer — Write That Relief Fund Check *
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

itimate in Character
iternational in Scope
idependent
in Thought

NEW

V L. 72, NO. 141

YORK,

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

TEN CENTS

15, 1937

ixpect Master Exchange Contract to be Signed Today

CASE
STRIKE
BUYERS'
PAR/UN
TO
WRIT
IERMANENJ
George L Bagnall Elected Paramount Vice-President
jlaces Herzbrun on Board;
Quarterly
Dividends
Declared

How

They

Started

11)

ItLAST THEY OKAY
A CASH GIVEAWAY

11)

igley Appoints Vogel
as
M. P. Daily's Editor
E
6

artin Quigley, editor-in-chief of
ion Picture Daily, announces the
ointment of A-Mike Vogel as
5r succeeding Maurice Kann, reed.
Jgel, who will assume immedi(Continued on Page

11)

Old Chicago'1' Jan. G
'jest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
I Hollywood — Premiere of 20th-Fox's
In Old Chicago" is tentatively set
jir the Astor Theater, New York, on
,in. 6, it was reported here yesterday,
jarryl F. Zanuck and Mrs. Zanuck
I'e
expected to go East for the open18-

Decision

at

Philadelphia Sets Important Precedent

-M
M-GED
CK-ANG
NEWGONSEL
FARZNIARR

lifter submitting
the plan
of
0 'ation to all the authorities who
»!ht object to it on legal grounds,
w can state positively that the
C i Giveaway sponsored by the
C imittee for the Relief Fund is
he clear on all counts.
he cash will positively be given
IJIy. No blanks.
No chiselling.
1 holdovers.
Every worthy and
(Continued on Page

Court

Philadelphia — In a precedentsetting decision of far-reaching industry importance, the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals yesterday held
that the "buyers' strike" of Philadelphia indie exhibs against Paramount was a violation of the Sherman anti-trust act.
Reversing the action of trial
court, the Circuit Court granted
Paramount a permanent injunction.
The decision was a unanimous one
by Judges Joseph Buffington, J.
Warren Davis and John Biggs, Jr.
("The "buyers' strike" was fostered by (Continued
the UMPTO,
Philadelphia
on Page 3)

eorge L. Bagnall, assistant treas• of Paramount
and executive
lio manager, was elected viceiident of the company yesterday
It meeting of Paramount's board
irectors. Bagnall replaces Henry
E zbrun who resigned the vice| iidency early this month to en% e in private law practice in HolI )od.
t the meeting, the regular quar(Continued on Page

Circuit

West

After five years of dental practice, Eddie "Doc" Colden, Monogram's dynamic sales chief, joined
Louis B. Mayer's American Feature Films in Boston in 1914 as New England territorial salesman
for his industry debut.
Chalk up another brush-and-palette credit for Col. Hap Hadley.

Master Exchange Contract Reported
As Closely Following Temporary Pact
Senate Finance Com. Head
Negotiators representing both dis^
Wants Admish Tax to Stay tributors and film exchange employes

declared yesterday they expect today to conclude discussion and sign
the master agreement governing
Washington — Senator Pat Harri- working conditions, hours and defison of Mississippi, chairman of the
nition of terms at a second meeting
important Senate Finance Commit- to be held at Warner Bros, home office at two p.m.
tee yesterday indicated that although
(Continued on Page 11)
Short session yesterday revealed
Help!
The Film Daily Relief Fund needs money parties were in general accord. Pact
to carry on and help others.
(Continued on Page 3)
Washington

**

Bureau of THE

FILM

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — It is reported that
Louis B. Mayer has arranged la
conference between David 0. Selznick and Al Lichtman and is urging both to try to settle differences
over
the
proposed
contract
by
(Continued on Page 3)

Felix A. Feist Net Estate
is Reported at $347,284
Felix F. Feist, Metro sales head
who died in April, 1936, left a gross
estate of $390,795 and a net estate
of $347,284, according to a transfer
tax appraisal
filed onbyPage
the 3)State Tax
(Continued

Bonus Time

DAILY

Chicago — Jones, Linick & Schaefer
circuit will give employes a cash bonus
for Christmas.
New Orleans — Saenger circuit will
distribute a Christmas bonus, it is
stated.

1
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Warner's
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Ritchey Sees Curtailment
of European Production

Continue Taking Hub Trust
Suit Depositions in N. Y.

Early deflation of the European
production bubble was forecast by
Norton V. Ritchey, Monogram foreign manager, yesterday following
his return from a three-month journey which included England, France,
Denmark, Sweden, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Hungary, Switzerland and Belgium.
Ritchey cited Viennese production
as typical. There, he declared, are
concentrated producers who joined
the exodus from Germany, and are
now discovering production unprofitable due to restrictions of propaganda-minded nations. France, he
admitted, was an exception in quality but even there Ritchey noted a
tendency for organization to lag behind.
Ernest Wettstein has been appointed continental Monogram manager with headquarters in Paris,
Ritchey disclosed. He also reported
signing of distribution contracts for
Holland with Monopole, N.V.; in
Sweden with Promoto, A.B.; in Belgium with Films Sica; and in Portugal with Alianca Fims, Ltda. Negotiations are under way for closing
of other territory, Ritchey declared,
and Wettstein is expected to carry
them through to completion.
An Australian distribution contract with British Empire Films,
Ltd. lay on Ritchey's desk and he
signed it during the interview. Deal
takes in New Zealand and Tasmania
also.

Taking of depositions, which were
resumed yesterday in the Morse &
Rothenberg Circuit's anti-trust suit
against major distributors, will con1.
tinue through Friday, it was learned yesterday. The sessions are then
expected to adjourn until after Jan.

Circuit Watching Court
Test of Penn. Chain Tax

11%
.-••
92+2
10%

Harrisburg, Pa. — In an effort to
6% + 3/8 point out irregularities in the chain
store tax act, George Ross Hull,
4%
Stores,
201/2
211/4 +
l/4 counsel for the American
263/8
261/2
yesterday in Dauphin County Court
33
33
7
71/4 +
y4 introduced gross sales figures of
large department stores, and questioned a newspaper and magazine
MARKET
stand chain, which is exempt from
the law. Several theater circuits are
59
59—1
awaiting the outcome of the first
89
89—1
721/2
72i/2 —
1/2 test case before heai-ings on their
behalf will start.
72
72
— 2
It was brought out at the large
MARKET
department store chains with a
much greater net profit than a unit
1
1
ll/2
15/g —
i/8 in the American system, would not
134
1% -f- Va have as much tax placed upon them
17%
18
+
%
since most of the department stores
2%
27/g
have only a small number of stores
while the food firm has 1,660.
STOCK

pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s "43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43

MARKET
Bid
Asked
94
98
51/4
85
61 %
44

63^
8634
633,4
46

Japs Hold Para. Cameraman

Neil F. Agnew, Paramount general sales manager, was a witness
yesterday, his testimony requiring
more than two hours. Witness for
today had not been determined last
night.
Counsel for the defendants are
Edward F. McClennan and J. J.
Kaplan. George Ryan of Boston is
the attorney for the plaintiffs.

Report Silverstone Asks for
Transfer to UA's N. Y. Office
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — It is reported that
Maurice Silverstone, chairman of
United Artists, Ltd., London, now
in Hollywood, wishes to be transferred to the New York headquarters of the company and his request
will be acted upon this week.
Earlier reports that Maurice Silverstone had resigned were denied
in New York yesterday by Arthur
W. Kelly, head of UA's foreign department. Kelly said that the home
office had received no information of
the reported resignation, and added
that Silverstone had a contract
which has several years to run.

Expect ITOA to Map Out
Drive on Radio Opposition
Radio competition and renewal of
the campaign against giveaways are
expected to be the important topics
for discussion at today's regular
meeting of the ITOA. It is believed
that a drive to combat the air shows
will be mapped out.

cominG And goii
ALEXANDER KORDA plans to fly East
week-end, and intends to sail on the No.
die Dec. 26.
JOAN CRAWFORD
is staying at the Wa
with her husband,
FRANCHOT TONE, exp
next week.
They
will
return
to the
after Christmas.
HOWARD
STRICKLING, M-C-M pub
head, ROBERT TAYLOR and LIONEL BA
MORE, are westward bound by train.
JACK CONWAY, M-G-M director, anc
wife, are in Baltimore for a short stay
fore returning to the Coast.
MANNY
SFFF and his wife leave for F
wood
on Sunday.
DR. A. J. CRONIN,
author,
HELENE
DRATIEVA.
Russian
screen
star,
RIO
TAUBER.
opera star. BETTY ALLEN and I
ARD
DE ROCHEMONT,
sail tomorrow
o
Queen
Mary.
ARTHUR BYRON is in New York rehe
for a new
show.
LEO
McCAREY,
Paramount
director, an
wife, are staying
in New
York
for a
before they leave for the Coast.
BEN COETZ. M-C-M British production
sails for the U. S. on the Normandie Dec
New
York today.
HARRY
RICHMAN is scheduled to arriMERRITT
conferences

HULBURD is westward
at Coldwyn
studio.

Dec.ELEANOR
23.

POWELL

bourn

sails for New

Y

ALBERT LEWIN, Paramount producer,
his wife, arrive in New York today, witt
turn to Coast set for Dec. 23.
PAT CASEY, producer labor contact, I
Hollywood this week for conferences in V
ington with Joe Weber of A F of M.
W.
F. RODCERS,
general
sales manage
M-C-M,
returned yesterday from a sales
ing in Chicago.
OSCAR
head, has

DOOB, Loew's Theaters exploit
gone to Boston.

ROY ROWLAND, M-G-M Benchley short
rector, has arrived from
the Coast.
ANNE
NACEL,
Warner
player, leaves
lywood
today to spend
the Christmas hoi
at her family
home
in Boston.
She
companied
by her mother and brother.
DERRICK DE MARNEY, English actor,
today on the Queen
Mary.

Ed Gardner Given Post
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ed Gardner, formerly
active in the radio and advertising
fields in New York, has been signed
by M-G-M as a writer, supervisor
and producer. He is now handling
details of M-G-M's weekly air proThree other writers, George Bruce,
gram.
Grover Jones and Jay Dratler, have
been
placed under contract by the
film company.

Shanghai (By Cable) — Arthur van
B. Menken, Paramount Newsreel
Stewart, Air Show Emcee
cameraman, is being "detained" by
Japanese Army officers at Nanking, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
according to reports from that city.
Hollywood — James Stewart will
Advices also say his camera and
emcee M-G-M's Maxwell House NBC
films were confiscated.
radio program, "Good News of
1938," tomorrow night with a cast
With Adams In Dallas
of performers including Spencer
Dallas — Vernon Adams has joined Tracy, Freddie Bartholomew, Fanny
local RKO branch as salesman. He Brice, Frank Morgan, Cora Withersucceeds J. B. Cummins, who recent- spoon, Betty Jaynes, Douglas Mcly resigned to go with Jefferson Phail, Eadie Adams and Judy GarAmusement Co,
land.

...Save 25%
Now — -"Fare and a half" on round tri]
excursions over the Lindbergh Line
Bringing air travel down to the sam
general cost range of other forms o
transportation, these new TWA rate
permit everyone who travels — to fl:
. . . Excursions begin on Saturday o
Monday; are effective for IS days: a;.
apply on any schedule, any day, re
turning . . . Fly TWA, on the na
tion's finest planes — you save valuabh
dollars.
hours, even days fand TWA's compli
mentary meals en route and rigid "n
tipping" rule, save you many extn

COMPARE

THESE

SAVING!

New York 2 OneExcurto
Way Fares sion

You '
Save,

Los Angeles
$299.90
$224.92
$74.9f
Chicago
S9.90
67.42
22.4!
For Information Call TWA
Times

Square
Office, Paramount
Building'
Tel. MDrray Hill 6-1640

70 E. 42nd St., TeL MTJrray Hill 6-1641

or any Hotel, Travel
Telegraph
or Western

Bureau,
Union

Postal
Office.

\a*-i
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PARA GETS PERMANENT

|Y SIGN THE MASTER
■UHANGEPACT TODAY

WRIT IN "STRIKE" CASE
(Continued from Page 1 )

(Continued from Page 1)

nderstood to continue
most of
terms in temporary agreement
[ted last Spring.
ght majors were represented at
meeting
yesterday,
and from
i union came: Louis Krause,
SE international vice-president;
i Gatelee, New England official;
; M. Maidler, of Detroit; Miss
lerine Fitzgerald, and Bob Hoff, of New Haven; J. Burke, of
on; Harry Cohan and Miss Mol!ohen, of Philadelphia; Lawrence
i and Angelo Moreno, of Pitts,h; Forrest Ormes^ of WashingD. C; Neil Bishop, of Chicago;
Leo Braun, of New York.

f ther Selznick Conference
With Metro is Arranged

with PHIL

M. DALY

Your Check, Small or Large, Goes Entirely to the Relief Fund
•

•

•

EPIC SWEEP

those are the words to describe Frank

Lloyd's production "Wells Fargo" for Paramount
it contains two
sequences that stir the emotions powerfully
one with its purely
physical thrills and the other with its tender sentiment
the first
is the journey of the Overland Mail from St. Louis to San Francisco,
a cumulative crescendo of thrills with rushing horses and thundering
wheels as the outfit races against time in a gruelling contest of endurance ...... the second is the closing scene as Joel McCrea
and
Frances Dee are brought together after a misunderstanding that had
separated
them as man
and wife for several years
Director
Lloyd has achieved the difficult feat of moulding an historical drama
of episodic and gigantic proportions with a very human love story, and
keeping them both very natural and plausible
this gives the measure of a really great director's versatile talent, and explains why Frank
Lloydtorscontinues through the years to be one of the outstanding direc-

T

(Continued from Page 1)

T

T

Selznick
International
picwould
be
distributed
by
M.
is declared that Selznick wants
representatives
empowered
to
on sales deals no pictures he
3ld make
for M-G-M
distribu-

• •
• FOG
NOTES
from
London
Victor
Saville's
"Storm In a Teacup" rated the best comedy made here in years
Rodgers of the Rodgers-Hart team here, and fog-bound
Dave
Bader's
new
story, "Anne's
Lorry,"
was
written
specially for clever Doris Hare
The George Rubens' musical
hit, "It's In the Bag," is all the talk around town
a group
is backing him to write one Rubenshow a year

x A. Feist Net Estate
is Reported at $347,284

The Time is Short — Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY

■:h
s

(Continued from Page 1)

• •
• CAN WE use a li'l item about a grand guy, Jackson Parks
wants to know
so he tells us that William A. Wellman is the first
director to have two of his pictures go three weeks at the largest the-

iau in Surrogate's Court here
erday.
r. Feist left to his son, Felix E.
t, of Santa Monica, Cal., oneof his entire net estate, and
daughter, Marjorie M. Nast, of
2rly Hills, Cal., the remaining
half of the net estate in trust
1 she attains the age of 25 years,
receives the principal then. The
:rs showed that Mrs. Nast will
me that age on November
5,

ater in the world, the Music Hall
"Nothing Sacred" just finished
its third week there
and "A Star Is Bom" ran three weeks at the
Hall earlier in the year

le Corn Exchange Bank Trust
ipany of this city is the exor.

Something

• •
• LOCAL
HERO
in Washington,
D. C
the
local gazettes are singing the praises of one J. Raymond Bell, in
charge of publicity for the Loew interests in the Capital
for winning the first prize of $500 in the national contest on
"Stella Dallas"
this is the fourth major award for ad and
pub campaigns won by Ray this year
the lad must Have
and he's such a modest guy to talk to
Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
• • • THE STAGE is set for that case of likker that AMPA will
feature at the luncheon on Dec. 2 3...... the Thursday luncheon at the
International Casino will number as guests among others
Suzanne
Kaaren and Fillmore Hyde, editor of Cue mag
T

T

T

• • • THE PASSING of the typical show girl is discussed
authoritatively in an article in the current Esquire by Bernard

I, lest
i the

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
15

Daily to
birthday:

Sobel of the Metro pub dep't. . . • Joy Hodges will be interviewed by Radie Harris over WOR tonite. . . « Harry Klein
of the Cocalis circuit is taking bows for the missus who did the
work of glorifying the American Baby
a fine 9-pound specimen

Charles Rosenzweig

«

«

«

»

»

»

exhibitor organization. Subsequently, while the litigation was pending,
an agreement was reached and the
strike called off. Because of the
issues involved, however, it was indicated that the suit would be
pushed.)
The

case came before the Circuit Court when Paramount appealed from a U. S. District Court
decision by Judge Oliver B. Dickinson. The latter had dismissed
Paramount's
suit on the grounds
tion.
that there was a lack of jurisdic-

Paramount immediately appealed
the case and a hearing was held
Oct. 6 when decision was reserved.
At that time, counsel for the distributors argued that the exhibitors
were acting in unison and therefore were an illegal combination in
restraint of trade.
Before a decision could be rendered, UMPTO and Paramount
came to terms on a basis for settling the strike, but the appeal refication. mained on the court books for clari-

SICK REPORT
Cleveland — Abe Schwartz, theater
owner of Cleveland and Painesville,
is now convalescing at home from a
heart attack and expects to be back
in harness right after the first of
the year.
Chicago — Walter Immerman, general manager B & K, is back on
the job after several days' illness.
Dayton, 0. — Phil Semelroth, Sr.,
of the Semelroth Circuit, has developed pneumonia, the result of a recent auto accident, and is confined
to a hospital.
Cincinnati — Charley Behlen, proprietor of theaters at Stanford,
Nicholasville and Lancaster, Ky.,
suffered severe bruises when he fell
on a stairway at his home.
Chicago — Morris Katz, father of
Sam Katz and a pioneer exhibitor
here, has recovered from a serious
illness.
Oklahoma City— T. B. Noble, Jr.,
manager State theater, has recovered from the flu.

v

Santa Monica, Cal. — E. C. Segar,
cartoonist and creator of the character Popeye the Sailor, is seriously
ill in a hospital here.
Indianapolis — R. R. Bair, head of
Bair's Circuit, is on the sick list,
suffering from a wrenched back,
caused from a fall.

m

1Wl^«
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A "JUttU" £*m Hollywood "Ms
By

RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
Will Glorify Swimming

F)IRECTOR Roy Del Ruth, who is
now nearing completion of the
new Sonja Henie skating epic,
"Happy Landing," at 20th CenturyFox studios, has stai'ted work on
an original story which will glorify
swimming and swimmers.
In addition to working out the
original story, Del Ruth is collaborating with several set designers
to create a new technique of filming that will enable the camera to
capture all the beauty and grace
of swimming, after the fashion that
films have only lately been able to
adequately portray the agile grace
of famous ice skaters.
T

T

Miriam

W1LK

T

WHO'S
•

•

•

WHO

IN HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting Personalities: No.

181

•

•

•

EMANUEL COHEN.
President of Major Pictures Corp. Born in Hartford,
Conn., and educated at the Townsend Harris High School and College of
the City of New York. Began professional career as a writer on politics and
economics, but quickly moved into the newsreel field. Editor of Pathe News
from 1914-1926, when Pathe "beats" were a by- word, and during which
time he established the first world-wide coverage for a newsreel. In 1926
was enlisted to found Paramount News and assumed charge of the short features department. In 1932, was appointed vicepresident in charge of production. The year he
took over, the company showed profit of five

Decorated

for R|

T

T

T

Gail As Deanna's .Mother
The most coveted, the most c
cult and the fattest role outsid'
Deanna Durbin's in "Mad Al
Music" has fallen to the lot of
Patrick who will be seen as G
Taylor, the mother of Deanna
»
»
»
Berke Leaves Conn
Having completed the produc
of
"Swing
Berke
has It,
left Professor,"
the Conn Will
Pro
tions.

and W. C. Fields — such pictures as "Farewell
to Arms," "Death Takes a Holiday," "Ruggles of Red Gap" and similar smash hits. Resigned from Para, in 1935. Major in the United
Reserve.

picture

and they
plan to the
makepictures
a family"
fair
by showing
at
same theater on the same night
r
r
r
Schofield Is Versatile
With radio now also added to
list, Paul Schofield, most rece:
collaborator on "Wells Fargo"
author of "The Long Traverse,"
cil B. DeMille's next film for P;
mount, has written in 18 field?

publication.

millions. Cohen's regime produced such stars
as Mae West, Bing Crosby, Fred MacMurray

States Army

Hopkins

with the Com-

mendatore dell' Ordine delta Corona d'ltalia.
Buys Annabella Vehicle
Member Explorers Club, National Press Club.
Michael Romanoff, has sold a
Married to the former Madeline Brown, nonstory titled "Ellis Island" to 20th
professional.
Century-Fox studios, and Darryl F.
Zanuck's aides are now whipping
it into script form as a starring
vehicle for Annabella as soon as
Jason Finishes First
Cast in English Film
T
T
T
she completes "The Baroness and
Elizabeth
Allen
has
been
assigned
Will Jason has just finished his
M-G-M Adds Lawson, Write;
the Butler," co-starring with William Powell. Don Ettlinger and as the feminine lead in "The Cita- first directorial picture for M-G-M,
Harold
T. Lawson,
writer,
Kail Tunberg are the script writers,
del," authored by A. J. Cronin a Musical Miniature, "The Canary ! been added to the Metro wri
Comes
Across."
And
Leigh
Jason,
and
Ray
Griffith
is
associate
prowhich
be infilmed
in M-G-M's
ducer.
British will
studios
London.
his brother, has just completed a staff under John Gallishaw.

New Jersey Allied Party
44-Hr. Violations Ignored
Off on Cruise Tomorrow
In Penn. Until Court Acts
Harrisburg, Pa. — Labor and Industry Secretary Ralph M. Bashore
has announced that Pennsylvania
employers will be relieved of prosecution for 44-hour week law violations until after the Supreme Court
decides if the law is constitutional.
The high court, which decided to assume original jurisdiction in the
law's validity filed in Dauphin County Court by Holgate Bros. Manufacturing Co., Kane, set a hearing on
Jan. 3.

Gatelee May Resign Post
as Mass. F of L President
Springfield, Mass. — John F. Gatelee may resign as president of the
State Federation of Labor before
the expiration of his fourth term to
which he was elected in August.
Pressure of duties as IATSE representative requires him to curtail
his activities, Gatelee said.

Tit is Reckless Age
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Burbank, Calif. — Check up here of
Warners' studio news files, containing
publicity releases over the past 10
years, reveals that "leg" stories, re the
underpinnings of femme film stars, are
most popular with movie fans. Next
in public esteem are yarns of the love,
marriage, kiss variety. There is, the
files show, more interest in the stars'
pets than in their children.

Bermuda-bound, a party of exhibitors and film men sail tomorrow afternoon on the Monarch of Bermuda
on a cruise sponsored by Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey. It is
strictly a pleasure trip with all business discussions reportedly banned.
Among those who are scheduled
to be aboard for the seven-day voyage are:
Miss Frances Bregman, Arena
Theaters, New York; Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Dollinger, Allied of New Jersey; Mr. and Mrs. John Manheimer
and Seymour Manheimer, ITOA;
Clark Hilinger and Mrs. Helen B.
Hildinger, Trenton; Mr. and Mrs. I.
A. Roth, Morristown, N. J.; Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Gellman and Dr. and
Mrs. A. E. Hersh, Duquesne, Pa.;
David Snaper, Miss Bobby Snaper
and Joe Lee, New York City; Miss
Sally Fisher, secretary of Allied of
New Jersey; Cecil M. Felt, Harry
Dressier, David Milgram and Maurice Stern, Philadelphia.
The ship sails at 3 P.M.

Two Special "IT Trailers

Two special trailers on Universal's
"You're a Sweetheart" have been
prepared by Joe Weil, director of exploitation. First is to be furnished
without charge to first-runs two
weeks in advance of playdate. Regular trailer is to be handled as usual
by National Screen. Special radio
transcription is to be made available
to stations.

u. s.

Bureau of Mines
Any Bergner U. S. Pix Mu«
be Directed by Dr. Czin
Active in Film Field

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Department of
Interior's Bureau of Mines is revealed as one of the Government's
largest producers of educational
films.
The bureau's film library, the
largest of its kind in the world,
now includes 5,000 reels. Representing 57 different industrial fields,
they were exhibited on over 100,000
occasions this year.
The Bureau's film activity is
unique in that scenario writing, direction and final production supervision is done by one man, who
doesn't even have a secretary. He's
Morgan Leopold, safety engineer.
Films he directs are financed by industrial firms, photographed by commercial cameramen and released by
the Bureau of Mines, free of charge.

Elisabeth Bergner will not n
any pictures in this country ur
directed by her husband, Dr.
Czinner, and possibility of ma
pix for any company other
United Artists is remote, as she
has three years to run on UA
day. calling for release of all
tract
pictures, Film Daily learned ye:
"St. Joan Of Arc", schedulet
her next picture, has been postpc
with an original being adapted
ruary.
by
Margaret Kennedy tentatively
for production around first of .

Theatrical Employes Union
Moving into Sports F|

St. Louis, Mo. — The Theatr.
Employes Union, an affiliate of
Will Determine Legality
IATSE, has started a movemen
bring ushers, ticket sellers, U
of Theater Thrift Nights takers and similar employes of :
theatrical entertainment within
Louisville — A suit to test the jurisdiction.
legality of "thrift night" has been
brought by the Columbia and Arcade Theaters, Paducah, property of
longer JVetcsreels?
the Columbia Amusement Co.
"That the newsreel industry soc

Watney and Bader Resign
London (By Cable) — David A. Bader and Denys N. Watney, directors
of Personality Pictures Ltd., have
tendered their resignations to devote
their full time to David A. Bader
Ltd., and Everest Pictures Ltd.

will find its 10-minute screen limit;
tion breaking down seems almost
certainty," A. J. Richard, editor i
Paramount News, said yesterday. Oth<
Richard opinions, with an eye to 1931
"Problem of editing will be in sharp*
focus than ever before . . . great*
concentration on the presentation <
spot and live news . . . stronger spor

section."

;
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'High Flyers'

Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
Lupe Velez
Radio
60 Mins.
1ENTY OF LAUGHS IN NUTTY COMWITH
WHEELER,
WOOLSEY
AND
i VELEZ SCORING.

"Young
Dynamite"
with Frankie Darro,
Kane Richmond
Conn Pictures
57 Mins.
GOOD
ACTION FILM PILES UP
PLENTY OF THRILLS WITH YOUNG

DARRO A SWELL KID'S HERO.
This one is made essentially for the
his is a very slapstick production, done kid trade, with the grown-up males who
traditional Wheeler-Woolsey
tech- like their meller fast and heavy also in
ue of goofy nonsense, and given some line to be satisfied. Frankie Darro is the
ledy class with the fine work of Lupe kid brother of a rookie on the state police
The
laughs come
right through force who is killed by a gang who have
footage, so that is the answer to the just committed a robbery of a lawyer. Darro comes into possession of the loot, and
|ics who sniff at this type of low comWheeler and Woolsey are side show then the gang is hot on his trial. Meanwith an airplane training machine to
while Kane Richmond, a fellow-officer of
ch folks to fly. They are picked by a the slain state police rookie, starts to
of international crooks who have ar- connect the robbery with a big racketeer
ged to have an accomplice on an ocean who apparently has gone straight recently,
drop a collection of stolen jewels over and disbanded his gang. There is a lot
side in a life-buoy.
Wheeler
and of maneuvering, with the politicians forcing
lolsey are assigned to pick up the life Richmond to be taken off the case, as
|r, not realizing that they are helping he is getting too hot on the trail. Finally,
ninals in a big steal.
They can't con- in some whiz-bang thrill stuff, Darro and
the plane to come down at the ap- Richmond outwit the gang, and prove that
Inted spot, and land on the estate of the racketeer is in back of the whole
rich man who is importing the diamond thing. The action is moving fast all the
lection. The crooks come to the estate, way, and while the production is pretty
ing as hospital doctors, and claiming carelessly thrown together, the work of
two pilots who
cracked
up on the the two principals keeps it sufficiently
late grounds are escaped lunatics.
Then exciting to please the uncritical fans. Willins the funny nonsense, with Wheeler
liam Costello as the arch-villain does very
|i Woolsey trying to outwit the crooks, good work, and should be given a chance
owner of the estate trying to recover in a real production.
jewels which
a little Boston
terrier
CAST: Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond,
stolen, and buried in the lawn, and Charlotte Henry, David Sharpe, William
Iquadron of cops helping to complicate Costello, Carlton Young, Pat Gleason, Frank
igs even more.
It is all riotous non- Austin, Frank Sarasino.
Ise, but the comics score with some
CREDITS: Producer, William Berke; DiIghable gags and
business,
and
Lupe
rector, Les Goodwins; Author, Peter B.
ez proves herself a real comedienne,
Kyne; Screenplay, Arthur Durlam, Joseph
II very delightful.
Director Edward Cline
Stanley Roberts; Editor, Martin
in his element with this type of com- O'Donnell,
Cohn;
Cameraman,
John
Kline.
1, and gets all the laughs out of it.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fair.
:AST: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
lie Velez, Marjorie Lord, Margaret DuInt, Jack Carson, Paul Harvey, Charles UAC, Montreal, Buys Into
Confederation Amusements
llels, Lucien Prival, Herbert Evans, Her|t Clifton, George Irving, Bud Geary,
lice Sidney.
Montreal — United Amusement
CREDITS: Producer, Lee Marcus; Direc- Corp., Ltd., operator of theaters in
Edward Cline; Author, Victor Mapes; the metropolitan area of Montreal,
eenplay, Benny Rubin, Bert Granet, By- Sherbrooke and other centers, has
Morgan; Editor, John Lockert; Camera- acquired a substantial interest in
In, John MacKenzie.
the shares of Confederation Amuse[DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
ments, Ltd., which also operates a

|j)th Century-Fox Sets
Back Two Pix to 1938-39
1st Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

[Hollywood — Due to lengthy jrelarch work required in their
leparation, 20th-Fox has postponed
Itil 1938-39, production of "The
Ise of Disraeli" and "The Life of
Isorge Sand."

"Kathleen" Deal Closed

jJ. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., has closed
Jdeal with the Consolidated Circuit
]r
will open and
at
le "Kathleen".
Squire theaterFilm
in January
len play the balance of the circuit.

Sunday Shows Okayed
lEarle, Ark. — -City Council has reminded an ordinance requiring film
I uses to close Sundays.

* SHORTS
"The Mysterious Jug"

*

.V

"The Woods Are Full of Cuckoos"
(Merrie Melody Cartoon)
Vitaphone
7 Mins.
Amusing
Color Short
This short is a burlesque on the
radio program community sing. It
introduces all the prominent radio
characters on the air today, with
amusing names and caricatures.
There is a band supposedly led by
Ben Bernie, and Mr. Winchell appears for the customary ribbing
act. Louella Parsons and her Hollywood Hotel program come on for a
plug, as well as a list of other air
celebrities. The pix is entertaining.
It was produced by Leon Schlesinger in color, with Robert Bentley providing the animation and Carl W.
Stalling
supplying
the
musical

(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal
7 Mins.
Lively Cartoon
Oswald hits into an adventure
as he goes snooping around a junk
yard with his doggie, Doxie. The
hero finds a bottle marked "The
Magic Jug." When he uncorks it,
out jumps a genii with his magic
wand. The genii transforms all the
pictures on the ad labels on old cans
and bottles into very alive people.
They organize a dancing and singing party. But one of the ads on a
ham tin, a devil with a pitch fork,
"He Done His Duty"
gets jealous, steals the genii's wand, Columbia
18 Mins.
and starts to mess things up. OsToo Much Slapstick
wald saves the day by vanquishing
the little devil, and restoring the
A comedy featuring Andy Clyde
wand to the genii.
and Robert McKenzie, as two hicks
in a small town who are opposing
"Brokers' Follies"
each other for the office of sheriff.
Columbia
10 Mins. Every scene practically, has a slapstick finish to it. It gets rather
Pretty Crude
What might have been a novelty monotonous as the rough comedy is
spectacular number of real merit piled on to the screeching point.
was gummed up amateurishly with The story concerns the scheme of a
cheap production in all departments. man and woman who pull a confidence game on the pair of hicks.
The scene is a broker's office, and
the customers are going nuts as The girl poses as a G-woman, and
the market goes to pieces. So a mulcts McKenzie of a thousand dollars. The sheriff, Andy, and his
clerk hits on the idea of putting on
a girlie show to get the boys' minds rival for the office, start in pursuit
off their financial worries. Camp- as the two crooks escape in a car.
bell's Royalists sing "Goona Goo" They capture them as the pursued
car cracks up in the bedroom winas
the
gals sit
the do
customers'
dow of a farm house. Directed by
laps. Lewis
andin Van
a stair
dance on a graph which shows the Charles Lamont.
line going down on the price fluctuations. For depression atmosphere
there are aspirin counters, coffee
"Rhapsody In Zoo" 12 mins.
Universal
and cake stands, and such. Acts inRoutine Vaude
clude Martha Tilton and the MexWhat was meant as a novelty
ican kid band, Loria Brothers. Directed by Ben Blake. We must not atmosphere for sweetening up some
overlook the story credit to I. A. fair to middling vaude numbers, beJacoby. Musical director, Milton
ing a menagerie setting, with sevSchwartzwald.
eral humans disguised in wild animal skins acting as the audience.
number of theaters in the Montreal
Mark
acts as a sort of emcee,
district. Confederation Amusements
"Where the Noble Red Man Is dressedPlant
in a Tarzan costume. The
will have the advantage of affiliaNagasake Tramp Band, the colored
tion with, and management of
ll Thomas) troupe, do their novelty instrumental
Places With Lowe
United Amusement Corp. The bal- (Goingiv
l
le"
sa
Nob
l
er
Stil
9 mins. specialties. Ruth Daye goes through
ance sheet of Confederation Amuse- Un
Very Entertaining
a routine tap. The Asburns are a
ments, as of Oct. 31, 1936 the latest
available, showed total assets of $1,A visit to the home of the Qui- ballroom team who do pretty well.
nault tribe in the State of Wash- Evelyn Poe does a night club hot
704,797.
ington. Through an old treaty, the number in song. The last act brings
remnants of this tribe are permitted The Kidoodlers, the novelty quartet
Screen Publicists' Demands
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY to enjoy their land unmolested by playing on all sorts of odd homemade instruments.
white men. Here they live in a
Hollywood — Screen Publicists'
Reviews
to Page 10)
Guild will present to studios de- world all their own, preserving the (For additional Reviews turn
mands for $150 weekly minimum old tribal customs, yet having adoptJoins Metro;
Robt.t. Z. Leonard Joi
for five-year men on an eight-hour
ed manycomforts
of the white
man's
to add
to their
life.custom
They
day and a five-and-a-half-day week. have
Tracy
outboard motors for going
Tracy Gets
Gets Stai
Starring Pact
after the rich catches of salmon.
"Sweetheart" for Roxy
West
Coast
Bureau
of
THE
FILM DAILY
They have their own little church,
Hollywood — Robert Z. Leonard
"You're a Sweetheart," Universal's where they give thanks for the salmusical, starring Alice Faye, Charles
has signed a producer-director conmon catch.
"poor"
Winninger and George Murphy, has live the
tract with M-G-M, and Spencer
life ofThese
Reilly,
and aIndians
lot of
been set for a Dec. 24th opening us white folks would be willing to Tracy has been signed to a starring
contract.
date at the Roxy.
swap with them.
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FORCIGD

^

"Der Purimspieler"
("The Jester")

with

Miriam
Kressyn, Zygmunt Turkow,
Hymie Jacobson, Ajzyk Samberg
Sphinx Films
88 Mins.
DEFTLY PORTRAYED FOLK STORY OF
JEWISH VILLAGE IN GALICIA A GENERATION AGO.
Romance, joy and sorrow are brought
to the screen with a realistic touch, while
there is an undertone of melancholy and
droll humor in this new film from Poland.
It deals with the folk life of a small Jewish village in Polish Galicia a generation
ago. Zygmunt Turkow, a wandering Purim
player, arrives at the village and gets a
job with Ajzyk Samberg, the shoemaker.
He falls in love with Miriam Kressyn, the

"Love or a Kingdom"
with Jadwiga Smosarska, Witold
Zachare-

wicz, Leokadja
Pancewicz
Star Films
96 mins.
ENTERTAINING HISTORICAL PIX
RICHLY MOUNTED WITH TALENTED
CAST AND WELL
KNIT STORY.
"Love or a Kingdom" will rank high with
the best of the foreign pictures. In a
splendid production, with a talented cast
and a well done story, this 400 year old
story of a royal romantic tragedy in Poland should appeal to any audience. Jadwiga Smosarska, the daughter of the noble
house of Radziwill, meets Witold Zacharewicz under embarrassing circumstances, so
she introduces herself as a member of a

gen in

e People of

Contemporary Amusements, Inc.

63 Mins.

FAIR DOCUMENTARY FILM DEALING
WITH FRENCH ELECTION AND ANTIFASCIST PROPAGANDA.

France"

Strictly a propaganda film in theme, this
new French documentary work is saved
from being very dull by some excellent
sequences of the French countryside and its
workers. The actors, who are all anonymous, apparently are trying to achieve a
high mark for work of this type, but the
overabundance of political propaganda nullifies their efforts. The film opens with
some very fine shots of rural France, and
the workers of the fields. Then the economic inequalities of the people are shown
with a poorly directed attack at the
wealthy French families controlling the
country. There are strike scenes and a
suggestion of the bloody strife between
Croix de Feu members and the Communist party. Several case histories of party
leaders and several speeches are also jammed into the picture. There is a great
deal of talk about the leaders of the Soviet Republic and its founders, and the
picture is concluded with a long introduction of several party leaders making
speeches and the massing of workers in a
united front. Unless one is familiar with
the internal politics of France much of
the picture is liable to be confusing. Jean
Renoir, the director and only person given
credit for any work on the pix, has injected some beautiful sequences into the
film, but the unceasing political theme
spoils his effects.
CREDITS: Produced by an independent
group of technicians and actors; Director,
Jean Renoir. Presented at the Squire
Theater with French dialogue and English
titles.

forester's family, while Zacharewicz, heir to
the Polish throne, introduces himself as a
squire in the service of the king. Their
romance rapidly leads to a secret marriage
which is revealed shortly before his coronation as king. Leokadja Pancewicz, the
shoemaker's daughter, but knows she is queen mother, is furious at this turn of
in love with a wandering circus player. events as she had planned for a marriage
However, he is content to work and with the royal French family. There is a
dream while life moves on. Samberg falls reactionary movement by members of the
heir to a fortune and attempts to marry house of parliament who refuse to sancMiriam to a man of his choice, but she
tion the marriage, but Zacharewicz imflees with Turkow to Warsaw. She meets
passioned plea for recognition of his bride
Hymie Jacobson, the circus player, again breaks down all opposition except that of
and gets married. Turkow returns to the his mother. Jadwiga dies under peculiar
village and is blamed for Miriam's disap- circumstances nine days after the coronation, with the queen mother reverting to
pearance until she shows up with Jacobson and explains what has happened. Tur- Borgia tactics to rid herself of an unkow shoulders his pack and wanders on
wanted daughter-in-law and queen. This
with the blessings of the village. Faith- epic of a great historical love presents the
fully depicted, the pix is a moving story good looking and extremely capable Miss
of the life of its players, who are excel- Smosarska at her best, while the restrained
lent in their roles, with their different performance of Zacharewicz as the young
emotions realistically depicted. The dia- king is a talented performance. The intriguing and cold hearted queen is excellogue is in Yiddish with English sub-titles,
lently portrayed by Leokadja Pancewicz,
but much of the important by-play and
and
the
rest
of the cast is an asset to the
subtlety will be lost to anybody not understanding Yiddish. Joseph Green did a fine picture. Equipped with English titles this
directing job.
pix will not be restricted to Polish speaking audiences.
CAST: Miriam Kressyn, Zygmunt TurDIRECTION, Spotty. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
kow, Hymie Jacobson, Ajzyk Samberg,
CAST: Jadwiga Smosarska, Witold ZachMaks Bozyk, Berta Litwina, Eni Liton.
arewicz, Leokadja Pancewicz, Gustaw BusJakub Rajngles, Maka Bryn, Samuel Lan- zynski, Zygmunt Chmielewski, Helena Su- Peck Tele Sets to Reach
dau, Jakub Fiszer.
lima, Stefan Hnydzinski, Lena Zelichowska.
Market Within 6 Months
CREDITS: Produced by AGE Films; DiCREDITS: Producer, Joseph Green; Director, Joseph Lejtes, Screenplay, Anatol
rected by Joseph Green and J. N. Przyblski; Musical Score by N. Brodszky. Pre- Stern. Presented at the Belmont Theater
William Hoyt Peck, inventor and
sented at the Cameo Theater with Yiddish with Polish dialogue and English sub-titles.
president of Peck Television Corp.,
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
dialogue and English sub-titles.
yesterday declared television sets
Good.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
are to be publicly marketed for the
Good.

(The Silence of the Forest)
with Hansi Knoteck,
Paul Richter,
Gustl Stark-Gstettenbauer, Kaethe Me
UFA
77 m!.
ROMANTIC STORY IN BEAUTIF,,
OUTDOOR SETTING SHOULD PLE<3J
GERMAN
AUDIENCES.

Walde"

The
story of the girl who
married
prince is brought
to the screen again |
this new German film, with pleasing res
for any audience understanding the Gerr
language.
Hansi Knoteck, an artistically
dined young lady, rents a cottage on
estate of Paul Richter, the prince. RicM
and Miss Knoteck meet, and fall in hi
without the knowledge of his princely \<{
being divulged as she believes him to b i
friend of the owner.
Richter, a for. ■
playboy of the European capitols, is visil

by a Viennese charmer that he had knc'j
previously,
but he has had his fill j
sophisticated
women
and sends her b]
home.
Hansi is caught in a forest fire 1
by a pyromaniac and after an exciting J
quence she is rescued by Richter, whc
revealed
as the prince.
This knowle I
makes no difference to Hansi and the \
ture
closes
with
everybody
happy,
sympathetic
and unusually
well and
portra'
romance between
Kaethe Merk
G
Stark-Gstettenbauer, servants on the est,
almost steals the attention away from
principals.
Miss Knoteck
is an attrac
and capable
young
lady, and she is
supported by Paul Richter and the rest
the cast. The outdoor settings chosen
many
scenes
are truly magnificent,
director Hans
Deppe
has kept his st
well in hand and moving
throughout
CAST:
Hansi
Knoteck,
Paul
Rich
Gustl Stark-Gstettenbauer,
Kaethe
M<
Hans
Adalbert
Schlettow,
Hermann
hardt, Friedrich Ulmer, Friedl Haerlin.
pix.
CREDITS:
UFA;"
Hans
Deppe; Produced
Presentedby at
the Direci
Gar
Theater with all German dialogue.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPI

Harvey Buys and Sells

San Francisco — Harvey Amu1
ment Co., operating some 20 hou<
first time within six months by in
Northern California, has acquit
SEP Continuing Tieups
manufacturers under Peck license. the dark 700-seat Liberty Theater |
SHORTS
Saturday Evening Post is to con- Peck stated that the cost of a re- Coalinga from J. Tilandy of Pai
ceiver would probably be about
tinue motion picture promotions
"Oh Say Can You Hear"
Universal
15 mins. which have resulted in tie-ups on
dena.
To the Co.,
newly-formed
Side Theater
Harvey has W"s
Just Fair
five major productions of this year,
Each system employing optical the land and building of the 500-s<
A group of vaude acts, starting it was learned Saturday. Hugh $240.
mechanical scanning, it is claimed, Newman, at Newman, and also
with Leavitt & Lockwood, who do Sinclair has handled magazine's co- can operate with or without wires leasehold of the Empire at Gusti
their skit of the deaf couple at a
operative tie-ups on "Kid Galahad," with a frequency range of from also a 500-capacity house.
night cluh who meet and misunder- "Think Fast, Mr. Moto," "Wild 50 to 30,000 cycles.
stand everything that they say to Money," "The Hurricane" and
each other. The Loria Brothers, "Damsel in Distress."
"Mayerling" In 14th Wee
the six Mexican kids who have one
Two Theaters Burn
"Mayerling," being distributed '
routine and have done it so often in
"Sacred" Big In Philly
New Harmony, Ind. — The Strand Pax Film, Inc., is entering its fo •
pictures that it is a stale number.
teenth
week at the New York Fil •
Philadelphia — Bettering the busi- Theater, recently remodeled and reMildred Fenton sings "The Lady
equipped, was destroyed by fire. J. arte Theater, and its ninth week :
ness
done
by
any
picture
to
play
from Fifth Avenue" without giving
the Europa in Philadelphia.
it anything worth talking about. the Aldine here this season, "Noth- N. Allison operated the house.
McDonald & Ross do a tap dance
ing Sacred" has broken the house
Montreal Price Rise
on a miniature flight of steps. The record for each of the three weeks
Chester, S. C. — Fire badly damMerry Macs are the best of the lot, of its current run, and will be held
aged the Palmetto Theater here. The
Montreal
— Orpheum
Theat
the radio novelty quartet scoring. over for a fourth week beginning house is operated by the Chester
recently redecorated
Raymond Baird finishes, playing tomorrow, according to United Ar- Theaters, Inc., with F. J. Powell as Montreal,
tists.
showingadmission
first-run prices.
pictures and 1
two saxophones at once.
raised
manager-
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T LAST THEY OKAY
A GASH GIVEAWAY

DflTC BOOK

Will Pass Sound City Pfd. Dividend
London (By Cable) — The Sound City board of directors propose not to pay the halfyearly dividend en preferred shares, due to withdrawal of support for production by
London financial firms and to the imminence of new legislation. The board also
urges stockholders to press for support of the split quota upon their M.P's.

Dec. 17: Brooklyn unit of Warner Club, grand
masque and civic affair, Hotel St. George.

(Continued from Page 1)

edy case that applies for assistce will be taken care of. That
if all you gents do your part in
nating the cash. That's where the
sh Giveaway comes in.
Just a few days to Christmas.
i at marks the end of the Drive,
e you on the l:st below? If not,
ry not? Surely you can kick in
?th a few dollars for a cause that
kes care of Our Own Needy. You
ntribute to several other charities
at take care of people who are
t even in our own industry. If
u look at the matter in this
?ical light, how can you turn a
af ear?

Senate Finance Com. Head
George L. Bagnall Elected
Wants Admish Tax to Stay
Paramount Vice-President
(Continued from Page 1 )

(Continued from Page 1 )

some nuisance taxes would be re- terly dividend of $1.50 per share on
moved or modified the nation "could first preferred stock and the regunot stand the loss of the $50,000,000
larly quarterly dividend of 15 cents
easily collected via motion picture per share on the second preferred
stock were declared. These divitaxes".
dends are payable on Dec. 28, to
stockholders of record at the close
Paramount Reports to SEC
of business on Dec. 21.

on

Wilby-Kincey

Contract

Dec. 18-19:
Kansas
City
(Mo.)
charity bowling tournament.
Dec. club
18: rooms.
New York Warner Club

Variety

Club

Kiddie party,

Dec. 22:
Cincinnati
20th
Century-Fox
branch
Christmas
party, Hotel
Alms.
Dec. 24:
Chicago
Paramount
Pep Club holiday
party, Paramount
Exchange.
Dec. 28:
Rocky
Mountain Screen
Club dinner
dance.
Cosmopolitan
Hotel, Denver.
Dec. 29:
Cincinnati
Warner
Club
Christmas
party, Itaiian Room,
Hotel Cibson.
Dec.

31 : Queen
City Variety Club New
Year's
Eve party, Netherland
Flaza, Cincinnati.

Jan. 9:

New

York Film Critics awards presentation, Rainbow Room,
Radio
City.

Jan. 10: Stanley Jacques

testimonial dinner.

Netherland
Piaza Hotel, Cincinnati.
The subject
Adolph was
Zukor's
contract
renewal ofreportedly
not Jan. 27: Mid-winter convention of the MPTO
Shoot that check TODAY. NOW.
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
of
Virginia,
Richmond.
discussed. However, it is understood
id feel better right through the
Washington — Paramount Pictures, that another meeting will be held
)lidays for doing a kindly deed, Inc. yesterday filed a special report
before the end of the year at which
k Alicoate
Wni. R. Ferguson
i Mersereau
Davis Weshner
time action will be taken on exwith
the
SEC
revealing
two
agree:ster B. Bahn
Dennis
R. Smith
Quigley Appoints Vogel
ments entered into Nov. 5. The first
:sson E. Smith
Anne Linger
tending Zukor's
contract,
which
expires
Dec.present
31.
vard McNamee
Lester J. Sack
was between Abbeville Theater
as M. P. Daily's Editor
J. Schlaifer
Harold F. Hendee
Weiss
S. C. Einfeld
Corp., Carolina Rex Corp., Charlotte West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued from Page 1)
)y Gruen
S. K. Kohler
Amusement Co., Greenville EnterHollywood — Adolph Zukor derge F. Dembow
Ceorge
Morris
clares there is no foundation for the ately his new duties under the conE. Depinet
Lester Pollock
prises, Inc., Strand Theater, Inc.,
tinuing chief editorship of Quigley,
rles C. Moskowitz
H. J. Yates
The Carolina Amusement Co., The published report that Paramount has been a member of the staff of
hard Brady
Alan E. Freedman
will
not
exercise
its
option
to
reiert Golden
John A. Schwalm
Palmetto Theater Co., Alabama Thenew its contract with him. The Quigley Publications for six years
Jackter
Bill La Portes
ater Corp., Birmingham Theater report stated Zukor would continue as editor of the Round Table Secn Bamberger
Jack
Glucksman
tion of Motion Picture Herald.
ry Gold
Jerome J. Cohen
function at the studio without
Operating Co., Chattanooga Thea- to
rge Barnett
Joseph R. Vogel
a
contract.
Vogel
entered film journalism after
ters
Inc.,
Knox
Tenn.
Theaters,
Inc.,
e Streimer
Alan F. Cummings
ix A. Cohen
Albert Margolies
It is understood
the option for a long period of experience in the
Knoxville Theaters Inc., Nashville
D. Buckley
W. H. Clark
Theaters Inc., and Tivoli Theater renewal of his contract is due Jan. 1. 1 promotion and exhibition of pictures.
I Lazarus
C. C. Pettijohn
hur W. Kelly
Rutgers Neilson
Inc., and Wilby-Kincey Service Corp.
J. Weisfeldt
Gabriel Hess
and Paramount Pictures providing
J. Moeller
William F. Barrett
for the Service Co. to render service
nymous
Benjamin W. Solomon
from July 4, last to July 3, 1942 to
rles Alicoate
Dave O'Malley
J. Dash
Budd
Getschal
the theater companies and to Johnk Harrower
Joe Weil
son City Enterprises Inc., a halfnces Gross
Douglas
D. Rothacker
owned subsidiary of Paramount.
ph A. McConville Dewey
D. Bloom
The other contract between the
Emanuel Pub.
Samuel
Sax
nuel Silverstone Edna Sussman
same parties calls for the service
ben Samuels
Addie Dannenberg
company to supply to Johnson City
rge Borthwick
Budd
Rogers
ng Samuels
Joseph F. Lee
Enterprises Inc. keeping of books of
n H. Lenauer
Haskell
M.
Masters
account and accounting records, con! man C. Nicholson Issac Weinberg
tracting for, booking and settling
J. Ochs
Warren A. Slee
nneth Aneser
Flora Schikler
play dates for motion pictures and
Jl N. Lazarus, Jr.
David Palfreyman
other attractions.
igley Publications Charles
"Chick"
Lewis
Paramount also revealed a restatejlliam A. Downs
N. H. Brower
ment of stock for the period from
nfield Andrus
Nathan D. Golden
I Mis Kennahan
Frank
Meyer
Nov. 1, to Nov. 30, of $12,385. Fifty
orge Cerhard
Nu-Art
Filmeo
shares of 1st preferred stock, and
850 shares of 2nd preferred stock
^
for a total par value of $13,500 were
Studios in checking writers'
surrendered for conversion. Common stock issued upon the convercredits find their most acsion of preferred was 1,115 shares.
William
B. Brenner
Minneapolis — Louis Cohen, 20th- A. Montague
curate information pertain,)x salesman, and Pearl Bernstein Gettinger & Cettinger Walter Chapin
Maury
Ascher
Fabian
Theaters
Corp.
We married at St. Paul.
Frank
Leyendecker
A.
Schneider

<y

S

TEDDING BELLS

"Lep"

Cincinnati — Manny Neagle, 20th
mtury-Fox salesman, will wed
orothy
of the branch's pernnel onMalloy
Dec. 18.
Frederick, Okla. — Sam D. Moore,
the Ramona Theater, was mar3d recently to Miss Barbara Lee
>oper.
Omaha — Dorothy Langstrom,
enographer in the United Artists
change here, and Donald Crouch
Omaha, not connected with the
dustry, were recently married.
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Co. H. Kinzler
Morris
Emil J. Jensen
J. S. MacLeod
Herman
Bernie,
Inc.
William
Massce
William Barnett
Harry M. Bernstein
In Memory
of Irving
Grant
Thalberg
Hugo K. Kessler
Herbert
Berg
E. W. Hammons
Progress
Films,
Inc.
Lloyds
Film Storage
Corp.
Samuel
Rubinstein
Atlantic Theaters,
Inc.

Harry
Blair
Will H. Hays
James A. FitzPatrick
E. A. Schiller
Samuel
Rinzler
Louis Frisch
Irene
F. Scott
Taylor-Shantz,
Inc.
Silas F. Seadler
Mack
Liftman
Albert Deane
Paul Benjamin
Arthur A. Lee
Ross Federal Service,
Inc.
Lester Thompson
Ralph
Rolan
Anonymous
Hap
Hadley
Anonymous
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CITY

NEVER
MISSES!
The success of M-G^M's
THE

CRIMINAL"

latest "Crime Doesn't Pay" release "BEHIND

merits a salute throughout the film world. M^G-M's

"Crime Doesn't Pay" series has never wavered in entertainment value
since these thrilling Short Subjects first flashed on the screen several
seasons ago. "BEHIND THE CRIMINAL", great in itself, is typical of the
superior Short Subjects which M-G-M produces and which theatres have
recognized as essential to quality programs.
Are you receiving your copy regularly of M-G-M's SHORTS STORY, the monthly magazine devoted
entirely to increasing your revenue with intelligent program-building and seat-selling ideas?
*

Have You Helped the Relief Fund? Time Grows Short *
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
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technicolor may Establish Three More European Labs.

\ D. COCHRANE RESIGNU E. JOSEPH TOJUCCEED
\llied Lodges Fidler Broadcast Squawk With Sponsor
v,

10 Best

Again

. . . interest is Ueener
=

By CHESTER

HE continuous

B. BAHN

^^=

growth in the importance

of this paper's Ten Best Pictures poll,
w in its 16th year, is attested anew by
: annual increase in the number
entative American newspapers

of repholding

lultaneous local "elections" and the like
n in the number of ballots being cast
them.
Two of the oldest local polls are those
iducted by William E. J. Martin of the
ffalo, N. Y., Courier-Express and Leo
Her of the Bridgeport, Conn., Sunday
raid. The former reports that ballots
it in the first week were approximately
p.c. greater than those received in
36; the latter advises the ballots reved at the half-way mark approximated
t year's total.
The trend thus instanced is most grating, not only to THE FILM DAILY, which
neered this nation-wide, representative
tical symposium in 1923 but to the
lustry for which it speaks.

— • —

\BVIOUSLY,

the trend reflects a wider,

* a keener and yes, a more
intelligent
erest in motion pictures. Whatever may
'e been the case once upon a time, it
a fact that today the motion picture's
Jience, by and large, is seriously conned with its finer points.
Entertainment remains the first considition, and properly, but there is a marked
Cidency to look beneath the surface, to
ilyze. Letters from the more articulate
the fans voting in the local polls estabi that strikingly. Newspaper editors and
nagements are sensitive to the developnt, which, needless to say, is not with' direct industry benefit.

— • —

y|ORE and more, motion picture depart' ments in the daily press are assuming
i dignity that, in yesteryear, attached to
ise dealing with the legitimate drama,
d, importantly, more and more motion
ture criticism is becoming the province
i competent reviewers and able writers.
There
are
those,
unfortunately,
who
vm to be unaware of what has transpired
|h in American studios and in American
(.Continued on Page 2)

Myer's Letter Indicates General Campaign Planned
by Exhib Body
A formal protest against the manner in which Jimmie Fidler reviews
pictures on the air has been sent
to the president of the Procter &
Gamble Co., sponsors of Fidler's
programs, by Abram F. Myers, Allied board chairman
and general
, (Continued on Page 4)

ASGAP MUST REVEAL
GROSS NEBRASKA BIZ
Lincoln, Neb. — Order was signed
yesterday by three Federal Judges
in the suit of Gene Buck, Ascap
president,
against
the
Nebraska

Big Dividend
want to cut you in as

We
a big
melon is being sliced. This dividend
is payable in terms of Personal Satisfaction, in the realization that you
are taking part in a grand work in the
aiding of needy cases in our industry.
So send along that check for the Relief Fund. The Drive ends Christmas
Day.
Make it snappy, boys!

UMPTO WILL ABID
BY PARA. DECISION
Philadelphia — U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals decision in the Para,
"buyers' strike" case here will not be
carried to the U. S. Supreme Court,
it was indicated here yesterday,
following a conference of UMPTO
(Continued on Page S)

(Continued on Page 8)

"U"

Veteran Announces No
Plans; Successor Now
With RKO in Chi.

P. D. Cochrane, Universal Pictures
executive for more than a score of
years, yesterday resigned as director
of publicity, advertising and exploitation effective this week. He announced no future plans.
Although official confirmation last
night was lacking, John E. Joseph,
advertising director of the Chicago
division of RKO, is expected to assume the post vacated.
Cochrane,
it wason learned,
held no
(Continued
Page 9)

MPTOA BOARD MEETING
DEFERRED TO JANUARY
Meeting of the MPTOA

Columbia Declares Cash
Divvy; Defers on Stock

board of

Nate Blumberg is Honored
directors, scheduled for this month,
will not be held until after Ed KuyAt "Shanghai" Festivities kendall, Nathan Yamins and Harry

Friends of Nate J. Blumberg, who Brandt confer in New York on a
practice on program.
This
The Board of Directors of Colum- leaves RKO as vice-president in fair trade (Continued
Page 4)
bia Pictures Corp. has declared a 25c charge of theater operation to become president of Universal Jan. 1,
quarterly cash dividend, payable Jan.
enacted a festive little Exchange Union Conk
3, to Common
stockholders and Vot- last night(Continued
on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 8)

Off Until After H

Technicolor Labs, in \\a\y, France
And Germany

Considered -Kalmus

Leo Abrams Elected Head of
A demand for Technicolor faciliin several European countries
N. Y. Film Board of Trade may tiesresult
in the establishment of
At the annual meeting of the
New York Film Board of Trade
yesterday, Leo Abrams was elected
president; Harry Hummell, first
vice-president; Edward Bell, second
vice-president; Jack Bowen, Treasurer; Morris Epstein, secretary and
Robert Fannon, sergeant-at-arms.

laboratories in Germany, Italy and
France, Dr. Herbert Kalmus, president of Technicolor, stated yesterday as he departed for Europe on
the Queen Mary. Dr. Kalmus said
that producers abroad had asked
him to investigate the possibilities
of such a move and that he would
(Continued on Page 8)

Film Year Books have been the Standard Refer- If you thought the 1937 Film Year Book was
ence Books of the Motion picture industry great just wait until you get your copy of
for years. — Adv.
the
1938
Edition. — Adv.

With representatives of ]
tribs and film exchange
< iployes
union admitting complete a
master agreement
n
(Continued on governir;:
Page 8)

Eyeing Kiwanis
UA clubs
Dritie
in cities

Rotary
and
visited by A.
sales manager

W.
Smith,
of UA, are

Jr., general
man

lively interest in the company's
coming
"Better
Business
Drivi
was said yesterday at the home
Angle setis clubs'
belief drives
such a ofca
will
in motion
nature
in other businesses.
Smi
in Washington last night; goes to Boston tomorrow.
The 1938 Film Year Book will conraii
formation than any of its nineteen
sors. — Adv.

~m*
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newspaper editorial rooms. Among them
may be numbered George H. Payne of the
Federal Communications Commission, who
recently solemnly charged, "Like the moving pictures, the average program of the
broadcasters is addressed to an intelligence
possessed
Brother
tory;
movies in
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NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK. president of
M-C-M, and MRS. SCHENCK, arrived in New
York yesterday morning on the Century.
Schenck hopes to return to his office today,
after treatment
for a throat ailment.
DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS,
of
Mary.
the
Queen
Technicolor, sailed yesterday < i president

l'/2

4714
10%

Fairbanks in a transatlantic telephone conversation with Mary Pickford in Hollywood, following the
Korda-Goldwyn deal collapse, stated
that he would return at once. Consideration of production activity by
Fairbanks was indicated.

cominG mid GomG

MARKET

51/
843:
60
44

62
46

Saunders Signed to Handle
"In Old Chicago" on Road
Claud Saunders has been appointed by Twentieth Century-Fox to
have charge of the out-of-town road
show engagements of "In Old Chicago." Saunders, formerly vice-president of Ross Federal Service, Inc.,
will work under the supervision of
Charles E. McCarthy, maintaining
headquarters at the home office.

JAMES
MULVEY,
New
York
for
Samuel
Coldwyn,
is on his way tomanager
the Coast.
ALEXANDER
MAN.
Criterion KORDA and MARCEL HELLFilms head, have made reservations
on the Normandie,
sailing for England
on Dec. 26.
FRANCIS L. HARLEY, United Kingdom manager for 20th-Fox, and BEN MIGCINS, European manager for 20th-Fox, accompanied by
their wives, sail for the U. S. Saturday on
the Normandie.
JAMES P. O'LOGHLIN, Canadian district
manager for 20th-Fox, left for Canada last
night. He will return here in January for a
West
Indies cruise.
HAROLD HAM, European representative for
Myron Selznick, arrives in Hollywood today.
JOHN
HAY
tional
board
hunting
trip.
JACK
wick.

WHITNEY.
chairman,
is

WARNER,

JR.

Selznick
Internals in Georgia
on
a

staying

at

the

Odium

Looks for Early
Final Okay of RKO PI t

London (By Cable) — Douglas
Floyd B. Odium, president of -i
Fairbanks sails for New York aboard
las Corp., in a letter to sharehc
the Bremen tomorrow and will pro- ers, expresses the expectancy tl
ceed immediately to Hollywood. It
final reorganization of RKO "\
is understood
opmentsthat
directlyimportant
bearing develupon not be long delayed".
The reorg plan, of which At
United Artists' future is necessitatwas the proponent, is now befr
ing his hurried return.
Federal Judge Bondy, following

James P. O'Loghlin, 20th-Fox
Canadian district manager and Kent
drive leader, before his departure for
Pictur
Loss gh
Placed
ates'
$145,000
Canada
last night, told The Film Gainsborou
its
had
had
company
his
that
Daily
(By Cable) — GainsborLondon
biggest year ever in that territory."!
a loss of $55,O'Loghlin returns here January 8 ! ough Pictures reports
for a vacation cruise through the | 000, increased by interest, etc., to
West Indies.
.$145,000 for the year.

f innnciDL
NEW

by a child of 12."
Payne takes in too much terripatently, he stopped going to the
the long, long ago.

Fairbanks Sails Tomorrow
to Consider UA Situation

CEORCE
manager,
ARTHUR
with
NAT
arrived

BANCROFT

n New
York.
GREENBLATT,
GB eastern
division
Boston
today
from
Albany,
return to New
York
set for next week.
LEVY,
in New

RKO
York

Detroit
district
yesterday.

manager,

IRVING JACOBS, former Denver manager for
CB and Grand National, is in New York with
his bride. He goes to the Coast in near
future to enter production
field.
of

AUBREY BLAIR, secretary of the Junior Guild
the SAC,
arrived on the Coast
yesterday.

HERB CROOKER. Warners publicity director, is due back in New York from the Coast
this week.
ARTHUR A. EBENSTEIN, Hollywood insurance broker, leaves Hollywood tomorrow for a
two weeks'
stay at the Sherry Netherlands.

favorable report "in all substant
respects" by Special Master Alg
Referring to the fact that At
received no income during the fiS'
year from its investment in RK
due to the reorganization procei
ings, Odium points out that t
earning
given <
pression power
in the"will
finalbe reorgani?
No breakdown is presented. Odh
links RKO with a major investnu
in a power company, likewise cal
aearnings
"special of
situation",
and says, '"Ii
these companies
plicable to your
company's
holdin
aggregated
more
than $1,000,(
tion."
during the year".
With reference to such "spec
situations," Odium says:
"Your
management
has alwt
favored investments in special 5
uations where results depend m<
upon
ability
and
work
than
changes in the general price le
of securities.
It is believed that
the long run such a policy shoprove sounder
procedure
than
vesting entirely in a diversified 1
of marketable
securities where
much must depend upon forces 1
yond one's control and often ev
beyond one's reasonable forecast.'
The Odium report gives Atlas i
assets on Oct. 31 as $71,229,9:
which equals about $13.36 per co
mon share after preferred dedv
tions of $50.50 per share.

'fcoSAUE

War-

JACK COHN, vice-president of Columbia,
flew to the Coast last night for studio conferences.
HARRIET HOCTOR, noted ballerina, has returned to New York after completing role in
new RKO pix. She leaves for Fort Worth within a week for appearance in Texas Centennial.
PHILLIPS HOLMES sails for the U. S. Saturday on the Normandie.
ROBERT TAYLOR. LIONEL BARRYMORE and
HOWARD STRICKLINC, M-C-M publicity chief,
arrive on the Coast
today.
EDWIN MILES FADMAN, of Red Star Films.
Paris, is maintaining temporary headquarters
at 1200 Fifth Ave.
JAMES

CACNEY

is

New

York.

SWELL'*"

JEANNE COHEN, manager of New York
office of Artists Management Bureau, leaves
tomorrow for the Coast where she will join
the Paul Whitemans.
IRVING
yesterday.
terday.
WILLARD

STROUSE
S

McKAY

Chicago

returned

from

flew

to Hollywood

yes-

9 DAYS
MORE!

i

twm

King

Queen
Myrna !

Clark!

(What a send
off for her
"Man-Proof'!)

both coming
(And they're
in "Test Pilot"!)

M-G-M

AND

A CROWN!

People who pay your rent and ours have elected
the No, 1 Stars of the screen, Myrna Loy and
Clark Gable,
The Star Power of M-G-M has accounted for
Seven out of the First Ten Favorites!

\

20 million readers of the 55 key city newspapers
of the N. Y. News— Chicago Tribune Syndicate
have spoken. Your box-office understands!
Elected! Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Robert Taylor, Jeanette MacDonald, William Powell, Spencer
Tracy, Nelson Eddy, Joan Crawford.
——

___
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ALLIED MAKES FIDLER

MPTOA BOARD MEETING
DEFERRED TO JANUARY
ittinued from Page

BROADCAST SQUAW'
(Continued f>vm Page

1)

with miLM.

was reported yesterday by Kuykendall in a wire to The Film Daily
from Columbus, Miss.
The conference of exhib organization leaders is expected to be held
in January and it is possible that
Kuykendall will call his directors for
a meeting immediately following the
trade practice confab. It is expected
that the MPTOA chief will make his
report on his western tour at the
directors' meeting.

Norman Alley, "U" Lenser,
Safe After Panay Sinking
Norman Alley, Universal Newsreel
cameraman in the Far East, for
whose safety considerable anxiety
had been felt since his presence
aboard the U. S. gunboat Panay was
reported, following the attack last
Sunday on that vessel by Japanese
airmen, radioed Charles Ford, editor of Universal's Newsreel, yesterday stating that he is en route to
Shanghai aboard the gunboat Oahu,
and expects to arrive there today.
Alley's dispatch declared, Ford
stated, that he is in possession of
considerable footage which he made
of the storming of Nanking; the attack on the Panay, and other scenes
in the current "undeclared" war.
Ford, upon receipt of the message
made immediate arrangements for
Alley to leave Hong Kong on the
China Clipper, Dec. 21, which arrives on the West Coast on either
Dec. 24 or Christmas Day.
At the same time, Truman Talley,
head of Fox Movietone News, announced that cameraman Eric Mayele, whose safety was also a matter
of doubt since he, too, was aboard
the Panay, was uninjured and proceeding to Shanghai on the American gunboat Oahu. There was nothing in Mayele's message, it was said,
to indicate what footage he had succeeded in saving.

■est
the

wishes from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
Barbara
i. M.
Clyde

16

Kent
Kerrigan
Cook

Daily to
birthday:
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The Time is Short — Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
• •
mag

•

SNOOP
that is the title of the latest candid camera
touted as a pictorial preview of Paramount productions

to be published every once in a while
Bob Gillham's ad and
pub dep't have turned out a highly original and viewable
journal
we coin the word "viewable." seeing that the mag is practically all pictures
and what pictures!
exclusive, and specially
posed intimate shots of Paramount stars
if placed on the newsstands for public consumption
it should give all those other look-see
mags a merry ride
Snoop is a Scoop, Mister Gillham
as a
fellow-publisher, we greet you
▼
▼
▼
•

• • THE DRIVE is on
meaning the annual Federation of Jewish Charities as represented by the motion picture and
theatrical division
which organized their drive at a meeting
at the Astor theater yesterday
with several hundred theater
managers in attendance
guest speakers were Judge Algernon
I. Nova and Paul Moss
other speakers v5ere Harry Brandt,
Charles Moscowitz and David Bernstein
vice-chairmen of the
division are Jack Cohn, Joseph Schenck and Leo Spitz
Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
• •
• EMBARRASSING
Moments
Bob Livingston, manager
of the Capitol theater at Lincoln, Nebraska, has just experienced his
most embarrassing moment
his annual practice has been to buy
shoes at this Holiday season for 100 needy kids picked for him by the
social welfare society
he did the stunt this year
the following night he was standing in front of the theater watching with
satisfaction a holdout crowd
a colored mammy came along, leading a pickaninny by the hand
the kid knocked Bob's composure
for a loop as he sang out to the giggling crowd: "Mammy, dere's dat
man what buys mah shoes!"

▼

TV

• •
• AT THE AMP A luncheon tomorrow
Mike Vogel
will be the guest of honor
by way of saluting an old member who has moved up to the editorship of the M. P. Daily
Lily Pons will be on hand, in the event that she gets in town
in time for the luncheon
Harriet Hoctor is another celeb who
will be there
Help the Relief Fund to Take Care of Our Own
• •
•
booming

Needy

THOSE FELLERS in the picture biz tell us that things are
over at the Metro home office they are yelling their heads
off that Joan Crawford in "Mannequin" is the ultra-ultra in allure and
makes her last three pictures look like nothing
at 20th CenturyFox they have flashed 'In Old Chicago" and "Love and Hisses" and want
to stack 'em up against any two pictures from any other studio
while the boys at Paramount are yelping that Mae West comes through
bigger and better than ever in a B. O. manner of speaking, with her
latest come-hither peep-show
on celluloid
s— o
it looks as
if the Holiday Season will be quite bright for these three major picture
peddlers
▼
T
T
• •
•
THE GANG
is still talking about that engagement
dinner given recently
to Aaron Shusterman's son Leon
Aaron is the oldtimer who runs the Roxy at Perth Amboy, N. J.
i* seems the father of the girl that Leon is marrying dug
down in the ole sock and threw a party at the Ambassador to
show these picture fellers what a Real Party looks like

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

counsel.
Myers indicated in his le
ter that Allied plans to lodge pr
tests with all companies employir
"experts"
in their broadcasts,
i
well as with the broadcasting cor,
panies.

However, before doing: 'h

Myers thewrote,
Allied side
wouldof like
have
advertisers'
the a '
gument so that the reply could 11
incorporated in a bulletin sent to A
lied members.
Declaring that it would be unetlj
ical if motion pictures competed fi

public favor
with Myers
the product?
another
industry,
asked th;■'
the P & G president give serioil
consideration
to the
question
■
whether it is fair for one indu*
seeking public good will, to sponsd
a program which often reflect- r
the product of another industry.
\
To illustrate his point, Myers drel
a comparison
which,
according
many exhibitors, best describes tl
situation.
Myers would
asked think
what if tl
ti'
P & G president
theater
owners
of the country e
gaged
a "name"
commentator
n
the air to rate the products of othr
companies
sponsoring picture cor,
mentators.
"Thus,"
Myers
wrote,
"we j
imagine
Billie
Bazooka
sayinjj
'Ivory soap, (bang!) a one-bell soa
said to be pure but it comes in
clumsy size and shape, has an ui,
pleasant
odor
and
washes
aws
rapidly.'
Or Crisco, (bang! bang
a two-bell shortening, not nearly <
Explaining
contract
for

that
their

exhibitors
mui
pictures
far

etc."
advance,
Myers topointed
that pr"
isgood,
a hardship
have aoutman
tending to great expertness go ci
the air before the pictures are playt
and give them a low rating, tin
disparaging them in the minds i
prospective patrons.
When he giv
pictures
one bell or two bells, 1
virtually tells the public to rema
away."
A picture that Fidler thinl
is bad, Myers declared, might be a).
predated by a vast number of pe>
Myers' letter was the result of ii1
dignation
expressed
by exhibito
attending the recent meeting of tl
ITO of Ohio.
pie.

SICK REPORT

New Haven, Conn. — Mauric
Bailey, of the Whalley Theater ii
terests,
will week
be transferred
to h'i
home this
after a stay
ment.
Grace Hospital for sciatica trea"
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILy

Hollywood — Sick report has force
William Lundigan out of the cas
of Universal's
"The Black Doll.
Jack
Ridgely subs.

M
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£ FOREIGN
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Klctrt (Ready
Till forDrabbning"
Action)
h Ake Soderblom,
Carlsson,
indinavian Talking
ENTERTAINING
IMPETENT CAST
ORY.

'Krach (Trouble
im Hinterhaus"
Backstairs)
with

Henny
Porten, Else Elster, Rotraut
Richter, Reinhold
Bernt
Germania Films
85 mins.
FAIRLY AMUSING COMEDY WITH
AUDIENCE VALUE RESTRICTED TO FANS
SPEAKING GERMAN.

Thor Modecn, Sickan
Carl Strom
Pictures 85 Mins.
COMEDY WITH A
AND AN AMUSING

This new German picture is capably handled by the cast, with an engaging story
to boot, but the comedy value is restricted
to an audience that understands the German language. The picture opens in an
apartment house, with a flock of counter
\n unpretentious comedy, this new accusations being made by the tenants as
to who is stealing the coal briquets owned
eign film has Sweden's leading comedy
im, Soderblom and Modeen, heading a by Use Fuerstenberg. Henry Porten is accused of taking the coal by the superinnpetent cast that make the most of an
tendent, Reinhold Bernt, and sets a trap
using story about the navy. It is well
ned, and the story moves rapidly, with for the thief, when she sends her daughter,
: result a pleasing piece of screenfare. Else Elster, to the cellar with some gunpowder which is sprinkled on the coal.
ere is a continuous series of gags
oughout the picture as Soderblom and When the coal explodes in Bernt's stove
ideen, two gobs on a naval ship, con- he is immediately accused of stealing it
uously get into trouble and make trouble and a hot court fight ensues as all the
everybody else. They fall in the water, tenants take sides. Berthold Ebbecke, as
the son of the lawyer, who is defending the
- put in the brig, and are in hot water
oughout the pix. They have one serious superintendent, defends the tenants as he
ne, where they save a girl from drown- is engaged to Miss Elster. All comes
The appearance of Sickan Carlsson, out well, with boy getting girl, and the
comely and capable young lady, aboard villain put in his place. Rotraut Richter,
: battleship, makes more complications, as the daughter of one of the tenants,
parades prominently through the picture
I there is a pleasant romance
woven
0 the story, with Carl Strom getting the as she has her hand in all the affairs of
1 in the end. Full use of English titles the apartment. Miss Elster is attractive and
I enable anybody to understand the capable, and Ebbecke is convincing in his
part. The rest of the cast headed by the
ture, which was produced in Sweden.
IAST: Arnold Sjostrand, Ake Soderblom, able comedian Henny Porten, is adequate.
CAST: Henny Porten, Else Elster, Rotraut
Dr Modeen, Sickan Carlsson, Carl Strom,
an Bohlin, Knut Frankman, Ka Nerell, Richter, Reinhold Bernt, Gerda Kuffner,
th Weijden, Anna-Greta Adolphson, Gaston Briese, Use Fuerstenberg, Hilde Sesian Jonsson.
sak, Paul Mederow, Berthold Ebbecke, Gerhard Bienert, E. von Winterstein, Meta
IREDITS:
Produced by Svensk Film Inrrie; Director, Edvin Adolphson; Screen - Jaeger, Carl Joensson.
y, Weyler Hildebrand.
CREDITS: Produced by ABC Films; Directed by Maximilian Boettcher and Veit
ERECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Harlan; Presented at the Casino Theater
W.
in all German dialogue.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
)ur New Industry Firms
Good.

Chartered by N. Y. State
Albany — Four new industry comnies have been chartered by New
rk State. They are:
United Decoating Co., Inc., New
irk City; to wash and decoat mo|n picture films. Ray Handelsin, Benjamin Spector, Samuel J.
iringer, incorporators.
Levar United Theater Corp.,
ooklyn; to operate motion picture
waters. Stephen J. Toth, David L.
jin, Sally Lang, incorporators,
laht Theaters Corporation, New
rk City; to operate motion pic•e theaters. Jesse Long, Michael
Idreyer, Sam Spachner, incorpo;ors.
Syndicate Amusements, Inc., New
irk City; to operate motion pice theaters. Helen C. Nugent,
len D. Carey, Charlotte Svigels,
orporators.

Three Deals Awaiting
Leo McCarey on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Three deals are reported pending the return here of
Leo McCarey from New York. Accompanied by Mrs. McCarey, the
producer-director recently arrived
there
tion. following a European vaca-

Doran
Takes 5 Weeks' Leave
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — D. A. Doran, Columbia story editor, will take a fiveweek' leave of absence to produce
the stage play, "Sun-Up to SunDown." He leaves Friday for New
York.

'Merlusse'

'A Fifi
Mind Orult
(All Men Are Wild)
with

Paul Javor,

Maria

Lazar, Antai

Hungarian Pictures, Inc.

Pager

92 Mins.

AMUSING COMEDY BUT ENTERTAINMENT VALUE RESTRICTED TO FANS
UNDERSTANDING HUNGARIAN.
Amusing light comedy in abundance has
been incorporated in this new Hungarian
importation, but lack of English titles limits audience value of pix. A rather slender
story has been turned into a pleasing piece
of screenfare by able direction and a capable cast, with a well trained little Scotty
playing no small part in the picture. Paul
Javor is a capable actor, and possesses a
fine singing voice along with his virile
good looks, while Maria Lazar proves to
be a very attractive foil. Antai Pager
turns in his usual expert comic performance, and the rest of the cast all do their
bit to help the picture along. Javor, after
entering a hotel as a prominent artist, is
unable to pay his bills when no clients
appear and is forced to shine shoes. Maria
Lazar, a wealthy widow, arrives at the
hotel and Javor immediately starts an intensive campaign to win a commission from
her. He winds up, with the help of his
dog, not only with the commission but a
wife as well, with his bills paid and everything straightened out. Rezso Torok and
Miklos Vitex have injected a number of
extremely funny situations into their script,
which have been made the most of by
Director Viktor Gertler.
CAST: Paul Javor, Maria Lazar, Antai
Pager, Gero Maly, llena Dajbukat, Gyorgy
Denes,
Piri Vaszary,
Sandor
Pethes.
CREDITS: Produced by Reflektor Films;
Director, Viktor Gertler; Screenplay, Rezso
Torok and Miklos Vitex. Presented at
the Modern Playhouse with all Hungarian
dialogue.
DIRECTION.
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Green Named Chief Barker
Of Omaha Variety Club
Omaha — Omaha Variety Club has
elected Walter M. Green, chief
barker to succeed Albert Mendenhall. Evert R. Cummings, first assistant chief barker, was re-elected.
Sam Epstein, dough guy, succeeds
M. G. Rogers. Sol Francis is the
new second assistant chief barker.
Edward Shaf ton was re-elected property master. Canvassmen named
were: H. J. Shumow, D. V. McLucas,
R. S. Ballantyne, William J. Foley,
H. Novitsky, E. I. Rubin, Mendenhall and Rogers. Clowns to the national convention in Cincinnati are
Shafton and Shumow with Green
and Mendenhall as alternates.

("The Codfish")
with Henri Poupon
French Motion
Picture Corp.
. 70 Mins.
APPEALING AND REALISTIC STORY
SIMPLY TOLD, BUT AUDIENCE VALUE
IS RESTRICTED.
French dialogue in this picture kills any
box-office value it might have for other
than French speaking audiences, as the
English titles do not give an adequate
description of what is happening, or being
said. The most compelling scenes in the
pix could only be appreciated by an audience with a thorough knowledge of the
language. The story is bitingly true to
life, and, although slightly amateurish in
production, it should meet with a good
reception in its proper sphere. Marcel
Pagnol falls short of his notable "La Maternelle" and "Topaze," in this one. Henri
Poupon, a French school teacher, rules his
pupils through fear, and they nickname
him "the codfish." He is hurt by their
pranks, as they don't appreciate his real
love for them. Christmas Eve he is in
charge of dormitory with pupils who didn't
go home. He makes them all presents
and they reciprocate with their children's
possessions, of much greater worth than
money to them, and to Poupon. He achieves
affection of children and pending promotion in one fell swoop.
CAST: Henri Poupon; The children of a
French school and its teachers.
CREDITS: Produced, Directed and Written by Marcel Pagnol. Presented with
French
dialogue and English titles.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fair.

Cleveland Exchange Union
Re-elects Johnson Prexy
Cleveland — J. K. Johnson, Columbia shipper, was re-elected president
of the Film Exchange Employes Local B-5 of the IATSE. Other officers elected were: vice-president,
John C. Wein, RKO shipper; financial secretary, Irwin Sears, Vitagraph shipper.
Board of trustees is composed of
Joe Bernstein, Grand National shipper; Pearl Geib, Warner inspectress
and Harry Lyman, Universal poster
and ad sales manager. Named to
the executive board were: Harry Lyman, John C. Wein, Alice Pennington, Gertrude Swee, George Sendry,
Jerry Krupka and Henry Fosbender.
Ira Beckstead was again elected
business agent for the union. At
the next meeting, to be held in January, the above officers will be installed and a recording secretary
will be elected for the coming year.

Tax Test Case Proceeds

Harrisburg, Pa. — Decision of Sun
Oil Co. to discontinue operation of
chain stations was not due to chain
Drive-ln Corporation
Is Chartered in Ohio store tax act, according to testiJoe Rivkin Leaves Columbia
mony given yesterday in American
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Cleveland, Ohio — Drive-in-Theater Store's attack against the law. Also
U. of Minn. Film Course
Hollywood — Joe Rivkin has re- Corp. of Ohio has been chartered, testifying were representatives of
signed from Columbia as talent principals being William R. Brunn, several large food chains. Test case
Minneapolis — The University of
(nnesota visual education service chief and expects to announce his Robert M. Skall, and George B. Har- is being closely watched by theater
lugurates a motion picture appre- affiliation
shortly. with another major studio
ris. It is believed to be the state's circuits which also have challenged
tion course next month.
first "Drive In" film enterprise.
the levy's constitutionality.
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Glaudette COLBERT
and Charles BOYER

i

in"TOVARICH"

with
BASIL RATHBONE
ANITA
LOUISE

MELVILLE COOPER
Morris
Carnovsky

An

Anatole

• ISABEL
• Victor

Litvak

JEANS
Kilian

Production

Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Adapted from Che Play
by Jacques Deval • English Version by Robert E. Sherwood
Music by Max Steiner
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ASCAP MUST REVEA
THREE MORE EUROPEAN Philly Exhibs Decide Not to Carry
TECHNICOLOR LABS? Boycott Case to U. S. Supreme Court GROSS NEBRASKA I
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

!>

1)

study the situation during his current trip.
With the new plant in England
and the expansion of the laboratories in Hollywood, Technicolor is
preparing for a greater number of
color pictures than ever before. The
company is spending $1,000,000 in
enlarging its Hollywood plant, Dr.
Kalmus said, to take care of the
increase in business. He would not
say how many Technicolor features
would be made in 1938 but he asserted that the number would be
greater than those made in 1937.
By exchanging matrices between
Hollywood and London, the pressure* upon the two plants can be
relieved, Dr. Kalmus explained.
By that he meant that the matrix
for a Technicolor picture made in
England for American distribution
can be sent to Hollywood for
printing, thereby relieving the
pressure on the London laboratory.
The same system can be applied in
printing an American picture for
English distribution.
Dr. Kalmus said that Technicolor
is preparing to move its New York
offices uptown but that no site had
been selected. When asked about
reports that Technicolor would establish a plant in Canada, Dr. Kalmus replied that no such plans had
been made.
Asked if a Technicolor contract
finally had been signed for "Gone
With the Wind," Dr. Kalmus said
that question would have to be
answered by David O. Selznick.
Dr. Kalmus plans to return to
New York early in February.

(Continued from Pane

leaders with
counsel.

Attorney

1)

Ben

value

Golder,

Circuit Court on Tuesday handed down a decision granting Para, a
permanent injunction, and first general reaction was that the precedent established represented a distinct victory for major
distribs.
UMPTO took a different view at
its meeting yesterday, Golder issuing a formal statement at its conclusion which said:
"I have read the decision of the
Circuit Court of Appeals and it
comes to me as no surprise. I think
it is a good decision, consistent with
the law which has heretofore been
established.
"The exhibitors disclaimed at the
trial of the case before Judge Dickerson any intentions to picket, to
use force, or any coercive methods,
and so far as I know, they didn't
violate this disclaimer. I frankly
stated to both the trial court and
to the appellate court that the business men had no right to engage
in a secondary boycott and this restriction applied just as well to exhibitors as it did to producers and
the appellate court's finding that
we had no right to engage in a
secondary boycott is not only consistent with the laws as heretofore
established, but is consistent with
our undertanding of the matter and
our understanding of the position
which we stated we would take.

"That which I was particularly
anxious to retain for the exhibitor
was his right as an individual exhibitor, and as one of a group of
exhibitors, to protect his interests
Columbia Declares Cash
with anyone with whom he had dealings if he, as an individual or as
Divvy; Defers on Stock
a group, felt that he was not being fairly treated. I am glad to
(Continued from Page 1)
say that this right has not been
recof
holders
Certificate
affected by this decision.
Trust
ing ord
at the close of business Dec. 22.
unand
"Leaving now the legal side of
Tax legislative activities
certainties with respect to the ulti- this case which has not taken from
the
exhibitor any right which he
undismate status of the present
tributed profits tax law, have been heretofore had; to wit, collective
and the right to cooperdeemed by the management of suffi- bargaining
action, I feel that the result
the de- of theativeentire
cient importance to justify time,
situation is one of
on
this
ferment of action, at
great
benefit
to
the individual exdivistock
cent
per
2Y2
the usual
dend.
hibitors and to the exhibitors generally. Henceforth, armed with the
It is contemplated that the matter
of a stock dividend will be again knowledge that they have a right
to
cooperate
and armed with the
discussed late in the Spring when, knowledge that they do not need to
it is hoped, final tax legislation will use any illegal methods, they are in
have been passed.
a better position to recognize the

"Voice of People"
Montreal — Pointe-aux-Trembles, theaterless suburb of this city, held a
three-day referendum on proposal to
permit erection of a $75,000 film house.
It carried by a 3 to 1 vote. United
Amusements is reported back of the
project.

RKO Men Shifted

1)

of concerted action for their

Secretary of State, giving the |
retary of State leave to file ii j
mutual benefit."
rogatories. The four plain*)
Buck, Walter S. Fischer,
Schirmer, and Saul Bernstein, ,
Specific Examples Cited
publishers, were ordered to |
In Phila. Conspiracy Charge sic
swer with the information reqnl
ed. Among other information I
In granting Paramount a per- are ordered to furnish is the g :
manent injunction against the business done annually in Nebrr*
UMPTO boycott, Judge Joseph
by Ascap since 1920.
Buffington
found
that even
"without violence,
peaceful
persuasion
Omaha — Since the recent deci
could not be done without the inter- granting
Ascap
a temporary
ference and stoppage of the free junction restraining the state
flow of interstate commerce." This other officials from enforcing
was learned yesterday in a study so-called anti-Ascap
law, the
of the opinion which held that ex- forming
rights
society
resu
hibitors involved in the "buyers' business in this state and has
strike" against Paramount product lected license fees retroactive
violated the Sherman anti-trust act.
the past five months.
Total
Judge Buffington cited specific involved is placed at approxim
examples of alleged conspiracy in
pointing out that pamphlets, post ly $50,000.
Atlanta - — Consensus of opit
cards, letters, threats to picket theaters playing Paramount product
passage
of the antiand other methods were employed. regarding
cap bill pending in the legislal
Further evidence, he wrote in his is that the measure will fail
opinion, was the meeting held in to lack of sponsorship by leac
Philadelphia June 23, when a "war radio stations and motion piclj
Bill was written bj I
board" and a "war chest" were set exhibitors.
up. He quoted a speaker at the N. Peacock, Jr., an attorney of |
meeting held in Washington, D. C,
bany, Ga., who claims the bad- j
June
29 as saying:
onlv wayis of "eight small exhibitors .and i
Paramount
can be"The
punished
small radio stations." Large n\
through the pocketbook. If 4,000 outlets
are of the opinion that \\
theater owners should not buy sage of the bill would complic (
Paramount's '37-38 product, it would
copyright situation to a p<J
cause Paramount a loss in revenue the
where
it would
be impracti I
of between $8,000,000 and $10,000,- Among the larger stations aga I
000. But the real value of the ac- the bill is station WSB
'I
tion would be the effect it would further backed up by its which
affili 1
The
Atlanta
Journal.
have on other major distributors."
Commenting on this evidence,
Judge
Buffington wrote
"any
sound interpretation
of thethat
evidence,
if carried out, admittedly brings the
action proposed by it within the
inhibition of the Sherman Act."
Judge Buffington in the early
paragraphs of the opinion wrote:
"What the appellees (UMPTO)
set out originally to do was a violation of the Sherman Act.

Exchange Union Confabs
Off Until After Holid.
(Continued from Page

1)

ing hours, conditions and defini'
of terms, a third meeting of ne
tiators has been postponed until
ter the approaching holidays.
Yesterday and the day bei;
short sessions at the Warner B
"As appears by the untraversed home office revealed that terms w
bill and by affidavits, they con- agreeable to all present, but
spired to (1) prevent by coercive tling of final details require anot
means the making of contracts for huddle, it was declared.
future distribution of the films produced by the appellant (Para.) in
Roxy Marquee Change |
interstate commerce until it offered
Familiar Roxy Theater marque,
better prices and terms; (2) to prevent the exhibiting of the produc- undergoing face-lifting. Namer
of the arms fronting Seven
er's films and their transportation joint
in interstate commerce to fufill ex- Ave. and 50th St. is being remor
isting contracts until the appellant to make way for three-channel pit
complied with the demands of the
conspirators."

$40,000 for Chi. Charity

Atlanta — Clyde Vaughan, Foye
Chicago — Mayor's Christmas charity show last night played to a gate
Gaye, Paul Harrison, Mabel Laidlaw and Frank Schiendler, all for- estimated at $40,000. Actors Equity
merly of the recently-closed RKO permitted acts from the Chez Paree
Jacksonville branch, are to join Club to appear. Chicago Grand OpRKO local office.
era cast also volunteered.

Serials9 Stronghold
Oklahoma Cilty — While some other,
types of pix are waving back and forth
on the b.o. sheets in houses over the
state, the serials still pack 'em ln.1
State is one of best serial territories on
the map. Many smaller houses have];
full week of serials even when threei
changes per week are on schedule. |
small town grown-up interest having asi
much to do with it as the kid interest.;

[WW
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D, COCHRANE QUITS;
J.!. JOSEPH SUCCEEDS
(Continued from Page

1)

act, and surrendered his post
he board of directors several
hs ago. His resignation follows
ly replacement of R. H. Coch, his brother, by Nate J. Blumas president of the company,
er was named chairman of the
utive committee, but has chal3d legality of the "U" board's
n in naming a new president,
seph has been a prominent midern industry figure for a period
?ars. Native of Hinsdale, 111., he
uated from the University of
igo where he was on the edi
1 staff of the Daily Maroon. On
ving his degree, he for a time
n in the agency field and handled
Sh iert publicity.
Is next step was the film critic's
H on Hearst's Herald and ExamAfter four years there, he
0 d the Balaban & Katz advertisn department
at a time when
L! d Lewis was associated with the
Lewis is now drama critic of
th Chicago News.
seph left B & K about five years
a? to take over the advertising and
•o ivision of the middle western
1 tory for RKO. His weekly adze sing and exploitation bulletins
to leaters in his division have atI ed widespread
attention.

A "JUttU" fam "£ois

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Cummings In Fair Post
Lowry Talks Story Deal
Named by the San Francisco
pD LOWRY, master of ceremonies World's Fair of 1939 as committeefor the Fox West Coast theaters
man for the film division, Irving
over the air, is negotiating with Cummings, veteran director, will go
Paramount for the purchase of his to the Bay City shortly after the
detective novel, "Murder In Sing- first of the year to confer with officials on the type of exhibit to be
time", published by McNaught-King constructed
for Hollywood.
& Co., Philadelphia. The story deals
with murder and mayhem during a
series of Community Sing broadEntertain Alabama Team
casts.
The University of Alabama football team, this
year's recipients
of
Gleason-Ruric Story
the annual
invitation
to the Rose
Jimmy Gleason and Peter Ruric Bowl contest, will be guests of Jack
have just finished a story which L. Warner, vice-president in charge
production, at the Warner Burthey have been writing for Repub- of
lic Pictures. It is tentatively called bank studios on Dec. 28.
This is the fifth successive year
"One For The Money," and will be
the first picture produced by Glea- that the studio has entertained the
visiting Rose Bowl teams.
son under his four-way contract.

Exchange Union Delegates
Depart Following Dinner

Delegates to the meeting of distribs and film exchange employes
union left New York last night for
their respective homes, carrying
with them the memory of a dinner
at the Hotel Astor the night previous
tendered by Local B-51. Those who
attended included: Louis Krause,
IATSE international vice-president;
John Gatelee, president of Mass.
State Federation of Labor; Miss M.
s" District Managers
to Meet Blumberg, Scully Maidler, Miss Katherine Fitzgerald,
Robert Hoffman, J. Burke, Harry
riversal district managers from Cohan, Lawrence Katz, Mollie Cohen,
)ver the country will meet in Angelo Moreno, Forrest Ormes, Neil
York this week-end to get ac- Bishop, Leo Braun, Lou Johnson,
ited with their new bosses, Nate Gerald Lee, David Newman and
lumberg, president, and William August Kubart.
cully, general sales manager.

?ign Distribs Taking
530,000,000 Out of Britain

ITOA

U. S. Industry Gets 10%
of Canadian Film Dollar

Looks For Circuit
Help in Air Show Fight

J

Milwaukee, Wis. — The Milwaukee
and National theaters, neighborhood
houses operated by George Fischer,
are slated to become a part of the
Warner-Saxe Theaters after the
first of the year.

1)

drama entitled "Shanghai Gesture"
when they shanghaied him as a gesture of admiration.
With sudden dispatch that came
as a complete surprise to the guest
of honor, he was taken to the Hotel
Warwick where his closest friends
paid him tribute. Among those noted
in the gathering: Mort Singer, Joe
Bern, William Cadoret, Charles
Koerner, James Brenna, Nat Holt,
Charles B. MacDonald, Russell
Embde,nor, Louis
Goldberg, Fred
John Meyers,
O'ConMax Fellerman,
Major Leslie Thompson, William
Howard, David Canavan, Thomas
O'Conor, Milton Maier, Ned E.
Depinet, Jules Levy, Cresson E.
Smith, Malcolm Kingsberg, Leon
Goldberg, Al Dawson, William Merrill, Leon Bamberger, John Dowd,
S. Barret McCormick, William England, John A. Cassidy, Rutgers Neilson, Arthur Willy, Gordon E. Youngman, William Mallard, O. R. McMahon, J. H. McCausland and others.

#

)

It is of distinct interest to
studios to have a complete and
accurate record of the work of
all producers during the past
two years. This information is
brought up to date annually
and recorded under the heading of "Producers and their

/EDDING BELLS

w Haven, Conn. — Jim Memery,
Ijjf-Poli artist, has announced his Circuits Taking Wis. Houses
■JJigernent to Constance L. Parker
Port Washington, Wis. — Fox has
ofcjiis city, and will be married in
Hihpring.
leased the Grand Theater here, operated for many years by William
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Roob.

(Continued from Page

Montreal — All pictures exhibited
in Canada, except Technicolor, are
printed in Canada on Canadian film
from imported negatives. It is estimated that 30 million feet have
M & P to Operate
been thus printed this year, and
West Newton, Mass. — M & P Thethat
10 cents
of U.
the S.customers'
ater Circuit will operate the new
dollaronly
returns
to the
industry.
<&
There are no facilities in Canada
Newton Theater, now being comfor printing Technicolor films.
pleted here.

! indon (By Cable) — Foreign disITOA looks to affiliated circuits to
I itors are now taking approxi- join in the fight against radio comdy $30,000,000 in film revenues
petition,, it was learned yesterday
)f Great Britain, while less than
10,000 is derived from British following a meeting of the organization. Members expressed the opin;hown abroad, according to estiion that the major circuits were af■s by Oliver Stanley, president
by producer-sponsored air
le Board of Trade. Figures are shows asfectedextensively
as the indies
L936.
and for that reason the larger chains
eventually would join in a campaign.
Approximately 65 members attended the luncheon-meeting at Gottlieb's restaurant.

s Angeles — Priscilla Lane, film
:ss, has revealed here her enment to Wayne Morris, young
ng man. She denied reports
they had eloped to Nevada last
-end. She said they would be
led soon in Hollywood.

^ BLUMBERG HONORED AT
'SHANGHAI' FESTIVITY
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"It is certain to be a box office smash!"
HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

"A hit show of the first magnitude!"
DAILY VARIETY

" 'You're A Sweetheart' is a genuine
honey!"
MARK HELLINCER

This is only the beginning
of the tremendous praise
that*s pouring in from
everywhere!
THE

NEW

UNIVERSAL

PRESENTS

ALICE FAYE

SHE'S A DANCING
ALICE NOW!

OU'
RE
A
SWE
ETH
EAR
T
«* GEORGE MURPHY- KEN MURRAY oswald * CHAS.
WINNINGER •• ANDY DEVINE • WILLIAM GARGAN
FRANCES HUNT FRANK JENKS- CASPER REARDON
Directed by DAVID BUTLER
Screen Play by Monte Brice and Charles Grayson
Songs by Jimmy McHugh
and Harold Adamson
Produced by

B. G. DE SYLVA

CHAS- R- R°GERS

Executive Vice-President IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
1501 Broadway, New York City

< Hurry-Only 8 More Days to Aid the Relief Fund »
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
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Jnited States Asks Britain to ftWU^^jhed in Pact's Scope

VHITNEYSEES METRO-MICK DEAL ATCERTAIN
Jniversal Confirms Appointment of Joseph as Ad Head
lew Executive Here to Take
Charge;
Joe Weil
Resigns "U" Post

Appointment of John E. Joseph,
rmer Chicago divisional director
' advertising
and publicity
for RKO
ieaters,
to succeed
P. D. Cochrane,
ho resigned Wednesday as directr of advertising, publicity and exoitation for Universal Pictures,
as officially confirmed yesterday.
Joe Weil, for 10 years exploitaon director of Universal, announc(Continued on Page

12)

10NO. 1938-39 BUDGET
WILL BE JUMPED 25%

UA Yuletide Bonus Goes to 750 Employes

SI

United Artists will give a Christmas bonus of one week's salary to all employees
earning less than $200 weekly, it was learned yesterday. The bonus applies to home
office workers and exchange employees throughout the country, covering approximately
750 persons. Thus, UA becomes the first major distributor to schedule a Christmas
gift for its employees.

Board Chairman
Expects
Difficulties to be Ironed
Out Soon
By HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM <DAILY
Staff Writer

Difficulties thus far preventing the
closing of the deal between Selznick
International and M-G-M will be
ironed out in a short time, and there
exist no insurmountable obstacles,
John Hay "Jock" Whitney, SI board
chairman, stated yesterday.
When reached in Georgia, where
United Artists Theater Circuit
and its subsidiary companies report he is hunting, Whitney expressed
an increase of $197,127.36 in their surprise at current West Coast renet income for the year ending Aug.
(Continued
Page 4)
ports of the
deal's oncollapse,
and af31 over the preceding 12 months,
according to the annual statement
issued yesterday. Net income for
the year was $364,973.02 compared

PARAMOUNT PLANNING UA CIRCUIT REPORTS
A GAIN OF $197,127
NO YEAR-END DIVIDEND
Paramount will not declare a yearend dividend on its common stock,
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the executive committee told The Film
Daily yesterday. This decision, he
said, is due entirely to the. company's desire to conserve cash.
Regardless of what the fourth
quarter figures
will show, Griffis as(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

BLAINE TO SUCCEED
JOSEPH IN RKO POST

Monogram will increase its budFTC's Examiner Testifies
t for 1938-39 production approxifor Pa. in Chain Tax Case
SWG
Re-elects
All
Officers;
ately 25 per cent over that now in
ect, it was said yesterday by W.
Chicago — Louis Blaine has been
To Get Practical Autonomy
y Johnston, president. Program
Harrisburg, Pa. — The state opened named to succeed John E. Joseph as
tatively calls for 48 productions, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY testimony yesterday in Dauphin Chicago divisional director of adwhich 16 will be Westerns.
Hollywood — In a surprise move, County Court in defense of the chain
vertising, publicity and exploitation,
store tax act, which is being con- it was learned here yesterday.
members
of
the
Screen
Writers'
Ten pictures
of
the
company's
(Continued on Page 12)
tested b^ the American Stores, with
Guild re-elected present officers
Joseph's(Continued
appointment
on Page as
9) director
headed by Dudley Nichols, presi- theater circuits as interested onlookdent. Charles Brackett and Albert
ers. Byron P. Perry, Arlington, Va.,

ublix-Bamford Theaters
Seek Radio Station Permit

Asheville, N.C.— The Publix-Bam>rd Theaters, Inc., a Delaware cororation, has filed a petition with
ie FCC at Washington for a license
> ) operate a 100-watt radio station
1 Asheville on 1370 kilocycles.
The new
station, if license is
(Continued

on Page

9)

Para. Takes I/. S. Pix
In cooperation with the U. S. Department of the Interior, Paramount
will distribute the government-produced documentary film, "The River,"
executives of Paramount announced today. "The River" which was written
and directed by Pare Lorentz, has already been shown in a number of
cities.

mp

(Continued on Page

(Continued on Page 4)

12)

U. S. Moves to Make Films Major Topic
At Trade Pact Conferences With Brit.

Ohio Admissions Tax Goes
to Relief for Two Years
Columbus, O. — -The finance committee of the Ohio House of Representatives has approved allocation of
the proceeds of the admissions tax
(Continued

London (By Cable)— The British
Jersey Allied Cruise Off
Foreign Office acknowledged here
yesterday that the United States,
as Ship's Stewards Strike through
its embassy, has submitted
It was a sad day for Allied of New an official request that film affairs be
Jersey members who were to sail included as a major topic in the
yesterday for Bermuda. The trip forthcoming Trade Agreement conferences between representatives
had to be called off at the last minute owing to a strike of the stewards from both countries.
on board the Monarch of Bermuda
No intimation
wasPagemade
'as to
(Continued on
9)
(Continued on Page 9)
The 1938 Film Year Book will contain more insors.— Adv. formation than any of its nineteen predeces-

on

Page

9)

Names Are Needed!
Names. Names. Names. Your name,
among others. We want it on that
Honor Roll of gents who have done
their stint for the Relief Fund. Just
one short week to Xmas. Then the
Drive closes for another year. Those
Needy Cases need your support. Send
your check on its Mission of Mercy.

Film Year Books have been the Standard Reference Books of the motion picture industry

If you thought the 1937 Film Year Book was
great just wait until you get your copy of

for

the

years. — Adv.

1938

Edition.— Adv.

mm
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C. E. Wilson Named GE's
Executive Vice-President
Charles E. Wilson has been elected
to the newly-created post of executive vice-president of General
Electric Co., it was announced yesterday by Gerard Swope, president.
Philip D. Reed was named assistant
to the president at the same time.

Metro Premium Co. Opens
Branch Office in Atlanta

Metro Premium Co. has opened a
branch office in Atlanta, Ga., with
Ike Katz, well known independent
exchange and theater operator in
charge, it was reported yesterday
by Bill Wool, advertising manager.
New office will cover all southern
Fadman mentioned Belgium, Swit- states with the- exception of Texas.
zerland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark,, A branch in Dalias is now being
Finland and Holland as among the considered.
countries where biz is more satisfactory. Belgium in particular is Defer MPPDA Board Meet;
doing especially well, he said. Red ';
May be Convened Tuesday
Star Films recently opened a Brussels office.
In France, Fadman observed, con- 1 The long-delayed meeting of the
ditions have generally improved dur- MPPDA board of directors, which
ing the last six months.
French pro- Jwas scheduled for today, has been
ducers, who number 80 to 90, are set back again. Sessions are now
now turning out 200 features a year jscheduled tentatively for Tuesday,
and, thanks to improvement in qual- providing a quorum can be obtained.
ity, are re-building an export mar- Postponements have been due to the
ket. English insurance
money
in, absence of several of the directors
substantial amounts has been made from the city.
available to finance French producers.
Duals rule throughout France, Bill Restricting Theater
with the exception of the large preSmoking Expected to Pass
run theaters in Paris, Fadman said.
Government restrictions are such
Slated for quick action when the
that U. S. features are secondary
new New York City Council meets
to the home product on programs.
after Jan. 1 is a bill, believed to have
the support of Mayor F. H. LaGuarStatus of Child Players
dia, banning smoking inside theaters except in smoking rooms and
Hinges on Wage-Hours Bill lounges.
Smaller countries in Europe have
a decided edge on the larger ones
insofar as film biz is concerned, according' to Edwin Miles Fadman, director of Red Star Films of Paris,
trip.
here on a semi-annual indie buying

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — As the House debated the wage-hour bill here yesterday, the careers of Shirley Temple, Jane Withers and other child
film stars hung in the balance.
Measure as written provides a way
for them to continue their woi'k at
huge salaries, subject to approval
of the director of the Federal
Children's Bureau. The House
howled down an amendment, offered
by Rep Voorhis (D.) of California,
to the A F of L substitute bill
specifically exempting
child actors.

Hearings in Hub Anti-Trust
Case to Resume on Jan. 4
Taking of depositions in the Morse
& Rothenberg anti-trust suit against
major distributors will be concluded
today until after the holidays. Hearings are scheduled tentatively to be
resumed Jan. 4.
Abe Montague, Columbia general
sales manager, gave testimony yesterday. Witness for today had not
been determined last night.

Change Warner

Listing

Effective Monday, Warner Brothers
Pictures, Inc., cumulative preferred
stock will be moved from an active
post on the Stock Exchange to the
inactive post, where a ten-share unit
will be a round lot transaction, the
exchange announced yesterday.

Fineman RKO Assoc. Producer
West

Cast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — B. F. Fineman has
been
RKO "made
Radio. an associate producer at

com i no ADD GOII
JOHN E. JOSEPH, new Universal hear]
advertising, publicity and exploitation, ar:
in New
York yesterday to take over his dr
BEN
C0ET2,
British
production
head
M-G-M,
and VICTOR
SAVILLE,
noted Eni
director, arrive here on the Normandie Dec
PETER
BULL,
English actor signed by M-l
for
"Marie
Antoinette,"
also arrives on
Normandie.
STUART DOYLE, Australian film execu
arrives here tomorrow on the President Rr
velt.

GRADWELL L. SEARS, general sales mai
for Warners, is expected back at his I
today or Monday. He has been on vac.)
in Texas.
JOHN HAY WHITNEY. Selznick In
tional board chairman, returns to New
Monday
night
from
Georgia.

HERB CROOKER. publicity director for
ners, arrives in New York today from the C
RUDY VALLEE leaves for Hollywood sh
after Christmas
for role in new Warner p
IRVING
ASHER,
English production
heac
Warners,
sails
for
England
Jan.
15 on
lie
de
France.
MRS.
ASHER,
Laura
LaPI
February.
and their daughter will stay in Hollywood
SAM
R. MORRIS,
vice-president
in el
of foreign
distribution
for
Warners, re
to his
New
York
headquarters
with /
shortly after first of the year.
MRS.
ADELAIDE
FINCH and FRANK
[
OVAN,
of
Pathe
News, accompanied
t
complete
production
crew, left yesterday
six-day
cruise to make
a Pathe
Parade
on West
Indian cruises.
in
for

Gillmore Successor Will
Be Named at Meet Today

BILL
SMITH,
manager
of Valley
Enterj
Harrisonburg
Virginia,
is in New
a week
scouting
pictures
for his the:

GENE AIELLO. of United Artists exploit
staff, leaves today for Utica to cover

A special meeting of the council
of Actors Equity today is scheduled
to name a successor to Frank Gillmore, who resigned Dec. 8 as president.

opening of "The
Hurricane."
TILLY LOSCH, dancer, is staying af
Ambassador.

for

ALLA NAZIMOVA has arrived on the (
a picture
deal conference.

HARRY ENGLANDER, of the UA studio
leaves today
for the Coast.
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PHIS WEEK'S Fl

WEAVER

HEADLINES
BROS. AND ELVIRY I below) are won by Warners for cast of elaborate com-

edy-novelty based on stage play, 'Swing Your Lady'. Humpbrey Bogart heads rest of
all-laff line-up; Frank McHugh, Louise Fazenda, Nat Pendleton, Penny Singleton.

'FIRST LADY' ELECTED (below) by
N. Y. Strand as film to follow the 4week popular-price engagement of Paul
Muni's 'Zola'! Winning ticket carries
famous names of Kay Francis as star,
Katharine Dayton and George S. Kaufman as authors, Warners as producers.

"'SUBMARINE D-V IS THE BEST BET
in Providence, smash in Cincy, sweet in

Frisco, rousing in Baltimore", reported
Variety, explaining why every one of
these keys join the holdover list for
Warners' O'Brien-Morris-Brent drama.t

RIALTO, N. Y., KNEW WHAT TO LOOK
TOVARICH HITS THE BULL S EYE , says sharp-shooting aireviewer
George McCall (left) on his national hook-up, adding to the praise
of those other Los Angeles reporters: the Examiner; "really swell!",
the News; "don't miss it!". Warners have it handy for the holidays —
starring (you may have heard) Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer.
Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

FOR for its Xmas show and found it in
'Sb ! The Octopus', with Xmas chuckles
through courtesy of Hugh Herbert and
Allen Jenkins, and Xmas chills by rest
of Warners'

large and

mysterious

cast."

Friday, Dec. 17, 19.:
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U A CIRCUIT REPORTS
A GAIN OF $197,127
ntinued

from

l\ui,

SEES METRO-SELZNIG
DEAL A CERTAINT
(Continued from Page

1)

with $167,845.66 for the year ending
Aug. 31, 1936.
The current year's statement includes two months' earnings of the
Robb & Rowley circuit of Texas in
which a 50 p.c. interest was acquired as of July 1.
Income of the parent company
and wholly owned subsidiaries, after deducting interest, depreciation,
provision for Federal income taxes
and amortization, was $171,100.98.
Affiliated companies which are less
than 100 p.c. owned turned in an
income of $193,872.04.

FTC's Examiner Testifies
For Pa. in Chain Tax Case
1 1 ontinucd from Page 1)

a Federal Trade Commission examiner, who was in charge of study of
chain firms in country, testified in
an effort to prove constitutionality
of the act. Rebuttal testimony will
probably be presented later.

Para, to Skip Year-End
Dividend on its Common
{.Continued from Page

1)

serted, Paramount's earnings for the
year are going to be excellent.
Earnings for the first 39 weeks
of the year were estimated at $5,276,000.

Anti-Giveaway

Ordinance

Before Casper's Council
Casper, Wyo. — An ordinance prohibiting the promotion of schemes
of chance is up before the city council, and was passed on the first reading. The ordinance would put an
end to bank night, bingo, screeno,
money night drawings, suit raffles,
merchandise drawing, or the drawing of coupons which have been
given out with the purchase of groceries or admission tickets.

with I I II At. DALY
Get on the Honor Roll! Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
•

•

• WHAT IS probably the most extensive campaign of national tie-ups ever placed in back of one production
has been

lined up to focus public attention on "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs"
the Walt Disney cartoon-in-color feature that may prove
the precursor of an entirely new technical field in the animated division.
T
▼
▼
• • • IT IS an amazing fact that over 40 big manufacturers' tie-ups are in back of this one production
the biggest
merchandising establishments in the United States are spending
individually thousands of dollars
ments of the big stores everywhere
the message of Snow White and her
day season
over two years of
Walt Disney studio in producing the
ed for months
organization

the toy shops and departare all set to blazon forth
woodland pals for the Holiconcentrated effort of the
feature has been supplement-

with the work of Kay Kamen's merchandising
the entire facilities of Barret
McCormick's

highly organized ad and pub dept's have been smoothly oiled
for weeks on this gigantic ballyhoo
and the Disney special
publicity staff on the Coast and in New York have been geared
for months
not weeks
getting
this special feature
groomed for the public reception
Your Check, Small or Large, Goes Entirely to the Relief Fund
• •
•
THE CURRENT issue of Andy Smith's sales organ. "The
Low-down"
dramatizes the "United Artists Better Business Drive"
with a grand selling smash
the sales drive ties in with the current business expansion movement, and the "low-down" builds it up
with logical and convincing showmanship
T
T
T
• •
•
MASQUERADE
BALL
given by the Brooklyn
unit of the Warner Club, tonite at the St. George Hotel
David Mendoza's Vitaphone ork will furnish the music
prizes for the handsomest and funniest costumes
the Committee consists of Ed Savin, George O'Keefe, Milton Cohn,
Blanche Schneider, Roy Mack, Lee Stewart
The Time is Short — Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
• • • A DISPLAY
of the Selwyn theater on
ic history of the motion
depict all the Academy
silent pictures, and from
stars, and composites of

of photo-murals will be installed in the lobby
Dec. 22
the exhibit will give a panorampicture from its earliest days
the murals
Award
winners
scenes from famous
modern talkers
a montage of celebrated
memorable moments in pictures
▼
T
T

• •
• DEMONSTRATION in honor of A-Mike Vogel
popular raconteur, bon vivant and man-about-town known far
and wide in the film biz
given by AMP A at their luncheon
yesterday at the International Casino
as a salute to Mike
upon being appointed editor of the M. P. Daily
Mister Vogel
was in rare oratorical form, and discoursed eruditely on many
and varied topics
also at the dais were Harriet Hoctor and
Suzanne Kaaren
and Filmore Hyde, editor of the mag
named Cue, who also spoke

™fV&,%i

tRTHV

1)

ter a Trans-continental phone call J
David O. Selznick, he said that il
felt no concern about the ultima!
success of the Metro negotiations. I
The deal definitely will not ll

closed until Whitney's arrival on t!j
Coast as his approval is necessarl
and no papers will be signed uni|
that time, it was learned. Whitney!
present plans call for a Coast trl
on Jan. 3 or 4, at which time he el
pects deal will be consummated. I
It was pointed out that there j
no need for speed in closing the del
as SI still has two pictures to delivJ
under its present UA contract. Plan]
calling for 18 pictures to be prl
duced for Metro by SI in 30 montll
will most likely be changed, and I
smaller
number specified, it is undei
stood.
Whitney plans to return to Nej
York
Monday
night.

UA Is Hopeful Selznick
Will Elect to Continu!
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

UAJL

Hollywood — United Artists is sti
hopeful that David O. Selznick fin*'
ly will decide to remain within if
fold. Meetings of members an
executives are continuing. Doug
las Fairbanks will arrive h|
Christmas day, it is understood.

Pix for School System
New York Board of Education ha
accepted two motion pictures for us
in its system. First is being use
to train teachers in the "learning b
doing" method of instructing chii
dren. Second is a safety filu
"Speaking of Safety," which is t
be shown in elementary schooli
Automobiles suddenly talk in scene
showing children in careless traffi
habits.

Lengel Sets Deal
"The Candle in the Forest," Tern
pie Bailey's Christmas story, wil
be presented in a dramatized ver
sion on the RCA Magic Key pro
gram next Sunday. William
Lengel, Miss Bailey's literary re?
resentative, negotiated the deal.

DEATH

RECORD

Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
■cit
tht

wishei from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
17
David

Butler

Geroge Barraud
Arthur Hoerl

Daily to
birthday:

• •
•
EXHIBIT
Script to Preview
Art, 14 West 49th St

production

of "The

«

The Making of A Contemporary Film from
opens Monday
at the Museum
of Modern
the material has been assembled from the
Adventures
of Tom Sawyer"

«

«

»

»

»

John

J. Cotter

Chicago — John J. Cotter, 54, vet-)
eran official of the J and R Co.,
manufacturers of theatrical equipment is dead. He was also identified with the State Lake theater!
when
Burial was at(
Mount it
Hopeopened.
Cemetery.
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JUNE TO SUCCEED
JOSEPH IN RKO POST
(Continued from Page

1)

advertising, publicity and exploiion for Universal Pictures was
cially confirmed in New York yesday.
Blaine has served as Joseph's astant for several years. He is a
eran newspaper and advertising
n.

rsey Allied Cruise Off
as Ship's Stewards Strike
(Continued from Page

1)

ich was to have been the home
the film folks during the next
en days.
Vhen the prospective voyagers ared at the pier, they were not aled to board the ship. There was
nad scramble for baggage when
news came that the Monarch
aid sail without passengers. Howir, the ship departed, carrying
y mail for scheduled ports.
Members of the Allied party seated last night in various directions
ome going to Florida, others to
fant points for some sort of a
iday.
rving Dollinger, president of the
ied unit, said last night that
re were no plans to reorganize
' cruise. He planned to make
le kind of a trip for himself and
. Dollinger.

blix-Bamford Theaters
Seek Radio Station Permit
(Continued from Page 1)

inted, will be operated as a regp commercial station in connecji with the theaters operated by
company, here, Carl R. Bamford,
^-president
and general
rublix-Bamford
stated. manager
Cost of
station if the license is granted
ild be: transmitter $4,600, studio
<)00 and antenna $2,000.

io Admission Tax Goes
to Relief for Two Years
(Continued from Page

1)

relief purposes for the next two
rs. Measure will be taken up by
House at once for consideration,
part of a permanent relief pro-

P'

New Mono. Franchise
tansas City — Monogram Film
tributors, Inc., has been formed
b to take over western Missouri
Kansas franchise for Monogram
Suet. Operation
was
formerly
r Monogram Pictures of Kansas
, Inc. Les Durland, sales manof old company, is now general
ttager. Eastern interests, headed
W. Ray Johnston, are providing
'king for new outlet, it was aniticed.
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REVIEWS Of nEUI FILMS
"I'll Take Romance"
with Grace Moore, Melvyn Douglas, Stuart
Erwin, Helen
Westley
Columbia

86

SPELLING

BOX-OFFICE.

Grace Moore and her golden voice have
never been presented to better advantage
than in this new Columbia pix; designed
to please any audience, it should be a swell
box-office attraction any place. The story
value is light, but a great deal of good
comedy has been injected into the script
and the star is given ample opportunity
to warble. Miss Moore sings several
arias, including selections from "Traviata,"
"Martha," "Manon" and "Madame Butterfly," beautifully and expressively. Her
acting is smooth and thoroughly natural.
Melvyn Douglas turns in his usual smooth
performance, and provides strong support
at the top of an excellent cast. Stuart
Erwin has plenty of opportunities to amuse
the audience, and Helen Westley is her
usual crotchety self, perhaps a little too
much so. Director Edward H. Griffith has
never allowed the story to drag, and gets
the most out of his script. Douglas is interested ina new opera company in South
America, and is sent to New York to make
Miss Moore live up to her contract to appear on opennig night. She falls in love
with him, and, after refusing to go, allows
him to kidnap her and put her on the boat
for S. A. She receives a radiogram from
her aunt, Helen Westley, which says that
Douglas only took her because he wanted
her to sing, which is a blow, as she had
thought he was in love with her, and did
not know of his affiliation with the opera
company. Douglas, in desperation, when
she refuses to speak to him after landing,
has Stuart Erwin, his friend, kidnap her
again. She refuses to listen to him and he
releases her for opening night at the
opera. She scores a great success, but
as Douglas is about to leave for a boat
in order to get away, he is kidnapped.
Miss Moore appears and everything is
straightened. The theme song "I'll Take
Romance" is a pleasant piece of music, and
Miss Moore handles it excellently.
CAST: Grace Moore, Melvyn Douglas,
Stuart Erwin, Helen Westley, Margaret
Hamilton, Walter Kingsford, Richard Carle,
Ferdinand Gottschalk, Esther Muir, Frank
Forest, Walter Stakl, Barry Norton, Lucio
Villegas, Gennaro Curci, Marek Windheim.
CREDITS: Producer, Everett Riskin; Director, Edward H. Griffith; Story, Stephen
Morehouse Avery; Screenplay, George Oppenheimer and Jane Murfin; Editors, Otto
Meyer and William Lyon; Cameraman,
Lucien Andriot.
DIRECTION,
PHY, Good.

Very Good.

&

Mins.

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT WITH
GRACE MOORE AND AN AMUSING
STORY

* fORCIGI)

PHOTOGRA-

Bookie Tax May be Subbed
for Higher Chi. Licenses

"Young Pushkin"

with V. Litovsky, V. Gardin, L. Mazin
Amkino
85 Mins.
WELL DONE PICTURE WITH FINE
DRAMATIC VALUE SHOULD PLEASE,
RUSSIAN AUDIENCES.
This new Russian offering should meet
with the unqualified approval of Russian
audiences. The early life of Alexander
Pushkin, noted Russian poet, is accurately
and graphically depicted, with actual facts
predominating over imagination in the telling of the story. A capable cast, able direction, and splendid photography are all
combined to make this one of the finest
of recent Russian pictures. V. Litovsky, in
the title role, gives an accurate characterization of Pushkin, even to looking like
him, and his fine performance prevents
the picture from striking any false notes.
Arcady Naroditsky directs the picture
skillfully, and has achieved an unusual
amount of beauty in some of the outdoor
sequences. The musical score contributed
by Yuri Kochurov is notable. The main
body of the story starts with Litovsky
attending the famed Lyceum school at
Tsarskoye Selo in the Czarist regime. His
early life is traced until he meets Derzhaven, reigning Russian poet of the era,
who dies happily after being convinced
that Litovsky will carry Russian poetry to
a new high plane. There are several
touching and emotional scenes in the picture, but the meeting with Derzhaven is
the high spot of pix.
CAST: V. Litovsky, L. Mazin, L. Paramov,
A. Maruzin, K. Smirnov, O. Linkin, C.
Sushkevitz, V. Gardin, V. Ivasheva, N.
Shaternikova, A. Mgebrov, I. Novsky, A.
Gromov, U. Kronert.

ASKS BRIT. TO INCLUDE
FILMS IN PACT'S SCOPE
(Continued from Page

1)

whether the request from Washington was transmitted verbally or in
writing, but it is assumed that it
was in the latter form, since other
trade topics were outlined in this
manner.
Foreign
Office's
admission
occasioned little
surprise
in diplomatic
and other official channels in view
of the consistently hostile attitude
maintained by American production
and distribution interests both here
and in their own country toward the
proposed Films Bill (Quota Act)
which is now being whipped into
shape
by prior
Parliament's
Standing
Committee
to formal vote.
Only a week remains for the measure to come before Parliament for
final approval, but because of the
short time remaining before that
body adjourns on Dec. 24, no balloting may take place at this session.
American film interests here hailed
with considerable satisfaction and
confidence the action of their State
Department.
A Left Wing newspaper, The
Week, asserted here yesterday that
American film leaders sent an ul^
timatum to the British Government
through diplomatic channels that unless the extension and protective
measures of the Films Bill were
abandoned, Hollywood would film
short skits damaging to British and
American relations and also withhold
all films from British theaters. "The
British
immediately,"
The Weekcapitulated
said.
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Official circles here
yesterday expressed the belief that,
with Trade Relations conferences in
CREDITS: Produced by Lenfilm; Direc- advanced state of preparation betor, Arcady Naroditsky; Screenplay, Alextween U. S. and Britain, the future
ander Slonimsky; Cameraman, Alexander status of films of both countries
Sigayev; Musical Score, Yuri Kochurov.
would be decided to the mutual adDIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
vantage of motion picture interests
Good.
here and in the United Kingdom. It
was pointed out that a satisfactory
arrangement now exists respecting
Get Mexican Invitations
France and the United States, and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY that these nations have worked out
reciprocal agreeHollywood — Motion Picture Ar- an advantageous
ment which includes film imports
tists Committee, state department
of Mexico, has extended an invita- and exports.
tion to Luise Rainer and Gale SonConservationists Squawk
dergaard, 1936 Academy prize winners, to become honored guests at West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
a meeting planned for Mexico City
Hollywood — Emergency Conservain connection with the Christmas
tion Committee, with New York
drive for the children of Democratic
Spain. The invitation which comes headquarters, has directed a comthrough the local Mexican Consul, againstplaint toathefilm
Screen Directors'
to Guild
show
Renato Castu Lara, was relayed to an eagle carryingpurporting
off a child. Wants
E. J. Mannix at M-G-M, where both
the SDG to "do all you can to preactresses are under contract.
vent this picture's release".

Fitzsimons Resigns

Gene Aiello Shifted

James M. Fitzsimons, assistant
Gene Aiello, for the past three
Chicago — If a new plan now favored by the City Council goes district attorney of New York coun- years on the United Artists publithrough, Chicago theater operators
city staff, has been transferred to
ty since 1931, has resigned to remay escape an increase in theater
sume the private practice of law the exploitation department and
licenses. Plan calls for a municipal and is rejoining the firm of Krell- leaves today for Utica, to cover the
ordinance slapping a tax on bookies. berg & Fitzsimons.
opening of "The Hurricane."

9H
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A ROAD SHOW

AT POPULAR

PRICE

Paramount^ thundering romance of the winning of the West!

Lloyd's
Frsmk
Barlowe
Mac
John

FARGO" featuring joel mccrea, bob bi
"WELLS
• A Paramount Picture • Produced and Directed by Frank Lloyd • At*oc at*

Borland

YOUR

HOLIDAY TRADE!
PARAMOUNT'S BIGGEST
AT THE BEST TIME
By all the rules of the game,
Frank Lloyd's "Wells Fargo"
is a road show picture. The
critics say so and so has every
production expert, every sales
expert in the business who
has had an opportunity to see
this smashing adventure-roWest. mance of the winning of the
We know that what theatres
need right now is a sure-fire
holiday smash — a picture that
will shoot grosses sky-high,
that will start 1938 off with a
bang — so Paramount now
presents exhibitors with one
of the most important pictures in Paramount's entire
production history, "Wells
Fargo," a picture made to be
road showed but released for
popular priced exhibition at
the best time of the year.
OVER

250 HOLIDAY
BOOKINGS

ttorgaf

with
i

Lloyd

ward Estabrook • Screen
gPRg*%;

Nolan,

Play by Paul

Henry

O'Neill,

Porter

Hall,

Robert

Schofield, Gerald Geroghty ond Frederick

Cummi
Jacks-.

;<3ffe
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JOSEPH APPOINTMENT
IS CONFIRMED BY "U"
(Continued from Page

1)

ed his resignation yesterday. Weil,
who served one year as executive assistant to Carl Laemmle, then Universal president, was for two years
director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation for the 380-theater Universal Circuit. He handled, among
other things, radio transcriptions,
trailers, and tie-ups and supervised
national theater advertising. Weil
will announce his future plans
shortly.
Joseph arrived in New York yesterday and conferred with officials
at the home office. He is to remain
and take active charge immediately.

SWG Re-elects All Officers;
To Get Practical Autonomy
(Continued from Page 1)

A "£UiU" fam "Ms
By RALPH
HOLLYWOOD

WILK
"Boy of the Streets" Book
Saalfield Publishing Co. will pubLimit "Snow White" Tickets
lish Monogram's "Boy of the
Y^ITH all the seats of Holly- Streets," starring Jackie Cooper, in
wood's Carthay Circle Theater 10-cent book form. Chain stores,
practically sold out five days in ad- numbering 6,000, will handle the
vance of the gala Hollywood premi- printed version of the film.
ere next Tuesday of "Snow White
T
T
T
and the Seven Dwarfs," Walt Disney's first full-length feature proVan Upp
N'Orleans
Virginia
Van toUpp,
under long
duction in multiplane Technicolor,
RKO Radio has decided, as an term contract to Paramount as
emergency measure, to limit each scenarist, will leave for New Orpurchaser to four $5.50 tickets.
leans right
afterGras
Newin Year's
to
T
Y
Y
cover the
Mardi
search of
story material. Her most recent
New Roach Publicist
writing job is the new George Raft
Magdalene Maskel has joined Hal
Me." Y
Roach's publicity department. She story, "You Yand Y
will be in charge of fashions and
Wants
"Kop"
Prints
fan magazines. Previous to joining
A. Edward Sutherland, director of
Roach she was with the Walter
Wanger publicity department.
Mae West in "Every Day's a HoliT
T
T
day," is offering a premium for
prints of the original Keystone Kop
comedies.
Sutherland, who was once
Signed
"Swiss Woolf
Miss" King,
Delia
Lind,forWalter
one of the slapstick policemen himPatsy Kelly and Adia Kuznetzoff
self, not only wants them for their
have been signed by Hal Roach for excruciating comedy, but figures
the Laurel and Hardy musical com- they will some day have an important value as film souvenirs.
edy, "Swiss Miss." Miss Lind is
M-G-M's foreign star and this will
be her debut in American pictures.
"Journey's End" to Metro
Negotiations are now on for Lyda
Roberti to join the cast. Shooting
Motion
picture
rightsacquired
to "Jourbegins December 20th, with John
ney's End"
have been
by
Blystone directing.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Hackett had been nominated for the
presidency but Lester Cole moved
the re-election of the present incumbents and his motion was approved unanimously.
The Guild is provided with practical autonomy according to proposed amendments to the new constitution of the Authors' League of
America read at the Guild meeting.
A proposed amendment empowers
the Guild boards to assign any
League member to active membership in the Guild. Another amendment provides that no strike call Local 54 and Circuit Reps,
may be issued by the League counto Meet on Pact Next Week
cil unless the membership of each
guild affected shall approve the
strike by a two-thirds vote of its
Officials of major circuits and de
members who vote thereon.
luxe Broadway theaters have agreed
to meet with representatives of LoGreen to Produce New
cal 54, Service Employes in Amusement and Cultural Buildings, A F of
Yiddish Film In East
L affiliate next week, according to
Screen rights to the Yiddish play, Lou Conway, president of the local.
"Parnussa", have been acquired by
Meanwhile two metropolitan theaters were threatened with strike
Joseph Green, producer of "The Jesaction
today, it was learned.
ter", it was announced yesterday.
Green's past activities have been
First mass organizational meeting
confined to his studio in Poland, but
he plans to produce this picture at of Local 54 has been called for Dec.
an eastern studio in this country. 29. Heralded by 10,000 circulars,
Present plans call for the picture to the meeting is to be addressed by
go into production within a fort- Leo Reifman, Local 54 vice-president; Jack Gilbert, its secretarynight.
treasurer; and Conway.
Union officials yesterday reported
settlement of a four-hour strike
against the Livonia Theater, Brooklyn, with grants of a six-day, 42John McHale, assistant manager
of the Radio City Music Hall, was hour week; 33 1-3 p.c. wage increase;
'with pay; closed shop; and
married yesterday to Geraldine vacations
time-and-a-half for overtime.
Wight, a Rockette. The wedding
took place at the Municipal Building where the ceremony was perHarris Sells Para. Common
formed by City Clerk M. J. Cruise,
brother of the Music Hall's man- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ager, Fred A. Cruise.
Washington — Corrected statement
A second Music Hall marriage filed with the SEC reveals Duncan
was also announced today. Marie G. Harris disposed of 200 shares of
Grimaldi, member of the theater's Paramount Pictures common stock,
Corps de Ballet who has often leaving no equity securities held at
danced as soloist, was married last the month-end. Harris also acquired
Thursday to Richard Nolan of Den- 400 shares of Paramount 6 p.c. conver, Colo., a tenor of the Music
vertible second preferred, representHall Glee Club.
ing his total holdings.

WEDDING

BELLS

Friday, Dec. 17, 1<

//

MONO. 1938-39 BUDGf
WILL BE JUMPED 25
(.Continued from Page

1)

next season's product will be m
in the top bracket classification,
cording to Johnston. Jackie Coc
is scheduled to star in two of tr
high-budgeted productions and .
vita in three.
A franchise holders meeting
tentatively scheduled for Marcl
on the Coast, and a regional s<
meeting will follow in May.
Johnston said yesterday that
company now has 4,538 definite t
ater commitments on its product,
including the 2,000 spot booking
Five pictures now in product
gagements.
including "Saleslady," "My Old K
tucky Home", "West of Rainbo
End" starring Col. Tim McC
"Wanderer of the West" starr
Jack Randall and "Painted Tr.
starring Tom Keene, will be a
pleted this month, giving Monogi
a record-breaking total of 26 oui
42 finished productions by the f
of the year.

"True Confession"

"True Confession," starring
role Lombard and Fred MacMun
in its second day at the New Y
Paramount Theater did exceptic
biz for this pre-holiday period, B
ert Weitman, manager of the 1
Morris Epstein Captures
ater reported yesterday. Rece
Grand Award in GN Drive for the second day were 20 per c
more than the Bing Crosby picti
"Pennies From Heaven" wr
Morris Epstein, manager of the played the Paramount one week e
New York exchange, received the ier in the holiday season last y<
grand award of $1,000 for collec- Stage attractions current are R
tions, as well as the weekly award Morgan and ork and Eddie Gar
for the first three weeks, in Grand
National's sales drive, it was announced yesterday by Edward J.
Republic Sets Deals
Peskay, vice-president in charge of
Republic
has closed deals for
distribution.
entire 1937-38 program
with
circuit, covering Penm:
All 29 Grand National exchanges Warner
Jersey, and Delawi
competed over a five-week period vania, New
Other
circuits wr
with Jules Lapidus of Pittsburgh situations.
winning the second award. Russell have recently bought the Repu
Borg of Kansas City and Jimmy lineup include the Dubinsky ch;
and
Missouri;
D,
Winn of Chicago tying for third and in Kansas
fourth awards and Hi Peskay of the Snaper circuit of New Jersey
Los Angeles exchange, fifth. The the Van Nomokos chain opeiati
New York exchange came in first in Chicago.
Republic's serial I
for three successive weeks with Al gram has been bought by the W
ner
circuit
for
40 situations in
Mertz of Dallas, leading for the
fourth and Russell Borg of Kansas Pennsylvania territory and by J(
Midwest for a number of towi
Citv for the fifth.
Illinois and Missouri.
Checks have already been distributed to exchange managers.

Detroit Free Press Holds
Local "Ten Best" Contest
Detroit — The Detroit Free Press,
leading Michigan morning: daily, is
conducting a "Ten Best" Pictures
local contest in conjunction with
The Film Daily's annual poll. Winners will receive season passes to
the Fox Theater.

SICK REPORT
Canton, O. — George A. Delis, i
trict manager, and C. G. Velas, tre
urer of Inter-State Theaters, I,
narrowly escaped serious injj
when an automobile in which t
were riding skidded on the icy hi'
way near Cambridge and went a
a 25-foot embankment. Both ■
bruised and cut.
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Bill Protects Film Industry

I.D. DIVORCE DEPOSITIONS™ BE TAKEiTfUESDAY

>el. Supreme Court Affirms Consolidated Film Writ
Norman Johnson Decision
Stands; CFI Declares
50 Cent Divvy

Report
"I/" May Give Bonus to P. D. Cochrane
Universal is considering a bonus award to P. D. Cochrane for distinguished service
as a company executive tor more than 20 years, it was
Cochrane resigned as ad chief Wednesday.

reliably reported last night.

over, Del. — The Supreme Court
erday in special session affirmed
decree of Chancellor Wolcott
ing that the recapitalization
1 of Consolidated Film Industries,
, was invalid. The chancellor's
>ee, which was the result of a
brought by V. Norman Johnand a committee of other stockHoyts Theaters, Ltd., of Australia, for Australia and New Zealand. Theiers, granted a permanent in- has closed its deal with the Snideraters will be rented in Tasmania, or
tion against the company enCarroll circuits, ef- built if necessary, to give Hoyts
ing it from filing or recording a Dean andfectiveDan
Jan. 1, The Film Daily
(Continued on Page 4)
in that territory,
learned yesterday. This amalgama- representation
is only Australasian spot not
tion will bring total of Hoyts the- which
aters in Australia and New Zealand covered at present time.
Ability of Hoyts to get top product
to over 100 houses, making it strongest in Aussie field.
from America and England for last
Construction of 12 new theaters five years has enabled it to keep
next year is being planned by Hoyts its lead in the "down under" field.

Hoyts Set to Take Over Snider- Dean
And Dan Carroll Circuits on Jan. 1

iellsWperniits
all to take part

ou who are reading this are a
; important person to us.
We
that
we
can't
very
well
close
Drive for the Relief Fund on

Joseph to Expand "U

Mitinue; Expect Agreement

( Continued on Page 2)

What? No Candy?
|| Oklahoma City — The State Theater,
riving for biz, currently departs from
ingles policy to play duals, offers
ree parking after 6 p.m., free checklg of parcels, free wrapping of Christias packages, and a two-for-one adlish food.
deal in a tie-up -with a breakist

LEDIRK-STRAND TRUST
SUIT HEARING IN JAN.

Orange, N. J. — Hearing of suits
brought by Ledirk Amusement Co.,
ligan, assistant to Charles Beahan, and Strand Operating Co., against
a number of film distribs, originally
Universal's story head, and Devorah scheduled for late December, has
Singerman,
"U" reader, were hand- been postponed until after the first
ed in yesterday.
of the year.
Harry Ormiston, veteran UniverShift was made because one of
(Continued on Page 4)
sal exploitation expert, is temporarily taking over duties of Joe Weil,
who resigned as exploitation chief,
(Continued on Page 4)

Jury Acquits Two Showmen
in Ohio Bank Night Case

Wage-Hour Bill Amendment Exempts
Film Child Actors from Provisions
New Newsreel Theater for
Broadway and 72nd Street
The Newsreel Theaters, Inc., operating the Embassy as well as
newsreel houses in the Bronx and in
Newark, N. J., will add a fourth,
to be erected immediately
at the
(Continued on Page 2)

The
Why

Ail

Taking of depositions in the
North Dakota theater divorce case
will start next Tuesday in Minneapolis, it was learned yesterday in New
York. Witnesses will be district and
branch managers of major distributors headquartering in Minneapolis.
The law permits depositions to be
taken outside the state if the witnesses reside more than 100 miles
from the place of trial, which is
Fargo, N. D.
Paramount, Minnesota Amusement
Co. and the
American Amusement
(Continued on Page 4)

Dep't; Paul Gulick Resigns

Universal department under John
istmas Day unless you are num;d among those present on the E. Joseph, who yesterday assumed
or Roll. The Committee is count- post of director of advertising, pubon YOU.
licity and exploitation, is to be augmight prove a startling thought
mented, it was said yesterday. Jo(Continued
on Page 4)
seph declared he will familiarize himself with the setup and add manpower where it is required.
as-Lehman-RCA Parleys
The resignations
of James
Colnth an agreement in prospect
y, negotiations for extension of
s remaining holdings in RKO
a banking group headed by AtCorp. and Lehman Bros, are coning, an RCA
spokesman
in-

Minneapolis
District
and
Branch Managers First
to be Called

Film Daily Relief
not send a check

Fund
needs
your help.
today? — Advt.

Cleveland, O. — Frank King, manager, and Joseph Hackenberry, assistant manager of Shea's Midland
at Newark, yesterday were acquitted
by a jury on charges of violation
of the anti-gambling law via Bank
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Washington — Threat to the mo- Night operation.
tion picture industry contained in an
amendment to the wage-hour bill
Niles Celebrates
barring child actors was dispelled
Anamosa, la. — When Clifford Niles,
today when Rep. Charles Kramer,
owner of the Niles Theater here, cele(D. Calif.) offered an amendment
brates, he celebrates. To mark the
first pnniversary of the house, he
exempting the industry which was
threw the doors open from 9 a.m.
overwhelmingly
adopted
by
the
to 11 p.m. with no admish charge
(Continued on Page 4)
and also
staged a free dance at Firemen's Hall.
Help!
The Film Daily Relief Fund needs money
to carry on and help others. — Advt.
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• • HOT SHORT
"How To Dance the Shag"
cial Al Christie for the Holidays produced for Educational
turing Arthur Murray, the authority on the dance craze, who

Expect to Close Testimony
In Chain Tax Case Tuesday

Harrisburg, Pa. — Advantages of
1
chain stores over independents were
outlined yesterday for the state in
Keith A-0 6s46
Dauphin County Court through tesLoew 6s41ww
97*4
97l/2 9734
timony given by Frank T. Hypps,
Para. B'way
3s55
assistant professor of marketing,
Para.
Picts.
6s55... 89*4
89
89
Para. Picts. cv.3V4s47
74
74
74
+ 1 1/2 Wharton School of Finance, UniverRKO
6s41
87
87
87
— 6
sity of Pennsylvania. Hipps, testiWarner's
6s39
74
737/8
74
—
Vi
fying in the American stores suit
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
against the chain store tax act,
Columbia
Picts. vtc
% —
Vs which is also opposed by theater cirGrand
National
.15-16 %
cuits, cited ability to integrate
1 Vi ——
Vs
Monogram
Picts.
...
15/g 1 14
1%
Vs
Sonotone
Corp
1 34 \yA
1734 —
V4 wholesaling and retailing; disinteTechnicolor
18i/8 1734
gration of goods; stock, price and
Trans-Lux
2%
2%
2% +
3%
Vs financial control; knowledge of
Universal
Picts
354 35/8
marketing conditions and sources of
merchandising among advantages.
Court adjourned Friday noon will
Atlas-Lehman-RCA Parleys
resume Monday at 10 o'clock. Testimony is expected to be completed
Continue; Expect Agreement
by Tuesday noon.
(Continued from Page

—
+
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formed The Film Daily yesterday.
Announcement is expected by Monday, it was learned.
Option expires Dec. 31, and calls
for purchase by that date of all RKO
common stock and debentures nowowned by RCA at a price of $6,000,000.
_ Half ofacquired
RCA's for
holdings
were originally
$5,000,000.

W. A. FINNEY,
district manager
for Lot j
Theaters
in Columbus,
O., has returned th<
after home
office conferences
in New York

Needy
a spefeais seen

of the lively shag move-

• • • SANTA COMES but once a year
but for the M-G-M
bunch at the New York exchange they decided he had to make a
double appearance
so they staged a Xmas Party last nite in the
exchange
and the fun waxed merrier and merrier till there was
no more fun to be poured out of the empty bottles, and all hands went
home
we hope
T
▼
T
• • • THE ANNUAL Warner Club Christmas Kiddie Party
takes place today at the home office
with over 600 children
relatives of club members expected to attend
the Committee has planned a Circus for the youngsters
they being
(the committee, not the youngsters) : Arthur Sachson, Harold
Rodner, R. W. Budd, Harry Mayer, Jules Levey, J. T. Holmes,
Irving Birnbaum, Ann Martin
there will be refreshments
and gifts

— 1' ' %
'8

+

Own

Y
Y
¥
• •
• LAST NITE was a gala, occasion for the hundreds of
meinbers of the Joan Crawford Fan Club
at their sixth anniversary meeting in the assembly hall of Loew's Lexington theater Joan herself was the guest of honor
Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
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—
—
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Care of Our

same time be entertained by a fast-stepping short that has plenty of
g-r-r and pep

Net
Chg.
—

to Take

A4. E)AI_y

ments what makes this a natural for every showman's
screen is
the fact that anyone interested can learn the dance steps and at the

MARKET

High
Low
Close
11
11
11
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts. vtc.
14
14
14
Columbia
Picts. pfd.
Con.
Fm.
Ind
V/2 1%
1%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
7%
7%
71/4
East. Kodak
161
16034 161
ao pfd
Gen. Th.
Eq
12s/8 12
12
Loew's,
Inc
48l/2 48
48 3 '8
do pfd
1041/4 104 104
Paramount
11
1 0%
11
Paramount
1st pfd.
lOVa
11
11
Paramount
2nd pfd.
Pathe
Film
RKO
4%
4
4
215/8
211/4
215/g
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd 2734
27
2734
33
33
33
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instructing his pupils in the fundamentals

nnnnciflL
NEW

AL CHRISTIE,
Educational producing direct
leaves for the Coast today to spend Christrr
holidays
with
his family
in California,
returns here the first part of January.

Publisher

New

Equity President
To be Named Monday

New Newsreel Theater for
Broadway and 72nd Street
(Continued from Page

1)

northwest corner of 72nd Street and
Broadway on a site now occupied by
the St. Andrews Hotel.
Work of demolishing the hotel
property will start next week, and
the 550-seat house, to be located in
a two-story taxpayer, will be ready
for operation by June, it was said
yesterday by William French Githens of the corporation.
Deal was closed early Friday
with the Jaurale Corp., with Mark
Rafalsky acting for the landlord and
Charles Weingart for the new tenant. Architects for the theater will
be Schartz & Gross, associated with
Peter Copeland.

NORMAN ALLEY, Universal Newsreel earner
man, left Shanghai secretly last night (
America
bringing
negatives
of Panay disast.1
ALEC MOSS, advertising manager for Pari
mount, leaves tonight for Kansas City, Dctrt
and Chicago for special promotional work i
openings

of

"The

Buccaneer,"

and

"Wei

GLADYS SWARTHOUT and her husbar,
JOHN CHAPMAN, leave on the Century tl
afternoon
for Hollywood.
ARTHUR CREENBLATT, CB eastern divisi
manager, arrives in New York Monday.
REG
WILSON,
GB
special sales represent
Fargo."
tive, with
headquarters
in Boston, arrived
New York yesterday.
He will stay here un
the first of the year.
JOHN BARRYMORE and his wife, ELAIr
BARRIE, arrive in New York Monday morni
on the Century for holidays, with plans I
a Florida visit before their return to t
Coast.
LOU DIAMOND, head of Paramount, she
subject
department, left by plane for the Cos
last night.
ELMER DYER, M-G-M camerman, arriv
from England today on the President Rooseve
J. J. DEMARIA, of Etablissements And
Debrie, Paris, sails for France on the Normans
Dec. 26.
NICHOLAS
BASIL,
general
manager
film
buyer forJ. Basil
Bros.
Theaters,
of B..falo. Niagara Falls and Depew, N. Y., leav
for the Coast tomorrow, accompanied by r
daughter.
He returns in January.
MRS. CAROLINE F. HALL, head of Univers
still department, leaves tomorrow for a h
weeks'
vacation
in Florida.
NewETHEL
York MERMAN,
today.

20th-Fox

star,

arrives

COLLETTE
LYONS,
Warner player, leaves f
Boston
today for the holidays, with return
Hollywood
in January.
JANE WYATT has arrived in New York, Vi
no return to the Coast planned until late ne
Spring.
SYDNEY BLACKMER is in New York r
hearsing for a new show.
LEE, stay.
leaves Monday
forAURIOL
a two-week

for Californ

HARRY BROWNING, advertising manager t
M and P Theaters of Boston, is in New Yo
for a visit.
MAURICE WOLF, manager of M-G-M c
changeNew in York.
Boston, returned there yesterd.
from
JEFFERSON
January from

MACHAMER
the Coast.

will

return

here

MONTE FROSSER, NAT HARRIS and Zt
FREEDMAN leave for the Coast today on tl
Chief.

Eastman Kodak Reports
3 Subsidiaries Dissolved
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Eastman Kodak Co. today reported to the SEC
dissolution of three subsidiaries.
Successor to Frank Gillmore, who They are: Crystal Gelatine Co.,
resigned as president of Actors taken over by Eastman Gelatine
Equity, is" to be chosen at a council Corp., Essex Gelatine Co. and
meeting Monday at 2:00 p.m. at Recordak Corp., taken over by
Equity headquarters. Council met Recordak Service, Inc., and the name
yesterday but reached no conclusion. changed to Recordak Corp.

•est

wishes

the

following
on
their
DECEMBER
18
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Rutgers
Neilson
George Cooper
John
Arthur
H. Morris
Edwin

Daily

to

birthday:

Humm
Metcalfe

The heart of your business is the projection room. You
deliver from there what the patrons pay for, the thing
you are selling, the picture on the screen.

With

SIMPLIFIED

HIGH

INTENSITY

projec-

tion you can have two to three times as much light on
the screen as you get from low intensity — yet at a

more critical. They get

price you can easily afford. This greatly improved

around. In 5000 theaters high intensity projection is

lighting and projection can be covered by only one

giving movie goers a new standard of picture quality

more admission per show.

Audiences today are much

which they will expect to see in your theater.
If you want to build steady patronage, to fill your

This is the way to fill the empty seats. Write for the
new, free, illustrated book — "The Eternal Triangle In

house regularly, here is the quickest, surest way to do it.
Picture Projection.''''

SIMPLIFIED

AND MODERN
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DEL. COURT AFFIRMS Are You Among Those Whose Names TAKE N. D. DIVORCE
CONSOLIDATED WRIT Appear on Relief FuncTs Honor Roll? DEPOSITIONS TUESI
(Continued from

Page

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

certificate of amendment to its incorporation.
Johnson contended that the proposed plan deprived the preferred
stockholders of voting rights, reduced the dividend rates from $2 to
$1 and destroyed the rights to cumulative preferred dividends amounting to $5.

to you that there are quite a few
fellows in this industry who have
not had a payday for weeks. Smart
fellows, too. No fault of theirs that
they are out. Look around and lamp
the changes that have taken place
the last two weeks. This is a very
uncertain business for some of us.
We hope it never is for you. So,
with this thought in mind, we are
Following the affirmation of the sure you want to do your share to
help the very needy cases who are
chancellor's
decree ofyesterday,
the depending on the Fund to tide them
board of directors
Consolidated
The List is growing. Are you
Film Industries, Inc., at an ad- over.
among those present?
journed meeting, declared a divi- Jack Alicoate Jay Emanuel Pub.
dend of 50 cents a share on the Don Mersereau Emanuel Silverstone
Reuben Samuels
preferred stock. Dividend is pay- Chester B. Bahn
able Dec. 27 to stockholders of rec- Cresson E. Smith George Borthwick
McNamee
Irving Samuels
ord at the close of business Dec. 23. Edward
L. J. Schlaifer
Jean H. Lenauer
The transfer books will not be Sid
Weiss
Norman C. Nicholson
closed, it was announced.
Toby
Gruen
H. J. Ochs

Wage-Hour Bill Amendment
Protects the Film Industry
(Continued from Page

House.
concur.

1)

The Senate is expected to

Kramer's amendment followed action late yesterday when the House
adopted a series of amendments by
Rep. George J. Schneider, (P. Wis.)
barring employment of children under
14 years of age and only by special
permit from 14 to 16. It was immediately pointed out in the House
by Rep. John F. Dockweiler, (D.
Calif.), that such a provision would
irreparably harm the industry.
It was suggested by Rep. Jerry
Voorhis, (D. Calif.) that Dockweiler
propose an amendment exempting
the industry but Kramer, who had
already sensed the threat and better acquainted with industry problems had such an amendment already
prepared with enough votes promised to pass it.
The legitimate stage was purposely left out of his provision, Kramer said, because it is strictly intrastate commerce, and not under the
jurisdiction of the act.

George F. Dembow
Ned
E. Depinet
Charles C. Moskowitz
Richard
Brady
Gilbert Golden
Rube Jackter
Leon Bamberger
Harry Cold
George Barnett
Moe Streimer
Max
A. Cohen
H. D. Buckley
Paul Lazarus
Arthur W. Kelly
M. J. Weisfeldt
A. J. Moeller
Anonymous
Charles
Alicoate
A. J. Dash
Jack Harrower
Frances Cross
Joseph A. McConville

Kenneth Aneser
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.
Quigley
Publications
William A. Downs
Wintield Andrus
Mollis Kennahan
George Gerhard
Wm. R. Ferguson
Davis Weshner
Dennis
R. Smith
Anne linger
Lester J. Sack
Harold F. Hendee
S. C. Einfeld
S. K. Kohler
George
Morris
Lester Pollock
H. J. Yates
Alan E. Freedman
John A. Schwalm
Bill La Portes
Jack
Clucksman

Hollywood Songs to Issue
"In Old Chicago" Numbers
Hollywood Songs, Inc., is to publish musical numbers featured in
20th Century-Fox' "In Old Chicago." Songs, by Lew Pollack and
Sidney Mitchell, include: "I've Taken
a Fancy to You," "I'll Never Let
You Cry" and "Take a Dip in the
Sea." Plans for nationwide exploitation have been set for pre-release
buildup.

Century Circuit to Add
New House in Brooklyn

SICK REPORT

Homack Construction Co. has filed
plans for the erection of a 1,000-seat
theater at Nostrand Ave. and East
Elizabeth, N. J. — Edward Batlin, 31st St., Brooklyn. Plans are being
manager of the Regent, has re- prepared by John Eberson, architect.
turned home from Beth Israel Hospital, Newark, where he underwent House will be operated by the Century Circuit.
an operation about 10 days ago.

(Continued f-om
Jerome J. Cohen
Joseph R. Vogel
Alan F. Cummings
Albert Margolies

Progress
Films,
Inc.
Samuel
Rubinstein
Atlantic Theaters,
Inc,
William
B. Brenner
Walter
Chapin

W. H. Clark
C. C. Pettijohn
Rutgers
Neilson
Gabriel Hess
William F. Barrett
Benjamin W. Solomon
Dave O'Malley
Budd
Getschal
Joe Weil

Maury
Ascher
Frank
Leyendecker
Harry
Blair
Will H. Hays
James A. FitzPatrick
E. A. Schiller
Samuel
Rinzler
Louis Frisch
Irene
F. Scott

Douglas
D. Rothacker
Dewey
D. Bloom
Samuel
Sax
Edna Sussman
Addie
Dannenberg
Budd
Rogers

Taylor-Shantz,
Inc.
Silas F. Seadler
Mack
Littman
Albert Deane
Paul Benjamin
Inc. A. Lee
Arthur
Ross Federal Service,

Joseph F. Lee
Haskell
M.
Masters
Issac Weinberg
Warren A. Slee
Flora Schikler
David Palfreyman

Lester

Charles
"Chick"
Lewis
N. H. Brower
Nathan
D. Colden
Frank
Meyer
Nu-Art
Filmco
A. Montague
Gettinger £r Gettinger
Fabian
Theaters
Corp.
"Lep"
Friedman
A. Schneider

Thompson

Ralph
Rolan
Anonymous
Hap
Hadley
Anonymous
Thomas
J. Connors
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Co. are bringing the suit to te>
constitutionality of the law.
hope to restrain Governor Lang
state officials from enforcing
statute requiring producers ani
tributors to divest their theater
ings.
On Oct. 14, the state of ]
Dakota filed an answer to the
suit, that
denying
tions
rightstheof plaintiff's
clients wer<al
lated by the theater divorcement
Louis Phillips, of Paramc
legal department, is now prep
the case for trial. No date has
set.

Joseph to Expand Univer
Advertising-Publicity D;i
(Continued from Page

1)

Eugene
Picker
Harry
M. Thomas
W.
Ray Johnston
Robert S. Wolff
Maurice
Kann
Standard
Film
Processing
Co.
Herman
Robbins
Willard S. McKay

it is reported.
Joseph has cal
staff meeting for Monday.
Paul Gulick, Universal pub
director since 1920 and editc
Universal Weekly for seven ;
City Photo
Engraving
before that, resigned yesterdaj
Morris H. Kinzler
Jack
Eaton
fective immediately. He annoi
EmilCo. J. Jensen
Stella Hamlin
J. S. MacLeod
Sidney
S. Braunberg
no plans.
Herman
Bernie,
Inc.
Gulick continued to edit the
Charles
M. Mersereau
Sam
Dembow
William
Massce
A.-Mike
Vogel
versal Weekly until its recent
William Barnett
One of the founders of AMPA.
Charles
Rosenzweig
Harry M. Bernstein
Hugo
Mayer
In Memory
of Irving
lick was its third president.
Grant
Thalberg
Boxoffice
Following graduation from
Herbert
Hugo K. Berg
Kessler
J. A. Clark
versity of Vermont, the retiring
Samuel
Cohen
C~smo-Sileo
E. W. Hammons
Vincent Trotta
licity head entered New York
Corp. Film Storage
Lloyds
A'bert 0. Bondy
nalism. He became dramatic
music editor of The Journal of •
Al Steen
merce, from which he resigned t
tablish an independent publicity
187 Companies Intervene
reau. A client, Atlas Theaters
Gulick's first film employer
In Fight on 44-Hr. Law was
Brandt, then general manage
Harrisburg, Pa. — Permission to Universal, brought Gulick into
intervene in the suit brought by the organization. For WOR Gulic
Holgate Manufacturing Co., Kane, one time broadcast on one of
testing the constitutionality of the first motion picture programs
44-hour week law has been granted
by the Dauphin County Court to 187 Ledirk-Strand Anti-Trust
Pennsylvania industrial companies
on the petition of Thomas R. White,
Suit Hearings in Jam
Philadelphia attorney, who is now
(Continued from Page 1)
conferring with the Attorney General's department in preparing the the counsel for the defendants
facts in the case. The case is sched- leave shortly for Bermuda. L
uled to be heard by the State Su- is seeking a total of $1,060,000!
der anti-trust laws from Paramc
preme Court early next month.
Warner Bros., United Artists, 1
and Columbia groups. Compls
were filed two-and-a-half years
Screen Cartoonists Guild

Asks 8-Hour Day, 5-Day Week
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Cartoonists
Guild asks an eight-hour day, a

DEATH RECORI
John

E. Ungerfeld

.
i
Exhibs' Reaction to Altec
five-day week and approximately 10
John E. Ungerfeld, 51, formn
Takeover Said Satisfactory per cent pay increase. Its member- operator of the Rheben Theat
Hollywood — William Dieterle,

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Warner director, who was injured
in an automobile accident last
Thursday night, will remain at the
Hollywood Hospital for at least two
weeks, according to his physician,
Dr. E. Bertrand Woolfan. Mrs.
Dieterle, who was also injured in
the same accident, is a patient at
the same hospital.

Exhibitor reaction to the transfer
of Erpi's service contracts to the
Altec Service Corp. has been very
favorable, G. L. Carrington, vicepresident and general manager,
stated yesterday. All district
branches are functioning smoothly,
he said.

ship includes animators, story men,
lay-out men, inkers and painters.
Producers have approved the
basic pact submitted by the Society
of M. P. Interior Decorators. Seventy workmen are affected and they
have
been granted a minimum
shop.
weekly wage of $100 arid Guild

including
houses
in Portchesj;
Nyack,
Ossining
and
Rahway, N1
died in New York Thursday,
was a brother-in-law
of Sol
wards of GN.
Widow, two sis
and a brother survive.
Fun
services will be held at River;
Memorial
Chapel tomorrow
at
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T-H-E-A-T-E-R-S
Construction — Modernization
Maintenance

SUPPLY, EQUIPMENT
BIZ UP IN DETROIT
Detroit — Survey of Detroit's theater supply and equipment field discloses unusual activity in every department.
"Business has been better this fall
than it has been for a long time",
jiaid William J. Turnbull, manager
of Detroit branch of National Theater Supply Co., who reports orders
for equipment for the Rogers Theater, Rogers City, amounting to $12,000, for the Marr Theater, Saginaw,
$15,000, and for Harbor Beach Theater, Harbor Beach, $2,000. He continued, "Our business has increased
easily 15 per cent."
George McArthur, head of McArthur Theater Equipment Company,
and his assistant, E. V. Smith, have
just returned from a business trip
through the state, marked by the
closing of a number of major deals.
Installation has just been completed of Motiograph and Mirrophonic Sound in the new Circle Theater,
1,500-seat house at Warren and Miller Road, which, according to McArthur, is the first job of this kind
in the country. McArthur has also
installed Motiograph and Mirrophonie Sound in the Vassar Theater,
600-seat house owned by Smith
Brothers in Vassar, Mich.; also in
the new Court Theater on Court St.,
Saginaw, 700-seat house owned by
Fred Witters.

EQUIPMENT
From

Theater to Garage to Theater

Providence,
R. I.— The Toy Theater here, which was converted
into a garage
10
years ago, will again become a nabe pix house.
Building permits for remodeling as a
630-seat theater have been taken out by Dulgarian Bros., owners, and house has been
leased to Louis Gordon Theaters,
Inc.
Middletown, Conn. — Arthur H. Lockwood, of Middlesex Enterprises, Inc., operating
theaters here, will convert a garage near Brown University into a Fine Arts Theater of
approximately 700 seats. The garage is itself a converted theater, in operation more
than 20 years ago.

Harvard Scientists Perfect New Type
of Motion Picture as Aid in Reading
Cambridge, Mass. — Harvard psychologists have perfected a new type
of motion picture to assist adults
and children in reading. Preliminary
tests have proven that the new film
should be the most effective and least
expensive method for this work. It
is operated on a 16 mm movie projector.
In experiments it was discovered
that in scanning a line of type the
eye makes frequent stops to assimilate a word or phrase. The films
force the readers to follow the type
at a predetermined
rate of speed.

The screen projection shows a page
of white words on a black surface
and as the movie begins the page is
dimly lit. Phrases flash brightly and
then become dim again as the line of
type proceeds. Consequently, the
reader makes as many stops in reading as the film has pictured and, by
habit, reading skill improves.
The inventors are Prof. Walter F.
Dearborn, director of the Harvard
psycho-educational clinic; Dr. Irving
H. Anderson, instructor in education
and James R. Brewster, director of
the Harvard Film Service.

Kincey Interests to Add
Warners' Colony to Open
In Cleveland Dec. 28
Fifth High Point Theater

Cleveland — The new Warner
Brothers Colony Theater, a 1 600seat house designed by John Eberson, theater architect of New York,
will open here on Dec. 28. Theater
is located in the exclusive Shaker
Heights section and is one of the
most unusual, in appointments and
Bausch & Lomb Planning
architectural features, of modern
New 5% Preferred Issue screen palaces either in this country
or abroad. Assisting Eberson in
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
carrying out his plans are HadlockWashington — Bausch & Lomb Op- Krili Construction Co. of this city,
tical Co. of Rochester, N.Y., has filed Arthur Crisp and the Rambusch
registration statement here with Decorating Co., both of New York.
EC covering 50,000 shares of $100
par value 5 per cent cumulative conBusher Reports Sales
vertible preferred stock and 250,St. Louis — George A. Busher of
00 shares of $10 par value common,
f which 50,000 shares are to be of- the Busher Sound Engineering Co.
ered publicly and 200,000 shares are reports sale of new Air Loc seats
eserved for conversion of the pre to both the Bijou at Waverly, 111.,
ferred. Company states it will offer and to the entire Wehrenberg circuit. J. S. Stewart, of McClure, 111.,
the new preferred stock in exchange
aio holders of its first mortgage installed a complete Jewell Sound
oonds on the basis of one share for system and booth equipment, and
the Grand at Mascoutah. 111., has
ach $100 face amount of bonds, to- made a similar installation. Bill
gether with cash payment equal to
;he interest from Nov. 1, 1937, to Collins, already owner of a modern
theater at De Sota, Mo., is opening
Tan. 1, 1938.
1 Company will also offer new pre- a new house at Canton, it is reported.
ferred in exchange for its outstandng preferred on a share-for-share
New Recording Studio
)asis. Preferred is convertible into
Detroit
— Associated Sales Co., De:ommon at the option of holders
troit commercial studio, has just
antil Dec. 31, 1947, under certain
opened a new recording studio, in a
Stipulations outlined by the company. general
program of expansion.

Charlotte — North Carolina Theaters, Inc., headed by H. F. Kincey
of Charlotte, has obtained a 25-year
lease on a theater building to be
erected on Main St. in High Point
at a cost of $80,000, it is announced.
The building is to be completed
within 12 months, on the site of
the old Orpheum Theater, which
has been unused for some years and
is to be demolished. The theater
and lot will represent an investment of at least $110,000, it is
said. Earl G. Stillwell, of Hendersonville, is the supervising architect.

FILM
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S-T-U-D-I-O-S
Technical — Supplies
Furnishings

BELL-HOWELL OFFERS
NEW FILM CEMENT
After months of careful research,
Bell & Howell has announced a new
film cement which is equally effective on both safety and standard
film. (All 16 mm. and 8 mm. film
is of the safety, i.e., acetate base
type. Most standard film is on nitrate base, though some is on acetate base). The safety and standard
film cements formerly supplied by
Bell & Howell are both superseded
by the single new cement. It is
claimed that the new cement forms
splices that are stronger than the
film itself.
It is said that the new cement is
much less subject to deterioration
than other types because it will not
absorb moisture from the air. It
could even stand a 10 per cent addition of water without losing its
bonding power, so it would seem
that the problem of making permanent, enduring splices is well
in hand at last.
Also, the new B & H product does
not dissolve the dye in Kodachrome
film, and therefore it can be used
with the certainty that there will
be no discoloration of Kodachronp i
film adjacent to the splice. \

New Georgia House for
\
Lucas-Jenkins Interests;

Atlanta, Ga. — A modern theater
building will be constructed by the
A. G. Rhodes Estate, Inc., in the
new $200,000 Rhodes Center between
Peachtree and Spring streets, for
the Lucas & Jenkins theater interests. The theater will be located on the South side of the property, facing Peachtree Street, and
will have 2,400 square feet of floor
Seating capacity will be 1,200. space in front available for drug
The building will have a frontage store purposes. Lucas & Jenkins
of 65 feet and depth of 132 feet. have leased the property, it is understood, for a period of 15 years.
It will be equipped for stage attractions.
North Carolina Theaters, Inc.,
already operates four theaters in
High Point, the Paramount, Broadhurst, Carolina and Rialto. The
company recently has opened or
planned houses in Durham, Mount
Airy, Raleigh, Rocky Mount and
Wilmington.

United M P Industries
Open New Retail Branch

Austin Organs to Expand
Hartford, Conn. — Austin Organs,
Inc., successor to' Austin Organ Co.
has bought the four-story brick
building at 156 Woodland Street in
the rear of its former building.
Howard A. Walker, vice-president
and treasurer of the company, in
announcing the purchase said his
company had been encouraged to
buy the property for its manufacturing because of a recent increase
in its business.

United Motion Picture Industries,
in addition to its wholesale division
Kinney Leaves Simplex
on West 48th Street has opened a
retail branch at 730 Seventh Ave.
Detroit — E. S. Kinney, former assistant general manager of Allied
George Orth and Charles Whitehead,
Cumberland House Opens
directors of the firm, have just com- Theaters of Michigan, has left the
Jack O'Brien to Build
pleted a two-reel industrial picture Simplex Engineering Co. for which
Cumberland, Ky. — Joe Isaacs
Tracy, Minn. — Jack O'Brien will
puild a 600-seat house here in the opens his new 600-seat The Novo, for Andrews Lead Co. of Long Is- he was sales engineer, handling theatrical air conditioning installations.
hear future.
today.
I land.
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THEATERS
• CONSTRUCTION
• MODERNIZATION
• MAINTENANCE

NEW CAMERA TAKES
PANORAMIC MOVIES
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Neon Interior Lighting
Introduced In Detroit

24-Seat Theater
Roy, N. M. — Plans have been drawn
for a 24 x SO foot pix theater to adjoin
the newly completed Waggoner ranch
home. House will seat 24. The Waggoners are wealthy
horse breeders.

DAILY

Washington — New and revolutionary type of movie camera, invented
by Capt. Fernado Chiapparelli, is
being tested here. The camera operates with a revolving lens and
makes possible, it is claimed, panoramic pictures with a range as wide
as that of the human eye.
First films, constituting panoramic "travelogue" of the national
capital, will be ready for exhibition in January, it is said. Audiences will see these pictures, according to Chiapparelli relieved of the
eye strain resulting from the contrast between the glaring light of
ordinary width films and the bands
of darkness on either side of the
screen which are included in the
range of vision.
The film used in the new camera
is 70 mm. wide, rather than the
usual 35 mm. and has a blank area
wide enough for the new "stereophonic" device which causes each
sound to emanate from Its point of
origin on the screen.
The inventor told The Film
Daily yesterday his new camera
would make it possible to take motion pictures of an entire baseball
game, from outfielders to spectators
in the stands behind the home plate.

1,100-Seat Springfield
Pix Theater Makes Bow

Detroit — The new Vogue Theater
on Harper Avenue will open Dec.
22. This 1,800-seat house is said to
be the first theater in Detroit to
have Neon interior lighting. The
lights are tubular in shape. The
exterior of the building is cream and
brown terra cotta. The same color
scheme is carried out inside and is
further embellished with blue and
silver. Panels of the exit doors are
striped with circular silver bands.
There will be a series of modernistic metropolis murals in the lobby
and also in the theater.
The inside walls of the theater are
blue and silver shading into a violet.
Western Electric sound equipment
and projection has been installed.
Air conditioning and ventilating systems will provide both winter and
summer comfort.
The ceiling is in ivory and blue.
Soft carpeting in fawn and mahogany lend a pleasing note and add to
the acoustical properties of the
house. Seats are spaced wide apart
to give plenty of arm room.
House is operated by United Detroit Theaters.

Springfield, 111.— The new 1,100seat State theater of the Frisina
Amusement Co. has opened. It has
a colorful front of gray and blue
terra cotta with a gold trim. Brilliant lighting is another feature of
the new theater and on the canopy
and upright sign of more than one
thousand feet of neon lighting is
used, as well as 2500 hundred-watt
bulbs.
The carpeting has a half-inch of
sponge rubber padding beneath. All
lighting is indirect from the sidewalls and both the main floor and
mezzanine are equipped with air
cushioned seats. Western Electric
sound equipment and the Carrier air
conditioning system are features.
Carl Meyer of this city was the
architect, Evans Construction Co.
erected the structure, Henson Robinson Co. installed the air conditioning and heating equipment, Hawkins
New Pittsburgh Theater
Electric Co. did the wiring and the
Pittsburgh — The Perry Theater
Horn Sign System installed the
Corp., a subsidiary of the Harris
signs.
Amusement Co., has taken control
of a large tract of land located at
Modernize In Albany
the intersection of Perrysville Ave.,
Mairdale Ave. and Semicir St., and
Albany — Warner has spent ap- has delegated John Eberson, New
Display Stage Moves
proximately $10,000 in modernizing
York architect, to design a modern
The Display Stage Lighting Co.
and lobby of the Ritz Theis now located in more commodious the front
ater here, installing a modernistic 1,500-seat theater. Location commands ahilltop view, and the plans
quarters at 617 Tenth Ave., near stainless steel front with porcelain
44th St. Firm is developing a com- enameled trim. The alterations also prepared are taking advantage of
pletely new line of lighting and include a stainless steel marquee this advertising feature.
other equipment, several numbers with neon cove lining and Adler letof which are already in production.
Clutts House to Open
ter attraction board; redecoration
of the upright sign; installation of
Wellston,
O.— T. D. Clutts is opennew lighting effects, a redecorated nesday.
ing his new Civic Theater next Wedlobby with new walnut frames and
a formica base.
^VV cAfot ion Ti&ure Engineers
'/jf
■«$*
Complete Repair Service
Laboratory
L, Studio Equipment
Printers. Developers .^Animating. Cameras, Etc

362 W 45" ST. NYC- -■ CIH.CLE 6-0595

Improve Windom

House

Windom, Minn. — The Wonderland
here will be extensively remodeled.

Reopening N. Adams House
North Adams, Mass. — The Paramount Theater reopens on Christmas
Day following extensive alterations.

INCREASE
(Of

course, we

"BO"

mean

Box

10%

Office)

Attracting- dealened to your talkies increase*
potential audience
10% . Ink stall
Acousticon
Theatrephones.
Leading- system. Nationally advertised.

■

■

SOUNC

And Film
By GEC|
Equipment
Edit1o|
the number
ONEincrease
of the inmore
significanl
ing reached 16,558 for the Lnii
end of the previous year. Thitj
added
theaters.in the past 12 months!)
How, then, can one accop
1937 for ultra-modern project I

answer is found in a recently ■
cuits and other exhibition inte I

giving greater consideration thi
that era which witnessed the a :

sive changes in projection-repr i
are three salient factors: the I
deterioration of formerly install
consciousness of the value of
both from the standpoint of aiD
box-office.

Symbolizing the advantage!
patrons, of highly developed pi
handbook recently issued by rv|
quarters, — a portfolio compiled 1
responsibility it is to select sow
of varying sizes, and for the i
problem.

withhandbo
flexibl
hingessesof morl
bin
ok e compri
THIS
charge or obligation, to theater
architects upon request.
The <
the contents cover the wide i
and projectors.
Featured among the latter
ribbed cast iron case with no (j
frame is provided with removab
sprockets, shoes, shafts and tr£
and ball bearing cylindrical re
ventilation essential to dissipate
Rotor is both statically anc
strain upon mechanism. Unit
and focusing, and is designed ar
without replacement, according
features are automatic air-cooliti
its fan-like ends draw room ten
force it inward toward the centl
gate door and all parts of the fii
all times; shutter setting aaju

DEAF

Endorsed by key showmen.

SOUND

SCREENS

Gradationally

HURLEY

Write lor lull details, and exploitation data.

Perforated

SCREEN

CO.

24-15-43rd Ave. LLC, N. Y.
Distributed in Canada:
Dominion Sound Equipments Ltd.
Montreal,
Quebec

.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
580 Fifth

Ave.,

New

Complete Decorating and Draperies(Continv
Murals — Draperies — Stage

Curtains

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors

York

ACOUSTICON

NOVELTY

SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.

320 W. 48th St., New York City

A. I. Kessler, Mgr.

1
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Frisco NTS Office Staff
Affected by Promotions

[morris

' <e film daily

nc during 1937 has been the sharp
n uses in operation, the total havfc:s as compared to 14,500 at the
iteresting because, of the 2,008
36 are reported as newly-built
the brisk demand registered in
sound reproduction units? The
J survey which reveals that cire, on a nation-wide scale, been
before, — with the exception of
sound, — to effectuating progresequipment. Back of this move
vave of theater modernization;
I of this kind; and the growing
presentation of film programs
jtisfaction and the value to the
i

liters, and consequently to their
and sound system units is the
i, Inc., from its Chicago headuse of circuit executives whose
ojection equipment for theaters
exhibitor who faces a similar

■ i) pages, is bound in silver board
iiver, and is available, without
i industry engineers and theater
■ measures 11 x 14 inches, and
sound reproduction equipment
ie impany's Model "K" which has
Every bearing in sturdy main
»! bushings; all gears, star, cam,
* of hardened steel and ground;
m er assures forced cooling and
i high-intensity lamps.
-ally balanced to eliminate any
fc i right and left hand framing
iucted for de luxe performance,
tiograph.
Among
Model "K"
r rotor being designed so that
air through the housing and
shutter housing, keeping film
i system cool to finger touch at
ball bearing gear drive; gear

CHARLES
WE

• SUPPLIES

$80,000

JV. C. Project

Collier to Build In Drew

DEMAND FOR BIRDSEYE
REFLECTORS GROWING
Charles Ross, Inc., of 244 West
49th St., New York, reports a wide
and growing demand for the Birdseye Reflector Lamps, distribution of
which has recently been invested in
this company specializing in all
types of theater illumination.
These lamps, Ross declares, are
a scientific combination of lamp and
reflector. Discarding earlier attempts to control light by outside
silver processing, Clarence Birdseye, world-famed inventor of "Frosted Foods," started from within the
bulb itself.(Continued
A perfect
and 8) completeon Page
MODERN

PROJECTION

FACILITIES

—

FOR

AUDITIONS

INTERNATIONAL
PRODUCTION
STUDIOS
33 W. 60th St., N. Y. C.
COI. 5-7366-7

Hicks In New Post
Chicago — Fred W. Hicks has been
named national contact specialist by
the Nash Kelvinator Corp. handling
special type condensing units. He
comes from the McCord Manufacturing Co. of Detroit. Edward R. Legg,
national direct sales manager of the
company, reports the outlook for
1938 as most promising in some
years, especially in the theater field.
THE THEATER PARTNER, poing to 11,000
exhibitors, awards 3 cash prizes each month
for best exploitation ideas. Send in yours,
Mr. Exhibitor. It might win the dough.
Winners last month: Matt H. Whitham, Mgr.
of Rivoli theater, Douglas, Ga.; Harold Leand,
Mgr. of Revere theater, Revere, Mass.; Harry
Hofmann, Mgr. of Soboba theater, San Jacinto,
Calif.
Mail to THEATER
PARTNER.
ALEXANDER
FILM
CO.
Colorado Springs
Colorado

"TRUE

MORE for

ROSS, INC.

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind
For Studios — Productions — Premieres
49th STREET
Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

North Caro-

Drew, Miss. — A one-story motion
picture theater, 40 by 114 feet, is
planned here by C. H. Collier. It
Ft. Worth, Tex. — The Community will cost $30,000 and will be of brick
Amusement Co. in Fort Worth is and steel construption, with cast
to construct a $25,000, 1,000-seat stone trim.
colored movie theater to be located
at Fabens and Verbena Streets here,
Ready for Winter Season
near the local colored park. HereMiami, Fla. — The Olympia thetofore only movie seats available to
ater is completely reseated and made
colored population here have been
about 300 in upper balconies of the ready for the winter season.
Majestic, New Isis, Ideal and
Gayety Theaters. This concern also
operates the New Liberty here.

FURNISH

244-250 WEST
New York City

7

• FURNISHINGS
• TECHNICAL

lina Theaters, Inc., will construct an
San Francisco — National Theater
$80,000 motion picture theater here on
the site of the old Orpheum Theater,
Supply Co.'s local office has been afen South Main Street. Earl C. Stillwell,
fected substantially by changes and
of Hendersonville,
is architect.
promotions effective this month.
R. P. Dawson, salesman, leaves
for National's branch in Memphis, Mass. House Dark 10 Years
Tenn., with Ed Bauer returning to
Northern California from Dallas,
Reopens After Renovation
Texas, to take over Dawson's job.
Robert Shover, for several years
Middleboro, Mass. — The Lyric
with the local office, leaves to as- Theater, closed since 1927, has reopened under the management of
sume post of manager of the newlyformed motion picture division of O'Brien and Williams. The 500seat house has been completely renTelephone Equipment & Repair Co., ovated.
where he will handle service and
sales on non-theatrical accounts.

First Colored Theater
Planned at Ft. Worth

DAILY

STUDIOS

High Point, N. C— The

scar Progress

FILM

NATIONAL
THEATRE
to*

CONFESSIONS"

There is nothing shocking about the inside story of
Alexander Smith Carpets. It is simply this, "They
are the finest carpets for the money that we know how
to make, and we've been making carpets for almost a
century." Their quality is attested to by their use in
the majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

SUPPLY COMPANY
\J°V

MM

CARPET

i

THE

FILM

DAILY

THEATERS
Construction — Modernization
Maintenance

AGFA'S ULTRA-SPEED
FILM FINDING FAVOR
Binghamton — The extremely fast
I Ultra-Speed Pan Film, recently initroduced here by Agfa Ansco Corp.,
is finding wide acceptance in the
film industry for conditions requiring the highest possible emulsion
sensitivity. Similar recognition is
coming from the nevvsreel field which
stresses use of speed film.
Company has received here a commentary from Frederic Ullman, Jr.,
Pathe News vice-president, who declares: "The new Agfa fast film
makes an important contribution to
newsreel coverage. It enables us to
hotograph scenes which were hithrto not recordable on film. Through
Is use we will be able to penetrate
into remote localities which we could
ot have photographed without the
use of cumbersome lights."
Already, say Agfa officials, formerly impossible subjects have
eached the theater screens via
newsreels with scenes like one remarkable sequence of New York's
/ Great White Way photographed
with the new Agfa film from a low
flying plane at night.

New Gumble House
Columbus, O. — Max H. Gumble,
president of the Indianola Theater
Co., recently formed to build a theater on Indianola Ave., announces
that the new house will open, April
1, will cost $50,000 and have a seating capacity of 600. Hit re-issues
and foreign flickers will be featured.

Equipped by McArthur
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EQUIPMENT
s

■

SOUND

SYSTEMS

■

■

And Film Theater Progress
(.Continued from Page 7)

train; framing device; lamphouse carriage which slides from side to
side on two heavy rods within body of main frame; vertical optical alignment; enclosed motor mounting and hand wheel; convenient outlet in
base; built-in switch, and lower magazine positive cone take-up. Supplementing the Model "K" is the Model "H-K" to fill demand of those
theaters seeking the essentials of fine projection at a minimum expenditure.

*

*

*

S-T-U-D-I-O-S
Technical — Supplies
Furnishings

DEMAND FOR BIRDSEYE
REFLECTORS GROWING
(Continued from

Page

7)

ly sealed-in reflecting surface was
obtained by utilizing pure silver.
Then by an optically correct placement of the filament, the light
source was properly focused. By

*

creatingbeams
the were
"silver
neckback
disk"
wasted
turned
as
TO meet the specific requirements of theaters of different sizes, useful light. By a new frosting
Motiograph offers seven separate and distinct Motiograph Mirro- process, developed in the Birdseye
phonic Sound Systems.
Laboratories, glare and filament
"Sound heads are built to insure flutterless reproduction without shadows were minimized. The practical result, Ross explains, is not
the necessity of continuous adjustment," Joseph B. Kleckner, company's
"more
lumens per watt" but lumens
president, informs THE FILM DAILY, "in fact, the sound head has only
three moving parts, a dampening unit and two propulsion sprockets. under control, and concentrated on
Once the sound head is set, it will require no further adjustment until the job.
the hardened sprocket teeth become worn.
The long life built into Birdseye
Reflector Lamps, he adds, is only
"The Amplifiers, manufactured by Western Electric Co., are designed for power, — power to create the mighty roar of heavy artillery, — partially evidenced by their guarantee of 1,000 burning hours. Actupower to drive the faintest whisper to every seat without tinniness,
ally, the average is much higher,
boominess or ear strain. To insure continuous operation, without break- according to Ross, due to accurate
down, the same quality standards are maintained in all Motiograph
engineering and precision manufacture. In every detail of material
Amplifiers irrespective of the size of the house. Transformers, vacuum
tubes, condensers and resistors are identical except for size and power and manufacture, these lamps are
built to conform to all specifications
of the U. S. Bureau of Standards.
The Speaker System, Kleckner states, represents the latest developAdded to the obvious engineering
output."
ment in the art. The Baffles were developed in the Bell Laboratories, advantages enumerated by him, he
engineered by Erpi; while the High Frequency Speakers are designed cites there is a further chemical
to give an even distribution of sound to each seat in the house regard- feature of supreme importance. "As
explained by Dr. Colin G. Fink of
less of its location. The Low Frequencies are projected by huge Baffles Columbia
University, silver, used
powered by a Low Frequency Speaker Unit of the same type as that as the interior reflecting surface,
used in the historic Leopold Stokowski demonstration.
chemically reacts with certain imKleckner says it is his hope and that of his company that the
purities within the bulb. This greatnewly-issued portfolio will make it easier for sound and projection rely reduces the characteristic 'blackening' which is a normal developquirements intheaters of all sizes to be properly recognized.
ment in the burning life of ordinary

Detroit — New theater at Sandusky,
Mich., being erected, but still un1 titled, will have equipment supplied J. K. Morley, Advitagraph
Iby McArthur Theater Equipment
Exec, on Extended Trip
,0. This will include: Ideal theater
chairs, Bigelow carpets, Daelyte
Screen, and complete booth equipChicago — J. Kenfield Morley, vicement. Sound equipment is being in- president and general manager of
stalled by RCA Photophone.
the Advitagraph Corp., is on an extended trip which will take him to
New Laurinburg Project
Hollywood, New York, Detroit and
I Laurinburg, N. C— Mrs. J. T. Gib- other principal cities to interview
»on has plans for the construction commercial film producers and to
&f a motion picture house here. It establish distribution contacts with
vill have a modernistic carrara glass theater circuits for lobby projec, ront. Frank W. Benton of Wilson.
tions of the company's Flo-lite proI.sT. C, is architect.
jectors.
Jack Moranz, company's presiBedford Contract Let
dent, is in Rochester supervising the
Mamilton, Ala. — Leake & Good- engineering and production activities
on the new machine.
Jett, of Tupelo, Miss., have been
awarded the general contract for the
General offices of the company
construction of a motion picture the- are now established at 540 North
ater here for Wyatt Bedford, of Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Vina, Ala.

New Logansport Theater
Utilizes Tile and Glass

Ross believes
Birdseye
"incandescentthat
illumination
without
waste" is the answer to many of
the problems associated with theater lighting, both direct and inbulbs." direct, and its adoption by film
house architects and operators is
destined to reach new high levels
during 1938.

Chicago — The new Gregory circuit theater under construction in
Logansport, Ind., is being rushed to
completion and will seat 1,250.
House is single floor, with tile and
glass being widely employed as interior features. R. Levine Co. has
charge of construction. This latter
organization is also completing the DeForest Division Housed
new Cermak Theater on Chicago's
In New DeVry Factory
West Side; the Longwood, on the
South Side; and the new Cooney at
Ottawa, 111. Rube Levine says plans
Chicago — Herman A. DeVry, manfor several other houses are now in
ufacturer of motion picture and
his company's drafting rooms and sound equipment, has purchased the
will be rushed to early completion.
plant at 2535 North Ashland Ave.
to accommodate several of the DeVry departments now located at
Redecorate Fishman House
the old plant on Armitage Ave.
New Haven — Following several of The new plant will also house
the larger houses on the Fishman the DeForest Training Division of
circuit, the Lyric will now be com5,000 Seat Order
Goldberg Will Build
which does special repletely redecorated by Samuel the company
St. Louis — George A. Busher has
search and development work. Insold a total of 5,000 seats to the
Cincinnati — Max Goldberg has Grand. New heating and modernizacreased business necessitated the
ground for a new theater at
tion of sound and projection are also ties.
Fred Wehrenberg
Circuit for in- broken
addition to the DeVry factory faciliFalmouth, Ky.
scheduled.
stallation in five houses.

i ;

EXCEPTIONAL

ONE step removed from the original negative used to mean definite loss of quality.
Eastman

Fine-Grain Duplicating Films

break this rule . . . break duplicating records. These exceptional films are capable
of producing master positives and duplicate negatives that are actually equal to
the originals in photographic quality. . . .
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort
Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
DUPLICATING

Fine-Grain
FILMS

.

A Catendab of> Feature /Ideates
~'~

AE

An alphabetical list oi English-speaking features released since August 14, 1937, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled.
Dates after titles are distributor release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review.
Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts
Release
and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.
* indicates Technicolor production.

Title

Release Date

Accidents Will Happen
(WB)
Ronald Reagan, Gloria Blondell
Action for Slander
(UA
Clive Brook,
Margaretta
Scott
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Adventure's
End
(U)
FD: 11-11-37; John

"Adventures
of
Erroll Flynn,

Wayne,

Not Set
1-14-38

Diana

12-5-37
Gibson

Robin
Hood
(WB)
Basil Rathbone

In Prod.

♦Adventures of Tow Sawyer, The (UA)
2-4-38
Tommy
nan Kelly, Ted Limes, E. Patterson, W. BrenAdventures
of
Gary Cooper,

Marco
Sigrid

Polo
Gurie

.1-21-38

(UA).

Adventurous
Blonde
(FN)
FD: 11-30-37;
Glenda
Farrell,
Alcatraz
Island
(FN-C)
John Litel, Ann Sheridan

Barton

11-13-37
MacLane

11-6-37

Boy

the Streets (Mono.)..
FD: 12-2-37;
Jackie Cooper, Maureen
O'Connor
Breakfast for Two
(RKO)
10-22-37
FD: 10-7-37;
Barbara
Stanwyck,
Herbert
Marshall
Bride for Henry, A (Mono.)
FD: 9-27-37; Warren Hull, Anne Nagel

9-29-37

Bride Wore Red, The (M-G-M)
10-8-37
FD: 10-12-37; Crawford-Tone- Robert Young
Bringing Up Baby (RKO)
In Prod.
Katharine
Hepburn, Cary Grant
Buccaneer,
Fredric
Bulldog
John
Bulldog
John

Title

Release Date

of

The (Para.)
March, Franciska Gaal

2-4-38

Drummond's
Revenge
(Para.)
Barrymore, Louise Campbell
Drummond
Comes
Back
Howard,
Louise Campbell

1-7-38

(Para.) . .9-24-37

Homolka,

Frances

Ray Milland
Escape by Night (Rep.)
9-20-37
FD: 8-31-37; William Hall, Anne Nagel
Every
Mae Day's
West,

a HolidayLowe (Para.)
Edmond

1-14-38

Everybody
Sing
(M-G-M)
Judy Garland, Allen Jones

1-21-38

Evidence
(WB)
Dick Foran, June Travis
Exiled
to Shanghai
( Rep.)
FD: 12-13-37; Wallace Ford,

Not Set

Expensive
Beverly
Farewell
Leslie

Husbands
Roberts,
Again
Banks,

(WB)
Patric Knowles

(UA)
Flora

11-27-37
10-8-37

Robson

Carnival
Queen
(U)
Dorothea Kent, Robert Wilcox

10-3-37

Cassidy of Bar 20 (Para.)
William Boyd, Nora Lane

3-11-38

Fifty-Second
Street
(UA)
FD: 11-17-37; Kenny Baker,

Angel
(Para.)
FD:shall 9-17-37;

Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo (20th-Fox)
FD: 11-5-37; Warner Oland, Keye Luke

Fight for Your Lady (RKO)
FD: 9-28-37; John Boles, Ida Lupino

Charlie Chan on Broadway
FD:Marsh
10-18-37; Warner

Firefly, The (M-G-M)
FD: 9-2-37; Jeannette

Dietrich,

Annapolis
Salute
(RKO)
FD: 8-17-37; James Ellison,

Another
Family
Lewis Stone,

Affair
Cecelia

10-29-37
Herbert
Mar-

9-10-37
Hunt
12-17-37

Marsha

(M-G-M)
Parker

Anything for a Thrill (Conn)
FD: 6-22-37;
Frankie Darro. Kane Richmond
Arizona
Gunfighter
(Rep.)...
9-20-37
FD: 9-24-37; Bob Steele, Jean Carmen" .2-11-38
Arsene
Lupin
Returns
(M-G-M)
Melvyn Douglas, Warren William
Artists and Models
(Para.)
FD: 8-5-37; Jack Benny, Gail Patrick

8-12-37

Atlantic

8-25-37

Flight

(Mono.)

FD: 9-20-37; Dick Merrill, Paula Stone'
Awful Truth, The (Col.)
10-21-37
FD: 10-11-37; Irene Dunne, Cary Grant
Back in Circulation
(FN)
9-25-37
FD: 7-30-37; Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell
Bad Guy
(M-G-M)
8-20-37
FD: 8-26-37; Bruce Cabot, Virginia Gray
12-31-37
Bad Man of Brimstone (M-G-M)
Wallace Beery, Virginia Bruce
Barrier, The (Para.)
11-12-37
FD: 11-6-37; Leo Carrillo, Jean Parker
Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37;
Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux
Beg, Borrow or Steal (M-G-M)
12-3-37
FD: 12-2-37;
Frank Morgan,
Florence
Rice
Behind the Mike (U)
9-26-37
FD: 11-2-37; Judith Barrett, John King
Behind Prison Bars (Mono.)
FD: 11-22-37; Ralph Morgan,
Benefits Forgot
(M-G-M)
Walter Huston, Beulah Bondi
Big Broadcast
of 1938
(Para.)
W. C. Fields, Martha Raye

Kay

Linaker "
1-28-38
3-4-38

Big

City
(M-G-M)
9-3-37
FD: 8-30-37; Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer
Big Town Girl (20th-Fox)
12-3-37
FD: 11-13-37; Claire Trevor, Donald Woods
Black Aces (Universal)
9-5-37
FD: 8-25-37; Buck Jones, Kay Linaker
Blonde
Trouble
( Para.)
8-6-37
FD: 8-11-37; Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs
Blondes at Work
(WB)
Not Set
Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane
Blossoms
on Broadway
(Para.)
11-19-37
FD: 11-17-37; Edward Arnold, Shirley Ross
Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife
Gary Cooper, Claudette

(Para.)
Colbert

Boothill Brigade
(Rep.)
8-2-37
FD: 8-11-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire Rochelle

Boss of Lonely Valley
Buck Jones

(U)

Withers,

Stuart

Irwin
In Prod.

Cortez

College
Swing
(Para.)
In Prod.
Martha
Raye, Burns & Allen
Colorado
Kid
(Rep.)
FD: 12-11-37;
Bob Steele, Marion
Weldon
Confession
(Warner
Bros.)
8-28-37
FD: 7-20-37; Kay Francis, Ian Hunter
Conquest
(M-G-M)
FD: 10-26-37; Greta

Garbo,

10-29-37
Boyer

Charles

Counsel for Crime (Col.)
9-14-37
FD: 10-18-37; Otto Kruger, Jacqueline Wells
County
Fair
(Mono.)
11-24-37
FD: 11-17-37; John Arledge, Mary Lou Lender
Courage
of the West
(U)
FD: 12-10-37;
Bob Baker, Lois January
Criminals of the Air (Col.)
FD: 11-1-37; Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Damsel
FD:

in Distress (RKO)
11-20-37; Fred Astaire,

Joan

11-19-37
Fontaine

Dance, Charlie, Dance (W. B.)
FD: 8-27-37; Stuart Erwin, Glenda

8-14-37
Farrell

12-17-37
9-10-37
11-14-37

Fit

Dead
FD:
Dead
FD:

8-27-37

End
(UA)
8-3-37; Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea
March
(Imp.)
8-19-37; Solo Doudauz, Al Rigoli

Devil's Saddle
Dick Foran,
Dinner
FD:
Dr.

Legion, The
Anne Nagel

(WB)

at the Ritz (20th-Fox)
12-9-37; Annabella,
Paul

Rhythm
(Para.)
Bing Crosby, Mary

Carlisle

8-14-37
Lukas

11-26-37
3-25-38

Syn (GB)
10-15-37
FD: 10-21-37; George Arliss, Margaret Lockwood
Double or Nothing (Para.)
9-17-37
FD: 8-16-37; Bing Crosby, Martha Raye
Double
Wedding
(M-G-M)
10-15-37
FD: 9-23-37; William Powell, Myrna Loy
Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
FD: 6-15-37; Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence

Preston

Helen Mack
Whitney

10-15-37
10-21-37
Bourne
In Prod.

8-21-37
Reynolds

Craig

( (20th-Fox)
Jane Withers, Thomas

11-26-37
Beck

Girl of the Golden West (MGM)
Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy
Girl Said No, The (G. N.)
FD: 5-21-37;
Irene Hervey,

In Prod.
9-3-37
Armstrong

Robert

De Marney
GirlNova
Was Pilbeam,
Young, Derrick
The (GB)

T. ..".2-17-38

Girl With Ideas, A (U)
11-7-37
FD: 11-5-37; Wendy Barrie, Walter Pidgeon
Probation
Cost el lo,

(WB)
Bonita Granville

2-5-38

'•Gold Is Where You Find It (WB)
Olivia de Havilland, George Brent

In Prod.

Follies,
Menjou,

The
(UA)
Ritz Bros.,

Happy
Ending
(20th-Fox)
Sonja Henie, Don Ameche
Having Wonderful
Time
(RKO)
Ginger Rogers, Douglas Fairbanks,
Hawaiian
Smith

Buckaroo
Ballew

Headin'
East (Col.)
FD: 11-27-37;
Buck

3-4-38

Zorina

Great Garrick, The (WB)
FD: 9-28-37; Brian Aherne, Olivia
Gun Smoke
(Para.)
William Boyd, Natalie Moorhead

10-30-37
de Havilland
Not Set
1-28-37
In

Jones,

Ruth

1-14-37
12-13-37
Coleman

Headline
Huntress
(20th-Fox)
Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen
Heart
of Arizona
(Para.)
William
Boyd, Natalie Moorhead
Heidi
(20th-Fox)
FD: 10-12-37; Shirley Temple,
*Her Jungle Love (Para.)
Dorothy Lamour,
Ray Milland

Prod

Jr.

(20th-Fox)

1-21-37
4-8-38

Jean

10-15-37
Hersholt
4-29-38

Here's Flash Casey (GN)
10-8-37
FD: 10-20-37; Eric Linden, Boots Mallory

Duke Comes
Back, The (Rep.)
11-29-37
FD: 12-3-37; Allan Lane, Heather Angel

Heroes of the Alamo
(Xydias)
FD: 8-6-37; Earl Hodgins, Ruth

Easy Millions (RKO)
Sally Eilers, Preston Foster

Highway
Pirates
(WB)
Beverly Roberts, Dick Purcell

In Prod.

Foster

12-4-37

Naughty Girls (RKO)
9-24-37
9-2-37; James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts
that Kills, The (Col.)
9-30-37; Charles Quigley, Rita ...9-21-37
Hayworth
Gangway
(GB)
9-1-37
FD: 8-18-37; Jessie Matthews,
Barry Mackay

*Goldwyn
Adolphe

9-15-37

11-5-37

Forty
FD:
Game
FD:

Dangerously
Yours
(20th-Fox)
11-12-37
FD: 9-21-37; Cesar Romero, Phyllis Brooks
Dark Journey
( UA)
7-2-37
Conrad
Veidt, Vivien Leigh
1-21-38

Bros.)
Francis,

Footloose
Heiress (WB)
FD: 10-13-37; Ann Sheridan,
Forty-five Fathers
FD: 10-20-37;

11-19-37
Patterson

Pat

Flight from
Glory
(RKO)
FD: 9-17-37; Chester Morris,
Food for Scandal
(WB)

Girls on
Dolores

Daughter
of Shanghai
(Para.)
Anna May Wong, Cecil Cunningham
Dawn
to Dusk (Advance)
Margaret Morris, Bill Edwards

10-30-37
Terry Walker

11-5-37
MacDonald, Allan Jones

for a King (RKO)
FD: 9-1-37; Joe E. Brown,

Danger— Love at Work
(20th-Fox)
11-5-37
FD: 9-30-37; Anne Sothern, Jack Haley
Danger
Patrol (RKO)
12-3-37
FD: 11-27-37;
Sally Eilers, John Beal

Dr.

awa
t COll;
! atei
Vin;

Borneo
(20th-Fox)
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson

First Lady (Warner
FD: 9-3-37; Kay

City
Girl
(20th-Fox)
Phyllis Brooks,
Ricardo

4-15-38

Boots and Saddles (Rep.)
10-4-37
FD: 10-26-37; Gene Autrey, Judith Allen

Born to the West (Para.)
John Wayne, Marsha Hunt

Checkers
(20th-Fox)
FD: 12-8-37; Jane

(20th-Fox) .. .10-22-37
Oland, Keye Luke, Joan

(Mono.)
Milburn Stone,

High
Flyers
(RKO)
FD: 12-15-37; Wheeler and Woolsey,
High, Wide and
FD: 7-22-37;
Hitting
a New
FD: 12-3-37;

Findlay
2-19-38

11-26Lupe V« i

Handsome
(Para.)
10-1- j
Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott
High
(RKO) John
Lily Pons,

Howard 12-24-,'

HoldFD: 'Em
Navy (Para.)
10-19-37;
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle
Hollywood
Roundup Buck(Col.)
FD: 10-19-37;
Jones,

Hot and Happy
Sonja Henie,

11-5- '

11-16- .'
Helen Twelvetrees

Hopalong
Rides Again (Para.)
FD: 8-17-37; William
Boyd,

June Travis

Federal
Bullets
FD: 10-26-37;

Marlene

12-26-37
Farmer,

D.

Title

Release Date

-'Ebb-Tide
(Para.)
FD:
9-28-37;0scar

Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th-Fox)
10-29-37
FD:
10-21-37;
Eddie Cantor, Louise Hovick
9-8-37
(Rep.)
All Over Town
FD: 8-26-37; Ole Olson, Chic Johnson

lett

S
sold
Fre(
stal

Title

Lois

Wilde

(20th-Fox)
Don Ameche

9-3-.
1-28- •

Hurricane,
The (UA)
12-24FD: 11-10-37; Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall
Idol of the Crowds
(U)... Sheila Bromley
FD: 9-30-37; John Wayne,

10-10I'll Take Romance
FD: 12-17-37;
Invisible
Boris
It

Menace
Karloff,

(Col.)
Grace Moore,

12-1- 1
Douglas,

Melvyn

(WB)
Marie Wilson

1-22-

FD: 10-6-37; Richard Dix. Fay Wray
Happened
in Hollywood
(Col.)

9-7- '

It's All Yours
(Col.)
9-5- '
...11-20-,
FD: 7-28-37; Madeleine Carroll, Francis
Ledti
It's Love I'm After (FN)
Fa: 7-30-37; Leslie Howard, Bette Davis
Jones Family in Borrowing Trouble, The

(20th-Fox) Jed
FD: 10-26-37;

Prouty, Shirley

Deane12-10-

Jones Family in Hot Water, The (20th-Fox) .9-24FD: 11-10-37; Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Judge Priest (20th-Fox)
Reissue.
Will Rogers. Anita Louise
Jury's Secret, The
(U)
Kent Taylor, Fay Wray
Kid

. .11-12- ■

Comes
Back. The
(WB)
Barton MacLane, June Travis

2-19

. .1-16-

King
Sierras(trained
(GN)
Rex ofandthe Sheik

10-1-j

horses)

KingFD: Solomon's
MinesHardwick,
(GB).
7-2-37; C.
R. Young, P. 8-26-.
Robes
Kliou,
Killer All
(DuWorld)
8-14FD: the
8-23-37;
native cast
Lady
Back, Kent
The Taylor,
(U)
FD: Fights
11-10-37;
Lancer
Spy
(20th-Fox)
FD:Lorre
10-5-37;
Dolores

del

Irene Hervey 9-19Rio,

10-S-.
Sanders,

G.

Land Dick
BeyondForanthe Law
(WB)
Larger Than
Life (WB)
Frank McHugh, Jane Wyman

3-13Not S

LastFD: Gangster.
11-9-37; The
Edward(M-G-M)
G. Robinson,
Laughing
Senor
Smith Ballew

Rose 11-12-.
Stradr

(20th-Fox)

12-10-

Law for Tombstone
(U)
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

1010-

Life Begins in College (20th-Fox)
Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander

ID-fl

Lights Out (RKO)
Lee Tracy, Joan Woodbury

In Pre

LifeJeanBegins
With Douglas
Love (Col.)
Parker,
Montgomery

10-7

Life of Emile Zola.
FD: 7-2-37; Paul

The (WB)
10-2
Muni, Gale Sondergaard

Life of the Party (RKO)
FD: 8-24-37; Gene Raymond,
Living

Harriet

9-1
Hilliarfl

(M-G-M)
and Learn Robert
Love10-20-37;
Live,
FD: Russell
Montgomery,

10-22-.
Rosah

FD: 11-1-37:
on Love

Whitney
Bourne, James Dunn
(RKO)
1M2-:
Look Out for Love (GB)
Anna Nagle, Tull o Carminati
Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson
Look Out, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox)

12-24-:J

.12-24-:

-x

...

A CcdcHdai o$ TtatMht Jletcascs
■tie

t Horizon
(Columbia)
0: 3-4-37; Ronald Colman. Jane Wyatt
e and Hisses (20th-Fox)
Valter Winchell, Ben Bernie,

Simone

9-1-37

12-31-37
Simon

sj is a Headache
(M-G-M)
iladys George,
Franchot
Tone

1-21-38

e is on the Air (WB)
lonald Reagan, June Travis

10-2-37

■ on Toast
ohn Payne,

(Para.)
Stelle Ardler

12-10-37

e Under Fire (20th-Fox)
0: 8-16-37; Loretta Young,

Don Ameche

k of Roaring Camp
(Mono.)
iwen Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury
I About Music
leanna Durbin,

8-20-37

10-15-37

(U)
Herbert Marshall

In Prod.

lame X
(M-G-M)
10-1-37
D: 9-27-37; Gladys George, Warren William
(I a Wish (RKO
Radio)
D: 8-27-37;
Bobby
Breen,
Claire
n-Proof
(M-G-M)
lyrna Loy, Franchot Tone,
i Who
Cried
D: 8-19-37;
Brown

Wolf
Lewis

8-27-37
Rathbone,
M.

B.

1-7-38

R. Russell

(U)
Stone,

8-29-37
Reed, Tom

Barbara

ihattan Merry-Go-Round
(Rep.)
D: 11-11-37; Leo Carrillo, Ann
mequin
(M-G-M)
oan Crawford, Spencer

Dvorak

11-13-37
1-28-38

Tracy

ody of the Plains (Spectrum)
D: 4-2-37; Fred Scott, Louise Small
rily We Live (MGM)
onstance Bennett, Brian Aherne

In Prod.

ry-Go- Round
of 1938
(U)
11-24-37
D: 10-26-37; Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr
e a M inute Love (Ace)
*D: 4-6-37; William Blakewell, Arietta Duncan
lion Dollar Racket (Victory)
D: 11-15-37; Herman Brix, Joan Barclay
sing Witensses
(WB)
D: 12-14-37; John Litel, Jean
jntains Are
loah Beery,

My
Jr.

Kingdom

Title

Release Date

12-11-37
Dale

(U)

Paid to Dance
(Col.)
FD: 12-11-37;
Don

Prod.

11-12-37

Release Date

Terry,

Partners of the Plains
FD: 12-9-37; William

10-16-37
June Travis

Hopper,

11-4-37
Wells

Jacqueline

Partners
in Crime
(Para.)
FD: 9-8-37;
Lynne Overman,

10-8-37
Hutchinson

Muriel

(Para.)
Boyd, Gwen

1-28-38
Gaze

Patient in Room
IS
(WB)
Ann Sheridan, Patric Knowles
Penrod and His Twin
Mauch Twins

Brother

1-8-38
(WB)

2-26-28

Prairie
Dick

Thunder
(FN)
Foran, Ellen Clancy

9-11-37

Prescription for Romance
(U)
Wendy Barrie, Kent Taylor
Prisoner of Zenda, The (UA)
FD: 9-2-37;
R. Colman,
M.
banks, Jr.

12-12-37

Carroll,

D.

9-3-37
Fair-

Public Cowboy No. 1 (Rep.)
8-23-37
FD: 10-2-37; Gene Autrey, Ann Rutherford
Quick Money
(RKO)
Fred Stone, Dorothy Vaughn

12-10-37

Rage of Paris, The
Danielle Darrieux

In

(U)

Prod.

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (20th-Fox) . .In Prod.
Shirley Temple, Randolph Scott
Red Lights Ahead
(Chesterfield)
FD: 9-29-37; Andy Clyde, Lucile Gleason
Red

Mill, The
Allan Jones,

(M-G-M)
Delia Land

In

Renfrew of the Royal Mounted
(GN)
FD: 10-13-37; James Newill, Carol

10-1-37
Hughes

Reported
Missing (U)
FD: 9-1-37; Jean Rogers
of Raffles

Prod.

8-15-3,

(Invincible)

In

Riders of the Dawn
(Mono.)
FD: 8-17-37; Jack Randall

9-9-3/

Ridin' the Lone Trail (Rep.)
FD: 10-28-37; Bob Steel, Claire

Rochelle

11-1-37

Roll Along, Cowboy
(20th-Fox)
Smith Ballew, Cecilia Parker

Dear Miss Aldrich
D: 10-13-37; Edna

Joan

(M-G-M)
9-17-37
May Oliver, Walter Pidgeon

Wife (M-G-M)
osephine Hutchinson,

George

Murphy

9-3-37

lion Aflame (Treasure
Picts.)
D: 10-20-37; Noel Madison,

Norma Trelvar

y Blue and Gold (M-G-M)
iD: 11-17-37;
Robert Young,

Florence

nt Club Scandal
(Para.)
<D: 10-21-37; John Barrymore,
-Stop New York (GB)
D: 10-7-37; Anna Lee, John
'thing
Sacred
ID: 11-24-37;

(UA)
Carole

11-19-37
Louise Campbell
11-17-37
Loder

Lombard,

Fredric

Wyoming Trail, The (Col.)
harles Starrett, Barbara Weeks
-!Such a Night (Para.)
D: 8-16-37; Karen Morley,

11-19-37
Rice

Alan

11-26-37
March
11-8-37

8-27-37
Mowbray

Hundred Men and a Girl (U)
9-12-37
D: 9-3-37; Deanna Durbin, A. Menjou, M. Auer
jsr Gate (Mono.)
alph Morgan,
Kay

8-14-37
Linaker

ilaws of the Orient (Col.)
D: 9-29-37; Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

8-20-37

9-10-37
Heyward,
V

0.

12-18-37

She's Got Everything
(RKO)
Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond
She Shall
Have
Music
(Imp.)
FD: 11-29-30;
June Clyde, Jack

In Prod.
Hylton

She's
Lady Ann (Para.)
John NoTrent,
Dvorak

8-20-37

(Rep.)
Novarro,

Lola

9-6-37

Lane

P. Kelly,

In Prod.
L. Roberti
10-8-37

Romance
in the Dark
(Para.)
Swarthout-Boles-J. Barrymore

2-18-38

Rosalie
(M-G-M)
Eleanor Powell, Nelson Eddy

Sophie Lang Goes West (Para.)
G. Michael, B. Borland, S. Storme

12-24-37

SpyWilliam
Ring,

The
Hall,

(U)
Jane

Stage Door
(RKO)
FD: 9-13-37; Katharine
B. Meredith
Stand
FD:

in (UA)
10-5-37;

Leslie

Storm
FD:

in a Teacup
11-18-37;
Allgood

Sergeant
Ronald

Murphy
Reagan,

(WB)
Mary Maguire

Not Set

R.

(U)

11-10-37

(GN)
Wallace

Ford,

Take It Easy (Roach)
Constance Bennett, Brian

Paula

In Prod.

Aherne

Revenge
(20th-Fox)
Morris, Eleanor Holm
Operator

Boyd,

FD: 11-26-37;
Peter Lorre,
Peter Lorre, Jayne Regan
That Certain Woman
FD: 8-2-37; Bette

(WB)
Davis,

That's
My Morgan,
Story (U)
Claudia
William Lundigan
There Goes the Groom
(RKO)
FD: 10-12-37; Burgess Meredith,
Gloria

Thin Ice (20th-Fox)
FD: 8-24-36; Sonja

Sh!

12-11-37

Think Fast, Mr. Moto
(20th-Fox)
FD:
4-6-37; Peter Lorre, Virginia

12-9-37

This is My Wife (M-G-M)
Josephine Hutchinson, Cliff Edwards

Shadows of the Orient (Mono.)
8-18-37
FD: 10-13-37; Regis Toomey, Esther Ralston

Henie,

Thrill of a Lifetime (Para.)
FD: 11-10-37; Leif Erikson,

1-21-38

Tovarich
(Warner
FD: 12-4-37;

Bros.)
Claudette

Trailing

(GN)

Trouble

Tyrone

Trouble
Noah

at Midnight
(U)
Beery, Jr., Catherine

This Way,
Please
(Para.)
FD: 9-15-37;
Charles
"Buddy"
Grable

10-17-37

Hughes

True Confession
(Para.)
12-24-37
FD: 11-22-37; Carole Lombard,
Fred MacMurray
Two M inutes to Play (Vic)
FD: 10-16-37; Herman Brix, Jean Martel
Uncivilized (B.O.
FD: 11-18-37;

Attract.)
Dennis Hoey,

Under
Suspicion
(Col.)
FD: 11-22-37; Jack Holt,
Varsity
Show
(WB)
FD: 8-16-37;
Dick
Marie Lane

Not Set
Rhys

Margot

Kathryn de Mille

Powell,

Priscilla

Victoria the Great (RKO)
FD: 9-17-37; Anton Walbrook,

and

9-24-37

-Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938
(UA) . .9-17-37
FD: 8-7-37; Joan Bennett, Warner Baxter
Wells Fargo
(Para.)
FD: 12-7-38; Joel

McCrea,

West of Shanghai
(FN)
FD: 11-1-37; Boris Karloff,
Western
Smith

Frances

Dee

Westland
Case
FD: 9-28-37;

(U)
Preston

8-27-37

Foster,

Frank

10-31-37
Jenks

What Price Vengeance
(Rialto Prods.)
FD: 4-2-37; Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie
Trails Divide (Mono.)
10-18-37; Tom
Keene,

Eleanor

10-13-37
Stewart

Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox)
9-17-37
FD: 9-8-37; Loretta Young, W. Baxter, V. Bruce
Wild Innocence
(H. Garfield)
FD: 11-17-37; Brian Abbott,

You're
FD:

Prod.

10-15-37
Rogers,
Betty

1-14-37

10-30-37
Roberts

Beverly

Gold (20th-Fox)
Ballew, Heather Angel

in

Prison

Cahoon,

at

Oxford,

Robert Taylor,
Young
Dynamite
FD: 12-15-37;

8-27-37

9-4-37
Rose

11-12-37
Neagle

Anna

Wallaby Jim of the Islands (GN)
FD: 10-12-37; George Houston

Yank

9-3-37

In

8-27-37

Trapped
by G-Men
(Col.)
10-27-37
Ken Maynard
FD:
9-9-37;
Jack
Holt, Wynne
Gibson
(Reviewed under title of "River of Missing Men")
Trigger Trio, The ( Rep.)
10-18-37
FD: 10-22-37; The Three Mesquiteers

Not
Munro

Wendy
Walter

9-11-37
MacLane
In Prod.
Prod.

(Col.)
Scott

Colton
9-10-37
12-24-37

A

Helen

(M-G-M)

a Sweetheart
(U)
12-14-37;
Alice Faye,

Youth on Parole (Rep.)
FD: 10-7-37; Marian Marsh,

10-11-37
Mack
2-18-38

Maureen O'Sullivan
(Conn)
Frankie Darro, Kane
George

You're
Only Young
Once
(M-G-M).
Lewis Stone, Cecilia Parker

<H1

Set

9-10-37
Brennan

In

Wrong
Road, The (Rep.)
FD: 9-23-37; Richard Cromwell,

10-9-37
Dickson

Field

12-25-37
Charles Boyer

Colbert,

Women
With Wings
(20th-Fox)
Rochelle Hudson, Joan Marsh

10-29-37
Sothern

Power

10-22-37
Hunt

Women Men Marry, The (M-G-M)
George Murphy, Josephine
Hutchinson

10-24-37
Ann

Betty Grable

Thunder
Trail
(Para.)
FD: 11-22-37;
Gilbert Roland, Marsha
' Tough to Handle
(Conn)
Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond

Wyn
9-11-37

11-26-37
Tucker
1-14-38

Women

Regan

Fonda

Sophie

Three Men in the Snow (M-G-M)
Frank Morgan,
Florence Rice

Kay Francis, Pat O'Brien
Women Have a Way
(RKO)
Miriam
Hopkins, Ray Milland

11-26-37
Allen

Jayne

Henry

They Won't
Forget (FN)
FD: 6-14-37; Claude Rains,

Hayworth

10-15-37
Reynolds

Judith

Thoroughbreds
Don't Cry (M-G-M)
FD:
11-24-37;
Mickey
Rooney,

Wine, Women and Horses (WB)
FD: 10-37;
Ann Sheridan, Barton
Women
Are Like That
(WB)

9-30-37

Rides with the Boy Scouts (GN)
FD: 12-2-37; Tex Ritter, Marjorie

Release Date

Wild and Wooly
(20th-Fox)
FD: 7-19-37; Jane Withers,

12-17-37

(Mono.)

Title

Where
FD:

Stone
11-5-37
Jewell

Isabel

11-20-37

Shadow,
The
(Col.)
Charles Quigley, Rita

2-25-38
Sara

11-27-37
Doris Weston

Swing It, Professor (Amb.)
FD: 11-13-37;
Pinky Tomlin,

Tarzan's
Glenn

Prod.

Dangerous (20th-Fox) . . . In Prod.
Myrna Loy

Sudden
Bill Dorn
Buck Jones

Swing it, Sailor
FD: 11-8-37;

Harrison,

Sez O'Reilly to McNab
(GB)
Will Fyffe, Will Mahoney
The Octopus
(WB)
Hugh Herbert, Marcia Ralston

9-22-37
Eliot
In

(UA)
V. Leigh,

Texas
Trail
(Par.)
FD: 10-12-37; William

11-19-37
Power

10-29 37
Blondell

Joan
Kathleen

Submarine
D-l
(FN)
FD: 11-18-37; Pat O'Brien,
Such Women Are
Warner Baxter,

10-8-37
Rogers,

Ginger

Start Cheering
(Col.)
Durante-Connolly-Niesen

1-14-38

Tyrone

In Prod.

Hepburn,

Stars Over Arizona
(Mono.)
FD: 10-2-37; Jack Randall,

Sally, Irene and Mary (20th-Fox)
Alice Faye, Fred Allen

Second
Honeymoon
(20th-Fox)
FD: 11-11-37; Loretta Young,

11-1-37

Howard,

Tex

2-11-38

1-2-38

Squadron
"B"
(Advance)
Bill Edwards,
Margaret Morris
Squadron
of Honor
(Col.)
Don Terry, Mary Russell

Not Set

( Para.)
Louise Campbell

11-15-37
Rowles

Wyman

Sailing Along (GB)
Jessie Matthews

Scandal
Street
Lew Ayres,

9-3-37
Frances

Raft,

FD: 8-27-37
Springtime
in the Rockies
(Rep.)
FD: 12-23-37;
Gene Autry, Polly

Telephone

Saturday's
Heroes (RKO)
10-8-37
FD: 10-18-37; Van Hellin, Marian Marsh

9-10-37

Souls at Sea (Para.)
FD: 8-10-37; Gary Cooper, George
Dee
Spanish Earth (Cont. Historians)

Prod.

der on Diamond Row
D: 11-15-37; Edmund

10-1-37
Fontaine

Asked for It (Para.)
FD: 8-30-37;
Wm.
Gargan,
Osbourne
She Loved a Fireman
(WB)
Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan

Something to Sing About
(GN)
9-3-37
FD: 8-31-37; James Cagney, Evelyn Daw
*Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (RKO-Disney) .

(Rep.)
11-8-37
Frieda Inescort, Walter Abel

Road Show
(M-G-M)
J. Barrymore, 0. Hardy,

Tamara

She

Prod.

Portia on Trial
FD: 11-5-37;

►der in Greenwich Village (Col.)
10-16-37
D: 11-3-37; Fay Wray, Richard Arlen

;ic for Madame
(RKO)
D: 9-15-37; Nino Martini,

In

Some Blondes Are Dangerous
(U)
11-28-37
FD: 11-5-37; William
Gargan, Dorothea
Kent

River of Unrest, The (GB)
1-10-36
FD: 8-18-37; John Loder, Antoinette Cellier

12-10-37
Desni

Release Date

Shanghai
Deadline
(20th-Fox)
Cesar Romero, Virginia Field

Sheik Steps Out, The
FD: 7-29-37;
Ramon

Dodd Takes the Air (WB)
8-21-37
rD: 7-29-37; Kenny Baker, Gertrude Michael

(UA)
Lowe,

Title

Perfect Specimen,
The (FN)
10-23-37
FD: 9-28-37; Errol Flynn, Joan Blondell

Return
In

Boggs Steps Out (GN)
■tuart Erwin, Helen Chandler

Over the Goal (FN)
FD: 10-20-37; William

Gordon

Richmond
12-26-37
Murphy
...12-10-37
10-4-37
Oliver

MIIHMH'HOKH
SOUM

D

the Result of Three Great Forces
^r/ Bell Laboratories Research
^C EaR*P*I* Engineering
^ Motiograph Craftsmanship
The welding of these Three Great Forces gives you ever]
basic improvement developed by science since the advent
of Sound including Thirty-seven (37) Exclusive Features.
COMPLETE
-roi

me

Model 1/500 — For the theater with a seating '2395.C
capacity
ranging up to 1500 seats . . . cubical content not in
excess of 250,000 cubic feet.

lung

SYSTEMS
ineaiei

wun

a

'1290.00
. cubical content up to 60,000
cubic

Model 2,500 — For the theater with a seating capa
ranging between 1500 and 2500 seats . . . cubical cont
not in excess of 550,000 cubic feet.
»3275.00

Model 900 — For the theater with a seating capacity
ranging between 500 and 900 seats . . . cubical content
not in excess of 120,000 cubic feet.
'1390.00

Model 4,000 — For the theater with a seating capacity
ranging between 2500 and 4000 seats . . . cubical conten
not in excess of 1,000,000 cubic feet.
'3875.00

Model 1,250 — For the theater with a seating capacity
ranging between 900 and 1250 seats . . . cubical content

Model 5,000 — This model is designed especially for
extra -large auditoriums with a cubical content ofi';

up to 500 seats .
feet

not in excess of 200,000 cubic If '

'2225.00
PRICES

F. O.

B.

1,000,000
CHICAGO or more cubic feet.

Motiograph, inc., Chicago, u.s.a.

'4850.C
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N-G-A4 Plans No GtyT Mergei^m Australia, Says Loew

OW 3 P. UDVANCE

IILM COPYRIGHT VIOL

lexicon Production Next Year Expected to Hit 60-70
Features Now in Work
I in Studios; 24-Hour
Operation Rules
|3y MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
tlLM DAILY
Staff Correspondent
Exico, D. F. — Eighteen pictures
I Mexican producers are now in
p, in the biggest spurt the local
an picture industry has expend.
ith several new producers enLg the field during the past four
phs, unprecedented activity preand all four studios in the
tal are working 24 hours daily
111 current needs for space and
latory facilities.
fe conviction is generally held
next year will be by far the
|for the local industry, and f ea(Conlinucd on Page 4)

f-PRICE TELE SET
'ELOPED BY DUMONT
bvelopment of a television reling set costing about one-third
];he price of present receivers
announced Saturday by Allen
)u Mont, president of the Du
It Laboratories, Inc., of Mont-

I, N. J.

Ui Mont
gadically

describes
different,

the new
set
embracing a

(Continued on Page 6)

1937

(Continued on Page 6)

it's Bonus

Time

It's going to be a Merry Christmas
r the hundred or so employees uf
agner Sign Service, Inc. President E.
agner is giving each a bonus of 5%
their annual
wages.

MAKERS

CPB

Yearly
Violation

Report
Trend

Says
Is

Toward
"Bicycling"
Motion
picture
copyright violations increased approximately 3 p.c.
in 1937 over 1936, according to the
annual report just issued by the
Copyright Protection Bureau. Jack
H. Levin, director of the bureau, revealed that one or more violations
SCHENCK
• •
were found in 12.03 p. c. of the theaters investigated during the current
Both
Metro's year, compared with 9.3 p. c. of the
Leo (symbolizirregularities disclosed during the
lengthing feature)
the fulland Leo Jr., fiscal year of 1936. The report covers
the period from Oct. 31, 1936, to Oct.
(the short sub- 31, 1937.
j e c t ) jumped
through
Although this year's report shows
more hoops violations (Continued
in excesson Page
of last
year's,
4)

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines
•

•

WILL H. HAYS

•

•

To recount the
activities and
ace omplishments of The
General during
'37 is tantamount to writing an encyclopedia in 100
words. Voiced
film accord appreciationot
Italy; spoke at
Zukor Jubilee
Dinner;
praised film advertising advance; vowed
majors would not join Federal industry
control move; celebrated his 15th Anniversary as MPPDA head; pleaded for
industry's self-regulation in a brilliantly
prepared report, and witnessed his son
receive degree at Wabash. He received
honors from the American Legion during
that organization's
New
conven< Continued on
PageYork
5)

•

•

N. M.

than ever under Nicholas
masterful ringmSchenck's
a s te rin g
throughout the

Restricted to Rentals Only — Loew
WB

Plans Gossip Service
For 160 Radio Stations

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner Bros, is inaugurating a semi-weekly gossip,
news and feature service for 160
radio stations
throughout the coun(Continued on Page 6)
A most accurate and up-to-date theater list
will be one of the many important features of
the 1938 FILM YEAR
BOOK.— Advt.

HARRY GHARNAS SELLS
CRITERION INTEREST

past 12 months. Result, M-G-M's biggest
year. In early December, when report
Harry Charnas has disposed of his
was rife that Louis B. Mayer might leave,
it was Schenck who advised that L.B.M. interests in the Macon Amusement
Co., operating the New Criterion
was not resigning but re-signing to the Theater
on Broadway. Charnas made
tune of a five-year pact. And at the the announcement
over the weeksame time Nicholas M. set new deals
( Continued on Page 4)
with Al Lichtman, E. J. Mannix, Sam
Katz, Benjamin Thau, et al.

Metro-Greater Union Theaters Deal

18 Newsreel Cameramen
In Orient Get 7 Bonuses
jven bonuses have been earned
Jreorge Krainukov, Norman Alley
Howard Winner, Universal
Isreel cameramen, for their cov|e of the Sino-Japanese
unde-

HISTORY

M-G-M has a rental deal with
Greater Union Theaters of Australia but there will be no merger of
the
and Loew's,
LoewGUT
told group
The Film
Daily. Arthur
Loew
said that there had been talk of
such a combination but that Loew's,
Inc., felt that it could not handle
any more theaters in Australia. One
(Continued on Page 6)

The presses are rolling and the FILM YEAR
BOOK for 1938 will soon be making new motion
picture history. — Advt.

Joseph Bernhard Holds
Warner Zone Mgrs. Meet

Joseph Bernhard, General Manager of Warner Theaters, will preside over a meeting of his zone managers in the home office today.
The following zone managers will
be present:
James Coston, Chicago; Nat Wolf,
(Continued on Page 4)

Holiday Smash
We have hopes of making the Drive
for the Relief Fund one of the big
Holiday Smashes — with YOUR help. But
the time is getting short. Christmas
Day your
is thecontrib,
dead-line.
sent
be a
do it right now. Every
Needy
Case within
our

If you
haven't
good
feller
and
cent goes to a
own
ranks.
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East. Kodak
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OVER-THE-COUNTER

58
FOR

L
ion
if

vill
ror
sT.

.lett
1 awa
con;
[atei
Vin;
S
sold
Fre<
stal

-s

Adventure's
End
(Universal
Pictures)
(a)
Boss of Lonely
Valley
(Universal
Ficlures)

la-b)

Clobe
Palace
Patace

(a)

Central
Central

TWO-A-DAY
The

Hurricane

(United

Artists — Coldwyn) — 6th

♦ FOREIGN

RUN
week

LANGUAGE

FEATURES

Mayerling
(Pax
Film) — 14th
week
Life and Loves of Beethoven
(World
Pictures) — 5th week
Young
Pushkin
(Amkino)
People
of France
(French
Film) — 2nd
week
Love or a Kingdom
(Central
Polish Film) — 2nd week
Club
de Femmes
(Mayer-Burstyn) — 2nd week
(a-b)
The Wave
(Garrison
Film) — 2nd week
(a-b)

♦ FUTURE

OPENUSGS

55th

♦

The
First
Lady
(Warner
Bros.
Picturesl — Dec.
22
Navy
Blue and Gold
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Dec. 23
Sh!
The Octopus
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Dec. 23
The Cantor's
Son
(Eron Pictures) — Dec. 23
You're
a Sweetheart
(Universal
Pictures) — Dec.
24
Daughter
of Shanghai
(Paramount
Pictures) — Dec. 24
The Life of Emile Zola
(Wainer
Bros. Pictures) — Dec. 24 (a-b)
There
Goes
the Groom
(RKO
Radio) — Dec. 24 (a)
Peter the First (Amkino) — Dec. 24
Intermezzo
(Scandinavian Film) — Dec. 24
Hitting a New
Hish
(RKO
Radio
Pictures) — Dec. 25
Niedorajda
(Central Polish Film) — Dec. 25 (a)
Ksiazatko
(Central
Polish Film) — Dec. 25 (a)
Wells
Fargo
(Paramount
Pictures) — Dec. 29
Tovarich
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures) — Dec.
30
In Old Chicago
(20th Century-Fox — Jan. 6 (d)
The Affairs of Maupassant (European Film) (c)
(a)
Id)

Dual bill. (b)
Two-a-day
run.

Subsequent run.

(c)

♦
St.

Astor

Filmarte
Playhouse
Cameo
Squire
Belmont
World
World

Strand
Capitol
Rialto
Squire
Roxy
Criterion
Palace
Palace
Cameo
Cinema
de
Paris
Rivoli
Belmont
Belmont
Paramount
Music
Hall
Astor
55th St. Playhouse

Follows current bill.

cominc am com
:
JAMES A. FITZPATRICK,
Travcltalk
series,
leaves
Coast on the Century.

producer of M-i
tomorrow
for

CRADWELL
L. SEARS, Warners' general
manager,
BEN
KALMENSON,
newly
appoi
Western and Southern sales manager, and
HAINES.
Eastern
sales manager,
return to
Warner
home
office in New
York today
vacations.
ROMAN
REBUSH,
distributor
for New
Films, Inc., is in Chicago arranging for prcrr
IRENE
there
of new Yiddish
film, "Green
Fields.'
husband,
AGAI. Hungarian film star, and
director, STEPHEN SZEKELEY, noted Hunga
arrive
here
tomorrow
on the A
tania.
HARRY CRAHAM. Universal southern did
manager. WILLIAM HEINEMAN, western
trict sales manager, E. T. COMERSALL,
western district chief, A. J. HERMAN, wlj
headquarters are at Albany, and SIC V.T
MAN. local U sales leader, arrived in New j
Saturday
for sales meetings.
HERB CROOKER,
home office publicity di
torFRANK
for Warners,
has returned
from the Cc
director, has
turned
to LLOYD,
Paramount
Hollywood.
RICHARD WALLACE, Hollywood director
way
to New
York from the Coast.
to Holly*
KAREN
MORLEY
has returned
after European trip.
his

LEO
McCAREY,
Paramount
director,
wife, arrive in Hollywood
today.

and

FRANCHOT
TONE
s scheduled to arrive
New
York
this week to join his wife, JC
CRAWFORD,
who
is
staying
at the Wale

Third Dimension Film
Patent Granted Etzel

Sidney
Singerman,
at "U" pron StillUniversal
Singerma
gram department head, has not resigned from that post, he said SaturWashington — Charles Etzel, Philadelphia inventor, has been granted where.day, denying reports published elsea U. S. patent on a photographic device which will lend impressions of
depth as well as solidity to motion
pictures.
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

at

CHARLES
ROBERTS, foreign department
Columbia,
is in Havana
on a business 1

an

LOU IRWIN arrived in Hollywood
American
airliner,

Vs
Vi

RENT

CAPITOL THEATRE. ALBANY, NEW
YORK, LOCATED ACROSS THE STREET
FROM TEN EYCK HOTEL, 1,200 SEATS,
800 on first floor, 400 in balqony, full
stage, modern, new RCA sound equipment,
good seats and decoration, ready, to operate. With subsequent run pictures and
low priced vaudeville or with subsequent
run pictures with Bingo, bank night or
giveaways at low admission, this house,
with short build-up, should show $500.00
a week net profit. Will rent 20% of
gross for pictures or 15% if operated with
vaudeville.

Apply Capitol Theatre
Chapel Street
Albany, N. Y.

Floyd B. Odium, Atlas Corp. head,
has not decided whether or not he
will leave for the Coast, he declared
Saturday. If he goes, he added, it
will be for the purpose of spending
the holidays at his ranch there.

9,000 Television Receiving
Sets Now Owned in London
London (By cable) — Televisionconscious London now has 9,000 television receiving sets, with at least
5,000 of this total being purchased
in the last four months, it is estimated. BCC is planning to televise
Sunday programs shortly.

\)ov\+ be

Chorus Equity Expanding Field
Chorus Equity has announced
plans to organize chorus girls in
night clubs and restaurants. Previously the association has confined
its' activities to chorus girls in
theaters.

today |

JOHN
and ELAINE
BARRYMORE
are
New
York today
from
Hollywood.
NATALIE
GARSON,
M-G-M
player,
fiom the Coast today.

Floyd Odium Undecided
On Trip to West Coast

63/4
STOCK
MARKET
Asked
Bid5V4.
98
Pathe Film 7 pfd
86 3/4
8434
Fox Thea. Bids. 6'/2s 1st '36 94
44
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 . .
46
60
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6V'4s 1st '43
Y.

Pictures)
Century-Fox)
National)
(a)

®

Theater
Strand
Rivoli
Capitol
Paramount
Music
Hall
Roxy
Criterion
Rialto

W. to
CONROW,
Service
is L.
slated
arrive in Altec
New York
this Corp.
week h.1
|]
southern trip.

7'/2
7'/2 -4- !4
161'/2163
+2

Cen. Th. Eq
121/4
12
12''8
Loew's.
Inc
49
48V2
49
do
pfd
Paramount
10?8
105/8
1078
Paramount
1st pfd...
41/4
Paramount
2nd pfd.. 21V2
1034
1058
1034
Fathe
Film
6',4
6'/48
6'/4
4'/4 21'
4M,
RKO
20th
Century-Fox
21 1/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 27
Univ. Pict. pfd
27
27
Warner
Bros
7
6%
6%
do pfd
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Crand
National
%
7/s
7/s
Monogram
Picts.
...
1 Vi
1 Vi
1 V2
Sonotone
Corp.
. . l3/4
1%
l5's
Technicolor
I8I/4
18'/4
18'/4
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
N.

Under Suspicion
(Columbia
Second
Honeymoon
(20th
Adventurous
Blonde
(First

AS OF SATURDAY)
High
11
14

Parade

Picture and Distributor
The Life of Emile Zola (Warner
Brcs. Picturcsl — 4th week
A Damsel
in Distress (RKO
Radio
Pictures
4lh week
The Last Cangster
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
2nd week
True Confession
( Paramount
Pictures)
I'll Take
Romance
(Columbia
Pictures)
Charlie Chan
at Monte
Carlo (20th Century-Fox)
Bulldog Shadow
Drummond's
(Paramount
Pictures)
The
(ColumbiaRevenge
Pictures)

o{ ROSA Ll e1

<

Boyd, Phila, • Strand, Albany • Buffalo, Buff?

ity Music Hall, N.Y. • Orpheum, Omaha • Victory,

Antonio • Stanley, Utica • Denver, Dem

, Charleston • Hippodrome, Cleveland • Aztec, S$

Embassy, Easton • Joyland, Tope

?t. Worth • Des Moines, Des Moines • State, Wj

vntown, L.A. • Earle, Washing!

Montreal • Warner, Memphis • Colonial, 'i

iry • Orpheum, Portland, Ore^

od, Los Angeles • Colonial, Richmoi
, Sioux City • Ohio, Canton »j

9 Fox, Phoenix • Plaza, El Pj

nderson, Louisville • Fqj

Norfolk • Sherman, New Ha^
kin • Chief, Colorado Sprii

Hartford • Roger Sh
;, Albuquerque

Hy ^gfield • Spreckles, San Di<

New London

[.•Paramount, Palm Be:
|more • Circle, Indianap

|Milwaukee
Altoona
ttiilii

j| Racine • Dayton, Day
Capitol, Vancouver, B

Dubuque1
unt, Cedar Rapi<

rgantown * Grand, Terre Ha

a, Johnstown • Palace,

\ Sharon • Aldine, Wil'mini

, Galveston • Venetian, Ri

Spvay, Kenosha • Capitol, Madi

llentown • Columbia, F

[estown • Carolina, Winston-Sa
jerland • Capitol, Grand Is]

1, Toronto • Gateway, K
Oshkosh

[orwich • Palace, Bethlel
'n • Victor, New Ci
^
Utah, Salt Lake <
•folk • Paramount, Ai
^Strand, Muncie • I
Stanley, Baltir

irner, Ei
'o

'*»!'.Ghf

°o. »/,
**//.

<l

[e • Keeney's, Eli
Jherman, Chillit

liberty, Yakim]

Orpheum, Pai

Loxy, Springfield, 111!

iperial, Char
[ate, Springfieh

Tarksburg • Majestic, Shamokl
benix • Shea's Opera House, Jamestown-^
Claudette COLBERT

Charles BOYER

in"TOVARICH"with
•
BASIL RATHBONE
• ANITA LOUISE
MELVILLE COOPER • ISABEL JEANS • Morris
Carnovsky • Victor Kilian • An Anatole Litvak Prod'n

Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Adapted from the Play by Jacques
Deval • English Version by Robert E. Sherwood • Music by Max Steiner

Columbia, Portsn

&*\

MEXICO WILL PRODUCE
60-70 PIX NEXT YEAR
(Continued from I'age 1)
ture production is anticipated to
reach a record of 60 to 70.
Success being enjoyed both here
and abroad by three or four Mexican
productions of last season, notably
Bustamente and de Fuentes' "Alia
en el Rancho Grande" (Way Down
on Rancho Grande), has created a
strong, growing demand for Mexican-made pictures in the Spanishspeaking countries.
Productores Unidos, SCL has
been organized by three leading producers for the joint distribution of
their product both in Mexico and
Central America. Affiliated are La
Compania Mexicana de Peliculas and
Producciones Sanchez Tello.
Fernando de Fuentes is the president of Productores Unidos, with
Alfonso Sanchez Tello general production manager.
Films de Artistas Mexicanos Asociados (FAMA) is another producing company just established, with
Francisco de P. Cabrera, former
manager of distribution for the now
defunct Cinematografica Latino
Americana, S. A. (CLASA), in
charge of production.
Iracheta y Elvira, organized three
months ago, has just finished its
first picture, "Adelita," a story of
the Mexican revolution with Esther
Fernandez in the title role and Jorge
Velez playing the male lead. Guillermo Hernandez Gomez megaphoned.
Probably the outstanding pix of
the current crop from a box-office
point of view will be Films Selectos'
"La Zandunga" starring Lupe Velez. This will mark the Mexican
star's first appearance in a Spanish
language film. Fernando de Fuentes is directing the production.

Interest in Criterion
Sold by Harry Charnas
(Continued from Page

1)

end, on the eve of his departure for
Florida. This gives B. S. Moss complete control of the Criterion Theater.
Asked about his future plans
Charnas stated that he is negotiating for a proposition in California.
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Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
•

•

•

ONLY

live more

days

to Christmas,

little darlings

of the

film biz
hang up your sox on Xmas Eve
and we'll all toddle
down in the cold gray dawn to see what Santa Claus has brought us
isn't it delightful how at each
cynicism and hardboiled
attitude, and
kiddies again
Hopeful, we mean

• •
•
WELL.
WELL
overflowing
everybody

Xmas
Season
we forget our
become
like little starry-eyed

every
child's sock is
is excitedly opening gaily

filled to
wrapped

packages
look at 'em
Anti-Theater
Bills
Foreign
Quotas
Dividends
Passed
Picket
Lines
Chain
Taxes on Circuits
and so forth and so forth
well, well
Merry
Xmas
to everybody ... .mebbe
next year we will
all get a real happy surprise
who knows?
Help the Relief Fund to Take Care of Our Own
•

•

•

BIG

GUN

for

the

new

year

booms

Needy

with

announce-

ment of the Twentieth Century-Fox's "In Old Chicago" world premiere
at the Astor theater on Thursday
eve, January 6
this will be
the first of the roadshow engagements on what the execs state is the
biggest and costliest production in the history of the company

• •
•
THE PREMIERE will bring Darryl F. Zanuck from
the Coast to participate in the festivities
also Alice Faye and
Tyrone Power, two of the stars of the film
Sidney R. Kent,
the president, is giving a cocktail party for Mister Zanuck on the
afternoon
of Jan. 4 at the Waldorf-Astoria
and the nite
before the premiere, the production manager of the studio will
be the guest of honor at a dinner party given to him by a group
of friends
the biggest exploitation campaign ever put behind a Fox special will open with a smash $50,000 campaign for
the New York premiere
The Time is Short — Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
•

•

•

ON

A visit to her four-year-old daughter Melinda at St.

George's Nursery School in Toronto
Joan Bennett was quite embarrassed it seems that Melinda did not believe in Santa Claus
questioned
by the school authorities for her heresy, she said:
"Mother said there is no Santa Claus"
so Joan found herself tearfully protesting that she really did believe in Santa Claus
judging
by her recent big takes from the film biz, why shouldn't she believe
in Santa Claus?
T
▼
T
•

•

•

SIGN

INNOVATION

at the Roxy

theater

a marquee device that permits the use of 8", 10", 12", 16" or 24"
letters in any part of the job
four years ago the Roxy was
the first theater in the country to install a complete silhouette
letters sign
these devices
are designed
by Wagner
Sign
Service
Get on the Honor Roll! Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
•
test
the

wishes
from The Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER 20
Irene Dunne
William

C.

Daily to
birthday:

•

•

WIVES of five former presidents of the United States have

been invited to the New York premiere of Warners' "First Lady" at the
Strand on Wednesday
all fields in which women
are prominent
will be represented in the brilliant audience

Hyer

«

«

«

»

»

»

])

the irregularities were considera
less than
those
disclosed
for
years 1930 and 1931 when the p
centage was reported as 44.6.
In addition to the increase of c
closures of irregularities, "bicyclir,
violations subst?ntially exceeded i
"hold-over" complaints, a reversal
the trend during preceding years.
According for
to this
Levin's
report,in "1v;
explanation
increase
lations disclosed, and the trend
violations toward 'bicycling' rati
than 'holding over,' presumably 1
in an influx of new exhibitors a
exhibitors previously operati
single units or small circuits who :
quired one or more additional tht

Copyright Protection Bureau di
ing the year undertook an intens
investigation in 33 states of moti
pictures shown under non-theatriauspices to determine the soul
from which the prints are obtain
The report discussed an import*
ters." handed down on Dec 6, 19
opinion
by the Circuit Court of Appeals :
the Second Circuit. This opinion
the first time, expressly recogni^
the existence of exclusive exhibits
rights, under the statutory copyri^
obtained for a non-photoplay fi1
registered under Class M. This ripj
to prevent copying is granted by l|
Copyright Act to all copyrights a1
would include photoplay and n<n
photoplay films. All previous cor
opinions in respect of exhibit!
rights were handed down in ca:
involving only photoplay films.

Joseph Bernhard Holds
Warner Zone Mgrs. Me
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, Ijj
Haven; Don Jacocks, Newark; K
Silver, Albany; Ted Schlanger, Ph
adelphia; Harry Kalmine, Pit
burgh; John Payette, Washingtf.
Howard Waugh, Memphis and H
Copelan, Atlantic City.
The members of the home off
staff who will sit in are: Clayt
Bond, Ed Hinchy, Leonard Schlesi
ger, Frank Phelps, Nat Fellm:
Abel Vigard, W. Stewart McDor.a
Harry Rosenquest, Louis Kaufm:
Frank Cahill, Herman Maier
Harry Goldberg.

"Our Gang Follies" for Capit ,
Special two-reeler, "Our G&|:
Follies," has been booked into t|
Capitol Theater for the Christrrl
holiday.
Opens Dec. 23.

DEATH RECORD
Arthur L. Merrirt

Oconto,
Wis. — Arthur L Merri
57, local exhibitor, was killed wh i
struck
by an automobile
in Cu| :
City, 111., where he had gone to op) :
another theater.

_ ^•'V DAILY
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rlistory Makers of 1 937 in the Film Industry
{Continued from

Page

1)

n; declared for artistic, social pix as
>. draw; received coveted gold medal
Philadelphia's Poor Richard Club;
ight for curtailment of radio commenors who disseminated material detri•ntal to industry, and, above all, waged
valiant battle, despite widespread
hargic attitude of U. S. producers and
iiributors, against oppressive provisions
United Kingdom's Films Bill (Quota
:t). Hail to the Chief!

H.

M.

WARNER

•

•

As cornerstone
of the House
of Warner. H.
M. celebrated
with characteristic modesty
the tenth anniversary of
sound, of
which he was
industry's
pioneer. Received
from Rollins
College, Florida, honorary
gree of Doctor of Humanities, — the first
:h degree ever accorded to a film
jecutive. Eyeing future, this sage of
eenland predicted m.p. business will
entually control television. Headed
'PDA educational films committee,
^tured at N.Y.U.; spoke several times
t radio, once on same occasion as
>ther Jack; and gave airwaves from
company's treasury of talent the new
:ky Striks program. As year ended
is setting deal with Muzak, Inc., for
amer's
entry into attractive wired radio
Id.

•

BARNEY BALABAN

•

e

While still
serving his first
year as Paramount's president, this "hist o r yelected
maker"to
was
the board of
directors of Famous Players
Canadian
Corp., and
shortly
thereafter
began
taking stock as
what 1937 would hold for Paramount
slf in the way of increased prosperity,
er analyzing the situation carefully he
ned that firm's profit would substanUy top that of the preceding 12
>nfhs, an observation which was
indly vindicated. On the anniversary
his elevation to the top exec seat, —
early July, — he expressed the convica that what the public wants, the pubshould get, i.e., million dollar pictures,
s determination to put his words into
tion was evidenced shortly thereafter
t company's product announcement. In
cember, after studio confabs on costs,
ltracts, etc., he decided further upon
studio output of two big pix monthly.

•

•

SIDNEY R. KENT

•

•

Before that final impasse in
the GB deal
arrived, t h e
figure of S. R.
Kent was seen
in New York,
Hollywood and
far-off London.
After his trip
overseas, h e
returned in
good time to
again enjoy
the experience
of being named the executive chief of
20th Century-Fox. To honor him, and
company's product with maximum bookings, his aide-de-camps, plus the exchange and sales shock troops, launched
the Kent Drive which (a) swept the features and shorts lineup into fields of national and international clover, and (b)
succeeded in piling up as pretty a mound
of gross, and subsequently net, as an
ardent auditor could wish for. Returned
from the coast as year neared its close
heralding "In Old Chicago" as the company's greatest effort.

Penn. Chain Store Tax Law
Test Case Continues Today

•

•

LEO SPITZ

•

•

Arthur Martens, elected president,
headed the slate which was returned
with no opposition to serve two
years as officers of Local 650, Westchester County Motion Picture Machine Operators Union, IATSE affiliate.
Unanimous election, first instance
in ten years, resulted in following, in
addition to Martens: Bernard J.
Ritch, first vice-president; Irving A.
Weiss, second vice-president; Anthony Dente, third vice-president;
Emil Smith, recording secretary;
Fred Thome, financial secretarytreasurer; Richard S. Hayes, business manager; Albert E. Bell and
George B. Alley, trustees.

DR. A. H. GIANNINI

pre-sound film
extravaganza,
the heir to
even more.
The youthful
RKO president
signed a nice new contract, the KAO as
well as the B. F. Keith boards made him
their chairman. RKO and Pathe News
dittoed. After a huddle with Herbert
Wilcox, latter was hitched to the RKO
steamroller via a 10- year distrib. arrangement. Also headed the committee
which welcomed the arrival of Walt Disney and his fascinating zoo. Then there
was the RKO reorganization plan to
which President Spitz was intimately
linked.

the

Odeon
Home

has inaugurated a local "10 Best"
contest in conjunction with The
Film Daily's annual poll.

Circuitagain,

he was intimately concerned
the
U A with
deal."
later Goldwyn-Korda deal for control of
United Artists. Upon its collapse, UA directorate re-named him president, board
chairman. As the year faded, it was
learned that the Doctor had resigned as
a member of Universal's voting trust.

• •

R.

H.

COCHRANE

•

Meeting

•

of

rectors in late
Universal's
diN o vember
turned the
news spotlight
of both the
trade and
daily press full
upon R. H.
Cochrane, Universal's presi■ denl. Board
*Wst

' Wr
i elected
R. H.
to the chairmanship of the executive committee, succeeding J.Cheever Cowdin, and designated Nate J. Blumberg as his presidential successor. Later, R. H. accepted
the chairmanship, reserved freedom of
action otherwise. Earlier in the year,
Cochrane had crusaded for higher admissions, had attended the company's
sales convention on the Coast, had appointed Gus Schaefer export manager,
filling a vacancy caused by resignation
of N. L. Manheim.

•

•

HARRY

COHNAs

• • as
surely
spring brings

the robins,
autumn brings
the re-election
of Harry as

For popular appeal, the following
of
werePalo".
listed:

Union City, N. J. — The Hudson
Dispatch, local daily, in cooperation
with four Hudson County theaters

Doctor

land, and the
"congratulate
avowed
p u rpose was to
Deutsch on the

Selects "Night Must Fall"

mille." City Paper Holding
Union
Local "Ten Best" Contest

•

'Twas one
made
farto Engflung
call.

National Review Board

"The Good Earth", "The Life of
Emile Zola", "Captains Courageous",
"Lost Horizon", "Stage Door", "A
Star is Born", "Dead End", "The
Prisoner of Zenda", "Conquest", "Ca-

•

In brisk deby the
film mand
family,

Leo Spitz, already the possessor of more
titles than a

Must Fall" headed the list
Harrisburg, Pa. — The hearing into of "Night
ten best American films selected
the constitutionality of the chain
by the Committee on Exceptional
store tax act brought by the Amer- Photoplays
of the National Board of
ican Stores Company, while theater
circuit operators await the outcome, Review of Motion Pictures, established by the People's Institute, it
will be resumed this morning in
was announced Saturday. SelecDauphin County Court.
tions, made on the basis of artistic
Frank T. Hypps, assistant profes- merit and importance, also included:
sor of marketing, Wharton School
"The Life of Emile Zola", "Black
of Finance, University of Pennsylvania, will again take the stand for Legion", "Camille", "Make Way for
the State in an attempt to show that Tomorrow", "The Good Earth",
chain units have advantages over "They Won't Forget", "Captains
independently operated stores and Courageous", "A Star is Born",
"Stage Door".
that the law is constitutional.
Ten best foreign films, chosen on
Testimony is expected to be com- the same basis were:
pleted by tomorrow noon, although
"The Eternal Mask", "The Lower
George Ross Hull, counsel for the
American Stores, may call several Depths", "Baltic Deputy", "Mayerwitnesses in rebuttal.
ling", "The Spanish Earth", "Golgotha", "Elephant Boy", "Rembrandt", "Janosik", "The Wedding

Arthur Martens Elected
by Westchester M P Union

• •

The hegira of
Merlin H.
Aylesworth to
ScrippsHoward found

prexy.
Columbiatures'PicJf<<

^-^*~»

..

H
I pany's
As the maincom-

I

Bk '":'<*<5ilP I was on active,
his
Bk "
]|l 40 if spring
eventful
, year.
^dSfflmS**.
such matters
H^. ft, m I There
were
as the purchase of the film rights to
"You Can't Take It With You" for an announced $200,000, the release of "Lost
Horizon," the settlement of the Frank
Capra dispute and a brief studio strike,
plans for Broadway stage production and,
oh yes, the receipt of a national safety
award for Columbia's "The Devil Is
(Editor's Note:
Continue
tory Makers in tomorrow's

Driving."

this
Film

series of
Daily.)

His-

w

Monday, Dec. 20, 19:
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M-G-M PLANS NO GUT
MERGER IN AUSTRALIA
tinned from Page 1)

of the things that killed the deal,
Loew said, was the inability of MG-M to supply first-run pictures to
its own theaters in addition to the
Greater
Unionin group.
has
five theaters
AustraliaLoew's
and GUT
operates 16.
Loew leaves next Sunday for a
swing around the world, covering
most of the M-G-M branches but
will spend a large part of his time
in Australia where he plans to set
up the company's policies for the
next few years. He will visit first
the Continental branches, then go
to England and from there will depart for Egypt, India, Manila,
China, Java, Singapore and Sydney.
In fact, he expects to cover every
major M-G-M branch except those
in South America and South Africa.
Commenting on foreign business
this year, Loew declared that it was
very good but would not say what
the actual revenue would approximate. "We never mention figures,"
he said, "but we look forward next
year to at least the progress we
have always enjoyed."
Loew said that he planned to
make no changes in the foreign personnel, nor does he expect to add
or withdraw any of the major offices. A few more sub-branches may
be opened, he asserted, but this decision will be made after he consults
with M-G-M territorial managers.
Consummation of the deal whereby Hoyts Theaters, Ltd., takes over
the Snider-Dean circuit in Australia, as reported exclusively Saturday
in The Film Daily, will have no
effect on M-G-M's Australian setup,
Loew stated.
Loew, who will be accompanied
on the world trip by Mrs. Loew,
will be gone about six months. His
last globe-circling tour was made
in 1933-34.

Equity Council May Name
Gillmore Successor Today

ion
»f
vill
ror
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of America, parent performers' body.

"In Old Clii." Travels
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S
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At a second special meeting called
for the purpose, the council of Actors
Equity is scheduled to name a successor today to Frank Gillmore who
has resigned as Equity head to devote himself to directing affairs of
the Associated Actors and Artistes

Prints of "In Old Chicago," 20thFox super spectacle pix, will travel to
the four corners of the earth shortly
after the first of the year. General
foreign manager, Walter J. Hutchinson,
leaves for Central and South America,
Francis L. Harley, United Kingdom
manager, returns to England, C. V.
Hake, assistant foreign manager, travels
to Australasia and Ben Miggins, European manager, returns there. Each man
will carry a print of the pix for release with big publicity tie-ups on their
arrival.

THE

WEEK

IN REVIEW

"Buyers' Strike" Illegal — Films in Trade Pact

LITTL6 f ROITl LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOO
WILK

■By GEORGE H. MORRIS -

Metro Shorts by Nefebitt
Preparing to invade a new field
Far-reaching in industry impor- of entertainment, Warners, via a JOHN NESBITT, who has bei
deal now in final stages, will soon J signed by M-G-M, will do a serit
tance was precedent-setting decision
of U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals launch Muzak, entertaniment sub- of shorts to be titled the "Passim
sidiary of Wired Radio, Inc., on a Parade." Nesbitt had a radio sho
which held last Tuesday that the
nation-wide
scale, it was
learned. of the same name which emanatt
"buyers' strike" of Philadelphia
from San Francisco. The radio sho
indie exhibs against Paramount viowill come from Hollywood startir
lated Sherman anti-trust act. Body FOREIGN
in January and will be a week!
granted Paramount permanent inBritish Foreign Office acknowl- broadcast. The show is taking on
junction, reversing action of the
edged on Thursday that the United new sponsor. Listeners will choo.^
trial court.
States has submitted an official re- the radio show they like best montl
quest that film affairs be included ly and M-G-M plans to make ont
Reports early in the week indi- as a major topic in forthcoming reclers of them with Nesbitt produ.
cated the collapse of the Selznick- Trade Agreement confabs between ing and narrating.
M-G-M ueal over alleged refusal of representatives from both countries,
T
▼
T
Selznick to permit his pix to be re- a London cable revealed.
Bradna Opposite Raft
leased in block with other Metro
*
*
*
product. But on Thursday John
"Lady With The Torch," a storj
American film interests in the by Paul Hervey Fox, will be filme
Hay Whitney, SI board chairman,
United
Kingdom
and
at
home
hailed
by Paramount as a George Ral
predicted that such difficulties as exist in the path of closing will soon State Department's action with in- starring picture. Olympe Brand
terest
and
satisfaction
in
light
of
be ironed out.
will have the leading feminine rol
*
#
*
the oppressive proposals contained and Charlie Ruggles will have a fe;
tured comedy part.
In executive personal realm: Wil- in the Films Bill ((^uota Act) which
is
now
under
consideration
by
Part
t
r
liam F. Rodgers, Metro's sales chief, liament.
"Baby Face" by Bruce
announced tne appointment of E. K.
%
*
*
'Ted' O'Shea as successor to WilGeorge Bruce, who authore
liam A. Scully, eastern M-G-M disNorman Alley, U Newsreel cam- "Navy Blue and Gold" and also di
trict manager, who is resigning Jan.
eraman, who was aboard the Amerthe screenplay for M-G-M, is no'
ican gunboat Panay when that working
1 to join Universal as general sales
on the screenplay of hi
vessel
was
attacked by Japanese,
manager, and also designated Ralph
W. Maw as Buffalo branch manager; was reported safe and proceeding to original story, "Baby Face" for th
same studio.
f. D. Cochrane, UniversaPs execu- the U. S., having filmed scenes of ducer
on both. Sam Zimbalist is pre '
tive director of publicity, advertis- the attacic; the storming of Naning and exploitation, resigned that
king, and other episodes in the "un- Low-Price Television Set
post and is to be formally succeeded
declared'' Sino-Nipponese hostilities.
by John E. Joseph, ad director of Eric Mayele, Fox Movietone lenser,
Is Developed by Du Mon
RKO's Chicago division; Joe Weil, who also was aboard the Panay,
(Continued from Page 1)
Us exploitation director, also ten- was safe and en route to Shanghai.
dered nis resignation; and George Radio from latter city said that
supply, a receiver, amplifier:
L. Bagnail, exec studio manager and Arthur van B. Menken, Paramount power
and a cathode ray tube. The usua
assistant treasurer, was named a
Newsreel cameraman, is being "de- sweep circuit is not utilized.
Paramount vice-prexy by that comtained" by Japanese Army officers
Installation of a television trans
pany's directorate, replacing Henry at Nanking and his photographic mitter in the Montclair plant will]
outfit confiscated.
rlerzburn.
begin immediately upon FCC ap
proval of the Du Mont license ap
plication. According to Du Mont
"U" Newsreel Cameramen
WB Plans Gossip Service
opposition has been withdrawn b>
In Orient Get 7 Bonuses
For 160 Radio Stations CBS, NBC and Philco, and FCC ac
tion is now expected within t
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
month. On that basis, Du Mont wil
clared war, Charles E. Ford, managbegin
experimental telecasting ir
ing director of the newsreel, told try. The plan, developed under superlate March or early April, it is unvision of Bob Taplinger, studio pub- derstood.
The Film Daily Saturday.
licity chieftain, will be placed in
Alley, en route to America with operation the first of January.
Pending application specifies 46,highly-prized shots of the Panay
Warners recently discontinued the 000 to 56,000 kilocycles, 50 wattsbombing has been awarded $1,000
power,
between midnight and £
for these scenes. Krainukov receives servicing of radio stations with
a.m. Du Mont says he will ask for
scripts
representing
adaptations
of
$500 for material caught by his
a frequency re-assignment to per-i;
camera at the bombing of Shanghai; the company's pictures.
mit
televising
at licensed.
all hours as soon
as his
station is
Howard Winner was granted a similar amount for his coverage of the
Shanghai destruction. In addition, Television in Color Shown
"Club de Femmes" in 4th
Krainukov has captured three $100
In London Demonstration West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI Li.
bonuses for special assignments and
$250 for photographing the attack
Hollywood
— "ClubFrench-made
de
Femmes."
Jacques
Deval's
film
on Nanking. If Krainukov's shots of
London (by cable) — Television in is now in its fourth week at the;
the battle that took place Dec. 12 are color has been demonstrated here by new Esquire Theater.
undamaged, he is to be granted an- John Logie Baird, inventor of teleother $250 bonus.
vision. A color cartoon
of "Popeye"
Bills Into Paper
was transmitted
over the
air from

DOMESTIC

his laboratory at the Crystal Palace
Trans-Lux Extra Divvy
An extra dividend of 10 cents a to the Dominion Theater in Tottenham Court Road — a distance of
share on the common stock, payable
Dec. 24, has been voted by the about eight miles.
Baird has been working on the
Trans-Lux Corp. The regular semiannual disbursement of 10 cents was experiment for nine years. A public
made on Sept. 1.
demonstration will be held shortly.

Detroit — Arriving at the bank to
make the usual deposit, manager Robert Corbin ot the Michigan Theater,
to his dismay, found that the money
bags held, not bills, but paper. Police
are searching tor two missing employes of the Michigan and Madison
Theaters.
Loss is estimated at $3,642.
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THE CARD THAT ISN'T GOING

TO ANYONE
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Send Your Check Today
To

Film Daily Relief Fund
1501 Broadway, N.Y. C
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IF YOU CAN
HELP IT!
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Presented by
E.W

CHARLES in KEMPER
"THE BASHFUL

BUCKAROO"

Directed by William Watson
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THE SPICE

HAMMONS

OFTHE

PROGRAM"

DISTRIBUTED IN IXS.A. BY
20TH CENTURY-FOX

FILM CORPORATION

>on't Be a Holdout -The Relief Fund Needs Your Aid
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ederal Theater Divorce Measure Headed for Congress

EW SOUTH WALES QUOTAACT BLOW TOO. FIRMS
ajors

\

Louns

on Argentine Trust Suit
Satanowsky
Here Fro
%teriosr pAtres^ for

*37 HISTORY
A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners

•

MARK

OSTRER

•

•

President o f
G B
Pictures
Corp. of Ameri c a , managing director
and board
chairman o f
G B Pictures
Corp.. Ltd..
Mark Ostrer
holds similar
high and influential offices
in
affiliated
and subsidiset-ups. Recently, he added to his
national sales force, was responsible
i large measure for the building of
s profits. Provided, too, several of
high spots in the news surrounding
IFilms Bill (Quota Act) when Parliait'stheStanding
involvedCommittee
measure. was wrestling
'•

WALTER

Attorneys of major distributors
'
XoniereiBiefis^
are scheduled
to meet here today
with Dr. Satanowsky, Paramount's
counsel in Buenos Aires, for the purpose of discussing the anti-trust suit
brought by Hector Beni, Argentinian
exhibitor, against the film companies. Dr. Satanowsky, who also is
{Continued on Page

a

3)
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Say It With Flowers
That's what the florists' association
tells you. But we are not asking you
to say it with flowers for dead ones.
We want you to say it with your check
for live ones — gents who are desperately
in need of something while they are
alive, and not much interested in your
sympathy after they are dead. Come.
Quit stalling. GIVE to the Relief
Fund. Just a few days to Christmas.
Make it a Happy One for some poor
chap who sorely needs your help.

JAN. 15 SIGNING DATE

DIRECTED IN MISSOURI FOR EXCHANGES' PACTS
St. Louis — County Prosecutors
throughout Missouri were primed
yesterday to crack down on theaters
operating "Bank Night" and other
games when Roy McKittrick, attorney general, ordered vigorous
campaigns to support the opinion of
the Missouri
Supreme Court, Divi{Continued on Page 4)

Legal departments of major film
companies are considering Film Exchange Employes Union contracts
submitted by union officials at a twosession conference at Warner Bros,
home office last week with Jan. 15
(.Continued on Page

3)

Brazil Pix Biz Up 25 P. C.
Over Last Year — Cammack

Burgess Meredith Named
Equity Presiding Officer

Reporting that Brazil business has
improved about 25 p.c. over last
year, that Hollywood product comBurgess Meredith, comparatively
prises 75 p.c. of films exhibited in
new but active members of Actors Latin American countries and that
VINCENT
• • Equity council, was yesterday named theater construction is climbing,
its chief officer with granting of a Ben Y. Cammack, RKO general
Inde- leave of absence to Frank Gillmore, manager for Latin America., arundce Day,
|H Aro
ral penden
(Continued on Page 2)
(.Continued on Page 3)
blic .P i c HHI Repu
tures Corp ded to bei d e more
HpB ccome
depend
III
s entboaupon
rd
Bit
I c h airman,
Walter Vincent, and ac
c o r dingly
named him to

Boren Drafting Fed. Divorce Measure,
Inspired by Momand,
Ohio Theaters, Exchanges
Giving Christmas Bonuses

Okla. Exhibitor

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — A new film industry
n y's
cp roe ms ipd aency
.
measure designed to force the dimove was readily understandable,
Painesville, 0. — Employes of the
vorcement of production, distribuand Utopia and Park Theaters at Painesiidering this solon's versatility sed
tion and exhibition will be intro{ground which have encompas
ville, and the Lyric Theater at Fairduced by Rep. Lyle Boren of Oklaabout every phase of the entertainhoma the first day of the regular
port, have{Continued
receivedon an
week's
Pageextra
7)
{Continued on Page 7)
{Continued on Page 7)

Production,
Rejection
Provisions of Measure
Termed
Inimical
Sydney (By Cable)— New South
Wales Parliament, by the votes of
both its upper and lower legislative
branches, passed on Saturday, last,
a new Quota Act to supplement that
enacted more than a year ago, but
which has never been formally invoked.
The new quota demands that
American film interests distribute
three per cent annually for a period of two years pictures made by
them in New South Wales, and also
grants to exhibitors rejection rights
of 12% per cent.
Bill in its entirety
is patterned
(Continued on Page

3)

BONNS AND ANDERSON
RESIGN AT UNIVERSAL
Edward Bonns, Universal short
product sales manager, and R. V.
Anderson, newsreel department manager, have resigned, it was learned
yesterday.
Neither announced future affiliations.
Bonns entered the motion picture
{Continued on Page

7)

Altec May Set Up New
Branches After 60 Days
Establishment of new branches in
addition to the eight now in operation is being considered by the Altec
Service Corp., it was learned yesterday. If and when the new offices
{Continued on Page

3)

Bros. Lihe Sisters
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Warner Brothers have
a sister complex. Or how else can you
account for the fact that shortly to go
into work are "Sister Act," "The
ters," and "That's
My Sister."

Sis-
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"Alcatraz" Repeat Dates
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Exhib Execs, Chi. Aldermen
Agree on License Jump

(Continued from Page

1)

rived in New York this weekend for
a five-week stay.
Cammack disclosed product deal
for entire 1937-38 RKO program
with the 30-theater circuit belonging to Italo Chilean group in Santiago, Valparaiso and surrounding
towns in Chile. He mentioned also
conclusion of purchase of RKO program for four Buenos Aires theaters operated by Messrs. Lauteret
and Cavallo. Houses include: Ideal,
Rex. Ambassador and Florida.
Rio de Janeiro's largest house,
Sao Luiz Theater, is to be opened
tomorrow, Cammack declared. It
has been built by Luiz Severiano
Ribeiro, operator of 30 first-run
and subsequent-run houses throughout Brazil. M-G-M is constructing
a theater in Sao Paulo, Brazil, Cammack said. It is a 1.500-seat, house
and should be ready in March.
Production, Cammack stated, is
going on at a fast pace with at
least 50 pictures to be counted on in
Argentine and the same number in
Mexico. Brazil, he said, will probably make five and Peru, one.

Chicago — Aaron Saperstein, representing Allied Theaters, John
Balaban of B & K theaters, Morris
Leonard of Exhibitors association,
agree with Aldermen James Grealis
and William Rowan for a 75 per
cent increase for larger theater licenses and 25 per cent for smaller
houses. This will bring the city
$100,000 more in annual license revenue. No decision has been reached
on the dual bill issue. Hearings are Artists and Cartoonists
planned for later in the week.
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Inc. 5s '43
57
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43
44 Vi 59
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Warner Bros, has received more
than 400 repeat bookings on "Alcatraz Island" as a result of the recent escape by two prisoners from
the island prison in San Francisco
Bay, according to Gradwell L. Sears,
WB general sales manager. As
soon as the jailbreak story appeared,
WB publicity department issued
hitherto unreleased stills to newspapers with signed stories by Bryan
Foy, producer of the picture. Meanwhile, S. Charles Einfeld and Mort
Blumenstock are going around with
a "not guilty" demeanor

Brazil Pix Biz Up 25 P. C.
Over Last Year — Cammack

Para. Directors To Meet
Again Before End of Year
Paramount's board of directors is
expected to meet again before tbe
end of tbe year, it was learned yesterday. With Adolpb Zukor's contract expiring Dec. 31, renewal will
be necessary through formal channels.

$5,000 Bookie License Fee
Favored by Chi. Committee

CIO

Chicago — The City Council finance
Committee has voted to license racing bookmakers, levying a $5,000 annual fee. If the plans goes through,
it will raise $1,500,000 additional
revenue and supply the money
needed to pay employes of the city
whose wage cuts are to be restored
Jan. 1. Theaters thus may escape
any license increase.

Commercial Artists and Designers
Union, the Artists Union of New
York and the Cartoonists Guild of
America are to make joint applica
tion for membership in the CIO, it
was announced yesterday. Jurisdic
tional body will be United Office and
Professional Workers of America.
New CIO union of artists is to unite
all fine, applied and commercial artists in private industry and Fedzation.eral Projects in a national organi-

Hold Hearing on Condor
Trustee on December

"Stunt Nights" Planned
for Broadway Criterion

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

27

DAILY

Hollywood — Hearing will be held
Dec. 27 before George Cosgrove of
United States District Court to determine whether Clinton E. Miller,
temporary trustee, should be made
permanent trustee of the affairs of
Condor Pictures, Inc., under Section 77B.

Canadian Copyright Board
Postpones Publishing Schedule

COmiflG ODD G0II
JOHN HAY WHITNEY, board chairm;
Selznick
last night. International, returned from C
CEORGE
SCHAEFER,
vice president and!
eral manager
of United
Artists, and
J
MULVEY,
eastern
representative
for
S
Goldwyn,
will
arrive
in
New
York
by
tomorrow
from
Hollywood.
ALBERT
his wife,
noon
by

LEWIN,
left for
train.

BEN
Y. CAMMACK,
Latin
ager
for RKO,
is in New
vacation
and business
trip.York

West

Selzer,
Trailer
Head
Bvrean
of THE
FTLM

Coast

producer,
yesterday
American
for a com

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS arrives from
tomorrow
aboard
the Bremen.

L.

JAY EMANUEL, head of Emanuel pul
tions, sails for a nine-week European
African
trip Dec. 28.
HARRY ENGEL, Fanchon & Marco
ducer, and ABNER SILVER, song-writer,
on the Champlain today for a 12-day cru
JEAN HERSHOLT arrives in New York T
day for a vacation. He goes back to
Coast after opening of "In Old Chit
Jan. 6.
DR. A. SATANOWSKY.
Paramount's legal
resentative
at Buenos
Aires, arrived
by
yesterday
from
South
America.
ROBERT C. BRUCE, color and pictoria
rector, will leave Hollywood the first pa
January for a trip to New York.

CHARLIE RUGCLES, arrived yesterday
Island estate.to spend the holidays at his
Hollywood
BEATRICE
LILLIE
will arrive in New
tomorrow,
having
finished
role
in "C
Rhythm,"
new
Bing Crosby
pix at Pararr
HERBERT T. SILVERBERC, film attorney
returned to the Coast.
FRED RINALDO and ROBERT LEES, .
wood writers, arrive in New York tods
work on scripts for Benchley shorts M
will produce
in New
York.
ROGER FERRI, editor of 20th-Fox New
mo, returned
yesterday
from a vacation
through
southern
waters.

GREEN

arrives today on

ENDRE
DE
TOTH,
Hungarian
CLAUDE
DAMPIER
and BILLIE
CARLISLE
also Aquitania passengers.
MAURY DAVIS has returned to St.
after a short business
trip to New
Yor
HENRY FONDA has arrived in New
after completing
role in new
Warner
pix
JOHNNY MERCER, Warner song writer,
New York for a vacation, with return to
lywood
scheduled
for day after Christina;
BENJAMIN CLAZER, Warner producer,
rives in Hollywood
tomorrow
from
New

DAILY

Hollywood— Jack L. Warner has
appointed Eddie Seizor to take
charge of the Warner Bros, trailer
Toronto — Minor readjustments in department. His scone will cover
making of special exploitation
the schedule has caused the Copy- the
trailers.
right Aupeal Board to postpone publishing its report fixing musical and
broadcasting fees in Canada for
RKO Reorg. Hearing
1938 to Dec. 25.
Federal Judge Bondv holds a hearing today on the RKO reorg. plan,
Halifax Theater Burned
formally approved bv Special Master Alger, but to which numerous
Montreal — The 700-seat Gaiety
theater, Barrington Street, Halifax, objections have been filed.
has been destroyel by fire. It was
recently modernized with the latest
WB Board to Re-elect
Warner directors are scheduled to
equipment. It is believed the fire
started from the heating apparatus. meet today to re-elect all officers.

I

ABEN KANDEL, M-G-M writer, arrive
New
York yesterday for a vacation.
MRS. HARRY
Aquitania.

Nabe tactics bow on Broadway
after the New Year holiday when
the Criterion Theater inaugurates a
series of "stunt nights" to augment
its policy of first-run feature, shorts
and newsreel. It is planned to offer a different stunt every night of
the week.

Paramount
Hollywood

•est
the

wishes from The Film Daily to
following
on
their
birthday:
DECEMBER 21
Pat Hartigan
Lucien
Hubbard
William J. Cowen
Blanche
Schneider

'
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COUNSELS TO HUDDLE
ON ARGENTINE SUIT

- iW QUOTA ACT IS
* BLOW TO U. S. FIRMS
{Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

! ely after the Films Bill now bei the Standing Committee of
ain's Parliament.

Is

I:

eceipt of news yesterday in New
(k that the Parliament of New
th Wales had officially legislated
!W Quota Act over the past weekelicited expressions of disapltment and condemnation from
jesmen for major producing and
ributing interests here,
he measure, termed "intolerable,
inimical to American film comies generally," was regarded as
eluding any possibility of U. S.
panies making features in New
th Wales for the reason that
h a step, in the face of the
ngent demands the law imposes,
Id not be taken either economly or practically.
; is understood that prior to the
i by the New South Wales Parient, a number of changes were
le in the text. Whether such
nges involved quality and cost
fses was not ascertained up to
yesterday, and little interest
) shown by film officials on these
points, since the three per cent
ribution quota was, in itself, de■ed to be an "insurmountable
sirier"
in the the
way two
of countries.
cooperative
on between

rgess Meredith Named
Equity Presiding Officer
(Continued from Page

1)

isident, until expiration of his
m. Meredith assumes office of
,t vice-president, vacant since the
ith of Osgood Perkins this year.
tfext annual meeting of the assoition in May is to elect president,
t Meredith is to preside with full
tver until that time. Gillmore is
( occupy himself with affairs of
ur A's of which he is president.

DEATH RECORD
die i

dj
m ,

—J

—

Lee Milton Boda

Columbus, 0. — Lee Milton Boda,
former owner and operator of
old Valentine Theater circuit,
; hd Dec. 17„ following a threepnth siege of pneumonia,
jln 1921, after many years in the
eater business in Ohio, Boda went
New York and became executive
fector of the International Theat:al Association. He held this post
til 1925 when he returned to Cobus.
Ernest Recco

(Montreal — Ernest Recco, comic
jrobat, performing between pic■res at the New Starland Theater,
Jllapsed on leaving the stage, was
ished to the hospital and died.

with PfriBLM. DALY
Help the Relief Fund to Take Care of Our Own Needy
• • • JUST RETURNED from a trip to Lands of Allure
and
at this moment we are all coked up with the feel of far-flung lands
the trip only took about twenty minutes
parked alongside the
desk of a gent who writes pressbooks for one of the major companies
on this gent's desk we found a publication with reprints of verses
by Don Blanding
the Vagabond Poet now domiciled at Carmel.
California
in no time at all Don's lines had whisked us away
to Hawaii, Papua, Tahiti
gosh, if there was only some way of
getting that Magic Charm of romantic places into pictures the way this
Blanding chap gets it into verse
it's astounding . what a Word
Master can do merely with
WORDS
▼
T
T
• •
• SCANDAL
in the Whitney family
which
probably accounts for the Whitneys rushing back from Georgia
at the Greentree stables Twenty Grand's mother and his
full brother are expecting a happy event
(how is it these
Broadway kolyumists miss these scandalous items?)
Your Check, Small or Targe, Goes Entirely to the Relief Fund
•

•

•

1)

counsel for the defendants, arrived
yesterday from Buenos Aires by
In addition to the anti-trust conference, Dr. Satanowsky will discuss
plane.
Argentinian tax matters with the
attorneys.

Altec May Set Up New
Branches After 60 Days
(Continued from Page

1)

are set up, it will not be for at least
60 days, it was said. Altec, which
recently took over the theater service contracts of Erpi, now maintains 42 "stock points" in addition
to the eight branches. The latter
are located in New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Detroit, Kansas City,
Los Angeles, Chicago and Boston.

January 15 is Signing
Date for Exchanges' Pacts
(Continued from Page

1)

READY FOR publication
"Motion Picture Sound Engineering" being published by the Research Council of the M. P.
Academy
the book contains the lectures presented to the Council
Sound Course classes by Fred Albin, L. E. Clark, John Hilliard, Harry
Kimball, A. P. Hill
all engineering experts identified with various
film companies
added material has been prepared by William
Koenig, Wesley C. Miller, Kenneth Lambert and Nathan Levinson
it will be the most complete publication on studio sound recording
practice ever issued
T
▼
▼
• • • THAT GORGEOUS Girl in the altogether
decorating the calendar of Joe Heppner's Metropolitan Photo Service
has created a furore, even among film mugs who profess
to be hardboiled about gals in the altogether
but this one!
she has to be seen to be appreciated
Mister Heppner
states that she will be turned around in next year's calendar
IF the resulting increase in his biz from this year's calendar
warrants it
we should have stated that Mister Heppner,
while a patron and connoisseur of the Arts
is also a Business Man

set as signing date, it was reported
yesterday.
Various local unions have been
notified of general agreement between union officials and companies.

Get on the Honor Roll! Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
• • • PRIVATE SKI course
being constructed by Leonard
Gaynor
20th Century-Fox's newspaper contact man
on a hill
on his farm at Glengardner, N. J
Len will have special trains
run out to his place, if enough film mugs decide to make use of his
place
hot dog stands and other concessions he figures will bring
him in a neat sum
AAA
• • • ON THE committee for the celebration of the President's birthday
the M. P. Council division will include Samuel Goldwyn, Charles Chaplin, David Selznick and A. H. Giannini. . . • Balaban & Katz employes and friends attended the
annual winter show of their Association at the Palmer House in
Chicago last Friday nite
Ben Bloomfield headed the arrangements committee
Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
• • • MOST USEFUL Citizen
that is the honor bestowed
upon T. B. Noble, Jr
managing director of the State at Oklahoma
City
the city conferred the honor because he "provided the best
laugh of the year" by sending legislators huge complimentary yellow
tickets for his theater show

SICK REPORT

Mary Pickford as Critic
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Years ago, Louella
Parsons reviewed Mary Pickford's
first pix, "Her First Biscuit". Last
night, Miss Pickford returned the
courtesy, reviewing Miss Parsons'
film
debut atinthe"Hollywood
Hotel",
previewed
Warner Theater.

Iowa House to Open
Sheffield, la.— Sheffield's new $20,000 theater is scheduled to open tomorrow. P. Rodemeyer is manager.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In defiance of the orders of his physicians, Drs. Maurice
Kann and Arthur Hoffman, at variout times during the past two years
to "slow down," Sidney Lanfield,
prominent director at 20th CenturyFox studios, suffered a nervous
breakdown and was rushed to
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital for observation and treatment.
San Francisco — Fletcher Madison,
assistant house manager of the
Egyptian Theater, is confined to his
home with a broken leg, sustained
in a traffic accident.
Cleveland — Lee Chapman, Monogram salesman, is at St. Luke's
Hospital, resting after what is said
to have been a heart attack.

;
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"WAR" ON BANK NIGHT
DIRECTED IN MISSOURI
(Continued

from

Pane

fight probably would be carried to
the United States Supreme Court.
There have been no "bank night"
drawings in St. Louis city since January, 1936, when Circuit Attorney
Franklin Miller clamped on the lid
after some of the church element
of the community had protested
against the use of the plan by local
theaters. But in St. Louis County,
which is outside Miller's jurisdiction,
and elsewhere in Eastern Missouri,
with few exceptions, all of the theaters use either "bank night" or
some other drawing scheme to stimulate biz.

Bank Night Held Lottery
Violation in Cincinnati
Cincinnati — Bank Night is a violation of the Ohio lottery law and
is illegal, Hamilton County Prosecutor J. M. Outcalt stated yesterday in answer to a query on the
legal status of the game in Ohio.
The information was sought by the
Andulus Theater, St. Bernard, and
the Reading Theater Co. which were
considering the introduction of Bank
Night in their houses.

Iowa County Attorneys
Want Ban on Bank Night
Des Moines — Iowa County Attorneys' Association has adopted a resolution condemning bank night and
kindred games and calling for a
state legislative act banning them.
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By RALPH WILK

Milwaukee Exhibs Want
Giveaway Ban Extended

with

Wendy

Barrie,

Kent

Mischa
Rom
ancAuere"
Universal

Taylor,

68 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ONLY
FAIR
PICTURE
DESPITE
A
SPLENDID
PERFORMANCE
BY
MISCHA
AUER.
Whenever Mischa Auer is on the
screen, this comedy drama is very entertaining. His likeable personality and his
delightful manner of doing things make
commonplace material far more enjoyable than it would be otherwise. Even
with Mischa's splendid work the piece
doesn't get above minor program fare.
Wendy Barrie and Kent Taylor have important roles which they handle capably.
However, they are just the average sort
of parts which don't allow for a great deal.
Dorothea Kent, Frank Jenks, Henry Hunter
and Gregory Gaye are the other characters
of note. Sylvan Simon, the director, did
an excellent job in getting as much as he
did from such ordinary matter as he had

with Anna

May Wong, Charles Bickford,
Larry Crabbe
Paramount
67 Mins.

Shanghai"

(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

FAST
MOVING
MELODRAMA,
EXCELERALLY. LENTLY DIRECTED, WILL PLEASE GENThis is a fast-moving melodrama that
will please generally. Robert Florey has
given it excellent direction, and although
the story idea is not particularly new,
he .has maintained interest from the start.
Anna May Wong is appealing in the title
role, while John Patterson, a newcomer,
does refreshing work. Philip Ahn is convincing as a Chinese operative employed
by the United States Government to wage
war on smugglers. Cecil Cunningham is
good as the "brains" of the smugglers,
directing operations from her palatial San
Francisco home. Charles Bickford, J. Carrol Naish, Fred Kohler, Sr., Anthony Quinn
and Larry Crabbe are capable as Miss

to work with. The plot hasn't anything Cunningham's aides. Evelyn Brent, Virespecially new, and the lines and situaginia Dabney and Guy Bates Post round
tions are not overly bright or clever. The out an excellent cast. Garnett Weston
fact that the affair does make pleasing wrote the original story and collaborated
diversion can be attributed to the efforts
with Gladys Unger on the screenplay.
of the players and the director. Kent
Taylor is sent to Budapest to find Henry Charles Schoenbaum's photography is highAnna's father, a San Francisco
Hunter who is suspected of embezzlement grade.
merchant, is murdered when he opposes
in United States. While tracking Hunter,
the smugglers. Anna, believing the auhe meets Wendy Barrie, an American girl
thorities are moving too slowly in their
studying medicine in the mentioned city. search for the murderers, and having heard
Wendy is an old friend of Hunter's and her father mention Bickford as a notorious
she tries to shield him believing him in- smuggler, takes passage for the island,
nocent. Mischa Auer, a man-about-Buda- where he operates. She gets work in his
pest, ever eager to gain an easy dollar dive as a dancer, and is joined by Ahn,
makes himself useful to Taylor. Taylor
on the smugglers' boat, capnearly has Hunter cornered when Wendy who arrives
tained by Kohler, Sr. Bickford is killed in
helps the latter to escape and sends him a brawl. Ahn gets her aboard the ship
to a mountain lodge where she agrees to and they return to San Francisco. With
meet him. Taylor follows the girl and the help of Patterson, they outwit Miss
in the cabin Hunter admits his guilt after Cunningham, Naish and Quinn, who are
trying to escape. While getting his man, turned over to the police.
Taylor also wins the girl.
CAST: Anna May Wong, Charles BickCAST: Wendy Barrie, Kent Taylor,
Mischa Auer, Dorothea Kent, Frank Jenks, ney. ford, Larry Crabbe, Cecil Cunningham, J.
Henry Hunter, Gregory Gaye, Samuel S. Carrol Naish, Anthony Quinn, John Patterson, Evelyn Brent, Philip Ahn, Fred
Hinds, Bert Roach, Frank Reicher, ChrisKohler, Sr., Guy Bates Post, Virginia Dabtian Rub, Ted Osborn.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Edmund
CREDITS: Director, Robert Florey; AssisGrainger; Director, Sylvan Simon; Authors,
tant Director, Stanley Goldsmith; ScreenJohn Reinhardt, Robert Neville; Screenplay, Gladys Unger, Garnett Weston; Story,
play, James Mulhauser, Robert T. ShanGarnett Weston; Film Editor, Ellsworth
non, Albert R. Perkins; Cameraman, MilMusical
Director, Boris Morros.
ton Krasner, ASC; Art Director, Jack Ot- Hoagland;
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
terson; Associate, Charles H. Clarke; Editor, Paul Landres; Musical Director, Charles Very Good.
Previn; Recording Engineers, William Hedgcock, Edwin Wetzel.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
$900 Monthly Premium
Good.

Milwaukee, Wis. — Indications are
that exhibitors will fight an order
issued by Chief of Police Joseph T.
Kluchesky banning all promotional
nights, including bingo, Bank Night
and "Hollywood," after Jan. 1.
Exhibs label the ban discriminatory
inasmuch as it does not apply to
church, fraternal and similar organizations sponsoring bingo games.
Thousands of people have been attracted to games sponsored by such
organizations weekly in the past
month, the price being 35 cents for Coordinate WB's
Eastern
35 games. Such competition has cut
And Coast Publicity Depts.
deeply into box-office receipts here
and exhibitors believe that if a ban
Complete coordination between
is effected, it should be made to in- Warner Bros.' eastern and Coast
clude all groups.
publicity departments is expected to
result from Herb Crooker's recent
Emporia Theater Sold
trip to the studios. Crooker, director of WB publicity, said yesterday
Emporia, Va. — Harry Roth, district manager of the Pitts-Roth cir- that several improvements were created in the publicity setup and added
cuit, has announced the purchase
an announcement would be
by his company of the Weiss Thea- that
forthcoming shortly.
ter here.

■

-

On "Give 'Em the Axe"

1)

sion No. 2, ruling that "Bank
Night" was a lottery.
George McKean, representing Distributors Enterprise, Inc., owners of
sole
rights
Night",
declared at to
the term,
same "Bank
time that
the

D
|Mic
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REVIEWS Of I1EUJ FILfflS

to Protect Krainukov

Major film industry insurance risk
was revealed by Charles E. Ford,
managing director of Universal
Newsreel, when he disclosed that
$10,000 policy on the life of George
Krainukov, "U" cameraman, called
for payments of $900 a month to
Lloyds of London. Krainukov is
covering Sino-Japanese
imbroglio.
Norman Alley, on the same assignment, is protected by policy in
the same amount with premiums at
$600 for two months, Ford declared.

]£EN ENGLUND has been assign
to the adaptation of "Give 'F i
the Axe"
a story based on t]
Stanford-University
of Califorr
rivalry. Englund
also worked
the screenplay
of "Big Broadca
of 1938." Englund scripted the PI
Baker radio show from 1933-19
and in 1936 he wrote the Ken Mu
ray show and he also authored t
Eleanor Powell-Osgood Perkins pi
gram in 1935.
Just before comii
to Paramount
he wrote the J
Penner shows and also the He!
Broderick-Victor Moore series.
Tops In Fan Mail
Marie Wilson, comedienne ci
rently working in the Mervyn 1
Roy production, "Food for So
dal," for Warner Bros., is now u
up
top Exhib
on theandstudio's
count.
patron fan
interm
in Marie gaining tremendous r
mentum and Warners expect gp
things from her. Not only a v<
attractive and charming gal but
intelligent one, too.
T

T

T

Lionel Barrymore Cast
Lionel Barrymore goes imme
ately into "Test Pilot" at Met
Goldwyn-Mayer. He plays the r
of an aircraft
aviation
story. manufacturer in 1

Warner Club Party
New Haven — Warner Club men
bers, including Warner Theater D
partment and Warner exchang
will celebrate the holidays with
dinner-dance at the Seven Gabl*
Inn, tomorrow evening. I. J. Hof.
man, B. E. Hoffman and the Ch)
will be hosts to over 100 Warm
employees from all over the Conne>
ticut territory. Benjamin Banfoi,
of the Theater Department is
charge of arrangements.

Alley In Manila

Norman Alley, Universal News
reel cameraman, arrived at Manil
yesterday aboard U. S. Destroy*
Stewart in a last-minute switch i
plans to get him covertly out c
Shanghai, Charles E. Ford, manag
ing director of the newsreel tol
Alley.
The Film Daily following a long
distance telephone conversation wit
Alley is to proceed from there b
China Clipper, arrive in San Fra
next
cisco day.
Dec. 28 and reach New Yof

"Snow White" to Debut
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAlV

Hollywood — "Snow White an'
the Seven Dwarfs," Walt Disney'
first full-length feature in multi1
plane Technicolor to be released b
RKO, opens before a distinguish^
premiere audience tonight at thi
Carthay Circle Theater.

That Option Fades Out .
Goldwyn-Korda United Artists o;
tion formally expires today.
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EOREN DRAFTS FED.
DIVORCEMENT BILL
(Continued from Page

1937

(Continued from Page 1)

•

• W. RAY JOHNSTON

1)

id ward Bonns, R. V. Anderson
'esign from Universal Pictures
(Continued from Page

1)

ndustry in 1912. He began by hanlling roadshows of Edison Talking
5ictures, and has been advertising,
xploitation and publicity executive
tt Warner Bros., Goldwyn and MJ-M.
j Anderson was graduated from
>ranch manager to sales manager
if International Newsreel after thormgh schooling. At one time he was
outhern district manager for Warier Bros.

•

big and strong network of branches and
exchanges. By May, stock subscriptions
were reported over the million mark.
Company's sales drive was over the
top by mid-Summer, and August found
Monogram expected to be in the black
in the very first year of its renaissance.
In September more than 2,500 new contracts for product's outlet were signed
on dotted line, and when November literally blew in, 1937-38 line-up was half
completed. At year's end, disclosed 193839 program budget would be boosted
25 per cent.

•

EARLE W. HAMMONS

equally point
blank, that
they will, if as
and when
some new

•

Let's look at
the record.
Adopted name
Monogram for
his Sterling
Prod uctions
Corp.; signed
Eddie Golden
as sales head;
closed important deal with
Pathe, linking
these organities; zations'
built activiup

ay as a Christams gift, announced
[arold Kay, manager.
Cincinnati — Max Margolis, branch
manager for Republic, announced a
istribution of one week's salary for
11 employees at Christmas.
Lee Goldberg, Big Features
lights, beside the regular bonus disributed quarterly according to inreased business, announced a holiay dividend for employees of Cininnati and Indianapolis exchanges
his year.

sails in the locker and advocated more

merit world. Urged admish tax exemp- shows per day in nation's film houses.
tion boost, pointing out that if the Govern- Policy would, he claimed, add apprement raised this tax to 50 cents, both
ciably to b.o. take.
pix biz and Uncle Sam would benefit.
Attended the conference of the American • EDWARD L. ALPERSON
•
Theater Council last May in New York.
When asked
Headed MPPDA special radio committee.
point blank
whether dual
Sharply criticized film radio activities at
the Silver Jubilee convention of the
program
should bes
Theater Owners of North and South Caroeliminated, he
lina, Inc.
retorted,

)hio Theaters, Exchanges
Giving Christmas Bonuses
(Continued from Page

M/IKEES

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines

1)

ession of Congress, it was learned
ere yesterday.
According to Boren's office, the
roposed measure was inspired by
u B. Momand, indie operator, of
hawnee, Okla., who in 1934 sued
i lajor producers, Paramount-Publix
heaters and Warner Bros. Theaters
smpanies for $4,000,000 alleging
lat withholding product of major
roducers from his circuit of Oklaoma theaters and bankrupted his
rganization.
It is understood that Abram F.
[yers, Allied general counsel and
oard chairman has also been conicted on the matter. Myers at his
ffice yesterday admitted general
nowledge of the proposed bill but
'ould not confirm reports that he
ad been in conference with Boren.
"Any statement that we might
ave to make," the Allied leader
aid, "will not be made until after
le board meeting in January".

HISTCCy

•

The trade, and
other varieties
of winds blew
benevolently
for the chairman of the
board of Educational Pictures, Inc.; the
president o f
E d u cational
P r oductions.
Pat O'Brien Meets Press
Inc.; the presiI Chicago — Pat O'Brien, en route to
dent of EducaCleveland, was the guest at a luntional Fi lm s
cheon at the Blackstone Hotel tendCorp. of America; the President of Educaered by the press.
tional Studios. Inc.; and the president and
assistant treasurer of Canadian Educational Films, Ltd. In other words, all was
Knitting Critic
very well with Earle Hammons. Even on
Richmond, Va. — Hollis Wood, film
critic of the Richmond News Leader,
the Sound, for he brought his trim "Four
takes along her knitting when reviewWinds," home in first place in the Indian
ing the new films.
Harbor Yacht Club's International OneDesign Class race.
Later, he put the

form of entertainment is
presented t o
the public that will give filmgoers at
least two and a half hours of entertainment at a nominal admission price. No
new form appeared on the horizon. Later,
pointed out that the experience of GN
six months after delivery of its first release was vindication of the indie unit
production system. In July he was reelected president. When the report was
circulated that Associated British Film
Distributors intended to aid in financing
GN production, chief Alperson spiked the
rumor quickly.

•

DR.

HERBERT

KALMUS

•

Throughout
1937, Dr.
Kalmus and
his

Technicolor cohorts
were in brisk
demand b y
both
the
American end
of the industry
and the biz
across the
waves. Hollyw o o d called
upon him to
turn out an unprecedented number of
features in color, and you can ditto the
British pix makers. Company's new lab
in England got under way; and the
Doctor himself in mid-December did a
spot of intercontinental commuting to survey and consider the establishment of
labs in France, Germany and Italy.
Appointed Morgan Hobart to head the
New York office. Doubled the capacity
of the Hollywood plant; cooperated with
Eastman on development of one-color
negative camera; and was re-elected
president of Technicolor.
(Editor's Note:
Continue
tory Makers in tomorrow's

this
Film

series of HisDaily.)

THE
1938
FILM
YEAR
BOOK
WILE
CONTAIN
MORE
AND MORE
ADVERTISING
THAN
ANY OF
ITS NINETEEN
PREDECESSORS.
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GRACE MOORE CHARMS
MUSIC HALL AUDIENCE
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"The Music Hall inaugurated its holiday program yester-
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day with GRACE MOORE'S latest singing film, I'LL TAKE
ROMANCE. Besides being a diverting comedy, in which
MELVYN

DOUGLAS

plays his part opposite the singing

star most suavely and amusingly, it offers the prima donna
an ideal setting for her charming lyric soprano voice.
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"As the high spot of the production she renders, with
Frank Forest singing the tenor role, the thrilling love duet
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from 'Madame Butterfly'. In all, she is a treat to the eye as
well as to the ear.
11 E. H. Griffith has handled the romance with such a deft
and lightly amusing touch that the various episodes take
on a bright and sparkling appearance.

DAILY^Q

PHILADELPHIA RECORD:

5^

comedy

is sing-

STAR-TIMES:
LOUIS
ST.
"Another triumph for GRACE

er's most complimentary

vehicle

MOORE.

LOVE."

is fine entertainment

"Gay, engaging

since

NEWS

ONE

NIGHT

OF

I'LL TAKE

ROMANCE
for all."

r
i

TO A CIRCULATION OF 1,750,000:
Newark Wffll-Telegram
GRACE MOORE S FILM
OPENS AND IS A HONEY
#fe

The new GRACE MOORE musical film is a honey —
an expertly written, amusing, sprightly, unusually
well directed and acted entertainment that keeps
you interested from beginning to end. Seldom has a
singer had such a thoroughly delightful story and seldom has a story been handled with such intelligence."
THE

W^V

'

DAILY

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT WITH
GRACE MOORE AND AN AMUSING
STORY SPELLING BOX-OFFICE
CHICAGO DAILY TRIB.:

BUFFALO EVE. NEWS:

"GRACE MOORE delightful. She
has so much warmth! So keen a

"Deeply interesting portrayal,
Story complete with comedy,

sense of humor! Voice never better."

melodrama,

A COLUMBIA

PICTURE

excellent

plot."
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Your contribution, no matter how small, will help
the needy within our own ranks. Motion picture
people and their families, people who ordinarily
are self supporting, come upon hard limes|
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Remember ... it might happen to you. Send youil
money now while the thought is fresh in youi
mind. The Film Daily Relief Fund helps only those
who are connected with the business and only
after a careful investigation. Proven worthy, the
money is dispensed confidentially and without
the slightest embarrassment to the recipient.
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Charity begins at home.

K
atei

Do it NOW!

Be glad you are in a position to
GIVE to such a worthy cause
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This ad prepared by
HARRY

N.

BLAIR

GRAND

NATIONAL

of

FILMS, Inc.

FILM

DAILY

RELIEF

FUND

1501 Broadway* New York City
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HURRY

IF YOUR NAME
ISN'T ALREADY
ON THE RELIEF FUND HONOR ROLL
YOU
HAVE JUST TWO
MORE
DAYS IN WHICH TO PLACE IT THERE

HURRY

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought.

-\>- 7
fOL. 72, NQ/^17
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PARLIAMENTARY ACTION ON QUOTA OFF TOFERRUARY
"(Selznick
-Metro Will Resume Pact Talks After Jan. 1
Whitney,
Back
in N. Y.,
1937

Reiterates Confidence in

HISTORY

MAKERS

Standing Com'tee Adjourns;
U. S. Pix Interests
Jubilant

Deal's Success
Negotiations between Selznick International and M-G-M will be reumed after the first of the year
David 0. Selznick returns
i vhen
rom Palm Springs, where he is
pending the holidays with his famI6r flly, The Film Daily learned yeserday.
John Hay Whitney, SI board
hairman, upon his return from
Jeorgia yesterday, reiterated that he
(Continued on Page 4)

WARNER RE-ELEGTED
SI COMPANY PRESIDENT
Harry M. Warner was re-named
resident of Warners at the organiation meeting of the recently electd board yesterday. Others relected were:
Vice-presidents, Jack L. Warner,
am E. Morris, Herman Starr, Staneigh P. Friedman; treasurer, Major
Mbert Warner; assistant treasurer,
(.Continued on Page 8)

-G-M and Arthur Loew
Both Presenting Bonuses
In addition to a reported bonus to
ill M-G-M employees earning less
than $100 a week, members of the
foreign department can expect an
Jextra cash Christmas present from
'Arthur Loew personally, it was
llearned yesterday.
Loew is giving
(Continued on Page

8)

Faces Firing Squad?
One of the Needy Cases on the Relief Fund list told us that he'd rather
face a firing squad than to go home
to his wife and youngster who were
waiting there for him, without anything in the house to eat. Two short
years ago this chap was employed and
fairly prosperous. This is the type of
case that your dollars will help. GIVE!

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines
•

JOSEPH

M. SCHENCK

•

Linotype
operators,
who looked
forward at the
beginning o f
'37 to a surcease from
tapping out
with their
keys this
solon's name,
were disappointed, figuring as they
did that the
proposed and protracted GB deal was
cold. It was. But J. M. was really just
getting warmed up. Right off the reel
he started the annum by proposing the
UA Circuit recapitalization plan; predicted in advance the successful termination of the friction twixt actors and producers; set his cap to have more and
better product made in England; appointed Lou Wertheimer as his executive
aide, and stated that 20th-Fox gross was
(Continued on Page 8)

•

J. CHEEVER

COWDIN

•

U n senior
i v e r exs al's
ecutive and
chairman o f
the board,
having set
something of a
New York
Universal
Citycommuting
record during
the first 11
months of the

GARY GO. WITHDRAWS
SUIT AGAINST PARA.

year, finally
settled down
Action brought by the Gary Thein New York in November and Decemater Co., Gary, Ind., against Paraber, with his subsequent activities promount for a mandatory injunction
viding a succession of page one headthe film company to delines. At a directors' meeting of major to compel
liver 10 features, alleged to have
import, he stepped down as chairman of
the executive committee, with R. H.
(Continued
Pageseason's
8)
been promised
on on
last
proCochrane replacing. Simultaneously, it
was announced by Cowdin that the
board had elected Nate J. Blumberg to
"Snow White" Premiere
the presidency, that William Scully would
' West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
replace James Grainger as sales chief.
Hollywood — Walt Disney's picturizaFurther shifts in "U" key posts followed,
tion of the fairy story, "Snow White
under Cowdin's guidance.
and the Seven Dwarfs," which had its

Para.,RKO Radio Without Commercial
Air Show Plans, Ohio ITO is Advised
Universal to Rush Panay
Three-Reeler as Special

Columbus, 0. — Assurances that
neither Paramount nor RKO Radio
contemplate the production of radio programs for commercial sponsors have been received by Pete
Universal announced yesterday it
would
release
a special three-reel Wood at ITO headquarters here
the (Continued
companies'
on Page 4) respective
short feature,
"Theon Bombing
of the from
(Continued
Page 8)
The 1938 Film Year Book will contain more information than any of its nineteen predecessors.— Adv.

London Committee
(By Cable) adjourned
— Parliament's
Standing
here
yesterday without bringing the Films
Bill (Quota Act) to a vote by either
of the legislative branches, which
means that the measure will go
over to the next session of Parliament set for Feb. 3.
While the adjournment was not
wholly unexpected, since Parliament
itself will recess formally before
Christmas,(Continued
the move
was 6)characteron Page

Film Year Books have been the Standard Reference Books of the motion picture industry
for

years. — Adv.

premiere here last night at the Carthay
Circle, should have a strong appeal to
adults as well as to children as it is full
of comedy and human touches. Interest
never lags throughout the 85 minutes of
the picture which was made by multiplane in Technicolor. The Dwarfs, the
woman-hating Crumpy, Dopey, Sneezy,
Sleepy, Happy, Doc and Bashful will
appeal to children of all ages. Given
voices, the different characters are
almost human-like. The music is an
important factor and the songs include
"Some Day My Prince Will Come," "The
Wishing
Well isSong"
and clever
"One touches
Song."
The
picture
full of
while the beauty and artistry of the
background touch the eye. Film stars
and executives were out in force, with a
crowd of onlookers estimated at more
than 10,000 watching their arrival.
Events of the colorful first-night were
broadcast over a Coast-to-Coast NBC
hookup.
— WILK
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Hearings Postponed Until
Argentine Counsel Gives
Anti-Trust Suit Pointers
Jan. 24 on RKO Reorg. Plan
Hearings on the RKO reorganization plan before Judge William
Vol. 72. No. 147
Wed., Dec. 22, 1937
10 Cents
Bondy in Federal court were adjourned yesterday until Jan. 24 to
JOHN
W. ALICOATE
Publisher
allow time for preparation of documents supporting arguments of InDONALD
M. MERSEREAU
: General
Manager
dependent Stockholders Committee.
CHESTER
B. BAHN
::::::
Editor
Edward Hickey, RKO stockholder,
withdrew his contention of unconPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays
stitutionality, but Charles J. Nager,
at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Assistant U. S. Attorney for the
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Don- southern district of New York, reald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer; Envealed that Copia Realty Corp. and
tered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y. under Fabian Operating Corp. have served
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
may contest confree) United States outside of Greater New notice that they
stitutionality on the grounds that
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
if
their
claims
are
not provided for
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
should remit with order. Address all com- in the plan in accordance with remunications to THE FILM DAILY, 1501
quirements of Section 77B, the plan
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BRyant
9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable of reorganization of the debtor would
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, deprive them of valuable property
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood without due process of law.
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Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Rauchstr, 4. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
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Highest recorded Ascap dividend
amounting to a total of $1,296,000
with members sharing proportionately is to be distributed before
Christmas, anticipating final quarterly dividend, it was learned yesterday. Sum brings annual total to
more top.
than $4,500,000 for 1937, alltime
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STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am.
Seat
ii
ioy8
11
Columbia Picts. vtc.. 14V2 14'/4 141/2 +
V4
Columbia
Picts. pfd. 28i/2 28i/2
28i/2
73«
Con.
Fm. Ind
H/4 H/4 HA—
Va
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd..
71/4
71/4 —
1/8
East.
Kodak
1673,4 167
167
+1
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
131/2
12
127/8 —
Loew's,
Inc
493i
4914 495/8 —
104
104 104
+
do pfd
61/8
Paramount
9234
%
103 'a 92V4
103'8 —+
Paramount
1st pfd.. 10%
41/4
Paramount
2nd pfd..
103/8 —
5/g
6 —
Vg
6
11
Pathe
Film
4V8 +
Va
6%
RKO
45'8
923
1035/8
21
21 s/g —
i/8
20th Century-Fox
. . 22
6 s/g 28
2734
20th Century-Fox pfd.
28
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
34
34
do pfd
65/g —
34
—
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww
97i/2
Para. B'way
3s55... 60
Para.
Picts.
6s55...89i4
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47 73y£
RKO
6s41
Warner's

6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
Monogram
Picts. ...
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
N.

97V2
59i/2
89l/4
73

97l/2
60
+
89V4
73/2—

1
Va

75i/g
CURB

75
75
MARKET

—

1/4

78
15/8
1%
183/8

%
1 1/2
1%
17%

—
—
—
—

V8
Va
Va
Va

35/8

35/8

35,6 —

i/8

STOCK

MARKET
Bid
Asked

Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

Pathe
Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/2s 1st '36
Loew's Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4s 1st '43

%
1 14
1%
18

94%
5
84
57
44i/2

Ascap to Pay $1,296,000,
Ail-Time High, to Members

M. A. Shea Gives Bonus
Westfield, Mass.— M. A. Shea Theater Corp., operators of the Park,
here, has given all employees an
extra week's salary as a Christmas
bonus.

, A DELIGHTFUL
if SPOT TO RELAX
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A TRAILER ON JT
EVERY PICTURE «*
Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME
OFFICE:
ADOLPH
POLLAK
630 9th Ave., N. Y. C
General
Mgr.

De Luxe Lab. Calls Back
35 Workers Laid Off
Half of 70 De Luxe Laboratory
employes laid off Nov. 19 have been
summoned back to their places, it
was learned yesterday, with the
probability that all will be back at
work after the first of the new year.
Influx of new pictures at that time
will require additional workers, it
was said by Alan E. Freedman, De
Luxe chief. Union officias were
gratified at the news which followed
peaceful settlement of a situation
which had been critical.

Hays Organization Board
Holds Quarterly Meeting

The oft-postponed quarterly meeting of the MPPDA board of directors was held yesterday. Attending
the session were Will H. Hays, Carl
E. Milliken, George Borthwick, Barney Balaban, Harry D. Buckley, R.
N. D. Divorce Depositions
Cochrane, Jack Cohn, E. W. HamWill be Taken Next Week H.
mons, Ed Hatrick, Sidney R. Kent,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Major Albert
Minneapolis — Taking of deposi- Warner and Joseph Hazen.
tions in the North Dakota theater
No statement was forthcoming
divorce case, which was scheduled to
upon
adjournment.
start yesterday, has been postponed
for one week. Delay is due to the
absence from the city of Louis
Schwartz, counsel for Allied, who is
in California.
Approximately $200,000 in dividends are estimated to have been
lost to Ascap because of anti-Ascap
legislation.
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Attorneys for major film companies were instructed in points of
Argentinian law yesterday in the
first of several scheduled sessions to
discuss the anti-trust suit brought
by Hector Beni, Argentinian exhibitor, against major distributors. Dr.
Satanowsky, Paramount's counsel in
Buenos Aires, is in New York for
the purpose of acquainting the attorneys with the legal aspects of
the case, insofar as Argentinian law
is concerned.

HOTEL EDISON

cominc finD coin*
ANDREW W. SMITH, general sales manag
of
Unitedtoday.
Artists, leaves for a Miami hold
vacation
TYRONE

POWER

will arrive in New

Yo

Dec. 30 for premiere of "In Old Chicago," ne
20th-Fox epic. HARRY BRAND, studio pul
licity head, will accompany
Power.
JOCK LAWRENCE, publicity director f,
Samuel Coldwyn, is on his way to New Yor
and will sail on the Normandie Dec. 26 fi
England to do exploitation work on "The Hu
ricane," "The Coldwyn Follies" and "Adver
tures of Marco Polo."
JAMES A. FITZPATRICK, producer of M-G-l
Traveltalk series, left yesterday for the Coas
BERT
CUNNINGHAM,
of Pathe,
will lea»
for Sun Valley this month,
accompanied by
cameraman
to make
a winter
sports short.
ANATOLE
rive in New
for

MARCEL
England

LITVAK, noted director, will ai
York tomorrow on the Normandi.
HELLMAN, English producer, sai
Dec. 26 on the Normandie.

CHARLES BOYER and his wife, PAT PAT
TERSON, return to New York tomorrow froi
a European
vacation.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and his wife arrhj
today on the Bremen and immediately entrai
for the Coast.
PEGGY GOLDBERG, of CB publicity depart
ment, will sail on the Georgic for a holida
cruise through
the West
Indies.
RICHARD
rive in New
NATALIE

BARTHELMESS and his wife a
York today on the Manhattan.
CARSON has arrived from th

Coast.
KATHARINE CORNELL and GUTHRIE
CLINTIC
arrive on the Bremen
today.

Mc

Defer Para. Board Meet
Meeting of Paramount's board c
directors, tentatively scheduled fo:
tomorrow, has been postponed in
definitely, it was learned yesterday
Present indications are that thi
meeting will not be held until afte:
the first of the year.
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j^ First National
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Production,
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SELZNIGK-METRO TO

PARAM'T, RKO RADIO
PLAN NO AIR SHOWS
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presidents, Barney Balaban and Leo
Spitz.
Communications are in reply to
resolutions adopted at the recent
ITO convention in which "all the
major motion picture producing
companies" were urged "to immediately initiate a nation-wide survey to ascertain the effect of such
broadcasts."
"During my many conferences
with studio executives, I heard nothing indicating that Paramount is
planning any studio-sponsored air
shows," wrote Balaban.
"Our company is not engaged in
this activity, and though we have
no objection to the survey being
made as suggested in your resolutions, we, however, are not contemplating entering this field and
are, therefore not interested in expending any money to make this
survey suggested," indited Spitz.

DEATH RECORD
Dan Heenan

Philadelphia — Funeral services
will be held Friday for Dan Heenan,
office manager of Peerless Distributing Corp., who died Monday of
pneumonia. Heenan was one of the
best known exchange men in Philadelphia, having been associated with
several major companies before
joining his brother, William, in the
operation of the Peerless exchange,
distributors of Atlantic Pictures
product in the territory.
Ted Healy
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Ted Healy, 41, actor,
died yesterday of a heart attack at
his home in Westwood. Healy was
stricken sometime after he left
University Hospital where he had
been at the bedside of his wife,
Betty Hickman, who last Friday
gave birth to a son. Healy's last
screen appearance was in "Hollywood Hotel."
Sam E. Lind
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Columbus, 0. — Sam E. Lind of
the Zanesville Theaters Co., Zanesville, and 1st vice-president of the
Ohio ITO, to which post he was
recently re-elected, died in New Orleans Dec 20 of a heart attack.
Lind is survived by his wife and
two sons, Herbert H. Lind, attorney, and Dr. Lester Lind, dentist,
both of Zanesville.
Mrs. Wittel Mechanic
Baltimore — The funeral of Mrs.
Wittel Mechanic, mother of Morris
A. Mechanic, president of the New
Theater Co., was held on Monday.
She died on Friday. Arrangements
are being made to have the body
buried in Jerusalem.

mith

RESUME PACT TALK'!
(Continued from Page
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Help the Relief Fund to Take Care of Our Own

Needy

•

•
•
GIFTS
everybody likes to receive gifts
especially ii there are no strings attached
as we wander
around the
various offices we find guys opening packages
sometimes
their
faces denote expressions of happiness
sometimes
a look of puzzlement
▼
TV
• •
•
AS WE entered the pressbook dep't of RKO Radio
we found Jack Level registering the Puzzled Look as he
gazed at a Gift
it was a fine set of military brushes
why was Mister Level registering
puzzlement,
you ask
because Mister Level is practically bald-headed
it would
seem advisable on the part of gift donors to ascertain if the gift
is Suitable to the recipient
one gent has a very fine system
for making Gifts
he asks all his pals to tell him what they
would like to have for Christmas
we refer to Billy Ferguson of M-G-M
that is what we call exercising intelligence
we asked Mister Ferguson how he was going to take care
of ALL his friends when he has practically thousands
"Hell," sez Bill, "I'm just curious to know
what my friends
would like if I was Sap enough to give 'em Gifts."
after a
thoughtful pause Mister Ferguson queries: "There's no harm in
asking your friends what they would LIKE to have, is there?"
Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
• •
•
NOT RECORDED in the public prints, but typical of a spirit
unique in the industry
that farewell tribute of Bill Rodgers of MG-M to Bill Scully, ex-M-G-Mer who is now Universal sales head man
those attending the Xmas party of the M-G-M Pep Club at the
Hotel New Yorker the other nite realized once more that one of the
potent reasons for Leo the Lion's undiminished roar thru the years is
the solidarity (there's a word!) of the M-G-M Gang from Prexy Nick
Schenck down to the last lowly cub
▼
T
▼
• •
•
SOME BREAK
for a newsreel cameraman
Norman Alley's own story of the Panay machine-gunning by the
Japs got a double streamer across the front page of the Chi
Herald-Examiner
along with an exclusive by-line story, in
which Norman gave a graphic eyewitness account of the disaster
a grand
break
for Universal
and Norman
the
lad is a former picture editor of the Chi paper
Your Check, Small or Large, Goes Entirely to the Relief Fund
• •
•
SANTA CLAUS comes to two young ladies of Short Hills,
N. J
Mrs. Steven Fish, of that town, is making a Christmas gift
of attendance at a Hollywood premiere to the Misses Lillian Wheeler
and Elizabeth Stone
the three will board an airliner for Hollywood
to see the opening of "Love and Hisses" at Grauman's Chinese theater.
▼
▼
T
• •
•
HOLIDAY SPIRIT will pervade tomorrow's AMPA
luncheon at the International Casino
with varied gifts being distributed to certain guests and members
several prominent visitors are expected to participate in the fun
entire
proceeds of the luncheon will be turned over to the Relief Fund.
Get on the Honor Roll! Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
• •
•
OPEN HOUSE
to be held by H. F. Kincey and his
missus on Christmas morn
invites to over 200 guests have been
issued to the affair at the home of the head of North Carolina Theaters,
at Charlotte, N. C

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

expected the deal to be successfu
carried through.
Whitney is scheduled to leave 1
Hollywood shortly after Jan. 1.1
and is expected to play an all-impc
tant part in final phases of neg
tiations, as his approval is necessa
before deal can be closed.

Fairbanks Will Entrain
for UA Parleys on Coa
Douglas Fairbanks, who arriv
with Mrs. Fairbanks on the Brem
today, will entrain immediately i
the West Coast to attend the fii
of a series of meetings of Unit
Artists members and executiv<
scheduled for next Monday.
Alexander Korda and Maurice S
verstone are remaining in Hollywo
for the forthcoming parleys, it w
learned in New York yesterd*
Both have made reservations to s;
on the Berengaria on Jan. 4.
Reports to the effect that Kor
desired release from his present t
commitment, which extends to 19'
were discounted in informed ciici
here yesterday. It was stated th
Korda's present plans contempla
more extensive UA backing and t
production of "A" pix aimed definil
ly at the American market.
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAh

Hollywood — When reached la
last night, Alexander Korda refusl
to make anyr comment on the repel
he is seeking release from his Z
contract. He plans to fly to Nfl
York Monday, following the coi
ference of UA members and e
ecutives.

SICK REPORT
Indianapolis, Ind. — Norma Cami
bell, secretary, of the Associat>i|
Theater Owners of Indiana, is •
the sick list.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI\

Hollywood — J. Carroll Naish m\

painfully
when an
autoMil ;
which he injured
was driving
with
Naish was struck by a truck durifci
a sand-storm. Mrs. Naish escap*
injury. The actor was driving fro
his home in Palm Springs to t)
Paramount studio.
Margot

Grahame,

who

has be^

seriously
with Sherry-Netherlaii
influenza in hj1
suite at illthe
Hotel, is recovering rapidly and wi
attend the world
premiere
of "TI<
Buccaneer"
in New
Orleans
Jan. 7.

'*

■
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"Rosalie"

Vith Nelson Eddy and Eleanor Powell
6-M
123 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
iMASH EYE -FILLING, MELODIOUS
NEFILM SHOULD FIND A PLACE IN
E B. 0. FRONT RANKS.

"Love
and Hisses"
Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie,

With
20th

Simone
Simon
Century-Fox
82
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

LIVELY
MELODY-PACKED
MASTERFULLY
DIRECTED,
BIG BIZ.

"The Shadow"

with

Rita

Marc

Mins.

Hayworth,

Charles

Lawrence,

Arthur

Columbia
SUSPENSEFUL

COMEDY,
SHOULD
GET

WITH

MURDER

57 Mins.

CAPABLE CAST IS GOOD
GRAM FARE FOR THRILL
FANS.

PRO-

she hears of the West

The

Point

company

has

no

sympathy

as

they

Sally

Eilers,

Neil

Hamilton,

Joseph Schildkraut
Republic

MYSTERY

There is enough murder and suspense,
'Rosalie" is M-G-M's eye-fi ling, meloSimone Simon makes an auspicious debut
With
its
us tunefilm of the season,
with hooded killers, poison darts and fly(but
truly as a screen singer in this musical comedy.
ath-taking gargantuan sets
ing knives to satisfy the who-done-it fans
ossal!), its winning melodies, and its She has a well-trained voice and knows
thoroughly, and there is a desperate strugsndid array of talent from comics to how to sell a number with charm and
gle between the heroine and the killer
personality. Sidney Lanfield has turned in tossed in for good measure. The story is
ds, "Rosalie" should find a place in the
nt ranks. Written and produced by a swell job of directing, while Kenneth well worked out and the identity of the
lliam Anthony McGuire, who co-authored Macgowan rates much credit as associate killer remains concealed till the last. The
producer. Winchell and Bernie troupe like
I original operetta for the late Flo Ziegcircus background of the picture provides
professionals, and Bert Lahr scores heavily
J, it gives evidence of expert workmanswell atmosphere for the fast-moving,
p. Direction by W. S. Van Dyke II with his comedy. Joan Davis, the knocklurid and absorbing action. Rita Hayworth
about
comedienne,
rings
up
a
heavy
total
ught forth fine performances from an
makes an attractive and convincing leadof
laughs
with
her
antics.
Dick
Baldwin,
:ellent cast. Eleanor Powell is a vivaing lady, and Charles Quigley is an enerus and always graceful princess of a a promising newcomer, who is the romangetic and hard-working protector for his
iy European kingdom. Her dance on a
tic interest opposite Simone, sings "I lady fair. Donald Kirk, an equestrian, dies
-duating series of giant drums is outWanna Be in Winchell's Column," by Mack in full sight of the audience during a show.
riding. Incognito, she is sent to school Gordon and Harry Revel. Among the other
Vassar where

"Lady Behave"

with

Quigley,

Loft

(HOLLYWOOD

68 Mins.

PREVIEW)

PLEASING COMEDY
PERFORMED, SHOULD

DRAMA, CAPABLY
DO NICELY.

As pleasing program fare, this comedy
drama should do nicely. The cast members perform capably, the plot has been
handled in a manner different enough to
keep one interested throughout, and at
frequent intervals a good laugh is brought
forth. Sally Eilers, Neil Hamilton, Joseph
Schildkraut, Marcia Mae Jones and George
Ernest carry the important roles. Sally
Eilers' sister married Neil Hamilton after
a Mardi Gras good time. The sister is
already married, and while working things
out, Sally sends her sister away and poses
as Hamilton's wife. Hamilton also has left,
and when Sally moves into his house she
finds herself the mother of Marcia Mae
Jones

and

George

Ernest.

They

believe

Gordon and Revel tunes are "Sweet Some- know he holds documents owning the cirtheir new mother is a gold-digger and
one," "Broadway's Gone Hawaii" and "Be
cus that rightfully belong to Rita Haythey try everything to make her leave.
worth. Another victim soon follows in his
A Good Sport." Lew Pollack and Sidney
They go so far as to hire Joseph SchildJs quickly, hurdles many obstacles, in- Mitchell supplied "Oh, What A Man," wake and Charles Quigley and Miss Haykraut, the sister's first husband, to make
ding the royal parental disapproval of sung by Joan Davis. The screenplay by
worth are threatened with the same fate.
love to Sally. Appearances make it seem
nk Morgan and Edna May Oliver, king Curtis Kenyon and Art Arthur, based on All of the victims have been killed by
as though he really is in love when in
original story, has some amusing
J queen of Romanza. Even Eddy's solo Arthur's
situations and is clever writing. Nick poison darts shot from a blow-gun as the reality they are conversing about the sisjht to Europe doesn't smooth the path. Castle and Geneva Sawyer handled the killer never comes close enough to his
ter's situation. When Hamilton returns
musical comedy revolution, flight of the
victims to get into any physical contact.
home, he falls in love with Sally and acts
al family, abdication of the king are effective dance numbers, while Robert
iball idol, Nelson Eddy. In spite of her
itempt for his conceitedness, romance

cessary to bring about

the happy

end-

t. Frank Morgan with his ventriloquist's
pmy, anticipating the Charlie McCarthy
:le, supplies much of the comedy which

Planck's photography is high-grade. This
time the Winchell-Bernie feud deals with
Simone, a new singer, who, unknown to
Winchell, is under contract to Bernie for
his night club. Winchell gives her oodles

supplemented by Billy Gilbert's sneezing,
y Bolger's gaucheries. Eddy's voice is of space, while Bernie pretends Winchell's
gnificent though he is not always photo- protege is a flop as a singer. When Winchell learns he has been tricked by Bernie,
)phed to the best advantage. Cole Pors music, especially "Rosalie" and "To
ve or Not to Love"; the gigantic and
ective sets; the striking dance ensem,|S by Albertina Rasch; the screamingly
iiny scene at the airport are all memorle sequences. Ample shearing, particuly of the
opening
scenes
of football,
and greatly enhance
II speed the tempo
comedy
and
musical
important
more
ues. When some of the heavy over-

d has been dropped, "Rosalie" will
erge a delightfully gay romance, and
I garner its due at the box-office.
CAST: Nelson Eddy, Eleanor Powell,
nk Morgan, Edna May Oliver, Ray Bolj llona Massey, Billy Gilbert, Reginald
ren, Tom Rutherford, Clay Clement, VirOscar
Zucco,
George
ia Grey,
Janet Beecher,
I-r
nd. yColonna,
CREDITS:

Producer,

William

O'Shea,
Tommy
Anthony

:Guire; Director, W. S. Van Dyke II
iy, William Anthony McGuire, Guy Bol
n; Screenplay, William Anthony McGuire;
imeraman, Oliver T. Marsh; Montage efcts, Slavko Vorkapich; Art Director,
idric Gibbons, Associates, Joseph Wright,
win B. Willis; Editor, Blanche Sewell;
ords and Music, Cole Porter; Dance dietor, Albertina Rasch; Music director,
ferbert Stothart; Music conductor, Georgie
oil; Music Arrangements, Roger Edens,
jo Arnaud, Murray Cutler, Leon Raab,
ul Maquardt; Special Music sets, Merrill
Sound, Douglas Shearer.

DIRECTION,
autiful.

Splendid.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Quigley notices this peculiarity and baits
a careful trap for the killer after having
Rita locked up by Sheriff Arthur Loft so
that she will be out of danger. He meets
the killer and struggles, but the killer
gets away. However, he manages to bite

toward

the killer's wrist and the identity of the
murderer is revealed a short time later
in a surprising climax totally unexpected.

from
rigan

he makes Bernie the victim of fake kidQuigley wins Miss Hayworth and she gets
naping. Blindfolded, Bernie is taken to her circus back, with everybody happy.
the opening of his night-club and is greatly Director Charles C. Coleman never allows
relieved to find that he is not being tossed
the picture to drag, and maintains the
into a river.
suspense until the climax.
CAST: Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie,
CAST: Rita Hayworth, Charles Quigley,
Simone Simon, Bert Lahr, Joan Davis, Dick
Baldwin, Peters Sisters, Ruth Terry, Douglas Arthur Loft, Marc Lawrence, Dick Curtis, Vernon Dent, Marjorie Main, DonFowley, Chick Chandler, Charles Williams,
ald Kirk, Dwight Frye, Bess Flowers, Bill
Georges Renavent, Chilton & Thomas,
Irving, Eddie Fetherston, Sally St. Clair,
Brewster Twins, Rush Hughes, Gary Breckner, Hal K. Dawson, Charles Judels, Harry Sue St. Clair.
Stubbs, Robert Battier.
CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; DirecCREDITS: Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck;
tor, Charles C. Coleman; Story, Milton
Associate Producer, Kenneth Macgowan; Raison; Screenplay, Arthur T. Horman;
Director, Sidney Lanfield; Author, Art Editor, Byron Robinson; Cameraman, LuArthur; Screenplay, Curtis Kenyon, Art cien Ballard.
Arthur; Cameraman, Robert Planck; Art
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
Directors, Bernard Herzbrun, Mark-Lee
Kirk, Thomas Little; Editor, Robert Simpson; Dance Directors, Nick Castle, Geneva
Sawyer; Musical director, Louis Silvers; Motiograph In Distrib.
Deal With B. F. Shearer
Music and lyrics, Mack Gordon and Harry
Revel; Sound, W. D. Flick and Roger
Homan.
Motiograph, Inc., has concluded a
DIRECTION, Swell. PHOTOGRAPHY,
deal whereby its product will be disVery Good.
tributed by B. F. Shearer companies

in Seattle, Wash.; Portland, Ore.;
San Francisco and Los Angeles,

Paramount Producer's
Post for Bogart Rogers Calif.

Deal represents 100 p.c. representation on the West Coast through
Shearer,
according to L. R. Abbott,
Hollywood — Bogart Rogers has
been promoted to a producership at vice-president in charge of sales,
Paramount and will work under the with exclusive sales rights for Shearer on Motiograph Projectors and
unit of Jeff Lazarus, assistant manMirrophonic
Sound Systems.
aging director of production.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

her as though

she were

his wife.

Finally, things are straightened out with
the kids wanting Sally to stay and legalities are arranged so that she and Hamilton
are able to marry. Joseph Krumgold and
Olive Cooper contributed the screenplay
an original by Krumgold. Lloyd Cordirected and Albert Levoy produced.

CAST: Sally Eilers, Neil Hamilton, Joseph
Schildkraut, Grant Mitchell, Patricia Farr,
Marcia Mae Jones, George Ernest, Warren
Hymer, Robert Craig, Charles Richman,
Spencer Charters, Mary Gordon.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Albert E.
Levoy; Director, Lloyd Corrigan; Author,
Joseph Krumgold; Screenplay, Joseph
Krumgold,

Olive Cooper;

Cameraman,

Har-

ry Wild; Supervising Editor, Murray Seldeen; Editor, William Morgan; Art Director, John Victor Mackay; Musical Director,
Alberto Colombo.
DIRECTION,
Okay.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

L. B. Mayer to be Host
at Radio Xmas Party
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Louis B. Mayer will
play host to an informal radio
"Christmas party" to be given for
the cast of "Rosalie," tomorrow
night via the Maxwell House program over the NBC nation-wide network
9 p.m.,
EST. ofJames
Stewart will atact
as master
ceremonies,
and among the Metro players to be
welcomed and to participate will be
Nelson Eddy, Eleanor Powell, Frank
Morgan, Edna May Oliver, and llona
Massey. In addition, Fanny Brice
will contribute a "Baby Snooks"
characterization.
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PARLIAMENT ACTION
ON QUOTA OFF TO FEB.
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{Continued from Page 1)
ized by observers here as premature,
and, on that score, somewhat
surprising.
American film interests in the
United Kingdom were jubilant at the
news, holding that the adjournment
sounded the probable "death knell"
of the legislation, particularly of
those provisions detrimental to them
and to the production and distribution wings of the industry in the
United States. On the other hand,
proponents of the stringent and exacting clauses in the Quota Act took
the adjournment as a defeat from
which there may follow neither favorable opportunity for recourse nor
eventual recovery. Labor leaders
were particularly outspoken and reiterated their former charges that
United Kingdom officials were in retreat before American diplomatic
and commercial
pressure.
Film executives in New York yesterday hailed cable flash from London, that the Standing Committee
of Parliament had failed to bring the
Films Bill to a vote during the present session, as a significant victory,
which, although temporary, paves
the way for at least sweeping concessions, and perhaps a complete adjustment of the quota question.
Spokesmen for major companies,
as well as indie interests, regarded
the favorable turn of events in London as directly due to the action of
the State Department and also to
the vigorous and effective cooperation of MPPDA.

DAILY
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"Bulldog Drummond's "Mama Runs Wild"
with

with

John

Barrymore, John Howard,
Louise Campbell
Paramount
60 Mins.

Revenge"

STRONG MYSTERY THRILLER WELL
DIRECTED AND ACTED MOVES FAST
AND HOLDS SUSPENSE.
This latest of the Bulldog Drummond
series is one of the best, and there is
something happening every minute, with
no lagging interludes to slow up the interest. John Barrymore again plays the
role of Colonel Nielson. John Howard is
Capt. Drummond, with Louise Campbell
as the romantic interest. As the Captain

Mary

Boland, Ernest Truex, William
Henry, Lynn Roberts
Republic
66 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

ENTERTAINING COMEDY
WITH
CRACK CAST OF FUNSTERS SHOULD
BE GOOD B. O. DRAW.
This farce reflects much credit on Ralph
Staub as producer and director. He has
not missed a trick in extracting laughs,
and with such expert farceurs as Mary
Boland and Ernest Truex heading the cast,

a heavy total of laughs results. The picture has many human qualities and should
appeal to audiences generally. William
Henry and Lynn Roberts supply the love
is about to marry her the adventurer be- interest. Mary Boland, who loves the limecomes involved in this latest problem of
light, accidentally brings about the arrest
danger and mystery. Frank Puglia plays of two bank robbers and gains much fame.
the part of the menace, who kills the man She runs for mayor of her suburban community, but her meek husband, Truex, is
who is transporting the deadly new explosive that forms the foundation of the in- induced to oppose her. He wins by an
ternational intrigue. On board the Dover overwhelming majority, but the closing
boat most of the excitement takes place, scene indicates he will be mayor in name
with the heavy disguised as a woman, and only, with his helpmeet the real official.
threatening the lives of the various prin- Gordon Kahn wrote the original story, and
cipals from time to time as they move in Kahn and Hal Yates the screenplay and
Paul Gerard Smith and Frank Rowan added
and out of his presence, little realizing dialogue.
who he really is. As the audience is let
in on his identity they get plenty of thrills
CAST: Mary Boland, Ernest Truex, Wilas they momentarily expect him to strike
liam Henry, Lynn Roberts, Max Terhune,
at this one or that. Thrill climax with the
Joseph Crehan, Dorothy Page, Dewey Robmenace again cornered after he escapes
inson, Julius Tannen, Sammy McKim, John
from Drummond and the Colonel, who have Sheehan, James C. Morton.
him imprisoned in a cabin. He threatens
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ralph
to blow them all up with the deadly exStaub; Director, Ralph Staub; Author, Gorplosive, but they kill him before he can
don Kahn; Screenplay, Gordon Kahn, Hal
put his plan into action. Reginald Denny
Yates; Added Dialogue, Paul Gerard Smith,
plays a good comedy part of a romantic Frank Rowan; Cameraman, Ernest Miller;
Englishman. John Howard is fine as the Art Director, John Victor Mackay; Musical
"Bulldog." Barrymore is smooth and con- Director, Alberto Colombo; Production
vincing as the criminal investigator.
Manager, Al Wilson; Supervising Editor,
CAST: John Barrymore, John Howard, Murray Seldeen; Editor, Edward Mann.
Louise Campbell, Reginald Denny, E. E.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
Clive, Frank Puglia, Nydia Westman, Robert decider, Lucien Littlefield, John Sutton, Miki Morita, Bennie Bartlett,
Decision Reserved in Hudson

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Well informed sources stated here yesterday that plans
for proposed Trade Agreement talks
between representatives of Britain
and the United States will be acCREDITS: Director, Louis King; Author,
celerated as much as possible to
provide for an early discussion of a H. C. "Sapper" McNeile; Screenplay, Edreciprocal trade pact on films. No
ward T. Lowe; Cameraman, Harry Fishcommitment was forthcoming from beck.
Government officials as to whether
DIRECTION, Smooth. PHOTOGRAPHY,
the trade talks would be initiated in Good.
time to "head-off" the next session
of Parliament.

Action Against Sam B. Cocalis

Albany — Decision was reserved
by Supreme Court Justice Francis
Berger in the action by Henry H.
Frieder and Henry R. Grossman
against Sam B. Cocalis for an injunction restraining Cocalis from
Coast's $37,050 Swells
building and operating a theater in
B & L Amends Statement
Charity Fund to $134,200 Hudson, N. Y. The case involved
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
alleged breach of contract by which
Washington — Bausch & Lomb
Total contributed by members of Cocalis is alleged to have agreed to
Optical Co. yesterday filed several
stay out of Hudson in return for
motion picture and theatrical indus- which
he was to have a clear field
clarifying amendments to its registries
to
New
York-Brooklyn
Federatration statement of Dec. 6, 1937
in Beacon and to receive $5,200 antion
for
the
support
of
Jewish
Philwith the SEC. The amendments
nually. According to Cocalis payanthropic Societies has reached
ment stopped last May, thereby
necessitate a 20-day delay before the $134,200, it was announced yesterday
statement may become effective.
breaking
the contract
following receipt of $37,050 raised
at a dinner in Hollywood Monday
night. Louis K. Sidney, chairman Daytona
Beach Newspaper
of the Hollywood dinner reported
Sign
©'
Times
that 65 former local residents had
Gayest Christmas decorations in the
industry at Caumont British home
Holding "10 Best" Poll
pledged support.
office brought this official statement
Meeting yesterday at the Hotel
Daytona Beach, Fla. — The Newsfrom Al Margolies: "We emphatically
Piccadilly was called to hear report Journal and the Sparks theaters are
deny, first, that Christmas is definitely set — but may be expected around
on progress of Amusement Division
Dec. 25; second, that Santa may take
a local "Ten Best" poll.
drive to raise a quota of $200,000. sponsoring
Awards will be given on the bacontrol — negotiations are still in the
discussion stage; third, that the option
sis of the results of the nation-wide
Speakers were: Major Albert Warner, David Bernstein, Louis Sobol film poll of newspaper critics conexpires
Dec. 26."
and Dr. Leo Michel.
ducted bv The Film Daily.

with
Buck
Jones, Muriel
Evans,
Walter
Miller, Harvey Clark
Universal
60 Mms
FAST-MOVING WESTERN WITH BUCK
JONES GIVING FANS PLENTY OF HAIRRAISING ACTION.

Valley"

Buck Jones and Silver gallop through this
one at a furious rate of speed, with enough
fast action to satisfy the most bloodthirsty of the western fans. There are gun
fights, fist fights and fast riding, coupled
with a neatly done story and a pleasing little romance. The locations for pix have been
carefully chosen, and are exceptionally
beautiful. Jones turns in his usual slambang performance, knocking the villains
around right and left. Muriel Evans makes
an attractive and capable feminine interest, and Walter Miller is a sinister enough
villain to draw a hiss in any theater. Harvey Clark and the rest of the cast capably
help the picture maintain its pace. Jones
discovers that Miller is at the back of a
ranch-grabbing bunch of crooks, abetted
by a counterfeiter. Muriel Evans' ranch is
taken, but Jones has to wait for enough
evidence to act. Aided by Harvev Clark,
a Government agent, he starts his search,
but is ambushed by Miller and his gang.
Jones is knocked off a cliff and left for
dead. He secretly returns to his ranch
and when Miller shows up with forged
claim he has his evidence, but Miller gets
away. Jones and his men round up Miller
and the gang, the ranchers get their
ranches back, and he gets his girl. The
photography of the outdoor scenes are deserving of praise, and Director Ray Taylor
keeps the pix moving at a fast clip.
CAST: Buck Jones, Muriel Evans, Walter
Miller, Harvey Clark, Lee Phelps, Ted
Adams, Silver.
CREDITS: Produced by Buck Jones; Director, Ray Taylor; Story, Forrest Brown;
Screenplay, Frances Ginhan; Cameramen,
Allan Thompson and John Hickson.
DIRECTION,
Excellent.

Fast.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

To Organize Animators
Commercial Artists and Designers
Union, former A F of L affiliate
which voted Thursday to affiliate
with CIO, announced yesterday an
intensive campaign to organize animated motion picture field.

»■—

—

■est wishes from The Film Daily to
the
following
on
their
birthday
DECEMBER 22
Earl W. Wingart
Alfred T. Mannon

-*

One

Never

Knows

"If I ever get bach on my feet again, and I
know that I tvitt9 this fund will he the first to
receive a ehech from me and believe me I trill
he a regular contributor to it as long as it
exists."

These are the words of a dozen or more people
who have been helped in the past by your contributions to the Film Daily Relief Fund.

The fund needs money to carry on this work. Send
a check today, large or small, but send something.

THE FILM DAILY RELIEF
1501 BROADWAY

FUND

NEW YORK CITY

w
WARNER RE-ELECTED
COMPANY PRESIDENT
(Continued from Pane
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Universal to Rush Panay
Three-Reeler as Special
(Continued from Page

1937 HISTCEy

1I

Panay", the pix embracing the entire footage taken by Norman
W.
Alley,
Universal
newsreel
cameraman.

LITTLC f ROm LOTS

MAKERS

^—

(Continued

from

Pane

\)

up slightly by live or six million dollars!
Observed that a 25 per cent admish
jump was very possible, but stemming
rising negative costs impossible. Also
declared his company to be without
plans re radio shows.

•

•

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

•

•

quarters of 1937, and, accordingly, a
healthy financial statement wound up
the year. He also had important voice
in other filmland corporations, adding to
sel. prestige via his wise business counhis

•

•

LOUIS B. MAYER

By RALPH

HOLLYWO
WILK

Hollywood Hotel Birthday
UOLLYWOOD
HOTEL, traditi
steeped institution of the f
capital, will celebrate
its thirty-fi
anniversary
next month,
and

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines

1)

Samuel Carlisle; secretary and general counsel, R. W. Perkins.
Directorate of the Stanley Co. of
America, Warner subsidiary, also renamed all officers yesterday.

Wednesday, Dec. 22, IS
DAILY

•

In the closing
What might
minutes of the
easily
be
a
Alley flies to the U. S. today from lifetime span
football seaManila on the China Clipper, bring- of events for
son, the film
ing the 5,000 feet of film with him. most mortals
crowd, which
It is protected by $250,000 insurance, became just
annually folpolicy being taken out yesterday. the year of
M-GPanay footage will be rushed to the- 1937 for ParaM teamlows the(which
aters 24 hours after Alley lands in mount's board
has, tradition
Frisco on Dec. 26, Universal said.
chairman. The
says, more
stars than
Complete, un-edited print of the i n d u s t ry on
there are in
negative will be simultaneously both coasts
rushed to Washington for study by hailed his Silheaven), was
the Government. As a sidelight on
ver Jubilee
gazing at the
field. Suddenthe importance of the negative's po- with unpretential effect on international relaly Louis B. Mayer appeared to be volcedented affection and fanfare, — great
tions, Alley, via trans-oceanic phone
untarily leaving the fray. But Nicholas
from Manila yesterday, said Jap testimonial dinners being tendered in Schenck, captain and quarterback, went
Hollywood
and
New
York.
His
combombing planes followed the U. S.
into a quick huddle with Mayer, and
pany's rental returns boomed to a sev- the latter, instead of trotting off to bench
destroyer on which he left Shanghai
en-year high! In Washington for pre- and blanket, resumed play. Now Mr.
with the negative for more than 400
miles out to sea.
miere of "Champagne Waltz," he branded idea of forming of a Federal Bureau Mayer continues to "carry the ball" as
skillfully as ever, despite the fact that
"Alley reported that he was the
last civilian to leave the Panay", for supervision of motion pictures as "no he was also perceived to be carrying a
declared Charles E. Ford, who talked good." Received from France the Legion new five-year contract, — a clever bit of
of Honor, and from King Victor Emanuel
with him yesterday "and took pic- of Italy the order, Commandatore of the strategy by quarterback Schenck. Outtures of the crew jumping overboard
side of this was
aforementioned
as the vessel sank. His scenes will Crown. Visited Europe. Stopped a show Mr. Mayer
right up onlittle
the "game,"
line in
reveal one boat-side of the Panay in Paris when recognized by worship- the big GB contest; made one particularful
citizens
there.
Studied
quota
in
Engalmost totally destroyed. During
ly long run in the third quarter to England and, early in the year, had a very,
the entire aerial attack Alley
land (re production there).
very tidy new contract with his comcranked away at the mounting carmercial offspring. Paramount, approved
nage aboard ship and sought refuge
by the stockholders.
• DARRYL
F. ZANUCK
•
only momentarily in the boat's companionways when a diving bomber
• • HERBERT J. YATES
• • Meet the nemwas actually upon him."
esis of the raWith a mindio commentato r s
who
M-G-M and Arthur Loew
imum of fanfare, this head
speak loud,
■wrong
and
Both Presenting Bonuses man of Cond i sparagingly
solidated Film
(Continued from
Poor
1)
Industries, and
of filmland
all members of his foreign depart- court of first
and its playment a bonus of two weeks' salary, and last resort
e r s . Last
plus $25 "for a Christmas tree."
Autumn,
in his
in
the
adminAlthough not officially confirmed,
official role of
istration of Reit is reported that M-G-M employees
public Pictures,
president o f
earning less than $100 weekly, will
the Film Proreceive two weeks salary but none self
applied
withhimhiswill receive more than $50. In other usual, and,
ducers Association, Mr. Zanuck took to task the
words, those whose salaries are more
from
t
h
e
inether dirt-dishers in vigorous and comthan $50 will receive only $50.
mendable fashion. His stand naturally
dustry's standpoint, expected success to
the development of both these enter- was supported by MPPDA, and soon
Gary Company Withdraws
prises. In the instance of Republic, he after cards were issued for admittance
strengthened the personnel in several to studios, thus curbing and checking
Suit Against Paramount cases,
turned out the admirable Gene commentators. He studied British pix(Continued from Page 1)
Autry bing-bing musical Westerns, rehaving already a master's deleased product of higher standard than making,
gram, has been withdrawn by the
gree in the American end of this proplaintiff, it was learned yesterday ever in company's history, included on
fession. At 20th Century-Fox studios,
in New York. Louis Phillips, of the lineup several substantial British- he kept a firm hand on the reins, promade films, and caused to be affixed to
viding product that enabled sales force
Paramount's legal department, reported that the Gary company had a contract the bold and well-known John
to
forge
well ahead. At the year's end,
filed an order and petition for dis- Hancock of George Hirliman. His lab had "In Old Chicago" ready as the commissal. There was no settlement, interests benefited handsomely with the
pany's greatest effort.
he said. The dismissal was granted more prosperous conditions which pre(Editor's
Note:
Continue
this series of Hisvailed particularly during tHe first three
without prejudice.
tory Makers in tomorrow's
Film Daily. 1

Hollywood Chamber of Comme
and the pix industry generally ■\
help to make it an outstanding
casion. Climax of the celebrat
will be a reception the evening
Jan. 12.
T
V
Freund TSubmits
Invention
Originator of the Freund te
nique which has been given recog
tion in three different annual she
at the Paris Institute of Photog

phy,
Karl Freund, isM-G-M
directj3
cinematographer,
this year
mitting his new automatic focus
vention in the European expositi
T

T

T

Jessel Song Purchased
George Jessel's newest so
"You'll Be Reminded of Me," w.
ten with Meskill Shapiro, has b
bought for Ginger Rogers' n
picture, "Vivacious Lady."
T

T

T

In "Merrily We Live"
Added to the "Merrily We Li
cast, are Olin Howland, Pat F
herty, Eddie Hart, and Willie B>

Frisco Continues Giveaways
Despite Att'y GenTs Ruli;
San Francisco — All San Fran*
co theaters continued operation
audience-getting games here 1
night despite the bombshell rul
of State Attorney General U.
Webb that "sweepstakes nig
derby night, bingo, screeno, ten
win and schemes of a similar
ture" violate the state lottery lai
Spokesmen
for the ITO
of
Calif, pointed out that the ruling
not conclusive pending court decie
and that the industry will take
action unless an arrest is made.
Previous test case here last y.
acquitted exhibitor of conducting
lottery.
Penn.

Chain Store Tax
Arguments on Feb.

Harrisburg, Pa. — Dauphin Couj
Court yesterday set Feb. 16 as cl
for final arguments in chain st
tax act test case brought by An!
ican Stores Co., outcome of wl!
is eagerly awaited by theater

"Snow White"
cuits.
Four
shots on the

Air Plugs
air have

ploited "Snow White and the Sei
Dwarfs,"
Walt
Disney's
first fj
ture-length film to be released
RKO.
They included: appearand
title characters on the Sunday Ch
& Sanborn
hour; Walt Disney I
terviewed
by Cecil B. DeMille ;
MouseMonday
and
Donald
Duck
on
the
Lux program;
Mid'
Packard
program
last night; J
opening at the
night.

Carthay Circle i

I Resigns/ Pact Settled

Vt/'/sfe/n, Republic

LOEW'SJN
CORPORAT
EJIMPLIFICATJON MOVE
November U- S. Admission Tax Receipts Rise $636,899
Month's
Total Reported
$2,242,573
by the
Treasury Dept.

§37 HISTCPy

makers

A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners
•

JACK L. WARNER

•

•

"Give the producers a f a i r
shake and
don't try to
see how you
can bargain to

at

•

• JACK

COHN

•

•

•

By JACK ALICOATE

HE fragrance of evergreen is
with us once again. That pungent, tangy odor of perennial pine
nnd spruce and hemlock which links
us with childhood and renews all
those eager hopes and joys of the
1936,
receipts
toon Page 3)
Christmas season. The crowds are

CONN TO DRAFT REORG.
PLAN FOR AMBASSADOR

buy told
product,"
he
more
than 400 listeners, includDAILY
ing a large West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
Hollywood — Creditors of Ambasand represensador Pictures at a meeting held
tative group of
exhibitors,
at at the suggestion of Federal Judge
Cosgrave voted unanimously for the
{Continued on Page 4)
les meet held last May in New York,
i that occasion he casually stated thatal
annu Walter Wanger In N. Y.
c of the company's 1937-38 thpix
e WB would
st more than was formerly spent
a few
on Distribution Matters
ars ago on an entire season's product
Walter Wanger is in New York
' many companies.
His audience knew
st I
what Jack meant when they saw a from the Coast on distribution matgion of monumental pix come forth
ters and will remain until Monday.
3m the WB plants at Burbank and Hol- It is expected that he will announce
{Continued on Page 3)
'wood, drum-majored by "The Life of
nile Zola."
Jhen voices
ere raised in
gh crescendo
' the evils of
juble bills, it
ok considerb 1 e convic>n and course for any
Im magnate
■ compete

(EljriBtmaa

. . . The Relief Fund

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — ■ Admission tax receipts for the month of November,
1937, increased $636,899.79 over the
same month in 1936, it was revealed
yesterday by the United States
Treasury's Bureau of Internal Revenue.
For November,
{Continued

Board Okays Absorption
Subsidiaries
January Effective
3

hurrying, jostling through the
streets. In a very few hours, the
Day of Days will dawn.

•

and joyousdawn
ly for happily
the fortunate of
earth's children. But for others,
the needy ones whose life is touched
with no fresh scent of evergreen,
no bright gleam of holly red, we
tion.
bespeak your last minute atten-

WILL

If you have already contributed
to The Film Daily Relief Fund,
your satisfaction in your own
thoughtful deed will reward you.
The Committee and those it will
{Continued on Page 2)

J. J. Milstein, Sales Head of Republic,

J. J. Milstein, Republic vice-president in charge of sales, yesterday
announced his resignation from that
post following amicable settlement
of a contract which had eight months
New
contract
for
projectionists
Ith the
to go. Resignation is effective tomorrow, Milstein said, and added
and stagehands, IATSE local memlorus. This
bers,
in
four
theaters
in
Norwalk
that
he will announce a new affiliale not only
tion shortly.
and South Norwalk, Conn., was reade himself
ported yesterday by Frank Phelps,
The retiring executive resigned
tard, but definitely. Said right out
{Continued on Page 4)
from
M-G-M
to join Republic
in
{Continued on Page 4)
{Continued on Page 3)
rsonal note to secretaries. Ask your boss to
id his check to The Film Daily Relief Fund
day.

On Jan. 3, 1938 Loew's, Inc., will
absorb Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures, Metro-Goldwyn Distributing
Corp., and all other subsidiaries it
owns or controls. This move was
voted by the board of directors at
its meeting yesterday to simplify
the tax problems of the organization.
The trade-mark of M-G-M, Leo
the Lion, will be continued although
the corporate existence of the organization will become extinct.
Loew's, Inc., will assume all contracts made by M-G-M.

FAIRBANKS WITHOUT
PLANS TO PRODUCE
Douglas Fairbanks, returning yesterday aboard the Bremen from Europe, en route to Hollywood, asserted
that he had
no immediate
{Continued
on Page 4) plans for

Helen E. Hughes Resigns
as "U" Assistant Sec'y
Helen E. Hughes, one of the few
front-line women executives in the
film industry, resigned as assistant
{Continued on Page 3)

Resigns/ His Contract Has Been Settled
IATSE Agreements Set
for Four Conn. Theaters

Send in your check today to The Film Daily
Relief Fund. Many needy cases will be
helped.

Only a few days to Christmas
from a healthy Relief Fund.

but

a

long way

of

Santa's Preview
Santa Claus gave a preview at Warners home office yesterday. Employes
receiving less than $100 weekly were
presented with a Christmas bonus.
Loew's Christmas bonus, officially
confirmed yesterday, affects 11,500 employes on the payroll for more than
6 montlis;
application
is world-wide.
Selznick International announced yesterday that its eastern office would
give
bonus of making
a half up
week's
salarya
to alla employes
to $75
week.
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NICHOLAS NAYFACK, M-C-M production
executive, and his wife LYNNE CARVER, M-CM actress, arrive in New York tomorrow for
a short vacation.
WALTER WANCER is in New York on a
flying visit, and is scheduled to fly back to
the Coast
next Monday.
WILLIAM COETZ, vice-president ot 20thFox, is scheduled to leave with Darryl Zanuck
and his party when they come here for premiere of "In Old Chicago."
ALEXANDER KORDA and MAURICE SILVERSTONE leave Hollywood for New York next
Monday night by plane, and expect to sail for
England
on the Berengaria January 4.
JOHN W. HICKS, JR., Paramount vice-president in charge of foreign department, left
last night for Sedalia, Mo., to spend the holidays.
JAY EMANUEL, head of the Emanuel publications, leaves for a South American trip next
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PAULINE STARK has returned to Hollywood
after a long stay in England.
FRANK
for

New

SHIELDS and his wife will leave Hollywood shortly after the first of the year
York.

WILLIAM

KEIGHLEY,

Warner

director, is in

Miami,
and goes to Panama
in a week's
time.
IRENE HENTSCHEL, English actress and director, will arrive here shortly after the first
of the year.

labor
to

GEORGE SCHAEFER, vice-president and general manager of United Artists, and JAMES
MULVEY, eastern representative for Samuel
Goldwyn, arrived in New York yesterday from
the Coast.
BEN GOETZ, M-G-M British production head,
FRANCIS L. HARLEY, United Kingdom manager for 20th-Fox, and his wife, BEN MICCINS, European manager for 20th-Fox, and his
wife, ANATOLE L1TVAK, CHARLES BOYER,
PAT PATTERSON, VICTOR McLACLEN, BRIAN
DONLEVY, SAM ENCEL, 20th-Fox associate
producer, JUNE KNIGHT, LEWIS MILESTONE
and his wife, GILBERT MILLER, FREDERIC
LONSDALE and PAUL BERCHERT arrive today
on the Normandie.
MARGARET SULLAVAN and her husband,
LELAND HEYWARD, have returned to the Coast
for Christmas.
HOWARD

RHEINHEIMER

is

in

Hollywood.

LESSER SAMUELS, GB scenarist, arrived yesterday on the Manhattan, and returns to England in a fortnight.
BEATRICE LILLIE
yesterday
morning.

arrived from

the

Coast

MRS. WALLACE FORD has arrived in New
York to spend Christmas with Mr. Ford, who
is in a Broadway play.

Motion

LILY
New

PONS
York.

and ANDRE

KOSTELANETZ

Young

man,

college and

has arrived in New

CLAUDIA MORCAN
spend
Christmas

has left for the Coast

HARRY RAPF, M-G-M producer, leaves Hollywood for New York shortly on first leg of
South American vacation trip.
RALPH BENATSKY, Austrian director, arrives here in January on his way to Hollywood
to start work on new M-G-M contract. His
wife will accompany
him.
ALTMAN, M-C-M talent executive, returned here yesterday after a trip to Chicago.

TEX

RITTER

SAM

KATZ

is

in

arrives

Houston
back on

for
the

Christmas.

Coast

SONJA HENIE, 20th-Fox star, is in Chicago
with a large company of players from her
day.
latest picture who wiil appear with her on
her ice show tour, opening there Christmas
has left Hollywood
York.

A DELIGHTFUL

technical

with

a

1)

coming

month

a happ
If you have not yet given, wi
in tha
you respond now?
in a,

spirit which
made
RESPOND
generously
Christmas story.
for a little boy
immortal
So that in your own heart yo
may hear anew those joyous Yule
tide words of Tiny Tim as he se
bles
the s echoes
with,
"Go
us every ringing
one!

"Panay" Release, Dec. 30
Special Universal three-reel sub
ject, "The Bombing of the Panay,
made up of footage shot by Nor:
Alley,
Universal
cameraman
ground his camera aboard the Pa:ma
during the action, is to be release
Dec. 30, it was reported yesterda;

Z

ly signed by M-C-M, and VICTOR SAVILL
British director and producer signed by M-C-k
also arrive on the Normandie
today.
HEATHER ANGEL has returned to the Coa i
Forbes.
to spend Christmas with her husband, Ralpl
SOL
arrives
time.
IRVING
in

LESSER,
head
of Principal
Production
here this week-end
for a holiday stan
LESSER
will arrive here at the sam ,

GEORGE ARLISS
California.

and his wife have arrive]

ZORINA, continental dancer, arrives in Ne i
York tomorrow on the Century after finishin"
role in "The
Goldwyn
Follies."
LOUIS WEITZENKORN, Hollywood writeiJ
and his wife, are New York bound via thj|
Canal
on a freighter.

for

PRISCILLA LAWSON and ALAN CURTIS,
Hollywood players who were recently married,
are on their way to New York via Chicago
where
they will spend
Christmas.
SAM SMITH, managing director of British
Lion Films, PETER
BULL,
English actor recent-

education, cultural background —
knowledge and experience motion
Formerly

today.

VIRGINIA BRUCE and J. WALTER RUBEN,
married in Hollywood last week, leave for New
aYork
stay.shortly, and then go to Palm Beach for

MRS. JEAN BELLO
New Orleans and New

the

are

FRANCHOT TONE arrives here tomorrow to
join his wife, Joan Crawford,
at the Waldorf.
FRED ALLEN and PORTLAND HOFFA leave
for New
York on Saturday.

AL

thankthrough
you.
aid

York from

*m SPOT TO RELAX

Attention
Picture Executives

...Save 25%
Now — -"Fare and a half" on round trip
excursions over the Lindbergh Line!
Bringing air travel down to the same
general cost range of other forms of
transportation, these new TWA rates
permit everyone who travels — to fly
. . . Excursions begin on Saturday or
Monday; arc effective for 15 days; and
apply on any schedule, any day, returning . . . Fly TWA, on the nation's finest planes — you save valuable
hours, even days and TWA's complimentary meals en »route and rigid "no
dollars.
tipping" rule, save you many extra

major company. Possessing initiative, tact, and administrative ability.
Production — Sales — Theatre. Have

COMPARE

travelled extensively — have many
valuable contacts and acquaintanceships— highly recommended. Desires
position. Any branch of the industry— Will go anywhere.
Box 1040
THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles $299.90
$224.92 $74.98
Chicago
89.90
67.42 22.48
For Information Call TWA

1501 B'way

sold
Frei
sta]

IRENE
AGAi, Hungarian
film star and
her
noted
director husband,
STEPHEN
SZEKELY,
have arrived in New
York and are staying at
the St. Moritz.

HARRY CHARNAS, formerly associated with
the Criterion Theater, is in Florida for a vacation, and goes from there to Hollywood.

picture industry.

UALITY

JOSEPH SCHMIDT, Viennese actor and singmandie.
er, leaves for Europe this Sunday on the Nor-

JACK MERSEREAU, screen writer, arrives here
today from the Coast
to spend the holidays.

1/4

5
5
+ 1%
STOCK
MARKET
Bid
Asked
94
97

from

PHIL REGAN
the Coast.

D. A. DORAN, Columbia exec, is here from
the Coast on leave of absence from studio
for production
of new play.

74'/2
74 Vi
MARKET

returned

DAVE BARRIST leaves shortly for a nineweek
European
and African
trip.

CEORGE S. KAUFMAN and EDNA FERBER
are in Saratoga for conferences on a new play.
WILLIAM HARRIS, JR., leaves for Hollywood
next week for story conferences.

97%
895/8

has

in

FREDERIC ULLMAN, JR., vice-president and
general manager of Pathe News, has returned
from Florida.

MARKET

MACKAILL

month.

FRANK PHELPS, Warners' executive
contact man, has returned to New York.

Fin unci al

DOROTHY
Chicago.

N. Y. C.

New York
to

HOTEL EDISON

THESE

SAVINGS

2 OneExcur- You
Way Fares sion Save

Times Square Office, Paramount Building,
Tel. MUrray Hill 6-1640
TO E. 42nd St., Tel. MUrray Hill 6-1640
or any Hotel, Travel Bureau, Postal
Telegraph
or Western
Union Office.

T
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OV. ADMISSION TAX
RECEIPTS UP $636,899
(Continued from

Page

LIC'SNS
REPUB
MILST
, RESIG
SALESEIN,CHIEF
(Continued from Page

1)

led $1,605,673.93 and for the same
mth
this year
they
reached
a
,;al of $2,242,573.72.
Treasury
officials pointed to the
;rease as graphic
evidence
that
Is "recession"
actually
had
had
ght effect upon box-office receipts
i the buying power of the amuseHit industry's clientele.
[For the Broadway
area, admisjms to theaters, including season !
I'kets, hit $616,519.84
and levies ;
I free or reduced rate admissions j
;aled $7,056.07.
Taxes
on tickets
Id by brokers reached $13,773.07
d on tickets
sold by proprietors in excess
of
the
estab;hed
price
were
$2,210.13.
Tax
permanent
use
or
lease
of
[xes and seats amounted
to $34,
ale tax on admissions to roof gari ns and cabarets amounted to $41,1-9.44.
The
grand
total for the
! oadway area reached $682,113.19
; ? the month.

with PHIL

Get on the Honor Roll! Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY

affair
the first annual
Convention
CLAUS
SANTA
•
• •
of its kind
held the other day at the St. George Hotel in Brooklyn
the highlight of the affair was the picking of the favorite
movie stars
18 professional Santa Clauses from three stales, 12
New Yoric department store counterfeits and two from foreign countries
cast their ballots
the results came out in this order
Shirley
Temple and Mae West tied for the lead
Edward Robinson, Mickey
Mouse, Buck Jones, Joan Crawford,
Boris Karlofi, Myrna Loy, Greta
Garbo, Robert Taylor
huh
of Synthetic Santa Clauses
▼
• •
•
GRAND
GUY
district manager
ington, D. C

1)

1 production lineup for the curat season before the first of the
ar: It is understood that his initial
,'ture will be "The River is Blue."

Im Executives Will
Attend Parley on Fair
j,The advisory committee on amusefents for the 1939 World's Fair
aets today with the motion picture
lustry sending a large and repreintative group of notables in the
In business to the initial meeting.
:Among those scheduled to attend
| committee members are: E. A.
i person, Alfred I. Barton, John
ly Whitney, Jack Cohn, Stanton
iffis, J. Robert Rubin, Winfield
j.eehan, Walter Wanger, Rupert
jighes, William P. Phillips and
iwell Thomas.

it's just about
T
Carter

what

T
Barron

we'd
the

city

•

popular

of Loew's theaters who headquarters in WashCarter put over a great stunt last Sunday

this swell tribute from the Washington Times: "Washington is indeed a nicer city since Carter Barron, late of Habersham county, Georgia, has become one of its citizens"
Mail Your Relief Fund Check TODAY
•

nite

•
HEAD Pressagent hands out ducats to his sub-pressagenls
Howard Dietz' stage show, "Between
the Devil," opened
last
and Mister Dietz gave tickets to members of his ad and pub

dep't at Metro, paying for them out of his own pocket
T
▼
T
• •
•
MAKE A date with yourself for the AMPA luncheon
today
at the International Casino
Santa Claus will be
on hand to distribute certain spirituous gifts to lucky kiddies
it is all by way of helping the Relief Fund
bring a
friend along
Your Check, Small or Large, Goes Entirely to the Relief Fund
•

•

•

CHRISTMAS

PARTY

Lily Pons will personally attend

the Christmas Day opening of her new RKO Radio picture, "Hitting
A New High"
at the Rivoli
the singing star will entertain
a big list of celebrities of the opera, society and radio who are her
personal friends
T
T
T
• •
•
THE ANNUAL London Terrace Christmas Eve party
will be held at the Terrace
theater
for underprivileged
children of the Chelsea section
the party is in honor of Dr.
Clement

Clarke Moore, author of " 'Twas the Night Before

Christmas"
Help the Relief Fund to Take Care of Our Own
•

•

•

WARNING

from Kris Kringle

«

«

«

admit they received 'em
T
T
still Conscious
Merry
Xmas,
Greetings, Blah-Blah-Blah and so
all probably live through it

»

»

»

(Continued from Page

1)

secretary of Universal Pictures Co.,
Inc., and all its subsidiary companies, yesterday. Miss Hughes said
shortly.
she would announce new plans
From 1925 to 1934, Miss Hughes
acted as secretary of Universal and
its subsidiaries. In 1934 she became
assistant secretary, which post she
held until her resignation. In addition to her other duties, Miss
Hughes was personnel director.

Services for Ted Healy
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services for
Ted Healy will be held today at 10
a.m. at St. Augustine's Church,
Donnell
officiating.
Culver City,
with Father John O'-

Equipment Factory Burns
Beloit, Wis. — The factory of the
Electrical Equipment and Manufacturing Co. here was destroyed by
fire.

DEATH

RECORD

Pierre Codings
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services will
be held today for Pierre Collings
who co-authored and scenarized
"The Life of Louis Pasteur."

Needy

be sure and wrap your

Christmas Gifts securely and send 'em out before Christmas
there
isn't much sense in sending them out after Christmas
if you want
to make absolutely sure the gifts are received, send them to yourself
then you can check the delivery of them with reasonable assurance that they were delivered
some folks you send Xmas Gifts
too are so dam mean they won't
T
• •
•
WHILE
WE
are
Joys of the Season, Holiday
forth and so what
we'll
we always have

Helen E. Hughes Resigns
as "U" Assistant Sec'y

expect

with his Capital Bowl football game staged at Catholic University Stadium for the benefit of underprivileged children of the

'alter Wanger In N. Y.
on Distribution Matters
(Continued from Page

M. DALY

1)

1936. He entered the motion picture
field as an exhibitor in Denver in
1914. Following service in the war,
he went into distribution with Vitagraph. Consequent posts include:
salesman for M-G-M in the Washington branch; special representative
for the same company on the Coast;
change.
manager
of M-G-M Los Angeles ex-

C. W.

Guthrie

Clinton, Okla. — C. W. Guthrie,
48, theater owner, died at his home
here last week after an illness of
several weeks. He is survived by
his widow and five brothers. He
came to Clinton nine year ago. A
heart ailment and pneumonia caused
his death.
George E. Akerson

George E. Akerson, 48, who joined
che executive staff of ParamountPublix in 1931, serving for two
years, and was later secretary to
former President Hoover, died yesterday at the Rockefeller Institute
after an illness of several weeks,

W
CONN TO DRAFT REORG.
PLAN FOR AMBASSADOR
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1937

HISTORY

retention of Maurice Conn as trustee for another 60 days.
At the expiration of that period,
Conn will submit a plan for the complete reorganization of Ambassador.
Judge Cosgrave held a special
hearing in chambers on the Ambassador 77B application and the private meeting of creditors followed
immediately.

(Continued from Page 1)

boldly thai the public wants duals. Subsequent polls on the subject substantiated his opinion in many instances. Was
re-elected vice-president of his company.
Headed up the executive end of the
home office with characteristic ability.
Migrated temporarily to Europe, surveying the foreign field thoroughly and reIATSE Agreements Set
turned to New York in time to see the
for Four Conn. Theaters new season efficiently launched. Entering New York harbor, he is reported
(Continued from Page 1)
to have believed the season had already
Warner Bros, labor executive, on his started for his outfit, but as the mist
return to New York.
cleared he perceived it was only the
Palace and Rialto, Warner houses, Statue of Liberty and not his organizaand Regent and Empress, under Partion's trade-mark.
amount Publix management, were
CHARLES R. ROGERS
•
involved. Conferences were attended •
As the second
by John Gatelee, IATSE New England official, Edward Cuddy, of Para- year of the
New Universal
mount, and Phelps.
waxed, pix
people and
Coen to Manage Col.
alike
Branch In Alexandria wpublic
o n dered
what this executive v.p. in
Jacques Coen has been named to
manage newly-opened Columbia charge of production was
branch office in Alexandria, Egypt,
it was reported yesterday by For- going to do by
eign Manager J. H. Seidelman, who
feaur eof athat
has returned to New York after a tway

Toledo News-Bee Holding
Local "10 Best" Contest

FAIRBANKS WITHOUT
PLANS TO PRODUGI

MAKERS

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines

1)

three-month tour of Great Britain
and the Continent. L. Schiller will
have charge of office recently opened
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, it was
announced at the same time.

Thursday, Dec. 23, 193 i
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would outGodfrey "My Man Godfrey." They were
not long in suspense, as on myriad
screens flashed the initial Deanna Durbin
classic, "Three Smart Girls." Said those
in whom sprout the seeds of speculation, "How can that be topped?" Charles
R. and his lieutenants bided their time,

(Continued from Page

mild-mannered, kindly Mr. Rodgers
pulled into Albuquerque he was greeted
by the tribesmen who bestowed upon
him an elaborate feather head-dress,
officially acclaiming him Chief Rodgers.
Being already a heap big cinema chieftain, he bore the added title with characteristic calm and modesty. There were
even more feathers in the offing,- — those
which he received for his chapeau
through his fair dealings with exhibition
interests everywhere.

•

GRADWELL

L. SEARS

•

When n e w s
services
spread word
that Hannibal,
Mo., wasparing a big
precelebration in
1937 to honor
i t s renowned
native son, the
film industry
both far and
wide declared
that it was
about time
proper appreciation was to be expressed,
and recognition given, to Gradwell L.
Sears. When filmdom subsequently
learned that the planned celebration was
for Mark Twain, they termed the whole
proceedings downright discrimination and
refused to even arbitrate. Grad performed like a champion in his role of
general sales manager for WB. His
series of trips to major circuit bailiwicks
throughout the U. S. was responsible in
no small degree for the magnitude of

and up jumped "100 Men and a Girl."
In between rounds there were other num- that company's product revenue in '37.
Toledo, 0.— The Toledo Newserous productions fabricated under the
Bee will present a motion picture Rogers guidance and the result was to •
• ARTHUR A. LEE
• •
camera to the No. 1 winner of its the credit and profit of the New UniversWhile Amerial. Every now and then he journeyed to
local "10 Best" contest, held in concan production
junction with the national poll of the home office from the Coast, the
interests
were
The Film Daily. Contest is being climax occasion being to confer on prodexcitedly
eyeconducted by Allan Saunders, film
uct with Nate Blumberg, following the
ing developcritic.
ments in the
latter's election to the presidency.
United King-

Need New Censor Permit
When Pix Title Is Changed

Detroit — Films returned to the
Detroit territory under a new title
must have a new censor's permit,
according to warning issued by
Charles W. Snyder, Police Censor.

•

WILLIAM

F. RODGERS

•

A few days
before 1937
took its bow,
— at Christmas
to
be exact,
—
this
popular

pix baron donated to charity the purse
Para. -Dietrich Parting
which the inWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATLY
Mustry had
Hollywood — Paramount announces
presented t o
him at the
that "French Without Tears" in
which Marlene Dietrich was to star,
literally giganhas been postponed indefinitely and
tic testimonial
that the German star will be per- dinner in New York which celebrated his
mitted to work elsewhere.
rise to the office of general sales manager for M-G-M. This generous act was
ITOA Elects Jan. 10
a figurative leather in his cap. The
Salt Lake City— Officers of the following May, the Navajo tribe must
Intermountain Theater Owners' As- have received word by smoke signal or
sociation will be elected at the an- over one of the local "circuits," for they
nual meeting Jan. 10.
took this phrase literally, and when the

dom re making
filmand
d i s t r i b u tion
there, as such
amight
f f ected be
by
the Quota
tangle, Arthur
Lee quietly coasted Coastward, gracefully carrying his unusual pay-load of
three titles, — vice-president, treasurer
and general manager of GB Pictures Corp.
of America, — with the idea in mind of
turning out some feature product in Hollywood one of these days. Returning,
he expanded GB's sales staff by 25 per
cent. Reported the new GB pix-by-pix
buying policy was a success, and, at
the year-end, proclaimed that GB will,
beginning Jan. 1, release new pix at
rate of one a month.
(Editor's
Note:
Continue
this
tory Makers in the Film Daily.)

series

of

His-

1)

production, his future course of ac
tion being largely predicated upo
the results of United Artists meir
bership meetings scheduled on tr
Coast next week.
Asked if he would be receptive t
reopening the Goldwyn-Korda op
tion negotiations, Fairbanks replie
that he believed such a move woul
be useless. He said that a numbe
of factors entered into the collaps
of the deal — heavy taxes, failure o
the British financial interests t
meet the demands of himself, Mar
Pickford and Charles Chaplin, an
various legal angles.
Fairbanks laughed when asked i :
there was any truth to the repor
that he might sell his interest i
UA to David O. Selznick. He denie
that there had been any negotiations
Commenting on business condi
tions in England, Fairbanks declare
that the theaters were sufferin.
from radio lottery competition.
Fairbanks, and his wife, left o
the Century yesterday afternoon fo
the Coast.
Another passenger on the Breme
was Katharine Cornell.

"Marco Polo" Release
Set Back to Februan

Release of Samuel Goldwyn'j|
"Adventures of Marco Polo," whicl^
was to have been accompanied by sji
general rise in first-run admissioinj
prices on Jan. 21, has been set bacllf
until February, it was learned yest
terday. United Artists originall;
scheduled the picture for releasi |
during
week,date.
later shift '
ing it toChristmas
the January
Difficulties in affecting a nationuj
wide, simultaneous boost in admis
sions is understood to be the chief
obstacle
in setting a definite dattl
for the release of "Marco Polo."

Licensee

Increase

Favored

Chicago — New city ordinance nov|
being drafted will materially inf
crease theater licenses.

WEDDING

BELLS

New

Haven — Friends feted Lawrence Caplan at the Hejaz Grott
in honor of his approaching mar-1
riage to Ruth Fishman, daughter oli
Abe Fishman of Fishman Theatersi
Inc. Caplan is the new executive
secretary of Allied Theaters ol
Connecticut, and the marriage wil
take place Dec. 26.
Cincinnati
—
Genevieve
Rhote
Paramount, was married on Dec.
to Thomas Lovejoy, it is announced]
San Francisco — Ben Levin, asso-)j
ciated with his father, H. S. Levin
in operation of several suburban!
houses here, will marry Miss Sylviail
Wolfe of this city Jan. 9.

»

^•^•e^iu&s*

Merry Christmas!
Happy New Year!

ROSALIE
starring

NELSON
ELEANOR
featuring :

EDDY
POWELL

Wm

^T

HITS!

ylC

1

DYKE II

Nf

^

FRANK MORGAN • EDNA MAY OLIVER
Ray Bolger • Ilona Massey • Billy Gilbert
Aren
• Screen Play Written and
J&t
Reginald
Owen
by William
Anthony McGuire
Produced
if >PORTER

SONG

COLE
Directeed by W. S. VAN
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'Wise Girl'
ith Miriam
Hopkins,
Ray Milland,
Stephenson, Walter Abel

Henry

TOP FLIGHT COMEDY WITH SMART
AST AND LAUGHS APLENTY SHOULD
E BIG B. 0. DRAW.
Smartly produced, with a brilliant cast
aking the most of the witty dialogue and
•merous comedy situations, this new RKO
x should be a big B. 0. draw. The able
id clever Miriam
Hopkins heads a cast
Lat leaves nothing to be desired in that
japartment. Ray Milland turns in a swell
jrformance opposite Miss Hopkins and he
ably aided and abetted by Walter Abel
id Guinn Williams. Betty Philson and
larianna Strelby, two of the smartest chilren seen on the screen in a long while,
ave no little part in the picture's appealig qualities. Henry Stephenson turns in
is usual smooth performance and Alec
raig does a good bit. Director Leigh Jain has made the most of a fairly plaus>le story obviously designed for laughs,
id never has a dull moment in the pix.
liss Hopkins, daughter of millionaire
tephenson, sets out to help her father
et the custody of two children being
rought up by Milland, who was made
leir guardian when Stephenson's other
aughter dies. Milland is an artist with no
hance to do any real work as he has to
jpport the two little girls. Miss Hopkins
loves into Greenwich Village where Milnd lives, without revealing who she is.
lilland helps her to get several jobs, with
ie working situation winding up in a free
ir all brawl when Miss Hopkins gets a
ib demonstrating in the window of a de|brtment
store.
Hopkins'
true romance
identity
revealed
andMiss
rapidly
budding
;ceives a rude shock. She goes to court
nd gains custody of the two children, but
lis doesn't work out as the two kids miss
lilland. Finally she tricks Milland into
seing her and has him jailed with the
Itimatum that he does some real work or
e doesn't eat The two little girls disover that she is really doing this in his
iterests and forgive Miss Hopkins for taklg them away from Milland. Everything
i straightened out and they discover they
sally love each other, and can get married
nd have the two little girls at the same
jme, with everybody happy. There is a
ight scene when sculptor-battler Guinn
Williams goes into the ring, that is screamlgly funny, and all is literally confusion,
'he whole cast deserves
a lot of credit
*^nd the picture is top-flight entertainment.
CAST: Miriam Hopkins, Ray Milland,
Salter Abel, Guinn Williams, Henry Stephnson, Alec Craig, Betty Philson, Marianna
trelby, Margaret Dumont, Jean de Briac,
van Lebedeff, Rafael Storm, Gregory Gaye,
lichard Lane, Tom
Kennedy.
CREDITS: Producer, Edward Kaufman;
director, Leigh Jason; Story, Allan Scott
nd Charles Norman; Screenplay, Allen
icott; Editor, Jack Hively; Cameraman,
'everell Marley.

i

SHORTS

*

70 mins.

KO Radio

DIRECTION,
HY, Good.

*

Excellent.

PHOTOGRA-

"Our Gang Follies of 1938"
(Our Gang Comedies)
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Hal Roach
21 mins.
Swell Kid Comedy
Hal Roach's "Our Gang" tworeeler is a very entertaining miniature musical in which the talented
kids put over songs and dances in
grand style. Comedy situations are
many and should garner a lot of
laughs. The director, Gordon Douglas, got some swell work from the
kids, and he manages to have something enjoyable on the screen at all
times. Outstanding in the cast are
"Alfalfa" Switzer, the suffering
crooner whose distinctive style
should bring howls, "Spanky" McFarland, the little master-of-ceremonies, and Darla Hood, the charming little beauty who can sell a song
as well as a good many grownups.
Her number is "The Love Bug Will
Bite You If You Don't Watch Out"
and Alfalfa's is "Learn to Croon."
Other popular hits are sung by some
able youngsters. In the story, Alfalfa is the current heart throb
crooner. But, he wants to sing
opera, in fact he will not do his
scheduled number in Spanky's show.
He walks out and signs a contract
with an opera impresario to come
back twenty years hence. Sitting
down to rest, he falls asleep and
dreams about that day twenty years
in the future. Spanky is running a
big night club, and when Alfalfa
returns for his big moment he flops,
the impresario forcing him to sing
in the street and beg. With that he
awakes and is only too happy to take
his
as the
crooner
in Spanky's
barnplace
show.
S. S.
Van Keuren
was
associate producer on the piece.
The March of Time
(Issue 5— Vol. IV)
RKO Radio
20 mins.
Fine Topical Subjects
Very fine presentation of the present-day Finland, showing how the
country has prospered in recent
years, due in large part to the goodwill created in the United States by
the fact that Finland is the only nation to meet its war debt payments. The industrial and agricultural co-operative societies have
done much to make the inhabitants
happy and prosperous. The activities of these various co-op enterprises are presented in a very entertaining manner. The radio comedians are presented in the second
subject, with little inside slants on
how they work to build up their
laugh programs. Eddie Cantor,
Amos and Andy, Phil Baker, Fred

Allen and Jack Benny are the stars
introduced. The manner in which
the gag "factories" operate with
their card index systems covering
thousands of jokes will prove illuminating to a lot of people who
imagine that the comedians originate
their own material. The final subject covers the work of the Joseph
P. Kennedy Commission reporting
to Congress on the U. S. shippingsituation. Kennedy is seen in several close-ups, hard at work at his
desk, and he voices several important pronouncements concerning
the problem and what has to be
done to remedy it. This is one of
the most informative and timely subjects ever covered by Time.
"How To Dance the Shag"
(Song and Comedy)
Educational
9 mins.
Sure-Fire Dance Special
A fine combination of a film that
is very entertaining and at the
same time teaches the fundamental
steps of the pop dance craze, the
Shag. Arthur Murray, the dance
authority who is credited with making the dance universally popular,
explains the various steps to a class
of mixed couples. They in turn go
through the steps, and the corrections and suggestions of Murray
give the audience a chance to master the steps in a very easy and
pleasant manner The pupils later
are seen at a night club staging a
Shag show all by themselves. Here
is a timely and popular short that
all the young people will want to
see, as well as the older folks who
are dance-conscious.

Imogene Coca in
"Dime A Dance"
Educational
18 mins.
Swell Comic Scores
A real comedienne who will wow
the cash customers with her zany
antics. Imogene Coca is in a class
all by herself, and her style of comedy does not suggest that of any
other funster on the screen. Her
girl pal who is cashier in a dime
dance hall, tries to get her a job
as a dance hostess in the place.
But first she tells Imogene that she
has to learn about making herself
appealing to men. She gives her
a book on how to make love, but
Imogene starts reading by a misLake a book on jiu-jitsu. The comedienne gets hired as a dance
hostess, and goes to work on a bashful sailor. She gives him some of
the jiu-jitsu exercises, thinking that
is the way to make love. It is very
funny, niqueand
Imogene
Coca's in techwill bring
the laughs
any
audience.
"Filming Cameraman)
Nature's
(Adventures
of the Wonders"
Newsreel

20th Century-Fox
9 mins.
Some gorgeous examples of outdoor scenic photography, collected
in all parts of the world where natural wonders are to be found. The
wonders of Yellowstone Park are
shown in the hot springs and bubbling geysers. In far-off Australia
is presented a natural phenomenon
in the form of a steam spring that
sends up a shower at intervals.
Magic caves hidden in mountains
and a car on a steel cable that is
lowered down a mountain chasm
that towers between rocky cliffs
for thousands of feet is awe-inspiring. Finally, in Alaska, the age-old
''Lonesome Ghosts"
glacier sends tons of ice crashing
into the ocean as the steamer
(Mickey Mouse)
RKO Radio
9 mins. passes by. Produced by Truman
Talley.
Edited by Lew Lehr.
Wow Ghost Adventure
One of the funniest of the Mickey
"One On the House"
series. Mickey, the Duck and the
(Broadway Brevity)
Goof get a job as ghost extermina- Vitaphone
20 mins.
tors when four ghosts haunting an
Very Funny Gags
old mansion decide to have some
The newlyweds move into their
fun and
send
"experts."
They
go to
workforonthe
Mickey,
who new home to find a bunch of friends
chases one of the ghosts, and lands are staging a surprise party for
up against a blank wall, which them. The entertainers are Floria
turns into a waterfall and soaks Vestoff, dancing; the Merry Macs,
him. Donald the Duck has another in song; Diane Denise, a singer;
ghost following him all over the and Al Tucker, violinist. Through
house scaring the stuffing out of all the numbers terrific noises occur
him by clashing a heavy chain and from above. The groom goes up to
breaking dishes in back of him. The investigate and finds three nutty
Goof has a tough time with another house painters and carpenters (Willie, West and McGinty) tearing
ghost, who appears in a mirror and
does everything the Goof does, till everything apart. The action keeps
the latter almost goes out of his cutting back and forward to the
party downstairs and the crazy anmind.
After
threeand"experts"
are scared
into the
a panic
hide in
tics of the "fixers" upstairs. These
a dresser, the ghosts slam the three are very original and very
dresser down the stairs into the funny with their business. The final
cellar, and leave the house laugh- gag shows that the repair men have
ing. The ghost stuff is all played been working on the wrong house.
for laughs instead of spookiness, Directed by Lloyd French.
(.Additional Reviews on Page 8)
and the kids will eat it up.
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MANY NEW THEATERS
HAVE HOLIDAY BOWS
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REVIEWS Of REUJ flLfHS
"Donald's

By RALPH

Ostrich"

(Donald Duck)
Radio
9 mins.
Advent of the holiday season is RKO
the signal for the opening of new
One Big Howl
and remodeled theaters in both large
Donaid Duck is the station agent
and small cities throughout the
in a small town, and the train decountry. Latest reports from Film
posits a crate containing an ostrich.
Daily staff correspondents record The latter
gets loose, and starts to
these:
make love to Donald. He finally
gets away from the embraces of the
Salt Lake City— The Centre the- ostrich, which goes on a tour of inater opens today, following an invivestigation. The strange animal
tation opening yesterday. An Inter- swallows an accordion, a clock and
mountain Theaters Inc. house at some balloons, with very disastrous
State and Broadway, Harry David and comical results. But the real
is general manager.
fun comes when the ostrich swallows a small radio, and the different
West Newton, Mass. — New New- programs come in, such as a prizeton Theater of the M & P Theaters
fight and a horse race. The ostrich
will bow in today. Arthur W. Pink- gives a demonstration of what the
ham
will manage.
radio announcer is talking about,
and succeeds in wrecking the railroad station and poor Donald Duck.
Evansville, Ind. — The Carlton
One of the funniest of the Duck seTheater will open Saturday. A. O. ries.
Hassensall will operate the house.
Jonesville, Va. — Alexander Otto is
"Barnyard Boss"
opening his new Keithley, here, for
(Terry-Toons)
Educational
the holidays.
Novelty Gag

ume fRom lots

7 mins.

The rooster is the Boss of the
barnyard, and raises the devil with
the hens when he finds them neglecting their egg-laying work
while they play bridge. Later he
Port Washington, Wis. — George returns to the barnyard and finds
Fischer is slated to reopen the im- them off patronizing a Bingo game
nearby. Then the Boss gets smart
proved Ozaukee theater here Christ- and
realizes that he has to use a
mas Day. The house, formerly operated by Mark Morgan, has been little psychology. He puts Bingo
boards under each hen so that they
dark for several months.
can play the game as they do their
new-laid eggs as markParsons, Kan. — The Dickinson cir- work,ers asusing
the numbers are called off.
cuit will re-open its Uptown Theater
here Christmas Day with Charles
"Porky's Poppa"
Martin as manager.
(Looney Tune Cartoon)
7 mins.
Cleveland — With Maurice Samuel- Vitaphone
son as manager, the new $300,000
Happy Farm Life
Colony Theater in Shaker Heights
Down on the farm which Porky's
opens Dec. 28. It's a Warner house. daddy owns, Bessie the cow gets ill
and the farmer buys a mechanical
Tecumseh, Neb. — Raph Hintz, cow from the mail order house.
who owns a theater at Sterling, Porky doesn't want to see his pal,
Neb., will open a new 300-seat house Bessie, thrown out of a home, so
he gets busy and doctors her back
here New Year's Day.
to health. Then begins a race between the mechanical cow and BesCleveland, Miss. — Bill Ellis, owner
sie to see which can deliver the
of the New Ellis Theater, plans to
most milk. Bessie wins in a suropen about New Year's.
prise finish as Porky cheers.
Hollywood, Fla. — The new 875seat Florida theater will open on
Christmas day. It is a Sparks
house.

Detroit — The new Vassar Theater Reade.
A reception and buffet supat Vassar, which will be operated by
per is scheduled from 7 to 8 p. m.
the Smith brothers, was opened yesColumbus, O. — The new 800-seat
terday, while Fred Winters' new
Cort Theater at Saginaw, will bow Drexel Theater built by William
in Jan. 1.
C. Chesbrough at a cost of $125,000 opens Christmas Day. This
house will make a grand total of
Worcester, Mass. — The Worcester
with nine in Coreopens Dec. 27 with vaudeville and 12 for Chesbrough,
lumbus and three in Dayton.
stage shows, according to John Garrison, manager. A noon matinee,
Morristown, N. J. — American
something unusual for this city, Community
Theater Corp., headed
will be featured.
by Walter Reade, will open the new
Community Theater here tonight.
Hudson, N. Y. — New Community Invited guests will attend a recepTheater here will open tomorrow
tion and buffet supper from 7 to
night, it is announced
by Walter 8 p.m.

"Harris

<?i{<

In the Spring"

(Radio Musical Comedy)
Radio
20 mins.
Fine Novelty Skit
Through a misunderstanding, Phil
Harris, the band leader, finds himself with a job as a professional
escort, and a date to take out a
rich young society girl to a night
spot. She decides to go to his club,
where his orchestra is playing. The
fun consists in his efforts to keep
the gang from telling the girl who
he really is, and at the same time
maneuver so he can attend to his
job as the band leader. Finally,
the girl realizes who he is and everything works out nicely. The skit
has a lot of clever business, and the
production is handsomely mounted,
with good song and musical numbers.
RKO

Jefferson Machamer

in

"Koo-Koo Korrespondence 18Skool"
Educational
mins.
Delightful Gags and Girlies
Another fine number in the Jeff
Machamer series of beautiful girlie
pictures done with originality and
delightful humor. Jeff joins a correspondence school to study drawing and sets up his desk in the general postoffice where he can get his
lessons by mail quickly. He has a
section of private letter-boxes. As

HOLLYW0(
WILK

Metro Re-Signs Allan Jones
^LLAN JONES has been sign-i
to a new long-term contract )
M-G-M. He has just completed
leading role in "Everybody Sing
with Judy Garland and Faun
Brice.
T

T

T

"Snow White" Acclaimed
With Coast critics unanimous
hailing it as a triumph of the yea
and a steady b.o. line before tl
Carthay Circle Theater so long th
an additional cashier has been p
on duty, Walt Disney's "Snow Whi
and the Seven Dwarfs" has starti
its extended two-a-day run with
ticket demand that predicate?
smash hit.

Paramount

Planning Big

Campaign for West Pi
Paramount

will release the ne

Mae West picture, "Every Day's
Holiday," on Jan. 14, despite repor
that the release date would be s
back, it was said yesterday by Ro
ert Gillham, director of publicity ar
advertising. A big campaign w
be put behind the picture in ord<
to offset unfavorable publicity r
suiting from a recent broadcast
which the star figured.
A full page ad in four colors w
they
opened
in turn,seated
the artist's
modelsare are
discovered
there appear on the back page of Tl
American Weekly on Jan. 16. Tw
in the large openings. They reprepage
are scheduled for tl:
sent the various "lessons" from the picturelayouts
magazines, Life and Look, i
school. Jeff intermingles his draw- well as full pages in the princip;
ing with singing and gagging inter- fan publications. Billboards will 1
ludes, with the beautiful models doing their individual acts. The idea used in various parts of the countr
is very clever, and done with a light
touch that puts it over strong. And Sound Recording Optical
are those models worth looking at!
System Gets U. S. Paten
Produced by Al Christie.
Novel optical system for record
Floyd
Gibbons in
ing sound directly on both 16 mr
and 35 mm. film is the subject of
"Alibi Mark"
(Your True Adventures)
U. S. patent just allowed Leon D<
Vitaphone
13 mins. wan, inventor. In place of the usu:
Has Thrills
lens system, invention provides f«
As the Headline Hunter, Floyd the use of an inexpensive mirr<
Gibbons gives another of his true which utilizes the ultra-violet ray;
adventures which have been sent in
condenses and concentrates a tigl'
to him by those who have experi- slit which is projected on the phi
enced thrilling experiences of some
film surface
free of sphe'
ical and chromatic
aberration,
then
sort. This one recounts the experi- tographic
ence of a youth from Illinois who by making it possible to recoi
some years ago was in Chicago greatly improved sound of high fr<
down and out, and hopped a freight quencies on narrow width filr
train to seek a job farther west. George
H. Callaghan
will mark*
Getting off the train, he is clubbed this patent.
by a railroad watchman, escapes,
and trudges toward town. He finds Crescent Amusement Co.
an empty wallet and tries to trade
it in town for a lunch. The counterInvades Western Ken tuck
man recognizes the wallet as the
Cincinnati
— Tony Sudekin, Cres
property of a filling station man
who was killed by a tramp. The cent Amusement Co., has acquire
angry townspeople are ready to The Selba, Central, Ky., marking th
invasion of western Kentucky b
lynch him when the railroad detective arrives and identifies the youth Crescent, which controls Nashvill
by the scar on the head as the Tenn., and has already acquire
youth he slugged, thus establishing houses in Bowling Green, Hopkins
his alibi and saving his life. Gibbons ville, Madisonville, Elizabeth Tow
finishes by awarding the prize check and Earlington Ky. Sudekin is als
to the young man who experienced Ky.
erecting a new theater in Franklyn
this true adventure.

.

«■

FREDRIC
Winner

"DR.

JEKYLL

MARCH

of the 1932 Academy Award
for his performance
in

AND

MR.

HYDE"

"Gripping performance by Fredric March is high
FILM DAILY
light of strong drama."
JANUARY

3, 1932.

191

I

'THE 1932 FILM YEAR BOOK"

i

"Again, I marvel how you do it! I mean the Film
Daily Year Book. Not only is it a great piece of
publishing work, but, believe me, it is different
from all others of its type. It is extremely valuable in any film man's daily work."
CHARLES
MARCH

E. McCARTHY
16, 1932.

THE 1938 FILM YEAR BOOK
The Standard
Bigger and Better Than

11501

BROADWAY

Reference Book of the Motion

Ever

Picture Industry
Now

in Preparation

NEW

YORK

CITY

A world shocked and
questioning— nations
in dispute — headline
history in the making!

^

/^HERE'S THE PICTORIAL TRUTH!

GET READY TO PLAY THIS THREEREEL SPECIAL FEATURE FOR RELEASE
DECEMBER 30th!
UNIVERSAL fiteietdi
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The greatest screen
attraction in the
history of Special
Attractions !

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought

NEW
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'assage of the Tasmania,, Quota Bill is Held Unlikely

EATUREUHORTS SHOWNJN U. S. DROPJN 1937
12 by 16 ft. Television in British Theaters in 3 Months
*

Ideon Circuit Installing Scoony; GB, Rival Baird
ph(
System

In a
world
filled to
the brim with
the myriad struggles of this hustling,
bustling life we pause
momentarily
on the
threshold of a new year
to salute in seasonal manner
those good friends who comprise the film "family." To them,
wherever they are, in whatever
corner of this ever-growing industry they play their large or small
part, we extend hearty greetings.
May the coming
year see all their
hopes fulfilled, their honest and faithful
service
richly
rewarded.
Service
not
alone to employer, but to the industry collectively. For it is upon such dual keystones
that
the
welfare
withinof the
depends. Yes, and oftheallfuture
the "family"
screen,
which daily brings happiness to untold
millions in lands, near and far.
It Is With
This Thought
That
the
Film
Daily
Voices to You
Today
the
Traditional
merry

London (By Cable) — Television on
12 by 16 foot screen will be made
mailable to British film theaters
ithin three months by Scophony,
td., it was disclosed here yester-

»y.

Scophony system will be installed
i the theaters of the Odeon Circuit,
nbracing 300 houses, in which
nited Artists is interested.
Rival
(Continued on Page 4)
if A Merry Christmas if

I0ETZ SAYS ENGLISH
PIX COSTSNOT HIGH
Spiking reports that excessive
sts would retard M-G-M's producon plans in England, Ben Goetz,
sad of M-G-M's British unit, stated
isterday that it costs no more to
oduce in England than it does in
e U. S. Goetz, who arrived in New
(Continued
on Page 8)
if A Merry Christmas if

arley Sees New Quota

X m

"Reasonably Satisfactory"
The new British quota setup, when
nally completed, will be "reasonbly satisfactory", in the opinion of
rancis Harley, 20th-Fox managing
irector for the United Kingdom,
ho, with Ben Miggins, European
lanager, arrived from Europe on
le Normandie yesterday. Both
arley and Miggins will go to the
oast next week to discuss next
ear's plans with company officials.
20th-Fox's
foreign
in
(Continued
on Page business
6)

Bonus and Pay Boost
In their pay envelope today the employees of the Filmarte Theater will
leceive an extra week's salary plus an
increase for 1938 from the theater's director, Jean H. Lenauer.
Theater employes of the RKO theater
companies have been granted one week's
pay as a Christmas bonus, THE FILM
DAILY
learned yesterday.

a s

w

84 Less Features, 51 Fewer
Srorts Get PCA Seals
to Dec. 1
Nineteen thirty-seven has brought
fewer features as well as fewer
shorts to American screens, according to statistics of the Production
Code Authority, agency of the
MPPDA.
Drop in features during the first
11 months of the year is 84, while
the loss in shorts for the same period is 51. Figures, of course, relate
only to those pictures submitted to
the PCA but generally reflect the
situation.
From Jan. 1 last to Dec. 1, West
Coast office
of the PCA
555
(Continued
on Pageapproved
4)
if A Merry Christmas if

GN RETRENCHES, EXECS
SERVING WITHOUT PAY
In a retrenchment move linked
with a plan for Grand National to
emerge unencumbered within eight
weeks, Edward J. Peskay, vice-president in charge of distribution, yesterday dismissed about 75 employes
in exchanges and the home office.
Three weeks severance pay was
granted in every case, Peskay said.
All executives of Jthe company
are to (Continued
serve
without
pay
until
on Page 8)
if A Merry Christmas if

Tasmanian
To Move

Legislators Are

Expected

Cautiously on Film Commerce

Sydney (By Cable) — Despite pas
sage of film quota legislation by the
Legislative Assembly of Tasmania
on Dec. 15, last, according exhibitors a 25 per cent rejection right,
there is little likelihood that the bill,
which the Government has unexpectedly withheld from a vote by
the Legislative Council, will become

a law, according to well informed
sources here.
Belief is growing that, notwithstanding the enactment of a quota
law by the Parliament of neighboring New South Wales a week ago,
Tasmania officials and legislators
halfe been(Continued
influenced
to "move
cauon Page
6)

UA Placing $250,000 Price
on "Goldwyn Follies" Here
With three major New York
houses negotiating for the picture,
United Artists has set a minimum
$250,000 guarantee as against a per(Continued
on Page 4)Goldwyn's
centage on Samuel

History Matters
For tory
today's
of THE
1937 FILM
HisMakers, asinstallment
selected by
DAILY from the ranks of those whose
activities provided industry headlines,
turn to Page 6.
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cominc add come

So now is come our joyfull'st feast;
Let every -man be jolly;
Each room
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Undeveloped
negative
of scenes
shot by Universal cameraman, Norman
Alley,
aboard
the U. S. S.
Panay, have been insured for a totol of $325,000 at a premium of $3,145, it was learned yesterday.
Additional cost of $315 at $9 per lb.
is being charged for freight aboard
the China Clipper.
Universal yesterday announced appointment of Dave Lipton, veteran
exploitation and publicity man, to
handle special feature to be made
ing. of exclusive shots of the bombup
if A Merry Christmas if

Brandt Circuit

f in AnciflL
NEW
Am.
Seat
Columbia
Picts.
Columbia Picts.
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq

YORK

vtc
pfd
pfd..

Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount
1st pfd..
Paramount
2nd pfd..
Pathe
Film
RKO
20th Century-Fcx
. .
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW
YORK
Keith
A-0
6s46 ....
Loew 6s41ww
Para.
B'way
3s55...
Para.
Picts.
6s55...
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47
RKO
6s41
Warner's
6s39 YORK
NEW

Film

7

pfd

West

Coast Bureau

w
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Hollywood — William Anthony McGuire, M-G-M writer and producer,
who
produced
"Rosalie"
asked
Metro for a release
of hishas
contract,

|effective in January, upon completion of "The Girl of the Golden
West". He is anxious to spend six
months of the year in the East to
produce plays, following which he
will return to Hollywood.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK, production head o
20th-Fox, accompanied by MRS. ZANUCK am
a group of studio executives, leaves Hollywooc
by train New Year's Eve for New York, ar
riving here Jan. 3.
FRANCIS L. HARLEY, United Kingdom man
ager for 20th-Fox, and his wife who arrivec
on Ihe Normandie yesterday, left for Ph i ll>
last night.
He will return to the home office
Monday
morning.
VICTCk McLAGLEN, who also arrived on th(
Normandie yesterday, left for Hollywood last
night by plane.
the

BRIAN
Coast

DONLEVY and his wife
this
afternoon.

leave foi

JEAN HERSHOLT and his wife arrived in New
York yesterday morning from the Coast. The)
will
remain
here
about
three weeks.
E. K. O'SHEA, eastern manager for M-G-M
is in Buffalo for the holidays, and will returr
to the home
office Monday.
EMANUEL
COHEN
terday by plane.

arrived in New

York yes-

if A Merry Christmas if

"Sub D-l" Starting 208
Day-Date Runs Tomorrow

Defers

pulled release
"Submarine
outHaving
of national
during D-l"
the
Vaude Policy's Debut pre-holiday period, Warners plan to
V/a
Brandt Theater Circuit will not open the picture in 208 day and date
STOCK
MARKET
launch
its vaudeville policy until af- engagements Christmas Day. ComNet
pany feels that all concerned will
ter the first of the year, William
Chg.
High
Low
Close
'9 '93/
4
said yesterday. Circuit was derive greater benefits from the pic% Brandt
lO'/s
10>/8
10y8 ture if it is held back to cash in
13i/2
127/8
13i/4
to have opened its vaude policy toon
the
post-shopping period trade.
night
at
the
Audubon
Theater
but
1 Va
T/s
V/sthe date has been set back. Brandt
if A Merry Christmas if
6
IH/2
H¥4
5i/2
5i/2 — 1
166
1645/8 165
1/2 declared yesterday that the plan to
481/2 —
Home Due on Tuesday
place stage shows in several of its
48
12%
Hal Home, whose contract as an
houses will be carried out and that
48 '/2
associate producer for Walter Wan43/8
circuit
has
no
intentions
of
dropI
d/2
1061/4
IOV2
41/2 41/4
ger expired recently, is scheduled to
ping1 the idea.
84
arrive in New York from the Coast
•k A Merry Christmas if
10
84
84 Va
21 %
21
6
Tuesday
and is expected to announce
6 6i/2
Court
Reserves
Decision
263/4
a new affiliation. It is understood
61/2 6 1/4
2634
In E. M. Loew Writ Case that a deal upon which he has been
21
working is about to be closed.
31
30
27
35
35
315
Hartford, Conn. — Superior Court
Judge John A. Cornell has reserved
MARKET
BOND
decision in a petition for an injunc%
981/g
98i/8
981/s
tion sought by E. M. Loew's Enterprises, Inc. to prevent members of
90
90
90
the International Alliance of Theat725/8
72 Vi
72 Vi
. . .
rical Stage Employes and the Mo85
85
85
— 2
tion Picture Machine Projectors of
75CURB 745/8
745/8 +
MARKET
13/4
the
United
States from picketing
23/4
23/4
Loew's Theater here.
13/4
34

Columbia
Picts. vtc
Grand
National
...
Monogram
Picts. ...
1 V4
Sonotone
Corp
13^
Technicolor
173,4
Trans-Lux
2%
Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Pathe

Wither.

lU" Increases Insurance
I McGuire Asking Release
Coverage on Panay Reels
to Produce Stage Plays

'A

1

JOHN
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BILL GREEN, personal representative for Davc|
Rubinoff, left last night for Sioux City, la..
to
prepare for Rubinoff's concerts in that terholidays.
ritory. He will stop off in Detroit for the
day.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN has delayed his trip tc
Honolulu until after the first of the year.
HAL

HORNE

arrives in New

York on Tues-

EDWARD L. ALPERSON, president of Crane
week.
day.
National, is expected in New York early next
CHARLES MacARTHUR. noted playwright anci
author, was another Normandie arrival yesterJOHN E. JOSETH, Universal ad chief, left
return
Monday.
New York
for Chicago yesterday. He is tc

Segar Critically III

Santa Monica — E. C. Segar, car
toonist creator of "Popeye the Sailor," is in a critical condition at
Santa Monica Hospital. He has beer
ill for more than two weeks from
lung congestion.

173/4
5/g 11-16
175/8
1 1/4
1 1/4

6 1/2
51/4
STOCK
MARKET
Bid
Asked
85
94
971/2

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36
84
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43...
57
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6l/4s 1st '43..
. 44%
if A Merry Christmas if

A DELIGHTFUL
SPOT TO RELAX

463/4

59

Chicago Passes Bookmakers
And Theater License Bills
Chicago — Both bookmakers and
theater license bills were passed yesterday by the City Council. Bookmakers' fees range from $1,000 to
$5,000 depending in what zone located. Highest license is for Loop
establishments. Theater licenses
are advanced from 25 per cent for
smaller theaters to 75 per cent for
de luxe houses.

HOTEL EDISON
aiAct e\ HevYy Ckvisi-^as

To you -j-vow\

fHIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLI

'TOVARICH' IS NOW

"IT'S SMASH ENTERTAINMENT- PLUS a box

PLAYING

office draw for all theatres", raved Variety after
this week's gala coast preview of 'Hollywood
Hotel', "Warners' very greatest musical" (Hollywood Reporter), "that's headed for top grosses
everywhere!" (M. P. Daily). Star-studded cast
is headed by Dick Powell, Rosemary Lane,
Hugh

Herbert,

Benny

Goodman

and

and bringing

its high holiday humor
and romance to Christmas patrons everywhere.
Claudette
costar
CharlesColbert's
Boyer and
Director Anatole Litvak
arrive from abroad to
learn that Radio City
Music Hall will open
it next week as its Fifth

Band.0

Anniversary attraction.*

EDW. THE
G. ROBINSON—
AND
'G'
GREAT—
shootsIS FOR
the
works

{below) in his

best 'Little Caesar' form
for Damon
Warners'Runyon
version
of
the
play,
'A Slight Case of Murder'.

N. Y.'S FIRST LADIES SEE
WARNERS' 'FIRST LADY'.

Cream of society, stage and education gathered at Strand Theatre last Wednesday as first step

in that theatre's extensive exploitation for the new Kay Francis
comedy (above), based on the
Broadway smash by Katharine
Dayton and George S. Kaufman.

'OVER THE WALL' MEANS A
HIT IN ANY LEAGUE so this
thrill-a-clip film by author-warden Lewis E. Lawes of Sing Sing
Prison is pencilled by Warner
Bros,
for earlv
1938 release.
* A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A First National

Picture

Vilograph,

Inc., Distributors

Friday, Dec. 24, 193:
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FEWER FEATURES AND

4LCN6

12X16 FT. TELEVISION
FOR BRITISH THEATER!!

THE

SHORTS SHOWN IN '37
(Continued from Page
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UA Placing $250,000 Price
on "Goldwyn Follies" Here
(Continued from Page 1)

"Goldwyn Follies", it was said yes
terday by George Schaefer, UA vice
prexy.
Houses whose offers are being considered were said to be the Radio
City Music Hall, Rivoli and Hollywood.
Figure of $250,000 is said to be
the largest ever asked for a firstrun in the Greater New York territory.
"Goldwyn Follies" will play on a
$1 continuous run policy, not as a
two-a-day, it was stated.
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(Continued from

1)

features, 351 shorts. Corresponding figures for 1936 were 625 features, 286 shorts. In the same period for 1937, the Eastern PCA office passed 59 features and 346
shorts as against 73 features and
462 shorts in 1936.

it A Merry Christmas it

Movietone News to Have
Spanish, Portuguese Dress
Fox Movietone News on Jan. 1st
will inaugurate an innovation in the
newsreel field when it makes all its
newsreels, designed for Central and
South American countries, with complete commentaries in Spanish and
Portuguese. Formerly all newsreels
released in these lands had a musical score running during the picture
with the commentary in English.
Walter J. Hutchinson, 20th-Fox
general foreign manager, advocated
this move, which although slightly
more expensive, is expected to give
Movietone News a much wider distribution. Fox pioneered in the Latin-American newsreel field when
it inaugurated a two-a-week schedule two years ago, and will continue
this policy.
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Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
24
John W. Alicoate
Michael
Curtiz
Ruth Chatterton
Howard
Hughes
Carl
Brisson
Evelyn
Hall
Wilfred
Noy
Eulalie Jensen
Ted Toddy

Daily to
birthday:
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• •
•
THIS GUY Santa was very nice about it
he
asked all the underprivileged kiddies what Gifts they wanted
calling upon each in turn to express their wishes

News of Day, Movietone
News Plan Panay Specia

and here's what they asked dear Santa for
T
T
T

A special newsreel showing of
sinking of the U. S. gunboat Par
will be released early next week
:th.
News of the Day and Movietorn
News. The film, shipped via th«
China Clipper, reached Manila to
day and will arrive in San Francisc*
Monday. There it will be trans
ferred to a special chartered plan,
for New York. The pictures wer«
taken by News of the Day and Mo
vietone News aboard the Panay.
Among the scenes which the newt
reel will disclose, it is said, are thi!
approach of a Japanese motor
boat prior to the bombing
of the vessel, the spectacular geysers created by the bomb:

•

• • THE PRODUCER— "I want an Automatic Headache-Remover to use when the 'Super-Super' turns out to be a Floppo-Floppo."
The Director — "I'd be delighted with a chance to pick my own story,
star and cast — just ONCE."
The Star — "Is it asking too much, Santa
dear, for a little privacy in my private life?"
The Extra — "I wanna
hear 'em yelling 'Extra!' oftener.
THAT would be News!"
T
T
T
• • • THE AUTHOR— "If it doesn't sound too impossible, I'd
love to see a small part of my Original Story get on the screen"
The Cameraman — "Can I get a close-up of the Star expressing Perfect Satisfaction with the work of her Cameraman?"
T
▼
T
• • • THE HOME Office Execs — "Dear Santa, please give me the
gift of Second-Sight, to show me which bankers will be my bosses a

in striking the water, anti-aircraf':!
machine guns in action, the scenes!
of turmoil aboard the ship as 8

year from now. so I can cultivate the Right People."
The Advertising Chief — "Santa, old scout, all I want is a System for Ad-Writing that
will guarantee that everybody at the studio will be perfectly Satisfied

shell rips a hole in the deck, survivors abandoning the vessel ant
swimming ashore, hiding in th«
reeds, the Panay in a sinking posi
tion, Chinese carrying the woundef.
to the U. S. gunboat Oahu after the
rescue, and the dressing of th«
wounded on the river banks.

with the Credit Space they get in all the copy."
The Pressbook
Guy — "Could ya fix it, Santa, so's I can grab a Fresh Slant for writing
about Stale Pictures?"
The Secretary — "Please. Santa make me as
glamorous as those secretary-stars who work in offices in the movies.

it A Merry Christmas it

They've got my Boss demanding Glamour as well as Efficiency. On
a see's salary — the dope!"
T
T
T

"Peter the First" Opening

•

What is believed to be a record
for foreign films will be made tonight when Lenfilm's "Peter Tht
First" opens day and date in New
York, Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleve-i
land, Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Hollywood;
Prize winner at the Paris Exposition, the picture was based on the
book by Alexei Tolstoy, who also
collaborated on the script. The fiin
has full English dialogue titles.

•

• THE EXHIBITOR— "Believe it or not, Santa, the Distributor ismy pal and I love him. S-o, he should take my figures
on these percentage deals. Can't you arrange with him to TRUST
me?"
Right there Santa Claus got all fed up with these
Underprivileged Children of the film biz
"To listen to these
Impossible Gifts you kiddies crave," he yawped, "you'd really
think that there WAS a Santa Claus. Me? I'm just a STANDIN"
T

ion
)f :
fill

T

•
•
AND
SO
Santa
Claus
gave
af
[Christmas
Party
to the Underprivileged
Children of the film biz
poor kiddies who never
do get a break
so Santa threw his party just
to prove to them that
well, that there really is a Santa Claus

Page

Baird television system will bfi
placed in Gaumont British Circa i
theaters.
Advantage
claimed
for the Scclj
phony system is that it can be prol
jected on any standard screen where*
as with the cathode tube principl
this at present is impossible.
Scophony sets, for home installa
tion, will shortly be placed on thi
market for $50 to $75, it is reported

▼

T

• • • THOSE AMPA lads did their bit at their luncheon for the
Relief Fund
raising several hundred dollars, which they turned
over to Jack Alicoate
the Guiding Spirit of the
Fund
who made a neat speech of acknowledgement. . . • Coming and Going Item: Santa]
5 Claus arrives and departs amid cheers, both ways.;

Heap on more wood! — the wind is chill;
But let it whistle as it will,
We'll keep our Christmas merry still.
— Sir Walter Scott.

Day and Date In 9 Spots

DEATH RECORD
Theodore Rosen
Buffalo — Theodore Rosen, youth-!
-J
ful exhibitor who operated the Ma-;
jestic and Elkdale, community
houses, here, and, earlier, the Star;
in Tonawanda, is dead after a|
week's illness. Survivors include his
wife, the former Minna Gold of the
First Division offices here, and an
infant daughter.

_^^^_

_^^__i
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TASMANIAN MAY NOT
PASS A QUOTA BILL

1937
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if A Merry Christmas if

Harley Sees New
"Reasonably

Quota
Satisfactory"

Hnucd from Page 1)

1937 will exceed last year's revenue by a wide margin, Miggins and
Harley said. They were enthusiastic
over the showing made by the company's product in the European market. With the exception of Holland and Switzerland, all countries
are enjoying extensive prosperity
they declared.
Three
More
Gracie
Fields Pix
The first Gracie Fields picture,
tentatively titled "He Was Her
Man," has been completed, stated
Sam Engel, associate producer of the
picture, who was sent to England
by Darryl Zanuck for its production. Engel, also a passenger on
the Normandie, said that 20th would
make three more Gracie Fields pictures in England, irrespective of the
proposed quota law.
Three American players who appeared in "He Was Her Man" also
returned on the Normandie yesterday. They were Victor McLaglen,
Brian Donlevy and June Knight. McLaglen flew to tha Coast last night
and will start work soon on an untitled 20th-Fox picture. Donlevy,
who will be co-starred in the same
picture, plans to return to Hollywood Saturday.
Smith to Talk Rep. Deal
Sam W. Smith, executive of British Lion, arrived on the Normandie
to confer with Republic officials relative to extension of the present contract under which Republic releases
B-L pictures in the U. S. Smith said
that the present pact expires in 1939
but that he hoped to close a deal
whereby the contract would be extended beyond that year.
Others returning to America on
the Normandie were Charles Boyer
and his wife, Pat Patterson; Anatole
Litvak, who goes to Hollywood to
direct for Warner Bros, and Walter
Wanger; Lewis Milestone, who is
back from a vacation; Fredric Lonsdale, playwright; Lorenz Hart and
Richard Rodgers, composers; Peter
Bull, English actor en route to Hollywood to appear in "Marie Antoinette" for M-G-M, Gilbert Miller
and Charles MacArthur.

IV ii hi/ Kid

Show

Shawnee. Okla. — Criterion here held
special Santa Claus show tor kiddies
showins western, stcoge comedy and
serial for 1 cent.
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SAMUEL

J. BRISKIN

R K O - Radio
had renewed
the contract of
Sam
Briskin.
its production
head. for a
long term.
Such, at least,

•

announcement of
Floyd Odium
cf Atlas Corp.
But subsequently it developed that the
agreement had not been formally signed.
On Nov. 3. film circles heard that Mr.
Briskin had tendered his resignation, a
development which brought President
Leo Spitz post haste westward from the
home office. When the latter arrived in
Hollywood it was to discover that the
withdrawal was immediately effective,
and so President Spitz rolled up his
sleeves and assumed direction of the

•

•

DAVID

L. LOEW

the

JAMES

•

•

by

for that matter, in true
contract film
fashion, David
L. Loew, scion
of the famous
House
of
Loew
and
currently a

to direct Jack
Benny
in his at'
Paramount starring picture, "Xe\
Say Die."
Franciska Gaal will
featured with Benny.

ing the large public following of the star
and his, as they say from the Mexican
border
to Patagonia,
boca
grande.

1936, a vice presi dential
office in the

A

e

JOSEPH

ARTHUR

W.

KELLY

•

UA

BERNHARD
Between

•
key

city and
divis io n
conferences, 1p u s
those
of larger stature, this
president
and
general

manages of Waxn e r
theater
o p e r a t ions
threatened
fo
e s t a blish
a
new
high
in
huddles.
Whatever
he said and
did must
have
been
highly
resultful, for take a peek
at the circuit's revenue.
Just when
confreres
were
planning
to design
portable
conference
rocjn
for him

of

BELLS

Oklahoma City — Charles Johr
3f Rialto Theater here was mar
recently to Miss Edna Jean Bu
of Oklahoma City at Cushing.

vice-president in charge
foreign

distribution. Re

g a r d less
of
war, rumors of
war. fire, flood
or famine, you
will
find
young
Mr.
Kelly
girdling
the earth with
blithe abandon. Liners to him are mere
ferry-boats; miles but meters. Although
J denied such common carriers of old as
[winged boots and magic carpets, he
iinds his way about with astonishing
celerity. Other film magnates, who regard the wide world as more than a
footstool, heve,
it is said, been
known
;
o
completely
discourage
their
eager
off'
spring from stamp collecting as a means
oi acquiring an intimate knowledge of
geography. They merely supply the

his
a
(it i

WEDDING

chronic

globe trotter is
this energetic

Universal. With the

company embarking on its
ambitious program, this seasoned veteran
headquartered at the studio. On frequent occasions during the past year,
when Charles R. Rogers temporarily left

•

"Boy of Streets" Gets 40
lst-Run Holiday Booki

who

fhe chimney, James
Normanly received around
C h r i s t mas,

the scene of action and "shooting," Normanly stepped in and deftly "pinch-hit."

T

With about 40 first-run hoi :
bookings of "Boy of the Stre
starring Jackie Cooper, Mono
and duces,
right on
pro
—
has established a new independi.
time. — bid three and made three for RKO,
mark, W. Ray Johnston, pres I
with Joe E. Brown in the top role. They announced
yesterday.
were "When's Your Birthday," "Riding
Key dates include Stanton, Phi
On Air" and "Fit For a King." When
the latter had its trade showing in New delphia; Fulton, Pittsburgh; Pi
mount, Syracuse; Regent, Rochesfc
York's Astor Theater last August, RKO's Strand, Providence; Ritz, AlbarI.
execs made it unanimously Astor by
tendering a luncheon, at the hostelry by Rivoli, Portland, Ore.; and Olymr.
that name, to Dave in honor of his ac- Utica. Others are scattered throuj
complishment. Columbia sought him out out the country. Picture is exped
January.
bow first-run on Broadway in :u
or some Joe E. Brown features, admir- to

of a succes-

NORMANLY

V

Walsh to Direct Benny
Raoul
Walsh
has been assiJ

producer

Without even
hanging u p
his stocking

New

▼

•

true
contract bridge
fashion, and,

In

studios pending the naming
sor to Briskin.

HOLLYWOf

Entertain

groupL. of
guests v
^/JR.entertain
and Mrs. a Jack
Warner
the opening of the Santa Anita n
ing season on Christmas afternon!
followed by dinner at their Beve.
would be too confusing to call the pro- Hills home, in honor of the Count*
posed invention a trailer), he packed up
Dorothy Di Frasso, who
will lea
bag and baggage and sailed for Europe,
York on Sunday.
Amo.
to meet there with H. M. Warner and for New
Sam E. Morris. Together, they visited their guests will be Lord Wan i,
Edmund Goulding, Marlene Dietrl
several continental countries to forward
Grant,
Phyllis Brooks, ReJ
WB exhibition plans. After returning to Cary
Gardiner,
Anderson
Lawl
New York, he headed for the coast for nald
William
Haines, and Mr. and M
the WB zone meeting.
Bertram Taylor.

Last July a
Coast flash
had it that

was

By RALPH WTLK
Jack Warners

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines

United from Paj

tiously" in their efforts to regulate
film commerce, in view of the fact
that Britain's Parliament had, for
some time prior to today's adjournment obviously adopted the policj
of "marking time," awaiting- the
opening of Trade Agreement conversations between the United Kingdom and the United States.

Friday, Dec. 24, 19;

said offspring with Mr. Kelly's latest
itinerary. Actually, what our hero has
done is to contribute immeasurably to
U.A.'s sales and prestige in the foreign
field.
And How!
• Editor's Note:
Continue
this
tory Makers in the Film Daily.)

series

of

His-

Norman, Okla. — John Kni-e
house manager of the Universi
Theater, will be married shortly t
ter Jan. 1 to Miss Grace Barbw
Hobart school librarian and ass.
tant cityr librarian.
Pittsburgh — Gracie
Barrie, -a
actress, and Dick Stabile, ore-he
leader, will be married in St. Pa
Cathedral
here
on Dec. 27. I
have announced here.
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DM

Burbank,
Cal. — Robert
Buckn
Warner
writer,
was
married
Mary Doyle Dec. 18 at St. Mary
the Angels
Episcopal
Chapel,
Angeles. Mary Doyle was the widjf
met
an untimely
death inwriter
an aiw'
of Laird
Doyle, Warner
plane last year.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAl\l

Hollywood — Marriage of JanjJ
Dunn
and Frances
Gifford
is
for New

Year's Day.

LAST CHANCE
.

EtIVE CLOSES
3N'T NEGLECT
LMDOM'S

XMAS
IT

WORTHY

SND IN YOUR

CHECK

CAUSE
TO-DAY

DU'LL FEEL HAPPIER
OR HAVING CONTRIBUTED

-

/

Date
TO THE

/
/

FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND
1501 Broadway, N. Y. City

s

1LN
DAILY
IIELIEF FUND
101 Broadway

J

New York City

/
/

s

/

I am glad to contribute to this splendid cause.
Herewith my check for

NAME

/ ADDRESS
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(Continued from Page \)
planned economies reach fruition,
Peskay stated. Persistent reports
that Timothy Murphy, treasurer,
and A. Pam Blumenthal, vice-president and financial advisor, had resigned were denied by Peskay.
Corporate assets are in excess of
liabilities, it was reported, and obligations now outstanding are to be
met by retrenchment policy.
Peskay personally addressed home
office employes let out in a straightfrom-the-shoulder talk that fully explained the situation. It is understood that many who remain will
continue at half pay. About 40 remain in the home office. Twentynine salesmen were laid off. Helen
Harrison, publicity manager, and
Sam Shumer, story head, were
among those leaving.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward L. Alperson,
president of Grand National, denies
that treasurer Timothy Murphy and
three directors are leaving the company.
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You merry folk, be of good cheer,
For Christmas comes but once a year.
From open door you'll take no harm
By winter if your hearts are warm.

m

MILSTEIN WEIGHING GOETZ SAYS ENGLISH
THREE SALES OFFERS PIX COSTS NOT HIGH
J. J. Milstein, whose resignation
as Republic vice-president in charge
of sales becomes effective today,
disclosed that he will take his first
vacation in 17 years when, after the
first of the year, he leaves for one
month in Europe. Milstein revealed
that he would choose one of three
proffered sales executive posts on
his return.
ir A Merry Christmas ir

Miss. Anti-Ascap Statute
Vainly Invoked In Case

SHORT SHOTS
From Eastern Studios
===

By SID WEISS

=5

"W/TTH the completion this week
a Danny Kaye short at the Ge
eral Service studios, Educatior
winds up its current producti
schedule for the holiday seasc
Production will resume about Ji
15 with Al Christie megaphoning
Buster West-Tom Patricola sho;
Bill Watson directed the Dan;
Kaye comedy with Warren Mum
and Johnny Graham assisting. Ma
(Continued from Page 1)
ion Martin, Doug Leavitt, Mai
York on the Normandie, accompanied Hartman and Pauline Meyers, a f
by Victor Saville, brought over a male Stepin Fetchit, are feature
print of M-G-M's first English pic- Billy K. Wells did the story.
ture, "A Yank at Oxford," which,
he said, should prove a smash hit.
Sam Sax, guiding genius of t>
Goetz and Saville will remain in
Vitaphone studios, leaves next mon
New York for about 10 days for on his annual talent hunt for kiddi
conferences with home office offi- between the ages of four and eigf
cials and will then go to the Coast. He will spend some time in Bosto
"The Citadel,'" M-G-M's second Worcester and Philly before headb
picture will be put into production
Sax makes two all-kidd
in February, with Saville producing. west.
shorts a year and spares no effo
The cast will be decided after Coast
confabs.
in gathering talent. It is our seer
hunch
that these kiddie shorts aOther pictures scheduled to follow
as close to Sam's heart as any 1
"The Citadel" are "—So Victoria," makes.
"Finishing School," "Good Bve, Mr.
Chips" and "Shadow of the Wing."
Lloyd French has completed tl
ir A Merry Christmas ir
latest of the Gaiety series for Wa
ners with June and Cherry Prei:
"Street Singer" Planning
ser,
Professor Lamberti and Bobt
to Produce In England
Pincus. Lloyd's next will be a bar
Arthur Tracy, known to radio short with Mike Riley, of "Mus
fans as "The Street Singer," is plan- Goes 'Round" fame.
ning to produce his own pictures in
England, he said yesterday upon his
Holiday notes... Al Christie
arrival from abroad on the Norman- spending a few weeks in Hollywoc
die. Tracy is working on a plan, he . . .Bill Watson leaves shortly on
said, which would overcome any West Indies cruise . . . Doris Barbt
quota obstacles and be beneficial to going to Ottawa. . .Chris Beute i
both himself and the distributors.
Jersey... And Jack Henley says I
Tracy said that he would nego- knows it's Christmas time becaa
tiate with an American company for three of his old girl friends calif
distribution in this country, with him up and offered to go steady.
Universal or GB in mind. Tracy,
who has been in Europe for 19
Remember ? . When Joe Heiu
months, appeared in four pictures berv plaved the part of Abe Lincol
made by English producers.
in "The Birth of a Nation" Whe
ir A Merry Christmas ir
Lloyd French drove a Ford car int
the path of an oncoming expres
Hungarian Production
as a stunt man in the "goo
Suffers From Coin Lack train
old days" . When Ben Blake op
erated a theater in Harlem and :h
Lack of money and adequate production facilities have greatly re- folks used to ask him, "Have yo
tarded the progress of picture mak- got
a rooster
today?"
— meanin
Pathe
When Eddie
Forman
wa
ing in Hungary, Stephen Szekely, inter-scholastic swimming champ c
leading Hungarian director, told The
Film Daily yesterday. Szekely and New York State When Jack H?r
rode Annadale into second spc
his wife, Irene Agai, European ac- ley
in the 1913 Kentucky Derby
tress, are in New York for the openWhen Ben Schwalb was studio mai
ing of their latest picture, "Segitseg
for Universal on the Coast
Orokoltem" (Help, I'm An Heir), ager
at the Modern Playhouse tomorrow When Jay Rescher, shooting th
night. The star and director will Dempsey-Firpo fite, ran out of filr
make a personal appearance at the just when the Wild Bull knocke
opening.
Jack into the sportswriters' laps
Szekely returned to Hungary when
political differences forced him to
Early Closing Rules
leave Germany, and has been the
All major home office distributors
leading figure in the Hungarian prowill suspend business activities shortly
duction field since his return. The
after noon today, a checkup revealed.
Szekelys will tour the Hungarian
Some of the offices announced official
centers in this country and conclude
closings at 1 P.M., while others indicated that there would not be much
their trip in Hollywood where they
activity
after that hour, officially or
unofficially.
will confer with several major com— Geoffrey Smith.

Natchez, Miss. — Attempts to invoke Mississippi's corporation tax
and anti-Ascap laws in an effort by
plaintiff to win a no cause for action
W. A. Steffes Named Minn.
ruling in a copyright violation suit,
Variety Club Chief Barker failed in U. S. District Court here.
The court ruled in effect that
Minneapolis — W. A. Steffes,
Northwest Allied head, was elected Ascap was not doing business in
Mississippi in the same way as other
chief barker of the Variety club at corporations and that if the tax
its annual meeting Monday. Main laws were intended to apply to
feature of the dinner was the testiAscap, thev would be unconstitutionmonial tendered Merle Potter on al.
his tenth anniversary as drama
Decision was given in the suit of
critic on the Minneapolis Journal.
Nearly 300 attended the meet. Irving Caesar, Inc., and other NewSteffes succeeded Don Woods as York music publishers against William J. Junkins and the Crystal
bead man, and other new officers Amusement
Co.
included Frank Mantzke, first assisThis is reported to be the first time
tant chief barker, of the Universal
that the state's laws against Ascap
Exchange; Paul Mans, owner of the were
invoked in court.
New Lake Theater, second assistant
ir A Merry Christmas ir
chief barker; Joe Stem of Majestic
Pictures, doughboy, and W. H. ABPC Feature is Placed
Workman, M-G-M, wagonman. New
on "U" 1937-38 Schedule
canvassmen were Fred Abelson, BG
manager; George Granstrom, of the
Grandview Theater in St. Paul;
Universal is to distribute "Let's
Benny Berger of Berger Amuse- Make a Night of It", produced in
ments; Don Woods of Paramount; England by Associated British PicRud LoRenz, Vitaphone, and Gil
tures Corp. Ltd., as part of its 1937Nathanson, Republic.
38 program, The Film Daily
ir A Merry Christmas ir
learned yesterday, confirming an exclusive report earlier this month.
"Hurricane"
Sweeps Ahead
Release date is to be set by WilOvercoming the pre-Christmas
liam A. Scully, who becomes Universal general sales manager Jan. 1,
slump, Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Hurricane" smashed the all-time when he returns from a holiday
opening day records in its first two
cruise. Feature stars Buddy Rogpopular priced engagements, players and June Clyde.
ing to 5,172 admissions at the
ir A Merry Christmas ir
Strand, Hartford, and to 5,348 at
the Roger Sherman, New Haven, UA
New B & K Managers
home office reported yesterday.
Chicago — Harry Odenahl, for several years manager of the B & K
Biltmore theaters has been proPix Rated Second
moted to the management of the
Congress theater succeeding Abe
Movies rate second, but a very close
second, to radio as a favorite recreaKatz, resigned. Jack Lyons betion of Americans, according to the
comes manager at the Biltmore. Joe
quarterly survey of public opinion made
Anderson
of the B & K Iris theater
by Fortune. Radio percentage is 18.8.
movies, 17.3. Legit, theater is 9th
takes over the management of the
with
3.7 per cent.
Belmont theater, succeeding Jack
Pierard, resigned.
ir A Merry Christmas it
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leport Selznick Internat'l Deal with M-G-M

11
1

Completed

JONSOLIDATION OF GAINS SEEN AS 1938'S PROBLEM
loard's
Meet
Today May Chart United Artists Course
orda,
Pickford,
Fairbanks

m

1937

Future Plans May
Play Part

!!■!■

est Coast Bureau, of THE

FILM

'Continued

on Page

\)

YB WILL START 18
IN NEXT 2 MONTHS
est

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners will launch
is greatest production drive in
ionths during January and Februry when
more
than
18 pictures
ill go before the cameras at an
verage of two a week, under plans
repared by Jack L. Warner, viceresident in charge of production.
Productions are for release during
»e current season, specifically dur(Contimted

on

Page

8)

T—

're-Christmas Biz Down,
But Executives Optimistic
Pre-holiday theater business wag
pproximately
one-third
below
the
ame period last year, a checkun bv
'"he Film
Daily
revealed.
Both
Aajor circuits and independents re(Continned on Page 4)

1

There Is a Santa!
Boston — There is a Santa Claus, as
Rudolph Bruce. FILM DAILY staff correspondent here, is prepared to testify.
Bruce just won second award of $500
in a local newspaper's historical contest. Earlier in the year, he took seccr-d in another contest, , married the
winner of the first award and then
spent the $1,500 he collected on a
honeymoon.

MAKERS

16,588

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines

DAILY

iHollywood — United Artists' activies for the new year are expected
irK be mapped or largely determined
Pi i, a board meeting scheduled for
!day.
ijA number of important issues are
-lid to be on the docket for conderation. They include Alexander
orda's reported request that he be
?rmitted
to engage
in production

HISTCCy

•

•

NED E. DEPINET

•

•

This champion
headline dodger found his
record ior
keeping out of
print of no
avail, for the
Fates conspired to project him into
bold type on
several occasions, among

GEORGE

J

By JACK
ALICOATE
Publisher
of The
Film Daily

SCHAEFER

Leaving ulation
specover

them RKO's
Chi convention, at which he played a spotlight role;
the company's Coast parley on product,
at which he did ditto; and when Pathe
News, Inc., sought and named a successor to president Courtland Smith. Also
attracted industry's interest when the
play "Of Mice and Men" opened on
Broadway. Folks thought before the
curtain went up on opening night that
the saga's story must be about the dynamic Depinet and how
he brought
(Continued on Page

•

7)

the Goldwyn Korda deal to
others. United
Artists' first
vice president
generalandmanager
in charge of
domestic and
Canadian
sales, trated
concenon biz,

(Continued on Page

the results being most happy. In late
November, for instance, UA was privileged to announce that its 11 -week cash
intake showed a 131 per cent jump.
Other Schaefer news- worthy activities:
Coastward trips for conferences on the
new UA product, expression of the beliefs that public would eventually end
duals, that admlsh prices must rise. He
and Mrs, Schaefer celebrated in Atlantic City their silver wedding anniversary
in November.

By RALPH WILK
West ...Coast. .Bfireflu of THE FILM

The American
major
problem asfilmit industry's
faces the
new year is the further consolidation ofits gains achieved
in 1937 in the face of the general business "recession" which
suddenly developed during the
last quarter.
It is a problem not beyond the
resources and the capabilities of an
industry which emerged from the
depression of 1929 more progressive

Selznick, Under Reported M-G-M
Deal, Will Make 18 Pix in 30 Months
Report Universal Taking
New Radio City Quarters

Pix Houses Now Operating; $29,500,000 for
Theater Building

DAILY

Hollywood — It is reported that
{Tniversa.1 is to surrender its David O. Selznick and M-G-M have
ninth floor offices in the RCA Build- reached a verbal agreement whereby
ing, Radio City, it was reported Selznick-International will make 18
yesterday, with departments quar- pictures for M-G-M release during
tered there slated to be moved to a 30-month period. Attorneys for
positions on tenth, eleventh and both organizations also are said to
twelfth floors. Departments affected have worked out all legal details for
(Continued on Page 4)
the deal.

6)

ITOAMAPSGIVEAWAY
CAMPAIGN WEDNESDAY
The ITOA is reportedly considering a mammoth cash giveaway in
which all its houses will participate
as a "giveaway to end all giveaways." The amount of the prize
has not been determined but it is
understood
that the
figure will b<=
several thousand
dollars.
The ITOA
has
scheduled
(Continued on Page 4)a meeting

N. C. Nicholson Resigns
As Educational's Sec'y

Norman C. Nicholson has resigned
as secretary of Educational Pictures, Inc., to return to private law
practice. Nicholson will become associated
with Silason S.
under
(Continued
PageClark,
4)

Pix

and

Hamburgers

Longhorn Theater, Fredericksburg,
Tex., gets out a combination menu
and herald these days to announce
latest giveaway wrinkle: "a nice, juicy
hamburger free." Ten-gallon hats are
giving way to bib and tucker, they say.

Monday, Dec. 27, 19.-
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STOCK
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FRIDAY)

High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
10%
10'/8
10%
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 12%
12%
12%
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 28V2
28V2
28'/2
Con.
Fm. Ind
1%
TVs
l'/s
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
6
5%
6
East. Kodak
16634 166
1663/4
Ho pfd
G»n. Th. Eq
12
1134
12
Loew's.
Inc
48%
48%
48%
rio pfd
Paramount
10V4
10V4
10V2
Paramount
1st Dfd
Paramount
2nd p'd. . 101/,
10V4
10V2
fathe
Film
6%
6
6
RKO
47/,
43',
4%
2"*li
Ontur«-Fnx 70%
2014
20V,
20th Century-Fox pfd. 26%
26%
267/8
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
31
31
31
Warnpr
Bros
6V2
6V4
6V2
do pfd
NFW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Keith
A-0
6s46
Loew 6<c41ww
Para. B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55....
RKO
6s41
Warner's
6s39
NEW
YORK
Columbia
Picts. vtc
Crand National
Monogram
Picts
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts

Net
Chg.
—

+
_

V4
3/„

+
—
+

98

72V4
81
75
CURB

72V4
72%—
80
80
—
75
75
+
MARKET

1%
177/8
23/4

3/8

+
Vi
4- 13£

98

11-16

98

1A
%
%

—

%
5

1/4
%

1%
17%
23^

—
+

Wanger Moves Office

PREVIEW THEATRE, IRC.
NEW

♦

(United

Artists-Goldwyn) — 7th

FOREIGN

YORK CITY

RUN

Mayerling
(Pax Film) — 15th week
The
Cantor's
Son
( Eron Pictures)
Peter
the First
(Amkino)
Intermezzo
(Scandinavian
film)
Niedoradja
(Central
Polish Film)
(a)
Ksiazatko
(Central
Polish
Film)
(a)
Life and Loves of Beethoven
(World Picture)
6th
Bertoldo Bertoldino and Caccasseno
(Italian film)

♦ FUTURE

Astor

FEATURES

week

OPENINGS

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Follows

current

♦

Filmarte,
Squire
Cameo
Cinema
de Paris
Belmont
Belmont
55th St. Playhouse
Cine Roma

♦

Wells
Fargo
(Paramount
Pictures) — Dec. 29
Tovarich
(Warner
Bros.) — Dec.
30
Rosalie
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) — Dec.
30
You're
Only
Young
Once
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) — Dec. 30
Manhattan
Merry-Co-Round
(Republic
Pictures) — Dec. 31
Submarine
D-1
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures) — Jan.
5
In Old Chicago
(20th Century-Fox) — Jan. 6 (d)
Dual

H

Theater
Music
Hall
Paramount
Capitol
Strand
Rivoli
Rialto
Criterion
Roxy
Central
Central
Clobe
Palace
Palace

week

LANGUAGE

bill.

(d)Two-a-day

run.

New Jersey Allied Plans
Bermuda Cruise for Jan. 5

Following conclusion of one of two
pending deals on the Coast, Edward
L. Alperson, Grand National prexy,
is to arrive at the home office within
10 days, it was declared Friday by
Edward J. Peskay, vice-president in
charge of distribution.
At the same time GN production
schedule was revealed as follows:

Allied of New Jersey members
who were prevented from going to
Bermuda
on Dec.
an organization-sponsored cruise
16 because of a

"Angels with Dirty Faces," starring
James Cagney, to be produced by
William Cagney, goes before the
cameras Jan. 10; "Don't Lead with
Your Heart," starring Anna Sten, to
be produced by Eugene Franke, Jan.
3; "Wallaby Jim, Daredevil of the
South Seas," with George Houston,
produced by Bud Barsky, Jan. 15:
"Flash Casey, Candid Cameraman,"
with Eric Linden, Max and Arthur
Alexander, producers, Jan. 20;
"Rollin' Plains," with Tex Ritter,
Edward Finney, producer, Jan. 20.

North."

Alley and Upton Will
Plane Here from Coast
Norman Alley, Universal Newsreel
cameraman, who arrives in Frisco
today on the China Clipper, will immediately leave for New York on a
specially chartered United Airliner.
He will be met by Dave Lipton, who
flew to the Coast last night as special publicity representative for
Universal.
Alley and Lipton will arrive here
tomorrow, and prints of the film will
be developed immediately, with one
print being dispatched by plane to
Washington as soon a? it is finished.

cominG nno coin
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, 20th-Fox board cha
man, will arrive in New York some time n<
week. He will stay here until after the op
ingMARCEL
of "In

Old
Chicago."English producer, sai
HELLMAN,

yesterday
on the Normandie.
ALEXANDER
KORDA
and MAURICE
SILVE]
STONE
are scheduled
to fly East today fr
Hollywood.
ARTHUR
LOEW,
vice-president
in charge
Loew's,
Inc.,
foreign
department
and
Mi
LOEW
sailed yesterday
on the Normandie
the
of a the
six world.
months'
tour that t
take first
them laparound
JEAN GACON DE CAVAICNAC, French p
ducer, and his wife; BEN BLUMENTHAL, p.
ducer, and JEANNE RENOUARD. French St
who is the wife of Fernand Cravet, were a
outward bound passengers on the Norman!
yesterday.
EDDIE BUZZELL, Hollywood
New York for the holidays.
vacation.
TIM McCOY

Paramount
Music
Hall
Capitol
Rialto
Criterion
Strand
Astor

E. L. Alperson Returning
To N. Y. Within 10 Days

Vs
%

Walter Wanger's New York office
has been moved from the third floor
to the sixth at 729 Seventh Ave.

1600 BROADWAY

Hurricane

Two preparing are: "Honolulu
Honeymoon" and "Renfrew Rides

5/8 11-16
1%
17%
23,4

TWO-A-DAY
The

(a)

MARKET

OF

Parade

Picture and Distributor
I'll Take
Romance
(Columbia
Pictures) — 2nd week
True
Confession
(Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd week
Navy
Blue and Cold
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
The First Lady
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
Hitting a New
High
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
Sh! The Octopus
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
Daughter
of Shanghai
(Paramount
Pictures)
You're
a Sweetheart
(Universal
Pictures)
County
Fair
(Monogram
Pictures)
(a)
Singing
Outlaw
(Universal
Pictures)
(a)
Federal
Bullets
(Monogram)
The
Life of Emile
Zola
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
There Goes the Groom (RKO Radio Pictures)
(a)

seamen's strike have re-booked passage for another trip Jan. 5. The
cruisers are scheduled to sail on the
Queen of Bermuda on an 8% -day
voyagemuda that
will take
themannounces
to Berand Havana.
Allied
that further details may be obtained
at the organization's headquarters
in the Hotel Lincoln, New York.

"Mad About Music" To Be
Released by "U" Mar. 6
Universal has set release date on
"Mad About Music," Deanna Durbin
pix, for Mar. 6, it was reported Friday. Seven other Universal productions have been set as follows: "Spy
Ring," Jan. 2; "Black Doll," Jan. 16;
"Midnight Intruder," Feb. 6; "Mountains Are My Kingdom" (tentative
27.
title), Feb. 13; "State Trooper," Feb.
27; and "Crime of Dr. Hallett," Mar.

Griffis, Van Schmus and
Aylesworth Fight Polio
Stanton Griffis,
chairman
executive
committee;
W. ofG.Para's
Van
Schmus, managing director of Radio
City Music Hall, and M. H. Aylesworth have been appointed directors
of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, it was announced
yesterday.

director, is

has arrived in New

EDWARD SUTHERLAND,
is at the Lombardy.

York on;

Hollywood direct)

WILLIAM
KEICHLEY,
Warner director, is j
Miami,
and will return to the Coast Jan. 6
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
and his wife arri>
in Hollywood
Saturday
afternoon.
ORRY KELLY, Warner designer, has returr,
to Hollywood
after a New
York stay.
JOAN CRAWFORD and FRANCHOT TO
ire staying at the Waldorf
Astoria.
NORMAN ALLEY, Universal Newsreel ca I
eiaman, arrives here tomorrow on a Unit J
Airliner, chartered to speed him here wj
the film showing
the sinking of the Panay I
DAN
MICHALOVE
of 20th-Fox,
returns
the home
office staff the first of the yij
after six months on the Coast.
DAVE
LIPTON,
of CBS
press staff, flew
Frisco last night to meet
Norman
Alley, a
will return here with him tomorrow.
LADY
CEDRIC
HARDWICKE,
DAME
SYE
THORNDIKE,
MISS
IRENE
HERTSCHEL
a
MISS
JESSICA
TAUDY
arrive here today
the Samaria.
CLIFFORD
WEBB,
director
of a chain
London
Theaters,
arrives today on the Bere
holidays.
LYNN
& Coe,

FARNOL, vice-president of Donah
has arrived in New York for t

garia.
WALTER
COKELL,
treasurer
of Paramou
arrived
from
the Coast
by train in time
Christmas
Day here.
RICHARD
BLUMENTHAL,
assistant to ArtK
Hornblow,
Jr., at Paramount,
has returned
the Coast after an extended European vacatit
PAT O'BRIEN
is back on the Coast.
PAUL MUNI
and his wife are in Vienna
Christmas.
SIG WHITMAN,
eastern district manager
Universal,
left last night for Cleveland wh>
he will hold a one-day sales meeting.

Best
the

wishes
from
The
Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
27
Marlene
Dietrich
Bodil Rosing
Maria

Alba

JulianSam I. Coslow
Schtierman
Edward
L. Klein

«&&

O 7«5
*
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as it's being
royally done right now by

and
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THE

SEARS
DRIVE
IS ON'

with

BASIL RATHBONE

• ANITA

LOUISE

Melville Cooper • Isabel Jeans • Morris Carnovsky • Victor Kilian • An Anatole Litvak Prod'n
Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Adapted from the Play by Jacques Deval • English Version by Robert E. Sherwood • Music by Max Steiner
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outside of his United Artists commitments; Douglas Fairbanks' production plans and the future picture-making plans of Mary Pickford.
That Korda is seeking to establish an outside production-distribution setup appeared to be certain
Friday when it was learned that
negotiations were on between Paramount and Korda for a deal whereby Korda would produce "Lawrence
\ labia'' for Paramount release.
Such a prospective deal was first
reported by The Film Daily last
summer.
Meanwhile, it is said that other
U. S. companies have approached
Korda with producing propositions.
but efforts to verify this failed.

N. C. Nicholson Resigns
As Educational's Sec'y
(Confirm - '

1i

the fiim name of Clark & Nicholson.
After a brief vacation in Florida.
he will return shortly after the first
of the year to take up his new duties.
Nicholson joined Educational^
legal staff early in 1932 and in
October of the same year became
secretary and general counsel of
Educational and its subsidiaries. He
will retain his position as general
counsel and as a member of the
board of directors and executive
committee.

Report Universal Taking
New Radio City Quarters
ntinucd from

Page

1)

include newsreel, story, exploitation,
non-theatrical and advertising accessories.
• o.

stal

RCA

Moves In Denver

Denver — New RCA offices have
been occupied in the Patterson building here, at 17th and Welton Streets.
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0. J. Harkey
Hardy, Ark. — 0. J. Harkey, Jr.,
owner of the Ozark Amusement Co.,
with theaters at Hardy, Black Rock,
Mountain Home, Salem, and Mountain View, died in a Memphis hospital. He is survived by his widow
and one son, his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. J. Harkey, Sr., of Ola.
Al Lydell
Saginaw, Mich. — Al Lydell, veteran screen and stage character actor,
died here. A son, Albert Underwood.
of Binghamton, N. Y., survives.

with
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BIG PLANS are alool to tender a dinner to Maurice "Bed"
Kann
who recently announced his affiliation with Box Office after
several years as editor of Motion Picture Daily
his legion of friends
throughout
the industry intend to make
this one of the outstanding
testimonial dinners

for Wednesday at which time re
newal of the campaign agains
games in New York City the
will be discussed. Harry Brandt
ITOA president, would not deny o
confirm the mammoth cash prize re
port when questioned over the week
end. He said that he was "not in i
the
meeting.
position
to talk about it" until aftei

Pre-Christmas Biz Down,
But Executives Optimistic

• • • THE COMMITTEE comprising the advertising and
publicity heads of all the big companies is headed by Howard
Dietz oj M-G-M as chairman
who will hold the first preliminary meeting some time this week
to formulate plans
and select the date for the dinner

• •
•
ON THE Committee with Diete axe Charles McCarthy, 20th
Century -Fox
Bob Gillham. Paramount
Barret McCormick, RKO
Mort Blumenstock, Warners
Monroe Greenthal, United Artists
Charles Einield, Warners
Si Seadler. M-G-M
Hy Daab,
Columbia
Oscar Doob. Loew's
John Joseph, Universal
Harry Goldberg. Warner Theaters
Kenneth Clark, Hays Organixation
Milton Silver, National Screen Service
Al Margolies.
G-B
Balph
Rolan,
AMPA
John
Dowd,
RKO
Theaters
Lou Lifton, Monogram
Jay Blauf ox. Republic

T
•

•

•

T

HANGOVER

from

▼
that

Christmas

Spirit

a copy of the Xmas newspaper which represented Billy Ferguson's
seasonal greetings, was returned from the Hays office with a
censored notation on that ad of the lady in the red flannel underwear

the "REJECTED"

stamp contained the comment:

"Red

flannel not enough''
•
•
•
DIVOT-DIGGERS at RKO Radio
Lou Miller, Ben Grimm,
Dave Stnimpf , Lou Gaudreau, Jack Level and the others
now have
an indoor school in their own bailiwick
with Seymour Dunn in
charge of a modern indoor school on the second floor of the RKO building
Lou "Birdie" Miller, known
as the earliest golfer in the land,
comes in around 7 a.m. each morn to pound the canvas
he's lining
up the gang to tee off for the Film Daily tournament

• •
•
A
Trahan. . . .he

TRAP-SHOOTING
champ
in our midst
won a prize at the Travers Island traps

Al
of the

N. Y. Athletic Club
and also captured the club's Class "A"
handicap shoot with a score of 99 out of 100
which
any
trap-shooter
will admit is some shooting
▼
T
T
•

•

•

TOUGH
fore the Holiday

GOING
with

'Continued from Page
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ported a decided falling off of theater attendance last week comparec
with the 1936 holiday week. Although a few circuits and independent operators indicated that revenue was about normal, a large
majority complained of poor bu?i
ness.
One major executive explaineo',
that several factors entered into the
situation. Increased unemployment
was a big factor, he said, but adverse weather conditions and insufficient strong pictures combined tr
send the grosses down. He pointed
to Buffalo, Cleveland and Pittsburgh
as cities in which weather had a
great deal to do with the slump.
Heavy snows and impassable road>
were detriments, he said.
On the other hand, the exec
stated, the new year has a greater
number of box office attractions thar
the same period last year offered.
A chart which he prepared indicated
that the number of prospe
money pictures to be released shortly
after Jan. 1 was two-to-one over last
year.

1-1 and Singer Circuits
Give Bonuses to Employes

Chicago — The Indiana and Illinois
Theater Circuit presented a Christemployes.
mas bonus of one week's pay to all
Managers of Mort Singer Circuit
houses received a generous holiday
bonus.

Grand Rapids, Mich. — All employees of the Butterfield Theaters,
Inc., from ushers to managers, received a Christmas
bonus check for
two weeks
salary.

Taking Over Rex Premiums

trying to write a kolyum the day begents all coked up with Holiday Spirits

Lester S. Tobias, Inc., is to ta^e
over Rex Premiums, Inc., beginning

stumbling and staggering in and out of our office
and some of 'em
insisting on writing the kolyum for us
mebbe they've got something
there
(all right Joe, and Ed, and Bill
wait a minnit

today, it is announced. Tobias organization isto serve theaters previously handled by Rex, it was said.

shure, I'm coming along
gotta finish this kolyum
sure
here's looking at ya
all right, all right
now get the hell out
of here, and let me finish, this, will ya?
there
the Gang has
gone
thank gawd
this Riot comes only once a year)

«

«

«

»

»

»

Rogers Pantheon
Colorado
domed, will
windowless
Will Springs
Rogers— A
Pantheon
be
erected
this city.beside the Will Rogers Shrine
of the Sun on Cheyenne Mountain, it

u™^"">

NOW READY!

THE ONLY
COMPLETE PICTURE t°hfeATTACK
THAT SHOCKED
THE WORLD!

The country is fighting-anxious to see it!

THE

UNIVERSALIS

NEW

SPECIAL

FEATURE!

(Complete ad-publicity service! Trailer
furnished by National Screen Service!)

flloSUMJGM, AlL&f'b

Produced

by

CHARLES

E

FORD

EXCLUSIVE

SCENES!

The attack — actual sinking of
the Panay!

desparately for aid from
shore!
Aboard the Panay as it flees
Nanking up Yangtze River!
Convoy ships to the rescue!

Abandon ship!-Actual scenes
of crew going overboard !
Rescue boat under
reaches shore!

peril

American refugees signaling

OTHER

HIGHLIGHTS!

Panic-stricken Americans
evacuate Nanking!
Bombing
Nanking!

and

burning

of

Neutral civilians attacked!
Japanese
Panay!

Identification of dead —
rounding up the wandering
wounded!

planes

attack

Panay returns fire with crew
manning machine-guns!
Wounded survivers on shore!
Survivors fleeing down river
and through countryside!
Safe aboard U. S. Flagship
Augusta in Shanghai!

m
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Total '37 V. S. Production Cost, si 70,000,00
Attendance
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American

Film

Theaters

Again

Shows

10%

One of the most significant —
and to some extent, certainly,
alarming — developments of 1937
was the rise in total production
costs. The increase in authoritative
industry circles is estimated at from
20 to 30 per cent, and in some quarters there is a feeling that 40 per
cent would be a correct estimate
for a two-year period.
In 1936, the cost of production
stood at $135,000,000, in itself a
rise of 10 millions. For 1937, an
approximate figure is $170,000,000.
Obviously, this higher figure does
much to offset the greater earnings
of the producer-distributors.

During

Yeai

history.dent, that its gross for the yea

1)

Essential Industry Statistics for '37

and far stronger than ever before.
Changes in policy, and with them
changes in administrative personnel, may transpire, but such a situation is scarcely new or surprising; actually, they are little more
than expressions of inherent vigor
and further demonstrations of the
industry's ability to adapt itself to
the special requirements and needs
of the day. These are to be noted
in good times as well as in bad.
The progress of the American industry in 1937 is best instanced by
two developments. One, the decidedly improved financial position of
the major companies whose fiscal
quarterly and annual statements
disclosed marked gains. Secondly,
a most satisfying increase in the
number of American film houses
operating.
Fewer pictures were available for
American screens during 1937, according to figures of the Production
Code Authority of the MPPDA.
Drop in features during the first 11
months was 84, and in shorts, 51.
Total approved in 1937 was 1,311, a
year ago, 1,446.
Importation of foreign features
shows an increase, the total for the
first 11 months approximating
that for the preceding full year.
The Film Daily review index shows
231 foreign releases up to Dec. 24.
England for another consecutive
year was the most important source
of features receiving the widest
U. S. exhibition, with Germany
again numerically strongest. German product, however, was generally restricted to the smaller houses
following a foreign language policy.
As of Dec. 24, the import figures
were :
German, 69; English, 41; Italian,
18; Hungarian, 18; French, 17; Russian, 14; Polish, 13; Swedish, 10;
Spanish, 9; Austrian, 6; Mexican,
5; Czechoslovakian, 3; Argentinian,
2; Australian, 1; Armenian, 1; Canadian, 1; Danish, 1; Japanese, 1;
Swiss, 1.
Foreign language houses increased by at least a score, it is
estimated, and theaters with such
a policy are now operating in approximately 40 American
cities.
Production Costs Rise

Gain

«,

Increase
in total production
costs: Estimated
20 to 30 per cent.
1937 cost of production:
Approximately $170,000,000.
Increase in number of film theaters: 2,058 to 16,588.
Expenditure
for theater
construction:
$29,500,000.
Increase
in total U. S. film attendance:
Estimated at 10 per cent.
Average
admission
price: Approximately .23, one cent gain.
Films approved
by PCA:
1,311
up to Dec. 1, drop of 135.

Contributing to the higher costs
were varying factors — more expensive productions (for the current
season, one studio alone listed 20
million-dollar features), wage and
salary increases (organized labor
demanded - and received - pay
boosts) and greater tax burden (social security levies, among others).
Advent of the "recession" served
to emphasize that picture costs
must be closely watched and any
further advance prevented. Alert
to the danger, major company executives from Eastern home offices
went to Hollywood in November for
extended conferences looking to
economy without sacrifice of product quality.
As Jack L. Warner warned, "Pictures are made not
own amazement,
but for
for Hollywood's
sale to the
world at large. And sales outlets
under present world conditions do
not warrant over-expansion."
Attendance at American film theaters during 1937 rose sufficiently
to fulfill the national 10 per cent
gain forecast a year ago, and in
indivdual territories, this figure
was exceeded. The most serious
exhibitor disappointment was in the
Northwest grain states and was attributable to unsatisfactory crop
conditions.
The box office price adjustment,
on the whole, was upwards. The
average admission price for 1937
was .23, a gain of one cent. In all
probability, the general movement
to a higher box-office level was
handicaped by the business situation developing in late September
and becoming more serious in October and November. The "recession" slowed circuit action and in
some locations in the midwest and
northwest forced a return to lower
price
If
gain
using

levels.
anything, there was a slight
in the number of theaters
"flesh" attractions.
Games Still a Problem

will be the largest in the company'
U. S. Internal Revenue statistic
for November were especially heart
ening to the industry, disclosing
gain in admission tax receipts o
$636,899
over the same month i
573.
1936. The 1937 figure was $2,242,

2,058 More Theaters
It is axiomatic, of course, tha
the duals question; 1937, unfortun- theater expansion is keyed to goo
ately, brought no satisfactory times. On January 1 last, motio
answer. Prestige pictures of ad- picture houses in operation in th
mitted box-office pulling power were United States numbered 14.50C
double featured regardless, both by During the last 12 months, the tots
major circuits and independents. has increased to 16,558, accordini
In Chicago, a municipal ordinance to records of the Motion Pictur
to
ban duals was proposed in mid- Producers and Distributors o
December.
America, Inc., the official Haysia:
Producer recognition of the organization.
The increase is made the more in
changing front on the part of the
teresting by the fact that only 43
public was manifested by increas- of the 2,008 added during the yea
ing attention to the short subject.
represent new construction. Th
Despite exhibitor opposition, others are theaters reconstructe
voiced through both the MPTOA
and re-equipped, many of them hav
and Allied States, major studios ing been dark for periods of yean
during 1937 further explored the Circuits and independent operator
radio field, directly or indirectly. have shared in the expansion, bu
As a result, two studios entered in- the latter have been responsible fo
to contracts for the production of the larger number.
shows for commercial sponsors —
It is estimated that the cost c
Metro with General Foods for Max- new construction during 19S
well House Coffee and Warners with
$29,500,000 as compare
the American Tobacco Co. for Lucky totalled
with the 1936 figure of $26,500,00(
Strikes. Here again the final deThe greater part of the increas
cision waits on the future.
costs. due to the higher constructio
was
By mid-year, leading American
companies had well-defined plans
Television Progresses
for increased production activity in
England — activity apart from the
Television during 1937 continue
conventional quota requirements. in the experimental stage, but ther
Introduction of the new British were signs of progress and hint
Films Bill in Parliament brought that commercial television woul :
apprehension, and the subsequent not be much longer delayed. Dem
moves to amend the measure only
served to further slow down some onstrations of the use of the AT&'
New York-Philadelphia coaxial cabl
American companies' plans and as a current transmitter for pic,
smother their enthusiasm. M-G-M, torial reproduction impressed. Sigj
however, disclosed it would pro- nificantly, sound films were used i
ceed with its British program.
the demonstrations. While image
scanned 240 lines instead of th
Glancing at the industry's finan- 441 lines now used by television, i
cial picture, the upward trend of
company earnings is instanced by was pointed out by Dr. Herbert B
the Warner report of an increase of Ives of the Bell Laboratories tha
was "no limit to the applies
$2,698,870 in operating profit for there
its fiscal year ending August 2, tion" of the system.
To 1938, too, the industry must
look for further consideration of

1937.
The company's
for the
12 months
reached net
$5,876,182.
Further, there is the forecast by
Joseph M. Schenck, board chairman,
that the gross of 20th Centurv-Fox
Games and giveaways, plus premi- for the year will show a gain of
ums, remain problems for 1938 so- from five to six millions. The comlution. Certainly, there were no
pany's consolidated net operating
marked declines in their use in 1937. profit for the 39 weeks ending September 25, 1937 was $4,898,893.
In some states and cities, legal decisions forced out games. Among With the "recession" presumably at
the latter, Chicago and Cincinnati Ja peak, 20th Century-Fox for the
were outstanding; states to act; week ending November 27 rolled up
through the courts, include Nebras- a new one week's revenue record for
ka, Georgia, Alabama, Missouri, the industry — approximately $1,Connecticut and Texas. In Califor- 800,000, and said to be a 17 p.c.
nia, the State Attorney General increase and if still more proof is
ruled games illegal. A similar rul- required, there is the assurance by
ing was made in Kentucky.
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's presi-

be going to'
may it not
has been said to say —it and
farIndeed,
that the hope for a national tele
vision network in the United State
today rests primarily in the coaxia
cable, perfection of which will per
mit the simultaneous handling »
480 telephone conversations, amon.
other things. Call this coaxial cabli
television's "optic nerve" and yol
will not be over-exaggerating.
Thus far, while, as has been ot
served, the coaxial-cabled pictura
are 240 lines as compared with thi
televised 441 lines, the former hav
the sharper definition, and are up,
marred by static and fog noted i
pictures transmitted through th
air.
Those intrusted with the del,
(Continued on Page 7)
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r 937 BROUGHT STRIDES
IN TELE DEVELOPMENT
(Continued from Page

6)

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose
elopment of the coaxial cable are
Provided Industry Headlines
onfident that 480-line pictures are
rithin its scope,
tat
The requisites for that achieve
(Continued from Page 1)
nent are two — changes in the ter• ARTHUR
minal apparatus and provision for Mickey and Minnie Mouse over to RKO.
ntermediate amplifying equipment, It was mid-year in Dallas that Governor
vice
- presiOf Locw's
'he new year in all probability
dents, the one
iring both, informed sources will
ad- Allred appointed Mr. Depinet "Ambassador Extraordinary."
ise.
depicted here
is v.-p. No. 1,
The film industry, hazarding
a
se . ,'uess,
be more via
seriously
affectby will
television
the coaxial
to gi able than by television via radio.
Bit
Actually, there will be nothing to
. prevent the "piping" of televised
Entertainment — films and "flesh" —

•

•

ROBERT

T. KANE

•

•

While the
postman rings
his proverbial
twice, trans Atlantic liners
nto the homes of the future, plac- doubled this
ng the Bell System into "show frequency b y
usiness" as field.
well as in the com- ringing in four
nunications
times with
1 In mid-November came another s u b s t a n tial
nteresting development. RCA an- cans containlounced the appointment of Ralph
ing substantial
L Beal to the newly created post p r o d u c fions
f Research Director, with the consigned from
urtherance of RCA television oneR. T. Kane
pecifically as part of his duties. to 20th Century-Fox. The first of said
:lr. Beal, for the preceding 18 shipments was "As You Like It". Then
rionths has been supervisor of
came "Wings of the Morning," "Under
tCA's television field tests.
On Dec. 1, the Federal Communi- the Red Robe" and "Dinner at the Ritz."
This is a partial record of the able Kane's
ations Commission had pending be- '37
attainments as feature film "turnerore it eight applications for addi- outer"
of New World Productions, 20fh
ional experimental television sta- Century-Fox'
British affiliate.

ons. Permits for 19 already had
ieen granted. Four of the eight
ma •ending applications were filed by
m "he General Electric Company.
)thers include those filed by Philco
tadio & Television and by Zenith
tadio Corp.
December brought other manifesitft: ations of television's advance in the
It J. S. Kolorama Laboratories, on the
•asis of new improvements in transmission, predicted television would
}e ready for public use "within a
ew months," Peck Television inaugurated the first commercial transmission in this country when its
Jews service began operation in
'ffew York. And RCA delivered the
irst mobile television unit to be
lilt in the U. S. to NBC while Du
ilont Laboratories announced deelopment of a low-priced receiving
et.

■egion of Decency Finds
61 P. C. of Pix Favorable
Of the 1,271 features reviewed by
e National Legion of Decency, 61
ti.c. were found to be unobjectionable
or general patronage, according to
he annual survey just issued by the
irganization. The survey further
lisclosed that 30 p.c. of the total
lumber of films were found to be
mobjectionable for adults only, 8
).c. objectionable in part and 1 p.c.
^ere declared indecent.
Six of the condemned pictures
jvere produced by American companies and seven by foreign producers. Thirteen languages were represented among the foreign pictures,
ith German predominating.

THE
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INDUSTRY TAX BILL
HITS 100 MILLIONS

Activities

M. LOEW

Washington

•

#*#*****%.

and his sphere
of influence is
in direct proportion to the
bigness of his
station. It is
he who is in
charge of his

company's
int e r n a t ional
affairs, embracing both foreign distribution and exhibition. Although his headquarters are in the home office. New
York, U.S.A., you are just as likely to
dsicover him on devious continents, sowing the seeds of prosperity for Leo the
Lion, and Little Junior. Santa Claus had
scarcely time to scramble up and down
his round of chimneys, when the gallant Sir Arthur arose from Loew conference tables, bade adieu to local nights
and days, and charged for a North River
pier to begin a world tour, via Europe
and Australia.

IN REVIEW

Bureau

of

THE
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Washington — The U. S. motion
picture industry during the past
year poured approximately $100,000,000 in taxes into the Government's coffers, according to Treasury Department statistics.

Randforce Circuit Signs
For Photophone Service
The sound equipment in the 47
theaters of the Randforce theater
circuit will be serviced by RCA
Photophone engineers in accordance
with a new contract announced by
Edward manager.
C. Cahill, RCA Photophone
service
The Randforce theaters, which
are located in Brooklyn and Long
Island, are equipped with competitive sound apparatus. The contract
was negotiated with Louis Frisch,
president of Randforce Theaters, by
Bernard Sholtz,
Photophone's
executive
of 411 Fifth
Avenue, sales
New
York.
A recently added feature of RCA
Photophone's theater service is in
the portable emergency sound units
which can be instantly utilized to
compensate for any failures in the
electrical system of the sound apparatus, whether in the speakers,
the amplifiers or the sound-head.

"Mayerling" In Demand

"Mayerling," which is beinc distributed by Pax Film, Inc., and is
now playing in its sixteenth week
Loew's Absorbs Subsidiaries — Quota Developments
at the New York Filmarte Theater,
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
just concluded a 10-week engagement in Philadelphia, where it has
designed to force the divorcement
DOMESTIC
of production, distribution and ex- been booked for second-run at the
hibition will be introduced by Rep. Band Box, and subsequently will be
On Jan. 3, 1938, Loew's, Inc., it
was announced on Wednesday, will Lyle Boren of Oklahoma on the shown at other neighborhood and
absorb Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pic- opening day of the regular session Warner Bros. Theaters.
tures, Metro-Goldwyn Distributing of Congress.
Corp., and all other subsidiaries it
owns or controls. Move was voted FOREIGN
by board of directors to simplify
the tax problems of the organizaIn London, Parliament's Standing
tion. Trade-mark of Leo the Lion Committee adjourned without bringwill be continued.
ing the Films Bill (Quota Act) to
# &
*
a vote, which means that the measure will go over to the next session
U. S. Treasury's Bureau of Inter- of Parliament, set for Feb. 3.
nal Revenue reported from Wash* * #
ington that admission tax receipts
Cables from Sydney told of the
for the month of November, last,
increased $636,899.79 over the same passage by Parliament of New
month in 1936.
South Wales of quota legislation
it:
%:
;J:
demanding that American film interests distribute 3 p.c. annually
Production Code Authority statistics revealed a drop in number of for a period of two years pictures
both features and shorts shown in made by them in New South Wales,
the U. S. during 1937. There were and granted to exhibitors rejection
84 less features and 51 fewer rights of 12% p.c; and that legisshorts.
lation of a similar nature in Tas>;: *
*
mania had been passed by the
Legislative Assembly, but had not
J. J. Milstein, Republic vice-presi- been presented for a vote by the
dent in charge of sales, announced Legislative Council.
* #
*
on Wednesday his resignation from
that post, following amicable settleMexico checked in with informament of a contract which had had
tion that 1938 would see 60 to 70
eight months to run.
features go before cameras there,
*
*
*
and that 18 are now in work in
From Washington came news biggest spurt industry has yet exlew*"1"1 •
that a new film industry measure perienced.

•r'«£so
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WB WILL START 18
IN NEXT 2 MONTHS
i Continued from Page 1 )
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ing the late winter, spring and summer. Several of the pictures scheduled are based on outstanding Broadway stage hits including "Boy Meets
Girl," "The Amazing Dr. 'Clitterhouse" and "Howdy,
Stranger."
Twenty-two Warner productions
are now in the cutting room at the
Burbank studio being readied foi
release during the next four months.
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Projectionist Ray Garner was critically burned as a blaze, starting in
the booth, destroyed the Griffin
Amusement Co. $35,000 Texas theater at Kermit. Total lost to the
theater and other buildings was
§100,000.
A fire originating in a nearby
store destroyed the Uptown at Jasper.
The Aladdin theater was one of
the four buildings razed in a $200,000 fire at Longview.

20th Cent.-Fox New Haven
Exchange House Warming
New Haven, Conn. — Twentieth
Century-Fox has issued invitations
to all exhibs in the Connecticut territory to attend the formal opening
of its new building at 40 Whiting
St. tomorrow. Refreshments and
a special screening have been arranged. In addition to Ben Simon,
manager of the exchange for the
past ten years, and Earl Wright,
salesman here since 1930, guests
will be greeted by many home offfice executives, including William
Sussman, division manager, Jack
Sichelman, assistant general sales
manager, Tom Bailey, district manager, and others. E. X. Callahan
and M. A. Grassgreen, Boston and
Albany branch managers will also
be present.
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"Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs" 85 Mins.
Walt Disney-RKO

Michalove Returning
Dan Michalove, formerly assistant
to Sidney R. Kent, president of 20thFox, resumes his former position
here in New York Jan. 1, after
spending six months on the Coast
as contact man for Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th-Fox production head.

Marquee Mirth
Newark. N. J. — Marquee mirth makers on local neighborhood houses include:
"Bulldog Drummond Comes
at 2:30, 6:30 and 9 P. M.
And
this one:
'Em

Back" —

Free Dishes for the Ladies. . . ."Hold
Navy."

"Hollywood
Hotel"
Dick
Powell.
Rosemary
Lane
Lola Lane

A SURE-FIRE

Here is a picture so masterfully produced and of such unusual entertainment

Here is an eye-filling musical comedy
that should do a healthy business at the
box-office. It has pleasing players, catchy

WALT

DISNEY

PREVIEW)

MAKES

PICTURE HISTORY WITH
BOX-OFFICE
SENSATION.

history. A

NEW

MOTION

motion picture

sure-fire sensation, it will

prove a clean-up for any exhibitor anywhere, its appeal being to adults and
children alike. The famous fairy tale comes
to iife in multiplane Technicolor on the

some Prince among the characters. The
seven dwarfs are a joy to behold, with
their human qualities and pranks. The

"Every Day's a

with

Warners
104 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
EYE-FILLING MUSICAL COMEDY
SHOULD DO A HEALTHY BUSINESS AT
THE BO.

(HOLLYWOOD

San Antonio — Three fires, two of
which originated in theaters, de- screen with its cruel Queen, her stepstroyed three Texas pix houses withdaughter, "Snow White" and the handin a week.

C
e
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ate:
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valus that it will make

Three Texas Theaters
Destroyed by Fires

Monday, Dec. 27, 193'

songs, Benny Goodman's band, Raymond
Paige's orchestra, comedy and satire. Busby Berkeley faced a big task in directing
all the elements of the production, but
came through with flying colors. Sam
Bischoff rates much credit as associate
producer. Dick Powell does excellent work
while Lola Lane has a field day as a
Hollywood movie star, high in sex appeal
but low in mentality. Her sister, Rosemary Lane, leaps into prominence with her
singing and charm. Alan Mowbray is
outstanding as a conceited leading man
and caricaturing the role, he wins many
laughs. Hugh Herbert, Ted Healy, Glenda
Farrell, Mabel Todd, a newcomer, Edgar
Kennedy, Fritz Feld, Curt Bois score with
their comedy. Allyn Joselyn and Grant
Mitchell are among the important principals. Frances Langford, Jerry Cooper
and Johnnie Davis are among the singers.
Louella Parsons plays herself as originator

most lovable of the gnomes is "Dopey,"
silent but happy. All the other dwarfs
are given voices, with woman-hating
Grumpy, Sleepy, Bashful, Doc and Sneezy
attracting the most attention. The backgrounds are breath-taking in their beauty
and multiplane Technicolor has been used
to advantage. Much comedy has been
introduced, with the antics and lines of
the dwarfs winning many laughs. The mu- of the "Hollywood Hotel" air program.
sic by Frank Churchill, Leigh Harline and "I'm Like a Fish Out of Water" is a
Paul Smith is an important factor and in- catchy number by Richard Whiting and
cludes the songs, 'The Wishing Well Johnny Mercer that Powell and Rosemary
Song," "One Song" and "Some Day My
Lane sing while prancing in a pool. "SilPrince Will Come." David Hand, supervishouetted in the Moonlight" is an effective
ing director, rates much credit in aiding Disnumber staged in "The Hollywood Bowl."
ney, while Hamilton Luske. Vladimir Tytla, The
screenplay by Jerry Wald, Maurice
Fred Moore and Herman Ferguson headed Leo and Richard Macaulay is based on an
the battery of artists who assisted in ani- original stoiy by Wald and Leo. When
mating the figures. Disney's ten art di- temperamental Lola Lane refuses to attend
rectors did important work. A special
the grand premiere of her picture, Rosebow is due the sequence directors, the
mary Lane, a stunt girl, who resembles
story adaptors and character designers. her greatly, is pressed into service and
The picture has such clever and human
poses as Lola at the opening. She is estouches that it never lags throughout its
corted by Powell, who has just arrived
85 minutes.
in Hollywood under contract to Lola's company. Powell loses his job, but allows his
CREDITS: Producer, Walt Disney; Supervising Director, David Hand; Story, Grimm's voice to be dubbed in for Mowbray's in a
Fairy Tale; Story Adaptation. Ted Sears, picture. He also gets on the "Hollywood
Otto Englander, Earl Hurd, Dorothy Ann Hotel" program, and after some complications, wins Rosemary.
Blank, Richard Creedon, Dick Rickard,
CAST: Dick Powell, Rosemary Lane, Lola
Merrill de Maris, Webb Smith; Music,
Frank Churchill, Leigh Harline, Paul Smith; Lane, Hugh Herbert, Ted Healy, Glenda
Sequence Directors, Perce Pearce, Larry Farrell, Johnnie Davis, Louella Parsons,
Morey, William Cottrell, Wilfred Jackson, Alan Mowbray, Mabel Todd, Frances LangBen Sharpsteen; Supervising Animators, ford, Jerry Cooper, Ken Niles, Duane
Hamilton Luske, Vladimir Tytla, Fred Thompson, Allyn Joslyn, Grant Mitchell,
Moore, Herman Ferguson; Art Directors, Edgar Kennedy, Fritz Feld, Curt Bois,
Charles Philippi, High Hennesy, Terrell Perc Westmore, Eddie Acuff, Clinton Rosemond, William Davidson, Wally
Stapp, McLaren Stewart, Harold Miles,
Maher, Georgia Cooper, Libby Taylor, Joe
Tom Codrick, Gustaf Tenggren, Kenneth
Romantini, Paul Irving, Raymond Paige and
Anderson, Kendall O'Connor, Hazel Sewell;
Art backgrounds, Samuel Armstrong, Mique his orchestra, Beny Goodman and his orNelson, Merle Cox, Claude Coats, Phil chestra.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Hal B.
Dike, Ray Lockrem, Maurice Noble; Character Designers, Albert Hurter, Jose Grant; Wall is; Associate Producer, Sam Bischoff;
Animators, Frank Thomas, Dick Lundy, Ar- Director, Busby Berkeley; Authors, Jerry
thur Babbitt, Eric Larson, Milton Kahl, Wald, Maurice Leo; Screenplay, Jerry
Robert Stokes, James Algar, Al Eugster, Wald, Maurice Leo, Richard Macaulay;
Cy Young, Joshua Meader, Ugo U'Orsi, Dialogue Director, Gene Lewis; Cameraman, Charles Rosher, George Barnes on the
George Rowley, Les Clark, Fred Spencer,
Bill Roberts, Bernard Garbutt, Grim Nat- finale; Art Director, Robert Haas; Editor,
wick, Jack Campbell, Marvin Woodward, George Amy; Music and Lyrics, Richard
James Culhane, Stan Quackenbush, Ward Whiting, Johnny Mercer; Orchestral ArKimball, Woolie Reitherman, Robert
rangements, Ray Heindorf; Musical DirecMartsch.
tor, Leo F. Forbstein.
DIRECTION.
Aces.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Brilliant.
Splendid.

with

Mae
West,
Edmund
Lowe,
Charles Butterworth
Paramount
85 Mini
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ENJOYABLE PIECE OF ENTERTAIN
MENT SHOULD PLAY TO VERY GOOt
B. O. RETURNS.
Mae West has found a vehicle mor
suitable to her personality than anythin,
she has done in some time. Its corned)
songs, gags and witty smart talk, the typ
that she puts over so well, makes it
most enjoyable piece of entertainment
one which should play to some very goo

Holiday"

box-office returns. The gay '90's is th
period in which it is laid, affording Ma
the opportunity of wearing the clothe
which bring forth her curvaceous appea
Schiaparelli designed them. An innovatio
is seeing Mae as the brunette, Fifi. Th
story is a light breezy affair which de
pends on laugh situations and smart line
and these register strong and frequent
Wisely, Mae has surrounded herself wit
a splendid cast of comedians. Walter Cat
lett, Charles Winninger, Charles Butter
worth and Herman Bing all turned i
grand performances, each with his individ
ual style of humor, but all very funn)
Lloyd Nolan is a little out of place as
mug police inspector and political bos?
but he still does nobly by the role. Ed
mund Lowe is a good choice for the Hon
est cop who loves Mae and whom sh
makes mayor.
A. Edward
Sutherland'
direction
is a splendid
job of comedy
hand
ling, gaining everything from the cleve
lines and situations without drawing thei
out. Mae West is credited as well wit
the screenplay. Emanuel Cohen, the pre
duccr, should be congratulated for findin
Mae a story which the public should lik
and which still should not run into cen
sorial difficulties. The plot find
Miss West at odds with the police. Ed
mund Lowe, a policeman who loves he
has a warrant for her arrest. She, wit
Walter Catlett, get the wealthy Chark
Winninger to finance her in a show
which she is introduced and exploited
Madame Fifi, a French star. Lloyd Nola>
the crooked police inspector, falls for h«
and when she turns him down, he threater
to close the theater. When he fires Lowi
Mae decides to get even with him. Nola
is the cinch candidate for mayor, but sh
has Edmund nominated, and through he
efforts
he him.
is elected, and she admits flu
she
loves
CAST: Mae West, Edmund Lowi
Charles Butterworth, Charles Winninge
Walter Catlett, Lloyd Nolan, Louis Arrr
strong, George Rector (Himself), Herm*
Bing, Roger Imhof, Chester Conklin, Lu
cien Prival, Adrian Morris, Francis McDon
aid, John Indrisano.
Producer, Emanuel Cohen; Director. /
Edward Sutherland; Production Manage
Joe Nadel; Screenplay, Mae West; Edito
Ray
Curtiss; Karl
Art Director,
Wiard Sped
Ihner
Cameraman.
Struss, ASC;
Photographic Effects, Gordon JenningJ
ASC; Sound, Hugo Grenzbach; Musical D
rector, George Stoll; Musical Arrangement
Leo Shuken; Dance Ensembles, LeRc
Prinz; Music and Lyrics, Sam Coslo*
Hoagy Carmichael, Stanley Adams, Ban
Trivers.
Direction, Splendid. Photography, VerGood.
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TEN CENTS

a/or Production-DistriL-Exhibitor Setup

IUSTICEJEPT. MAY SENOflX REPORT TOTONGRESS
Jniversal Back in Black for First Time in Two Years

A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners

•
NATE BLUMBERG
•
•
embers of
<n i v e r s ;'s board met,
ew up their
'iairs,
and
gan discussg matters of
ate
when
;cember was
i s t around
e corner. So
as
Nate
umberg.
In
ict he was in
e neighborg RKO Building. When the meeting
iourned, word slipped out that aforeeentioned Mr. Blumberg was to succeed
1 H. Cochrane as U's prexy. The viceresident in charge of theater operaMs for RKO accepted the bid, but,
aving considerable unfinished busies, remained at that post until Jan. 1.

AGNEW

•

•

Those
annual
financial
s t a t e m e nts
compiled
b y

Universal Pictures Co. Inc., operated at a profit in the fourth
quarter ending Nov. 1 according to
preliminary figures, J. Cheever Cowdin, Chairman of the Board, announced last night. Final figures
will be available by the end of January. This is the first time that
(Continued

on

Page

3)

on Page

11)
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Hollywood — More use of color is
forecast for 1938 by Jack L. Warner,
Warners' vice-president in charge of
production. Warner, looking ahead,
also foresees even more widely diversified story selection and a searching by
studios for fine and unusual
subjects.

LATE JANUARY COAST
TRIP FOR WILL HAYS

306 SIGNS 132 MORE
HOUSES DURING 1937

Will H. Hays probably will defer
his scheduled Coast trip until after
Jan. 17, it was learned yesterday.
Hays, who usually goes to Hollywood early in January, is slated
An increase of 132 theaters signed to receive, in behalf of the industry, the Gold Medal of Achievement
to contracts with Local 306, Moving
Picture Machine Operators Union, in at the 33rd annual dinner of the
Richard's
1937 brings the total to 418 theaters Poor
(Continued Club,
on Page Philadelphia
6)
as of Dec. 16, according to a report
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Cummings' Aide Admits Such
Course of Action Is Under
Consideration
By PRESCOTT
Washington

Bureau

DENNETT

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — As inquiries and
telephone calls swamped the Justice Department yesterday following
an address by Assistant Attorney
General Jackson hinting a New Deal
anti-trust drive at the regular session of Congress opening next week.
Attorney
General
iate assistant,
Ugo Cummings'
Carusi, toldimmedFilm
Daily the Justice Department is considering the dispatch of a specific
and full report to Congress on alleged
monopolisticon practices
in the
(Continued
Page 11)

all-staIrroadcasts
opposed by ind. ato

Williams Will Double

Indianapolis — Board of directors
of the Associated Theater Owners
Indiana has gone on record as
as Educational's Sec'y of
being opposed to motion picture
stars appearing over the radio at
Record-breaking
biz,
many tary 01 j&aucationai rictures inc. au
cord- breaking
biz,
min many
casesi exceeding by more
more than 150
150 a meeting of the board of directors any time and more particularly opposed to(Continued
the motion
picture
studioper cent
the business
business done
done by
by any
any last Friday.
on Page
3)
:ent the
Williams succeeds Norlous "A"
picturePane to 3) play the
man C. Nicholson, who resigned to
previous
"A"
the
(Continued
on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)

See Holdovers For All
"Hurricane" Pop Dates

port F<
Former Top Execs. Interested
Report
in Plans for New Major Film Company

the n a t i o n's
t r a nsportation
interests
were
very unjust to
this stalwart,
Sees Silver Lining
without whose UMPTO
frequent
patto Buyers' Strike vs. Para.
ronage the
assets columns
Philadelphia— UMPTO, in the curwould
surely
rent issue of "Contact," its house
be
lower,
organ, sees a possible silver lining
e bobbed around (he U. S. and Canada
to its recent "buyers' strike" against
'ith amazing agility and efficiency, di- Paramount.
eting the marketing of Paramount prod"By turning
the onwhite
(Continued
Page heat
11) of pub't; putting teeth in the Zukor Drive;
eping his discerning touch on the pulse
about 10,000 outlet customers; acting The 1938 Film Year Book will contain more in(Continued

Sees Color Gaining

Fourth Quarter to Show Profit,
According to J. Cheever
Cowdin

*37HISTCRy
MAI\EE§

sors.— Adv.

formation than any of its nineteen predeces-

New

major

production-distribution-exhibition setup is in the making, The
Film
cellent
authority.Daily learns on ex-

Figuring prominently in the negotiations, understood to be proceeding on both east and west film
fronts, are men who, in the past,
(Continued on Page

6)

Film Year Books have been the Standard Reference Books of the motion picture industry
years. — Adv.

for

Stuart Doyle Due Today
to Talk African Deal

Stuart Doyle, Australian film executive, arrives from England today
on the Berengaria and will go into
conferences immediately with Arthur W. Kelly, manager of United
Artists foreign
(Continued department
on Page 3) in con-

Merry Christmas!
Minneapolis — H. L. Griffith has been
trying to get a permit from the city
council for months to build a house
at 2220 Hennepin. He has had little
success. And so, for a Christmas present, Griffith sent each of the City
Fathers a two and one-half ounce package of cheese.
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California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
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Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/2s 1st '36
Loew's
Thea.
Bldg. 6s 1st '47....
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4s 1st '43
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"I Was a Soy" Will Be
GB January Re-issue
Gaumont British will re-issue "I
Was a Spy," starring: Madeleine
Carroll and Herbert Marshall!, it
was learned yesterday, thereby establishing a company precedent.
With release slated for January, it
was stated that the feature would
probably be sole reissue of the season.

Will Demonstrate
Agfa-Ansco

1/4
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Film Row Due Early in '38
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The rearrangement
of Washington's Film Row, not expected until sometime in March, will
get under way the first of the year,
it was indicated yesterday.
At that time Artcinema Film Exchange will take over the location
it has had under lease since Sept. 1—
922 New Jersey Avenue, N. W., now
occupied by Columbia Pictures Corp.
Columbia will temporarily join forces
with Vitagraph, Inc., pending the
completion
of the
exchange building
at latter's
900 New new
Jersey
Avenue.
Late last summer, Charles Kranz,
owner of Artcinema (then called Imperial), negotiated tbe lease on the
present Columbia location, but a
delay in the Warner-First National
negotiations brought about an agreement whereby Columbia would handle the physical distribution for
Artcinema-Imperial until the trituated. partite moving day should have even-

Majors' Counsels Complete
Argentine Trust Parleys
Attorneys of major distributors
yesterday completed their discussions with Dr. Marcos Satanowsky,
Paramount's counsel in Buenos
Aires, relative to the anti-trust suit
brought against the majors by Hector Beni, Argentinian exhibitor.
Counsels have been studying Argentinian law as it applies to the case
with the help of Dr. Satanowsky,
who, in turn, has been acquainting
himself with American law.
Today the attorneys and Dr. Satanowsky are scheduled to begin discussions in connection with a proposed Argentinian statute which
would place a 20 per cent tax on all
American pictures. The sessions are
scheduled to end Friday. Dr. Satanowsky plans to return to Buenos
Aires on Saturday.

7%
85
59
4634

Wanger Returns to Coast;
To Announce Schedule Soon
Walter Wanger returned to the
Coast yesterday after completing
his financing program for the new
year He is expected to announce
his production schedule shortly
after his arrival in Hollywood.

Agfa's Supreme and Ultra- Speed
nee-atives in Hollywood was presented recently for members of ASC.

New WB
West

Coast

Bureau

Lab. Ready
of

THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Gigantic task of moving all laboratory equipment from
its Sunset studio in Hollvwood to
its Bnrbank studio, where it will bf>
installed in the new laboratory, will
be comnleted by Warners by the
first of January. The new l?b. which
cost more than $500,000. will have
a capacity of 500.000 feet a week.
setup.
It
has an automatic control type of

COmillG ADD COM'
PETER
COLLI,
district
supervisor
for
teritories
of
Cuba,
Mexico.
Panama,
Pe
Puerto
Rico, and Central
America,
who
is
New York for the holidays, returns to his t(
ritory after the first of the year.
JOHN
HAY
WHITNEY,
board
chairman
Selznick
International,
returns
tonight
fn
Virginia, where
he spent Christmas.
WILL H. HAYS,
returns from Indiana
red
COL. JACK ALICOATE, publisher of T
FILM DAILY and RADIO DAILY, is in Flori
for a short stay.
C.
C.
PETTIJOHN,
general
counsel
MPFDA,
and MRS.
PETTIJOHN,
have
left
aterday.
cruise through
the West
Indies.
WALTER WANCER left for the Coast y<
day.MONROE GREENTHAL, United Artists pub
city director, is in Florida on a short vac
tion. He will return to New York next Mo
CHARLES
New York,

RICH,
returns

Warner
branch
manager
from Washington
today.

E. K. "TED" O'SHEA, eastern district ma
ager for M-G-M,
returns
to New York tod.
FRANCIS L. HARLEY, United Kingdom ma
ager for 20th-Fox,
returns
from
Philly tod,
EDWIN P. KILROE, of 20th-Fox legal sta
is on his way to the Coast. He is schedul
to return here in 10 days' time.
RICHARD DAY, art director for Sami
Coldwyn,
is en route to New York.
B. A. SLAUGHTER, of the Paramount e
change in Charlotte, N. C, and Mr
SLAUGHTER
are in New York.
WALTER FUTTER and his bride will lea
for Palm
Springs in about two weeks.
JOHN
SLOAN,
production
manager for Wi
ners'
English
studios,
is on
the
Coast
studio
conferences.
JOHN CLEIN, producer, has returned to Hi
lywood
after three years in England.
O. HENRY BRIGGS, president of Pathe Fi
tion.
Corp., has left New York for a short vac
RICHARD RODGERS and LAWRENCE
have returned
from
Europe.
ERIK RHODES
vacation.

is in New

HA

York for a holid

JOAN
BENNETT,
accompanied
by her t:
daughters,
and
the director
of the show
troit.
which
she is appearing,
have
arrived
in C
J. E. PERKINS,
new Saturday
far easts
manager,
sails fromParamount's
Seattle
this
Tokyo.

Perkins Sails Saturday

Hollywood — Demonstration of the
two new fast film negatives introfor Para.'s Tokyo Post
duced by Agfa-Ansco Corp. is being
arranged by the papers and urogram
James E. Perkins, who succeeds
Vs c nmmittpe of the Technicians' Branch
the late Tom Cochrane as Para%
%
of the Academy for special meeting
mount's general manager in the
7/8 early in January.
Orient, sails next Saturday for
Initial group demonstrations of Tokyo from Seattle. Perkins, who

MARKET
Bid
Asked
94
97
5%
83%
57
4434

Paramount home office officials,
district managers of the U. S. and
Canada and five members of the
New York trade press will attend the
world premiere of "The Buccaneer"
at the Saenger Theater, New Orleans, Jan. 7, Neil Agnew, general
sales manager, announced yesterday.
In addition to the premiere, the
sales representatives will attend a
two-day conference at the Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans.
Home office officials who will be on
hand for the premiere and sales
meetings include Neil Agnew, J. J.
Unger, C. M. Reagran, G. B. J. Frawley, Robert M. Gillham, Alec Moss
and Don Valde.
District managers who will attend the sessions are M. S. Kusell,
New York; W. H. Erbb, Boston; P.
A. Bloch, Philadelphia; H. H. Goldstein, Cleveland; A. Usher, Chicago;
Oscar A. Morgan, Atlanta; J. B.
Dugger, Dallas: R. C. LiBeau, Kansas City; H. W. Braly, Denver; M.
H. Lewis, Los Angeles; Ben Blotcky,
Minneapolis: G. A. Smith, San Francisco, and M. A. Milligan, Toronto.
Trade paper men who will be in
attendance at the premiere include
Jack Harrower, Film Daily; Abel
Green. Variety; Red Kann, Box Office; Terry Ramsaye, Motion Picture
Herald, and A-Mike Vogel, Motion
Picture Daily.

West

% —
1% +

Rearrangement

formerly managed Paramount's affairs in China, will appoint his successor in Shanghai after his arrival
in Japan.
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Para. News To Supply Native
Voices for S. Amer. Issues
Paramount News has added a
Portuguese off-screen voice for the
issues going to Brazil and a Spanish
commentator's voice to all editions
sroing to other South and Central
American accounts. Brazil receives
two issues of Paramount News
weekly while the Spanish-speaking
territories receive one issue a week.
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'IT BACK IN BLACK
AFTER 2 RED YEARS

DAILY

(Continued from Page

C^:~

has been "in the black"
ompany
ince
the quarter ended Nov. 2, 1935.
Restoration of profitable operaions is the result of a comprehenive program of reorganizing the
ompany's set-up, policies and peronnel inaugurated by the new interests who assumed control of the
ompany in April, 1936, Cowdin aserted.
Bookings for the current quarter
re running 50 p.c. ahead of last
ear. The company's "You're a
Sweetheart" promises to be profitble, as it already has produced 250
ay-and-date bookings, a new "U"
ecord, it was said.

ee Holdovers For All
"Hurricane" Pop Dates
(Continued from Page

1)

ame houses, was recorded by Goldhi ryn's "The Hurricane" over the
reek end, it was reported yesterday
ma ;y UA's home office.
On the basis of its performances,
he picture will be held over in every
ne of its current popular priced
ates. Representative cities in
rtiich the picture is playing and the
ercentage by which "The Hurriane" topped former marks are:
Tew Orleans, 30 per cent; Atlanta,
50 per cent; Akron, 180 per cent;
laltimore, 135 per cent; Harrisburg,
30 per cent; Norfolk, 190 per cent;
Tew Haven, 120 per cent; Spring:eld, Mass., 115 per cent; St. Louis,
10 per cent; Rochester, 50 per cent;
leading, 125 per cent; Hartford, 25
er cent, and Worcester, 40 per cent.

•ruart Doyle Due Today
to Talk African Deal
-

(Continued from Page

1)

Section
with
the
proposed
deal
thereby Doyle will operate a group
the theaters in South Africa for
A.
Doyle is expected to remain in
Jew York about five days and will
hen proceed to his home in Ausralia. He will stop at the Waldorf.
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wishes
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28
Lewis Ayres
Frank Butler
John LeRoy Johnston
Arch
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•
MINIATURE MUSICAL
Gang" in a two-reel special "Our Gang
forsake their backyard playground for:
and appear in the sophisticated
club
T
• •
turned

T

M. DALY
▼

introducing Hal Roach's "Our
Follies of 1938"
the kids
the first time in their careers
atmosphere
of a modern nite
T

• HERE IS one of the slickest ideas in a short ever
out in Hollywood
lavish scenic effects
special

musical score
two new "discoveries" added to the Gang
Annabella Logan and Ada Lynn
more than 100 extras
and that night club setting is a pip
decorations are
oversize replicas of peppermint stick candy and dishes of ice
cream
a "cigarette girl" strolls between the tables selling
chocolate bars to the juvenile night clubbers
Director Gordon Douglas has turned out an "Our Gang" that every youngster
and his parents will be delighted to see
T
T
T
•

• SOMETHING novel in the way of theater openings tonite
with the new Trans-Lux making its bow at 49th St. and Broadway the old Trans-Lux across the street will operate until 7:50
p.m
at that time all the patrons will be escorted to the theater
in parade fashion and accompanied by a band
a huge searchlight will flood the old theater
and follow the procession to the
new house, which will be kept dark until the parade arrives at the
doors, when the lights will be turned on
B. S. Moss will cut the
tape
the idea is the brain child of Major Thompson, who is a
partner of Moss in operation of the Trans-Lux
T
T
T

•

• •
•
REALLY
we shouldn't have overlooked it
in our story regarding the National Board of Review selections
of the outstanding pictures of 1937
we forgot to add the
"special mention" of "The
ably directed, and which
Jan. 15
T
•

•

River"
which Pare Lorentz
will be released by Paramount
T

so
on

T

CONGRATS to Selznick International..
on the announcement that A. C. Berman has become affiliated with the company in connection with their foreign activities
Abe is one of
the most capable and well-liked men in the foreign field
T
▼
T

•

is "deemed impractical for the producing companies or their stars to
attempt broadcasts at hours not
conflicting with peak theater attendance hours, because, of the difference in time in the various parts of
the country."

Local 306 Signs Up 132
More Theaters During 1937
(Continued

from

Page

1)

to members by Joseph D. Basson,
president. In addition, under the
jurisdiction of Local 306, there are
26 studios, exchanges and projection rooms, the report stated.
With 535 members affected, 115
houses raised wages a total of $208,457.60, it was declared. Summarizing increases secured from independents and circuits, it was reported
that 1,619 members employed in 295
houses benefited to the extent of
$489,387.64 per year, according to
contracts signed. Recalling- closing
of contract with ITOA, the report
disclosed the fact that 99 theaters
which had formerly been non-union,
entered the union fold at a wage
scale of from 25 p.c. to 100 p.c. above
previous scales. Contracts with 74
independent employers, in addition
to ITOA members, were made
known.
Basson emphasized absence of assessments bythe Local, citing elimination of two levies and return of
$40,000 to members. He also pointed
out that the Local has wiped out
indebtedness, and has increased
death benefit from $2,000 to $4,000.

DEATH RECORD

Cantor's program, speaking as well as playing his famous violin
during his past seven years on the radio, Rubinoff has
never spoken
T
T
T

Chicago — Mrs. Elizabeth Niggemeyer, mother of Charles Niggemeyer, stage director of the State
Lake theater, is dead. Two sons and
a daughter survive. Burial will be
at St. Mary's cemetery.

•

•

GUEST

SPEAKER

Will

Hays

will be

the

guest

of

honor on the "Stories of Industry" program over WABC from 4:30 to
5 o'clock this afternoon
the program will be devoted to the felling
of the dramatic highlights of the motion picture industry
told by
Daily to
birthday:

produced programs which are now
making their appearance on the air.
Directors' action resulted from a
series of group meetings at which
the majority of exhibs. in attendance agreed that the Metro air
show had "definitely curtailed b. o.
receipts on Thursday nights" and
that "screen stars appearing on
Sunday night programs have affected b.o. receipts."
Resolution,
as adopted, asserts it

• • • A VOICE test for Darryl Zanuck taken by Rubinoff
for his next picture resulted in two unusual engagements on the
air
he did a guest appearance on Sunday, being interviewed
by Charlie McCarthy
next Sunday he will appear on Eddie

•

zJ<j®>

Best
the

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Harry R. Daniel
the program is sponsored by the Dep't of Commerce. . . • The Motion Picture Traffic Safety Committee will repeat
its safety film award this year
last year the award went to the
General Motors Corp. for their educational film, "We Drivers"

«

«

«

»

»

»

Mrs.

Elizabeth Niggemeyer

George Wolfard
Indianapolis, Ind. — George Wolfard, Jr., 46, operator of the Hamilton Theater, died Dec. 22 in the Robert Long Hospital here. Pneumonia
resulting from complications caused
by a fractured rib suffered while
attempting to lift a case of film
reels, was given as the cause. He
is survived by the widow, two daughters, father and one sister.
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All These Songs by the composers of 'Have You Got Any
Castles?', Dick Whiting and Johnny Mercer: 'SILHOUETTED IN THE MOONLIGHT' • 'I'M LIKE A FISH
OUT OF WATER' • 'I'VE HITCHED MY WAGON
TO A STAR' • 'LET THAT BE A LESSON TO YOU'
All This Advertising -Two-page ads in radio publications and other leading magazines— followed-up with a giant
day-and-date newspaper campaign everywhere!
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Yours from Warner Bros, after three years of
weekly plugging to 60 million radio listeners!

r
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DICK POWELL • ROSEMARY LANE
HUGH HERRERT
GLENDA FARRELL • LOLA LANE
JOHNNIE DAVIS -ALAN MOWBRAY
EL TODD • ALLYN JOSLYN • EDGAR KENNEDY

RENNY GOODMAN
AND HIS SWING RAND
Directed by BUSBY BERKELEY
Screen Play by Jerry Wald, Maurice Leo and Richard Macauley
Original Story by Jerry Wald and Maurice Leo • A First Nat'l Picture

&<%t;
TALKING NEW PROD'NDISTRIB-EXHIB SETUP
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HOLLYWOOD
Starts "Gran'pop" Series
(.Continued from Page 1)
Stoll Ork in P. A.?
Ub
Iwerks has gone into produchave
filled top executive
posts in
ITH arrangements now being
tion
his new
front-line companies.
24 color
cartoons"Gran'pop"
depicting
promoted by William LeBaron, series of with
Adequate financing, it is reported, Paramount executive, Georgie Stoll
Lawson
Wood's
Collier's
cover ape
has been made available; money and his entire orchestra may go
interests, however, have no desire east to play their own music for the in droll "situation" stories which
depart from the time-worn fairy
to assume actual control, it is said.
story and fantasy formula.
They are represented as feeling that Broadway premiere of Bing Crosfilm biz should be left to film men
by's new picture, "Doctor Rhythm,"
British capital represented by
an Emanuel Cohen production.
insofar as management and policy
Lawson Harris, president of Cartoon
Crosby's songs were recorded both Films, Ltd., is backing the new setare concerned.
track with Stoll's orchesup, and contracts for release in
General setup proposed is some- on sound
tra and without musical background.
what akin to that devised for the
Great Britain have already been
Accordingly,
.
it
would
be
entirely
eld First National company. Larger
signed with the newly formed Britindie operators approached are re- feasible for the "live" group to play
the film's entire score. The New tion. ish Independent Exhibitors Associaported to be displaying a lively interest.
York trip
is dependent upon Stoll's
radio
commitments.
T
T
▼
Departure of two members of an
▼
T
T
important banking group for the
Farrell as Impresario
Novell
May
Came
On
Coast, following Christmas, served
to further stimulate interest.
James Kevin McGuinness, M-G-M
With architect's plans now comproducer, who has taken an option
pleted, construction on Charles Farrell's new winter stock theater at
Williams Will Double
on Bartholomew Novell's "Nature Is
Palm
Springs
will start at the first
A Piker," will bring the South Seas
planter and writer to Hollywood to of the year. Farrell is negotiating
As Educational's Sec'y assist in preparing the screen play for the rights to two current Broad(.Continued from Page 1)
way plays for his first productions,
if he exercises the option to purusing a local company of filmites.
chase the screen rights.
resume the private practice of law.
Williams has been treasurer of EduFox West Coast Again
cational for several years and con- Holiday Bonuses Reflect
tinues in that capacity.
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LATE JANUARY COAST
TRIP FOR WILL HAYSi
(Continued from Page 1)
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Hays returns today from Indiam.
where he spent Christmas. This
afternoon he is scheduled to deliver
an address over the CBS network
in a radio series sponsored by the,

Department of Commerce on "Stor-'
iesAn
of American
adjournedIndustry."
meeting of the
MPPDA board of directors is sched- ;
uled for Jan. 4 when the directors
will take care of unfinished busiTuesday.
ness from the meeting held last |

Cooper With Golden State
as Frisco City Manager

San Francisco — Re-shuffling of
executives was made effective here
by Golden State, major Northern
California circuit operating some
70 houses. Roy Cooper, for several
years associated with Sterling Theaters in the Pacific Northwest, becomes city division manager in San
Francisco, replacing Mark Keller.
Keller goes south to handle the
Confidence of Employers
Trying Out Single Bills Monterey peninsula.
Gus Sun Effects Bookings
San Francisco — Fox West Coast
Joseph O'Connor, now at MonChicago — Holiday and year-end
terey, becomes manager of the
Detroit — Jack Dickstein, of the bonuses
testified to executive confi- here is once more trying out single- 1,600-seat American Theater in San
Gus Sun Booking Agency, has
bill policy, with two Metro musicals,
dence in the future here.
Jose, in place of Charles Hayman,
booked a series of five five-act shows
B & K gave $25 checks to all "Firefly" and "Rosalie" used in the resigned.
for the Eastown, Uptown, Westown, earning a minimum of that sum experiment.
Tower, and Roosevelt Theaters, all weekly, while to employes receiving
"Firefly" drew strongly at the Six Re-issues Playing
operated by the Wisper & WetsWarfield, where it played three
less went a full week's salary.
Commonwealth Amusement Corp., weeks teamed with the Robert
man Circuit, for New Year's Eve.
In N. Calif. Territory
Dickstein is also booking a one-day controlled by A. J. Balaban and Sam
Benchley short "How To Start the
show, to go on every Monday as a
Myers, gave $25 checks to more than Day
mally.Right." Two weeks at the 3000San Francisco — Re-issues currentbusiness builder, for the Ohio The- 100 employes.
seat house is considered good, norater at Toledo, operated by Larry
ly being booked in the Northern CaliEssaness Circuit gave all managJacobs and Jack O'Connell. The
ers and employes a bonus check, as
fornia territory include M-G-M's
"Rosalie",
at
the
2500-seat
ParaOhio is an 1,800-seat neighborhood
Guardsman," "Street Scene"
mount Christmas week, registered "The
theater.
did Tom Flannery's White Way Sign
and "Three Broadway Girls," both
good opening business and is being
System.
held for a second.
United
and Universal's
"Bride ofArtists,
Frankenstein."
Takes Delivery Service
Montreal — Employees of ConsoliTwo Paramount re-issues, "Rugdated Theaters, Ltd., who have been
Cincinnati — Stanley Hecker, many
gles of Red Gap" and "Lives of a
years Warner Bros.' Cincinnati over a year in the service, received 212 Day-Date Openings
Bengal Lancer," are also being
booker, has taken over the North- a Christmas bonus of 5 p.c.
shown on the Fox West Coast circuit.
ern Kentucky Film Delivery Serfor Warners' "Tovarich"
vice.
Richmond, Va. — All employes of
Warners is planning to open
the Neighborhood Theaters of Vir"Mayerling" In 16th Week
ginia received Christmas Bonus "Tovarich" day and date in 212 theaters throughout the country on
checks.
Starting today, "Mayerling,"
New Year's Eve. Deals covering starring Charles Boyer and Danielle
these arrangements have already Darrieux will enter its sixteenth
Springfield, Mass. — Bonuses to all
been made by the sales force under week at the Filmarte Theater, where
of the Western Massachuit has already played to 147,000
Cleveland — Lee Chapman, Repub- employes
setts Theaters, Inc. were announced supervision of Grad Sears, distribution chieftain.
lic salesman, has been dismissed at a party for managers and staffs
"Tovarich" has its New York
from St. Luke's Hospital and is now held at the Hotel Highland. Sums
Studio to Wehrenberg
in the convalescent stage at home.
premiere on that date at the Radio people.
varied from a week's salary to more,
based on a percentage figure.
City Music Hall and simultaneousSt. Louis, Mo.— The Studio TheNashville, Ind. — Mrs. Percy Gladly has its Hollywood premiere at
ater, Pine Lawn, has been added to
the
Fred Wehrenberg
Circuit.
den, wife of Indiana's oldest exhibboth
Warners'
Hollywood
and
Oklahoma City— T. B. Noble, Jr.,
theaters.
itor, and operator of the Abe Mar- managing director of the State and Downtown
tin Theater here, was slightly in- Pix theaters here gave employes a
jured in an automobile accident.
week's
salary as Christmas bonus.
"Merlusse" Debut in Jan.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Milton KruegFrench
Motion Picture Corp.,
Chicopee, Mass. — Bonus payments
er, United Artists salesman, is con- were
paid out to all employes of the through John S. Tapernoux, general
Walter Futter, producer, who
fined to the Methodist Hospital with
Rivoli Theater. Employes who
married Adele Lacey, British actress,
an infected leg.
manager,
announces
that
"Merlusse"
last
Saturday at the home of Judge
worked up to six months received (Fish-Face), written, directed and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY an extra half week's wages, while produced by Marcel Pagnol, will Samuel Roseman, will leave with
have its U. S. premiere early in his bride in about two weeks' time
Hollywood — Harold
Lloyd those serving upwards of six months January.
for a trip to Palm Springs and will
sprained an ankle playing squash.
an extra full week's pay.
then go to Europe.
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"All that the advertising copy writers have been saying about 'Snow
White' is true in spades! It is a box office natural in the most expectant
interpretation of thai loosely bandied term, and what it achieves in the
way of audience satisfaction is spectacularly the box office's business . . .
it will captivate the population as perhaps no other picture ever has or
— MOTION

PICTURE DAILY

will."
"Here is a picture so masterfully produced and of such unusual entertainment value that it will make motion picture history. It should be a clean— FILM DAILY

up for any exhibitor anywhere"

An inspiring masterpiece of elegant beauty and entertainment . . . sure
to satisfy all audiences, who will rave about it . . . new Multiplane Technicolor photography surpasses anything yet seen in color • . . outstanding entertainment . • . should live for many years."
— showman's trade review
"Superlative screen entertainment . . . the most important picture from
a production perspective since the advent of sound ... it has a universal
appeal seldom if ever before attained in the realm of celluloid entertainment. Never before have such breath-takingly gorgeous hues
— BOX OFFICE

been imprisoned in celluloid for any type of picture."

"A revelation in animated screen entertainment displaying mood and
tempo with a master stroke. Romance, drama, pathos and genuine
heart interest combined with artistic craftsmanship for nothing short of a box office smash.
Just what the
doctor ordered for old and young alike."
— JAY EMANUEL

PUBLICATIONS

"Meets even the wildest expectations of
Disney's millions of admirers. It is a masterpiece of entertainment for people of
every age . . . marks milestone of motion
picture progress . . . Walt Disney has
carved for himself a permanent niche in
the motion picture hall of fame"
— HOLLYWOOD

Priceless entertainment."
— MOTION

REPORTER

PICTURE HERALD

r^^^^Bnn

T—

"Sets milestone in art of picture making . . . completely a thing of beauty
and charm, vastly appealing entertainment for every normal human
being ... it will do smashing business and regale all manner of audiences
in extended runs."

— HOLLYWOOD

VARIETY

"A motion picture miracle has come into being. It is a film fairy tale that
will enrapture audiences around the world ... it is a great screen contribution not only for today but for tomorrow."

— EDWIN

SCHALLERT,

Los Angeles Times

"Walt Disney adds new laurels to his fame. 'Snow While' and her fairy
prince and the seven dwarfs become stars you will love and take into your
heart. The sets are breath-taking in their beauty . . . the color is equally
exquisite . . • the loveliest thing of its kind ever brought to the screen."
— LOUELLA

PARSONS,

Los Angeles Examiner

"Yes there is a Santa Claus! His name is Walt Disney, and as a yuleiide
gift for all those young in spirit and mind he has brought forth his first
feature length attraction ... an unforgettable experience."

— LOS ANGELES

DAILY NEWS

"In all my nineteen years of reviewing I have never met screen characters
that more completely captured my heart than did 'Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs'. Children, young folks, men and women — put on your
'must see' list, the delightful charming fairy tale of 'Snow —White'."
JIMMY FIDLER
"Walt Disney scored a new and impressive triumph last night ... a fascinating screen experience . a
picture that nobody should miss."

— HARRISON CARROLL,
Los Angeles Herald Express

"World premiere of 'Snow White' most successful opening we have ever had at Carthay Circle.
Practically every celebrity in Hollywood turned
out and paid tribute to Walt Disney's production,
with applause lasting long after the end of the
picture. Public interest is equally high with ADVANCE SALE BOTH MATINEES AND NIGHTS
TOPPING THAT OF ANY PREVIOUS ROAD
SHOW

AT CARTHAY

CIRCLE."

— Telegram from CHARLES

P. SKOURAS

IA(

DISNEY'S

WALT

riRST FULL LENGTH FEATURE

PRODUCTION
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1937

[otion Picture and other major injstries.

IMPTO Sees Silver Lining
to Buyers' Strike vs. Para.
(Continued from Page

1)

city on the fact that film rentals
ad reached the back-breaking point,
: emphasized the need for retrenchlent in Hollywood — a result which
11 film companies are now striving
esperately to effect", Secretary
Jeorge Aarons writes in "Contact".
Io continues:
"Hollywood is in a sweat. Comietitive bidding for talent and stoies and unionization have saddled
he studios with the highest negative
osts in the industry's history at a
jme when the country is again in
he throes of a serious business reession.
"It is estimated that a 40 per cent
eduction in picture costs is necesary to meet the reduced intake at
he nation's box-office. This, everyone agrees, is impossible without
rreatly reducing the draw value of
cheduled pictures. The alternative
3 collapse for the weaker companies
fnd operating losses for the strong>r ones.
"The sins of Hollywood are eco.omic. Not box-office but the exaggerated ego of a handful of fancy
itars and directors bent on promot£T their personal reputations is at
& bottom of all the trouble.
;Let a star score a success in a
icture and immediately he or she
ants to tear up the old contract and
•ite a new one at two or three
;imes the old figure. Let any asso:iate producer put out two hits in
row and he considers himself a
jouis B. Mayer with an uncontrollble urge to head his own company.
7ot alone that but invariably these
reniuses go arty and dictate the selection of stories that are distinctly
TOT box office.
I "Anv exhibitor who buys theaters
it today's peak prices is in nowise
lifferent from those astute gents
ivho stermed into the market prior
;o last March."

HISTCCy

«REVI€UJS»

MAIMERS

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines

1)

The Attorney General's annual reort will be in Congress' hands on
an. 3, first day of session, it was
lid. The contemplated "monopolisc report" would follow several
eeks later.
Carusi asserted that public and
■ade interest in the mass of exibition and picture complaints forrarded to justice department was
eenest during 1937. He said also
le Department was "advised" consrning the prospective Boren bill
nnounced for introduction first day
f new session to divorce production,
istribution and exhibition.

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

as ambassador extraordinary for his
company; and ironing out many an involved problem. Delivered the address
which launched Paramount's sales conclave; journeyed to Toronto for Nathanson
parleys;
whisked
firm's
southern offices;
made through
severalthetrips
to
the Coast for huddles; ironed out the
Saenger deal in New Orleans, and was
a key figure in the frictional Philadelphia
UMPTO situation which was settled
happily.

•

MAJ.

ALBERT

with

Ralston, John Eldredge
Warners

ing facts: (1) Warner Bros, reported increase of $2,698,870.22 in its operating
profit for the fiscal year ended Aug. 28,
1937, over the preceding 12 months; (2)
Operating profit for the year was $5,876,182.95, compared with $3,177,312.73
for the corresponding period ended Aug.
29, 1936, and (c) Capital surplus on Aug.
28, 1937 was $57,044,330.74.

o

•

ROBERT

SISK

•

•

Enjoyed most
p r o d u c tive
WARNER
• year since his
relatively reWhile wars
ce.il alliance
and rumors of with RKO as
wars cried
a n associate
out in impressive and oft
Sevr oducer.
s e n s a t ional p"Come
sentences. Major Warner
have
or
reallytime
didn't
inclination to

en!," ordered
the distribution
chieftains a t
the outset of
the year, and,
shaking
u p
his creative dice, exactly seven came
up, sure 'nuf. Each was a natural for
exhibs and consuming public. Count
'em, — "Don't Tell the Wife," "Outcasts
of Poker Flat," "You Can't Beat Love,"
"Border Cafe," "Flight From Glory," "Annapolis Salute"
and "Saturday's
Heroes."
There were
occasions,
too, on. which
the
Siskian opinion is said to have been
asked re other pix in the RKO hopper.
Considered from every angle, his presence on the organization lot was a
happy circumstance.

54 mins.

A DAFFY BURLESQUE MYSTERY WITH
HUGH HERBERT MAKES AN UPROARIOUSLY FUNNY COMEDY.
Hugh
Herbert,
Warners'
mad andbyeccentric funster,
aided
and abetted
Allen
Jenkins, another of Warners' ace comics,
make this new picture one of the funniest
comedies seen in a long time. Strictly
burlesqued as a mystery thriller from start
to finish, the story is never allowed to take
on a serious aspect at any time, and it stays
funny throughout. Herbert and Jenkins are
about the dizziest pair of detectives the
screen has ever offered, and they make the
most of their comedy roles with a laugh
result that is plenty heavy. Given a deserted lighthouse, an octopus that kills
people, a lurking submarine carrying the
master mind, trap doors, eerie lights, a
hidden death ray, a list of suspects and a
few more equally amazing situations, you
can imagine what happens. Herbert and
Jenkins, two detectives, are on their way
to a to
hospital
wife andis
about
have a where
child. Herbert's
Herbert faints

the fun begins as his mind starts wandering. He and Jenkins go to find the killer
octopus that the government has offered a
large reward for capturing. They arrive
them As
attpay
e n t ion.
at a deserted lighthouse, only to evenvice - presitually discover that practically half the
dent of Warlighthouse is filled with suspicious charner Brothers Pictures, he had plenty in
acters. The octopus starts grabbing peothat capacity to keep him inordinately
ple and things happen in a hilarious and
occupied. But that was only one phase
exciting fashion until the finish of the picof his activities. He is treasurer of that
ture when Herbert comes to in the hostidy concern as well. While this expital. Jenkins has his own baby troubles
acting post confined the joy of the Maat the hospital, and all is confusion throughjor's well-rounded golf game, his joy
out the picture. Mark this one as a pix
was unconfined (and so was that of his
that will amuse anybody at any time. Marassociates and WB stockholders) when
cia Ralston and John Eldredge help the
late November brought forth the followmystery and chills greatly, and the rest of
the cast make adequate supporting mysAlexander Film Volume
tery for the pix.
Mono. Completing 1937-38
CAST: Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins,
Program Month Ahead Marcia
Up 30.7% Over Last Year
Ralston, John Eldredge, George
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Rosener, Brandon Tynan, Eric Stanley, MarColorado Springs, Colo. — Its volgaret Irving, Elspeth Dudgeon.
Hollywood — With four pictures in
ume running 90.2 per cent better
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Bryan Foy;
than that of 1929, the Alexander production, one cutting, and eight
Director,
William McGann; Play by, Ralph
Film Co. is closing the best year of now in the writing stage, MonoMurphy and Donald Gallaher; Screenplay,
gram
will
have
completed
37
feaits 19-year history, according to J.
tures by the end of January, it is George Bricker; Editor, Clarence Kolster;
Don Alexander, President.
Arthur
Todd.
Business during the first eleven announced by Scott R. Dunlap, vice- Cameraman,
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
months of this year exceeded by 30.7 president in charge of production.
This leaves five pictures yet to make Good.
per cent the volume of the same per-

iod in 1936, he announces. Since
Jan. 1 a total of 1,497 additional theaters have been signed to display
the short-length commercial films
distributed by the firm. More than
7,200 theaters are now under contract.
The year marked the advent of
natural color in distributions for retailers, and the use of radio and movie stars and animated cartoons in
the campaigns distributed for national advertisers.

to fulfill the 1937-38 schedule of 42
full-length films.
Frisco Seating Up 3,516
Consistent in production since
the reorganization of Monogram
In Year, Survey Reveals
last March, Dunlap also announced
that Monogram will have finished
San Francisco — Capacity of San
the entire 1937-38 schedule by Feb- Francisco Theaters has increased
ruary which is one month ahead of 3,516 since the previous year, the
the time allotted for the program.
annual Chamber of Commerce economic survey released here this

Lipton Report Premature

Reports that Dave Lipton had
been appointed publicity manager
of Universal were branded premature by officials yesterday. Lipton,
Re-issue "Abraham Lincoln" on two-month
absence leave from
Re-issue of "Abraham Lincoln",
starring Walter Huston, has been CBS, has been handed special asset by Artcinema Associates, Inc.,
Will Lift "Zola" Ban
signment to exploit Norman Alley's
Montreal — Quebec censor board is for Jan. 3, it is announced by Emil special feature "The Bombing of the
C. Jensen. New accessories will be U. S. S. Panay." Lipton is known
Expected to lift its ban on "The Life available.
to be among likely candidates.
of Emile Zola".

I

"Sh!
The Octopus"
Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins, Marcia

week
shows. accommodated
In 1936 the city's
70odd houses
83,357,
while figures for 1937 show 86,873.
Despite the increase, no new
houses have been built, the augmented figure being caused by the
re-opening of several previously
dark houses and by numerous remodeling jobs— notably those of
three Golden State ace suburban
houses — which increased seating capacity of the altered theaters.
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\Doyle Confident of Closing S. African Deal With UA

FILM PROGRESS KEYED W SELF- REGULATION -HAYS
Fairbanks as Intermediary in UA
[Approached by Producers and
Stars Seeking Releasing
Deals
By RALPH

WILK

\Wcst Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Several producers
land stars have approached Douglas
(Fairbanks regarding distribution
(contracts from United Artists, it
|became known here yesterday.
Whether Fah'banks, however, has
|formally presented the matter to
|his fellow member-owners of the
|company is uncertain.
According to action taken by the
(Continued

on

Page

1937 HISTCJtoy MAKEfes
-4--—
JOHN D. CLARK

•

•

Right after
Thanksgiving, 20th
Century - Fox
had something
extra to be
thankful for.
A new one

BRITISH QUOTA BILL
HELD INDUSTRY PERIL

wee k's revenue record for
the film indust r y was
claimed by the
distribution dep a r t m e nt of
The new British quota act is be- that company, it being announced that
ing put through without the reali- the previous week brought in $1,800,000
zation that the very existence of the or thereabouts, shattering the former
industry in England depends more industry record by some 17 per cent.
than ever on American product, New record set an all-time high both
Stuart Doyle, Australian film ex- in film rentals and number of bookings.
ecutive, said yesterday upon his ar- It happened to be the final week of the
rival from England on the Beren- Fifth Anniversary S. R. Kent Drive, and
garia. The American distributors, had been dedicated to Darryl Zanuck
he said, lack any really effective pro- and the iatter's production force. But
paganda medium to prevent mem- that's not the whole story. The week
(Continued
on Page 4)
was also in(Continued
celebration
of John6) D. Clark's
on Page

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox Movietone landed scenes of the Panay bombing on
Pacific Coast screens last night and
is rushing prints to New York for
showing today. More than 100 news(Continued

Singerman

on

Page

4)

Resigns

Sidney Singerman, head of Universe's program department, resigned yesterday effective immediately. Singerman had been with Universal for 21
years. He is expected to announce
plans shortly.

System Best Serves, MPPDA
Prexy Says in U. S.
Radio Address

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activity's
Provided Industry Headlines^

4)

Movietone Shows on Coast
Scenes Of Panay Bombing

Distribution Moves

•

•

EMANUEL

COHEN

•

•

Having leased
H o 1 1 y wood's Ij
General S e r- 1
vice Studios, 1
this forward moving film
f abricator
turned out
"Girl
"O u t c aFrom
s t ,"
Scotland
Yard,"

"Midnight Madonna" and "On

In
SuchNovember,
a Night." this same head of Major
Pictures, called time out long enough to
announce that (a) he would produce
six films for Paramount following completion of Mae West's "Every Day's a
Holiday" and Bing Crosby's "Doctor
Rhythm," (b) first of the six was ready
to go before the cameras, "Man In Evening Clothes," and (c) the title of the remaining five would be "Eight Days."
"Star of Sahara," "Call Back Love,"
"Hold That Kiss" and "Free Woman."

10-Year Franchise Involved in Doyle
S. African Deal With United Artists
200 Are Bidden to Dinner
for Darryl Zanuck Jan. 5

Stuart F. Doyle arrived from England yesterday on the Berengaria
prepared to negotiate a franchise
for the distribution and exhibition of
Dinner to be tendered Darryl F. United Artists product in South Africa. Doyle, one of the foremost
Zanuck, 20th-Fox production head,
the night of Jan. 5 at the Union film men of Australia, stated upon
Club, will be attended by 200 prom- his arrival that he would confer iminent business executives and civic
mediately with Arthur W. Kelly,
officials, it was learned yesterday. head of the UA foreign department,
Winthrop Aldrich, Chase Bank head, and that he expected a decision, one
(Continued

on

Page

4)

(Continued on Page 8)

The motion picture has reached its
present position as a medium of
universal entertainment, as well as
an essential service, through selfregulation, Will H. Hays, MPPDA
prexy declared yesterday in a radio
address sponsored by the U. S. Department of Commerce.
Speaking over a CBS Coast-toCoast network, Hays pointed out
6) and dithat a properly organized
rected system of self-government
best serves both public and private
interests. Not resting with purely
technical and artistic development,
Hays said,
the motion
indus(Coittinued
on Pagepicture
6)

SAY MGM WILL HANDLE

SI PIX ON 20% BASIS
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

■M calls for
Hollywood — The Se Iznick-International deal with M-G
Metro distributing the
in domestic
a flat 20 per cent basis pictures on
and foreign markets, it
said
wasalso
reported here yesterday.
It is
(Continued on Page

Panay Film Will Gross
$500,000, Says Universal
Universal yesterday estimated a
gross of a half million dollars on the
special three-reel feature to be made
from
scenes
captured
(Continued
on Page by6) Norman

New Critics Group?
Movie critics of the top-flight magazines maintaining New York headquarters are understood to be contemplating
a formal
They're
represented asorganization.
feeling that some
companies
are not taking them seriously enough.
Reviewers on the metropolitan dailies
?re organized as the New York Film
Critics.

DAILY
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Cartoon Copyright Cases
Kent Will Present Trophy
Signature of Sarnoff
to be Heard Jan. 5 and 10
to Miggins at Testimonial to Extend Option Deal
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Hollywood — Only the signature of
David Sarnoff, RCA head, is said
to be holding up conclusion of
agreement for extension of option
of RCA's remaining holdings in
RKO held by Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros., it is reported here.
First of six annual payments of
$1,000,000 each is slated to be paid
this week, according to reliable information which has it that parties
have reached verbal accord.

Expect Strike Settlement

Local 54, Building Service EmElection of officers of Local 306,
ployes, reported yesterday likelihood
Moving Picture Machine Operators of early settlement of a three-day
Union, is to be held today. Joseph strike against the Greenwich TheD. Basson, incumbent, is running
ater, 12th St. and Greenwich Ave.,
N. Y. C.
for president.
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CLAUDETTE COLBERT and her husband, DR.
JOEL PRESSMAN, sail for Europe from New
York on Jan. 11.
STUART F. DOYLE, Australian film execulive, arrived in New York yesterday on the
Berengaria.
RALPH MURPHY,
PHILLIPS HOLMES,
Berengaria.

well known director, and
actor, were also on the

HARRY BRAND, 20th-Fox studio publicity
director, arrives in New York on the Century
tomorrow
morning.
RICHARD DAY, art director for Samuel Coldwyn, arrives in New York today for conferences with Fan American Airways execs,
in preparation for Coldwyn's forthcoming
"Transatlantic
Flight."
E.

W.

HAMMONS,

president

of

Paramount Pictures, Inc., and Ex
elusive Movie Studios, Inc., are <o
plaintiffs in two actions charging
copyright violations to be hearl
early in January, it was learned yes
terday. First action against Georgi

Dobbs, Samuel Levy and Levy"
Sport Shop, Inc., of Jersey City
charges that defendants manufac
tured and distributed 16 mm. and \
mm. films of Popeye and Bett;
In New York it was declared by Boop cartoons in violation of th(
company officials yesterday that copyright law. Exclusive Movi«
conferences have been interrupted. Studios, Inc., it was stated, has ac
Sarnoff left town to attend funeral quired exclusive rights to this distribution. Case is slated to be hearc
of Newton D. Baker, General James
G. Harbord is absent and an impor- in U. S. District Court, District oi
tant RCA negotiator is confined to New Jersey, before Federal Judg<
Clark on Jan. 5.
a hospital.
Second action on similar ground.'
is against Benjamin and Nathar
Leder and the Leader Motion PicArgentine Tax Violates
ture Co. Case is to be heard in U
Treaty, Distribs Hold S. District Court, Southern District
American distributors contend of New York, on Jan. 10.
that efforts of the Argentinian government to collect a 20 per cent tax
on American pictures is a trade 51 More Firms Join Fight
treaty violation, it was explained
on Penn 44-Hour Week
yesterday by George Weltner, assisHarrisburg, Pa. — Fifty-one adtant department.
manager of Attorneys
Paramount's
eign
for forthe
ditional Pennsylvania industries and ;
majors will study the tax law today business firms were permitted by i
and tomorrow with Dr. Marcos Sa- the Dauphin
County
Court
this
week to intervene in the test suit*
tanowsky,
Paramount's
counsel
in
Buenos Aires, who is in New York. brought
by the Holgate
Brothers
Argentinian distributors, Weltner Manufacturing
Co., Kane, on the i
of the
44-hour
said, work on a 30 p.c. basis, return- constitutionality
week law, which is scheduled for
ing
70
p.c.
of
a
picture's
gross
to
the American producers. Under the argument in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court early in January. This
Argentinian law, 20 p.c. of the prothe number of firms to have
ducers' share is taxable, which, ac- brings
intervened
to 238.
cording to the American viewpoint,
violates trade agreements.
Dr. Satanowsky is scheduled to
return to Buenos Aires Saturday.

306 Elects Today

1

74Vs
7434 —
71
MARKET
881

FILM

Hollywood — Harry J. Rothman,
newly-elected chairman of Condor
Pictures executive committee, has
summoned creditors to a special
meeting here today.
Chester Miller, appointed permanent trustee of the affairs of Condor Pictures under Section 77B at
a short hearing Monday before Federal Judge Cosgrave, has been instructed to submit plans for reorganization ofthe company at an
early but unscheduled hearing before the court.

1

60
88! 2 —
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—

STOCK

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20thFox, will present the President's
Cup, emblematic of foreign sales
leadership in the last Kent drive, to
Ben Miggins, general European
manager, at the testimonial dinner
the company is tendering Miggins
and Francis L. Harley, United Kingdom manager, the night of Jan. 3 at
the Plaza Hotel.
Other speakers will include John
D. Clark, general sales manager,
Walter J. Hutchinson, general foreign manager, James P. O'Loghlin,
Kent drive leader, and C. V. Hake,
assistant foreign manager.
Twentieth Century-Fox executives
who will attend in addition to those
named include: Joseph Moskowitz,
William J. Clark, Leslie F. Whalen,
Jack Bloom, E. H. Collins, W. J.
Eadie, Alan E. Freedman, E. S. Fraser, W. C. Gehring, C. A. Hill, F. S.
Irbv and Felix Jenkins.
Also: E. P. Kilroe, W. J. Kupper,
Lew Lehr, Truman Talley, Ed Thorgersen, W. C. Michel, Martin Moskowitz, I. A. Maas, C. F. Minck,
William Sussman, Spyros Skouras,
Jack Sichelman, T. A. Shaw, Sidney Towell and Lowell Thomas.

Education-

al, will spend the New
Montreal.

Year's week-end

in

RAY GOETZ
is on his way to the Coast.
JOHN EBERSON, theater architect, returns
to New York today from Cleveland, where
Warners' Colony Theater, designed by him,
opened last night.
WILLIAM
week.

FOX

returns to the Coast

next

MANNY WORONOV, of the M-G-M Buffalo exchange, and his bride, MURIEL WOLFsailed yesterday
for Bermuda.

SON,

NORMAN ALLEY, Universal Newsreel cameraman, DAVID LIPTON. special Universal publicity representative, MRS. WILLA ALLEY and
their children, DEXTER, NOREEN and JANET,
arrive in New York today in a specially chartered plane, which brings the film containing
the bombing of the Panay.

...Save 25%
Now — "Fare and a half" on round trip
excursions over the Lindbergh Line!
Bringing air travel down to the same
general cost range of other forms of
transportation, these new TWA rates
permit everyone who travels — to fly
. . . Excursions begin on Saturday or
Monday; are effective for 15 days; and
apply on any schedule, any day, returning . . . Fly TWA, on the nation's finest planes — you save valuable
hours, even days and TWA's complimentary meals en route and rigid "no
dollars.
« you many extra
tipping" rule, save
COMPARE
THESE
SAVINGS
New York 2 OneExcur- You
to
Way Fares tion Save
Los Angeles $299.90
$224.92 $74.98
Chicago 89.90
67.42 22.48
For Information Call TWA
Times Square Office, Paramount Building,
Tel. MTJrray Hill 6-1640
70 E. 42nd St., Tel. MUrray Hill 6-1640
or any Hotel, Travel Bureau, Postal
Telegraph
or Western
Union Office.

IV

FLASH
LOS ANGELES, Tuesday night, Dec. 28:— Movietone
News pictures of the bombing of the U. S. S. Panay
are being shown tonight in theatres on the Pacific
Coast. Prints are being flown East for exhibition in
Eastern theatres Wednesday, December 29.

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE PANAY FILMS
Movietone News has a complete pictorial record of the
destruction of the U. S. S. Panay. This film is now
being distributed to all regular Movietone accounts.
The film was shot from the deck of the Panay by Eric
Mayell, for 15 years a staff cameraman of Movietone
News, who was one of two motion picture cameramen
aboard the Panay. These pictures were rushed via the
China Clipper to the United States and arrived yesterday, December 28, for editing and distribution both
from the Pacific Coast and New York.
Movietone News does not claim that its Panay film is
exclusive, but in accordance with its established policy —

MOVIETONE

NEWS

ACCOUNTS

WILL

GET THESE

HISTORIC PICTURES — IMPORTANT AT THE BOXOFFICE AS ANY FEATURE YOU WILL PLAY THIS
YEAR — AT NO

EXTRA

COST!

:w
BRITISH QUOTA BILL
HELD INDUSTRY PERIL
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"Every member of Parliament is
under the impression that millions
of dollars are being taken away to
Hollywood, and seems quite unaware
of the fact that the whole basis of
employment in the picture business
in England and the prosperity of
the cinema companies is due almost
entirely to American product.
"British production is a sad story.
Lack of imagination, self-satisfaction and an almost complete disregard of the very elements of showmanship have brought British films
to the point of collapse. It will be
a long time before the British industry recovers, even with the benefit of the new quota act. The whole
British industry wants complete reorganization with different British
minds at work to bring it back.
"England has, perhaps, the finest
literary brains in the world — stories
and romance without end — and yet
they seem quite incapable of building un a technique of their own or
to effectively borrow from Hollywood. It is very sad to a Britisher.
We have hoped for so much."

Movietone Shows on Coast
Scenes Of Panay Bombing
(Continued from Page

SEEK FAIRBANKS' AID
IN UA RELEASING DEALS
(Continued from Page

1)

bers of Parliament from getting the
wrong impression of the industry.
In a prepared statement, Doyle
said:

C
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paper men yesterday at a special
screening witnessed the action shots
made by Eric Mayell, Movietone
cameraman, who was aboard the
ship. Movietone and News of the
Day worked together on the bombing and the scenes will be included
in the releases of both services.
Movietone's bombing reel will be
released as a regular issue at no
extra charge to exhibitors, it was
pointed out last night.
Newspaper accounts of Movietone's shots indicate that Mayell
photographed all the reported horror of the incident, showing American seamen being hit and American gunners firing on the planes.
The scenes are expected to be
shown on New York screens today.

with PHIL
T

T
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T

• •
•
THE PANIC is on
meaning the panic over picking
the Ten Best pictures of the year
which
will be announced
officially by THE FILM DAILY on January 6
being the consensus
of opinion of over 500 motion picture editors and critics of as many
newspapers
and magazines
throughout
the United States
and
the annual frolic has been taken up for several years past by leading
newspapers everywhere, who conduct local polls among their readers
here are presented the activities of just one or two film editors,
showing how the Ten Best idea inaugurated by this li'l ole paper back
in 1922 has caught on and become a National Pastime, no less
T
▼
T
• •
•
UP
AT
Bridgeport,
Conn
Leo
Miller, movie
editor of the Herald, is in the midst of his fifth annual local poll
Leo started off on his first year with less than 400 readers
submitting selections
this year he has over 2500 lists of the
Ten Best sent in by readers eager to win the prize of a trip to
New York with a companion
two days of fun in the metropolis seeing all the big shows and sights
nite club life and
every thin'

T
▼
T
• •
•
DOWN
IN Louisville, Ky
Boyd Martin, film editor
of the Courier-Journal, has all the fans in that section working hard to
pick the Ten Best that will correspond most closely with the final poll
of the official ballot conducted by THE FILM DAILY among the newspaper editors
the awards will be season passes and individual
tickets covering a series of picture shows at the Louisville theaters.
T
T
▼
• •
•
AWAY OUT in Detroit
James S. Pooler, editor
of the film department of the Free Press, is having a lot of fun
with his local poll
he has been devoting columns of space
to the contest
throwing out a lot of teasing hints as to how
the local poll is progressing, and getting the fans all steamed up
the prizes will be two season passes to a local theater for
the male and female who come the closest to approximating
the final Film Daily poll
S-O-O
you publicity
guys
who brag about the national campaigns you have busted in the
nation's newspapers
step aside and let those who really are
doing a Publicity Job take a bow
come up and see us sometime and look over our files of newspaper breaks from
coast to coast on the Film Daily Ten Best Poll
it will
literally knock your eye out
and if you think that's bragging it is
why not?
with the bows going mainly
to our Year Book department which handles this nation-wide
poll
▼
T
T
• •
•
AT THE Capitol on Broadway this holiday week
turnaway biz is due in great part to that two-reel musical special Hal Roach offering
"Our Gang Follies"
which is sharing
honors with the feature, "Navy Blue and Gold"
T
▼
▼
• •
•
COCKTAIL PARTY in honor of Anatole Litvak

Best
the

wishes
from
The
Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER

S
sole
Fre
stal

&

Otis Harlan
Tad Alexander
John Thomas
Neville

Daily to
birthday:

29
George
E. Marshall
Max
Graf
Harry Gold

director of Warners' "Tovarich"
given by W. G. Van Schmus,
managing director of the Music Hall, this afternoon in the theater's studio apartment
▼
T
T
• • • FORMAL annual dance of the Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures
on Feb. 12 in the Grand Ballroom of the WaldorfAstoria
there will be a snappy floor show preceding the dance . . .

«

«

«

»

»

»
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United Artists board of directors,
$750,000, the difference between
UA's $1,000,000 earnings for 1937
and the $250,000 in dividends voted
to owner-members, will be used for
financing
subsidiaries.production work of UA
It is reported that when Alexander Korda, at Monday's session
of the board, asked permission to
make outside product, David Rose
and Edwin Loeb, who represented
Samuel Goldwyn, who was not present, acquiesced with those present
but with the proviso that Goldwyn
would also expect the same privilege. Korda agreed to this but it
is understood that one owner-member protested, with the result that
the matter was left in the air.
Korda plans to leave tomorrow by
air for New York.

200 Are Bidden to Dinner
for Darryl Zanuck Jan. 5
(Continued from Page

1)

Sidney R. Kent, 20th-Fox president,
and Henry Campbell are in general
charge of the dinner. The invitations were sent yesterday. Zanuck
is expected in New York on Jan. 3.

Warners' Colony Theater
Makes Bow In Cleveland
Cleveland — The new Warner Colony Theater opened here last night
with a typical Hollywood premiere.
Clayton Bond and Louis Kaufman of
the Warner home office theater department were also present. The
theater's manager is Marvin Samuelson, and his assistant is Irving Ruben. The house uses the RCA High
Fidelity system, is completely equipped with full upholstered opera
chairs, and is air conditioned
throughout. Unique features of the
house's construction is an indirect
neon lighting system with third dimensional fountain lighting panels
in the lounge and foyer. Free parking privileges
of the
theater. are accorded patrons
John Eberson of New York was
the architect for the theater, and
construction by the Hadlock-Krill
Company was under the supervision
of D. Leonard Halper.

SICK REPORT
Earle Wingart, 20th-Fox publicity head under Charles E. McCarthy, is another addition to the
rapidly mounting pix biz sick list.
He is home with a severe cold.

■'

i

At No Extra Cost!
M-G-M's NEWS OF THE DAY has filmed
complete and thrilling pictures of the bombing
and sinking of the United States gunboat
PANAY. These pictures arrived aboard the
China Clipper yesterday and were shipped
from Los Angeles to all M-G-M Western
Branches last night. Shipments will be made
to all Eastern Branches today!
NO EXTRA

SINKING

CHARGE!

REGULAR

RELEASE!

OF U.S.S. PANAY!
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FILM PROGRESS KEYED
TO SELF-REGULATION
A(
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fifth anniversary as general distribution
manager for 20th-Fox. — and did that
sales force go to town! Mr. Clark did
more than his bit for the Kent Drive's
success, taking the field and visiting 22
key spots. The previous May, the 20thFox foxy top execs gave Mr. Clark a
new five-year contract, one which his
record richly merited.

•

WALTER

WANGER
Launched
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HISTORY

DflTC BOOK

MAKERS

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines

1)

try undertook and carried through
over a period of years a significant
educational effort that has resulted
in a code of self-discipline by which
the industry expressed its public responsibility as an entertainment
medium of universal appeal to men,
women and children.
Declaring that motion picture production is a cooperative endeavor,
Hays asserted that the fate of any
picture cannot be decided by the producer, distributor or exhibitor, but
that it rests entirely in the hands
of the 85 million persons "who each
week cast their vote at the box of-

Ult

1937

•
his

fice."
"Any big business," Hays said,
"requires not only cash and credit
8 - productions
^n^
but the creation of the will to buy.
jfl
Hk
1937-38
line-up
By selection and support, the public
Only
Live
"You
with
determines what type of pictures
#^i^»
Once." Strongappear on the screen. We need and
ly opposed
welcome this kind of cooperation."
Alien
Actor
Another type of cooperation has
\ 23* *$? }
Bill.
S i g n ed
been demonstrated by the picture
Harold toC. head
Lurbusiness, Hays pointed out. "This
man
most highly competitive business in
his dramatic
the world," he said, "has shown that
coaching
there can be, as modern thought says
school
out
there should be, cooperation between
Hollywood
keenly rival companies on those matters which are of benefit to all. It way, and Jules Garfield for pix work.
has shown that private interest may In late June gave due consideration to
be entirely compatible with public the idea of a pact with Charles B. Cochrane, whereby latter would produce for
him in England and players would be
Hays
stressed
the
fact
that
the
good."
picture industry uses the products exchanged. With July and August came
a trio of interesting announcements, (a)
of almost every other industry, add- that Sir Walter would deliver all his
ing that "every theater is a lighted '36-'37 features; would make 8 for UA
beacon of business activity for the
in '37-'38; and would spend $2,000,000
in which it is placed."
neighborhood
a particular
'39.
The Hays address, which was on
Received
the GoldTechnicolor
Medal of pix
Meritin from
heard abroad via short wave broadcasts via WZXE, New York, and the Fashion Academy for his "Vogues
W3XAU, Philadelphia, was pre- of 1938." Lectured at Dartmouth College.
ceded by a historical sketch narrated
• ALEXANDER KORDA
•
by Harry R. Daniel of the Department of Commerce and introducing
Made the news
dramatized industry highlights.
hawks of at
Thomas Armat, inventor of the proleast two
jector, appeared in one.
tinentsconcarry
Daniel, terming the motion picture
portable type"one of the greatest triumphs of
writers as
standard
American democracy", told the radio
audience that 274 different industries
e quipment,
contribute to the production of a
and nickels galore to drop
single picture and that "due to constantly better pictures, this great
into phone
two-billion dollar industry is thrivslots. I n t h e
first place he
ing today".
declared he
would spend
nine million on his own pictures, and,
Report M-G-M to Handle
Selznick Pix on 20% Basis with British Lion, would make 16 at
Denham. Assailed major U. S. circuits
for low grosses on his features; an{Continued from Page 1)
nounced he would make six productions
that Selznick is to make 18 pictures
in an 18-month period. The agree- for UA in 1937-38; launched idea of introducing new film faces via tests in
ment is expected to be signed this
short- subjects; and advanced the cause
week.
of color films by revealing he would
make six of them before the 1939-40
season came around. Signed W. K.
$50,000 In Chi. Bonuses
Chicago — Chicago theater circuits Howard to direct for him; spent a large
and exchanges distributed more than portion of the year in the U. S., and said
expected his product to gross $5,000,$50,000 in holiday bonuses to em- he
000 on this side of the big pond. Planned
ployees.

Today: Cincinnati Warner Club Christmas
party, Italian Room,
Hotel Cibson.
Dec. 31: Queen City Variety Club New Year's
Eve party, Netherland
Plaza, Cincinnati.

with Samuel Goldwyn to acquire control of UA but after weeks of conferences saw the deal fade out.

•

•

FRANK

CAPRA

•

•

When all the
votes were in
and counted
anent the
selection, of the
Ten Best
Pictures of 1936.
it was no sur-

Jan. 9: New York Film Critics awards pres
entation,
Rainbow
Room,
Radio
City.
Jan. 10: Intermountain Theater Owners Association annual meeting,
Salt Lake City.
Jan. 10: Stanley Jacques testimonial dinner
Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.
Jan. 15: Kansas City Associated Theatrical Emtorium. ployes' revue and ball, Municipal audiJan. 27: Mid-winter convention of the MPTO
of Virginia, Richmond.

Panay Film Will Gross
$500,000, Says Universal!
(Continued from Page

1)

prise to find
that Columbia
had (excuse it,

Alley, Universal Newsreel cameraman, aboard the ill-fated TJ.S.S.
Panay in China. Alley is scheduled
please!)
another feather
to arrive at Newark Airport from
in its Capra.
San Francisco this morning, with
That was for Frank's "Mr. Deeds Goes weather conditions determining time. '
Arrival of the negative will plunge
to Town," which garnered the second
largest number of ballots in the annual Charles E. Ford, editor of the newsFILM DAILY poll. And as March marched reel, into a split-second plan to turn
in, more feathers of distinction appeared out "The Bombing of the TJ.S.S.
in the immediate offing in the form of Panay" in time for a special press
"Lost Horizon," another cinematic con- screening tonight. New York and
coction of this same creative Capra. His eastern screens are expected to have'
own horizon was temporarily cramped, the film for screening Thursday
morning. Other theaters will get
but by no means lost, when differences
them asout.
fast as 1,000 prints can be
arose twixt him and Columbia, from whom turned
he demanded $100,000 in back salary.
With deals being closed by teleBut hatchets were unspectacularly buried
phone and telegraph day and night,
with malice toward none. Columbia's it was learned that record percentesteem for his genius was exemplified
ages are being bid.
RKO has acwhen they decided to re-issue four of his
quired initial exclusive
exhibition |
past pix. Screen Directors Guild, to be rights in New York and has set ai
sure Frank wouldn't get out of practice, deal for the special in its houses
made him a director ... on their or- throughout the country.
Three oil
five Warner Bros, units have signed l
ganization's board.
for the subject and others are expected to follow.
Publix houses are |
• ERNST LUBITSCH
•
signing in segments.
Castle Films yesterday acquired!
rights to distribute 16 mm. and 8i
Where
there's
smoke. This mm. films of the subject, following;
fire, there's
life. It was also anapplies both to its theater
nounced that Life Magazine hadi
Ernst and his
omnipresent
ci- purchased rights to photographs for1
gar. Speaking
of him alone, a 10-page layout. A radio appearance of Norman Alley is being negoand not the
tiated, it was declared.
cigar (if you
In Alley's party on the chartered
can imagine
the two even United Airlines plane are his wife.
tempo rarily Mrs. Willa Alley, their children,
Dexter, 21, Noreen, 14, and Janet,
separated), his
directorial gen- 12; David Lipton, "U's" representaJohn McHenry,
"U" West
ius flamed as usual. Consequently, he Coast tive;
cameraman
and others.
Gov.
raised figuratively a good deal of smoke Harold G. Hoffman of New Jersey I
with his high-powered energy which re- and Nathan L. Blumberg will head
sulted in the making of the high-flying
"Angel." starring Marlene Dietrich and a welcoming committee at the airHerbert MarshalL Was obviously relieved by having been relieved of the
executive responsibilities placed upon
him nel
previously
by Paramount's
personreorganization,
when he filled
the

Power in Shearer Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
port.
post
of
managing
director
of
company's
— Metro's
choice
production. Shift gave him what he forHollywood
Count Axel
de Fersenfinal
in Norma
wanted, — time to create and concentrate Shearer's "Marie Antoinette" is
on his feature films.
Tyrone Power.
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"Mannequin"
Joan Crawford, Spencer

ft-G-M

Tracy

1 hr., 35 mins.

VERY HUMAN ROLE FOR JOAN CRAWDRD AND GRAND PART FOR TRACY
ENDS THIS IN STRONG.
They have taken Joan Crawford away
om the purely glamorous role and given
;r a chance to act and be human, and
le comes through in grand style. Spencer
racy has a great part done with his
imitable touch, a part that was handlilored to fit him. Between the two of

Ken Murray and Oswald in

"City Girl"

with Phyllis Brooks, Ricardo Cortez, Robert
Wilcox

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

| Washington — The SEC yesterday
raived the 20-day delay in the
iausch & Lomb Optical Co. registration statement caused by an
jmendment on Dec. 20, and ruled it
billy effective. Statement covers
0,000 shares $100 par value 5 per
:ent cumulative convertible preferlijed and 250,000 shares $10 par
'•alue ; 50,000 shares of latter will
e offered publicly at $20.
i Underwriters were listed as Stone
He Webster & Blodget, Inc. and associates.

SHORTS

a

20th Century-Fox
63 mins.
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
REALISTIC DRAMA, HONESTLY WRITTEN, IS EXCELLENTLY PRODUCED AND
DIRECTED.
This is realistic drama, excellently produced and directed. It has honest writing
and reflects credit on all concerned in its
making. Director Alfred Werker has maintained the interest from the start, while

Sol M. Wurtzel rates credit as the producer. Phyllis Brooks has her biggest role
lem, they deliver a piece of entertain- to date and turns in a splendid performance. Robert Wilcox does good work as
ent that will ring the box-office bell in
ly theater. Joan plays the part of a poor the romantic interest opposite Phyllis, while
orking girl on the East Side of New York, Ricardo Cortez gives his usually dependable performance as his city's chief racketipporting her unemployed dad, her ma
eer. Douglas Fowley, Chick Chandler,
id brother. To get away from the drudg- Esther Muir, Adrienne Ames and Marjorie
■y, she marries a small time gambler (Alan Main are among the important principals.
urtis), deluding herself that she loves Frances Hyland, Robin Harris and Lester
im, and trying to be happy in a small
Ziffren rate bows for an original screen)artment. At a party she meets a rich
play. Harry Jackson's photography is first
eamship owner (Spencer Tracy), who
Colbert's editing is ex,ies to make love to her the wrong way, rate and Norman
cellent. Phyllis Brooks, a waitress, who
iscovers his error, and then tries to be likes fun and luxury, tires of her squalid
<;rious in a nice way. The lady soon real- home surroundings. She jilts Wilcox, a
ms her hubby is no good, especially when
young lawyer, and falls for Cortez. When
e proposes to frame the rich steamship
Ames, Cortez's former "moll,"
d in a marriage and a quick divorce to Adrienne
attempts to attack her with a pair of
et some of his millions. She quits him
scissors, she shoots in self-defense and
)ld, later meets the steamship man, and kills her. Phyllis is found guilty, but
yentually marries after the divorce, and a
Cortez's mobsters effect her escape from
onderful trip abroad. There is a lot of the
courtroom. Her getaway car overturns
icidental business resulting in the girl and she is disfigured. Plastic surgery
:alizing how fine a man she has married, changes her appearance and Cortez uses
> that when his steamship business is
her to get inside information in the dislined, she and he are ready to start life
trict attorney's office. Wilcox, promoted
I over again, perfectly happy in the reali- to assistant district attorney, calls on
ation that they have found each other. Phyllis to warn her against Cortez. Cortez
; very human story grandly acted by the fires at Wilcox, but his bullet kills Phyllis,
rincipals, and cleverly directed. Alan Cur- who threw herself in front of Wilcox.
s as the first husband looks like a comer
CAST: Phyllis Brooks, Ricardo Cortez,
lat the girls will go for.
Robert Wilcox, Douglas Fowley, Chick
: CAST: Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy, Chandler, Esther Muir, Adrienne Ames,
Ian Curtis, Ralph Morgan, Mary Phillips, George Lynn, Charles Lane, Paul Stanton.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sol M.
scar O'Shea, Elizabeth Risdon, Leo Gorcey.
CREDITS: Producer, Joseph Mankiewicz; Wurtzel; Director, Alfred Werker; Authors. Frances Hyland, Robin Harris, LesErector, Frank Borzage; Author, Katharine
ter Ziffren; Screenplay, same; Cameraman,
rush; Screenplay, Lawrence Hazard; Edi)r, Frederick Y. Smith; Cameraman, George Harry Jackson; Art Directors, Bernard Herzbrun, Lewis Creber; Editor. Norman Cololsey.
bert; Musical Director, Samuel Kaylin;
DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRARecording Engineers, Bernard Freericks,
HY, The Best.
William H. Anderson.

EC Waives 20-Day Delay
In Bausch-Lomb Statement

£

DIRECTION,
RAPHY, Good.

Commendable.

"EdgarKennedy
and Goliath"
(Edgar
Comedy)
Radio
17 mins.
Riot of Laughs
The trials and tribulations of Edgar Kennedy when he tries to move
a tree on his property will have the
customers in stitches. A nurseryman offers him $150 for the tree,
and Edgar starts to deliver it. But
a pesky neighbor claims a cut-in on
the sale, as the tree is hanging over
his grounds. Then Kennedy finds
himself the winner of a tractor as
a prize at a county fair. This is
just what he needs to move the tree,
and is he happy! Then the trouble
starts. The tractor almost ruins
a warehouse, smashes a fire hydrant, tears up a new concrete
road, and ends by smashing a street
car. The judge fines him and almost sends him to jail. Back home,
Edgar starts to move the tree. He
runs over his automobile, and as the
tractor yanks the tree out of the
ground, it crashes down upon it.
Everything is as good as ruined,
and the laughs are all the way
through in the usual boisterous
Edgar Kennedy manner.
RKO

Springfield,
Mass.
— Commercialized beano in the
downtown
area of
Springfield, whether operated by
charities or their agents, will be
eliminated next year by refusal of
Mayor Roger L. Putnam to renew
permits.

Ready for his wedding on the following day, Ken Murray is outsmarted by his rival, who has him
railroaded to a sanitarium on the
pretext that he is going to a masquerade party. Oswald runs the
sanitarium and won't believe Ken's
story about the marriage on the following day, thinking this is part of
his hallucination. Ken has some
funny experiences with the inmates
before he convinces Oswald that, he
is sane and really has a bride waiting at the house. They rush there
in time to prevent the marriage of
the girl to the rival. Oswald scores
with
gag.
some
Lloyd

his
"O-o-oh
The funny
skit moves
fast Y-e-a-h"
and has
good laughs. Directed by
French.

"Prairie Swingaroo"
(Condor Musical)
KKO Radio
10 mins.
Colorful Musical
Features Pinky Tomlin with Lois
January in a colorful skit. Lois is
with a bunch of cowboy dudes and
they taunt Pinky into engaging in
a contest of shooting and riding.
"Not So Dumb"
Pinky gets over some of his famous
(Treasure Chest)
Educational
9 mins. song numbers, but he also surprises
the dudes by outshooting them. He
Interesting Animal Shots
also subdues a bronc by crooning
A collection of oddities and un- to it. So Pinky demonstrates he is
usual shots involving various ani- a real cowboy as well as a prairie
mals. A cat is seen nursing a brood singer. There is some sentimental
of chicks, while another tabby business between Pinky and Lois.
mothers a batch of little squirrels Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.
(Additional Reviews on Page 8)
along with her kittens. An old bear
is observed cleverly catching a good
meal as it scoops salmon out of a
stream with its paw. A smart little
dog engages in a contest with a
woodchuck, and proves his cleverness in the way he avoids the sharp
teeth of his opponent. Another dog
engages in a more dangerous game
with a rattlesnake. Other animal
curiosities show a pig getting his
lunch from a cow, and a parrot eats
from a spoon and dunks her cracker.

PHOTOG-

Beano to Exit

"Wedding Yells"
(Broadway
Brevity)
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Scores with Good Gags

"September
the Rain"
(Merrie inMelody)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Clever Fantasy

In this cartoon done in Technicolor, the scene is a grocery store
after closing time, with the rain
pouring down. The fantasy has all
the trade-marked characters on the
labels of boxes and cans come to
life and join in a party staged to
swing music. The musical revue is
UAC Buys the Granada
cleverly handled, with a lot of well
Montreal — United Amusement known advertised goods thinly disCorp. has purchased the Granada
guised
getting a nice Who
plug,knows?
intentional
or otherwise.
Theater for $306,653.04. The theater had been for some time operated Who cares? It is smartly done.
by United Amusements through a Produced by Leon Schlesinger. Aniholding company.
mation by Cal Dalton.
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CONFIDENT OF CLOSING
UA-S. AFRICAN DEAL
(Continued from Page
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way or the other, would be reached
before the end of the week.
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Doyle's proposed activities in
South Africa involve a million dollar project which includes the building of theaters in key cities, establishment of a distributing company,
air conditioning and aviation. Although he has the authority to close
the deal with UA, finishing touches
will be subject to the approval of his
own financial group in Australia. It
is understood that UA will not participate in any of the South African
financing if the contract is signed.
Proposed setup, he said, called for a
10-year franchise.
Doyle indicated that there were
several wrinkles yet to be ironed
out but he expressed confidence that
the deal would be closed.
Doyle plans to sail for Australia
on the Monterey from Los Angeles
on Jan. 5. Upon his arrival, he said,
he would organize a production unit
under the amended quota act to comply with both Australia and British
requirements. Under the recentlypassed act, Australian producers will
be required to make from 16 to 18
pictures and Doyle said he hoped to
make half of the required pictures.
While in Australia, before going to
South Africa, he will consolidate a
group of radio stations which he now
controls. The entire South African
situation, if completed, will be in operation within a year.
Doyle said he was building a moderate-sized theater in the West End
of London, but that he had discarded
his plan to build a larger house. He
indicated that he may go back into
the theater business in Australia, depending largely on future conditions.

Holmes and Murphy Back
From Visit to England
Phillips Holmes, actor, and Ralph
Murphy, director, returned from
England yesterday on the Berengaria. Holmes is here for a brief
vacation and plans to return to England in January. He has just completed "House Master" for BIP and
will make two pictures a year in
England under his present contract.
Murphy, who has been vacationing abroad, plans to return to Hollywood today or tomorrow to start
work on "The Goddess" for Paramount.

Oriental for Pix
Oriental Theater, formerly housing
burlesque, has been acquired by
Rosmas Theaters Corp., and renamed
the Continental, it was announced.
Theater is to reopen Jan. 7 with
first-run foreign film policy.

littlc f Rom lots
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"The
Cantor's
Son"
Moishe
Oysher
Judith
Abarbanel,
Judah

Bleich,

Michael

Rosenberg

Eron Pictures Inc.
FINE PICTURE,

FEATURED

90 mins.
BY EXCEP-

TIONALLY BEAUTIFUL MUSIC, WILL
PEAL TO JEWISH FANS.

AP-

A deft combination of comedy, romance
and outstanding music, this new Jewish
picture will appeal tremendously to the
Jewish fans. A fine cast, well done story
and deft direction, combined with an unusually beautiful musical score make this
one of the most outstanding Jewish pictures
produced in this country. It is unfortunate
that the English titles are not adequate in
describing what happens throughout tha
picture. Moishe Oysher, the noted Cantor, portrays the lead role with feeling,
and his fine voice is displayed to excellent
advantage. Alexander Olshanetsky contributes one of the best musical scores
heard in a long time. Judith Abarbanel is
a capable and attractive female lead and
Judah Bleich contributes much of the picture's abundant comedy. Oysher leaves his
home in the little Polish village of Belz
with a troupe of wandering players, and
eventually arrives in America. Things go
badly with him until he meets a kindly
benefactor who assists him in his studies.

A

Henry King and His Orchestra

with Betty Allen
(Melody Master)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Novelty Musical
All the boys in the band, including the leader, Henry King, are
seen as country yokels taking musical lessons from a correspondence
school. They meet together and
rehearse, finally winning their diplomas for their work as a band.
They go to New York to attend a
concert given by the correspondence
school. They are stopped in New
York by the head of a night club
whose band has just walked out
on him. Desperate, he hires them.
They go inside and score with the
patrons with their unique type of
orchestration.

"Rhythm Set Ranglers"
(Smart
Comedy)
RKO Radio
19 mins.
Six musical cowboys, with Steve
Latimer as the leader, ride singing
toward the Bar-X ranch. Soon they
find themselves in the midst of a
small range war, for there is a
feud on between this ranch and the
Lazy-Q, owned by Georgia Simons.
The sentimental business develops
with this girl and Jane Walsh on
He becomes a famous, influential and weal- the other ranch romancing with
thy citizen before his return to his home. Steve. A slight plot is used to
When he returns he again meets Judith
maneuver the harmony six into sitAbarbanel, his childhood sweetheart, and
uations where they are singing and
they get married with the blessings of
playing their instruments most of
everybody. The combination of Oysher's the time. And very good harmonizing they do, too.
fine voice and Olshanetsky's excellent mu-

sic is a happy one, and even with the inadequate English titles any audience would
appreciate the depth of feeling imparted
by the picture. Ilya Motyleff has directed
the picture deftly and never restrained his
actors at any time which gives the film
much of its true feeling.

CAST: Moishe Oysher, Florence Weiss,
Judith Abarbanel, Michael Rosenberg, Isidore Cashier, Judah Bleich, Berta Guttenberg, Irving Honigman, Rose Wallerstein,
Vicky Marcus, Lorraine Abarbanel.
CREDITS: Producers, Arthur Block and
Max Siegel; Director, Ilya Motyleff;
Screenplay, Louis Frieman; Cameraman,
Frank Zucker. Presented at the Squire
Theater with Yiddish titles and English
subtitles.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Deft.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Gus Sun Seeking Vaude
Dates In Neb. Territory

"Trailer Paradise"

(Song and Comedy Hit)
Educational
9 mins.
Lively Pickaninnies
Lively short this one, with the
Cabin Kids doing their pickaninny
harmonizing with a colored gent
owning an expensive smile who acts
as their uncle. Arrived at a trailer
camp in Florida, he discovers they
need a cook. So the outfit finds
their "heaven" right here, as the
chef goes to work on fried chicken
for the trailer guests and the kids
sing their songs. Directed by Robert Hall. Buddy Page's orchestra
is featured.

Hungarian

Pix Deal

Hungaria Pictures, Inc., has acquired three Hungarian features for
distribution in the U. S., it was announced yesterday. "Sutyi, the
Lucky Brat," "The Town Rogue"
and "Two Prisoners" are the films
imported for the current season.

Lesser's

WILK

Holiday

HOLLYWOi
Cheer

£OL Productions,
LESSER,
head each
of Princi
gave
of
employees, regardless of their si
ary,
a week's
salary they
as a were
Christnpi
bonus.
In addition
a week's salary in advance a
were guests at a holiday par
Lesser gave.
T

T

T

Lloyd Aids Dinner Club
Activities of the Happy New Y(
Dinner Club in the film colony i
being furthered by a commit'
headed by Harold Lloyd. There •<
three ways to become a membi
First, provide a meal for soi
needy person or invite an old frie
into your home for New Year's d
ner; second, send a donation to yc
favorite charity, asking them to ;
as proxy host for you; third, <•
range for a community dinr
where guests and hosts mix a
mingle in the spirit of good neig
bors.
T

T

T

Those Seltzer Brothers
The Seltzer brothers probal!
have a little record their own. Frai
is publicity director of the I
Roach studios, while Walter is w
the M-G-M studio publicity depa
ment. Jules is a publicity man ;
the Warner Bros, theaters in Phi
delphia.

Loew-Brecker Get Rink

David L. Loew, film executive a
producer, and Louis J. Breck
operator of both Roseland ballroc
and the new International Casino
Broadway, acquired from the Cei
tral Savings Bank, through pjj

chase, the former Iceland Skati
Rink property at 239-261 West 52!:
St., it was announced yesterda
Brokers were O'Gara & Co., Inj
and Henry Shapiro & Co. The bv.;
ers, who, it was said, will short
divulge plans i*or improving t
property, were represented by Wl
zin & Halperin, attorneys.

Prices Drop at Capitol
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI.

Washington — Action of Warn
Bros. Theaters in Washington drci
ping admission prices has been f"
lowed by Loew's Capitol, largest
the Loew Theaters. New prices
announced by Division Manager Cei
ter Barron are: 25 cents until ,
p.m.; 35 cents to 5 p.m.; after 5, I
balcony seats 40 cents, and 66 cei
for orchestra and mezzanine. Sligli
ly higher rates will prevail for Sfj|
urdays, Sundays and holidays.

Mickey Mouse on Air
Lincoln, Neb. — Gus Sun vaude
agency of Chicago is attempting to
"Mickey Mouse Theater of t
Fendrick
to
Cincinnati
Springfield, Mass. — John F. Gate- line up dates in this territory. Has
Air" is to present all Disney cha
lee has been re-elected business gone as far west as Wichita, Kans.
Harry Fendrick has been trans- acters on a regular weekly broai
agent of Local 186 of the Moving and is trying to break the backward
ferred from M-G-M's New York of- cast beginning Sunday from 5:30
fice to the Cincinnati branch as 6:00 p.m. EST on the NBC Red Nei
flight around here. His shows are
Picture
Operators'
Union
for
his
27th consecutive term.
work.
Pepsodent is sponsor.
sales representative.
in the $150 to $175 daily class.
27th Term for Gatelee
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Susiness Moves Upwards in Broadway Picture Theaters

ALLIED BOARD MEETS IN WASHINGTON JAN. 10-19
ITO A to Ma

"Lid Indie
Will Be.,Off" IUt Jails,
WaVjW/r.
Group
Organ -

MAKERS
A Film Daily Gallery of
Year's Headliners

i

HARRY

D.

BUCKLEY

•

[is vice-presi<lency of UA,
i n d directorhips in both
JA Theater
Circuit and
4PPDA. kept
iim thorough7 o c c u pied.
V h e n one
tops to analyze his
luties in the
i f oremenioned organiations, no involved deductive processes
ire necessary to come to the correct
onclusion that H. D. B. is indeed a
ersatile member of the cinema clans,
looked up as he is with production,
listribution and exhibition. In addition,
goes in for such big-time pastimes as
ce administration and advocacy of
regressive industry policies.

•

WALT

DISNEY

Should the
Xirain - father
> f Mickey,
Minnie, Donild. The Goof,
?luto, et al,
some day def-ide to write
is a u t o b i ' graphy ons(with
lustrati
by
e author, of
e).
ours
h i s
eaders would
Certainly
find
•D. 1937 well represented in the book(s).
ir Walter took his whole brood of fasinating characters over to RKO Radio
Ivith proper formalities, and there they
[were given their respective debuts under
(Continued

on

Page

m -to End Giveaways in N. Y.

4)

The ITOA will mak^tj£^of& A
a campaign
fort to wage
giveaways in New York City theaters and if that fails "the lid will
be off." ITOA looks to the as yet
unnamed successor to Nate Blumberg as head of RKO theaters to assist in lining up the circuit against
(Continued

on

Page

8)

RKO'S DEPINET SALES
DRIVE TO SPAN GLOBE
RKO Radio annual billings and
sales drive this year is to be worldwide and dedicated to Ned E. Depinet, vice-president in charge of distribution, itwas announced yesterday. Drive gets under way Jan. 29
(Continued

on

Page

4)

Delay Decision

Wash, bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

'- Washington — National Labor Relations Board headquarters here announced yesterday that no decision
would be forthcoming this week in the
SWG-SP
dispute.

PRODUCT CONFERENCE
ARRANGED FOR ZANUCK
Series of production conferences
with Sidney R. Kent, prexy, and
John D. Clark, sales chief, are scheduled for Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox
production head, who arrives from
Hollywood Monday to attend the
world
"In 6.Old Chicago"
at the premiere
Astor on ofJan.
Zanuck is slated to huddle immediately upon his arrival with Kent
and Clark and the conferences will
continue for the duration of his stay
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Officers to be Named, and
Policy and Program
Determined
Allied States will hold its annual
board meeting and election of officers at the Carlton Hotel, Washington, D. C, Jan. 18-19, it was
announced yesterday. In addition
to electing officers, the board is
scheduled to formulate the policy,
adopt a program of action and provide for the carrying on of the
association's work in 1938.
The present officers, some of
whom are expected to be re-elected,
are: Nathan Yamins, president;
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the
board and general counsel; Herman
(Continued on Page 3)

SETTLE BEAHAN PACT,
GRANT IS SUCCESSOR

Charles Beahan, Universal story
and talent head, yesterday announced that the company had settled in full his contract which had
treasJan. 1, until Aug. 2, 1938 to run. Beahan
would onannounce
his fuFrom- declared he
(Continved
Page 3)
liaison
Mono-

Doyle-Kelly Continuing Report Fromkess Slated
as Monogram Treasurer
So. African Deal Talks
Preliminary discussions started
yesterday between Stuart Doyle and
Arthur W. Kelly relative to the
proposed deal whereby Doyle would
distribute
and exhibit
United
Ar(Continued

on

Page

81

Leon Fromkess is to become
urer of Monogram effective
it was reported yesterday.
kess, it was stated, acted as
between J. A. Sisto & Co. and
gram during organization.

Visitors, Collegians Holidaying
And Strong Pix Help Broadway Biz

Ohio House Sends Admission
Tax Measure to the Senate
Columbus,
is considering
for relief by
cluding abill

0. — The Ohio Senate
the measures passed
the Ohio House, inre-enacting the utility

(Continued

Panay Footage to Reach
New York Screens Today

Influx
home for
new and
generally
Broadway

of visitors and collegians
the holiday vacation plus
strong attractions served
to send biz upwards in
houses yesterday.

Panay footage of the competing
newsreel companies will reach the
New
York
screens
today.
"Wells Fargo" rang up an all-time
Fox Movietone News and News opening day record at the Paramount Theater yesterday, with an
Of the Day will show clips of 16
distinct sequences leading up to and estimated attendance of approximately 26,000, according to Robeit
including the sinking of the Panay
i Continued

on

Page

4)

(Continued

on

Page

4)

New

on

Page

8)

Quins Short

Northbay, Ont. — The Dionne Quintuplets will romp before the cameras
again. Frederic
Ullman,
Jr.,
vicepresident of RKO-Pathe News, announces that arrangements have been
completed with Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe
and the Board of Guardians for the
making of an RKO-Pathe short for
winter
release.

Thursday, Dec. 30, 1937
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Foreign-Produced
Pix Get N. Y. Licenses

Albany — More than 400 foreignproduced films were licensed in New
Vol. 72, No. 153
Thurs., Dec. 30. 1937
10 Cents
York State during the fiscal year
1937, the annual report of the MoPublisher
JOHN
W. ALICOATE
tion Picture Division of the Department of Education, now in the
DONALD
M. MERSEREAU
: Ceneral
Manager
CHESTER
B. BAHN
::::::
Editor hands of the printer, reveals.
Twenty-one countries produced
Published daily except Sundays and Holiday* films subsequently shown in New
at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., York State, Director Irwin Esby Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
mond's figures show. Of these, 63
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer; En- alone came from China. Sources of
tered as second class matter. May 21, 1918, other production were: England,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y. under France, Germany, Spain, Mexico,
the act of March 3, 1879. Terras (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New Italy, Sweden, Japan, Egypt,
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 Arabia, Belgium, Hungary, Poland,
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15 00. Subscriber Russia, Czechoslovakia, Austria,
should remit with order. Address all communications to THF. FILM DAILY, 1501 Denmark, Greece, Norway and Mon-

Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BRyant
9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood,
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
\V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., \V. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Rauchstr, 4. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Couriles-Noues, 19.
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RKO
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20th Century-Fox pfd.
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Bid
Asked
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Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43

Paramount to Distribute
Australian Pix In Britain

High,
View of ITOA Members

Protests against high film rentals
were voiced yesterday at the regular
meeting of the ITOA at the Hotel
Astor. Members declared they were
paying increased rentals and percentages on the promise that new
product would be produced with increased budgets. However, the
members asserted that the producers
were cutting their production costs
but that rentals had not come down.

212 Amusement Companies
Dissolved in N. Y. State

Albany — Two hundred and twelve
amusement corporations are included
among the 41,000 dissolved by procgolia.
lamation of the Secretary of State
General Outdoor Adv.
for failure to pay corporation taxes
for three successive years.
4th Quarter Biz Good
Corporations have a grace period
of three months in which to pay up
General Outdoor Advertising Co.
and preserve their legal status in
reports business in the fourth quar- New York State.
ter this year was as good as or
slightly better than the correspond- Downward Price Trend
ing period of 1936. Stockholders at
a special meeting on Tuesday, last,
In Nebraska Territory
approved retirement of 4,085 shares
and reduction in the stated value of
Lincoln, Neb. — Movie exhibs in
the common shares to $7.50 from Nebraska
say business is varying
$10. These actions created $1,691,- down for the final quarter of the
824 of additional surplus.
year from 15 to 27 per cent over
the same period a year ago. BoxU. of Mich, to Rent Films
office recession has the boys hanging on the ropes. All attempts to
Detroit — The Extension Division
of the University of Michigan, Ann raise price have been nullified, and
Arbor, announces the organization the general trend is to lop off another nickel.
of a film rental service through
which educational films will be
made available to parent-teacher Two Detroit Theaters
organizations, church groups, schools
Reported as Reopening
and other organizations. Fiftv-five
subjects are now available. Plans
contemplate a rental charge of $1
Detroit — The Downtown, formera day for silent films and $1.50 for
ly an RKO first-run house, will resound films.
open Saturday, it is reported, with
Chicago interests operating. The
Crown, West Side house formerly
Loew's Annual Report Nears part of the Krim Circuit, will be
Fiscal year's financial report of reopened by other interests shortly,
Loew's, Inc., is expected today or to- it is also reported.
morrow, it was learned yesterday.

cominG add gow<;
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, chairman of the 20thFox board, and DARRYL F. ZANUCK, 20th-Fox
production head, are scheduled to leave for
New York tomorrow night by train. They
are Century.
expected here next Monday morning on
the
JOSEPH
BERNHARD,
managing
director
ot
Warners' Theaters, leaves for the Coast studii
today for a series of conferences.
HAL HORNE arrived in New
from the Coast.

York yesterday

HARRY BRANDT, head of the Brandt Circuit, left yesterday for Atlantic City to spend
New
Year's holiday.

the;

EARLE

W. HAMMONS, president of Educational, left for Montreal last night for the

holiday
week-end.
HARRY BRAND, 20th-Fox studio publicity
head, arrives from the Coast today.
WALTER
manager for

BRANSON,
RKO
Radio,

mid-western district
is in New York.

DR. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH, technical consultant for RCA,
is in Syracuse.
ARTHUR LOEW, vice-president and foreign
manager for M-G-M, and MARCEL HELLMAN,
English producer,
arrive in London
tomorrow.
ALEXANDER KORDA is scheduled to leave
Hollywood
by plane today.

the

NORMAN ALLEY, Universal Newsreel cameraman, arrived in New York last night with
negative of the Panay bombing.

day.MARGARET TALLICHET, Selznick International player, leaves for New Orleans after
the first of the year to appear in a play.
AL

LICHTMAN, M-C-M executive, is scheduled to leave for New York on New Year's

BEN GOETZ, MURRAY SILVERSTONE and
VICTOR
SAVILLE
are booked
land on the
Berengaria
Jan. 5.to sail for Eng-

Second Drive-In Theater
Shrewsbury, Mass. — A building
permit was taken out by the White
City Open Air Theater Corp. to
build a $10,000 drive-in theater at
Turnpike and N. Quinsigamond Ave.
Another drive-in is being built at
Fruit St. and Turnpike.

Present indications point to the highest profits in the history of the company.

Book "Sing"
900 Houses"Community
Columbia's
Sing"
reels have been booked by 900 the"Maupassant" for 55th St.
aters for New Year's Eve and holiThe 55th Street Playhouse anday week-end showing, it was announces that it has acquired the
nounced yesterday, with Criterion,
U. S. premiere presentation of "The Broadway, leading a nationwide list.
Affairs of Maupassant," to follow Averaging 100 each for the nine
the current "The Life and Loves of "Community Sing" subjects already
Beethoven,"
now entering its sev- released, 900 prints are in circulaenth week.
tion.

200 Receive Bonuses

Cash Instead of Party

Miami, Fla. — Paramount EnterLincoln, Neb. — Because they chose
nrises, Inc., distributed a bonus to
its more than 200 local employes at to forego the annual Christmas
their annual holidav party held at party, all emploves of the Lincoln
Theaters Corp. here were given a
the Columbus Hotel
Roof.
year-end present of $5 each. L. J.
Finske, J. H. Cooper Enterprises di"Snow White" Said Tops
vision manager, okayed the move.

"Tall Timbers," a Cinesound feature made in Australia, has been
DAILY
taken over by Paramount for dis- West Const Bureau of THE FILM
tribution in Great Britain, it was
Hollywood — Roy Dusyrn, manalearned yesterday. Feature becomes
ger of the Carthay Circle Theater,
a quota picture inasmuch as 75 p.c. reports Walt Disney's "Snow White
of the talent, labor and costs were and the Seven Dwarfs" has broken
all 1937 house records.
British, it was said.
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New Brunswick Branches
Brunswick Record Corp. is opening additional branches in Detroit
and Boston on or about Jan. 15.
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PRODUCT CONFERENCE
ARRANGED FOR ZANUCK

THE

JAN. 18-19 IN WASH'N
(Continued from Page
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Blum, secretary-treasurer, and H.
M. Richey, recording secretary.
The regional vice-presidents, who
are appointed by the president, include Arthur B. Price, Martin G.
'Smith,
Aaron Saperstein andH. W.A. A.Cole,
Steffes.
Under an amendment adopted at
the Milwaukee convention last
^spring, a former president of Allied
may represent his affiliated regional
as a national director in case his
regional has not designated any
other person to so act. Former presidents are Abram F. Myers, W. A.
Steffes, James C. Ritter and Sidney
E. Samuelson.
A time and place for the national
convention are expected to be decided at the board meeting.
Those who have signified their
i intention of attending the January
meeting are Nathan Yamins and
Arthur Howard, New England; Dr.
J. B. Fishman, Connecticut; Irving
Dollinger and Sidney Samuelson,
New Jersey; Herman Blum and
Arthur B. Price, Maryland; C. H.
(
{Oliver,
District of Columbia; M. A.
Rosenberg and Fred J. Harrington,
Western Pennsylvania; P. J. Wood
and Martin G. Smith, Ohio; Maurice
na;
«Rubin and I. R. Holy cross, India
Ray Tesch, Wisconsin; W. A.
Steffes, Northwest, and H. A. Cole,
Texas.

"U" Settles Beahan Contract;
Marshall Grant His Successor
(Continued from Page

1)

ture plans following a short vacation.
Marshall
Grant,
formerly
story
B editor and production assistant with
Edward Small, has been appointed
talent and story head of Universal,
succeeding Charles Beahan who requested settlement of his contract.
Grant comes to Universal from
RKO-Radio where he has been specializing in story and production.

Rex Premiums Continues
Rex Premiums, Inc., will continue
|with setup unchanged, it was aninounced yesterday, deal with Lester
IS. Tobias, Inc., failing to be completed. ;>s

(Continued from Page
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of a Studio

M. DALY
T
M-G-M

have

issued

their

own Who's Who
felling about all the important people directlyengaged in making pictures for the company
terse and colorful
biographies in a handy volume

▼

▼

▼

• •
•
HERE ARE some facts about the studio itself that
are very interesting
Lot 1, occupying
seventy-two
acres,
houses all stages and buildings
there are 125 buildings on
this lot
M-G-M has 23 sound stages
the police department alone numbers 50 men
more than 170 arts and crafts
are represented
in the organization
the average
number
of regular
employees
reaches
4,000
the studio telephone
exchange has 593 stations
about 1800 people eat in the commissary daily
the make-up
dep't is geared
to handle
high as 1200 people an hour
which gives you a slight
that the modern Hollywood studio is a city in itself
T
T
T
• •
•
NUMBER ONE Fan
the honor is claimed by a
named Max Velicoff, a resident of Detroit
his favorite movie
is Jeanette MacDonald
here is his record
he has seen

as
idea

gent
star
Jean-

ette in "The Firefly" 73 times
first as a roadshow at the Astor
Theater in New York
upon learning that the scheduled showing
at Detroit had been cancelled, he made a reservation by phone for
ten tickets at the Asfor in New York
he then came to the metropolis, and during his four-day stay here saw the picture ten times
during the two weeks it showed in Detroit he viewed 50 complete
shows

at Loew's Valentine in Toledo he viewed "Firefly" 13 times.
T
T
T
• •
• NO AMP A meeting today
due to the piling up
of Holiday work at the various offices
the next luncheon
will be on Jan. 6 at the International Casino
T
T
T
• •
•
A RECORD?
to take care of the New Year's Eve
celebrants on Broadway
the Criterion will remain open continuously for 43 hours
beginning at 9 a.m. on Friday and continuing
through to 4 a.m. Sunday morn

▼

• •
Rapids
escape

•
NOVELTY
PLUG
took advantage
of the
of two prisoners
from

▼

▼

the Iowa
theater
at Cedar
timely
publicity
attending
the
Alcatraz
Island
they were

playing Warners' "Alcatraz Island," and imprinted hundreds of
copies of the Cedar Rapids Gazette with bold red type: "Extra!
Can they escape?
See 'Alcatraz Island' at Iowa Theater Now."
the newspaper had a banner headline for the front-page
story, making a perfect tie-in
T
▼
T
• • • SALUTE to M-G-M's "Rosalie"
with a smash pressbook done in the usual Metro workmanlike manner
all showmanship stuff and no blah-blah
and particularly worth while is that
supplementary exploitation broadside inserted in a pocket of the cover
it covers special exploitation aids, containing a lineup of additional accessories
f
y
y
•

•
YEAR-END
Party
in honor of Anatole Litvak
director of Warners' "Tovarich"
given by Managing
Director
W. G. Van
Schmus
in the studio apartment
of the
Music Hall
where the feature opens today
Oscar
of
Best
the

wishes
from
The
Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
30
Robert
Mclntyre
Lawrence Weingarten

Daily to
birthday:

•

the Waldorf concocted a special "Tovarich Cocktail" for the occasion, which the press lads seemed to absorb with favor and,
fervor
but then press lads absorb any sort of drink with
favor and fervor, so maybe this means
little
anyhow, it
was a real nice party

1)

in the East when he is not otherwise
occupied.
Zanuck faces a heavy schedule.
Tuesday afternoon, he will be guest
of honor at a cocktail party at the
Basildon Room of the Waldorf-Astoria to which press and film executives have been invited. Wednesday night he will be guest of honor
at a dinner at the Union Club, attended by 200 leading figures in
films and finance. Thursday evening, he will be host to a party of
30 at the "In Old Chicago", opening
at the Astor Theater.

Jacobs With Monogram
Dick Jacobs has joined Lou Lifton's
officedepartment.
staff in Monogram's
advertising

DEATH RECORD
Don Marquis
Don Marquis, 59, author and playwright, died at his home at 51
Wendover Road, Forest Hills, yesterday, following an illness from
which he suffered for some six
years. For nearly 11 years he
served on The Sun and for more
than two years on the Tribune. He
retired from active newspaper
work in 1925 and took up the career
of a playwright, contributor to magazines, a writer of books, and, some
seven years ago spent a brief period
in the motion picture field. Several of his literary creations have
found their way to the screen. He
is survived by his two sisters, the
Misses Bernice and Minerva Marquis. Funeral arrangements are
pending.
Maurice Ravel
Paris (By Cable) — Maurice Ravel,
62, noted French composer, is dead
here. He had been operated upon
Dec. 17 for a brain ailment from
which he had been suffering for several years. His best known compositions included "Daphne and Chloe"
and "Bolero." He had been professor at the American School of
Music
at Fontainebleau.
Oscar R. Harvey
Montreal — Oscar Riley Harvey,
46, general manager of Dominion
Sound Equipments, Ltd., and sales
manager of the special products division of Northern Electric Co.,
Ltd. died suddenly Dec. 25. Northern Electric installed the sound apparatus in most of the leading
Montreal theaters.
Peter J. Lirot
P'ort Wayne, Ind. — Peter J. Litot,
65, manager of the Capitol Theater at the time of his retirement
two years ago due to illness, dieci
Dec. 22.
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BIZ UP IN BROADWAY
PICTURE THEATERS
I
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M. Weitman, manager. By 1 p.m.,
10,300 tickets had been sold. Fred
Waring and his Pennsylvanians
form the accompanying stage attraction.
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Other major houses also were reported as benefiting from the influx
of visitors, although figures were not
available.
In other key cities, Paramount
reported "Wells Fargo" grosses running from 20 to 48 p.c. above average business. At the Minnesota
Theater, Minneapolis, the picture in
four days totalled 92 p.c. of the
house average, with the indicated
full week 25 p.c. of the average.
Heavy business on the picture was
reported, from St. Paul, Toledo,
Birmingham, Wilkes Barre, Kansas
City and Des Moines.
"Wells Fargo" also is doing top
business at the Carlton Theater in
London, according to a cable received
yesterday by the Paramount foreign
department. Picture is in for an indefinite run.
In the first four weeks of national release, "D-l" is 11.3 per cent
ahead of the biggest grosser among
the company's service pictures, Warners said yesterday.
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"It's All Yours" to Open

L
ion
if :
vill

Columbia's "It's All Yours," starring Madeleine Carroll and Francis
Lederer and featuring Mischa Auer,
wil open a premiere New York engagement at the Criterion theater on
Jan. 7.

SICK REPORT
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Frederic March, film star, was reported on the road to recovery yesterday at Doctor's Hospital, 170
East End Ave., following a minor
operation performed early this
week. He is expected to leave within a few days.
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Oklahoma City — Jimmy Burge,
Midwest manager here, is abed with
pneumonia.

J&

A Film Daily Gallery of Men Whose Activities
Provided Industry Headlines

13. runs for 15 weeks, ending May
and

1937 HISTORY

1)

Warners' "Submarine D-l", bowing in at the N. Y. Strand, drew 11,431 admissions up to 6 p.m., according' to Byron F. "Dinty" Moore, managing director, with Warners claiming the best premiere biz in four
years for the service pix. Early
crowd broke down three doors, and
Moore, as a safety measure, removed
three more.
Playing to 1,112 admissions for a
complete sell out with rows of standees, Goldwyn's "The Hurricane"
took its share of the matinee business along Broadway yesterday in
its two-a-day run at the Astor, with
the advance sale assuring a similar
record for the evening performance,
UA home office announced.

MAKERS

RKO'S DEPINET SALES
DRIVE TO SPAN GLOBE
(Continued from Page

(.Continued from I'ar/c 1)

Also eagerly entered into the plans lead-

company's happy eyes. Compiled his
Academy winners into a gala revue.

ing to the making of "The Adventures
of Tom Sawyer." Was naturally at the
very vortex of the several proposed
deals which were inaugurated during

Scheduled 18 shorts from 1937-38. Signed
a 10-year agreement with RCA Photophone, and a one year contract with
Technicolor. Also signed Gregory Dickson as ad and publicity director. But
the super-colossal Disney coup was

pro-

duction of industry's first full-length cartoon feature, all in color too. — the sensational "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," and announced that this was
only the beginning of such ventures.

•

MARY

PICKFORD

•

The First Lady
of Filmland

B. B. KAHANE

•

•

the vice-president of Columbia Pictures of
California, Ltd.,

nothing
ever
towhatdo

the industry in general, and to RKO and
his present affiliation in particular, is

trickled through

the

in its important stages. What

her
be

henceforth was only temporarily a question, for the First Lady told THE FILM
DAILY in an exclusive interview that
she planned to make four features for
UA during the 1937-38 production season.

JOHN HAY

WHITNEY

•

Both at home
and abroad, he
was singularly cinematic in
h i s activities,
despite

widespread interest
in other fields
o f commerce.
A s chair man
of the board
of Selznick International Pictures, he was
the guiding
star of its financial policies, plus being
more than solicitous re the product that
was turned out and how it fared with
the public. Saw with satisfaction the
reception of "A Star Is Born," "The
Prisoner of Zenda" and "Nothing Sacred," each of which was big in concept, entertainment value
and revenue.

eloquent testimony that on both these
counts he is unlimited. Aside from serving well the Cohn interests, Ben was
called upon to act as co-ordinator of the
Screen Actors' Guild-producers agreefied. ment which was duly reached and rati-

•
As

W. G. VAN
one

readily

SCHMUS

•

might
sus-

pect, this affab 1 e managing
director of Radio City Music
Hall has literally quite a
proposition
on
his hands.

Last year's domestic drive was
dedicated to Jules Levy, general
sales manager. New plans are for
the first simultaneous world drive in
history of the company.

Panay Footage to Reach
New York Screens Today
(Continued j.om

Page

1;

by the Japanese, it is stated. The
clips include 1,500 feet of film taken
by Eric Mayell, 20th-Fox Movietone
cameraman, who wflis aboard the
Panay until it sank in the Yangtse
River.
It is expected that both newsreel
organizations will be able to distribute these reels on a nation-wide basis today and they will be shown in
all immediate territories today by
subscribers to these services. News
of the Day has scheduled a screening for newspapermen at 9 a.m.
UniversaPs special three-reel feature "Sinking of the U. S. S. Panay" is also due to reach New York
screens today.
Alley, "U"
cameraman
who Norman
shot the footage
arrived by plane late yesterday afternoon with the negatives. The films
were rushed to the Fort Lee laboramorning.tories for developing and were
dubbed during the early hours this

Prop ositi on
was

not bigness of the
theater, but
often its smallness. W. G., being most discriminating
in matter of film attractions, et al, appraised those offered his house with
such acumen that he -was oft tempted
to seek installation of nice rubber walls.
Continued

Arranged as a tribute to Depinet't
leadership and suggested by exhibi
tor friends, the Depinet Drive is tc
be headed in the U. S. and Canada
by Walter Branson, midwestern district manager. Ben Cammack, general manager for Latin America, hat
been chosen by men in RKO Radio's
foreign branches to head that division.

During the drive, according to officials, the company is to release the
greatest number of important pictures in its history, including Walt
Disney's "Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," "Having Wonderful Time,"
"Bringing Up Baby," "The Joy of
Loving," "Radio City Revels," "Viva
cious Lady" and "Hawaii Calls."
Harry Gittleson, editor of Flash,
company house organ, is to accompany Branson on a tour of U. S.
branches.

with either the ability or versatility of
B. B„ whose long record of service to

future status in the industry would

•

•

title having
corporation's

strata of the industry that Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda were jointly
in the market to purchase control of
UA, and hence this involved Miss Pickford. Eastward she came when the deal
was

•

Finished h i s
first year and
started in on
his second as

— the abbreviation on the
end of that

created copious headlines
during the 12
months' span.
In June she
wed
Charles
"Buddy" Rogers and away
they went for
a Hawiian
honey moon.
Shortly after
their return
therefrom, word

the year and which had as their objective an alliance between SIP and one
of several majors.

1)

his reign as social leader of

the industry hereabouts. Washington

and

Jefferson College answered

Rus-

James

sell Lowell's famous poetic query, "What

Following a special preview scheduled for 10 o'clock this morning in
the "U" screening room in the RCA
Building, the pictures will be released immediately to theater accounts.

WEDDING
Colchester, Conn. —

BELLS
Miss Mary

is so rare as a day in June?" by picking Lampert, of the Lampert suburban
such a day and inviting Mr. Van Schmus theater circuit, will be married to
to receive thereon the rare degree of Joseph Markoff of Westerly, R. I..
Doctor of Humanities. He did. Some on Saturday. Mr. Markoff will be
ment.
associated with the circuit manageeh?
goin' for just a modest theater operator,

•mm

CMtt

U

People
who

Pay
rent
anydour
ours!
Mr. and Mrs. Public will tell you that
M-G-M's new production "MANPROOF" is one of the film's finest,
because it digs deep into human relationships and tells its story daringly,
wittily and wisely. Reach their pocketbooks through their hearts.

APPLAUSE FOR
THIS
CAST!

MYRNA

LOY

FRANCHOT
TONE
ROSALIND RUSSELL
WALTER
PIDGEON

gvMAN-PROOF
Screen plav bv Vincent Lawrence. Waldemar
Young and George Oppenheimer. Directed by
Richard Thorpe. Produced by Louis D. Lighton

M-G-M
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"Daughter of
Anna Sh
May an
Wong,
Philip
ghai
" Ahn,

with
Larry
Crabbe, Charles Bickford, J. Carrol Naish
Paramount
60 Mins.
GOOD
ACTION

THE

Of

'Spirit
with of
Joe Youth'
Louis
Grand

National

66 Mins.

HAS APPEAL FOR FIGHT FANS WITH
JOE LOUIS IN FICTIONAL ROLE OF
FIGHTING CHAMP.

PROGRAM PIX WITH ENOUGH
AND EXCITEMENT TO PLEASE

This production is very amateurishly
done with an all-colored cast, and its
only appeal will be to the fight fans in
THE "MELLER" FANS.
the appearance of Joe Louis in a fictionThe alien smuggling racket is exposed
al story that has little to do with the
again in this new Paramount pix, but a actual facts in the life of the fighter.
capable cast and some new story twists And even in the fight scenes Joe is given
make it pleasing screen fare for the pro- little chance to show his skill as a boxer,
gram spots. There is a tense melodramatic because of the very weak direction and
atmosphere about the picture that is sus- story that moves along mechanically and
tained fairly consistently throughout, without inspiration. The story tells of
but what is eventually going to happen is this colored fighter, known as Joe Thomas,
a bit too obvious. Anna May Wong turns
a foundry worker, who realizes his fightin a good performance and one of her
ing ability when he knocks out a bully
countrymen, Philip Ahn, makes an effective with one blow. His pal, Cricky, becomes
foil for her, as well as making an effective his manager, and steers him through the
romance. J. Carrol Naish, Cecil Cunning- amateur circle to the Golden Gloves, where
ham, Charles Bickford and Larry Crabbe he earns the amateur championship. Then
capably support the principals, and Mae into the professional division, with two
Busch and Evelyn Brent appear again on colored gals entering his life, one for a
the screen after a long absence. Miss
good influence, and the other to break
Wong's father is murdered by the smug- him down with night life and easy living.
the
tell
to
way
his
on
is
he
as
ling gang
The night life dame is working in cahoots
Government officers who is the head of with a colored gambler who is planning to
scene
the
on
arrives
Ahn
the gang. Philip
bet against Joe and clean up, which is
, as an agent, and the chase starts. Miss made easy to accomplish as the siren
through
; Wong and Ahn pursue the gang
keeps Joe out nights and away from trainnumerous different locales and finally
ing. Then Mary, the nice girl who really
rounds them up with the aid of the Fed- loves him, walks out of his life, figuring
and
blood
eral forces. There is plenty of
that Joe is really in love with the other
thunder for the action fans and an early girl. Then into the usual formula climax,
death threatens the principals from begin- with the heroine being dragged to the big
ning to end. With a slightly better story championship fight and encouraging the
the unusually capable cast in the film fighter to go in and win as she smiles
could have made a whale of a good pic- at him from a ringside seat. As an actor,
ture out of a too familiar theme.
Joe is pretty terrible. But the fight fans
CAST: Anna May Wong. PhiliD Ahn, may overlook this and get a kick out of
seeing him do his prize ring stuff.
Charles Bickford, Larry Crabbe, Cecil CunCAST: Joe Louis, Clarence Muse, Edna
ningham, J.Carol Naish, Evelyn Brent, Anthony Quinn, Gino Corrado, John Patterson, Mae Harris, Mae Turner, Cleo Desmond.
Lee,
Fred Kohler, Frank Sully, Ching Wah
CREDITS: Producer, Lew Golder; DiMaurice Liu, Pierre Watkin, Archie Twitrector, Harry Fraser; Screenplay, Arthur
chell Mrs. Wong Wing, Ernest Whitman, Hoerl.
Mae Busch, Guy Bates Post, Paul Fix.

CREDITS: Produced by Paramount; Director, Robert Florey; Story, Garnett Weston; Screenplay, Gladys Unger and Garnett Weston; Editor, Ellsworth HoagCharles Schoenbaum.
and; Cameraman,

DIRECTION,
PHY, Good.

Adequate.

PHOTOGRA-

'Zola" Gets $3 Two-a-Day
Presentation In Shanghai
Shanghai (By Cable)— The Cathay
!'Theater here has taken the unprecedented step of booking Warners
of Emile Zola" on a twoThe Life
; i-day
roadshow policy with a $3 top.
some
release will come
(Regular
I months later at the Grand Theater.
Film was originally booked into the
neCathay and Grand on a simulta
ous day and date run, but after a
screening of the film, theater exi ecutives were so impressed with the
of the production that
-importance
to play it on a roadthey decided
show basis.

DIRECTION,
Fair.

Weak.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Evens New Chief Barker

of St. Louis Variety Club
St. Louis — Harold W. (Chick)
Evens,
manager
of Loew's
Theater,
is the new
chief barker
of Tent
No.
4, the St. Louis Variety Club. He
succeeds Ray G. Colvin of the Exhibitors Supply Co., who was presented with a wrist watch.
Other new officers are: Assistant
chief barker, Tony Matreci, ownermanager of the Uptown Theater;
dough guy, George Wiegan of the
St. Louis Amusement Co.; property
master, Percy Barr, manager of the
National Screen Service Co. The
council of clowns will be composed
of: Percy Barr, Joe Garrison, Joe
Ansell, Frank Rudolph, Ben Reingold and Bill Feldstein.
The club's New Year's Eve party
will be held in the new quarters in
the Roosevelt Hotel.
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have been used wisely
throughout the picture. Gyula Gozon, as

Miss Agai's father, and Tivader Uray, the
romantic interest, look and act their parts
with conviction. The story opens when

Miss Agai's father unexpectedly inherits a
fortune. They immediately move into a
large place with servants and trimmings.
with Lillian Harvey,
Rolf Moebius,
Tivader Uray, a penniless nobleman, apPaul Hoffman,
Liselotte Schaak
pears on the scene, and Irene takes the
Ufa
80 Mins. place of one of the maids to discover
whether he is merely a fortune hunter.
DRAMATIC PICTURE ARTISTICALLY
PRODUCED WITH GOOD CAST WILL He does not find out that she is not a
servant until after he asks her to marry
PLEASE GERMAN FANS.
This new German film brings Lillian him and everybody is happy with the results as Uray decides to find himself some
Harvey back to the screen in the best
picture she has had in a long time. It is honest employment. Pix is well knit, and
artistically produced and the cast is draws a heavy laugh total, as well as having a pleasing little romance to boot. The
capable, but the story lacks conviction
rest of the cast is competent.
and is a bit far-fetched at times. Miss
CAST: Irene Agai, Tivader Uray, Gyula
Harvey is petite and lovely to look at, as
well as turning in a good performance. Gozon, Piroska Viszary, Gabor Rajnay,
However, Rolf Moebius in the title role Erzsi Simor, Arpad Lehotay, Cyorgy Denes.
CREDITS: Produced by Globus Films;
opposite Miss Harvey, is not convincing
as a son of Napoleon. There is plenty Director, Stephen Szekely; Story, Otto Inof poignant drama in the story, but the dig; Screenplay, Istvan Mihaly; Cameratreatment fails to make the most of it
man, Steven Eiben. Presented at the Modern Playhouse with Hungarian dialogue and
and consequently the pix lags at times.
Willy Birgel gives a fine performance and no English titles.
Paul Hoffman is excellent. Lillian Harvey
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
is the noted Fanny Elssler, who was the Good.
rage of the European capitals in the days
of Metternich. Paul Hoffman, as Metternich, orders Willy Birgel, one of his aides,
to keep Rolf Moebius, the Duke of Reichstadt, heir to the French throne, from
(Love Finds a Way)
thinking about French politics. He enlists
with Marianne Hoppe, Grete Weiser, Gustav
Miss Harvey, but nobody foresaw the posFroehlich
sibility of their falling in love. She aids
American Tobis Corp.
90 mins.
him in escaping from Austria and he enters the French capital in an effort to
FAIRLY AMUSING COMEDY WITH A
claim the throne. The expedition is
CAPABLE CAST SHOULD PLEASE GERdoomed, however, and he is taken back to
MAN AUDIENCES.
Austria as a prisoner. Miss Harvey is
exiled and the Duke dies alone. The story
Through the efforts of an expert cast
follows history fairly closely and has some this new German picture is turned into an
excellent sequences, but it falls short of amusing comedy that should appeal to Gerwhat it could have been.
man fans. The weakness of the story,
CAST: Lillian Harvey, Rolf Moebius, which is slightly unbelievable at times, is
Paul Hoffman, Willy Birgel, Liselotte overcome by the cast and the deft direction of Rolf Hansen. Marianne Hoppe,
Schaak, Ernst Karchow, Walter Werner,
Ernst Sattler, Hubert von Meyerinck, Wer- making her first appearance as a comedienne,
shows a flair for that type of acting. The
ner Kepich, Hubert I. Stowitte.
CREDITS: Produced by Ufa; Director, capable Gustav Froehlich and the amusing
Paul Martin. Presented at the Garden Grete Weiser are adequate in their parts,
with the rest of the cast helpful. Marianne
Theater with German dialogue and English subtitles.
Hoppe, a wealthy young lady, decides to
see how the other half lives. She finds
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex- herself, through mistaken identity, in d
cellent.
strange country without any money. Froehlich, an engineer, coincides with officials
in not believing her story, but gives her a
job. In the meanwhile Greta Weiser has
replaced her mistress, and finds herself in
(Help, Agai,
I'm anGyula
Heir) Gozon,
with Irene
numerous situations that she can't handle
Tivader Uray
adequately. Finally everything is straightened out and Miss Hoppe replaces her maid
Danubia
Pictures, Inc.
72 Mins. as mistress of her fortune, and she and
ENTERTAINING COMEDY
WITH
Froehlich decide to live happily ever after.

"Fanny Elssler"

"Liebe auf Umwegen"

"Segitseg

Orokoltem"

CAPABLE CAST, BUT
PEAL IS RESTRICTED.

AUDIENCE

AP-

Lack of English titles will confine the picture to German houses.

CAST: Marianne Hoppe, Grete Weiser,
This rollicking home-spun comedy produced by Globus Films will provide swell Gustav Froehlich, Will Dohm, Harald Paulentertainment for audiences understandsen, Tatiana Sais, Jupp Hussels, Maria Loja.
ing the Magyar tongue, but lack of EngCREDITS: Produced by Tobis Films; Dilish titles restricts the exhibitor value in
rector, Rolf Hansen. Presented at the Cathis country. The attractive and compesino Theater with all German dialogue.
tent Irene Agai handles her role well, and
her director husband, Stephen Szekely,
DIRECTION, Deft. PHOTOGRAPHY,
makes the most of a pleasing little story.
Good. (Additional Reviews
on Page 8)
There are numerous amusing comedy sit-

—
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FINAL ITOA EFFORT
TO END GIVEAWAYS
{Continued from Page 1)

rat
claj

games. The association charges in
the current issue of The Independent,
ITOA publication, that RKO reneged in carrying out its promise to
launch an anti-giveaway campaign
in Flatbush, even though Loew's
was willing to join in the crusade.
If RKO doesn't offer a solution
to the problem, The Independent intimates, then the ITOA is "willing
to admit that the lid is off." By that
assertion, it is understood ITOA
means it will sponsor a mammoth
giveaway or series of giveaways. It
is reported that the organization has
a definite plan in that direction but
the details have not been divulged.
"The ITOA must meet the competitive situations," The Independent
states, "that arise against its membership and since giveaways are the
mode and probably will be for some
time to come, it is our suggestion
that the members protect themselves
by making their giveaways adequate.

Ohio House Sends Admission
Tax Measure to the Senate
(Continued from Page 1)
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excise tax and allocating the admissions, beverage, malt, and wort
taxes for relief for a two-year period. The measure would raise approximately $5,500,000 a year, to be
distributed to counties on the basis
of populations and tax duplicates.
The measure passed the House 96
to 27.

Loy, Stewart, Brice, Beery
on Next Metro Air Show
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY
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"Intermezzo"
with

Ingrid Bergman, Gosta Ekman,
Britt Hagman, Hugo Bjorne

Scandinavian Talking Pictures
88 Mins.
POWERFUL DRAMATIC STORY WITH
DEFT COMEDY TOUCHES SHOULD APPEAL TO FOREIGN
FANS.
"Intermezzo" is one of the finest foreign pictures that have been shown in
this country. It has a strong dramatic
story, deft comedy, and a superlative cast.
Although pix has Swedish dialogue, it also
has complete English titles and should appeal to the foreign fans as well as the
Swedish audiences. Ingrid Bergman is a
beautiful and capable actress who gives
a splendid interpretation of her role, and
Gosta Ekman equals her performance in his
part, which he portrays with a great depth
of feeling. Britt Hagman is one of the
best child actresses seen in a long time.
The direction of Gustaf Molander is praiseworthy, and the rest of cast are excellent,
with Hugo Bjorne playing a small role expertly. Miss Bergman is a piano teacher
who meets the noted voilinist, Gosta Ekman, when she is instructing his daughter,
Britt Hagman. Their acquaintance ripens
into strong love and when Ekman makes
his concert tour he is inspired by Ingrid
who becomes his accompanist. Miss Bergman's love for Ekman forces her to leave
him to prevent him from deserting his
family and causing a scandal which will
injure his world-wide reputation. Ekman
wanders alone after their separation, but
returns to see his children again. It is
only after seeing his daughter in a hospital
that he realizes his love for Ingrid was an
interlude in his life and he returns to his
family.
CAST: Ingrid Bergman, Gosta Ekman,
Britt Hagman, Hugo Bjorne, Inga Tidblad,
ner.
Hans Ekman, Erik Berglund, Emma Meis-

Hollywood — Myrna Loy, James
Stewart, Fanny Brice and Wallace
CREDITS: A Svensk Film production,
Beery will head the cast of M-G-M's
"Good News of 1938," Maxwell Director, Gustaf Molander; Story and
House radio program over the NBC Screenplay, Gustaf Molander and Gosta
network, tomorrow night at 9 P.M., Stevens. Presented at the Fifth Avenue
EST. Other players to appear in- Playhouse with Swedish dialogue and English titles.
clude Bruce Cabot, Frank Morgan,
Freda Starr, Gilbert Russell, Judy
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Garland, Dennis O'Keefe, Lewis Good.
Stone, Guy Kibbee and Cliff Edwards.
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Buchanan Heads Chamber
Hendersonville, N. C. — Harry E.
Buchanan, manager of the Carolina
and State theaters was recently
elected president of the Chamber
of Commerce here.

Legit Goes Duals!
Just after midnight yesterday, the
first "double feature" ever played on
the Broadway stage took place in the
Mercury Theater, 44th St., East of
Broadway. Audience first saw "Julius
Caesar" and then a sneak preview of
"The Shoemaker's Holiday." House,
which seats 690, reported SRO and no
trailers.

*

SHORTS
"The Man in the Barn"

*

(Historical
Mystery)
M-G-M
10 mins.
Very Thought-Provoking
The tragic events concerning the
assassination of President Lincoln
are narrated, and an attempt made
to show from unpublished data that
the assassin, John Wilkes Booth, did
not die when shot in a barn by Federal troops, as history claims. Carey
Wilson, the narrator, reconstructs
what he purports to show is the
real story, in which several years

ago a certain David George died in
Oklahoma, and on his death-bed
claimed to be Booth. Then the results of investigation by various
people and organizations enables
Carey Wilson to show how Booth
escaped from the barn and another
body was substituted and buried as
that of Booth. Great influence was
brought to bear in the escape of the
real culprit, and only on the death

FOR NEW YEAR'S EVE

Vaudeville's annual one - nighstand on New Year's Eve is to be
a feeble one, according to a checkup yesterday which indicates that
circuits and independent operatorsare depending on strong product tr
draw revelers.
Loew Circuit has scheduled no
vaudeville in any of its houses except three in which it is part of
of this man in 1903 did the "true"
story leak out.
regular policy. On Jan. 1 and 2.
the Globe, Bridgeport, Conn., is to
feature
vaudeville, however.
"Friend Indeed"
Warner Bros., it was stated, plan(Pete Smith Specialty)
ned no extensive flesh presentations.
M-G-M
10 mins.
Six RKO theaters throughout the
Swell Dog Story
will provide stage interPete Smith tells the story of country ludes.
Three New York Skouras
Sparky, a German shepherd dog houses have planned presentations
trained to lead his blind master, a
country doctor who lost his sight for New Year's Eve.
in a fire, and now has to depend on
Detroit — Butterfield Circuit is
the dog to lead him in his daily
rounds. This is the famous dog who booking midnight New Year's Eve
was responsible for the Interstate stage shows, averaging about five
Commerce Commission passing a acts each, in 14 theaters in key cities of Michigan. All shows are bespecial ruling allowing such partners of the blind to travel first-class
ing booked through Ray Conlin office, and are in addition to those
in Pullmans and such as "regular
theaters
regularly playing vaudefolks" and not just animals conville in the State.
signed to the baggage car. Pete
Smith shows how Sparky went to
Washington with his master and
sold the idea to the legislators.
Doyle-Kelly Continuing

"Ears of Experience"

(Edgar Kennedy Comedy)
RKO Radio
18 mins.
Sure-Fire Comedy

So. African Deal Talks
(Continued from Page

1)

tists product in South Africa. Doyle
said last night that the conferences
In an effort to get a promotion would be continued today and that
from the boss, his wife and her dad a definite announcement may be issued tonight or tomorrow.
talk Edgar Kennedy into leasing a
sumptuous house and putting on the
dog. Jack Rice acts as the valet to
the new master of the house, and Japs Extend Pix Import
most of the laughs come with the
Ban Until Next April
efforts of Rice to make a gentleman
out of Kennedy. When the valet
Tokyo (By Cable) — Bleak filmi
gets too insistent about giving his picture
painted by extension of ban
master a bath, Kennedy throws his on foreign feature imports is >
servant in the hot tub, clothes and prompting local distribs to consider
all. Meanwhile the father-in-law has seriously complete withdrawal for
been doing the promotion work to at least dur-ation of the new bar
build up Kennedy with the boss, tell- which is to remain in effect until
ing the latter that his clerk has fal- April, 1938, with the probability of
len heir to so much dough he is go- further extension.
ing to buy out the business and fire
Attempt to step up standard of
the boss. So the boss comes to
domestic
films is based on censors'
Kennedy's palatial home and fires scissors and an order to cut down
him on the spot. Kennedy does one programs to three hours. Little
of the funniest shorts of his career.
hope is held out for return to profitable operation during new year.

"Candid Cameramaniacs"

(Pete Smith
Specialty)
M-G-M
9 mins.
Amusing Photography
A

more

or less informative reconstruction of the history of the
art of photography. Pete Smith
goes back to the days of the Frenchman, Louis Daguerre, who invented
the daguerreotype in 1837. Quickly
he jumps to the present candid
camera era, and selects a young
man who is typical of the breed,
and who is snapping candid pictures
of his young wife and kid on every
possible occasion, with embarrassing
and laughable results.

New Hungarian Comedy
"Pesti Mese" (Tales from Budapest), Hungarian comedy, will have
its U. S. premiere tomorrow, at the
Modern Playhouse.

Oddest Accident
National Safety Council as one of
the oddest 1937 accidents nominates
the mishap of Charles Westlake,
Youngstown, O., film fan, who squirmed
in his seat while watching a pix and
in so doing discharged his gun which
had slipped from his pocket. Westlake
was shot in the back.

MOVIETONE NEWS SCORES THE
GREATEST SCOOP IN NEWSREEL HISTORY!
24 HOURS

AHEAD

OF THE ONLY OTHER

PICTURE CAMERA

Movietone's
• Bombardment

historic
of Nanking.

• Evacuation of Nanking.
• Refugees boarding the Panay.
• Japanese army officers arriving in launch to identify the
Panay.
• Bombs from planes falling all
around the Panay.

ABOARD

camera

MOTION

THE PANAY!

record

shows:

• Tanker ignited by bombs.
• Survivors of the Panay taking
off in boats.
• The

Panay

• Wounded
in marshes.

actually sinkingand

dying

• Stretcher-bearers
wounded.

hiding

carrying

• Panay's deck torn by bombs.

• Arrival of the U. S. S. Oahu,
rescue ship.

• U. S. sailors shooting back at
attacking planes.

• Survivors
Shanghai.

• Sailors and civilians wounded

• Bodies of victims being taken
aboard the U. S. S. Augusta.

on the deck of the Panay.

arriving

in

ONE FULL REEL AT NO EXTRA COST TO YOU!
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SURPRISE PICTURE OF THE SEASON, AND ONE
THAT WILL BE RIGHT UP WITH BIGGEST
FLICKERS OF MAJOR
STUDIOS IN RETURNS.
STARTED XMAS AND
ROPES WERE UP
IMMEDIATELY
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BREAKING RECORDS FROM COAST TO COAST
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Of Motion Pictures
Now Nineteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
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Profit-Sharing Pacts Proposed for 11 loews Executives

LOEWS $14,426,062 NEf IS GAIN OF $1349,239
Argentine Builds 15 New Studios; Production to Soar
100

Features
Scheduled
Argentine Companies
for 1938

by

Buenos Aires (By Cable) — Unprecedented studio expansion program
is under way here, with 15 either
erected during recent months or in
the process of construction.
Year has also brought a theater
building boom of sizeable proportions, with two major houses being
erected in the Corrientes or amusement section of this capital. They
are the 3,600-seat Rex, modelled after the Radio City Music Hall in
(Continued

on

Page

20)

if Happy New Year! -fr

"ZOLA" VOTED AWARD
BY N. Y, PIX CRITICS

M-G-1I Closes 90-95%

of Sales Possibilities

M-C-M has sold from 90 to 95 p.c. of its total sales possibilities for the current
season, W. F. Rodgers, general sales manager, said yesterday. The number of contracts
at the close of 1937 is far in excess of the number sold at the same time last year,
Rodgers
asserted.

RCA

Extends Atlas Option to Acquire

RKO

Holdings for Another Six Months

Option held by Atlas Corp. to purchase present holdings of RCA in
RKO for a total of $6,000,000 has
been extended to June 30, 1938, David Sarnoff, president of RCA, declared yesterday on the eve of option's expiration date. He said that
extension was granted in view of
the fact that the RKO reorganiza-

courts.tion plan is still pending before the

Earnings

Equivalent to $8.62

Per Share on Company's
Common
Consolidated profit and loss statement of Loew's, Inc. for the fiscal
year ended Aug. 31, last, made public today, shows net earnings of $14,426,062 after all charges including
Federal tax on undistributed profits
and minority interests' share in
partly owned
subsidiaries,
(Continued
on Page 4) as comif Happy New Year! if

KORDA HAS NO DEAL
YET FOR OUTSIDE PIX

One-twelfth of RCA's present
holdings are to be purchased by Atlas Corp. and associates during January for $500,000 in cash, according
to terms of agreement, which also
provides, Sarnoff stated, that further extension of the option to Dec.
Arriving at the Newark airport
31, 1938 will be granted on payment at 1 o'clock this morning in an
of an additional $500,000.
American airliner, Alexander Korda
said that (Continued
the matter
of his making
on Page 4)

Designation of Warners "The Life
ic Happy New Year! ic
of Emile Zola" as the most distin- More Records Fall in Broadway Picture Theaters
iguished picture of 1937 was anSeveral
records
were
shattered
since
that
house
went
on
a
straight
Panay Newsreels Attract
nounced last night by the New York
Film Critics, embracing reviewers yesterday as capacity crowds, for picture policy, the home office reOverflow N. Y. Audiences
the
second
successive
day,
tormed
ported. Herman Langwehr, house
on metropolitan dailies.
Performance
of Paul
Muni
in film houses in New York's Great manager, said that up to six p.m.
A large American flag was plainWhite Way area which witnessed 18,200 patrons had passed through
(Continued on Page 20)
ly visible on the rear upper deck of
if Happy New Year! if
holdout lines for the greater por- the doors, and crowds were increas- the Panay when it left to sail up
tion of the morning, afternoon and
ing even at the supper hour.
the
river,(Continued
it was on shown
yesterday
Page 15)
At the Radio City Music Hall,
"U's" Panay Film at Palace; evening.
M-G-M's "Rosalie" topped any Warner Bros.' "Tovarich" was sail500 Prints are in Transit
(Continued on Page 8)
other opening day at the Capitol
"In Old Chicago"
The first print of Universal's
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
"SinkingtheofRKOthePalace
U.S.S.
Panay"
reached
Theater
at
Hollywood — "In Old Chicago" shown
at a special screening yesterday is a
7 o'clock last night, as other prints
mighty spectacle that should do big
were being rushed to aTl» parts of
business at the box-office. Picturithe city. During the night 500 adzation of the fire that swept Chicago
ditional prints were in transit to
in 1870 is thrilling throughout with
Universal exchanges throughout the
buildings being dynamited, people fleeIn a letter today to stockholders
ing to Lake Michigan for safety and
country.
Joseph Basson Reelected
livestock stampeding. Interwoven with
of Loew's, Inc., Nicholas M. Schenck,
Delay in getting the picture on
President of Local 306 President, urges their approval of 11
the spectacle are the trials and tribula(Continued on Page 2)
tions of the O'Leary Family, headed by
personal service contracts and reAlice Brady who does splendid work in
newals with leading producer exa serious role. The picture is full of
ecutives or officers of the company,
color, romance and intrigue, and has
1937 in Review
Joseph D. Basson was returned to
been brilliantly directed by Henry
authorized by the direcoffice as president of Local 306, as recently
For a headline review of the industry
King.
Kenneth Macgowan rates credit
tors subject to favorable action by
as associate producer. Excellent perMoving Picture Machine Operators the stockholders at a meeting to be
year,
selection
of major
news FILM
storiesDAILY'S
of 1937
and amusement
formances are turned in by Don Ameche,
Union, for the fourth time in an held on Jan. 25 next.
Tyrone Power, Alice Faye and Brian
world's
and
11 ofnecrology,
this issue. turn to pages 10
election in which about 2,000 of a
Donlevy.
— WILK.
Under (Continued
the proposed
agreements,
on Page
8)

11 Loew Executives to Share in Profits,Bernstein Pact Extended for 5 Years

(Continued on

Page 8)
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Artcinema Closes Deals
"U's" Panay Film at Palace;
For Coast
Distribution 500 Prints are in Transit
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Published daily except Sundays and Holida*s
at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer; Entered as second class matter, May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y. under
the act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage
free) United States outside of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3
months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber
should remit with order. Address all communications to THF. FILM DAILY, 1501
Broadway, New York, N. Y. Phone, BRyant
9-7117, 9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable
Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood,
California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood
Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London — Ernest
\V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
kauchstr, 4. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

Contracts for the release in the
West Coast territories for all of the
productions of Artcinema Associates,
Inc., including its 10 features and
seven short-reel musicals, was announced yesterday by Emil C. Jensen, president, upon the return to
New York from California of Al
Aronson, sales manager of the corporation.
Contracts were consummated with
Oscar Seltzer and his associates who
will distribute the pictures in the
Portland and Seattle, Wash., territories; with Armand Cohn, of All
Star Features Distributors, who will
handle the product in the San Francisco territory, and with Jay M. Sutton, of All Star Pictures Company,
who will handle the distribution in
the Los Angeles district.
All three distributors will release
the 10 feature productions on a ratio of one each, every three weeks,
starting immediately after the first
of the New Year.
if Happy New Year! if
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MARKET
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9V4
11%

Net
Close
Chg.
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+ 1 V4
\ZVt +
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1V2
5Vi
160

1 Vi
5V4
160

11%
45V4

11
45

11%
45

+
+

i/2
V4

9%
8434
105/g
5%
4

9Vi
84%
10
5%
3%

9%
84%
10%
5%
37/g

+
+
+

%
1 Vi
%

29
6%

29
6

29—1
5
+

.. 20 '/g

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
Warner
Bros
do pfd
NEW
YORK
Keith

STOCK

"Hurricane" Runs 158 P.C.
Over Averages In Grinds

BOND

195/s

160

1 Vz +
%
5'/2 +
Vs
+2

19%

—

i/g

+

%

3/g

MARKET

96 Vi

96%

96% +

%

88%
71 Vg
75

88%
71%
75

885/g
71%
75

%
%

+
+

Warner's
6s39
74%
74
74l/2 + 1%
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Crand
National
%
9-16
% +
Vg
Monogram
Picts. ...
1 1/2
1 Vi
1 Vi
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
16Vi
16
16
Trans-Lux
2i/2
2Vi
2Vi
Universal
Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
STOCK
MARKET
Bid
Asked
Pathe

Film

7

pfd

Fox Thea.
Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 5s '43
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 6%s
1st '43
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83 Vi
56
44%

6%
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Illinois Holds Bank Night
Guarantee Tickets Illegal
Chicago
Hardy has
ater Bank
stopped by
ing sale a
tery laws.

— State's attorney Ed
ordered the sale of theNight guarantee tickets
Galesburg theaters, holdviolation of Illinois lot-

i c ontinued from

cominc finD come

I'uae 1)

local screens was due to sevreal factors. In the first place, Cameraman
JCSEFH M. SCHENCK. chairman of the 20thNorman
Alley delivered 6,300 feet
Fcx board, DARRY F. ZANUCK, 20th-Fox
, of film instead of 4,500 feet which production
head, MRS. ZANUCK and ALICE
he first reported.
The U laborator- FAYE. one of "In Old Chciago" stars, leave
, ies therefore were taxed with the the Coast on the Chief tomorrow morning.
will arrive here Tuesday on the Century
added footage plus the labor of re- They
to attend
premiere
of pix next Thursday.
1 cording, synchronization and editMR. and MRS. J. WALTER RUBEN (Virginia
ing. According to those who saw Bruce)
have arrived in Washington from the
the pictures last night, the result Coast, and will be in New York next week.
was well worth the delay.
FRED ASTAIRE arrives in Hollywood this
A duplicate negative of the or- week-end from South Carolina where he spent
iginal 6,300 feet is on its way to a six weeks' vacation.
England via the SS. New York.
HARRY BROWNINC, advertising manager of
Commentary on the subject will be yesterday.
M & P Theaters in Boston, was in New York
cabled to London so that the exHARRY GOETZ. of Reliance Pictures, is due
planatory voice will be ready for
in New York early next week from the Coast.
recording when the film arrives.
Norman Alley goes to WashingA. SCHNEIDER, treasurer of Columbia Pictures, left yesterday
for a Florida
vacation.
ton today with a personal message ' WILLIAM CERMAN, general sales manager
for Mrs. Hughes, wife of CommandE. Brulatour, Inc., returned to New York
er Hughes of the Panay. Alley also of
this J. week.
is scheduled to appear before a high
naval committee to give his version
ALEXANDER KORDA arrived early this mornof the bombing.
ing from the Coast on an American airliner.

RKO Orpheum Files Notice
of New Hdqs. in New York

JACKIE COOPER arrived from the Coast yesterday morning for a P.A. tour in the East.
RICHARD "RED" SKELTON is in Chicago
Theater.
where he is appearing at the Chicago Palace

RKO Orpheum Corp., established
JACQUELINE WELLS, Colubmia player, arRegistering grosses far above av- in Baltimore, Md., has filed notice
rives fiom Hollywood
today by plane.
erage in every engagement, and with the secretary of state of New
HERSCHEL STUART has returned to New
breaking the house record in more York designating a local office at, York from Texas.
than half of them, Samuel Gold- 1270 Sixth Ave., with A. E. Reoch
LUIS CESAR AMADORI, Argentine director,
wyn's "The Hurricane" completed named as vice-president. Statement sails today on the SS. Pan America, accompanied
the first week of its nation-wide pop- listed 683 shares, no par value. Pren- by DR. RENE GARZON, representative of the
Argentine Government, and ALICIA VIGNOL1,
ular priced dates today with a com- tice Hall, Inc., acted.
Argentine
film star.
posite box-office mark 158 per centj
RKO Orpheum Corp. declared itover average. The figure is based
if Happy New Year! if
self a "holding company owning
on 21 American and two Canadian
stock and obligations of other cor- ! "U" Turns Down $500,000
dates, in all of which the business |
Officials stated they
assures the picture a holdover or porations."
controlled 11 theaters in Cedar Rapfor 20 Story Properties
extra playing time.
ids, Des Moines, Davenport, Du- ,
if Happy New Year! if
buque, Marshalltown, Sioux City, all West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
UA Adds 9 Exploiteers
in la.; New Orleans, La.; Omaha,
Hollywood — Universal has snubNeb.; Indianapolis, Ind.; and Minbed a half-million-dollar offer by
neapolis, Minn.
In Field For "Hurricane"
M-G-M for more than 20 of its
if Happy New Year! if
Nine additional exploitation men
story properties, including "Show
were sent into the field yesterday by Time, Inc., to Consolidate
Boat," "Counsellor-at-Law" and sevUnited Artists to cover popular
others already filmed, it was
Offices in Rockefeller Plaza learnederal yesterday.
priced engagements of Samuel Goldwyn's "The Hurricane." The men
and the cities in which they will
Time, Inc., yesterday announced
work are Harold Marshall, Washing- plans to consolidate its headquarters offices at 9 Rockefeller Plaza in
ton; Ed Bellew, Louisville; Bernard
Evens, Houston; Steve Edwards, what is said to be one of the largest real estate deals written in New
Dayton; Ben Hill, Fort Worth;
James MacFarland, Albany; Harry York City since 1929.
Name of the new 36-story office
Rice,
Scranton
and Binghamton.
"Wilkes Barre and
Charles
Baron,
Ed building is to be changed to the
Milburn was sent to Providence re- Time & Life Bldg., with Time, Inc.,
J
EMror.cM
placing Ed Gallner, who was strick- occupying the top seven stories of
the
structure
and
covering
more
en with acute appendicitis.
EMERGENCYif Happy New Year! if
than 80,000 square feet. The com..we
pick up work
pany will move from its present
Announce Winners in Dick
quarters at 135 East 42nd St. to
Merrill Magazine Contest the new building in March.
quickly
However, March of Time screen
Six winners in the Dick Merrill es- presentations will continue to oper..we
make
haste
carefully
say contest sponsored by Young
ate from its present address at 369
America, magazine, were announced Lexington Ave.
yesterday by judges including W.
if Happy New Year! if
Ray Johnston, Monogram prexy,
. . we deliver promptly.
Bank Night Ban Loses
Stuart Scheftel, publisher of the
magazine, and lone Lowrance,
Casper, Wyo. — By a vote of 4 to
movie editor.
2 the city council voted down on the
Winners were: Frank Froh, Hem- second reading an ordinance to prohibit Bank Night and all forms of
po, Ariz.; Allan Gold, Brooklyn, N.
PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
Y.; John Colman Powell, Jr., Sul- drawings. Previously the council
250 WEST 54th STREET. NEW YORK
phur, Okla.; James Hodges, Macon, had cast their vote unanimously in
Telephone
COIumbus 5-6741
Ga.; and Leonard Hodges, Akron, O. favor of the bill.

7^H

THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLI
AMONG DISTINGUISHED GUESTS AT

: :: :

'HOLLYWOOD HOTEL' preview was
'star' reporter Mary Pickford, who
turned the reviewing tables on famous
Louella Parsons (below, right) with a
syndicated, personally written story
on Louella's auspicious movie debut.0

THEY'RE WAITING TO SEE 'SUBMARINE D-V! This is

IT'S NO SECRET NOW that Sh!

how standees inside forced lobby holdout and gave

The Octopus' with Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins (right) and
a big comicast is "uproariously
funny" but that ,and otherpraise
equally lavish, features Film
Daily's review of the week.0

N. Y. Strand a joyous opening this week for Warners'
giant Pat O'Brien-Wayne Morris-George Brent thriller.t

'JEZEBEL' IS THE TALK OF

HOLLYWOOD. Although still in
production, new Warner drama
wins early recognition as most
important vehicle to date for
Bette Davis — here shown in rehearsal with supportalent Henry
Fonda, George Brent, Margaret
Lindsay, Richard Cromwell et
al. William Wyler is director.

WARNERS' SECOND THEATRE SELL-OUT IN 2 DAYS

occurred yesterday when throngs stormed Radio City
Music Hall to see the film it chose as its Fifth Anniversary attraction, Colbert and Boyer in 'Tovarich'.

CA First National Picture

f A Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

■ '„
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KOROA HAS NO DEAL
YET FOR OUTSIDE PIX

AlONt

3$

THE

DAILY

LOEWS REPORTS BIG
JUMP IN YEAR'S NET
{Continued
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pictures for distribution outsiele ot
United Artists was still under consideration, but denied that he would
make any pictures for Metro or 20th
Century-Fox. He has eight more pictures to make for United Artists
under his owner-producer agreement, which has two years to run.
Asked if he wanted to sell his interest in United Artists, he replied
that he did not want to do so.
Korda was emphatic in his statement that there was no chance of
reopening the option deal for the
purchase of the stock of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and
Charles Chaplin in United Artists
by himself and Samuel Goldwyn.
Regarding the question of United
Artists offering financial assistance
to producers, Korda stated that the
company was considering it and that
Carl Laemmle, Jr., might be one
to be financed, but that the entire
matter was up to Dr. Giannini, president of UA. The reason why the
$250,000 dividend to UA ownersproducers has not yet been distributed he attributed to tax and other
fiscal reasons. He stated that he
anticipated no increases in his own
production plans.
His London Films has completed
"Over the Moon" during his absence
in America and he will finish the
cutting of "Mutiny in
tains" upon his return
which may not be for
yet, although there is
sibility he may sail on
garia on Jan. 5.

the Mounto London
some days
still a posthe Beren-

•k Happy New Year! ir

Pollak Resigns As G.M.
Of Theater Trailer Corp.
Adolph Pollak, general manager of
Theater Trailer Corp., yesterday announced his resignation, effective
today. Pollak will devote his time
exclusively to the commercial field
and state right business.
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NEW

YEAR

pared with $11,076,823, before deduction of the Federal undistributed
profits tax, for the 12 months ended
Aug. 31, 1936. Gain for vear was

I I II L V4. DALY
T

▼

Resolutions

we

are

only

making

one

but we're betting anybody that we absolutely live up to it
and it's a very
simple resolution
RESOLVED:
That
we
won't
make any Resolutions for the New Year
T
T
▼
• •
•
THE WHOLE town's talking
about those Panaij
bombing newsreels
looks as if the various newsreel organizations came through with very graphic portrayals
and thai
they will stir up plenty of excitement throughout
the nation
all the newspaper
accounts
combined
do not make
the
impression that the sight of these films stirs in the beholder
T

T

▼

• •
•
ENTERPRISE
exhibited
by Charles
McCarthy's
ad
dep't at 20th Century-Fox
in going to town with their Movietone
Newsreel on the Panay "incident" as the politicians facetiously call
the catastrophe
ads of 800 lines were splurged in all the metropolitan newspapers, listing 225 theaters in the New York territory that
were already booked to play the newsreel
this ad was so unusual
that Mister McCarthy had phone calls from Printers Ink and Editor
and Publisher requesting detailed articles that they might publish by
way of something deemed unique in newspaper advertising enterprise.
T
T
T
•

•

•

A PRIZE

of $5,000 for a new

title for the picture

"Benefits Forgot" was offered by M-G-M over the NBC network
last nite on the "Good News of 1938" weekly studio program from
the Coast
next Thursday nite the second half of the synopsis of the story will be presented on the air program
the prize award will carry with it a trip to Hollywood and luncheon with Metro stars at the studio
T

T

for prizes
this is the artists, actors and models' shindig
as well as the students and playboys
come when you like
wear what you like. .... .as long as you wear something
and are
reasonably discreet
T
T
T
•

• THE NEW Trans-Lux theater on Broadway will release 1,000 balloons shortly before the New Year is ushered in
each balloon will carry a free ducat to the house
T

T

T

• •
•
WE RECEIVED a gift of one of those novelty ties showing
the Signs of the Zodiac
ours carries the Sign of Libra embroidered
all over it in gold hieroglyphics
and a Jewish feller says to us:
Best
the

ft
lett
aw;
con
atei
Vin

sole
Fre
sta:

William
Frank

wishes
from
The
Film
following
on
their
DECEMBER
J. Fadiman
Richardson

Daily to
birthday:

31
Gaston
Hortense

Glass
Schorr

JANUARY
1
William
Fox
Al
Martin
William
Haines
J. Don
Alexander
William Koenig
Boris Morros
Charles
Bickford
Jay Resetter
JANUARY
2
Walter

A.

W.
Ray Johnston
Futter
Moe

Silver

"What
a smart guy you are."
and we say "Why?"
and
he says: "You, a Christian, in a Jewish business, wearing a tie with
Hebrew letters all over it."
T
T
▼
• •
• AND
SO
as the old year sputters out
we
wish for you a New Year as bright as you hoped the last year
would be
COLLECT

oh, well, mebbe
this coming year

«

«

«

$3,349,239.
Net earnings for the 1937 fiscal
year were equivalent to $8.62 per
share on the company's common
stock outstanding during the year,
as against earnings of $6.79 per
common share for the 1936 fiscal
Gross operating revenues of
Loew's Inc. for the 12 months ended
Aug. 31, 1937 amounted to $121,year.
828,606,
of which $118,464,900 was
represented by theater receipts and
rentals and sales of films and accessories, and the balance by rent and
miscellaneous income. For the year
ended Aug. 31, 1936, gross operating revenues were $108,780,542.
Total current assets of Loew's
Inc. and wholly owned subsidiaries
on Aug. 31, were $52,404,545, as
against total current liabilities of
$12,107,408.
The31,company's
earned
surplus on Aug.
was $44,354,274.
if Happy New Year! 1c

Warner Managers Meet
Washington

it icas a year late

»

»

»

and you'll

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY:

Washington — Managers from the
40 theaters in Warner Bros. Washington zone met in a business session at the executive offices in the
Earle Building this week. General
sided.
Zone Manager J. J. Payette pi-e

DEATH

T

• •
•
TWENTIETH annual Greenwich
Village Ball will be held
this evening at Webster Hall to usher in the New Year
most of
the nite clubs in the Village will send their revues, with Broadway and
Harlem
also represented
guests wear
any costumes
they like

•

from Page 1)

RECORD

Henry

Taylor

Boston — Henry
Taylor,
47, man
ager
of the Metropolitan
Theater,
died of a heart attack yesterday.
John T. Dillon
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood^Iohn T. Dillon, 61,
character actor in days of the silent
screen is dead at the Soldiers' Home,
Sawtelle, Cal., it was learned here
yesterday. He appeared
Birth of a Nation."

in "The

Meyer Cohen
Dallas — Meyer Cohen, 65, film inpioneer
for the
severaldustry
months
a and
member
of past
the field

exploitation staff of RKO Radio, is !
dead here. Cohen's earliest activities were in the states rights field.
Later, he was Pacific Coast representative for George Kleine and General Film and still later, Los Angeles branch manager for Louis J.
Selznick and Select. During the
World War, he was publicity director
for the Pacific Coast Division of U.
S. war films under George Creel.
Illness in 1933 forced him to retire:
he resumed activity about a year
ago.

"M-G-M

Irishes you happiness!"

1938 IS A
LION!
NELSON EDDY, ELEANOR POWELL,
Ray Bolger, Frank Morgan, Edna May
•
Oliver, Reginald Owen
in "ROSALIE"
MYRNA LOY, Franchot Tone, Rosalind
Russell in "MAN -PROOF"
"EVERYBODY SING"
Allan Jones, Judy Garland, Fannie Brice,
Billie Burke, Reginald Owen
JOAN CRAWFORD, SPENCER TRACY
in "MANNEQUIN"
"LOVE IS A HEADACHE"
GLADYS GEORGE, FRANCHOT TONE,
Ted Healy, Mickey Rooney
ROBERT TAYLOR, Maureen O'SULLIVAN,
Lionel Barrymore in" A YANK AT OXFORD"

Ksmrmm.

CONSTANCE BENNETT, Brian Aherne
in "MERRILY WE LIVE"
"BENEFITS* FORGOT"
WALTER HUSTON, JAMES STEWART,
Guy Kibbee, • Beulah Bondi
NELSON EDDY, JEANETTE MacDONALD
in "GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST"
"THREE MEN IN THE SNOW"
Robert Young, Frank Morgan, Edna May
Oliver, Mary Astor, Florence Rice,
Reginald Owen, Henry Hull
.•

CLARK

GABLE,

MYRNA

LOY,

SPENCER TRACY in "TEST PILOT"
and others to be announced
(Next Page Please!

Fast!)
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History Makers of 1 937 in the Film Industry
•

H

•

A. W. SMITH, JR.
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large scale, —
put on a drive.
The big push
was christened
in honor of
George
J.
Schaefer. And literally led his men,
hopping hither, thither and yon to various key cities where he encouraged
them to do heroic sales deeds. When
the gala testimonial dinner was held in
December at the De Witt Clinton Hotel,
Albany, lor Si Fabian, Andy Smith was
the toastmaster selected.

•

CARL LESERMAN

•

The

modern

version of Damon and Pythias,— we refer
to that inseparable sales
W dP*
**^ k
M

duet
of Warn e r s , the
Messsrs. Sears

and Leserman, — continued
their
teamwork
t hr o u g hout
1937. The latter helped the former and the former

C
pre

helped the latter, and when New York's
atei Film Row put on their glad rags to wittha
ness the old year out and to ring in the
1, f new, it was as plain as the din of bells
ing
and whistles in the air that WB had
and done exceptionally well in its product
marketing since the bells and whistles
raised their din 365 days previously. In
E the interim Damon Sears and Pythias
Mic Leserman had again demonstrated their
title respective and collective mettles.
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BUDD

ROGERS

•

•

That merit has
its reward is
conclusively
demonstrated
by an event
last October.
Into print came
word
that
Budd Rogers,
vice - prexy of
Alliance Films
Corp., had
been appointed to supervise
the
sale
and
distribution of ABP product throughout
Canada; he already had the U. S. During 1937, he brought over from Britain

V.
lett
awE
con
atei
Vin "Glamorous Night" and "Bulldog Drummond at Bay," both of which he set with
Republic; "Hearts Desire," with GB, and
Make a Night of It," which is
S "Let's
awaiting a releasing hookup. Continued
sole
Fre on Universal's board of directors.
stal

•

NAT LEVINE

•

•

concerning future policies. He also sold his half interest in the enterprise, but did not formally leave until early April, employing
the two intervening months to finishing
work on product. Then he headed for
New York, saying that he was "on a
vacation," and to prove it boarded the
Rex for Europe and spent some eight or
ten weeks there. On July 8, news outcropped that Nat had signed a longterm contract with M-G-M as an associate producer.

•

TREM

KOENIG

•

CARR

•

•

If you're looking for action,
meet

GEORGE

HARRY

smoke had suff i c i e n t 1 y
cleared, it was
discovered that

ARTHUR

•

When March
came in like a
lamb, Harry
Arthur came

•
One

of

lion with declaration that

year's

highlights was the I

he was planning seven

progress
expansion

ticed it personally by doubling in brass,
as a member

protect the districts 'where
the St. Louis Amusement Corp. houses
are located, and cited his optimism re
the general straightening out of the exhibition situation in that territory. Dis-

M. H. AYLESWORTH

©

That there can

• SCOTT R. DUNLAP

into the headlines like a

neighborhood theaters
in St. Louis to

Universal ass o c i a t e producer. In latter field he
supplied U with six John Wayne feaAlso made for U a trio of rapid-fire films
with Bob Baker, the Singing Cowboy,
in the top role.

George
Hirlim a n had
handed in his resignation as president of
Condor Pictures. Other predecessor events
on other fronts determined his new affilia ion. Nat Levine had resigned as president of Republic Productions, Inc., and
Morris J. Siegel inherited the throne, also
holding down the chairmanship of the
board of directors. In October, Hirliman
officially
enlisted into Republic
Productions'
ranks
as assistant
Siegel.

new

board
and
of Monogram's

cussing F & M's St. Louis expansion
plans in June, he implied that his company might enter into other situations
under arrangements similar to his deals
with Ansell Bros., Bessie Schulter and

strong

folits I

evolution from SterPictures

Corp. linked with
Interthe
latter
was
Sterling
Pro- 1
ductions.
O f
both this and the parent company,

Scott

R. Dunlap 'was vice-president in charge
ol production. It is natural, therefore,
Alex Papden. With St. Louis Star-Times, that when Monogram came back into its
sponsored a movie poll that revealed, in own, and its subsidiary. Monogram Productions, that this same Mr. Dunlap
telling fashion,
fandom's
likes and dis- would be a v.p. of both, in charge of
producion.
Precisely that came about.
1 •' • HAL ROACH
• •
The proverbial
one-arm paper-

•

hanger had
nothing on our

Advocating

last, was certainly one of
the most pros-

gang's Mr.
Roach when it
came to being

perous in industry annals
was
demonstrated on

overly occupied. Took to
plane travel in
order to cover j|

Feb. 1. On
that date
filmland was
informed of

ground and
gain time.
Made
Frank

from its af-

•

andof |

Monogram,
lowing

ling

•

the

be a serious
loss in a year
which, such as

the voluntary withdrawal

•

a not inconsiderable detonation resounded
in film circles,
and 'when the

you can't
very
well
discuss
the subjects of screen credits without
thinking of those men behind the guns
who make prodigious pix possible. Such
a one is William Koenig heading up
that vital department in M-G-M known
as studio management.

•

A. HIRLIMAN

When the din
of the July 4th
f irecr ackers
had subsided,

this strident exponent
of it. He prac.

•

•

to the box-office, plunks
down that old
admish price,
and settles
back to see
the big show,
he always
sees a lot ol
credits on the
screen. Now

Republic ductions
Prolast
February, due,
it was said, to
d i f f e rences
which arose

•

WILLIAM

When John Q.
Public slips up

Under what
was described
as "the friendliest of conditions," Nat Levine resigned
his post as
president ol

Being both a
good general
and a good
general sales
manager, h e
did the expected on an
unexpectedly

•

B. P. SCHULBERG

•

•

the

policy of the
industry making films of
shorter footage
to concentrate
on the story
and do away
jW

Seltzer publicity director; signed Cary Grant and
later Margaret Sullavan for first line
duty on his lot, following setting of $3,-

with extranetialous,
scenes,
or,
unessenc on v e r s ely.l
make

stories!

more
tial if substan-j
footage
fairs of "Deke" Aylesworth, — as this
formidable exec was known to his intiis held to present length, B. P. plunged
mates who were, and still are, legion
into work, turning out several features
500,000 budget to make six "A" pix.
in the biz. Shortly thereafter he changed During the Summer, he bobbed over to for Paramount, the last of which was
his commercial address from the RKO Italy where he surveyed at first hand "Blossoms On Broadway." As far back
Building to 230 Park Ave., c-o the the possibilities for production, and re- as mid-April, Hollywood had it that this
Scripps-Howard newspapers. In retroturned accompanied by Vittorio Musso- veteran producer would not renew his
spect,— he became prexy of RKO Corp.
lini, II Duce's son. Both headed for the then current releasing arrangement This
in 1932 and in 1936 became chairman Coast with industry wondering if RAM proved more than mere hearsay when
of the board. In latter year he resigned (Roach and Mussolini's film partnership) he met in late Summer with Para, officials.
(Ian. 1 was the date) from presidency of would really go forward. Hal, at the Negotiations ended in a stalemate, wherestone. flurry of snow, signed Lewis MileNBC to devote all his time to the RKO first
upon Benny announced that he later
reorganization plan.
would proclaim a new deal of his own.

THAT'S HOW
RECORDS ARE
BORN!
Biggest opening at Capitol, N. Y. since
the inauguration of the straight picture
policy 3 years ago,
("Rosalie" swamps previous record-holder " Mutiny on the Bounty")

8
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MORE RECORDS FALL
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IN B'WAY PIX HOUSES
(Continued from

Page
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1)

ing along at six o'clock to an indicated paid attendance of 31,000,
which was reported to be an opening-day top.
Universal's "You're a Sweetheart" closed a run yesterday to
the biggest attendance ever recorded on a last day, the Roxy declared. It was estimated that some
20,000 persons would have paid adbusiness. missions before the end of the day's

riln

Paramount's "Wells Fargo," which
ing on Wednesday, opening day, flashed
sen to a new record, was reported yesterday, the second day of the run,
corr
st it to be piling up a gross that would
C be neck and neck with the previous
nui day's receipts. Manager Bob WeitPat man stated in the early evening
clai that attendance was already knocking at the 20,000 mark, and that
neuma' the attraction had played to capacity at each showing.
ph.ert(
The Strand's management reits
ported "phenemenal business" for
int( "Submarine D-l " the attendance
not running virtually even with the previous day. Yesterday brought house
use
A b.o. returns far larger than the corresponding day a year ago.
mei
•'■a
Mass patronage was attributed by
new most sources to quality of current
mai features and the newsreels of the
Gr< Panay bombing.
if Happy New Year! if
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U.S.S.

Panay

"The
Owner"
(Leon Dummy
Errol Comedy)

Radio
19 mins.
Real Laugh Number
A merry mixup at the racetrack,
with Leon Errol posing as the owner
of a racehorse which his boss has
bought. But the boss insists that he
tell no one who the real owner is
on penalty of losing his job. At the
track, Errol lets a tout talk him out
which previously elected two busi- of betting the boss' bankroll on the
ness agents, this time named four. nag, and in his excitement allows a
Wally Byrne and Charles Kielhurn gambler to talk him into selling the
are to serve as New York business horse to make up his loss. The
gambler visits him at home, and
agents, and Joseph Kelban, incum- offers the check, which the wife
bent, and Jack Teitler have been
forces him to accept and get rid of
elected Brooklyn business agents.
Returned as members of the ex- the horse and his gambling fever
together. In desperation he goes to
ecutive board, law-making body,
were: Arthur J. Costigan, Frank J. the racetrack the next day, and
Inciardi, Richard Scott, Charles F. through a lucky fluke, bets the
money on a dark horse that wins.
Eichorn, Nathaniel Doragoff, Ed- Errol is very funny throughout, and
ward Stewart, Alexander Polin,
Richard Cancellare, Samuel Clare does a great role as a gent driven
and Jack Winick. Three elected to to his wit's end by the bad breaks
seem to follow him in every
the board of trustees include: Dave that
move he makes.
Garden, Max Horowitz and George
Magarian. A sick committee of five
Southern Amusement Co.
was also elected.

(.Continued from
Page
1)
C
possible total of 2,141 votes were
pre cast, it was announced yesterday.
CO...
Frank J. Ruddock, Herman Gelatei
tha ber and Charles Beckman, all incumbents, were elected, respectively,
mg vice-president, recording secretary
and and financial secretary. P. D. Herbst
was named treasurer. The Local,

i 'o.

Bombing of the

RKO

Will Invade DeRidder

SICK REPORT
Ed Gallner, United Artists exploitation man. was in a critical condition at Merriam Hospital, Providence, yesterday following- an emergency operation for acute appendicitis, complicated by a rupture suffered before he could receive medical aid.

*

i-T

(Special Feature)
Universal
23 Mins.
Intensely Gripping
Brilliant camera work by Norman
Alley and masterful editing by
Charles E. Ford make this threereel feature a camera sprint of
shocks and thrills. From a carefully-built, coherent story emerges
a series of climaxes of rare dramatic intensity. Alley has delivered
shots of vitality and Ford has fashioned them into incisive, gripping
screen material. From the attack
at Nanking to the return of Alley
at the Newark Airport, the film is
chock-full of seat-edge stuff. Remarkable foresight or fortune made
Alley photograph the refugees as
they boarded the U.S.S. Panay. Too,
he gave the subject dramatic form
by lensing officers and crew before
action, the boat steaming up the
Yangtze and the airplanes approaching with their eventful load.
Following the clash on the river,
the party of survivors is seen abandoning the ship, taking to ambush
and trekking to safety. It is especially noteworthy that this film
clearly establishes the presence of
the American flag on the ship.

President of Local 306

E
Mic
title
by

SHORTS

DeRidder, La. — Southern Amusement Co. will construct a theater
here in opposition to the C & C circuit, which took over the contracts
of the recently destroyed theater
and is temporarily operating in a
tent until it can start construction
on a house of its own. Since Southern is one of the Affiliated group,
this will bring C & C to grips with
Affiliated in another locality.

with

FORCIGn

PROFIT-SHARING PACTS
FOR 11 LOEWS EXECS

*

(Continued from Page

1)

in pursuance of a policy which has
been followed by Loew's Inc. since
1924, according to Schenck, compensation of key men will be made partly dependent upon the success of
their efforts. He stated that while
the new contracts include 11 individuals, instead of the 3 formerly entitled to share in the Company's
profits, the same aggregate percentage of profits formerly allocated to
the 3 officials will now be divided
among 11 whose producing and
managerial talent or executive ability has, in the opinion of the directors, has been principally responsible
for the success of M-G-M pictures.
These producer-executives and officers are: Louis B. Mayer, J. Robert Rubin, Edgar J. Mannix, Samuel
Katz, Alexander Lichtman, Benjamin Thau, Hunt Stromberg, Bernard Hyman, Lawrence A. Weingarten, Harry Rapf, Mervyn LeRoy.
Formerly, percentages of profits
were allotted to three individual executives of the Production Department, namely: Louis B. Mayer, J.
Thalberg.Rubin and the late Irving G.
Robert

"Peter
TheNikolaiFirst"
Nikolai Simonov,
Cherkassov,

F. Bogdanov,
Alia Tarasova
Amkino
96 mins.
STRONG STORY WITH EXCELLENT
CAST AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
MAKES
INTERESTING PIX.
This new Russian importation, which was
a prize winner at last year's Paris exposition, is one of the most interesting pictures to come from Russia. It has a lusty,
i vigorous and powerful story that is set
against the primitive background of the
18th century in the days of Czar Peter I.
It is devoid of propaganda, except in an
indirect fashion when it shows up the noble
classes of that period as a cruel and grasping group that held labor in serfdom. The
acting of the cast is on a high plane, and

, the picture's only fault is a slightly pon-

derous telling of the story. Nikolai Simonov, as the strong willed, rough and ready
Peter, is excellent in his role. Nikolai
Cherkassov and F. Bogdanov are excellent
in their supporting roles and Alia Tarasova
turns in a fine performance as the camp
follower who eventually becomes the Czarina. The story deals with the prodigious efforts of Peter to unite his sprawling empire. He profits from his defeat by Swedish
forces, and returns to the field of battle
to defeat them with their own tactics. He
builds the first fleet the country ever had
and starts the construction of St. Petersburg. The production work is of a high
grade and it is apparent that nothing was
stinted in order to make this an outstanding film. The rest of the cast are more
than adequate.

Simultaneously, the contract with
David Bernstein, Vice-President and
Treasurer, has been extended for five
The proposed contracts provide for
compensation based in part upon a
years.
percentage
of Loew's
of the
combined annual
netshare
profits
of
Loew's Inc. and all subsidiaries, after reserves, interest, taxes, depreciation on the
Company's
properties
and after
deduction
of cumulative

CAST: Nikolai Simonov, Nikolai Cherkassov, F. Bogdanov, Alia Terasova, N. Lit- dividends on all present or future
vinov, I. Zarubina, M. Zahrov, Orlov, N.
preferred stock of Loew's, Inc. and
Tarkanov. Larikov, P. Kuznetzov, K. Gibch- after deduction of $2 per annum
man, A. Ryjanov, N. Latonina, V. Bobro- for each share of outstanding common stock (other than shares issued
volski, N. Safranova, N. Rochefort, V. Dobrovolski.
as a stock dividend) the last representing $2,612,424 per annum on the
CREDITS: A Lenfilm production; Director, Vladimir Petrov; Story, Alexei Tolstoy; common stock now outstanding.
Screenplay, Alexei Tolstoy and Vladimir
In his letter, Schenck states:
Petrov. Presented at the Cameo Theater
"It is my firm opinion that the
with
titles. Russian dialogue. and complete English
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

determining factor in the success of
a motion picture enterprise is the
man-power which operates it. In
harmony with that belief I have endeavored as president to obtain the
best men available in the industry

PHOTOGRAPHY,

"Snow White" Tops Year's
Biz at Coast Carthay
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

and to hold them firmly in the com}

pany'sifservice."
Happy New Year! if

Hollywood — "Snow White and the.
Stuart Doyle To Remain
Seven Dwarfs" finished its first week
In New York One Month
at the Carthay Circle Theater, ac-|
cording
to Manager
Ray
Deusern,
with grosses that make it the 1937
Stuart Doyle, here to negotiate a
leader.
franchise for United Artists product
"'Snow White' finished the first I in South Africa, has deferred his
week just $100 behind 'The Great departure for Australia, scheduled
Ziegfeld,' which held our theater's for Sunday, and will remain in New
record," says Deusern. "It forges York for a month, he announced yesahead of 'The Good Earth,' formerly
terday. Doyle said that serious discussions between himself and Arsecond
in ourthat
books."
He adds
50 per cent of the
thur
W.
Kelly,
head of the UA formatinee throngs and 75 per cent of
eign department, would not get unthe evening crowds are adults.
der way until next week.

ANSWERING THE
PANAY MAIL!
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer takes this means of
acknowledging a flood of thanks from its exhibitor friends. It was a privilege to be able to deliver
to each and every one of our newsreel accounts at
no extra cost to them the complete pictorial story
of the sinking of the U. S. S. PANAY in the
regular issue of M-G-M's NEWS

OF THE DAY.
t

.
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Headlines Trace Year's History of Industry
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Financial

Progress

in

Sharp

on

the

Inc., takes over assets
Pictures Corp.
Invincible, joins R-K-0

Bounty"

heads

1936

I

"Ten

Industry
Best." pays high silver jubilee tribute to
Adolph
Zukor at studio dinner.
Para sets $30,000,000
budget
for 1937-38.
Edward Colden rejoins Monogram as sales head.
RKO survey shows 600 theater gain in six
months.

The ambitious Samuel Goldwyn-Alexander Korda deal for control of United
Artists which, pending for months, finally

Columbia pays $200,000 for "You Can't Take
It with You," Kaufman-Hart hit.
Jack Barnstyn elected vice-president of Crand
National.

obstacles."

WB's
Broadway
play backing
sets record.
Martin
Johnson
dies of plane crash hurts.
CB status unchanged as regards any U. S. deal
as Ostrers sail for home.
Joseph M. Schenck proposes UA circuit recapitalization plan.
U. S. Court (at Wilmington, Del.) voids restrictive clauses in Erpi contract.
Richard Boleslawski dies.
Kirk M. Todd of Pittsburgh named to Grand
National
board.
Connecticut MPTO votes to join MPTOA.
Nathan Yamins re-elected president of Allied
States.
Flood waters
close theaters
in five states.
1936 foreign
revenue
new
high since '29-'30.
John Kennebeck, Para managing director in
Australia,
dies in Sydney.
Give-away
territory. "war" launched in greater New York
James B. Field, general counsel for KAO, dies.
Sol Wurtzel signs new seven-year 20th CenturyFox pact.
First theater divorce bill introduced in California legislature.
Thomas
P. Leach
elected
treasurer
of Pathe.
$1,566,214 in FHA loans to theaters in 12
months.

M.

H.
Aylesworth
Howard.

quits

RKO

for

Scripps-

Gene
Buck
re-elected
president
of Ascap.
World theaters jump, 8,150 to 95,379 in year.
Nat
Levine
resigns as president
of Republic
Productions.
Robert
Mochrie
resigns
as aide
to Crad
L.
Sears.
Educational
stockholders
okey reorganization.
Para names
Harry
Hunter
Australian
manager.
Warners adopts
rental plan for accessories.
Zukor
jubilee
drive
film
rentals
give
Para
high for last seven years.
$700,000 Stadium
offer for Orpheum
accepted.
16,421
of 18,818
U. S. theaters
are indies,
survey shows.
Elek John
Ludvigh,
former
Para head counsel,
dies.
Lou Berman
quits as Imperial
Pictures
general
manager.
State admission tax measures set new high.
Harry
M. Warner
receives
honorary
degree
at
Rollins College.
Name
Roy Haines
Warner
Eastern
sales head.
Manny Wolfe resigns as Para Studio story department head.
J. J. McCarthy, Hays ad counsel
head, dies on
Coast.
Sir Guy Standing
dies.
Harry Crandall,
pioneer Washington
exhib, dies.

MARCH

votes
passes

"Great
initial

collapsed in the face of "insurmountable
II

Executive
"reorganization"
of Universal,
with Nathan J. Blumberg named president;
vice R. H. Cochrane; William
Scully engaged as sales chief, vice James R. Grainger, and John E. Joseph
succeeding P. D.
Cochrane
as director of advertising, publicity and exploitation.

Ill

Resignation of Samuel J. Briskin as RKO
Radio production chief, with President Leo
Spitz temporarily filling in.
IV
RKO
Radio
reorganization
plan finally
approved by Special Master.
V
Jean Harlow
dies.
VI
Hollywood studio strike and extension of
organized labor movement to talent.
VII
British
Films
Bill
5.
grave '3concern
to U.

(Quota
Act)
gives
S. distributors, and

First bill to prohibit
protection
introduced
Minnesota.
MPTOA
members ask fast tempo stories.
Ed
Kuykendall,
other
MPTOA
officers,
elected.
$7,924,126

20th-Fox

'36

net more

than

in

re-

doubles

GB hold
Loew gets half of 20thwars on movie Fsotxar radio apipneg.
MPTO
ara
A
in Sydne ncesf.or
40 weeks
goes
Boat"
"Show
y
world
mark.
Studio contract list of 849 players sets record.
UFA
central
changes;
Nazis
set up new
film
trust.
K-A-0
reports a net profit of
1936.
Leo Spitz is named board
head
News.
Nate
Manheim,
"U's"
years, quits.
J. Geoge
Feinberg dies
$18,906,371
Eastman
John
Drinkwater
dies.'36
"U" posts.
Charles
E. Paine, Samuel
Broadway

Easter

week

foreign
in

Miami

net

$1,237,131
of RKO
head

biz

15

hospital.

reported

fill
up

cent.
Filmper industry
honors
Adolph
Zukor
at
York dinner.
Para to test divorce law constitutionality.

'30.
new
15-75
New

APRIL

Ziegfeld"
theater

best
divorce

Pandro
S. Berman
signs 3-year
contract
with
RKO.
Robert
Mochrie
joins UA
as southern
district
manager.
Joseph
P. Kennedy
named
as Maritime
Commission head.

with loss of $3,471 for '35.
RKO
1936.two-months net 10 times higher than in
Will Hays' MPPDA report pleads for selfregulation.
four studio unions receive 10 per cent wage
jump.
RCA will market

Loew's board authorizes new profit-sharing contracts with 11 executives: J. Robert Rubin, Edgar J. Mannix, Samuel Katz,
Alexander Lichtman, Benjamin Thau, Hunt
Stromberg, Bernard Hyman, Lawrence A.
Weingarten, Harry Rapf, Mervyn LeRoy.
IX
Mervyn LeRoy signs M-G-M pact, effecment.tive at the expiration of his Warner agree-

television transmitting ap-

paratus.
Name
Buck, Mills, Caesar, Bernstine, Fischer
as ASCAP
administrative commission.
House committee votes down Dickstein alienation bill.
Ralph
crash.Ince killed, wife hurt in England in auto
Whitford Drake succeeds Bloom as ERPI prexy.
Barney
Balaban
is elected
to FPC directorate.
Illinois supreme court rules bank
night illegal.
Austria
drops film levy.

Sylvester
Poli dies.
Courtland
Smith
and Jack Connolly
plan new
reel theater chain.
Roxy reorganization
plan receives okay.
Stuart Doyle sells interest in Australian circuit
FMPC
calls strike against
indie producers.
Jean Hjrlow dies.
L. Cowdin.
A. Woolams
named
assistant
to J. Cheevei
20th-Fox
declares
dividends
of $1,000,000.
Paramount budget up $10,000,000; plans 22 big
H.

M.
Warner
heads
pictures. pictures.
school

MPPDA

committee

on

Hollywood's strike ends as 3 unions vote peace.
British Board
proposes
drastic
quota
changes.
A. Pam
Blumenthal
joins Crand
National
a!
vice-president.
Paramount stockholders approved Adolph Zukor'
employment pact.
UA
theaters
buy
50%
interest
in Robb
6
Rowley circuit.
Joseph

H.

Hazen elected Warner

Brothers vice-

prexy.
X
Synchronization
ban action
is deferred
by the
American Federation of Music.
M. H. Aylesworth resigns as board chair- Wisconsin
anti-Ascap
bill signed
by governor.
man of RKO Radio and subsidiaries; Leo Al Boasberg dies on Coast.
Spitz succeeds him; Ned Depinet sub- Capt. P. C. Passman named head of General
Corp.
sequently named president of Pathe News; RKORegister
foreign billings up 400%
in 3 years.
Ralph Rolan, leaving The March of Time,
UMPTO
plans mass demonstration against Paramount
'37-'38
selling
terms.
joins RKO in executive post.
M-G-M
organizes
cartoon
department
as sepXI
arate unit.
"Buyers' strikes" in Philadelphia, Minne- Norman
Westwood,
former
Universal
managei
apolis, Boston, Los Angeles and Columbus
in China,
joins UA in similar post.
territories are amicably settled; U. S. Senate passes Doughton tax measure; admission
tax stays for 2 years.
Circuit Court subsequently rules UMPTO
Colin Clive dies in Hollywood.
"strike" a violation of anti-trust laws.
Paramount
re-elects
officers and executives
XII
First theater divorce law enacted in
JULY "show window" in
London. to build $1,250,000
North Dakota; Paramount launches legal Warners
Check-up reveals 37 pix on million dollat
attack on constitutional grounds.
1ATSE
to organize
theater
employees.
Fabian
reorg plan accepted
by court.
20th-Fox directors rename Sidney R. Kent prexy.
New Emil Jensen firm gets Artcinema story
rights.
MPTOA
membership
soars 900 in year.
Harry
vision.Warner says film biz will control teleCarl
staff.Laemmle,

Jr., to join MGM

production

Report
$6,012,250
as Paramount
net for '36.
Italy's Hollywood opens with Duce doing honors.
Ralph
Rolan
takes
Ampa's
presidency.

for

for

highest since

Machnovitch

impels
treaty. U. S. to ask that films be included
in the scope of the proposed British trade
VIII

MAY

Pathe

Technicolor net of $591,585 in 1936 compares

Harry
Arthur
circuit
in St. Louis
expansion
moves.
20% wage rise for Eastman Kodak.
New Radio Company (Transamerican) controlled
by WB.
25 re-issues, with 50,000 dates, sets record.
Robert Rosenthal, Para. Switzerland agent, dies.
$2,514,734
'36
profit four
times
1935
earnings. RKO
M. 1936
P. film.
Academy
North
Dakota
measure.

Relief

JUNE

vice-president of 20th

FEBRUARY
re
Cpo.,
atei
tha

Major

JANUARY
William Coetz named
Century-Fox.
Universal Pictures Co.,
of dissolved Universal
Maury M. Cohen folds
as associate producer.
"Mutiny

uit

Changes9

Gus
Schaefer
named
export
head.
Federated
crafts
call Universal's
strike at studios.
UA and Deutsch acquire 250 Donada (English)
theaters.
Producers meet actors' demands, avert strike.
Kuykendall suspends action on "10 point" plan.
Ben Kalmenson made WB's central district
manager; Robert Smeltzer mid-Atlantic district manager.
Alexander Korda arrives from England; assails
low grosses
of his productions.
Al Friedlander dies.
Carl Levi, district manager
for Loew's,
dies.
Recapitalization plan for UA theaters put into
effect.
Ned

E. Depinet

elected president of

Pathe

News,
succeeding
Court-land
Smith.
William
colour. Fox becomes associated with ChemiJack Connolly resigns as general manager of
Pathe News to join Smith; Frederick Ullman
succeeds.
George Canty named

Universal continental man-

Frank Donovan appointed Pathe News producager. tion manager.
Producers
set $26,000,000 for 1937-38
budget.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus re-elected Technicolor
president.
Goldwyn-Korda
deal for United Artists control
reported.
Allied States votes to set up film buying
combine.
Lester Thompson elected director of Advertising Advisory Council of the Hays organization.

budgets.
joins. leaves Condor; new finanGeorge cial
A. group
Hirliman

20th-Fox
Roxy
film franchise
approved.
Charles A. Leonard named new UA coast advertising representative.
Nat Levine joins M-G-M as producer on An
Duce extends Italo-U. S. film pact; sets no
limits.1.
gust
Name Walter Vincent as president of Republic.
Murray Silverman and George Archibald of UA
on Odeon's directorate.
Ed Alperson and other GN officers are re
elected.
1,500 new theaters in five years planned b
Soviets.
Farnsworth,
AT&T
sign tele agreement.
WB
boosts
English schedule
to 20 pix.
J. D. Trop made general manager of Harry
Sherman
Prod.
Paramount gets stay against Philadelphia buying strike.

AUGUST

Court
consummates
Fabian
reorganization
planj
Gabe York becomes head of MPPDA Advertising
Advisory Council's Coast office.
Para, and Loew close two-year New

York deal.!

Paramountgetgranted
Minneapolis
"strike."
Warners
stay instayPa. in chain
tax.
World
theater construction
in 13 months
cosl
Eastman
Kodak
reports 24-week
net of $11,$46,275,000.
U. 475,066.
S. Circuit Court of Appeals refuses to open
Biophone infringement suit.
Fred
J. Dempsey,
IATSE
secretary-treasurer;
dies at Ocean Bluff, Mass.; Lou Krouse sucGolden
ceeds. State and T. & D. circuits consolidate
Erpi studies proposal to dispose of its servicim
and parts business.
Ten anti-trust suits against AT&T,
Erpi and
WE are settled.
A. J. Balaban and Sam Myers form Community!
Theaters Co., Chicago.
CBS
announces
plans
for
television
program]
center
in Grand
Central
Terminal.
20rh-Fox will continue distribution of GB product in U. S.
Judge Dickinson in Philly
spiracy
and appealing.
injunction
strike";
Para

(Continued

on

Page

dismisses Para's corn
action
in "buyers]

11,

Col.

1)
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tESUME OF LEADING
EVENTS DURING 1937
(Continued from Page 10)

SEPTEMBER
:hnicolor contracts with five producers for
!8 colo pictures.
irner Brothers
plan two
million dollar pro;ram for 20 pix in England,
eon Circuit
(England)
plans television
instal ation in all houses.
New York pix houses stench bombed,
lumbia
directors
re-elected,
oort Vittori Mussolini Hal Roche's partner in
taly.
ors, writers and directors' guilds challenge
ATSE jurisdiction.
i hits grosses in various parts of U. S.
ied favors industry
code
plan,
nounce financing set on Korda-Goldwyn deal
or UA control.
htman
buys 10 Warner
theaters.
i Hodkinson resigns as CB's Coast
arge Weeks quits as CB sales head
G-M
announces
deal to produce
or General
Foods.
j Wertheimer named executive
loseph Schenck.
Columbia directors re-elected,
urt finds for government in Dallas

Ease.

head,
Nov. 1.
shows
aide

to

anti-trust

OCTOBER
only "A" pics in England — L. B.
KG-M
Aayer plans
says on return from trip abroad,
icational
reports profit of $168,056.
ijors planning
seven
series
of shorts
for
Schools.

lias court instructs for defendants in Frels
:ase.
bert Taplinger joins WB as studio press head.
glish renters abolish flat rentals on "A" pix.
profit on pictures
is $2,808,500;
losses on
traduction and distribution
$3,834,045.
ort Roach-Mussolini
firm dissolving,
lart Doyle
announces
production
setup
in
England
and
plans 100-house
circuit.
* Kuykendall on tour of West to discuss probems with exhibs.
A. Williford elected financial vice-president
if SMPE.
ird dimension sound exhibited at SMPE convention.
PE opposes Academy proposal to increase
ipertures.
,M DAILY survey shows cartoons best b.o.
horts.
JH. Lever of Prudential arrives with first reiort of Prudential's position in Korda-Goldvyn deal.
than Yamins says Allied ready to cooperate
n trade plan.
Iliam Pitt and James
Pergola,
Pathe
News
ameramen,
killed in plane crash near Utahyoming border.
150,000
offered
in Paramount
trustee
suit
settlement.
rge A. Hirliman
joins Republic
as assistant
Moe Seigel.
ve Selznick
reported
considering
deals with
C-M,
RKO
and Para,
ry conceives
16 mm.
newsreel
system,
rbert Wilcox
and RKO
set up 10-year
disribution contract.
znick-RKO deal fails tn materialize.
h-Fox 39-week net is $4,898,893.
glish film bill published;
adheres
to "White
Paper."
I M. Asher, Universal
producer,
dies.

NOVEMBER
nry
Briggs
and Trem
Carr join
Monogram
board.
m J. Briskin resigns as RKO
Radio
production head.
rtPTO
unanimousiy
votes Para settlement
in
Philly.
ra trustee
suit settlement
okayed
by court.
ssissippi supreme
court deflates
checker
tax
law.
.neral Electric applies for 4 television licenses.
trshel Stuart
resigns as Monogram
treasurer.
CA's 9-months'
net shows gain of 232%.
\%
admish
price jump
possible
—
J. M.
(Schenck.
! Adams
resigns Republic
advertising-publicity
post.
seph M. Schenck
says 20th-Fox
studio plans
no radio shows.
Paramount's
in Col. 4

3n ifflfcmartam
As 1937 draws to a close, the amusement industry pauses to pay a final
tribute to those affiliates in all branches whose deaths were recorded in the
12-month period. In this necrology, the more widely known personalities to
pass are given with place of death and date obituary was published in THE
FILM DAILY.
LOTTIE

BLAIR

PARKER,

author,

Neck, L. I. FD: 1-7
JAMES
O. SPEARING,
writer,
FD:
MARTIN

1-8
JOHNSON,

New

Great

EMMETT

York.

6-8.
FD:
6-7.
JEAN
HARLOW,

writer-producer,

Angeles.
FD: 1-14
RICHARD
BOLESLAWSKI,
wood. FD: 1-18
JOHN 1-18MINTURN,
actor,

Los

director,

Holly-

Hollywood.

FD:

general
managei
this Page)

F.

6-9.
MONROE

FLYNN,

director,

actress,

OWSLEY,

Hollywood.

actor,

MALCOLM
WILLIAMS,
FD: 6-12.
6-19.
AL

BOASBERG,

Hollywood.

Hollywood.

actor,

scenarist,

New

for the Orient, dies in N. Y. following stroke.
Jay David Blaufox succeeds Adams in Republic's
ad post.
Columbia's studio strike ends quickly.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., obtains release from M-G-M.
Sound
pix transmitted
over coaxial cable from
N. Y. to Philly.

FD:

Mervyn
effectiveLeRoyin

FD:

Warner-Lucky

York.

Hollywood.

FILM EVENTS OF 1937
TOLD IN HEADLINES

FD:

JOHN

KENNEBECK,
Para.
mgr.
in
tralia, Sydney.
FD:
1-23.
1-26
MARIE
PREVOST,
actress, Hollywood.

AusFD:

ADDISON

BURKHARDT,

writer-composer,

Hollywood.
FD: 1-27
FRASER COULTER, actor, Bay Shore,
FD:
WALLACE

1-27
SMITH,

scenarist,

FD: 2-3
SAMUEL SHIPMAN,

L. I.

Hollywood.

playwright, New

York.

FD: 2-10
ELEK JOHN LUDVIGH, Para, counsel, New
York.
FD: 2-18
PAUL 2-19GRAETZ,
actor,
Hollywood.
FD:
SIR

GUY

STANDING,

actor,

Hollywood.

FD: 2-25
J. J.
McCARTHY,
publicist,
Hollywood.
FD: 2-26
HUMPHREY
PEARSON,
writer,
Palm
Springs, Cal.
FD: 2-26
HARRY
M. CRANDALL,
exhibitor,
ington, D. C.
FD: 2-27
J.
MECHLING,

BERNARD

Wash-

exhibitor,

Zanesville, O.
FD: 3-6
HERMAN
SCHOENSTADT,
exhibitor,

York.
EDWARD

exchange

FD: 3-9
J. HORN, cameraman,

mgr.,

New

New

York.

FD:

4-5.
PATHE,

EMILE
Paris.

director,

film

Hollywood.

industry

Calif.
FD: 4-24.
CHARLES
D.
New
York.
FD:
WILLIAM
GILLETTE,
MRS.

COBURN,
4-28.
actor,

Conn.
FD: 4-30.
HARRY
L. CORT,
producer,

FD: 5-13.
CARL LEVI, Loew
FD:
JOHN

5-14.
B. CLYMER,

EVE

UNSELL,

GEORGE

scenarist,

WILLIAM

Hollywood.

FD:

Los

An-

exhibitor,

Nashville.

FD: 7-27.
A.
"DOC"
WILLAT,
film
executive,
Hollywood.
FD:
8-10.
8-13.
EDITH
WHARTON,
writer,
Paris.
FD:

ELLIS

PARKER

BUTLER,

writer,

Housa-

tonic, Conn.
FD: 9-14.
NICHOLAS AMOS, SR., exhibitor, Omaha.
FD: 9-17.
OSGOOD
PERKINS,
actor,
Washington,
9-23.
D.C.
FD:
9-22.
RUTH
ROLAND,
actress,
Hollywood.
FD:
HENDERSON,
10-4.
A.

publicist,

MORIARITY,

Athens.
film

FD:

producer,

Hollywood.
FD:
10-12.
THOMPSON
BUCHANAN,
writer,
Louisville. FD: 10-16.
REGINALD
C.
BARKER,
director,
Hollywood. FD: 10-25.
E. M.10-30.
ASHER,
producer,
Hollywood.
FD:
WINTHROP
Boston.
HORACE

G.

AMES,

theatrical

FD:
11-4.
MORTIMER,
wood. FD: 11-9.

producer,

publicist,

Holly-

TOM

COCHRANE,
Para,
gen'l
mgr.
in
Orient, New York.
FD: 11-10.
11-16.
FRANK
LOSEE,
actor,
New
York.
FD:

actress,
Hartford,
New

LESLIE

CARTER,

Monica.
FD:
DEXTER
FELLOWS,
Miss.
FD:
RALPH
LEWIS,
12-7.
J.

J. 12-14.
COTTER,

DAN

HEENAN,

11-29.
actor,

office

circuit mgr., New

York.

GEORGE
lix

exhibitor,
WoodConn.
FD:
6-2.

Hattiesburg,
FD:

Chicago.

FD:

mgr.

for

Philadelphia.
FD:
12-22.
22.
HEALY,
actor,
Hollywood.

York.

12-

writer, Hollywood.

FD:

former
York.

Para.-PubFD:
12-23.

MARQUIS,
playwright-author,
York. FD: 12-30.
MEYER
COHEN,
industry
pioneer,
FD: 12-31.

Peerless,
FD:

E. AKERSON,
executive,
New

DON

Santa

Hollywood.

exhibitor,

New

Hollywood.

actress,

11-16.
publicist,

12-23.
PIERRE
COLLINGS,

scenarist,

FD:

C.

TED

FD:
5-25.
SYLVESTER
Z.
POLI,
mont-on-the-Sound,

FDj

Hollywood.

composer,

SUDEKIN,

York.

distributor,

Hollywood.

actress,

GERSHWIN,

Lon-

geles. FD: 7-12.
KEENE
THOMPSON,
scenarist,
Hollywood.
FD:
7-13.
FRANK
MONROE,
actor, Bay Shore, L I.
FD:
7-21.

MRS.

RALPH
INCE, director, London.
FD: 4-13.
FILOTEO
ALBERINI,
pioneer
film inventor, Rome. FD: 4-15.
ARTHUR E. CAREW, actor, Santa Monica,

AL

HELEN7-1. LOWELL,
7-18.

playwright,

pioneer,

FD: 4-7.

FD:
5-7.
FRIEDLANDER,

COLIN

BERNARD

exhibitor,
Seattle.
FD:
3-20.
J. G.
FEINBERG,
exhibitor,
Minneapolis.
FD: 3-25.
JOHN
DRINKWATER,
playwright,
London. FD: 3-26.
T. ROY
actor,
Hollywood.
FD:
3-31. BARNES,
LAEMMLE,

M.
BARRIE,
don. FD: 6-21.
CLIVE,,
actor,

Chi-

FD: 3-11
CHARLES
A. SWANSON,
exhibitor,
Everett, Wash. FD:
3-19.
HARRY
CLARK
(BOBBY)
ROBERTSON,

EDWARD

JAMES
6-26.

RAY

cago. FD: 3-8
P. SKELLY,

JOSEPH

SIR

New
Dallas.

signs
long-term
February.
Strike

air show

M-G-M

pact,

set.

Northwest
Allied drops
Para "buyers'
British industry badly split over quota
Columbia
770 net. annual . report to SEC shows
RCA assigns Ralph
development.
Newstrictions.
British

air

vernment
reports admission
tax receipts
up
•15% for fiscal year, 1936-37.
mm. school plan to be restricted to year-old
:;horts.
Iph Rolan resigns as vice-president of March
>f Time
to join ad post with
RKO
Radio.

Cochrane,
(Continued

11

trade

Ambassdaor
to seek
Maurice
Conn.

A.

Beal

pact
77B

to direct
may

ease

strike."
act.
$1,317,television

quota

re-

reorganization,

says

Nebraska
fights to uphold
anti-Ascap
statute.
Stockholders
retain Fducational's
board.
cent 11 jump.
UA's
weeks'
cash
intake
shows
131
per
William
Bacher
quits Metro;
air arbiter.
"A
Thpater
C'rcuit
re-elects
cut 40%.
RKO
reorg plan gets O.K.;
W»rner

net

for

year

show

Louis

K.

Sidney,

directors.
Rockefeller

$2,698,870

claim
jump

Frank
Capra
and Columbia
effect peace
$5,876,182.
20th-Fox
new
industry
sales record
for
reported to be $1,800,000.

to
pact.
week

DECEMBER
Universal board names Nathan J. Blumberg
president, R. H. Cochrane, chairman of the
executive committee, and William A. Scully,
general sales manager.
Newark
charges. theater sues majors on anti-trust
Ottavia Prochet succeeds Dr. A. H. Giannini as
member of "U" voting trust.
Rename
Joseph
Schenck
to UA
Circuit
posts.
Screen
NLRB writers'
hearing. status is issue at Washington
"Full obligations" met in James R. Grainger
Universal pact settlement.
Erpi servicing business passes to Altec Corp.,
headed by L. W. Conrow.
Jeff H. Lazarus named Paramount executive
producer; A. M. Botsford and Bogart Rogers
become
assistants
to William
LeBaron.
C. L. Carrington to serve Altec Corp. as general manager; Bert Sanford, Jr., named director of sales.
Charles B. Paine quits "U" post as assistant to
Perelman
president.(Philly) duals case decision is again
reserved by Circuit Court of Appeals.
Frank
Gillmore
resigns as Equity
prexy.
Louis
with Weinberg
Columbia. turns down "U" post, stays
UA Goldwyn-Korda deal collapses; Dr. A. H.
Giannini stays as prexy.
A. H. Blank silver jubilee dinner draws film
notables to Des Moines.
Warners planning to enter wired radio field,
acquiring control of Muzak Corp.
Louis B. Mayer, Al Lichtman, Edward J. Mannix, Sam Katz and Benjamin Thau sign new
MGM
pacts.
Selznick-Metro deal collapse is reported.
manager.
Appoint E. K. O'Shea M-G-M eastern district
Si Albany.
Fabian testimonial calls picture execs, to
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals (at Philadelphia) grants Paramount a permanent writ
in the UMPTO
buyers' strike case.
George L. Bagnall, assistant Para, treasurer and
executive studio manager, is Mocted company
vice-prexy.
U. S. Senate Finance Committee head favors
retention
of admissions
tax.
P. D. Cochrane resigns at Universal; John E.
Joseph to succeed.
Dr. Herbert Kalmus reveals Technicolor may
establish labs, in Italy, France and Germany.
Jock Whitney sees Metro-Selznick deal as
certain.
U. S. asks Britain to include films in scope
of proposed new trade pact.
Screen Writers' Guild re-elects Dudley Nichols
president.
Joseph
Weil resigns Universal post.
Loew's extends contract of David Bernstein,
vice-prexy
and treasurer,
for five years.
Option held by Atlas Corp. to purchase RCA
holdings
in RKO
extended
six months.
Local 306 renames Joseph D. Basson president
for fni'rth
term.

(Continued on Page 20, Col. 4)
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REPORT 20TH-F0X MAY
TAKE LONDON THEATER

The Foreign Field
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London (By Cable)— With Warners building their own "show window" here on the site of historic
Daly's, it is reported on Wardour
Street that 20th Century-Fox also
is contemplating a "show window"
move. Theater mentioned is the
Gaumont, in Haymarket. The
American company is said discussing a deal for the house with Gaumont British.

♦

News

Flashes

rrom

All

India's Ban on Pictures

Bombay — -Of the motion pictures
whose showing in India has been
agitated against by the Motion Picture Society of India only "India
Speaks" has been banned, and the
ban against that picture extends
throughout the British Empire. Agitation against other pictures, it is
if Happy New Year! if
stated, was based by the M. P. SocAmerican Films in Lead
iety of India upon reports concerning the films published in European
in Germany and Hungary newspapers,
without the productions
having been seen by members of the
Berlin
(By
Cable)— Of the 136 Society. As a counter-move to furmotion pictures shown in Germany
ther agitation against foreign picduring the first 10 months of the
tures, representatives of the film inyear, 33 were of American
origin, j
dustry in England, both foreign and
Other imports were:
from Austria] Indian, will hereafter be admitted
11; from France six; from Czecho- to active membership in the Bombay
slovakia three; from England two; jBoard of Film Censors. Other films
from
Hungary
two, and one each
from
Italy,
Poland
and
Sweden, jagitated against were "The Charge
German
productions
shown
during of the Light Brigade", "Elephant
Boy", "Lives of a Bengal Lancer"
the same period were 55.
pn'! "Kid Millions," none of which
have been banned.
Budapest (By Cable) — During the
first ten months of the current year,
163 motion pictures were shown in French Films in Cuba
Hungary. Of this number 78 were
Havana — In four years the importation of French films into Cuba has
imported from America, 26 were
Hungarian, four Hungarian dubbed increased by almost 250 per cent.
in German, 25 German, 10 French, In 1934-35, five French productions
seven Austrian, six English, three were imported; in 1935-37, seven, in
Czechoslovakian, two Polish, one 1936-37, 11, and for the current reSwiss and one Italian.
leasing season, 17.
if Happy New Year! if
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Von Stroheim in French Film
Loew's London Theaters
Paris — Erich von Stroheim is makReports Gain In Cash
ing another appearance in French
Montreal — Loew's London Theaters finished the year with $67,000
cash on hand, compared with $38,592 at the end of the fiscal year,
Aug. 26, President M. Aylesworth
informed shareholders at the annual meeting. Chance for dividend
on the common was remote as the
preferred dividend is four years in
arrears, he informed a shareholder.
The company serves the cinemagoers of London, Ont.
if Happy New Year! if

Europe's Largest Theater

London (By Cable) — The Gaumont State Theater, Kilburn, just
opened, is claimed to be the largest
theater in Europe. It seats 4,000,
cost $1,000,000 and has an entrance
hall 230 feet deep.
if Happy New Year! if

"China
Strikes Back" Booked
Garrison Films announces that
Century Circuit has booked "China
Strikes Back" in 12 houses.

lett
1WJ

con
ate
fin

SOl(

Fre
sta

Fair Exchange
Ft. Worth, Tex. — Robert O'Donohoe,
manager of the Majestic Theater; and
Charles Carden, publicist at the Worth
Theater, have swapped jobs at their
request. Both theaters are part of
Interstate
Circuit's
group
here.

SUPPER SHOW FILMS

DAILY-

films. He is prominent in the cast
of "L' Affaire Lafarge" which Pierre
Chenal is directng with Marcelle
Chantal and Pierre Renoir in the
leading roles.

7,500 More Seats for London
London — Three new theaters just
opened in London suburbs, the Granada, Clapham (Bernstein circuit),
the Odeon,
Acton
(Odeon
circuit),

Parts

of

the

Globe

♦

♦

FOR BRITAIN'S INNS?

London (By Cable) — Film entertainment along with the suppe:
shows
in licensed inns in the Lonand the Regal, Putney (an ABC
don area is a probability for th;
house) give the city nearly 7,500
near future. Innkeepers are soon t :
more seats for film patrons.
be circulated with a letter settin;;
forth the advantages to be derive!
U. S. Musicals in India
from such films shows. The lette1
Bombay — The appeal of foreign will offer a talkie show of approximusical pictures in India is limited,
mately two hours in length, with inmainly because the majority of Intervals for other forms of entertain
dians are not conversant with Eu- ment to suit the requirements o:
ropean music. Such American mus- the inn-keeper.
Films have already been shown in
ical pictures as "Swing Time", "Born
to Dance", "Gold Diggers of 1937", licensed inns in West Ealing and i;
"Three Smart Girls", "Maytime", is stated that the managers of i
"When You are in Love" and "Shall number of roadhouses are considerWe Dance" have enjoyed satisfacing giving film entertainment alon;,
tory and profitable runs in Bombay,
with their supper shows. If th:
while "Stage Struck", "The Gay scheme proves profitable, it is unDesperado", "The Dancing Pirate",
derstood that it will be extended t
"Champagne Waltz." "That Girl from the provinces.
Paris" and "The King and the ChoThe originator of the scheme, lit,
rus Girl" have made a lesser, but
Isleworth, Middlesex, instill fair, profit. The latter list is Barnetttends toof
make a start by employin :
good for a week's run in Bombay,
the former for two weeks. Many portable projectors. He has the assurance of the Middlesex Countothers shown here are worth a three
Council that no objection can b;
days' run, but under renting condi- raised to the free showing of nontions are booked for a week and
their returns have consequently not inflammable films at inns and tha'
been satisfactory.
further, the Council is not concerned with the method used in irviting the public to attend such entertainment. Before orders are acMex.
Films a la "Westerns"
Mexico City — Plans for the early
cepted, premises will be tried ou'
production of a series of three charro free of charge,
for acoustical qualities.
pictures along the lines of the American Western yarn are disclosed to
if Happy New Year! if
The Film Daily by Jose Bohr. They
French
Prize Films
call for Emilio Fernandez to star in
all three of them. There is a possiParis (By Cable) — The grand prii
bility of the star himself megaphon- for a motion picture was awarde:
ing the entire series. Bohr is now at the International Exposition i
casting about for a suitable type to
Paris to the French feature, "L;
play
the feminine lead opposite Fer- Mort du Cygne", produced and d
nandez.
rected by Jean Benoit-Levy who wa?
Drops Two Newsreel Theaters also the producer of "La Mateinelle". First prizes for a short sut'
London — Capital and Provincial ject went to J. C. Bernard fci
News Theaters has withdrawn from "Metamorphose", Maurice Clocbi
operation of the Cinenews theaters for "Symphonie Classique", and ,
at Portsmouth and Tooting, which
proved financially unsuccessful. The C. Bernard for "L'Effort Algerian1
Jean Painleve and Dr. Commando'
properties have been sub-leased.
won first prizes for scientific short!

U. S. Pix Lead in Greece,
Seven English Features
To Be Produced in Italy
With Percentage of 71.3

— Painleve with "Voyage dans '.
Ciel" and Dr. Commandon wit'
"Phagoyse".
if Happy New Year! if

Duke Orders Tele Set
Athens (By Cable)— Of the 338
talking motion pictures shown in
Greece from October, 1936, to May,
1937, 241, or 71.3 per cent were of
American origin — practically the
same percentage as for the preceding year. Germany was second with
60 pictures, France next with 25.
A large percentage of the American pictures shown were dubbed in
French, although practically all of
the "action" films distributed to the
popular-price theaters were in the
original English. Some of the higher type of productions were shown
alternately in English and Frenchdubbed, with very little variation in
box-office receipts.

London (By Cable) — Seven English pictures will be produced at the
new Tirrenia studios in Italy, according to a deal just consummated
by Signor Foranzo, head of Tirrenia, and Mario Zampi, producer
of Two Cities Films, Ltd., of London. The first, "Thirteen Men and
a Gun," went into production this
week, with H. Marion Crawford
playing the lead. Titles of the other
six are: "At Midnight the Seventh,"
"Source of Irritation," "The Golden
Cup," "Ladies in Waiting," "Surrender of Fifi" and "Byron in Italy."
Arrangements have also been completed for distribution of six of the
pictures
with Sound City Distributors.

London (By Cable)— The Duke cl
Sutherland will probably be th;
first private individual to own oil
of the new Baird television se£fi
which project a picture on a screer
8 ft. by 6 ft. He intends installing
his set at Sutton Place, his hoiH
near Guildford, Surrey.

1

Raps
Quebec Censors
Montreal — Film censorship in the
province of Quebec is condemned as
"illogical, inconsistent and unintelligent" by Prof. H. D. Brunt, head of
the department of English at Macdonald
College. Prof. Brunt charges the present censorship "destroys the sense of
whole

pictures."
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The Butterworth brain is sure working fine

See next page!
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Typical audience cards*
from Oakland, California
preview of "Every Day's
A Holiday"!
* These cards not specially selected,
Audience reaction 100% favorable.
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HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD
Berkeley to Direct Dances
"DUSBY
BERKELEY
is slated to
direct the dance numbers of "Gold
in Paris," which Warner
Diggers
Bros,
has scheduled to start shooting on Jan. 15. Ray Enright will
direct the picture. Berkeley will begin rehearsing the elaborate numbers for "Gold Diggers" as soon as
he completes direction of "Men Are
Such Fools" next month at Warners.
T

»

T

David Miller Assigned
David Miller, who recently returned from Europe, will direct
"Modeling for Money" for M-G-M.
Since he returned he has directed
"Prudence Penny's Party" in Technicolor, sequence to "Prudence PenT
▼
T
ny."
"Bobby Breen" for Turf
A thoroughbred owned by Mrs.
Herbert Pagel, owner of "Bisquick,"
will be christened "Bobby Breen"
Jan. 1 at Santa Anita, and will bear
that name during the remainder of
his racing career.

• • •
Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 182 • • •
IRVING BERLIN. Twentieth Century-Fox song writer. Born Israel Baline in
' Teuman, Russia, the son of a rabbi. At six, sang in the choir at his father's
New York synagogue. His father died when he was 12 and he then was
forced to sell newspapers and sing in East Side bar rooms to make a living.
At the age of 14, became a singing waiter in "Nigger Mike's" in New York's
Chinatown. First song, which failed to sell more than a few copies,
was titled "Marie from Sunny Italy." Undiscouraged, continued to compose
until he wrote "My Wife's Gone to the Country," instantaneous success. In 1911 wrote
"Alexander's Ragtime Band." He still considers
it his favorite song. Shortly afterward, became
a partner in Watterson, Berlin and Snyder. In
World War, he was an infantry sergeant at
Camp Upton. Then opened his own music publishing firm, Irving Berlin, Inc. First musical
show was "Watch Your Step," 1915. Wrote
musical score for three "Ziegfeld Follies," four
"Music Box Revues," "Face the Music" and "As
Thousands Cheer." Among his song hits are
"Oh How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning,"
"When I Lost You," "When I Leave the World
Behind," "What'll I Do?" "All Alone," "Remember," "Don't Wait Too Long," "At Peace
with the World," "Always," "Because I Love
You," "Russian Lullaby," "Cheek to Cheek."

Screen Play by Natteford
Jack Natteford has been signed
do the screen play on the first SmBallew-Lou
Gehrig
picture
wh
goes into production on Jan. 20. Eft
Taylor to direct.
No title
▼
▼
T as yet. \
"Give Me a Sailor" for Para.
"Give Me a Sailor," a musi
in which Martha Raye, Bob Ho
the Army, Navy and Marine Co;

s

will
share honors,
has been sched^
put ' '
Paramount's
production
with a March
14 starting da
are
the and
screenplay.
Doris writing
Anderson
Henry Elli
Myin"
Nugent
will direct "Give
Mest
Sailor."
j™
Paramount will produce m<*s
than a dozen musical romances ajs
musical comedies during the cc?s
ing year, the list including "ArtP"
and
Modelsofof 1939,"
1938," the
"TheVicF"
Broadcast
Herbert story, "Sheik to Shei;o
"En&enada," "Harmony for Threi"Paris Honeymoon," "Desert Mo<e,
and others.
r,
▼
T
T
"We Roll" to Republic

Revel. It gives these tunesters an
Paul toSnell
has sold
his story, '"
average of one song a week for the Roll,"
Republic
Pictures.
Lou Gehrig on the Way
past three years — a successful song
a week. Four of their songs are in
Lou Gehrig is en route to HollyWhytock, Aid to Lesser
wood, from New York, by auto to Temple to sing in "Rebecca of "Love and Hisses," two in "Rebecca
Grant Whytock,
formerly
asse
play a role in the next Smith Bal- Sunnybrook Farm," at 20th Cen- of Sunnybrook Farm," two in "Sal- tant to Eddie Small, has been sigry
lew picture, as yet untitled, to be
tury-Fox, hangs up a song-writing
ly, Irene and Mary" and the theme as assistant to Sol Lesser. u
record for Mack Gordon and Harry song for "In Old Chicago."
made by Principal Productions.
t

▼

▼

"Improved
Moral Commended
Tone"
In Films
Oklahoma City — A letter commending the movie industry for the
"improvement in moral tone" of
pictures but criticising it for numerous whiskey scenes has been signed
by 19 local ministers. It is addressed
to Will Hays and was circulated
among the 40 ministers who attended the election meeting of the Oklahoma City Ministers' Alliance.
The letter pointed out many of
the drinking scenes in moving pictures tended to "falsify life" and
said the "improvement in the moral
tone" of pictures was indicative the
movie industry is willing to assume
the responsibility it carries.

Gordon-Revel Record
"An Old Straw Hat," a catchy
novelty song written for Shirley

Panay Newsreels Attract
Overflow N. Y. Audiences
(Continued from Page 1)

in tensely dramatic editions of Fox
Movietone News and News of the
Day, the first newsreel clips to be
shown in the Metropolitan area.
The uncensored films were seen by
overflow crowds that formed long
lines in front of many houses. Both
newsreel companies had more than
200 prints on screens by last night
in the Metropolitan area, with Fox
showing in 225 theaters by late
afternoon.
At press time last night, both
companies had over 800 prints in
transit via plane and train to all
parts of the eastern seaboard, it
•k Happy New Year! ir
was reported. News Of The Day
had a preview showing at their ofNathanson Gives Bonus
fices early yesterday morning before
Montreal — Employes of Famous the reel was released publicly, and
Players Canadian Corp. received an Namiji Itabashi, secretary to Consul
extra week's salary as a holiday General K. Wakasugi, and Kenichi
bonus, N. L. Nathanson, Toronto, Moriwake, of the Consulate staff, atpresident of the company, antended the showing. Rear Admiral
nounced.
Reginald Belknap U.S.N, (retired)
was also a spectator.
Both reels were highly dramatic
Get the Hose!
in their presentation, with Lowell
Thomas narrating on the Fox reel
Athens (By Cable) — Athens police
had to call on the fire department
and Jean Paul King commenting on
to man hose and disperse movie fans
the News of the Day reel. Both
besieging the Orpheum Theater here on
commentators give tensely gripthe first Sund3y of the engagement
ping narrations, and the newsreels
of Warners' "The Life of Emile Zola."
Pix set an all-time record.
have been edited excellently. There
are men, bombs, bullets, refugees,

Fox Intermountain Adds
Three New Film Hous
London (By Cable) — Notables of

"Lady X" for Charity

English social and diplomatic circles will attend the world premiere
of Merle Oberon's first starring picture in Technicolor, "The Divorce of
Ladyter in X,"
at the
New 6.Odeon
TheaLondon
on Jan.
The film,
an
Alexander Korda production, was
selected for the charity premiere
given annually to aid the Westminster Hospital.
wounded and dying, a sinking ship
and war in grim reality depicted
for the audiences. The slow sinking of the Panay and the grim fighting spirit of the American crew
that stuck to their guns and their
ship until it started to sink, are
the dramatic highlights of the pix,
and the return of the crew to
Shanghai bearing their dead comrades provides an emotional climax that left audiences grimly silent, after they had cheered the
crew during their ordeal, on the
ship and ashore, until they reached
safety. Eric Mayell, crack cameraman of Movietone News, photographed the footage which both
newsreels are showing.
Metropolitan newspapers yesterday canvassed audiences for reaction to the Panay newreels and
found marked anti-Japanese sentiment manifested by many movieday.
goers, according to stories featured
prominently in late editions yester-

Denver — Two Fox houses hi
been opened in the territory, w
another coming up the first of 1
year, making three theaters adc
to the Fox Intermountain string
A 200-seat house has been oper
at Climax, Colo., to be managed
Bob Nelson, who also is manaj
at Leadville,
Colo.
The
Clim
house operates two nights a wee
Valley,
a 400-si
de AtluxeSunhouse
has Idaho,
been built
by 1
Union Pacific Railroad. Modern
every respect, the house has b<
named the Sun Valley Opera Hou
and is equipped to run rushes
pictures being shot in the vicini
Ed Conahan, assistant at the I:
Denver, has been sent to Sun Val
as manager.
At Pocatello, Idaho, a new hou
the Chief, will be opened on Jan.
It will seat 1,200.

Prenatal Casting
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
Hollywood's
oddest
ing will be— that
of a baby
notcastyet
born, for the role of Louis Charles,
Dauphin of France, in Hunt Stromberg's production of "Marie Antoinette,"
which will star Norma Shearer. Several prospective mothers are being
picked to provide motion pictures with
its youngest actor, who will have only
one "take" in the historical drama.

THE

FILM
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THEATERS
• CONSTRUCTION
• MODERNIZATION
• MAINTENANCE

A(ROESCHELL DRAFTS
EXPANSION PROGRAM
Ult Chicago — Robert A. Kroeschell,
tr0 ad of Kroeschell Engineering Co.
js lieh specializes in research, defl]nlopment, manufacture, sale and
j„gitallation of air-conditioning apsenratus for film theaters, reports
cor,re that volume business transstated by the company during 1937
( s necessitated the immediate
mc inching of a comprehensive expainsion program.
cla Recently, this firm added to its
na pert personnel
several top-flight
le\ "-conditioning engineers, and on
a semi[h< n. 1, will inaugurate
e,t n-chandising
organization
which
its 11 exclusively handle and install
factory built air-conditionjntf
not? ndard
products in the Chicago zone. |
u.st Kroeschell
announced
that
his
Anpany, which a short time ago
imelpanded its facilities by taking on
Ve^ entire additional floor on the
/netemises it occupies at 215 West
jmaitario St., here, will also open on
/Grin. 1 a branch in Indianapolis.

fit Old English
Detroit — Old English architecture is
being adopted by Bennett and Straight,
theatrical architects, for new 500-seat
house to be built for J. C. Peck at
Fenton, Mich. House will be opposition to Peck's own Rowena Theater,
which he cannot enlarge as planned
because
of lack of available
ground.

Century Circuit Signs
RCA's Service Contract

J. R. Springer, treasurer of the
Century theater circuit, has signed
a contract with RCA Photophone
for the servicing and maintenance
of the sound reproducing equipment
in the chain's 23 theaters, it was
disclosed today by Edward C. Cahill, RCA Photophone service manthe circuit's
houses,
which ager.
are Manyallof located
in Brooklyn
and Long Island, are equipped with
sound apparatus other than Photophone.
Cahill previously announced the
signing of a service contract for the
47 houses of the Randforce theater
circuit. Both contracts were negotiated by Bernard Sholtz, the
wit
company's theater sales executive
riyilndianapolis — Establishment of at 411 Fifth Ave.
important branch office located
the Electric Building, 25 Mon- Petersen Circuit Will
hent
Circle,
in this
city, is
Construct Two More
*nounced
by the Kroeschell
EnPrf leering
Co., prominent
theater
San Francisco — Petersen Theater
ing
s
ate
"° --condition
en
Branch contractor
will be in and
charge
Circuit, operators of several houses
thi leers.
-■— rFelix
en.x. Koster.
ausi,ci.
in Northern California, will conI h This company holds the exclusive
struct two more theaters in the terln£mchise for Westinghouse airritory, to be ready early in spring.
an< nditioning equipment in IndianapHouses
are to be located in Cons and large surrounding territory
cord and Brentwood, where Peterwell as the Chicago zone headsen already has small theaters, and
iarters.
both will seat approximately 800.
Mi< Koster, who will direct the In-

l
|tit
by

(Continued

on

Page

18)

New Negro Theater

t'o

i- hi
Set

6
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cMotionPidure Engineers

'Jf.

Complete Repair Service
£*. Studio Equipment
Laboratory
Writers. Developers .Animating. Cameras. Etc
362 W. 45" ST. NYC.

•— '

CIRCLE

New Orleans — Milton Starr and
associates operating under the name
of the Bijou Amusement Co., have
opened the second of their Negro
theaters here. It is the Ace, which
occupies the site of the old Othello
and which has been completely renovated. Other Bijou house is the
Palace.
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Columbus, 0.— New $75,000, 8001,000-seat Cleve Theater at 18th
and Cleveland Aves., is expected to
be in operation about March 15.
Contract for building has been
awarded
tion Co. to the F. & Y. ConstrucImported Belgian curved glass
block will be used in the central
motif, which will be flood-lighted
from the interior. Front will also
feature curved and straight terra
cotta in Naples yellow and Antwerp
blue, with black structural glass as
the base. Building will be brick
and steel, with chrome finish ornamental iron and terrazzo vestibule,
lobby, and toilet room floors.
The marquee will be modern, of
porcelain enamel and stainless steel,
and will have three fronts. It will
be equipped with Adler changeable
letters and double line ruby red neon
channel letters four feet high for
the name. Exterior corner displays
will be visible from almost any angle. The ticket-booth will be of
angular glass block. All door pushbars and kick-plates will be of
alumilited aluminum, specially designed by the Cast Aluminum Push
Bar Co. of Columbus.
Interior will be air-conditioned
and the walls will be completely
covered with damasque and velour
of a modern design. Indirect lighting will be employed and the newest projection and sound equipment
will be installed.
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Washington — Fred S. Kogod and
Max Burka have made application
for a permit to build a new picture
house at 1315-31 H St. N.E. The
project will cost approximately
$130,000 with four stores included.
The architect will be John J. Zink.
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St. Augustine, Fla. — The only pix
studios especially designed for underwater motion pictures have just
been completed at Marineland, St.
Augustine, at a cost of approximately $500,000. Built by Marine
Studios, of which W. Douglas Burden, a trustee of the American
Museum of Natural History, New
York, is president, these gigantic
aquaria are the largest ever built.
Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney,
who is a director of Selznick International Pictures, Inc., is chairman
of the board. The other officers
are Miss Lillian Koehler, secretary,
and Ralph H. Poole, Jr., comptroller. The directors, in addition to
Whitney, Burden and Poole, include
Ward Cheney, Nicholas S. Ludington, Sherman Pratt and Albert G.
Redpatch.

New $100,000 Pix House
Projected for Lancaster
Lancaster, O. — Leo Kessel, president of the Palace Theater Corp.,
announced that arrangements have
been completed for the construction
of a new $100,000 movie house, to
start at the first of the year.

Sampson Plans Another

Detroit — Plans have been announced by George W. Sampson,
former owner of the Dawn Theater,
for the spring construction of a new
theater, the Joy, to be located in
St. Clair Shores.

Theater for Brown City

Detroit — New theater at Brown
City, Mich., at present without a
theater, is planned for C. E. Erb.
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• FURNISHINGS
TECHNICAL
SUPPLIES

Supply Biz Up 20%
Detroit — Increase of 20 per cent in
business for the year is estimated by
Oliver Theater Supply, Inc., through
Ernest Forbes, manager. Increase was
in all lines.

Drew in Eastern Sales
Post for Motiograph

CROSS CARBON SAVERS
FOR SAENGER HOUSES
Detroit — The Cross Carbon Saver,
manufactured by the Cross Machine
Shop here, is being installed by theaters of the Saenger Circuit, centering in New Orleans.
A new attachment has been just
brought out by the company, known
as the Carbon Facing Table. This
faces up the end of the carbon as
now salvaged and trues up the ends
when the two ends are brought toa perfect
bon for gether,
use making
in the
machine.true car-

Appointment of Thomas P. Drew
as representative covering the Eastern States for Motiograph, Inc., is
announced from the company's Chicago headquarters. In 1929, he severed his connection as customs
representative in London under the
U. S. Treasury Dept. to become
These are also being supplied to
sales manager of Western Electric
Co., Ltd., of England, and remained previouschineusers
the Cross
Mawithout of
additional
charge,
in that post for five years when he said.
Wallace
Cross,
general
manager,
resigned to become vice-president
and general manager of General
Registry Corp. in New York. At
one time he was a theater owner in
England.
Birge, GE Vice Prexy
Schenectady — Nathan R. Birge,
Six Air-Conditioned
assistant to the president of the
Chicago — The Commonwealth General Electric Co. since 1927, has
Edison Co., through K. C. Porter, been elected a vice-president of the
reports six air-conditioning jobs in- company, it has been announced by
stalled during the past month in President Gerard Swope. Birge will
Chicago.
be located in Schenectady.
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KROESCHELL DRAFTS
1937,
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®
®
SERVICE
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■■
Al
EXPANSION PROGRAM
Adi=l™™Theaters
Vi«"
YEARS FOR PERElRASl
struments to measure the complex characteristics of a sound system,
(Continued from Page 16)

Chicago — Pereira & Pereira, theater architects, report that several
film houses planned by their organization are under construction,
among them the Rembusch Theater
at Ehvood, Ind., seating 1,200 and
featuring an unusual balcony and a
unique lobby. House will be under
personal management of Truman
Rembusch.
The United Theaters are rushing
work on the Vogue Theater from
Pereira plans. This house will have
a novel combination lobby and foyer and will seat 1,400.
H. and E. Balaban circuit's Esquire Theater will be l-eady in about
90 days, according to latest reports,
and, when completed, will be the
outstanding
Gold Coast. theater of Chicago's

dianapolis territory activities, has
been active in the design, engineering and sale of such equipment with
the Kroeschell personnel for the
past 17 years. He was for many
years connected with the Theater
Division of the Brunswick-Kroeschell
Co. and later with the New York
office of the Carrier Corp. He has
Thirdly, adequate stocks must be maintained at key points through- held various key positions with the
out the country, of repair and replacement parts as are required for the Kroeschell Engineering Co. since its
normal maintenance and operation of the reproduction system. Altec organization.
The Indianapolis organization
Service Corporation, for example, maintains emergency stocks in fortywill, it is stated, be thoroughly
two key cities.
to undertake air-conditionFourth, all inspectors in a service organization must be trained en- equipped
ing work of any type or magnitude,
gineers with years of intimate experience in servicing theater equip- and will include an experienced theater service department.
ment. Trouble prevention, and the speedy clearance of emergency
breakdowns, depend in large measure on the ability of a service engineer

and maintain, scientifically, peak-quality reproduction. Since theater
sound equipment has no counterpart in other scientific fields, most of
the essential test instruments, flutter bridges, accurately calibrated test
equipment, transmission tests, cannot be borrowed or adapted from
other fields. These highly developed instruments must be specially
designed, built, and calibrated for the specific purpose for which they
will be used.

to "put a finger" on the source of trouble. A service engineer has got
Work on the Butterfield circuit's to have the diagnostic sense of a baby specialist. A baby specialist
Vogue Theater at Manistee, Mich.,
is being rushed. House seats 1,500 can't ask the baby what ails him. He's got to find out for himself.
and has an auditorium of the
stadium type that can be enlarged THE method of handling emergency calls differs according to the paror reduced at the will of the management.
ticular conditions existing in each district. In this connection, Altec's
W. L. Pereira reports the past set-up is illuminating. In the New York and Chicago offices, engineers
year as one of the best in com- are stationed in the office and are available to take care of any calls
pany's history and says that plans where their presence is required. In addition, regular service engineers
are under way for several houses
follow a definite itinerary and can therefore be located immediately
to be constructed in 1938.
when they are needed. Further than this, each night several engineers
are required to stand by at their homes for emergency calls.
Morley on West Coast
A smart exhibitor, with a chain of successful theaters, once said:

On Advitagraph Deals

West

Coast
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of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — J. Kenfield Morley,
vice-president and general manager
of the Advitagraph Corp. of Chicago, producers of commercial films
and manufacturers of Flo Lite continuous projectors (35 mm.), has
arrived here to establish production
and distribution facilities. He is
negotiating with Warners and Fox
for a nation-wide distributing program through their circuit-controlled
theaters. Advitagraph productions
will be circulated both in the theater lobby as well as the theatrical
screen. Morley, a former advertising executive of M-G-M, was later
lor, sales promotion manager of Bell &
Howell
Co.
f

"Years ago, I didn't think I needed service, because it wasn't merchandise Icould see, or weigh on scales, or feel with my hands. Then I had
a booth fire in an isolated theater. The service man drove all night
through a blinding snowstorm, and my theater opened on time the next
day. Now I look at my service contract with much the same satisfaction that I get out of looking at a large balance in my bank book."

Drexel Theater Opens

As Chesbrough's Twelfth

Columbus, O. — The new Drexel
Theater was recently completed at
a cost exceeding $125,000, giving
Baxley, suburban section, another
modern theater. The 800-seat Drexel marks the 12th theater in the
W. C. Chesbrough circuit, nine of
vil
which are in various sections of
ro
Columbus and three in Dayton.
Completing New Muller
s.
Theater is equipped with new
Omaha — Work is progressing
Super-Simplex
projection machines
rapidly on Lawrence Grobeck's new
Muller, a $30,000 house to be opened with latest type Peerless arc lamps,
and sound equipment of the latest
let about Jan. 15. It will replace the
type. Among other innovations this
aw former Mueller, same location, but
coi a slight change in name. It will equipment features a tandem amplifying system that assures sound
ate seat 700.
when the regular circuit cuts out.
Vil
Theater is completely air-condiReadying Westhampton
tioned for summer and winter.
Richmond, Va. — The Westhamp- Seats have 33-inch clearance from
;
ton, newest link in the Neighbor- back to back. Robert R. Royce,
hood Theater circuit, is scheduled Columbus, designed and supervised
Fr Sto
O'
open the latter part of January. construction of the theater.
stsf

£u

NTS Active As Distrib.
Of Mirrophonic Sound
National Theater Supply Co. is
rapidly establishing itself as distributor of sound reproducing systems for theaters. Among recent
sales negotiated for WE Mirrophonic systems, NTS reports the
following: Red Springs Theater, Red
Spring, N. C; Temple, Wheeling,
W. Va.; Chief, Pocatello, Idaho;
Gloria, Charleston, S. C; Idle Hour,
Williamstown, Ky.; Joy's, Mansura,
Ky.; Marr, Saginaw, Mich.; Orpheum, Strawberry Point, Iowa; State,
Washington, Iowa; Hatboro, Hatboro, Pa.; Grenada, Streator, 111.;
Vogue, South Gate, Cal.; Grand,
Bristol, Pa.; Dock Street, Charleston, S. C; Spencer, Spencer, Iowa;
Lyric, Lillington, N. C; Porterville,
Cal.; Pike, Pikesville, Md.; Nile,
Minneapolis; Cameo, Philadelphia,
New, Long Island City; Johnsonville, Johnsonville, S. C.; Princess,
Youngstown, O.; Aberdeen, Aberdeen, N. C.

Wholesale Radio Service
Offers URC Equipment
The Wholesale Radio Service Co.
of 100 Sixth Ave., New York, is
now offering to film theaters everywhere the same RCA licensed URC
equipment, used in the Warner circuit of houses throughout the U. S.,
at a fraction of its original cost,
the company announces.
This equipment,
commodate theaterswhich
seatingwill
up acto
3,000, comprises a complete 40-watt
theater sound amplifying system.
Amplifier itself utilizes modern
"beam-power" tubes capable of
High Fidelity sound reproduction
with no distortion. URC sound-head
has an exclusive turret-type exciter
lamp mounting containing three exciter lamps, all pre-focused, which
provides instantaneous change-over
without a break in the performance.
An acoustic speaker enclosure
housing Jensen
"woofer"
and
"tweeter"
speakers capable
of full
range frequency response from 30
to 3,000 cycles, as well as individual Jensen auditorium and highfrequency
speakers, baffles
are offered.
Various theater-size
are also
included.
Companylustrated
alsodescriptive
statesfolder
that listing
an ilthe complete amplifying system will
be forwarded to all interested by
addressing any of the company's
following offices: Wholesale Radio
Service Co., 100 Sixth Ave., New
York; 901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 265 Peachtree St., Atlanta; or
110 Federal St., Boston.

Jeffris Reopened
Janesville, Wis. — The Jeffris, dark
for many months, has been remodand reopened under WarnerSaxe eled
management.
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the 3,000-seat

Film production in Argentina during 1938 will reach the record total
of approximately 100 features, as
compared to the 1937 figure of 40,
The Film Daily was informed yesterday by Luis Cesar Amadori, ace
director, associated with Argentina
Sono Film, who leaves New York
today for Buenos Aires aboard the
S. S. Pan America, following a visit
of six weeks in the United States.
Amadori said that the 150 per cent
rise in studio output planned in Argentina for 1938 is attributable to
three factors, (1) the increasing demand upon the part of both the
urban and provincial public for features in their own language, which
differs appreciably from the European form of the Spanish tongue as
well as derived dialects which are
prevalent in other Pan-American
nations; (2) the unusually rapid
growth of production and distribution facilities recently in Argentina,
and (3) progressive popularity of
pictures made in that country with
audiences in the Antilles and continental South America.
Amadori declared that the practice of Hollywood producers in making Spanish language versions is unsuited to Argentine picture-goers because these versions are turned out,
not in Argentinian, but in the
Spanish spoken in Spain or that
characteristic, for example, of Mexico. Furthermore, films with subtitles, even though they be in Argentinian, are not satisfactory for
the reason that they call into play
the visual processes which should be
precluded by dialogue.
He believes that the wide acceptance of Argentinian product in
South and Central America, and particularly in Cuba, is due to its quality, which, in turn, can be directly
traced to the adaptation of Hollywood technique and the importation
of American technicians. Equipment is of the most modern type,
RCA sound and Mitchell cameras being extensively employed, together
with the facilities of Consolidated
Film Industries. Most of the screen
talent is supplied from the nation's
legitimate stage, which, he said, is
flourishing, as is the opera.
American-made pictures are in
tremendous demand, and to these
he paid tribute as "far and away
the world's finest." While in Hollywood he conferred with Cecil B. DeMille, Frank Capra, Ernst Lubitsch
and other leading directors.
Sailing with him for Buenos Aires
today are Dr. Rene Garzon, the
Argentine
tive of thegovernment's
Department representaof Justice
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All-Color

Tele?

London (By Cable) — Conviction that
color television would eventually supersede black and white pictures was
voiced here by John L. Baird, at the
annual session of Baird Television System, Ltd. He called attention to the
color transmission successfully achieved
for the first time in 1937 and anticipates further advancement along this
line in 1938.

"ZOLA" VOTED AWARD
BY N. Y, PIX CRITICS
(Continued from

Page

1)

"Zola" and of Greta Garbo in "Camille" were rated as outstanding
for the year by the critical group,
which also gave an accolade to
Gregory La Cava for his direction
of "Stage Door." In 1935, Garbo
was honored for her performance
in "Anna Karenina."
Most distinguished foreign language film, in the opinion of the
critics, is "Mayerling."
The formal presentation of awards
will take place at a cocktail party
to be held in the Rainbow Room,
Radio City, on Sunday, Jan. 9, from
5 to 8 p.m. A radio program at
6:30 p.m. will link New York and
emcee.
Hollywood;
Robert Benchley will
Runners-up
fications were: in the various classiDistinguished picture — "Good
Earth," "Captains Courageous,"
"Stage Door."
Outstanding performances: Actor
— Spencer Tracy, Fredric March,
Adolphe Menjou, Robert Montgomery. Tracy and Muni were deadlocked for six ballots, it is understood. Actress — Carole Lombard,
Katharine Hepburn.
Outstanding director: Victor Fleming, Henry Koster.
Critics voting were: Frank Nugent, B. B. Crister, Times; Howard
Barnes, Marguerite Tazelaar, Herald-Tribune; Kate Cameron, Wanda
Hale, News; Bland Johaneson,
Mirror; William Boehnel, WorldTelegram; Archer Winsten, Irene
Thirer, Post; Rose Pelswick, Regina
Crewe, Journal- American; Edgar
Price, Brooklyn Citizen; Gould Cassal, formerly of Brooklyn Eagle;
Leo Mishkin, Morning Telegraph;
David Piatt, Daily Worker.
if Happy New Year! j?

La Bar Goes to Bristol

Asheville, N. C. — Frank LaBar,
manager of the Imperial Theater
here, has been temporarily placed
in charge as manager of the Paramount Theater at Bristol, Va.-Tenn.,
according to Carl R. Bamford, vicepresident and general manager of
the Publix-Bamford Theaters Inc.,
owners of both houses. LaBar succeeds Wallen Stonebrook, who resigned as manager of the Bristol
for Corporations, and Alacia Vignoli, film star, both of whom accom- house to accept the post as manpanied him throughout his U. S.
ager of the Sheridan Theater at
visit.
Miami Beach, Fla.

YEAR'S OUTSTANDING
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• Happy New Year! *

Atlas Personnel Changes
Denver — Dave Davis, manager,
has made several changes in the
managerial
setup of the Atlas Theaters in Colorado.

Dick Jancke, newcomer in the theater field, has been made manager
of the Gem theater at Golden, replacing Berlin Tanner who went to
the Granada theater at Monte Vista
as manager. Raymond Lounsbury,
assistant manager at Lamar, haalf
been promoted to manager, succeeding Frank Barnes who has been,
moved to the city managership afl
Salida. Harry Moore resigned as
Salida manager, having bought ai^
interest in the Salida Daily Mail.
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Kansas City — The recently closed
Brookside Theater has been turned
over to the Fox-Midwest Circuit by
Stanley Schwartz and W. D. Fulton
who have operated it since its opening last March. Date of re-opening
has not yet been set according to
Lon Cox, city manager for the FoxMidwest chain.

Hollywood — Harry Rothman of
ew York, chairman of the executive
jmmittee of Condor Pictures, at a
eneral meeting of creditors declared
,iat if his proposed plan for reor'anization is approved all creditors
f Condor will be paid 100 per cent
n the dollar. He said that Condor's
Kansas City ■ — Charles Esterly,
ssets exceeded $500,000 and that
abilities are not in excess of $200,- operator of The Bijou and State
Theaters has closed the Bijou.
1)0.

at Sycamore. Everett Sorenson
has been transferred to the management of the Sandwich Theater
of the ch'cuit.
Homewood, 111. — M. Dickinson
been named manager of the
Joe Goldberg Theater opened
recently under Jones, Linick
Schaefer direction.

has
new
here
and

Chicago — Bernstein Brothers have
organized the State St. Theater
['state
A. H. man,
Lieberman,
real
Company with offices at 5311 Hohone ofPhiladelphia
heaviest stockMason City, la.— J. W. Moore of tory.
man Street in Hammond, Ind. It
'olders in Condor, voiced his confi- this city has discontinued the Lu- will operate theaters in that terriverne Theater at Luverne. The
?nce in Rothman.
! Richard Rogers of Consolidated town now has no theater.
ilm Laboratories, W. Atkinson of
Chicago — Bruce Godshaw, I. L.
CA, Simeon Aller of Smith- Aller,
North Bend, Neb. — Albert M. Lehman and A. L. Godshaw have
'„)mprising the Creditors Committee Bang has purchased the 300-seat formed the Miami Amusement Corp.
ppointed by Federal Judge Cos- Bend theater here from E. L. Jon- with offices at 215 East Bronson
rave, attended the meeting.
son, who also owns the Roxie at Street, South Bend, Ind. to oper. Rothman has made an offer to Shelton, Neb.
ate theaters.
eorge A. Hirliman, former presiant of Condor, now with Republic,
Omaha — Joe Rosenberg, Grand
Chickasha, Okla.— The Ritz TheNational manager here, will become
>eshead
Condor's
on the
Coast production
but Hirlimanactivihas Nebraska
ater, formerly operated by Consolirepresentative for Nadated Theaters, Inc., has been taklade no decision as yet.
tional Screen Service effective Dec.
en over by Southwestern Theaters,
24. Murray Starr, former National Inc. and placed under the manage•k Happy New Year! ir
Screen man here, has been transment of C. B. Hudson. Southwestferred to New York.
ern's Ismo will be closed. Situation
Ted O'Hara to Coast
leaves
Midwest and Ritz under
Ted O'Hara, of Columbia's eastrn story staff, left New York this
Chicago — Ray S. Nelson has been Southwestern and Washita and Rialto under Consolidated, Griffith
)eek for the Coast where he is to named manager of the Fargo The- subsidiary.
ater of the Anderson circuit located
scome assistant to the story editor.

FRANCHISES

Taking of depositions in the
North Dakota theater divorce case
is now scheduled to start Jan. 4 in
Minneapolis, it was learned yesterday in New York. Originally slated
to start Dec. 21, deposition-taking
was set back owing to the absence
of Louis Schwartz, counsel for Allied, who has been in California.
Witnesses will be branch and district managers of major distributors in the Minneapolis territory.
Under the North Dakota statue, producers and distributors are prohibited from holding theater interests
in the state. The suit to test the
constitutionality of the law was
brought by Paramount, Minneapolis
Amusement Co. and the American
Amusement Co.
■fc Happy New Year! if

All Coast Vita. Shorts May
Be Made In Technicolor
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

STILL AVAILABLE!

FOR SEVERAL LIVE-WIRE SALESMEN
TO DISTRIBUTE TO THEATRES
The Dignified Box Office Attraction

0P

MAGAZINE
Partial list of magazines

Charm
American Mercury
Arts & Decoration
College Humor
The Commentator
American Girl
Current History
Blue Book
The Forum
Black Mask
Picture Play
Short Stories
Detective Book
Harper's Monthly
McCall Needlework & Crocheting

FOR COMPLETE

NDGIHUT

w

included in "Magazine Night"

Travel

Reader's Digest
Screenland

Sports Illustrated
Story Magazine
Scientific American

Popular Science
Psychology
Red Book
Scribner's
McCall Fashion Book
Parents' Magazine
Modern Movies
Mademoiselle
McCall Advance Paris Styles

DETAILS WRITE

U* S. SALES
101 Park Avenue, New York City

K.i*1

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Technicolor is expected to be used in all Vitaphone short
subjects to be made here for the
1938-39 program, it was learned here
yesterday. The next short subject
lineup will be discussed at the Burbank studio next month by Norman
dio.
Moray,
Vitaphone sales manager,
and Gordon Hollingshead of the stu-

LExingron 2-2037

THE PICTURE THAT THE UNITED
STATES NAVY, ARMY AND STATE
DEPARTMENT HEADS IN WASHINGTON
ARE LOOKING AT TODAY!
MADE BY THE MAN THEY ARE
QUESTIONING IN WASHINGTON
TODAY!
Being booked
by smart
showmen all
over the
country

t0day!

The ONLY COMPLETE account of
the attack that shocked the world!
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NORMAN ALLEY'S

BOMBING OF THE
U.S.S.PANAY!
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"^e na^'on nas 9°ne w''^ over the heroic feat of Norman Alley!
His name, details of his film, his
photographs carried by every paper in the country — the air filled by radio broadcasts of his achievement and the significance of his special picture!

A NEW UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE!
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